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About This Manual

Who should use this manual . . .
This manual is intended to help the display station operator, the system operator,
or the programmer respond to a message, if possible, or to decide whom to
contact for further help.
This manual describes all messages that appear with one of the following message
identifiers:
•

SYS

•

KBD

•

SORT

•

CNFG

These messages can be run-time (displayed) or compile-time (printed). The
manual describes the reason for the message and any action required as a result of
the message.

How this manual is arranged . . .
This manual has the following parts:
•

Messages issued by the system program (SYS)

•

Keyboard messages (KBD)

•

Messages issued by the system sort program (SORT)

•

Configuration messages (CNFG)
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If you want more information . . .
For a list of the IBM publications available, see:
•

For the 5360 or 5362 System Unit, Guide to Publications, GC21-9015

•

For the 5364 System Unit (also known as the System/36 PC), Guide to
Optional Information, GX21-9817

For problem determination, refer to:
•

System Problem Determination- 5360, SC21-7919

•

System Problem Determination - 5362, SC21-9063

•

System Problem Determination- 5364, SC21-9375

Other System/36 Messages Manuals

For message identification codes (MICs) containing the following alphabetic
prefixes, refer to the corresponding manuals. (Online means that the explanations
are on the system and there is no manual.)

vi

ASM

Assembler Messages, SC21-7942

BAS

BASIC Messages, SC21-7943

BGU

Business Graphics Utilities, SC21-7985

CBL

COBOL Messages, SC21-7941

CGU

Character Generator Utility Guide, SC09-lOSS

CNFG

System Messages, SC21-7938

DFU

Utilities Messages, SC21-7939

DSU

Online

DSNX

Communications and Systems Management Guide, SC21-8010

EMU

3270 Device Emulation Messages, SC21-7945

ESU

3270 Device Emulation Messages, SC21-7945

FORT

FORTRAN IV Messages, SC21-9055

IDDU

Online

IWS

PC Support/36 Messages Guide, SC21-952S

KBD

System Messages, SC21-7938

NOTE

RPG II Messages, SC21-7940

NRD

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011

OFC

Online or Administering Personal Services/36 in the Office,
SC09-1062

QRY

Online

RJE

Multiple Session Remote Job Entry Messages, SC21-7944

RPG

RPG II Messages, SC21-7940

SDA

Utilities Messages, SC21-7939

SEU

Utilities Messages, SC21-7939

SORT

System Messages, SC21-7938

SRTX

Ideographic Sort Guide, SC09-lOS4

SWDS

Guide to Installing Multiple Systems, SA21-9867

SYS

System Messages, SC21-7938

TTM

Online

TXT

Online

WSU

Utilities Messages, SC21-7939

If You Do Not Understand a Term Used in This Manual

Many tenns and concepts used in this manual are introduced in the manual
Learning About Your Computer. If you are not familiar with System/36, you
should read that manual fIrst.
Insert Tabs
Insert tabs, available to divide this manual into sections, will help you locate
messages quickly. You can also use the insert tabs to merge this messages
manual and other messages manuals into one volume. By merging the different
messages manuals, you can customize these manuals to suit the specifIc
requirements of your system. Requests for insert tabs should be made to your
IBM representative or the IBM-approved remarketer. The title and order
number are: IBM System/36 Tabs/or Mes.rages, SX21-7946.

About This Manual
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Format of Messages
Messages described in this guide are in the following fonnat:
Message identification code Message text (variable datal)
Severity:

Auto Response:

Explanation
Additional Information
User Response

MIC (Message Identification Code)
The MIC is 3 or 4 alphabetic characters followed by a dash and a 4-digit number:
•

The alphabetic characters identify the section of the System Messages manual
where you will fmd a particular message.

•

The 4-digit message identification code identifies where in that section the
message description is located. The message identification codes are arranged
in ascending order within each section.

Some examples of message IDs are:
SYS-OOOI
KBD-0017
SORT-7726
CNFG-2189
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Message Text
The message text shown on the display should match the message text in the
System Messages manual. The only exceptions are messages containing variable
data fields and message text displayed on the line containing the message
identification code.

Variable Data Fields
Variable data fields contain infonnation that is different in each situation for
which a message is issued. Variable data fields contain infonnation such as a
work station ID, a fIle name, or whatever the variable data might be. In the
System Messages manual, the name of the variable data is enclosed in brackets,
for example, [fIle name].
Some displayed messages also have a 4-character variable data field located to the
far right of the message text. This field is not usually shown in the System
Messages manual. The 4 characters in this field may identify the location of a
diskette in a diskette magazine drive, or they may be infonnation for your service
representative (for example, a system reference code). The message descriptions
tell you what the 4 characters represent and what to do with them.
Note:

Publications for other devices, other than System/36 devices, may use
different terminology for the system reference code. For example, l1Ulchine
inforl1Ultion code or error code. However, these are exactly the same as
the system reference code.

Additional Displayed Information
Some messages may have additional infonnation placed on the line containing
the message identification code to help you determine how to correct the error.
Some messages end with three dots (. . .). This indicates that you can display
additional infonnation by pressing the Enter key. If you are using the Console
display, you must use the REPLY command. See the manual Operating YoUr
System for an example of displaying additional message infonnation. The
additional infonnation does not appear word-for-word in the System Messages
manual, but the message description is an expansion of the additional
infonnation on the display.

Severity and Auto Response
The severity level code is used by the system to determine whether a message
should be automatically responded to. The auto (automatic) response code is the
recommended response for that particular message if you choose to use auto
response. If the auto response is N/A, auto response cannot be used for that
message. (If you supply a value, it is ignored.) If the auto response is blank, you
can use auto response, but it is recommended that the operator be allowed to see
and respond to the message.
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Severity Field

The severity field defIDes the seriousness of the problem that caused the halt.
For displayed messages, the severity level is used by the system to determine
whether a message should be automatically responded to.
Severity level specifies the automatic response severity level, which consists of 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5. Severity level values and their descriptions are:
1

Informational messages. Option 0 is the only allowable response.

2

Messages with one response option or messages with two response options
where one option is a retry option.

3

Program error messages. These messages usually have more than one
response option.

4

Messages for severe errors, such as hardware errors or permanent
input/output errors.

5

No automatic response value can be defIDed for these messages.

Auto Response Field

The auto response field defIDes the option that will be taken if NOHALT is in
effect.
The NOHALT procedure specifies the auto response level for the system, your
session, or a single job. This allows you to have messages with response values
be automatically responded to by the system, rather than requiring an operator to
enter the response to an error message.
The NOHALT procedure processes a NOHALT oeL statement.
Auto response values and their descriptions are:

o

Ignore the situation and continue processing the job step

1

Retry the situation and continue processing the job step

2

Job step ended, continue with the next step

3

Job canceled

D

Dump

H

Returns the user to the help screen that caused the error

If you want more information, see the System Reference manual.
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Specification Type (S, D, or H)
The available specification types are S, D, and H. If you want more information,
refer to the manual Creating Displays: Screen Design Aid and System Support
Program, SC21-7902.

Explanation
This part of the message description explains the reason for the message and tells
the operator what action to take to continue. If the operator cannot correct the
problem or continue operations, this part tells the operator whom to contact for
help.

Additional Information
This heading precedes the more complex information about the message. The
text under Additional Information is usually for the more experienced operator,
the system operator, the security officer, or the programmer. However, the
operator should always read the additional information before deciding what
action to take.

User Response
This part of the message description describes all options that are available for a
message. However, all the options are not always available each time a particular
message occurs, nor do all messages have options. If a message does not have
recovery options, any action required for the message is included under
Explanation or Additional Information.
To use these options, press the number of the key you want on the keyboard and
then press the Enter key.
The following describes what generally happens when you enter an option in
response to a message. However, be sure to read the option descriptions for each
particular message because the descriptions may be different for each message.
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•

Option 0: When you enter this option, the error condition is usually ignored
and the job continues.

•

Option I: When you enter this option, the operation that caused the error is
usually ignored and you can try the operation again.

•

Option 2: This option usually ends the job step. Any data created up to this
step is saved and you can continue with the next job step.

•

Option 3: When you enter this option, the job is usually canceled. Any data
created or work done by previous steps in this job is saved, but any data
created or work done by the current job step is lost.

•

Option D: lbis option is available whenever option 3 appears on the
display; however, option D never appears on the display and is not described
in this manual. When you enter option D, the contents of main storage and
control storage are copied into the dump area on disk, copied onto diskettes,
or printed on the printer. The system actions described for option 3 occur.
After a dump is taken, you should save the dump information by using the
APAR procedure or the DUMP procedure. !fyou want more information
about these procedures, see the System Reference manual.

•

Option H: This option is available whenever option 3 appears on the display
and you are entering information from a Help prompt; however, option H
never appears on the display and is not described in this manual. When you
enter option H, the Help display that appeared when the error occurred is
displayed again and the cursor is positioned at the field where the error
occurred. You can then correct the error and continue your job.

Calling for Service
Sometimes errors occur and, even though you follow the recovery actions in the
message description, the error is not corrected or keeps occurring for no apparent
reason. Sometimes the error cannot be corrected by the operator or the
programmer and the message tells you to call for hardware service or to call for
software service.
If you do the following before you call for service, you will help the service
person determine what the problem is and correct it as quickly as possible:
•

Fill out a Problem Summary Form. This is a form on which you can record
information about the system conditions at the time the error occurred.
Copies of the Problem Summary Form are available in the System Problem
Determination manual.

•

If the system keyboard is available, do the following:
If a dump was taken, run the APAR or DUMP procedure to save a copy
of the dump area for the service person

Press the Print key to print the information that was on the screen when
the error occurred
Run the HISTORY procedure to save a copy of the history me for the
service person
If you want more information about running the above procedures, see the
System Reference manual.
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Chapter 2. General Information
The general infonnation contained here applies to some of the messages from
SYS-OOOO through SYS-0397 for the operator and the programmer. Some of
these messages refer to the general infonnation included here instead of repeating
the infonnation for each applicable message.

General Information for the Operator
When the system finds an error that causes the task that was running to fail, three
messages are displayed. The first message explains why the task failed, the second
and third messages indicate whether or not a task dump was taken of the failing
task.
If a task dump is taken, the message SYS-1875 Task dump in progress is
displayed. This message is followed by the message SYS-1879, which contains
the name of the flle that contains the task dump.
If a task dump is not taken, the message SYS-1887 No task dump taken is
displayed. This message contains a number to the far right which indicates why
the task dump was not taken. This message is followed by the message
SYS-1865 Task dump has been canceled.

When you see these messages displayed, do the following:
•

Record the message IDs

•

Record the name of the flle that contains the task dump or the number that
indicates the reason for not taking the task dump

•

Respond to the message with a 0 option

•

Notify the programmer responsible for maintaining the program you were
running and give the programmer the infonnation you recorded

Chapter 2. General Information
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General Information for the Programmer
If the program that was running when the error occurred is not ~ IBM-supplied
program, or if the program is not compiled using an IBM compiler, you can use
the DUMP procedure to print or display the dump and then check the dump for
the cause of the error.
If the program that was running when the error occurred is supplied by IBM, or
if the program is compiled using an IBM compiler; you should fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

If a task dump was taken, use the APAR procedure to copy the dump onto a
diskette or tape and save the diskette or tape for the service person.
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System Messages
SYS --0000 Storage dump has been requested

Explanation

Severity: N/A

A nonprivileged program issued a privileged operation.

Auto Response: N/A

For more information, see General InformatIon on page 2-1.

Explanation

This is an informational message.
requested a storage dump.

The task that was running

SYS --0007 Register stack underflow or m'crflow
Severity: N/A

SYS --0001 :\Iodule ID not found in control storage
library
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An attempt was made to load a control storage module. This
cannot be done because the module I D could not be found in the
directory.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The control storage register stack pointer contains either a value
that is smaller than is allowed (underflow) or a value that is larger
than is allowed (overflow).

SYS --0008 Address translation error logging comm
line data
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --0002 Attempt to relocate a module that has no
RLD's

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Severity: 5

SYS --0009 Address translation error relocating M.S.
module

Auto Response:

Explanation

An attempt was made to load a module at an address that was not
the module's link address. This cannot be done because the
module does not contain a relocation dictionary.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0010 Invalid disk lOB parameters

SYS --0003 Control storage module link, load addrs
uncqual

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

An attempt was made to load a control storage module to an
address that was not the module's link-edit address. This cannot
be done because the module docs not contain a relocation
dictionary.

Severity: 5

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0004 Dump requested by pressing STOP key
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A task dump was taken using one of the following methods:

•

Selecting the S optIOn of the alter/display dump function
(option 11)

•

Pressing the Stop key on the control panel and setting the
data switches to xxCE (xx is the task II.) for the system task
being dumped)

SYS --0005 Quicsce counter has ncgative value
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --0011 Permanent disk rcad error
Explanation

A permanent input/output error occurred on the disk identified by
the system reference code (the 4 characters to the right of the
message). Recovery of the data was attempted, but the data may
be incorrect.
The system tries to recover the data from the defective disk. If the
recovered data is incorrect, you can display and correct it with the
BUILD procedure. If you correct the data, run the job again.
Otherwise, continue with the next job.
For more information about the BUILD procedure, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

SYS --0012 Dump requcstcd bccause of hardware
error

Exp.lanation

Severity: N/A

The quiesce counter for a storage block has a value of less than
zero.

Explanation

SYS --0006 Privilegcd operation issued in
nonprh'ilegcd mode
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

A system dump was taken because a system processor check
occurred. The 4 characters to the right of the message in the
dump prolog are the system reference code.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

System Messages
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SYS --0013 Main storage program exception
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
One of the following occurred:

•

A main storage program referenced a protected location in
main storage.

•

A non privileged main storage program issued a privileged
instruction.

You may be able to continue to operate the system, unless
otherwise noted in the following description for the four character
System Reference Code (SRC) which appears with the SYS·0019
message.
Record the SRC(s) for reference, then see the
description for your SRC and perform the appropriate actions.
Press the Enter key to continue the IPL.
Note: The following SRC descriptions are grouped by the type of
error.
Sometimes only the first 2 or 3 characters of the
4-character SRC are shown, followed by n or nn. The n or nn
equals the last I or 2 characters that are actually part of the S RC
being displayed. The n can be any character from A through F
and 0 through 9.

For more information, see General Information on page 2-t.
Note: If SNA 3270 device emulation exists, it will be terminated
by a 5250 screen update larger than 4K (4096) bytes. The 3270
Device Emulation Guide, SC21-7912, contains more information.

SRC

Description

CI8n

1/4-inch tape OSA error - Fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware
service. Press the Enter key to continue the IPL.

CIFn

Jt4-inch tape adapter error - Your action is the
same as ClSn.

C201

Memory error - Fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service. Press the
Enter key to continue the IPL. After the IPL is
complete, a system message will be displayed and
will indicate the number of defective 2K memory
pages. Write down on the Problem Summary Form
the SRC that appears with this message.

SYS --0014 Invalid main storage address access by
l\tSP
Sev~rity:

5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A main storage program referenced a location greater than main
storage size.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0015 Invalid main storage op code
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Note: If the IPL does not complete, note on the
Problem Summary Form the IPL failure, the SRC,
any check lights which may be on. and any
additional SRC which is displayed on the system
operator panel.

Explanation
The main storage processor tried to run an instruction that the
main storage processor does not support.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

C3nn

Disk error - The IPL cannot be completed with this
error. Write down the SRC that appears with
SYS-0019, then perform an IPL again. If the error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.

C401

LAN Adapter error - Your action is the same as
CISn.

SYS --0016 Storage dump has been requcstcd
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: NIA

Explanation
A storage dump was taken for one of the following reasons:

•

You canceled a job with the CANCEL command and
requested a dump.

C5nn

1255 Magnetic Character Reader error - Your
action is the same as CISn.

•

You entered option 0 in response to a syslog error message
issued for this task.

C6nn

Work station error - An error was detected by one
of the work station controllers. Your action is the
same as CISn.

C7nn

External Disk Adapter error - An error was
detected by the adapter for external disk in the 5362
System Unit. Fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service. If you have
no external disk attached to your 5362 System Unit,
you should press the Enter key to continue the I"L.
If you do have external disk drive(s) attached, you
cannot continue the II'L.

C8nn

Communications error - Your action is the same as
C 18n. If the system unit is a 5364, the failure is
caused by the personal computer. The personal
computer problem determination procedures may
be found in the manual IBM Personal Computer
Guide to Operations.

SYS --0017 Address translation error during load
SVC
Severity: 5

AUla Response:

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0018 Error stack m·crflow
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Mcrre than four errors are in progress.

SYS --0019 IPL wrap crror
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An error occurred during Initial Program Load (IPL) wrap tests.
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]\:ote: If the IPL does not complete, note on the
Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, the I PL failure, the
SRC, any check lights which may be on, and any
additional SRC which is displayed on the system
operator panel.

Disk error - See C3nn for information.

Explanation

CAnn

Disk error - See C3nn for information.

The timer request block address is not valid.

CBnn

8809 Tape unit error - Your action is the same as
C18n.

For more information, see General Information on page 2-\.

CCnn

Work station error - An error was detected by one
of the work station controllers. Your action is the
same as C18n.

C9nn

SYS --0022 Invalid system date nag found in syscom
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
COOO through CU7F Diskette unit error - After the IPL is
complete, you should type in the command
PROBLEM and run the Online Problem
Determination for diskette.
COSn

Disk or diskette error - Fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service. Press the
Enter key to continue the I P L.
l"ote: If the IPL does not complete, note on the
Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, the IPL failure, the
S RC, any check lights which may be on, and any
additional SRC which is displayed on the system
operator panel.

CEOI

CE02

3262 Printer error - Do the following:
1.

Make sure the printer power switches are in
the correct positions and that power is
available at the printer outlet.

2.

Make sure the printer cables are installed
correctly, especially if the printer cables were
recently disconnected. The manual Setting Up
Your Computer, SA21-9430, contains more
information about how to set up the printer.

Syscom has incorrect information.

SYS --0023 Nonprivileged program issued timer load
request
Severity: 5

A non privileged program tried to change the system time-of-day.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-\'

SYS --0024 Invalid type specified with timer request
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0025 l':onprivileged pgm issued multiple-wait
timer req
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

3.

Write down the SRC that appears with
SYS-OOI9.

4.

Perform an IPL again.

SYS --0026 Invalid ITYPE specified with timer
request

5.

If this error continues to occur, perform the
action for C18n.

Severity: 5

3262 Printer error - Do the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation
See the ITYPE parameter on the $SIT macro.

1.

Make sure paper is installed on the printer,
and the print unit is closed.

2.

Make sure the print belt installed in the
printer matches the configuration record,
especially if the print belt was recently
changed.

3.

Write down the SRC that appears with
SYS-0019.

Explanation

4.

Perform an IPL again.

Sec the time field in the Timer Request Block.

5.

If this error continues to occur, perform the
action for C18n.

For more information, see Genera/Information on page 2-1.

CE03 through CE24 3262 Printer error - Your action is the same
as C18n.

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0027 l':egath·e time value specified with timer
rC(luest
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

SYS --0028 Inv:llitl inline parm specified with timer
rC(luest
Severity: 5

SYS --0020 Invalid timer queue element
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

El(Jllanation
The timer queue element just requested from the system timer
queue has an incorrect type.

SYS --0029 Invalid timer ID from SSIT or SlUT
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --0021 Address translation crror on STRB
parameter list

The valid timer IDs are 1 through 255.

Severity: 5

For more information, see Gel1era/lnformatlon on page 2-\'

Auto Response:

System Messages
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SYS --0030 Disk error during translated assign
recovery
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An error occurred during a write to disk.
The 4 characters to the right of the message are the SRC.
Note: If the error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.
For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

SYS --0031 Permanent diskette error during IPL from
diskette
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An error occurred during an IPL from diskette.

SYS --0032 Address translation error moring main
storage pgm
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

Explanation

A read or write error occurred on a disk. The disk is identified by
the 4-character system reference code to the right of the message.
If the system reference code is 6000 or 6001, run the PROBLEM
procedure and select the system reference code (6000 or 600 I)
shown with the system message. Then take the 1)0 problem
determination option and follow the directed procedures.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.
For more information, see General Information on page 2·1.

SYS --0036 Disk error--no alternative sectors
available
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A read or write error occurred on a disk. The disk is identified by
the 4-character system reference code to the right of the message.
If the system reference code is 6000 or 6001, run the PROnLE\1
procedure and select the system reference code (6000 or 6()0 I)
shown with the system message. Then take the Utilities option
and select 1l\:ITIALIZE. Follow the directed procedures.
I f the system reference code is a number other than 6000 or 600 I,
fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service. You can
continue to use the system; however, If you try to read or write
on the defective sector, this message will appear again.

SYS --0033 Disk error--unrecorerable disk operation

Additional Information

Severity: 5

A defective disk sector was found; however, no alternative (spare)
sectors are available to assign in place of the defective sector.

Auto Response:

Explanation

A read or write error occurred on a disk. The disk is identified by
the 4.character system reference code to the right of the message.
The failing disk operation is not recoverable by the disk error
recovery routines.
If the system reference code is 6000 or 6001, run the PROBLE\f
procedure and select the system reference code (6000 or 600 I)
shown with the system message. Then take the Do problem
determination option and follow the directed procedures.

SYS --0037 Error TO address is invalid
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An error task block (TB) address is incorrect (hexadecimal
000000). A task dump cannot be taken.

SYS --0038 Disk error--data accessed may be invalid

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

Severity: 5

For more information. see General Information on page 2-1.

Explanation

SYS --0034 Disk hardware error--try the task again

A read error occurred on a disk. An alternative (spare) sector
may have been assigned to save the data.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A read or write error occurred on a disk. The disk is identified by
the 4-character system reference code to the right of the message.
If the system reference code is 6000 or 6001, run the PROBLF.\f
procedure and select the system "reference code (6000 or 600 I)
shown with the system message. Then take the 1)0 problem
determination option and follow the directed procedures.
For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

If this error contmues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

SYS --0035 Disk error--unrecoverablc or invalid sector
Severity: 5
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Auto Response:

Auto

Responsc~

The system tries to recover the data from the defective disk by
writing it back to the defective sector or to an alternative disk
sector. However, the data may be incorrect. You can usc the
B U I LD procedure to display and correct the data. Or, you may
restore the file being accessed from a backup copy. If you correct
the data, you can run the job again. Otherwise, you can continue
with the next job.
The System Reference manual, SC21-9020
information about the II U I LI) procedure.

contains

more

If this error continues to occur after you run the BUILl)
procedure, take the I) option and use the APAR procedure to
copy the task dump to diskette.
Fill out a Problt:m Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.
User Rcsllonse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any new data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing nIcs
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any nIes created by this job step are lost

SYS --0039 Disk error--disk not available
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The 9332 disk identified by the 4-character system reference code
to the right of the message is unavailable for usc. The disk is
unavailable because either it is powered off or it is not connected
to the system or it has a potential hardware problem.
In order to make the 9332 disk available for use, you must first
power on the disk (or connect the disk to the system and power it
on) and then perform system lPL.
If this error continues to occur after you have connected the disk
to the system properly, powered on the disk, and completed
system IPL, run the PROBLEM procedure and select the system
reference code (6000 or 6001) shown with the system message.
Then take the Do Problem Determination option and follow the
directed procedures. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.
Warning: Powering off the 9332 disk after completion of system
IPL may cause abnormal termination of tasks. For example, the
task accessing the powered off drive will be terminated.

SYS --0040 Branch to a rclocatable CS module that
is not loaded
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

A· control storage program tried to branch to an unloaded,
relocatable control storage program.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0041 System is in a wait or infinite loop
Auto Response: ':'.jA

A system dump was requested by pressing the System Reset and
CSP Start keys on the control panel. This system dump was not
requested after a system program or processor check. The system
may have been in a wait or a loop.

SYS --0042 Invalid

LA~

lOB Control Block ID

Auto Response: N/A

An invalid control block was found in a LA;'; lOB (input/ouput
block).

SYS --0043 Member copy in progress
Auto

Response~·NjA

SYS --0044 Program is larger than main storage user
area
Severity: 5

If the user area was reduced becau:;e of a main storage hardware
failure, message SYS--0047 was previously issued. Try running
the program again when more main storage user area is available,
after the next I PL, or after the hardware failure is corrected.
You can use the STATUS command to determine the current size
of the main storage user area. Compare this with the amount of
storage required to run your program (region size). You cannot
run your program until the main storage user area size is at least
as large as the region size required by your program.
Updated records written to disk before the error occurred remain
updated, and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If
data files arc shared, new records added to the file are saved.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0045 Task already in abnormal termination
Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
A DUMP SVC request was initiated for a task already in
abnormal termination.

SYS --0046 Error ACE is the dump ACE
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

The error ACE (action control clement) passed to the task dump
routine is the dump ACE. A task dump cannot be taken for the
error task.

SYS --0047 ;\lain storage 2K segment error:
SRC-(systcm reference code)
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

Severity: ;';/A

If the user area was reduced because of increased assign/free area
requirements, message SYS--6440 was previously issued to warn
you of this condition. You need to reduce your system wor'kload
to keep your system running. See message SYS-6440 for more
information.

Explanation

Explanation

Severity: N/A

reduced. The
in the amount
owned critical
it from putting

The reduction in the size of the main storage user area res\llted
from either an increase in the assign/free area requirements or a
main storage hardware failure.

Severity: NjA

Explanation

Severity: ;';/A

The size of the main storage user area has been
program you are running cannot continue to run
of main storage now available. The program
system resources and .had to be canceled to prevent
the system in a never-ending loop.

Auto Response:

Explanation

A hardware failure occurred in one or more of the 2K main
storage segments assigned to this job. The defective main storage
segments have been removed from the system for the remainder
of this I PL, thus reducing the size of the user area. The new user
area size can be displayed by issuing a STATUS SESSION control
command. The 4 characters to the right of the message are the
system reference code.
The defective segments, along with the rest of main storage, will
be retested for failures during the next IPL sequence. If this error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.

SYS --0048

There is not enol,;~h i11'!in storage to continue running the
currently running prc::-·rn.

Severity: NjA

Additional Information

Explanation

Inv~llid

tape lOB parameters

Auto Response: N/A
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lOB stands for input/output block.

Severity: 5

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Explanation

SYS --0049 Invalid device-ta-device lOB parameter

For more information, see General Information on page 2-\'

Severity: NjA

SYS --0056 Dump requested by SETDUMP utility

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

lOB stands for input/output block.

Explanation

While a device-to-device operation was being performed, an
incorrect parameter was found in the lOB.

This is an informational message. The SETDUMP utility called
for a task dump.

For more infoIination, see General injormaiion on page 2-1.

SYS --0058 Invalid I/O device address in a work
station lOB

SYS --0050 Disk error--Ioading control storage
module

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

A read or write error occurred while a control storage module was
being loaded from the disk. The 4 characters to the right of the
message are the system reference code.

SYS --0059 Permanent work station error during
MSIPL

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Severity: N/A

For more information, see General Information on page 2-\'

A work station error occurred during MSIPL from diskette. The
IPL cannot continue.

SYS --0052 Imalid assign SVC or free SVC
parameters

SYS --0060 Permanent assign failure

Severity: 5

.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation
If this was an assign request, either a length of zero was specified,
or a ,length greater than 2048 bytes was requested with the wait
option.
If this was a free request, either a length of zero was specified, or
the address of the area to free was not on a 16-byte boundary, or
for the queue option, the area to free was not found to be queued
to the task.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-\'

SYS --0053 Disk error--Ioading control storage
transient
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

The system does not have enough main storage available to use
for system queue space, or the system queue space queue has b.een
destroyed.

SYS --0061 Im'alid emulation instruction at Iloeation)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An invalid emulation request
FORTRAN.

was

made

SYS --0067 Disk error during l\lICR controller load

A disk read or write error occurred while a control storage
transient was being loaded on the disk. The 4 characters to the
right of the message are the system reference code.

Severity: N{A

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

MCR stands for magnetic character reader.

For more information, see Gener,!.! Information on page 2-\'
c~\lculated

on

'nvA

Auto Response:

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-\'

SYS --0055 l"'onprivilcged pgm accessing privileged
transient
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or

For more information. see General Information on page 2-1.

Explanation

Severity: 5

BASIC

The address in the message is three storage locations past where
the error was found.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --0054 Invalid sector address
request

for

,\lJiO

Response: N/A

Explanation

The MCR microcode loads the MCR controller code into control
storage before it is loaded into the controller. A disk error
occurred when the controller code was read into control storage.
The 4 characters to the right of the message are the system
rcfqrence code.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hard ware service.
For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-\'

SYS --0068 Program exceeds l\IAI1;\-IAX nlluc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

A program exceeded the maximum number of maps allowed by
that program.

An attempt was made to save or restore a file.
cannot continue because of an error on disk.

SYS --0069 Storage management failure

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The function

Explanation

For more information, see General InformatIon on page 2-1.

The number of pages needed to prepare a task was figured
incorrectly by the storage management routines.

SYS --0079 Invalid SVC requested

For more information, see General Informat/on on page 2-1.

SYS --0070 Invalid diskette sector address
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

For more information, see Generallnformat/on on page 2-1.

SYS --0071 Invalid emulation address at (locationJ
Auto Response:

Explanation

If this is not an IBM-supplied program, contact your souree"Of
program support; there is an error in the user-written program.
This error might have occurred because you are trying to access
an area outside of an array (address indexing error) within your
program. The address in the message is three storage locations
past where the error was found. For more information on
running and debugging a program, refer to the the manual,
Programming wirlt FORTRAN IV, SC21-900S.
For more information, see General Informal/on on page 2-1.

SYS --0075 Disk error--no disk error recovery block
found
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

A disk read or write error occurred. No disk error recovery block
(ERB) could be found. The ERB is needed to send an error
message.
The Program Problem Diagnosis and Diagnostic Aids, SY21-0S93,
manual explains how you should respond to this messageo

SYS --0076 Imoalid diskette data compression SVC
Severity: :\/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The SVC requested is not supported by the system. No control
storage entry point exists for this SVC request.
For more information, see Genera/lnformatlon on page 2-1.

Explanation

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The data compression code received an unexpected or invalid
supervisor call (SVC) request.

SYS --0080 Invalid translated 10B--not mapped or
not allowed
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The translated lOB ~ss is not mapped, or the lOB address
must be a real address for this device.
For more information, see Genera/ Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0081 Invalid translated buffer--not aligned or
not mapped
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

The buffer is not on an 8-byte boundary or is not mapped.
For more information, see Genera/Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0082 Imoalid translated parameter Iist--not
mapped
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --(l083 SYC map parameter list is in error
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

A system program issued a MAP SVC with an invalid parameter
list.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

For more information, see Generallnformalion on page 2-1.

SYS --0084 Zero quick-lock address passed

SYS --0077 Invalid control character - decompress

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see Genera/Information on page 2-1.

An- attempt was made to restore a file. The restore operation
cannot complete because the compressed data on diskette contains
an invalid character.

SYS --0085 Communication lOB has invalid header
length

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Severity: N/A

SYS --0078 Disk error during data compression
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An I/O communication operation was issued with an lOB that has
an incorrect header length.
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SYS --0086 Invalid post of communication ERB
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

A communication ERB could not be posted correctly.

SYS --0087 Invalid XASGN request
Severity: 5

SYS --0094 Control storage program timed out while
looping

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

A control storage program exceeded the time-out limit The
time-out limit is 2 seconds for the Stage I and 2 processors and 3
seconds for the Stage 3 processors. The control storage program
is in an infinite loop.

SYS --0095 Wild branch taken by a control storage
program

This error occurred for one of the fo!!owing reasons:

•
•

Auto Response: N/A

An incorrect storage block or program block address was
used.
A request was made for 0 length or a length of hexadecimal
FFCO.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A control storage program branched to an instruction in control
storage that cannot be processed.

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0096 Invalid power off command
SYS --0088 Invalid XFREE request
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

This error occurred for one of the following reasons:

Severity: N/A

The power off transient received an invalid request to power off
the system.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

•

An incorrect storage block or program block address was
used.

•

A request was made for 0 length or a length of hexadecimal
FrCD.

Severity: 5

The requested area was previously freed.

Explanation

•

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0089 CSP main storage program exception
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --0097 Invalid TWA deallocate request
Auto Response:

A task work area (TWA) request to deallocate TWA was found to
have a relative disk address that was not within the bounds of the
allocated TWA.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Explanation

SYS --0098 Insufficicnt task work area rcscn·cd

The control storage processor (CSP) accessed main storage using
an incorrect ATR value, or an incorrect value was loaded into the
CS P prefix register, or bad parity was found in the main storage
address register.

Severity: 5

SYS --0090 CSP main storage program exccption
Severity: NiA

Auto Response: N/A

The control storage processor (CS P) accessed main storage using
an incorrect ATR value, or an incorrect value was loaded into the
CSP prefix register.

SYS --0092 I/O buffer is aligned on an odd byte
boundary
Severity: N/A

Explanation

A failure occurred during allocation from the reserved task work
area.

SYS --0101 Device unit block has an im'alid device Ii>
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The printer/display station error router (SNUPD) uses the
contents of the device ID LUBDEVID) field of device unit blocks
to determine which control storage program error determination
procedure should be called. If that field does not contain a valid
value, SNUPD issues this message.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0102 S:\UPD was callcd for an unsupported
function

An 1:0 operation was issued to an I/O device with an I/O buffer
ali~ned on an odd-byte boundary.

Severity: N/A

SYS --0093 Invalid control storage address

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The printer/display station error router (SNUPD) may be called
by the system program for a number of reasons; however,
SN U I'D should not be called by the system program When a
message has been issued or an option to a message has been
selected when the message involves a display station. If such a call
occurs, S N UP D issues this message.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A control storage program referenced control storage with an
incorrect address.
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Auto Response: N!A

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0105 POSTI failure of a task
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The s1stem task could not be found.

An I/O operation was issued to an lOB that already has an
outstanding I/O operation that has not completed.
For more information, see GeneralI1iformatlon on page 2-1.

SYS --0201 Assign failure on external DCB
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --0106 TWA SVC cannot honor WSWA get/put
request

An external DCB (data control block) could not be assigned in the
DSC (data storage controller).

Severity: 5

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Auto Response:

Explanation
A job control block address (lCB) is required for a WSWA type
request. The job control block address in the task block (TB) is
equal to zero or is invalid.

SYS --0202 Disk error--Loading data storage
controller transient
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Explanation

SYS --0107 Invalid nVA deallocate request

A disk error occurred while a DSC (data storage controller)
transient was being loaded into the DSC transient area. The 4
characters to the right of the message is the system reference code.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A request was made to deallocate a TWA (task work area) that
was already deallocated.

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0108 TWA base ID does not exist
Severity: ";-oJ/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --0203 Block count < Threshold on assign of
internal DCB
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N;A

The base I D specified on a task work area (TWA) request does
not exist.

Explanation

SYS --0109 Im'alid task work area operation

The internal DCB (data control block) cannot be assigned because
the block count is less than the threshold. For more information,
see General Information on page 2-1.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0110 WRK SVC parameter list is in error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A program issued the WRK SVC with an incorrect parameter list.

SYS --0204 Block count < Threshold on free of
external DCB
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The external DCB (data control block) cannot be freed because
the block count is less than the threshold. For more information,
see General Information on page 2-1.

For more information, see Generall1iformation on page 2-1.

SYS --0205 DSC register stack underflow/overflow

SYS --0111 Active mapping count underflow

Severity: N/A

Severity:

~!A

Auto Response: No/A

Explanation
An active mapping negative count (underflow) has occurred.

Explanation
The DSC (data storage controller) register stack pointer contains
a value that is smaller than is allowed (underflow) or a value that
is larger than is allowed (overflow).

SYS --0206 Invalid de\'ice ID in an lOB in the DSC

SYS --0112 CSP accessed an inyalid main storage
address

Severity: N/A

Severity: NIA

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A control storage program accessed an incorrect location in main
storage.

SYS --0113 I/O operation issued to active lOB
Severity: No/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

An attempt was made to route control to a device in the DSC
(data storage controller); however, the device ID in the IOIJ
(input/output block) of the DCIJ (data control block) was invalid.
For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

SYS --0207 ATR error from DSC--Invalid data buffer
length
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A
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Explanation
The ATRs (address translation registers) being loaded for the DSC
(data storage controller) to access the data buffer are incorrect.
They are incorrect because the data buffer length is greater than
64K.

SYS --0208 Invalid buffer address in buffer
deallocation in the DSC
Severity: N/A

An attempt was being made to free the library format-I.
However, the library format-l cannot be freed because it still has
active owners.

SYS --0235 Program Check in termination exit
routine
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

For more information, see Generalln/ormat/on on page 2-1.

Explanation
The address given to free the buffer used by the DSC (data storage
controller) is incorrect.

SYS --0239 Invalid SSP
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

Explanation

SYS --0209 1'\0 buffer space for diskette ERP under
device- to-de\'ice

An error was found in the SSP during an IPL.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --0240 I>rogram tried to cancel a noncancelable
task

Explanation

Severity: N/A

ERP stands for error recovery procedure.

Explanation

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

A program tried to issue a message that requires the program to
be canceled (option 3). However, the program cannot be canceled.

SYS --0211 Invalid device ID in IOn on return from
DSC
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --0241 Disk error while condensing the system
library

Explanation

Severity: N/A

An attempt was made to route control to a device in control
storage; however, the device ID in the lOB (input/output block)
is invalid.

Explanation

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

Explanation
and

The system can no longer run because a disk error occurred while
the system library was being compressed.

Additional Inrormation

Auto Response: N/A

SIO stands for start input/output,
input/output block.

lOB

stands

for

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

If the error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

SYS --0242 Deallocate or termination found psn with
no TUn

SYS --0214 Invalid S:\IF Ion

Severity: N/A

Severity: N:A

Explanation

Auto Response: i\'IA

Auto Response: N/A

The system does not have a printer defined by the I D in the
printer specification block.

Explanation
S\I F stands for system measurement facility, and lOB stands for
input/output block.
For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-\'

SYS --0243 Command Processor task or user task has
no .Jcn
Severity: N/A

SYS --0232 OXREF resident table exceeded
Severity: NjA

Auto Response: N/A

If the error continues to occur, give the programmer the mess·age
ID (SYS--0241).

SYS --0212 Invalid SIO logging IOn
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:--N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Either the command processor is ending or a job control block
(Jell) could not be found for a user task.

Explanation
T~

OXREP resident table has no more room for additional
entries. Therefore, all modules cannot be cross-referenced.

SYS --0244 :\UCs 3700,3702,3712,3713 not found in
##:\ISG2 1I1t.'lI1bcr

SYS --0233 Cannot free this libntry format-I--has
active owners

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation
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Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explan:ltion
Message SYS--3700, SYS--3702, SYS--3712, or SYS--3713 could
not be found in the system message member ##MSG2.

SYS --0245 MICs 3710 or 3711 not found in
##MSG2 member

The system can no longer run because of an unexpected return
code from a diskette VTOC read or write operation.

Severity: N/A

SYS --0254 Unexpected return code from disk VTOC
access

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Message SYS--J710 or SYS--J711 could not be found in the
system message member.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --0246 Syslog function called by the Command
Processor

The system can no longer run because of an unexpected return
code from a disk VTOC read or write operation.

Severity: N/A

SYS --0300 Invalid initiator error code

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: S

The syslog function cannot be caned by the command processor.

Explanation

SYS --0247 IB:\I module has invalid \VfG table or
f'ormat Index Table

For more information, see General Information on page 2·\'

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --0301 Format of inserted diskette not
determined

Explanation

Severity: S

An 18:'.1 module has an invalid where-to-go (WfG) table or an
invalid format index table.

Explanation

SYS --0248 Library ffile use count is less than zero

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Your diskette is either defective or in a format that your system
cannot use. To continue, do one of the following:

•

If the diskette has the wrong format, run the INIT
procedure to change the format so it can be used by your
system.

The library or file use count has gone negative.

•

Try a different diskette .

SYS --0249 Required SSP module not found during

CAUTION: When you use the INIT procedure to initialize the
diskette, any data that was on the diskette is lost.

Severity: NjA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

:\ISIPL
Severity: I\/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The main storage initial program load (:\1SIPL) could not
continue because the required system (SSP) module could not be
found.

SYS --0250 Format-5 extents partially free during file
delete
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The file being deleted has some extents that are partially freed.

SYS --0251 Format-5 file count is less thanJero
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The format-S file count has a negative value.

SYS --0252 An AI:A
Severity: NjA

Form~t

1 has an invalid file type

Auto Response: N/A

If this error continues to
Determination for diskette.

run On-Line Problem

SYS --0302 Unexpected return code from VTOC
access
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General In/ormarion on page 2-1.

SYS --0304 BSC use count in SYSCOM is less than
zero
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General In/ormalion on page 2-1.
The count of BSC user programs has fallen below zero. If this
error continues to occur. call for software service.

SYS --0305 Invalid return code received from FDIOS
on read.
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

An invalid type file exists in an AFA format I.

For more information. see Generallnformallon on page 2-1.

SYS --0306 t:n:lble to delete index entry

SYS --0253 t:nexpl'cted return code from diskette
.
VTOC RfW

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

occur,

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Perform an IPL and select the File rebuild option (the default).
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SYS --0307 Invalid function byte passed to syslog
Severity: NtA

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: 5

Explanation

For more information, see General In/ormation on page

2~ I.

SYS --0308 Invalid function byte passed to syslist
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

SYS --0309 Diskette VTOe format 1 could not be
!
deleted
Severity: 5

SYS --0315 Diskette prepare function could not be
done

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either the diskette is defective or there is a hardware problem.
Try the operation again and use a different diskette. If this error
continues to occur, run On-Line Problem Determination for
diskette.

SYS --0316 Disk VTOe access error when updating
VTOe Format 1
Severity:N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Explanation

SYS --0317 Attempt to a'iSign printer to job failed .

Either the diskette is defective or there is a hardware problem.
Repeat the operation again using a different diskette. If this error
continues to occur, run On-Line Problem Determination for
diskette.

Severity: 5

SYS --0310 Cannot reread diskette VTOe format 1
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

SYS --0318 Im"alid retain code found in AI'A Format
1

Explanation

Severity: 5

Either the diskette is defective, or there is a hardware problem.
Repeat the operation again using a different diskette. If this error
continues to occur, run On-Line Problem Determination for
diskette.

Explanation

SYS --0311 Cannot read unused diskette VTOC
format 1
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --0312 Parm list error found by library access
method
Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0319 Attempt to 'allocate disk file with zero
space
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --0320 Parameter list error found by special
allocate
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see Genera/ In/ormation on page 2-1.

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.
The program calling S!\1ALAM contains an invalid parameter list.
XRI points to the start of a parameter list (LAMPL) and XR2
points to an invalid character.

SYS --0313 Diskette file allocate called with no
diskette DTF
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

For more' information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

SYS --0321 Second special allocate without
deallocate/close
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see Generalln/ormat/on on page 2-1.

Explanation

SYS--0322 Allocate cannot find proper MIe to issue
an error

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

Severity: 5

SYS --0314 Invalid return code from diskette VTOe
read/write
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

SYS --0323 BSC task

Explanation

Severity: 5

For more information, see Generalln/ormat/on on page 2-1.

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Explanation

~lctive

Auto Response:

but cannot be found

For more information, see Genera/Information on page 2·1.
The batch use count in the system communications area (SeA) is
greater than zero, indicating that the batch BSC task should be
active. However, the task block is not found in the system.

SYS --0324 I)crmancnt 1/0 error in diskette VTOC
area on disk
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see Genera/Information on page 2·1.

SYS --0333 A MIC in ##MSG2 or the member
##MSG2 was not found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2·1.

SYS --0334 Required SSP module not found in system
library
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --0326 Deallocate user error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.
Note: This message may be issued if an optional SSP module
currently not configured on the system is called.

For more information, see. General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0335 Invalid return code received from special
allocate

SYS --0327 Invalid return code received from diskette
lOS

Severity: NJA

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2·1.

SYS --0336 Invalid return code received from
deallocate

SYS --0328 hn'alid return code receh'ed from disk
lOS

Severity: N/A

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0337 Im'alid return code received from #SINL
Severity: N/A

SYS --0329 System interlock held--normal end
occurred
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0338 Completed lOB on queue other than
completed queue

ExpJ;mation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --0330 Im'alid parameter list gh'en

Explanation

Severity: 5

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --0339 A program used SETEX after ending

An invalid parameter list was detected by a folder management
services program, The operation cannot be completed, Perform
a dump, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see Genera/Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0331 t:nable to write diskette VTOC
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --0340 Tt:B in syslog parm list not
task

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Either the diskette is defective or there. is Ii hardware problem,
Repeat the operation again using a different diskette, If this error
continues to occur, run On-Line Problem Determination for
diSKette,

Explanation

SYS --0332 System error on diskette or disk DTI'"
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, sec Genera/Information on page 2·1.

owm~d

by this

Auto Response: N/A

For more information, see General Illformation on page 2-1.

SYS --0341 I)rogram error in
Severity: N/A

DS~X

support

Auto Response: N/A

EXlllanation

DSNX has encountered an unexpected condition. As a result, ·a
dump was taken. Save the dump, fill out a Problem Summary
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Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for software service.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

('

For more information, see General Information on page 2,1.
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0342 Error while processing control storage for
device
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Severity: N/A

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-t.

SYS --0343 Invalid return code from AFA access
Severity: N/A

SYS --0350 Error while locating diskette magazine
drive file

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
If this error continue: to OCCUi. rura On-Line Probiem
Determination for diskette. If there are characters to the right of
the message text, they identify the location of the diskette in the
magazine drive.

SYS --0351 Command Processor task is terminating
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --0344 Diskette magazine drive orient function
not done

Explanation

Severity: S

One of the command processor subtasks is terminating. No user
response is required.

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a hardware error. Because the diskette drive cannot be
positioned correctly, the diskette cannot be selected. Fill out a
Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

SYS --0352 Unexpected return code from member
protect
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation

SYS --0345 Address not specified for termination exit
Severity: 5

SYS --0353 Severe LAN Initialization/Termination
task error

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-t.

SYS --0346 Program error in ALERT task
Severity: N/ A

Auto Response: N / A

Explanation
The ALERT task has encountered an unexpected condition. A
dump was taken. Save the dump, fill out a Problem Summary
Form and call for software service. For information about ca\ling
for a system dump, refer to the System Problem Determination
manual.
For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

SYS --0347 Program error in ALERT utility
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The ALERT utility has encountered an unexpected condition. A
dump was taken. Save the dump, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for software service. For information about calling for a system
dump, refer to the System Problem Determination manual.
For more information, see Genergllnformation on page 2-1.

SYS --0348 Im'alid device code found while processing
CSB
Severity: 5

For more information, see General Information on -page 2-1.

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Severity: 1

Auto Response: 0

\

Explanation
The LAN Initializationrrermination task has encountered an
unexpected condition. As a result, a dump was taken. Save the
dump, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

SYS --0354 Program error in
utility
Severity: N/A

APP~INFO

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The network utility, which is run by the APPNINFO procedure,
has encountered an unexpected condition. A dump was taken.
Save the dump, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
SyslCm Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service. For information about calling for a system dump, refer
to the System Problem Determination manual.
For more information, see General Illformation on page 2-1.

SYS --0355 Error while searching AQE chain
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Explanation

SYS --0356 Error while searching a table

For more information, see General Information on page 2-t.

Severity: S

SYS --0349 A file being allocated is not on a block
boundary

Explanation
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network

Auto Response:

For more information, see General III/ormation on page 2-1.

\

SYS --0357 Permanent input/output error in disk
VTOC
'
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

For more information, see Genera/ In/ormation on page 2-1.

SYS --0362 SNUF Subsystem Error
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

See message SYS--OOll for the operator and programmer
information.

For more information, see Genera/ In/ormation on page 2-1.

SYS --0358 SSP-ICF--unexpeeted data from external
interface

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

SYS --0363 l)rogram error in 3270 device emulation
Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-t.

The system found an error that caused 3270 device emulation to
be not usable.

An unexpected condition was encountered while SSP-ICF was
running.

SYS --0359 SSP-ICF--nonrecoverable resource failure
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

There is a problem between the device emulation program and its
subsystem. Collect a device emulation trace of the activities that
occurred before this error. This information will be needed for
service.

SYS --0364 S:\1F data file contains invalid records

Explanation

Severity: 5

Print the dump and notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.

Auto Response:

Explanation
For more information, see Genera/Information on page 2-1.

Additional Information
The task work space is filled. This error occurs when many
sessions are active, many transmit or receive buffers are waiting
for processing, or unanswered messages are put on a queue.
Depending on the system conditions at the time of the dump, you
should take one or more of the following actions:

SYS --0365 SCOPRT received an invalid return code
from #CSBT
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Reduce the number of sessions running at the same time.

For more information, see General Information on page 2-t.

Reduce the length of the records so that a smaller amount
of buffer space is required to put a message on a queue.

When $COPRT requested the print image of the system 'list
device, #CSBT responded with an invalid return code.

•

Process all messages requiring a response so as to free the
message parameter buffer.

SYS --0367 Program error in async interrupt handler

•

Process incoming messages sooner, so as to free buffer
space sooner.

•
•

SYS --0360 Program error in
trace utility
Severity: NJA

APP:\,I~FO

session

Explanation
The APP;-'; session trace utility, which is run by the APPNIl':rO
procedure, has encountered an unexpected condition. A dump was
taken. Save the dump, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service. For information about calling for a system dump, refer
to the System Problem Determination manual.
For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

Severity: NfA

Auto Response: NJA

Explanation
This is a system program error.
Additional Information

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --0361 Program error"in
utility

Severity: NiA

APP~I~FO

locations

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The locations utility, which is run by the APPNIl':rO procedure,
has encountered an unexpected condition. A dump was taken.
Save the dump, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service. ror information about calling for a system dump, refer
to the System Problem Determination manual.

The async interrupt handler has encountered an unexpected
condition. A dump was taken. Save the dump, fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determinallon
manual, and call for sQftware service. For information about
system dumps, refer to the System Problem Determination
manual.

SYS --0368 Program error in async subsystem
Severity: NIA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is a system program error.
Additional Information
The async subsystem support has encountered an unexpected
condition. A dump was taken. Save the dump. fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual. and call for software service. For information about
system dumps, refer to the System Problem Determination
manual.

SYS --0369 Program error in Hie Transfer
Subroutine
System Messages
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Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --0375 Trying to issue 2-option-only msg when
not allowed

This is a system program error.

Severity: N/A

Additional Inrormation

Explanation

One of the file transfer subroutines (SUBRFI or SUBRF2) has
encountered an unexpected condition. A dump was taken. Save
the dump, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service. For
information about calling for a system dump, refer to the System
Problem Determination manual.

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --0376 Program error in SSP-ICF Finance
subsystem
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --0370 Program error in Interactive Terminal
Facility

Explanation

Severity: N/A

SSP-ICF Finance Subsystem has encountered an unexpected
condition. A task dump was taken.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A system program error occurred.
Additional Inrormation

The interactive terminal facility has encountered an unexpected
condition. A dump was taken. Save the dump, fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service. For information about
system dumps, refer to the System Problem Determination
manual.

SYS --0371 Unexpectcd return code from disk VTOC
access
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0372 L'nexpeeted return code from DD:\-I file
transfer
Auto Response:

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.
One of the SCQPY modules received an unexpected return code
from distributed data management while attempting to perform a
remote file transfer. The SCQ PY utliity cannot continue with this
job.

SYS --0373 Program error--S~A 3270 de\'ice
emulation subsystem
Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.
The system found an error that caused SNA 3270 device
emulation to be unusable.
There is a problem between the device emulation program and its
subsystem. A dump has been taken. Collect this dump and trace
(if present) for software service. Refer to the Program Problem
Diagnosis and Dia:;nosric Aids, SY21-0593, manual for
infOrmation about the TRACE procedure.

SYS --0374 Scyere SDLC error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see Generalln/ormallon on page 2-1.
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.
The $COGET or the SCORMT module of the SCOPY utility
received an incorrect return code from #0003 in answer to a
request to select or omit a record determined by a selection
expression.

SYS --0378 Multiple index file processing failure
Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information. see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0381 BSC--t:nexpected data from external
interface
Severity: 5

Explanation

Severity: 5

SYS --0377 SCOI>Y received an invalid return code
from #DDD3

Severity: 5

Explanation

Severity: 5

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

Auto Response:

Explanation

For more information, see Genera/Information on page 2-1.
Bad input was sent to the batch BSC task.

SYS --0382 Task attempted to get a second quiek lock
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation

For more information, see Genera/Information on page 2-1.
A task that already owns a quick lock resource attempted to get
another. ,\ dump has been taken. Fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --()384 Program error in l\lSRJE utility
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explan:ltion

For more information, see Generallllformation on page 2"1.
The MSRJE reader/console or \ISIUE printccipunch has
encountered an unexpected condition. A dump was iaken. Save
the dump. fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem j)etermination manual, and call for software service. FOf
information about calling for a system dump, refer to the System
Problem Determination manual.

SYS --0385 Program error in MSRJE BSC interrupt
handler
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is a system program error.

SYS --0390 System or I/O error detected during
keysort

Additional InFormation
The MSRJE interrupt handler
condition. A dump was taken.
Summary Form found in the
manual, and call for software
calling for a system dump,
Determination manual.

has encountered an unexpected
Save the dump, fill out a Problem
System Problem Determination
service. For information about
refer to the System Problem

SYS --0386 I)rogram error in MSRJE BSC
subsystem
Severity: N/A

The MSRJB disk file utility (RJFILE) encountered an unexpected
return code from disk or printer data management. A dump was
taken. Save the dump, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in
the System Problem {Jetermination manual, and call for software
service. For information about calling for a system dump, refer
to the System Problem Determination manual.

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
This error occurred because either an error in a system control
block was detected, or an input or output error occurred while the
index or work file was being read.
Make sure all program temporary fixes are installed on the
system. If they are, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, take a dump (include the
nucleus assign/free area), and call for software service.

Explanation

SYS --0391 System error found by deallocate

This is a system program error.

Severity: S

Additional InFormation

Explanation

The MSRJE fiSC subsystem has encountered an unexpected
condition. A system dump was taken. Save the dump, till out a
Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
For
information about calling for a system dump, refer to the System
Problem Determination manual.

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-\'

SYS --0387 Program error in MSRJE SNA
subsystem
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

SYS --0392 Unrecoverable error in disk open, close,
orD/M
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-\'

Explanation

One of the following errors occurred during a disk open or disk
close operation:

This is a system program error.

•

A system program that was using sectorized disk data
management tried to access a keyed file through an
alternative index.

•

An internal error occurred while calculating the buffer size.

•

A system control block was found with an improper control
block identification.

•

An expected system control block was not found on a
format-I queue.

•
•

XASGN failed because no space was available.

Additional InFormation
The :\ISIUE S:\A subsystem
condition. A dump was taken.
Summary Form found in the
manual, and call for software
calling for a system dump,
Determination manual.

has encountered an unexpected
Save the dump, fill out a Problem
System Problem Determination
service. For information about
refer to the SySEem Problem

SYS --0388 Program error in MSRJE control table
utility
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An expected disk data management storage block was not
found.

This is a system program error.

SYS --0393 :'\0 FSB found in rSB chain to do
deallocate

Additional Information

Severity: :\iA

The i\1SRJE control table utility (RJTABLE) encountered an
unexpected condition. A dump was taken. Save the dump, fill out
a Problem Summary Form fQund in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
For
information aoout calling for a system dump, refer to the System
Problem Determination manual.

Explanation

SYS --0389 I)rogram error in :\ISRJE disk file utility
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: ;-';,A

This is a system program error.
Additional Information
No FSB could be found for the library specified, yet the library
was found on the format I chain. Take a dump, fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service. For information about
calling for a system dump, refer to the Syslem Problem
Determination manual.

This is a system program error.

SYS --0394 System error found by allocate

Additional InFormation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:
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Explanation

Explanation

For more information. see General In/ormation on page 2·1.

For more information. see General In/ormation on page 2·1.

SYS --0395 Error in SeOPY accessing diskette
VTOe

Either the SXREST 'or the $XSAVE utility received an invalid
return code from #DDDM in answer to a request to access an
extended character file.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --0404Unexpccted return code from dskt data
management

Explanation
For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2·1.

Severity: 5

A $COPY module (SCOADD

Explanation

or SCOZRS) received an

unexpected return code while attempting to access the diskette

Auto Response:

VTOC through either #CSMS or #CSVJ. The $COPY utility
cannot continue with this job.

For more information, see General Information on page 2-1.

SYS --0396 Error in SeOPY accessing disk VTOe

Either the SXREST or the $XSAVE utility received an invalid
return code from diskette data management in answer to a request
to access a diskette file.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --0407 Severe X25 error

Explanation
There is an error in the $COPY utility program. The $COPY
module (SCOZSV) received an unexpected return code from the
disk VTOC access routine. The SCO PY utility cannot continue
with this job.

Severity: N/A

Explanation For more information, see General Information on
page 2·1.

SYS --0408 Invalid completion code in Tape lOB

SYS --0397 Unexpected return code from data
management

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

lOB stands for input/output block.

For more information. see General Information on page 2·1.

For more information, see General Information on page 2·1.

One of the SCOPY modules received an unexpected return code
from disk or diskette data management while attempting to get or
put a data record. The SCOPY utility cannot continue with this
job.

SYS --0409 Severe SDLe error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --0399 R:\I component detccted IBM
programming error

For more information, see General In/ormation on page 2-1.

Explanation

SYS --0410 Error detected while running dcvice to
device

For more information. see Generalln/ormalion on page 2·1.

Severity: N/A

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --0401 L'nexpccted return code from magazine
search
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is a system program error. Save the task dump, fill out a
Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and caIl for software service.

Explanation

SYS --0411 Se\'cre API)C Subsystem error

For more information, see General Information on page 2·1.

Severity: I

Either the SXREST or the SXSAVE utility received an invalid
return code from #CS;\1S in answer to a request to find a diskette
or file.

Explanation

SYS --0402 Unexpected return code from deallocate
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response: 0

The APPC subsystem has encountered an unexpected condition.
As a result, a dump was taken. Save the dump, fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service. For more information
about system dumps, refer to the System Problem Determination
manual.

For more information, see Generallnformalion on page 2·1.

SYS --0413 Disk I/O error while accessing folder

The iiXRERR module received an invalid return code from
#CAD I in answer to a request to delete a new extended character
file.

Severity: 5

SYS --0403 Unexpected return codc from disk data
management
Severity: 5
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Auto Response:

,
,
\

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk error occurred while the system was trying to read or write
to a folilcr. Take a task dump, fill out a Problem. Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service. Save the folder (SAVEFLDR procedure) and
include the diskette or tape with the dump.

\

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for software service.

•

SYS --0414 Program error while accessing folder

Additional Information

Severity: 5
Explanation

The OFF statement cannot be used in a job that was initiated by
SSP·ICF or by a job that docs not have a requester, such as a job
on the input job queue or a job that has released its requester.

There is an error in either a folder or folder management services
program. Perform a task dump, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service. Save the folder (SAVEFLDR procedure) and
include the diskette or tape with the dump.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --0423 Error in PC Support/36 Message Facility

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: N(A

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N(A

Explanation

User Response

SYS --1032 Invalid OFF OCL statement parameter
Severity: 5

An unexpected error occurred when trying to send or to receive a
message from a personal computer using the PC Support/36
Message Facility. A dump was taken. Save the dump, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and ca11 for software service.
For
information about calling for a system dump, refer to the System
Problem Determination manual.

SYS --1030 OFF OCL statement invalid in inquiry
mode
Severity: 3

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS •• I031) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
entered an invalid OFF OCL statement. Do one of the fo11owing:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I030) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
allowable parameters for the OFF statement are HOLD and
DROP.
Do one of the fo11owing:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OFF OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-·I032) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --1033 OFF OCL statement im'alid in an MRT
procedure

You cannot process an OFF OCL statement while in inquiry
mode.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Cser Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is a110wed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

There is an error in the mUltiple requester terminal (:\1RT)
procedure you are currently running. An OFF OCL statement
was found in the procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--I033) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

SYS --1031
Severity: 3

orr OCL stmt is invalid without display
station
Auto Response: 3.

Explanation
If .10U are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
proccdur~.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the OFF
statement you entered is not allowed because this job uses
SSP·ICF. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement. Do
not enter another OFF OCL statement.

Cser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1034 File ######## is multiple index,
RETAI~-S not allowed
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
entered an incorrect FILE statement. ·RETAIN-S is not allowed
on a FI LE statement referencing a multiple index file.

SYS --1037 Invalid CPI parameter--must be 10 or 15

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-I034) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is aiiowed oniy if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1035 Invalid EXlN parameter--must be ON
or OFF
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the CPI
(characters per inch) parameter in either the FORMS statement
or the PRINTER statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I037) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The CPI parameter in the FOnMS and PRINTER statements
must be either 10 or IS. The CPI default value for the PRINTER
statement is equal to the CPI value in the FORMS statement. If
you do not specify the CPI value for the FORMS statement, and
it was not set earlier in this session, the default value is 10.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

User Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
EXTN parameter in the PRINTER or WORKSTN statement is
incorrect.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--I 03 5) and the name of the
procedure you were running when this error occurred.

SYS --1038 Invalid parameter 2 in SYSLIST
statcment
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the
second parameter of a SYSLIST OCL statement must be EXTN
or NOEXT:-I.
Do one of the following:

SYS --1036 Invalid TYPE parameter

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--103S) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the TYPE
parameter in the PRI:'\TER statement must be ANY, IGC,
IGelS, or IGC24.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previolls steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

SYS --1039 IGC data not alloWl'd in OCL shltcmcnt

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I036) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 5

User ncsponse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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Auto nesponse:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
entered a statement or a parameter using ideographic characters
(IGe) and they are not allowed in the statement.
Do one of the following:

•

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I039) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PHONE parameter in the SESSION or COMM OCL statement
must be 8 characters or less and must begin with a valid alphabetic
character.
Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

SYS -- t 040 Invalid IFILE parameter

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--I042) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statement.
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the IFILE
parameter in the FILE statement is incorrect.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--I040) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation
An invalid IFILE parameter was specified in the FILE statement.
If IFILE is specified, it must be IFILE-YES or IFILE-NO.
User Response

SYS --1043 Invalid RESTORE parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an- error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
RESTORE parameter in the SESSION or COMM OCL
statement must be RESTORE-YES or RESTORE-NO.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I043) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

SYS --1041 Invalid BYPASS parameter
Severity: 3

Do one of the following:

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
BYPASS parameter in the FILE statement must be
BYPASS-YES or BYPASS-:-';O.

SYS --1044

PIIO~E parameter required with
RESTORE parameter

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

•

Entcr option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I041) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
'

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
ThiS option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
spccifled the RESTORE parameter in the SESSION or COMM
OCL statement but did not specify the PHONE parameter. The
PHONE parameter is required with the RESTORE parameter.
Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

SYS --1042 Invalid PIIO:\'E parameter

•

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS·-I044) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:
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User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1045 Phone list
Severity: 3

######## was not found

Auto Response: 3

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS •• I047) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
The UPSI parameter in the PROMPT OCL statement must be
either YES or NO.
User Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --1048 Error in job queue file -- job queue
stopped

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PHONE parameter in the SESSION or COMM OCL statement
is incorrect, the library member does not exist, or the specified
library member is not a valid list.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I045) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The PI'IO~E parameter in the SESSION or COMM OCL
statement must contain the name of an existing library member.
The library member must be a valid phone list object module. To
create a valid object module, do the following:

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the JOBQ
OCL statement cannot be processed.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the next OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I048) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

•

If you are using the Autocall feature, use the DEFINEPN
utility.

A severe error was detected in the format of the job queue file.
The job queue file was stopped.

•

If you are using the X.21 feature. use the DEFINX21 utility.

The operator needs to reformat the job queue file.

User Response

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1046

~ot

enough system resources to process
phone list

SYS --1049 Request incomplete -- job file in use

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation
This error occurs when running a procedure or entering
statements from the keyboard. It results when there are not
enough system resources available to process the required phone
list on the SESSIO~ OCL or CO:\1:\f OCL statement. However.
these conditions change quickly and you should attempt to run the
job again.
User Response
Option I: The system tries to run the job again. If the same
conditions still exist, this message will occur again; otherwise. the
job runs.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name. or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the JOBQ
OCL statement cannot be processed.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0; the OCL is ignored. The job continues.

•

Enter option I and the operation is tried again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II>
(SYS--I049) and the name of the procedure you were
running,

01*ion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --1047 Im'alid UPSI paramctcr--must be YES

The request was not successfully completed because the job queue
file is being used by another task.

or
Severity: 3
Explanation
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;'\0

Auto Response:

(
\.

To continue. retry the request after the task currently using the
job queue file has· finished.
User Response

\

Option 0: The OCL statement is ignored. The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1050 Invalid MRO parameter--must be YES
or NO
Severity: 3

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
REFRESH
parameter
must
be
REFRESH-YES
or
REFRESH-NO.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--IOS2) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response: 3

Additional Information
Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

An invalid REFRESH parameter was specified. If REFRESH is
specified, it must be REFRESH-YES or REFRESH-NO.
User Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the MRO
parameter in the COMPILE statement is incorrect. The MRO
parameter must be either YES or NO.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•
•

SYS --1 OS3 Invalid LWSID parameter

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I050) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
I f you are entering OCL statements from the - keyboard, the
LWSID (logical work station identification) parameter is incorrect.
Correct entries for the LWSID parameter are I through 255.
Do one of the following:

SYS -- t05t Invalid LPI parametcr--must be 4, 6, or
8
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I053) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

l'ser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the LPI
(lines per inch) parameter in the PRli'OTER or FOR~1S statement
is invalid.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1054 Invalid REeSEI' parameter

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I 05 I) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

l'ser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- t052 Invalid REFRESH pammctcr
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
RECS EP (record separator) parameter is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I J)
(SYS--1054) and the name of the procedure you ivere
runlllng.

Additiomll In£orlllation
An incorrect RECSEP parameter was specified. The REeSEI'
parameter can be any I-byte hexadecimal number except the
following:
ASCII

EBCDIC
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01

01

02

02

03

03

04

10

05

IF

10

26

15

2D

16

32

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I056) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entermg OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1057 Invalid BLANK parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
17

37

IF

3D

User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
BLANK parameter in the SESSION statement must be C, T, or

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

N.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1057) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

SYS --1055 Invalid BLKL parameter
Severity: 3

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

t:ser Response

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the BLKL
(block length) parameter is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Entcr option 3 and rive the programmer the message 10
(SYS--IU55) and the name of the procedure you \vere
running.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is afIowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is. canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1058 PIIO:'\E parameter required with
REFRESH parameter
Severity: 3

Additional Information
The BLKL parameter on the TAPE FILE OCL statement must
be 5 numeric digits or less and in the range oJ 18 through 32767.
User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this stcp is lost.

SYS --1056 Imalid lTB parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
prm;cdure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
specified the REFRESH parameter but did not specify the
PIIO~E parameter. The PHONE parameter is required with the
REFRESH parameter.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--I058) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

t:ser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed· only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are cntenng OCL statements from the keyboard, the !Til
(intermediate transmission block) parameter must be IT il- YES or
ITB-NO.

SYS --1059 Imalid parameter 3 in SYSLIST
statement

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Explanation
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Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in ·the procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the third
parameter of a SYSLIST OCL statement must be FOLD or
NOr-OLD.

SYS --1062 Library Jlibrary namel in LOAD stmt was
not found

0,0 one of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I059) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1060 Invalid character string in procedure
parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
procedure parameter specified as a quoted character string is
incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the library
name you specified in parameter 2 in the LOAD statement is
incorrect, or the library does not exist.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-·I062) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

To find the correct library name, use the CATALOG procedure
to list the contents of the disk. For more information about the
CATALOG procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

SYS --t063 Im'alid LIBRARY parameter

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I060) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

If you arc running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This opllon is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you arc entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the library
name you specified is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

SYS --1061 Innlid library name in LOAD statement

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I063) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the library
name you specified in parameter 2 in the LOAD statement is
incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I061) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Note: If you do not know the correct library name. use the
CATALOG procedure to list the contents of the disk. For more
information' about the CATALOG procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual. SC2J-9020.
Vscr Rcsponsc
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you arc entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is cimceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1064 Libmry Jlibrary name) was not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the library
name you specified is incorrect, or the library does not exist.

SYS --1067 Too much procedure data--S08 characters
maximum

Doone of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Enter option ) and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I064) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Note: If you do not know the correct library name, use the
CATALOG procedure to list the contents of the disk. For more
information about the CATALOG procedure, refer to the System
Re/eiei1Ca ffi4ilUru, SC2 i -9020.

If you arc entering OCL statements from the keyboard, more than
508 characters of procedure data were specified on a procedure

cal!.
Do one of the following:

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1065 *ALL allowed only from a procedure
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1067) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --1068 W AIT-l'\O not allowed on FILE stmt
inside LOAD/RC\;

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
cannot use the *ALL parameter to copy parameters from one
procedure to the next level procedure.

Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1065) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard,
WAIT-NO cannot be specified on a FILE statement that is
between a LOAD and RUN statement.

Additional Information

Do one of the following:

This error will also occur if a procedure running from the job
queue uses *ALL.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1068) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

t;scr Response
Option 1: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this stc t> is lost.

Option 1: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you arc entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --1066 Too milch parameter data--I024
characters maximum

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1069 .JOB-YES not allowed on FILE shnt

Auto Response:

inside

Explanation
Either you incorrectly entered a p.rocedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--I066) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Information
A maximum of 1024 bytes of parameter data is allowed in anyone
procedure.
t;ser nesponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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Severity: 5

LOAD/RU~

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure namc or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you arc entering OeL statements from the keyboard, JO B- YES
cannot be specified on a FILE statement that is between a LOAD
and RUN statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I069) and the name of the procedure.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I072) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1070 Invalid SESSIO:"l' parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
SESSION parameter in the LIBRARY OCL statement must be
YES or NO.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(5\'5--1070) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation

The ALLOCATE OCL statement is not allowed in an MRT
procedure.
User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are en~ering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1073 Invalid AUTO paramcter--must be YES
or ]';0
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
AUTO parameter must be AUTO-YES or AUTO-NO.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1073) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1071 Required library name parameter missing
Severity: :;

Auto Response:

Expl;mation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an e;ror in the
procedure.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1074 Request canceled. Press Enter to continue

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
NA:'\tE parameter is missing in the LIBRARY OCL statement.

Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I071) and the name of the proced\1re you were
running.

This is an informational message. You are running in inquiry
mode and attaching to an MRT (multiple requester terminal)
program. The MRT program is waiting for resources (for
example, disk files or work stations), and you are not allowed to
wait for resources iT: '''quiry mode.

Auto Response:

User Response

Note: When you are not in inquiry mode, you can attach to an
\\RT program even if the MRT program is waiting for resources.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There are no recovery options. To continue, press the Enter key.
Either a command display or a menu display will appear on the
display screen.

SYS --1072 ALLOCATE OCL statement invalid in
MRT procl'dure

SYS --1075 Im'alid parameter 1 in SYSLlST
statement

Severity: 3

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

EXplanation

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure. Do one of the following:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the first
parameter of the SYSUST statement must be CRT, PRINTER,
OFF, or the work station identification of a printer.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1075) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

SYS --1078 Invalid SPOOL paramctcr--mtlst be YES
or NO
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

if you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --1076 Invalid SIZE parameter

If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the
SPOOL parameter in the PRINTER OeL statement is incorrect.
The SPOOL parameter in the PRI:'IITER OeL statement must be
either YES or NO.

Severity: 3

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I078) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the SIZE
parameter is incorrect.

User Response

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and ·give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I076) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Ortion I: The OeL statement that camed this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1079 Inralid PRIORITY parametcr

Additional Information

Severity: 3

The SIZE parameter must be either 1 or 2 digits, and can be any
decimal number from I through 64, but it must not be greater
than the size of the user's main storage area.

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

t:scr Hesponse

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 1: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only If you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PRIORITY parameter in either the PRINTER or ATI'R OeL
statement is incorrect.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS -- 1077 'm-alid AUG:"; paramctcr--mtlst be YES
or ~O
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the
ALlG:'II parameter in the PRINTER OeL statement is incorrect.
The AUG;\; parameter in the PRINTER OeL statement must
be either YES or :\0.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct oeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I077) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

t:ser itesponse
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•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I079) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The PRIORITY parameter in the A1TR OeL statement must he
either )'I'S or :\0. The PRIORITY parameter in the I'RI:\TI'.R
OCL statement must be a decimal number from 0 through 5; I is
the lowest priority and 5 is the highest priority. If 0 is specified,
the job is held on the output queue until released by the system
operator.
Vser Response
Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by prcvious steps in
this job is savcd, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1080 Filc lfilc labcll in usc, bdng scratched by
~\Ilothcr job

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, one of the following conditions
exists:

•
•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

There is an error in the procedure.

A file required by a program in this procedure cannot be
used.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the file
described in the FILE statement cannot be used.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1080) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard. .
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- t 082 File lfile label) una\'ailable--bciilg created
by another job
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, one of the following conditions
exists:

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

A file required by a program in this procedure cannot be
used at this time.

Additional Information

•

There is an error in the procedure.

The file described in the FI LE statement is already in use by
another job. The other job is changing the retain characteristics
from resident (T or P) to scratch (S). Because the file will be
removed (scratched) when the other job finishes, the job you are
currently running cannot usc the file.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the file
described in the fl LE statement cannot be used at this time.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Note: If you are running in inquiry mode, the job using the file
you are waiting for might be the job you inquired out of.

•

Enter option 3 and give the pro!!,rammer the messa!!,e I J)
(SYS--I082) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1081 file ffile labell in use by another
job--cannot scratch
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, one of the following conditions
exists:
•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

A file required by a program in this procedure cannot be
used at this time.

•

There is an error in the proced ure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
cannot make the file described in the FI LE statement a scratch file
at this time.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OC L statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give tbe programmer the message 10
(SYS--IOS1) and the name of the procedure you were
runmng.

Additional Information
The file described in the FILE statement is being created by
another job. If that job should end abnormally, the file would be
lost. Therefore, this job cannot use the file until the other job
finishes creating it.
Note: If you are running in inquiry mode, the other job using the
file you are waiting for might be the job you inquired out of.
t:ser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

S.YS --1083 IllYalid parameter I
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the first
parameter in the 1~·lAGE OCL statement must be MEM,
ME~lBER, or XLATE.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 1()
(SYS--I083) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

Ad.J!itional Information
The file described
another job. Your
is going to change
P) to scratch (S),
fmishes.

in the FI LE statement is already in use by
job cannot use the file at this time because it
the retain characteristics from resident (T or
which would remove the file when the job

Note: If you are running in inquiry mode, the job using the file
you are waiting for might be the job you inquired out of.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you arc entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1084 Invalid parameter 2
Severity: 5

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the NEP
parameter in the COMPILE or ATrR OCL statement must be
YES or NO.
Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I086) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User [{esponse

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
second oarameter in th~ IMAGE OCL statement must be
followed' by a blank, then 8 characters or less for the member
name. The first character must be alphabetic.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused thill error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost..

•
•

SYS --1087 Invalid program name

Enter option \ and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--\ 084) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Sev~rity:

3

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option \: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the kcyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1085 II1\'alid
Sevcrity: 3

~IRT~IAX

parameter

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there ill an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering statements from the keyboard, the program
name parameter in the LOAD OCL statement is incorrect.
The program name parameter must not exceed 8i:haracters, and
the first character must be alphabetic (A through Z, @, #, or $).
Characters 2 through 8 should not include commas, quotation
marks, blanks, question marks, slashes, or dashes.
Do one of the following:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
MRT\IAX parameter in the CO:'vlPILE or ATTR OCL
statement is incorrect.
The MRT\IAX parameter in the CO\IPILE OCL statement
must be I to 3 digits and a decimal number from 0 through 255.
The \IRT\IAX parameter in the ATTR OCL statement must be
1 to 3 digits and a decimal number from \ through 255.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--\085) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I087) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Vscr Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that causcd this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data creatcd by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1088 Statement already specified in this job
stcp
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

User [{esponse

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, this
statement was already specified in this job step. The LOAD and
DATE COMPILE statements can be specified only once within a
job step.

SYS --1086 Invalid

~EP

paramctcr--must be YES or

)';0

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--I 088) and the name of the procedUre you were
running.

User Response

Severity: 3
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Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are· entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
parameter in the SWITCH OCL statement must be exactly 8
characters long.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1089 Invalid FORMSNO parm--must be 0-4
chars
Severity: 5

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS •• I091) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
FOR:\1S~O (forms number) parameter in either the PRINTER
statement or FORMS statement is more than 4 characters. The
FOR~SNO parameter must be 0 to 4 characters.
Do one of the following:
Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS •• I089) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1092 Invalid DATADCT parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the data
dictionary name you specified is incorrect.

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option IS allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1090 Invalid COPIES parameter--must be
1-255
Severity: 5

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Auto Response:

Explanation

•
•

•

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··1092) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

~ote: If you do not know the correct data dictionary name, use
the CATALOG procedure to list the contents of the disk. The
System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more information
about the CATALOG procedure.

Explanation

User Response

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
COPIES parameter in the PRI:'\TER OCL statement must be a
1- to 3-digit number from 1 through 255.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1093111\'alid character in S\\lTCH statement
parameter

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··1090) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1091 Invalid SWITCH stmt parm--must be 8
.
characters
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
indicator·settings parameter in the SWITCH OCL statement must
contain 8 characters that are 0 (zero), 1 (one), or X.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS .. I093) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option I: The o.CL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1094 DISP conflicts with previous JOB-YES
FILE stmt
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the file
described in the FILE statement cannot be used.
If you are running a procedure, one of the following conditions
exists:

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

A file required by a program in this procedure cannot be
used.

•

There is an error in the procedure.

Do one of the following:

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard. .
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1096 Invalid OFFSET parm--must be 1-512,3
digits max
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
OFFSET parameter in the LOCAL OCL statement must be a Ito 3-digit decimal number from I through 512.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I094) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•
•

Additional Information
A FILE statement is being processed with th~ same NAME
parameter as a previous JOB-YES FILE statement, and this FILE
statement specifies a DISP that is not compatible with the
JOB-YES FILE statement. Those incompatible situations are:

•

The JOB-YES file is new, and this FILE statement specifies
a D1SP other than NEW.

•

The JO B-YES file is old, and this FI LE statement specifies
D1SP-NEW.

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I096) and the ·name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this e~ror is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1097 Invalid DATA parameter

User Response

Severity: 3

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1095 File lfile label) already exists
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DATA parameter in the LOCAL statement is incorrect. The
DATA parameter must be enclosed in apostrophes and cannot
contain any apostrophes within. Question marks, slashes, and
dashes should be used with caution because they have special
meaning.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the file
you specified in this FILE OCL statement has the same label as a
fIIc already on disk. Check whether you have one ,of the following
situations:

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I097) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

•

The dates of those files may be different; however, your
system is configured to nol allow files with the same label
but a different date.

User Response

•

The existing file is a virtual disk file. You must rename the
file on disk, or change the FILE DCL statement to specify
a different LAB EL parameter.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I095) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
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Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed, only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS

-~ 1098

Severity: 3
Explanation

Data docs not fit starting at spcdficd
offset
Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
OFFSET or the DATA parameter in the LOCAL statement is
incorrect.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I098) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

area to load the program. Before this program can run, you must
decrease the size of the program. To decrease the program size,
reduce the size of the buffers and the size of the storage area
required to run the pr.ogram.
Note: Use the LlSTLIBR procedure to determine how large the
program is. The program size is given in sectors, and 4 sectors
equal 1K byte of storage.
User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --1101 SIZE of [number)K is greater than main
storage user area

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1099 Required SOURCE parameter missing

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
SOURCE parameter in the COMPILE statement is missing. The
SOt.:RCE parameter is required.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the SIZE
parameter in the REGION statement is too large.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer die message 10
(SYS--IIOl) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:
•
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1099) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you· are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- I 100 Pgm (program name) larger than main
storage user area
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information

The SIZE parameter in the REGION statement cannot be greater
than the size of the user's area of main storage.
You can determine the size of the user's area of main storage by
running the STATUS command. If the REGION statement is in
a procedure, you can use the LlSTLlBR procedure to display the
procedure that contains the REGION statement. The System
Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about
the STATUS command and the LlSTLlBR procedure.
User Response

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1102

~ot enough disk space available for
reserve area

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

The program you are trying to run requires more space than the
amount of main storage available.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the

program entered in the LOAD statement cannot lit into the
amount of main storage that is available.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--IIOO) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

You tried to load a program that is larger than the region size
available for this step. Usually the system increases the region size
available so the program can be loaded anyway. However, this
program is so large there is not enough room in the entire user

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
number of blocks specilied in the RESERVE statement is too
large.
Do one of the follOWing:

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--II02) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
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Additional Information
The number of blocks specified in the RESERVE statement must
not be larger than the size of the disk minus the size of the system
library.
User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1103 Library Ilibrary namel on NAME
parameter was not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Usually, two FILE statements in the same job step cannot have
both the same NAME parameter and the same UNIT parameter.
The only exception is when the first FI LE statement has the
JO B-YES parameter. specified. The System Reference manual,
SC21-9020, contains more information about the FILE OCL
statement.
User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1105 Invalid OUTPUT parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an erro~ in the
procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
NA:\tE parameter in the LIBRARY OCL statement is incorrect
or the library does not exist.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
OUTPUT parameter is incorrect. The OUTPUT parameter must
be DISK, DISKETTE, PRINTER, or TAPE.

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--II03) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--II05) and the name of thc procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

User Response

The NA:YIE parameter in the LIBRARY OCL statement must
contain either the name of an existing user library or 0 (zero). 0
indicates the system library and should be used when desired.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you do not know the correct library name, use the CATALOG
procedure to list the contents of the disk. The System Reference
manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about the
CATALOG procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 11 06 Ilibrary name) is a library on disk, not a
file

User Rcsponse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS -- 1104

~A:\IE lfile name) used in a preyious
HLE statement

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the file
referenced by the LABEL parameter (or NA:YtE parameter, if the
LABEL parameter is not entered) in the disk FILE statement is a
library.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--II06) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

If you are entering OCL statemcRts from the keyboard, there is a
previous FILE statement with the same NA:\<IE parameter and
U:\JT parameter (either specified or defaulted) as this FILE
statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--II04) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
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User Rcsponse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1107 Library Inamel on I:\'UIl parameter was
not found

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
INUB parameter in the COMPILE statement is incorrect or the
library does not exist.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··II07) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The INUB parameter in the COMPILE OCL statement must
contain the name of an existing library. If the INUB parameter
is not specified, the default is the current user library.
If you do not know the correct library name, use the CATALOG
procedure to list the contents of the disk. For further information
about the CATALOG procedure, see the System Reference
manual, SC21·9020.
\:ser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option· is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --1109 Invalid PROC parameter--must be YES
or NO
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PROC parameter in the DEBUG OCL statement must be YES
or NO.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··II09) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --tllO FILE stmt cannot have both DISP and
RET AI:"I-J parms
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --1108 Library Iname) on OUTUB parameter
was not found

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
OUTUB parameter in the COMPILE statement is incorrect or
the library does not exist.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
D1SP parameter should be removed or RETAIN·J should be
scratch (S) or resident (T or P).
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··IIIO) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:

User Response

•
•

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··I\08) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
The OUTLIB parameter in the COMPILE OCL statement must
contain the name of an existing library.
If the OUTLIB
parameter is not specified, the default is the current user library.
If you do not know the correct library name, use the CATALOG
procedure to list the contents of the disk. The System Reference
manual, SC21·9020, contains more information about the
C~T ALOG procedure.
l:ser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data cr.eated by this step is lost.

SYS --1111 In\"alid shnt-- Keyword must be followed
by a hyphen
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, a keyword
was entered followed by a blank (or some character other than a
hyphen), where a hyphen is required.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
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•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--IIII) and the name of ·the procedure you were
running.

SYS --1114 MRT procedure cannot call another
procedure

User Response

Severity: 3

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this errot is ignored.
This option _is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1112 File (file labell already exists with current
pgm date
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

While running an MRT procedure, either you incorrectly entered
a procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--ll 14) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
An MRT procedure cannot call another procedure.
MRT
procedures are created either by SEU or by the MRT-YES
parameter in the COpy utility control statement. The COpy
utility is used by the SMAINT utility to load the procedure into
the library.
User Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
LABEL parameter in the FILE OCL statement and the program
date are the same as the label and creation date of an existing file
already on the disk. Note the file label in the message. Then enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--1112),
the file name, and the name of the procedure you were running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 3

You cannot have two files on the same disk with-the same labels
and creation dates. If you are creating a file, change either the
LABEL parameter in the FILE statement or the program date.

Explanation

rr you do not know the date of the file on the disk, run the
CATALOG procedure to list the contents of the disk. The System
Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about
the CATALOG procedure.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1115 LOAD stmt in MRT proe (procedure
namel is for non-MRT pgm
Auto Response: 3

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--ll IS) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Information
The program specified in the LOAD statement in the MRT
procedure is not an MRT program and cannot be loaded by -the
procedure.
User Response

SYS -- 1113 :\IRT procedure cannot be between
LOAD and RU~ stmts

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1116 Printer (specified IDI was not found on
the system

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 3

If you are entering statements from the keyboard, the statement
entered is not allowed between a LOAD statement and a RUN
statement.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Do one of the following:

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
printer 10 in the SYSLlST statement or the DEVICE parameter
in the PRINTER statement is not the 10 of a printer on your
system.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1113) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
You cannot call an MRT procedure between a LOAD statement
and. a RU;-": statement.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1116) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

User Jtcsponse

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --1117 Device (specified ID( is not a printer.
Specify a printer ID
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

If this error occurred while you were performing an IPL, the
REBUILD or COMPRESS program may be running.
Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

·If. you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option I. The system will try again to load the
program for you. If the dedicated program is still running,
this error will occur again.

•

Note the program name in the message. Then enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message II>
(SYS--1119), the program name, and the name of the
procedure you were running.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
device 10 in the SYSLIST statement or the DEVICE parameter
in the PRINTER statement is the 10 of a work station, but the
work station is not a printer.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1117) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10sL

Vser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1118 Cannot run multiple copies of program
(program namcl
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

SYS --1120 Dedicated program (program namel
cannot be loaded now ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
You cannot load the dedicated program identified in the message
at this time because another program is running. No other
programs can be loaded when running a dedicated program. Also,
some dedicated programs require that the input job queue and the
spool writer be inactive.
Do one of the following:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
This error occurred when you entered the RUN OCL statement.
A copy of the program you specified in the previous LOAD OCL
statement is already loaded on the system. Only one copy of that
particular program can be on the system at one time.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Note the program name in the message. Then enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1118), the program name, and the name of the
procedure you were running.

Additional Information

•

Enter option 1. The system will try again to load the
program for you. If the dedicated program is still running,
this error will occur again.

•

Note the program name in the message. Then enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--1120), the
program name, and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any' data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1121 User unauthorized to load program
Iprogram name)

You specified a dedicated one-copy program in a LOAD
statement. However, a copy of the program already exists on the
system.

Severity: 3

\:ser Response

Explanation

Option j: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you arc running a procedure, this error is caused by one of the
following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1119 Progr:tm (program namel cannot be
loaded now ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
You cannot load the program identified in the message at this time
because a dedicated program is running. No other programs can
be loaded while a dedicated program is running.

Auto Response: 3

• .

You have incorrectly entered
parameter.

•

There is an error in the procedure.

a procedure name or

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
LOAD OeL statement specifics a program that must be run from
the system service display station or by a user with a security
authorizlltion of system operator or higher. Note the program
name in the message. Then enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--1121), the program name, and
the name of the procedure you were running.
Vser Response
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1124 Required UNIT parameter missing
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

SYS --1122 Iwork station idJ is configured for this
display stn but not found

Explanation

Severity: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The 10 of the printer configured with this display station is not
the ID of any device on the system. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--1122) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Information
One of the following was specified:
•

A SYSLIST statement specifying the PRINTER parameter

•

A PRINTER statement not specifying the DEVICB
parameter

•

A WORKSTN statement not specifying the PRINT
parameter

In all of these cases, the ID of the device configured to do the
printing for the display station cannot be found.
You can use the $SEfCF utility to change the printer configured
for a display station. The System Reference manual, SC21-9020,
contains more information about SSETCF.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the UNIT
parameter in the WORKSTN OCL statement is missing. The
UNIT parameter must be an allowed 2-character identifier or
?WS?
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option t and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1124) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1125 Abnormal end of stmt--keyword followed
by blank
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --1123 Iwork station id) is configured for this
display stn but not a printer

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 3

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, an OCL
statement was entered that contains a keyword without any value
specified, or a keyword and a dash followed by a blank and then
the value.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
statement just entered specifies that the device configured to do
the printing for the display station is not a printer.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-1123) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information

All keyword parameters must contain the keyword followed by a
hyphen, followed by the parameter value. The parameter must
not contain any blanks.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--112S) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

One of the following OCL statements was specified:

User Response

•

A SYSLIST statement specifying the PRINTER parameter

•

A PRI;'I;TER statement not specifying the DEVICE
parameter

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•

A WORKSTN statement not specifying the PRINT
parameter

In-all of these cases, the printer used would be the printer
configured for the display station. However, the device configured
with this ID is nota printer.
Note: You can use the $SETCF utility to change the printer
configured for a display station. The System Reference manual,
SC21-9020, contains more information about the SSETCF.
User Response
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1126 Same keyword specified more th:," once
in OCL stint
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

(
r

\

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, a keyword
has been specified more than once in the last OCL statement you
entered. A specific keyword can appear only once in a statement.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1126) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1127 Statement incomplete. No parameters
specified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1129 Invalid keyword in statement
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, a keyword
is either misspelled or is not allowed for this oeL statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1129) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

Explanation

For information about the keywords allowed for this OCL
statement, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

User Response

procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, a
statement identifier was entered but no parameters were entered.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•
•

SYS --1130 AUTO- YES is required if
CONTI~UE- YES is specified

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1127) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The Job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, and if
CONTINUE-YES is specified in the ALLOCATE statement,
AUTO-YES must also be specified.

SYS --1128 Im·alid punctuation in statement

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--I130) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response

If you arc entering OCL statements from the keyboard, an OCL
statement contains incorrect punctuation.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Check for an extra or misplaced comma or hyphen in the OCL
statement. The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains
more information about the OCL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1131 Invalid

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OC L statement.

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--1128) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

~Ai\IE

parameter

Auto Response:

User /tesponse

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
NAME parameter in the OCL statement entered just before this
error occurred is incorrect.
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Do one of the following:

Additional Information

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1131) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

See the FILE OCL statement or the DATE OCL statement in the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020, for the correct format and
content of this parameter.

Additional Information

The :'I:AME parameter must not exceed 8 characters, and the first
character must be alphabetic (A through Z, @, #, or $).
Characters 2 through 8 should not include commas, apostrophes,
blanks, question marks, slashes, or hyphens.
User Response

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1l34 Invalid RETAIN parameter

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1132 Invalid LABEL parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
RET AI N parameter in the FI LE OCL statement is incorrect.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1134) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
LABEL parameter in the FILE OCL statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

Additional Information

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1I32) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

For a disk file, the RETAIN parameter in the FILE! OCL
statement must be S, T, P, or J. For a diskette file, the RETAIN
parameter must be from 0 through 999. 0 through 998 indicate a
temporary file, and 999 indicates a permanent file.

Additional Information

The LABEL parameter must not exceed 8 characters (17
characters for a tape file). The first character must be alphabetic
(A through Z, @' it, or S). Characters 2 through 8 should not
include commas, apostrophes, blanks, question marks, slashes, or
hyphens.

Uscr Response

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1135 Invalid UNIT parameter

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --1133 Invalid DATE parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter," or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DATE parameter in the FILE OCL statement or the parameter in
the DATE OCL statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1133) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
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User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the UNIT
parameter in the FILE, ALLOCATE, DEALLOC, or
WORKSTN OCL statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Entcr option 3 and give thc programmer the message II>
(SYS--1135) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The U:--:IT parameter in the rILE, ALLOCATE, or DEALLOC
OCL statement must be either FI or II. The .UNIT parameter in
the WORKSTN OCL statement must be a valid 2-character
identifier or ?WS?
User Response

;'

'\

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are' entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
/

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1138 Invalid BLOCKS parameter

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1136 Invalid LOCATION parameter

Explanation

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
BLOCKS parameter in the FILE statement is incorrect.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
LOCATION parameter in the FILE OCL statement is incorrect.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1138) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1136) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The LOCATION parameter in the FILE OCL statement for disk
must be AI. A2. or the number of the block where a file begins.
The number of the block cannot be more than five digits long or
a value less than the beginning block number for the system
library.
.
The LOCATION parameter in the FILE OCL statement for the
diskette magazine drive must be S I. S2. or S3 to identify the
diskette slot; or M I.nn or M2.nn to identify the location of the
first diskette to be processed in a magazine. M I indicates the first
magazine. and M2 indicates the second magazine. nn is a decimal
value from 01 through 10 that identifies the location within the
magazine.

Do one of the following:

Additional Information
The BLOCKS parameter must not be more than 8 decimal digits
long.
User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1139 UNIT lunit IDlused in a previous
WORKS"~ statement
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
UNIT parameter in the WORKSTN OCL statement is incorrect
or you already entered this WORKSTN statement.

SYS --1137 Invalid RECORDS parameter

Two WORKSTN OCL statements with the same UNIT
parameter were entered. This message is issued when the second
WORKSTN statement is entered.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message If)
(SYS--1139) aad the name of the procedure you were
running.

lJser

I~esponse

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
RECORDS parameter in the FILE OCL statement is incorrect.
Do 9ne of the following:

•
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·-1137) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1140 Required

~Al\IE

parameter missing

The RECORDS parameter must be I through 8 decimal
characters long.

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This opti<>n is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

Auto Response:

procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
NAME parameter is missing from the statement just entered.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1140) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The NA:\1E parameter statement is required in the OCL
statement just entered. The parameter must not exceed 8
characters and the first character m~st be aJphabetic (A thruugh
Z, @, #, or $). Characters 2 through 8 should not include

commas, apostrophes, blanks, question marks, slashes, or
hyphens.
User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1141 FILE stmt cannot have both BLOCKS
and RECORDS
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, both
BLOCKS and RECORDS parameters were entered in the FILE
statement. Use either but not both.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1141) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1143 Invalid DISJ> parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the DISP
parameter must be NEW, OLD, SUR, SHRRR, SIIRRM,
SHRMR, or SHRMM.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1143) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1144 Rcq!!!rcd paramctcr ! missing
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, parameter
1 is missing from the last OCL statement you entered. Parameter
I is required for that OCL statement.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement with all
required parameters.

•

SYS --1142 Im-alid STEJ>HALT paramcter--mllst be
YES or ~O

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--l144) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you arc entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter;' or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Sl~P"ALT

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
parameter in the DEBUG OCL statement must be
YES or ;'\0.

SYS --1145 Innlid 1st parameter on NOlIALT
statement

Do one of the following:

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1142) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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Auto Response:

(

\

If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the
in the NO HALT oeL
severity level parameter (parameter
statement must be 0, 1,2,3, or 4.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1148 File lfilc labelJ not on disk. DISP other
than l'IEW given

1,

-

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

-Enteroption 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1145) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
User Response

Option 1: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1146 Invalid 2nd parameter on NOHALT
statement
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, either the
DISP parameter in the FILE statement is incorrect or the file is
not on disk.
Do one of the following:

-

Enter option 1 and enter the correct oeL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1148) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

Additional Information

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

The D1SP-OLD, D1SP-SHR. DISP-SHRRR. D1SP-SHRRM,
D1SP-SHR\IR. or D1SP-SHRMM parameter in the FILE
statement indicates this is an existing file on the disk; but the file,
as described in the FILE statement, is not on the disk.

If you are entering oeL statements from the keyboard, the
second parameter in the NOHALT oeL statement must be
SYSTEM, SESSION, or JOB.

-Enter option 1 and enter the correct oeL statement.

If you are sure this file is on the disk, run the eAT ALOG
procedure to list the contents of the disk. Verify that the LABEL
parameter in the FILE statement is the same as the file label on
the disk. If DATE is specified in the FILE statement, verify that
it is correct for the file on the disk.

•

User Response

Do one of the following:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1146) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option I: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1147 luscr IDI unauthorizcd to sct systcm
sC\'crity status
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard. you
entered the second parameter in the NOHALT statement as
SYSTEM. You are not authorized to set the system severity
status.
Do one of the following:
-

Enter option I and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1147) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User I{esponse

Option I: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering oeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1149

U~IT Ispccificd IDJ not a display stn.
Spccify a display stn ,ID

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard. the U!'-IIT
parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect. The ID
given in the UNIT parameter is not the 10 of a display station.
but it might be the 10 of a printer. The UNIT parameter must
be the ID of a display station.
00 one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct oeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I [)
(SYS--1149) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering oeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
System Messages
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SYS --1150 Invalid REQD parameter--must be YES
or NO
.
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
RESTORE parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect.
The RESTORE parameter in the WORKSTN statement must be
either YES or NO.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message. 10
(SYS--1152) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
REQD parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect. The
REQD parameter must be either YES or NO.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1150) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --lJS3Invalid SOURCE parameter

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is alJowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --1151

RETAI~ value conflicts with a previous
fiLE stmt

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
SOVRCE parameter in the CO:\IPILE statement is incorrect.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Do one of the folJowing:

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
proceciurc.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1153) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
RETAIl' parameter in this FILE statement conflicts with the
RETAIN parameter in a previous FILE statement.

Additional Inrormation

Do one of the folJowing:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1151) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation

The name of the source
the first character must
Characters 2 through 8
blanks, question marks,

member must not exceed 8 characters and
be alphabetic (A through Z, @, #, or $).
should not contain commas, apostrophes,
slashes, or hyphens.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is alJowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Two FILE statements in the same step refer to the same file. For
one FILE statement, either RETAIN-T or RETAIN-P is
specified, or the file exists as a temporary or permanent file. The
other FILE statement refers to the same file with RETAIN-J.
Changing the retention value from T or P to J, from J to Tor P,
or from S to J will cause this error.

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is alJowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
SYMID parameter in- the WORKSTN statement must be 2
characters long and _the first character must be alphabetic.

SXS --1152 Invalid RESTORE parameter--must be
YES or 1';0

SYS --1154 Invalid SYMID parameter
Auto Response:

Do one of the folJowing:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I Jj
(SYS--1154) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Itesponse

Severity: 3
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Auto Response:

/

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are" entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --1157 Previous stmt ended by comma--invalid
continuation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1155 Statement must be betwccn LOAD and
RUN statements

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the last
statement you entered is out of sequence; it must be between a
LOAD statement and a RUN statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(5Y5--1155) and the name of "the procedure you were
running.

Addition:l1 Information

When any of the following statements are specified, they must be
between a LOAD statement and a RUN statement: CO:\fPILE,
S[:5S[O:-':, F[LE (for diskette file as in U!'\[T-II), and COMM.
The DATE statement can be specified to set the session date when
it is placed before the first LOAD statement; otherwise, it sets the
program date and must be placed between a LOAD statement and
a RUN statement.

Auto ·Response:

Explanation

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
next-to-Iast statement ended with a comma indicating
continuation; however, the last statement is not a continuation.
It probably is the name of a nested procedure being called, or it is
another OCL statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1157) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1158 RUN statement must be prec-eded by a
LOAD statement
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, a required
LOAD statement is missing. A RUN statement must always be
preceded by a LOAD statement.

SYS --1156 Statement must begin with
a blank
Severity: 3

/I

followed by

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. you
entered a statement that does not begin with /1 followed by a blank
followed by the statement identifier. All OCL statements except
the I~CLt.:DE statement must begin with /I followed by a blank
followed by the statement identifier. Check for a possible missing
blank bet ween the /I and the statement identifier.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--1 156) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--1158) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1159 WAIT OCL must be called from a
procedure
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you arc entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the WAIT
OCL Slalement cannot be entered from the keyboard, but must
be called from within a procedure.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the pro.grammer the message I J)
(SYS--1159) and the name of" the procedure you were
running.

User Response
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Option I: The OCL statement t'"at caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are' entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1160 TI:\t1E and INTERVAL parms cannot
both be specified

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
CONTINUE parameter is not allowed on the ALLOCATE OCL
statement you just entered.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

EXIJlanation

•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1l62) and the name of the pro(.-edure you were
running.

User Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the TIME
and INTERVAL parameters cannot both be specified on the same
WAIT OCL statement.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1160) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

SYS --1163 Invalid TIME parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

t:ser Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the TIME.
parameter in the WAIT statement must be in the following
format: hhmmss where hh is hours (can be 00 through 24), mm
is minutes (can be 00 through 59), and ss is seconds (can be 00
through 59).

SYS --1161
Severity: 3

~A'IE

(print file namel used in a previous
PRIXfER statement
Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
NAME parameter in either this PRINTER statement or a
previous PRI1'\TER statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1161) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1163) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1164 Invalid DEFER parametcr--must be YES
or~O

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 3

Two PRINTER statements were specified in the same job step
and the NAME parameter in both PRINTER statements is the
same. This message is issued when the second PRINTER
statement is entered.

Explanation

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DEFER parameter in the PRINTER statement is incorrect. If
DEFER is specified, it must be either YES or 1'\0.
Do one of the following:

SYS -- t 162

CO;,\TI~{;E

parm not allowed on tape
ALLOCATE stmt

•
•

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response
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Auto Response:

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II>
(SYS--1164) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

f'

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are' entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1165 Invalid DEVICE parameter
Severity: 3

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
REQD parameter or the UNIT parameter in the WORKSTN
statement is incorrect, or the display station identified in the
UNIT parameter is not available at this time.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and the system will make another attempt to
get the display station. If the display station is still not
available, this error occurs again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1167) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DEVICE parameter in the PRINTER statement is incorrect. The
DEVICE parameter must be either 2 characters (printer ID) long
or SYSTEM.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1165) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- t 168 Invalid IGCCPI parameter--must be 5 or
6.7
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

t:ser Responc;e

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
IGCCPI parameter must be 5 or 6.7.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1166 RESERVE statement already specified in
this job
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, a
Rr..sERVE statement was already entered in this job. Only one
RESERVE statement is allowed in each job.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--1168) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1169 Invalid SOSI panlmeter
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1166) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

t:ser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1167 DisphlY station Idisplay station idl is
currently not available
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or the display station identified in
the message is currently not available.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the SOSI
parameter in the PRINTER statement must be NORMAL,
SI-IIFf, or DROP.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1169) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --1170 IGCCPI/SOSI parameter invalid with
TYPE-IGCI8
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

•

Enter option 1 and the system will make another attempt to
get the file. If the file is still not available, this error occurs
again.

•

Enter option 3· and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--II72) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, and
TYPE-IGCI8 is specified, the following three parameters are not
valid: IGCCPI-6.7, SOSI-DROP, or SOS!-SHIFT,
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1170) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

User Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- J 173 Invalid LINE parameter

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --1171

Additional Inrormation

The file identified in the message text is now being used by a never
ending program (NEP), a program that is stopped by the system
operator, or a program that is interrupted by the inquiry function.
Since the file cannot be shared, the file cannot be used at this time.
Ask your system operator to lind out when this file will be
available. When the file is availilble, try the operation again.

~ot enough system storage to start job
step now ...

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the LINE
parameter in the COMM statement is incorrect, The correct
values for the LINE parameter are 1,2,3,4,5,6,7, or 8.
Do one of the following:

Explanation

There is either not enough main storage available or not enough
disk space available to start the job step at this time. However,
these conditions change rapidly, and you should try to start the
job step again.

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1173) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:

User Response

•

Enter option 1 and the system will try to start the job step
again. If the job step still cannot be started, this message
will occur again.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1171) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1 J74 Statement cannot be between LOAD and
RUN stmts

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS -- JJ72 file lfile labell is currently not anilable
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, ,one of the following conditions
exists:

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

A file required by a program in this procedure cannot be
used at this time.

•

There is an error in the procedure.

\

Auto Response:

If you are runnim' .a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are ente~ing OCL statements from the keyboard, the
statement you Just entered must not be between a LOAD
statement and a RUN statement.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(5Y5--1174) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the file
identified in the message is not available now.

The following statements cannot be specified between the LOAD
and RUN statements:

Do one of the following:

•
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/

ATfR

(
\

•

LIBRARY

•

REGION

•

OFF

User Response

•

EVOKE

•

RESERVE

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1176) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1177 Invalid ACTIVITY parametcr

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1175 Invalid INTERVAL parametcr

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
I NTERV AL parameter in the WAIT statement is incorrect.
The Ii':TERVAL parameter must be entered in the following
format with the following values:

Auto Response:

Explanation
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
ACTIVITY parameter in the PRINTER statement must be
HIGH, MEDIUM, NORMAL, or LOW.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--II77) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

INTIERVAL--hhmmss.

User Response

•

hh specifies the hours and must be a value from 00 through
24.

•

mm specifies the minutes and must be a value from 00
through 59.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•

ss specifies the seconds and must be a value from 00 through
59.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1178 ;\ IRT;\IAX parm prc\"iously specificd in
this job step

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1175) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

Cser Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, an A1TR
statement with a :YIRTMAX parameter has already been entered
in this job step. Only one ATrR statement in a job step can
specify the MRTMAX parameter.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1176 l\EP parm previously specified in this job
step

•
•

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I J)
(SYS--1178) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

Explanation

User Res)lonse

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

pr~ccdure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, an ATTR
statement with a NEP parameter was already specified in this job
step. 0 nly one A TTR statement in a job step can specify the N EP
parameter.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step IS lost.

SYS --1179

IlIv~tlid

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

•

Explanation

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

PROGRAMl parmnctcr
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If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1181) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PROGRAM) parameter in the MEMBER statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option) and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1179) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation
The message load member name must not exceed 8 characters and
the first character must be alphabetic (A through Z, @, #, or S).
Characters 2 through 8 should not contain commas, apostrophes,
blanks, question marks, slashes, or hyphens.

Additional Information
The message load member name must not exceed 8 characters and
the first character must be alphabetic (A through Z, @, #, or $).
Characters 2 through 8 should not contain commas, apostrophes,
blanks, question marks, slashes, or hyphens.

User Hesponse
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1182 Invalid USER2 parameter

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard-.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --1180 Inralid
Severity: 3

PROGRA~J2

parameter

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PROGRAM2 parameter in the MEMBER statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OC L statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1180) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The message load member name must not exceed 8 characters and
the first character must be alphabetic (A through Z, @, #, or $).
Characters 2 through 8 should not contain commas, apostrophes,
blanks, question marks, slashes, or hyphens.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1181 Invalid USERl. parameter
Auto Response:

EXllanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
l.:SERI parameter in the MEMBER statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
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Explanation

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
USER2 parameter in the MEMBER statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

Explanation

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1182) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The message load member name must not exceed 8 characters and
the first character must be alphabetic (A through Z, @, #, or $).
Characters 2 through 8 should not contain commas, apostrophes,
blanks, question marks, slashes, or hyphens.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1183 PROGRA:\II member Iname) was not
found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
PROGRA:Vll parameter in the ;\IE\1BER statement is incorrect
or the message member does not eXIst.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ")
(S YS--1183) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

User Uesponse

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are·entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1186) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

SYS --1184 PROGRAM2 member (nameJ was not
found

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you arc entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
PROGRAM2 parameter in the MEMBER statement is incorrect
or the message member docs not exist.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1187 Invalid CONTINUE parameter--must be
YES or NO
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Entcr option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1184) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
CONTIi\:UE parameter in the PRINTER statement is incorrect_
If CONTINUE is specified, it must be either YES or NO.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL sta,tement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1187) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

SYS --1185 USER 1 member (nameJ was not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
USERI parameter in the ~tE:\tBER statement is incorrect or the
message member does not exist.

SYS --1188 Invalid PACK parm--must be 1-6
alphameric chars

Do one of the following:

Severity: S

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S),S--1185) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1186 USER2 member (nameJ was not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
USER2 parameter in the ME:\lIlER statement is incorrect or the
message member does not exist.

Auto Response:

If you arc. entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PACK parameter in the FILE statement is incorrect. The PACK
parameter in the FILE statement can contain a maximum of 6
alphameriC characters.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1l88) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Resllonse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this stcp is lost.
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SYS -- 1189 Invalid BORDER parameter--must be
YES or NO
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If. you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1191) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The CONTINUE and NAME parameters can only be specified
together when the PRINTER statement is placed between the
LOAD and RUN OCL statements.
User Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
BORDER parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect.
If BORDER is specified, it must be either YES or NO.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1189) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 3

SYS --1192 Invalid JUSTIFY parameter
Auto Response: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
JUSTIFY parameter in the PRINTER OCL statement is
incorrect.

SYS --1190 Imalid HEADER parameter--must be
YES or J';O

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
HEADER parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect.
If HEADER is specified, it must be either YES or 1'<0.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1190) and the name of the procedure you were
runmng.

L'ser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1191 Both :\A:\IE lind COXIT\TE cannot bc
outside LOAD/RUN
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Expl:lRation

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1192) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The JUSTIFY parameter in the PRINTER OCL statement must
be either 0, 50, or 100.
L'ser Resp 0 nse
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1193 Rc()uircd source mcmber name parameter
missing
Severity: 3
EX(llanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the source
member name parameter in the IMAGE statement is missing.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

If IOU are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
:'I:A!l.IE parameter in the PRI:'IITER statement is not allowed.

User Response

Do one of the following:
•
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Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Auto Response:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II)
(5 YS--1193) and the name of the procedure you were

running.

Option 1: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1194 Invalid FONT

paramet~r

incorrect. The EOFMSG parameter in the PRINTER OeL
statement must be either YES or NO.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

Explanation

•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1196) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the
FONT parameter in the PRINTER OeL statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

Option 1: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1194) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

SYS --1197 Inquiry active--unable to wait for
resources

User Response

Severity: 5

Option I: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1l95 Inyalid TEXT parametcr--must be YES
or 1'0
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

You cannot run the inquiry program now. Enter option 3 and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1197) and the name
of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information

The inquiry program requires either disk files or display stations
that are unavailable at this time. Since the disk file_s or the display
stations may be in use by the interrupted program, this would
deadlock the system. Therefore, the inquiry program is not
allowed to be loaded at this time.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering oeL statements from the keyboard, the TEXT
parameter in the PRINTER oeL statement is incorrect.

SYS --1198 Unpaired quote--quotcs must be paired

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct oeL statement.

Explanation

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1195) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

The TEXT parameter in the PRINTER OCL statement must be
either YES or NO.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
statement you just entered has an odd number of apostrophes in
it. Either there should not be any apostrophes or they should be
in pairs.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 1: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•
•

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option I and enter the correct OeL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message If)
(5 YS--1198) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

Additional Information

SYS --1l96 Invalid EOF:\-lSG paramctcr--must be
YES or 1'0
Se.l(Crit y: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the

EOFMSG parameter _)n-theI'RINTER OeL statement is

The DATA parameter in the LOCAL statement must have an
apostrophe at the beginning and end of the data. The LE:-':GTII
parameter in the PRO:\.\PT OCL statement must have paired
apostrophes if it uses apostrophes. If the Ii'<CLUDE statement
uses apostrophe character strings, they must use paired
apostrophes.
User Response

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1199 Invalid PRINT parameter--must be two
characters

as a single requester terminal (SRT) program. This means the
program will be loaded separately rather than attaching to an
existing copy.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 and the MRT program is loaded as an SRT
program.

Explanation

•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message If)
(SYS--1201) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

If yeu aie enteiiiig OCL statemenis irom the keyboard, the
PRINT parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct oeL statement.

The procedure can be changed to an M RT procedure by using
either SEU or SMAI:,\T. The Source Entry Utility guide,
SC21-7901, contains more information about SEU. The System
Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about
SMAINT.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1I99) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option 0: Processing continues.

Do one of the following:

User Response

Additional Inrormation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The PRINT parameter in the WORKSTN statement must be
either the 2-character ID of a printer or NO. If NO is specified,
then the Prnt (Print) key is ignored for this display station. I f the
PRI:-':T parameter is not specified, the default is the printer
configured for the display station that submitted the job.

SYS --1202 MRT program Iprogram namel must be
loaded from a l\IRT proc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

A multiple requester terminal (MRT) program cannot be loaded
by entering the LOAD OCL statement from the keyboard. It can
only be loaded from a procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1202) and the name of the procedure you were running.

SYS --1200 PRI:\TER stmt cannot have both FONT
and CPI parms
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either the
FO:,\T parameter should be removed or the CPI parameter
should be removed.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1203 Printer (specified IDI on I>RINT
parameter not on system
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PRI:-':T parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S)'S--1200) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

t;scr Re!'ponse

•

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message It>
(S YS--1203) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

svs --1201l\IRT program

Iprogram·namt~1

is in a

The PRINT parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect.
If PRINT is specilkd, it must be the printer ID, or NO. Printer
I D must be the 2~character identilier of a printer on the system.

non-;\In:r procedure ...

Cser J{csponse

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

A mUltiple requester terminal (MRT) program was found in a
non-MRT procedure. It can still be loaded, but it will be loaded

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3
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SYS --1204 Display station Ispecificd ID) on UNIT
parameter not on system
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the UNIT
parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct oeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1204) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation

The UNIT parameter in the WORKSTN statement must contain
either the 2-character identifier of a display station that is on the
system or ?WS? if the statement is in a procedure. The ?WS? is
automatically replaced by the ID of the display station submitting
the job.

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the
RELEASE parameter in the ATI'R statement is incorrect. The
RELEASE parameter in the AlTR statement must be YES, NO,
or not specified.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1206) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option .1: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1207 Hie lfile labelJ is being created by another
job

Vscr Response

Option 1: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1205 Del'ice Ispecified IDJ on
parameter not a printer
Severity: 3

PRI~T

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

I f you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation-

Another job is creating a file with the same label and date as this
job needs. However, this job cannot use the file yet, because the
other job has not finished creating the file.
Note the file name in the message. Then enter option 3 and give
the programmer the message ID (SYS--1207), the file name, and
the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1208 Im-alid statement--too many parameters
specified

If you are entering oeL statements from the keyboard, the
PRI:"T parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect.

Severity: 3

Auto Respcnse:

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option I and enter the correct oeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--120S) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Additional Inrormation

If you are entering oeL statements from the keyboard, there arc
more parameters ,-Il.'··red on this statement than there should be
or there is an unpalTcd apostrophe used on an oeL statement.

The PRI:\T parameter in the WORKST:-.I statement contains an
allowable device 10, but the device is not a printer. \Vhen
PRI:-';T-printer 10 is specified, printer 10 must be the 2-character
identifier of a printer on the system.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--1208) and the name of the procedure you were running.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
fro.m the keyboard.

User Response

SYS --1209 Ifolder label) is a folder on disk, not a file

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1206 Invalid RELEASE parameter--must be
YES or NO

If you arc entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the file
referenced by the LABEL parameter (or NAME parameter, if the
LABEL parameter is not entered) in the disk FILE statement is a
folder.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
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If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-1209) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1210 SYMID ISYMIDI used in a previous
WORKSTN statement
Severity: 3

SYS --1212 Cannot allocate work files

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

The program you are trying to load requires work files, but there
is net enough space on the disk for the work: files. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS-1212) and the
name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
The program (which uses a source member) was not loaded
because the work files could not be allocated. This probably is due
to insufficient space on the disk. You can make space available
on the disk by doing the following:

•

Use the SA VE procedure to save copies of files you are
going to delete.

•

Use the DELETE procedure to delete files from the disk.

•

Use the CO:\IPRESS procedure to place all unused space in
one continuous area on the disk.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
SY\IID parameter in the WORKST:"-l statement is incorrect. The
symbols work station ID specified by the SYMID parameter in
this WORKST:'I: statement is already being used by another
display station or printer on your system.

You can use the CATALOG procedure to display the contents of
the disk. For further information about these procedures, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-1210) and the name of the procedure you were
runnIng.

t.:scr Response

SYS --1213 Invalid LINES parm--must be 1-112,3
digits max
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

t.:ser Response

Explanation

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
U:,\,ES parameter in either the FOR:\1S statement or the
PRI:"-lTER statement is incorrect.

SYS --1211 Incorrect SY;\HD parameter in
WORKS1-:\, statement
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II)
(SYS--1213) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Additional fnrorm:ltion

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
SYMID parameter in the WORKSTN statement is incorrect. The
SY:\I1D parameter in the WORKSTN statement cannot be the
same as the work station 10 assigned to any other display station
or printer on the system.

The U:"-lES parameter in both the FORMS statement and the
PRI~TER statement must be 1 to 3 decimal digits with a value
from I to 112. In the PRINTER statement, the default value of
the UN ES parameter is the value specified in the FORMS
statement. In the FOR\IS statement, the default value of the
LJ:'\'ES parameter is the lines per page configured for the display
station.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1211) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User I{esponse
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User Uesponse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --1214 Invalid INUB parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
INLIB parameter in the COMPILE statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1214) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
If you specify the INLIB parameter. the value must not exceed 8

characters and the first character must be alphabetic (A through
Z. @. #. or $). Characters 2 through 8 should not include
commas. apostrophes, blanks. question marks. slashes. or
hyphens.
User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard. the library
load member name (parameter 2) specified in the LOAD
statement cannot be loaded by an OCL statement.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1216) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation

An existence test determined that the program or load member is
a valid member. However. it cannot be loaded by a LOAD OCL
statement for one of the following reasons:

•

It is a program that can only be called by another program.

•

It is a message load member.

•

It is a screen format load member.

User Response

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data createu by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1215 Invalid aUTUB parameter

SYS --1217 No requester for MRT program or MRT
procedure

Severity: 3

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation
If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a

procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
Ol:TLlB parameter in the CO:\<IPILE statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1215) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

If you specify the OUTUB parameter. the value must not exceed
8 characters and the first character must be alphabetic (A through
Z. @. #. or S). Characters 2 through 8 should not include
commas, apostrophes, blanks, question marks. slashes, or
hyphens.
User

I~esponse

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1216 P;!m/mcmbcr Inamcl
LOAD shnt
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

c~tnnot

be loaded by

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1217) and the
name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Inrormation

An attempt was made to run a multiple requester terminal (MRT)
program or MRT procedure that does not have a requesting
display station or session. MRT programs and MRT procedures
must be initiated from a display station or a session.
t;ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1218 RELEASE parm already specified in this
job stcp
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure nar.le or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, an ATrR
statement with a RELEASE parameter was already entered in this
job step. An AITR statement that contains a RELEASE
parameter can be specified only once within each job step.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I J)
(SYS--1218) and the name of the procedure you were
running..
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User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
GROUP name you specified is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option t and enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

SYS --1219 Too many LENGTH parameter values
specified

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1222) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Severity: 3

Auto Response: .

Expianation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure. The total number of LENGTH parameters in the
PROMPT OCL statement cannot be more than 64.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1219) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

SYS --1223 Total of LE~GTII parameter values
exceeds 1024
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are
procedure
procedure.
PROMPT

SYS --1220 Invalid statcmcnt--IGC StI charactcr not
rcceived
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
name or parameter, or there IS an error in the
The total of all the LENGTI I parameter values in the
OCL statement cannot be more than 1024.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1223) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Explanation

User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If .the OCL statement in error was displayed at the keyboard, the
IGC SII character was inserted by the system.
If you arc entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the IGC
SiO character was encountered and the IGC S I character was not
found.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1220) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response

SYS --1221 Inquil1' mode--cannot call intcrrupted
:\IRT proc
Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You interrupted\a multiple requester terminal (MRT) procedure
and arc running the inquiry program. While running the inquiry
program, you tried to call the same procedure you interrupted.
This is not allowed since it could cause a deadlock in the system.
Enter option 3 and run the job fr.om another display station.
User Response
O~ion

3: The job in inquiry mode is canceled.

SYS --1222 Invalid GROL'P panlmctcr
Severity: 3

SYS --1224 Too much proccdure paramctcr data
spccificd
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--1224) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

The library specified on the PROMPT statement is not on the
system.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1225 Libnlry (spccificd name( in PRO;\IPT
stmt was not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--1225) and the name of the
procedure you were. running.
Additional Inform:ltion
The library specified on the PROMPT statement is not on the
system.

Explanation

User Response

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered either a
procedure name or a parameter.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --1226 Invalid LEj\'"GTH parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 1 to try to load the program again. If another
display station is still running. this error occurs again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1228) and the name of the program you were
trying to load.

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
LENGTH parameter is incorrect for the OCL statement you just
entered.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this poin~
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1226) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation
An incorrect LE~GTH parameter was specified in the procedure
you are running. The LENGTH parameter can specify the length
of up to 64 display format input and output positions. Each
length can have a value of 0 through 128 and each length must
contain 1 to 3 characters. For more information about the
LE:--;GTH parameter. refer to the description of the OCL
statement you specified for the LE!'I:GTH parameter in the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1227 File (file labell not usable. Disk must be
reorganized
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --1229 VARY OCL stmt allowed only from
system console
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure. it must be entered from the
system console.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, they must
be entered from the system console.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1229) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

l.'ser Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --1230 SSOURCE work file fuJI

This job cannot run because of a previous error. Enter option 3
and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1227) and the
name of the procedure you were running.

Severity: 3

Additional Information

This is a programming error. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--1230) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

The program you are running is trying to use a file that was not
completely moved by the previous disk reorganization. The file
was not completely moved because an 1:0 (read/write) error
occurred during the previous disk reorganization.
Run the CO:\1PRESS procedure again with the same parameters.
If this error contmues, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
l.'ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1228 Dedicated program (program namel
cannot be loaded now ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are attempting to load a program that must run without any
other display stations signed on; however, there is another display
station signed on at this time.
Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information
The SSOURCE work me is full, but there is still input remaining.
Submit this job again with a FILE statement that defines
SSOCRCE to be larger. The default size for SSOL:RCE is 40
blocks.
Lser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1231 POWER OFF OCL statement invalid in
itH\uiry mode
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

EXlllanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you arc entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
entered a POWER OFF OCL statement while under inquiry. This
is not allowed.
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Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1231) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3' and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1233) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled, Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceI~d. , Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1232 Source member (specified name) was not
found

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --1234 Invalid START parameter
Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, one of the
following conditions exists:

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
START parameter for the PROMPT OCL statement is incorrect.
The value for the START parameter must be any number from I
through 64.

•

The source member was specified incorrectly.

Do one of the following:

•

The source member docs not exist in the library.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

The wrong library was searched for the source member.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS.-1234) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

t.: ser Resp 0 nse

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1232) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Additional Inrormation
If the error occurred on a CO:\IPILE statement, either the INUB
parameter does not specify the library the source member is in or
the member is not in the system library.
If the error occurred on an l:l.fAGE statement, the library source
member is not in the system library.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1235 Program (specified name( in LOAD
statement was not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You can find the correct library source member name, or you can
see if the source member is in the system library, by using the
L1STLlBR procedure to list the contents of the library. The
System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more information
about the CATALOG procedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

t.:ser Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, one of the
following conditions exists:

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•
•

The program name was specified incorrectly.

•

If the library name was not specified, the program does not
exist in the current library nor the system library.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1233 JOBQ statement must be 120 characters
or less
Sel:Crity: 3

Auto Response:

Expl;1II3tion
If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the JOUQ
statement has more than 120 characters specified.
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If the library name was specified, the program does not exist
in the speCified library nor docs it exist in the system library.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OC L statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I))
(S YS··123 5) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Uesllonse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
RECFM parameter in the tape FILE statement must be FO when
UNIT-TC has been specified.

SYS --1236 Invalid LIBRARY parameter

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1238) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
LIBRARY parameter must be I through 8 characters, and the
first character must be alphanumeric.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1236) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

SYS --1239 REEL parameter must be SL with

UNIT-TC
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is· allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the REEL
parameter in the tape FILE statement must be SL when
U~IT-TC has been specified.

SYS --1237 COMPILE statement specified but not
required

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1239) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
CO\IPILE statement is not needed for the program specified in
the LOAD statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore the COMPILE statement and
continue the job.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1237) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1240 Program Iprogram namel cannot run on
this system
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information

The program you are attempting to run cannot run on this
system. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1240) and the name of the procedure you were running.

The LOAD statement preceding the COMPILE statement
specifies a program that does not require source input. The
CO\IPILE statement should not b~ specified for this program.

Additional Information

User Response

Option 0: Processing continues.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1238 RECF:\I parameter must be I-'B with
U:\IT-TC
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

You arc attempting to run a program that is not designed to run
on this system.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1241 DATA, AREA, or BLAl'IK
mllst be specified
Severity: 3

p~lr:lmeter

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DATA, AREA, or BLANK parameter for the LOCAL OCL
statement must be specified.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1241) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1242 BLAl\K parameter too large with
specified OFFSET
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
BLA:\K parameter for the LOCAL OCL statement is too large
for the OFFSET parameter. The values of the BLANK parameter
plus the OFFSET parameter cannot exceed 512.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1244 Invalid AREA parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
AREA parameter for the LOCAL OCL statement must be

SYSTEM or USER.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1244) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1245 Library (specified namel on LIBRARY
parm was not found

Do one of the following:

Severity: 5

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1242) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the library
name specified in the LIBRARY parameter for the MEMBER
OCL statement is not on your system.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--124S) and the name of the procedure you were
runmng.

SYS --1243 Im·alid BLA::,\K parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
BLANK parameter for the LOCAL OCL statement must be
*ALL or any value from I through 512.

SYS --1246 Invalid LIBRARY parameter

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1243) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
I f you are entering OC L statements from the keyboard, the
LIBRARY parameter must be I through 8 characters long and

User Response

the first character must be alphameric.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Do one of the following:
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•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1246) and the name of ·the procedure you were
running.

SYS --1250 Invalid MEMBER parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and notify the programmer responsible for this job. Give the
programmer the message identification code (SYS--12S0) and the
name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

Additional Information

SYS --1247 PROMPT statement not allowed from
job queue
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The MEMBER parameter is incorrect. Member names cannot be
more than 8 characters and the first character must be A through
Z, @, #, or $.

Explanation

User Response

A job on the job queue contains a procedure that cannot be run.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1247) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
A procedure on the job queue contains a PROMPT OCL
statement. PROMPT statements are not allowed from the job
queue.
Vscr Rcsponsc
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1248 PROMPT statement invalid for evoked
procedure
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
An invalid PRO:VIPT statement was found in the procedure that
is running. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
I D (S YS--1248) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
A PRO\I PT OCL statement was found in a procedure that was
activated by either an EVOKE OCL statement or by the SSP·(CF
function. In either case, the PRO:vlPT statement is not allowed.
Vscr Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1249 PRO:\IPT statement allowed only from
a procedure
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
You have entered a PRO\IPT OCL statement; however,
PRO:\II'T statements are allowed only from a procedure.

SYS --1251 Invalid FORMAT parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--12SI) and the
name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
The FOR!\1AT parameter is incorrect. Format names cannot be
more than 8 characters and the first character must be A through
Z, @, #, or $.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

SYS --1252 Screen format (format name) has too
much input data
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The screen format you are trying to display contains too many
input fields. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--12S2) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
The screen format, specified by the FOR:'v1AT parameter in the
PROi\IPT OeL statement, contains more than 1024 bytes of
input.
Uscr Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1253 Im·alid HOLD paramcter--must be YES

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement. The
PRO!\1PT OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(5 YS--1249).

Vscr Ucsponse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

or~O

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
IIOLD parameter in the PRINTER statement is incorrect. The
HOLD parameter must be either YES or NO.
Do one of the following:
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•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1253) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

SYS --1257 Required FORMAT parameter not
specified
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1257) and the
name of the procedure you were running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --1254 Signed-on user not authorized to use pgm
Iprogram name)
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

A required FORMAT parameter is miSSing from an OeL
statement in your procedure.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Expl:mation
The program you are running is trying to use a display station,
but the person signed on to that display station is not authorized
to use the program.

SYS --1258 Program Iprogram name) in LOAD stmt
not a S/36 program
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1254) and the name of the procedure you were runnmg.

Explanation

Additional Information

The program you are attempting to run is not a System/36
program. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
I [) (S YS--12S8) and the name of the procedure you were running.

The display station the program is attempting to acquire is
The REQD
specified ill the WORKSTN OeL statement.
parameter contains YES.

Before you try to run this job again, recompile it on the
System/36.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1255 Invalid PDATA parameter--must be YES
or~O

Severity: 3

Additional Information

t:scr Rcsponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step IS lost.

SYS --1259 Invalid WAIT parameter--must be YES

Auto Response:

or~O

Explanation

Severity: 3

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--12S5) and the
name of the procedure you were running.

Explanation

Additional Information
The PDATA parameter in the PRO:\IPT oeL statement is
invalid. The PDATA parameter must be YES, 1\:0, or should not
be specified.

I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the WAIT
parameter must be YES or NO.
Do one of the following:

t:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1256 Required ME:\'IBER parameter not
specified
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OeL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I [)
(SYS-,1259) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

t;ser Response
Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--1256) and the
name of the procedure you were runnmg.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Inrormation

SYS --1260 In\'alid

A required \1E:\IllER parameter is missing from an OCL
statement in your procedure.

Severity: 3

User Hcsponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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STORI~DX

parmneter

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
STORINDX
parameter
must . be
STORINDX-YES,
STORINDX-NO, or STORINDX-nn, where nn must be either 1
or 2 digits and can be any decimal number from 1 through 16.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1260) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --1263 Invalid IBLOCK parameter
Severity: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
IBLOCK parameter for the FILE OCL statement must be a value
from 1 through 65,535.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1263) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1261 Invalid JOB parameter--must be YES or
:\'0
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
prncedure name or parameter, or there IS an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1264 Invalid DUPKEYS parameter--must be
YES or NO

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the JOB
parameter for the FILE OCL statement must be YES or NO.

Severity: 3

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•
•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 1D
(SYS--1261) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1262 Invalid DBLOCK parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

If you are entering OCL statem(!nts from the keyboard,the
DUPKEYS parameter for the FILE OCL statement must be YES
or i'\0.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1264) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

t:scr Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering oeL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DflLOCK parameter for the FILE OCL statement must be a
value from 1 through 65,535.

Severity: 3

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1262) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

You are not authorized to use the library specified in either the
procedure you are ru.nning or the OCL statement you have
entered from the keyboard.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1265 Unauthorized request for user library
Auto Response:

You cannot use the secured library until either a security officer
or the owner of the library adds your user 1D to the list of
authorized users in the resource security file.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the security officer or library owner
the message identification code (SYS--1265) and the name
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of the library you were trying to access or the name of the
procedure you were running when this error occurred.

SYS --1268 SYMID ISYMID ID) used in a previous
SESSION statement

User Response

Severity: 3

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you arc entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1266 Required LOeA TIO~ parameter not
specified
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
session ID you specifled in the SYMID parameter for a SESSION
statement is the ~amf! ID as for a previous: SESSION ;t.t~meiit..
Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
LOCATION parameter in a SESSION statement parameter is
missing.

•
•

Enter option 1 and cnter the correct OCL statement .
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1268) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

Additional Information
If there are multiple SESSION OCL statements in the same job
step. the session ID for each SYMID parameter must be unique.

Do one of the following:

Vscr ncsponse

•

Entcr option 1 and enter the corrcct OCL statement.

•

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--1266) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option ]: The OCL statement that caused this error is i?,nored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Additional Information
The LOCATION parameter is required on all SESSION
statcments rcgardless of what SSP-ICF subsystem is running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is 10sJ.

SYS --1269 Invalid SYMID parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Uscr Rcsponse

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
SY\!I[) parameter in the SESSIO:--; statement is incorrect. The
first character must be numeric (0 through 9), and the second
character must be alphabetic (A through Z, #. S. or @). You
cannot specify more than 2 characters.

SYS --1267 Invalid
Severity: 3

LOCATIO~

parameter

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. you
entered an incorrect LOCATIO:-'; parameter in a SESSIO:\
statement.
The LOCATIO N parameter cannot exceed 8
characters, and the first character must be alphabetic (A through
Z, #, S, or 8).

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S 'YS--1269) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

Vser Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you arc entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:
th~

•

Enter option I and enter

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--126 7) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

correct OCL statement.

Vser ({esponse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are cntering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.
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•

SYS --1270 Invalid APPLID parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you arc running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
APPLI[) parameter you entered in the SESSION statement is
incorrect.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1270) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The value for the APPLID parameter can be any combination of
numeric, alphabetic, and special characters except commas,
apostrophes, and blanks. The first character must be alphabetic
(A through Z, #, or @) and must be no longer than 8 characters.
User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1273 Invalid MSGPROT parameter--must be
YES or NO
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
entered an incorrect MSGPROT parameter in a SESSION
statement. MSGPROT must be YES or NO.
Do one of the following:

SYS --1271 Invalid IIOSTNAME parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

•
•

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, you
entered an incorrect I-IOST:-;AME parameter in a SESSION
statement. The HOST:,\A:\1E parameter in the SESSION OCL
statement must be CICS, 1\1S, IMSRTR, or OTHER. If the
HOST/'I:AME is not specified, OTHER is assumed.

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1273) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entenng OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1274 Invalid REeL paramcter

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1271) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

t:srr nrsponse
Option 1: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering oeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1272 FILE stmt cannot have both RET A~-J
and JOB-YES
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response: 3

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the RECL
parameter in a FILE or SESSION statement is incorrect. The
correct entry for the I'lLE statement is any value from 18 through
4096. The correct entry for the SESSION statement is any value
from 1 through 4075.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1274) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

t:scr Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, both the
RETAI/'I:-J parameter and the JOB-YES parameter cannot be
specified in the same FILE OCL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS -- 1275 Invalid

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1272) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

User Itesponse

SES~ADDR

paramcter

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
SESNADDR parameter in a SESSION statement is incorrect.
The SESNADDR parameter must be an alphabetic character, A
through O. If this parameter not specified, the address is assigned
by the SSP-ICF subsystem.

•

Do one of the following:

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1275) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the messase I D
(SYS--1277) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1278 Invalid PARTNER parameter--must be
NORM or ATI'R -

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1276 Im'alid SWTYP parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PARTNER parameter in a SESSION statement is incorrect. The
PARTNER parameter must be specified as AITR or NORM.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Do one of the following;
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct oeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-.1278) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
entered an incorrect SWTYP parameter. The correct entries are:

•

S\VfYP-AA: System/36 answers the call automatically.

User Response

•

SWTYP-MA:
manually.

System/36

operator

answers

the call

•

Option 1; The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

SWTYP-MC:
manually.

System/36

operator

initiates

the

call

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1276) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1279 Invalid BATCH paramcter--must be YES
or j\;O
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering oeL statements from the keyboard. the
BATCH parameter in a SESSION statement is incorrect. Correct
parameters are YES or NO.
Do one of the following:

SYS --1277 Im'alid TRA;\'SP parameter--must be
YES or ~O
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, you
entered an incorrect TRANSP parameter in a SESSIO\:
statement. The TRA:\SP parameter must be YES (data will be
transmitted in transparent mode) or NO (data will not be
transmitted in transparent mode).

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 1()
(SYS--1279) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1280 Required SY:\lID parameter missing

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Explanation
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Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, a required
SYMID parameter is missing from a SESSION statement. The
parameter is required in all SESSION statements regardless of
which SSP-leF subsystem is running.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·-1280) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1283 Invalid FMIII paramcter--must be YES

or )';0
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Exp[anation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the
FMI-II parameter in a SESSION statement is incorrect. The
FMH[ parameter must be YES or NO.
Do one of the following:

SYS --1281 Invalid DATAID parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, the
DATAID parameter for the SESSION statement is incorrect.
The DATAID parameter must be two displayable characters.
They will be the first two data characters of all data records for
which operations will be formatted.
Do one of the following:

•
•

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1283) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1284 Invalid FLDLTH parameter

Enter option I and enter the correct oeL statement.

Severity: 3

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1281) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

Exp[anation

t.:ser Response
Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
ThiS option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1282 Invalid :\IAX:\ISG parameter--must be
1-9999
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

[f you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering oeL statements from the keyboard, the
FLDLTH parameter for the SESS[O!\J statement is incorrect.
The FLDLTH parameter must be a value of 0 through 1919.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct oeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--1284) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option I: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are entering oeL statements from the keyboard. the
MAX"ISG parameter in a SESSION statement is incorrect. The
\\AX\ISG parameter is not within the maximum length allowed
for...all messages that WIll be accumulated before transmission. The
MAX\\SG parameter must be a value from 1 through 9999.

Option 3: The job is c.anceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message [0
(SYS--1282) and the name of the procedure you were
runmng.

SYS --1285 ;'I.;ot enough system storage to start job

now ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is either not enough main storage available or not enough
disk space available to start the job at this time. However, these
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conditions change rapidly. and you should attempt to start the job
again.
Do one of the following:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name. or there is an error in the procedure.

•

Enter option 1 and the system will try to start the job again.
If the job still cannot be started. this message will occur
again.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the REEL
parameter in the tape FILE OCL statement must be SL. NS, NL.
or BLP.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--128S) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1288) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 1: The opefatioti is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1286 Invalid DEVADDR parameter

Option 1: The OeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

I f you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 3

SYS --1289 Invalid RECFM parameter
Auto Response: 3

If yoU are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DIC\,ADDR parameter in the SESSION statement is incorrect.
If you specify this parameter. it must be a 2-digit hexadecimal
value.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
RECFM parame in the tape FILE statement must be F. V. or FB.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--1286) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

t.:ser Response

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name. or there is an error in the procedure.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-- I 289) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCl statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --12871nvalid VOLID parameter

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

SYS --1290 Invalid E:\D parameter

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name. or there is an error in the procedure.

Severity: 3

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
va LI D parameter in the tape fI lE statement is incorrect.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

Do one of the following:

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the EN D
parameter in the tape FI LE statement must be LEA V E,
U:-';LOAD. or REWIND.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCl statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1287) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

t.:ser Response

•

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
ThTs option is allowed only if you are entering OCl statements
from the keyboard.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II)
(S YS--1290) and the name of the procedure you were
runnIng.

User Ucsponsc

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1288 Invalid REEL parameter
Severity: 3
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Auto Response: 3

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1291 Invalid DENSITY parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is' canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DE!,;SITY parameter in the tape FILE statement must be 1600.

SYS -- 1294 llLKL is required if RECFM is I'll and
REEL is not SL
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1291) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1292 Invalid

SEQ~UM

parameter

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the IlI.K L
parameter in the tape FILE statement is required if the H.ECFM
parameter is FB and the REEL parameter is not SL.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1294) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User I{csponse

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
SEQNUM parameter in the tape FILE statement must be 1 to
9999.

SYS --1295 BLKL parameter is valid only if RECFM
is Fll

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1292) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
RECF\-I parameter in the tape FILE statement must be I'B for
the BLKL parameter to be valid.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1295) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

SYS -- 1293 VOLID parameter is valid only if REEL
is SL

User Response

Severity: 3

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you arc entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the REEL
parameter in the tape FILE statement must be SL for the VOLID
parameter to be valid.

SYS --1296

Do one of the following:

Severity: 5

•
•

i\lE~U

statement not allowed from job

queue
Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1293) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

t.;ser Response

A job on the job queue contains a procedure th'lt cannot be run
from the job queue. Enter option 3 and give the progr:lmmer the
message 10 (SYS--1296) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

AdditioR:11 Information
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A procedure on the job queue contains a MENU OCL statement.
MENU statements are not allowed from the job queue.

•

User Response

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--t299) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1297 MENU statement invalid for evoked
procedure
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure. Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1297) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
A MENU OCL statement was found in a procedure that was
activated by either an EVOKE OCL statement or by the SSP-ICF
function. In either case, the MENU statement is not allowed.
Vscr f{esponse
Oplion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1298 Im'alid
Severity: 3

EXTE~D

parameter

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure namc or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
EXTE:-\D parameter in the FILE statement is incorrect. The
EXTE:-\D parameter must be a 1- to 7-digit number with a value
from 0 through 8,000,000.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1300 Procedure name not specified
stmt
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you entered OCL statements from the keyboard, you entered
one of the following:

•

A blank line

•

II (followed by blanks)

•

II J;\!CLl.:DE (followed by blanks)

•

II INCLUDE (,library name)

These entries are incorrect. Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1300) and the name of the procedure you are running.

Additional Information
A procedure can be called by any of the following INCLUDE
statement formats;

•

II I:--iCLUDE procedure-name parameters

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

II

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1298) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•
•
•
•

II procedure-name,library-name parameters

•

Procedure-name,library-name parameters

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1299 Invalid DFILE parameter--must be YES
or ;"1;0
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter,. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DFILE parameter In the FILE statement is incorrect. The
DFILE parameter must be YES or NO.

I~CLUDE

procedure-name,library-name parameters

II procedure-name parameters
Procedure-name parameters

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you arc entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1301 In\'alid procedure name
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you arc entering statements from the keyboard, either the
procedure name or OeL statement you entered is incorrect.

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

•
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Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

invalid

Explanation

Do one of the following:

t:scr f{esponse

Qr

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1301) and the name of the ~rocedure you are running.

Additional Information
This message is the result of either a format error in any OCL
statement or an incorrect procedure name in a JOBQ or
INCLUDE OCL statement. A procedure can be called using the
INCLUDE statement in any of the following formats:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering statements from the keyboard, a procedure
parameter contains more than 128 characters.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1303) and the name of the procedure you are running.

•

/I INCLUDE procedure-name parameters

•

/I INCLUDE procedure-name,library-name parameters

•

/I procedure-name parameters

User Response

•
•

" procedure-name,library-name parameters

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

•

Procedure-name,library-name parameters

Procedure-name parameters

A procedure name must not exceed 8 characters, and the first
character must be alphabetic (A through Z, @' #, or $).
Characters 2 through 8 should not include commas, apostrophes,
blanks, question marks, slashes, or hyphens.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1304 Too many procedure parameters--64
parameters max

User Response

Severity: 3

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering statements from the keyboard, more than 64
procedure parameters have been entered in the last'statement.

SYS --1302 Invalid PTERM parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1304) and the name of the procedure you are running.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PTERM keyword parameter in a SESSION statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1302) and the name of the procedure you are running.

Additional Information

•

The parameter
characters.

•

The parameter value is not between hexadecimal 0001 and
FFFF.

•

The parameter is not a 4-digit number.

value

contains

incorrect

hexadecimal

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, bUt data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1303 Invalid procedure parameter--128
characters max
Explanation

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1305 Procedure (procedure name) not found
Severity: 5

The BSC IMS subsystem is running. The PTERM parameter is
invalid because one or more of the following conditions exist:

Severity: 3

User Response

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, one or
more of the following conditions exists:

•

The procedure is not in the current user or system library.

•

The procedure name was entered incorrectly.

•

An OCL statement identifier was entered incorrectly.

•

The procedure is not in the library specified on the
procedure call nor is it in the system library.

Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--1305) and the name of the procedure you are running.

Additional Information
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The procedure specified in the INCLUDE OCL statement cannot
be found in the current user or system ·library. If the LIBRARY
parameter is specified in the INCLUDE OCL statement, the
procedure cannot be found in that library nor is it in the system
library.
User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1306 I:l';FO;\1SG stmt is invalid without display
station
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
parameter for the INFOMSG OCL statement must be YES or
NO.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option I and enter the correct INFOMSG OCL
statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--130&) and the name of the procedure you are running.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that ~!\I)sed thi! error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --1309 Invalid parameter in LOG statement

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 5

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

1:,\ FO~SG OCL statement is not allowed because this job has no
associated work station.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.
not enter another I:'IlFOMSG statement.

Do

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1306) and the name of the procedure you are running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Auto Response:

Explanation
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error
procedure.

In

the

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
parameter for the LOG OCL statement is incorrect. The only
correct parameters for the LOG statement are ON, OFF, and
NORMAL.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1309) and the name of the procedure you arc running.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --1307 Too many procedure lel'ds--255 !cl'ds
maximum

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1310 Program canecled--prcss enter to continue

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1307) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
More than 255 procedure levels (levels of INCLUDE statements)
arc in this job step. The number of procedure levels cannot exceed
255.
t:ser Uesponse

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system operator has canceled the MRT program you are
attached to. To continue, press enter and return to either a
command display or a menu display. To find out why the
program was canceled, see the system operator.

SYS

-~ 1311

Severity: 5

Autoeall task was abnormally terminated
Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The autocall task is ending abnormally. This is not a normal
condition and you should take a system dump. Then fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

SYS --1308 Inl'alid parameter in Il\FO:\ISG
statement

To continue, you must perform an IPL to activate the autocall
task again.

Seventy: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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SYS --1312 Job (Job l'.'arne I, Procedure I Procedure
l\:une I ended normally
Severity: I
Explanation

Auto Response:

This message is sent to t.he user that started a background job
when it ends normally. The II ATTR OCL statement must have
been processed with NOTIFY-JOB parameter.

SYS --1314 Job (Job Name (, Procedure ( Procedufe
Name I ended abnormally
Severity: NIA

Auto Response: NIA

been processed with both the NOTIFY-JOB and RELEASB-YES
parameters specified.

SYS --1320 Jprinter idl--This printer currently
allocated; try again ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Explanation
This message is sent to the user that started a background job
when it ends abnormally. The 1/ ATTR OCL statement must have
been processed with the NOTIFY-JOB parameter.

SYS --1315 Program canceled
Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is an informational message. Either the system operator
canceled the program that was communicating through SSP-ICF,
or the display station operator inquired out of the program that
was communicating through SSP-ICF (pressed the Attn key and
entered option 3 to cancel the program)_
No operator action is required.

Auto Response:

Operator Information
The printer identified in the message was trying to print system list
data when an error occurred. The error caused printmg to stop.
The last line printed before the error occurred may not be correct
or may not have been printed.
To continue, enter option 3. Correct the error on the printer
identified in the message. See the printer status indicators on the
printer to determine the exact cause of the error.
For more information about correcting this error, refer to the
Opera ling Your SYSlem manual, for the pnnter this error occurred
on.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1318 Job J Job Name I ended normally
Auto Response: N/A

This message is sent to the user that started a background job
when it ends normally. The /1 AITR OCL statement must have
been processed with both the NOTIFY-JOB and RELEASE-YES
par amcters specified.

Severity: :--';,'A

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1320), printer ID from the
message, and the name of the program you are runnmg.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --1321 Diskette drive not available now ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program tried to allocate the diskette drive, but the diskette
drive was already being used by another program. Only one
program can use the diskette drive at a time.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to try allocating the diskette drive again .

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identiflcationcode (SYS--1321) and the name of the program
you are runnmg.

Additional Information
If you would like more information about allocating the diskette
drive, refer to the System Reference manual, SC2l-9020.
User Response
Option I: The option is tried again. If the diskette drive is still
not available, this message will occur again.

Explanation

SYS --1319 Job J Job Name I ended

Enter option 1 to try allocating the printer again .

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Explanation

Severity: :-.i;A

•

Option 1: The operation is tried again. If the printer is still not
available, this message will occur again.

SYS --1316 Jprinter idJ--Printer error--Syslist data
may have been lost
Severity: 5

The program tried to allocate the printer identified in the message
without spooling active or with SPOOL--NO specified on the
PRINTER OCL statement. However, the printer was already
being used by another program. Only one program can allocate
the printer at a time when spooling is not active for that printer.

abnorm~llly

Auto Response: N/A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. However, any fIles created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1322 JdeviceJ--This de\'ice not available now ...

Explanation
Severity: 5
This message is sent to the user that started a background job
when it ends abnormally. The II ATTR OCL statement must have

Auto Response:

Explanation
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The program tried to allocate the device identified in the message,
but the device was already being used. Only one program can use
this device at a time.

Option 2: Cancel this job step. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: Cancel the job. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•
•

SYS --1326 Communication line lline number)
currently allocated ...

Enter option 1 to try allocating the device again .
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS·-1322), the device identified in the
message, and the name of the program you are running.

User Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again. ii the device
available, this message will occur again.

IS

still not

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1323 Syst('m resources for
available now ...
Severity: 5

FORTRA~

Severity: 5

The program tried to allocate the communication line identified in
the message, but the line was already being used by another
program. Only one program can use this line at a time.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I to try allocating the communication line
again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1326), the line number from the
message, and the name of the program you are running.

not

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

Option I: The operation is tried a;::am.
available, this message Will occur agam.

I f the hne is sull not

Explanation

A fO RTRAN program tried to acquire system resources, but the
resources it needs are not available at this time. fORTRAN and
other user functions share some of the same system resources.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I to try acquiring the system resources again.

•

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identi!icatlOn code (SYS--1323).

Additional Information

The sYstem tried to load control storage for the FORTRA;\1
scientific instruction set. However, the control stora!!e space
needed for FORTRAN instructions (microcode) is not ';IVaiiable
at this time, for more information, see Additional In/ormation
for message identification code (SYS-·1327).
l:ser Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again. If the required resources
are still not available, this message will occur again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue With the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any !iles created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1327 :'\ot enough system resources available for
a device ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The system tricd to load a control stor;tf:c module to perform your
opcratlon, but there is not enough control storagc for the program
at this time. You may have to cancel other programs to make
space to run your program, or wait until there is enough control
storage available to run your program.
Enter option I (see Additional III/ormation below) to try the
operation again. Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--1327) and the name of the
program you tried to run.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS -- 1325 Tape drive (tape drh'e id) is not available
now ...

The system tried to "'ad a required module into control storage to
run your program. However, there is not enough control storage
available now.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

One of the following occurred:

If you arc going to try the operation again, you probably will have
to ask the system operator to perform one or more of the
following steps before you enter option I:

•

I.

Cancel all BASIC programs.

The drive is either omine or in use by a NEP (never-ending
program).

2.

Cancel all FORTRA:\' programs.

•

You are running under inquiry and the drive is not available.

3.

Stop SMF collection of communications data.

Select option 1 to retry allocating the tape drive. Select option 2
to cancel this job step. Select option 3 to cancel this job.

4.

Cancel programs using the 1255 magnetic character reader.

5.

Stop the extended trace function (started by the TRACE
procedure).

6.

Cancel SAVE to diskette that is using the COMPRESS
parameter.

\..:ser Response

Option I: Retry allocation of the tape drive. The drive may be
available now.
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7.

Cancel RESTORE from diskette of a compressed diskette
file.

Which of these steps you take depends on the control storage size
of your system. Refer to the Concept:r and Programmer':r Guide,
SC21-7902, for information about what functions will run
together.
After you have canceled the appropriate programs to allow your
program to run, enter option I and your program will be tried
again.
User Response
Option I: The program tries again to acquire the required system
resources for the device. If the required resources are still not
available, this message will occur again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1344 BASIC support is not available on this
system
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried using the BASIC program product, but BASIC is not
installed on the system at this time.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--1344).
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

SYS --1349 Device used for file lfile namel not
supported

SYS --1328 System resources for BASIC not available
now ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

There is an error in the program you are running.

Auto Response:

Explanation
A BASIC program tried to acquire system resources, but the
resources it needs are not available now. BASIC and other user
and system functions share some of the same system resources.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I to try acquiring the system resources again.

•

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1328) and the name of the BASIC
program you are running.

Additional Information
The system tried to load control storage for the BASIC
instruction set. However, the control storage space needed for
BASIC instructions (microcode) is not available at this time. For
more information, see Additional Information for message
identification code (SYS--1327).
User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again. If the required resources
are still not available, this message will occur again.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmel responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1349), the file name from the message,
and the name of the program you are running.
If the program you are running is an IBM-supplied program or
an RPG II-compiled program, fill out a Problem Summary Form,
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.
Additional Information
The program tried to allocate this file, but the device the program
wants to use for the file is not supported. Either the device is not
installed on the system, or the device code in the program for this
file name is not correct.
If the device code specified inJhe program is not correct, enter a
correct device code.
t;ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1343 FORTRA:\' support is not available on
this system

SYS --1350 File lfile labell is not on disk or size is not
given

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to use the FORTRAN program product, but
FORTRAS is not installed on the system at this time.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
mamtaming this Job.
Give the programmer the message
identification cede (SYS--1343).
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is ~a\'ed, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: I

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, a FII.E
OCL statement was entered with a LABEL parameter (or NAME
parameter if no LABEL parameter was specified) that is the same
as the file label identified in the message. This file is not on disk,
so it cannot be processed as an existing file. A size parameter
(BLOCKS or RECORDS) was not specifled in the FILE OCL
statement, so the file cannot be processed as a new file.
Do one of the following:
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•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option I to try this operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1350), the file label identified in the
message, and the name of the procedure you are running.

Additional Information

If this job is processing an existing file, the LABEL parameter (or
NAME parameter if no label parameter is specified) is incorrect.
There is no file on the disk with the name or label identified in the
message text, so it cannot be pioccssed as an existing fiic. You
can use the CATALOG procedure to find the correct name or
label of the file on disk.

If the file identified in the message is a file being created by this
job, the size parameter was not specified in the FI LE statement.
The size parameter must be specified for a new file.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.

SYS --1352 HLE stmt cannot have both DATE and
DISP-NEW parms
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the file
described in the previous rr LE statement has both the DATE and
D!SP~NE\lJ parameters specified. Both these parameters cannot
be specified in the same FILE statement; or, information on this
FILE statement may be merged with the previous JOB-YES FILE
statement with the same NAME parameter.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--13S2) and the name of the procedure you are running.

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1351 nle (file labell with specified date not
found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the file
described in the previous FilE OCl statement cannot be found
on the disk. Make sure the LOAD statement comes before the
RUN statement. Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1351) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
One of the following errors in a FILE OCL statement may have
caused this message:

•

•

The name of the file is incorrect. Or if the name is correct,
the file may not exist on the disk. You can use the
CAT,\LOG procedure to see If the file exists on disk. The
SYSTem Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more
information about the CATALOG procedure.
This is a new file and the DATE parameter was specified.
The DATE parameter is \'aIJd only for existing files. If you
are creatmg a new file, do not speCify the DATE parameter.

l:ser R""P0nse
Option I: The OC L statement that caused thiS error is ignored.
ThiS option is allowed only if you are entermg OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --1353 Im-alid NOTIFY parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in "the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
NOTIFY parameter is incorrect in the ATTR OCL statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--IJ53) and the name of the procedure you are running.

User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1354 DENSITY parameter invalid with
L~IT-TC

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DE;-';SITY parameter in the tape FILE statement is invalid when
UNIT-TC has been specified.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1354) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1355 Invalid INQUIRY paramctcr--must be
YES or 1\'0
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing ftles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exrst;,~owever, any ftles created by this job step are lost.

SYS --135-7/Space or location not available for ncw
------filc(s) ...
Severity: 5

!

r

O'

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is not enough disk space for all the new files the program
is creating.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option 1 to try the operation again.

•

or 3, then notify the programmer
Enter option 2
responsible for this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--J357) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
INQUIRY parameter in the ATTR OCL statement is incorrect.
The correct entries are YES or NO.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1355) and the name of the procedure you are running.

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1356 File (file label) is not on disk
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional InFormation

The system cannot save enough disk space for all the new disk
files requested by the program. Check the FI LE OCL statements
for the following:

•

If you specified the LOCATION-blocks parameter to
pOSition disk files, you must specify disk locations where
Use the CATALOG procedure to
space is available.
determine where disk space is available.

•

If you did not specify the LOCATION-blocks parameter,
there is not enough space anywhere on the disk for all of the
new files requested. Do the following:
1.

Determine the size of the output files that do not fit
on the disk.

2.

Run the CAT A LOG procedure to list all files and
libraries now on disk.

J.

If your system has external disk drives and your
catalog shows that the -required space exists, the
external disk drive(s) might not have been available
during the last I P L. Contact your system operator
and either have the system operator make the disk
available and do an IPL again, or continue with the.
next step.

4.

Determine which files and/or libraries you can remove
from the disk to make room for your file.

5.

Before you delete any files from disk, run the SAY E
or SAVELIBR procedure to save any files or libraries
you want to keep on diskette.

6.

Run the DELETE procedure to delete the files or
libraries you want to remove from the disk.

7.

Run the COMPRESS procedure from the system
console to place all the unused disk space into onc
continuous area on the disk. I f you cannot run the
CO:\IPRESS procedure at this time, postpone step 6
and go to step 7. Do step 6 when system conditions
allow you to run the CO:\I PRESS procedure.

8.

Run the job again.

Explanation

There is an error in a procedure or the specified ftle does not exist
on the disk. If you are entering OCL statements from the
keyboard, you may have entered an incorrect file label for an OCL
statemenL
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option 1 to try this operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for this job.
Give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1356), the ftle label from the message, and the name
of the procedure you were running when this error occurred.

Additional Information

The file identified in the message is required by the program as an
input, add. or update ftle. However, either the fIle label was
incorrectly specified in a FILE OCL statement in your procedure,
or the ftle does not exist on the disk.
You can use the CAT A LOG procedure to see if the ftle exists on
disk. The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more
information about the FI LE OCL statement and the CATALOG
procedure.
l:scr ncsponse

Option 0: The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.

Note: If you cannot make enough space available for your mes,
verify that you followed the above steps correctly. Make sure you
do step 6 (the COM PRESS procedure). If you still do not have
space, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service. If
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you would like more information about the above procedures,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

use an existing file as an output file, you must specify the
DISP-OLD parameter on the FILE statement.

User Response

User Response

Option 0: The job continues.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 1: The system tries again to allocate the new disk files. If
disk space is still not available, this message will occur again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing liIes
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1360 Cannot output to shared file (file !abcll
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 1

Explanation

SYS --1358 1lI0cks or disk space exceeded for file (file

labeIJ ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Expl:103tion
The new file the program is creating requires more disk space than
is currently available.

There is an error in the program you are running.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•
•

Enter option 1 to try this operation again.

Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1360) and the file label from the
message.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option 1 to try this operation again.

Additional Information

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the file name
from the message and the message ID (SYS--1358).

The program tried to use an existing shared file as an output file.
The label of the file is identilied in the message text.

•

Addition31 Inform3tion
The amount of disk space saved for the new file is determined by
the value you specified in the BLOCKS or RECORDS parameter
for the FILE OCL statement. Either enter a smaller value in the
BLOCKS or RECORDS parameter, or make more disk space
available.
Either the system cannot record the number of blocks needed to
create this file, or more blocks were requested than the disk can
hold.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

An existing shared file cannot be used as an output file; however,
it can be used as an input, update, or add file. Only a file
exclusively accessed can be used as an output file. Exclusive access
is achieved when the file is specified as NEW or DISP-OLD on
the FI LE OCL statement.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However. any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1361 Device Ide\'ice idJ is currently offline ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --1359 Cannot output to existing disk file (file
labelJ

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

There is an error in a FILE OCL statement.
Enter opllon 2 or 3, then nOllfy the programmer responsible for
matntammg thIs Job.
Give the programmer the message
idcnlllicatJon code (SYS--1359) and the fIle label from the
message.
Additional Inrormation
The program tried to use an existing disk file as an output file but
the parameters required on the FILE OCL statement were not
given or dId not match those of the existing file. I f you want to
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Explan3tion
The device identified in the message is not online.

•

V se the V ARY command to put the device online.
enter option I to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer resp~nsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identilication code (S YS--1361) and device identilication code
from the message.

Auto Response: 1

Expl3n3tion

Auto Response:

Then

Additional Informution
Your program tried to allocate a device that had previously been
varied offline.
User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again. If the device is still offline,
this message will occur again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
CANCEL parameter is incorrect in the ATTR OCL statement.
The CANCEL parameter in the ATTR OCL statement must be
either YES or NO.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

SYS --1362 lfile nmnel--Program not authorized to
use de,' ice

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1364) and the name of the procedure you are running.

Severity: S

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program you are running cannot allocate the device needed
by the file identified in the message.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1362) and file name from the message:
Additional Information
Your program tried to allocate a device that a nonprivileged
program is not authorized to use. Only system programs are
authorized to allocate these devices. The file name in the message
identifies the unauthorized define the file (DTF) requesting the
device.
t;ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1363 Cannot proeess files during a disk
compress
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The files on the disk are being compressed, and no file activity is
allowed while files are moving.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option I to try this operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS-1363).

User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1364 Inyalid CA:"iCEL parameter--must be
YES or:'\O

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1365 File lfile label) contains a duplicate index
key ..•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 1

Explanation
The same index key is used more than once in this indexed file.
To continue, enter option 0 or 1 and the duplicate key will be
displayed in message (SYS-1366).
Additional InFormation
For new files, a duplicate key was found, and this file does not
have the duplicate-key-allowed attribute.
For existing files (for example, when the keysort is initiated via the
KEYSORT procedure with the CllECKDlJP option), this
message again indicates that a duplicate key was found, whether
or not the file has the duplicate-key-allowed attribute.
For new files, if you want to allow duplicate ke~, specify the
duplicate-key·allowed attribute by entering option I for messages
SYS-1366 and SYS-1367.
The System Reference manual,
SC21-9020, contains more information about the FILE OCL
statement.
t;ser Response
Option 0: The duplicate key is displayed in EBCDIC (SYS--1366).
Any characters that cannot be displayed appear as blanks. After
the file is keysorted, message SYS--1367 is displayed summarizing
the fact that at least one set of duplicate keys was displayed.
Option 1:
The duplicate key is displayed, in hexadecimal
(SYS--1366). After the file is keysorted, message SYS--1367 is,
displayed summarizing the fact that at least one set of duplicate
keys was displayed.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. Also, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1366 Iduplicate key in indexed file is displayed
here)
Severity: 3

Auto Response: I

Explanation
The text of this message is the duplicate key that was identified in
message SYS-136S. Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to continue the job, and report any additional
duplicate keys.

Explanation

•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option I to continue the job without reporting any
more duplicate keys.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job without saving the file.
Option 3 is available for new files only.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:
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Additional Information

•

Enter option 1 to try this operation again.

For new files, a duplicate key was found, and this file docs not
have the duplicate-key-allowed attribute.

•

For existing files (for example, when the keysort is initiated via the
KEYSORI' procedure with the CIIECKDUP option), this
message again indicates that a duplicate key was found, but does
not mean the file does not have the duplicate-key-allowed
attribute.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1368) and the name of the program
you were running when the error occurred.

Additional Information

If you want to
allow duplicate keys, specify the
duplicate-key-allowed attribute by entering option 1 for messages
SYS--1366 and SYS-J367.
The System Reference manual,
SC21~9020, ~ontains more information about the FiLE OCL
statement.

The disk space for new files cannot be used because an error
occurred during the previous disk compress. Space cannot be
saved for new files until you run the disk compress again and
correct the error.

l:ser Response

You can reorganize the disk by running the COMPRr:sS
procedure and the $FREE utility. The System Reference manual.
SC21-9020, contains more information about the COMPRESS
procedure or the $FREE utility.

Option 0: Processing continues and duplicate keys are displayed
as they are encountered.

If you want to compress the disk differently than the previous disk
compress, do the following:

Option I: Processing continues, duplicate keys are not displayed,
and the keysort finishes. Message SYS--1367 will be issued at the
end of the keysort.

•

Rerun the previous disk compress to allow the system to
correct the disk problem.

•

Compress the disk again the way you want it.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. Ilowever, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1367 File (file labelJ has at least one duplicate
key ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
The key sort for the file is complete.
Do one of the following:

SYS --1369 File Jfile label) cannot bc used. Data
cannot be read

•

Enter option 0, if allowed. This is an informational message,
and no additional action is needed.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option I to allow the file to contain duplicate keys.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job. The file is not saved.
(Option 3 is allowed only if the file is new.)

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message was caused by a disk error.
Do one of the following:

Additional Inrormation

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

The same index key is used more than once in this indexed file.

•

Enter option I to try this operation again.

t:ser Response

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1369) and the file label from the·
message.

Option 0: Enter option 0 to continue.
Option 1: Continue on with the job step. This file will contain
duplicate keys and will have the duplicate-key-attribute.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1368 :\lust compress disk before creating new
files
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program you are running is trying to create new disk files.
!'\ew disk files cannot be created because of an error that occurred
the previous time the CO\IPRESS procedure was run which
The CO\IPRESS
prevents new files from being created.
procedure must be run again before any new disk files can be
created.
Do one of the following:
•
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Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

Additional Inrormation
The me identified in the message cannot be read and cannot be
used by the program you are running. A disk-read error occurred
while a system program was using the me.
You can use the BUILD procedure to display and correct the data
in this file that cannot be read.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue With the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thiS step is lost.

SYS --1370 (file label)--This file has an unusable index
area
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the LOCATION parameter in the
FILE OCL statement. The file is located on the disk as if a
LOCATION parameter was never specified.

•

Enter option 1 to try again. If the library size has decreased,
the location may be available for your file. If the library size
has not decreased, this message will occur again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1373), the file label from the
mcssage, and the name of the program you were running
when the error occurrcd.

Explanation
There is a problem with the file the program is trying to use.
If no options are available, this is an informational message.
Control is returned to the job with an abnormal completion code.
No additional operator action is required.
If options are available, enter option 2 or 3, then notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job. Give the
programmer the message identification code (SYS--1370) and the
file label from the message.
Note: Option 2 returns control to the job. Option 3 immediately
cancels the job but does not return control to the job.

Additional Information
The LOCATION parameter in the FILE OCL statement for this
file is a block number that is within the disk area containing the
system library.
User Response

Additional Information

Option 0: Processing continues.

The index area for the disk file identified in the message cannot be
used.
To continue, perform an IPL and select the FILE
REUUILD option. If this error continues to occur, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

Option I: The operation is tried again.

l:ser Itesponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deletcd by this job step nO
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are 10SL

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS -- 1374 File (file label) is already allocated

SYS --1371 Diskette allocate called--current file not
closed

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 5

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, there is
an error in the statement you entered.

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is probably a system program error. Enter option 2 or 3.
Fill out the ProNem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service. Also, notify
the programmer responsible for maintaining this job. Give the
programmer the message identification code (SYS--1371).
Additional Information
The program tried to use a diskette file, but the program already
is using a diskette file that is not closed.
l:scr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deletcd by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 1

Explanation

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option I to try this operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1374), the file label from the message, and the
name of the program you are running.

Additional Information
The program tried to acquire space for a new disk file. However,
the ncw file has the same label and creation date as a file already
allocatcd.
You must correct the program so that two files with the same
label and date are not allocated.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.

SYS --1373 Location for file (file label) is in system
library .••
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
You specified the wrong disk location in a procedure or the wrong
FILE OCL statement for the new file identified in the message.
The location you specified for this file is actually a location in the
system library. A file location cannot be in the system library.
Do one of the following:

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1375 Active trace file (file labl'l) cannot be
~\lIocated
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Severity: 3

Auto Response: 1

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1378 File lfile name) has an invalid key/record
length ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, there is
an error in the statement you entered.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

There is a problem with a file the program is trying to use.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I to try this operation again.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--1375) and the file label from the message.

•

Enter option I to try this operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--IJ78) and the file name from the message.

Additional Information
The program is attempting to save space for an existing file that
is currently marked as an active trace file. The active status of a
trace fIle may change with the starting and stopping of the system
trace activity program.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information
The program tried to use disk space for a new or existing output
file (load-to-old). The file's key length is 0, greater than maximum
or, greater than the record length; or its record length is 0 or
greater than maximum. Key lengths must be from I through 120,
and record lengths must be from 1 through 4096. This message
may also occur if the program tried to create a file with
noncontiguous keys.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --1377 File label(liIe label) is not allowed

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is a problem with the file the program is trying to use.
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, there is
an error in the statement you entered.
Do one of the following:

Note: If you determine this error is not in your program and if
the program you were running was an I BM-supplied program or
an RPG II-compiled program, fill out a Problem Summary Form,
found in the System Problem Determillalioll manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --1379 File (file name) is allocated again but not
closed
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•
•

Enter option I to try this operation again.

There is a problem with a file the program is trying to use.
Enter optIon 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1377) and the file label from the
message.

Additional Information
The label of the file being created is a reserved word. This label
cannot be used and must be replaced with an allowable file label.

Do one of the following:

•
•
•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.
Enter option 1 to try this operation again.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmeuesponsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--\379) and the file name from the
message.

l'ser Response

Additional Information

OptIon 0: The job continues.

The program tried to reserve the same file twice. The file cannot
be reserved a second time until processing is complete for the first
time.

Option 1: The operallon is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can contInue w1th the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS Job and any records added or updates made to existing files
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If you determine this is not an error in your program, and if the
program you are running was an 11l:\I-supplicd program or an
RPG II-compiled program, fill out a Problem Summary Form.
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: The job continues.

The program you are running tried to allocate the system printer;
however, this printer is not supported by the system.

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS -- 1380 Access not allowed to remote file (file
labell· ..
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The program has attempted to use a remote file, but the program
does not allow access to remote files.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··1380) and the file label from the message.
t;scr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. Howe\'er, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1381 Permanent ICF error accessing remote
file (file labell ..•
Auto Response:

SYS -- 1382 Remote file ( file name I not available •••
Severity: 5

Additional Information
This error may be caused by an incorrect printer 10 specified by
the DEVICE parameter in a PRINTER OCL statemenL A
display station 10 may have been entered as a printer 10, or a
printer 10 may have been entered for a printer that is not part of
the system configuration.
User Response

Explanation

Severity: 5

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining the program. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS··1383) and the name of the program you
are running.

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while attempting to allocate a file that resides
on a remote system. Enter option 2 or 3. then notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job. Give the
programmer the message identification code (SYS.·1382) and the
file name from the message. Refer to the message found in the
HISTORY file for further information.
Additional Information
The program tried to allocate a remote file and an error occurred.
This could be an ICF failure or an invalid requesL
If you determine this is not an error in your program, and if the
program you are running was an IBM·supplied program or an
RPG lI.compiled program, fill o!lt a Problem Summary Form,
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXisting files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exisL However, any files created by this job step are 10SL

SYS -- 1384 (printer idl--This printer unsupported--not
allocated
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program you are running tried to allocate the printer
identified in the message text; however, this printer is not
supported by the system.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining the program. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS·-1384), the printer 10 from the message,
and the name of the program you are running.
Additional Information
This error may be caused by an incorrect printer 10 specified by
the DEVICE parameter in a PRI:-';TER OCL statement. A
display station 1D may have been entered as a printer I D, or a
printer 1D may have been entered for a printer that is not part of
the system configuration.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step arc lost.

SYS --1385 (printer idJ·-Pgm allocated 2 files to this
printer
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Two files were assigned to the same printer, and neither of the files
was spooled. You cannot assign two files to the same printer,
within the same job step, unless the files are spooled.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1383

SYSTE:\1.PRI~TER

system
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

does not exist on

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS·.1385) and the file name from the
message.
Additional Information
There is an error in a PRINTER OCL statement entered from the
keyboard or in a procedure. The PRINTER statement may be
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referencing a printer that is not spooled and is being used by
another print file. If you did not specify a PRINTER statement,
two printer files (not spooled) that would use the default work
station printer cannot allocate this printer at the same time.
Change the PRI NTER OCL statement to do one of the following:

•

Assign one of the files to another printer and run the job
again.

•

If no other
one of the
spooling is
PRINTER
spooling.

print file is being spooled in this job step, spool
files to a printer and run the job again. Print
automatic if SPOOL-NO is not specified in the
statement and the system is configured for

Option 1: Correct the printer error. Then enter this option to
respond to this message. The inquiry program can use the printer.
Option 2: The inquiry program job step is ended. Any data
created up to this point in the inquiry program is saved, and the
inquiry program can continue with the next step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1388 Printer (printer idJ cannot print IGC data

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps. in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost;

SYS --1386 Iprinter idJ--This printer is offline now ...
Severity: 5

You are trying to print data that contains ideographic characters.
However, the printer identified in the message cannot print
ideographic characters.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 2

Enter option 0 and all ideographic characters will be printed

as blanks.

Enter option 3 to cancel the job .

Explanation

User Response

The printer identified in the message is amine. You cannot run
this job until the system operator puts the printer online.

Option 0:
Printing continues.
ideographic characters.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

•

Ask the system operator to put the printer online.
enter option 1 to continue the job.

Then

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1386).

SYS --1389 (printer idJ--Invalid record length for this
printer

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 1: The operation is tried again. If the printer is online, the
job will continue. Otherwise, this message will occur again.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Blanks are substituted for

Auto Response:

The printer you are trying to allocate cannot handle the printer file
request.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1389) and the printer I D from the
message.
Additional Information

SYS. --1387 (printer idJ--Error on this printer--eannot
allocate ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The inquiry program you are running tried to allocate the printer
identified in the message. However, a printer error occurred while
the other program was still using the printer. You must respond
to that error before the inquiry program can use the printer. If
the inquiry program needs the printer, do the following:
I.

Respond to the printer error that occurred while the
interrupted program was sUIl running.

2.

Respond to this message (SYS--1387) by entering option 1.
The inquiry program can then use the printer. Otherwise,
enter option 2 or 3 ..

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the Syscem Problem Determinacion manual, and
call for hardware service.
User Response
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The printer being allocated must be a 5224 or 5225 model printer
if it is going to handle a request from a print file with more than
132 characters per print line.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing filcs
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1390 Printer (printer idJ is not an IGC24
printer ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
You are trying to print data that contains ideographic 24
characters. /I owever, the printcr identified in the message cannol
print ideographic characters.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 and all ideographic characters will be printed
as blanks.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

User Response

Blanks are substituted for

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exisL However, any files created by this job step are lost.

nsc auto-monitor active on line Iline
numberl

Severity: S

SYS --1394 Cornrnunication line (linc nurnbert can not
be allocated ...
Severity: S

Option 0:
Printing continues.
ideographic characters.

SYS --1391

by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exisL However, any files created by this job step are 10SL

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for maintaining
this job. Give the programmer the message identification code
(SYS--1394) and the line number given in the message.
Additional Information

The program tried to allocate a file that uses the communications
line identified in the message text; however, the communications
line is not supported by the system.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS.-J391) and the hne number given in the
message.

Either the communications line was specified incorrectly or the
communications line is not part of the system configuration.
Change the system configuration to support the correct line. If
you entered the wrong line number, run the procedure again with
the correct line number. If you entered the correct line number,
and this error continues to oecur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Explanation

An attempt to allocate a communications line failed.

Additional Information

User Response

A task, other than a fiSC task, tried to allocate a communications
line while the fiSC auto-monitor was active.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You may be able to use the STOP:YI procedure to stop the
automatic monitoring function for the line number identified in
the message text. For more information about the STOPM
procedure, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1393 Sys resources insufficient to process phone
list
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

This error is the result of either not enough main storage available
or not enough disk· space available to evoke the job at this time.
However, these conditions change rapidly and you should attempt
to imtiate the job step again.

SYS --1395

~ot enough reserve area for file (file
labell···

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

The program you are running tried to allocate the file identified in
the message; however, there is currently not enough room for the
file in the reserve area acquired by the RESERVE OCL statement.
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, there is
an error in the statement you entered.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error. The file is allocated
outside the reserve area.

•

Enter option I to try this operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programme~.responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1395) and the file label from the
message.

Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option I and the system will try to start the job step
again for you. If the condition still exists, the error will
occur again.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1393).

User Response

Option I: The operation is tried again. If the same conditions still
eXist, this error occurs again. Otherwise, the job step is initiated.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous .steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXlstmg files

Additional Inrormation

The number of blocks specified in the RESERVE OCL statement
is too small to contain the file. Make the BLOCKS parameter
bigger.
User Response

Option 0: The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. H owevcr, any files created by this job step are lost.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option I to try this operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--J399) and the file label from the message.

SYS --1396 Dcvicc (dcvice idJ is not supportcd
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation

This error was caused by the BLOCKS parameter in a FILE OCL
statement.

A particular unit (tape device or printer) \llaS specified, but that
device is not supported by your system. Enter option 2 or 3 and
give the programmer the message identification code (SYS--1396).

The file identified in the message cannot be created because it will
contain more records than the system can support for a disk file.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The program tried to allocate a file that contains too many
The number of blocks specified in the BLOCKS
records.
parameter for the FILE statement would create more records than
the system can support for a disk file (maximum is 16,777,200).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 0: The job continues.

SYS --1397 Not enough main storage for comm
support now ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program you are running tried to allocate a communications
file but the communications support function will not fit into malO
storage.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1397).

Additional Information

Vser Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

SYS --1400 Disk space available but
unusable--fragmentcd ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

There are more available areas of unused disk space than the
system can record. That is, the available disk space is broken up
in too many areas. The system supports up to 425 separate areas
for available disk space.

One of the following conditions may have caused this error:

•

There is not enough assign/free space available now.

•

There is not enough translated storage available now.

\,;ser Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again. If enough main storage
space is available for the communication support function, the file
is allocated.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXIsting files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any fIles created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1399 Record capacity exceeds maximum for file
Ifile labell
Severity: 3

Auto Response: I

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
BLOCKS parameter in the FILE OCL statement is incorrect.
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Enter option 0 to continue. However, you or the system operator
can do one of the following to compress the disk and make full use
of all available disk space:

•

Run the

•

Run the $FREE utility.

CO~1PRESS

procedure .

\,;ser Response

Option 0:
affected.

Processing continues.

The current job step is not

SYS --1403 On printer Iprinter ill), mount printer belt
Iprint belt image memberl ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The job using the printer identified in the message text needs a
different print belt. The image member of the print belt the job
needs is identified in the message text. To continue, enter one of
the options available for this message.
User Response

Option 0: Enter this option if you do not want to change print
belts at this time. The job continues and uses the same print belt
and print image you used for the previous job. The request for a
different print belt is ignored.

Option 1: Enter this option after you change the print belt
according to the program operating instructions. The print image
is changed according to the IMAGE statement already read.
Option 2: Enter this option to stop the spool writer. This option
is available only if the output is being printed by a spool writer.

SYS --1404 On printer (printer id), change to forms
number (forms numberJ ...
Auto Response:

Severity: S
Explanation

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the Syslem Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --1407 Invalid CPI value for printer (printer idJ
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program you are running is requesting you to mount new
forms in the printer. The printer the form goes on and the form
number are given in the message. To continue, enter one of the
options available for this message.
Uscr Response

Option 0: Enter this option if you do not want to change forms
at this time. The job continues using the current form, and the
request for different forms is ignored.
Option I:
mounted.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

The job continues after the specified forms are

Option 2: The spool writer is stopped. This option is available
only if the output is being printed by a spool writer.

SYS --1405 Do you want spool separator pages on
printer (printer idJ ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

This message allows you to decide if you want separator pages
between the spooled jobs you are going to print on the printer
identified in the message. To continue, enter one of the options
available for this message.

The printer identified in the message text cannot print the specified
number of characters per inch (CPI).
Enter option 0 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1407) and the printer identification from
the message.
Additional Information

The FORMS OCL statement, PRINT procedure, or the U:-.IES
procedure for the display station session, or the PRINTER
statement for the printer file, specifies that the output is to be
printed at 15 characters per inch. The printer receiving this output
docs not print at that density.
User Response

Option 0: Processing continues. The output is sent to the printer.
The results might be unsatisfactory if you are printing lines of
more than 132 characters. You could lose data because of
overprinting, or you could receive message SYS--2862 or
SYS--6303.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Vser Response

SYS --1408 Invalid IGCCPI/SOSI value for printer
Jprinter id)

Option 0: The jobs will be printed without separator pages.

Severity: 2

Option 1: The jobs will be printed with separator pages.

Explanation

Option 2: The spool writer is stopped.

There is an error in the job you are running. The printer you are
attempting to print on does not support IGCCPI or SOSI. The
job you are running has specified these parameters.

SYS --1406 Error in image or translation table source
member
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the job you are running. Enter option 2 or
3, then notify the programmer responsible for maintaining this
job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1406).
Additional Information

An error occurred when the program tried to read either an image
source member or a translation table source member. The source
member (image or translation table) was not found or it contained
invalid data.
You can use the L1STLlnR procedure to examine the image
and:or translation table source member to make sure all the rules
are followed. If the print belt image or translation table must be
modified to correct this error, refer to the information on the
1:'v1,\(jE OCL statement in the Syslem Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

Auto Response: 0

Nondefault values for SOSI and IGCCPI can only be specified if
the output is printed on a printer which supports these
parameters. Check the DEVICE parameter on the PRINTER"
OCL statement to make sure it is correct, or delete the IGCCPI
andior SOSI parameters from the PRINTER OCL statement.
Vscr Response

Option 0: The job continues.
parameters are ignored.

The IGCCPI and/or 5051

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1409 l\laximum Batch ESC users currently
running ...
Severity: 'N/A

Auto Response: NiA

Explanation

A maximum of six batch nsc jobs can be running at one time.
Do one of the following:

User Response

•

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Retry your job when fewer than six batch nsc jobs are
running

•

Cancel the job and .restart it at a later time
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•

Cancel one of the other batch BSC jobs so that this job may
run.

t;ser Response
Option I: The operation is retried.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1410 Batch BSC cannot be allocated at this
time ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A single batch SSC job is running, and it is in termination. Its
termination must complete before your job can run.
Enter option I to retry your job, since termination might now be
complete; enter option 2 to end the job step; enter option 3 to
cancel the job and restart it at a later time.
t;scr Response

On the 5362 System Unit, the 1/4-inch tape and line 2 TACLA
(Twin Asynchronous Communication Line Adaptcr) cannot be
allocated at the same time due to sharing of some hardware
resourccs. Line 2 (T ACLA) is an asynchronous communication
only line 2 on a 5362 System Unit with the SLCA (single line
communications adapter) communication feature.
On the 5360 System Unit, the 1/4-inch tape and 1/2-inch tape (TI
or T2) cannot be allocated at the same time due to sharing of
some hardware resources.
Select option I to retry allocating the device. Otherwise, select
option 2 to cancel the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response
Option I: Retry acquiring the device; the resources maybe
available now.
The operation is tried again. If the resources are still not available,
this message will reappear.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The operation is retried.

SYS --1418 Tape yolume Imlull1c labell is sccured ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: S

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The volume label position II (accessibility field, offset 10) does not
have a value of X'OO', X'40' (blank), or X'FO' (character zero) and
you do not have SECURITY OFFICER authority.

SYS --1411 Cannot allocate communications line lline
numbcrl .. •
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

EXplanation

Enter option 0, if available, to continue the function. Enter option
I to try again after loading a new tape. Otherwise, enter option 2
or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1418).

Explanation

Programmer Information

The SSC communications task requires nonsharable hardware
resources that are currently being used by another task.

The tape volume is secured. SECURITY OFFICER authority is
required to access the tape.

Enter option I to retry your job, since the resources might now
be available; enter option 2 to end the job step; or enter option 3
to cancel the job.
Additional Inrormation
This message is displayed only on a 5364 System Unit.
The allocate request failed for one of the following reasons:
•

I.

Asynchronous communications is currently allocated on
another line.

Uscr I{esponse
Option 0: When available, processing continues; the system will
allow the tape to be initialized.
Option I: After mounting the correct tape, the system will restart
the access to the new tape volume.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A local area network (LAN) line is currently allocated.

SYS --1419 Tapc filc (filc label) is securcd ...

t:ser Response
Option I: The operation is retried. If the resources are still not
available, this message will reappear.

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The HDRI label position 54 (data set security, offset 53) does not
have a value of X'FO' (character zero) or X'F3' (character three)
when reading the tape file or the HDRI label position S4 (data set
security, offset 53) does not have a value of X'FO' (character zero)
when adding to the tape. file and you do not have SECURITY
OFFICER authority.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1417 Idcvicc idl is not :n'ailablc duc to a
non-sharable rcsourcc....
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
On the 5362 System Unit, the 1/4-inch tape and diskette cannot
be allocated at the same time due to sharing of some hardware
resources.
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Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option I to try again after mounting the correct tape, the
system will restart access to the new tape volume. Otherwise,
enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1419).
Programmer Information
The tape file is secured. SECURITY OFFICER authority is
required to access this tape file.

User Response

Additional Information

Option 1: After mounting the correct tape, the system will restart
the access to the new tape volume.

A system program or utility attempted to free file space while
there were other users of the file. Programs waiting for a file are
counted as users, even though they are not accessing the file at this
time. Therefore, exclusive use does not guarantee the ability to
free file space.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Uscr Response
Option 0 (if available): The job continues.

SYS --1445Ifi1c labell--Invalid rctain changc on filc
Severity: 5

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

Auto Response:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer"e "t. II owever, any files created by this job step arc lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering oeL statements from the keyboard, the fIle
label identified in the message conflicts with the RET AI N
parameter.

Do one of the following:

SYS
\

448 File lfile labcll is being uscd--cannot share

~_Y~Jity: 3

Auto Response: 1

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 to try this operation again.

•

This message describes a file requcst that cannot be met becau5e
of the sharing level in the active file identified in the message.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--144S) and the file label from the
message.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Additional Information

If you are entering oeL statements from the keyboard, there is
an error in a statement you entcred.

The RETAI:-.l parameter for the file label given in the message
conflicts with the RET AI N parameter on a file found to be active.

Do one of the following:

Cscr Rcsponse

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

Option 0: The job continues.

•

Enter option 1 to try this operation again.

Option I: The opcration is tried again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1448), the name of the procedure
you wcre running when this error occurred, and the file label
givcn in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preservcd, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Additional Information

SYS --1447 Delete/free unsuccessful - (file labell is in
use

User Response

Severity: 3

A request was made for a file at a sharing level that conflicts with
the sharing level found in the active file.

Option 0: The job continues.

Auto Response: 1
Option 1: The operation is tried again.

Explanation
A request was made to delete a ftle or free unused space from a
file while there were other active users.
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OeL statements from the keyboard, there is
an error in a statement you entered.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Entcr option 0 (if available) to ignore this error.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1447), the name of the procedure
you were running when this error occurred, and the file label
given in the message.

Enter option 1 to try this operation again.

Option 2: The job stcp is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1449 New specified but file (file labell .tlready
exists ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 1

Explanation
A request was made for a new file, but the file label identifIed in
the message already eXIsts with the date to be used.
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or par ameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (5 Y5--1451) and the file name from the
message.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

User Response

•

Enter option 1 to try this operation again.

Option 0: The job step continues and the error is ignored.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1449), the name of the procedure
you were running when this error occurred, and the file label
given in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If you entering OCL statements from the keyboard, there is an
error in a statement you entered.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records dcieicd by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

The liIe you are creating does not have a unique label and date.
The file date comes from the program date or from a file saved by
a RESTORE ALL procedure.

SYS --1453 lfile labelJ-- nETAIN-S not allowed for
multiple index

l:ser Itesponse

Severity: 5

Option 0: The job continues.

Explanation

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

A reference was made to a mUltiple index file with RETAIN-S
specified.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing !iles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any Iiles created by this job step are lost.

SYS -- 1450 File I file label J incompatible with
requested type ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
RETAIl'.:-S parameter is not allowed in the oeL statement you
entered.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option 1 to try this operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identiftcation code (SYS--1453), the name of the procedure
you were running when this error occurred, and the file label
given in the message.

There is a problem with a file the program is trying to use.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--14S0) and the Iile name from the
message.
Additional Inrormation
The program tried to allocate a liIe and the label is that of a folder,
or you attempted to reference a folder and the label is that of a
data file.
If you determine that this is not an error in your program, and if
the program you are running was an IBM-supplied program or
an RPG II-compiled program, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.
l:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Additional Information
Specifying RETAI~-S for an existing file is a way to delete that
file. Because of multiple-index file structuring, this method of file
deletion is not allowed.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step arc lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1454 Change access may not be done during a
SAVE ...

SYS -- 1451 Level Cheek error attempting to use file
lfile labelJ ...

Explanation

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

EXlllanation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The program you are running tried to allocate a file and do an
operation that is not allowed while a SA V E ALL operation is
running. When the SA V E procedure is running, and parameters
1 and 5 both specify ALL, you can only read data. Any other
operation will cause this message to occur.

There is a problem with a file the program is trying to use.
Do one of the following:
Enter option 0 to ignore the error and continue. Data may be
invalid if this option is taken.
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•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

Enter option I to try the operation again. If the SAVE
procedure has finished, your job will continue. If not, this
message will occur again.

•

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS •• 1454).

Additional Inrormation
Your program is trying to allocate a lite that might require
changes. However, if the SAVE procedure is running and ALL is
specified for parameters I and S, your program cannot update,
add, or load a file.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this po,int
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created"by this job step are lost.

SYS --1455 A restart of SPACK is needed to access

files
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program you are running tried to access a file that was not
moved completely during a disk file compress. Enter option 2 or
3, then notify the programmer responsible for maintaining this
job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS··1455).
Additional Inrormation
The SPACK utility failed to complete a disk file move during an
earlier run.
Either the SPACK utility or the CO:\1PRESS
procedure should be restarted to complete the original compress.
After the compress is completed, you can try to run your program
again.

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1469 Invalid VTOC for diskette file (file namel
Severity: 3
Explanation
The diskette file identified in the message has incorrect VTOC
information. If there are characters to the right of the message,
they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10 and
the file name from the message.
Additional Inrormation
A correct VTOC entry must address sectors on the diskette as
foIIows:

•

Where the beginning.or.extents are less than or equal to
end·of·extents

•

Where the beginning.of.extents are less than the end·of·data
(next data record)

•

Where the end·of·data (next data record) is less than or
equal to the end·of·extents, plus I

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1470 Incorrect diskettc--not 1024 bytes per

sector ...

l:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. Ii OWe,"er, any files created by this job step are lost.

This diskette does not contain 1024 bytes per sector. The
program you are running requires a diskette with 1024 bytes per'
sector. If there are characters to the right of the message, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

SYS --1468 Cannot output to a write protected

Do one of the roIIowing:

diskette...
Severity: 5

The diskette is write protected. It is not possible to output or add
to this diskette while it is write protected. If there are characters
to the right of the message, they identify the location of the
diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Remove the tab that is covering the write prQtect notch or
insert another diskette and enter option I to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··1468).

/

Vser Response

•

I nsert a diskette with 1024 bytes per sector and enter option
I.

Auto Response:

Explanation

j

Auto Response: 2

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··1470).

Note: Diskettes are formatted by the I:--JIT procedure in either
128 bytes per sector or 512 bytes per sector for a diskette I, and
either 256 bytes per sector or 1024 bytes per sector for a diskette
2D. To determine the format of the diskette, run the CATALOG
procedure. For more information about the INIT procedure and
the CATALOG procedure, refer to the Sysrem Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are 10SL

SYS -- 147 1 Incorrect diskettc--not 256 bytcs per
sector ...

SYS -- 1473 Incorrect diskettc--not 128 bytcs per
sector •..

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

This diskette docs not contain 256 bytes per sector. The program
you are running requires II diskette with 256 bytes per sector. If
there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

This diskette does not contain 128 bytes per sector. The program
you are running requires a diskette with i28 bytes per sector. i j
there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

Insert a diskette with 256 bytes per sector and enter option

•

Insert a diskette with 128 bytes per sector and enter option

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1471).

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1473).

I.

I.

Note: Diskettes can be formatted with the INIT procedure. For
basic data exchange files, the format must be 128 bytes per sector
for diskette I and 256 bytes per sector for a diskette 20. To
determine the format of the diskette, run the CATALOG
procedure. For information about the CATALOG procedure and
the I;'\IT procedures, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

Note: Diskettes can be formatted with the INIT procedure. For
basic data exchange files, the format must be 128 bytes per sector
for diskette 1 and 256 bytes per sector for a diskette 20. To
determine the format of the diskette, run the CATALOG
procedure.
If you would like more information about the
CATALOG procedure and the INIT procedure, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

User Response

User Response

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are 10SL

SYS -- 1472 Incorrect diskette--not 512 bytes per
sector ...

SYS -- 1474 Incorrect diskette--physical format
different ...

Severity: S

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

This diskette does not contain 512 bytes per sector. The program
you are running requires a diskette with 512 bytes per sector. If
there arc characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

The format of the diskette is not the same as 'on the previous
diskette. You must use a diskette with the same number of bytes·
per sector as the previous diskette to continue with this program.
I f there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Do one of the following:

•

Insert a diskette with 512 bytes per sector and enter option
1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1472).

Do one of the following:
•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option 1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1474).

l'iote: Diskettes can be formatted with the INIT procedure. For
basic data exchange files, the format must be 128 bytes per sector
for diskette 1 and 256 bytes per sector for a diskette 20. To
determine the format of the diskette, run the CATALOG
procedure. For more information on the CATALOG procedure
and the I:">JIT procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

l'iote: Diskettes are formatted by the 1:'1/ IT procedure in either
128 bytes per sector or S12 bytes per sector for a diskette I and
either 256 bytes per sector or 1024 bytes per sector for a diskette
2D. To determine the format of the diskette, run the CATALOG
procedure. For more information about the INIT pro~edure and
the CATALOG procedure, refer to the System RefeTelice manual,
SC21-9020.

t;ser ){esponse

User Response

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option I: The operation is tried again:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data crcated by this step is lost.

SYS --1478 Invalid day or month in program date ...
Severity: 5

SYS --1476 Incorrect diskeUe--must allow basic data

exchange ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The format of the diskette is incorrect. The format must be for
basic data exchange files, because you are processing that type of
file. If there are characters to the right of the message, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option 1.

•

Entcr option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--I476).

~ote:

Diskettes can be formatted with the INIT procedure. For
basic data exchange files, the format must be 128 bytes per sector
for a diskette 1 and 256 bytes per sector for a diskette 20. To
determine the format of the diskette, run the CATALOG
procedure.
For more information about the CATALOG
procedure and the I:,\IT procedure, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thiS job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exisL However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1477 :\0 space available for basic data

exchange file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The inserted diskette has no space for the data the program is
generating. If there are characters to the right of the message,
they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

•

Insert a diskette with enough space for the file and enter
option 1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintainmg thiS job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-·I477).

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either an incorrect date format was used or the date is invalid.
Invalid dates occur when the specified day is more than the
number of days in the specified month, the month is larger than
12, or if a program date was not entered. If neither a program
date nor session date was entered, the system date IS in error.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue; the expiration date is set to the
incorrect date.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--I478).

Additional Information

This condition was detected when the system tried to calculate the
expiration date for a diskette file.
User Response

Option 0: The job continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1479 Not enough room in VTOC to create all
new files ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Too many resident (1') flies are on the disk. The procedure you
are running cannot reserve the required space for all files.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.

•

Enter option 1 to try to get enough VTOC entries.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--\479).

Additional Inrormation

The number of resident (T) files currently on disk, plus the
number of new resident and temporary files being created, exceeds
the maximum number of flies allowed on disk. The maximum
number of flies is determined by system defaults for the type of
disk spindles on the machine or by using CN FIGSSP.

Additional Information

User Response

The program tried to save space for a basic-data-exchange file on
a 128 bytes per sector diskette, but the first available sector is in
track 74, and this track cannot be allocated for a basic data
exchange file.

Option 0: The job continues.

l!ser nesponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option 1: Try again. If another program has removed some files,
there may be enough space in the VTOC.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job and any records added or updates made to eXisting files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1481 Im'alil! location for file lfile labell
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

System l\lessages
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Explanation
There is an error on the diskette you are processing. If there are
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1481) and the file label from the message.
Before you continue this operation, a new basic data exchange file
must be created on, or moved to, a new diskette. When the file is
moved to a new diskette 1 basic data exchange fire, no data must
extend beyond track 73.
Additional Inrormation
The basic data exchange file identified in the message cannot be
processed. The file was found while trying to read from, or add
to, an existing basic exchange file. The file contains data that
extends beyond track 73 on a diskette I basic data exchange file.
Track 74 cannot be allocated for a basic data exchange file.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
PACK (volume ID) parameter is missing from the FILE OCL
statement.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1483).
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1484 Diskette is not the first volume of an

MVF ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You tried to delete a diskette file by running either the DELETE
procedure or the SDELET utility. However, the first diskette of
a multivolume file (:YIVF) is not inserted in the speCified diskette
location.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thiS job step are saved. Records deleted by this Job step no
longer eXIst. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1482 Incorrect diskettc--must be last \·olume
of :\I\T...

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

If you are sure the information on the inserted diskette
should be deleted, enter option 0 to continue the delete
operation.

Explanation

•

The job is waiting for you to insert the last volume of a
multivolume file (\IVF). If there are characters to the right of the
message, they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine
drive.

To try the delete operation again, insert the correct diskette
and enter option I. If the message contmues to appear,
contact the programmer responsible for this job. You may
have the wrong set of diskettes.

•

Enter option 2 to end the job step. The file you tried to
delete has not been deleted; however, any files already
processed by SDELET have been deleted.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job. The me you tried to delete
has not been deleted; however, any files already processed
by SDELET have been deleted.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:
•

Insert the correct diskette and enter optIOn I to try again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1482).

Additional Information
An add operation was specified. Data can be added only to the
last volume of a multivolume file.
User Response

If you enter option 2 or 3, notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--1484).
User Response

Option 0: Processing continues.
Option 1: The operation is tried again.

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1483 Required J> ACK parameter was not given
in FILE shnt

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved and any files deleted up to this point are lost. The job will
continue with the next step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1485 End of diskette mlumc--inscrt next
diskette.;.
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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The end of this diskette was reached and another volume is needed
to continue processing the file. If there are characters to the right
of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in the
magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

•

Insert the next diskette and enter option O•

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1485).

Explanation

User Response
Option 0: Enter this option to continue the job after inserting the
neXt diskette to be processed.

Auto Response:

You tried to write a new file onto a diskette 2D or add to an
existing file already on a diskette 2D. However, the volume table
of contents (VTOC) on that diskette 20 is not usable with
System/36. If there are characters to the right of the message,
they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

I nsert the correct diskette and enter option I to try again.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1488).

SYS --1486 Incorrect diskette--diskette out of
sequence •.•

Additional Information

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

One of the following conditions caused the message to appear:

•

Explanation
The diskette is out of sequence; it is not the next sequential
volume of the multivolume file being processed. If there are
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Allocate for output or add
End-of-volume for output or add

•

Do one of the following:

•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option 1 to try again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1486).

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data crcated by previous steps in
this job and any rccords added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deletcd by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1487 :\0 space ayailable on diskette ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either this diskette docs not have any space for the file or the
diskette already contains the maximum number of files. The
maximum number of files is 19 for a diskette I and 71 for a
diskette 2D. If there are characters to the right of the message,
they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

•

Insert another diskette and enter option 1 to continue.

•

Entcr option 2 or 3, then hotify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
Il) (SYS--1487).

User

I~esponse

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step arc saved. Records dcletcd by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1488 Cannot write or add to extended VTOC
diskette

You tried to use one of the following methods to address a
diskette 2D with a 1024 bytes per sector VTOC:

An extended VTOC indicator is on in the volume label of the
diskette 20 to indicate there are additional entries.
System/36 cannot process the additional entries.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1489 Incorrect diskette--contains an active
file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This diskette contains an active file. and the program requires a
diskette that contains no active files. If there are characters to the
right of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in
the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option 1 to try again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1489).

Additional Information
The system determines whether a file is active by comparing its
expiration date to the program date. This message can be issued
if the program date is incorrect.
User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step isendcd. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

SYS -- 1490 Cannot output or add to this diskette
Severity: 5

Auto Response:
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Explanation

The physical sectors on the diskette arc not in sequential order.
Systemj36 supports only diskettes with physical sectors that are in
sequential order. If there are characters to the right of the
message, they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine
drive.

SYS --1492 Cannot change retain on permanent
diskette file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

You tried to change the retention period of an input file on a
diskette, but the file is already defined as a permanent file.

•

Insert another diskette and enter option 1 to continue.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1490).

•

Enter option 0 to continue; the diskette remains a permanent
file.

•

Enter option I, after inserting the correct diskette, and try
the operation again.

•

Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3 and notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job. Give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--1492).

Note: Diskettes are reformatted by the INIT procedure. You can
run the I ~ IT procedure to reformat the diskette. For more
information about the INIT procedure, see the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.
lJser Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing fIles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

Additional Information

Only the DELETE procedure can change the retention period of
a permanent filc. If you would like more information about the
DELETE procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
permanent file.

The diskette file remains as a

SYS --1491 CAlJTIO:'\': Write protected file (file
label I...

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data createc;l up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation

You are tryIng to add records to the diskette fIle in the message,
and this file is write protected. Write protected files can only be
read. I f there are characters to the right of the message, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1493 Volume ID Ivolume idJ is not C<Jual to
PACK param ...

•

If it is available, enter option 0 to ignore the write protection
and continue.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option I after inserting another diskette, and try the
operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3. then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-1491).

Additional Information

This is a basic data exchange file or a saved file contaInIng
compressed data, and position 43 of the data set label contains a
P, which specifIes write protect. This fIeld must be blank to allow
both reading and writing. A saved file containing compressed data
must not be altered. If the compressed data on diskette is altered,
there is a high probability that the file cannot be restored. (See the
SAVE procedure for the use of the COMPRESS parameter which
creates diskette files containing compressed data.)
lJser Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either the diskette identifIed in the message is not the one required
for this job or there is an error in a FILE OCL statement. If
there are characters to the right of the message, .they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 if your diskette is the correct one to continue.

•

I nsert the correct diskette and enter option I to retry the
operation.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaming this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1493) and the volume ID from the message.

Additional Information

Option 0 (if available): The job continues; records are added to
the file. Write protection is ignored.

The volume I D of this diskette does not match the volume 10
specified in the procedure or in the FILE statement's PACK
parameter.

Option I: The operation is tried again.

User Hcsponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 0: The job continues with the same diskette. The PACK
parameter is set to the volume 10 of the inserted diskette.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. Howevcr, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option I: The operation is tried again.
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step arc saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1494 Diskette docs not contain file (file label) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The file identified in the message is required by this program and
cannot be found on your diskette. Either the file is not on this
diskette (possibly the wrong diskette is inserted), or the FILE
OCL statement is incorrect. If there are characters to the right
of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in the
magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Insert the diskette that contains the file identified in the
message and enter option I to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1494) and the file label from the message.

Additional Inrormation

Option 1: Insert a different diskette and try the operation again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1496 DATE parm in FILE stmt for nelY
diskette file ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
The DATE parameter is invalid in a FILE OCL statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 and the DATE parameter is ignored.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--1496).

Additional Inrormation

Vser Response

The system tried to a1\ocate an output file on a diskette, but the
DATE parameter was speCified in the FILE statement for thatlile.
Do not use the DATE parameter when creating an output file on
a diskette. The creation date of the file is the program date.

Option I: The operation is tried again.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 0: The job continues. The specified DATE parameter is
ignored.

The program tried to allocate an input or add me on a diskette but
there is no file with the specified label (and date, if specified).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1495 Diskette already contains file (file labell ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The inserted diskette contains a file (identified in the message) with
the same label as the file to be written to diskette. The expiration
date for the file on the inserted diskette has not been reached. If
a file with the same label and same creation date has caused this
error, the diskette cannot be used to contain this new diskette file.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1498 ADD specified, but file not last on
diskctte ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program tried to add data to a file that is not the last active
file on the diskette. When you add records to a diskette, you must
add them to the last active file.

Do one of the following:

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

•

Do one of the fo1\owing:

If option 0 is available, enter it to continue. If the new me
has a different date than the file identified in the message
(even though their labels are the same), the new file is added
and the existing file remains unchanged. Two files with the
same level can be on the same diskette if their creation dates
are different.

•

If the file identified in the message and the me you are
creating have the same label and the same creation date,
insert a different diskette and enter option I.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--149S) and the me label from the
message.

Vser Uesponse
Option 0: This option is available only when the files have
duplicate labels but the creation dates are different. The job
continues. The new file is created on the diskette and the existing
file remains unchanged.

•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option 1 to try again.

•

Entcr option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1498).

User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1499 No FILE shnt given with NAME
paramcter (file nmnel
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --1502 Parm 6 must be REPLACE or not given

Explanation

Severity: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter or there is an error in the
procedure.

Explanation

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
program you are running is processing the Iile identified in the
message. This file requires a FILE OCL statement.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-1499) and the file name from the message.
Additional Information
Your program is allocating a file that does not have a FILE OCL
statement. A FILE statement must be given with the same NAME
and UNIT parameters as required by the program.
Vser Response

Auto Response: 3
\

Parameter 6 for the L1BRLIBR procedure you are running is
incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again. make
sure there are no spelling errors, and no missing or extra commas
in the procedure statement. If you cannot correct the error, give
the programmer the message fD (S YS--I S02) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10sL

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS -- 1503 Cannot eopy all members into same
library at once•••

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1500 Required member not in system library
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--1500) and the name of the program you were running when
the message appeared.
Additional Information
This 'message was issued by the SMAINT utility, which might
have been called by the SAVELlBR procedure. Either the
SLOAD load member or the ##:\ISG2 message load member is
missing and must be in the system library before the system
library can be saved.
Note: Perform an IPL from diskette to replace these members in
the system library.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, bl.!t data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1501 I)arm 7 must be REPLACE or not gh'cn
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Parameter 7 for the L1BRLlBR procedure you are running is
incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, make
sure there are no spelling errors, and no missing or extra commas
in the procedure statement. If you cannot correct the error, give
the programmer the message 10 (SYS--1501) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
t:ser nesponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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Explanation
You were using the LI B RLlI3 R procedure to copy library
members within the same library (parameter I and parameter 2
are the same). When parameter I and parameter 2 are the same,
you cannot specify ALL for parameter 4. ALL is allowed only
when copying members from one library to a different library.
Enter option 2 or 3.
Either enter the correct LIBRLlBR
parameters and try the operation again or give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--150J).
User I{esponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1504 Must specify member name or partial
name,ALL ...
Severity: 3

t:ser Response

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You were using the LIBRLlBR procedure to rename all members'
of a library at one time. However, you did not specify the name
or partial name (parameter 4) of the members you want to
rename.
Enler option 2 or 3.
Either enter the correct LlBRLlBR
parameters and try the operation again or give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--1504).
If you would like more information about the LlBRLIBR
procedure. refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User nesponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1505 Inndid subt~'pe sJll'(~ilied in
(parameter location I
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

paranu.~ter

The sUbtype parameter (at the parameter location given in the
message text) for the procedure you are running is incorrect. See
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020, for permitted subtype
parameters for the L1STLlBR, TOLlBR, and CHNGEMEM
procedures.

Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, make
sure there are no miSSing or extra commas in the procedure
statement. If you cannot correct the error, give the programmer
the message 10 (SYS--IS08) and the name of the procedure you
were running.

Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, make
sure the subtype parameter is correct. This error could be caused
by a spelling error, or missing or extra commas in the procedure
statement. If you cannot correct the error, give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--ISOS) and the name of the procedure you
were running.

Additional Information

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1506 Parameter Iparameter location) must be
At:TO, l'iOAUTO, or not gil'en
Severity: 3

If parameter 2 and parameter 1 are the same or parameter I is
blank, the new name parameter is required (because you are
copying members into the library where they already exist). Enter
a new name or enter a parameter 2 value that is different from
parameter I.

Auto Response: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1509 Hie name must be given if member name
is ALL ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

The parameter identified in the message is incorrect for the
procedure you are running.

For the FRO:l.1L1BR procedure, if you specify the member name
parameter as ALL, you must specify the file name. However, you
cannot specify the file name as ALL.

Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, make
sure there are no spelling errors, and no missing or extra commas
in the procedure statement. If you cannot correct the error, give
the programmer the message 10 (SYS--IS06) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

Enter option 2 or 3. Refore you try this operation again, make
sure correct file name parameter is entered. If you cannot correct
the error, give the programmer the message ID (SYS--IS09) and
the name of the procedure you were running.

Vser Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The file name, if not specified, defaults to the member name or
partial member name. However, if the member name ALL is
specified, the file name cannot default to ALL

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1507 I)arm 5 must be
given
Severity: 3

~CR,

DECR, or not

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An incorrect value was specified in parameter S. Parameter 5
must be I:--;CR, DECR, or blank. Enter option 2 or 3 and give
the programmer the message ID (SYS-IS07) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Information
You incorrectly entered a parameter in the ALOCLIBR
procedure. The only valid values for parameter 5 are I!\CR,
DECR, or a blank. Enter the procedure again, specifying Il\iCR
or OECR as parameter 5, or leave parameter 5 blank.
Cser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1508

NE\V~A;\IE

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

is required ...

Explanation
The NEWNAME keyword parameter, a required parameter for
the procedure you are running, is missing.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1510 I>arm Iparameter locationl is missing from
procedure (procedure namel
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The parameter identified in the message is missing from the
procedure identified in the message.
Enter option 2 or 3. This error may be caused by a missing or an
extra comma for a positional parameter. :\Iake sure all the
required parameters are included before you try the operation
again. If you cannot correct the error, give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--ISIO) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1511 Tape end paramctl'r not valid with II or
1;1
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3
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Explanation
The tape end parameter cannot be specified for a procedure that
has a unit parameter of FI (disk) or II (diskette).

the message ID (SYS--ISI4) and the name of the procedure you
were runnin~.
User Response

Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, remove
the tape end parameter or change the unit parameter to 1'1 (tape
drive 1), T2 (tape drive 2), or TC (tape cartridge). If you cannot
correct the error, give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--ISII) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

SYS --1515 Unit parm must be FI, II, Tl, T2, TC,
or blank

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --1512 Diskette location not valid with FI, Tl,
T2 or TC

The unit parameter for the procedure you are running is incorrect.
The unit parameter must be FI (disk), 11 (diskette), Tl (tape drive
1).1'2 (tape drive 2), TC (tape cartridge), or not specified.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The diskette location cannot be specified for a procedure that has
a unit parameter of FI (disk), TI (tape drive 1), T2 (tape drive 2),
or TC (tape cartridge).

Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, make
sure the unit parameter is correct. This error could be caused by
a spelling error, or missing or extra commas in the procedure
statement. If you cannot correct the error, give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--ISIS) and the name of the procedure you
were running.
Vser Response

Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, remove
the diskette location parameter or change the unit parameter to [I.
If you cannot correct the error, give the programmer the message
I D (S YS--I 512) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is prescrved, and the job can continue With the ncxt Job step.

l:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1513 Parm 8 must be DIRE\fO, MEMBERS,
or not specified
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Parameter 8 for the L1STLI BR procedure is incorrect. Parameter
8 must be D[R[:-';FO, MBWERS, or not specified.
Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, make
sure parameter 8 is correct. This error could be caused by a
spelling error, or missing or extra commas in the procedure
statement. [f you cannot correct the error. give the programmer
the message [D (SYS--ISI3) and the name of the procedure you
were runnmg.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1514 Parm 7 must be DIRI:\fO, ME:\IBERS,
or not specified
Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Parameter 7 for the L1STLlBR procedure is incorrect. Parameter
7 must be either D[RINFO, ME:\1BERS, or not specified.
Enter option 2 or
sure parameter 7
spelling error, or
statement. [f you
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Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The tape end parameter for the procedure is incorrect. The tape
end parameter must be LEAVE, U;-':LOAD, or REWIND.
Enter option 2 or 3. Bcfore you try this opcration again, make
sure the tapc end paramcter is correct. This error could bc caused
by a spelling error, or missing or extra commas in the procedure
statement. If you cannot correct the error. give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--ISI6) and the name of the procedure you
were runnlllg.
l:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue With the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

l:ser Response

Severity: 3

SYS --1516 Tape end parm must be LEAVE,
lr~LOAD, or REWI:\D

3. Before you try this operation again, make
is correct. This error could bc caused by a
missing or extra commas in the procedure
cannot correct the error, givc the programmer

SYS --1517 Invalid unit paramctcr--must be II, Tl,
T2 or TC
Severity: 3

l'\uto Response: 3

Explanation
The unit parameter for the procedure you are rtlnning is incorrect.
The unit paramcter must be II (diskctte), TI (tape drive I). 1'2
(tape drive 2). or TC (tape cartridge).
Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again. make
sure the unit parameter is correct. This error could be caused by
a spelling error, or missing or extra commas in the procedure
statement. I f you cannot correct the error. give the programmer
the message [D (SYS--1S17) and the name of the procedure you
were runmng.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However. any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1522 Display start value greater than end value

SYS --1518 Diskette location not valid with TI, T2,
or TC
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The diskette location cannot be specified for a procedure that has
a unit parameter of TI (tape drive I), T2 (tape drive 2), or TC
(tape cartridge).
Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, remove
the diskette location parameter or change the unit parameter to 11.
If you cannot correct the error, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1518) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the FROM parameter or TO parameter is incorrect. or both
parameters are incorrect for the SCOPY utility DISPLAY
statement.
Enter option 2 or 3. then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--\S22) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.
Additional Inrormation

Option 2: The job stcp is endcd. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with thc next job stcp.
Option 3: The job is canccled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved. but data created by this stcp is lost.

SYS --1519 Tape end parameter not nllid with It
Se\'erity: 3

Severity: 5

Auto Responsc: 3

The relative record number (RRN) value specified in the TO
parameter (SCOI'Y utility. DISI'LA Y utility control statement) is
less than the RRN value speCified in the FROM paramctcr. The
FROM RRN value must be less than or equal to the TO RRN
value.
User Rcsponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation
The tape end parameter cannot be specified for a procedure that
has a Unit paramcter of II (diskette).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1523 Period not allowed in diskette label...

Enter option 2 or 3. [kfore you try this operation again. remove
the tape end parameter or change the unit parameter to Tl (tape
drive I). T2 (tape drive 2). or TC (tape cartridge). If you cannot
correct the error. give the programmer the mcssage I D
(SYS--1519) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Severity: 5

t:ser Response

You are creating a basic or I-exchange diskette file label that
contains a period. Though the System!36 can process a file label
containing a period. most IBM systems cannot.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1520 Diskette I/O error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to create the exchange file with a period. Be
aware that IBM systems other than System/36 will not be
able to process this diskette file.

•

Enter option 2 or 3. then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the messageID (SYS--1523).

Explanation
Additional Information
A diskette 1/0 error occurred while reading from or writing to the
diskette.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give tne programmer the message I D
(SYS--1520).

This message was issued by the exchange utility (SnICR or
SPOST). which might have been called by the TRANSFER or
POST procedure.
t:ser Ucspollse

Additional Information

Option 0: Processing continues.

This message is issued by the exchange utility (SBICR or $POST).
which may have been activated by the TRANSFER or POST
procedure.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

If this error continues
Determination for diskette.

to

occur,

run

Online

Problem

t: ser Resp 0 nse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is cancelcd. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1524 Disk file records too long for transfer ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The record length of the disk file you are transferring to diskette
is longer than the maximum record length allowed on the diskette.
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Do one of the following:

Additional Information

•

Enter option O. The disk file records transferred to diskette
are cut off to either 128 bytes for a diskette 1 or 256 bytes
for a diskette 2D.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer resp~nsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--I524).

This message was issued by the exchange utility (SBICR or
SPOST), which might have been called by the TRANSFER or
POST procedure. The label of the consecutive file on disk to
which basic data exchange or I-exchange records are to be added
was not specified. The label 2 parameter in the TRANSFER or
POST command statement must be specified, or if the SBICR or
SPOST control statements were specified, the COPYO FILE
statement is required.

Additional InFormation
This message was issued by the exchange utility (SBICR or
$POST), which might have been called by the TRANSFER or
POST procedure. All basic data exchange diskette files created by
SBlCIt or SPOST have a maximum length of 128 bytes (for a
diskette 1) or 256 bytes (for a diskette 2D).
User Response
Option 0: Processing continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1528 Diskette rec size must equal disk rec size
for ADD
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS -- I 525 Key information invalid when output is to
diskette

A diskette file was to be added to a disk file. but the record lengths
of the two files are not equal. If you want to add an I-exchange
file located on diskette to an existing disk file, the record lengths
of the two files must be equal.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--1528).

If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Additional InFormation

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the UNIT
parametcr (eithcr specified or defaulted) for the FILE OCL
statement might be incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-1525) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

This message was issued by the SBICR utility, which might have
been called by the TRANSFER procedure.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional InFormation
This message was issued by the exchange utility (SBICR or
$POST) which might have been called by the TRANSFER or
POST procedure.
When the UNIT parameter is II, key
information is not allowed. You are trying to create an indexed
me with SBICR or SPOST, but they will only create sequential
files on diskette.
Cser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1530 ADD is invalid for direct or indexed disk
files
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
a FI LE statement i~ incorrect.

SYS -- 1526 Output file label required for ADD
operation

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--IS30) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

Severity: 5

Additional Information

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is a programming error.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, either a
required FILE statement is missing or was entered incorrectly.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--IS26) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.
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You tried to add a basic data exchange or I-exchange file to a
direct or indexed file on disk. Data can be added only to a
sequential file on disk.
This message was issued by the SilleR or SPOST utility, which
might have been activated by the TRANSFER or POST
procedure.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1532 Specified output file size is too small
Severity: S

Auto Response:

EXplanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, the
BLOCKS or RECORDS parameter in a FILE statement is
incorrect.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering statements from the
TRANSFER or POST statement is incorrect.

keyboard,

the

Entcr option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1534) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.
Additional Information
You tried to create an indexed file on disk from a diskette file, but
the sum of the key length and key location was greater than the
record length of 1.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message I D (SYS--1532) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

This message was issued by the exchange utility ($BICR and
SPOST), which might have been invoked by the TRANSFER or
POST procedure.

Additional Informatioh

User Response

This message was issued by the exchange utility (SI31CR or
SPOST), which might have been called by the TRANSFER or
POST procedure. The BLOCKS or RECORDS parameter was
specified in the CO PYO 1'1 lE statement of the OCl sequence for
SBICR or SI'OST, but the size specified in that parameter was not
large enough to contain the transferred output me on disk.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1535 Disk I/O error

L'ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

Severity: S

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A disk I/O error occurred while the program was reading from or
writing to the disk.

SYS --1533 Output file size required to transfer input

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1535).

i\IVF
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

This message is issued by the exchange utility ($BICR or $POST),
which might have been activated by the TRANSFER or POST
proccdure.

If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, a
required FILE statement was either not entered or entered
incorrectly.

If the error occurred while writing to the disk, run the job again.
If the error occurred while reading from the disk, you might be
able to correct the disk sector in error using the BUilD
procedure. The job can then be run again.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--IS33) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Prpblem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

Additional Information
A multivolume lite (\IVF) on diskette was being transferred, and
either the disk lite size was not specified in the TRAi'\SFER or the
POST procedure, or the COPYO FILE statement was not
specified as one of the control statements for SHICR or SPOST.

Vser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is savcd, but data created by this step is lost.

This message was issued by the exchange utility (S3ICR or
$POST), which might have been activated by the TRA:\SFER or
POST procedure.

SYS --1536 I)arm II is DUPKEY. Keylength parOl
is missing.

Vser Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue wnh the next Job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There is an error in the TRANS FER procedure statement. Either
the key length parameter is missing or parameter II is incorrect.
If parameter II is DU PKEY the kcylength parameter must be
given.

SYS --1534 Sum of key location and length too large
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I ()
(SYS--IS36) and the name of the procedure you were runmng.
User Response
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1537 Parm II is DUl)KEY. Key position parm
is missing.
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message is issued if there is not enough main storage
available for the utility to run.

SYS --1541 System does not have diskette I-exchange
support
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the TRANSFER procedure statement. Either
the k~y position parameter is rnissing or parameter 1 i is incorrect.
If parameter 11 is DUPKEY the key position parameter must be
given.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--IS37) and the name of the procedure you were running.

You attempted to process an I-exchange diskette file; however,
I-exchange files are only supported by extended SSP.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--lS41).
Additional Information

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

To process I-exchange files, you specified IFORMAT in a FILE
statement. However, I-exchange files can only be processed with
extended SSP.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The Changing Your System Configuration manual, SC2l-90S2,
contains more information about extended SSP.

SYS --1538 File on disk is full

User ncsponse

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

Auto Response:

EXI,lanation
The disk file is not large enough to contain all the records in the
multivolume diskette file you are copying.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintainmg this job. Give the programmer the message tD
(SYS--1538).
Additional Information
The number of records or blocks specified in either the
TRA:\SFER procedure, the POST procedure, or the COPYO
FI LE statement is too small.
Cscr J{esponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIs job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --)539 Parm 11 mllst be DCPKEY,
~ODt:PKEY or not gil'cn,
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1542 (file label) is not a basic or I exchange file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are attempting to transfer the file identified in the message
from diskette to disk, or from disk to diskette. However, the file
is not a basic data file or I-exchange file. You might have entered
the file label incorrectly.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(5 YS--I 542) and the file label from the message.
Additional Information
This message is issued by the data exchange utility (SIHCR),
which may have been activated by the TRANSFER procedure:
SIlICR can only transfer basic data exchange or I-exchange files.
Any other file type is incorrect for this utility.
For more
information about transferring system files, refer to the SAVE and
RESTORE procedures in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

Explanation

L'scr J{csponse

There is an error in the TRANSFER procedure statement.
Parameter II must be DUPKEY, NODUPKEY, or should not
be entered.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--IS39) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Cser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIs job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- J540 :\Iain storage not available for utility to
run
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1543 (file labelJ is not a basic exchange or
spl'cial E file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are attempting to transfer the file identified in the message
from diskette to disk, or from disk to diskette. However, the liIe
is not a basic data exchange or special E file. You might have
entered the file label incorrectly.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--1543) and the file label from the message.

SYS -- 1546 Whcn COPYIN filc stmt is for disk,
COPYO rcquircd

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 3

This message is issued by the SPOST utility program, which may
have be activated by the POST procedure. SPOST can transfer
only basic data exchange or special E format files. Any other file
type is incorrect for this utility. For more information about
transferring I-exchange or system files, refer to the TRANSFER,
SAVE, and RESTORE procedures in the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 15441fi1e labelJ is not a basic data exchange file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the COPYO file statement is missing.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1546).
Additional Information
This message is issued by the SBICR or $POST utility program,
which ma have been activated by the TRANSFER or POST
procedure. When the COPYIN file statement is given for disk
(UNIT-PI), the COPYO file statement must be specified for
diskette.
User Response

Explanation
You are attempting to display the file identified in the message.
However, the file is not a basic exchange file. You may have
entered the file label incorrectly.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. GiI'e the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1544) and the file label from the message.
Additional Information
This message is issued by the SPOST utility program. SPOST can
only display basic data exchange files, and the file specified was a
special E format file.
t:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this Job is sayed, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step IS lost.

SYS --1547 Parm II is DL'PKEY. Kcylcngth parm
is missing.
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the keylength parameter is missing. The keylength parameter is
required when duplicate keys are allowed in a disk file created by
the TRAi"SFER procedure.

SYS --1545 COPYI:"J file statcmcnt is missing

Enter option 2 or J and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS-I 547).

Severity: 3

User Response

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the COPYI;\I file statement is missing.

SYS --1548 Parm 1lmllst be DL'PKEY,
l\'ODUPKEY or not gh·cn.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1545).

Severity: 3

Additional Information
This message is issued by the SBiCR or SPOST utility program,
which ma have been activated by the TRA!'\SFER or POST
procedure. The COPYI1\ file statement is always required. If you
are attempting to display a file, the unit must be 11 (UNITI-II).
t:ser I{esponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
I f you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
parameter II is incorrect. If parameter II is given, it must be
DUPKEY or NODUPKEY.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
(SYS-1548).

)1)

t:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

All files with the file group label shown in the message were to be
copied, but there are no files with that group label on this disk.

SYS --1549 Copy from or to a remote file not
allowed ...

Enter option 2' or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--1561) and the file group label given in the message.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are trying to copy from or add to a remote file on disk.
Enter option 2 or 3 then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(Sys--1549).
Additional Information
This message was issued by the Basic Exchange and I-format
utilities (SHICR or $POST) which might have been called by the
TRANSFER or POST procedure.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created and copy
operations performed up to this point are saved. The job can
continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is 10Sl

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1560 File lfile namel not a valid WSU
transaction file ..•
Severity: 5

Additional Information
This message was issued by the $COPY utility, which may have
been activated by the SA VE procedure. There are no files on the
disk with the file group label specified in the GROUP parameter
of the COPYALL utility control statemenl
If the SAVE
procedure is used, the file group is specified in parameter S.

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is a data error in the work station utility (WSU) program
you are running.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--1560) and the file name from the message.
Additional Information
The input file is incorrect for the requested procedure because of
one of the following conditions:

•
•

The record length is less than 14.

•

The last byte of a work session control record is not F3, F4,
or F5.

•

The last byte in a data record is not F6 or F7.

•

One work session record points to a record in a different
work session.

The last byte in the WSU job control record (first record in
the file) is not F1 or F2.

]'\Oote: Make sure the input record length is correct, the content of
the last 13 bytes of each record is correct, and the parameters for
the requested procedure are correct for the input file. If you
would like more information, refer to the Work Station Utility
Guide, SC21-7905.
Vscr Response

SYS --1562 No files on disk for specified COI)Y
operation
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There are no files on the disk that can be copied by the copy
operation specified.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer !esponsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1562).
Additional Information
This message was issued by the $COPY utility, which may have
been activated by the SA VE procedure. The CO PY ALL utility
control statement did not contain a GROUP parameter, so the
$CO PY utility or SA VE procedure attempted to copy all files on
the disk that do not belong to a file group. However, either there
are no files on the disk or all files on the disk belong to file groups.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1563 File lfile name) is invalid for this system
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program is attempting to copy or use the file identified in the
message from the diskette. but the file is not in a format that can
be used by this system.
If there are characters to the right of the message. they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created u\, to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

•

I f option I is available. and if the wrong diskette is inserted,
insert the correct diskette and enter option I.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step. is lost.

•

SYS --1561 7'\0 disk files found for group name lfile
group labell

Entcr option 2 or 3. then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--IS63) and the file name from the message.

Additional IlIfornJ:ltion

Severity: 5
Explanation
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Auto Response:

The file(s) on the mounted diskette were not created on an IBM
Systemi32. System;34. or System/36. This error could also occur
if a newly initialized diskette containing no flies was inserted.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --1566 Cannot remove deleted records--direct file
(file name)

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --1564 No files on diskette for RESTORE ALL
operation ..•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There are no files on the inserted diskette.

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DELETE parameter must not be entered in the COPYFILE OCL
statement when you are copying a direct file.

Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--tS66) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

•

I f the wrong diskette was inserted, insert the correct diskette
and enter option I to continue.

Additional Information

•

I f the error was not caused by the wrong diskette being in
the diskette drive, there is an error in the program you are
running. Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job. Give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--IS64).

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Additional Information
This message is issued by the SCOPY utility, which may have
been activated by the RESTORE procedure. The diskette does not
contain any files which were supposed to be copied when the
SA VE ALL procedure was run. Either the inserted diskette is the
wrong diskette, the save operation that should have copied the
files to diskette ended too soon, or a previous save was not
performed at all.

This message was issued by the copy utility (SCOPY). which may
have been activated by the SAVE or COPYDATA procedure.
You tried to remove records marked for deletion from the direct
file identified in the message text during a file copy. However,
deleted records cannot be removed from a direct file.
You may use the L1STDATA procedure to display a direct file
and omit records marked as deleted.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1567 Cannot reorg data on a direct to direct file
copy

User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10sL

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --1565 File Iphysical file name) must be on disk
to restore lalternative indexed file name) ...

If you are entering OCL and utility control statements from the
keyboard, the Ol,;TPUT and REORG parameters are in con!1ict.
Your input file is a direct file. Through the OUTPUT parameter,
you have indicated that you also wish your output file to be direct.
When performing a direct file to direct file copy, you cannot
perform a reorganizatiOl, (REORG-YES).

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are trying to restore the alternative indexed file identified in
the message text. However, the physical file, also identified in the
message text, must be on the disk first.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1565), the file names from the message and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Information
If you try this operation again, make sure the physical files are
restored first. Then restore the files that are alternative indexes to
the-physical files.
If you are running the RESTORE ALL procedure, check to see if
the required physical file was selected to be saved when the SAVE
ALL procedure was run.
l,;ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message I D (SYS--t567).
Additional Information
This message was issued by the copy utility (SCOPY) which may
have been activated by the COPYDATA procedure. You tried to
reorganize the records in the direct file identified in the message
while trying to copy the direct file. A direct file can be reorganized
only when an indexed or sequential file is the result.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1568 I:\,CLUDE/O:\UT position exceeds
record-file (file name)
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
either the CHAR or POSITION parameter in the COPYFILE
statement is incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1568) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.
Additional Information

This message was issued by the copy utility ($COPY), which may
have been run by one of the following procedures:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name o' parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the key in either the FROM or TO parameter in the SELECT
utility control statement contains more characters than the keys in
the input file identified in the message text.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1570), the
file name from the message, and the name of the procedure you
were running when thIS error occurred.
Additional Information

You tried to copy or display only a portion of the input file
identified in the message text. However, you specified too many
characters in the TO or FROM keyword parameter of the
SELECT utility control statement.

•

COPYDATA

•

L1STDATA

User Response

•

SAVE

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

RESTORE

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The character string length minus one (1), plus the starting
position, exceeds the record length.
User Response

SYS --1571 Invalid key position or length for file (file
name)

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1569 KEY or PKY invalid for non indexed file
(file name)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1571), the
file name from the message, and the name of the procedure you
were running when this error occurred.

Explanation

Additional Information

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

The input file identified in the message is an indexed file and the
key for the file is incorrect for the record length.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
either the COPYI:\< FILE OCL statement is specifying the wrong
file, or the KEY or PKY parameter in the SELECT utility
statement should not be entered,
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1569), the
file name from the message, and the name of the procedure you
were running when this error occurred.
Additional Information

The SCOPY utility issued this message. You specified KEY or
PKY in the SELECT utility control statement, but the file you
speCified in the message text as the input file (CO PY I N) is not an
indexed file. Use the KEY or PKY parameter only when the input
file is an indexed file.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is p.reserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1570 SELECT stmt key longer than key in file
(file name)
Severity: 5
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Auto Response:

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1572 (file name) FILE statement is missing
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the COrYIN file statement, the COI'YO file statement, or both
file statements are missing for the file identified in the message.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1572) and the file name from the message.
Additional Information

This message was issued by the $COPY utility.
Either the COt'YIN or COPYO file statement is miSSing from the
utility control statements for the $COPY utility. The COPYIN

lite statement is always required. The COPYO file statement is
required except when displaying a file.

Severity: 5

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1573 l)arm (parameter location I must be
REORG, NOREORG or not given
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You have incorrectly entered a parameter in a procedure
statement. The location of the incorrect parameter and the
allowable entries are given in the message text.
Enter option J. Before you try the operation again, make sure
there are no misplaced commas or spelling errors in the procedure
statement. If you do not find the error, give the programmer the
message 10 (SYS--IS7J) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
Additional Information
This error may be caused by a missing or an extra comma for a
positional parameter. ~Iake sure all required commas are included
for uncoded positional parameters.
User Response
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1574 Diskette file (file namel not created by
SCOPY
\
!

Severity: S

SYS --1575 Cannot display or reorganize alt index file

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the COPYFILE utility control statement should not have any
keywords specified and the SELECT and KEY utility control
statements should not be entered.
To continue, enter option 2 or J, then notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--IS7S).
Additional Information
This error occurred when you tried to display or copy an
alternative index file from a diskette. You may have tried to
change some characteristic of the file while you were copying it.
This may be caused by an operator typing error while entering
utility control statements or the procedure statement. If this is an
error in the RESTORE procedure, make sure parameters 9
through 16 are not specified.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1576 File set (set namel not requested ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The diskette file identified in the message cannot be processed by
the utility program you are running.

The set of files you requested is not on the inserted diskette. The
set name identified in the message identifies the set of files on the
inserted diskette.

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

I f option I is available. and if the wrong diskette is inserted,
insert the correct diskette and enter option 1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--IS74) and the file name from the message.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the SCOPY utility, which may have
been called by the L1STDATA, L1STPILE, or RESTORE
procedure. The input file specified in the COPYIN file statement
is not in the format of a file created by SCOPY. Files specified as
input files for SCOPY must be in this format.

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

If the wrong diskette was inserted, insert the correct diskette,
then enter option 1.
•

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--IS76) and the set name from the message.

Additional Inform,llion

You can use the TRANSFER procedure to copy a basic data
exchange or I-exchange file. For more information about the
TRANSFER procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

You specified the RESTORE ALL procedure to copy a set of files
back on the disk from diskette. However, the name for the entire
set of files on the inserted diskette is not the name specified in the
RESTORE ALL procedure.
Either an incorrect diskette is
inserted or the name specified in the RESTORE ALL procedure
is not the same nam~ that was specified for the SAVE ALL
procedure when the files were copied onto the diskette from the
disk.

User Response

User Response

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step'

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --1577 SELECT stmt KEY value error: TO- less
than I'ROMSeverity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements, the FROM
parameter, TO parameter, or both parameters of the SELECT
statement are incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the /I SELECT
statement again with the correct FROM and TO parameters.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1577).

Additional Information
The SCO PY utility issued this message. You tried to copy or
display a portion of an indexed file, but the key value specified in
the TO parameter of the SELECT utility control statement was
less than the value specified in the FROM parameter. The FROM
value must be equal to or less then the TO value.

User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused the error is ignored. Enter the correct /I
SELECT statement or enter a /I KEY or 1/ END statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the FROM parameter, TO parameter, or both parameters of the
SELECT STATEMENT are incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the /I SELECT
statement again with the correct FRO!t.1 and TO pararileter.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--IS79).

Additional InFormation
This message was issued by the SCOPY utility, which may have
been activated by the DISPLAY procedure. You tried to copy or
display a portion of a file, but the relative record number specified
in the TO parameter of the SELECT utility control statement was
less than the value specified in the FROM parameter. The FROM
value must be equal to or less than the TO value.

User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The utility control
statement that caused the error is ignored. Enter the correct 1/
SELECT statement or enter a /I KEY or /I END statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS ·-1580 SELECT PKY FRO:\I- or TO- value
more than 239 digits

SYS --1578 Diskette for set name (set namel out of
sequence ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

The set of diskettes with the set name identified in the message is
not in sequence. The next diskette in the set is not the next
diskette needed for processing. If there are characters to the right
of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in the
magazine drive.

If you are entering utility control statements, the key in either the
FRO:\I or TO parameter in the SELECT PKY statement contains
more than 239 digits.

Do one of the following:

•

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the II SELECT
statement again with the correct FROM and TO parameters.

•

Enter option 2 or 3. then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--I 580).

•

If the wrong diskette is inserted, insert the correct diskette,
then enter option I.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--IS78) and the set name from the message.

Additional InFormation

User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is J'l'eserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1579 SELECT stmt RECORD value error: TO
less than .'ROM
Severity: 5
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Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

You tried to copy or qisplay only a portion of the input file, but
more than 239 digits were specified in the FROM or TO
parameter in the SELECT PKY utility control statement.

User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused the error is ignored. Enter the correct /I
SELECT statement or enter a 1/ KEY or 1/ END statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

(

\

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1581 Cannot do SAVE ALL. File lfile namel
being changed ...

SYS --1583 Cannot reorganize records or file to tape

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You entered the SA V E ALL procedure to save all the files on disk
by transferring the files to diskettes or tapes. However, at least
one of the files you are trying to save is being changed at this time.
SAVE ALL cannot be run if any other jobs are currently changing
any of the files you are trying to save.
Do one of the following:
•

•

Enter option 1 to try saving the files again. If no files are
being modified the program will continue. Otherwise, this
message will occur again.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··IS81) and the file name from the message.

User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again. If another file is still being
changed, this error will occur again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1582 Invalid char value in DELETE parm of
COPYFlLE stmt
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the character portion of the DELETE parameter in the
COPYFILE statement is incorrect.

Do one of the following:
•

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the II COPYFILE
statement again with the correct DELETE parameter.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (5 YS·-1582).

Programmer information

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the COPYFILE utility control statement should not have any
keywords specified and the SELECT or KEY utility control
statements should not be entered.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·-1583) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Inrormation
This error occurred when you tried to reorganize a file or select
records or change the the data in some other way while saving the
file on tape. This might be caused by an operator typing error
while entering the utility control statements or a procedure
statement.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is endcd. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; but data created by this step is los_to

SYS --1584 Invalid DELETE parm. I)osition number
must be 1-999
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statcments from the keyboard,
the position value specified for the DELETE parameter in the
COPYFILE statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the /I COPY FILE
statement again with the correct DELETE parameter.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (5Y5--IS84).

Additional Inrormation

The copy utility (SCOPY) issued this message. The program tries
to delete records from a file whenever the specified character is in
the specified record position, but the specified character is invalid.
Check the character portion of Jhe DELETE parameter in the
COPYFILE utility control statement or the character parameter
in the ORGANIZE procedure.

This message was issued by the SCOPY utility. The program tries
to delete records from a file whenever the specified character is in
the specified record position, but the specified record position
exceeds 999. Chcck the position value of the DELETE parameter
for the COPYFILE utility control statement or the position
parameter in the ORGANIZE procedure. The position value
must be from 1 through 999.

Us.!r Response

User Response

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused the error is ignored. Enter the correct /I
COI>YFILE statement or enter a If COPYADD or If COPY ALL
statement.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused the error is ignored. Enter the correct /I
COPYFILE statement or enter a /I COPYADD or /I COPYALL
statement.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1585 Disk I/O error while running SCOPY

SYS --1587 Tape I/O error processing file (file name)

utility
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk I/O error occurred while the SCOPY utility was reading a
disk tile.

Enter option :2 or 3, then notify the programn-,er responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1585).
Additional Information
You can use the nUILD procedure to display the incorrect data
and correct the error. The System Reference manual, SC21-9020,
contains more information about the BUILD procedure.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1586 Diskette I/O error processing file (file
name)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A permanent diskette I/O error occurred on the file identified in
the message while the SCO PY utility was running. This error
occurred on either an input or output file.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
While you were running the SCOPY utility, a permanent tape
input or output error occurred on the file identified in the
message. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--1587) and the file name from the message.
Additional Information
Depending on whether this error occurred while saving to or
restoring from a tape, do one of the following:

•

If this error occurred while you were saving a file to a tape,
use the TAPE/NIT procedure to initialize the tape.

•

If this error occurred while you were restoring a file from a
tape, try to restore this file again. If you were running the
RESTORE ALL procedure when this error occurred, you
may continue to use the RESTORE ALL procedure
beginning with the file immediately following the file in
To continue with the
which this error was found.
RESTORE ALL procedure, specify the next file on the tape
as parameter 7 (starting file name). Use the CATALOG
procedure, specifying the appropriate tape unit in parameter
2 and LOCATION in parameter 5, to find the next file on
the tape. Look for the name following the file name
specified in this message.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1588 Cannot reorganize an input tape file

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the diskette magazine drive.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1586) and the file name from the
message.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the COPYFI LE utility control statement should not have any
keywords specified and the SELECT or KEY utility control
statements should not be entered.

•

If the error occurred while saving to a diskette, use the 11\IT
procedure to initialize the diskette using a different blank
diskette. Then copy the file again.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--IS88) and the name of the procedure you were running.

•

If this occurred during a restore, you may run the COPYIt
procedure to display the bad sector. You may correct the
bad sector or copy it to the output diskette as is. Use the
RESTO RE procedure to copy the newly created diskette file
to disk. If this is a RESTORE ALL and vou wish to restore
the rest of the set, run the RESTORE ALL procedure again
and specify a starting file in. parameter 7. To find the next
file to restore, use the CATALOG procedure with II in
parameter 2 and LOCATION in parameter 5 to list the files
on diskette. The starting file is the file located immediately
after the file name specified in this message.

Additional Information

•

If this error continues to occur, run Online Problem
Determination for diskette. The tests will help you find the
cause of the problem, or tell you who to call for help.

Additional Information
You were trying to restore a file from tape to disk. At the same
time you tried to reorganize the file or select records or change
some attribute of the file. This type of operation cannot be
performed when copying data files from tape to disk.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1589 (number of bytes) bytes per sector diskette
needed .. ,

User Response
Severity: 5
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Explanation

Auto Response:

The inserted diskette contains a diITerent number of bytes per
sector than is required by the program you are running. The
number of bytes per sector the program requires is given in the
message.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Insert a diskette that is in the correct format, then enter
option 1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--1589) and the bytes per sector given in the
message.

Uscr Response

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1591).

Additional InFormation

This message was issued by the SCOPY utility, which might have
been called by the DISPLAY procedure. An attempt was made
to select records using a record number that exceeds 16,777,200.
Check the value in the TO or FROM parameter in the SELECT
RECORD utility control statement or the RECORD(S)
parameter of the DISPLAY procedure statement.
User Response

Option I: The utility control statement that caused the error is
ignored. Enter the correct II S ELECT statement or enter a /I
KEY or /I END statement. This option is allowed only if you are
entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1592 Invalid SELECT FROM parm. Key not
in quotes

SYS --1590 DISP-SIIR invalid for SCOPY output
file (file name)

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure. If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. you have entered an invalid parameter on a COPYO file
statement.

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
proced ure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the FROM parameter in the SELECf statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1590) and the file name identified in the message.

•

I f you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the II SELECT
statement again with the correct FROM parameter.

Additional InFormation

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--1592).

This message was issued by the copy utility (SCOPY). The
DISP-SII R parameter was specified on a COPYO me statement
for an output disk file. DISP-SHR is valid only for input, update,
and add.

Additional InFormation

User Response

The SCOPY utility issued this message. The key values in both
the FROM and TO parameters in the SELECT statement must
be enclosed in single quotes (').

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1591 FROM or TO record value exceeds
16777200
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, -either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the FRO\-I or TO parameter of the SELECT RECORD
statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the II SELECT
statement again with the correct FROM and TO parameter.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused the error is ignored. Enter the correct II
SELECT statement or enter a II KEY or II END statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1593 Invalid SELECT TO parm. Key not in
quotes
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the TO parameter in the SELECT statement is incorrect.
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Do one of the following:

Severity: S

•

Explanation

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the 1/ SELECT
statement again with the correct TO parameter.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
JD (SYS-1593);

Additional Inrormation
The SCOPY utility issued this message. The key values in both
the FROM and TO parameters in the SELECT statement must
be enclosed in single quotes (').
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The utility control
statement that caused the error is ignored. Enter the correct 1/
SELECT statement or enter a 1/ KEY or 1/ END statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Either you .inc~rrectIY entered a procedure name or parameter, or
an error eXIsts In the procedure you are running.
Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining the job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS-1595).
Additional Inrormation
This message was issued by the L1STDATA procedure.
Parameters 4 and 5 are allowed only if parameter 3 is i i .
Parameter 6 is allowed only if parameter 3 is Tl, T2 or TC.
This error may be caused by a missing or an extra comma for a
positional parameter. Make sure all required commas are included
for noncoded positional parameters.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

O!'ti~n~:

The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job IS saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1596 Invalid COPYFILE DELETE parm. Not
in quotes

SYS --1594 Invalid SELECT PKYIRECORD
number. Must be numeric

Severity: 5

Severity: 5
Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the DELETE procedure in the COPYFILE statement is incorrect.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
both the FROM and TO parameters in the SELECT statement
must contain numeric values.

•

If you were entering utility control statements from -the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the 1/ COPYFILE
statement again with the correct DELETE parameter.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--I 596).

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the 1/ SELECT
statement again with the correct FRO:\-! and TO parameter.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
JD (SYS--1594).

Additional Inrormation
This message was issued by the SCOPY utility, which may have
been called by the DISPLAY procedure. An attempt was made
to copy or display a portion of the input file. However, the
packed key (PKY) or relative record number (specified in either
the TO or f-RO:"vl parameter in the SELECT utility control
state!1lent) contains a nonnumeric character. The packed key or
relallve record number must contain only numeric characters.
Check the TO and FROM parameters in the SELECT utility
control statement.
Cser Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused the error is
ignored. Enter the correct 1/ SELECT statement or enter a 1/
KEY or /1 E:\D statement. This option is allowed only if you are
entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
O!'ti~n~:

The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job IS saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1595 Parms 4, 5 and 6 must notbc given if
parm 3 is n
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Auto Response:

Additional Inrormation
The SCOPY utility issued this message. A single quote did not
come before the position specified in the DELETE parameter. If
you would like more information, refer to the COPYFILE utility
control statement in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The utility control
statement t~at caused the error is ignored. Enter the correct 1/
COPYFILE statement or enter a 1/ COPYADD or 1/ COPYALL
statement.
~ption

2: The job st~p is ended. ~ny data created up to this point
IS preserved, and the job can contmue with the next job step.

O!'ti~n~:

The job is canceled. Data c~eated by previous steps in
thIS job IS saved, but data created by thIS step is lost.

SYS --1597 File lfile name) already exists on disk ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This error occurred because the label of the file to be restored was
the same as the label of a file already on the disk. If datedifferentiated li\es.(fiIes with the same label but different dates) are
allowed on the system, the date was also the same as the date of
the file on the disk.

/

!

\

Enter option 0, 1,2, or J. If you enter option 2 or J, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--1597) and the file name from
the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS -- 1600 Cannot restore system file (file nameJ ...

This message was issued by the SCOPY utility which may have
been called by the RESTORE procedure.

Severity: 5

User Response

The file name identified in the message cannot be restored using
the procedure or OCL you are running. This file was saved as a
system file using the SA VEN RD procedure and must be restored
using the RESTNRD procedure.

Option 0: The file identified in the message will be bypassed and
not restored. The remaining files will continue to be restored.
Option I: The restore operation is tried again. If the file on the
disk has been deleted or renamed, this file can now be restored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1598 Parm Iparameter number) and Iparameter
numberJ must be null when parm
Iparameter numberJ is S or D
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette or tape.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(5YS--1600) and the file name from the message.
Additional Information

This message was issued by the SCOPY utility, which may have
been called by the RESTORE procedure. The file specirled in the
message was saved in a system format using the SA VEN RO
procedure. The RESTORE procedure or SCOPY OCL cannot be
used to restore this type of file.

Explanation

You can use the RESTNRO procedure to restore this me to disk.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure. The incorrect parameters are identified in the message.

User Uesponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option J, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining the job. Give the programmer the message ID
(5Y5--1598) and the parameters specified in this message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --1601 l\lain storage not available for SCOPY
utility

This message was issued by either the COPYDATA or
RESTORE procedure.

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There is not enough main storage available to run the copy utility
(SCOPY).
SCOPY is activated by any of the following
p'rocedures:

SYS --1599 (file name( was not saved as a system file

•

COPY DATA

•

DISPLAY

•

LlSTDATA

•

ORGANIZE

•

RESTORE

•

SAVE

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The file name identified in the message cannot be restored using
the procedure or OCL you are running. This file was saved using
the SA VE procedure or SCO PY OCL and must be restored using
the RESTORE procedure or SCOPY OCL.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette or tape.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(5YS--1599) and the file name from the message.
Additional Information

This message was issued by the $COPY utility, which may have
been called by the RESTNRD procedure. In order to restore a
NRD file using RESTNRD, it must have been saved in a system
founat using the SAVENRD procedure. The file specified in the
message is not in a system format and cannot be restored using
this procedure.
You can use the RESTO RE procedure to restore this file to disk.
User Uesponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message 10 (SY5--1601).
Additional Information

You can use the REGION OCL statement to assign additional
2K-byte increments of storage. If, however, the error continues
to occur, collect a TASK dump and call your programming service
representative.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1602 Parm Iparameter locationJ must be
SAME, S, D, lor not given
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The parameter at the location given in the message text is
incorrect. The allowable values are SAME, S, 0, I, or the
parameter is not entered.
Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1602).
Additional Information
This error may be caused by a missing or an extra comma for a
positional parameter. Make sure all required commas are included
for positional parameters not coded.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The job should be run again with more records or blocks specified
on the COPYO file statement. Otherwise, use the SELECT utility
control statement or the LIMIT parameter of the COPYFILE
utility control stateme.nt. The SCOPY utility program will restrict
the number of records being copied. If you would like more
information about determining the number of blocks in an indexed
file, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
If you attempt to process the last block of records copied, you
may get unpredictable results and the last record may be cut off.
Also, if you use the CATALOG procedure to determine the
number of records in this file, that number may be incorrect.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1605 Cannot reorganize, select or display
system file

SYS --1603 Invalid DELETE position. Must be
numeric

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the character position designated by the DELETE parameter in
the COPYFILE statement must be numeric.
Do one of the following:
•

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, then enter the II COPYFILE
statement again with the correct DELETE parameter.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1603).

User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused the error is ignored. Enter the correct / /
COPYFILE statement or enter a II COPYADD or !/COPYALL
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1604 File (file name) not large enough to
restore all data
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

You have specified, using $COPY OCL, that you are accessing a
system type liIe. Furthermore, you have indicated that this me
should be reorganized or displayed as a result of the operation.
This combination of OCL is invalid.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1605).
Additional Information
If the file you are working with is not a system type file (that is, a
NRD file), remove the system file parameter on the COPYFILE
OCL statement. If the file is a system type file, remove the
parameters that specify a reorganization, selection, or display.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1606 l\'ot enough room for data in output file
(file namel
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The disk-to-disk, diskette-to-disk or tape-to-disk copy operation
that you are. running requires more space to copy the file than you
have requested.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1606) and
the file name from the message.

Explanation

Additional Information

The current diskette-to-disk or tape-to-disk operation cannot be
completed because the output file is not large enough to contain
all.lhe data to be restored. A larger output me is needed.

If you specified a blocks or records value, the value is not large
enough. Specify more blocks or records for the output file. If you
do not specify any, the size of the output file will default to the
size of the input file.

Enter one of the displayed option numbers and notify the
programmer responsible for this job. Give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--1604) and the file name from the message.
Additional Information
The COPYO liIe statement must have a larger number specified
in either the RECORDS or BLOCKS parameter.
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User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

;'

\,

SYS --1607 KEY statement conflicts with
COPYFILE statement
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --1609 File (file name) record lengths not equal
for SCOPY

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
either the KEY statement should not be entered or the
COPYFILE statement is incorrect.

Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

The record length in the diskette file label identified in the message
is different than the record length of the file when saved. If there
are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

•

•

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard and you entered the II KEY statement by mistake,
enter option I, then enter the IJ SELECT or 1/ END
statement again.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--1607).

Additional Information

The
SCOPY
utility
issued
this
message.
The
OliTPl.;T-SEQCENTIAL
(S),
Ol.;TPUT-DIRECT
(D),
OCTPUT-CHAR, OUTPUT-PARTHEX, OUTPUT-II EX, or
OCTPUT-CRT parameter was specified in the COPYFILE
statement, but a KEY control statement was also specified. Do
not specify the KEY control statement when you specify output
to the printer or to the display stations.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1609) and the file name from the message text.
Additional Information

The $COPY utility issued this message. The record length
recorded within the diskette file is different than the record length
in the diskette header label. At least one of these record lengths
was changed.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
The utility control
control statements from the keyboard.
statement that caused the error is ignored. If you have not already
entered the /I SELECT statement, you ean enter it now.
Otherwise, you can enter an II EN 0 statement.

SYS --1610 Parm Iparameter location) must be
I~CLUDE, OMIT or not given

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The parameter at the location given in the message text is
incorrect.
The allowable values are I:-.JCLUDE or OMIT.
Otherwise, the parameter should not be given.

SYS --1608 File lfile name) has invalid key
length.:\lust be 1-120

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--16l 0).

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job. Give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--1608) and the file name from
the message.
Additional Information

This message was issued by the copy utility (SCOPY), which may
have been activated by one of the following procedures:
•

COPYDATA

•

DISPLAY

•
•
•

L1STDATA

•

ORGANIZE

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

This error may be caused by a missing or an extra comma for a
positional parameter. 1\lake sure all required commas are included
for noncoded pOSitional parameters.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1611 Parm Iparameter location) must be
EQ,:"'E,LT,GT,LE,GE or not given
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The parameter at the location given in the message text is
incorrect. The allowable values are given in the message.

RESTORE

Additional Information

SAVE

This error may be caused by a missing or an extra comma for a
positional parameter. Make sure all required commas are included
for noncoded positional parameters.

Format 1 for the input file indicates that the keys for the file name
identified in the message have a length of zero bytes. Therefore,
the SCOPY utility cannot read from this file.

User Response
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --1612 Parm 3 must be FI, II, TI, T2, TC or not
given

You are trying to save all the files from the disk onto diskettes or
tapes. However, another operation is currently saving all the files
on the disk. Before you can save the; files, the first operation must
finish running.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation'

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Parameter 3 of the LI ST OAT A procedure is incorrect. Either you
incorrectly entered a procedure name or there is an error in the
L1STDATA procedure.

•

Enter option I to try the operation again. If the previous
operation is still running, this error will occur again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1615).

Enter option 3. Before you try the operation again, make sure
there are no misplaced commas or spelling errors in the procedure
statement. If you do not find the error, give the programmer the
message 10 (SYS--1612) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1613 Parm (parameter location I must be
CO:\IPRESS, i\OCO~lPRESS or not
given
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The parameter at the location given in the message text is
incorrect.
The allowable values for this parameter are
COMPRESS, ~OCO:VIPRESS, or not given.
Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1613).
Additional Inrormation
This error may be caused by a missing or an extra comma for a
positional parameter. Make sure all required commas are included
for noncoded positional parameters.

Additional Inrormation
The SAVE procedure is running the SCOPY utility. SAVE ALL
was specified, but another SAVE ALL operation was in progress.
Before your SAVE ALL procedure can run, the SAVE ALL
procedure currently running must finish.
User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continuc with the ncxt job stcp.
Option 3: The job is cancelcd. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1616 Empty slot. Insert diskette in specified
loc...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an empty slot in the diskette magazine drive. The
location of the empty slot is identified by the characters tc the
right of the message. Empty slots are not allowed once SCOPY
starts processing diskettes in a magazine.
Do one of the following:

User Response

•

Insert the diskettcs into the magazine drive correctly, make
sure there are no empty slots, then enter option 1.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for this job.
Give thc programmer the message 10
(SYS--1616).

SYS --1614 Insert next diskette in sequence...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
All of the files on the inserted diskette were read. If there are
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

User Rcsponse
Option I: This opcration will continue.
Option 2: The job stcp is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. .

•

1nsen the next diskette, then enter option 1.

SYS --1617

~o

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for this job.
Give the ,.programmer the message 10
(SYS--1614).

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response
Option J: Processing continues with the next inserted diskette.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1615 SCOPY unable to run at this time ...
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files exist on the disk

Explanation
This message was issued by the SCOPY utility, which may have
been activated by the SAV E procedure. There are no data file
entries in the disk VTOC (volume table of contcnts).
Entcr option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1617).
User Rcsponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job Is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however, nothing is deleted by this step.

SYS --1618 Diskette is full. Insert next diskette ...

SYS --1621 I;ile labellfile label) occurs more than
once .•.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

The inserted diskette is full. If there are characters to the right of
the message, they identify the location of the diskette in the
magazine drive.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

You were using the DELETE procedure or the $DELET utility to
delete a file from the disk, but there is more than one file with the
specified file label.

•

Insert a correctly initialized diskette, then enter option 1.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1618).

CAUTION

Cser Response
Option I: Processing continues with the diskette you just inserted.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preservcd, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Before you enter option 0, make sure all files with the specified
label should be deleted.

•

Enter option O. All files with the file label you specified are
deleted.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1621).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --1619 Reorganizing file lfile name). SELECT
RECORD invalid

This message was issued by the $DELET utility, which may have
been activated by the DELETE procedure. More than one file on
the disk has the file label of the file you want deleted. To delete a
specific file with that label, you must also specify the date.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
CAUTION

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
parameter or there is an error in the procedure.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1619) and the file name from the message.
Additional Information
The SCOPY utility issued this message.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you specified an incorrect combination of statements. You cannot
specify REORG-YES for the COPYFILE statement in the same
job step that you specify the SELECT RECORD statement.
This error will also occur if record selection is attempted on an
alternative index file using the SELECT RECORD statement of
the /I COPY FILE utility control statement or the RECORD
parameter of the DISPLAY procedure.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job caq continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. 'Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Before you enter option 0, make sure all files with the specified
label should be deleted.
Option 0: Processing continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. No files are deleted. The job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled and no files are deleted. Any data
created by a previous step ih this job is saved.

SYS --1622 Invalid parameter' 3 in DELETE
command statement
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The third parameter for the DELETE procedure statement is
incorrect.
If specified, parameter 3 must be SCRATCH,
RE:VIOVE, or ERASE.
Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job.
Give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--1622).
User Response

SYS --1620 DELETE ALL only allowed with file
group
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled and the delete operation is not
performed. Any data created by a previous step in this job is
saved.

Explanation

SYS --1623Ifi1c labell--not found on diskette...

If you specify ALL for the Iile label on the DELETE procedure
you must also specify a file group.

Severity: 5

Enter option 3 to cancel the job and notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the
message ID (SYS-1620).
User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation
You were using the DELETE procedure or the $DELET utility to
delete a file from diskette. However, the file you are trying to
delete cannot be found on the inserted diskette. If there are
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
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or

the diskette in the magazine drive.
diskette is in the location given.

Make sure the correct

•

Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--162S) and the file, library, or folder label from the
message.

•

Insert the correct diskette, and then enter option 1.

Additional Information

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--1623) and the file name from the message.

If you are running the DELETE procedure, the first parameter in
the DELETE command statement does not contain the label of a
file,library, or folder on the disk. If you are running the SOBLET
utility, the LABEL parameter in either a SCRATCII or
REMOVE utility control statement does not contain the label of
a file, library, or folder on disk.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved and any files deleted up to this point are lost. The job will
continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved, but the files already deleted by this job
step are lost.

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

SYS -- J624 End of diskette. Insert next one to be
deleted ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved; however, nothing is deleted from the disk by this step.
You will continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are running either the DELETE procedure or the SDELET
utility to delete files from diskettes. All the files on the diskette( s)
now in the specified diskette drive locations have been processed.
If your system does not have a magazine drive. this message will
be issued whenever you delete all the files from a diskette, so that
you can delete all the files from multiple diskettes without having
to run the DELETE procedure more than once.
Do one of the following:

•

Insert another diskette with the same volume ID into the
specified location of the diskette magazine drive or the
diskette slot of a system without a magazine drive, then
enter option O. The delete operation will continue.

•

Enter option :2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for this job.
Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1624) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

User Response
Option 0: The delete operation continues after you insert another
diskette (with the same volume 10) into the specified location.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved and any files deleted up to this point are lost. The job will
continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved, and the files already deleted by this job
step are lost.

SYS --1625 (file label) not on disk ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 0: Processing continues.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. Nothing is deleted from the disk in this
step.

SYS --1626 Ending location has been reached ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are running the DELETE procedure or the SDELET utility.
The specified end location has been reached.
If there are more diskettes to process, the characters to the right
of the message identify the starting and ending locations for
inserting the next diskettes.
Do one of the following:

•

I f there are more diskettes to process, insert the diskettes
into the diskette magazine drive locations specified in the
message by the start-end parameters. Then enter option 0
to continue deleting.

•

Enter option 1 if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard and you want to ignore the SCRATCII
or REMOVE statement. Enter another statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1626).

User Response
Option 0: Processing continues.
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. Enter another statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. Any files already deleted are lost. The job will continue
with the next job step.

The file, library, or folder you are trying to delete cannot be found
on the disk. Either it is not on the disk or the label is specified
incorrectly.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. Any files already deleted are lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1627 Cannot delete remote physical file (file
labell···

•

•
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Enter option 0 if you are running a procedure and want to
ignore the current delete operation. Processing continues
with the next statement in the procedure.
Enter option I if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard and you want to ignore the SCRATCH
or REMOVE statement. Enter another control statement.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explamltion
You are running either the DELETE procedure or the SDELET
utility to delete a file from thtl disk.

The file you are trying to delete is a remote physical file. Before
you can delete the file, you must delete all of its alternative files.
Do one of the following:

•
•

SYS --1629 File (file labclJ with specified date not
found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option I, if available, then enter another utility control
statement.

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--1627).

You are running either the DELETE procedure or the SDELET
utility to delete a file. The file to be deleted was specified with a
date. The file with this speCified date is not on the specifIed unit.
The file name is given in the message text.

Additional Inrormation

If you are running the DELETE procedure. the first parameter in
the DELETE command statement is the local label of a physical
file on a remote system.
If you are running the SDELET utility, the LABEL parameter in
either a SCRATCII or REMOVE utility control statement is the
local label of a physical file on a remote system. All alternative
files must be deleted before the physical file can be deleted.
User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
.
control statements from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved; however, no files are deleted in this step. The job will
continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved; however, no files are deleted from the disk
in this step.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1629).
Additional Information

This message was issued by the SDELET utility, which may have
been activated by the DELETE procedure. A file with the
specified file label and date is not on the specifIed unit.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved; however, no files are deleted from the disk in this step
and the job will continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. No files are deleted by this step.

SYS --1630 Label and LIBR/FOLDER parms conflict
for (file labelJ ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --1628 Cannot delete physical file (file labelJ ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You are running either the DELETE procedure or the SDELET
utility to delete all the files or all the files of a specified group from
the disk. Before you can delete the physical file, all of its
alternative files must be deleted.

You are running either the DELETE procedUre or the SDELET
utility to delete a file, library, or folder. Either the file specified
should be a user library or folder, or the user library or folder
specified should be a file.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option O. The file, library, or folder is deleted.

•

Entcr option I, which allows the following:

Do one of the following:

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, option 1 allows you to enter another
statement. The last utility control statement read is
ignored, and the file, library, or folder is not deleted.

•

Enter option 0 to continue the delete operation. The
physical file will not be deleted; however, this message will
not occur again if another physical file is found.

•

Enter option 1 to continue the delete operation. The
physical file will not be deleted; however, this message will
be issued again if another physical file is found.

•

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1628).

Additional Information

Additional Inrormation

This message was issued by the $DELET utility, which may have
been called by the DELETE procedure.

If you are running a procedure, option I allows the
next statement to be read.

If the DELETE procedure was used, one of the following
occurred:
•

L111R was specified for the fifth parameter, and the first
parameter (file label) is the name of a file or a folder.

•

FOLDER was specified for the fifth parameter, and the first
parameter is the name of a file or library.

•

The fifth parameter was not entered, and the first parameter
is the name of a library or folder.

User Response
Processing continues without the message being
Option 0:
displayed again.
ORtion 1: Processing continues. This message will be displayed
agatn if necessary.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and anything deleted up to this point is lost. The job will
continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. Anything already deleted by this step is
lost.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1630).

If the SDELET utility was used and the statement contains
USERLIBS-NO or docs not contain the lJSERLlllS parameter,
the specified LABEL parameter has been found as a user library,
not as a fde or folder. If the statement contains USERLIBS-YES,
the specified LABEL parameter has been found as a file or folder,
not as a user library. If the statement contains FOLDER-NO or
does not contain the FOLDER parameter, the specified LABEL
parameter has been found as a folder, not as a file or library. If
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the statement contains FOLDER-YES, the specified LABEL
parameter has been found as a file or library, not as a folder.

value for the fifth parameter. The only correct values for the fifth
parameter are LIBR, FOLDER, or ALL.

User Response

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job: Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1632).

Option 0:
deleted.

Processing continues.

The file, library, or folder is

Option I: The error is ignored. If a procedure is running, the
next statement is processed. If you are entering utility control
statements, enter another statement.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step is saved. Nothing is deleted by this step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, although nothing is deleted by this step. The job will
continue with the next job step.

SYS --1633 Invalid combination ofparms in DELETE

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. Nothing is deleted by this step.

Severity: 3

SYS --1631 Empty slot or picker failure during
DELETE...
Explanation

You were running the DELETE procedure to delete file entries
from diskette. In the DELETE procedures you specified 1\
(diskette) in parameter 2 and also specified either parameter S
(LIBR/FOLDER/ALL) or parameter 9 (group label). Parameters
5 and 9 are allowed for a delete operation for disk. However,
parameter 2 indicates the operation is for a diskette.

You were running the DELETE procedure or the $DELET utility
to delete information from a diskette when one of the following
conditions occurred:

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--163 3).

•

The specified diskette location in the diskette magazine drive
was empty.

User Response

•

The diskette was not properly inserted into the diskette
drive.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved. However, nothing is deleted from the disk in this
job step.

•

There is a hardware problem.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The characters to the right of the message text identify where in
the diskette magazine drive the diskette should be.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0, and continue the operation with the next
diskette slot through the specified end location.

•

Enter option I after you properly insert the diskette in the
correct location of the diskette magazine drive.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1631).

If the diskette is in the correct location, this may be a hardware
error caused by a picker failure. Fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.
User Response
Option 0: Processing continues with the next diskette slot through
the specified end location.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved and any files deleted up to this point are lost. The job will
continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. 'Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved, and the files already deleted by this job
step are lost.

command
Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --1634 Invalid parameters in DELETE command
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
You were running the DELETE procedure to delete files, libraries,
or folders from the disk. In the DELETE procedure you specified
FI (disk) in parameter 2 and you also specified either parameter 6
(location), 7 (volume-I D), or 8 (end location). Parameters 6, 7,
and 8 are allowed for a delete operation for diskettes. However,
parameter 2 indicates the delete operation is for disk.
Enter option 3 and notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1634).
Vser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved. However, nothing is deleted from the disk in this
step.

SYS --1635 ffile labell savcd using SAVE ALL. ..
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to use the DELETE procedure or the $DELET utility
to delete a diskette file that had previously been saved as part of a
group using SA V E ALL. If you delete part of the group, you will
not be able to restore the entire group later by using the
RESTORE ALL procedure.
Do one of the following:

SYS --1632 Parametcr 5 must be LlBR, FOLDER,
ALL or not gh'cn

•

Enter option 0 to continue the delete operation. The file is
delcted.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option I after you insert the correct diskette.
delcte operation is tried again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1635) and the file name given in the message.

Auto Response:

Explanation
You were running the DELETE procedure to delete files, libraries,
or folders from the disk. However, you specified an incorrect
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The

User Response

User Response

Option 0: Processing continues.

Option I: The job continues. If a single library is being deleted,
the job continues with the next control statement. If this is a
group delete, the job continues with the next file, library, or folder
to be deleted. This message will be issued again if there are more
libraries to be deleted from the unavailable disk.

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved and any files deleted up to this point are lost. The job will
continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved. However, no files are deleted in this step.

SYS --1636 No files, libraries, or folders were deleted
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are running the DELETE procedure or the SDELET utility.
ALL was specified for the file label; however, none of the specified
files, libraries, or folders were found to delete.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1636).

SYS --1637 **Warning** All libraries will be
deleted ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1639 Externally described file(s) exist for (file
label) ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are running either the DELETE procedure or the SDELET
utility to delete a dictionary from the disk. Dictionaries that have
externally described files associated with them cannot be deleted.
To delete these dictionaries, the externally described files must be
either deleted or unlinked.
Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

You are in the process of deleting all files and libraries from the
You are entering the OCL for SDELET, and
disk.
liSERLlBS-YES is specified. All program product libraries will
also be deleted.

Enter option 0 (if it exists) to continue the delcte operation.
The dictionary will not be deleted. This message will not be
issued again if another dictionary with externally described
files is found.

•

Enter option 1 (if it exists) to continue the delete operation.
The dictionary will not be delcted. This message will be
issued again if another dictionary with externally described
files is found.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining the job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1639).

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to continue the delete operation.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--1637) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

User Response

Option 0: The job continues; all files and libraries will be deleted.

Option 0: This option is allowed only if ALL was specified for the
first parameter. The dictionary is not deleted. Processing
continues. This message will not be issued again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any new data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.
Nothing is deleted from the disk in this step.

Option I: This option is allowed only if ALL was specified for the
Processing
first parameter. The dictionary is not deleted.
continues. This message will be issued again if necessary.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any new data created by a
previous step in this job is saved. Nothing is deleted from the disk
in this step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

SYS --1638 Disk not available for library (library
name) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A disk drive is not available. The disk drive is probably not
powered on or not physically connected to the system.
Do the following:
•

Enter option I to continue with the next file, library, or
folder, if this is a group delete, or with the next control
statement if this is a delete of a single library.

•

Enter option 2 or 3. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1638) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS -- 1643 File (file name) dol'S not fit on volume ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are using the COPYII procedure to save the extents of a file.
However, this diskette does not have enough space for the extents.
Insert a new diskette and enter option I to try copying the file
again. Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer
the message ID (SYS-1643).
User Response
Option I: Insert a new diskette and try the operation again.

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The message was issued by the SDELET utility program. The
disk containing the library requested was not available.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost
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Do one of the following:

SYS --1644 Diskette file statement with
NAME-COPYIl missing

•

Enter option O. The copy operation is not performed.

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 1 after you insert the correct diskette.

Explanation

•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1645).

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 3

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
a FILE statement with NAME-COPYI! is either missing or
incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1644).
Additional Inrormation

The SDUPRD utility issued this message. A FILE statement was
not specified for the COPYII Iile. The following FILE statement
is always required between the LOAD $DUPRD and the RUN
statements:

/I FILE NAME-COPYII,UNIT:I!

This message was issued by the SOU PRO utility, which may have
been activated by the COPYII procedure.
User Response

Option 0: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored. Enter another utility
control statement.
Option I: Insert the correct diskette, then enter this option to try
the copy operation again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. No files are copied in this step.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS -- t647 Insert diskette that is to receive copy ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. No liIes are copied in this step.

Severity: 5

SYS --1645 :\,Al\IE parameter must be ALL for a
magazine copy ...

You are copying data from one diskette to another. The data you
are copying was read and is ready to be written. Now you must
insert the diskette on which you want to write the data.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A magazine copy operation was specified with a filename other
than ALL. The only Iilename allowed for a magazine copy is
ALL.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, then enter the correct utility control
statement. The copy operation is not performed.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1645).

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you have a diskette magazine drive, the characters to the right
of the message identify the magazine drive where you should
insert the diskette.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Insert the diskette, then enter option O.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1647).

User Response

Option 0: Insert the diskette on which you want to copy the data,
then enter this option.

Additional Inrormation

This message was issued by the SOU PRO utility, which may have
been activated by the COPYI! procedure.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

L'ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. f\0 Iiles are copied in this step.

Option 0: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

SYS --1648 Inserted diskette contains no files ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. No more files are copied in this step.

The diskette you are trying to copy the Iiles from is empty. If
there are characters to· the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

S¥S -- t 646 Diskette does not contain lfile--lfilc label)

Do one of the following:

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 0, then enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

I nser! the correct diskette, then enter option I.

•

Entcr option 2 or 3, thcn notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1648).

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either the file identified in the message text was not specified
correctly or the file to be copied is not on the inserted diskette. If
there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Do one of the following:

This message was issued by the SDUPRD utility, which may have
been activated by the COPYII procedure.

•

Take a 1 option if offered and reenter the COPYII UCL
statement.

User Response

•

Option 0: This option is allowed only if you are enteri.ng ~tility
control statements from the keyboard. The copy operatlon IS not
performed; enter another statement.

Enter option 2 or 3 and notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1650).

User Response

Option 1: I nsert the correct diskette and select this option to try
the operation again.

Option 1: Allows reentry of the COPYII UCL statement when
utility control statements are being keyed in at a workstation.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue withe the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any new data created by a
previous step in this job is saved. No files are copied in this step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --16491/0 error on the diskette receh'ing the
copy
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A diskette I/O error occurred while the file was being copied to
the diskette. If there are characters to the right of the message,
they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

SYS --1651 COPYI1 utility control statement missing
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, the COPYII utility control
statement is missing in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the CO PY II statement IS missing.

•

Enter option 0, then enter the correct utility control
statement.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1651).

•

Insert another diskette with the same volume ID, then enter
option 1.

Additional Information

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1649).

The SDUPRD utility issued this message. No COPYIl utility
control statement was specified between the RUN and END
statements. Always specify the COPYIJ utility control statement
when you run SDUPRD.

Additional Information

User Response

This message was issued by the SDUPRD utility, which may have
been activated by the COPYII procedure. This error occurs only
when all files on a diskette are being copied to another diskette,
or when a segment of a multivolume file is being copied to another
diskette.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If this error continues to occur, run On-Line Problem
Determination for diskette. The test will help you find the cause
of the problem or tell you who to call for help.

SYS --1652 Insert next diskette to be copied ...

t:ser Response

Explanation

Option 0: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The copy operation is not
performed; enter another statement.

Data is being copied from one set of diskettes to another. Insert
the next diskette from which data is to be copied. If there are
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Option I: I nsert another diskette with the same volume I D to
restart writing the data onto the new diskette.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data, created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1650 1 copy of a slot to an entire magazine
invalid ...
S~rity:

5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A magazine was specified as the output location (either M I or
:\12), a single slot was specified as the input location, and only one
copy of a file or diskette was requested. This is not a valid
combination of parameters since a magazine specilied as the
output location is not specific enough when making I copy from
a single slot.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

•

Insert the next diskette, then enter option O•

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1652).

User Response
Option 0: Processing continues on the next diskette.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created ~y previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thIS step IS lost.

SYS --1653 Insert next diskette to receive copy ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:
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Explanation
You are copying data from one diskette to another diskette and
requesting more than one copy. The current copy is complete, so
you must insert another diskette.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location on the magazine drive where you are to insert the next
diskette.

SYS --1656 Copy of a magazine to same magazine is
invalid .•.

Do one of the following:

Severity: 5

•

•

Auto Response:

Insert a new diskette for the next copy, then enter option O•

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1653).

The same magazine was specified as the output location and the
input location in a magazine copy. This is an invalid combination
of parameters.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 0: Processing continues after you insert another diskette.

•

Enter option I, if offered, to reenter the COPYII VCL
statement and change either the input or the output location
so that the copy is being made from one magazine to the
other.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--!656).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job or any new copies created by this step are saved.

SYS --1654 Insert next magazine to receive copy •••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are copying data from one diskette magazine to another, and
you are requesting more than one copy. The current copy is
complete so you must insert another magazine for the next copy
to continue.
The characters to the right of the message identify the slot in the
magazine drive where you should insert the next magazine.
Do one of the following:

•
•

User Response
Option 1: Allows reentry of the COPYIJ VCL statement if the
utility control statements are being keyed from a work stallon.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1657 More than 1 copy to one magazine slot
is invalid ...

Insert the next magazine, then enter option O•

Severity: 5

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1654).

Explanation

User Response
Option 0: Processing continues after you insert another magazine.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job or any copies created by this step are saved.

SYS -- J655 Copy of entire magazine to one slot is
invalid...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A single slot was specified as the output location when the input
location specified was a magazine, either M 1 or M2. This is not
a valid combination of parameters. Do one of the following:
•

•

Enter option I, if offered, to re-enter the COPYll VCL
statement changing either the output location to the opposite
magazine or the input location to a single slot.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1655).

Vser nesponse
Option I: Allows re-eOlry of the COPYIJ VCL statement if utility
control statements are being keyed from a workstation.
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Auto Response:

More than 1 copy of a file, diskette or magazine was specified with
a single slot of a magazine specified as the output slot location.
This is an invalid combination of parameters.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, if offered, to reenter the COPY1! VCL
statement and change the TOLOC parameter to one of the
three single slot locations or one of the two magazines (M I
or M2), or change the number of copies requested to 1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--!657).

Vser Response

Option l: Allows reentry of the COPYII VCL statement if utility
control statements are being keyed from a work station.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- J658 Insert magazine to receive copy ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The magazine copy operation you are running is complete and
requires a magazine to receive the copy. The characters to the
right of the message identify the location of the magazine drive
where you should insert the magazine.

Do one of the following:

•

If you cannot get help, do the follOWing:

•

Insert the magazine, then enter option 0 to continue.

1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (5Y5--1658).

Run the APAR procedure. This will dump the history
file on diskette.

2.

Perform an IPL.

3.

After the IPL, run the job that caused this error again.
This error should occur again.

Option 0: The job continues after you insert another magazine.

4.

Enter option 2 to erase the history file.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

S.

Continue processing the next job.

6.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved. No more files are copied in this step.

SYS -- t 660 HISTCOPY --:\"ew specified; file already
exists ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

An error occurred when you tried to save a copy of the history
file.
Do one of the following:

•

Either the #HFPU wrote the current history file sector in an area
on disk that was not the history file, or the current sector was
overlayed with information that was not history file information.
Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Additional Information

Use the DELETE procedure or RENAME procedure to
delete or rename the old HIe. Then enter option 1 to try the
operation again.
Enter option 2 to cancel the operation.

Additional Information

#HFCOPY tried to save the history file. However, it cannot
allocate the new file because an old HISTCOPY file already exists.
t.:scr Response

I.

If you can locate the current sector, you can line up the
history file pointers in the SCA and enter option 1 to try this
operation again.

•

Otherwise, enter option 2 to erase the entire system history
file.

User Response

Option I: The operation is tried again.
found, this message will occur again.

If the sector cannot be

Option 2: The history HIe is completely erased.

SYS --1664 The history file may have lost some
entries

Opoion 1: After you delete or rename the old file, try allocating
the I Il5TCOPY file again.

Severity: 5

Option 2: Cancel the operation to save the system history file.

Because of an error on disk. you may have lost several history file
entries. The disk error was corrected and processing will continue.

SYS --1662 Length in #HFP{jT parameter list is bad
5everity: ';>;/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(5Y5--1662).

SYS --1667 Parameter 5 (DATE) is invalid in
HISTORY procedure ...

Additional Information

5everity: 3

#H FCO PY was called with a parameter list that contained an
entry length of less than one or greater than 132.

Explanation

Uscr Response

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. there is
an error in parameter 5 of the DISPLAY statement. Parameter
5 must be ALLDA Y5, TO DA Y, or 6 numeric characters that are
a date.

SYS --1663 t:nable to find the current history file
sector ...

To continue, do one of the following:

5everity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

This could be a severe error because you may lose history file
entries.
Do the following:
•

Before you perform any actions give the message 10
(5Y5-1663) and the name of the procedure or program you
were running when the error occurred to the programmer
responsible for this job.

•

•

Enter option 1 and enter the DISPLAY statement again .
Enter the correct -value in parameter 5.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
(5Y5--1667).

m

Uscr Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering
statements from the kevboard. The statement that caused this
error is ignored; enter another statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job i, saved, but data created by thIs step is lost.

SYS --1671 Diskette is not usable--3 defective
cylinders ...

SYS --1668 No entries meet selection specified in
HISTORY ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The inserted diskette cannot be prepared for use. If there are
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
of the diskette in the magazine drive.

No entries were found in the system history file (or user file, if
specified) to match the selection specified in the HISTORY
procedure.

Do one of the following:

t:nta ..
..............

,., .....
"'
.......:v-••

""
~

or .3 and give the programmer the message ID

(SYS-1668).
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any new data created by a
previous step in this job is saved; however, any new data created
by this step is lost.

SYS --1669 Invalid \'alue for parameter Iparameter
positionl in HISTORY procedure
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The parameter in the position identified in the text is incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1669) and the name of the program you are running.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1670 Diskette is not usable--cylinder 0 is
dcfccth·c ...

•

I nsert another diskette and enter option L

•

If this error continues to occur, run On-Line Problem
Determination for diskette.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1671).

Additional Inrormation
This message was issued by the diskette labeling and initialization
utility (SINIT), which may have been activated in the INIT
procedure. More than two cylinders are defective on the diskette
and the diskette cannot be used.
User nesponse
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1672 Spccificd V01- ID docs not match diskette
Vol-ID ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, one of the following conditions
exist:
•

The wrong diskette is inserted in the diskette drive.

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

Explanation

•

There is an error in the procedure.

The inserted diskette cannot be prepared for use. If there are
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
of the diskette in the magazine drive.

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

•
•

Insert another diskette and enter option I .

•

Enter optIOn 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--16 70).

If thIS error continues to occur, run On-Line Problem
Determination for diskette.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the diskette labeling and initialization
utility (SI:\IT). which may have been activated by the INIT
procedure. Cylinder 0 on the diskette is defective and the diskette
cannot be used.
t: ser n csp 0 nse

Do one of the following:

•

I nsert the correct diskette and enter option I.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1672).

Additional Inrormation
This message was issued by the diskette labeling and initialization
utility (SINIT), which may have been activated by the 11'111'
procedure; or it was issued by the delete utility (SDELET). The
volume I D of the inserted diskette does not match the specified
PACK parameter.
t:ser Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1673 Pl'rmancnt diskette error ...
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 0 if the correct diskette is inserted. The tiles
on the diskette are deleted. You can use the CAT A LOG
procedure to determine which diskette tiles are active. If you
would like more information about the CATALOG
procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

•

Insert another diskette and enter option 1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1675).

Explanation

A diskette error occurred while the system was preparing the
diskette for use. If there are characters to the right of the
message, they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine
drive.
Do one of the following:
•

I nsert another diskette and enter option 1.

•

If this error continues to occur, run Online Problem
Determination for the diskette.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1673).

If rORMAT was not specified in the INIT command statement,
use the SA VE procedure to save any required tiles by entering the
INIT procedure again and specifying the FORMAT parameter.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.
User Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

This message was issued by the diskette labeling and initialization
utility ($INIT), which may have been activated by the INIT
procedure.
User Response

Option 0: The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to thiS point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a prevIous
step in this job is saved; however, any data created by this step is
lost. The data on the diskette still exists and the diskette is not
initialized (prepared for use) for this job.

SYS --1676 Diskette is access protected ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --1674 In\'aJid diskette \'olume label...

Explanation

Severity: 5

The diskette you are trying to prepare for use is protected from
being accessed by any system function. If there are char acters to
the Tight of the message, they identify the location of the diskette
in the magazine drive.

Auto Response:

Explanation

The inserted diskette has a volume label that will not work on this
system. I f there are characters to the right of the message, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option I.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1674).

Additional Information

This message was issued by the diskette labeling and initialization
utility ($ 1:-"; IT), which may have been activated by the [" [T
procedure. You specified that a diskette be renamed or that all
tiles on the diskette be deleted, but the inserted diskette contains
an invalid volume label. The diskette may not have been prepared
for use with this system.
User Response

Option I: This operation is tried again.

Auto Response:

Make sure you have the correct diskette, then do one of the
following:

•

If FORMAT or FORMAT2 is specified in the third
parameter of the I~IT procedure, or if the OPTION
FOR:YtAT or OPTlO~-FORMAT2 parameter is specified
for the U IN utility control statement, enter option O. The
volume accessibility field on this diskette is ignored. This
allows you to initialize the diskette.

•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option 1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1676).

Additional Information

This messap:e was issued by the diskette labeling and initialization
utility (SI:\H), which may have been activated by the IN IT
procedure.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The volume accessibility field (the field that protects the diskette
from being accessed), in the diskette volume label is not blank.
This field must be blank before you use the diskette on this
system.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Uesponse

SYS --1675 Active files exist on diskette .. ,
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

At least one active tile is on the diskette you arc trying to prepare
for usc. If there are characters to the right of the message, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

Option 0: The job continues.
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved; however, any data created by this step is
lost. The data on the diskette still exists and the diskette is not
initialized (prepared for use) for this job.
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SYS -- 1677 RECL parameter in UIN statement is too
large
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

The diskette door was opened before preparing the diskette
for use (initialization) was complete.

•

The diskette is rotating too slowly.

Explanation

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
prpcedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the RECL parameter specified in the UIN statement is too large.

Make sure the correct diskette is inserted and close the
diskette door. Enter option 1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--!679).

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1677).
Additional Inrormation
This message was issued by the diskette labeling and initialization
utility (SI:"\IT).
The maximum record length values you can specify for the RECL
parameter are as follows:
•

For a diskette 1 format: 128

•

For a diskette 2D format: \024

Do one of the following:

If this error occurs again, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.
User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost and the
diskette is not initialized (prepared for use).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --1680 ID parm in VOL control stmt has invalid
character ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --1678 1000aiid character in VOL statement
PACK parameter
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the PACK parameter in the VOL statement contains a character
that is not allowed. The allowed characters are A through Z, @'
#, S, or 0 through 9.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1678).
Additional Inrormation
This message was issued by the diskette labeling and initialization
utility (SINIT), which may have been called by the INIT
procedure. Either the volume ID in the INIT procedure or the
PACK parameter in the VOL utility control statement contains an
incorrect character.

I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the ID parameter in the VOL utility control statement contains an
incorrect character.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 and all the incorrect characters are removed
from the I D parameter. The remaining characters are flush
with the left-hand margin to create a valid ID parameter.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1680).

Additional Inrormation
Either the owner I D specified in the second parameter of the IN IT
procedure or the ID parameter in the VOL utility control
statement contains an invalid character. Quotes, commas, and
leading or embedded blanks are not allowed. Use only alphameric
characters.
User Response

l:ser Response

Option 0: The job continues.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved; however, any data created by this step is
lost. The data on the diskette still exists and the diskette is not
initialized.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1679 Door opCllcd or diskette not up to sJlccd
during I:\IT ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message occurred for one of the following reasons:
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SYS --1681 Acth'c files may cxist in cxtendcd
VTOC ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You were trying to initialize (prepare for use), copy, or delete files
from a diskette 2D. However, active files may exist in the
extended VTOC of the diskette.

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine,drive.
Make sure you have the correct diskette and then do one of the
following
•

Enter option 0 if the correct diskette is inserted.

•

Insert another diskette and enter option I.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1681).

User Response
Option 1: Insert the correct diskette and enter this option to try
again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost:

Additional Information

SYS --1684 A defective track was detected on the
diskette ...

This message was issued by one of the following:

Severity: N/A

•

Explanation

The diskette labeling and initialization utility program
(SINIT), which may have been evoked by the INIT
procedure.

•

The file delete utility program (SDELET), which may have
been evoked by the DELETE procedure.

•

The diskette copy utility program (SDUPRD), which may
have been evoked by the COPYIl procedure.

The diskette was addressed by one of the following utility
functions:
•

Initialize with FORMAT, FORMAT2, or DELETE (SINIT
utility)

•
•

DELETE ALL (SDELET utility)
COPYII ALL (SDUPRD utility)

There is a defective track on the diskette you are preparing for
use. If this is the third track found to be defective, the diskette is
defective.
If there are characters to the right of the message text, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

•

If no options appear, this is the first or second defective
track found on this diskette. The system automatically
assigns an alternative track and no operator action is
required.

•

Only two alternative tracks can be assigned to replace
defective tracks on a single diskette. I f more than two
defecfive tracks are found, the diskette is defective. Do one
of the following:

The same system that was used to create the diskette must be used
to determine what files may be active in the extended VTOC.

I nsert another diskette and enter option 1.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--1684).

t:ser Response
Option 0: If the correct diskette is inserted, select this option to
continue.
Option l: Insert another diskette and select this option to retry
the operation.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response: N/A

User Response
Option I: Insert another diskette. The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The data on
the diskette still exists.

SYS --1690 Unit parameter must be FI, II, TI, T2,
TC or null

SYS -- 1683 Option DL\G requires a diskette 2D ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 'i'</A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The diskette you are using IS In the diskette 1 format.
operation requires a diskette 2D format.

This

If there are characters to the right of the message text, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

An incorrect unit parameter was specified in the CATALOG
procedure statement. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the
message I D (S YS--1690).
t;ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option 1.

SYS --1691 Im'alid diskette VTOC entry for this
system ...

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1683).

Severity: 5

Al!J!itional Information
This message was issued by the SINIT utility, which may have
been called by the I1'\IT procedure. SINIT is being run with the
DIAG option, which requires a diskette 2D.
For more information, refer to the starting and ending location
parameters described with the 11'\ IT procedure, or the ENDLOC
location parameter for the U I N statement described with the
SI'i'<IT utility in the System Reference manual, SC21-lJ020.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The first 4 characters of a file label un the inserted diskette are not
IIDRI. Either the diskette contains an error in the VTOC
(volume table of contents). or the diskette file cannot be processed
by this system.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
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•

•

Enter option 0 to continue.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
JD (SYS--1691).

User Response
Option 0: The system ignores this incorrect entry and continues
listing other entries in the diskette VTOC.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--1694)
Additional Information
This message was issued by the $LABEL utility program, which
may have been called by the CATALOG procedure. SLAUEL
attempted to read from or write to the work tile it uses to sort the
VTOC entries.
Run the BUILD procedure and retry the CATALOG procedure
or the $LABEL utility. If the error continues to occur. fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual. and caU for hardware service.
User Response

SYS --1692 Not enough disk space for NAME sort ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

You attempted to display the disk VTOC entries by their file
names; however. there is not enough disk space for a file large
enough to sort the V1'OC entries by file name.

SYS --1695 Unable to complete sort by name ...

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue. The disk VTOC entries will be
displayed by location.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
JD (SYS--1692).

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The VTOC entries are displayed by
file locations.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is not enough disk space for the workfile the system needs
to complete the sort by name. If you continue, the entries already
sorted by name will be listed as sorted. The remaining entries WIll
be listed by location.
Enter option 0, 2. or 3.
Give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--1695).
User Response
Option 0: The operation continues. Entries already sorted will be
listed by name. Entries not sorted will be listed by location.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1693 :\ot enough disk space for LOCATION

sort. ..
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

SYS --1696 END parameter only allowed for tape
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

You attempted to display the VTOC entries by their file locations;
however, there is not enough disk space for a work file large
enough to sort the VTOC entries by location.

Parameter 6 (END) for the statement you just entered was
specified with a li N IT parameter that has some value other than
T I or 1'2. The EN D parameter refers to tape and is only allowed
for operations performed on tape. Enter option 3.

Do one of the following:

•

Entcr option 0 to continue. The VTOC entries will be
displayed in the order they appear in the VTOC.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1693).

l:scr Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous ste·ps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1697 LOCATION or El'\DLOC only allowed

for diskette

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The VTOC entries are displayed in
the order that they appear in the VTOC.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1694 Disk I/O error while accessing SLABEL

workfile
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk 1;0 error occurred.
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Parameter 3 (LOCATION) or parameter 4 (ENDLOC) for the
statement you just entered was specifIed with a UNIT parameter
that has some value other than II. The LOCATION and
EN DLOC parameters refer to diskette slot locations and are only
allowed for operations performed on diskette. Enter option 3.
l:scr Rcsponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1698 l'\ot enough disk space to extend file (file

labelJ ...

Severity: 3

•

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
The CATALOG procedure or the $LAUEL utility program was
used to list the VTOC to a disk file; however, an end of extent
return code was passed from disk data management. That is, the
disk file created is not large enough to contain all of the records
and there is not enough contiguous disk space available to extend
the file.
Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS •• 1698) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
t:scr Rcsponse

Additional Information
The number of blocks specified in the RESERVE OCL statement
is too small to contain the file. Make the BLOCKS parameter
bigger.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues; the work file is allocated outside the
reserve area.
Option I: The job continues without a work file.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: End of job. Data created by previous steps in this job
are saved. files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --1699 Cannot sort
label...
Severity: 3

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--1700) and the file label from the
message.

~RD

by location or remote

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1701 Support is not available on this system
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Auto Response:

Explan;Ition
Explanation
You attempted to display the network resource directory entries
by their remote locations or remote labels; however, a work file
could not be allocated for the sort.

You tried to use the Distributed Data Management (DDM)
feature, but DDM is not installed on the system at this time.

Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
Give the programmer the message
maintaining this job.
identification code (S YS··170 1).

•

Enter option 0 to continue. The network resource directory
entries will be displayed in order of local name.

t:scr Response

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
1D (5 '{S··1699).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the Job can continue with the next job step.

t:scr Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: The job continues. The network resource directory
entries arc displayed in order by local file label.

SYS -- 1702 (directory name) does not currently exist ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

You tried to run a procedure that needs the Network Resource
Directory (NRD); however the NRD does not exist.

SYS --1700 :\ot enough reserve area for SLABEL
work file ...

The :\RD must be either created (EDITNRD procedure) or
restored (REST'.; RD procedure) before you can continue. Enter
option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

Severity: 3

Lscr Response

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
SL\llEL trlcd to allocate a work file for sorting disk VTOC
entries or tape header labels; however, there is currently not
enough room for the file in the reserve area acquired by the
RES I:RVE OCL statement.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this error.
outside the reserve area.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1703 Dir{'ctolJ' (directory name) cannot be
accessed ...

Do one of the following:

•

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

The file is allocated

Enter option I to continue without allocating a work file.
If you are cataloging the disk VTOC by name, the
VTOC entries Will be lIsted by location.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to run a procedure that needs the Network Resource
Directory (" RD): however the'.; RD cannot be accessed because
an error has occurred In allocatin~ or reading It.

If you are cataloging the disk VTOC by locatIOn, the
VTOC entries Will be bted in the order in which they
appear in the VTOC.

t:scr Response

If you are cataloging a tape, the entries will by listed
by location.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue wah the next Job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1709 UNABLE TO ACCESS THE
NETWORK RESOURCE
DIRECTORY.

SYS --1704 Output file may only be specified for unit
FI
Severity: 5

Specification Type:

Auto Response:

Explanation
Message SYS-1709 is issued by the SLABEL (VTOC display)
utility program, which is run by the CATALOG procedure.

Explanation
Parameter 7 (Output file) for the statement you just entered was
specified with a U:-"; IT parameter that has some value other than
F I. An output file may be specified only if the unit is F I. Enter
option 3.

One of the following conditions exists:
•

There is no network resource directory.

\;ser Response

•

The network resource directory is in use and cannot be
shared.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

There was an error in allocating or reading the network
resource directory.

SYS --1705 SFREE l\IVST BE RL~ BEFORE
DATA CA~ BE OBTAINED FROM
TilE ABOVE FILE.

•

There was a message retrieve error in $SINL, which is called
by SLABEL.

Explanation

SYS --1718 Space not available for output file (output
file) ...

\fessage SYS-1705 is issued by the SLAIlEL (VTOC display)
utIlity program, which IS run by the CATALOG procedure.

Severity: 5

A system failure occurred during the running of the Sf-REE utility
program, the SPACK utility program, or the CO:\fPRESS
procedure. Sf-REE, SPACK, or CO:\fPRESS must be run again
to ensure data integrity on the disk. No other programs, except
SLABEL, should be run until Sf-REE, SPACK, or COMPRESS
runs te completion.

I
I

There is not enough disk space to create the requested output file.
Do one of the following:

I•
•

SYS --1706 TIlE ABOVE FILE CO~TAI~S AN
I~YALID DATA AREA.
Explanation
Message SYS-1706 is issued by the SLAflEL (VTOC display)
utility program, which is run by the CATALOG procedure.
The file contams an unreadable sector. The SUCILD utility
program or the fl C I LD procedure must be run before
information in the sector can be read.

SYS --1707 TIlE ABOVE FILE EITIIER lIAS AN
I:\V ALID I:\DEX OR KEYSORT IS
RC:\:\I:\G.
Explanation
:\Iessage SYS-1707 is issued by the SLABEL (VTOC display)
utIlity program, which is run by the CATALOG procedure.
One of the following conditions exists:
•

The file contains an invalid index. The SBUILD utility
program or the B U I LD procedure must be run before
information in the sector can be read.

•

A keysort is being pcrformed on the indexed file.

Enter opt.ion 1 to try the operation again.
more space available now.

Thc above file and the following file overlap. To corrcct the
conditIOn you can dcletc one of the overlappmg filcs and run the
CO\II'RESS procedure.
,\ dditional Information
\fessage SYS-1708 is issued by the SLABEL (VTOC display)
utility program, which is run by the CATALOG proccdure.
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There may be

Entcr option 2 or 3, and then notify the programmer
rcsponsible for this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1718) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
You are running the CATALOG proccdure or SLABEL utility
and have spccllicd a disk file for the output. Thcre is not enough
I disk
space available for the file. Do the following:

I·
I
I

Run the CO\II'RESS pro<.:cdure; this may frce up enough
space to create the fIle. Try the CATALOG procedure
again. If the message occurs again:
1.

Run the CATALOG procedure to list all files and
libraries now on disk.

2.

Determine which files and/or libraries you can remove
from the disk to make room for your file.

3.

Before you delete any files from disk, run the SA V E
or SA V ELI B R proccdure to save any files or libraries
you want to keep on diskette.

4.

Run the DELETE procedure to delete the files or
libraries you want to remove from thc disk.

5.

Run the CO\II'RESS procedure from the system
console to place all the unused disk space into one
continUOUS area on the disk. If you cannot run the
CO\fI'IU'SS procedure at this time, postponc this step
and go to thc ncxt stcp. Do this stcp whcn system
conditions allow you to run the COMPRESS
procedure.

6.

Run the job again.

I

I

SYS --1708 TIlE ABO\'EA:,\D TIlE
FOLLO\\,I:\(; FILE lIA VE
OVERLAPPI:\G EXTE:\TS.
EXfllanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

,"ote: If you cannot m<1ke enough spacc available for your files,
venfy that you followed the abo'le steps correctly. \lakc sure you
rlln the CO\IPRESS procedure. If you still do not have space, 1111
out a Problem Summary Form, found in the Systcm Problem
Dc/crmination manual, and call for software service. For more
informatIon about the above procedures, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

User Response
Option t: The system tries again to allocate the new disk files. If
disk space is still not available, this message will occur again.

about SEU, refer to the Source Entry Utility Guide, SC21-790 I.
For more information about DSU, refer to the Development
Support Utility Guide, SC09-108S.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1719 First character of file label is invalid ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The LABEL parameter begins with an invalid character. The first
character must be alphabetic for files, libraries, and folders on
disk. Diskette and tape files must begin with an alphanumeric
character.
Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1721 lfirst ci~ht characters of precedill~
message text statementJ--Prcceding
message text shnt too long ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A message text statement in the message source member is too
long. The first g characters of this message identify the message
text statement that follows the statement in error.

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option t and then enter another utility
control statement.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--I72I) and the first 8 characters of the message text
statement identified in the message.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
I D (S YS--17 t 9) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional InFormation

Additional Information
You are using either the SDELET utility program which may
have been called by the DELETE procedure, or the SLAIlEL
utility program which may have been called by the CATALOG
procedure.
t;scr Responsc
Option I: If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter another statement using a valid file label.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1720 Imalid message control statement in
source member
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The message source member being created contains a message text
statement that is too long. A first-level message cannot be longer
than 75 characters, and a second·level message cannot be longer
than 225 characters.
t.:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the Job can continue with the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1722 lfirst eight characters preceding message
text statemcntl--This message text
statemcnt is imalid
Sevcrity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A message I D (\lle) was not the first 4 character positions of a
messai!.e text statement In a messa~e source member. Thc first 8
characters of this message identify the message text statement in
error.

The first record in the message source member is not the required
message control statement.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I))
(SYS--1722) and the first S characters of the message text
statement identified in the message.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1720)

Additional InForm<ltion

Additional InFormation

The first 4 character positions of each message text statement in a
mcssal"c source member must contain a valid \C11e (a 4-charactcr
decimal number from OODO through 9'199).

This message was issued by the create message member utility
(S:VIGBI.D), which may have been called by the CREATE
procedure. The first record in the message source member must
be a message control statement in the following form:
load member name,level
For more information about the message control statement, refer
to -the CREATE procedure in the Sysccm Referel1ce manual,
SC21·9020.
You can correct or add the message control statement to the
message source member by using the lihrary maintenance utilIty
(S\\AI:\T), source entry utility (SEU), or development support
utility (OSC). For more informatIOn about S:\11\\:\T, message
source members, and message control statements, refer to the
System Reference manual, S(:21-9020. For more information

t;scr Hcsponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the Job can continue With the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved, but data created by thiS step IS lost.

SYS --I 723 lfirst eight l'har;H'ters of pn'fclling
Illl'ssagl' tex t statl'llll'nt J--This i\ II C not
in ascending order
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Expl:lllation
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The MIC (message ID) for the message text statement identified
in this message is a smaller number than the MIC for the previous
message text statement in the message source member.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1723) and the first 8 characters of the message text
statement identified in the message.

•

Use the DELETE procedure to delete files.

•

Use the COMPRESS procedure to place all unused space in
one continuous area on the disk.

You can display the contents of the disk VTOC by using the
CATALOG procedure.
For more information about these
procedures, refer to the System Reference manual, SC2l-9020.

Additional Information
User Response
The MICs for message text statements must be in ascending
order. The only exception is when the same MIC is specified on
consecutive message text statements to join text areas together.

Option I: The system tries to create the work file again. If space
is still not available, this message will appear again.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1724 lfirst eight characters of preceding
message text statementJ--This message
text statement is too long
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A message text statement in the message source member is too
long. The first 8 characters of this message identify the message
text statement in error.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1726Imember namel--This message load
member already exists
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A message load member already exists with the same name as the
message load member you are trying to create.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1724) and the first 8 characters of the message text
statement identified in the message.

Enter option 0 to replace the existing load member with the
new load member.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1726).

Additional Information

Additional Information

The message source member being created contams a message text
statement that is too long. A first-level message cannot be longer
than 7S characters. and a second-level message cannot be longer
than 225 characters.

To replace an existing load member, specify the REPLACE
parameter in the CREATE procedure command statement or the
REPLACE- YES parameter in the MGBLD utility control
statement.

User Response

To create a new load member without destroying the eXlstmg
member, either assign the new member a different name by
changing the name specified on the source member control
statement, or move the source to another library.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1725 :'\ot enough space on disk for work file
now ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The existing load member will be
replaced by the message load member you arc trying to create.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There is not enough unused space on the disk to run this job.
Do one of the following:
•
•

Enter option I and the system will try to create the work file
agam.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--I72S).

Additional Information
This message was issued by the CREATE message member utility
(Sl.IGBLO), which may have been called by the CREATE
procedure. The disk does not contain a continuous block of
unused space large enough to hold the work file that the CREATE
message member utility needs.
Before you try to run this job again, make space on the disk for
the required work file by doing the following:
•
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Use the SA V E procedure to save copies of files you are
going to delete.

SYS --1728 ;\lust create SSP message members at
system console
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You attempted to create an SSP message load member from a
display station that is not the system console. SSP message load
members can be created only from the system console.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1728)
Additional Inform;ltion
The SSP message load members (##I\ISGI, liilMSG2, ##MSG4.
and #;tMS(9) in the system library must be created from the
system console.
User

l~esJionse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1729 Libr givcn in CREATE cmd or MGBLD
stmt not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are running the L1STFILE procedure, and you may have
incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or there IS an
error in the procedure.
Enter option 3. If you were entering the LISTFILE procedure,
enter the procedure again and do not specify values for parameter
5 and 6 unless parameter 4 is II. Otherwise, give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--1731) and the name of the procedure you
were running when this error occurred.

Explanation

Additional Information

The library that contains the message source member cannot be
found for one of the following reasons:

The LlSTFILE procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the LISTFI LE procedure to display the contents of a disk lile.
However, the slot location and auto advance indication (specified
in parameters 5 and 6) are allowed only if a diskette file IS bemg
displayed.

•

You have specilied the library name incorrectly.

•

There is an error in the procedure you are running.

•

The library does not exist on the disk.

If you would like more information about the L1ST!'1 LE
procedure, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1729).

User Response

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however, the file referenced in this step is not
displayed.

The library specilied either in parameter 3 of the CREATE
command statement or in the LlIlRAR Y parameter of the
:o.lGIlLD utilIty control statement cannot be found. Either the
library name is specilied incorrectly or the hbrary is not on the
disk.

SYS --1732 LISTFILE parametcr 7 must not be gh'cn
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

t;ser Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You are running the LlSTFILE procedure, and -you may have
incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or there is an
error in the procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1730 LlSTFILE parm 3 must be F I, II, Tl,
T2, TC or null
Severity: 3

Enter option 3. If you were entering the LlSTFILE procedure,
enter the procedure again and leave parameter 7 blank unless
parameter 4 is LlI3RARY, LlI3RFILE, or SAY ELI I3R.
Otherwise, give the programmer the message ID (SYS--1732) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

Auto Responsc: 3
Additional Information

Explanation
You were running the LISTFILE procedure, and one of the
following occurred:
•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

An error was found in the procedure.

Enter option 3. If you were entering the LISTFILE procedure,
enter the procedure again and correct parameter 3. Otherwise,
givc the programmer the message ID (SYS--1730) and the name
of the procedure you were running when this error occurred.
Additional Inform:ltion
The LISTFILE procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the L1STFI LE procedure to display the contents of a disk,
diskette, or tape file. Ilowcver, the deVice on which the file is
located (specilied in parameter 3) was not F I, II, 1'1, T2, TC, or
null.

If you would like more information about the LlSTFI LE
procedure, refer to the Syslem Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Hesponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this Job is saved; however, the file referenced in thiS step is not
displayed.

The LlSTFI LE procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the LlSTFILE procedure to display the contents of a ftle that was
not a LlIlRARY, LlllRFILE, or SAVELI£lR and a value was
specified for parameter 7. Parameter 7 allows you to display
system or user information and is allowed only if parameter 4 is
LlI3RARY, LlIlRFILE, or SAVELIIlR.
If you would like more informatIOn about the LlSTFILE
procedure, refer to the Syslem Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however, the lile referenced in this step is not
displayed.

SYS --1733 USTFILE parm 6 lIlust bc AVTO,
;\OAL:TO or not gh'cn
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are running the LlSTFI LE procedUre, and you may have
incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or there is an
error in the procedure.

SYS --1731 LISTFILE parms 5 and 6 not valid if
parm 3 is FI

Enter option 3. If you were entering the LlSTFILE procedure,
enter the procedure agam and correct parameter 6. Parameter 6
must be AlJTO, :\OAUTO, or not specified. Otherwise, give the
programmer the message II) (SYS·-1733) and the name of the
procedure you were running when this error occurred.

Seventy: 5

Additional Information

Auto Response:
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The L1STFILE procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the L1STFI LE procedure to display the contents of a diskette or
tape file; however. parameter 6 was not AUTO, NOAUTO, or
blank. Parameter 6 indicates auto advance through the diskette
magazine drive or between tape drives.
If you would like more information about the L1STFILE
procedure. refer to the System Riference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however, the file referenced in this step is not
displayed.

SYS --1736 Parm 3 conflicts with parm 4 in
LISTHLE command
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An invalid combination of parameters 3 and 4 has been found.
One of the following occurred:

•

You specified FI in parameter 3 and one of the following in
parameter 4:
ARCHIVE

SYS --1734 LISTFILE parm 7 must be USER,
DETAIL or not given

EXCHANGE

Severity: 5

SAVELIIlR

IFORMAT

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are running the LlSTFILE procedure, and you may have
incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or there is an
error in the procedure.

Note: When parameter 4 contains one of these entries,
parameter 3 must not be Fl.

•

Enter option 3. If you were entering the L1STFILE procedure.
enter the procedure again and correct parameter 7. Parameter 7
must be LSFR. DEL\IL. or not specified. Otherwise. give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--1734) and the name of the
procedure you were running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
The L1STFILE procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the L1STFILE procedure to display the directory of a L1IlRARY,
L1IlRFILE. or SAVELlIlR file. However. parameter 7 was not
USER. DETAIL. or blank. Parameter 7 indicates if you want to
display system or user information.

You specified Tl or T2 in parameter 3 and one of the
following in parameter 4:
IFOR\1AT
LIBRARY
:-';ote: When parameter 4 contains one of these entries.
parameter 3 must not be Tl or T2.

•

You specified TC in parameter 3 and one of the following in
parameter 4:
EXCHANGE
IFOR:\1AT
LIBRARY

If you would like more information about the L1STFILE
procedure •.refer to the System Reference manual. SC21-9020.

Note: When parameter 4 contains one of these entries.
parameter 3 cannot be TC.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however. the file referenced in this step is not
displayed.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1736).

SYS --1735 ParOl 4 in LISTFILE command is invalid
file type

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however. the file referenced in this step is not
displayed.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Ucsponse

SYS --1737 LlSTFILE parms 8-14 arc im·alid ...
Severity; 3

Auto Response: 3

Parameter 4 in the L1STrILE command contains an invalid file
type. The following are valid entries for parameter 4:

Explanation

•
•

COI'YFILE
EXCHA:-';GE

A value was specified for one or more parameters in positions g
through 14. These parameter positions are invalid. You should
do one of the following:

•
•

IFOR\1AT

•

Enter option 0 to continue the display of the file.

LIBRARY

•

Enter option 3. then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID

•

L1IlRFILE

•

SAVELlBR

Additional Information

•

ARCJ[IVE

You are trying to list a disk or diskette file (1'1 or 11 specified in
the third parameter position). but you have indicated one or more
values 111 positions 11 through 14. These parameters are valid only
when dlsplaYll1g a tape file. Parameters 8 through 14 will be
ignored If you choose to continue.

Entcr optIon 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1735).
User l{csponse

(SYS--173i).

User ncspollse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however. the file referenced In this step is not
displayed.
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Option 0: Continue the display of the file. Parameters 8 through
14 will be ignored.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by thi"s step is lost.

Option I: The job continues if the program that was using the
member is through with it.

SYS --1738 Invalid parm 8 in LISTFILE command ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the eighth parameter
position. The eighth parameter position must be STDLABEL.
SL. NON LABEL, NL. NONSTAND. NS. BYPASS. BLP. or not
specified.
Enter the procedure again. If the procedure is part of a job step.
enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--J738).
Programmer Information
You specified that a file be displayed from tape (Tl. T2 or TC in
the third parameter of the LISTFILE procedure command), but
an invalid parameter was specified in the eighth parameter. When
TI or T2 is specified in the third position, the eighth parameter
must be STOLABEL, SL, NONLABEL, NL. NONSTAND, NS.
BYPASS, BLP, or not specified. When TC is specified in the third
position. the eighth parameter must be STDLABEL. SL or not
specified.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Oata created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1743 Disk I/O error while reading a message
load member
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk I/O error occurred while the system was reading a message
member.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-1743).
If this error continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the Problem Decerminacion Guide for your system.
and call for hardware service.
Additional Inrormation

t:ser Response

Replace the message member from backup diskettes. or use the
BUILD procedure to correct data on the disk.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1739 Inmlid parm lOin LISTHLE command ..•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the tenth parameter
pOSition.

SYS --1744Msg member record found that exceeds
max length

Enter the procedure again. If the procedure is part of a job step,
enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1739).

Severity: 3

Additional Inrormation

The program you are running tried to get a message from a
message load member. but the message is longer than allowed.

You are displaying a tape file (TI. T2 or TC is the third parameter
of the LlSTFILE procedure command), but an incorrect
parameter was specified in the tenth parameter position. When
TI or T2 is specified as input, parameter 10 must be FIXED, F,
FIXEOULK, FU. VARIABLE, V. or not giYen. When TC is
spccllicd as input. parameter 10 must be FIXEDBLK, FB or not
given.
t:srr Rrsponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1742 (member name)--is in use by another
program ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explan:ltion
The message load member you are trying to create has been
protected by another program.
D~one

of the following:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1744)
Additional Information
The program running attempted to get a message that is longer
than 7S bytes. If a second-level message member is used as a
first-level mess~ge member. the message records must not exceed
75 bytes.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1745 Requested message record not in spedfied
member
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

•

Enter option I to retry; if the other program is no longer
using the member. the program continues and the new load
member can be created.

The program you :Ire running tried to get a message. but the
message cannot be found.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1742).

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--174S).

User Itesponse

Additional Information
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Either the requested MIC (message 10) is not in the message load
member, or the wrong message load member is being used.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--!748).

User Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The message retrieve function was called to access the ##MSG2
system message member as a first-level message member.
##MSG2 is a second-level message member.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1746 Active user or program message member
not found
Seveiity: :1

Auto Response: 3

If you determine there is not an error in your program, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

An active message member cannot be found by the message
retrieve function.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1746).

SYS --1749 Invalid parm Jist given to msg retrieve
function

Additional Information
The active USER!, USER2, PROGRAM!, or PROGRAM2
message member was either specified in a MEMIlER OCL
statement or specified by a system module.
A module called the message retrieve routine to access the active
USERI, CSER2, PROGRAM!, or PROGRAM2 message
member for this job step, but the internal system pointers
identifying the message member address are incorrect.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the, System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A system program made an invalid request to the function that
gets the message text for a message I D.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1749).
Additional Information
A system module called the message retrieve function with an
invalid request. The input parameter list passed to the message
retrieve function contains an invalid member 10 field.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1747 Imalid :\IIC requested--must be 0000 thru
9999
Se\'erity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The program you are running tried to get a message with a M IC
(message 10), but the ;'\.IIC is not a number from 0000 through
9999.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--!747).
Additional Information
M!C numbers cannot contain blanks and must be 4 decimal
numbers.
L'ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue WIth the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1748 A s)'stem message member is accessed
incorr(~ctly

Seventy: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1750 (number of segml'ntsl 21( segments of
main storage not arailable
Severity: N/A
Explanation
This is an informational message.
Processing will continue;
however, there may not be enough main storage to run all your
programs. Give thiS message 10 (S YS--17 50) and the number of
segments identified in the message to your system operator or
programmer.
The 4 characters to the right of the message are information for
your service representative if service is required. If this error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.
Additional Information
I PL diagnostics found main storage errors. The available main
storage was decreased by the number of 2 K pages specified in the
message.

SYS --1753 I/O ('rror: reading or writing disk VTOC
Severity: NiA

Either the program you are running or a system module is trying
to access a system message member incorrectly.
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

A disk I/O error occurred during the IPL file rebuild function.
The error occurred in the VTOC entry so the file label for the
entry is not known.

The IPL file rebuild function has found an error.
Disk
reorganization was being done but did not complete successfully
for the me identified in the message text.

Enter option 2 to continue processing.

Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The IPL rebuild step is ended.

Option 0: The me's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed.

SYS --1754 Invalid date indicator in format 1 for (file
namel

Option 2: The me's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining VTOC
entries are processed.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --1758 Invalid retention in format 1 for \fiIe
namel

Explanation
The IPL file rebuild function has found an error. The disk VTOC
entry for the file identified in the message text has an invalid date
indicator. The date indicator is used by the system when
processing files with the same label but different creation dates.
Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.
Cscr Response

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The IPL file rebuild function has found an error. The disk VTOC
entry for the file identifled in the message text has an invalid
retention.
Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.

Option 0: The latest date indicator is set in the file's VTOC entry,
and its contents and any remaining VTOC entries are processed.
Option 2: The file's VTOC entry is deleted.
VTOC entries are processed.

Any remaining

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
User Response

SYS --1755 Invalid data in lfile namel

Option 0: The correct retention is set in the me's VTOC entry; its
contents and any remaining VTOC entries are processed.

Severity: :\' 'A

Option 2: The me's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining VTOC
entries are processed.

Auto Response: N /A

Explanation
The IPL file rebuild function has found an error.
identified in the message text contains incorrect data.

The me

SYS --1759 Invalid file type in format 1 for (file nameJ
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.

Explanation

Cscr nesponse

The IPL file rebuild function has found an error. The disk VTOC
entry for the file identified in the message text has an invalid file
type. The file type must be library, sequential, direct, or indexed,

Option 0: The file's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed.
Option 2: The file's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining VTOC
entries are processed.

SYS --1756 I/O error reading data from (file namel
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
~ote:

A file marked as having alternatives and
alternative also causes this error.

being an

Cscr Response

Explanation
The I PL me rebuild function has found an 1:0 error while reading
data from the file identified In the message text.
Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
Cser Response

Option 0: The file's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed.
Option 2: The me's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining VTOC
entries are processed.

SYS --1760 Kcy kngth or kcy offsct im'alid for lfile
namel
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

Option 0: The file's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed.

Explanation

Of'ion 2: The file's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining VTOC
entries are processed.

The I PL tile rebuild function has found an error. The disk VTOC
entry ror the indexed file identified In the message text has an
incorrect key entry.

SYS --1757 Disk rcorganization not complete for (file
name)

Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.

Severity: N/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
Additional Information
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Either the key offset is beyond the end of the record, or the key
offset minus the key length lies before the record, or the key
length exceeds 120 bytes.

Severity: N/A

User Response

The IPL file rebuild fUnction has found an error. The disk VTOC
entry for the file identified in the message text contains an
incorrect disk address.

Option 0: The liIe's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed.
Option 2: The file's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining VTOC
entries are processed,

SYS --1761 I/O error writing index to lfile name)
Seventy: NfA

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation
An attempt was made to reconstruct the index of an indexed file
when a disk 1/0 error occurred, The index for the liIe is flagged
as incorrect. The liIe is identified in the message text.
Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.
FiJI out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
Additional Information
This error might be caused by one of the following conditions:

•

The beginning sector address or the ending sector address
for this file lies beyond the range of user disk space.

•
•

The file was not allocated on a sector address that is a
multiple of ten, plus one.
The file sectors were not allocated as a multiple of ten.

User Response

t:ser Response

Option 0: The file's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed.

Option 0: The liIe's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed.

Option 2: The file's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaming VTOC
entries are processed.

Option 2: The liIe's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining VTOC
entries arc processed.

SYS --1766 :\'ot ('nough space in index for keys for
lfile name)

SYS --1762 System error while keysorting lfile name)

Severity: N/A

Severity: NjA

Explanation

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
A system error occurred during the keysort function for the
indexed file identified in the message text. The keysort function
was called by the IPL rebuild function.
Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing. If this error continues
to occur. fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual. and call for hardware service.
Uscr [{esponsc
Option 0: The liIe's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
rcmaining VTOC entries are processed.

Auto Response: N/A

The IPL file rebuild function has found an error. The index area
for the indexed file identified in the message text is too small for
all of the keys.
Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual. and call for software service.
Additional Information
Records have been added to this file, but there is no room in the
index area for the keys.
t.:ser Response

Option 2: The file's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining VTOC
entries are processed.

Option 0: The file's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed.

SYS --1764 1/0 error sorting keys for lfile name)

Option 2: The file's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining file's
VTOC entries are processed.

Severity: NjA

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation

SYS --1767 :\laxilllulll record length exceeded in )fiIe
nalllt')

A disk 1,0 error occurred during the keysort function for the
indexed file identIfied in the message text. The keysort function
was called by the IPL rebuild function.

Severity: t-<!A

Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing. If this error continues
to occur. fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the System
Problem Determination manual. and call for hardware service.
t:ser Hesllonse
Option 0: The file's VTOC entry and contents arc lert as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed.
Option 2: The file's VTOC entry is deleted; 'any remaining VTOC
entries are processed.

SYS --1765 Invalid sector address in format 1 for lfile
name)
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The IPL file rebuild function has found an error. The disk VTOC
entry for the file identified in the message text specifics a record
length that exceeds the 'maximum of 4096 for a data file and 0 for
a library.
Enter option 0 or 2 to continue processing.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determillation manual. and call for software service.
Additional Information
The maximum record length for a disk file is 4096 characters.
t.:ser nesponse

Option 0: The file's VTOC entry and contents are left as is; any
remaining VTOC entries are processed..
Option 2: The file's VTOC entry is deleted; any remaining VTOC
entries are processed.

SYS --1769 Rcbuild call cd aftcr IPL was completed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
the error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1771 Incorrcct RCSP paramcter given in
SETR statcment ...
Severity: 5

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, you
entered an incorrect file rebuild function.
Additional Information
An incorrect file rebuild (#MSBLD) request was called for after
IPL was completed. The file rebuild function can only be run
during IPL.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the RCSP (record separator) parameter specified in the SETR
statement for the $SETCF utility program is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1. Enter the correct SETR utility control
statement again with the correct RCSP parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1771) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

SYS --1770

L~E-C or LJ:,\E-S gh'cn, S\VfYP parm
must be given ...

Additional Information

Severity: S

Auto Response:

An incorrect value was specified in the RCSP parameter for the
SETR utility control statement.

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the S\\TYP (switch type) parameter in the SETR statement for
the SSETCF utility program is missing. The SWfYP parameter
is required if either the LI 1'; E.C or U 1'; E-S parameter is specified.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1. Enter the SETR utility control statement
again, adding the SWTYP parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1770) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
U:'I:E-C or LI1';E-S was specified in the SETR utility control
statement, or SWITCHED was specified on the line type on the
ALTERCOYf procedure. The S\VfYP (switch type) parameter
was not specified. You must specify the SWTYP parameter if you
specify LI~E-C or U~E-S.
:\'ole: This error is in a System/34 program you have converted
to run on your System/36. The SETR utility control statement is
used by the OVERRIDE procedure or the SSETCF utility control
If you would like more information about the
program.
OVERRIDE procedure or SETR utility control statement, refer
to the System/34 System Support"Re!erence manual, SC21-S15S.
The System/36 ALTERCOM procedure performs the same
functions as the System/34 OVERRIDE procedure. The System
Relerence manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about
the ALTERCO:VI procedure.
If this error continues to occur after you specify a switch type,
there may be an error in a system program. Fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.
User Response

l\ote: This error is in a System/34 program you have converted
to run on your System!36. The SETR utility control statement is
used by the OVERRIDE procedure or the SSETCF utility control
program.
If you would like more information about the
OV ERRIDE procedure or SETR utility control statement, refer
to the System{34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-S I 5S.
The System/36 ALTERCOYf procedure performs the same
functions as the Systemi34 OVERRIDE procedure. The System
Reference manual. SC2l-9020. contains more information about
the ALTERCO~1 procedure.
If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manaul,. and call for software
service.
t:ser Response
Option 1: This option is a\1owed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1772 Incorrcct LOCH) paramcter given in
SETH. statcment ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter.. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are enterinR utility control statements from the keyboard,
the LOCID (local 11) parameter specified in the SETH. utility
control statement for the SSETCF program is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1. Enter the correct SETR utility control
statement again with the correct LOCID parameter.
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•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1772)' and the name of the
procedure you were running when this error occurred.

Additional InFormation
An incorrect value was specified in the LOCID parameter for the
SETR utility control statement.
Note: This error is in a System/34 program you have converted
to run on your System/36. The SETR utility control statement is
used by the OVERRIDE procedure or the $SETCF utility control
program.
If you would like more information about the
OVERRIDE procedure or SETR utility control statement, refer
to the Systeml34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-S155.
The System/36 ALTERCOM procedure performs the same
functions as the System/34 OVERRIDE procedure. The System
Referellce manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about
the ALTERCOM procedure.
If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
User Response

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control. statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is "canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1774 REMII)/LOCID parm conflicts with
ADDR/LINE parm ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering statements from the keyboard, the S ETR
utility control statement for the $SETCF utility program contains
conflicting parameters. If the LOCID (local ID) or REMID
(remote ID) keyword parameters are specified, the LlNE-T or
LlNE-P parameters cannot be specified.
Do one of the following:

•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 1. Enter the correct SETR utility control
statement again. Make sure you do not enter any conflicting
parameters. If you specify the LOCm or RE:'vIID keyword
parameters, the tributary address parameter must be set to
zero.

•

SYS --1773 Incorrect REMID parameter given in
SETR statemcnt ...

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I J)
(SYS--1774) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information

Option t: This option is allOWed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the RE:'vIlD (remote ID) parameter specified "in the SETR
statement for the SSETCF utility program is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•
•

Enter option 1.
statement.

Enter the correct SETR utility control

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1773) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
An incorrect value was specified in the REMID parameter for the
SETR utility control statement.

Either the REMID parameter or the LOCID parameter was
specified, and the value for this parameter conflicts with the
AD DR (tributary address) parameter value or the LINE
parameter value. The LINE-T or LINE-P parameters cannot be
specified when an ADDR keyword parameter is specified with a
LOCID or REMID keyword parameter.
Note: This error is in a System/34 program you have converted
to run on your System l 36. The SETR utility control statement is
used by the OVERRIDE procedure or the SSETCF utility control
program.
If you would like more information about the
OVERRIDE procedure or SETR utility control statement, refer
to the Systeml34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-5155.
The System/36 ALTERCO:\-I procedure performs the same
The
functions as the System;34 OVERRIDE procedure.
System/36 System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more
information about the ALTERCOM procedure.
If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
t:ser Response

Note: This error is in a System;34 program you have converted
to run on your System!36. The SETR utility control statement is
used by the OVERRIDE procedure or the SSETCF utility control
program.
If you would like more information about the
OVERRIDE procedure or SETR utility control statement, refer
to the System/34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-5155.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.

The System/36 ALTERCOM procedure performs the same
fU'lftions as the Systemi34 OVERRIDE procedure.
The
System:36 System Reference manual, SC2l-9020, contains more
information about the ALTERCOM procedure.

SYS --1775 Invalid SDLe time-out timer nluc ...

If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. rill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
t:ser Itesponse
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
/

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
· procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

I
\

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the TIMEOUT parameter in the SETA utility control statement
is not within the allowed limits.

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SVS --1777 SWfVJ>-MC or SWTVJ>-MA parm
Invalid for X.21 line...

•

Enter option I. Enter the SETA utility control statement
and specify an allowed value for the TIMEOUT parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--I77 S) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Inrormation
The SDLC timeout timer value must be from 05 through 80 and
is in one-half second increments. Specify the TIMEOUT value for
the ALTERCONt procedure with a value in this range.
For more information about correcting this error, refer to the
SSETCF utility in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the SWfYP parameter in the SETR or SETP utility control
statement for the SSETCF utility program is incorrect. If an X.21
line, the SWfYP parameter must be specified as SWfYP-AA.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1. Enter the correct SETR or SETP utility
control statement and specify the correct SWfYP
parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1777) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Additional InFormation

SYS --1776 Invalid usc of SLI~E- V for X.21 line ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the SU1"E parameter in the SETB or SETS utility control
statement for the $SETCF utility program cannot be specified for
an X.21 communication line.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1. Enter the correct SETB or SETS utility
control statement

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1776) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
SUN E-Y was specified in either the SETB or SETS utility control
statement. The S LI N E parameter cannot be specified for an X.21
communications line.
Note: This error is in a System/34 program you have converted
to run on your System!36. The SETB or SETS utility control
statement is used by the Systemj34 ALTERBSC or ALTERSDL
procedures or the SSETCF utility control program. If you would
like more information about the ALTERnSC or ALTERSDL
procedures or SETB and SETS utility control statements, refer to
the System/34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-S) SS.
The Systemj36 ALTERCO:\1 procedure performs the same
functions as the System/34 ALTERBSC and ALTERSDL
procedures. The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains
more information about the ALTERCOM procedure.
If .lhis error is not in your procedure. this may be a system
pro!!ram error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
sen'lce.
User Itcsponse
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.

The S\VTYP--MC (switch type) or S\VTYP--MA parameter was
specified in either the SETR or SETP utility control statement.
These parameters are not valid for an X.21 communications line.
The SWTYP--AA parameter is valid only when altering an X.21
communications line.
Note: This error is in a System/34 program you have converted
to run on your System/J6. The SETR or SETP utility control
statements are used by the System/34 OVERRIDE or SPECIFY
procedures or the SSETCF utility control program. If you would
like more information about the OVERRIDE and SPECIFY
procedures or SETR and SETP utility control statement, refer to
the Systemi34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-SISS.
The Systemi36 ALTERCO:\I procedure performs the same
functions as the Systemj34 OVERRIDE and SPECIFY
procedures. The System Reference manual. SC2) -9020, contains
more information about the ALTERCO:VI procedure.
If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1778 LI:,\E type change invalid for X.21 line...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name .or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure,
If you arc entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the U:,\E parameter in the SET!' or SETR utility control
statement for the SSETCF utility program is not allowed.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1. Enter the correct SETP or SETR utility
control statement not change the line type parameter.
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•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1778) and name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurrcd.

Additional Information
The LlNE-P, LlNE-S, or
eithcr the SETP or SETR
LINE-T is not allowed for
LINE-S is not allowed
communications line.

LlNE-T parameter was specified in
utility control statcment. L1NE-P or
a switched X.21 communications line.
when altcring a nonswitchcd X.21

Notc: This error is in a System/34 program you have converted
to run on your System/36. The SETR or SETP utility control
st~tcmcnts an; used by the Systern/34 OVERRiDE or SPECiFY
procedures or the SSETCF utility control program. If you would
like more information about the OVERRIDE and SPECIFY
procedures or SETR and SETP utility control statement, refer to
the System/34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-5155.

SLINE-Y has been specified in the SETA utility control statement.
This parameter is not allowed when changing an X.21 line. Either
remove SLlNE-Y or change it to SLINE-N.
For more
information about the SETA utility control statement, refer to the
$SETCF utility in the System Reference manual. SC21-9020.
If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The System/36 ALTERCOM procedure performs the same
functions as the System/34 OVERRIDE and SPECIfY
procedures. The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains
more information about the ALTERCOM procedure.

SYS --1781 Line type change invalid for X.21 line ...

If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

Explanation

t:ser Response

If you are entering a utility control statement from the keyboard,
the LINE parameter in the SETA utility control statement for the
$S ETCF utility is not correct.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the kevboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignorcd. The operation is tried again.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is savcd, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option I. Enter the SETA statement again and specify
the correct line type.

SYS --1779 ALTERCO\[ cannot be evoked or placed
on the JOBQ ...

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1781) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:
Additional InFormation

Explanation
Thc ALTERCOM procedure has been eithcr evoked or placed on
the job queue. The ALTERCO\I procedure cannot bc evoked or
placed on the job queue because it requircs interactive processing.

If you are running the $SETCF utility program, the LINE
parameter in the SETA utility control statement is not correct.
The LI:--I E parameter is not correct because:
•

LINE-N (nonswitched), LINE-M (multipoint tributary), or
LI:--I E-C (multipoint control) was specified for a switched
line.

t:ser Response

•

LI:\ E-S (switched) was specified for a nons witched X.21
line.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Correct the LINE parameter and run the job step that contained
the SSETCF utility again.

SYS --1780 Invalid usc of SLI~E- Y for X.21 line ...

If you are running the ALTERCO:'v1 procedure, the line type is
not correct. The line type is specitied by the SWITCIlED,
;\1t:LTlI'T
(allowed
for
compatibility),
MUL1TRIB,
Mt:LTCO:\T, or :\O:,\SwrCH keyword parameters. The line
type is not correct because:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message .1 D
(SYS--1779) and the name of the procedure you were runnmg
when this error occurred.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from thc keyboard,
the SLl:'\ E parameter in the SET A utility control statement for
the SSETCf utility must be N.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1. Enter the SETA statemcnt a!!:un and either
remove the S LI:,\ E parametcr or speCify SLI:\ E-N.

•

Enter option 3 and f!ivc the programmer the message I [)
(S YS--1780) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg when this error occurred.

Additional InFormation
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•

The SWITCIIED parameter was specified for a nonswitched
X.21 line.

•

Either the \1t:LTIPT, MULTTRIIl, MULTCONT. or
:,\O:,\SWTCH parameter was specified for a switchedX.21
line.

Correct the line type and run the job step that contains the
ALTERCO\1 procedure again.
The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains
information about the ALTERCO:vt procedure.

more

If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a sys!t'rl1
program error. hll out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual. and call for software
service.

Uscr Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains
information about the ALTERCOM procedure.

more

If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
User Response

SYS --1782 LI:"IiE-S giYcn, S\VfYP parm must be
givcn .•.
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 5

If you are entering a utility control statement from the keyboard,
the SWfVP (switch type) parameter in the SETA utility control
statement for the SSETCF utility is missing.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the SET A statement again
specifying the S\VfVP parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SVS--1782) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
You specified the U!,\F.-S parameter in the SETA utility control
statement but did not specify the S\\TVP parameter. "ou must
specify the swrvp parameter if you specify the LlNE-S
parameter. If this error occurred in a procedure, you did not
specify a switch type when you specified a switched line. The
System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more information
about the ALTERCO:\I procedure.
If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
t.:ser Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1783 S\VfYJ>-:\IC or SWTYP-MA is invalid
for X.21 line ...

SYS --1784 LNE, S\VfYP parametcrs conflict ...
Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the values specified for the LINE and SWryp (switch type)
parameters in the SETA utility control statement create an
incorrect combination.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1. Enter the SETA statement again and make
sure the line is switched or else specify SNBU.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SVS--I784) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Inrormation
You specified the LINE and SWfVP parameters in the SETA
utility control statement for the SSETCF utility program.
However, these parameters create an incorrect combination.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1785 Incorrect RCSP parameter gh:en ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you arc entering a utility control statement from the keyboard,
the RCSP (record separator) parameter in the SET A utility
control statement for the SSETCF utility is invalid.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the SWTVP (switch type) parameter in the SETA utility control
statement for the SSETCF utility program is incorrect. Only
S\VI"VP-AA is allowed for an X.21 line.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the SET A statement again
specifying the correct RCSP (record separator) parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 11)
(S YS--1785) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

\

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.

You specified S\\TVP-\fC or S\'vTVP-MA in the SETA utility
control statement.
These parameters arc not allowed when
altering an X.2l line. If you are running the ALTERCO:\f
procedure, you specified a switch type of MC or MA for an X.2l
line. Only a switch type of AA is allowed for an X.2l line.

Do one of the following:

Additiomtl Information
If you arc running the $SETCF utility, you specified an incorrect
value in the Resp parameter in the SETA utility control
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statement.
If you are running the ALTERCOM procedure,
parameter 10 (record separator) is not correct.
When specifying a value for the record separator character, all
hexadecimal values are valid except: 01,02,03,10, IF, 26, 20,
32,37, and 3~.
When specifying that the record separator character is to be reset
to hex 00, the only valid value is ·R'.
The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more
information about the ALTERCOM procedure.

If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
pn:;giam criOr. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the AODR (tributary address) and LI~E parameters for the
SETA utility control statement in the $SETCF utility program is
not correct.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1. Enter the SETA statement again and enter
the correct line type for the AOOR parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1787) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

User Response

Additional Inrormation

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that cau6ed
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running the $SETCF utility, you specified the ADDR
parameter in the SETA utility control statemer.t for the $SETCF
utility program. However, you did not specify the L1NE-M
parameter. ADOR is allowed only when the line definition is
LINE-M. If you are running from a procedure, you specifIed the
tributary address for something other than a multipoint line.

SYS --1786 Invalid ADDR parameter giyen ...

The Syslem Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains
information about the ALTERCO:Yf procedure.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you 3rc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you arc entering a utility control statement from the keyboard,
the ADDR (tributary address) parameter in the SETA utility
control statement for the $SETCF utility is not correct.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the SETA statement again,
specifying a correct value for the AOOR parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--1786) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
You specified an incorrect value for the AODR parameter in the
SETA utility control statement for the SSETCF utility program.
If you are running the ALTERCO;\1 procedure, parameter 6
(tributary station address) is not correct. The AOOR parameter
must be the hexadecimal representation of one pair of tributary
station addressing characters.

more

If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Delerminalion manual, and call for software
servIce.
t:ser Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

SYS --1788 Incorrect LOCID parameter...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the LOCIO (location 10) parameter in the SETA utility control
statement for the SSETCF utility program is not correct.
Do one of the following:

The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more
information about the ALTERCO:VI procedure.

•

Enter option 1. Enter the SETA statement again and enter
the correct value for the LOCI D parameter.

If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
Syslem Problem Delerminalion manual, and call for software
service.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1788) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

t:ser Response

You specified an incorrect value for the LOCID parameter in the
SETA utility control ~tatement for the SSETCF utility. If you are
running the ALTU~CO:VI procedure, parameter 5 (local 10) is
not correct.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data .created by this step IS lost.

SYS -- 1787 ADDR and U:\E parameters conflict. ..
Severity: 5
Explanation
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Auto Response:

Additional Inrormation

The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains
information about the ALTERCO\1 procedure.

more

If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service
t;ser i{esponse

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1789 Incorrect REMID parameter given ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1791 SET cannot be evoked or placed on the
JOBQ ...

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 5

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the RENIID (remote ID) parameter in the SETA utility control
statement for the SSETCF utility program is not correct.

The SET procedure has been either evoked or placed on the job
queue. The SET procedure cannot be evoked or placed on the job
queue because it requires interactive processing.

Do one of the following:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1791) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

•

Enter option 1. Enter the SETA statement again and enter
the correct value for the REMID parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1789) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Auto Response:

Explanation

If this error is not in your procedure, this may be an error in the
system program. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Delermlnation manual, and call for software
service.

Additional Information

User Response

You specified an incorrect value for the REMID parameter in the
SETA utility control statement.
If you are running the
ALTERCO:"l.t procedure, parameter 4 (remote 10 parameter) is
not correct.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The System Reference manual. SC21-9020, contains more
information about the ALTERCOM procedure.
If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
t.:ser Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.

SYS --1792 U:,\E, S\\-TYP parm conflict in SETR
or SETP stmt ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the U:-IE and S\VfYP (switch type) parameters in the SETA
utility control statement create an incorrect combination.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

SYS --1790 RE:\IID/LOCID parm conflicts with
ADDR/L[\'E parm ...

Enter option 1. Enter the SETA utility control statement
again. If this is a switched line, specify the line type as
switched (LI:\ E-S).

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1792) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the SETA utility control statement for the $SETCF utility
program contains conflicting parameters.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct SETA statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--1790) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Inrormation
Either the REMIO parameter or the LOCIO parameter was
specified, and the value for this parameter conflicts with the
ADDR parameter value or the LINE parameter value.

Additional Information
The set configuration utility (SSETCF) issued this message.
$SETCF might have been called by the OVERRIDE or SPECIFY
procedure. The U:'IJ E and SWTYP (switch type) parameters,
which appear in the OVERRIDE or SPECIFY procedure
statements and the SETR or SETP utility control.. statements,
create a combination that is not allowed.
!l\ote: This is in a Systeml34 program you have converted to run
on your Systemi36. The SETR or SETP utility control statements
are used by the System/34 OVERRIDE or SPECIFY procedures
or the SSETCF utility control program. If you would like more
information about the OVERRIDE and SPECIFY procedures or
SETR and SETP utility control statement, refer to the Syslemi34
.
Syslem Support Reference manual, SC21-SI5S.
The System!36 ALTERCOl\t procedure performs the Slime
functions as the System/34 OVERRIDE and SPECIFY
procedure. The Syslem Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains
more information about the ALTERCOM procedure.
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If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

•
•

User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1793 Invalid SDLC station address...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering statements from the keyboard, the station
address parameter in the SETR utility control statement is
incorrect.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SETR utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1793) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Inrormation

This message was issued by the SSETCF utility program, which
might have been called by the OVERRIDE procedure. The
station address parameter in the SETR statement must be a
hexadecimal value from 01 through FE.
!'Oote: This is in a System/34 program you have converted to run
on your System/36. The SETR utility control statement is used
by the System/34 OVERRIDE procedure or the SSETCF utility
control program. If you would like more information about the
OVERRIDE procedure or SETR utility control statement, refer
to the System/34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-S15S.
The System/36 ALTERCO:\f procedure performs the same
functions as the System!34 OVERRIDE procedure. The System
Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about
the ALTERCO:\f procedure.

Enter option 1. Enter the SETR statement again and enter
a correct value for the ADDR parameter.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1794) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Inrormation

The set system environment utility (SSETCF) issued this message.
SSETCF might have been called by the OVERRIDE procedure.
You specified an incorrect value for the ADDR parameter. The
ADDR parameter must be the hexadecimal representation of one
of the pair of tributary station addressing characters.
Note: This is in a System/34 program you have converted to run
on your System/36. The SETR utility control statement is used
by the System/34 OVERRIDE procedure or the SSETCF utility
control program. If you would like more information about the
OVERRIDE procedure or SETR utility control statement, refer
to the System/34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-S155.
The System/36 ALTERCOM procedure performs the same
functions as the System/34 OVERRIDE procedure. The System
Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about
the ALTERCOM procedure.
If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1795 ADDR and L['\'E parameters-in SETR
stmt conflict ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the LI!'I:E and ADDR (tributary address) parameters in the SETR
utility statement create an incorrect combination..

\:ser Response

Do one of the following:

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

•

Enter option I and enter the SETR statement again
specifying the correct line type value.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--179S) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1794 Invalid AD DR parameter in SETR
statement ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the ADDR (tributary address) parameter in the SETR ulliity
control statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
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Additional Information

The set system environment utility (SSETCF) issued this message.
SSETCF may have been called by the OVERRIDE procedure.
You specified the ADDR parameter, but did not specify LlNE-U,
U:-:E-R, or LI~E-T. ADDR is only allowed when the line
definition is LI~E-U, L11'\E-R. or L1!'1:E-T.
,,"ote: This is in a System/34 program you have converted to run
on your System/36. The SETR utility control statement is used
by the Systemi34 OVERRIDE procedure or the SSETCF utility
control program. If you would like more information about the
OVERRIDE procedure or SETR utility control statement, refer
to the System/34 System Support Reference manual, SC21-515S.
The System/36 ALTERCOM procedure performs the same
functions as the System/34 OVERRIDE procedure. The System

Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about
the ALTERCOM procedure.
If this error is not in your procedure, this may be a system
program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
Syslem Problem Delerminalion manual, and call for software
service.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
the error is ignored. The operation is tried again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1797) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1798 Incorrect ERC parameter given ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --1796 Invalid SDLC exchange ID ...

Explanation

Severity: 5
Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the ERC parameter specified for the SETA statement for the
SSETCF program is incorrect.

Auto Response:

If you are entering statements from -the keyboard, the 10
parameter of the SETP utility control statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SETP statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1796) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the SSETCF utility program, which
may have been called by the SPECIFY procedure. The ID
parameter in the SETP utility control statement must be a
hexadecimal 0000 through FFFF.
1"ote: This is in a System/34 program you have converted to run
on your System/36. The SETP utility control statement is used
by the System/34 SPECIFY procedure or the SSETCF utility
control program. If you would like more information about the
SPECIFY procedure or SETP utility control statement, refer to
the Syslem/34 Syslem SUppOrl Reference manual, SC21-S1SS.
The Systemi36 ALTERCOM procedure performs the same
functions as the Systemj34 SPECIFY procedure. The Syslem
Reference manual. SC21-9020, contains more information about
the ALTERCO~1 procedure.

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SETA statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1798) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
If this error is in a procedure, the thirteenth parameter (batch
BSC error retries) is incorrect.
User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keybaord.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1799 Incorrect WAIT parameter given ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

t;ser Response

I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements- from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the WAIT parameter specified for the SETA statement for the
SSETCF program is incorrect.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --1797 This linc is not supported ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the L:\V\1 (line number) parameter in the SETA statement for
the SSETCF utility is incorrect.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SETA statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1799) and the name of the procedure-you were
running.

Additional Information
If this error is in a procedure, the eighth parameter (USC wait
time) is incorrect.
t.:scr Itesponse

Do one of the following:

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 1 and enter the SETA statement again
specifying the correct line number value.
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SYS --1801 Task dump to tape complete ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

[xplanation
The task dump to tape for the task that just ended in error is now
complete.
t.:ser Response
Option 0: The task dump is ended.
Option I: The task dump is ended, and the APAR Utility is
started to copy add:tiona! information to either disk.:tte Or tape.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS··1804).

User nesponse
Option 0: The utility will attempt to continue processing by
skipping the data area in qucstion.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- i806 DUl\IP TAPE,CRT not allowed ...

SYS --1802 DV:\IJl TWA is not valid for a task dump
file

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

The dump tape utility was requested with output to the display
screen; howevcr, output to the display screcn is not supported.
The output parameter must be either PRINTER or a logical
printcr ID.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The dump utility (SFESYS) attcmpted to retricve task work arca
from a dump file, but cannot because the dump file is a task dump
file. DUMP TWA is valid only from a system dump file.
Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the mcssage
identification code (SYS--1856).
t.:,er ncsponse
Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canccled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1803 Insufficient storage to run DUMP
TAPE ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0 and the job continues with output to the
session printer.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
(S YS--1806).

J[)

User Response
Option 0: Output is changcd to the session printer, and the job
continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1807 lfile name)--This tape file is invalid

Explanation
The D U \1 P TAPE utility was requested to process a tape
cartridge; this requires 56K of main storage to run. However.
56K was not available.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

EXJllanation

Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1807) and the file name identified in the message.

•

Enter option I to retry. Storage may be available if other
jobs have ended.

Additional Information

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1803).

The dump utility (SFESTR) or the DFA utility (SFEDf1A)
attempted to process an APAR tape file. The file is invalid because
it was not created by the APAR utility (SFEAPR).

User Response
Option I: Try again. Storage may be available now.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this stcp is lost.

SYS --1804 Storage address more than allowed
maximuill ,·alue ...
Sevcrity: 5

Auto Response:

Run the CAT,\LOG proccdure to determine the file typc of the
tape. Use the SSP procedure for that file type to access the tape
file.
t.:ser Response
Option 2: The job stcp is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue IVlth the next job step.
Option 3: The job is cancelcd. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1808 Task dump in progress to tape
dat:l) (\'ariable data)

(variable

Explanation

Scvcrtty: :'I:"A

Either thc dump utility (SI;ESTR). the OFA utility (SFEOFA), or
the APAR utility (Sr;EAPR) attcmpted to get a 256-byte record
from the dump file. IloIVcver. either all or part of the data area
exceeds the limits of the dump. Enter option 0, 2, or 3.

The current task for the specified user has ended in error. A task
dump to tape is bClllg taken for this task.

Auto Responsc: N/A

EXI·lanation

•

Entcr option 0 to continue .

The variablc data is one of the following:

•

Enter option 2 and another utility control statemcnt is read.

•
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User 10

•
•
•

Job name

Explanation

Work station ID

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1812).

•

Address of task block (if there is no job control block)

System task (for example, SPOOL)

No operator response is required.

SYS --1809 ITapc drivc idcntificr)--Tapc drive not
a,·ailablc ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Additional Information

The dump utility (SFESTR), the DFA utility (SFErJFA), or the
APAR utility (SFEAPR) attempted to display the status of all
dump liIes on disk or to find the most recent dump liIe on disk.
No dump Iiles were found.
User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The system is taking a task dump to tape for a task that just ended
in error; however, the specified tape drive is not available.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10sL

t:ser Response

SYS --1813 Not cnough disk spacc to allocatc a filc

Option 0: Try again. The tape drive may have become available.

Severity: 5

Option 1: Change the task dump output to disk.
Option 2: Cancel the task dump.

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --1810 Tape drh'c not a,·ailablc ...

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1813).

Severity: 5

Additional Information

Auto Response:

Explanation

The APAR procedure (APAR) is unable to allocate the tape drive.
Enter option 0 to display the APAR HELP prompt screen. You
can then reroute the APAR utility to diskette. This option is not
available if the procedure is evoked or from the job queue.
Enter option 1 to retry routing the AP AR utility to tape.
Enter option 2 to end the operation or option 3 to cancel the job.
Give the programmer the message I D (S YS--181 0).
t:ser Response

Option 0: The APAR HELP prompt screen will be displayed, and
you can reroute the AP AR utility to diskette. This option is not
available if the procedure is evoked or from the job queue.
Option 1: Retry the APAR utility to tape.
Option 2: The system ends this operation and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved, but data created by this step IS lost.

SYS --1811 lfilc name) is not a main storagc dump filc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The dump utility (SFESTR) or the DrA utility (SFEDFA)
attempted to allocate space for a liIe on disk to use for processing
an APAR file on diskette or tape. There was not enough disk
space to create this liIe.
Make additional space available on disk prior to running this
utilityagam. Refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020,
in the sections on the CATALOG and COMPRESS procedures,
for information on how to reorganize disk space.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1814 lfilc name)--This file already cxists .••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The dump utility (SFESTR) or the DFA utility (SFEDFA).
attempted to allocate a new file on disk to use for processing an
AI' AR file from diskette or tape. A disk file by this name already
exists but is not a dump file. You may want to run the utility
again using a different file name.
Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS·-1811) and the liIe name identified in the message.

•

Enter option 0 if you do not want to save the file:

Additional Information

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1814) and the file name identified in th~ message.

The dump utility (SFESTR), the DFA utility (SFEDFA), or the
APAR utility (SFEAPR) attempted to find the speCified disk liIe.
The liIe exists but docs not contain a main storage dump.

User Response

t:ser Response

Option 0: The utility deletes the existing disk file and the job
continues.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1812

~o

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

dump files wcre found on disk

SYS --1815 (file nameJ--This diskette file is
Severity: 5

ill\·~tlid

Auto Response:
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Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--18IS) and the me name identified in the message.
Additional Information
The dump utility (SFESTR) or the orA utility (SFEDFA)
attempted to process an APAR diskette me. The me is invalid
because it was not created by the APAR utility (SFEAPR).
Run the CATALOG procedure to determine the file type of the
diskette. Use the SSP procedure for that me type to access the
diskette me.

Form, found in the System Problem DetermInatIon manual, and
call for software service.

Additional Information
The RAS base routine ADORT was called twice without resetting
a previous error condition. Message SYS--1821 will indicate what
the previous error was.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1821 Service aid proc failed. Code-Icode valucl
Locations-Icrror location),(crror location I

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: S

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1816 Enter location (TI,T2)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
The service aid procedure you were running ended abnormally.
Some examples of service aid procedures are DUMP, TRACE,
ERAP, and DFA.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1821) and the code value and locations identified In the
message.

The system is taking a task dump to tape for a task that just ended
in error. You must choose the location of the tape from the
displayed list, and enter it.

Additional Information

SYS --1817 Enter \'Olume ID for task dump tape

call for software service.

Severity: N/A

User Response

Auto Response: N/A

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The system is in the process of taking a task dump to tape for
that task that just ended in error. You must enter the volume ID
of the tape to be used.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1818 Automatic advance to next tape drive
(AUTO,:\OAUTO)

SYS -- 1822 Invalid authorization to run (procedure
namel·

Severity: N/A

Severity: S

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The system is in the process of taking a task dump to tape for the
task that just ended in error. You must specify whether you want
ACTO or :\OAL:TO for the end-of-tape condition. The default
is ACTO.

The requester of this service aid procedure does not have service
aid authority.

SYS -- 1819 l:nable to copy this task dump to tape ...

l:ser Response

Severity: S

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue With the next job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation
A task dump is in progress for the current job. A "/I ABEl\: D
OL:TPUT-TAPE" statement was specified earlier, requesting that
task dump output go to tape. However, the task dump cannot be
taken to tape because there are no tape drives conligured on this
system.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1822) and the procedure name identified in the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1823 CRT is im'alid without rcqucsting display
station ...

User I{esponse

Severity: S

Option I: Change the output device from tape to disk.

Explanation

Option 2: Cancel the task dump.

Do one of the following:

S'iS --1820 Sen'ice utility tcrminated abnormally
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The service utility currently running (that is, DUMP, PATCH,
DFA, APAR, TRACE, ERAP, etc.) tried to end abnormally and
found a second error condition. Fill out a Problem Summary
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•
•

Auto Response:

Enter option 0 if you want to send the data to the session
printer.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--1823).

Additional Inrormation
The CRT parameter was specified in the DUMP or DrA
procedure. However, there is no display station attached to this

(

\

job. Either the display station was released, the job was evoked,
or the job is being run from the job queue.
User Response

SYS --1826 Service log message text must be enclosed
in apostrophes
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 0: The job continues by sending output to the session
printer.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is presetved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The message text you want written to the system service log must
be enclosed in apostrophes.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 if you want to enter a correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1826).

SYS --1824 Cannot use trace services at this time ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

Either another service utility, such as TRACE or APAR, is using
the system trace services, or a task dump occurred and is not
completed.

This message will only be displayed if the service log message is
requested from OCL. The SERVLOQ procedure cannot issue this
message.

Do one of the following:

User Response

•

If the APAR utility is running, you can enter option 0 to
continue processing without copying the trace file to the
APAR diskette.

Option I: The last utility control statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

•

Enter option I to try the operation again. If trace services
arc still being used, this error will occur again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (5YS--1824).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue wnh the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --1827 No trace file or dump file was specified ..•

The TRACE resource queue header is active. Another task owns
the resource and this task cannot change the status of the trace
queues or of the main tr ace table at this time.

Severity: 5

t:ser Response

Do one of the following:

Option 0: Processing continues.

•

Enter option 0 to print only the index of trace files that are
on the system.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
IL) (SYS--1827).

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step IS ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

SYS --1825 J> ATCII proc must run from the systcm
console

In the DU;\1P procedure, you specihed the TRACE parameter
but not the file name parameter. Because you did not specify a file
name and you are trying to run the DUMP pr~cedure from the
input job queue or an EVOKE OCL statement, the system trace
file has been assumed.

Severity: 5

Cser Response

Auto Response:

Explanation
The PATCH procedure can only be run from the system console
or a system service display station.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (5YS--1825).
Additional Inrormation

Option 0: The jC'h continues and prints only the index of trace
files on the system.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

When security is not active, the PATCH procedure can only be
run from the system console or a system service display station.
When security is active, the PATCH procedure can be run from
other display stations. The requester must have service aid
authority.

Severity: 5

Cser nesponse

You arc running the DUMP procedure with the TRACE
parameter specified. No trace files were found.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1828 :'\0 trace files found
Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (5 YS--1828).
Additional Inrormation
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Only trace files created by the TRACE procedure are listed in the
index by the DUMP TRACE procedure. Trace files that are
copied to the system must be specifically named to be dumped.

Option 0:
continues.

Select this option to ignore the error and the job

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1833 Unable to log service log message at this
time.••

SYS --1829 Started lo~ging trace table Itrace table
na:ncl to disk

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message is for your information. Logging to disk has been
started again for the trace table identified in the message.

Explanation
An error occurred during logging of the message to the system
service log file.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and try logging the message to the system
service log file again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--IS33).

No operator response is required.

SYS --1830 Stopped logging trace table Itrace table
namel to disk
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Vser Response

Explanation

Option I: Try logging the message to the system service log file
again.

This message is for your information. Logging to disk has been
stopped for the trace table identified in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

No operator response is required.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1831 Trace file was not copied to dump file lfile
namel

SYS --1834 Service aid utility requires a requesting
display station

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The trace file associated with the specified dump file was not
copied from the APAR diskette.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1834).

Enter option 2 or 3 and request the dump trace from diskette
again.

Additional Information

User Response

A service aid utility function was requested that requires a
requesting display station. One of the following occurred:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

The requesting display station was released, or

•

The service aid procedure was called or is r·unning from the
job queue.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1832 Disk I/O error while processing trace
table (trace table namel ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk I/O error occurred while the system was processing the
trace table identified in the message.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1832).

Additional Inrormation

The following service aid procedures require a requesting display
station:
•

TRACE

•
•
•
•

PATCH
SETDUMP
DU!\-tP DISK
11 DIAG

Vser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form. found in the System Problem Determination guide, and call
for hardware service.

Severity: 5

User Itesponse

Explanation
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SYS --1835 Inserted diskette has incorrect format ...
Auto Response:

(

\

The format of the input diskette and the output diskette for the
DIAOCOPY procedure are not the same. The input diskette and
the output diskette must have the same format.

The input diskette contains deleted sectors or an extended VTOC
(volume table of contents), and cannot be copied by the
D1AOCOPY utility.

Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS.. 1838).

•

Insert a diskette with the correct format and enter option 1
to try again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··183S).

User Response

Option I: Insert a diskette with the correct format and the
operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional InFormation

The input diskette contains deleted sectors in cylinders 1 to 74, or
the diskette contains an extended VTOC. The DIAGCOPY
program cannot be used to copy the diskette.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1836 Insert diskette to receive copy ..•

SYS --1839Ifi1e namcl is not a product level data
dump file

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The DIAOCOPY procedure is ready for the output diskette.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1839).

Do one of the following:

•

Insert the diskette in the diskette drive and enter option 0 to
continue. If your system has a diskette magazine drive,
insert the diskette in slot 2.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1836).

User Response

Option 0: Insert the diskette and the job continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional InFormation

If you are running DUMP PLD from diskette or tape, the file
PLDFILE on diskette or tape is not a valid PLD file. The
PLDFILE on diskette or tape must have been created by the
APAR Utility.
If you are running DUMP PLD from disk and have specified a
name of a file as the fourth parameter of DUMP, then that file is
not a valid PLD file. Either the file was not copied to disk from
an APAR diskette or tape, or the header information within the
file was destroyed.
User Response

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.

SYS --1837 Inserted diskette contains alternate
cylinders ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --1841 Extended VTOC diskette not supported

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

A diagnostic formatted diskette is being copied. However-, the
output diskette contains alternative cylinders. Diagnostic diskettes
cannot contain alternative cylinders.
Do one of the follo\ving:

•

I nsert another diskette and enter option \.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
1D (SYS--1837).

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

The patch utility (SFEDSK) attempted to read a 2D diskette;
however, the diskette has an extended VTOC. This utility does
not support extended VTOC diskettes.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1841).
User Jtesponse

Option 1: Insert another diskette and the operation is tried again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1842 Inntlid data encountered on tape
cartridge ...

SYS --1838 Input diskette cannot be copied by
DIAGCOPY

Severity: N/A

Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Exphmation

Thc DUMP TAPE utility has encountered some invalid data when
proccssing a tape cartridge.
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Do one of'the following:
•

Enter option O. DUMP TAPE will read the invalid data in
Sl2-byte blocks until it finds valid data (if at all). Message
SYS--1843 will be displayed when valid data is found.

•

Enter option 1 to retry. The DUMP TAPE prompt screen
will be redisplaycd.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
lD (SYS--1842).

Additional InFormation

The tape cartridge win not be readable by any other system utility.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1846).
User Response

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1847 I/O controller dump file is invalid
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The only way to recover any of your data that may be within this
invalid data is to use DUMP TAPE to print the invalid data in
Sl2-byte blocks. You can use the TAPEINIT procedure to
initialize the cartridge so it can be used again.

Explanation

User Response

Additional InFormation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The dump utility (SFEIOC) is trying to retrieve data from an I/O
controller dump file; however, it is unable to process the file.
Either a RESET/CSP start dump was never taken or header
information within the dump file was destroyed.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1843 End of invalid data
Severity: ':'/A

Auto Response: N/A

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1847).

User Response

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The DU:-.tP TAPE utility previously encountered invalid data on
the tape cartridge. The. utility has read past the invalid data and
has now found valid data. DU:\fP TAPE will now return to
processing the data in standard blocks.

SYS --1848 No valid I/O controller device dumps
found

Enter option 0 to continue.
User Response

Option 0: Continue processing.

SYS --1845 lfile Immel is not an I/O controller dump
file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS·-184S).
Additional InFormation

The dump utility (SFEIOC) allocated the specified disk file, but is
Unable to process tpe file. Either the file was not copied to disk
from an APAR diskette, or the header information within the file
was destroyed.
User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1848).
Additional InFormation

The dump utility (SFElOC) is trying to process an liO controller
dump file; however, it found no allowed device dumps within the
file. This may be because the device header information within the
file was destroyed.
User Response

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1849 Task dump is bdnJ! printed
datal I~'arhlble datal
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The current task for the specified user has ended in error. A task
dump is being printed for this task.

SYS --1846
Severity: 5

Ide~'ice

namel-- Dump not found for this
del"ice ...
Auto Response:

Explanation

The dump utility (SFEIOC) is trying to find the dump area within
the 1;0 controller dump file for the specified device; however, it is
unable to find the device. Press command key 8 to display a list
of possible devices.
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The variable data is one of the following:
•

User ID

•
•

Job name

•

System task (for example, SPOOL)

•

Address of task block (if there is no job control block)

Work station ID

No operator response is required.

,

"

SYS -- 1850 (file name) is not a task work area dump
file
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1850).

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··\853).

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response

Additional Inrormation

Option 0: This option is available only if the APAR utility is
running. The system continues processing without copying the
spool file to the AP AR diskette.

The dump utility (SFESYS) allocated the specified disk file;
however, it is unable to process the file. Either the file was not
copied to disk from an APAR diskette, or the header information
within the file was destroyed.

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.

User Response
Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1851 (file namel is not a disk VTOC dump file
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identificatIon code (SYS--\8S\).
Additional Information
The dump utility (SFESYS) allocated the specified disk file;
however it is unable to process the file. Either the file was not
copied to disk from an AP AR diskette, or else the header
information within the file was destroyed.
t;ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1854 (file namel is not a job queue dump file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The dump utility ($FESYS) allocated the specified disk file;
however, it is unable to process the file. Either the file was not
copied to disk from an APAR diskette, or the header information
within the file was destroyed.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS .. \854).
User Response
Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1855 Job queue file not found on disk ...

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --1852 (file mUllel is not a spool dump file

Either the dump utility (SFESYS) or the APAR utility (SFEALK)
is attempting to find the job queue file (#FJOBQ) on disk, but the
file does not exist.

Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing .

The dump utility (SFESYS) allocated the specified file; however, it
is unable to process the Iile. Either the file was not copied to disk
from an APAR diskette, or the header information within the file
was destroyed.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--\855).

Enter option 2 or 3 and give .the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--\852).

Option 0: This option is available only if the APAR utility is
running. The system continues processing without copying the
input job queue file to the APAR diskette.

User Response

t:scr Response

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1853 Spool file not found on disk ...

SYS --1856 (file namel is not a microcode dump file

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

Either the dump utility (SFESYS) or the AI'AR utility (SFESLK)
is trying to retrieve the spool file (##SI'OOLl) on disk; however,
the file docs not exist.

The dump utility (SFE\\CD) allocated the specified disk file;
however, it is unable to process the file. Either the Iile was not
copied to disk from an APAR diskette; or the header information
within the file was destroyed.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
idenllflcation code (SYS--1856).
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Uscr Rcsponse
Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.

The dump utility (SFEPTF) allocated the specified disk file;
however, it is unable to process the file. Either the file was not
copied to disk from an APAR diskette, or the header information
within the file was destroyed.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS··1860).

SYS -- 1857 lfile namel is not a control storagc dump
filc

Uscr Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous stcps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is iost.

Explanation
The dump utility ($FECON) allocated the specified file; however,
it is unable to process the file. Either the file was not copied to
disk from an APAR diskette, or else the header information
within the Iile was destroyed.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the messi\ge
identification code (SYS··1857).
t.:ser Response
Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1858 l:llablc to process thc spool files
Severity: :-:.iA

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS -- 1861 Control storagc dump file is invalid
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The dump utility (SFECON) tried to access the specified control
storage dump file. However, control storage has never becn
copied to this dump file because a RESET/CSP START dump was
never taken.
To continue, enter option 2 or 3.
User Itcsponse
Option 2: The job step i~ ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
The DV:\IP utility ($FESYS) is attempting to list the spool files
either from disk or from an APAR file. Howcver, the spool files
cannot be processed because the spool file index is invalid. Fill out
a Problem Summary Form, found in the Sysrem Problem
Derermillarion manual, and call for software service.
t.:ser Responsc
Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1859 l:nablc to process the task work area
extcnts
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The DU:VIP utility (SFESYS) is attempting to list the task work
area either from disk or from a system dump file. Howcver, the
task work area cannot be processed by the DUMP utility. Fill out
a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Dererminalion manual. and call for software service. Defore you
attempt to contmue processing, call for a system dump and
perform an IPL.
t.:ser Uesponsc
Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1860 lfile namel is not a Ivariable
dataJPTFLOG dump file
Severity: 5
Explanation
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Auto Response:

SYS --1862 llibrary nameJ--lyariable datalPTFLOG
not found in this library ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either the dump utility (SFEPTF) or the APAR utility (SFEALK)
is attempting to get the iiPTFLOG member from the specified
library, but the ::PTFLOG member does not exist.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS·-1862).

t:ser Response
Option 0: This option is available only if the APAR utility is
running. The system continues processing without copying the
#PTFLOG member to the APAR diskette.
Option 2: The dump is ended, and the next utility control
statement is read.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1863 lfilc namel is not a valid main storage
dump filc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Expi:mation
The record length of the main storage dump file is not valid. It
was changed durmg RESTORE. You must reformat the dump
file to 256·byte records, then run the dump utility again.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can contmue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS -- 1864 Task dump in progress to diskette
(variable data) (variable data)

The trace file identified in the message does not contain usable
data. The trace file cannot be processed.

Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation
The current task for the specified user has ended in error. A task
dump to diskette is being taken for this task.

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 if you want to process the next trace file.
The trace file identified in the message is ignored.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
1D (5YS--1868) and the file name in the message.

The variable data is one of the following:
User 10

User Response

Job name

Option 1: The system ignores this trace file and processes the next
trace file.

•
•
•
•

System task (for example. SPOOL)

•

Address of task block (if there is no job control block)

Work station 10

No operator response is required.

SYS --1865 Task dump has been canceled
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1869 Trace file lfile name) does not contain any
entries ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The system was taking a task dump for the task that just ended in
error; however. the task dump was canceled before it completed.
To continue. enter option O.
t:ser Response
Option 0: The task dump is ended.

SYS -- 1866 File (file name) is not a trace file
Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Expl:ln:Jtion

The trace file identified in the message docs not contain any trace
entries.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 if you want to process the next trace file.
The trace file identified in the message is ignored.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SY5--1869) and the file name in the message.

Vser Response

The file specified in the message is not a system trace file.

Option I: The system ignores this trace file and processes the next
trace file.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1866) and the file name in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue. with the next job step.

t:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step ..
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is loslo

SYS --1870 Unable to allocate sen'ice log file lfile
namel
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --1867 Dump file lfile name) docs not contain any
trace files

Explanation

Severity: 5

The service log me identified in the message could not be allocated.
Make sure the me is a service log file.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The dump file specified in the message does not contain any
captured trace files.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SY5--1867) and the file name in the message.
t:ser ncsponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SY5--1870) and the file name in the message.
Vser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1871 Invalid service log file specified: Ifile namel

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --1868 Trace file lfile name) is bad .••

Explanation

Auto Response:
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The file identified in the message is not a service log file. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1871) and the file name in the message.

Severity: S

User Response

The current task has ended in error. The system is taking a task
dump for this task.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The variable data is one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

•
•

Job name

SYS -- 1872 Invalid service log record read ...

•

Work station 10

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

User 10

System task (ior exampie. SPOOL)

Explanation

•

The service log file specified contains invalid or incorrectly
formatted entries.

No operator response is required.

Do one of the following:

SYS -- 1876 Permanent disk error during task dump

•

Enter option 0 to try to recover and continue processing.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1872).

Address of task block (if there is no job control block)

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 0: The system attempts to recover and the job continues.

The system is taking a task dump for a task that just ended in an
error; however. the task dump cannot be taken because a
permanent disk error occurred during reading of data from the
task work area

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the mixt job step.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 0 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--18 76).

SYS --1873 :\Icssage file not found on disk ...

Vser Response

Severity: 5

Option 0: The task dump is canceled.

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS -- 1877 Permanent disk error on trace file

The APAR utility (SFEALK) is attempting to find the message file
(#:-.tESSAGE) on disk. but the file does not exist.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--1873).

The system is taking a task dump for a task that just ended in an
error; however. some or all of the trace files cannot be processed
with this task dump. This is because a permanent disk error
occurred during reading of one of the trace files.

Vser Response

Fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the System Problem
Dererminarion manual. and call for hardware service.

Option 0: The system continues processing without copying the
message file to the APAR disketteitape.

Enter option 0 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--1877).

Option 2: The system ends this option and reads another utility
control statement.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1874 Task abnormally terminated ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 0 to continue termination.

SYS --1878

~ot enough disk space for task dump
file ...

Severity: S

Auto Response:

will continue without copying the main

The system is taking a task dump to a disk file for a task that just
ended in an error; however. there is not enough space on disk to
create this dump liIe.
escr Uesponse

t:ser Response

Option 0: Try again. The disk space may have become available.

Option 0: The task is terminated.
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Explanation

The task is in abnormal termination.
The reason for the
termination is found in the preceding message. Refer to that
message for details.

SYS --1875 Task dump in progress to disk
datallvarhtble datal

Option 0: The
trace table;file.

(variable

Option I: Change the task dump output to diskette. This option
is not always available.
Option 2: Cancel the task dump.

SYS --1879Ifile namel--Task dump taken to this tile.•.

Explanation

Severity: 5

The system is taking a task dump to diskette for the task that just
ended in error. You must enter the location of the diskette to be
used (51,52,53, Ml.nn, or M2.nn).

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system has just taken a task dump to the specified disk file for
the task that ended in error.
Enter option 0 or 1.
User Response

SYS --1885 Automatic advance to next slot or
magazine (AUTO,l'iOAUTO)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 0: The task dump is ended.
Option 1: The task dump is ended, and the APAR Utility is
started to copy additional information to either diskette or tape.

The system is taking a task dump to diskette for the task that just
ended in error. You must specify whether you want AUTO or
NOAUTO for the end-of-diskette condition. The default is
AUTO.

SYS --1880 (printer idl--Spccified printer is not
a\·ailable•..

SYS --1886 Diskette drive not available ...

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

[xplanation
The system is taking a task dump to the printer for a task that just
ended in an error; however, the specified printer is not available.

The system is taking a task dump to diskette for a task that just
ended in an error; however, the diskette drive is not currently
available.

User Response

User Response

Option 0: Try again. The printer may have become available.

Option 0:
available.

Option I: Change the task dump output to disk.
Option 2: Cancel the task dump.

Try again.

The diskette drive may have become

Option 1: Change the task dump output to disk.
Option 2: Cancel the task dump.

SYS --1881Ifile nameJ--Task dump taken to this print
file

SYS --1887 No task dump taken

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

[xplanation

The system has just taken a task dump to the specified print file
for a task that ended in error.

A task dump cannot be taken. A 2-digit reason code is given to
the right of the message. The reasons codes are:

User Response

Code Reason

Option 0: The task dump is ended.

01

SYS --1882 Vnable to print this task dump ...

02-03 Not enough task work area for task dump data.

Severity: N/A

04

Auto Response: N/A

[xplanation
A task dump is in progress for this program. An ABE:--lD OCL
statement was specified earlier, specifying task dump output to go
to the printer; however, task dump could find no session printer
or system printer to route the output to.
To continue, enter option 1 or 2.

A disk liO error occurred when reading task dump data
from the task work area.

One of the following types of task dumps was requested for
a task who owns one or more interlocks:

•

Stop key

•

SETDUMP TASK

•

SETDUMP ADDRESS

•

Dump SVC with NlIC of 0000

eser Response

05-06 Internal dump error

Option I: Change the output device to disk.

07

Option 2: Cancel the task dump.

08-11 Internal dump error

SYS --1883 Enter volume 10 for task dump diskette

Notify the'programmer and give the message ID (SYS--1887) and
the 2-digit reason code identilied in the message.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Assign/free failure:

SYS --1889 Too many dump files exist on disk ...

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The system is taking a task dump to diskette for the task that just
ended in error. You must enter the volume I D of the diskette to
be used.

Explanation

SYS --1884 Enter location (SI,S2,S3,:\1I.nn,:\12.l1n)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

The task dump utility cannot create another dump file on disk
because the maximum 100 dump files currently exist on disk. Use
the DELETE procedure to delete any unnecessary dump files.
You can use thl:! CATALOG procedure to determine the names
of the dump files.
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Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to try again after deleting one or more dump
files.

•

Enter option t if you want to change the output device to
diskette. This option is not always availablc.

•

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--t889).

User Response
Option 0: Try again after deleting one or more dump files.

Option 1: Cha.nge the output device to diskette.
Option 2: Cancel the task dump.

SYS --1890 Task dump to diskette complete ...
Severity:

~/A

Additional Information
To complete the disk reorganization, you must first correct the
data on the disk using the BUILD procedure. Then you can run
the same disk reorganization program you were using when the
disk I/O error occurred, to complete the disk reorganization.

If $FREO issued the I/O error. nothing \vas changed on the disk.
If $FRE3 issued the I/O error, the module issuing the message
determined that disk reorganization is complete, but the free space
that is available cannot be recorded.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
User Response

The task dump to diskette of a task that ended in error is now
complete.
User Response
Option 0: The task dump is ended.
Option t: The task dump is ended, and the APAR Utility is
started to copy additional information to either diskette or tape.

SYS --1891 Servicc aid authorization requircd ...
Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
A task dump is in progress for this program. An ABE:\O OCL
statement was specified earlier, specifying task dump output to go
to the printer; however, you do not have service aid authorization,
which is required to send task dump output to the printer.
To continue, enter option 1 or 2.
l.:ser Response
Option 1: Change the output device to disk.
Option 2: Cancel the task dump.

SYS --1892 Devicc (unit) specified is not supported
Severity: 5

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS-- t 900).

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N fA

A disk I/O error occurred during reading from or writing to the
disk VTOC format s. You were reorganizing the disk area that
contains user files.

Auto Response:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The disk
reorganization is not done.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The disk
reorganization is not done.

SYS --190 I Systcm has no drive (drivc idJ •..
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message is issued by the disk reorganization utility. A2, A3,
or A4 was specified as the disk parameter in the COMPRESS
procedure. N one of these disks exist on this system.
I f you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you entered DlSK-A2, DlSK-A3, or DISK-A4 for the
CO \1 PRESS statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--190 1).
Cser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The disk
reorganization is not done.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in.
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The" disk
reorganization is not done.

Explanation
The service aid procedure you were running requested input from
a device that is not configured on the system or was not powered
on when the system was IPLed.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--1892)
Vser Response
Option 2: The job stcp is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --1903 Problcm occurred in prc,·ious
rcorganization ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A previous disk reorganization was not completed. The current
disk reorganization request is not the same as the previous
request. The disk will be reorganized using the previous disk
reorganization request, and the current request is ignored.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by prevIous steps in
this job is saved, but data creatrd by this step is lost.

To continue, enter option 0, 2, or 3.

SYS --1900 I/O error--reading or writing disk VTOe
format 5

Option 0: The disk reorganization continues according to the
previous disk reorganization request.

Severity: :\ /A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The disk
reorganization is not done.

Explanation
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Auto Response: N/A
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The disk
reorganization is not done.

SYS --1906 lfile namel is overlapped by another file
on the disk
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional InFormation

System queue space was obtained to hold inter·module data.
When disk reorganization ended, the address of the system queue
space was found to be zero. This indicates that the field in the
task block was destroyed. The termination exit program will
default to the most likely settings in order to allow the system to
continue.
User Response

Explanation

At least one file on the disk extends into the following file.
Enter option 2 or 3 and record the message ID (SYS •• 1906) and
the file name identified in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. Any disk
reorganization completed up to this point is saved.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, and any disk reorganization completed up to this
point is saved.

The file name that is displayed in the message identifies one of the
overlapping files. Print out the catalog of disk (by LOCATION)
using the CATALOG procedure to identify the overlapping files.

SYS --1909 I/O error--moving lfile namel

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and can for hardware service.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You should not use this file until the problem is discussed with
hardware service.

A disk 1/0 error occurred while the disk reorganization utility
program was moving a file.

User Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the messa~e
identification code (S YS··1909) and the me name identifted in the
message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The diSK
reorganization is not done.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The disk
reorganization is not done.

SYS --1907 I/O error--reading or writing a disk
VTOe sector
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A disk I. 0 error occurred during the reading or writing of a sector
in the disk VTOC (volume table of contents).
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS·1907).
Additional Information

Vse the CATALOG procedure to identify the file containing the
error. Then use the Bt;l LD procedure to correct the error. The
error must be corrected before disk reorganization can be
completed. All files can be recovered except those with a format
1 in the sector in error.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the disk reorganization completed up to this point is
saved. You can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The disk
reorganization is not done.

SYS --1908 System (luetic space obtained earlier is
now lost
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Inrormation

Usc the CATALOG procedure to identify the me containing the
error. Use the BUILD procedure to correct the error. You can
run the sarpe disk reorganization you were using when the I/O
error occurred.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
t:ser

I~esponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the disk reorganization completed up to this point is
saved. You can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The disk
reorganization is not done.

SYS --1910 System error--file has disappeared
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A file that was found by a previous module can no longer be
found.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··1910).
Additional Information

A file that was found by a previous module (SFREO) cannot be
found by a later module (SFREI or SFRE2). Canceling the job
and running it again may correct the error; however, this message
indicates that some function in the system support program is not
working correctly.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the System Problem
Determinalion manual, and call for software service.
t:scr nesponsc

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS··1908).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --1911 Disk reorganization--invalid format 1 for
Ivariable datal
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

A format 1 was found which did not have a control block
identifier of F 1.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--1911).

SYS --1915 Subsystem is already enabled ...

Additional Information

Severity: 3

The missing control block identifier indicates there may be a
serious problem in the system. Some function in the system is not
supplying needed information, or the item being addressed is not
a control block.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determlnar/on manual, and call for software service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1912 l'\ot enough main storage for disk
reorganization
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
An attempt was made to enable a subsystem configuration.
However, another configuration for that subsystem is already
enabled on the specified line number.
Additional Information
If you want more information about enabling a subsystem. refer
to the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using, and the Using Systemf36 Communications manual,
SC21-9082.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1916 D I.e open failure Ireason codel ...

Explanation

Severity: 3

This message is issued by disk reorganization when there is not
enough main storage to run the function. The region size is too
small to perform the compress request for this configuration. The
region size must be at least 54K to execute a compress for a
system configured at 7000 or more VTOC entries.

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1912).
Additional Information

The ENABLE procedure failed because the proper DLC resources
were not available at this time or some other related problem.
The reason code explains in more detail what is causing the DLC
open failure.
The reason codes are:
40

This is a serious error and indicates that a system support
program function is not working correctly or that the disk
reorganization modules are too large.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the System Problem
Determination manual. and call for software service.

41

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
42

Explanation
This message is issued by disk reorganization when the VTOC
entry for ItLiBRARY is not the first entry in the system area.
43

Additional Information
The only recovery for this error is to load the system support
program (SSP) again; however. do not increase the size of
#LIBRARY when you load the SSP again.

3-\68

Unable to attach DLC.
The mainline of the SDLC. X.2S, or LAN tasks are not
able to fit into main memory without taking up some
user storage. To load the DLC task into main memory
would cause the amount of user storage available to
drop below a minimum threshold.
To solve this
problem, cancel some user tasks.

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1914).

Line definition mismatch.
This situation could occur if one SNA has allocated the
line with a certain configuration, and C/SNA is trying
to allocate the line with an incompatible configuration.
For example. if a different SNA has allocated the line
as a leased line and then C/SNA attempts to allocate the
line as a switched line, then this message will be issued.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Line in termination.
Another user is in the process of terminating the line.
Check to see if any messages are outstanding for this
line. If messages are outstanding. reply to the messages.
This is a temporary condition.

User Response

SYS --1914 #LIBRARY format 1 is invalid

Auto Response: 2

,

Line allocate failure.
This situation could occur if one SNA has allocated the
line with a certain configuration. and CSNA is trying
to allocate the line with an incompatible configuration.
This could be caused if one SNA has allocated the line
as a primary. and CSNA is trying to allocate the line
as a secondary (or vice versa). Another cause of this is
that one SNA has enabled this line as a switched line,

and CfSNA is also trying to allocate this same switched
line.

144

IBM System/36 LAN Communications
Program Product is not installed.

24

The local station address(es) specified in the CNFIGICF
line member for this enable and the local station address
that was specified in the CNFIGICF line member on
the first enable do not match for this line. The local
station address specified with all remote location
configurations must be the same and cannot be changed
from one enable to the next (unless a disable is done
first). This reason code will only appear when CfSNA
is functioning as a secondary. Options 0, 2, and 3 are
offered.

Licensed

An S~A/JOM Token-Ring Network line member is
being enabled, but the LAN feature is not installed on
this system. Before attempting to enable any more
subsystems that use SNA/IBM Token-Ring Network
line members, install the LAN feature by running
through the CNFIGSSP routine.
Additional Information

25

Find out what the environment is over the DLC line, and make
any necessary changes. Attempt to enable the subsystem over the
line again.

•

Asynchronous communications is currently allocated on
another line.

26

Request for line 1 failed because line lOis allocated.
Request for line 9 failed because SSC or asynchronous
communications is allocated on another line.
User Response

30

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

The ENABLE procedure failed for one of the following reasons:
•

The configuration member has been enabled and then edited,
making the member invalid for additional enable operations

•

The line configuration member is diflerent than the one
already enabled

•

The line configuration member is not compatible with the
level of support on the system.

31

The reason codes are:
CNFlGlCF verification counters are not the same.
The CNFIGICF line member has been altered since the
first enable and this new CNFIGICF line member is
incompatible with the originally enabled line member.
Options 2 and 3 are offered.
20

Local node I Ds are not the same.
The local node !D(s) specified in the CNrIGICF line
member for this enable and the local node 10 that was
specified in the CNFIGICF line member on the first
enable do not match for this line. The local node IDs
specified with all remote location configurations must
be the same and cannot be changed from one enable to
the next (unless a disable is done first). Options 0, 2,
and 3 are offered.

Enable of networking node location not allowed for this
remote system.
The enable of a networking node location is not allowed
for the remote system associated with this remote
location, because there is already a non-networkingnode location that is enabled and associated with the
same remote system. This happens when a location was
enabled as a non-networking node location, and then the
subsystem member had all remote locations associated
with this remote system removed. The location was
then defined as a networking node location in the
subsystem member (either by explicitly defining the
location, or because no location was defined at all) prior
to the current enable. Options 0, 2, and 3 are offered.

The reason code explains in more detail what parameter has been
altered.

10

C&SM Alert location could not be enabled.
The C&SM Alert location specified was defined as a
networking node remote location. This C&SM location
is not allowed to be enabled without having a
non-C&SM networking node location, that is associated
If
with the same remote system, also enabled.
communications is established between two APPN
nodes, then a non-C&SM location is needed in orde;' tt
have networking functions work correctly. Options 0,
2, and 3 are offered.

SYS --1917 Cl'\FIGICF line member not correct
Ireason codcllremote location narnel ...
Severity: 3

Multiple remote systems enabled on this line is not
allowed.
An attempt was made to enable a remote location on a
switched line that currently has autocall active. The
remote location which has autocall defined on it is
defined as a networking node, thus mUltiple remote
systems may not be enabled at the same time over the
same switched line. Refer to the Advanced Peer-to-Peer
Networking Guide, SC21-9471, for an explanation of the
use of autocall between networking nodes. Options 0,
2, and 3 are offered.

Request for line 10 failed because line 1 is allocated.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enable of location using autocall not allowed.
An attempt was made to enable a remote location using
autocall. The remote location is defined as a networking
node, and since there is already another remote system
enabled on this line, an enable of a remote location
using autocall is not allowed. Refer to the Advanced
Peer-to-Peer Networklllg Guide, SC2l-9471, for an
explanation of the use of autocall between two
networking nodes. Options 0, 2, and 3 are offered.

If you want more information about enabling a subsystem, refer
to the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using and the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

On a 5364 System Unit, the enable could have failed due to a
nonsharable resource that is currently being used by another task.

Local station addresses are not the same.

32

Enable of a non-networking node location not allowed
for this remote system.
The enable of -a non-networking node location is not
allowed for the remote sYstem associated with this
remote location. There is' already a networking node
location that is enabled and associated with the same
remote system. This happens when a location was
enabled as a networking node location, and then the
subsystem member had all remote locations associated
with this remote system removed. The location was
then defined as a non-networking node location in the
subsystem member prior to the current enable. Options
0, 2, and 3 are offered.
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33

Remote system names are not unique.
The remote system name that is defined for this remote
location is currently active on some other line. In a
networking environment, these remote system names
must be unique across all active line members. Options
0, 2, and 3 are offered.

34

Remote station address is not the same.
The remote station address specified for the remote
location identified in the message and the remote station
address that was specified in the CNFIGICF line
member on the first enable for this same remote
location do not match. All remote station addresses for
a specified remote system must be the same and cannot
be changed from one enable to the next (unless a disable
is done first). This reason code will appear only when
C/SNA is functioning as a primary. Options 0, 2, and
3 are offered.

35

Remote station address is not unique.
Each remote system must have a remote station address
which differs from other remote systems. The remote
station address specified for the remote location
identified in the message is the same as the remote
station address being used for another remote system.
This reason code will appear only when C/SNA is
functioning as a primary and the line type is
nonswitchcd. Options 0, 2, and 3 are offered.

38

Remote system verification counters are. not the same.
The remote system configuration for the remote
location identified in the message has been altered since
the first enable, and this new configuration is not
compatible with the one originally enabled. Options 0,
2, and 3 are offered.

39

Logical Unit Table incorrect or incompatible.
More than one logical unit was assigned to the remote
location being enabled. Only one logical unit may be
assigned for this subsystem. Options 2 and 3 are
offered.

Additional Information
Disable the active line configuration and try to enable again.
If you want more information, refer to the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using and the System
Reference manual, SC2l-9020.
l:ser Response
Option 0: Select option 0 when the reason code is 20, 24, or 34
to replace all invalid data with the value specified on the first
enable. Select option 0 when the reason code is 25, 26. 30. 31, 32.
33,35, or 38 to skip over the remote location in error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1919 Line type mismatch .•.
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
The line type parameter in the ENABLE procedure is not
consistent with the actual line type.
Additional Information
An attempt was made to enable an ICF configuration that
specified a line type that was different than the line type specified
in the system configuration.
User Response
Option 0: Select Option 0 to override the actual line type with the
line type specified in the CNFIGICF line member.
Note: Option 0 will not be offered if X.21 is active on the line.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1920 Remote system is in termination (remote
location nameJ ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
An enable is taking place for a remote system that is in the
process of disabling or terminating. When it is finished, it can be
re-enabled. Wait a few minutes and select option 1 to retry the
enable.
Additional Information
An attempt was made to enable a remote system that was in the
processing of disabling. This is a temporary condition.
User Uesponse
Option 1: Retry the enable for the remote system.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1921 No resource for new remote system
(remote location name) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The following situation has occurred:

SYS --1918 Communication line is in termination ...

1.

A CNFIGICF line member with a certain number of remote
systems defined is. currently enabled. For example. the
C:-';FIGICr line member enabled may contain 3 remote
systems.

2.

This CN FIG Icr line member is then altered such that
addItional remote systems arc created. For example. the
number of remote systems may now be 7.

3.

A later enable (the one causing this message) using the same
CNFIGICF line member causes C,SNA to attempt to
conncct to all the additional remote systems; in this example.
C;SNA will attempt to connect to 4 new remote systems.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
An attempt was madc to enable a subsystem on a line that is
ending communications. This is a temporary condition.
Vser Uesponse
Select Option I to retry the enable for the CNFIGICF line
member.
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Because of system restrictions, only 2 additional remote systems
can be connected. The others must be bypassed. This message
alerts you to that fact. I n this example, 2 new remote systems will
be connected, and 2 will be bypassed.

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

To connect to additional remote systems, other remote systems
must first be disabled so that their resources are freed up, or the
entire configuration must be disabled and then reenabled. If this
is done, in the example, all 7 remote systems (the 3 original ones
and the 4 new ones) will be enabled.

Severity: 5

Note: A maximum of 32 remote systems can be enabled at any
one time.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1928).

User Response

Additional Information

Option 0: Select option 0 to skip over the remote location
identified in the message. No further processing of this remote
location will occur. The enable will proceed with any remote
locations which have been specified on the enable, but which have
not yet been processed.

A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. One or more of the 6 hexadecimal characters entered for
the main storage address was not allowed, or the main storage
address entered was not allowed.

Option 1: Select Option 1 to retry the enable for the remote
location. Perhaps another remote system has terminated (or been
disabled) and its resources have become available to enable the
remote location identified in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1928 Invalid main storage address specified
Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1929 i.\lain storage address not specified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --1926 The SETDUMP utility is already in usc ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The 5ETDU\lP utility only allows one user at a time and it is
already being used.
Do one of the following:
•
•

Enter option 1 to try again.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (5 '1'5--1926).

An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identiflcation code (5Y5--1929).
Additional Information
A main storage address was not entered as a parameter in the
utility control statements.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Vser Response
Option 1: Try the SETDU\lP utility again. It may be available
now.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step ..

SYS --1930 Invalid main storage address type
specified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this st<;p is lost.

Explanation

SYS --1927 Invalid address compare option specified

Enter option 2 " . .1 and give the programmer the message
identification code (5 Y5--1930).

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while the 5ETDUMP utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (5Y5--1927).
Additional Information
A parameter in the 5ETDUil-1P procedure you entered was not
allowed.
Allowed address compare options are A (set the
hardware address values) or V (bypass setting hardware address
values).
Cser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

An error occurred while the 5ETDUMP utility was running.

Additional Information
A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. Allowed main storage address types are L (logical) or R
(real).
t;ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -- 1931 hn"alid compare condition specified
5everity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
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An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1931).
Additional Information
A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. Allowed compare conditions are Y (yes) or N (no).

A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. Allowed dump options are V (verify), T (task), R (reset),
or E (exit).
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS

-Q 1935

Invalid task block address specified
.A...uto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --1932 One compare condition must be Y

An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1935).

An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.

Additional Information

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1932).

A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. The address entered did not contain allowed hexadecimal
characters, or the address was not allowed.

Additional Information

User Ucsponse

All the compare condition parameters were entered as N (no) in
the utility control statements. At least one compare condition
parameter must be specified as Y (yes).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to thiS point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

tJser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved, but data created by thiS step is lost.

SYS --1936 Task with specificd job name not active
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --1933 Job name or task block addrcss must be
specified

An error occurred while the SETDU:VIP utility was running.

Severity: 5

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--J936).

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

An error occurred while the SETDU:VIP utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--J933).
Additional Inrormation
A job name or Tn address was not entered as a parameter in the
utilIty control statements. Previous parameters require that a job
name or Til address be entered. The job name or Tn address
must be entered if the verify address is L (logical), the dump
option is T (task), or the task is to be suspended. For system
tasks, the Til address must be entered.

A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. No task was started for the job name entered.
tJser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1937 Invalid job namc spccified

tJser I{esponse

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Auto Response:

An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1934 Invalid dump option specificd
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Expl:lnation
An error occurred while the S ETD U:VI P utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--J934).
Additional Information
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Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--J937).
Additional InformOltion
A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. The job name did not contain allowed hexadecimal
characters, or the last 6 characters were not numbers from zero
to nine.
L'ser Hesponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

Enter option 2 or J and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS-1941).

SYS --1938 Invalid verify address specified

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A verify address was not entered as a parameter in the utility
control statements.
User Response

An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1938).
Additional Inrormation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost

A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. The verify address was not allowed. or the address did
not contain allowed hexadecimal characters.

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this pmnt
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1942 Verify data not specificd
Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1942).
Additional Inrormation

SYS --1939 Im'alid "crify data spccificd
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Verify data was not entered as a parameter in the utility control
statements.

Explanation

User Response

An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1939).
Additional Inrormation
A parameter in the SETDU:\1P procedure you entered was not
allowed. The verify data did not contain allowed hexadecimal
characters.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue With the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1943 Task with specified task block address not
active
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while the SETDU:VIP utility was running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1943).

SYS --1940 Im'alid "erify option spccified

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A parameter in the SETDU:\1P procedure you entered was not
allowed. 1'\0 task was started for the TB address-entered.
User Response

An error occurred while the SETDU:\1P utility was running.
Enter option 2 at 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1940).
Additional Inrormation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job stcp.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. Allowed verify options are S (same). D (different), N
(ones), or F (zeros).

SYS -- t 944 Suspend not allowed at real addresses

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

tOOO-2000
Auto Response:

An error occurred while the

SETDU~tP

utility was running.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--1944).

SYS --1941 Verify addrcss not specified

Additional Information

Severity: 5

A parameter in the S ETD U M P procedure you entered was not
allowed. The address parameter entered is a real address between
hexadecimal 1000 and 2000. These addresses are in the transient
area. If the task is suspended, unpredictable results ean occur.

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.
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User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1945 Invalid verify address type specified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1945).
Additional Information
A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. Allowed verify address types are L (logical) or R (real).

Additional Information
A parameter in the SETDUMP procedure you entered was not
allowed. You have requested that a task be suspended. The T8
address or job name parameter entered is the TB address or job
name of the SETDUMI' utility. You cannot use the SETDUMP
utility to suspend the SETDUMP utility.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1949 Cannot suspend the command processor

\:scr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1946 Im'alid suspend option specified
Severity: 5

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1948).

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1949).
Addiiional Information

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while the S ETD U M P utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1946).

You have requested that a task be suspended. The TB address
parameter entered was the TB address for the command
processor. The command processor cannot be suspended.
\:scr Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

A parameter in the SETDU:-'IP procedure you entered was not
allowed. Allowed suspend options are Y (yes) or 1'\ (no).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

L:scr Ucsponse

SYS --1950 Task slIspended by the SETDUMP
Ltility
)variable data)

OptIOn 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue With the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1947

SETDt:~IP

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

restart successful...

Explanation

Severity: NjA

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
An address compare task dump has been taken for this task.
Processing of this task was halted when the dump was taken. as.
requested by the SETDUMP utility. To continue processing. run
the SETDU\1P utility.

SYS --1954 Microcode table was not found on disk .••

An error occurred while the SETDC:-'IP utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1947).
Additional Information

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Eithcr the AI'AR utility (SFEAPR) or the DUMP utility
(SFEl"ICD) is attempting to retricve one of the following
microcode tables on the disk. II owever. the table does not exist:

The SETDUMP utility suspended a task. The SETDCMP restart
request was successful. 1-1 owever. the task is still suspended
because of an additional condition(s).

•

Microcode level table

User Hesponse

•

:\1 icrocode patch table

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Unit definition table

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--19S4).

SYS --1948 Cannot suspend the SETDU;\lP utility
Severity: 5
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Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

User ncsponse

Option 0: If the APAR utility is running, the system continues
processing without copying the table to diskette. If the DUMP
utility is running, the system will continue on with the next
microcode table. If this option is not available, no microcode
tables were found.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
message when the keys of an indexed file need sorting.
No operator response is required.

SYS --1961 Chaining files with same label, different
date

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

Severity: N/A

SYS --1955 Cannot suspend the I/O error task

This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
message when the VTOC is scanned to ensure that all files that
have the same label have different creation dates, and that the file
with the most current creation date is nagged with an asterisk.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while the SETDUMP utility was running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS-19SS).
Additional Information
You have requested that a task be suspended. The TO address
parameter entered was the TO address for the I/O error task. The
I/O error task cannot be suspended.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

SYS --1957 Completing interrupted disk
reorganization
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

operator response is required.

SYS --1958 Cpdating pointer to last reeord in (file
name)
Severity: N/A

Explanation

No operator response is required.

SYS --1962 Compressing the VTOC
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
message when moving the used VTOC entries to the beginning of
the user area so that unused VTOC entries are at the end of the
user area.
No operator response is required.

SYS --1963 Library or file (library or file label) occurs
more than once ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 0 to save both copies of the file or library, or enter
option 2 to delete the copy.
Additional Information

This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
message when an incomplete disk reorganization is found.
:-.; 0

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

IPL file rebuild found more than one entry in the VTO~ for a file
or library in which both the label and date arc identical. This
situation may cause later problems; therefore, one of these entries
should be deleted during IPL file rebuild.
User Response
Option 0: 80th copies are retained.
Option 2: Delete the entry which is located toward the end of the
VTOC.

This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
message when the number of records in a file is greater than the
number of records 'recorded in the format I. The format 1 is an
area in the disk volume table of contents that contains information
about a file. The format 1 is updated to contain the actual number
of records.

SYS --1964 Verifying and correcting VTOC format
1 entries

;0.: 0 operator response is required.

This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
message when checking the VTOC for errors.

SYS --1959 Rebuilding keys for (file name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

No operator response is required.

SYS --1965 #UBRARY format 1 in error

This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
message when the keys of an indexed file are being rebuilt.
No operator response is required.

SYS --1960 Sorting keys for (file name)
Explanation

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Severity:

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
IPL file rebuild found that the VTOC entry for HLiBRARY is not
the first VTOC entry in the system area of the VTOC.
Enter option 2 and give the
identification code (SYS-196S).

programmer

the

message

Additional Inrormation
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The SSP (system support program) must be loaded again. Before
loading the SSP again, you should try to find out what VTOC
entry replaced the VTOC entry for #L1BRARY.

A permanent read or write error occurred on disk. The cause of
the error should be found before you continue any activity with
this library.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: IPL file rebuild is ended.

Option 0: The system continues checking this VTOC entry and
all other VTOC entries.

SYS --1966 Format 1 identifier is not :Fl

Option 2: The system deletes this VTOC entry and continues
checking aii other VTOC entries.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

EXl,lanation

SYS --1969 (library name) is an invalid library

IPL file rebuild issues this message when the control block
identifier is missing from the system VTOC entry. This error
message is meant as a warning that some area of the system
support program is not working correctly.

Severity: N/A

Enter option 0 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS.·J966).
Additional InFormation
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response
Option 0: The system inserts the control block identifier in the
VTOC entry and continues checking all other VTOC entries.

SYS --1967 System file label invalid for lfile name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An error was found in the system area of the VTOC.
Enter option 0 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS·.J967).
Additional Information
IPL file rebuild issues this message when a system VTOC entry is
found without the special system file indicator in the file label.
This error message means that either user labels are being written
into the system area of the VTOC, or some system support
function is not working correctly.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software ser.vice.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
I P L file rebuild issues this message when a user library is
incomplete updated or restored. This library is unusable.
To continue, enter option 0 or 2. If this error continues to occur,
give the programmer the message identification code (SYS··1969).
Additional Information
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem DClermlnallon manual, and
call for software service.
User Response
Option 0: The system continues checking this VTOC entry and
all other VTOC entries.
Option 2: The system deletes this VTOC entry and continue
checking all other VTOC entries.

SYS --1970 Library extcnt for (file name) cannot be
moved
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The disk reorganization issued this message when a library extent
for the library named in the message cannot be moved during the
disk compression. The file cannot be moved because the library
is not on a usable disk drive. There are fields within the library
which need to be updated if a library extent is moved. The disk
drive is considered unusable for one of the following:
•

Disk drive is powered off.

•

Disk drive needs 1M load.

•

Disk has an invalid block size.

t;ser Response

•

Disk has an incorrect serial number.

Option 0: The system inserts the special system indicator in the
label and continues checking all other VTOC entries.

This message is an information message only. No operator
response is required. There will be gaps left after the disk
reorganization is complete.

SYS --1968 Error reading or writing library control
sector

Additional Information

Severity: N/A

If the disk drive is powered on, then fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --1971 I/O error--rcading disk VTOe indcx

I PL file rebuild issues this message when the first sector of a user
library cannot be read or written. Since the first sector of a library
contains information necessary for using the library, the library
may be unusable.

Severity: 5

Enter option 0 or 2 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS··J968).

The disk cannot be reorganized.

Additional InFormation
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Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS··1971).

Additional Information
Disk reorganization cannot read the disk VTOC index because of
an I/O error. The disk VTOC index has information needed to
determine the various areas of the disk VTOC; that is, the format
S area, the system format 1 area, and the user format 1 area.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1972 1/0 error--reading or writing library
Ilibrary namel
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--1972).
Additional Information
Disk reorganization is not able to read or write the library control
sector (LCS) for the library. The library is therefore unusable.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --19751I1valid line type, parameter 2, in
ALTERCOM proc
Severity: S
Explanation
The line type parameter (parameter 2) in the ALTERCOM
procedure is incorrect.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message identifier
code (SYS--1975).
Additional Information
The line type parameter in the ALTERCOM procedure must be
NONSwrCH, SWITCHED, MULTIPT (for compatibility),
MULTTRID, or MULTCONT.
Correct the AL:n:'RCOM
procedure and run the job again.
If you want more information about the AL:fERCOM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1976 Invalid 3780-format, parm 7, in
ALTERCOM procedure
Severity: S

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
3780-format compression or truncation (parameter 7) in the
ALTERCOM procedure is not allowed.

SYS --1973 [file namel is second file being moved

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message identifier
.
code (SYS--1976).

Severity: S

Additional Inrormation

Auto Response:

Explanation
Disk reorganization found that more than one file is being moved.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--1973).
Additional Information
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

The 3780-format compression or truncation parameter in the
ALTERCO\l procedure must be CO;\IPRESS, TRUNCATE, or
i\:O:-;E. Correct the ALTERCOM procedure and run the job
again.
If you want more information about the ALTERCO M procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

S'iS --1974 Disk reorganization already started
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --1977 Invalid multiple files, parm 9, in
ALTERCO:\I proe
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The multiple files parameter (parameter 9) in the ALTERCOM
procedure is incorrect.
.

Explanation

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message identifier
code (SYS--1977).

Disk reorganization found that another disk reorgani'zation is
being started.

Addition!!1 Inrormation

To continue, enter option I, 2, or 3.
User Itesponse

The multiple files parameter in the ALTERCOM procedure must
be :'.lL'J:l'FILE or i\:ONMUL:r. Correct the ALTERCOM
procedure and run the job again.

Option I: The system tries disk reorganization again.

Ir you want more inrormation about the ALTERCOM procedure,
rerer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1981 Parameter 3 must be HEADER or
SOIlEADER

SYS --1978 Invalid rate, parameter 11, in
ALTERCOM procedure

Severity: S

Se,verity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

The header parameter in the PRINTKEY procedure is incorrect.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··1981).

The rate speed parameter (parameter 11) in the ALTERCOM
procedure is incorrect.

Additional InFormation

Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (SYS··1978).

progral1iiilel'

the

mCI5age

Additional InFormation
The rate speed parameter in the ALTERCOM procedure must be
FULL or HALF. Correct the ALTERCOM procedure and run
the job again.

The header parameter in the PRfNTKEY piocedure must be
HEADER or NOH EADER. Correct the PRINTKEY procedure
and run the job again.
The System Reference manual, SC21·9020 has more information
about the PRINTKEY procedure.
User Response

If you want more information about the ALTERCOM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --1982 J>RINTKEY cannot be evoked or plaeed
on the JOBQ ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1979 InnJid S:\,BU, parameter 12, in the
ALTERCO:\I proc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The switched network backup line parameter (parameter 12) in the
ALTERCOM procedure is incorrect.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··1979).
Additional Information
The switched network backup parameter specified in the
ALTERCO\'I procedure must be S:,\BU or NOS:,\BU. Correct
the ALTERCO\I procedure and run the job again.
If you want more information about the ALTERCOM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is .Iost.

Severity: 5
Explanation

The PRINTKEY procedure has been either evoked or placed on
the job queue. The PRINTKEY procedure cannot be evoked or
placed on the job queue because it requires interactive processing.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··1982).
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost:

SYS -- 1983 Specified printer ID is not found ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
The printer to be assigned for output from the display station
cannot be found. The printer I D is specified in either the first
parameter of the PRIi\TKEY procedure or the ID parameter of
the SETPK utility control statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard. Enter a correct SETPK utility control
statement.

•

Enter opliop, 1 and give the programmer the message
identificauon code (SYS··1983).

SYS --1980 Parameter 2 must be BORDER or
7\OBORDER
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

The border parameter in the PRI:,\TKEY procedure is incorrect.

For more information about the PRI:\TKEY procedure and the
SETPK utility control statement, see the System Reference
manual, SC21·9020.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS··1980).
Additional InFormation
The border parameter in the PRI ~TKEY procedure must be
BORDER or :'\OBORDER. Correct the I'RI:,\TKEY procedure
and run the job again.
The System Reference manual, SC21·9020 has more informallon
about the PRIi\TKEY procedure.
t:ser J{esponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data c~eated by prevIous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thIS step IS lost.
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t:ser nesponse
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. Enter a correct SETI'K
uulity control statement.
Opuon 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thIS step is lost.

SYS --1984 InV:llitl X.25 (~ntry in p:mn 12 in
SETCO:\I:\I proc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Parameter 12 (X.25 parameter) for the SETCOMM procedure
statement is incorrect. The allowed entries are X25 or NOX25.
If you want more information about the SETCOMM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1984).
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1987 OVERRIDE procedure statement
incomplete
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message was issued by the OVERRIDE procedure. At least
one parameter must be specified in the OVERRIDE procedure
statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1987).
Additional Information

SYS --1985 ALTERBSC procedure statement
incomplete
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message was issued by the ALTERRSC procedure. At least
one parameter must be specified in the ALTER13SC procedure
statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1985).
Additional Information
l'\ote: This is in a System/34 program you have converted to run
on your S ystemi36. The S Er13 utility control statement is used
by the System!34 ALTER13SC procedure or the SSETCF utility
control program. For more information about the ALTER13SC
procedure or S ETB utility control statement, refer to the
System/34 System Support Reference Manual, SC21-5 I 55.
The System/36 ALTERCOM procedure performs the same
functions as the System;34 ALTERBSC procedure. For more
information on the ALTERCOM procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1986 ALTERSDL procedure statement
incomplete
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Note: This is in a System/34 program you have converted to run
on your System/36. The SETR utility control statement is used
by the System/34 OVERRIDE procedure or the SSETCF utility
control program. For more information about the OVERRIDE
procedure or SETR utility control statement, refer to the
System/34 System Support Reference Manual, SC21-5 I 55.
The System/36 ALTERCOM procedure performs the same
functions as the System/34 OVERRIDE procedure. For more
information on the ALTERCOM procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thiS step is lost.

SYS --1988 SPECIFY procedure statement
incomplete
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message was issued by the SPECIFY procedure. At least one
parameter must be specified in the SPECIFY procedure
statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--1988).
Additional Information
l'\ote: This is in a System/34 program you have converted to run
on your System/36. The SETP utility control statement is used
by the Systemi34 SPECIFY procedure or the $SETCF utility
control program. For more information about the SPECIFY
procedure or 5 ETP utility control statement, refer to the
System;34 System Support Reference Manual, SC21-5155.

This message was issued by the ALTERSDL procedure. At least
one parameter must be specified in the ALTERSDL procedure
statement.

The 5ystem/36 ALTERCO:\l procedure performs the same
functions as the System!34 SPECII'Y procedure. For more
information on the ALTERCOM procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--1986).

User Response

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

:\ote: This is in a System/34 program you have converted to run
on your System. 36. The SETS utility control statement is used by
the Systemi34 ALTERSDL procedure or the SSETCF utility
control program. For more information about the ALTERSDL
procedure or SETS utility control statement, refer to the
System.34 System Support Reference Manual, SC21-5 155.
The System/36 ALTERCO:\! procedure performs the same
functions as the System /34 ALTERSDL procedure. For more
information on the ALTERCO:V! procedure, refer to the Syslem
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --1989 Im·alid line speed in parm 13 in
SETCO:\[\I proc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

t;ser Response

Parameter 13 (line speed parameter) for the SETCOMM
procedure statement is incorrect.
The allowed entries are
2400BI'5, 48001ll'S, 96001ll'S, or 56KBI'S.
For more
information about the SF:rCO\1M procedure, refer. to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--1989).
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User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1990 Use HELP COPYDATA or HELP
SAVE
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
HELP ORGANIZE was requested. The functions provided by
this Svstem/]4 nrocpclllTP are now h~.ndled by HELP

COPYDATA~or HrELI~>~SAVE.

To continue, enter option 3.
Additional Information
ORGANIZE is a Systemj34 procedure supported for
compatibility only. The functions provided by ORGANIZE are
divided between two System/36 procedures: COPYDATA and
SA VE. Any parameters entered with HELP ORGANIZE are
ignored.
User I{csponse

SYS --1995 (command namel command not allowed
under inquiry
Severity: 3

Auto Rcsponse: 3

Explanation
The command entered is invalid in inquiry mode. Enter option 2
or 3, and give the programmer the message identification code
(SYS--1995) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1996 User not allowed to usc this command
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1993 L"ndefilled return code received. Refer to
(message id)
Severity: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An error occurred during running of the SHELP utility program.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message IDs
identified in the message.
Additional Information
The SHELP utility program received an undefined return code
from the command processor when trying to put a job on the job
queue.
t:ser Rt'sponse

You are not allowed to use this command. Entcr option 2 or 3
and give the programmer the message identification code
(S YS--1996 ).
Additional Inrormation
The operator attempted to use the HELP procedure to access a
command that the operator is not allowed to use.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1997Icommand name) command not valid at
this display station

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --1994 This function supported by the (procedure
name) procedure

The display station is not in the correct mode to process this
command. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message 10 (S YS--1997) and the command name in the message.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
The functions provided by this System/36 procedure are now
handled by the procedure specified in the message.
Do one of the following:
•
•

Enter option 0 if you want to use the Systemj36 procedure
to perform the requested operation.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--J994) and the procedure name in the message.

Additional Information
Help was requested for a Systeml36 procedure. No help support
exists for that procedure. The System/36 procedure specified in
the message can perform the requested operation.
Any
parameters entered with the procedure are ignored.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information
The display station must be in a specific mode (such as console or
subconsole) to process certain commands. You entered the HELP
procedure at a display station that is not in the correct mode for
the command.
t:scr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --1998 (wmmand name) command excl'l'dcd 120
byt{'s
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

\Jscr Ht'sponse

Explanation

Option 0: The procedure is ignored. The prompt screen for the
System/36 procedure that can perform a similar function is
displayed.

The command is too long. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--1998) and the command name
in.the message.
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Additional Information

Additional InFormation

The specified command request exceeded the 120-byte maximum.

An invalid parameter has been specified in the HELP procedure.
Allowed entries are:

User Response

•

OCL

•

MENU NAME

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

•
•

SYS --1999 Too many proccdurc ICl·c!s. Maximum is
255.

PCE
The name of the procedure or command for which you
require help

If no parameter is specified. a menu is displayed.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: S

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
J and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--1999) and the
name of the program you were running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is 10SL

Additional Information

SYS --2003 SHELP utility mllst be run only from
HELP procedure

The maximum number of nested procedure levels the system can
handle is 255. HELP cannot be the 255th level of a procedure.

Severity: 3

t:ser Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

The $11 ELP utility program can only be run from the 1-1 ELP
procedure; it cannot be entered by typing /I LOAD SHELP from
the keyboard.

SYS --2000 HELP procedure must be run from a
display station
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

If you are not entering utility control statements, you can also
start the SHELP utility program by pressing the Help key.
Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (S YS--2003).

Explanation

A HELP command that was not allowed was entered at this
display station.
Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (SYS--2000).

Auto Response: 3

programmer

the

message

Additional Information

One of the following occurred:

programmer

the

message

t:ser Uesponse

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2015 Inyalid unit parm--must be FI, 11 or null
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

The procedure calling the HELP procedure was put on the
input job queue

There is a programming error in the' job you are running, or you
entered an incorrect UNIT parameter in the DELETE procedure.

•

The RELEASE-YES parameter in the ATTR OCL
statement was specified at this display station prior to the
running of a procedure that calls the HELP procedure. The
RELEASE-YES parameter in the ATTR OCL statement
releases the display station from the next job step when the
job step begins. making it a nonrequesting terminal
program. Therefore. the HELP procedure is not allowed.

The UNIT parameter must be Fl. II, or not spe"ified.

t:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2001 Im'alid name specificd for HELP
proccdure
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 3 to cancel the job. then do one of the following:
•

Correct the UNIT parameter.

•

Give the programmer the message identification code
(SYS--20IS) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2016 Disk 1/0 crror while reading disk VTOC
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Expl:lDation

Explanation

If you are running a procedure. you incorrectly entered a
procedure name. command name, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you entered the HELP procedure from the
keyboard and specified a parameter. the parameter specifled is
invalid.

A disk 1,"0 error occurred while the SLABEL utility program was
reading the disk VTOC. The SLABEL utility program might have
been startcd by the CATALOG procedure.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identiflcation code (SYS--2001).

Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--20 16).
Additional Information
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You can try to correct the error in the disk VTOC by using the
BUILD procedure. If you cannot correct this error or if this
error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

•

User Response

You are using one of the following procedures: CATALOG,
DELETE, or INIT, or you are using one of the following utility
programs: SLABEL, SDELET, or SINIT. The slot or magazine
position specified for the start location is greater than the slot or
magazine position specified for the end location.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··2019) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2017 Empty slot or picker failure during
CATALOG ...

Option I: If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter the utility control statement again using the
correct diskette locations.

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message was issued by the SLABEL utility. which may hiwe
been called by the CATALOG procedure.
A CATALOG
operation is specified for a diskette in the location identified by the
characters to the right of the message. but the location docs not
contain a diskette or there was a hardware failure in processing the
diskette.
Check the diskette slot to make sure there is a diskette and that it
is pOSitioned correctly in the specified SIOL

If the diskette is positioned correctly and the problem continues to
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found, in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2020 Cannot go from slots to magazines
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The specified diskette start and/or end location is incorrect. Either
both start and end locations must be S I through S3 or they both
must specify a magazine position.
Do one of the following:

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I and then enter a utility control
statement using the correct start and end locations.

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

•

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··2020) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

User Response
Option 0: Continue processing through the specified end location.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2018 CATALOG parm 5 must be
LOCATIO:\', NAME or not given

You are using one of the following procedures: CATALOG,
DELETE, or I:'I:IT; or you are using one of the following utility
programs: SLABEL, SDELET, or SI:'I:IT. The starting location
is in the slots (5 I through 53) and the ending location is in the
magazines (M1.01 through 1\12.\0); this is not allowed.

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation
The fifth parameter in the CATALOG procedure is incorrect.
The sort parameter must be LOCATION, NAME, or not given.
The default is NAME.

Option I: If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter another statement using the correct diskette
locations.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 3 'and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--20\8) and the name of the job you were
running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2021 CATALOG parm 6 mllst be REWIl'iD,
LEA VE, or U~LOAD

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --2019 Start location greater than end location

Explanation

Severity: 5

The END parameter (parameter 6) for the CATALOG procedure
must be REWI:,\D, LEAVE, or UNLOAD. Enter option 3.

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

The specified diskette start or end location is incorrect. The end
location must be greater than the start location.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:
•
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If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I and then enter a utility control
statement using the correct start and end locations.

SYS --2022

P~lrm 2 in COPYI I cmd not
allowcd--IJarm 1 is ALL

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

,

\

Explanation

AL.L was specified in the first parameter of the COPYIJ
procedure and a date was specified in the second parameter. This
combination is not allowed.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS •• 2022) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2024 Parm 4 must be DELETE or not given in
COPYIl cmd
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explan:ltion

The fourth parameter in the COPYII procedure is not allowed.
The fourth parameter must either be DELETE or be omitted.
DELETE is allowed only when ALL is specified in the first
parameter.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS··2024) and the name of the procedure you
were running.
User Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS ••2031) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Inrormation

One of the following conditions exists:

•

The source member name was incorrectly entered.

•

The source member does not exist in the library.

•

The wrong library was searched for the source member.

This message was issued by the create message member utility
program (SMGBLD), which might have been invoked by the
CREATE procedure. The name of the message source member
cannot be found in the specified library. If a library was not
specified and you are running SMGBLD using OCL statements,
#L1BRARY is the default value. If SMGBLD was called by the
CREATE procedure, the current library is the default value.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2032 Parm 2 must be REPLACE or not gh'cn
in CREATE proc

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps In
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --2025 COPYII parm 4 allowed only when parm
1 is ALL

The second parameter in the CREATE procedure is incorrect.
The second parameter must be either REPLACE or not specified.

Severity: 5

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the inessage 10
(SYS--2032) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

DELETE was specified in the fourth parameter in a COPYIJ
procedure. The CO PY II procedure also specified copying a single
file. DELETE is not allowed when copying a single file.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2025) and the name of the procedure you were running.

SYS --2033 I)arm 4 must be HALT or l'IOI-IALT in
CREATE procedure

t;ser Response

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --2026 I1arm 5 in COPYIl emd must be
PRESERVE or not gil"cn
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

The fourth parameter in the CREATE procedure is incorrect. The
fourth parameter must be HALT or r-;OHALT.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··2033) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response

Explanation

The fifth parameter in the COPYIl procedure is incorrect. The
fifth parameter must either be PRESERVE or be omitted.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··2026) and the name of the procedure you were running.

SYS --2037 Diskette cannot be processed by this
system ...

t:ser Response

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

Auto Response:

SYS --2031 Specified message source member not
found

The inserted diskette is not a diskette I, diskette 2, or a diskette
2D, or it is in the wrong sector format. It cannot be processed
by this system. 1f there are characters to the right of the message,
they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Severity: 3

Do one of the following:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

There is a programming error in the job you are running, or you
incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•
•

I nSert the correct diskette and enter option I.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··2037) and the name of the job you were running.
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Additional Information
The sector length is 256 for a diskette I and 512 for a diskette 20.
The I~IT procedure may be run to initialize the format of the
diskette.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

User Response

SYS --2041 Diskette I/O error ..•

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

An I/O error occurred during reading from or writing to the
diskette. If there are characters to the right of the message, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

SYS --2038 Incorrect diskette vollabcl for this
system ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:
•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option I.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2038) and the name of the job you were running.

Additional Information
The first 4 characters of the volume label are not VOLI in
EBCDIC or the first 4 characters of the header labels are not
HDRI in EBCDIC.
The I:"\IT procedure can be used to prepare the diskette for use
on this system.
User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:
•

Insert a backup diskette and enter option 1.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2041) and the name of the job you were running.

Explanation
The inserted diskette cannot be used on this system. If there are
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Additional Information
If this error continues to
Determination for diskette.

occur,

run On-Line

Problem

If the system can process other diskettes without causing this
error, the diskette has caused the error. The I N IT procedure can
be used to prepare the diskette for use on this system.

If the system cannot process other diskettes, fill out
Summary Form and call for hardware service.

a

Problem

User ({esponse
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2042 Cannot delete from a write protected
diskctte ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --2039 Incorrect diskette vollabcl for this
system ...

The diskette is write protected. It is not possible to delete from a
diskette while it is write protected. If there are characters to the
right of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in
the magazine drive.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The label standard field in the volume label of this diskette does
not contain a W. If there are characters to the right of the
message, they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine
drive.
Do one of the following:

•
•

I nsert the correct diskette and enter option I.
Enter option 2 or 3 and notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
II) (SYS--2039) and the name of the job you were running
when this error occurred.

Additional Inform:ltion

\.

Do one of the following:
•

Remove the tab that is covering the write protect notch or
insert another diskette and enter option I to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2042).

User nesponse
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and any files deleted up to this point are lost. The job
will continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous job
step is saved. However, no files are deleted in this step.

The 1:--; IT procedure can be used to prepare the diskette for use
on this system.

SYS --20·B ]';ot authorizcd to DELETE ALL

Vser nesponse

Severity: 5

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Explanation

Auto Response:
\
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You are using the DELETE procedure or the SDELET utility to
delete all files on the disk. If security is not active on the system,
this operation can only be done from the system console. If
security is active on the system and you have no less than operator
level authorization, this operation can be done from any display
station.
(;ser Response

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
You are in the process of deleting all files, libraries, and folders
from the disk. You are entering the OCL for SOELET, and
USERLIBS-YES and FOLDER-YES are specified. All program
product libraries will also be deleted.
Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved. Nothing is deleted by this step.

•

Enter option 0 to continue the delete operation.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Nothing is deleted by this step.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2046) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

SYS --2044 !file label) is a folder extent ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Expl:mation
You tried to use the DELETE procedure or the SDELET utility
to delete a diskette file that had previously been saved as part of a
folder using SAVEr-LDR. If you delete part of the folder, you
will not be able to restore the entire folder later by using the
RESTFLDR procedure.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue the delete operation. The file is
deleted.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2044) and the file name given in the message.

User Response
Option 0: Processing continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved and any files deleted up to this point are lost. The job will
continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved. However, nothing is deleted from the disk in this
step.

SYS --2045 **Warning** All folders will be deleted ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
You are in the process of deleting all files and folders from the
You arc entering the OCL for SDELET, and
disk.
FOLDER-YES is specified.
Do one of the

User Response
Option 0: The job continues; all files, libraries, and folders will be
deleted.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any new data created up to this
point is saved, and the job will continue with the next step.
Nothing is deleted from the disk in this step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any new data created by a
previous step in this job is saved. Nothing is deleted from the disk
in this step.

SYS --2052 File !file name) is not a physical file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either there is a programming error in the job you are running,
or you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter. If you
are entering control statements from the keyboard, the LABEL
parameter of the COI'YIN statement might be misspelled.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2052) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
The file name identified in the message was a physical parent file
when the alternative index you are currently restoring was saved.
However, the name identified in the message is not a physical file
at this time.
(;ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the noxt job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
the job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

follo~'ing:

•

Enter option 0 to continue the delete operation.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (5YS--2045) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

User Response
Option 0: The job continues; all files and folders will be deleted.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any new data created up to this
point is saved, and the job will continue with the next step.
:-.; othing is deletcd from the disk in this step.

SYS --2053 !file name) is not a data file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Either there is a programming error in the job you are running,
or you incorrectly entered a procedure name or param~ter. If you
are entering control statements from the keyboard, the LABEL
parameter of the COI'YIN statement might be misspelled.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the messa~e
identification code (SYS--2053) and the file name identified in the
message.
Additiomll Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any new data created by a
previous step in this job is saved. Nothing is deleted from the disk
in this step.

SYS --2046 **Warning** Alllibrarics, folders will be
deleted ...

The file name identified in the message was a physical file at the
time the altcrnatlve index file you are currently restoring was
saved. Ilowever, the file named is no longer a data file at tillS
time.
User Response
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --2057 Parm 3 must be RECORD(S) or not
given

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
the job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Sevcrity: 5

SYS --2054 Physical file (file name) too small for aIt
(file name)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the SCOPY utility job you are running. Enter
option 2 or j and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS··2054) and the file names identified in the message.

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS··2057).
Additional Information
The third parameter in a DISPLAY procedure statement was
incorrect. The third parameter must be RECORD, RECORDS,
or not given.
User Response

Additional Information
The length of the record in the physical file identified first in the
message is too small to contain the key field described by the
alternative index file also identified in the message. This error is
most likely caused by changing the record length of the physical
file after the alternative index file was saved on diskette.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2058 BLOCKS/RECORDS parm required for
file ffile namel

t:ser Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There is an error in the SCOPY utility job you are running. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the the programmer the message
identification code (SYS ..2058) and the file name identified in the
message.

SYS --2055 Im'alid key length for logical file (file
namel

Additional Information

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the SCOPY utility job you are running. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS .. 20SS) and the file name identified in the message.

The file identified in the message was saved on a System/34. A
change in file organization has been specified or a RECL·record
length was specified in the COPYFILE utility control statement
without BLOCKS·number or RECORDS·number in thc FILE
NA\IE·COPYO statement.
User Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The key length or key location of the alternative index file
identified in the message is incorrect. The key appears to start
before the start of the record.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

t:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

SYS --2059 Out file lfile name) delete capable. Input
is not ...
Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --2056 Physical file (file namel is not delete
capable ...

•

Severity: 3

•

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The file you are restoring is an alternative index. The file name
identified in the message is the parent of the file you are restoring.
This file is a direct file but it is not delete capable. I n order to
define an alternative index, the parent must be either sequential,
indexed, or a delete capable direct file.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS .. 2056) and the file name identified in the
message.

Enter option 0 if you want to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

ID (SYS .. 2059) and the file name identified in the message.

Additiomll Information
You are using the SCOPY utility program to copy files to disk.
The output file is delete·capable, but the input file is not. The
output file name is identified in the message.
User Response

t:ser I{l'sponse

Option 0: The job continues; all of the records in the input file
will be copied. Programs reading the output lile identified in the
message will not be able to access records that have hexadecimal
FF in column I.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
tHis job is savcd, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --2060 Out file [file name) may contain deleted
records ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

as SYSDEL. However, the input file identified in the message is
not delete-capable.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues. Records containing hexadecimal FF
in the first byte will not be copied.

Explanation
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 if you want to continue processing.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2060) and the file name identified in the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
You are using the SCOPY utility program to copy files to disk.
The file identified in the message is being created as a normal file
from a delete-capable file, and you have not specified the REORG
or SYSDEL parameters. The output file may contain records
consisting of hexadecimal FF.
User Response

SYS --2063 Out file (file name) not delete capable.
Input is...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:

Option 0: Continue processing. The file is copied to disk as a
non-delete-capable me with none of the deleted records removed.

•
•

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

You are using the $COPY utility program to copy files. The
input file is delete-capable, but the output file is not. The output
me name is identified in the message.

SYS --2061 Out file (file name) delete capable. Input
is not ...

User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 0 if you want to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2063) and the file name identified in the message.

Option 0: Processing continues. The file is copied without the
records that are marked for deletion.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
lD (SYS--2061) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Information
You are using the SCOPY utility program to copy files to disk.
The output file is delete-capable, but the input file is not. The file
name is identified in the message.
t:ser Response
Option 0: The job continues. The file is copied. Programs
reading the output file will not be able to access records that have
hexadecimal FF in column 1.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2064 Parm 6 must not be given if parm 3 is II
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Parameter 6 of the LISTDAT A procedure is not allowed if
parameter 3 is II. Before the operatipn is tried again you must
either change parameter 3 or not specify parameter 6.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2064) and the name of the procedure you \vere running.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2069 I:ormat 5 cannot hold
entries

SYS --2062 SYSDEL requested for normal file (file
mUlle) ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3' and give the programmer the message
II) (SYS--2062) and the file name identified in the message.

~lll

free disk space

Auto Response:

Explanation
Disk reorganization issues this message when it finds that the
empty space on disk is in more pieces than can be written into the
format S. Some of the empty space on disk cannot be used until
you run a disk reorganization that gathers the free space into
fewer pieces.
To continue, enter option 0, 2, or 3.
t:ser Response

Additional Information

Option 0: The disk reorganization request is completed.

You are using the SCOPY utility program to copy files to disk.
The DELETE parameter in the COPYFILE statement is specified

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS ··2070 Activc procedures prohibitcd

The system measurement facility (SMF) was stopped so that disk
reorganization could run.
You must run the SMFSTART
procedure to restart SMF.

Severity: 5

To continue, enter option O.

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

One of the system tasks might be running a procedure, or data
might be left from a previous job. Check to see that all users are
signed ofT and no other tasks are running.

Option 0: SMF continues after being started.

To continue, enter option 2 or 3.
User Response

SYS ··2080 Invalid paramcter 3 in
Severity: S

I~IT

procedurc

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The third parameter in the INIT procedure is incorrect. This
parameter must be FORMAT, FORMATI, DELETE, or
RENAME. If the third parameter position is len blank, the
default value is RENAME.

SYS ··2071 Key in S:\IFSTOP from any workstation

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--20S0).

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation
Disk reorganization cannot run with system measurement facility
(SMF) running. You must run the SMFSTOP procedure to stop
SMF so that disk reorganization can run.
To continue, enter option O.
User Response

SYS ··2081 Cannot initializc a writc protected
diskette, ..
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 0: Disk reorganization continues after stopping SMF.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS ··2072 Task work arca and acth'c filc c1emcnts
invalid
Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step IS lost.

Auto Response:

The diskette is write protected. It is not possible to initialize a
diskette while it is write protected. If there are characters to the
right of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in
the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

•

Remove the tab that is covering the write protect notch or
insert another diskette and enter option 1 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--20S1).

Explanation
Disk reorganization issues this message only when called by IPL
file rebuild to complete a disk reorganization request or to record
free space. Either there are task work area extents or the startup
procedure has file statements included.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-2072).
Additional Information

If the startup procedure has file statements, remove the file
statements and IPL the system again.

User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point'
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step arc saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS ··2082 Diskcttc drh'c is not ready. Intcrvcntion
required ...

If there are task work area extents, there is not enough task work
area to complete the IPL. Reconfigure the system to increase the
task work area, and IPL the system again.

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data crcated up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The diskette drive is not ready. If there are characters to the right
of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in the
diskette magazine drive. This condition might be caused by one
of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data 'created by this step is lost.

SYS ··2073 Key in S:\IFSTART from any work
station
Severity: 5
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Auto Response:

\

Auto Response:

•

The diskette is inserted incorrectly.

•
•

The diskette magazine drive cover is open, or the diskette
locking lever is not closed.
The wrong type of diskette is inserted.

\

If the cause of this error is one of the above. correct the condition
and enter option I to try the operation again.

If the cause of the error was none of the above. the rotational
speed of the diskette is too slow. Do the following:
•

Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual. and call for hardware
service.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the message 10 (SYS--2082) to
the programmer responsible for this job.

Bnter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2091) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response
Option 2: The job step Is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2099 Cannot have an index for a non-formatted
file

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Severity: N/A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2089 Parm 12 is DUPKEY. Keylcngth parm
is missing.
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

An index exists for a file that is marked as non-formatted. This
means the actual number or records in the file are not known.
Because the number of records are not known, it is not certain if
the index is any good.
User Response
Option 0: The VTOC entry is saved.
Option 2: The VTOC entry is deleted.

SYS --2100 No library found for library extcnt ...
Severity: 4

There is an error in the POST procedure statement. Either the
key length parameter is missing or parameter 12 is incorrect. If
parameter 12 is DUPKEY the keylength parameter must be
given.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2089) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
The 1PL file rebuild procedure found an entry in the disk VTOC
for a library extent; however, no corresponding library entry can
be found.
User Response

t:ser Response

Option 0: The VTOC entry is saved.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The VTOC entry is deleted.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2101 Unable to find cxtcnt for library llibrary
namel

SYS --2090 Parm 12 is DUPKEY. Kcy position parm
is missing.

Severity: N/A

Severity: 3

A library entry in the disk VTOC indicates there should be a
library extent for it. However, the extent cannot be found. All
of the extent indicators in the VTOC entry will be removed.
However, there may be pointers within the library for members in.
the extent that cannot be found.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
There is an error in the POST procedure statement. Either the
key position parameter is missing or parameter 12 is incorrect. If
parameter 12 is DUPKEY the keylength parameter must be
given.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2090) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Explanation

SYS --2102 Parcnt for altcrnate file lfilc namel cannot
bc found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

lJser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2091 Parm 12 must bc DL'PKEY,
l\'OI)L:PKEY or not gil·cn.
Severity: 3

Auto Response: N;A

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
There is an error in the POST procedure statement. Parameter
12 must be DliPKEY, r-:ODUPKEY, or should not be entered.

The physical file, from which the alternative index was created,
cannot be found. The VTOC entry for the alternative index will
be deleted.

SYS --2103 Alternates for filc lfilc namc) cannot be
found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The VTOC entry for the file indicates that an alternative index was
created. However, no alternative index can be found. The
indication that there is an alternative index will be removed.
No operator action is required. Processing will continue.
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SYS --2104 (file name(--Disk I/O error while reading
a file record ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10sL

Severity: 5

SYS --2107 Invalid modem entry in parm 11 in
SETCOMM

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is a problem with the file that the program is trying to use.

If no options are available, this is an informational message and
no operator response is required. Control is returned to the job
and an abnormal completion code is set.
If options are available, a response is required before control can
be returned to the job. Seiect option 3 if you want the job
canceled. Control is not returned to the job. Select option 2 if
you want control returned to the job.
Give the programmer the message identification code (SYS ••2104)
and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
A permanent disk error occurred while reading the data portion
of the file identified in the message. An alternative sector has been
assigned, but the data in the new sector may be incorrect.
You can use the BUILD procedure to display and correct data on
the disk. For more information about the BUILD procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020. If you have
further questions, notify your system engineer.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.
t;scr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Parameter 11 (modem parameter) of the SETCOMM command
statement is incorrect. Enter option 3 and give the programmer
the message identification code (SYS··2107).
Additional Information
The correct modem entries that can be specified in the
SETCOMM command statement are IBMLPDA, IBM WRAP,
IBM386X, lBM387X, or NONIBM. The System Reference
manual, SC21·9020, contains more information about the
SETCOMM procedure.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10sL

SYS --2108 Modem is only valid for EIA/CCnT
configured line ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A modem parameter was specified for either the modem
(parameter eleven) in the SETCOMM command statement or the
MODEM parameter in the SET utility control statement. The
modem parameter is only allowed for an EIA/CCrrr configured
line.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS··2108).

SYS --2105 (file namcJ--Disk I/O error while reading
a file index ...

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored;
enter the correct SET statement.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

\

User Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There is a problem with the file that the program is trying to use.

SYS --2109 Parm 7 must be

HEX,P ARTIIEX,CHAR,CRT or not

If no options are available, this is an informational message and
no operator response is required. Control is returned to the job
and an abnormal completion code is set.

gh·cn
Severity: 5

If options are specified. a response is required before control can
be returned to the. job. Select option 3 if you want the job
canceled. Control is not returned to the job. Select option 2 if
you want control returned to the job.
Give the programmer the message identification code (SYS··210S)
and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information

Explanation
Parameter 7 of the LlSTDAT A procedure is incorrect. Parameter
7 must be HEX, PARTHEX, CHAR, CRT, or not given.
Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (SYS··2109).

IPL the

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in System Problem Determinacion manual, and call for
hardware service.
t:ser Itesponse

the

message

This error may be caused by a missing comma or an extra comma
for a positional character. Make sure all required commas are
included for positional parameters not coded.
t:ser Resllonse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2110 I):lrm 3 must be FI, II or not ginn
Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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programmer

Additional Inrormation

A permanent disk error occurred while reading the index portion
of the file identified in the message. An alternative sector has been
assigned, but the data in the new sector may be incorrect.
To continue, you must rebuild the index for this file.
system and select the File Rebuild option.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

(

\

An incorrect UNIT parameter (parameter 3) was specified in the
LIST DATA or ORGANIZE procedure. Parameter 3 must be FI,
II, or not given.
Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (S YS--211 0).

programmer

the

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

message

SYS --2114 Ilarm 5 must be 0 through 999 or not

gh'cn

Additional Inrormation
This error may be caused by a missing comma or an extra comma
for a positional character. Make sure all required commas are
included for positional parameters not coded.

Severity: 5

Uscr Response

There is an error in the ORGANIZE procedure you are running.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2114).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

SYS --2111 l'arms 10 through 13 must not be given

There is an error in the SA V E procedure you are running. Enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message identification code
(SYS--2111).

The UNIT parameter in the ORGANIZE procedure contains 11
or is not specified (defaulting to II), which indicates a diskette file.
However, the procedure statement in error does not contain a
number from 0 to 999 in the fifth parameter pOSition (retention
parameter). If this is for a diskette file, the UNIT parameter must
be 11 or not speCIfied (the default value is 11), and the retention
parameter must be a number from 0 to 999 (the default value is
I). If this is for a disk file, FI must be specified, and the retention
parameter must be T, S, J, or not specified.

Additional Inrormation

User Itcsponse

Parameters 10 through 13 must not be specified in a SA V E ALL
procedure statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

for SAVE ALL
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Uscr Response

SYS --2116 Ilarms 8 and 9 invalid if parm 3 is Fl

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2112 ParOl 5 must be T, J, S or not given
Severity: 5

Severity: 5

There is an error in the ORGANIZE procedure you are running.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the, message ID
(SY5--2116).

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the ORGANIZE procedure you are running.
Enter ortion 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S'YS--2112).
Additional Information
The U:\,IT parameter in the ORGANIZE procedure statement
However, the procedure
contains FI specifying a disk file.
statement in error does not contain T, J, or 5 in the retention
parameter (parameter 5). If this is for a dIsk file, FI must be
specified and the retention parameter must be T, 5, J, or not
specified. If this is for a diskette file, the UNIT parameter must
be II or not specified (the default value is II), and the retention
parameter must be a number from 0 to 999 (the default value is

Additional Information
Both the eighth parameter (location) and the ninth parameter
(AUTO) are invalid when the third parameter specifics disk (pI)
in the ORGA:-':IZE procedure. The eig.hth and ninth parameters
are allowed only when the third parameter is II.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is Ipst.

SYS --2117 Parm 9 must be ALTO, NOAUTO or

not given

I).
Severity: 5

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2113 Parms 6 and 7 both required if either is
gh'cn
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the ORGANIZE procedure you are running.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SY5--2 117).
Additional Inrormation
The ninth parameter in the ORGANIZE procedure must be
ALiTO, :-':OALiTO, or not specified. The default value is AUTO.

Explanation
Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (5 YS--2l13).

Auto Response:

Explanation

programmer

the

message

Additional Inrormation
A parameter was specified in the sixth parameter position of the
ORGANIZE procedure but not in the seventh parameter position,
or a parameter was specified in the seventh position but not in the
sixth position. If one of these parameters is specified, both must
be specified.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2118 Parm 14 ean onlY be SA\lE when
fl'storing from t;;pc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:
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Explanation

If you are restoring a data file from a tape drive, parameter 14 of
the RESTORE procedure must be SAME.
Enter option 3. Before you try the operation again, make sure
there arc no misplaced commas or spelling errors in the procedure
statement. If you do not find the error, give the programmer the
message identification code (SYS--21IS) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

SYS --2122 The next file for sct Isct name) cannot be
found ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The next file to be restored in sequence cannot be found on the
diskette/tape at the location specified in the message.

User Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2122) and the set name.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Inrormation
The most probable cause of this error is one of the following:

SYS --2119 Jlarm 7 can only be NOREORG when
saving to tape

•

A file that was once part of a saved set of files was deleted
from the diskette or overlayed on the .tape.

Severity: 5

•

A SAVE ALL was canceled in the middle of the SAVE
causing a break in the sequence chain.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 3. Before you try the operation again, make sure
there arc no misplaced commas or spelling errors in the procedure
statement. If you do not find the error, give the programmer the
message identification code (SYS--2119) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

To attempt restoring any remaining files of this set to disk, you
must first determine which files have already been restored and
then specify the next file to be restored in parameter 7 of the
RESTORE ALL procedure. Use the CATALOG procedure to
list the files on diskette or tape by location. Then use the
CATALOG procedure to list the files on disk. Compare the two
listings, and determine which files have already been restored and
which is the first file on diskette or tape which was not restored.
Usc this name in parameter 7 of the RESTORE ALL procedure.

User Response

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any files restored prior to this
file are preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If you are saving data files on tape, parameter 7 of the SAVE
procedure must be NOREORG.

SYS --2120 Jlarm (parameter location) must be
AUTO, l\'OAUTO or not given
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 3. Before you try the operation again, make sure
there are no misplaced commas or spelling errors in the procedure
statement. If you do not find the error, give the programmer the
message identification code (SYS--2120) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Cser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2121 Jlarm 8 through II must be blank if
sa,·ing to tape
Auto Response:

Explanation
You have incorrectly entered a parameter in the procedure
statement. Parameters 8 through II must be blank if you are
saving files to tape.
Enter option 3. Defore you try the operation again, make sure
there are no misplaced commas in the procedure statement. If you
do not find the error, give the programmer the message
idenllfication code (S YS--2121) and the name of the procedure you
were running.
Cser Uesponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
.this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --2123 Input file (file name) is part of an omine
l\IVF
Severity: 5

You have incorrectly entered a parameter in a procedure
statement. The location of the incorrect parameter and the
allowable entries are in the message text.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any files restored prior to this file
are preserved.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The file you are attempting to restore is part of an omine
multivolume file.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2123) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
A diskette that contains a segment of an omine multivolume file.
cannot be read to disk using the RESTORE procedure.

If this error continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination, and call for hardware
service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2124 KEY stmt needed to create indexed file
(file name)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message identification code (SYS--2124) and the
file name identified in the message.
Additional Information

This message was issued by the copy utility program (SCOPY).
If you are trying to create an indexed file from an input file that
is not indexed, you must enter a KEY utility control statement, or
enter the key length and key position parameters on the
RESTORE or COPYDATA procedure.
User nesponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2125 File lfile namel is full, but more data
exists
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The copy operation you are performing cannot be completed
because the output file is full. A larger output file is needed.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the COPYDATA or the RESTORE
procedure. If you are attempting to copy a file to disk, you must
specify key length if you specify key position. If the key length
parameter is specified, the key position parameter must be
specified.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2129 Not enough main storage for program
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is not enough main storage during IPL file rebuild to run
the key extraction function.
Enter option 0 or 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2129).

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--2125) and the file name identified in the
message.

Additional Information

Additional Inrormation

The IPL file rebuild did not provide enough space to run the key
extraction function. Fill out a Problem Summary Form and call
for software service.

If using the SCOPY utility program directly, the COPYO FILE
statement must have a larger number specified in either the
RECORDS or BLOCKS parameter. If using the COPYDATA
procedure, a larger number of RECORDS or BLOCKS must be
specified usmg the forth and fifth parameters. If using the
RESTORE procedure, a larger number of RECORDS or
BLOCKS must be specified using the third and fourth parameters.
If you want more information about determining the number of
blocks in an indexed file, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

User Response
Option 0: Continue checking this VTOC entry and all other
VTOC entries.
Option 2: Delete this VTOC entry and continue checking all other
VTOC entries.

SYS --2130 Date differentiated files (file namcJ exist

User Response

Severity: N/A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any files created before the
error occurred arc saved and the job can continue with the next
job step. (Only the records written to the file prior to the error
are saved.)

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2126 Parm Iparameter location! cannot be
CO:\IPRESS when saving to tape
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

The configuration option, which keeps files from being created
with the same name but with different dates, was selected.
However the 1PL file rebuild utility found files with the same
name but different dates.
This will not cause a system error, but may cause you problems
when you try to use these files.
'

SYS --2131 :\0 dictionary found for filcJfile nameJ
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

Compression is not allowed if you are saving to tape. The
parameter specified in the message cannot be CO:\1PRESS if you
arc saving to TI, T2, or TC.

The 1PL file rebuild utility found that the file has the external
definition indicator on but does not point to a valid dictionary
which has the further definition, or the address in the format 1
does not point to the dictionary.

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintainmg this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2126 ).
User Response

This will not cause a system error but may cause you problems
when you try to use these files.
User nesponse

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: The format 1 for the file is not altered. But if the file
is used, it might cause unexpected results.

SYS --2127 ;'\ced both Key Position and Length if
either given

Option 2: The external definition indicator is reset. The file must
be relinked to the dictionary again if it is to be externally defined.

Severity: 5

SYS --2132 :\0 rl'placelllent folder found for Ifolder
l1allwl

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the COPYDATA or in the RESTORE
procedure that you are running. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--2127).

Seventy: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

System Messages
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The IPL file rebuild utility found no replacement folder with this
folder name.
This will not cause a system error but it may cause problems when
you try to specify this folder name.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2147 Invalid char value in CHAR parm of
COI)YHLE stmt

Option 0: Continue checking this VTOC entry and all other
VTOC entries.

Severity: 5

Option 2: Delete this VTOC entry and continue checking all other
VTOC entries.

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --2144 Parameter iparameier iocationj must be
BLOCKS/RECORDS or not given

There is a programming error in the job you are running, or you
incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter. If yOY are
entering utility control statements from the keyboard, the value in
the CHAR parameter of the COPYFILE statement is incorrect.

Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

You have incorrectly entered a parameter in the RESTORE' or
COPYDATA procedure statement. The location of the incorrect
parameter and the allowable entries are given in the message text.

If you were entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I and enter the 1/ COPYFILE
statement again with the correct CHAR parameter.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2147).

Enter option 3. Before you try the operation again, make sure
there are no misplaced commas or spelling errors in the procedure
statement. If you do not find the error, give the programmer the
message 10 (SYS--2144) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
t:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Oata created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2145 Output must be to diskette if compress
specified
Severity: NiA

Auto Response: N/A

Additional Information
The copy utility program (SCOPY) issued this message. The
value in the CHAR parameter of the COPYFILE statement must
be in the form 'char', or Xdddd. If you are running the
RESTORE, COPYDATA, L15TOATA, or SAVE procedure,
make sure the character parameter is enclosed in apostrophes.
User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused the error is
ignored. Enter the correct /I eOPYF1LE statement or enter a /I
COPYADD or 1/ COPYALL statement. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The SCOPY OCL you are running is invalid. Either you entered
the OCL incorrectly. or the procedure you are running is
incorrect.
You cannot specify CO;\II'RESS-YES in the
COPYFlLE or COPYALL utility control statement if the output
unit specified in the FI LE OCL statement is T1, T2 or TC.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2145).

Severity: 5

Additional Information

The seventh parameter in the COPYDATA procedure is
incorrect. Parameter seven must be T, J, or not given.

SCOPY can only compress data when saving to diskette. This
support is not available to tape.
t:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2146 Parameter 5 must be either
or not given
Severity: 5

LOCATIO~

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the RESTORE procedure you are running.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SY5--2146).
Additional Information
When you arc restoring a single file, the fifth parameter in the·
RESTORE procedure must either be LOCATION or not
specified.
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SYS --2148 Parm 7 must be T, .J or not gil'cn
Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (SYS--2148).

programmer

the

message

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2149 COPYO file (file nameJ not dl'Scribcd
a new file
Severity: S

a.~

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the job you are running. Enter option 2 or 3
and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--2149).
Additional Inform:uion
The eOI'YO and COPYIN files have the same file label specified
in the FILE OCL statement. When a COI'YO and COI'YIN HIe
have the same label, the D1SP·N EW, the file size (blocks or
records), or the file location must be specified.
Vser Response

,I
\,

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There is an error in the SA V E procedure you are running.
Parameters 7 through 13 may not be given when the second
parameter is ADD.

SYS --2150 Cannot reorganize or add if compression
specified

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-2IS3).

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step will be lost.

There is a programming error in the job you are running, or you
entered an invalid combination of parameters in the SAVE
procedure or SCOPY OCL.

SYS --2154 Use MODULE statement only with a
disk input file

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS-21 SO).

There is an invalid combination of parameters in the SAVE
procedure or SCOPY OCL. If you are compressing a file to
diskette, you cannot select records from the file, reorganize the
file, or add the file to another one on diskette.
Cser RC$ponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

SYS --2151 Parm 15 must be IGC,
gil"en

Severity: 5

~OIGC

or not

Auto Response:

Explanation

This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--2t54).
Additional Information

This message was issued by the copy utility program (SCOPY).
If the COPYIN file statement does not specify UNIT-Ft, the
MODULE control statement cannot be specified.
User RC$ponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved. No data will be created by this step.

SYS --2155 COPYO UNIT parm must agree with
COPY ALL TO parm

Parameter 15 for the LlSTDATA procedure statement must be
IGC, NOIGC, or parameter 15 should not be given.

Severity: 5

Enter option 3. Before you try this operation again, make sure
there are no misplaced commas or spelling errors in the procedure
statement. If you do not find the error, give the programmer the
message I D (S YS--2ISI) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message to (S YS--21 55).

Cser RC$ponse

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2152 Parm 6 must be IGC, 1'IOIGC or not
giwn
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Parameter 6 of the DISPLAY procedure is incorrect. Parameter
6 must be IGC, i'\OIGC, or must not be specified at all.
Enter option 3. 8efore you try the operation again, make sure
there are no misplaced commas or spelling errors in the procedure
statement. If you do not find the error, give the programmer the
message 10 (SYS--2152) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
t:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data 'created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

This message was issued by the copy utility program (SCOPY).
The UNIT parameter of the output me statement and the TOparameter of the COPYALL utility control statement must be the
same.
User RC$ponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2156

COPYI~ UNIT not consistcnt with
COPY ALL TO parm

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message \l) (SYS--2156).
Additional Information

SYS --2153 Parms 7 through 13 must not be gh"cn for
SAVE ADD

This message was issued by the copy utility program (SCOPY).
I f the U:-"; I'r parameter of the input me statement is II, 'r I, 1'2 or
TC the TO- parameter of the COPYALL utility control statement
must be Fl. If UNIT- is FI, TO- must be II, TI, T2 or Te.

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

COPYADD utility control statement is used (adding to a diskette
file).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2157 Either COPYIN or COPYO must specify
UNIT-.'1
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --2160 Output file (file namc) must be UNIT-Il
for an ADD

This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message identification code {SYS..-21 57).

Severity: 5

Additional Information

Explanation

This message was issued by the copy utility program (SCOPY).
If you usc two file statements, one of them must specify UNIT-FI
either explicitly or by default.

This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--2160) and the file name
identified in the message.

Cser Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

This message was issued by the copy utility program (SCOPY).
The COPYO file statement must specify UNIT-II if a
COPYADD utility control statement is used (adding to a diskette
file).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

User Response

SYS --2158 Cannot copy or reorganize all index file
(file namel

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next Job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is 10SL

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--2158) and the file name
identified in the message.

SYS --2161 Key length or position exceeds output rec
length
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation

An attempt was made. using the copy utility program (SCOPY).
to reorganize an alternative indexed file.
The SA V E and
RESTORE procedures can be used as long as no parameters are
used which force a rccord mode operation (parametcrs between
AUTOil'\OAUTO and REWI:-\D.LEAVE:Ul'\LOAD).

This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message identification code (S YS--216l).
Additional Inrormation

An alternative indexed file can be displayed with record selection
by record contcnt or by keys or both.

An attempt was made, using the copy utility program (SCOPY).
to create an indexed file or list an existing indexed file. The index
length and position (obtained from an input indexed file or from
the KEY utility control statement POSITIOl'\ and LENGTH
parameters) were such that all or part of the index would have
been beyond the end of the record if the job step had been
permitted to continue. The key position, key length. or record.
length parameter of the COPYFILE utility control statement was
entered incorrectly.

Cser Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2159 Input file (file name) mllst be UNIT-FI for
an ADD

SYS --2162 System unable to compress/decompress
data now ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

If you are coding utility control statements and the COPYFILE
OUTPUT parameter is not HEX. PARTHEX. CHAR. or CRT.
you cannot code any other key words on the COPYPILE utility
control statement; nor can you supply a SELECT or KEY utility
control statement.

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

This is a programming error. Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the messageidcntilication code (SYS--21S9) and the
file name idenufied in the message.

The system cannot obtain the microcode needcd for diskette data
compression/dccompression.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the copy utility program (SCOPY).
The COPYI="I file statement must specify UNIT-FI if a
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Do one of the following:

•

If this is a save operation and you do not want to compress
the file or file set, enter option O. The save operation will
continue.

(

\

•

If you want to try to obtain the compression/decompression
microcode again, enter option I.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2162).

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement is ignored; enter the correct SETCF utility control
statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
The combination of jobs running on your system has prevented
SCOPY from obtaining the microcode needed for diskette data
compression. When the other job(s) finish, the micocode will be
available to SCOPY.
For further details on what combination of jobs on the system
causes this error, refer to the Concepts and Programmer's Guide,
SC21-9019.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the SET procedure you are running.
Do one of the following:

User Response
Option 0: The save operation will continue and the data will not
be compressed. This option is only allowed on save operations.
Option I: The SCOPY utility will try again to obtain the
resources needed for diskette compression/decompression.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2163 Parameter 3 must be MOY, O:\lY, YMO
or not given
Severity: 5

SYS --2165 Printer ~iven in SET proc or SETCF stOlt
not found ...

Auto Response:

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I and then enter a correct SETCF
utility control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2165).

Additional Information
The printer to be assigned for output from the display station
cannot be found. The printer I D is specified in either the seventh
parameter of the SET procedure or the PRI:-.ITER parameter of
the SETCF utility control statement. If left blank, it will default
to what was specified before.
If you want more information about the SET procedure, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If you have further
questions, call for software service.

Explanation

User Response

There is an error in the SET procedure you are running. Enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--2163).

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement is ignored; enter the correct S ETCF utility control
statement.

Additional Information
The date format entered in parameter 3 of the SET procedure is
incorrect. The third parameter must be !'vIOY. 0:\1Y. Y:\10 or
nOl given. If left blank. it will default to what was specified before.
t:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2164 Printer ID specified is not found ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2166 Region size in SET proc or SETCF stmt
too large•••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explamttion
There is an error in the SET procedure you are running.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

There is an error in the SET procedure you are running.

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I and then enter a correct SETCF
utility control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I ()
(SYS--2166).

Do one of the following:

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and then enter a correct SETCF
utility control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2164).

Additional Information
The printer to be assigned for output from the display station
cannot be found. The printer ID is specified in either the ninth
parameter of the SET procedure or the ID parameter of the
SEICI' utility control statement. If left blank, it will default to
what was specified before.
If you want more information about the SET procedure, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
Vser Response

Additional Information
The region size specified is larger than the amount of user main
storage in the system. The region size is specified in either the
fifth parameter of the sp;r procedure or the RGSIZE parameter
of the SETCF utilitv control statement. If left blank, it will default
to what was specified before.
If you want more information about the SET procedure, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21·9020. If you holVe further
questions, call for software service.
l:ser Uesponse
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
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statement is ignored; enter the correct SETCF utility control
statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2167 Invalid library name in the SET proc or
SETCF stmt ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

If you want more information about the SET procedure, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If you have further
questions, call for software service.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement is ignored; enter a correct SETCF utility control
statement.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost_

Either the library name (sixth parameter) in the SET procedure
statement or the LIBRARY parameter in the SETCF utility
control statement is incorrect.

SYS --2169 Parameter 10 must be BORDER or
NOBORDER

Do one of the following:

Severity: 5

•
•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and then enter a correct SETCF
utility control statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2167).

Additional Information
The library name must begin with A through Z, @. #, or $. The
library name cannot be PRINT, READER, FI, DISK, or
#L1BRARY. If left blank, it will default to what was specified
before.
If you want more information about the SET procedure, refer to
the System Reference manual. If you have further questions, call
for software service.

Explanation
There is an error in the SET procedure you are running. Enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message identification code
(SYS--2169).
Additional Information
The border parameter specified in the SET procedure is incorrect.
If the border parameter is specified, it must be BORDER or
NOBORDER. If left blank, it will default to what was specified
before.
If you want more information about the SET procedure, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If you have further
questions, call for software service.
User Response

User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
statements from the keyboard. The utility control statement is
ignored; enter the correct SETCF utility control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2168 Datc invalid in SET proc or SETCF
stint ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2170 Parameter t t must be HEADER or
NOIIEADER
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the SET procedure you are running. Enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message identification code
(SYS--2170).

Explanation
Additional Information
There is an error in the SET procedure you are running.
Do one of the following:
•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I' and then enter a correct SETCF
utility control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--2168).

Additional Information
An invalid session date was specified for either the date (parameter
four) in the SET procedure or the·DATE parameter in the SETCF
utility control statement.
The valid ranges are:
YEAR

01 - 99

M()~TII

01- 12

DAY

For the month of February, 01 - 29; for the months
of April, June, September, and November, 01 - 30;
for the remaining months, 01-31

If the date is left blank, it will default to what was specified before.
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The header parameter specified in the SET procedure is incorrect.
If the header parameter is specified, it must be HEADER or
NOIIEADER. If left blank, it will default to what was specified
before.
If you want more information about the SET procedure, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC2 I -9020. If you have further
questions, call for software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2174 Invalid linc number was entered
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The line number you entered is incorrect. If your system has the
:\II.CA feature, the allowed values are I through 4. If your
system has the ELCA feature, the allowed values are I through 8.
If you have the 5362 System Unit, the allowed values are 1
through 4. If your system has the SLCA feature, the allowed
value is 1. To continue, enter the correct line number.

SYS --2176 Diskette drive is not ready. Intervention
required ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

User Response

Option 0: After inserting the diskette into slot I of the diskette
drive, enter option 0 to install the OLPD files on the system.

Explanation

Option 3: The operation is canceled,

The diskette drive is not ready. If there are characters to the right
of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in the
magazine drive. This error is probably caused by one of the
following reasons:

SYS --2179 Insert S/36 SYSTEM SUPPORT
PROGRA:\I vollvolume numberl diskette
labeled OLl)D ...

•

The diskette is inserted incorrectly.

Severity: S

•

The diskette door has been opened.

Explanation

•

If one of the above reasons did not cause this error, the
diskette is rotating too slowly. Fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the Problem Determination Guide for your
system, and call for hardware service.

An attempt was made to run communications Online Problem
Determination (OLPD). but the required files are not loaded. To
continue. the user must find the S/36 System Support Program
diskette labeled OLPD and load it into the diskette drive. You
may substitute volume I of the backup diskettes created by the
OLPDSAVE procedure, with volid-BKOLPD.

If you find the cause of the error. you can enter option 1 to try the
operation again. Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3.
User Response

Option 1: Make sure the diskette is inserted correctly and the
diskette drive door is closed. Then enter this option to try the
operation again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2177 Diskette select failed. Check diskette drive
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Option 0 will cause OLPD files PD3.COMM, PD3.CO~12, and
PD3.CCTL to be loaded on the system so that communications
OLPD can proceed.
User Response

Option 0: After inserting the diskette into slot I of the diskette
drive, enter option 0 to install the OLPD files on the system.
Option 3: The operation is canceled.

SYS --2182 Key position parm given. Key length
parOl missing
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The diskette magazine drive is not ready; a diskette select request
failed. The diskette drive location shown to the right of the
message. might be empty.

If you are entering the TRANSFER or POST procedure, you
incorrectly entered a parameter. Enter the procedure again
specifying a key length and a key position.

User Response

If the procedure is part of a job step. enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--2182).

Option 1: Insert the diskette in the location specified to the right
of the message and then enter this option to try the operation
again.

Additional Inrormation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

A key position (parameter 6) was specified in the TRANSFER or
POST procedure but no key length (parameter S) was specified.
Both parameters are optional, but when one is specified. both
must be specified.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2178 Insert S/36 TAPE SUPPORT
FEATl'RE diskette ...
Se\'erity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

An attempt was made to run tape Online Problem Determination
(OI.PD), but the required files are not loaded. To continue. you
must find the S,36 System Support Program diskette ,Iabcled
SystemlJ6 Tape Support Feature l!nd load it into the diskette drive.
You may substitute volume 1 of .the backup diskcttes created by
the OLPDSAVE procedure, with volid·nKOl.pD (on a magazine
dri\'e, place volume I in SI and volume 2 in S2).
ORion 0 will cause OI.PD files PD2.TAPE, PD2.TAP2, and
PD2.TCTL to be loaded on the system so that tape OLPD can
proceed.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2183 l':lrms 7 and 8 both required if either is
gil·en.
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

There is an error in the TRA)'I;SFER or POST procedure
statement. 810cks or records is specified in parameter 7. but no
block size or record size is given in I?arameter 8.
Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S),S--2183) and the name of thc procedure you were running.
t:ser Response

Additional Inrormation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job stcp.

Tape OLPD files are usually loaded with the S/36 System Support
Program (SSP) either during original installation or during a
release update.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --2184 Parm 6 in TRANSFER proc must be
ADD or not given
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are entering the TRANSFER or POST procedure, you
incorrectly entered a parameter. Enter the procedure again
specifying ADD as parameter 6 or leave parameter 6 blank.
If the procedure is part of a job step, enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--2184).
Additional Information

This message is issued by the TRANSFER or POST procedure.
The records in a disk file are to be added to an existing basic or I
exchange file on diskette. Parameter 6 must be ADD for this
operation or not given for any other TRANSFER or POST
operation.
User Response

Option .3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2185 Key length parm given. Key position
parm missing
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are entering the TRANSFER or POST procedure, you
incorrectly entered a parameter. Enter the procedure again
specifying a key length and a key position.
If the procedure is part of a job step, enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--218S).
Additional Information

A key length (parameter 5) was specified in the TRANSFER or
POST procedure but no key position (parameter 6) was specified.
Both parameters are optional, but when one is specified, both
must be specified.

Severity: 5

If you are entering the TRANSFER or POST procedure, you
incorrectly entered a parameter. If you specified 11 as parameter
2, parameter 7 must be RECORDS, BLOCKS, or not given.
Enter the procedure again. If the procedure is part of a job step,
enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-2187).
Additional Information

You specified that a me be transferred from a diskette to disk (I!
in second parameter position of the TRANSFER or POST
procedure), but an incorrect parameter was specified in the
seventh parameter position.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
.

SYS --2188 Parm 9 must be AUTO, NOAUTO, or
not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are entering the TRANSFER or POST procedure, you
incorrectly entered a parameter. If you specified FI as parameter
2, parameter 9 must be AUTO, NOAUTO, or not specified.
Enter the procedure again. If the procedure is part of a job step,
enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2188).
Additional Information

You specified that a file be transferred from disk to diskette (FI in
the second parameter position of the TRANSFER or POST
procedure); however, an incorrect parameter was specified in ·the
ninth parameter position.
Uscr Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2189 Parm 10 must be EXCHAr\GE,
IFOR:\lAT, or not gil'en

SYS --2186 Parm 2 is 11. Parm 4 must be ADD,
l'IOADD or not given

Severity: J

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are entering the TRANSFER or POST procedure, you
incorrectly entered a parameter. If you specified 11 as parameter
2. parameter 4 must be ADD, NOADD, or not given. Enter the
procedure again.
If the procedure is part of a job step, enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message identification code (SYS--2186).
Additional Information

You specified that a file be transferred from a diskette to disk (11
in the second parameter position of the TRANSFER or POST
procedure), but an incorrect parameter was specified in the fourth
parameter position.
User Response

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2187 Parameter 7 must be RECORDS,
ULOCKS or not given
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Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

If you are entering the TRANSFER procedure, you incorrectly
entered a parameter. If you specified FI as parameter 2,
parameter 10 must be EXCHA:-.IGE, I FOR:\1 AT, or not
specified. Enter the procedure again. If the procedure is part of
a job step, enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2189).
Additional Inrormation

You specified that a file be transferred from disk to diskette (FI in
the second parameter position of the TRANSFER procedure);
however, an incorrect parameter was specified in the tenth
parameter position.
Uscr Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2190 Parm 10 must be AUTO, NOAUTO, or
not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Severity: 3

If you are entering the TRANSFER or POST procedure, you
incorrectly entered a parameter. If you specified FI as parameter
2, parameter 10 must be AUTO, NOAUTO, or not specified.
Enter the procedure again. If the procedure is part of a job step,
enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS •.2190).

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are entering the POST procedure, you incorrectly entered
a parameter. If you specified 11 as parameter 2, parameter 11
must be EOD, NOEOD, or not specified. Enter the procedure
again. If the procedure is part of a job step, enter option 3 and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS·-2193).

Additional Information
Additional Information
You specified that a file be transferred from disk to diskette (11 in
the second parameter and NOADD in the fourth parameter
position of the TRANSFER or POST procedure); however, an
incorrect parameter was specified in the tenth parameter position.
When 11 and NOADD are specified, the tenth parameter position
must be AUTO, NOAUTO, or not given.

You specified that a file be transferred from diskette to disk (II in
the second parameter and NOADD in the fourth parameter
position of the POST procedure); however, an incorrect parameter
was specified in the eleventh parameter position. When II and
NOADD are specified, the eleventh parameter position must be
EOD, NOEOD, or not given.

User Response
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2191 Parm 8 must be AUTO, NOAUTO, or
not given

SYS --2195 Invalid line number was entered

Severity: 3

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

If you are entering the TRANSFER or POST procedure, you
incorrectly entered a parameter. If you specified I I as parameter
2, parameter 8 must be AUTO, NOAUTO, or not specified.
Enter the procedure again. If the procedure is part of a job step,
enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·-2191 ).

The line number you entered is incorrect. If your system has the
MLCA feature. the allowed values are 1 through 4. If your
system has the ELCA feature, the allowed values are 1 through 8.
If you have the 5362 System Unit. the allowed values are I
through 4. If your system has the SLCA feature, the allowed
value is 1. To continue, enter the correct line number.

Additional Information

SYS --2196 This line is not supported.

You specified that a disk file be added to a file on diskette (I I in
the second parameter and ADD in the fourth parameter position
of the TRA:\SFER or POST command); however. an incorrect
parameter was specified in the eighth parameter position. When
II and AD D are specified, the eighth parameter position must be
ACTO, i\OAlJTO, or not given.

Severity: 5

t:ser Response

SYS --2200 (file name)--This file being opened again
incorrectly

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2192 Parm 9 must be EOD,
gil'en
Severity: 3

~OEOD,

or not

If you are entering the POST procedure, you incorrectly entered
a parameter. If you specified II as parameter 2, parameter 9 must
be EOD, :-';OEOD. or not specified. Enter the procedure again.
If the procedure is part of a job step. enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS·-2192).
Additional Information
You specified that a diskette file be added to a disk file (II in the
second parameter and ADD in the fourth parameter position of
the POST procedure); however, an incorrect parameter was
specified in the ninth parameter position. When 11 and AD Dare
specified. the ninth parameter pOSition must be EOD, NOEOD,
or~ot given.
I~esponse

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2193 Parm II must be EOD,
given

Explanation
The line number you requested is not supported on your system.
This is an informational message and no action is required.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred when the program running tried to open the
file identified in the message. If you are running a procedure, you
might have incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

l:ser

Auto Response:

~OEOD,

or not

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS ••2200) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
The program running is processing the same disk
different file names. The file has been opened by
with another file name. The program is opening
again, with the file name identified in the message,
file. This is not allowed.

file with two
the program
the same file
as an output

User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
SYS·-2209 will follow. at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.
However. if this is a remote file and the error occurred on the
target system. the job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
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by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2203Ifi1e nameJ--This file is not an indexed file
Severity: 5

SYS ··2201 (file namel--This file cannot be shared as
accessed
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The FILE OCL statement for the file identified in the message
specified that the file can be shared. The program is creating this
file. A file cannot be shared when it is being created. If you are
running a procedure, you might have incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(5 Y5--220 I) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
If the file is being created by this program, do not specify
OISP-SIIR, OISP-SHRRR, D1SP-SHRRM, D1SP-SHRMR, or
OISP-SHR:\1M on the FILE OCL statement. More information
on file sharing can be found in the Concepts and Programmer's
Guide, SC21-9019.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (OTFs) passed on this open request. Message
5YS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any new data created by a previous step in this job is saved.
However, if this is a remote file and the error occurred on the
target system, the job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2202 Ifile namel--This direct file acccssed
incorrectly
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A direct file cannot be accessed by the consecutive add access
method, or by the GAM access method when the only processing
intent indicated is add at end-of-data. Use the CATALOG
procedure to make sure the file is a direct file. If you are running
a procedure, you might have incorrectly entered a procedure name
or parameter. ;\Iore information can be found in the Concepts
and Programmer's Guide, SC21-9019.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The file identified in the message is not an indexed file. The
program running is accessing the file as an indexed file. If you are
running a procedure, you might have incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(5YS--2203) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Inform.tioG
The program running is accessing this file with an indexed access
method but this file is not an indexed file. Use the CATALOG
procedure to determine the actual file type.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (OTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.
However, if this is a remote file and the error occurred on the
target system, the job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2205Ifi1e namcJ--This file accessed with wrong
rcc length
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
In referencing the file identified in the message, the program
running is using the wrong record length value. If you are
running a procedure, you might have incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2205) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
The record length specified by the program does not equal the
record length of the file. Use the CATALOG procedure to
determine the actual record length of the file. Use that length in
your program.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2202) and the file name identified in the message.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The system checks· for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request. :'vlessage
SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
jo~ Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (OTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
SY5-2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is preserved.

However, if this is a remote file and the error occurred on the
target system, the job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

II owever, if this is a remote file and the error occurred on the
target system, the job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step arc lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
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SYS --2206 (file namel--This file accessed with wrong
key length
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
In referencing the file identified in the message, the program
running is using the wrong key length value. If you are running
a procedure, you might have incorrectly entered a procedure name
or parameter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2206) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
The key length specified by the program does not equal the key
length of the file identified in the message. Use the CATALOG
procedure to determine the actual key length of the file. Use that
key length in your program.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the Syslem Problem Delerminalion manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.
However, if this is a remote file and the error occurred on the
target system, the job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2207 (file nameJ--Disk I/O error, while
proccssing this file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
In referencing the file identified in the message, the program
running is using the wrong key location value. If you are running
a procedure, you might have incorrectly entered a procedure name
or parameter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2208) and the file name identified in the
message.
Additional Information
The key location specified by the program does not equal the key
location of the me. Use the CATALOG procedure to determine
the actual key location. Use that key location in your program.
If message SYS-2206 preceeded this message, ignore this message
and correct the error that caused message SYS-2206. In this
situation, by correcting the wrong key length error, the key
location error will also be corrected. This is due to the fact that
the SSP calculates the key location using the right byte of the key
in the record, and the proc/utility/program uses the left byte.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.
However, if this is a remote file and the error occurred on the
target system, the job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing mes
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any mes created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2209 At Icast one file error occurrcd. Pgm
cannot run
Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk 1;0 error occurred while the system was initializing a
buffer used to process the file identified in the message.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--2207) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
Use the Bt;l LD service aid procedure to try to correct the error
on disk.

At least one error has occurred in a file being processed by the
program running. The error occurred while the file was being
opened or closed and a message was displayed explaining the
error. The program running must be ended and the job canceled.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code(s) of the messages displayed explaining the
error(s).
lJser Response

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the Syslem Problem Decerminacion manual, and call for
hardware service.
lJser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTf's) passed on,_ this open request.
Message
SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.

SYS --2210 (file name(--This filc being
incorrectly

Oruion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this Job and any records added or updates made to existing liles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. Ilowever, any files created by this job step are lost.

Explanation

Severity: 5

opel1l~d

again

Auto Response:

An error occurred when the program running tried to open the
file identified in the message. If you are runnlllg a procedure, you
might have incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

SYS --2208 (file namcJ--This filc acccssed with wrong
key loc

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I [)
(SYS--2210) and the file name identitied in the message.

Severity: 5

Additional Information

Auto Response:
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The program running is processing the same disk file with two
different flIe names. The program has opened the file as an output
file with one file name. It is attempting to open the file again
using the file name identified in the message. This is not allowed.
More information can be found in the Concepts and Programmer's
Guide, SC21-90 19.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and cali for
software service.

User Response

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
description (DTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

User Response

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
SYS-2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.
However, if this is a remote file and the error occurred on the
target system, the job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3. The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2212 Incorrect device specified by program
running
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --2214 lfile name)--File cannot be opened; Was
not allocated
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the program running. The program is
opening the file identified in the message, but the program has not
allocated this file.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2214) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information

This file must be allocated before it can be opened. If this error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

Explanation

User Response

The device code specified by the the program running is not
allowed. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2212).

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.

Additional Information

The program you are running tried to open or close a file, but the
program specified a device code that is not allowed.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2213 (file namcJ--FILE statement not given for
this file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, you might have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter. The file identified in the
message cannot be opened because a FILE OCL statement was
not specified.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2213) and the flIe name identified in the message.
Additional Information

The program running is opening the disk file identified in the
message. A FILE OCL statement was not found that matched the
program's description of the file. In the FILE OCL statement, the
specified N AM E parameter and the specified or defaulted UNIT
par..ameter must match the program's description of the file.
:VI akc sure a FI LE OCL statement was included for the liIe name
identified in the message, For mor.: information about disk FILE
OCL statements, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2216 (file namcJ--Invalid buffer length for this
file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the program running.
opening the file identified in the message.

The program is

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2216) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information

The length of the 1;0 buffer specified by the program is too small
for the record length specified.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Option 2: Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job .. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing fllcs
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2217 (file namcJ--Sharing ICn'1 does not match
file access
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you might have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2217) and the file name identified in the message.

The volume 10 given in the message is not the same as the
volume ID of the previous diskette. Either the wrong diskette was
loaded into the diskette magazine drive, or there is a programming
.error. If there are characters to the right of the message, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

Additional Information

•

The FILE OCL statement for the file identified in the message
specified DISP-SHRRR or DISP-SHRRM. The program is
accessing the file with an access method that includes capability to
modify the file.

•

Enter option I after you insert the correct diskette.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--22'20) and the volume ID identified in the message.

If the program accessing the file is not supposed to be able to
modify it, use an access method that is only input-capable. If the
program is sharing the file and is supposed to be able to modify it,
change the FILE OCL statement to specify the appropriate DISP
parameter (DISP-SHR, DISP-SHRMM, or DISP-SHRMR). If
the program is not supposed to share the file, change the FI LE
OCL statement to specify a DISP parameter that indicates that
the file cannot be shared (DISP-OLD, DISP-NEW) or omit the
DISP parameter entirely.

Additional Information

Enter option 0 if you want to continue processing.

For multivolume file processing, the volume 10 of the diskettes
must be the same.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues with the inserted diskette. The
PACK parameter is set to the volume 10 of the inserted diskette.
Option I: Insert the correct diskette and try the operation again.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Vser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
SYS--2209 wiII follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.

SYS --2221 lfile nameJ--New diskette file must be used
as output

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2218 Ifile nameJ--Unable to obtain buffer spaee
for this file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either the file identified in the message is not on the inserted
diskette, or the file name was specified incorrectly. If there are
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--222I ) and the file name identified in the message.

Explanation

Additional Information

There is an error in the program you are running. The program
is opening the file identified in the message.

The diskette file was allocated as a new file but the program
references the file as other than an output file. A new file can only
be referenced as an output file.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--2218) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
The file identified in the message was unable to acquire memory
space from the system for buffer requirements. All previously
opened disk files have successfully acquired buffer space; however,
the total accumulated space requirements can no longer be met.
This error can occur when a program has many disk files and
large buffer requirements.
A solution is to reduce buffer
requirements for this file and other files used in this program.
Vser Response
Option 2: Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing Jiles
by-this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2220 Ivolume idl--Vol-id not same as prel'ious
diskette ...
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

Make sure the OCL statements you entered are correct. More
information can be found in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the Sysrem Problem Determinarion manual, and call for
software service.
Cser Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (OTT's) for the program and then ends the job step.
!'vfessage SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to
cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is
saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2222 lfile namcJ--Existing diskette file must be
input/add
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The file identified in the message is on the inserted diskette; but the
program requires that this file name not be on the diskette. The
wrong diskette might be inserted. If there are characters to the
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right of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in
the magazine drive.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS ••2222) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information

THe program references an existing file on the diskette as other
than an input or add file.
Make sure the OCL statements you entered are correct. More
information can be found in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

if this error continues to occur, fiji out a Probiem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program and then ends the job step.
Message SYS·-2209 will follow, at which time you will have to
cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is
saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2223 Incorrect diskettc--record length not same
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

An incorrect diskette record length has been encountered. If there
are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option 1 to try the
operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS·-2223).

Additional Information

This message was issued while running the RESTORE,
TRANSFER, POST, or TOLlBR procedure. The diskette that is
being processed has a different file record length than the diskette
previously processed.
t.:ser Response

Additional Information

This message is the result of a different diskette type being loaded
while doing a RESTORE, TRANSFER, POST, or TOLIOR
function for a multivolume file. The diskette that was loaded is a
different exchange type than that of the diskette processed
previously. The diskette data file types are basic data exchange
files, system files, and format 1 files.
User Response

Option 1: Insert the diskette with the correct exchange type and
try the operation again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2225 (file namel--Diskette file type and access
conflict
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The diskette file identified in the message cannot be processed by
the program running. If there are characters to the right of the
message, they identify the location of the diskette in the magazine
drive.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·-222S) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information

The access method specified by the program cannot be used with
the file type of the identified file on the inserted diskette.
This may be an IBM software problem. Fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.
User Response

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program and then ends the job step.
Message SYS·-2209 will follow, at which time you will have to
cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is
saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: Insert the correct diskette and try the operation again.

SYS --2226Ifi1e namel--Incorrect record length in
diskette file

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2224 Incorrect diskettc--exchange type not
same
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

An incorrect diskette data file type has been encountered. If there
arc- characters to the right of the message, they .identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Insert the correct diskette and enter option I to try the
operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS·-2224).
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Auto Response:

Explanation

The diskette file identified in the message cannot be processed by
the program running. If there are characters to the right of the
message, they identify the location of the diskette in the message
drive.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·-2226) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information

The record length specified by the program is not the record
length of this file on the inserted diskette.
If the diskette file was created by this utility program and is an
exchange file and the utility program should be able to read it, this
may be an 10M programming error. Fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for software service.
User Response

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program and then ends the job step.
Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you wi11 have to
cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is
saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2227Ifi1e namel--I/O error in this diskette file
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
A read or write error occurred during processing of the inserted
diskette. The first 8 characters of the message identify the file
where the error occurred. If there are characters to the right of
the message, they identify the location of the diskette in the
magazine drive.
.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-2227) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
Copy any required files on the diskette and initialize the diskette
containing the error before using it again. .
If this error continues
Determination for diskette.

to

occur,

run

Online

Problem

l:ser Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in the file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program and then ends the job step. Message
SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program running.
opening the file identified in the message.

The program i.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message JD
(SYS-2230) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Inrormation
You have specified in your program a LABEL return area offset,
a KEY area offset, or a LIMITs key area offset for the file
identified in the message. One of the offsets specified for these
areas indicates that the last byte of that area is more than 2048
bytes beyond the start of the DTF. For more information, refer
to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur, fitt out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software ser.vice.

User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request and then ends the
job step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2232 Ifile namel--DFILE-~O given for delete
capable file

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --2228 D Lor D H cannot be used now, try later

Explanation

Severity: 5

If you are running a procedure, you may have incorrectly entered
a procedure name or parameter. An error occurred when the
program running tried to open the file identified in the message.

Auto Response:

Explanation
Neither DL nor 011 can be used for this line now because the
needed by DL or DB is in use by another function.
:\fake sure that you respond to all the messages before retrying.
However, DL may still be available for use on another line.

re~ource

Additional Information
DL cannot get the resource SCT (subsystem control table), and
011 cannot get the resource SYSTE:vf COMMUNICATION
RECORD. These resources are in use by another function. You
can try DL and DII again if these resources are available.

SYS --2229

CAUTIO~:

not an X.21 short hold mode

line
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The line selected is not defined to the system as an X.2l short hold
mode line. To continue DEFINX2l press enter.
To set a line type of X.21 short hold mode, run the SETCOM!'vf
or ALTERCO:vf procedure. For more information on these
procedures, refer to the System Reference manual, SC2l-9020.
Additional Information

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2232) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Information
The DFILE-NO parameter was specified on the FILE OCL
statement for an existing file that was created as delete-capable.
The DFILE parameter can only be specified for a file when it is
created, and that attribute cannot be changed by specifying
DfiLE on the FILE OCL statement used to access that file.
Use the CATALOG procedure to determine if the file is
delete-capable. Compare this information to the parameters
specified in the FILE OCL statement. For more information,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.
lJscr I{csponse

User Response

Option 0: If this option is available, enter it to continue
processing. The DFILE-~O parameter is ignored, and the file is
processed as delete-capable.

SYS --2230 lfile namcl--Invalid offset value given for
this file

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request.
Message
(SYS--2209) will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is saved.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2233 (file name)--DFILE-YES given; file not
delete capable

Severity: 3

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you may have incorrectly entered
a procedure name or parameter. An error occurred when the
program running tried to open the file identified in the message.
Do one of the roiiowing:
•

Enter option 0 if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2233) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Inrormation
The DFILE-YES parameter was specified on the FILE OCL
statement for an existing file that was created as
not·delete-capable. The DFILE parameter can only be specified
for a file when it is created, and that attribute cannot be changed
by specifying DrILE on the FILE OCL statement used to access
that file.
Use the CATALOG procedure to determine if the file is
delete-capable. Compare this information to the parameters
specified on the FILE OCL statement. For more information,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.
l:ser Response

SYS --2238 I/O error on diskette file [file label)
Auto Response:

Explanation
A diskette I/O error occurred on the first write operation for the
file identified in the message. If there are characters to the right
of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in the
magazine drive.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-223S) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information
Submit the job again with another diskette.
If this problem continues to occur, run Online Problem
Determination for diskette.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2239 1/0 error on diskette file (file labell ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
A diskette I/O error occurred on a write operation-an the inserted
diskette for the file identified in the message. If there arc
characters to the right of the message, they identify the location
of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

Option 0:
If this option is available, enter it to continue
processing. The DFlLE·YES parameter is ignored and the file is
processed as not-delete-capable.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing on another diskette.

•

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) passed on this open request. !\1essage
SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will have to cancel the
job. Any data created by a previous step in this job is preserved.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2239) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step no longer exist. However, any flies created by this
job step are lost.

User Response

SYS --2237 1/0 error on diskette file (file labell ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A diskette 1,0 error occurred on the first write operation on the
inserted diskette. The inserted diskette is a continuation volume
for the file identified in the message. If there are characters to the
right of the message, they identify the location of the diskette in
the magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

•

I nseTt another diskette arid enter option 1 to try the
operation again.

•

Enter option 1 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2237) and the file name identified in the message.

If this problem continues to occur, run Online Problem
Determination for diskette.

Option 0: The system closes the file on the inserted diskette. The
file will be continued on another diskette volume. Wait for
message SYS--14SS to be displayed before changing diskettes or
insert a clean diskette in the next location in the diskette magazine
drive.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2240 Must be a tA~ line to specify LAN
paramctcr(s) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You specified a local area network (LAN) parameter in a
SETCO:'l.'1 \t or ALTERCO:\f procedure statement or in a SET
or SETA utility control statement. You cannot alter the specified
parameter(s) on a non-LAN configured line.

Additional Information

Do one of the following:

If this problem continues to occur, run Online Problem
Determination for diskette.

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter 'a correct SET or SETA
utility control statement.

.User Response

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2240).

Option 1: Insert another diskette and try the operation again.
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Additional Inrormation
Local area network (LAN) parameters (adapter address override)
cannot be specified on a non-LAN configured line.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET or
SETA utility control statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2244 Token-Ring adapter address parameter
incorrect ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

You specified the IBM Token-Ring Network adapter address
override parameter in the SETCOMM procedure statement or in
the SET utility control statement. The value that was specified for
this parameter is incorrect.

SYS --2241 Only LAN parameters are valid for a
LAN line ...

Do one of the following:

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2244).

Explanation
You specified a non-LAN parameter in a SETCOMM or
ALTERCOM procedure statement or in a SET or SET A utility
control statement. You cannot alter the specified parameter(s) on
a LAN configured line.
Do one of the following:
•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter a correct SET or SET A
utility control statement.

Additional Information
The IBM Token-Ring Network adapter address override
parameter must be R (reset) or in the range 400000000000 •
7FFFFFFFFFFF.
User Response

Additional Inrormation

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET
utility control statement.

The only allowed parameter for a LAN is adapter address
override.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2246 Library #X21LlB not found

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored. Enter a correct SET
or SETA utility control statement.

Severity: N/A

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2241).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2242

~o

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The library containing the X.21 SliM line configuration could not
be found. To build this library, rerun the DEFINX21 procedure.
Additional Information

parameters allowed for LAN line..•
\;ser Response

Explanation
If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

I

SYS --2247 Disk error--excessive I/O errors
encountered ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you specified parameters for the SETA utility control statement.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

SBUILD has encountered numerous disk read errors. The errors
are not such that the data can be recovered and displayed for
verification or correction. Because of this, SBUILD is unable to
continue.

I•
I•

Enter option I and enter the correct SETA utility control
statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2242).

Additional Information
PaLameters were specified for the ALTERCOM procedure
statement or the SETA utility control statement. No parameters
are allowed if you are altering a LAN line.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service. You can
continue to use the system; however, further disk errors may
occur.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previolls steps in
this job and any sectors corrected by this job step are saved.

User Itesponse
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored. Enter a correct SETA
utility control statement.

SYS --2255 1'\0 parameters allowed for X.25 line ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
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If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you specified parameters for the SET or SETA utility control
statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET or SETA utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-2255j and the name oi the procedure you were
running.

I.

Enter option 0 to bypass the null entry and continue wi
any other copied entries

2.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the messal~
ID (SYS •• 22S8) and the name of the procedure you we e
running when this error occurred.

'1

User Response
Option 0:

Processing continues.

The null entry is ignore;:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is ended. Any data created by previous steps
in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
Parameters were specified for the SETCOMM or ALTERCOM
procedure statement or for the SET or Sl:."TA utility control
statement. No parameters are allowed if you are altering a X.2S
line.

SYS --2261 JOnSTR procedure was
evoked--incorrect parms...
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The JOBSTR procedure was called but has incorrect or missir l'
parameter
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II'
(SYS··2261) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response

SYS --2256 Location: Jremote location name) Job:
Jremote job name)

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: I

SYS --2262 ID\'alid parameter 3 in JOnSTR
comm:md statement

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
This message is logged by both source and target DDM after the
job name of the remote DDM job has been received. The line
above this message indicates that the message was logged by the
source distributed data manager (SO OM) or the target distributed
data manager (TDDM).
User Response This is an informational message only.

SYS --2257 Disk permanent 1/0 error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

Severity: 5
Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in th;
procedure. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the messatc
ID (SYS--2262).
Additional Information
The third parameter in the JOBSTR procedure must ,be SAVE,
NOSAVE, or not specified. If the third parameter is not specified,
SA VE is assumed.

A permanent error was encountered when the system was doing a
disk operation. Enter option 2 or 3. Notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--22S7).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2263 Parm 3 iD\'alid without parm 2 in
JOnSTR command

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps and
any updates made to existing files by this job step are saved.
Records deleted by this job step no longer exist. However, any
files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2258
Severity: 3

~o print records in copied entry, cannot
print ...

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
A request was made, using the $UASC utility program, to print
copied spool file entries from a disk file. However, an entry with
no print records was encountered.
Do one of the following:
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Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in tbe
procedure. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the messa(.1!
to (SYS-·2263).
Additional Inrormation
The third
statement;
The third
parameter

parameter was specified in the JO BSTR procedU! e
however, the second parameter (procname) is missin;~.
parameter can be specified only when the secor,d
is specil"led,

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps on
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

(

'\

SYS --!t64 Invalid parameter 7 in JOBSTR
command statement"

".

Severity:.lt

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

Parameter 9 of the JOBSTR procedure in incorrect. Parameter 9
must be LEAVE, REWIND, or UNLOAD.
Enter option 3. Before you try this operation again make sure
parameter 9 is correct. For more information about the JOBSTR
procedure, enter JOBSTR and press the Help key or refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

procedured name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure. If you are entering procedure statements from the
keyboard, parameter 7 in the JOBSTR procedure statement is
incorrect. n

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--22~).

SYS --2268 Parm 5 invalid without parm 2 in
JOBSTR command

Additional Information

Severity: N/A

This message is issued by the JOBSTR procedure. The seventh
parameter in the JOBSTR procedure statement must be AUTO,
NOAUTO, or not given.

Explanation

User Response

Enter option 3. Before you try this operation again make sure
parameter 2 and parameter 5 are correct. If parameter 2 should
be blank, make sure parameter S is also blank. For more
information about the JOBSTR procedure, enter JOBSTR and
press the Help key.

Option 3:1, The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is 'saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2265 Invalid parameter 8 in JOBSTR
command statement
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanati~n
Parameter 8 of the JOBSTR procedure is incorrect. Parameter 8
must be II, n, T2, or TC.
Enter option 3. Before you try this operation again make sure
parameter 8 is correct. For more information about the JOBSTR
procedure, enter JOBSTR and press the Help key, or refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Resp.onse

Auto Response: N/A

If parameter 2 in the JOBSTR procedure is blank (not specified),
then parameter S is not necessary.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2269 JOBSTR proc was run from_
JOBQ--incorrcct parms ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The JOBSTR procedure was run from the job queue. However,
the JOBSTR procedure has incorrect or missing parameters. -

Option 3: l The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3. Before you try this operation again make sure all
the JOBSTR paramters are correct and no parameters are
miSSing. For more information about the JOBSTR procedure,
enter JOBSTR and press the Help key.

SYS --2266 JOBSTR parm 5 must be Q, 0-5, or not
specified

'User Response

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data'created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --2270 Parm 9 must be blank whcn parm 8 is 11

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure. If you are entering procedure statements from the
kt.'Yboard, parameter 5 in the JOnSTR procedure statement is
incorrect.

Severity: 5

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2266).
Additional Information

The fifth fJarameter in the JOBSTR procedure must be either Q,

o through;S, or not specified.
User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

You have attempted to run the JOBSTR procedure with
parameter 8. equal to II and parameter 9 is not blank. Parameter
9 refers to tape and 11 refers to diskette. Enter option 3.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2271 ParOl 6 must be blank when parm 8 is TI,
T2, or TC

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is~ saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --2'267 In\'alid parametcr 9 in JOBSTR
command statcment

You have attempted to run the JOBSTR procedure with
parameter 8 equal to Tl, T2, or TC; however, parameter 6 is not
blank. Parameter 6 refers to diskette while TI, T2 or TC refers
to tape. Enter option 3.

Severity: N/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

EXllhmation

User Itesponse
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running the SAVELlBR procedure. the file name
specified already exists on tape.

SYS --2298 Dob queue jobname) held; library (library
name) unavailable

If you are entering ulility control statements from the keyboard.
the NAME parameter you entered in the FILE statement specified
a file that already exists on tape.

Severity: N/A

Do one of the following:

Auto Response: NIA

Explanation

•

A job in the job queue was held because the disk containing the
library specified in the JO BQ command was unavailable. The disk
is unavailable because it is not correctly connected to the system
uf the disk drive is puwered off.

•

Enter option I and enter the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2402). the file name from the message. and the
name of the procedure you were running.

To continue:

•

Run the CATALOG procedure to determine the disk drive
that contains the specified library

•
•

Connect the disk drive to the system

•

Use the RELEASE JOBQ control command to allow the
system to process the job

Power on the disk drive

SYS --2299 Job queue job Dob name) has been started
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You have entered the START JOBQ command; the job name
specified in the message has been started from the job queue.
This is an informational message and requires no action.

SYS --2400 Cannot restore the system library from
tape..•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 0 to place the file on tape. The file will have a
duplicate name.

Additional Information

If you enter option 0 to place the file on tape •. you will ha~
duplicate file names on the tape. To access a duplicate file that IS
not the first on the tape. use the CATALOG procedure to find the
sequence number of the file. Then specify the sequence number
on the FILE OCL statement. If you do not specify the sequence
number. you will get the first file on the tape with the name you
specified; you may not get the most recent file.
User Response
Option 0: Processing continues.
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created -up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data c~eated ~y previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step IS lost.

SYS --2403Ifi1e namel--No members exist in this fiI~ •••

Explanation

Severity: 3

If you are using utility control statements to run the restore
function of the SMAI:-<T utility. TI. T2. or TC cannot be specified
as the unit when you are restoring the system library.

Explanation
Because there are no members in the file, there is nothing to
display.

The UNIT parameter you entered in the FILE statement is
incorrect.

If you are running the LlSTFILE procedure. the file specified
contains no members.

Do one of the following:

Auto Response: 1

•

Enter option I and enter the next utility control statement.

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the N r,\\'1 E paraiTleter you entered in th~ PI LE statement specified
a file that contains no members.

Enter option 2 or 3. If you cannot correct the error. give
the programmer the message ID (SYS--2400) and the name
of the procedure you were running.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the next utility control statement.

Additional Information

•

You cannot restore the system library from tape using the restore
function of the S!'vfAINT utility. You can. however. use the
RESTLlBR procedure to restore the system library from tape.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2403), the file name from the message, and the
name of the procedure you were running.

User Response

User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is ~'\Ved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.
Option 2: The job step. is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job IS canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2404

H~O:\ILIBR parOl Ip~lramcter locationl
must be SVATfR or not given

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

SYS --2402 lfile name)--File already exists on tape.•.
Severity: 3
Explanation
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Auto Response: 3

Explanation

There is an error in the FROMLIBR procedure command. The
parameter identified in the message contains an incorrect value.
The only value allowed for this parameter is SVATTR.
Enter option 2 or 3. Either correct the parameter and try the
operation again. or give the message ID (SYS.-2404) and
parameter name to the programmer.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2405 Parameter (parameter locationl must be
FOLDER or not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The parameter identified in the message is incorrect for the
procedure you are running.
Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again. make
sure there are no spelling errors and no extra commas in the
procedure statement. If you cannot correct the error. give the
programmer the message ID (SYS·-240S) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this point is
saved. and the job co~tinues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2409 COMPRESS not allowed when TI, T2
or TC specified ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

An invalid combination of parameters has been specified in the
SAVELIBR procedure.
Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again. make
sure that either parameter 6 is II or parameter 9 is
NOCOMPRESS or blank. If you cannot correct the error. give
the programmer the message ID (SYS--2409) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Information

COMPRESS may only be specified when the library is being
copied to diskette. COMPRESS is not valid with tape.
User Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The parameter identified in the message must be either FOLDER
or left blank.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

t;ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
)

SYS --2410 llibrary namel--Disk not available for this
library ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --2406 Output file name not valid when printing
members ...

A disk drive is not available. The disk drive is probably not
powered on or not physically connected to the system.

Severity: 3

Do the following:

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

•

The specified LISTLIBR output file cannot be created on disk
because you are trying to display the contents of member(s). Only
directory entries or system information may be copied to an
output disk file using the LISTLIBR procedure. Enter option 2
or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS ..2406) and
the name of the procedure you were running.

Additional Information

Additional Information

A USTLIBR output file may only be created on disk if the
specified member name is DIR or the display parameter is
DIRI;-';FO in the LISTLIBR procedure.
Uscr ncsponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2407 File name ALL is resen·cd ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You are attempting to create a disk file with the reserved name
ALL. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2407) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Enter option 2 or 3. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·-2410) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

The message was issued by the $MAINT utility program. The
disk containing the library requested was found to be unavailable.
To correct the situation. power on the disk and re-IPL the system.
User nesponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2413 Library name parm required with
H)LDER ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Parameter I was omitted from the procedure you are running.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 (if present) to be prompted for the required
parameter.
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•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2413) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Inrormation
When FOLDER is specified, the library name must be specified in
parameter I,

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is ocanceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2448 Member Imember name) in library llibrary
name] is unusable...

If option 0 is selected, the HELP screen for the procedure will be
displayed and you can enter the required parameter.

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: The system displays HELP information and allows you
to enter th.e missing parameter. The job continues.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2448) and the member name and library name identified in
the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Inrormation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A member was found that is no longer usable.
processing may be done on this member.

SYS --244Sl:nexpected amount of data restored from
lfile name) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

No further

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Since the entire library was not saved to the tape, it cannot be
restored. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--244S) and the file name from the message.

SYS --2449Ifi1e nameJ--Ineomplcte member found in
this file ...

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 3

This message was issued by the SMAINT utility program, which
may have been callcd by the RESTLlBR procedure. The file
being restored does not contain the complete library. This could
result from the save operation (SAVELlBR) being interrupted.

Explanation
The file from which you are copying one or more members
contains an incomplete member.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created by previous steps
in this job is saved. The library is not restored, and the job will
continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 0 to continue. If you were trying to copy this
member into a library, it will not be copied.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (S YS--2449), the name of the member, and the name of
the file identified in the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. The library is not restored.

SYS --2446 (member name) is a reserved member
name ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. If you were trying to copy this
member into a library, the member will not be copied.

Explanation

Ootion 2: The iob steo is ended. Anv data created uo to this point
is 'preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step:

This member name is reserved. Reserved names are DIR, ALL,
NEW, and SYSTE:\1.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer thc message 10
(SYS--2446) and the member name identified in the message.

SYS --2450 A requircd paramcter is missing ...
Severity: 3

Vser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created"by this step is lost.

SYS --2447 (mcmbcr namc)--:\Icmbcr name contains
imoalid charactcrs ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An attempt to change a library member was made. One or more
of the following required parameters was left out of a utility
control statement.
•

NEWNAME

•

SlJn

•

REF

Do one of the following:
Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2447) and the member name identified in the message.
User Response
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•

Enter option 1 and enter the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the messa~e
ID (SYS--24S0) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2451 Ilibrary namel--Direc'tory is full ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

If you are running the CHNGEMEM procedure, enter a member
name or a partial member name in parameter 1. For example:
partial name, ALL.
Refer to the information on the
CHNGEMEM procedure in the System Reference manual,
SC2l-9020, for more information.
.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NAME parameter is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Explanation
If you are running the CHNGEMEM procedure or using the
change function of the SMAINT utility, one directory entry must
be available.
Do one of the following:
•

•

Enter option I and enter the next utility control statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2451), the library name from the message, and the

name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
Member change requires one available directory entry to rename
a member. This library has 0 directory entries available. You can
use the ALOCLlBR procedure to increase the directory size.
User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 1 and enter the next utility control statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2453) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2454 Mcmbcr with PTF log entry cannot be
rcnamed ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A member with an entry in #PTFLOG cannot be renamed.
If you are running the CHNGEMEM procedure, the member
specified in parameter I cannot be renamed.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NAME parameter specified a member that cannot be
renamed.
Do one of the following:

SYS --2452

~EW~A:\IE

specified same as current

namc ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running the CI-I~GE:\IE:'vI procedure, a different
member name must be specified for the new name.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NEW:,\,AME parameter is incorrect.

•

Enter option I and enter the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2454) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.

Do one of the [ollowing:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option I and enter the next utility control statement.

•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Entcr option 2 or 3 and givc the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2452) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

t:ser Response

SYS --2455 Im'alid membcr in library llibrary namcl
was rcmol"cd ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The library member identified in the message is not usable. The
member was automatically removed so you could use the rest of
the library.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2453 ;'\amc ALL not allowcd on membcr
renamc ...
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 0 to continue. The invalid library member WilS
already removed.
Give the programmer the mes~age II>
(SYS--2455) and the name of the member that was removed.
Additional Information
A library member's directory entry indi~ated that the member
existed in a library extent. However, the library had no extent so
the member was unusable and the directory entry was removed.
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User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 0: Processing continues.

•
•

SYS --2456 Member (member name) in use - cannot
be changed ...
Severity: 3

User Response

If you are running the CHNGEMEM procedure or using the
change function of the SMAINT utility, the member you are
trying to change is in use. You can try to change the member
again when no ionger in use.

•

Enter option I and try to enter this utility control statement
again or enter the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and try to enter the procedure again. If
you cannot run the procedure, give the programmer the
message 10 (SYS--24S6), the member name from the
message, and the name of the procedure you were running.

User Response
Ol"tion I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2457 I)artial name lengths must be equal for
mbr rename ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --2459 (member name) is an existing IBM
supplied member ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An IBM-supplied member exists in the library with the specified
new name.
If you are running the CHNGEMEM procedure, the new name
specified cannot be used.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NEWNAME parameter is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--24S9), the member name from the message, and
the name of the procedure you were running.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

If you are running the CII:-':GEMEM procedure, you incorrectly
entered the partial member name or the new name.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the :'IlA:\IE or ~E\v~A:\IE parameter is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3. This error can be caused by a spelling
error. if you cannot correct ihe error, give ihe programmer
the message 10 (SYS--24S7) and the name of the procedure
you were running.

User Response

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2460 Imember namel - NEWNAME is a
reserved member name ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data createdby this step is lost.

SYS --2458 Member already exists with specified
l'\EW:\,A:\lE ...
Auto Response: 3

If you are running the CIINGEMEM
NEWNAME you specified cannot be used.

procedure,

DIR, ALL, SYSTEM, and NEW are reserved member names and
cannot be used.
If you are running the CHNGEMEM procedure, the new name
specified cannot be used.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NEWNAME parameter is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

Explanation
the

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NEW:'IlAME parameter is incorrect.
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Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--24S8) and the name of the procedure you were

running.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Severity: 3

Enter option 1 and enter the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 1 and entcr the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
JD (SYS--2460), the member name from the message, and
the name of the procedure you were running.

User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored.

/
\

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2461 Cannot copy TXT subtype member ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Other jobs may be using the task work space. If you retry at
another time, there may be enough task work space available to
complete your job.
Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option O. This TXT subtype member and all
subsequent TXT sUbtype members will be changed to
sUbtype UNS and copied.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1.
ignored.

The COPY utility control statement is

SYS --2465 #LIBRARY cannot be restored from unit
TC ...

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2461).

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Additional Information

You are copying a record mode file to a library; however, record
mode copy of TXT sUbtype members is not allowed. If you select
option 0, the sUbtype of all TXT members in this file will be
changed to U 1'.:S and the members will then be copied.
User Response

Option 0: The job continues. All TXT members in this file will
be changed to subtype U NS and then copied.
Option 1: The COpy utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the COpy operation is not
performed, and the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct COpy statement after you enter option 1.

#L1BRARY cannot be restored from tape cartridge.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2465).
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2466 (output file nameJ--A Iibr/file/folder exists
with this name...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A library, file, or folder with the same name already exists on disk.
The output file name must be unique to the system. The first 8
characters of the message identify the name of the output file you
are trying to create. Do one of the following:

SYS --2462 (member name(--Cannot copy this
member ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You cannot copy the IBM library member identified by the first
eight characters of the message to a Systemj36 library.

Enter option I to retry. The library, file, or folder with this
name may have been deleted.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2466) and the file name identified in the message.
User Response

Additional Information

Option 1: Creation of the disk output file will be retried. If the
library, file, or folder that had the same name as the specified disk
file name has been deleted, the file creation will be successful.

The library maintenance utility program (S;'\'IAINT) issued this
message. One or more of the members in the file you are copying
to a library is IBM supplied and was created for another system
which is not compatible with System/36.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.

User Response

Option 1: The job continues. The member is not copied to the
library. If you are running a procedure, processing continues with
the next procedure statement. If you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard, processing continues with the next
statement you enter.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. .

SYS --2463 Cannot obtain system resources for tape
. cartridge...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2467 Not authorized to do a release update...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

This message is issued by the S:\IAlNT utility program,
preventing a user without service aids authorization from doing a
release update. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the
message identification code (!!YS--2467).
Uscr Response
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Option 3. The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

SYS --2483 Please wait--Iibrary (library namel in use

Additional Inrormation

Severity: N/A

A library directory size must be a minimum of 2 sectors. Either
you specified less than 2 sectors on the BLDLlBR procedure or
the ALLOCATE OCL statement, or you tried to reallocate your
library to have a directory size of less than 2 sectors.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. You are trying to use the
library identified in the message. However, this library is already
being used by another program. When the library is available,
message SYS--2484 will be displayed.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2486).

User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
_ ... __ .. _1 ......... _ ... _ .... r ___ .t..._ 1.. -. •• L. ___ ..:I
g"A"..."".... lIl,.O) '"V'"

SYS --2484 Through waiting ior iibrary

,","","'V1

Severity: N/A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The library your program was
waiting for is now available.

SYS --2485 Libr type specified not valid for record
mode copy ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

t.u.... A'IIi01uv,,",u.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2487 Keyword (keywordl invalid in file (file
namel .. ·
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you are running a procedure, the library type you specified is
incorrect.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the incorrect keyword.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the LIBRARY parameter is incorrect.

•

Enter option I to ignore the utility control statement with
the incorrect keyword.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS ..2487).

•

Enter option I if present and enter the next utility control
statement.

Additional Inrormation

•

Enter option 2 (if available) or 3 and give the programmer
the message 10 (SYS--248S) and the name of the procedure
you were running.

There is an incorrect keyword on the COpy command statement
in the record mode file specified in the message. Correct keywords
are:

Additional Inrormation

•
•
•

LInRARY

An 0 (load) member or R (subroutine) member was specified to
be copied to a library, but an 0 or R member cannot exist in a
record mode file. The only library types supported by record
mode are S (source) and P (procedure) members.
lJser Response

•

MRT

•

PDATA

•
•
•

OXRF

•

DATE

•

TIME

•

sun

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ionnrect

ic:: :.l1ntvpn nnlv if \1('\11
contToist~t~~ents--r~o~ th~'k~Yb;~~d ... ,.Thi~ nntinn

~rp pntAT'inn lIti:lilt'\J

_ ...· .. · .. ·0

_ ......J

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2486 (file name)--DIRSIZE must be larger
than 1 sector ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

NAME
RETAIN

HiST

REF

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: The job continues. The incorrect keyword is ignored.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
preccdure.

Option I: The COPY utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the copy operation is not
performed, and the next statement in the procedure is read.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the DIRSIZE parameter you entered in the ALLOCATE OCL
statement is incorrect.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct CO PY statement after you enter option 1.

Do one of the following:

•
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Enter option I
statement.

and enter the correct utility control

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2488 (file namcl--COPY stmt OXRF parm
invalid this file ...

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Severity: S

SYS --2490 (file namc(--COPY stmt TIME parm
invalid this file ..•
Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 and the OXRF parameter in the COPY
utility control statement is ignored.

•

Enter option 0 and the TI\1E parameter in the COpy utility
control statement is ignored.

•

Enter option 1 and the COpy utility control statement is
ignored.

Enter option 1 and the COpy utility control statement is
ignored.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2488).

•
•

Additional Information

Additional Information
You are copying a record mode file to a library; however, a
COpy statement in the file has an incorrect OXRF parameter.

The job continues.

The OXRF parameter will be

Option I: The COPY utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the copy operation is not
performed and the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct CO PY statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2489 (file namc)--COPY stmt DATE parm
invalid this file ...
Severity: S

You are copying a record mode file to a library; however, a
COpy statement in the file has an incorrect TIME parameter.
User Response

User Response
Option 0:
ignored.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2490).

Auto Response:

Option 0:
ignored.

The job continues.

Option 1: The COpy utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the copy operation is not
performed, and the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct COpy statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created ,up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2491 (file name(--COI)Y stmt REF parm
invalid this file ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:
•
•
•

The TIME parameter will be

•

Enter option 0 and the DATE parameter in the COPY
utility control statement is ignored.

Enter option 0 and the REF parameter in the COPY utility
control statement is ignored.

•

Entcr option 1 and the COPY utility control statement is
ignored.

Enter option I and the COPY utility control statement is
ignored.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2489).

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-249\ ).

Additional Information

Additional Information

You are copying a record mode file to a library; however, a
COpy statement in the file has an incorrect REF parameter.

You are copying a record mode file to a library; however, a
COpy statement in the file has an incorrect DATE parameter.

t:ser Response

User Response

Option 0: The job continues. The REF parameter will be ignored.
The DATE parameter will be

Option \: The COpy utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the copy operation is not
performed, and the next statement in the procedure is read.

Option \: The COPY utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the copy operation is not
performed, and the next statement in the procedure is read.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct CO PY statement arter you enter option 1.

Option 0:
ignored.

The job continues.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct COpy statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2492 lfile mlmcJ--COPY stmt SUB parm
inv~lIid this file ...
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:
Enter option 0 to continue processing the member. The
SUB parameter in the COpy utility control statement will
be changed to UNS.

•

•

Enter option 1. The COPY utility control statement will be
ignored.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2492).

Additional Information
You are copying a record mode file to a library; however, a
COpy statement in the file has an incorrect SUB parameter.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The SUB parameter will be set to
UNS (unspecified).
Option I: The COpy utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the COpy operation is not
performed, and the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct COpy statement after you enter option 1.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional InFormation
STATUS-INCR requires L1BRSIZE' and/or D1RSIZE to be
specified.
User Response
Option 1: The COpy utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the copy operation is not
performed, and the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct COpy statement after you enter option 1.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2495 Cannot decrease a library that has an
extent •.•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A library with an extent cannot be decreased.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to read the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--249S).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional InFormation

SYS --2493 Library size specified will make Iibr too
lar~e ...

To eliminate the extent, you can run the CONDENSE procedure,
or use the ALOCLlBR procedure to reallocate the library and to
remove the extent.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 1,2, or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2493).

User Response
Option 1: The COpy utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the copy operation is not
performed, and the next statement in the procedure is read.

Additional Information

I f you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct CO PY statement after you enter option 1.

The specified increase in library size would put the library over the
IS,OOO-block maximum. A smaller increase must be specified.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: The CO PY utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the copy operation is not
performed, and the next statement in the procedure is read.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct COpy statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2494 LIBRSIZE and/or DIRSIZE must be
specified ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

ElCJIlanation
The L1BRSIZE and/or the D1RSIZE must be specified.

SYS --2496 LISTLIBR parm 4 must be USER,
DETAIL or not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are entering the L1STLIBR procedure, you incorrectly
entered a parameter. Enter the procedure again specifying USER
or DETAIL as parameter 4, or leave parameter 4 blank. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2496).
User Response
Option 2: The Job step IS ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost,

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to read the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2494).
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SYS --2497 LlSTLIBR p:trm 5 must bc PAGE,
NOPAGE or not gi\'cn
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are entering the LlSTLlBR procedure. you incorrectly
entered a parameter. Enter the procedure again specifying PAGE
or NOPAGE as parameter 5. or leave parameter 5 blank. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--2497).
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2498 LISTLIBR parm 6 must be PAGE,
NOP AGE or not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are entering the LlSTLlBR procedure. you incorrectly
entered a parameter. Enter the procedure again specifying PAGE
or NOPAGE as parameter 6. or leave parameter 6 blank. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(5Y5--2498).
User Response

Note: The directory size of #LlBRARY cannot be changed.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
current size on diskette.

#LlBRARY is restored to its

Option I: The job continues. #L1BRARY is not restored. The
utility control statement in error is ignored. If you are running a
procedure, this statement is ignored. and the next statement in the
procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
this statement is ignored and you can enter the correct statement
after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2501 Ilibrary name)--Directory is full in this
library ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2499 LISTLlBR parm 5 must be USER,
DETAIL or not given
Severity: 3

can also use CNFIGSSP to increase the member size of
#L1BRARY.

Auto Response: 3

There is not enough space in the library directory to contain the
entry for the new member to be placed in the library.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 if you want to try the operation again .

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2501) and the library name identified in the
message.

Explanation

Additional Information

If you are entering the LlSTLIBR procedure. you incorrectly
entered a parameter. Enter the procedure again specifying USER
or DETAIL as parameter 5, or leave parameter 5 blank. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--2499).

The directory may not be completely full, but the $MAINT utility
program has determined that you are attempting to add more
members than space permits.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2500 IJb and/or dir size not allowed for system
library ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A library or directory size change cannot be specified when
restoring #L1BRARY. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue and restore #LIBRARY to its
current size.

• -

Enter option 1 to continue but not restore #L1BRARY.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2500) and the name of the procedure you are
runnmg.

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. The
member type and name are sometimes displayed above the
message.
1f you are running auto report and the first 6 characters of the
library member name are #AUTOS. refer to the information on
the AUTO command statement in the manual Programming Wilh
RPG II, SC21-9006.

To increase the directory size, use the ALOCLlBR procedure or
the allocate function of the SMAINT utility.
I f you arc using option 1 to try the operation again. space must
be made available before selecting option 1. Either usc the inquiry
function and run the following procedures to make space available
or have the system operator run the following procedures to make
space available.

For a user library, you can make space available in the directory
either by deleting unnecessary library members. or by increasing
the space allocated for the directory. To delete members. you can
use the FR0:-.1L111R procedure to save the members; then use the
RE:'vl0V E procedure to delete them.
For more information about these procedures, refer to the Syslem
Reference manual. SC21-9020.
Vser ncsponse

Additional Information

Option 1: The operation is tried again. If there is still not enough
space in the directory, this error will occur again.

To change the member size of /ILiBRARY. you can use the
LIIJRSIZE parameter on the ALLOCATE OCL statement. You

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2502 (library name(--Not cnough space in this
libr for member...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Additional Information

This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program (SMAINT),. which might have been invoked by the
FROMLlBR procedure. The space specified for the output file
was not large enough to contain the member(s) being copied. The
operation cannot be completed.

Explanation

The first 8 characters of the message identify the file. Specify
more space for the output file when you submit the job again.

The library and library extent do not contain enough unused space
to add the member to this library.

User Response

Do one of the following;

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, ~~d the job can continue with the next job step.

•
•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 1 if you want to try the operation again.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
JD (SYS--2S02) and the library name identified in the

message.
Additional Information

If you were updating a member when this error occurred, the
member could not be replaced because another display station was
using a member from that library, or that library was the active
user library for the display station.

SYS --2504 (library name)--This library is full ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 if you want to enter another utility control
statement.

The library or library extent may not be completely full, but the
SMAI:,\T utility program has determined that you are attempting
to add more members than space permits.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S04) and the library name identified in the
message.

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. The
member type and name are sometimes displayed above the
message.

Additional Information

If you are running auto report and the first 6 characters of the
library member name are #AUTOS, refer to the information on
the AUTO command statement in the manual Programming with
RPG 11, SC21-9006.

The library is full and the rest of the members cannot be added to
the library.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. The
member type and name are sometimes displayed above the
message.

You can make space available either by deleting unnecessary
members, or by increasing the space allocated for the user library.
To delete members, use the FROMLlBR procedure to save the
members, and then use the REMOVE procedure to delete them.
After deleting members, run the CO~DE!':SE procedure. To
increase the library size, use the ALOCLlDR procedure or the
allocate function of the SMAI:,\T utility program.

Make space available by either deleting unnecessary library
members or increasing the size of the library. To delete members,
you can use the FROMLIDR procedure to save the members;
then use the REMOVE procedure to delete them. After deleting
library members, use the CONDE~SE procedure to remove gaps
in the library and accumulate all unused space at the end of the
library.

For more information about these functions, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

You can also increase the size of a user library by using the
ALOCLlDR procedure or the allocate function of the SMAINT
utility program.

User Response

Option i: The operation is tried again. ii you are adding a new
member to the library, use the ALOCLlDR procedure or the
allocate function of the SMAINT utility program to increase the
size of the library before entering this option. You can do this by
either using the inquiry function or having the system operator
increase the library size.
If you are replacing an existing member in the library, all other
display stations using a member from the library must stop using
those members. Also any other display stations with the library
as the active user library must sign off. Entering option 1 might
then replace the library member.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created u~ to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2503 (file name)--This output file is full
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2S03) and the file name identified in the message.
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For mC)r~ information about the~e functions, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Option I: Option 1 is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The portion of the
member already added to the library is saved.
Processing
continues With the next statement you enter. To increase the size
of the library, use the ALOCLlllR procedure or the allocate
function of the SMAINT utility program,
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2505 Inntlid ~:\:\IE p~'ramctcr in the
DELETE or COpy stOlt ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NAME parameter you keyed in the·DELETE or COPY utility
control statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

•

ID (SYS ••2S0S).
Additional Information
This message was' issued by the library maintenance utility
program (SMAINT).
An incorrect NAME parameter was
specified in the DELETE or COpy utility control statement. A
correct member name:
•

User Response
Option 1: The COPY utility control statement in error is ignored.
If you are running a procedure, the copy operation is not
performed and the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct COpy statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2507 Invalid record read while creating S or P

member ..•

Must begin with an alphabetic character (A through Z, @,

#, or $).

Severity: 3

Cannot contain more than 8 characters.

Explanation

•

Cannot contain a comma, single quotation mark, period, or
blank.

•

Cannot be one of the restricted member names (ALL, NEW,
DlR, or SYSTEM) when copying to a library.

You are creating a source or procedure member from the
keyboard and the library maintenance utility has read a /* (end of
data) OCL statement. A /* statement is not allowed in source or
procedure data.

•

Auto Response: 0

Additional Inrormation

User Response
Option 1: The job continues. The DELETE or COPY utility
control statement in error is ignored.

When FROM·READER is specified in a COPY utility control
statement, the statements to be copied must immediately follow
the COPY statement and must terminate with a CEND statement.

If you are running a procedure, processing continues with the next
statement in the procedure. If you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard, processing continues with the next
utility control statement you enter.

Option 0: The /* record is ignored. The job continues and the /*
record is not placed in the member.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2508 No source statements following COpy

User Response

control stmt ...
SYS --2506 Invalid NEWNAME parm in COPY

utility control stmt. ..
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NEW:-.IAME parameter you keyed in the COPY statement is
incorrect.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program (SMAINT). An incorrect NEWNAME parameter was
specified in the COPY utility control statement. A correct
member name:

•

Must begin with an alphabetic character (A through Z, @,

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, the source or procedure member
you are trying to copy to the library does not contain any source
or procedure statements.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you entered the FROM·READER parameter in the COpy
statement. When this is done, source statements must follow the
COpy statement.

Additional Inrormation
The library maintenance utility (SMAINT) issued this message.
;-';0 statements were read between the COPY utility control
When you specify
statement imd the CEND statement.
FRO:\1·READER in the COPY statement, you must specify at
least one source or procedure statement before the CEN D
statement.

#, or S).

User Response

•

Cannot contain more than 8 characters.

Option 1: The job continues. The specified copy operation is
ignored.

•

Cannot contain a comma, single quotation mark, period. or
blank.

•

Cannot be one of the restricted member names (ALL, NEW.
DlR. or SYSTE:\1) when copying to a library.

If you specified NAME·characters.ALL. you must use the same
number of characters in the NEWNAME parameter as preceded
.ALL in the NAME parameter. Do not specify .ALL in the
NEWNAME parameter. It is assumed if you specified .ALL in
the NA:\1E parameter.

If you are running a procedure, processing continues with the next
statement in the procedure. If you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard, processing continues with the next
statement you enter.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --2509 Ilibrary nameJ--Specified members not in
this library ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 0: The job continues and the existing library member is
replaced. In addition, any other duplicate library members that
this copy operation creates are also replaced with no message
issued.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The library members you are looking for cannot be found in the
specified library. The first 8 characters of the message identify the
library. The member type and name are sometimes displayed
above the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --2511 COPY statement keyword NAME not in
file (file name) ...

•

E.nter option 1 if you want to continue processing.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2509) and the library name identified in the
message.

Explanation

Auto Response:

Additional Information

The file containing the source or procedure members you are
trying to read contains an error in the first record of at least one
of the members.

This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program ($\1AINT), which might have been invoked by one of
the following procedures:

The first 8 characters of the message identify the file. The COPY
utility control statement in error is sometimes displayed above the
message.

•

FROMLlBR

Do one of the following:

•
•
•

LlSTLlBR

•

Enter option 1 if you want to continue processing.

LlBRLlBR

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S 11) and the file name identified in the message.

REMOVE

The specified member names cannot be found in the specified
library.
If this error occurred during an attempt to delete a data file, the
RE:\fOVE utility control statement was entered instead of the
DELETE utility control statement.

Uscr Response
Option I: The COPY utility control statement or the DELETE
utility control statement in error is ignored. If you are running a
procedure, the copy or delete operation is not performed, and the
next utility control statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job !s saved, but data crc:tcd by this step is lost.

SYS --2510 (library name]--Duplicate member in this
library ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Additional Inrormation
When you are reading source or procedure members from a Iile in
record mode, the first record in each member must be the required
COPY utility control statement. Also, when you are listing the
member types and names in a record mode me, the first record in
each member must be the required CO PY utility control
statement. The NAME parameter was not specified in that utility
control statement. NAME is always required. The NAME
parameter must be added to the COPY utility control statement
before the file can be processed.
User Response
Option I: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the nell! job <rep.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2512 COPY stmt keyword LIBRARY not in
file lfile nameJ ...

Explanation

Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option 0 jf you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and giye the programmer the message
ID (S YS--251 0) and the library name identified in the
message.

Additional Information
An attempt was made to place a member in a library, but one
already exists with the same name and type.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. The
member lype and name are sometimes displayed above the
message.
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Auto Response:

The file containing the source or procedure members you arc
trying to read contains an error in the first record of at least one
of the members.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the file name. The
COPY utility control statement in error is sometimes displayed
above the message.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing .

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (5 YS--2512) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Information

When you are reading source or procedure members from a file in
record mode, the first record in each member must be the required
COpy utility control statement. Also, when you are listing
member types and names in a record mode file, the first record in
each member must be the required COpy utility control
statement. The LIBRARY parameter was not specified in that
statement. The LIBRARY parameter must be added before the
file can be processed.
User Response
Option 1: The job con~inues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2513 Ifile namel--S:\lA~T utility cannot
process this file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This file cannot be processed by the library maintenance utility
program (SMAI:-';T). The first 8 characters of the message
identify the file name.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S13) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the SMAINT utility program. Only
sector mode files created by the SMAINT utility program, or
record mode files with record lengths from 40 to 120 bytes and all
records the same length, can be processed.
Also, only System;34 and System.'36 liIes can be processed.
System;32 files cannot be processed by SMAINT on the
Systemj36.
User Response
Option I: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

•

Enter option 1 if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS·-2S14).and the file nanle identified in the message.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the SMAINT utility program. When
you are reading source or procedure members from a file in
record mode, or are listing member types and names in a record
mode file, the first record in each member must be the required
COPY utility control statement, and the last record in each
member must be the required CEND utility control statement.
If you are copying or listing a file that was created in record mode
by the SMAINT utility program, SMAII'T inserted a COPY
utility control statement at the beginning of each member and a
CEND utility control statement at the end of each member for
you when the file was created.
This error may have occurred because of a programmer-supplied
CEN D statement within a member that was copied into the file.
There must be only one CEN 0 utility control statement per
member.
User Response
Option 1: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2515Ifi1e namcl--Invalid control stmt record in
this file ..•
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either the file you are trying to read contains an error in the first
record of at least one of the source or procedure members, or you
are trying to read the wrong file to the library.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the file name. The
statement in error is sometimes displayed above the message.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 if you want to continue processing.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--25 I 5) and the me name identified in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --25141file namel--COPY stmt record missing in
this file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program ($;\·1AI~T). When you are reading source or procedure
members from a file in record mode, the first record in each
member must be the required CO PY utility control statement.
Also, when you are listing member types and names in a record
mode file, the first record in each member must be the required
COPY utility control statement. In either case, the first record in
a member did not start with / / followed by a blank and therefore
was not recognized as a COpy utility control statement.

EXJ!lanation

User Response

Either the file you are trying to read contains an error in the first
record of at least one of the source or procedure members, or you
are trying to read the wrong file.

Option I: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

The lirst 8 characters of the message identify the file name. The
statement in error is sometimes displayed above the message.
Do one of the following:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2516 Keyword is repeated in COPY stmt in file
(file namel ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The file containing the source or procedure members you are
trying to read contains an error in the first record of at least one
of the members.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the file name. The
COPY utility control statement in error is sometimes displayed
above the message.
Do one of the following:

increase. A smaller increase can be attempted; or the ALOCLlBR
procedure or the ALLOCATE OCL statement of the SMAINT
utility program can be used to reallocate (move to another
location on disk) this-library or a library that needs to be moved
to another location.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. To
increase the library size, the space following the library must be
available. To increase the directory size, the space preceding the
library must be available. If you still want to increase the size of
the library, you must first run COMPRESS AI, FREELOW; then
ALOCLIBR; and COMPRESS again if desired.
User Response
Option 1: The job continues. The space for the library remains
the same. If you are running a procedure, the next statement in
the procedure is read.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the duplicate keyword.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

•
•

Enter option J to ignore the COPY statement with the
duplicate keyword.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (S YS--25 16) and the file name identified in the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program (S\IAI:-IT). When you are reading source or procedure
members from a file in record mode, the first record in each
member must be the required COPY utility control statement.
Also, when you are listing member types and names in a record
mode file. the first record in each member must be the required
COpy utility control statement In either case, the same keyword
was used more than once in that statement.
L'ser Response
Option 0: The job continues. The first keyword in the COpy
statement is used. The second (duplicate) keyword is ignored.

SYS --2518)library nameJ--Cannot reduce this library
to gil'en size ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 (if present) or 1 if you want to continue
processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--25J8) and the library name identified in the
message.

Option I: The job continues. i'\o data is copied. If you arc
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

Additional Information

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

The library maintenance utility program (SMAINT) issued this
message. An attempt was made to decrease the disk area for this
library, but the resulting space is less than the space the library
members now occupy.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2517 )library nameJ--Cannot increase the size
of this library ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
JD (SYS--2517) and the -library name identified in the
message.

Arldition~! !nf3r:n~tioii

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. Run the
CO:-l DE:\SE procedure to reorganize the library. If the library
still cannot be reduced to the desired size. you can use the
RE~~OVE prOCedure tu uciete any unnecessary members.
For
further information about these procedures, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The library is reduced to the
minimum size required to contain all the members.
Option I: The job continues. The space for the library remains
the same. I f you are running a procedure, the next statement in
the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step- is ended. Any data created up to this point
is PiCSCivcd, and the job (.;an continue with the next job step.

The library maintenance utility program ($:\IAli'\T) issued this
message. An attempt was made to increase the disk area for the
specified library, but a file or library occupies the space
immediately following or preceding this library. A file or library
must not occupy the area required for the expansion of a library.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If a directory increase was attempted, there is not enough space in
front of the library for the increase. If a library increase was
attempted, there is not enough space behind the library for the

Severity: 3
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SYS --2519 )library namel--~o PTF log member in
this library
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2S19) and the library name identified in the message.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing.

Additional Information
Enter option 20r 3 and give the programmer the message

•
The library load member containing
(#PTFLOG) is not in this library.

PTF

information

ID (SYS--2S21) and the file name identified in the message.
Additional Information

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. Place
#PTFLOG in the library so the operation can be performed. Use
the BLDLlBR procedure or the library to library copy function
of the $MAINT utility program. For further informlj,tion about
these procedures and the $MAINT utility program, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program ($MAINT). When you are reading source or procedure
members from a me in record mode, the first record in each
member must be the required COPY utility control statement.
Also, when you are listing member types and names in a record
mode me, the first record in each member must be the required
COPY utility control statement.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

An incorrect member name was specified in that statement.
correct member name:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

A

Must begin with an alphabetic character (A through Z, @,

#, or $).

•

Cannot contain more than 8 characters.

•

Cannot contain a comma, single quotation mark, period, or
blank.

Explanation

•

Cannot be one of the restricted member names (ALL, NEW,
DlR, or SYSTEM) when copying to a library.

The file you are trying to copy or print contains an incorrect
library directory entry for a library member.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option I: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

SYS --2520 lfile namel--Invalid directory entry in this
file ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 0 or 1 if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
I D (SYS--2520) and the file name identifled in the message.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program (S:vIAINT). An incorrect directory entry was found in
the file to be copied to a library or to the printer. The first 8
characters of the message identify the file name.
:'vlembcr refers to a directory entry and its corresponding library
member.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2522 llibrary namcl--Given members in this
library are nnl...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: The incorrect member and any members that follow it
in the file are not copied to the library. Any correct members
preceding this incorrect member are copied.

The members specified in this copy or delete operation cannot be
copied or deleted.

Option I: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. The
member type and name are sometimes displayed above the
message.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option I'

•

Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S22) and the library name identifled in the
message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thls job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2521 (file name)--CQPY stmt :\,A;\IE parm
invalid this file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

It you want to continue processing.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program (S:\-IAINT), which might have been invoked by one of
the follOWing procedures:

Explanation

•

FRO\1L1IlR

The file containing the source or procedure members you are
trying to read contains an error in the first record of at least one
of the members.

•
•

L113RLlBR

The first 8 characters of the message identify the file name. The
incorrect COpy utility control statement is sometimes displayed
above the message.

•

REMOVE

L1STLlIlR

One of the following errors caused this message:
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•

An attempt was made to copy, display, or delete all
non-IBM members, but only IBM members exist. Al1 user
libraries contain at least one IBM member (#PTFLOG).

•

An attempt was made to use the FROMLlBR, L1STLlBR,
L1BRLlBR, or REMOVE procedure to copy, display, or
delete an IBM member.

•

An attempt was made to copy, display, or delete IBM
members, but OMIT-SYSTEM was not specified in the
COpy utility control statement or RETAIN-S was not
specified in the DELETE utility control statement.

User Response

Explanation
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
two FILE statements have the same NAME parameter.
Do one of the following:

•

•

Enter option 1 if you want to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

ID (SYS--2524) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Information

Option I: The job continues. No library members are copied or
deleted. If you are running a procedure, the next statement in the
procedure is read.

The library maintenance utility program (SMAINT) issued this
message. The same file name was specified in the NAME
parameter in both a FILE statement for a diskette file and a FILE
statement for a disk file. These two FILE statements must have
different file names for the SMAINT utility program.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

User Response

~ption 2: The job step is ended. Any
IS preserved, and the job can continue

Option I: The job continues. The current operation is not
performed. If you are running a procedure, the next statement in
the procedure is read.

O\,li?n~:

this Job

IS

data created up to this point
with the next job step.

The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

SYS --2523 Im'alit! O:\IIT parm in COPY or
DELETE control stmt. ..

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

Severity: 5

O\'tion~:
thiS Job IS

Auto Response:

The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the O\IIT parameter in either the COpy or DELETE statement
is incorrect.
Additional Information
The. library maintenance utility (SMAINT) issued this message.
An Incorrect 0\111' parameter was specified in either the COpy
or DELEfE utility control statement. If a name was specified in
the O\IIT parameter, it might be longer than 8 characters. If the
O\f1T parameter was in the form:
0\1 [T -characters.ALL
there can be no more than 7 characters, fol1owed by a period,
followed by ALL.
A correct member name:

•

Must begin with an alphabetic character (A through Z, @,
#, or 5).

•

Cannot contain a comma, single quotation mark, period, or
blank.

•

Cannot be one of the restricted member names (ALL, NEW,
DIR, or SYSTE:vt) when copying to a library.

User Response
Option I: The job continues. No data is copied or deleted. If you
are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is
read.

SYS --2525 Invalid PTF log number in COI>Y stmt
PTF parameter ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the PTF parameter in the COpy statement is incorrect.
Additional Information
The library maintenance utility (5MAI~T) issued this message.
The PTF parameter must be YES, i'\O, or a number with a value
larger than zero and smaller than 65,536.
User Response
Option 1: The job continues. No copy operation is performed.
I f you are running a procedure, the next statement in the
procedure is read.
~ption

2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS preserved, and the Job can continue With the next job step.

O\,ti?n 3.: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job IS saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2526 (library namc)--l'Io PTFs for givcn
mcmbers in this Iibr ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are entering utility controt statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step IS endcd. Any data created up to this point
is f'!'cserved, and the job can continuc with the next job step.
O\,tion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job IS saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2524 )file namc)--This NAME parm in two
FILE statcmcnts ...
Severity: 5
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Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing .

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the messaRc
Identification code (SYS--2526) and the library name
identified in the message.

Additional Information
You arc trying to copy one or more library members that contain
a program temporary fix (PTF); however, none of the specified
membcrs contain a PTF.

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library name.
The type and names of the members are sometimes displayed
above the message.

specified in a utility control statement while the program was
adding to a record mode /ile, but an a or R member cannot be
added to an existing record mode file.

The library maintenance utility program ($MAINT) issued this
message. PTF-YES was specified in the COPY utility control
statement, but none of the specified library members contain
PTFs.

User Response

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

User Response

Option I: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2527 (file namc)--~o mcmber in this file with
givcn PTF ...
Severity: 5

Option 1: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S27) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Information

You are trying to copy a library member with a program
temporary fix (PTF) from a file to a library; however, there is not
a member in the file with the specified PTF number.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the file name. The
library maintenance utility program (S:'v1AINT) issued this
message. A PTF number was specified in the COPY utility
control statement, but no library member in the file has that PTF
number.
t:scr Response

Option 1: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2529 (file name)--No FILE stmt given with this
NAME parm ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A FILE statement is mlssmg that is required to perform the
specified copy operation. The first 8 characters of the message
identify the /ile.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S29) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Information

A FILE statement is required when you are copying from a
library to a file, from a file to a library, or from a file to display.
A COPY utility control statement refers to a file, but there is no
FI LE statement for that file. The file name must appear in both
the COpy statement's FILE parameter and the FILE statement's
NAME parameter.
User Response

Option 1: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2530 (file nameJ--No members exist to copy to
this file ...

SYS --2528 (file namcJ--Cannot add gil'cn membcrs
to this filc ...

Severity: 5

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

You cannot add the specified library members to the file identified
by the first 8 characters of the message.

•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2S30) and the file name identified in the message.

Do one of the following:

Additional Inrormation

•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2528) and the /ile name identified in the message.

This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program (S;\IAINT), which might have been invoked by the
FRO:'v1 L111R procedure. When the copy operation was specified,
the library members to be copied were in the specified library.
However, before the library members were copied, another
program deleted all the members from the specified library. The
first 8 characters of the message identify the file to which the
library member would have been copied.

Additional Information

The library maintenance utility program ($MAINT) issued this
message. An 0 (load) member or R (subroutine) member was
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User Response
Option 1: The job continues. No members are copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

One or more of the 0 (load) members in the file you are copying
to a library is not a Systemf36 member.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the file. The type
and name of the library member are sometimes displayed above
the message.
This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program (SMAINT), which might have been invoked by the
TOLIBR or the LIBRLIBR procedure. During copying of a
sector mode file to a library, a non-Systemf36 0 (load) member
was found.
User Response

~=253!

SYS

Severity: S

(fi!e iiameJ--Nu member in this flie copied
to library ...
Auto Response:

Explanation
The specified member(s) did not exist, or only members to be
omitted existed in the file.

Option 0:
Copying continues for all members except
non-Systemf36 load members. This non-System/36 load member
and any other non-Systemf36 load members will not be copied.
Option 1: The job continues. Any Systemf36 members up to this
point are copied. If you are running a procedure, the next
statement in the procedure is read.

Do one of the following:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

•

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 1 if you want to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--2531 ) and the file name identified in the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
You are trying to copy members from this file to a library;
however, none of the members in the file were copied. The file is
identified in the first 8 characters of the message.
At least one of the following conditions caused this message:

•

OMIT-NEW was specified in the COPY utility control
statement, and none of the members in the file exist in the
specified library.

•

The library load member containing the PTF information
(#PTFLOG) is the only member in the file.

•

The members in the file to be copied to the specified library
are currently being updated by SEU.

•

The members specified to copy do not exist in the file.

SYS --2533 Member has no source stmt records in file
lfile name) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The member you are trying to read does not contain any source
or procedure statements. The first 8 characters of the message
identify the file.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 or 1 if you want to continue processing .

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2533) and the file name identified in the message.

User Response

Additional Information

Option I: The job continues. No members are copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

The library maintenance utility program (SMAINT) issued this
message. No statements were read between the COpy utility
control statement and the CEND statement.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

User Rcsponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 0: The job continues. The empty member is not copied
to the library.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The job continues.
ignored.

SYS --2532 Ilibrary namcl--Copying non S/36 load
mbr to this libr ...

If you arc running a procedure, processing continues with the next
statement in the procedure. If you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard, processing continues with the next
statement you enter.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
DQ..one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 if you want to continue processing.

•
•

Enter option 1 to process the next utility control statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2532) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Information
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The specified copy operation is

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2534 lfile namcl--Rccord length parameters
connict ...
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the length of a COPY utility control statement record being
created in this file exceeds the record length of this file.

Severity: 3

Do one of the following:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·.2S36)

•

Enter option 0 or I if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS •• 2534) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional Infonnation
This message is issued by the library maintenance utility program
(SMAINT) while copying to a record mode file. The record length
of the file identified in the message is less than the length of a
COPY utility control statement record being created for this same
file. The COpy utility control statement record being created
might be displayed above the message.
If the RECL parameter was specified in the COPY utility control
statement being processed, its value is less than the length of the
COpy utility control statement record being built in the record
mode file.
If ADD·YES was specified in the COPY utility control statement
being processed, the record length of this file is less than the length
of the COPY utility control statement. being built for one of the
members being added to this file.
This error can be avoided by increasing the value of the RECL
parameter, or by not speCifying the SVATTR·YES parameter in
the COpy utility control statement being processed.
t;ser Response
Option 0: The member identified by the COPY utility control
statement record is not copied to this file. Processing of the
current COpy utility control statement continues.
Option I: The member identified by the COpy utility control
statement record is not copied to this file. Processing of the
current COpy utility control statement stops, and the next utility
control statement is processed.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2535 File and library names must be equal for
#LIBRARY ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
When restoring the system library, the file name and library name
specified must be the same.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SY5--253S).

t;ser Response
Option I: The job continues.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information
FI has been specified as parameter 4 in the FROMLlBR
procedure. When parameter 4 is PI (disk file), parameter 5 must
be T, J, S, P, ADD, or not given. If you want to process a
diskette file, parameter 4 must be II and parameter S must be a
number from 0 to 999, ADD, or not given.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2537 FROMLIBR parm 6 must be
T,J,S,P,ADD or not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 1D
(SYS·-2537).
Additional Information
ALL has been specified as parameter 2 and FI has been specified
as parameter 5 in the FROMLlDR procedure. When parameter
2 is ALL and parameter S is FI (disk file), param_eter 6 must be
T, J, 5, P, ADD, or not given. If you want to process a diskette
file with parameter 2 specified as ALL, parameter 5 must be II
and parameter 6 must be a number from 0 to 999, ADD, or not
given.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue. with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2538 I;RO:\ILlBR parm 5 must be 0-999,
AD D or not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(5 YS·-2S38).
Additional Inrormation
II has been specified as parameter 4 in the FRO:\1UDR
procedure. When parameter 4 is II (diskette file), parameter S
must be a value from 0 to 999, ADD, or not given. If you want
to process a disk file, parameter 4 must be FI and parameter S
must be T, J, 5, P, ADD, or not given.
t;ser Response

No data is copied.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,

enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2536 FRO:\ILIBR parm 5 must be
T,J,S,P,ADD or not given

Option 2: The job step.is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2539 FRO:\lIJHR parm 6 must be 0-999,
AD D or not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
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Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2539).

•

Additional InFormation

Additional Information

ALL has been specified as parameter 2 and 11 has been specified
as parameter 5 in the FROMLIBR procedure. When parameter
2 is ALL and parameter 5 is II (diskette file), parameter 6 must
be a value from 0 to 999, ADD, or not given. If you want to
process a disk file with parameter 2 specified as ALL, parameter
5 must be FI and parameter 6 must be T, J, S, P, ADD, or not
given.

An 0 (load) member or R (subroutine) member was specified to
be copied to a library, but an 0 or R member cannot exist in a
record mode file. The only library types supported by record
mode copy are S (source) and P (procedure) members.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the progr,ammer the message
ID (SYS--2S41).

If LIBRARY-ALL is specified in the COpy statement, or if the
library is specified in the FROMLlBR procedure, the 0 and R
members are simply ignored.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2540 Directory size specified is too large ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response
Option I: The job continues. No members are copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option J.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Optic,," 3: The job is cam'.eled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The directory size specified in the RESTLlBR or ALOCLIBR
procedure is greater than the available space in the library; or the
size of the increase specified in the ALOCLlBR command will
make the directory size greater than the allowed maximum size of
2500 sectors.

SYS --2542Ifi1e namcl--COPY stmt LIBRARY parm
invalid this file ...

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 or 1 if you want to continue processing.

•

Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2540).

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The fIle containing the source or procedure members you are
trying to read contains an error in the first record of at least one
of the members.

A smaller directory size must be specified.

The first 8 characters of the message identify the fIle. The
incorrect COPY utility control statement is sometimes displayed
above the message.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 0: The job continues. The library size is increased to hold
the increased directory size. If you select this option, you should
usc the LlSTLI B R procedure to find out how much your library
size increased.

•

Enter option 1 if you want to continue processing .

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2542) and the file name identified in the message.

Additional InFormation

Option I: The job continues. No members are copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2541 LIBRARY and RECL parms conflict in
COPY statcmcnt. ..
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running the FROMLlIJR procedure, either the library
you specified is incorrect or the record length should not be
specified.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
either the LIBRARY parameter is incorrect or the RECL
parameter should not be entered in the COPY utility control
statement.

Additional InFormation
This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program (SMAI~T). When you are reading source or procedure
members from a file in record mode, the first record in each
member must be the required COpy utility control statement.
An invalid LIBRARY parameter was specified in at least one of
those COpy statements. Only S or P is a correct entry in the
LlllRARY parameter.
User Response
Option I: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
runnmg a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you cnter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is cnded. Any data created up to this point
is preservcd~ and the joh can continue '.'lith the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2543Ifi1c namc\--COPY stmt
invalid this file ...

Do one of the following:
Severity: 5
•
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Enter option 1 (if available) if you want to continue
processing.

Explanation

Auto Response:

RETAI~

parm

There is an error in the me you are trying to copy. The file name
is identified in the message. The COPY utility control statement
in error may be displayed above the message.

There is an error in the me you are trying to copy. The file name
is identified in the message. The COpy utility control statement
in error may be displayed above the message.

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 or I if you want to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S43) and the me name identified in the message.

•
•

Enter option 0 or I if you want to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--254S) and the me name identified in the message.

Additional Information

Additional Information

This message is issued by the $MAINT utility program. You are
copying a record mode me to a library, but a COPY utility control
statement in the file has a RETAIN parameter that is not S (IBM)
or R (ignored).

This message is issued by the SMAINT utility program. You are
copying a record mode file to a library, but a COpy utility control
statement in the file has a PDATA parameter that is not yES.

t;ser Response

Option 0: The job continues. The PDATA parameter is ignored.

Option 0: The job continues. The RETAIN parameter

IS

ignored.

Option I: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2544 lfile namel--COPY stmt MRT parm
im'alid this file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Option 1: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2546 Ifile namcl--COPY stmt IIIST parm
invalid this file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

There is an error in the me you are trying to copy. The file name
is identified in the message. The COPY utility control statement
in error may be displayed above the message.

There is an error in the file you are trying to copy. The file name
is identified in the message. The COPY utility control statement
in error may be displayed above the message.
Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 or 1 if you want to continue processing .

•

Enter option 0 or 1 if you want to continue processing .

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2546) and the file name identified in the message.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2S44) and the me name identified in the message.

Additional Information

This message is issued by the S\lAI"'iT utility program. You are
copying a record mode file to a library. but a COpy utility control
statement in the file has an MRT parameter that is not yES.

The job continues.

The MRT parameter will be

Option 1: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure. the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Oplion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2545 Ifile namel--COPY stmt PDATA parm
im'alid this file ...
Severity: 5
Explanation

User Response

Option 0: The job continues. The HIST parameter is ignored.

t;scr Response

Option 0:
ignored.

Additional Information

This message is issued by the SMAINT utility program. You are
copying a record mode me. but a COpy utility control statement
in the file has a H 1ST parameter that is not :--:0.

Auto Response:

Option 1: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but d<!ta created by this step is lost.

SYS --2547 Directory sizc spl'cificd is too small...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The directory size specified in the RESTLlBR command is smaller
than the required directory size (that is, the size currently being
used).
A larger directory size must be specified.
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Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 or t and continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2547).

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The directory size is changed and
no data is copied. The minimum directory size will be used.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2549) and the library name identified in the
message.

Additional Information
The allowed library size is from 1 to 15000 blocks. The value
specified for INCREASE or DECREASE would result in a library
size outside of this range.
User Response

Option t: The job continues. The directory size is not changed
and no data is copied. If you are running a procedure, the next
statement in the procedure is read.

Option I: The job continues. The library size is not changed. If
you are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure
is read.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --25481Iibrary nameJ-Incorrect location specified
for this lib •••

SYS --2550 Invalid library type given in procedure
parameter

Severity: 5

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the LOCATION parameter in the ALLOCATE or COPYLlBR
utility control statement is incorrect

One of the following procedures issued this message:
•

CHNGEMEM
FROMLlBR

Do one of the following:

•
•

LlBRLlBR

•

Enter option I if you want to continue processing.

•

LlSTLlBR

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2548) and the library name identified in the
message.

•

REMOVE

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library.

Additional Information

An incorrect library type parameter was specified in a procedure
statement for one of the procedures listed above. Library type
parameters are:

The LOCATIO;\; parameter in the ALLOCATE or COPYLlBR
utility control statement must be AI, A2, A3, A4, or a 1- to 6-digit
decimal block number.

•
•

SOuRCE or S -- source member

•

LOAD or 0 -- load member

•
•

SUBR or R -- subroutine member

•

SYSTE~t

Use the CATALOG procedure to determine the location of
available space on the disk.
t,;scr Response
Option I: The job continues. The library is not allocated. If you
are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is
read.

PROC or P -- procedure member

LIBRARY - all types of members
-- System directory (for use in the LlSTLlBR
procedure statement only)

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

Enter option 2 or
(SYS--2550).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

l:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2549 Ilibrary name)--Size of this library not
changed",
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

~

and give the programmer the message 10

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is 'Saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2551 (library n:unc(--Libr:lry being restored
alrc:ldy exists ...

Explanation

Severity: 5

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

•
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Enter option I if you want to continue processing.

Auto Response:

Enter option 0 or t to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2SS\) and the library name identified in the
message.

SYS --2554 llibrary nameJ--Libr/fiIe/folder exists with
this name ...

Additional Information

Severity: 5

A library already exists with the same name as the library to be
restored. The name of the library is identified in the message.

Explanation

User Response
Option 0: Processing continues. The library on diskette will be
restored. The existing disk library will be deleted.

Auto Response:

You are trying to create a new library; however, the name that
identifies this new library already identifies an existing file, library,
or folder. The first 8 characters of the message identify the library
you are trying to create.
Do one of the following:

Option 1: Processing continues. The library is not allocated. If
you are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure
is read.

•

Enter option 0 (if available) to use the existing library.

•

Enter option 1 to retry.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2SS4) and the library name
identified in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2552 Dedicated system required to restore
system libr ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The system must be dedicated in order to restore #L1BRARY.
There can be no other users of #L1BRARY when you restore it.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option \ to retry the operation .
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--25S2).

User Response
Option 1: Try the dedication check again to see if the status has
changed.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2553 Invalid combination of parameters with
SYSTE!\I...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a L1STLlBR procedure, the name specified
must be DIR, or the name must be ALL if you specify parameter
7 as DIRINFO.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-.2SS3) and the name of the-procedure you were running.
Additional Information
SY3TE\1 is only allowed if DIR is the name parameter or ALL
is the name parameter and DIRIN fO is the display parameter.
t:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional InFormation
A library, file, or folder already exists with the name you have
specified for library name in the BLDLlBR procedure or the
L1BRNAME parameter in the ALLOCATE utility control
statement. Duplicate names are not allowed for files, libraries, and
folders.
If you are using the BLDLlBR procedure, you may use inquiry
mode to delete the existing library, file, or folder. Then enter
option 1 to create a new library with that name.
t:ser Response
Option 0: The job continues. The previously existing library is
used.
Option 1: The operation is tried again. The library, file, or folder
may have been deleted.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --25551Iibrary nanll'J--DIRSIZE larger than
specified LIBRSIZE ....
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are trying to create a new library; however, the directory size
specified for that library is larger than the size specified for the
entire library. The first 8 characters of the message identify the
library you are trying to create.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option \ to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (5Y5--2555) and the library name
identified in the message.

Additional Information
The library must be la·rger than its directory. If the BLDLIBR
procedure is used, the second parameter specifics the library size
and the third parameter sreci1ks the directory size.
If the
ALLOCATE utility control statement is used, either the
LIBR51ZE parameter or the DIR51ZE parameter is incorrect. A
larger hbrary size or smaller directory size must be speCified.
t:scr Response
Option I: The job continues. The library is not allocated. If you
arc runmng a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is
read.
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If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the ALLOCATE utility control' statement again with the
correct values for the L1BRSIZE and DIRSIZE parameters.

the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard, enter another utility control
statement after selecting option I.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2556 Ilibrary nameJ--Cannot reduce directory
by amount given •.•

SYS --25581Iibrary nameJ--Space or location not
available for libr...

Severity: S

Severity: S

Auto Response:

i\.utc Response:

Explanation

Explanation

You are trying to make the library directory smaller than its
currently used space. The first 8 characters of the message
identify the library.

You are trying to create a new library or change the size of an
existing library; however, either there is not enough contiguous
disk space available for the size of the library requested. or the
VTOC is full. If you are changing the size of the library. there
must be enough space on disk for a new copy of the library to be
created.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3"and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2556) and the library name identified in the
message.

Additional Inrormation
The DIRSIZE parameter in the ALLOCATE utility control
statement must specify a directory size that is at least as large as
what is currently in use.
The directory decrease you requested is too large because the
amount of active directory sectors is greater than the resulting
directory size. A smaller decrease of the directory must be
specified.
User Response
Option I: The job continues. The size of the library directory is
not ,changed. If you are running a procedure, the next statement
in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the ALLOCATE utility control statement again specifying a
larger directory size.

The ftrst 8 characters of the message identify the library.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to retry the operation.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2558) and the library name identified in the
message.

Additional Inrormation
There is not enough contiguous disk space available for the library
size requested in the second parameter of the BLDLI13R or
ALOCLIBR procedure or in the L113RSIZE parameter in the
ALLOCATE utility control statement; or the VTOC is full.
You might be able to create this library or change its size, by
specifying a smaller library size. If you specified location by block
number, there might be enough contiguous disk space available
elsewhere on the disk. Use the CATALOG procedure to find
where the available disk space is located. If you still cannot create
or change the library. the system operator must run the
CO'I PRESS procedure to accumulate all free disk space within
the user area into a single area.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The job continues. The operation is tried again; there
may be enough space now.

SYS --2557 Ilibrary namel--This library not found ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A library specified in this operation cannot be found. Either the
library does not exist, or the library has been specified incorrectly.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option I to continue processing .
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2557) and the library name identified in the
message.

Additional Inrormation
The first eight characters of the message identify the library name
specified. Use the CATALOG procedure to verify the correct
library name.
User Response
Option I: The job continues. The specified operation is not
performed. If you are running a procedure, the next statement in
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --25591Iibrary nameJ--Ncw size given for this libr
same as old ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: I

Explanation
A size change was reql.\ested for the library identified in the first 8
characters of the message; however. the library is already at the
size requested.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I to continue processing .

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2559) and the library name identified in the
message.

Additional Inrormation

An ALLOCATE utility control statement specified a change to the
size of the library or the library directory. However, either the
library or the directory is already at the requested size.
User Response
Option 1: The job continues. The library size is not changed. If
you are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure
is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2560 Required parameters missing for
ALOCLIBR ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The member is not replaced, but
any other members will be replaced.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --25621Iibrary namel--Cannot put member into
tbis library ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are attempting to put a library member in a library; however,
the member name contains a period or is a reserved name.
Reserved names are ALL, DIR, SYSTEM, and NEW. The
member cannot be put in a library when the member name
contains a period or is one of these reserved names.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. The
member type and member name are sometimes displayed above
the message.

•

Enter option 1 to continue processing.

Do ohe of the following:

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2S60) and the library name
identified in the message.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2S62) and the library name
identified in the message.

Additional Inrormation
You are trying to reallocate a library; however, the library does
not have an extent. One of the following parameters must be
specified if a library does not have an extent: L1BRSIZE,
DIRSIZE, LOCATION, or DECR. In the case of #L1BRARY,
L1BRSIZE must be specified; D1RSIZE, LOCATION, and
DECR are not allowed as parameters. The first 8 characters of
the message identify the library.
User Response
Option I: The job continues. The library is not reallocated. If
you are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure
is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The member is not added to the
library, but any other members will be added to the library.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2563 Ilibrary nameJ--Extent being created for
this library ...
Severity: S

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•
•

SYS --2561 llibrary nameJ--A member in this libr
cannot be replaced ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the messa~e
II> (S),S-2561) and the library name identified in the
messa~e.

Additional Information
You are trymg to replace.a source member or procedure member
in a hbrary; howe\'er, the member IS currently bemg edited. The
replacement is not allowed.
The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. The.
member type and name are sometimes displayed above the
message.

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:
Enter option 0 to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S63) and the library name identified in the
message.

Additional Information
The member being copied is too large to fit in the specified library.
If option 0 is taken, an extent will be created for the library. The
extent will be 50 blocks or the size of the member, whichever is
greater. The CO~DENSE procedure and/or the ALOCLIBR
procedure should be run to try to eliminate the extent.
Vser Response
Option 0: The job continues. The extent is created.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2564llibrary namel--Specificd library size is too
small ...
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Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 or 1 to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2564) and the library name
identified in the message.

•

can use the ALOCLIBR procedure to allocate this library again
and remove the extent.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to process the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2566) and the library name
identified in the message.

User Response
Additional Information
You are trying to reallocate the library identified in the message;
however, the library size you specified is less than the required size
of the library; that is, the amount of space the library is currently
using. A larger library size should be specified.

Option 0: The job continues. The minimum required library size
is used.
Option I: If you are running a procedure, the next statement in
the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2565 Spindle or location is not allowed for
system Iibr ...
Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:

•
•

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 1: The job continues. The library is not saved. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.

Enter option 0 or I to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

ID (SYS--2565).

Additional Information
When #LlBRARY is restored, the copy currently existing on disk
is replaced by the copy of i,iLlBRARY being restored. Therefore,
spindle preference is not appropriate.
t;ser Response
Option 0: #LIBRARY is restored to its current location on disk.
Option 1: The job .continues. The library is not restored. If you
are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is
read.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

SYS --2567 Spindle or location is not allowed for
system libr...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and read the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2567).

Additional Information
#LlBRARY cannot be moved by the library function. Therefore,
spindle preference and block location are not applicable when
reallocating #LlBRARY.
User Response
Option 1: The job continues. The library is not reallocated. If
you are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure
is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in.
this job is saved, but data created by (fils step is lost.

SYS --2568 (file name)--This library not complete on
diskette
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS sa\-ed, and the Job can conllnue with the next job step.

End of life was reached on a diskette file that was created by the
SAVELlBR procedure before the actual end of members for that
library was reached.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job IS sa\ed, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2566 Uhr \Iibrary nan1l'1 has bl'Cn
l'xtcntkd--cannot be copil'tl ...
SC\"CTlty: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3. Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in
the Syslcm Problem Delerminati()n manual, and cal! for softwaii;
service. Save the diskette with the incomplete library and a list of
the contents of the library, if available (use the LlSTLlBR
proced urc).
Additional Information

[xplan:llion

This problem was found by the RESTI..,IBR function of SMAINT.

The S\IAI:\T utility program tried to save the library identified in
the message. This library has been extended. You will have to
remove the library extent before this library can be saved. You

This error should not occur. Give your programming support
representative the diskette in error and a list of the contents of the
library, if available (use the LlSTLlBR procedure).
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User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

There is an error in the BLDLIBR procedure you are running.
If a file name is not specified in parameter 5, parameters 6
through 10 are invalid.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is losl

Enter option 2 or 3. This error could be caused by an extra
comma. If you are unable to correct the error, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS··2S72) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

SYS --2569 Extcnt not rcmoved for library (library
mmlcl···

User Response

Severity: 1

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

The library identified in the message is being condensed.
However, the library extent was not removed by the CONDENSE
procedure. Enter option 0 to continue processing.
Additional Information
Use the ALOCLlBR procedure to increase the library size and
remove the library extent.
User Response

Option 0: The job continues.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is losl

SYS --2573 Parm 4 must be REPLACE or not givcn
in TOLlBR proc
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··2S73).
Additional Information

SYS --2570 I>IRSIZE is not allowed for the system
library ...

The fourth parameter in the TOLlBR procedure is incorrect. The
fourth parameter must be REPLACE or not given.

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option I and continue processing.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··2S70).

Additional Information

You specified a directory size in the ALOCLlBR procedure, or
you specified DlRSIZE in the ALLOCATE utility control
statement for the system library (#L1BRARY). You cannot
change the directory size of the system library.
User Response

Option I: The job continues. The library is not reallocated. If
you are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure
is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --2574 NEWNAME, SUBTYPE, or REF must
be spcd tied
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

A required parameter is missing from the CHNGEMEM
procedure you are running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··2S74) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information

The procedure you are running to change a library member is.
missing a required parameter. You must enter one of the
following parameters:
•

NEWNAME

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is losl

•
•

SUBTYPE

SYS --2571 Error msgs were sent to history file. Press
E:\TER ...

User Response

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

!\-fessages identifying errors which occurred during the job step
were logged to the history file. See the history file for a
description of the errors.

SYS --2572 Jlarms 6 through 10 invalid when parm 5
not given ...
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

REF

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up ·to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --25761Iibrary nameJ--A libr/filc/foldcr exists
with this name ..•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

A library, file, or folder with the same name already exists on disk.
The library name must be unique to the system. The first 8
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characters of the message identify the name of the library you are
trying to restore. Do one of the following:

keyboard, enter another utility control statement after you enter
option I.

•

Enter option 1 to continue processing. The library is not
restored.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S76) and the library name identified in the
message.

Option 3: The,job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option I: The job continues. The library is not restored. If you
arc running a procedure, the next utility control statement in the
procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps' in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2577 Parm 2 must not be 0 when parm 1 is
#LIBRARY
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Parameter 2 has been specified as 0 and parameter 1 has been
specified as tiLlBRARY in the SAVELlBR procedure. Parameter
2 must not be 0 when parameter 1 is #L1BRARY.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2577).
Additional InFormation
When saving #L1BRARY, the #IPLBOOT and #L1BRARY files
are written to diskette. If parameter 2 is 0, the number of
retention days for both files will be O.
In this case, the
#L1BRARY file will be written over the #IPLBOOT file because
it has a retention period of 0 days. The SAVELlBR procedure
does not allow this.

liser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --2579 Cannot copy file (file nameJ--was created
by SAVELIBR ..•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The file identified in the message cannot be copied to the library
because it was created by the SAVELIBR procedure. The file can
be restored as a library only with the RESTLIBR procedure.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 1 and continue processing .
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

10 (SYS--2579) and the file name identified in the message.
User nesponse
Option 1: The job continues. No data is copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2580 \Iibrary name)--This name invalid for user
library ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the L1BRNAME parameter in the ALLOCATE utility control
statement is incorrect.

SYS --2578 (file name) is not a SAVELIBR file ...

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 1 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2S80) and the library name identifted in the

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The RESTLlBR procedure and the restore library function of the
S:\iAI:\T utility program cannot process the file identified in the
message because It was not created by the SAVELlllR procedure
or the save library function of the S:\IAJ:\T utility program.
If the file was created by the FRO\ILIllR procedure, use
BLDLIBR or TOLlBR to copy the file to disk.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter optIon 1 and Conllnue processing .

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the meSS3!!e
identification code (S\'S--2578) and the file name Identified
in the message.

message.
Additional Information
This message was issued by the library maintenance utility
program (S:\1AI;'\iT), which might have been invoked by the
llLDLIllR or RESTLlI3R procedure.
The names DISK. TAPE, PRINT, READER, AI.L, Fl, and
iiLiBR/\RY arc not allowed for user libraries. Library names
must have as the first character any of the alphabetic characters
(A throu!(h Z), or @, #, or $. Library names cannot contain
commas (,). blanks ( ). hyphens (-). single quotes D. or slashes (fl.
Specify a library name that follows these guidelines.

l:scr nesponse

User Rcsponse

Option 1: The job continues. The library is not restored. If you
arc running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is
read. I f you are entering utility control statements from the

Option I: The job continues. The library is not created. If you
are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is
read.
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If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter the ALLOCATE utility control statement again with a
different L1lJRNAME parameter.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2581 Cannot condense the system library now •••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are trying to condense the system library; however, another
job is running or spool is active. No other jobs, including spool,
can be running while you are condensing the system library. Do
one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--258\ ).

Additional Information
Before you continue condensing the library, use the STATUS
SYSTASK (0 T) control command to make sure there are no
active system or user tasks. Condensing the library requires a
dedicated system.
\.:ser Response
Option \: The operation is tried again. If the other jobs and spool
are no longer active, the retry will be successful.

Option 2: The library is not condensed. Data created up to this
step is saved and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The library is not condensed.
previous step in this job is saved.

Data created by a

SYS --2583 (library name)--Cannot put IBM module
in library now ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are trying to place an IBM load member in a library; but no
other jobs. including spool. can be running, and no remote devices
can be varied on. The library name is identified in the message.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or '3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2583) and the library name identified in the
message.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again. If all other jobs have
ended, the retry will be successful.
Option 2: The job step is ended and the member is not put in the
library. Data created up to this step is saved and the job continues
with the next job step.
Option 3: The load module is not placed in the library. Data
created by a previous step in this job is saved.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --2584 Invalid attempt to delete system library
members..•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --2582 (library name)--This library not
condensed, being used .••

You tried to delete all the IBM-supplied members in the system
library (#L1BRARY). This is not allowed. Doone of the
following:

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:

•
•

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S84).

Enter option 1 to try the operation again.

User Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--2S82) and the library name identified in the
message.

Option 1: The job continues. No members are deleted. If you'
are running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is
read.

Additional Information
Either the CONDENSE procedure or the library maintenance
utility program (SMAINT) is running, and you are trying to
condense a library. One of the following occurred:

•

Another job is using that library. You cannot condense a
library if it is being used.

•
•

A display station is using a library member from the library
you are trying to condense.
You are trying to condense a display station's active user
library.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utili! \' ."lOtrol statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data creat.ed by this step is lost.

SYS --2585 (library nameJ--Cannot do specified delete
in this Iibr ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library.

Explanation

\.:ser Response

The deletion you are trying to do in the library identified in the
message cannot be done now.

Option t: The operation is tried again. If the other job has ended.
if the display station using a member from the library is no longer
using the member, or if the display stations with the library as the
active user library have signed off, the retry will be successful.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to try the operation again.
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•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
lD (SYS--2585) and the library name identified in the
message.

Additional Information

All of the members in a user library cannot be deleted when
another job is using the library, the library is the active user
library for another display station that is signed on, or another
display station is using a member from the library.
If you are trying to delete an IBM-supplied member or all
non-IBM supplied members from the system library
(#L1BRARY), there cannot be any other jobs running, including
spoo\,

Option I: The job continues. The file is not restored. If you are.
running a procedure, the next utility control statement in the
procedure is read.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2587 lfile namcJ--SMAINT cannot process this
remote file ...

User Response

Severity: 5

Option I: The delete operation is tried again. If the other job has
finished using the library, if the other display station with the
library as its active user library is signed off, or if the other display
station using a member from the library is no longer using the
member, the deletion will be done.

Explanation
This remote file cannot be processed by the library maintenance
utility program ($MAINT).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2586 Ilibrary or file namcJ--Space or location
not al'ailable for Iibr...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

The first 8 characters of the message identify the file name.

•

Enter option 1 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2587) and the file name identified
in the message.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the $MAINT utility program. The
file is defined as a remotely stored file. The $MAINT utility
program cannot process this remotely stored file.

There is not enough space to restore the liIe or library.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 1: The job continues. No data is copied. The current
operalion is not performed. If you are running a procedure, the
next statement in the procedure is read.

•

Enter option 0 to restore the library in the space that is
available. Option 0 wiII not be available if the minimum
amount of space required for the library will not fit onto one
contiguous space on disk.

•

Enter option 1 to process the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
lD (SYS--2586) and the file name or library name identified
in the message.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after selecting option 1.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2588 llibrary nameJ--Library in use, cannot try
to reallocate ...

Additional Information

Severity: S

You cannot restore your library for one of the following reasons:

Explanation

Auto Response:

•

You specified a particular block location, but there may be
another library or liIe in the way.

Because the library identified in the message is in use, the
ALOCLI nR procedure cannot try to reallocate.

•

You specified a spindle preference, but there is not enough
space on that spindle to restore your library.

Enter option 1 to retry the operation.

•

You did not specify a spindle preference or block number,
but there is not enough space on the system to restore your
library.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2588) and the library name identified in the message. .
t:ser Response

Before attempting the restore operation again, you can run the
COMPRESS procedure to gather unused space, or if you wish to
specify a block number, you can use the CATALOG procedure to
determine where there is available space. Do one of the following:

Option 1: The operation is tried again. If the other job has ended,
if the display station using a member from the library is no longer
using the member, or if the display stations with the library as the
active user library have signed off, the retry will be successful.

•
•

Enter option 0 or 1 to continue processing.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2586) and the file name or library name identified
in the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 0: The job continues and the library is restored in the
amount of space available.
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SYS --2589 Ilibrary namcJ--Library in usc, cannot be
copied ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Severity: 3

The library you specified is currently in use by someone else.
There cannot be any other users of the specified library at this
time.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I to try the operation again .

•

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the
job.

User Response

Option I: Try the operation again. The library might not be in
use now.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2590 Specified member being updated by
another user ••.
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2592).
Additional Information

There is not enough storage space available to run the
SAVELlBR procedure.
You could run the CONDENSE
procedure for the library, or the region size parameter on the
REGION OCL statement could be increased.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2593 Member Ilibrary namel in libr llibrary
namel cannot be removed ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

The library member you are trying to remove is being used.

The library member you requested is currently being updated by
another program. Only one program at a time can update the
same library member.

Do one of the following:

Enter option I to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2S90).

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option I to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2593) and the file name or library name identified
in the message.

Additional InFormation

User Response

Uscr Response

Option 0: The job continues and the member is skipped. Any
remaining remove operations are processed.

Option I: The job continues. The specified operation is not
performed. If you are running a procedure, the next statement in
the procedure is read.

Option I: The operation is tried again. The member may be
available now. If it is not, this error will occur again.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after selecting option I.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2594 Imodule namel--Trying to copy privileged
module ...

SYS --2591 An edit is in progress at this display
station

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

You attempted to copy a privileged module.

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2S91).

•

Only the security officer or master security officer, by taking
option 0, can place a privileged module on the system when
security is active.

•
•

Select option I to continue processing.

Additional InFormation

You are signed on to edit a library member at this display station.
Only one edit job can be processed at a display station at one time.
You cannot use inquiry to sign on to edit again from the same
display station.

Select option 2 or J and give the programmer the message
J1) (SYS--2S94) and the module name identified in the
message.

t:ser Uesponse

t:scr Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: This option is allowed only for the security officer or
master security officer. This option allows a privileged module to
be placed on the system.

SYS --2592 Library has too many gaps to ex.ecute
SAVELlBR ...

Option I: The job continues. No members are copied. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
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If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option 1.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If this message continues to appear, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --25951Iibrary namcl--Active mbrs removcd or
movcd in this lib ...

SYS --2597 Imodule namc)--This module was not
found

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
One or more library members that were active during this job
either have been removed from the library and, therefore, no
longer exist, or have been moved by one of the following
procedures: ALOCLlIlR, BLDLlIlR, L1IlRLlBR, or TOLIBR.
Editing a member in use will also cause this error, because the old
(in use) version of this member is overlaid during this job. The
name of the library is identified in the message.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2595) and the library name identified in the message.
Additional Information
One or more members from the library identified in the message
have either been removed or moved. The member or members
could have been for a menu that was active during this job, for
procedures that were run during this job, or for message members
that were active during this job. The members were deleted or
replaced, and then you condensed the library. The condense
operation has overlaid the members that were in usc. If the
member was moved, it is still in the library and can be used.
However, it is no longer active. You will have to invoke the
menu, procedure, or message member again.
You should not delete, edit, or replace members that are in use.
If it is necessary to delete, edit, or replace members that are in use,
do not condense the library containing these members until they
are no longer in use.
User Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2597) and the module name identified in
the message.
Additional Information
A program attempted to load a module that is not found in the
designated user library (if one is active) or the system library. The
name or type of module might be specified incorrectly, or the
module is not in either library. If the module was deleted, copy it
to a library before runnmg the job agam. The fITst 8 characters
of the message identify the module.
Cser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2598 Location for Ilibrary name) is in systcm
library ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The
condense operation is completed successfully. The active members
that were removed from the library no longer exist in the library
and cannot be used. The active members that were moved are still
in the library but are no longer active.

SYS --2596 Ilibrary namel--Disk error while accessing
this library
Severity: 3

A load module required by the program is not in the designated
user library (if one is active) or the system library.

Auto Response: 3

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and read the next utility control statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2S98).

Additional Information
The block number given in the LOCATION parameter is located
in the system library. A different block number must be given.

Explanation

Cser Response

A disk error occurred while reading or writing the directory of a
library.

Option I: The job continues. The specified operation is not
performcd. If you are running a procedure, the next statement in
the procedure is read.

The first 8 characters of the message identify the library. In some
cases, the member type and member name that were being
processed will be displayed above the message.

If you are entering utility control statements from thl! keyboard,
enter another utility control statement after you enter option I.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2596) and the library name identified in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is savcd, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

The disk could be defective, or there could be a problem in the
disk LO control handler. :VI ore information can be found in the
Operating Your System manual.
The library cannot be used with an error in the directory. Rebuild
the library using the RELOAD or RESTLIUR procedure if it is
the system library or the BLDLIIlR procedure if it is a user
library.
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SYS --2599 Imodulc namcJ--This I8:\lload module
has invalid table...
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

There is an error in an IBM module. The first 4 characters of the
message are the second through fifth characters of the module
name.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2599) and the module name
identified in the message.

Additional Information
The cross-reference resolver routine has found an IBM module
with an incorrect table. Reload the IBM modules from diskette.
More information can be found in the Operating Your System,
manual, and in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Additional InFormation
This message is only logged to the history file.

SYS --2610 Ilocation namcJ--Normal disable in
progress
Severity: 5
Explanation
The remote location is being normally disabled as a result of:
•

A local disable request issued for the remote location.

•

A deactivation request received from the remote location.

•

This is a switched line, there are no more active sessions
with the remote location, there are no active session groups,
and Automatic disconnect-Yes and Stay operational-No are
configured.

If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
t:ser Response
Option 0: The cross-reference resolver routine processes the
remaining IB:\1 modules. Because the IBM module containing the
error cannot be used, the entire library might be unusable.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Any existing sessions are allowed to complete current session
activity; however, no new sessions are a\1owed to start. When all
the existing sessions are ended, all communications with the
remote location will be ended.

SYS --2611 (location name)--Immediate disable in
progress
Severity: 5

SYS --2600 Error codc Icrror codc) rccch'cd from
Ilocation munc)

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The remote location is being immediately disabled as a result of a
local immediate disable request or an immediate deactivation
request received from the remote location. All active sessions and
all communications with the remote location are ended.

An error was detected at a remote location during this session.
The error code specified in the message was received from the
remote location.

SYS --2612 (location namcJ--Abnormal disable in
progress

Additional InFormation

Severity: 5

For more information about the error code associated with this
message refer to the description of this error code in the Systems
Network Architecture Reference Summary manual, GA27-3136.

Explanation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

This message is logged to the history file only.

An error caused the remote location identified in the message to
end abnormally. An enable can be attempted. If the enable fails,
call for software service.

SYS --2601 Error Code lerror codc) scnt to Ilocation
namc)

SYS --2613Isubsystem configuration nameJ--APPC
configuration is ending

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The error code speCified in the message was sent to the remote
location because an error was detected during this session.

The local APPC configuration identified in the message is ending
as a result of:

Additional InFormation

•

A local disable request

For more information about the error code associated with this
message refer to the description of this error code in the Systems
!lcl'<A:ork Archilecture Rr/erence Summary manual, GI\27-3136.
This message is logged to the history file only.

•

/\ deactivation request received from the remote APPC
system, or

•

This is a switched line, there are no more active sessions
with the remote APPC system, there are no more active
session groups, and Automatic disconnect-Yes and Stay
operational-No are configured.

SYS --2602 Error data GDS nriable error parameter:
lerror par:uneterl
Se\'enty: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message may accompany messages SYS--2600 and
SYS--260\. It identifies the error data GDS (general data stream)
variable error parameter aSSOCiated with the previously issued
error code sent to or received from the remote location identified
in message SYS--2600 or SYS--2601.

Any existing sessions are allowed to complete current session
activity, but no new sessions are allowed to start. When all
existing sessions are ended, all communications with the remote
AI'I'C system will be ended.

SYS --2614 lilmblc to start the. alert program
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
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This is an informational message, the enable of the APPC
subsystem will continue normally. However, the alert program
could not be started for one of the following reasons:

I •

I•
I

The alert program could not be scheduled.
There are not enough system resources to start the alert
program.

~ote: To start the alert program, the APPC subsystem must be
disabled and then enabled again.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
A STRTGRP procedure request was issued for the remote
location identified in the message. If a session group name is also
present, only the identified session group is affected. If no session
group name is present, all session groups associated with the
remote location are affected. This message is issued because the
specified remote location, session group pair(s) arc already started.
Additional Information

SYS --2615110cation namel is an Alert location
Severity: 5

Jo~uto

Response:

Explanation
The location name appearing in the message is an alert location,
and it cannot be used to acquire a session. In order to acquire a
session to a remote system and also to send alerts to the same
remote system, two remote locations must be defined for the same
remote system. One remote location for sending alerts and another
remote location to use to acquire sessions.

SYS --2616 (scssion group namel- The default session
group is changed
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
While the APPN subsystem is active, the configuration record is
changed. The session group name appearing in the message is
configured to be the new default session group.
An enabled location that currently has a session group active with
the same name as the new configured default seSSIon group wBI
use the currently active session group, and not the new configured
default, as its default session group. This continues until the
location is disabled or the active session group is stopped and
removed from the location.

SYS --2620 (location name,session group name)
session limits set to (negotiated maximum
session limitJ.(negotiated local minimum
session limit)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
As a result of a change-number-of-sessions command, the session
limits for the maximum allowed and minimum locally controlled
sessions, respectively, have been changed. The remote location
and session group are identified in the message.

This message is only logged to the history file.

SYS --2623 (location name,session group namel is
closed
Severity: 5
Explanation
The specified remote location is now closed. If a session group
name is also present, only the identified session group is affected.
If no session group name is present, all session groups associated
with the remote location are affected. This message is issued
because the specified remote location, session group pair(s) are
now closed due to the completion of a locally initiated STOPGRP
procedure request.

SYS --2624 (location namc,session group name) is
currently closed
Severity: S

A STRTGRP or STOPGRP procedure request was issued for the
remote location identified in the message. If a session group name
is present, only the identified session group is affected. I f no
session group name is prescnt, all session groups associated with
the remote location are affected. This message is issued because
the remote location, session group pair(s) identified are closed on
the remote system. To prevent this message from being reissued,
you must ensure that the specified remote location, session group
pair(s) are started at the remote system.
Vser

Auto Response:

Explanation
The remote location, session group pair identified in the message
has been started as a result of the completion of a locally imtiated
STRTGRP procedure request, or a change-number-of- sessIOns
command received from the remote location.
Additional Information
This message is only logged to the history fIle.

SYS --2622 (location name,session group name) is
already started
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I~esponse

Option 0:

•

If only a remote location name is present in the message, the
job step is ended.

•

If a session group name was specified in the STRTGRP or
STOPGRP procedure request, the job step is also ended.

•

If a session group name was not specified in the STRTGRP
or STOPGRP procedure request and a session group name
is present in the message, processing will continue for the
rest of the configured session groups associated with the
remote location.

This message is only logged to the history fIle.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

SYS --2621 (location name,session group name) is
started

Auto Response:

SYS --2625 (location name,session group name) not
found on remote system ,.•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Th~

remote location, session group pair specified in a previous
STRTGRP or STOPGRP procedure request was not found on
the remote system. To prevent this message from being reissued,
you must ensure that the remote location, session group pair is
defined on the remote system before retrying any commands
speCifying this remote location, session group pair.
Additional Information
Vser Response

Option 0: If a session group name was specified in the STRTGRP
or STOPGRP procedure request, the job step is ended. If a
session group name was not specified, processing will continue for
the rest of the configured session groups associated with the
remote location specified in the STRTGRP or STOPGRP
procedure request.
Option 2: (If present) the session group name appearing in the
message will be removed from the specified remote location (but,
not from the configuration record). And if a session group name
was specified in the STRTGRP or STOPGRP procedure request,
the job step is ended. If a session group name was not specifled,
processing will continue for the rest of the configured session
groups associated with the remote location specifled in the
STRTGRP or STOPGRP procedure request.

SYS --2626 Ilocation name,scssion group name) not
found on local system
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

A line 1/0 error caused a permanent communications error.

•

The session was abnormally terminated.

•

The change-number-of-sessions command has an error.

•

The maximum number of session groups for the specified
remote location are exeeded.

If options are present, select option 0 to continue processing any
other session groups specified in the STRTGRP command; select
option I to retry the request; or select option 2 to cancel the
request.

User Response
Option 0: Continue processing any other session groups specified
in the command.
Option I: Try the request again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

The remote location. session group pair specified in a STRTGRP
or STOPGRP procedure request was not found on the local
system. To prevent this message from being reissued, you must
ensure that the remote location, session group pair is defined on
the local system before retrying any command specifying this
remote location. session group pair.

SYS --2629 Ilocation name,scssion group namel
unable to be closed ...

t:ser nesponse

The remote location, session group pair identified in the message
is unable to be stopped because the change-number-of-sessions
processing for the remote location, session group pair failed to
complete. This may have occurred for one of the following
reasons:

Option 0: The job step is ended.

SYS --26271Iocation name,scssion group name) is
currently in use
Severity: S

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

A session with the remote system could not be acquired
because the Enable processing is incomplete, the line is
already in use, or the maximurrr number of sessions is
currently active.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The remote location, session group pair identified in the message
currently has a change-number-of-sessions command in progress.
A STRTGRP or STOPGRP procedure request should not be
issued until the change-nunber-of-sessions command that is in
progress completes.

•

A line 1/0 error caused a permanent communications error.

•
•

The session was abnormally terminated.

\;ser nesponse

Note: If the STOPGRP procedure is entered with IMMED
parameter. the remote location. session group pair will be closed
on the local system.

Option 0:

•

If only a remote location name is present in the message, the
job step is ended.

•

If a session group name was specified in the STRTGRP or
STOPGRP procedure request, the job step is also ended.

•

If a session g~oup name was not specifled in the STRTGRP
or STOPGRP procedure request and a session group name
is present in the message, processing will continue for the
rest of the configured session groups associated with the
remote location.

SYS --2628 Ilocation name,scssion group name)
unable to be started
Severity: S

Auto Response:

The change-number-of-sessions command has an error.

If options are present, select option 0 to continue processing any
other session groups specified in the STOPGRP command. Select
option 1 to retry the operation or option 2 to remove the session
group, if a group name was specified in the STOPGRP command.
from the specified remote location (but, not from the
configuration record) or to remove all session groups if a group
name was not specified.
User Response
Option 0: Continue processing any other session groups specified
in the command.
Option I: Try the operation again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

SYS --2630 Ilocation namel STRTGRP Cl\ID failed

The remote location, session group pair identified in the message
cannot be started because the change-number-of-sessions
processing for the remote location, session group pair failed to
complete. This may have occurred for one of the follOWing
reasons:

Severity: 5

•

A session with the remote system could not be acquired
because the Enable processing is incomplete. the line is·
already in use. or the maximum number of sessions are
currently active.

Auto Response:

Explanation
During STRTGRP processing, the change-number-of-sessions
processing has failed for the remote location specified in the
message. This may have occurred because either the remote
location specified in the command is not an APPC location or the
while
a
remote
location
has
been
terminated
change-number-of-sessions command was in progress.
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User Response
Option 0: The job step is ended.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
the job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2631 (location namel STOPGRP CMD failed

SYS --2641 Iprocedure name) cannot be run from the
job queue

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

During STO PG RP processing, the change-number-of-sessions
processing has failed for the remote location specified in the
message. This may have occurred because either the remote
location specified in the command is not an APPC location or the
remote
location
has
been
terminated
while
a
change-number-of-sessions command was in progress.

The procedure identified in the message is not allowed to run from
the job queue. Select option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 0: The job step is ended.

SYS --2697 Invalid or missing parameter in OCL
statement

SYS --2632 Ilocation name) not enabled

Severity: 3

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

A STRTGRP or STOPGRP procedure request was issued for the
remote location specified in the message; however, the remote
location is not enabled.
Insure that the remote location name specified is the correct name.
If the remote location name specified is the correct name, issue an
ENABLE command to enable the remote location, then reissue
the STRTGRP or STOPGRP command. If the remote location
name specified is not the correct name, reissue the STRTGRP or
STOPGRP command for the correct remote location.

Auto Response: 3

You entered an OCL statement with an incorrect or miSSIng
parameter. The OCL statement was either JOBQ. MENU, or
MSG.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--2697).

Additional Inrormation

User Response

More information about OCL statements, can be found in the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Option 0: The job step is ended.

User Response

SYS --2633 Ilocation name,session group name) is
stopped

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Expl:mation
A change-number-of-sessions command was received for the
remote location identified in the message. If a session group name
is also present, only the identified session group is affected. If no
session group name is present, all session groups associated with
the remote location are affected. This message is issued because
the remote location, session group pair(s) identified are now
stopped.
Additional Inrormation
This message is only logged to the history file.

SYS --2640 I>AR:\'I # in STOPGRP CMD is
incorrectly sJlecified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the STOPGRP procedure you are running.
Correct entries for the third parameter are Y, N, or blank; for the
fourth parameter are 1\I:\1EO, WAIT, or blanks; or the third
parameter is Y and the fourth parameter IMMED is specified. If
this error continues to occur, give the programmer responsible for
this program the message 10 (SYS-2640). Select Option 3 to
cancel the job.

SYS --2698 Job queue is full
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You entered a JOBQ command; however, the job queue is full at·
this time.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0 and continue processing.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S'I"S--2698).

Enter option 1 and try the operation again.

Additional Information
Use the STATVS JOBQ command to determine when space is
available on the job queue. Enter the JOBQ command when space
is available.
Vser Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option 1: Try the operation again.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2699 Job queue is not active
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Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 0: The job continues.

Explanation

Option 1: Try the operation again.

You entered a command relating to the job queue; however, the
job queue is not active at this time.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --2702 Invalid job queuc priority specified

•
•

Severity: 3

Enter option 0 and continue processing.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2699).

Additional Inrormation

More information about the START JOBQ command can be
found in the Operating Your System manual.
User Response

Option 0: The job continues.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2700 Disk error occurred on job queue filc
Severity: 3

Auto Response; 3

Explanation

A disk error occurred during reading or writing of the job queue
file.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

An incorrect job queue priority was specified on a JOBQ, START
JOBQ. or STOP JOBQ command. Correct priorities are 0
through S.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2702).

User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --2703 Disk error in security record

•

Enter option I and enter the OCL statement again.

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2700).

Additional Inrormation

Use the CANCEL command to cancel the job on the job queue.
The canceled job must be run again.
.
If this message continues to appear, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware scrvicc.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

A disk-read error occurred in the security file. You will not be
able to sign on the system or use secured resources until the error
is corrected.
Ask your security officer to correct the security record. If the
security record cannot be corrected. fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual. and call
for hardware service.
Do one of the following (after notifying your security officer):

User Response

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2703).

Additional Information

This message is also displayed at the system console.

SYS --2701 Statement not allowed--STOP command
acth'c

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

A STOP SYSTE\1 or a STOP WORKSTN command was entered
for this work station. Therefore, OCL statements are not allowed
from this work station.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2704 Requested menu not found

The system operator must enter the START command before this
work station can be used.

Severity: 3

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•
•

Enter option I and try the operation again.

The menu you are trying to display cannot be found in the system
library. in the active user library (if you did not specify a library
parameter on the \IE:-'U OCL statement). or in the library you
gave as a parameter on the MENU OCL statement.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--270 I).

User Response

Auto Response: 3

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 and continue processing.
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Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS.-2704).

•

Additional Information

Do one of the following:
•

If one of the following conditions exists. enter a LIBRARY
OCL statement or add the library parameter on the MENU
OCL statement to specify the library you need.
The menu is in a different user library than the active
user library.
A user library is not active and the menu is in a user
library.

•

You will not be able to use the requested menu. To use this menu
again. you must create the menu again using the screen design aid
(SDA). the S8MENU utility, or the BLDMENU procedure; or.
you could restore the menu from diskette if you had saved it.
For more information about the S8MENU utility and the
BLDMENU procedure. refer to the System Reference manual.
SC21-9020. For more information about SDA. refer to manual
Creating Displays. SC21-7902. and the Syslem Reference manual.
If this message continues to appear. fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual. and call
for hardware service.
User Response

If the menu does not exist, you can build the menu by using
the screen design aid (SDA). the SBMENU utility. or the
BLD~IENU procedure.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

For more information about the LIBRARY OCL statement. the
SB:\IENU utility. or the BLD:YIENU procedure. refer to ~he
System Reference manual, SC21-9020. For more information
about SDA. refer to the manual Creating Displays. SC21-7902.
and the System Reference manual.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2707 Error in system program
Severity: 3

{;ser Response

Option 0: The job continues.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct oeL statement.

SYS --2705 ;\Ienu name missing or more than 6
characters

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2707).

Severity: 3

Additional Information

Auto Response: 3

This error occurred when a control block necessary for
completing the OCL statement was altered incorrectly.

Explanation

The :\1 EN U OCL statement you just entered is incorrect for one
of the following reasons:
•

The menu name is missing.

•

The menu name is longer than 6 characters. Menu names
can be from I through 6 characters long.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2705).

If this error continues to occur. fiJI out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual. and call Jor
software service.
Uscr Rcsponse

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct oeL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2708 Invalid

Vser Response

:\IE~U

format--must be SFGR

Auto Response: 3

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OeL statement.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

You tried to use a menu; however, it is not an allowed menu
format.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

SYS --2706 Disk error occurred while accessing mCllu
format

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Severity: 3

•

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--2708).

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information

Your job was reading, from disk. the screen format load member
with the same name as the menu. when a permanent disk error
occurred.

If you want more information. refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.

Do one of the following:

User Uesponse

•

Enter option I and enter the correct oeL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2706).

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The oeL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Additional Information
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2709 Menu format docs not work on this
system
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--27t 1).

Explanation
You are trying to use a menu format from System/34 that does
not work on System/J6.

Additional Information

Do one of the following:

Enter the MENU OCL statement again specifying the correct
library that is on the disk. To find out which libraries are on the
system, use the CATALOG procedure.

•

Enter option 1 and try the MENU OCL statement again.

User Response

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2709).

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCl statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Additional Information
Rebuild the menu. For more information about rebuilding the
menu, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2710 Im'alid :\lENU input length--must be 120
characters
Severity: 3

Auto Response: J

Explanation
The format load member for the menu you are trying to display
is not an allowed menu and is not menu help text that was built
by the screen design aid (SDA), the SBMENU utility, or the
BLD:'vIENU procedure. The menu length must be 120 characters.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2712 Library specified in MENU stmt
unavailable now
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You entered a MENU OCL statement or pressed the Help key
while someone else was updating the library that contains the
menu.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 and the OCL statement is ignored.
Processing continues.

•

Enter option I and enter the OCL statement again or press
the Ilclp key again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2712).

Do one of the following:

User Response

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 0: The job continues. The OCL statement is ignored.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--271O).

Option 1: Try the operation again.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

You can rebuild the menu by using the screen design aid (SOA),
the SB:\IENU utility, or the BlD:\IE:-;U procedure. Try the
1\fE:'-:U OCL statement again or the help request again.

SYS --2713 :\Ienu contains IGC characters

For more information about the SB:\fE:'-:U utility and the
BlD\IE:><U procedure, refer to the Syslem Reference manual,
SC21-9020. For more information about SDA, refer to the
manual Creating Displays, SC21-7902, and the System Reference
manual.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
ME:'-:U OCL statement is incorrect.

\:ser Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2711 Library specified in
found
Severity: 3

Severity: J

:\lE~U

statement not

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The library specified in the MEN U OCL statement cannot be
found. The library name is incorrect, or the library IS not on the
system.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--27\3) and the name of the procedure you. were
running.

Additional Information
A request was made from a display station that is not ideographic
capable, for a menu than contains ideographic characters.
Enter the \IE~U oeL statement again and request a menu that
does not contain ideographic characters, or sign on to an
ideographic capable display station.
t:ser Response
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Option I: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2714 Resource security file not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information
You can use the HISTORY procedure to print as much of the
history file as possible, and then reset the history file. Vou can
also replace the ##MSG2 message member from a backup
diskette. This message will appear at the display station where the
error occurred and at the system console.
If this message continues to appear, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for software service.
User Response

Vour resource secur!ty file was either removed or destroyed.
Vour resource security file must be restored before you can
continue. Notify your master security officer and give the master
security officer the message ID (SYS--2714).

Option 1: Try the operation again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The master security officer should call for software service.

SYS --2717 Display station offlinc--No message sent

User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OeL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct oeL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2715l'\o user list in resource security file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Vou entered a MSG OeL statement. The display station you tried
to send the message to is omine.
Make sure you entered the correct display station ID. If the
display station I D is correct, but the display station is omine, it
will have to be online before you can send the message.
Do one of the following:

Explanation
You attempted to access a secured library, but it has no user list
in the resource security file. A secured library can be used only
by users identified in the user list for that library.
This message can also be issued if message SYS-8669 occurred
after an I PL, but corrective action was not taken at that time. If
this is the case, follow the recovery for SYS-8669.

•
•

Enter option 0; the command is ignored. The job continues.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2717).

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

Additional Information

Otherwise, before you continue, a security officer or the owner of
the library must create a user list and put your user I D in this
library before you can use it.

Verify the actions of the operator.

Do one of the following:

Option 0: The command is ignored. Processing continues.

•
•

User Response

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 1: Try the operation again.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--271S).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --2718 Mcssage tcxt must be 75 chars or less

This message will appear at both the display station where the
error occurred and the system console.

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option I: Try the operation again.

Vou tried to send a message that is more than 7S characters long.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the command again with the
message no more than 75 characters long.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2718).

SYS --2716 Cannot log security info to history file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Security information for the operation you tried cannot be ioggcd
to the history file. Either there is a problem with the history file,
or a message cannot be retrieved from message member
##:\ISG2.

Auto Response: 3

Additional Information
Venfy the actions of the operator.
Uscr Response

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OeL statement.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The oeL statement that caused
the error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--27 16).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:
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SYS --2719 No message text specified in MSG OCL
statement
Severity: 3

I·

Enter option 0; the OeL statement is ignored.
continues.

The job

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OeL statement.

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2721 ).

Explanation
You entered a MSG oeL statement without any message text in
the second parameter.

Additional Information

Do one of the following:

Enter the MSG OeL statement again with a work station 10 or
user 10 that is on the system. You can use the STATUS
WORKSTN command to determine the correct work station IDs.

•

Enter option I and enter the MSG OeL statement again
with the message you want to send in the second parameter.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2719).

If a message is being sent to a user 10 and this message is
undesirable, add the user IOta the user indentification file.
User Response

Additional Information

Option 0: The job continues. The command is ignored.

Verify the actions of the operator.

Option I: Try the operation again.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering oeL
statements from the keyboard. The OeL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OeL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2720

:\Iessa~e

not scnt. Workstation message

queue full
Severity: 3

Auto Response: J

Explanation

SYS --2722 Message not scnt to all display stations
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You tried to send a message to all of the display stations; however,
the message queue for at least one of the display stations is full
and that display station cannot receive the message. Other display
stations, where the message queue is. not full. will receive the
message.
Do one of the following:

You tried to send a message to another display station; however,
the message cannot be sent at this time. The maximum number
of messages are currently pending at that display station.

•

Enter option 0; the error condition is ignored. Processing
continues.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1; the operation is tried again.

Enter option 0 and the oeL statement is ignored.
Processing continues.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2722).

Enter option I. The operation is tried again.

Additional Information

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2720).

Verify the actions of the operator.

•
I •
•

Additional Information
Verify the actions of the operator.

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The error condition is ignored.
Option I: The operation is tried again.

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The command is ignored.
Option I: The opetation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2723 Not enough systcm resourccs to process
stmt now
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

SYS --2721 WSID or user ID entered is not on the
system

Explanation

Severity: 3

There is not enough assignifree space available to perform the
oeL statement you just entered.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Do one of the following:

There is no display station on the system with the ID you
specified; or, if you specified a user 10, no one is signed on at this
time with that 10 nor is the user 10 in the user identification file.

•

Enter option 0; the OeL statement is ignored. Processing
continues.

•

Entcr option I and try the operation again later.

•

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message I))
(SYS--2723).

If you arc running a procedure that sends a message to your user
1D when a job is completed (DisplayWrite/36 using the JOB
QUEUE is one example) and you sign off of the system before the
message is issued, SYS-2721 will be issued because your user 10
cannot be found in the user identification file.
Do one of the following:

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The OeL statement is ignored.
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Option t: The operation is tried again.

SYS --2726 OCL statement not allowed now

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

SYS --2724 Device cannot receive IGC characters
Severity; 3

Auto Response: 3

The OCL statement you just entered is not allowed at this time.
or it cannot be entered from this display station.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name. or there is an error in the procedure.

•

Enter option t and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--2726).

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the MSG
OCL statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option t and enter the correct MSG OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message .ID
(SYS--2724) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

An attempt was made to send a message that contains ideographic
characters to a display station that is not capable of receiving
ideographic characters.
Either remove the ideographic characters or send the message to
a display station that is capable of receiving ideographic
characters.
User Response

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2725 Not all devices can receive IGC characters
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information

Continue processing without entering the OCL statement that
caused the error. or change the mode of operation.
User Response

Option t: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2727 Too many parameters are specified
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You specified too many parameters in the command you just
entered.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message -ID
(S YS--2727).

Additional Information

For information about OCL statements, refer to the System

Reference manual. SC21-9020. Otherwise. enter the correct OCL
statement and press the Help key.

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name. or there is an error in the procedure.

User Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the MSG
OCL statement is incorrect.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct MSG OCL statement.

•

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2725) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

SYS --2728 Required parameters are missing
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Additional Information

Explanation

The system operator attempted to send messages that contain
ideographic characters to all display stations. However. not all
display stations are capable of receiving ideographic characters.

The OCL statement you just entered is missing at least one
required parameter.

You must send a message that does not contain ideographic
ch~.ract~rs to the display stations that arc not capable of ieceiving
them.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enler option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2728).

User Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.
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Do one of the following:

Additional Information

For information about OCL statements. refer to the System

Reference manual. SC21-9020. or enter the OCL statement and
press the Help key.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2729 Cannot accept statement now

SYS --2732 VARY OFF statement ignorcd--dcvicc is
active

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Severity: 3

Explanation
Vou entered a CANCEL, CHANGE, JOBQ, MENU, MSG,
START or STOP OCL statement; however, there is another
program running that must run by itself.

I

Do one of the following:

I•

Enter option 0; the OCL statement is ignored.
continues.

The job

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··2729).
lJser Itcsponse
Option 0: The OCL statement is ignored. The job continues.
Option I: The operation is tried again.

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
The device for which you are trying to change the status from
online to offline is currently in use. Either an operator is signed
on or the system is using the work station; therefore, the status
cannot be changed to offline now.
Before you continue, use the STATUS WORKSTN command to
determine the status of work stations. When the device is not in
use, enter the VARY OCL statement again. Vou can also use the
CANCEL SESSION command to sign off the display station if
necessary.
For active printers, you must cancel the job that is using the
printer, or stop the spool· writer for that printer if spooling is
active.
User Response
Option 0: The command is ignored. Processing continues.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: Try the operation again.

SYS --2730 System operator authority required

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Severity: 3

I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
POWER OFF or VARY OCL statement requires system operator
authority because password security is active.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS..2730) and the name of the procedure you were
runmng.

User Response
Option 1: The oeL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this Job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2731 Too many parameters specified in VARY
statement
Severity; 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You specified too many parameters in the OCL statement you just
entered.
To continue, enter the OCL statement again with the correct
parameter for the statement. If you want more information about
OCL statements, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21·9020.
L'ser Response

SYS --2733 Specified workstation ID not found
Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The work station specified in the VAR Y OCL statement does not
exist on the system.
To continue, enter the command or OCL statement again and
specify the ID of a work station that does exist on the system.
You can use the STATUS WORKSTN command to determine
which work stations are on the system .
User Rcsponse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error 15 ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2734 Some dCl'iccs could not be varied ofninc
Severity; 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
You entered a VARY OCL statement to change the status of
more than one work station to offline, but at least one of these
work stations is active either because an operator is signed on or
the system is using the work station. The active work stations will
remain online, and the inactive work stations will be taken offline.
To continue, use the STATUS \VORKSTN command to
determine which work stations are still active because a user is
signed on, and enter the VARY OCL statement again when the
work stations are inactive. If necessary, you can make a display
station inactive by using the CANCEL SESSION command. If
the system was using the work station. just enter the VAR Y OCL
statement again.
System Messages
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You can make a printer inactive by canceling the job that is using
the printer or by stopping the spool-writer if spooling is active.

You entered a V AR Y OCL statement to put either a remote
device or a local device online.

User Response

The VARY OCL statement failed for one of the following
reasons:

Option 0: The command is ignored. Processing continues.
Option J: Try the operation again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2735 Cannot accept VARY statement now
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
You entered an OCL statement; however, there is a program
running that must run by itself or the IPL is not complete.

•

There are not enough resources (assign/free space or task
work area) available at this time to put the remote device or
the local device online.

•

You tried to put the device online after running the
CNFIGSSP procedure without an IPL.

To continue, first determine if you need more task work area.
Then, either end some tasks or increase the task work area, and
reload the SSP. Use the CNFIGSSP procedure to increase the
task work area and then reload the SSP. For more information
on the CNFIGSSP procedure, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.

User Response

Note: You must perform an IPL immediately after running the
CNFIGSSP procedure.
You cannot use the VARY OCL
statement to put a device online until an IPL is done.

Option 0: The command is ignored. Processing continues.

User Itesponse

Option 1: Try the operation again.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

To continue, enter the OCL statement again later.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2736 Statement ignored--no system printer
defined
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

SYS --2739 Bad combination of CV-ID and line
number
Severity: 3

Expl;mation
You entered an OCL statement for the system printer. However,
there is no system printer assigned at this time.
To continue, enter the OCL statement again and specify the
correct printer 10.
t:ser Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you arc entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2737 Specified device ID not configured
Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The VARY OCL statement you entered is invalid for one of the
following reasons:
•

The control unit is not controlling the specified line.

•

The control unit controls the specified line, but the line is not
switched.

To continue, change the VARY OCL statement to contain an
allowed combination of control unit and line number and try the
command again.
User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this ~rror is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
The display 10, printer 10, or controller 10 you specified in the
VAR Y OCL for the OCL statement is not on the system.

SYS --2740 Uemote workstations not configured at
this time

To continue, enter the correct display or controller 10 and try the
OCL statement again. You can use the STATuS \\,ORKST:--i
command to determine the correct display and controller IDs.

Severity: 3

t:scr Response

Explanation

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

You entered the VA R Y OC L statement to place a control unit or
remote work station on line.
However, the system is not
configured for remote work stations.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

To continue, run the C:\ FlGSS P procedure and add remote work
stations to your system configuration. Then perform an I PL.
After the IPL completes, you can try the VARY OCL statement
again.

SYS --2738 VARY unstlccessful--not enough system
resou rc(.'S
Severity: 3
Explanation
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Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

L:scr I{csponse
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of
the messages in the message file should be canceled.

SYS --2741 Invalid line number parameter in VARY
statement

User Response

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The line number specified in the line number parameter of a
VARY OCL statement is not correct.
To continue, enter the VARY OCL statement again, and specify
a line number that is on your system. The correct line numbers
are 1,2,3,4,5,6,7, or 8. You can use the STATUS WORKSTN
command to determine which lines are on your system.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2744 Request ineomplcte--Msg file format
error
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL stateme'nts
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2742 SS}> error while processing VARY
statement
Severity: 3

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the MSG
OCL statement can not be processed.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the next OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2744) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information

An error occurred in the system program while it was processing
a command.

The request was not successfully completed, because the format
of the message ftle is invalid. Do not try to send any messages
with the II :VISG OCL statement.

Additional Information

The operator entered a VARY OCL statement. An unexpected
return code was received from a remote work station support
module.

To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of
the messages in the message file should be canceled.
User Response

To continue, enter another OCL statement. However, if this error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --2745 Request ineomplete--No space in Msg file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --2743 Request incomplcte--Msg file disk error

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the MSG
OCL statement can not be processed.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I and enter the next OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--2743) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The request was not successfully completed, because a disk error
occurred when reading the message file. Do not try to send any
messages with the 1/ :VISG OCL statement.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the MSG
OCL statement can not be processed.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the next OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS .. 2745) and the name of the procedure you were
runnlllg.

Additional Information

The request was not successfully completed, because there is not
enough space in the message tile.
To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and cancel any
unwanted messages.
If this condition continues to occur, you can increase the size of
the message file with the MSGFILE procedure.
User Response
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Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

SYS --2754 (file namel- File language does not match
system language

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: N/A

SYS --2746 At least one parameter is required for
PRI.:\T proe

The named extended character file does not contain character
images for the ideographic language supported by the system.
You must restore the correct file to disk. Any requests prior to
this are ignored and could result in errors.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
procedure call for the PRINT procedure does not have any
par ameters. At least one par ameter is required.

Additional Inrormation
Although the PRINT procedure does not have any parameters
that are required, at least one parameter must be specified.
l:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2751 #EXT1818 file not restored
Severity: :VOlA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The extended character file (i!EXTIBJB) is not restored from
diskette to disk. You must restore the file to disk before vou can
process any extended characters. Any requests prior to 'this are
ignored or could result in errors.
Use the RESTEXTN procedure to restore the extended character
file onto disk. If you cannot restore the extended character file. fill
out a Problem Summary Form. found in the System Problem
Determination manual. and call for software service.

SYS --2752 #EXT2424 file not restored
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The extended character file (#EXT2424) is not restored from
diskette to disk. You must restore the file to disk before you can
process any extended characters. Any requests prior to this are
ignored or could result in errors.
Use the RESTEXTN procedure to restore the extended character
file onto disk. If you cannot restore the extended character file, fill
out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

SYS --2753 #EXT1SI8 and #EXT2424 files are not
restored
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The extended character files (#EXTl818 and #EXT2424) are not
restored from diskette to disk. You must restore these filcs to disk
before you can process any extcnded characters. Any requests
prior to this are ignored or could result in errors.
Use the RESTEXTN procedure to restore the extended character
file(s) onto disk. If you cannot restore the extended character
file(s), fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

First delete the extended character file by using the IPL overrides
option 6 (refer to the information about overriding IPL values in
the Operating Your System manual.
Second, use the RESTEXTN procedure to restore the correct
extended character file onto disk.

SYS --2757 LISTFII.E parm 5 is invalid when parm
3 is not II
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If the fifth parameter of the L1STFILE procedure is specified, the
third parameter must be II. Enter the procedure again. I f the
procedure is part of a job step, enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-27S7).

Additional Inrormation
You have indicated that a tape or disk be displayed (TI, T2, or FI
in the third parameter), but the fifth parameter is not blank. The
fifth parameter refers to a diskette location, but the file to be
displayed is not on diskette.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2758 Invalid parm 9 in LISTFlLE command ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A volume 10 is specified in the ninth parameter position. When
the type of processing is not SL, the VOLID parameter is invalid
and is ignored if option 0 is taken.

Additional Information
You are listing, a tape file and have indicated that the type of
processing is not SL (NONLABEL, NL. NONSTAND, NS,
BYPASS, or BLP in the eighth parameter position). The specified
VOLID is invalid and will be ignored if you choose to continue.

User Response
Option 0:
displayed.

Parameter nine is ignored.

The file continues to be

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previ.ous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2759 Parm 13 must be LEAVE, UNLOAD,
REWI~D, or null
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The thirteenth parameter of the L1S1TILE procedure is invalid.
If specified, this parameter must be LEAVE. UNLOAD, or
REWIND.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --2760 File label is invalid when REEL is not
SL. ..

Only standard label (SL) processing is valid on a tape cartridge
(TC) file. If option 0 is taken, the invalid processing parameter is
ignored.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information

Explanation
A file label was specified in the first parameter position.
should do one of the following:

You

You are listing a tape file and have indicated that the type of
processing is not SL. Non-SL processing is invalid on a tape
cartridge (TC) and will be ignored if you choose to continue.

•

Enter option 0 to continue displaying the file.

User Response

•

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-2760).

Option 0:
displayed.

Additional Information
It is not possible to indicate a specific file label for a tape file wRen
the type of processing is not SL (NON LABEL, NL,
NO~STAND, I'S, BYPASS, or BLP in the eighth parameter).
If you choose to continue, the file label you specified will be
ignored.

Continue displaying the file.

The file label will be

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2761 LISTFILE parameter Iparameter numberl
is im'alid for archive file ...
Severity: 3

file continues to be

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2764 TC record format must be fixed block
(FB) ..•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response
Option 0:
ignored.

Parameter 8 is ignored. The

Only fixed block (FB) record format is valid on a tape cartrid~e
(TC) file. If option 0 is taken, the invalid record format parameter
is ignored.
Additional Information
You are listing a tape file and have indicated that the record
format is not FB. A non-FB record format is invalid with a tape
cartridge (TC) and will be ignored if you choose to continue.
User Response

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 0:
displayed.

An invalid value was specified for one or more parameters in
positions 8, 10, II, or 12.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2762 USTFILE parameters 8 and/or 10-14 are
invalid ...

SYS --2765 File lfile labdJ contains a duplicate index
key ...

Severity: 3

Severity: 5

Auto Response: 3

Parameter 10 is ignored. The file continues to be

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

A value was specified for one or more parameters in position 8
and positions 10 through 14. These parameter pOSitions are
invalid. You should do one of the following:

The same index key is used more than once in this remote indexed
file. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2765) and the file name identified in the message.

•

Enter option 0 to continue the display of the file.

Additional Information

•

Enter option J, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2762).

While copying records to a new remote or loading to an old
remote liIe, a duplicate key was found. and the remote output me
does not have the duplicate-key-allowed attribute.

Additional Information
You are trying to list a diskette file (11 specified in the third
parameter position), but you have indicated one or more values in
position 8 and positions 10 through 14. These parameters are
valid only when displaying a tape file.
Parameter 8 and
parameters 10 through 14 will be ignored if you choose to
continue.

For more information, refer to the FILE OCL statement in the

System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response
Option 0: Continue the display of the file.
parameters 10 through 14 will be ignored.

If you want to allow duplicate keys, repeat the operation that you
are performing and specify through the procedure or OCL that
duplicate keys should be allowed.

Parameter 8 and

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing IiIcs
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. Also, any files created by. this job step are lost.

SYS --2763 TC processing must be standard label
(SL) ...

SYS --2766 Hie lfile namel has im'alid key
description ...
System Messages
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Scapy, therefore, attempted to base the allocation size or extend
value of the output file on similar values of the input file.
Additionally, you specified that the file organization or record
length of the output file should not be the same as the file
organization or record length of the input file. This change which
you specified in file organization or record length caused the
output file size or· extend value to exceed the maximum allowed
on the System/36. $Capy cannot create the output file according
to your specifications.

Explanation
There is an error in the $COPY utility job that you are running.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2766) and the file name identified in the
message.
Additional Information

User Response

You are attempting to copy or display records from the remote
indexed file identified in the message. The remote indexed file
resides on a system that is not a System/36 and that allows the
index key to have attributes that are not valid on the System/36.
The key attributes that prevent $COPY from processing this
remote indexed file may be one or more of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•
•

N on-ascending keys

SYS --2769 File (file labelJ no longer exists on disk ...

•

More than three key fields defined for an alternative inde1ced
file

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

More than one key field defined for a physical indexed file

Severity: 5
Explanation

Before the file identified in this message was allocated by the
SAVE ALL job that you are running, another job scratched or
deleted the file from disk.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2767 BLOCKS/RECORDS parm required for
file (file name) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

I

Do one of the following:

I•
•

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 0 to ignore this file and to continue your SA VE
ALL job with the next file on disk.
Enter option 2 to end the SAVE ALL job step or option 3
to end the job and then notify the programmer responsible
for this job.
Give the programmer the message lD
(SYS--2769). the file label from the message, and the name
of the procedure you were running when this error occurred.

User Response

There is an error in the SCapy utility job you are running. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--276 7) and the file name identified in the
message.

Option 0: This file is ignored and the SA V E ALL job continues
.
with the next file on disk.

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You did not specify an allocation size for the output file identified
in the message.
sca PY. therefore, attempted to base the
allocation size of the output file on the size of the remote input file
that you are trying to copy records from. The remote input file
resides on a system which is not a System;36. The input file size
was either not supplied by this remote system or is invalid for use
on the System!36. As a result, you must specify an allocation size
for the output file that you are attempting to create by supplying
the BLOCKS or RECORDS parameter and appropriate value in
the procedure that you are running or with the FILE
NA:\IE-COPYO statement that you are using.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any files previously saved by this job step will
continue to exist.

SYS --2777 Unable to allocate trace table (nameJ from
system storage ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

There is not enough main storage to allocate the trace tables. Do
one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 1 to try allocating the trace tables again. If
there is still not enough storage, this error will occur again.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2777).

SYS --2768 Size/extend value exceeds maximum--fiIe
lfile namel ...

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Expianation
There is an error in the SCapy utility job you are running. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2768) and the file name identified in the
message.

Trace tables with a size of 56 entries (1.75 K) or less are allocated
from system storage. At this time there is not enough system
storage to a!!ccate the table. Thc operation can be tried again
(enter option 1). or you can enter the procedure again and request
a smaller trace table size (TABSlZE parameter). or request a table
size of 64 entries or larger that will be allocated from user storage.
User Response

Additional Information

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

Either you did not specify an allocation size or you did not specify
an extend value for the output file identified in the message.

aptian 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 to try allocating the relocatable control
storage for the trace table again. If there is still not enough
storage, this error will occur again.

SYS --2778 Unable to allocate trace table Iname] from
uscr storage ...

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
I D (SYS-2780).

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

There is not enough user storage to allocate the trace tables. Do
one of the following:

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

•

Enter option 1 to try allocating the trace tables again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2778).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
Trace tables with a size of 64 entries or larger are allocated from
user storage in 2 K segments. At this time there is not enough
user storage available to allocate the trace table. The operation
can be tried again (enter option 1) or you can enter the TRACE
procedure agam and specify a smaller table size in the TABSIZE
parameter.
t:ser Response

SYS --2781 Unable to locate specified trace table
(namel .. ·
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The trace table identified in the message was not found. Do one
of the following:

Option I: The operation is tried again.

•

Enter option 0 to try creating a new alternate trace table
with the same name.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2781).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2779 enable to allocate task work space for
trace table InameJ ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response
Option 0: The error is ignored and an attempt is made to create
a new trace table with the same name.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

There is not enough task work space to allocate the trace tables.
Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option I to try allocating the trace tables again. If
there is still not enough storage, this error will occur again.

SYS --2782 :\"ew trace table InameJ already exists ...

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2779).

Severity: 5

Additional Information
An area from task work space is allocated for trace tables with a
size of 64 entries or larger. At this time there is not enough task
work space to allocate the trace table. The operation can be tried
again (enter option \) or you can enter the TRACE procedure
again and request a. smaller traCe table size (TABSIZE parameter).
t: ser Resp 0 nse
Option \: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2780 Insufficient control stora!.:e to support
alternate trace tables ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is not enough relocatable control stor age to trace to an
alternate trace table. The relocatable control storage is shared by
other tasks, such as BASIC, FORTRAN, communications, and
others. Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation
A request to create a new trace table was not successful because a
table with the same name (the name is identified. in the message)
already exists. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to use the table that was found.

•

Enter option 1 to allocate a new trace table. The name of
the new table will be displayed with message SYS-2792.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2782).

t:ser Response
Option 0: The error is ignored. The table found is used and no
new table is created.
Option 1: The table found is disregarded. A new table is allocated
with a different name. :\Iessage SYS-2792 will be displayed and
will identify the new table name.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2783 Not allowed to remove the main trace
table (nameJ
System Messages
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An attempt to remove the main trace table, identified in the
message, from the system failed. You are not allowed to remove
the identified table from the system. Enter option 2 or 3 and give
the message ID (SYS-2783) to the programmer.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2787 The bloek size given for trace file (namel
is not valid
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The specified size for the trace file (BLOCKS-nn parameter) is not
allowed. The size of the trace file must be less than 5000 blocks.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-2787).
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --2784 The trace table name given «(name)) is not
valid

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --2788 Hie (namel is too small to contain trace
table ...

Auto Response:

Explanation
The trace table name identified in the message is not an allowed
name. The first character of the table name must be any
alphabetic character a through z or #, $, or @' The remaining
characters must be a through z, #, $, or @.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2785 Trace file given «(name\) is same as an
existing user file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Logging to disk (LOGDISK-START,BLOCKS-nn) was specified
for the trace file identified in the message. However, the file
already exists and is not a trace file. Trace files can only be
created by using the TR,\CE utility.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The size of the trace file identified in the messa!!e is smaller than
the trace table. Each block of the trace file holds about 80 cntTles.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0 to continue. Logging to disk is deactivated .
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

ID (SYS-2788).

Vser Response
Option 0: The error is ignored and processing continues. No
trace table logging is done to disk. If logging was active it is
stopped.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Vser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --27891'\o trace events selected for the table
(namel

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --2786 First positional parameter not CRT or
BATCH ..•

An attempt to activate tracing to the table identified in the
message was not successful because no events were given to trace.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-2789).

Severity: :\;A

Auto Response: -;':','A

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

User Response

The first positional parameter specified for the TRACE procedure
was not CRT or BATCH.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 0 and the the first parameter will default to
CRT.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option H to return to the trace help screen.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS-2786).

User ncsponse
Option 0: The error is ignored and processing continues. The
program assumes CRT was entered.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --2790 :\hximum number of trace tables (16)
already exists
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explan.nion
An attempt to allocate a new alternate trace table failed because
the maximum number of trace tables already eXIsts. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-2790).

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
COM:\tLI~E-llincl

SYS --2791

is not a valid
communication line number ...

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

The event identified in the message for the trace table identified in
the message is not an allowed event name. Do one of the
following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore the event and continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the message ID (SYS-279S) to
the programmer

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: The error is ignored and processing continues.

Either an incorrect value was specified for the line number or the
specified line number is not supported by the system. The correct
line number values are 1 through 4. Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the incorrect line number and
continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2791).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2796 Can not trace EVENT-(name) to an
altermlte trace table ...
Severity: 5

t:ser Response

Option 0: The error is ignored and processing continues.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The trace event identified in the message cannot be traced to
alternate trace tables. This event can only be traced to the main
trace table. Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the event and continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-2796).

SYS --2792 Tracc acth'c to table Inamel
TABSIZE-(sizel ( #.##K)

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 0: The error is ignored and processing continues.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
.

This is an informational message. Either the trace table identified
in the message has been activated or the size of the table has been
changed. The sIze of the table is also given in the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

S\'S --2;93 Altl'rnate trace table (namel removed

SYS --2811 \Vrong diskette inserted. Prior one not
completed ...

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

This is an informational message. The alternate trace table
identified in the message has been removed from the system and
the storage the table used was returned.

SYS --2794

Tr~cc

TABSIZE for table (namel is not

nlid
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

You removed a diskette before the system finislied processing it;
then you inserted another diskette.
The characters to the right of the message identify the location of
the diskette in the diskette magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Insert the diskette you were processing before you inserted
the diskette that caused the error prior to this error and
enter option I. When all the data is processed on that
diskette, another message will occur telling you when to
insert the next diskette.

•

Otherwise, if you cannot correct this error. fill out a Problem
Summary
Form found
in the System Problem
Determinacion, and call for hardware service. Then enter
option 3 and give the messap.e ID (S YS--2811) to the
programmer responsible for this job.

Explanation

The trace table size (TAI3SlZE parameter) for the table identified
in the message is not correct. The table size must be from 16 to
512 entries. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS-2794).
t:ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this'point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

lJser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: Processing continues.

SYS --2795 Im'alid EVE~T-(namel givcn for tracc
table Inamel...
'

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing Iiles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
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SYS -.-2812 Inserted diskette cannot be used by this
system
Severity: 5

Do the following:
•

Make sure you have the correct diskettes inserted and that
the magazine drive door is closed. Then enter option I to
try the operation again,

•

Otherwise, if you cannot correct this error. fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service. Then enter option 2
or 3 and give the message ID (S YS--2815) to the
programmer responsible for this job.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The inserted diskette has an incorrect data set label. Enter option
3 and give the message lD (SYS--2812) and the name of the job
you were running to the programmer responsible for this job.

Additional Information
The inserted diskette has an incorrect offset-to-next-record field in
a data set label. The diskette must be initialized using the INIT
procedure.

t:scr Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2813 Diskette drive is not ready. Intervention
required ...
Severity: S

AUIO Response:

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
[onger exist. However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2816 Diskctte select failed. Check diskette drive
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The diskette drive is not ready. The last 4-character variable data
field to the TI~ht of the message is the system reference code. If
there IS another 5-character variable data field before the system
reference code, it identifies the location of the diskette in the
diskette magazine drive. This condition might be caused by one
of the following:

The diskette magazine drive is not ready. A diskette select request
failed, probably because the diskette is missing from the diskette
magazine drive location identified in the message. The five
characters to the right of the message give the location of the
missing diskette in the magazine drive. The four characters to the
right of the missing diskette location are the system reference
code.

•

The dIskette is inserted incorrectly.

•

The diskette magaZine drive cover is open or the diskette
locking lever is not closed.

•

The wrong type of diskette is inserted.

If the cause of this error is one of the above, correct the condition
and enter option I to try the operation again.

[f the cause of the error was none of the above, the rotational
speed of the diskette is too slow. Do the following:

Do one of the following:
•

Entcr option I and insert the correct diskette in the diskette
magazine drive location given in the message.

•

Enter option 2 or 3.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.
User Response

•

Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.

Option I: I nsert the correct diskette in the magazine drive and try
the operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the message ID (S YS--2813) to
the programmer responsible for this job.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. 1-1 owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2815 Diskette magazine drh'c door open. Must
"',,,'no
11"11. .......
",.v"""- .",VVI
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

EXJllanation
A diskette magazine drive door is open. The last 4-character
variable data field to the right of the message is the system
reference code. If there is another 5-character variable data field
before the system reference code, it identifies the location of the
diskette in the diskette magazine drive.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2818 Cannot write to a write protccted
diskettc ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The diskette is write protected. The write protect notch on the
diskette is either covcied up by a piece of tape or the diskette does
not have a notch. It is not possible to write to this diskette while
it is write protected.
To write to this diskette:

1.

Remove the diskette.

2.

Remove the tape that is covering the write protect notch and
entcr option I to continue.
or

3.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for mamtaining this job and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--2818).

•

If this error continues to occur on the same diskette, enter
option 2 or 3. If this error continues to occur, run Online
Problem Determination for diskette. Use the COPYIl
procedure to copy any good files onto another diskette. Use
the INIT procedure to ;nitialize the diskette before using it
again.

•

If this error continues to occur on other diskettes, enter
option 2 or 3 and give the message ID (SYS--2821) to the
programmer responsible for this job. Then run Online
Problem Determination for diskette.

User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2820 Permanent diskette I/O error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A permanent diskette I/O error was detected while reading or
writing on the diskette.
The last 4-character variable data field to the right of the message
is the system reference code. If there is another 5-character
variable data field before the system reference code, it identifies the
location of the diskette in the diskette magazine drive.
Do the following:
•

Enter option I to retry the operation.

•

If this error continues to occur, or if option I is not
available, enter option 2 or 3. If the system reference code
is 1 DOF, the error was detected while reading or writing on
the diskette. lJ se the CO P1' II procedure to copy any other
good ftIcs to another diskette. Use the INIT procedure to
initialize the diskette before using it again. Otherwise, the
error was detected while trying to select a diskette. The
problem is with the diskette or with the diskette drive itself.
The diskette drive test should be run for this error.
If you want more information on how to run the diskette
drive test, refer to the System Problem Determination
manual.

•

If this error occurs on other diskettes, enter option 2 or 3
and give the message ID (S1'5--2820) to the programmer
responsible for this job.
Then run Online Problem
Determination for diskette.

User Response
Option 0: Select this option to accept the data and continue.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2840 VTOC compress incompletc--cannot
reorganize disk
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Disk reorganization issues this message when it finds that I PL file
rebuild was in the process of compressing the disk VTOC and the
compress did not complete.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2840).
Additional Information
Perform a system IPL to complete the VTOC compress before
running disk reorganization again.
If this error continues to occur, flU out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and caUfor
software service.
t:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2841 (file nameJ allocated while partially moved

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job continues with the next job step. This option
will not always be available.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist and any files created by this job step are lost.

Auto Response:

Disk reorganization issues this message when it finds a file that
was being moved by a previous disk reorganization that was not
complete.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2841) and the file name identified in the message.

SYS --2821 Marginal diskette I/O error ...

Additional Information

Severity: 5

fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

Auto Response:

Explanation
A temporary diskette read error occurred which required extensive
diskette error recovery actions.
The last 4-character variable data fteld to the right of the message
is the system reference code. If there is another 5-charal:ter
variable data field before the system reference code, it identiftes the
location of ,he diskette in the diskette magazine drive. Do the
following:

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

t:scr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2842 Invalid COMPRESS request
Severity: 5

Auto Response:
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Explanation

Do one of the following:

Disk reorganization issues this message when it finds that it
computed an incorrect request.

•
•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2842).
Additional Information
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Have one of the display stations sign off the library. Enter
option I to try disk reorganization again.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--2845) and the library name
identified in the message.

User Response
Option I: Have one of the display stations sign off the library.
Try disk reorganization again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2843 (file nameJ not on block boundary

SYS --2846 Active subsystems and extended task work
area

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

Disk reorganization issues this message when the file named in the
message does not start with a correct address or the length of the
file is incorrect.

Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identIfication code (SYS--2843) and the file name identified in the
message.
Additional Inrormation
The file must be copied to another location on disk and must be
deleted from its current location.
If this error continues to occur, nil out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

•

Enter option 0 to continue with the subsystems suspended.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--2846).

Additional Inrormation
Disk reorganization found that the task work area is extended and
that one or more subsystems are running. To avoid accesses to
extents that may be moved by disk reorganization, the subsystems
must be suspend\.'<i. Suspended subsystems may time-out and
cause line drops.
User Response

User Response

Option 0: The job continues with the subsystems suspended.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2844 Another disk reorganization is already
running

SYS --2847 Other tasks are running __ _
Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Explanation
Disk reorganization issues this message when it finds that another
disk reorganization is already running. Enter option 2 or 3 to
continue.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2845 'lore than one user of library Ilibrary
name(
Severity: 'Yo/A

Disk reorganization, the IPL procedure, and the CNFIGSSP
procedure issue this message when other tasks are runnIng.
Ensure that no user tasks are running. including spooling and
tracing to an alternate trace table. Enter option 1 to continue or
option 2 or 3 to end the job.
User Response
Option 1: Try again after canceling other tasks Of. permitting
them to complete.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Disk reorganization found that there is more than one user of the
library. Either there are two display stations signed on to the
library, or there is a display station signed on to the library and a
job on the job queue that requires the library.
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

SYS --2848 :\umbcr of blocks on drh'c is not a
multiple of 10
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

Disk reorganization issues this message when it finds that the
number of sectors on the disk is incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS·-2848).
Additional Information

Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you followed the above steps and this error continues to occur,
fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies the type
of control unit check that occurred. The character values and
meanings are as follows:

I EIt

Control unit loop time·out

lEU

Control unit data bus parity check

IEl3

Control unit memory parity check

User Response

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.

SYS --2849 Queue clement for #SYSTASK missing

Option 1:

Severity: 5

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Disk reorganization issues this message when it finds that a queue
element for #SYST AS K is missing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S'I'S·-2849).
Additional Information

Option 2:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved and the job can continue with the next step.

Queue clements for itSYST AS K can be found through two paths.
Disk reorganizatIon found that one of these paths no longer
addresses the queue element. Fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

t:ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2850 Printer (printer idJ has a control unit
check

SYS --2851 Printer (printer idJ has a thermal check

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

The printer identified in the message has a control unit check.

The printer identified in the message has a thermal check. The
printer has lost power. Call for hardware service.

If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0, I, or 2 .

Enter option 0, I, or 2.

•

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:

CANCEL
IIOLD
RESTART
STOP

•
•

CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.

If the printed output is not being spooled, enter option 1, 2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).

If the printed output is not being spooled, enter option 1,2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).

After you respond to this message, do the following to continue
printing:

If this error occurs, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determil1atiol1 manual, and call for hardware

I.

Press the Stop/Reset key to reset the check condition.

2.

Press the Ready key to ready the printer.

3.

If the error still exists, perform an I PL.

service.
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies the type
of thermal check that occurred. The character values and
meanings are as follows:
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lE81

Thermal check 1

This error was caused by one of the following:

I E82

Thermal check 2

•

A bad cable connection to the printer identified in the
message.

•

Your system contains the hardware for a 3262 Printer, but
that printer has not been attached to your system.

User Response
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.

Do the following:

Option 1:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

Option 2:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved and the job can continue with the next step.
If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs), for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made· to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2852 Printer (printer idJ is not powered on
Severity: N;A
Explanation

:'.1 ake sure the printer is plugged in and power is available.
:'.Iake sure the Unit Emergency switch on the right side of
the printer is in the Power Enable position. If the Unit
Emergency switch is in the Power Enable position, set it to
the Power Off position and wait for five seconds. Then
return the switch to the Power Enable position.

•

Press the StoprReset key on the printer to reset the error
condition.

•

Press the Ready key to continue processing. The operation
being attempted when this error occurred is tried again.
When printing continues, the first line that is printed may
be the same data and on the same line as the last line that
was printed just before the error occurred.

If this error is caused by a previous thermal check that was not
corrected, or if the above steps did not correct the problem, or if
this error continues to occur, service is required. Fill out a
Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Dcrermillarioll manual, and call for hardware service.
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies that the
printer is not powered on.

SYS --2853 Printer (printer idl has
check
Explanation
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•

Set the Unit Emergency switch to the Power Enable
position.

•

Press the Stop/Reset key to reset the check condition,

•

If the Forms indicator was on, press the Carriage Restore
key and then manually position the forms to line I of the
form you want printing to continue on.
For more
information on lining up the forms in the printer, see the
Operator's Guide for the printer on which this error
occurred.

•

Press the Ready key to continue processing. The operation
being attempted when this error occurred is tried agam.

If you have found no reasonable explanation for the error and the
error continues to occur, you probably require hardware service.
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies that a
cable interlock check has occurred.

Severity: N/A

Do the following:

Severity: NjA

Set the Unit Emergency switch on the right side of the
printer to the Power Off position. Make sure the three
printer cables that connect the printer and the processing
unit are attached securely. For more information about the
cable connections for the 3262 printer, refer to the manual
Setting Up Your Computer, GA21-9430.

SYS --2854 Printer (printer idJ has a ribbon check

Auto Response: N/A

The printer identified in the message has lost power. Either the
printer was turned off, electrical power was lost, or a thermal
check (see message SYS-2851), which was not corrected, occurred.

•
•

•

Auto Response: N!A

:l

cable interlock

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
On the printer identified in the message, the printer ribbon is stuck
or is moving too slowly, or both Ribbon Reverse switches are on.
Do the following:
•

Check for and correct any condition that might prevent the
ribbon from moving freely. If you cannot find the problem,
install a new ribbon.

•

Press the Stop/Reset key to reset the check,condition.

•

Press the Ready key to continue processing. The operationbeing attempted when this error occurred is tried again.
When printing continues, the first line that is printed may
be the same data and on the same line as the last line that
was printed just before the error occurred.

The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies that a
ribbon check has occurred.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the Sysrem Problem Derermillarion manual, -and call for
hardware service.

SYS --2855 Tum off the CE switch on printer jprillicr
illJ
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N;A

Explanation
A CE switch on the printer identified in the message is turned on.
Do the following:

•

Turn the CE switch off.

•

If the Check indicator is on, press the Stop/Reset key to
reset the check condition.

•

Press the Ready key to continue processing. The operation
being attempted when this error occurred is tried again.

occurs, press the Stop/Reset key and the Ready key on the
printer.

2.

The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies that aCE
switch is on.

If the correct print belt is mounted and the corresponding
print belt image does not match it, do the following:
a.

Cancel the job or job step. If the printed output was
spooled, stop the spool writer.

b.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Change the print belt image by either using the SET
procedure or an IMAGE OCL statement.

c.

SYS --2856 Printer (printer id) has a carriage check
or forms jam

Direct output to the printer. If there are entries in the
spool file for this printer, make sure this output is not
spooled.

d.

Make the printer ready by pressing the Stop/Reset key
and the Ready key.

e.

Message SYS-1403 will be displayed. Take option 1 in
response to the message.

f.

If you have print spooling active, you may receive an
additional belt sync check. If this occurs, press the
Stop/Reset key and the Ready key on the printer.

g.

If you have entries in the spool file, message SYS-1403
may occur. Enter option 0 each time SYS-1403
appears if you do not want to change the print belt.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The forms are not going through the printer correctly (possible
forms jam). The printer is identified in the message.
Do the following:
I.

Press the Stop/Reset key on the printer to reset the check
condition.

2.

If a forms jam exists, clear the forms jam.
For more information about recovering from a forms jam,
refer to the Operating Your System manual.

3.

Press the Carriage Restore key on the printer to set the
current line to I.

4.

:\1anually position the printer form to line 1 of the form you
want to continue printing on. (When printing starts again,
the system expects the form to be at line I.) For help with
lining up the forms, see the Operator's Guide for your
printer.

If this error continues to occur and the print belt and print belt
image are correct, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies that a belt
sync check has occurred.

SYS --2858 Printer (printer id) has a print check
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

5.

Press the Ready key to continue printing, The printer skips
to the line it was going to when the error occurred.

Explanation

6.

If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual,
and call for hardware service.

Do the following:

The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies the type
of carriage check that occurred. The character values and
meanings are as follows:
1E40

Carriage check 4

IE41

Carriage check 3

lE42

Carriage check 1

I E43

Forms jam

SYS --2857 Printer (printer id( has a belt sync check
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The printer belt and the printer belt image do not match for the
printer identified in the message.
Do the following:
1.

Make sure the correct print belt is mounted and the
corresponding print belt ima!\e was specified for this printer.
If the wrong print belt is mounted, mount the correct one.
To continue printing, make the printer ready by pressing the
Stop Reset key and the Ready key. If you mounted a new
print belt and it matches the print image already defined, and
you continue to get a belt sync check, then print spooling is
active and you received an additional belt sync check. If this

A print check occurred on the printer identified in the message.

•

Press the Stop/Reset key to reset the check condition.

•

Press the Ready key to continue processing. The operation
being attempted when this error occurred is tried again.
When printing continues, the first line that is printed may
be the same data and on the same line as the last line that
was printed just before the error occurred.

•

If you cannot correct this error, flU out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual,
and caU for hardware service.

The 4-character S)"' ' .. 'to reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies the type
of print check that occurred. The character values and meanings
are as foUows:
IE30

Any hammer on check

lE31

Fire tier check

lE32

Hammer echo check

lE33

Carriage pedestal check

IE34

Print subscan emitter check

IE36

Belt up to speed

lE37

Belt speed check

tE38

Print busy too long

lE39

Data parity check
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SYS --2859 Printer (printer id) has an unprintable
character check
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

!Jata was lost or added when being transferred between the
mput/output control handler (lOCH) and the printer control unit.
User Response

Explanation

The print data being sent to the printer identified in the message
contains a character that is not in the print belt image. Whenever
an unprintable character is encountered by the printer, it will be
replaccd by a blank. The blank will be printed in place of the
character.

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.
Option 1:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

Press the Stop/Reset key to reset the check condition.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

Press the Ready key to continue processing.

Option 2:

Do the following:

•
•

Additional Information

Additional Information

The character that cannot be printed has a hexadecimal value from
40 though FF and is not defined on the current print belt image.
The system sends most of its requests to the printer in a mode
called execute. If an unprintable character check occurs in execute
m?de, the unprintable character is no longer in your program's
prmt buffer. The character is in the printer's control unit buffer.

•

If the pr.inted output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool wrtler.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved and the job can continue with the next step.

This error is reported by the 3262 printer control unit at the end
of a print line. The message occurs only once per line, regardless
of the number of characters found on a line that are not defined
in the print belt image.

If the system does not return control to the executing
progr am, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

The print data contains a character that is not in the print belt
image. Either the character is unprintable, or the wrong print belt
image/translate table is currently being used. The program has
requested that the printer identified in the message halt on
unprintable characters.

0l'ti?n 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS J?b .and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thIS Job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

If this error continues to occur and you cannot determine why, fill
out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

SYS --2861 Print unit or bdt CO\'cr not in place on
printer (printer idl

!h~

4-character system reference code to the right of the message
IS mformalton for hardware service. The code identifies that an
unprintable character check has occurred.

SYS --2860 Printer (printer idJ has a data transfer
check
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

This error occurred because either data was lost, or extra data was
added, when it was being sent to the printer identified in the
message.
If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0, 1, or 2.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:

•
•

CA~CEL

IIOLD
RESTART
STOP

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.
If the pri~ted output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3
(oplton 0 IS not available).
If you followed the above steps and this error continues to occur,
fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies that a
data transfer check has occurred.
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Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Either the print unit is open, or the belt cover is not in place on
the printer identified in the message.
Do the following:

•
•

Make sure the print unit is closed and the belt cover is
properly in place.

•

Press the Ready key to continue processing. The operation
bemg attempted when this error occurred is tried again.
When printing continues, the first line that is printed may
be the same data and on the same line as the last line that
was printed just before the error occurred.

If the Check indicator is on, press the Stop/Reset key to
reset the check condition.
.

!he 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
~s information for your har?ware service representative. The code
Identifies that the print unit is open or the belt cover is not in
place.

SYS --2862 Program error occurred while using
printer lprinter idl
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A program error has occurred while using the printer identified in
the message text.
Notify the programmer responsible for the job you are running.
Give the programmer the message identification code (SYS-2862),
the system reference code, and the ID of the printer identified in
the message.

If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0, I, or 2.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is cnded; data created up to this step
is saved and the job can continue with the next step.

CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

•

If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

If you enter one of the above commands, you do not have
to enter an option. The system automatically replies to the
message for you.
If the printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).
Additional Information
The system detected an error while trying to send a request to the
printer, or the printer control unit detected an error when it tried
to initiate the requested action. The 4-character system reference
code to the right of the message is information for your
pr(l~ramming service representative. The code identifies the type
of programming error that occurred. The character values and
meanings are as follows:
lE28

Invalid system network architecture (SNA) character
string (SCS) command: This error indicates there is
a character with a hexadecimal value of 00 through
31' in the data stream that is not a valid SCS
command.
This error may be caused by a spool job that was
ended abnormally because the system was turned off
or because an IPL was performed while the job was
running.
You can use the STATt..:S PRT (0 P) command to
view the status of the spool file entry. If the TOTAL
column contains at least one dash before the
number, it means the job was never completed.

lE29
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SYS --2863 l}rinter (printer idJ is not ready
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This error may have occurred because the Stop/Reset key was
pressed on the printer identified in the message.
To continue, press the Ready key. The operation being attempted
when this error occurred is tried again. When printing continues,
the first line that is printed may be the same data and on the same
line as the last line that was printed just before the error occurred.
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies that the
printer was not ready.
If this error continues to occur and there is no reasonable
explanation why, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call hardware service.

SYS --2864 Printer (printer idJ has an undefined error

Invalid SCS parameter: This error indicates one of
the parameters in a multibyte SCS command was
not recognized by the printer control unit. The error
may be caused by the same situation described for
an Invalid SCS command (see code 1E28). The error
may also be caused by directing output to a printer
that cannot process it correctly. For example, the
3262 Printer cannot print more than 132 characters
on a line. For more information, see messages
SYS-I407, SYS-5848, and SYS-6I51.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 0, I, or 2.

lOB command, command modifier, or data length is
invalid; This error indicates that the command or
command modifier field of the printer lOB contains
an incorrect value or that the data length field
contains a value greater than 256.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:

Data stream reject: The printer control unit detected
a procedural problem with a data stream that it
received.

IE62

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any rec'ords added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 0; The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.
Option 1;

Auto Response:

Explanation
An undefined error occurred on the printer identified in the
message.
If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.
If the printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies that an
undefined error has occurred.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Prob/em Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

t..:ser Response

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

Option 0: The spool ftle entry is held. The next spool ftle entry
is printed.

Option 2:

Option I:
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•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

The file label specified on the disk /lFI LE OeL statement,
however, did not correspond with the name of the system file.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

If the file to be copied is not a system file, remove the SYSFILE
parameter on the I/COPYFILE utility control statement. If the
file to be copied is a system file, change the label of the disk
I/FILE OCL statement to the correct system file name.

Option 2:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

It the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.
If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --2865 Printer (printer idl is out of forms
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The printer identified in the message is out of forms. To continue,
do the following:
1.

Press the Stop/Reset key to reset the check condition.

2.

Press the Carriage Restore key to set the current line to line
1.

3.

4.

Insert additional forms and manually position them to line
1. (The system expects the forms to be aligned to line I.)
If you need assistance in performing the alignment, you can
find instructions for that procedure in the Operator's Guide
for this printer.
Press the Ready key to continue printing.

For more information about the forms in the printer, refer to the
Operaring Your System manual.
If you want to print the remaining forms in the printer before
inserting additional forms, press the Stop. Reset key, then press the
Ready key for each remaining form you want to print. If you do
this, be careful. The lines on the last form printed may be out of
line and not print as neatly as the others.
If this error continues to occur, but there are forms in the printer
and there seems to be no reason for the error, fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies that an
end of forms has occurred.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2871) and the file name identified in the
message.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2872 Parms 9 through 17 must be blank if
restoring tape
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Parameters 9 through 13 and IS through 17 must be blank.
Parameter 14 can only be SAME if you are restoring a file from
tape.
Enter option 3. Before you try the operation again, make sure
there are no misplaced commas or spelling errors in the procedure
statement. If you do not find the error, give the programmer the
message 10 (SYS--2872) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
User Rcsponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. No data was copied for this step.

SYS --2873 Parm Iparameter locationl must not be
given if input from diskette
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You have incorrectly entered a parameter in the procedure
statement. The parameter, which has its location given in the
message text, must not be given if the input file is from diskette.
This parameter is only allowed if the input file is from tape.
Enter option 3. Before you try the operation
there are no misplaced commas in the procedure
do not find the error, give the programmer
(SYS--2873) and the name of the procedure you

again, make sure
statement. If you
the message 10
were running.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. No data was copied for this step.

Additional Information

SYS --2874 Parm Iparameter locationJ must be
RE\\l:"iD, Ui\LOAD, LEAVE or not
gil'en

You can control the issuing of this message on a job step basis
through the end of forms message (EOFMSG) keyword on the
PRlj'I;TER OCL statement.

Severity: 5

SYS --2871 (file mlmeJ is an invalid label for a system
tile

You have incorrectly entered a parameter in a procedure
statement. The location of the incorrect parameter and the
allowable entries are given in the message text.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message was issued by the SCOPY utility program. The
SVSFILE parameter on the /ICOPVFILE utility control
statement specified that a system file was to be saved or restored.
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Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 3. Before you try the operation again, make sure
there are no misplaced commas in the procedure statement. If you
do not find the error, give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2874) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Rcsponse

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. No data was copied for this step.

Severity: 5

SYS --2875 Parm iParametcr numbcrl must not be
gh·cn if saving to diskctte

Parameter 4 of the L1STDATA procedure is incorrect. Either you
incorrectly entered a procedure name or there is an error in the
LiSTDATA procedure, for example; a miSSing comma or an extra
comma in the procedure statement.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The parameter specified is incorrect in the procedure statement
you just entered. The parameter specified can only be entered if
the input file is coming from tape, not from diskette. Enter option
3.
Defore you run the procedure again, make sure there are
missing or extra commas for a positional parameter in
procedure statement. If you cannot correct the error, give
programmer the message ID (SYS--287S) and the name of
procedure you are running.

no
the
the
the

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2878).
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. No data was copied for this step.

SYS --2879 Parametcr Iparamater numberl is missing
from Procedure (procedure narnel
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Uscr Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There is an error in the procedure specified in the message. The
parameter specified in the message must be given for this
procedure.
Enter option 3, then notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--2879).

SYS --2876 Cannot reorganize or display a
compresscd filc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

This error may be caused by a missing or an extra comma for a
positional parameter. Make sure aU required commas are included
for uncoded positional parameters.
User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you entered the procedure
incorrectly or there is an error in the procedure. If you are
entering utility control statements from the keyboard, an invalid
combination of keywords was entered.

Option 3: The job in canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2876) and the name of the procedure you were running.

SYS --2880 Must specify BLOCKS or RECORDS
whcn value entcred

Additional Information

Severity: 5

This message was issued by the SCOPY utility. The error
occurred when you tried to reorganize a file, select records, or
change the data in some other way while compressing the data
during a save or decompressing the data during a restore.

Explanation

Uscr Itesponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this Job is saved. Data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

If you specified a value in parameter S of COPYDATA or
parameter 4 of RESTORE, you must specify BLOCKS or
RECORDS in the parameter that immediately precedes the value.
Enter option 3. Before you try this operation again, check for
missing or extra commas that separate the parameters. If you
cannot correct the error, give the message ID (SYS--2880) to your
programmer.
User Response

SYS --2877 Parm 2 cannot be ADD whcn output is
to tapc

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --2881 :\Iust spccify the numbcr of
Iblocks/recordsJ needcd

Auto Response:

Explanation
You have incorrectly entered a parameter in the procedure
statement. Parameter 2 can be ADD only when the output file is
written to diskette. The parameter cannot be ADD if output is
written to tape.
Enter option 3. Before you try the operation again, make sure
parameter 2 is correct. If you do not find the error, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--2877) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
t;ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. No data was copied for this step.

SYS --2878 Parm 4 must not be gh·cn if parm 3 is Tl,
T2 or TC

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the COPYDATA or RESTORE procedure
you were running. You have specified RECORDS or BLOCKS
in the procedure but have not given the number of records or
blocks the new file should contain. Enter option 3, then notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job. Give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--288I ).
This error may be caused by an extra comma in the procedure.
Make sure the correct amount of commas are included for
uncoded positional parameters.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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You may have inserted the wrong diskette. If so, insert the
correct diskette and enter option 1 to try the operation again.

SYS --2882 Parameter (parameter location) must be
DUPKEY, NODUPKEY or not given
Severity: S

If you inserted the correct diskette, this file and possibly other
subsequent files in the set may have been deleted previously, and
if so, the program cannot continue. In this case, enter option 2
or option 3.

Auto Response:

Explanation
Parameter 18 for the COPYDATA procedure or parameter 17 for
the RESTORE procedure is incorrect.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2882) and the name of the procedure you are running.
Additional Inrormation
The only correct entries for these parameters are DUPKEY or
NODlJPKEY. Otherwise, there should be no entry for this
position.
user Response
Option 3: The job ;s canceled. Data created by previous
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

step~

in

SYS --2883 rile type of file (file name) is not
COPYFILE
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response
Option 1: I nsert the correct diskette in the slot identified at the
right of the original message. The program will try to find this file
on the diskette.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation
The tape file identified in the message cannot be processed by the
utility program you are running. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--2883) and the file name from
the message.
Additional Inrormation
This message was issued by the SCOPY utility program, which
may have been called by the L1STDATA, L1STf'ILE, or
RESTORE procedure. The input file speCified in the COI'YI:-': file
statement is not in the correct format of a file copied by SCOPY.
You can use the TAPECOPY procedure to copy a basic exchange
or I-exchange file. For more information about the TAPECOPY
procedure, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
l'ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2886 Parameter 2 invalid for your security
Ic\·cI ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
On a system with password security active, parameter 2 must be
your user ID. You may not enter another person's user ID or
ALL. Your security classification must be system operator or
higher to enter another person's user I D or ALL.
l'ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved. :-':0 data was copied for this step.

SYS --2884 File lfile name) savcd by a SAVE ALL.
Cannot do ADD
Severity: 5

Any remaining files on this and subsequent diskettes have not
been restored. I f these remaining files have not been deleted and
you want them to be restored, either restore them individually by
file name or run the RESTORE ALL procedure again, specifying
a starting file name (and optional starting file date) in parameters
7 (and 8). To find the next existing file of the set to begin the
RESTORE ALL with, use the CATALOG procedure, specifying
II in parameter 2, the slot location of the diskette on which the
error was found in parameter 3, the slot location of the last
diskette of the set in parameter 4 and the word LOCATION in
parameter S. The starting file will be the first file on the diskette
or sequence of diskettes which is a part of the set that you are
attempting to restore.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2887 Cannot ERASE an old file with
HISTORY ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanntion

A data file can be added only to a diskette file that was originally
saved as a single file. A data file cannot be added to any diskette
file that was originally saved by a SA V E ALL operation.
l'ser Response

The ERASE parameter is allowed only in the system history file.
An existing user file on disk cannot be erased. Use the DELETE
procedure if you wanl to delete a user file.
Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the ERASE parameter and
continue processing.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; hut dala created by this step is lest.
.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the progiamrfltr the message
ID (SYS--2887).

SYS --2885 File lfile name) is not the first file on
diskette ...
Severity: 5

AUIO Response:

l'ser nesponse
Option 0: Ignore the ERASE parameter and continue processing.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

A RESTORE ALL operation cannot find this file as the first file
on the diskette in the slot displayed in the onginal message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --2888 Parameter 6 (FROM time) is invalid in
HISTORY ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

You entered the time in an incorrect format. The format must be
as follows:

SYS --2891 The history file may be in error ...

HHMMSS

Severity: 3

•

Where H H is the hour and must be 24 or less

Explanation

•

Where M M is the minute and must be 59 or less

•

Where SS is the second and must be 59 or less

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
0,2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--2891).

To continue. do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter a correct FROM time value.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2888).

User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused this
error is ignored; enter another statement.
·Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2889 Parameter 7 (TO time) is invalid in
HISTORY ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Additional Information
An unexpected current sector (hex FE in position 1) was found
while reading the system history file.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is savcd, but data creatcd by this stcp is lost.

SYS --2892 Current sector not found in user file ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Thc current sector cannot be found in the user file .. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--2892)..

Explanation
You entered a value in parameter 7 (to time) that was not allowed.
Parameter 7 must be all numeric and in the HH:\IMSS format.
The Ii I-I entry must be less than 24; the :\1 :'ltl entry must be less
than 60; and the SS entry must be less than 60. Do one of the
following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct HISTORY statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--2889) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2890 'Cnable to find current history file sector ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Additional Information
Thc current sector should be the last sector contaInIng history
information in the user file. The probable cause of this error is
abnormal termination of the history that created this fIIc. Whcn
the error occurred, all available history entries in the user file were
displayed.
This generally indicates that the COpy operation that created this
file was tcrminated abnormally.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form.
found in the Syslem Problem Dlerminalion manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is cancelcd. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2893 L'SER file contains no records ...

Explanation

Severity: 3

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2890).

Explanation

Additional Information
The current history file sector is pointed to by field SCAHFCUR
in the system communication area.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Auto Response: 3

There is an crror in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message identification code
(SYS--2893).
Additional Information
There arc no entries in the user file. If this error continues to
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.
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User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --2918 Processing file (file name)--SSP-ICF error
lerror code)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --2895 File specified in HISTORY not created
by SIIIST

An SSP-ICF session error occurred while processing the remote
file identified in the message. The error code is also identified in
the message.

Severity: 3

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2918) and the file name and error code
identifIed in the message.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You tried to access a user file with the HISTORY procedure;
however, the user file was not created by the $HIST utility.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2896 IIfPDJCB@ docs not point to a JCB
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S'lS--2896).

Additional Information
The source or target data manager must end the corresponding
session because of an SSP-ICF session error (major/minor).
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2930 Parameter one must be either SYSTEM
or liSER
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Additional Information
Explanation
#11 FPlJ was called with a parameter list containing an address in
HFPDJCD@ that docs not point to a JCD (job control block).
t:ser Hesponse

You were entering utility control statements from the keyboard
and specified an invalid entry in parameter 1 of the H ISTCRT
procedure. Parameter I must be SYSTE:\! or USER.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--2930).

SYS --2897 The \'alue in HfPD.JCB@ is not an
address
Severity: >;-;./A

Auto Response:

~!A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
Enter option 3 and give the message ID (SYS--2897) to the
programmer.
Additional Information
iiHFPlJ was called with a parameter list containing a value in
HFPDJCD@ that is not an address.
t:ser Response
Option 3: The job -is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2898 HFPDTL'B@ does not point to a TUB
(or Sl:B)
Severity: N/A

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --2931 HISTCRT cannot be evoked or placed on
input jobq
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The H ISTCRT procedure has been either evoked or placed on the
job queue. The HISTCRT procedure cannot be evoked or placed
on the job queue because it requires interactive processing. Enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message I D (SYS--293I ).
t:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
J>ro~ram defined too many disphlY screen
help areas

Explanation

SYS --2935

Entcr option 3 and give the message ID (SYS--2898) to the
programmer.

Severity: N/A

Additional Information

Explanation

#11 FI'U was called with a parameter list containing an address in
III'I'DJCB@ that docs not point to a TUB (termmal unit block)
or a Sell (session unit block).

Your program specified more help area definitions than could be
saved in the help area list for this display stallon. This was caused
by displaying mUltiple screen formats that contain $SFG R
II-specifications without ever clearing the screen. You must either
reduce the number of II-specifications or clear the screen when
displaying a format containing new II-specifications.

lJscr Hcsponse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by prev.ous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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User Response

Auto Response: NIA

Option 0: All currently defined help areas will be deleted and the
new rDT H-specifications associated with the put will be added to
the help list.

SYS --2936 No help text for this cursor position

If this error occurred after you pressed a roll key at a help text
display, you must exit the help display by pressing the Enter key
or an enabled command key. This will return you to the
application display. This error message will be displayed again if
you prcss a roll key again.

Severity: N/A

Additional Information

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You have pressed the Help key at the current display. Although
help text has been defined for one or more areas on the display
screen, the cursor is not currently located in one of these help
areas.
Press the Error Reset key. No help information can be obtained
for this area of the display. Either reposition the cursor and press
the IIc1p key again, or notify your programmer to determine
which areas of the display have help text available.

Your display format contained an H-specification that listed a
display format load member that could not be found. If a library
name was included on the H-specification, the specificd display
format load member is not contained in that library. If the
H-spccification did not include a library name, the specificd display
format load member is not in either the active user library or
#L1BRARY.

SYS --2940 Help display library not found
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: NfA

SYS --2937 Resources unavailable to process Help ~ey

Explanation

Severity: NfA

You pressed the Help key at the current program display or a roll
key at a help text display. Although this was a correct operation,
the system could not locate the library containing the help text.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed the Help key at the current program display.
Although this was a correct operation, the system could not
obtain the necessary resources to process the Help key and display
the requested help text.
Press the Error Reset key. No help information can be obtained
for this area of the display at this time. Press the Help key to try
the operation agam. If this error occurs again, wait until the
system is less busy before you try the Help key operation again.

Press the Error Reset key.
If this error occurred after you pressed the Help key at an
application display, no help information can be obtamed for this
area of the display.

SYS --2938 Help display format not found

1f this error occurred after you pressed a roll key at a hclp text
display, you must exit the help display by pressing the Enter key
or an enabled command key. This will return you to the
application display. This error message will be displayed again if
you prcss a roll key again.

Severity: :-.I!A

Additional Inrormation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Your display format contained an H-specification that listed a
library that does not exist.

You pressed the Help key at the current program display or a roll
key at a help text display. Although this was a correct operation,
the system could not locate the display format containing the help
text.

SYS --2941 Resource security failure on library

Press the Error Reset key.

Explanation

If this error occurred after you pressed the Help key at an
application display, no help information can be obtained for this
area of the display.

You pressed the Help key at the current program display or a roll
key at a help text display. The library containing the help text is
a secured library. A resource security failure occurred while
attempting to access this library. You may not be allowed to use
the library. Contact your security officer or t~e owner of the
library.

If this error occurred after you pressed a roll key at a help
display, you must exit the help display by pressing the Enter
or an enabled command key. This will return you to
application display. This message will be displayed again if
press a roll key again.

text
key
the
you

Additional Information
Your display format contained an H-specification that listed a
display format name that could not be found. The display format
load member specified for this help area does not contain the help
format.

SYS --2939 Help display load member not found
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed the Help key at the current program display or a roll
key at a hclp text display. Although this is a correct operation, the
system could not locate the display load member containing the
help text.
Press the Error Reset key.
If this error occurred after you pressed the Help key at an
application display, no help information can be obtained for this
area of the display.

Severity: NfA

Auto Response: NfA

Press the Error Reset key.
If this error occurred after you pressed the Help key at an
application display, no help information can be obtained for this
area of the display.
If this error occurred after you pressed a roll key at a help text
display. you must exit the help display by pressing the Enter key
or an enabled command key. This will return you to the
application display. This error message will be displayed again if
you press a roll key again.

SYS --2942 Help complete. Press Error Reset to
continue
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message.
You either pressed the Enter key at a help text display or pressed
command key 7 or 9 while viewing an online document. You are
leaving application help to return to your application program.
Press the Error Reset key to continue.
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SYS --2943 Help document could not be opened
Severity: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The Help document that you want to read could not be opened.
Some of the reasons why this could occur are:

SYS --2955 Invalid line type in parametcr 2 in
SETCOMM proc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

The library could not be found .

Explanation

•

The document was not in the specified library.

The entry in parameter 2 (line type) in the SETCOMM procedure
is not allowed. The allowed line type entries for the SETCOMM
procedure
statement
are
NONSWrCH,
SWITCHED,
MULTTRIB, and MULTCONT.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2944 Help text label not found in help
document
Severity: N;A

Auto Response: N/A

Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (SYS--2955).

programmer

the

message

Additional Information

If you want more information about the SETCOMM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User J{esponse

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The specified Help text label was not found in the help document.
Either you specified an incorrect label on the READINFO
procedure, or the label is not in the document and needs to be
added.

SYS --2956 In"alid clocking entry in parm 3 in
SETCO:\,I:\I proc
Severity: 5

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

The entry in parameter 3 (clocking parameter) in the SETCOMM
procedure is incorrect. The allowed clocking entries for the
SETCOMM procedure statement are CLOCK and NOCLOCK.

SYS --2945 Help document could not bc open cd

Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (SYS--2956).

Severity: N/A

Additional Inrormation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The Help document that you want to read could not be opened.
Some of the reasons why this could occur are:

•

The library could not be found.

•

The document was not in the specified library.

•

Document browse module itTUHP not on system.

Press the Error Reset key to continue.

SYS --2946 Help text label not found in help
document
Severity: NIA

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation

The specified Help text label was not found in the help document.
Either you specified an incorrect help text label on the document
H spec, or the label is not in the document and needs to be added.

programmer

the

message

If you want more information about the SETCOMM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2957 Imalid NRZI entry in parameter 4 in
SETCO:\[\I proc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The entry in parameter 4 (NRZI parameter) in the SETCOMM
procedure is incorrect.
The allowed N RZI entries for the
SErCO:\IM procedure statement are NRZI, NRZ (allowed for
compatibility), and NO:\,RZI.
Enter option 3 and give the
identification code (SYS--29S7).

programmer

the

message

Press the Error Reset key to continue.

Additional Information

SYS --2947 Document is not a resoh'cd help document

If you want more information about the SETCOMM procedure,
refer to the System Reference tnanuai, SC2 i -9020.

Severity: N IA

Auto Response: N /A

Explanation

The document referenced by this help tag cannot be opened, as it
is not a resolved help document.
User J{esponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Cser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2958 Irmllid continuous carrier in p:lrm 5 in
SETCO:\IM
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2958).

User Response

Additional Inrormation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you want more information about the SETCOMM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you want more information about the SETCOMM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --2962 SETCO:\'IM cannot be evoked or placed
on the .JOBQ ..•
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --2959 II1\'alid answer tone entry in parm 6 in
SETCO:\Bl

The SETCOMM procedure has been either evoked or placed on
the job queue. The SETCOMM procedure cannot be evoked or
placed on the job queue because it requires interactive processing.

Severity: S

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2962).

Auto Response:

Expl:mation

User Response

The entry in parameter 6 (answer tone parameter) in the
SETCO:\1\1 procedure statement is incorrect. The allowed
answer tone entries for the SETCOMM procedure statement are
TO:-':E and !'I;OTONE.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--29S9).

SYS --2963 Paramcter(s) cannot be changed for
nDSA line ...

Additional Information

Severity: S

If you want more information about the SETCOMM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Explanation

Auto Response:

l;ser Response

You specified parameters in the SETCOMM procedure statement
or in the SET utility control statement. You cannot alter the
specified parameter(s) on a DDSA hardware configured line.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --2960 Im'alid st.'p:uator character in parm 7 in
SETCO:\[\I
Severity: S

Auto Response:

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2963).

Explanation

User Response

The entry in parameter 7 (separator character parameter) in the
SETCO:--I:--.. procedure statement is incorrect. The allowed
separator character entries for the SETCOMM procedure
statement are SEP and NOSEP.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET.
utility control statement_

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2960).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

If you want more information about the SETCOMM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

SYS --2964 Invalid end-of-number parameter in
SETCO:\IM proe ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2961 I""alid cnd-of-number entry in parm 8 in
SETCO:\[\I

An end-of-number parameter was specified for either the
end-of-number (eighth parameter) in the SETCOMM procedure
statement or the EON parameter in the SET utility control
statement. This parameter is allowed only when altering an
autocall configured line.

Severity: S

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation

/

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--2961 ).

The entry in parameter 5 (continuous carrier parameter) in the
S ETCO M M procedure statement is incorrect. The allowed
continuous carrier entries for the SETCOMM procedure
statement are CONCAR and NOCONCAR.

The entry in parameter 8 (end-of-number parameter) in the
SETCO,lil:'v1 procedure statement is incorrect. The allowed
end-of-number entries for the SETCOMM procedure statement
are EON and l\OEON_

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2964).
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Additional Inrormation
Enter the STATUS control command (D H) to see if you have an
autocall configured line.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET
utility control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2965 Invalid separator character parm in
SETC():\IM proc ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET
utility control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2967 Invalid line type in the SETCOMM
procedure ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A line type of switched is specified in a SETCOMM command or
the SET utility control statement for an X.21 or 1200 1M line.
Either the line is already switched or it is a line type that cannot
be specified to switched.
Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

A separator character parameter was specified for either the
separator character (seventh parameter) in the SETCOMM
procedure statement or the SEP parameter in the SET utility
control statement. This parameter is allowed only when altering
an autocall configured line.

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2967).

Do one of the following:

Additional Information

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

•

The line type for an X.21 or 1200 1M line cannot be changed to
switched if it is a nonswitched, multipoint tributary or mUltipoint
control line. Nor can the line be specified to nomwitched,
multipoint tributary or mUltipoint control if it was already set to
switched.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--2965).

User Response

Additional Information
Enter the STATeS control command (D H) to see if you have an
autocall contigured line.
t:ser /{esponse
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
The utility control
control statements from the keyboard.
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET
utility control statement.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
The utility control
control statements from the keyboard.
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET
utility control statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2968 Invalid answer tone in the SETCO;\IM
procedure ...

Option 3: The Job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is savcd, but data created by this stcp is lest.

Severity: 5

SYS --2966 Imalid parameter for autocall configured
line ...

An answer tone parameter was specified for the answer tone (sixth
parameter) in the SETCOM:\I procedure statement or the TONE
parameter in the SET utility control statement. This parameter is
allowed only for a switched network using the EIA/CCITrinterface.

Severity: 5

Auto /{esponse:

Explanation
An incorrect parameter for an autocall configured line was
specified in the SETCO\I\I procedure statement or the SET
utility control statement.

Explanation

Do one of the following:
•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

•

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--2968).

Do one of the following:

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter opuon 1 and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (S YS--2966).

Additional Information

Auto Response:

User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utili tv control
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET
utility control statement.

The only allowed par?meters for an autocall configured line are
separator character and end-of-number. No other parameters can
be specified.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved, but data created by this step IS lost.

User Hesponse

SYS --2969 Invalid continuous carrier parameter in
SETCO:\t:\L.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User ncsponse

A continuous carrier parameter was specified for the continuous
carrier (firth parameter) in the SETCOMM procedure or the
CONCAR parameter in the SET utility control statement. This
parameter can be specified only for a nonswitched network or for
a multipoint control station.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SlIT
utility control statement.

Do one of the followfng:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

SYS --2972 This line is not supported .••

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2969).

User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET
utility control statement.
.

Severity: 5

Either the line number (first parameter) specified in the
SETCOMM procedure statement or the LNUM parameter in the
SET utility control statement is not allowed.
Do one of the following:
•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS ..2972).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2970 Invalid clocking parameter in
SETCO:\IM procedure ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A clocking parameter was specified as the third parameter in the
SETCOynl procedure statement or the CLOCK parameter in the
SET utility control statement. This parameter is allowed only for
a communications line configured for EIAjCCITT.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information
The line number specified is not allowed or not supported by the
system.
L:ser Response

Do one of the following:

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused this error is ignored; enter a correct SET
utility control statement.

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and enter a correct SET utility
control statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS .. 2970).

L:ser

n~ponse

SYS --2973 An invalid security class was specified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
The utility control
statement that caused tillS error is ignored; entcr a correct SET
ulllity control statement.

The SSETCP utility or the SETCO;\I;\I command statement must
have service aid security when security is active.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2971 Im'alid SDLC time-out \'alue ...

SYS --2974 Line type must be nonswitched with X.2S
on ...

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An SOLC time-out value was specified for the time-out parameter
(ninth parameter) in the SETCO:\J:\l procedure statement or the
TI:\lEOl:T parameter in the SET utility control statement). The
SDLC time-out value specified is not within the limits.
Do one of the following:
•

If you arc entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option 1 and entcr a correct SET utility
control statement.

L:ser nesponse

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the U:--;E parameter you entered for the SET statement IS
incorrect.
00 one of the following:

•

Enter option I and entcr the correct SET utility control
statement.

Additional Information

•

The SOLC time-out value must be between 05 and 80 in
half-second increments. Value 05 is a half second, and value 10 is
one second.

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message II)
(SYS .. 2974) and the name of the procedure you were
running,

Additional Information

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS .. 297I ).
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A line type parameter was changed for either parameter 2 (line
type) in the SETCOMM statement or the LlNB parameter In the
SET utility control statement. Nonswitched is the only line type
allowed.
User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous' steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
.

SVS --2975 A DDSA line cannot be sct to switched •••
,Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error Is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. nata created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2977 An X.21 line cannot be sct to switched ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the line type parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect.
Do one of the following:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the LINE parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SY5--2977) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Entcr option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--2975) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional InFormation
The line type is incorrect for either the SETCOMM procedure
statement or for the LJ:,\E parameter in the SET utility control
statement. A line type of switched is not allowed if the hardware
configuration is DDSA.
{;ser Response

Additional Information
The line type for an X.21 line cannot be changed to switched if it
is currently nonswitched, multipoint tributary, or multipoint
control. Nor can the line type be changed to nonswitched,
multipoint tributary, or multipoint control if the line is currently
switched.
{;ser Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2978 Autocall and X.21 switched invalid on
same system ...

SYS --2976 A 1200 ['Jline cannot be set to
switched ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5
Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the line type parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the line type parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II)
(5YS--2978) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SY5--2976) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Additional Information
Autocall and X.21 cannot both be specified for the same system.

Additional Information

L'ser Itcsponse

If the hardware configuration is 1200 1M, a line type of switched,
cannot be specified for the SETCOMM procedure statement nor
for the SET utility control statement.

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2979 X.25 is not allowed to be turned on with
autocall ...

The DDM feature is attempting to acquire an APPC
communication session, but no sessions are currently available.
A session may become available at a later time. This error may
have been caused by a session group( s) that did not start on the
remote system. If this is the case, enter the STRTGRP procedure
at the remote system to start an APPC session group(s).

Severity: 5

Additional Information

Auto Response:

Eliplanation

If you want additional information, see the following manuals:

Either the X.25 parameter (parameter 12) in the SETCOMM
procedure statement or the X.25 parameter in the SET utility
control statement was changed. X.25 is not allowed to be turned
on with an autocall line. Do one of the following:

•

•

If you were entering a utility control statement, enter option
1 and enter the correct SET statement.
Enter option 3. If you try the operation again, make sure
the SETCOMM procedure statement is correct. Otherwise,
give the programmer the message 10 (SYS·-2979).

User Response

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
the error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

User Response

Option 0: DDM will report session not available to the requesting
program.
Option I: DDM will retry the special acquire operation.

SYS --2982 Line for remote file Jfile labelJ not
available ...
Severity: 2

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

SYS --2980 Start location (locationJ for remote file
(file labelJ ...

The DDM feature is attempting to acquire an APPC
communication session, but the communication line is currently
not available. This error may have been caused by one of the
following:

Severity: 2

•

Autocall was unsuccessful and no numbers were reached.
This could be due to a connection failure. Check the
communications link before selecting the retry option.

•

The required communication line is currently in use for a
different remote location. The line may become available at
a later time.

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

The DDM feature is attempting to acquire a communication
session for the remote location, and either an APPC subsystem
has not been enabled or a session group has not been started. The
error condition can be either at the local system, remote system,
or at both systems.
Additional Information

If you want additional information, see the following manuals:

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

t.:scr Itesponse

Use the STATCS SCBSYSTE:'.1 (D I) command to display the
status of your APPC subsystems.
Enter the E:-lABLE
procedure(s) to enable the APPC subsystem(s) as needed. If the
E:\ABLE procedure(s) is successful, enter the STATCS APPC (0
A) command to make sure you have the session group(s) started
for both subsystems. If not successful. run the STRTGRP
procedure(s) to start your session group(s) for either one or both
systems. Then respond to this message accordingly.
Option 0: Use this option if you are unable to start the APPC
subsystem(s). 00\1 will report to the requesting program that the
remote file is not available due to a permanent ICF error.
Option I: Use this option if the location is now communicating.
DD:\1 will retry the special acquire operation.
If option 0 is taken, the OD:\I user should insure that the correct
remote location was entered into the network resource directory
for the remote file. The EDITi\: RD procedure can be used to
correct the remote location specified in the directory.

SYS --2981 Session for remote file (file labelJ not
available ...
Severity: 2
Explanation

Auto Response: 0

Additional Information

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

t.:ser Response

Option 0: DDM will report line not available to the requesting
program.
Option I: DDM will retry the special acquire operation.

SYS --2983 Remote system's program not found for
file (file labelJ ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: J

Explanation

The DO:\I feature is attempting to access a file at remote location,
but the remote location does not have DOM installed. The user
may have specified the wrong remote location in the Network
Resource Directory, or he may have enabled the wrong APPC
configuration for the reniOte location.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--2983).
Additional Information

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-80 II.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

System Messages
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User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

•
•

Enabled the wrong SSP-leF configuration for the remote
location.
Configured the SSP-ICF subsystem incorrectly.

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --2984 File lfile label) unavailable, permanent
ICF error ..•

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-801 1.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference
subsystem you are using.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

manual for

the

Explanation

User Response

The DD:vt feature detected one of the following conditions while
attempting to access a file at a remote location:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

ICF data management returned a permanent ICF error
return code value to DDM.

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

SYS--2980. SYS--2981. or SYS--2982 preceded this message.
and the operator answered the message using option O.

SYS --2987 Remote security rejected request - file lfile
labclJ ...

Additional Information

Severity: 3

For additional information. see the following manuals:

•

Explanation

Distributed Data Management Guide. SC21-8011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference
subsystem you are using.

manual for the

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous steps
in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The D D M feature is attempting to start D D M at a remote
location for the file specified in this message. For DOM, AI'PC
sends only the sign-on user ID to the remote location. It docs not
send the password. However, the remote location might require
the password. In this case, the remote system may reject the
procedure start request, indicating that the user was not
authorized to start the procedure. To determine the remote
location name, use the EDIT:-.1RD procedure to scan the network
resource directory for a NRD entry in which the local label
matches the file label in this message.
Additional Information

SYS --2985 Remote file (file labelJ not available remote error ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

The security officer on the remote system can
following to prevent this message from occurring:

Auto Response: 3

do

one of the

•

Allow the remote system to send only the user ID

•

Enter *NULL as a valid user ID in the user identification
me..

Explanation
The DD\f feature was attempting to access a remote data file and
received an SSP-ICF data management return code that indicated
that a failure occured at the remote location.
Additional Information
If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference
subsystem you are using.

manual for

If *NULL is entered as a valid user ID, the remote DDM user
will be allowed to access all non-secured mes and all secured files
that * NULL was authorized to access by the remote security
officer.
If you want additional information, refer to the fcrllowing manuals:

the

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-S011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference
subsystem you are using.

•

System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

l:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

manual for

the

User Response

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --2986 APPC subsystem must be used to aecess
file lfile label) ...

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

EXlllanation
The 00\1 feature is attempting to access a file at a remote
location, and the remote location is not for an active AI'I'C
subsystem. OOM requires the subsystem to be APPC. The user
either:
•
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Specified the wrong remote location in the network resource
directory.

SYS --2989 Error (error codeJ while closing remote file
(file nameJ ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The DDM feature is attempting to close, at a remote location. a
file for which output blocking is active. Before closing the file,
DDM sent one or more data records to the remote system. The
remote location returned an error reply indicating that one of the

following conditions occurred at the remote location (see error
code in message):
41 - Permanent 1/0 error.

•

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

An unrecoverable software or
hardware error occurred preventing further access to the file
without operator intervention. This error will also result if
one of following occurs at the remote location:

The DDM feature is attempting to create an alternative index on
a remote system. The remote system sent a reply indicating one
or more of the key lengths andlor displacements is invalid.

•

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.

Security records are missing at the remote location,
preventing further access to the file without operator
intervention.

•

The target system is acting as a relay station between
the local system and another remote location. A
communication failure occurred between the relay
system and the other remote location.

Additional InFormation
If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:
•

Distributed Data Management Guide, Se21-8011.

•

The appropriate s1,Ibsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

•

48 - Invalid relative record number (RRN). The RRN is not
within the boundaries of the file.

•

53 - Duplicate relative record number (RRN). A record is
being added at an RRN location in file that already contains
a record.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

60 - Du'plicate key. A record is being added that will cause a
duplicate key in the index being used to access the file.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

•

70 - End of extent. A record could n'ot be added because the
file is full. Either the file is not extend-capable or the file
extension failed.

SYS --2992 Wrong location specificd for rcmote file
(file label) ...

User Response

Severity: 3

Additional Information
If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:
•

Distributed Data Management Guide, Se2l-8011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you arc using.

Cscr ncsponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A1,Ito Response: 3

Explanation
The DDM feature is attempting either to create an alternative
index on a remote system or to rename a file on a remote system.
If it is renaming a file, then the remote location specified in the
network res01,lrce directory (NRD) for the new file label is not the
same as the remote location specified for the old file label. If it is
creating a remote alternative index, then the remote location
specified for the logical file label is not the same remote location
as specificd for the physical file.
Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.
Additional InFormation
If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

SYS --2990 lfile labell is not a \'alid remote physical
file •.•

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, Se21-8011.

Severity: 3

•

The appropriate s1,lbsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are 1,Ising.

Auto

Re~ponse:

3

Explanation
The DD:\1 feature is attempting to create an alternative index at a
remote location. The remote system sent a reply indicating the file
label it received for the physical file name cannot be used as a
physical file. For example. the file name sent to the remote system
is the name of a libtary.
Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.
Addition:1I Information
If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:
•

Distributed Data Management Guide, Se21-801 I.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

t;ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can contin1,le with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --2991 Keys specificd wrong for remote file (file
hlbell ...

t;scr Response
Use the EDITNRD procedure to correct the remote location'
spccified for the new or logical file name. If the remotc location
is the same as specified for the old or physical file name, then the
network resource directory at the remote location must be
corrected,
Option 2: The job step is ended. AllY data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled, Data created by previ01,ls steps in
this job is saved. b1,lt data created by this step is lost. ,

SYS --2993

~RD entry for remote file (file label) is
missing ...

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The DDM feature is attempting either to create an alternative
index on a remote system or to rename a file on a remote system.
If it is renaming a file, then no entry has been entered into the
network resource directory (NRD) for the new file label. If it is
creating a remote alternative index, then no entry was created for
the logical file label.
System Messages
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Because the remote system is allowed to relay requests/replies
between two systems, it may be possible that the missing NRD
entry actually exists at the remote location.

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011.

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

Additional Inrormation

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

User Response

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:
•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-80 11.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --2996 All records in file (file name) not available

Use the EDITNRD procedure to provide the missing network
resource directory entry. If the NRD entry already exists, then
the N RD at the remote location must be corrected.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data crcated up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The DDM feature is accessing a file at a remote location, and the
remote system returns a relative record number that is too large
to return in the user's DTF. This error will occur only when the
remote system is not another System/36.

SYS --2994 File label lfile label) rejected by remote
system ...

Additional Information

Sevcrity: 3

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The D D \1 feature is attempting to access a file at a remote
location. The remote system sent a reply indicating the file label
it received is not valid for that system. Either the user:

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-S011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for
subsystem you are uSing.

the

User Response

•

Specified the wrong remote file label in the Network
Resource Directory.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Specified the \\ rong remote location in the i'etwork
Resource 0 irectory.

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enabled the wrong SSP-ICF configuration for the remote
location.

SYS --2997

•

Severity: 3

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference
subsystem you are using.

manual for

the

operation for remote file

(file name) .•.

Configured the SSP-ICF subsystem incorrectly.

Additional Inrormation

~on-supported

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The D D \1 feature is attempting to read or write a record to a data
file located at a remote system. The requested operation is not
valid for remote files or the remote location does not support the
requested operation.
Additional Information

User Response

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC2l-8011.

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for
subsystem you are using.

SYS --2995 Permanent TDlnl error reported for file
lfile name) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

the

t:scr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The DD\1 feature is attempting to access a file at a remote
location. The remote system sent a reply indicating that a
permanent error condition had occurred at the remote location
(for example. permanent I. 0 error). Operator intervention may
be required at the remote location in order to correct the problem.

SYS --2998 Imalid SALOC request for remote file
(tile n:1I11(.'1 ...

If the DI3LOCK parameter on the flIe OCL statement is used
when either creating a new remote flIe or reloading an existing flIe,
then one or more data records may be lost because of this error.
Additional Inrormation
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Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The DDM feature is attempting to allocate (SALOe) a data flIe
that is located at the remote system, and one of the following error
conditions was detected:

•

An assembler language user specified an access method not
supported by the DDM feature.

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The T in
the message text means this is a terminal message.

•

The remote location does not support the access. method
selected.

Additional Information

•

The user tries to create a non.delete-capable direct file on a
non·System/36 target.

•

The user tries to change the file attributes of an existing file
on a non·System/36 target.

Additional Information

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

An ORG instruction has caused code to overlay other code.

SYS --3102 T (namexxJ Module has an invalid
external symbol list field in S record
Explanation
The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The T in
the message text means this is a terminal message.

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-801 I.

Additional InFormation

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

You specified an invalid EXTRN SUbtype.

User Response

SYS --3103 T (namexx) Module has an invalid
relocation directory entry in T record

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The W in
the message text means this is a warning message.
Additional Inrormation

SYS --2999 Ilwalid SOPEN requcst for remote file
(file namel ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The DDM feature is attempting to open (SOPEN) a data file that
is located at the remote system, and one of the following error
conditions was detected:
•

An assembler language user specified an access method not
supported by the DDM feature.

•

The remote location docs not support the access method
selected.

The object module named has a bad text record. The record in
error ha the address nnnn in bytes 3 and 4.

SYS --3104 T Entry point in program not found
Explanation
The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The T in
the message text means this is a terminal message.
Additional InFormation
A probable user error has caused an unresolved EXTRN to an
entry point

Additional Information

SYS --3105 T (name) Subroutine member not found
in library

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

Explanation

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are working on.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The T in
the message text means this is a terminal message.
Additional Inrormation
The name printed in the message was not found by autolink. To
correct the error, copy the module into the library or change the
EXTRN to the correct module.

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3106 T Program will not fit in main storage
user area

SYS --3100 W Entry label in options statement was
not found

SYS --3107 W I)rogram will not fit in the main
storage size specified

Explanation

Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The W in
the message text means this IS a ~'arnmg message.

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The W in
the message text means this is a warning message.

Additional Inrormation

Additional Inrormation

The label gl\'en as the entry poml on the OPTIO:-;S statement
((,:\TRY·labcl) was not one of the entry points of the obJcct
modu;cs.

SYS --3101 T Object module text out of sequence

Evcn with overlays, the program will not fit in main storage. The
maIO stora~e size is either the main storage size specificd to the
complier. Ihe size spccified on the OI'I'IO:-":S statement
(S rORE,annK). or the default of the current main storage size.
If more malO storage is not avaIlable for running. change the
module sizes or categories to allow a different overlay structure.
If no overlays arc mdlcated on the storagc map. overlay segments
were not generated for one or more of the following reasons:

Explanation

•

Tl:c name of the OPTlO:-;S statement should match one of the
names on the storage map.

Overlays would not have provided a storage advantage .

System Messages
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•

All of the object modules had category O.

Additional Inrormation

•

Only one overlay segment was available for an overlay area.

A system module (categories I through 7) can call only modules
with the same category or category O. The category of one of the
modules must be changed.

SYS --3108 W Inamexxl Module was not referenced
by an EXTRN
Explanation .

SYS --3113 W Inamexxll\1odule name or entry point
is a duplicate

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The W in
the message text means this is a warning message.

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The W in
the message text means this is a warning message.

An object module was read from the system input device or was
referenc on the MODULE statement but was not referenced by
an EXTRN in any of the included modules. An EXTRN must
reference the module name for the overlay linkage editor to
determine the program structure.

This message can occur for either of two reasons:

Additional Inrormation

•

If the name is on the storage map twice, the program
contains duplicate entry points or object module names. Jr
the duplicate entry points or module names are not
referenced, the program can be run. If the duplicate entry
points or module names are referenced, the references may
be resolved to the wrong name and the program would not
run correctly. The module must be recreated to eliminate
the duplicates.

•

If the name appears only once, the module was included
more than once via the MODULE statement. The duplicate
name subparameter can be removed.

SYS --3109 W l\binline module name is in a group
or category statemcnt
Explanation
The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The W in
the message text means this is a warning message.
Additional Inrormation
The mainline module name has no meaning in a GROUP or
CATEGORY statement. The name should be removed from the
statement.

SYS --3110 W A module in a group statement has a
category value less than 8

SYS --3114 T Imodule namel Module has an invalid
external symbol list number in text
record
Explanation

Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The T in
the message text means this is a terminal message.

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The W in
the message text means this is a warning message.

Additional Inrormation

Additional Inrormation

The object module named has an invalid ESL number in aT-type
record. The error record has the nnnn address in bytes 3 and 4.

A system module (categories 0 through 7) is ignored when
grouping modules. If you want the module in a specific overlay
segment, you must supply a CATEGORY statement with a value
of 8 through 126, in addition to the GROlJP statement. If no
module named in a GROUP statement has a category value of 0
through 7, this message may result from a module being forced to
category 0 by the overlay linkage editor. This could be the
mainline module, a zero-length module, or a module called from a
system module (message SYS-3112). Categories 127, 128, and 2SS
are treated as category O.

SYS --3111 W Inamexxl Module in a category or
group statement not referenced by
object program

SYS --3115 T Entry point is not relative zero in a
module with common area
Explanation
The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The T in
the message text means this is a terminal message.
Additional Inrormation
The entry point must be the first byte of the object module
because the start control address on the header record is used to
indicate the load point of the module. The entry point must be
changed by either recreating the module or using the ENTRY
parameter on the OPTIO;-';S statement.

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The \V in
the message text means this is a warning message.

SYS --3116 T 11rogram exceeds 254 overlays or 64K,
module cannot be cataloged as a load
nll~mbcr

Additional Inrormation
The name in the CATEGORY· or GROUP statement is not
referenced by any of the included or autolinked object modules.
The name should be removed or the correct name determined
from the storage map. This message may also be printed if a
module is named twice in CATEGORY assignments.

SYS --3112 T System area modulc calls module of
wrong category

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The T in
the message text means this is a terminal message.
Additional Inrormation
A storage map and cross-reference list will automatically be

printed with this message. Use them to determine if the overlay
structure currently defined agrees with the calling sequences of the
modules in the program.

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The T in
the message text means this is a terminal message.
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SYS --3117 W PROGRAM WILL NOT HT IN
TIlE MAIN STORAGE SIZE

SPECIl'IED. OPTION SPECIFIED:
MEMORY RESIDENT
OVERLAYS.
Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The W in
the message text means this is a warning message.
Additional Inrormation

Even with overlays, the program will not fit in main storage. The
main storage size is either the main storage size specified to the
compiler, the size specified on the OPTIONS statement
(STORE-annK), or the default of the current main storage size.
If more main storage is not available for running, change the
module sizes or categories to allow a different overlay structure.
If no overlays are indicated on the storage map, overlay segments
were not generated for one or more of the following reasons:
•

Overlays would not have provided a storage advantage.

•

All of the object modules had category O.

•

Only one overlay segment was available for an overlay area.

SYS --3118 T ME:\10RY RESIDENT PROGRAM
EXCEEDS 254 OVERLAYS OR 64K,
MODL'LE CA~l\OT HE
CATALOGED AS A LOA D
MEMBER. OPTION SPECIFIED:
MEMORY RESIDENT
OVERLAYS.
Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program detected an error. The T in
the message text means this is a termination message.
Additional Inrormation

A storage map and cross-reference list will automatically be
printed with this message. Use them to determine if the overlay
structure currently defined agrees with the calling sequences of the
modules in the program.

SYS --3130 I (module name) :\IODL'LE'S MAIN
STORAGE SIZE IS
Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program issued this message. The I in
the message text means this is an informational message and is
issued only with the storage map.
The object module required the amount of main storage given by
nnnn to run.

SYS --3131 I (address) IS TilE START CO~TROL
ADDRESS OF THIS MODULE
Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program issued this message. The I in
the message text means this is an informational message and IS
issued only with the storage map;"
The entry point of the root segment is specified by xxxx
(expressed in hexadecimal).

SYS --3132 I THE ~O~O\,ERL\ Y :\lAI~
STORAGE SIZE IS
Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program issued this message. The I in
the message text means this is an tnformattonal message and IS
issued only with the storage map.

The amount of main storage this program needs to run without
overlays is nnnnn.

SYS --3133 I (module name) MODULE IS
CATALOGED AS A SUBROUTINE
MEMBER
Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program issued this message. The I in
the message text means this is an informational message and is
issued only with the storage map.
This describes the object module stored in the library and
cataloged as a subroutine member.

SYS --3134 I (module name) MODULE IS
CATALOGED AS A LOAD
MEMBER
Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program issued this message. The I in
the message text means this is an informational message and is
issued only with the storage map.
This describes the load module stored in the library and cataloged
as a load member.
•

Bytes reserved for COM:vION

•

Bytes bypassed for boundary alignment

•

Bytes used by modules referenced by EXTRNs

If you did not request a load member to be cataloged, the fifth
record is blank.

SYS --3135 I (module name) MODULE'S CODE
LENGTlIlS
Explanation

The overlay linkage editor program issued this message. The I in
the message text means this is an informational message and is
issued only with the storage map.
This describes the number of bytes in the object module cataloged
in the library directory. This size does not include the following:
•

Bytes reserved for COMMON

•

Bytes bypassed for boundary alignment

•

Bytes used by modules referenced by EXTRNs

If you did not request a load member to be cataloged, the fifth
record is blank.

SYS --3137 I ?rTrr? :\IODULE IS CATALOGED
AS A LOAD M£:\lBER. OPTIO~
SPECIFIED: MEMORY RESIDENT
OVERLAYS.
Explanation

The overlay linkage cditor program issued this message. The I in
the message tcxt means this is an informational message and is
issued only with the storage map.
This descrtbcs the load module stored in the library and cataloged
as a load member.

•

Byles reserved for CO:l.I\ION

•

Bytes bypassed for boundary alignment

•

Bytes used by modules referenced by EXTRNs

I f you did not request a load member to be cataloged, the fifth
record is blank.
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SYS --3143 Incorrect EVOKE/JOBQ
procedure
.

of OLINK

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--31S2).

Additional Inrormatio~

Explanation
The OLINK procedure was evoked or put on the job queue
without the required module name parameter. The job is canceled.

SYS --3150 Invalid parameter value in PHASE
statement
Severity: 3

•

Auto Response:

The printed error message, SYS--3116, tells more about this error.
User Response
Option 0: Processing continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor detected an error in the PHASE control
statement. One of the parameter values is invalid.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to continue•

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--31S0).

User Response

SYS --3153 Invalid paramcter.value in MODULE
statement
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor detected an error in the MODULE
control statement. One of the parameter values is invalid.
Do one of the following:

Option 0: The PHASE control statement is ignored. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, enter
the correct PHASE statement or another statement.

•

Enter option 0 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3153).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created. up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: The MODULE control statement is ignored. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, enter
the correct MODULE statement or another statement.

SYS --3151 Im'alid parameter value in OPTIONS
statement
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The overlay linkage editor detected an error in the OPTIO:-';S
control statement. One of the parameter values is invalid.

SYS --3154 Invalid paramcter value in CATEGORY
statement

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 0 to continue.

Explanation

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--31S1).

The overlay linkage editor detected an error in the CATEGORY
control statement. One of the parameter values is invalid.

Auto Response:

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 0: The OPTIONS control statement is ignored. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, enter
the correct OPTIONS statement or another statement.

•

Enter option 0 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
II) (S )'S--31 'i~).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

t:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3152 Program excceds 254 o\'crlays or 64K
Se¥Crity: S

Option 0: The CATEGORY control statement is ignored. If you
arc running a procedure. the next statement in the procedure is
read. If you are entering control statements from the keyboard,
enter the correct CATEGORY statement or another statement.

bytes

Option 2: The job step· is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor program detected more than 254
overlays, or the program is larger than the maximum 64K bytes.

SYS --3155

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

•

Explanation
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Enter option 0 to continue processing.

ID\'~did parameter valuc in GROUP
statement

Auto Response:

The overlay linkage editor detected an error in the GROUP
control statement One of the parameter values is invalid.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 0 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-·315S).

SYS --3158 Invalid paramcter value in EQUATE
statement

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 0: The GROUP control statement is ignored. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, enter
the correct GROUP statement or another statement.

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor detected an error in the EQUATE
control statement. One of the parameter values is invalid.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 0 to continue.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3158).

SYS --3156 Error in O"crlay Linkage Editor function

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 0: The EQUATE control statement is ignored. If you are
running a procedure, the next statement in the procedure is read.
If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, enter
the correct statement or another statement.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

There is a programming error in the overlay linkage editor
function. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (S YS--3156).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Inrormation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The #OLI~K program has received an invalid utility control
statement identilier from the syntax checker function.
If this error continues to occur, lill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3157 Only 1 PHASE and 1 OPTIO~S
statement allowed
Severity: 3

SYS --3159 Module cannot be cataloged as subroutine
member

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, you
have entered more than one PHASE statement or more than one
OPTIO:-';S statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3157).

Additional Inrormation
The overlay linkage editor detected either a second PHASE
control statement or a second OPTIONS statement. Only one of
each of these statements is allowed each time the overlay linkage
editor is used.
User Response
Option 0: The last PHASE or OPTIONS statement read is
ignored. If you are running a procedure, the next statement In the
procedure is read. If you are entering control statements from the
keyboard, enter the next statement.

The overlay linkage editor could not catalog an object module as
a subroutine member because the name of the module is a
reserved name (for example, the name ALL). Refer to the
Concepts and Programmer's Guide, SC21-9019 for more
information on reserved names.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--3159)
Vser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3160 (module name) module, given in
MODULE shnt, not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you have incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, an object module cannot be found, or there
is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, either
the MODULE statement is incorrect or an object module cannot
be found.
Do one of the following:

•

•

Enter option 0 to continue.
Enler option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (S YS--3160) and the module name identified in the

message.
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Additional InFormation

The overlay linkage editor could not find an object module
specified in a MODULB statement. This error can be caused by
the following conditions:
•

The module name is specified incorrectly.

•

The module does not exist in the library specified· by the
L1BRNAMB parameter in the MODULB statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3163 SWORK file full--more data to be
procc5.'icd
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

The overlay linkage editor ran out of work area in the SWORK
file. Increase the number of blocks for the SWORK file. The
SWORK file size must be equal to or greater than the region size.

Option 0: The object module name is ignored, and the load
module is built without this object module.

Bnter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3163).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

•

The module does not exist.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3161 MODULE statement missing
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering control statements from the keyboard, a
MODULE statement is missing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··3161 ).
Additional Information

Either the :-.fODliLE control statement is missing, or it was not
processed successfully. At least one MODULE statement is
required.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3162 E~TRY label, specified in OPTIO:'\S
shnt, not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

An entry·point label specified in the OPTIO:-.lS statement cannot
be found.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··3162).

Additional Information

Either the entry point or module name specified in the ENTRY
parameter in the OPTIOl'\S statement is incorrect, or the label
do~ not exist in an included module.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3164 SSOURCE file full--more data to be
processed
Severity: 5
Explanation

The overlay linkage editor ran out of work area in the SSOURCE
file. Increase the number of blocks for the SSOURCE file. The
SSOURCE file size must be equal to or greater tban the region
size.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--3164)
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3165 Invalid compiler data in SWORK file
Severity: 5

The overlay linkage editor detected an error in the compiler output
in the SWORK file. The error probably started in the compiler
itself.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--3165). If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is presen'ed, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thIS step is lost.

SYS --3166 Object module text out of sequcnce
Severity: 3

Option 0: The ENTRY parameter in the OPTIONS control
statement is ignored. The entry point will be the entry point of the
mainline routine.

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Explanation

liser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

There is an error in the program. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message II) (SYS--3166).
Additional Information

The object module text is out of sequence. An ORG instruction
has caused code to overlay other code.' A printed error message
specifies the location of the object code in error.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

references to entry points are not resolved by autolink. A printed
error message specifies the location of the object code in error.
If the module containing the entry point was not in the load
module, add the name of the module to the MODULE control
statement before running the job again.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --3167 Invalid external symbol list field in
S-rccord

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: S

SYS --3170 Subroutine member not found during
autolink

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS··3167).
Additional Information
An object module has an incorrect external symbol list field in an
S·type record. A printed error message specifies the location of
the object code in error.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor did not find a subroutine member
during auto link. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS··3170).
Additional InFormation

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Either the subroutine member is not in the library, or the correct
subroutine member was not specified. A printed error message
specifies the location of the object code in error.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3168 Im'alid relocation directory entry in
T-record

SYS --3172 Program will not fit in given main storage
size

Severity: 5

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

Explanation

There is an error in the program. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS··3168).

The program being compiled by the overlay linkage editor will not
fit in the specified main storage size.

Additional Information

Do one of the following:

An object module has a bad text record. A printed error message
specifies the location of the object code in error.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··3172).

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Additional Information

User Response

The printed error message SYS·3107 tells more about this error.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this pomt
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Cscr Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: The job continues. The program requires the storage
size shown on the storage map. The overlay linkage editor will
attempt to compile the program with overlays.

SYS --3169 Entry point in program not found

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
ThC overlay linkage editor detected a reference to a nonexistent
entry point in the load module. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS ..3169).
Additional Information
There is an unresolved EXTRN to an entry point. Either there is
an error in the EXTRN statement or entry point label, or the
object module does not exist in the load module. External

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3173 :\Iore than 700 entry points and module
lJallles
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message IIJ (SYS··3173).
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Additional Information
The overlay linkage editor detected more· than 700 entry points
and module names in the combination of the root and one overlay.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3174 Memory resident program will not fit into
region
Severity: 3

AutoResponse: 0

Explanation
The program being compiled by the overlay linkage editor will not
fit in the specified main storage size. The memory resident
overlays option was specified.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-JI74).

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The mainline module 'of the program is named in the GROUP or
CATEGORY control statement. The mainline module name has
no meaning in a GROUP or CATEGORY statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3176).

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The mainline module name in the
GROUP or CATEGORY statement is ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3177 Module in GROUP has category value
less than 8
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

The printed error message SYS-3117 tells more about this error.

A module in a group cannot have a category value from 0 through

t:ser Response

7.

Option 0: The job continues. Thc program rcquires the storage
size shown on the storage map. The overlay linkage editor will
attempt to compile the program with overlays.

Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3177).

Additional Inrormation
The printed error message, SYS-3110, further describes this error.

SYS --3175 Subroutine in program is not referenced

t:ser Response

Severity: J

Option 0: The job continues. The GROUP statement in error is
ignored.

Auto Response:

Explanation
A subroutine in the program is not referenced by any other
subroutine in the program. The overlay linkage editor cannot
determine the correct program structure without a reference to
this subroutine.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or J and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--317S).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3178 Module not referenced by object program
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation·

Additional Information

A module named in the GROUP or CATEGORY statement is
not referenced by an included module in the program.

An EXTRN must reference the subroutine name. A printed error
message specifies the su broutine name.

Do one of the following:

User Response

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

Option 0: The job continues. The unreferenced subroutine will
be included in the load module.

•

Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3178).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additiomll Information
The printed error message, SYS-3111, further describes this error.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --3176 Mainline module named in GROUP or
CATEGORY stmt

Option 0: The job continues. The GROUP or CATEGORY
statement containing the name of the unreferenced module is
processed without the name of the module.
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
il saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Inrormatlon

Option l: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The sizes of all but four of the large subroutines must be reducec1
to less than 255 text sectors. The printed error message,
SYS-lI16, tells more 'about the error.

SYS --3179 Module called another module in different
category

Option 0: Processing continues.

Severity: l

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program. Enter option 2 or l and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3179).
Additional Information
A module with a category from I through 7 has called a module
with a different category. The printed error message SYS-3112
specifies the calling module, the category number, and the called
module.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3180 Duplicate module names or entry points
found
Severity: l

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

SYS --3182 Entry point in module not relative zero
Severity: l

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-l\82).
Additional Information
The printed error message, SYS-3115, further describes this error.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

SYS --3183;'1;ot enough work space available on disk

Explanation
Either there is an error in the program, or a module name appears
more than once in the ;\lOOLLE control statement.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3J80).

Additional Information
The printed error message, SYS-3113, gives the duplicate module
name or entry point and further describes this error.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues. If duplicate module names appear
in the ~ODULE control statements, one of the :\10DULES is
ignored. If duplicate module names or entry points are in the
program, references might be resolved to the wrong name. The
program might not run correctly.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is not enough available space on disk for the overlay linkage
editor work files. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--3\83).
Additional Information
FILE statements were not supplied, so the overlay linkage editor
tried to assign from 24 blocks minimum up to 72 blocks
maximum for the work files.
Use the DELETE procedure to delete any unnecessary files from
the disk. Then use the COMPRESS procedure to accumulate all
free space in the user area on the disk into a single area.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3184 Incorrect error code in Overlay Linkage
Editor

SYS --3181 More than 4 modules with greater than
255 sectors

Severity: 5

Severity: 3

An error occurred within the overlay linkage editor program.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message II>
(SYS--3184).

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor only allows up to four modules to have
more than 255 (hex 'Ff') text sectors. The L1STLlLlR command
will print out information on the size of the subroutines within the
subroutine libraries.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--lI81).

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Inrormation
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Ilesponse
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job .can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3189 Module cannot be cataloged as a load
member

SYS --318S :\1odule name not in first S-rccord in
SWORK file
Severity: S

Explanation
The overlay linkage editor could not catalog a load module
because:

The SWORK file received by the overlay linkage editor from the
compile contains an error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3185).
Additional Information
The first S-record did not contain the module name. If this error
continues ~o occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

•

The load module name is reserved (for example, the name
ALL).

•

The message SYS--3152 was previously issued.

Additional Information
Message SYS--3152 may have occurred before this message. See
SYS--3IS2 for additional information.
User Response

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data. created by this step is lost.

SYS --3186 Invalid ESL number in text record
Auto Response:

Ex~lanatioll

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3190 Library specified in :\10DULE statement
not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

An error has occurred within the overlay linkage editor program.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--3186).
Additional Information
The printed error message, SYS-3114, further describes this error.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem SummarY'
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

The library specified in the LIBRNAME parameter in a
MODeLE control statement cannot be found.
Either the
LIBRNAME parameter is incorrect, or the library is not in the
system.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3190).

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3187 Invalid record in either SWORK or
subroutine input
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The MODULE control statement
is ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --3191 Library specified in PHASE statement
not found

The input to the overlay linkage editor contains an error. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--3187).

Severity: 5

Additional Information
Either the SWORK file from the compiler or a subroutine
member from a library contains a record that cannot be read by
the-overlay linkage editor.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The library specified. by the L1BRNAME parameter in the
PIIASE control statement cannot be found.
Either the
L1BR:\A:\IE parameter is incorrect, or the library is not in the
system.
Do one of the following:

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

User Response

•

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created u~ to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3191).

User

l~esponse
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Option 0: The job continues. The load module is placed in the
system library.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3192 Library specified in OPTIONS statement
not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The library specified by the SUBUB parameter in the OPTIONS
control statement cannot be found. Either the SUBUB parameter
is incorrect, or the library is not in the system.
Do one of the following:

Explanation
An incorrect combination of values was specified in the ATTR
parameter in the OPTIONS control statement. Do one of the
following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3194).

Additional Information
The OPTIONS control statement contains NEX (not executable)
in the ATT parameter. When NEX is specified, none of the other
ATTR parameter values can be specified.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The OPTIONS control statement
is ignored.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3192).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The overlay linkage editor searches
only the system library for subroutine members to create the load
module.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3193 Library not found by overlay linkage
editor
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --3195 Disk I/O err when processing diagnosed
source file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk I/O error occurred while the overlay linkage editor was
either reading or writing the diagnosed source fiie ($WORK2).
Output to the diagnosed source file is ended.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Entcr option 0 to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

ID (SYS--3195).

Explanation

Additional Information

A library that either contains the input or would contain the
output for the overlay linkage editor cannot be found. Either the
library was specified incorrectly to the compiler, or the library is
not in the system.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

Do one of the following:
•

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

ID (SYS--3\93).

Additional Information
The subroutine member library, user libraries, or load member
library specified in the options record cannot be found.

Option 0: The job continues. The overlay linkage editor will not
add new data to the diagnosed source file, and the file might not
have the proper end records.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is cancelcd. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, btlt data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3196 System library not found

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. The following defaults are used for
libraries not found. The OUTUB parameter in the COll.1PILE
statement is used for the subroutine or load member library. The
system library is used if the 0 UTLI B parameter is not specified.
User libraries default to the system library.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is ~wed, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3194 Incorrcet ATI'R parameter in OPTIO:\S
statemcnt
Severity: 3

User Response

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you entered an incorrect
parameter, or there is. an error in the procedure. If you are
enterIng utility control statements from the keyboard, you entered
an incorrect parameter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--3196)
Additional Information
The overlay linkage editor did a find for the system library and
posted an incomplete return code. If this error continues to occur,
fill out a [,roblem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
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Option 2: The job step is ended. ~ny d~ta created ul' to this point
is preserved, and the Job can continue With the next Job step.

For RPG II programs with no permanent error indicator
specified, this message is issued with the following options, For
other programs, no operator response is required and control is
returned to the program running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: The system makes another attempt to establish the
connection.

SYS --3197 Memory resident program does not fit

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either the overlay linkage editor program detected more than 254
overlays or the program is larger than the maximum 64K bytes.
The memory resident overlays option was specified.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing nIes
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --3205 BSCJline numberJ-Invalid ID exchanged
on the switched line

•

Enter option 0 to coni'inue processing.

Severity: 3

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3197).

Explanation

Auto Response: 2

t\dditional fnrormation

There is an error in the program you are running. Contact the
operator at the remote system and then do one of the followmg:

The printed error message, SYS--3118, tells more about this error.

•

If the 10 sent by the remote system is the 10 you were
expecting, enter option I to try again.

•

If the 10 sent by the remote system is not the In you were
expecting, enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message 10 (SYS--320S) and the line number identified in
the mcssage.

Vser Response

Option 0: Processing continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

IS

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
~his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3200 BSqline numberJ-Line connection was
not established ...
;everity: 5

Auto Response:

E:xplanation

fhere is an error in the program. Contact the operator at the
'emote system and then do one of the following:
If the remote system was not ready to communicate, enter
option I to try again.
If the remote system was ready to communicate, enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--3200) and the line number identified in the message.
!\dditional Inrormation

fhe line connection was not established for one of the following
'easons, depending on the type of line:
For autocall or X.21 switched line, no phone number was
reached.
For switched or nonswitched point-to-point lines, no
response or an incorrect response was received to the
inquiry sent by Systemi36. 1\1 ake sure both of you are not
trying to transmit at the same time.
For multipoint lines, either the host system is polling and the
S ystem/36 user program is issuing a receive operation to a
BSC file, or the host system is selecting and the System,36
user program is issuing a transmit operation to a BSC file.
\1;;-re information can be found in the manual Pro~rammin1? ....irh
1ssembier, SC21-7908, and the manual Programming Wilh RI'G
'I, SC21-9006.
f this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
~orm, found in the System Problem Delerminat/on manual, and
:all for hardware service.
Jser Itesponse
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Additional Inrormation

The received 10 was not the expected 10. The associated RSC
line number is given in the message. The ID you expected to
receive was specified on the BSC DTF (assembler), the
T-speciflcation (RPG), or the ALTERCOM procedure. You can
use the ALTERCOM procedure to change the expected 10.
More information can be found in the manual Programming wilh
Assembler, SC21-9008, and the manual Programming with RPG
lI, SC21-9006.
User Response

For RPG II programs with no pcqnanent error indicator
specified, this message is issued with the following options. For
other programs, no operator response is required and control is
returned to the program running.
Option I: The system makes another attempt to establish the
connection.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3209 BSCJline llumbcrJ-End of file was not
r('(~cin'd

Seventy: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running, Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D (SYS--3209) and
the hne number Identified in the message.
Additional Inform<ltion

An end of file (EOI;) was expected from the 3740 (remote system)
but was not received. The 3740 is probably trying to send more
data sets (files) than Systemj36 is expecting. The associated USC
hne number is given in the message. More information can be

found in the manual Programming with Assembler, SC21-9008,
and the manual Programming with RP() II, SC21-9006.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

If a 187X system reference code is displayed:
•

Check to see that all cables are connected.

•

Check to see that the proper test procedures were followed:
For X.21 or X.21 BIS (with V.35 DCE), DCE was set
to TESTI; for V.35 network, DCE was set to TEST2;
or the cable tower wrap connector was installed on the
correct line as directed.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3210 BSqline number)-Permanent error
during file close ..•
Severity: J

Auto Response: 0

For EIA/CCITT, the Cable Test switch was set to
TEST and the modem was powered on as directed.
User Response
For RPG II programs with no permanent error indicator
specified, this message is issued with the following options. For
other programs, no operator response is required and control is
returned to the program running unless this message was preceded
by message SYS-3214.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Contact the
operator at the remote system and then do one of the following:
•

If the remote system is able to continue communications,
enter option O.

•

If the remote system is unable to continue communications,
enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3210) and the line number identified in the
message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3212 BSqline number)-;\Iodem failure
SRC-Isystem reference code)
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Additional Information

Explanation

A SSC error occurred while closing a transmit file and the last
data block was not sent. The associated BSC line number is given
in the message. l\lake sure the remote system is waiting to receive
end of file from System/36 before issuing a request to another file
or closing the receive file. More information can be found in the
manual Programming with Assembler, SC21-9008, and the manual
Programming with RPG ll, SC21-9006.

The wrap test detected errors on the ind.icated line.

User Response
Option 0: This option is available if the error occurred during a
change from a transmit BSC file to a subsequent BSC file. Select
this option if you wish to process the subsequent file.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3211 BSqline numberJ-Attachment failure
SRC-(system reference code)
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the person responsible for
maintaining your communications lines the message I D
(SYS--32 12), the line number, and the system reference code
identified in the message.
.
If the system reference code is 18BX, 188X, 18AO, 18EO, 1860, or
18CX, this person should fill out a Problem Summary Form, found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.
If the system reference code is 18CX but not 18CO (remote
modem failure), give the remote modem location identification to
hardware service.
If the system reference code is 18AX, 18EX, or 186X, line
problems are indicated and your network supplier should be
notified.
Additional Information
This error message is the result of the wrap test being run. The
error was caused by an integrated modem failure. The associated
line number is given in the message. The system reference code
further explains the results of the wrap test.
L'ser Response

Explanation
The wrap test detected a permanent error on the indicated line.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the person responsible for
maintaining your communication lines the message I D
(SYS--3211), the line number, and the system reference code
idgllified in the message. This person should fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.
Additional Information
This error message is the result of the wrap test being run. The
error was caused by an attachment failure. The associated line
number is given in the message. The system reference code
further explams the results of the wrap test.

For RPG II programs with no permanent error indicator
specified, this message is issued with the following options. For
other programs, no operator response is required and control is
returned to the program running.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job and any records added or updates made to eXisting nles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3213 HSqline numberl-Wrap test ran with no
error found SRC-Isystem reference codeJ
System Messages
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>everity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
rhis is an informational message. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
~rogrammer the message ID (SYS--3213), the line number, and
:he system reference code identified in the message.

At least one character in your program is not an allowed ASCII
character. If you are using assembler, make sure your ASCII
translation tables are correct. More information can be found in
the manual Programming with Assembler:, SC21-9008, and the
manual ProgrammIng with RPG II, SC21-9006.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and

Uditional Information

call for software service.

rhis error message is the result of the wrap test being run. The
mor could have been caused by failure of the remote system. The
ilSsociated line number is given in the message. System reference
:ode 1800, the results of the wrap test, indicates no errors were
found in IBM hardware.

SYS --3216 BSqline number)- Bad data on
transmission SRC-Isystem reference
codeJ

If this error occurs frequently, notify the person responsible for
maintaining your communications lines.

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
An error occurred during running of a wrap test. Do one of the
following:

User Response
For RPG II programs with no permanent error indicator
specified, this message is issued with the following options. For
Jther programs, no operator response is required and control is
returned to the program running unless this message was preceded
oy message SYS-3214.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
,his job and any records added or updates made to existing files
oy this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3214 BSqline numberJ-Set modem eable
switch to TEST position ...
>everity: 5

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
A.n unrecoverable error occurred with data communications. A
wrap test is going to be run on the modem. The associated BSC
'inc number is given in the message.
ro continue, set the Tcst switch to the Tcst position and thcn
mtcr option 0 to run the test.
L.:ser Response

Option 0: Set the modem cable switch to the Test position, then
mtcr option 0 to run the test. After the test has run, a message
will be displayed to indicate the results of the test. At that time,
let the Test switch to the Operate position again and select option
) in response to the displayed message.

Flow to Set the Test Switch: For the X.21 and V.35 features, the

•

If the failing line has a remote work station attached to it,
run the online problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

•

If the failing line does not have a remote work station
attached to it, fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
-hardware service.

Additional Information
The system reference code further explains the results of the wrap
test. If the system reference code is 18AX or 186X, the local
modem is detecting bad data quality. If the system.reference code
is 18EX, the remote modem is detecting bad data quality.
User Response
For RPG II programs with no permanent error indicator
specified, this message is issued with the following options. For
other programs, no operator response is required and control is
returned to the program running unless this message was preceded
by message SYS-3214.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3217 BSqline numberJ- Comm adapter ck on
wrap results SRC-Isystem reference codel
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

rest switch should be located on the data communications
~quipment (DCE). For X.21 or X.2! BIS (with V.35 DCE), set
:his switch to the TEST! position. For X.21 DCEs that do not
,rovide this test function, install the cable tower wrap connector
n the indicated cable tower line socket. For V.35 networks, set
:his switch to the TEST2 position. For other configurations, the
fest switch is located on the cable to the modem.

Explanation

SYS --3215 BSqline num~crJ-In\'alid ASCII
character found in data

The error was caused by a communications controller adapter
check. The associated line number is given in the message. The
system reference code further explains the results of the wrap test.

)everity: N/A

If this error contmues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and

Auto Response: N/A

An error occurred during running of a wrap test. Entcr option 2
or 3 and give the programmer the message I D (SYS--3217), the
line number, and the system reference code identified in the
message.
Additional Information

Explanation

call for hardware service.

I\n incorrect character IS 10 the data to be transmitted. The
~ssociated I3SC line number is given in the message. liSC returns
;ontrol to the program running.

L'ser I{esllonse

No operator response is required for this message.
I\dditional Information
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For RPG II programs with no permanent error indicator
specified, this message is issued with the following options. For
other programs, no operator response is required and control is
returned to the program running unless this message was preccded
by message SYS-3214.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However. any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3218 BSqline numberJ- Line wrap test is
running.
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message only.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3225 nsqlinc numbcrJ-EOT reccivcd in
rcsponsc to data transmittcd
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--322S) and the line number
identified in the message.

A line wrap test is being run to check for possible hardware
errors. The associated BSC line number is given in the message.
The result of the wrap test will be displayed once the test is
completed.

Additional Information

SYS --3220 BSqline numbcrJ-No data sent or
received within delay time

Notify the remote system operator. The remote system operator
may have canceled the BSC receiving program, or their error retry
count may have been exceeded. If the remote system operator
canceled the program, try to transmit your data again. If their
error retry count was exceeded. run the ERAP procedure to
determine if System/36 received a large number of NAKs
(negative acknowledgments). This might indicate hardware line
problems. The remote system also may have exceeded the time it
will wait to receive a record from System/36.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3220) and the line number
identified in the message.
Additional Information
A block of data was not sent or received within the delay time
specified by the DTF of the program running or the $SETCF
utility program (ALTERCOM procedure). This is caused by the
user program not giving a BSC request to BSC data management
within the required time. The associated BSC line number is given
in the message. BSC returns control to the program running.
You can use the ALTERCOM procedure to increase the delay
time. More information can be found in the manual ProgrCimming
with Assembler. SC21-7908, the manual Programming with RPG
Il, SC21-9006, and the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur after you increase the delay time,
fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

SYS --322) BSqline numberJ-Wrap test was not run
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
This is an informational message. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message I D (S YS--322I ). and the line number
identified in the message.
Additional Information
This error message is the result of the wrap test not being run.
The error causing an attempt to run a wrap test could have been
caused by failure of the remote system. The associated line
number is given in the message. It is not possible to execute a
wrap test on your current system.
If this error occurs frequently, notify the person responsible for
maintaining your communications lines.
USl:I' Response
For RPG II programs with no permanent error indicator
specified, this message is issued with options 2 and 3 (hsted below)
available. For other programs, no operator response IS reqUIred
and control is returned to the program runnmg unless this
message was preceded by message SYS-3214.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

An EOT (end of transmission) was received in response to
transmitted data. The associated BSC line number is ~iven in the
message. BSC returns control to the program running.

More information can be found in the manual Programming with
Assembler, SC21-7908, and the manual Programming with Ri'G
Il, SC21-9006.

SYS --3230 BSCJline numberJ-Fonvard abort
sequcncc reeeh'cd
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3230) and the line number
identified in the message.
Additional Information
An abnormal termination sequence was received (for receive files
only). The associated BSC line number is given in the message.
BSC returns control to the program running.
Notify the remote system operator. The remote system operator
may have canceled the BSC transmitting program, or their error
retry count may have been exceeded. If the remote system
operator canceled the program, try to receive the data again. If
their error retry count was exceeded, run the ERAP procedure to
determine if Systcmi36 sent a large number of NAKs (negative
acknowledgments). This might indicate hardware line problems.
The remote system may have exceeded the time it will accept
temporary text delays from System/36.
More information can be found in the manual Programming with
Assembler, SC21-7908, and the manual Programming with RI'G
II, SC21-9006. If you have further questions, call for software
service.

SYS --3235 BSqline numbcrJ-l'Io responsc from
fl'll1ote station
Severity: ;\;/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The remote station did not respond to an attempted data transfer
from System/36. The associated BSC line number is given in the
message. ESC returns control to the program running.
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Although no operator response is required for this message, a
wrap test message may follow this message. If so, the results of
that wrap test will determine what further action you take. If no
wrap test message follows this message, your program tried to
.
communicate again and was successful.
Notify the remote station operator to determine why the remote
station did not respond.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
calHor software service.

SYS ··3240 BSqline numberJ-Data check
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Contact the operator at the remote station. If the remote station
operator did not cancel the program and send a disconnect, you
may have a hardware line problem.
Although no operator response is required for this message,-a
wrap test message may follow this message. If so, the results of
that wrap test will determine what further action you take. If no
wrap test message follows this message, your program tried to
communicate again and was successful.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

SYS --3255 BSqline numberJ-Invalid specification for
X.21 SI-IM line

Explanation

Severity: 3

An incorrect block check character was received with the data.
This indicates the data did not arrive at System/36 in the format
that was sent from the remote system. The associated BSC line
number is given in the message. BSC returns control to the
program running.

Explanation

Auto Response:

An X.21 line has been set up as short hold mode (SHM). This is
invalid for batch BSC. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-3255).

Although no operator response is required for this message, a
wrap test message may follow this message. If so, the results of
that wrap test will determine what further action you take. If no
wrap test message follows this message, your program tried to
communicate again and was successful.

Additional Inrormation

SYS --3245 BSqline number)-Data lost, exceeded
buffer or no ending char

User Response

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You specified a line type of short hold mode (SliM) on an X.21
line in the display station record for the line number indicated in
the message. Use the ALTERCOM procedure to specify a line
type other than SHM.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created .!Jp to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this job step is lost.

There is an error in the program you are running. Notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job. Give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3245) and the line number
identified in the message.

SYS --3260 BSqlinc number)-Switch type not
specified for switched line

Additional Information
The data received by System/36 was lost because it exceeded the
size of the input buffer or had no ending SSC control character.
The associated BSC line number is given in the message. BSC
returns control to the program running.
Notify the remote system operator. Make sure the record and
block lengths for the remote system program are the same as your
record and block lengths. If the record and block lengths are the
same, perform communications problem determination. More
information can be found in the manual Programming with
Assembler, SC21-7908 and the manual Programming with RPG II,
SC21-9006.
A wrap test message may follow this message. If so, the results
of that wrap test will determine what further action you take. If

no wrap test message follows this message, your program tried to
communicate again and was successful.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3260), the
line number, and the system error code identified in the message.
Additional Inrormation
The configuration record indicates a switched line; however, no
switch type is specified in the configuration record or the DTF
(file description). The associated SSC line number is given in the
message.
Compile your program again or run the ALTERCO:\1 procedure
to specify a switch type. More information can be found in the
manual Programmlllg with Assembler, SC21-7908, the manual
Programming with RPa II, SC21-9006, and the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur after you specify a switch type, fill
out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
t;ser Response

SYS --3250 BSqline numbcr)-Line connection lost or
disconnect received

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Either the switched line connection with the remote station was
lost, or a disconnect was received in response to transmitted text.
The associated BSC line number is given in the message. SSC
returns control to the program running.
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SYS --3265 BSqline numberJ-Adaptcr check
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

A machine error (BSC adapter check) occurred. The associated
BSC line number is given in the message. SSC returns control to
the program running.

An error was found while opening a BSC DET (define the file) In
the program you are, running. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3281) and the line number in
the message text.

Although no operator response is required for this message, a
wrap test message may follow this message. If so, the results of
that wrap test will determine what further action you take. If no
wrap test message follows this message, your program tried to
communicate again and was successful.

Additional Information

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

Office product mode (OPD) was specified with 3741 mode. The~e
modes are mutually exclusive and cannot be specified on the same
DTF. The associated BSC line number is given in the message.
More information can be found in the manual Programming with
Assembler, SC21-7908. and the manual Programming with RPG
II, SC21-9006.

SYS --3270 BSqline numbcrl-Invalid control
sequence from remote station

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Farm, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

A correct sequence of line control characters was not received
from the remote station. The associated SSC line number is given
in the message. SSC returns control to the program running.
Although no operator response is required for this message, a
wrap test message may follow this message. If so, the results of
that wrap test will determine what further action you take. If no
wrap test message follows this message, your program tried to
communicate again and was successful.
If the remote system sent an incorrect control character, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determ/nation manual, and call for software service. You will
need a line trace of batch IISC at the time of the error to show
software service. For more information on how to get the line
trace; refer to the TRACE procedure in the System Reference
manual, SC2l-9020.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing file.
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3282 BSqline numberl - Im'alid blank
compression/truncation
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS-3282) and
the line number identified in the message.
Additional Inrormation

SYS --3275 BSqline numberl-Invalid record
separator request ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--327S) and
the line number identified in the message.
Additional Information

Record separator mode was specified with transparency or ITB
(intermediate text block) mode. They were specified on the DTF
(assembler) or the T-specification (RPG II). They cannot be
specified together. The associated SSC line number is given in the
message.
More information can be found in the manual
Programming with Assembler, SC2l-7908, and the manual
Programming with RPG II, SC21-9006.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
t;ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing tiles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3281 nSqline numberl- 3741 mode
mode are incompatible
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

~md

OI)D

Blank compression or truncation was specified with a
variable-length record. However, neither blank compression nor
truncation can be specified with variable-length records. They
were specified on the OTF (assembler). The associated SSC line
number is given in the message. More information can be found
in the manual Programming with Assemb/er, SC21-790B, and the
manual Programming with RPG II, SC21-9006.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
t;ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3283 nsqlinc numbcrJ--Record length greater
than block length ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

An error was found while opening a SSC DTF (define the file) in
the program you arc running. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--3283) and the line number in
the message text.
Additional Information

You tried to open a SSC DTF with a record length greater than
the block length. The record length must be less than or equal to
the block length in all BSC OTFs.
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User Response

Additional Infornlation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The program is running on a switched X.21 line, but the X.21
autocall task is not a<;tive for one of the following reasons:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
looger exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

•

The file that contains the X.21 support was not installed on
the system. For information about installing the X.21
support, refer to the manual Changing Your System
Configuration, SC21-9052.

•

The X.21 autocall task ended abnormally.
Message
SYS-8883 will be displayed at the system console. Perform
an IPL to activate the task. Take the overrides and reply
'YES' to the prompt, Activate Autocall/X.21 Task.

SYS --3284 BSqline number)--Invalid line type for
BSC .•.
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

An incorrect line type is specified for the batch BSC program you
are running. Enter option 2 or and 3 and give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--3284).

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You specilied a line type of multipoint control in the display station
record for the line number indicated in the message. Use the
ALTERCOM procedure to specify a. line type of multipoint
tributary, nons witched, or switched to run your batch BSC
program.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous step~ in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing liIes
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3285 nSqlinc number)-Transparcnt ITn
inyalid with transmit file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3285) and
the line number identified in the message.
Additional Information

A transparent ITB mode was specilied on the DTF (assembler) or
the T-specilication (RPG II) for the transmit file. This system
docs not support transparent transmit ITB mode. The associated
BSC line number is given in the message. l\lore information can
be found in the manual Programming with RPG II, SC21-9006.
If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --3287 BSqline number)-Record or block length
equal to zcro
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3287) and
the line number identilied in the message.
Additional Information

A record or block length with a value of zero was found in the
BSC fil you are trying to open. Both values must be greater than
zero. These values were specified on the DTF (assembler) or the
T-specilication (RPG 11). The associated BSC line number is
given in the message. More information can be found in the
manual Programming with RPG II, SC21-9006.
If this error continues to occur after you specify an allowed
length, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. HOWf'\'f.'r, any files created by this job step are lost.

liser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --3288 BSqline number) Unable to assign
buffers now ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing Iiles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step arc lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --3286 nSqline number)- X.21 task not acth'c
on switched line
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3286) and
the line number identified in the message.
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Auto Response: 2

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3288) and
the line number identified in the message.
Additional InrornHltion

An attempt was made to acquire task work space for the BSC
buffers; however, space was not available. You should consider
running this job when the system is not so busy. The associated
IISC line number is given in the message.
User Itesponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Explanation

This station is ready to call another station. The associated BSC
line number is given in the message. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3292) and the line number identified in the message.

SYS --3289 BSqline number)-Invalid 3740 request
Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 0: If you are initiating a call and you have an IBM
integrated modem, do the following:

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3288) and
the line number identified in the message.

•
•

Additional Inrormation

A multipoint line was configured with 3740 mode (multiple files).
A multipoint line and 3740 mode cannot be specified together.
They were specified on the DTF (assembler), the T-specification
(RPG II), or the ALTERCOM procedure. The associated BSC
line number is given in the message. More information can be
found in the manual Programming with RPG I/, SC21-9006.
If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3290 BSqline number)-Operator answer is
required
Severity: 3

Either the operator at the remote location will answer your
call, or you will hear a high-pitched tone indicating that the
operator has placed his or her modem in auto mode. If you
talk to the operator, ask him or her to place the modem in
data mode.

•

Enter option 0 after you hear the high-pitched tone
indicating that the remote modem is in data mode.

•

Hang up the telephone receiver on your modem.

•

The program begins running, and the data is transferred.

If you are initiating a call and you do not have an IBM integrated

modem, do the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue.

•

Put your modem in talk mode.

•

Pick up the telephone receiver and dial the remote location
(the number to dial is given in the message).

•

Either the operator at the remote location will answer your
call, or you will hear a high-pitched tone indicating that the
operator has placed his or her modem in auto mode. If you
talk to the operator, ask him or her to place the modem in
data mode.

•

Place your modem in data mode after you hear the
high-pitched tone indicating that the remote modem is in
data mode.

•

The program begins running, and the data is transferred.

Explanation

•

Enter option 0 to continue.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3290) and the line number identified in the message.

User Response

Option 0: When receiving a call and answering manually, do the
following:

Pick up the telephone receiver and dial the remote location
(the number to dial is given in the message).

•

Auto Response: 0

This is an informational message. Your station is ready to receive
a cal\. The associated BSC line number is given in the message.
Do one of the following:

Put your modem in talk mode.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3295 BSqline number)-Operator dial is
required

•

After you are called, lift the telephone receiver and talk to
the operator of the other system.

•

Enter option 0 to continue.

Explanation

•

Put your modem in data mode before the caller puts his or
her modem in data mode.

•

This is an informational message. This station is ready to call
another station. The associated BSC line number is given in the
message. Do one of the following:

Hang up the telephone receiver on your modem.
program begins running, and data is transferred.

•

The

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3292 BSqlinenumber) - Dial phone number
(phone number) ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Enter option 0 to continue processing.
If option 0 does not result in a completed call, then the

message may occur again. The most probably cause is the
modem. The Dataset Ready Line (DSR) must be inactive
when initializing a switched connection. If it is not, then the
call will not complete.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3295) and the line number identified in the message.
User Response
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Option 0: If you are initiating a call and you have an IBM
integrated modem, do the following:
Put your modem in talk mode.

•
•

Pick up the telephone receiver and dial the remote location.

•

Either the operator at the remote location will answer your
call, or you will hear a high-pitched tone indicating the
operator has placed his or her modem in auto mode. If you
talk to the operator, ask him or her to place the modem in
data mode.

Explanation
There are several possible causes for this message, including
equipment failure and failure of the other station to respond
correctly. The associated BSC -line number is given in the
message. BSC returns control to the program running.
Contact the. operator at the remote system to find out if the
operator has disabled the line.
If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

•

Enter option 0 after you hear the high-pitched tone
indicating that the remote modem is in data mode.

•

Hang up the telephone receiver on your modem.

SYS --.3301 BSC(line numberJ-Required buffer size
exceeds 4096 bytes

The program begins running, and data is transferred.

Severity: 3

•

If you are initiating a call and you do not have an IBM integrated
modem, do the following:

Explanation

•

Auto Response: 2

•

Put your modem in talk mode.

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3301) and
the line number identified in the message.

•
•

Pick up the telephone receiver and dial the remote location.

Additional Information

Either the operator at the remote location will answer your
call, or you will hear a high-pitched tone indicating that the
operator has placed his or her modem in auto mode. If you
talk to the operator, ask him or her to place the modem in
data mode.

The

Enter option 0 to continue.

•

Place your modem in data mode after you hear the
high-pitched tone indicating that the remote modem is in
data mode.

•

The program begins running, and data is transferred.

~u,? of the user's block length specified in the
~es~nptlon) plus the control bytes exceeds the physical

DTF (file
I/O buffer
hmlt of 4096 bytes. The associated BSC line number is given in
the message. More information about determining the maximum
user buffer length can be found in the manual Programming with
RPG ll, SC21-9006.
User Response
~ption

IS

2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

O~ti?n 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS J<;,b .and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thiS Job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

O~ti?n 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3299 BSC(line numberJ-Abnormai termin;ttion
of the BSe task

SYS --3302 BSC(line number)-3740 and ITB modes
are mutually exclusive

Severity: 3

Severity: 5

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3299) and the
line number identified in the message.

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3302) and
the line number identified in the message.

Additional Information

Additional Information

A program check has occurred. The probable cause is either
incorrect user data or an incorrect data address. Make sure your
register 2 (assembler program) is pointing to the correct DTF
when your BSC requests are issued. A dump has been taken to
disk, and the file name will be displayed in a message to the system
consol~. The ~sociated BSC lin~ number is given in the message.
More mformatlon can be found m the manual Programming with
RPG ll, SC21-9006.

ITB (intermediate text block) mode was specified in the user's
DTF (data file description) or in the T-specification and 3740
mode was specified by the $SETCF utility program (ALTERCOM
procedure). These two modes cannot be specified together. The
associated BSC line number is given in the message. More
information can be found in the manual Programming with RPG
ll, SC21-9006.

If you are running an IBM-supplied program or an RPG II
program and this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.

IS

O~ti?n 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS J?b. and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thiS Job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3300 BSC(line numberJ-Permanent error
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User Response
~ption

User Response

Severity: N/A

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the ;;ystem Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Auto Response: N/A

2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Opti?n 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS J?b. and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thiS J?b step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3303 BSC(line number)-ITB and compression
are mutually exclusive

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3303) and
the line number identified in the message.
Additional Information

ITB (intermediate text block) mode was specified in the user's
DTF (data file description) or in the T-specification and
compression mode was specified by the $SETCF utility program
(ALTERCOM procedure). These two modes cannot be specified
together. The associated BSC line number is given in the message.
More information can be found in the manual Programming with
Assembler, SC21-7908, and the manual Programming with RPG
II, SC21-9006.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3304 BSqline numberJ-ITB and truncation are
mutually exclusive
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A request to a BSC file was made, or the BSC files were closed
before an input file was completely processed to end-of-file. The
associated BSC line number is given in the message. BSC returns
control to the program running.
You must check for EOF received after each BSC receive
operation. More information can be found in the manual
Programming with Assembler, SC21-7906, and in the manual
Programming with RPG II, SC21-9006.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --3306 PTF function invalid or not specified
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
Make sure you entered the correct procedure name or parameter.
If you did enter a correct procedure name or parameter, notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3306).
Additional Information

This is an operator or programming error. The PTF function on
the PTF procedure was omitted or specified incorrectly.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3307 Library or file name not valid with
ALLPTF

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3304) and
the line number identified in the message.

Severity: N/A

Additional Information

Explanation

ITB (intermediate text block) mode was specified in the user's
DTF (data file description) or the T-specification and blank
truncation mode was specified by the $SETCF utility program
(ALTERCOM procedure). These two modes cannot be specified
together. The associated BSC line number is given in the message.
More information can be found in the manual Programming with
Assembler, SC21-7908, and in the manual Programming with RPG
II, SC21-9006.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3305 BSqline numberJ-Previous file not
processed to EOF
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3305) and the line number
identified in the message.
Additional Information

Auto Response: N/A

Make sure you entered the correct procedure name or parameter.
If you did enter a correct procedure name or parameter, notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3307).
Additional Information

This is an operator or programming error. The library/file name
(parameter 4 on the PTF procedure) must be omitted if parameter
3 contains ALLPTF.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3310 Not enough disk space for PTF work file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) issued this message.
A minimum of 15 adjacent blocks of space is needed for the
$FEFIX work file.
Enter option 3 to cancel the job. Before you try this operation
again, you can try to make space on the disk for the required
work file by doing the following:
•

Use the SAVE procedure to save copies of flies you are
going to delete.
System Messages
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•

Use the DELETE procedure to delete files.

•

Use the COMPRESS procedure to place all unused space in
one contiguo.us area on the disk.

You can use the CATALOG procedure to display the contents of
the disk VTOC. For more information refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Option t: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3314/* statement invalid
Severity: 5

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3311 ModiJle specified in PTF statement is in
use.
Severity: NIA

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) issued this message.
A 1* was received from the keyboard. 1* indicates the end of the
file from the system input device and is not recognized by
$FEFIX.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3314).

Auto Response: NIA

Explanation

User Response

The module name you specified in the PTF procedure statement
is now in use. You cannot patch the module at this time. You can
enter option 1 and try the patch again; the module may now be
available. Otherwise, enter option 3.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If this error continues to occur because the module you are trying
to patch is always in use, the patch may have to be applied with
the system in dedicated mode.

Severity: 5

User ,Response
Option 1: Enter the PTF statement again to try the patch again.
Option 3: The PTF program is canceled.
statements in this job step are lost.

Previous PTF

SYS --3315 Odd number of characters in a hex field
Auto Response:

Explanation
The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) found an odd
number of characters in a hexadecimal field. The checksum fields
in the HDR, PTF, and END statements and all the fields in the
DATA statement must contain an even number of hexadecimal
characters. Do one of the following:

SYS --3312 Control statement sequence error

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--331 5).

Auto Response:

Explanation
The last utility control statement entered for the program
temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) is out of sequence. Do one of the
following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3312).

User Response
Option t: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3313 Invalid statement specified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS--3316 Invalid character in hex field--must be
0-9,A-F
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) detected a character
that was not hexadecimal in a hexadecimal field. The checksum
fields in the HDR, PTF, and END statements and all the fields in
the DATA statements must contain an even number of
hexadecimal characters. Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) detected an incorrect
utility control statement. Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3316).

•

User Response

Explanation

Enter option' 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement. The correct statements for $FEFIX are:
HDR
PTF
DATA

*END

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3313).

User Response
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Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3317 Checksum incorrect
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) issued this message.
An incorrect checksum was specified. Either a 4-character
hexadecimal number was not specified in one of the checksum
fields, or the checksum SFEFIX calculated did not match the
checksum specified. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the· programmer the message ID
(SYS--3317).

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3318 PTF ID in HDR statement invalid or
missing
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) issued this message.
The PTF ID parameter in the HDR utility control statement is
either missing or does not contain 10 characters. The first 5
characters of the PTF ID must be the first 5 characters of the first
module being patched. The last 5 characters are a unique S-digit
number associated with the PTF. Do one of the following:

•
•

The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) issued this message.
The module name parameter in the PTF utility control statement
either is missing or is longer than S characters. The module name
parameter is required. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-3321).

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3322 Invalid overlay number in PTF statement
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) detected an incorrect
overlay number in the PTF utility control statement. Look for
one or more of the following errors in your statement:
•

The overlay number specified is not 2 characters long.

•

An overlay number of zero was specified.

•

An overlay number was specified, but the module does not
have overlays.

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

An overlay number that is larger than the number of
overlays in the module was specified.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--331S).

Do one of the following:

User Response

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3322).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --3320 Release level in PTF statement invalid or
missing
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) issued this message.
The level parameter in the PTF utility control statement is either
missing, does not contain 3 characters, or does not match the level
of the module being fixed. The level parameter must be exactly 3
characters long. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore the error and continue processing.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3320).

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3323 Invalid module type--must be R, S, P, 0,
or U
Severity: 5

The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) issued this message.
An incorrect module type was specified to be patched. Make sure
you specified the correct module type before the module name
parameter in the PTF statement. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3323).

User Response

Option 0: The level parameter is ignored. The job continues using
the level of the module on the system.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3321 Module name in PTF statement invalid
or missing
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3324 Name in PTF stmt and PTF ID in HDR
stmt conflict
System Messages
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) issued this message.
The first 5 characters of the module name parameter specified in
the PTF statement were not the same as the first 5 characters of
the PTF ID parameter in the HDR statement. Do one of the
following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct PTF statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3324 ).

User Response
Option 1: Enter this option to ignore the PTF statement that
caused the error. Enter the correct PTF statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3325 Module specified in PTF statement not
found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) issued this message.
The module specified in the PTF statement is not in the specified
library. Do one of the following:

begin with an alphabetic character, @, #, or $. Do one of the
following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3327).

User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3328 Library specified in PTF statement not
found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) cannot find the
library you have specified in the PTF utility control statement.
Either the library name is specified incorrectly, or the library does
not exist on the disk. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3328).

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement. Make sure the correct module name is specified.

User Response

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3325).

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3326 Release level in PTF stmt does not match
module
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) issued this message.
The release level specified in the PTF utility control statement
does not match the release level of the module in the library. Do
one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3326).

User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3330 Check byte in DATA statement incorrect
or missing
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) issued this message.
An incorrect check byte parameter was specified in the DATA
utility control statement.
Either a 2-character hexadecimal
number was not specified, or the first byte of the area to be
patched does not match the check byte. Do one of the following:
•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3330).

User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3327 Invalid library name in PTF statement

SYS --3331 Patch displacement in DATA stmt invalid
or missing

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) detected an incorrect
library name in the PTF utility control statement. The library
name parameter either is IQnger than 8 characters or does not

The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) issued this message.
The DISP parameter in the DATA utility control statement either
is missing or does not contain 4 characters. The DISP parameter
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Is required and must be exactly 4 characters long. Do one of the
following:

the patch data and were not separated by at least 2 bytes. Do one
of the following:

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··3331).

•

Bnter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··3334).

User Response

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3332 Patch data missing in DATA statement

SYS --3335 Relocatable addresses invalid for this
module

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

The program temporary fix utility ($FBFIX) issued this message.
No patch data was specified in the DATA utility control
statement. Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3332).

Auto Response:

The program temporary fix utility (SFEFIX) issued this message.
Relocatable data was specified in a DATA utility control
statement, but relocatable data is not allowed for this module. Do
one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·-3335).

User Response

•

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.

SYS --3333 Patch specified in DATA stmt exceeds
module size

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --3336 Invalid RLD found in this module

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

The program temporary fix utility ($FBFIX) issued this message.
Either the displacement specified in the DATA utility control
statement, or the displacement plus the total number of bytes
patched in the PTF operation, is greater than the number of bytes
in the module. Check the DISP parameter. Do one of the
following:

Explanation

Auto Response:

The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) issued this message.
An incorrect entry is in the relocation list dictionary (RLD) of the
module being patched. Do one of the following:
•

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3333).

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3336).

User Response

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. Enter the correct statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3334 Addresses overlap for RLD data in DATA
statement
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program temporary fix utility ($FEFIX) issued this message.
Either the patch data specified in the DATA statement overlays
half of a relocatable address, or relocatable bytes were specified in

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
'ignored. You can enter another DATA statement without a
relocatable patch; or, if at least one correct DATA statement has
been read since the last PTF statement, you can enter another
PTF statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3337 Module given in PTF stmt has no room
to add RLD's
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program temporary fix utility ($FBFIX) issued this message.
Not enough space exists in the module to contain the new
relocation list dictionary (RLD) entries the PTF generates. Do
one of the following:
System Messages
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•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3337).

The PTF APPLY procedure is running. and the PTF backup file
(whose name is above the message) already exists. A new PTF
backup file may be created by PTF APPLY, but this file must
first be deleted. Select option 0 to continue; the existing file will
be deleted.

User Response

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. You can enter another DATA statement without a
relocatable patch; or, if at least one correct DATA statement has
been read since the last PTF statement, you can enter another
PTF statement.

Option 0: The existing PTF backup file will be deleted.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3338 Volume-(current volume ID) in (diskette
location) not same as last volume-(Iast
volume ID) ...
Severity: NjA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

When processing multiple PTF diskettes, all diskettes must have
the same volume ID.
The first volume I D in the message text is for the diskette in the
location identified in the message text. The second volume ID in
the message text is for the PTF diskette most recently processed.

SYS --3341 PTF-file named above already exists ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The PTF COPY procedure is running, and the PTF-file (whose
name is above the message) already exists. The PTF-file is copied
from diskette during PTF COPY and renamed during PTF
APPLY.
Select option 0 to delete the existing file and copy the new one
from diskette. Select option 3 to cancel the job. The file will not
be deleted.
User Response

Option 0: Delete the existing file and copy a new one from the
PTF diskette.
Option 3: Cancel the job and do not delete the existing file.

SYS --3342 PTF library named above already exists ...

Insert the correct PTF diskette in the location specified before
continuing.

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Option 1: Select this option to continue after inserting the correct
PTF diskette in the location specified.

The PTF COPY procedure is running, and the PTF library
(whose name is above the message) already exists. The PTF
library is built during PTF COPY and deleted during PTF
APPLY. Select option 0 if COPYing additional PTFs to those
PTFs selected during an earlier run of PTF COPY; otherwise,
select option 1 to replace the PTFs copyied earlier.

Option 2: The job step is canceled. Use this option to continue
without processing any more PTF diskettes.
Option 3: The job is canceled.

SYS --3339 Incorrect diskette, insert PTF volume
(volume number) in [diskette location) ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

When the PTF procedure processes multiple diskettes, the
diskettes should be in proper sequence. The proper sequence
begins with volume number 01 and continues in numerical order.
The volume number is identified on the label of each PTF diskette.

Auto Response:

User Response

Option 0: Continue with the current PTF-library and add the
PTFs selected by PTF COpy to the library.
Option 1: Delete and rebuild the PTF-library so that it will only
contain the PTFs selected by this run of the PTF COPY.

SYS --3343 PTF diskette (volume label) is down level
from last diskette (volume label) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The volume number in the message text is the expected PTF
diskette volume.

Explanation

You should replace the diskette in the location specified with the
PTF diskette volume expected.

The volume label for this PTF diskette indicates it is an old
version. The PTFs copied from the previous PTF diskette are
newer. Make sure that the PTF diskette that is being copied is the
latest version. Do one of the following:

User Response

Option 0: Processing continues with the PTF diskettes out of
sequence. No more sequence checking will be done.

•
•

Option 1: Select this option to continue after inserting the correct
PTF diskette in the location specified.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is canceled. Use this option to continue
without processing any more PTF diskettes.

Enter option 0 to continue with this diskette .
Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

Option 0: The job continues. The PTFs are copied from the
diskette that was being used when the message was displayed.

Option 3: The job is canceled.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3340 PTF backup file named above will be
deleted ...

SYS --3344 Diskette not correct for ALLPTF
application

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

The most likely cause of this error is that an incorrect diskette
volume I D was specified. The PTF· (program temporary fix)
diskette
used
for
PTF
COPY .. ALLPTF
or
PTF
D1RECT.. ALLPTF procedure is not an IBM system program or
program product PTF diskette.

Option 2: The job step is cnded. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, make
sure the volume ID for the ALLPTF application is in one of the
following formats (where n is a number from 0 through 9).

SYS --3348 Control storage PTF patch table is bad

•

DSKnnn

Explanation

•
•
•

DSnnnn

The PTF MAPPL Y or PTF APPL Y .. ALLPTF procedure found
an error in the control storage library PTF patch table. Fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

DKnnnn
Dnnnnn

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Vser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3345 PTF library for control storage not found
Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3349 The PTF library named above will be
deleted ...
Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

The PTF library (default is CSPTFLIB) for control storage was
not found for the PTF MAPPL Y procedure. The control storage
PTF library is created by the PTF MCOPY procedure.

The PTF library name given above this message (defaults to
CSPTf-U(3) was found to exist and will automatically be deleted.
Do one of the following:

Enter option 2 or 3. When you try the operation again, enter PTF
MCOP before entering PTF MAPPL Y.

•

If the named library is the microcode
(CSPTFLII3), enter option 0 to continue.

Vscr Response

•

Otherwise; enter option 2 or 3 to end the operation .

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any dat •• created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3346 Control storage library updated, Re-IPL
the system ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

PTF library

Option 0: Processing continues. The specified PTF library wi\l
be deleted and a new PTF library will be created.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --3350 (library namellibrary not found

The system storage library has been changed by running PTF
APPLY .. ALLP or PTF MAPPLY or PTF APPLY during IPL.
You must perform an IPL to make the changes effective.

Severity: 5

Enter option 0 to complete the current procedure.
possible perform an IPL.

The specified library was not found. The library is necessary for
the requested PTF function.

As soon as

Auto Response:

Explanation

Vscr Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--3350) and the library name identilied in the message.

Option 0:
running.

User Response

Processing completes for the procedure you are

SYS --3347 Control storage PTF log number specified
was not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --3351 Library or file not found

niC

control storage PTF log: number specified with the PTF
:\IAI'I'LY or PTF \IRE\IOV~ was not found in the control
storage PTF library specified (defaults to CSPTFLI13).

Severity: 5

Enter option 2 or 3.

A library or file necessary for the requested PTF function was not
found. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--33 51).

I f this error continues to occur, fill out a

Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Determination manual, and call for software service.
t.:ser Rcsponse

Problem

Auto Response:

Explanation

t.:ser Response
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Option 3: The job Is canceled. Data created by previous steps In
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3357 Rcquired library name not specified
Severity: S

SYS --3352 (library namellibrary contains no rTFs
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The PTF procedure requested is to remove PTFs from the
specified library. The library contains no PTFs.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3353 Program table capacity exceeded
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
A library name must be specified with the requested PTF option.
Make sure you request a library name with the requested rTF
function; otherwise, enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--33S7)

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3358 OLD not valid with specified PTF library
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation
The number of PTFs being removed, copied, or applied; or the
number of modules having PTFs removed, copied, or applied
exceeds the table capacity of the program. Run the job again with
a I'TF library or a backup library with fewer members; or run the
job again and specify fewer PTFs.

The OLD operand is not allowed when copying PTFs from a user
type PTF library.
Make sure you do not use the OLD operand when copying PTFs
from a user type PTF library; otherwise, enter option 2 or 3 and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--33S8).

Gser Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3354 Invalid PTF function requested

SYS --3359 PTF module Imodule name) is at wrong
release level

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Severity: S

Explanation
The PTF function requested is not allowed. :".1ake sure you
request the correct PTF function; otherwise, enter option 3 and
give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--33S4).

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3355 Diskette not correet for ALLPTF
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
The specified PTF module is not at the correct release level to be
copied or applied to the system. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--33S9).

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
The inserted diskette is not correct for use with the ALLPTF
option. Make sure you insert the correct diskette; otherwise, enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-33SS).

SYS --3360 Source record put failure
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

t:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

An attempt by the PTF procedure to create a procedure member
failed. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3360).

SYS --3356 Hie/library name not valid with ALLPTF

t:scr Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Eliplanation
The Iile/library name cannot be specified with the ALLPTF
option. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 1D
(SYS--33S6).

\:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data c~eated ~y previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thIS step IS lost.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3361

~o

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

I)TFs applied

The PTF procedure ran successfully; however; no PTFs were
found to apply. Enter option 0 to continue.

(SYS--3365). Otherwise, enter option 3 and give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--3365).

User Response

User Response

Option 0: Continue with next job step. The PTF procedure is
finished. However, if PTF was called by another job (IPL for
example) this option will return to the calling procedure.

Option 2: The job step is canceled. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3362 No PTFs copied

SYS --3366 Insert PTF diskette volume Ivolume
number) in (diskette location) ...

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The PTF procedure ran successfully; however, no PTFs were
found to copy. Enter option 0 to continue.
Uscr Response
Option 0: Continue with next job step. The PTF procedure is
finished. However, if PTF was called by another job (IPL for
example) this option will return to the calling procedure.

The PTF procedure is finished processing the diskette(s) inserted
in the diskette drive and is ready to process the next PTF
diskette(s). The volume number expected is specified in the
message text.
Remove the PTF diskettes currently in the diskette drive. Insert
one or more diskettes beginning with the expected volume and
starting with the location specified in the message text.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --3363 No PTFs removed

Option 1: Select this option to continue after inserting more PTF
diskettes beginning in the location specified in the message text.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The PTF procedure ran successfully; however, not PTFs were
found to remove. Enter option 0 to continue.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is canceled. Use this option to continue
without processing any more PTF diskettes.
Option 3: The job is canceled.

SYS --3367 Type-Imcmber type) Membcr-Imember
namc) Library-(Iibrary name)

Option 0: Continue with next job step. The PTF procedure is
finished. However, if PTF was called by another job (IPL for
example) this option will return to the calling procedure.

Severity: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

This message identifies the library member that is referred to in
the following message.

SYS --3364 Prerequisite IPTF) not found for I)TF
module (module name)

SYS --3368 PTF APPLY will overlay this user
member ...

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

The specified PTF is a prerequisite for a PTF being applied or
copied for the specified module. The prerequisite PTF is not
applied or copied. Do one of the following.

A PTF member being copied to disk will overlay a non-IBM
member during the PTF APPLY process. The name of the
member to be overlayed and its library name are displayed above
this message.

•

•

Enter option 0 (Option 0 appears only on the PTF COPY
function); the error will be ignored, and the module will be
copied to the PTF file.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3364).

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue. with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3365 PTF library or file not found on disk
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The PTF library or file necessary for the requested PTF function
does not exist on disk. If you are running PTF AI'PL Y dUrIng
IPL, enter option 2 and give the programmer the message 10

If the specifIed member contains modifications that need to be
saved, you can use the L1DRLlllR procedure to make a backup
copy of this member before running PTF APPLY.
Enter option 0 to continue. Enter option 2 to end the job step or
option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response
Option 0: The I'TF COPY process continues. The member
displayed will not be overlayed until the PTF APPLY procedure
is run.
Option 2: The job step is canceled. No PTFs will be copied for
the library displayed. PTFs copied during previous job steps will
remain on disk.
Option 3: The job is canceled. No PTFs will be copied for the
library displayed. PTFs copied during previous job steps will
remain on disk.
.

SYS --3369 This user mcmber will now be overlayed ..•
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Explanation

An ACQUIRE operation was posted to the Peer subsystem;
however, the Peer subsystem had not started communicating with
the remote location.

A PTF member being applied will overlay a non-IBM member.
The name of the member to be overlayed and its library name are
displayed above this message.

SYS --3373 Ilocation nameJ--This location being
automatically called

If the specified member contains modifications that need to be
saved, you can use the L1BRLlBR procedure to make a backup
copy of this member before the PTF member is applied. If you
want to make a backup copy of the user member, you must do so
before responding with option o. To do this go into inquiry or use
another terminal to run the L1BRLlBR procedure.

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Enter option 0 to continue. Enter option 2 to end the job step or
option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response

Option 0: The PTF APPLY process continues.
displayed will now be overlayed.

The member

Option 2: The job step is canceled. No PTFs will be applied for
the library displayed. PTFs applied to other libraries during
previous job steps will remain applied.

Auto Response:

Explanation

This is an informational message. An automatic phone call is
being made to the remote location identified in the message. The
autocall unit will be used to automatically establish
communications on the enabled switched line.
No further operator action is necessary.

SYS --3374 (location nameJ--Automatic call to this
location failed
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. No PTFs will be applied for the
library displayed. PTFs applied to other libraries during previous
job steps will remain applied.

This is an informational message. The Systemj36 tried to use
autocall to establish communications on a switched line; however,
the attempt failed. The remote location name is identified in the
message. Previous and/or following messages will report the
reason for the failure and how to recover.

SYS --3371 Sc,·crc Peer subsystcm error

No further operator action is necessary.

Severity: 5

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

SYS --3375 (location nameJ--Failure with_
preestablished sessions ..•

A serious Peer subsystem error occurred. Give the programmer
the message ID (SYS-3371).

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
Additional Information

The Peer subsystem cannot continue support for the user sessions.
This error message could occur if your local primary Peer
configuration specifics a remote station address that matches the
station address of a 5251 :\rlodel 2 or 12 control unit that is
attached on the same line and is powered on. This error message
could also occur if you try to establish communications between
the Peer subsystem and the Finance subsystem. For more
information, refer to the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using. There may also be a system
programming error at either system.
Find out if some non-Peer communication support at a remote
system or display station was trying to communicate with the Peer
subsystem. If this is the case, correct the problem.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
cal1 for software service.

The Peer subsystem failed in trying to assign a pre-established
session with the remote location identified in the message. The
enable may be completed with the present number of
pre-established sessions, or the enable may be canceled and
communications will not be established with the remote location.
If the enable is allowed to complete and if additional sessions are
necessary later, an attempt will be made to bring them up at that
time.
Enter option 0 or 2 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-3375).
Messages will follow (both locally and at the remote system) that
will give additional information for this subsystem configuration
and for the remote location.
Additional Information

Explanation

The remote or the local maximum session count is not large
enough for the total number of pre-established sessions requested
for the local and remote subsystem configuration. The local
and,or remote subsystem configuration record should be edited to
increase the maximum session count, or to reduce the total
number of pre-establIshed sessions for both the local and remote
subsystem configurations.
For more information, refer to
appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you
arc uSing.

I\. user program tried to establish a session on a switched line with
the remote system identified in the message; however, that locatIOn
ha.d not started ~ommunicating with the local Peer subsystem.

Option 0: This job continues with the present number of
pre-established sessions. The failing session request is ignored.

SYS --3372 (location namcJ--Operator call this
location
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

:\Iessage SYS--3401 (operator dial message) 1"0110ws this message.
Respond to message SYS-3401 and cal1 the location specified In
the message.
You will need to know the phone number associated with the
remote location.
Additional Information
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t:ser /{csponse

Option 2: 1\.11
Internal disable
Peer subsystem
and the job can

sessions for this configuration are cnded. I\.n
is started and communications with the remote
are ended. I\.ny data created up this point is saved
continue with the next job step.

SYS --3376 Ilocation nameJ--l'iormal disable in
progress

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is an informational message. A normal disable request was
sent from the remote location identified in the message. Existing
sessions are allowed to complete current session activity; however,
no new sessions or programs are allowed to start. When the last
session is released, all communications with the remote location
will be ended.
No further operator action is necessary.

SYS --3377 (location namel--This location is now
communicating
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is an informational message. An enable request was entered
to start communications with the remote location identified in the
The communications link was established and
message.
application programs may acquire sessions.

been enabled at the corresponding remote system. This message
is also displayed locally whenever the subsystem at a remote
location is disabled without disabling the local primary
configuration.

SYS --3381 Ilocation namel--Unable to continue
communication
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error condition occurred that prevents any further
communication between the Peer subsystem and the remote
location identified in the message. All active sessions with the
remote location are ended. Messages will follow that will give
additional information for this subsystem configuration.
Call the operator at the remote system to find out if there is a
problem that is preventing the remote location from
communicating.

If the problem is still not explained, give the programmer the
message ID (SYS-3381).

No further operator action is necessary.

Additional Information

SYS --3378 (location nameJ--Disable immediate in
progress

The most commom cause for this message is a time-out, which
means that the remote location is no longer communIcating. This
can be caused by a hardware problem, or because the remote
system was powered off or I PLed. If this message occurred and
it was not caused by one of the previous reasons, take dumps at
both systems and call for software service.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disable immediate request was sent from the location identified
in the message. All active sessions and all communications with
the remote location are ended. Messages will follow that will give
additional information for this subsystem configuration.
Additional Information
The disable immediate request could be caused by an operator
DISABLE command or an internal disable, such as
auto-disconnect.

SYS --3379 Ilocation name]--Permanent DLe
hardware error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --3382 Ilocation namel--Peer subsystem waiting
for work
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is an informational message. The last session using the Peer
configuration, identified by the location name in the message, was
released, and communications with the remote subsystem ended.
The subsystem is available when needed for communications with
the same or another configured remote location. Messages will
follow that will give additional information for this subsystem
configuration.

Explanation

No further operator action is necessary.

A permanent DLC hardware error was reported to the Peer
subsystem. All active sessions for this location, the affected
communications link, and the subsystem configuration identified
in the message are ended.

Additional Inrormation

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-3379).
Additional Information
A message will be sent following this message indicating whether
the DLC wrap test found anything wrong with the equipment.
DLC stands for data link control and could, for example, stand for
SDLC or X.2S.

SYS --3380 Ilocation nameJ--This location will be slow

polled
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The local Peer subsystem is waiting for a response from the
remote location identIfied in the message. Communications \\,111
be started as soon as the subsystem at the remote location is
enabled.
Additional Information
When a primary Peer configuration is enabled, this message is
displayed locally for each remote location that has not already

If a switched line subsystem is configured to stay operational, this
message is displayed when the last session with a remote location
is released. Communications will be established again when a
remote location calls, or when a local session is acquired.

SYS --3383 Ilocation nameJ--Incorrect or undefined
location called
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Expl:tnation
The remote location identified in the message tried to establish
communications with the local Peer subsystem; however. the
remote location name was not configured for the local subsystem.
Communications were .not established. l\lessages will follow that
will give ;ldditional information for this subsystem configuration.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-3383).
Additional Inrorm:llion
If no location name is displayed, the SOLC station address used
by the remote secondary location docs not match any station
address defined in this primary configuration.
The line
configuration member at one of the systems must be changed so
that the station address defined at the remote system matches one
of the station addresses defined in the primary configuration.

System Messages
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If the remote location name is displayed, it does not match the
remote location name specified in the local subsystem
configuration. The subsystem configuration member at one of the
systems must be changed so that the local location name at the
remote system matches the remote location name at the local
system. The local location name at the local system must also
match the remote location name at the remote system.
If .you have further questions, call for software service.

SYS --3387 (subsystem configuration name)--Peer
configuration ended normally
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is an informational message. The local Peer subsystem
configuration identified in the message ended because a DISABLE
command was entered. No further operator action is necessary.

SYS --3384 (location namc(--Disconnect received
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

This is an informational message. A disconnect command was
received from the remote location identified in the message.
Communications with the remote location ended. Messages will
follow that will give additional status for this subsystem
configuration.
No further operator action is necessary.

SYS --3385 (subsystem configuration
namel--Unexpected SDLC command
receh-ed
Severity: S

The local Peer subsystem configuration identified in the message
received an unexpected command from the remote location. All
active sessions using the specified subsystem configuration are
ended, and the subsystem configuration is disabled.
Notify the operator at the remote system to find out if there is a
problem at the remote location. If this error continues to occur,
give the programmer the message 10 (SYS-3385).
Additional Information
The local Peer subsystem configuration identified in the message,
operating as a secondary OLC station, received a Set Normal
Response Mode (S~R\l) command when it was already in
Normal Response Mode (NRM). The usual cause of this is that
the remote primary location ended, and enabled again without
notifying this location. This error also could have been caused by
a hardware error or system problem at the remote location. OLC
stands for Oata Link Control and could, for example, stand for
SOLC or X.25.

SYS --3386Isubsystem configuration namel--Peer
configuration is ending
Auto Response:

Explanation
The local Peer subsystem configuration identified in the message
text is ending. Other messages may follow this message and give
you more information.
If this is not explainable (see Additional Information), contact the
operator at the remote system for assistance in determining what
caused this message.
Additional Information
This message occurred because an internal disable was started by
one of the following:

•
•

A OLe hardware error

•

The session count reached zero on a switched line, and
AUTODlSC-Y was configured

A DISABLE command entered at the remote location

This message can also occur if the remote location performed an
IPL and was re-enabled.
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Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred that caused the local Peer subsystem
configuration identified in the message to end abnormally. Give
the programmer the message 10 (SYS-3388).
Additional Information
Previous messages should have indicated what corrective action to
take. An ENABLE can be tried. If the ENABLE fails, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the Syslem Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: S

SYS --3388 (subsystem configuration
nameJ--Subsystem ended abnormally

SYS --3389 (location name)--Enable of location ended
abnormally
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The
ENABLE
procedure
ended
abnormally
before
communications were established with the remote location
specified in the message. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-3389).
Additional Information
Previous messages should have indicated the reason for the failure
and what corrective action to take. If this error continues to
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

SYS --3390 Allocation of line failed ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
An error was found during an attempt to allocate a
communications line. The enable will be ended immediately.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3390).
Additional Information
The error occurred for one of the following reasons:
•

Another Peer subsystem configuration is already using the
communications line.

•

The communications line is not supported.

•
•

The communication line is allocated to the autocall unit.

•

On a 5364 System Unit, asynchronous communications is
currently allocated on another line.

•

On a 5364 System Unit, LAN line 10 is currently allocated.

The communications line is already in use and cannot be
shared by the Peer subsystem at this time.

If one of the previous problems exists, correct the problem and
enable the Peer subsystem again. If none of the previous
problems exist, take option 0 and call for software service.

Note: The Peer subsystem can share an SDLC line if all these
conditions exist:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost,

•
•

It is configured as primary nonswitched
Other support is also nonswitched
The other support is a remote work station or a Finance
subsystem

Peer can share an X.25 line with any other subsystem regardless
of whether it's leased, switched, primary, or secondary.
User Response

SYS --3393Isubsystcm configuration name)--DLC for
subsystem ended abnormally
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

An error occurred that caused the DLC for the local Peer
subsystem configuration identified in the message to end
abnormally. As a result of the DLC ending, the subsystem
configuration also ended.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

Option 0: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. A dump is
taken.

Previous messages may have indicated what corrective action to
take. An ENABLE can be tried. If the ENABLE fails, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual. and call for software service.

SYS --3391 Ilocation namcl--Station address 1stat ion
addressl already in use
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --3394 FORTRAN compile-time message
members not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Communications cannot be established at this time with the
remote location identified in the message.
The reason
communications cannot be established is that communications
support is already active on this line and it is causing a conflict.

An error occurred when the FORTRAN program product was
loaded. Give this message 10 (SYS--3394) to the programmer
responsible for loading FORTRAN on the system.

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-3391).

User Response

Additional Information

Option 3: Compilation is terminated.
program product.

This error occurs when a Peer subsystem (as primary node) tries
to use a station address that is already being used. The same
station address was defined within another ICF subsystem or
remote work station configuration that is active on the same line.

SYS --3400 SDLC lline number) -- Operator answer'
is required •.•

Correct the subsystem configuration record and enable the
location again. Otherwise. if a remote work station is active. the
following steps could be taken:

Severity: 3

Reload the FORTRAN

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
Your station is ready to receive a call on the SOLC line number
given in the message.

1.

Vary off the remote work station.

2.

Correct the remote work station configuration record.

User Response

3.

Vary on the remote work station.

4.

Enable the Peer subsystem.

Option 0: When receiving a call and answering manually, do the
following:
I.

Enter option 0 to continue.

SYS --3392 Subsystem and system configured line
type conflict ...

2.

After you are called, pick up the telephone receiver and talk
to the operator of the other system.

Severity: 3

3.

Put your modem in data mode before the caller puts his or
her modem in data mode.

4.

Hang up the telephone receiver on your modem. The data
link should be established.

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
An error was found during the enable of the Peer subsystem. The
communications line type specified when the subsystem was
configured is different from the communications line type that is
configured for the system.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-3392).
Additional Information

Option 2: The communications tasks are halted. No attempt to
establish the link will be made.

SYS --3401 SDLC Iline numbcrJ-- Operator dial is
required ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Usc the ALTERCOM procedure to change the communications
line type (this change will not be carried over after the next IPL);
or. use the SETC0:\.1!\1 procedure and IPL the system. You can
also usc the CNFIGICF procedure to change the line
configuration member to match what is configured for the system.

This station is ready to call another station on the SOLC line
number given in the message.

User Itesponse

t.:ser Itesponse

Explanation

System Messages
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Option 0: If you are starting a call and you have an IBM
integrated modem, do the following:

previous connection before attempting to make a new
connection.

1.

Put your modem in talk mode.

2.

Pick up the telephone receiver and dial the remote system.

3.

Either the operator of the remote system will answer your
call, or you will hear a high-pitch tone indicating the
operator has placed his or her modem in auto mode. If you
talk to the operator, ask him or her to place the modem in
data mode.

Option 1: The system makes another attempt to establish the
connection.

4.

Enter option 0 after you hear the high-pitched tone
indicating that the remote modem is in data mode.

Option 2: The communications tasks are halted. No attempt to
establish the link will be made.

S.

Hang up the telephone receiver on your modem. The data
link should be established.

SYS --3403 SDLC (line number)-- Attachment failure
-- SRC 181system reference code) •••

If you are starting a call and you do not have an IBM integrated
modem, do the following:

•

Enter option 1 ,to try again. If data set ready is still in an
invalid state, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 0 to continue.

Explanation

2.

Put your modem in talk mode.

3.

Pick up the telephone receiver and dial the remote system.

4.

Either the operator of the remote system will answer your
call, or you will hear a high-pi!ch tone indicating the
operator has placed his or her modem in auto mode. If you
talk to the operator, ask him or her to place the modem in
data mode.

This message indicates that a permanent error was detected by the
wrap test on the indicated line number. In this case, the local
communications adapter and/or its related circuitry has failed.
The system reference code in the message further defines the wrap
test results.

1.

S.

6.

Place your modem in data mode after you hear the
high-pitch tone indicating that the remote modem is in data
mode.

If a 187X system reference code is displayed:
•

Check to see that all the cables are connected.

•

Check to see that the proper test procedures were followed:
For X.21 or X.21 81S (with V.35 DCE), DCE was set
to TEST!; for V.35 network, DCE was set to TEST2;
or the cable tower wrap connector was installed on the
correct line as directed.
For EIAiCCITT, the cable test switch was set to
TEST and the modem was powered on as directed.

Hang up the telephone receiver on your modem. The data
link should be established.

Option 2: The communications tasks are halted. No attempt to
establish the link will be made.

SYS --3402 SDLC (line number)-- Data set ready is
in an invalid state ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 and give the person responsible for maintaining
your communication lines the message ID (SYS ..3403), the line
number, and system reference code identified in the message. This
person should fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.

Explanation

User Response

The system is attempting to establish so LC communications,
however Data Set Ready (DSR) is in an invalid state for the line
number specified in the message.

Option 2: The system performs the necessary termination of the
communications tasks.

•

If this is a nonswitched line, Data Set Ready is not on. Do
one of the following:

SYS --3404 SDLC (line number) -- Modem failure -SRC 181systcm reference code) ...

•

Severity: 5

•

If the failing line has a remote work station attached
to it, run the online problem determination procedures
(enter the PROBLEM command on the entry line of
the console).
If the failing line does not have a remote work station
attached to it, do the following:
...

If you have an external modem, do the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Check AC"power to the modem.
Check the operator controls to the modem.
Check the cable connections to the modem
and any other cable connections.
Follow any modem test instructions in the
modem user's guide.

If you have a Digital Data Service Adapter
(DDSA) or an integrated modem, check the
cable connections.

•
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If this is a switched line, DSR is on, indicating that the
previous connection may not have been disconnected from
the network. Insure that the modem has disconnected the

Auto Response:

Explanation
The message indicates errors were detected by the wrap test on the
indicated line number.
In this case, the local modem or
communications network has failed. The system reference code in
the message further defines the wrap test reSUlts. Do one of the
following:

•

If the system reference code is l8BX, 188X, 18AO, 18EO,
1860, or 18CX, tile person responsible for maintaining your
communications lines should fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the Syslem Problem Determination manual,
and call for hardware service.

•

If the system reference code is 18CX (but not 18CO which
is a remote modem failure), give the remote modem location
to hardware service.

•

For all other system reference codes:
•

If the failing line has a remote work station attached
to it, run the online problem determination procedures

•

(enter the command PROBLEM on the entry line of
the console).
If the failing line does not have a remote work station
attached to it, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

User Response

If this error continues to occur for the above reasons, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Temporary line problems may cause this message to appear
occasionally. If this message appears frequently, you may be
getting slow response time and decreasing performance. One of
the following may be the reason this message appears frequently:

Option 2: The system performs the necessary termination of the
communications tasks.

•

Running at a line speed that is greater than the line speed
supported on the system. Try running at a slower line
speed. This may eliminate the problem.

SYS --3405 SOLC Iline number) -- Wrap test ran
satisfactorily -- SRC 181systcm reference
code) ...

•

Line interference or modem problems. Line interference can
be caused by magnetic interference on the remote line or
between the modem and System/36. You may want to call
hardware service for assistance.

•

The remote processor cannot receive or process data as fast
as System/36 is sending the data. The remote processor will
acknowledge only the data it can accept. System/36 will
have to retransmit the data, possibly several times.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
This message indicates that a communications error was detected,
wrap tests were automatically run on the failing line, and no
hardware problems were found.

User 'Response

A preceding message was displayed describing the original error
that caused the wrap test to be run. ,If that message was either
SYS--6150 or SYS--1150, run the online problem determination
procedures (option 8 from the help menu).

Option 0: Ignore the error and continue the transmission. If you
enter option 0, this message may be displayed again. If line errors
are present, and you do not want this message displayed again,
then do not respond with option 0 to this message.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

SYS --3408 SOIJC lline numb~r) -- Bad data
transmission -- SRC 181system reference
codel···

t:ser Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The system performs the necessary termination of the
communications tasks.

SYS --3'"'06 SDLC lline number) -- Set tcst switch to
TEST position ...
Severity: 5

Explanation
An error occurred during the running of the wrap test.
•

If the failing line has a remote work station attached to it,
run the online problem determination procedures (enter ,the
command PROBLE:vt on the entry line of the console).

•

If the failing line does not have a remote work station
attached to it, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Auto Response:

Explanation
An unrecoverable error occurred in the data communications
environment on the SDLC line number given in the message. A
wrap test is going to be run on the hardware.
User Response
Option 0: Set the Test switch (see below) to the Test position,
then enter option 0 to run the test. After the test has run, a
message will be displayed to indicate the results of the test. At
that time, you can set the Test switch to the Operate position.
How to Set the Test Switch

For the X.21 or V.35 features, the Test switch should be located
on the data communications equipment (DCE). For X.21 or X.21
BIS (with V.35 DCE), set this switch to the Test! position. For
X.21 DCEs that do not provide this test function, install the cable
tower wrap connector in the indicated cable tower line socket. ror
V.35 networks, set this switch to the Test2 position.
For EIA;CCI'IT features, set the Test/Operator switch on the
external cable to the Test position.

Auto Response:

Additional Inrormation
The system reference code further explains the results of the wrap
tests. If the system reference code is 18AX or 186X, the local
modem is detecting bad data quality. If the system reference code
is 18EX, the remote modem is detecting bad data qUality.
User Response
Option 2: The system performs the necessary termination of the
communications tasks.

SYS --3409 SOLC (line numberl-Comm controller
check during wrap-SRC 181system
reference codel ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --3407 SOLC lline number) -- Line degradation
for station Istation address) ..•

A communications controller check occurred, wrap tests were
automatically invoked, and the results of the tests are indicated in
the SRC given in the message text.

Severity: 3

The system reference code indicates a permanent communications
controller check.

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
An unacceptable number of transmission errors are reSUlting in
data retransmissions.
The associated SDLC line number is
identified in the message. If this error occurs frequently, it may
indicate problems in the transmission lines or the modem.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service. Give the
system reference code to hardware service.
t;ser Response
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Option 2: The system performs the necessary termination of the
communications tasks.

SYS --3414 SOLC (Iinc numbcr)- Switchcd network
backup connection ncedcd ...

SYS --3410 SOLC (line numbcr)-- Line degradation
for station (station addrcs....J•••

Severity: S

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
Temporary line problems may cause this message to appear
occasionally. If this message appears frequently. you may be
getting slow response time and decreasing performance. One of
the foJlowing may be the reason this message appears frequently:

•

Running at a line speed that is greater than the line speed
supported on the system. Try running at a slower line
speed. This may eliminate the problem.

•

Line interference or modem problems. Line interference can
be caused by magnetic interference on the remote line or
between the modem and System/36.

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message was issued because switched network backup was
specified at communications configuration time or in the
ALTERCOM procedure. Therefore. a SWitched network backup
line is to be used as a standby for the nons witched point-ta-point
line or multipoint line.
The line identified in the message has failed, and the switched
backup line connection must be established.
User Response
Option 0:
The Operating Your System manual has more
information about the correct dial procedures.
Option 2: Communication is halted for the line. No attempt to
establish the link will be made.

Additional Inrormation
An unacceptable number of receive errors are occurring. The
associated SOLC line number is identified in the message. If this
error occurs frequently. it may indicate problems in the
transmission lines or the modem. I f this error occurs for the
above reasons. fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the
System Problem Determination manual. and can for hardware
service.
User Response
Option 0: Ignore the error and continue the transmission. If you
enter option O. this message may be displayed again. If line errors
are present. and you do not want this message displayed again.
then do not respond with option 0 to this message.

SYS --3411 SDLC (Iinc number)-- SOLC buffer
oyerflow
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
:Ylore data was received in an SOLC buffer than could be handled.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3411) and the line
number identified in the message.
Additional Information
This problem may have been caused by a configuration mismatch.
Check the system with which you are communicating. Nothing
can be done at the System/36 end (for example. if you are
communicating with a Systemj370. the 3705 probably is
configured to have a buffer greater than that of S ystem/36).

SYS --3412 Abnormal termination of SDLC
Severity: 1

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
A permanent error occurred in the SOLC communication task.
An SOLC communications will be halted. This message will be
preceded by a task dump message. Note the number(s) oCthe task
dump(s) and call for software service.

SYS --3415 Communications controllcr chcck for
SOLC
Severity: 1

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
A hardware or program error exists in the Communications
Controller. All SDLC communications will be halted. i'\otify
your hardware service representative if the problem continues.

SYS --3416 SOLC (Iinc number) -- Rcquircd X.21
connect task not acth·c ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
The X.21 task for the SDLC line number identified in the message
is not active at this time. It may not be active because a program
check occurred. or because the line was bypassed during the IPL.
Enter option 2.
Cser Rcsllonse
Option 2: The enable attempt is canceled.

SYS --3417 SDLC )Iine number)-- SOLC wrap test
must be run ...
Severity: 2

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
An error occurred on the line identified in the message. Enter
option 0 to start running the wrap test. The wrap test will gather
more information about the error. The wrap test may take 60
seconds or more to run. While the test is running you will not be
able to complete an E:-\AULE. OISAI3LE. VARY ON, VARY
OFF. or other attempts to bring up or take down SOLe. Finish
any of the above commands before starting the wrap test. Do not
attempt to start any of these commands until the wrap test has
completed. Another message will be displayed and tell you when
the wrap test is finished.
L'scr Response

SVS --3413 2K page failure detected by SDLC

Oplion 0: Start the wrap test.

Severity: ':'-:/A

SYS --3418 SDLC )Iilll~ nmnber)- Remotc dC\'ice
power off/hdwc err on DDSA

Auto Response: NrA

Explanation
A 2K-page failure occurred while running SOLC communications
tasks.
All SDLC communications win be halted. Call for
hardware service.
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Sevcrny: :-';:A
Explanation

Auto Response: NjA

An attempt to make a connection to a remote device on a DDSA
point-to-point line failed.
This usually means that the remote device is not powered on. In
this case the system will wait for the data set ready. When the
remote is powered on, data set ready will come up and
communications will be started.
This message may also be issued when a hardware error is
detected during the initial connection. The system cannot tell the
difference and waits for data set ready to come up. If powering
the remote device does not start communications, a hardware
error should be suspected. In this case, call for hardware service.

SYS --3419 SDLC (line numberl-- Wrap test was not
run
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Take option 2 to allow SOLC to terminate processing for the line.
Remove security from #X21L1B and restart communications.

User Response
Option 2: SOLC terminates processing for communications tasks
on this line.

SYS --3422 SDLC Jline numberl -- Disk I/O error in
X.21 library ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system is attempting to establish SOLC communications on
a line configured for X.21 short hold mode. SD LC cannot read
the X.21 SHM configuration because there is a disk error in
#X21 LIB.

An error occurred on the line identified in the message. This may
be due to a remote system failure or to a modem or line failure.
The diagnostic line wrap test was not run because the current
system does not support it.

Enter option 2 to allow SOLe to terminate processing for this
line, then try to restart communications on the line. If the error
occurs again, do the follOWing:
1.

Delete #X21 LIB.

If this error continues to occur, notify your communications
programmer andior your communications hardware support
person.

2.

Restore #X21 LI B from a backup copy or recreate it using
the OEFINX21 procedure.

3.

Perform problem determination for disk I/O errors.

t:ser Response
Option 2: The system performs the necessary termination of the
communications tasks.

SYS --3420 SDLC (line numberl-- X.21library or
member error ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

t.:ser Response
Option 2: SOLe terminates processing for the line.

SYS --3423 SDLC lline numberl - SliM
Configuration Not I"ound ...

The system is attempting to start communications on a line
configured for X.21 short hold mode. One of the following errors
was found when the SDLe tasks tried to access the configuration
in #X21 LIB:

Severity: N/A

•

#X21 LI B or its member docs not exist.

•

The member in #X21 LI B contains invalid data.

The system is attempting to start SOLe communications on a line
that has a line type of X.21 short hold mode. but necessary
configuration information is missing. Do the following:

•

The member is in use.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

1.

Enter option 2 to allow SOLe to terminate processing on
the line.

Enter option 2 to allow SDLe to terminate processing for the line.

2.

Make sure that DEFINX21 is not active in the system, then
attempt to restart communications for the same line.

Run the OEFI:-.JX21 procedure to create an X.21 short hold
mode configuration for the line.

3.

Restart SOLe communications.

If the error occurs again, run the OEFINX21 procedure and view
the existing configuration for the line. If none exists, create a
configuration for the line. If a configuration already exists, then
the library member is unusable and you must delete the current
configuration and create a new one.

Option 2: SOLC terminates processing for the line.

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: SOLe terminates processing for communications tasks
using this line.

Expl:m:ltion

SYS --3421 SDLC tline numberl-- X.21 library is
protectcd ...
Severity:

~iA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The system is attempting to start communications with SOLC on
a line confi"ured for X.21 short hold mode. SDLe cannot access
the X.21 S~I:\1 configuration member in #X21L1B because it is
read access protected.

t.:scr Response

SYS --3465 The station selectcd for testing is in usc ...
Auto Response:

The procedure tried to test the selected station; however, the
station address was already being used by another SNA task on
the line.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 2 if you want to specify a different line. All
stations you arc going to test must be specified again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--346S).

Additional Information
System Messages
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If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: Specify a different line. All stations you are going to
test must be specified again.

Option 1: The last specified group of stations is not included in
the stations to be tested. You can specify a different configuration.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lo~t.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3467 LAN controller check ...

SYS --3470 (station name)--(station
addressl-SDLC/X.25/LAN invalid
request ...

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is a problem in either the LAN controller or, if you have a
5360 or 5362 System Unit, it may be the system LAN adapter or
cable.
This may be caused by a hardware error in the LAN controller or,
if you have a 5360 or 5362 System Unit, it may be caused by a
hardware error in the system LAN adapter or in the cable from
the LAN adapter.
It may also be caused by a program error in the LAN controller
or in the system LAN adapter (for a 5360 or 5362 System Unit).
Call for hardware service if the problem continues.

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while the system was transmitting a command
to the station identified in the message. The error indicates an
invalid SNA request condition.
Try running the STAT EST procedure again.
Enter options 0, I, 2, or 3. If you enter option 3, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3470) and the station name
and address identified in the message.

Additional Information

Additional Information
If you are running on a LAN line, message SYS-9636 may appear
on the console and in the history file. The purpose of this message
is to help isolate the error condition received. Refer to the
message SYS-9636 in the System Messages for a complete
explanation of the SRC codes.

If you are running the procedure on a LAN line, the message
SYS-9636 may appear on the console and in the history file. The
purpose of this message is to help isolate the error condition
received. Refer to the message SYS-9636 in the System Messages
for a complete explanation of the SRC codes.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --3468 :\"0 LA='i remote address found in
configuration ...
Severity: 5

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 0: The error is ignored and transmissions continue to all
stations currently being tested.

Station test can only test to a station with defined LAN remote
addresses in the configuration. :\Iore information is available by
referring to the Using System/36 Communications manual,
SC21-9082. Do one of the following:

Option I: Transmissions are discontinued to the station identified
in the message text. Transmissions continue to all other stations
being tested.

•
•

Enter option 2 to specify a different line.

Option 2: The test is ended; however, you can enter new data.

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --3471 (station namc)--(station
addrcssl-Pcrmanent SDLC/X.25/LAN
hardware err ...

l:ser Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: You can specify a different line.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled.

A permanent SDLC/X.25[LAN error occurred while the system
was transmitting a TEST command to the station identified in the
message. The modem or the line has gone to a data set not ready
condition. Do one of the following:

SYS --3469 Invalid configuration for a X.21 SII:\1
line ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

EX'Jflanation
Do one of the following:
Enter option
configuration.
•

specify

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

Additional Information
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to

a

different

subsystem

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 2 if you want to end this test and begin another
test.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--3471), and the station name and address identified in
the message.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

Additional Information

The lOB that the link station test is receiving from
SDLC/X.25/LAN indicates that the line has failed or the modem
has gone to data set not ready.
User Response
Option 2: The test is ended; however, you can enter new data to
begin a new test.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3472 (station name)--(station address)--This
station is not communicating ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the error and continue testing all
stations.

•
•

Enter option J to stop testing the station identified in the
message but continue testing all other stations.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3473), and the station name and address identified in
the message.

Enter option 2 to end this test and begin another test.

If the failing station is a remote work station, run the online
problem determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).
If the failing station is not a remote work station, fill out a

Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Explanation
The station identified in the message failed to respond to a
command. The modem or the controller at the remote system did
not respond to the command that was sent.
Make sure the station is powered on and then do one of the
following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore the error and continue testing all
stations.

•

Enter option I to stop testing the station identified in the
message but continue testing all other stations.

•

Enter option 2 to end this test and begin another test.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3472), and the station name and address identified in
the message.

If the faJling station is a remote work station, run the online
problem determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLE~I on the entry line of the console).

Problem

Additional InFormation
If you are running a procedure on a LAN line, message SYS-9636
may appear on the console and in the history file. The purpose
of this message is to help isolate the error condition received.
Refer to the message SYS-9636 in the System Messages for a
complete explanation of the SRC codes.
User Response
Option 0: The error is ignored, and transmissions continue to all
stations currently being tested.
Option 1: Transmissions to the station identified in the message
arc discontinued. Transmissions continue to all other stations
currently being tested.
Option 2: The test is ended; however, you can enter new data to
begin a new test.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If the failing station is not a remote work station, fill out a

Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Problem

Additional Information
If you are running a prodedure on a LA~ line, the message
SYS-9636 may appear on the console and in the history file. The
purpose of this message is to help isolate the error condition
received. Refer to the message SYS-9636 in the System Messages
for a complete explanation of the SRC codes.
User Response

SYS --3474 (station namel--(station
adtlressJ--Undefinetl error testing this
stn ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
ST ATEST found an unrecognizable error while transmitting to
the station identified in the message.
Do one of the following:

Option 0: The error is ignored, and transmissions continue to all
stations currently being tested.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the error and continue testing all
stations.

Option 1: Transmissions to the station identified in the message
are discontinued. Transmissions continue to all other stations
currently being tested.

•

Enter option 1 to stop testing the station identified in the
message but continue testing all other stations.

Option 2: The test is ended; however, you can enter new data to
begin a new test.

•
•

Enter option

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3473 (station namcl-"Istation
atltlressl--SDLC/X.25/LAl" error at this
station ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system received either a DM (disconnect mode). a protocol
violation. or a data overrun response from the remote station.
Turn the failing remote station off and then on again, then do one
of the following:

I.

to end this test and begin another test.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II)
(S YS--3474), and the station name and address identified in
the message.

Additional Information
The lOB that the link station test received has an operation code
or a condition code that cannot be recognized by ST ATEST.
If you are running a procedure on a LAN line. message SYS-9636
may appear on the console and in the history file. The purpose
of this message is to help isolate the error condition received.
Refer to the message SYS-9636 in the System Messages for a
complete explanation of the SRC codes.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.
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User Response
Option 0: The error is ignored. and transmissions continue to all
stations currently being tested.
Option 1: Transmissions to the station identified in the message
are discontinued. Transmissions continue to all other stations
currently being tested.
Option 2: The test is ended; however. you can enter new data to
begin a new test.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

You specified different library members for the X.25 configuration
members. To test the configurations. they must be in the same
library. Enter option O. 2. or 3.
User Response
Option 0: Look again for the configurations in the same library.
Option 2: Start the procedure over from the beginning.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3479 Two X.25 members have been specified ...

SYS --3475 Abnormal termination of
SDLC/X.25/LAN ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

You specified two different X.2S members to test. Only one
member can be tested at a time. Enter opton O. 2. or 3.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

EXplanation

User Response

The SDLC{X.2S/LAN task ended abnormally during an
SDLC{X.2S/LAN test. All testing is ended. and the test program
is ended.

Option 0: The compare is tried again with only one X.2S
configuration being tested.

User Response

Option 2: Start the procedure over from the beginning.

Option 3: The test program transfers to abnormal termination
processing.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3476 Library specified for X.25 member cannot
be found ...

SYS --3480 Allocate failed for communication linc ...
Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
The disk was searched for the supplied library; however. the
requested library was not found. The library that the X.25
configuration member was saved in was deleted. A new X.25
conliguration member must be conligured or the correct library
name must be supplied. Enter option O. 2. or 3.

Auto Response:

The system attempted to allocate the requested communications
line; however. the line is not available at this time.
Do one of the following:
•

Entcr option 1 to try to allocate the line again.

Vser Response

•

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--3480).

Option 0: Try searching for the library again.

Additional Information

Option 2: Start the procedure over again.

If you cannot correct this error. fill out a Problem Summary
Form. found in the System Problem Determination manual. and
call for software service.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3477Imember namel--Member not found in
specified library ...
Severity: 5

On a 5364 System Unit. the allocation could have failed due to a
nonsharable resource that is currently being used by another task:
•

Auto Response:

Explanation
fhe member identified in the message was not found in the library
you specified. Make sure you have specified the correct library.
fhen enter option 0 to try the search again. Otherwise. enter
option 2 or 3.

I •
I •

I•

Asynchronous communications is currently allocated on
another line.
Request for line 10 failed because line 1 is allocated.
Request for line 1 failed because line lOis allocated.
Request for line 9 failed because Bse or asynchronous
communications is allocated on another line.

t:ser Response

User Response
Option 0: The library is searched for the member again.
Option 2: Start the procedure over from the beginning.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The system attempts to allocate the communications
line again.
Option 2: The test is ended; however. you can begin a new test
and enter new data.

SYS --3481 Attachment of SDLe/X.25/LA7\ task
failed ...

SYS --3-178 X.25 Configuration members not in same
library ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option I and the system will try to attach the
SDLC/X.25/LAN t.ask again.

SYS --3484 Switched line connection needs to be
established •••

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS··3481 ).

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation

The system tried to attach the SDLC/X.25/LAN task while
opening the requested communications line. The attempt failed
because there was not enough main storage availal:lle.

•

Enter option I to wait for the connection and continue the
test.

•

Enter option.2 to stop the test and specify a different line.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

User Response
Option I: The system attempts to attach the SDLC/X.25/LAN
task again.
Option 2: The job is ended. Start a new test by entering the
STAT EST procedure again.

SYS --3482 X.25/LAN support not installed on this
system ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

User Response
Option I: Wait for the connection to be established and continue
the test.
Option 2: The test is ended; however you can enter new data to
begin a new test.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created in this step is lost.

Explanation
Software support for X.25 is not installed on the system. Or
support for LAN is not installed on the system. Refer to the
ChanJlinJl Your System Configuration manual, SC21·9052, for
more information.
Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

SYS --3485 Station test cannot test APPC on a
switched line...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
l:ser Uesponse

You have specified an APPC subsystem configuration member;
however, the station test can only test an APFC subsystem
configuration on a nonswitched line. More information is available
by referring to the ST ATEST procedure in the Using System/36
Communications manual, SC21·9082.
Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option
configuration.

SYS --3483 Inconsistent communications line
dcfinition ...

•

Enter option 2 to specify a different line.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

to

specify

a

different

subsystem

Additional Information

Explanation
There is an error in the line definitions of this program and
another communications task already using this line.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Do one of the following:

User Response

•
•

Option 1: The last specified group of stations is not included in
the stations to be tested.
You can specify a different
configuration.

Enter option 1 to try again.
Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··3483).

Additional Information

Option 2: Specify a different line. All secondary stations you are
going to test must be specified again.

The system attempted to open a communications line; however,
another communications task is already using the line. The line
cannot be shared because the line definitions are different.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The Jine configuration is different from the other task that is
running. Stop this task, change the line configuration, and then
start it again or wait until the Jinc is available before running the
STAT EST procedure.
If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
F0HI1, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for soft ware service.
Uscr Uesponsc
Option 1: The system attempts to open the communications Jine
again.
Option 2: The job is cnded.
STATEST procedure again.

To start a new test, enter the

SYS --3486 X.21 intcrf:lcc configuration error...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the configuration record for this line.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to try again.

•

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-3486).

Additional Information
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r'ou are trying to run the. STAT EST procedure on an X.21 line.
rhe configuration record for this line is in error and must be
·edefined. Then run the STAT EST procedure again.
More information is available in the Operating Your System
nanual.
If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
:all for software service.
User Response

Option 1: The system attempts to open the communications line
again.
Option 2: The job is ended.
ST AT EST procedure again.

To start a new test, enter the

SYS --3487 Communications error has been
encountered ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job. Option 3 is the
recommended response. After you cancel the job, run the
ST ATEST procedure again;

Additional Inrormation

The X.2S task encountered an error which caused it to reset the
connection to the communications network. The connection still
exists, but data may have been lost.
User Response

Option 0: The error is ignored~ and transmissions continue to all
stations currently being tested.
Option 1: Transmissions are discontinued to the station being
tested. Transmissions continue to all other stations currently
.being tested.
Option 2: The test is ended; however, you can enter new data.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3489 X.25/LAN connection failure ...

Explanation

Severity: S

One of the following occurred:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

If using an X.21 SH:'vI line, the phone call cannot get
through to the station.

•

If using X.2S, the task detected a protocol ..iolation.

In either case, check to make sure you are using the ST ATEST
procedure correctly. :'vIore information is available in the manual
Using System!36 Communications, SC21-9082.
Do one of the following:

ST AT EST has received a connection failure condition. Do one of
the following:

•

Enter option 0 to continue. The error will be ignored.

I •

Enter option 1 to continue testing to the remaining stations.

•

Enter option 2 to end the test.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job. Option 3 is the
recommended response. After you cancel the job, run the
STAT EST procedure again.

•

Enter option 0 to continue. Errors are ignored.

•

Enter option 1 to continue testing to remaining stations.

Additional Information

•

Enter option 2 to end this test and start a new test.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job. Option 3 is the
recommended response. After you cancel the job, run the
STAT EST procedure again.

The X.25/LAN task found an error somewhere in the X.2S/LAN
communications network. No connection to the remote work
stations has been made.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

If you arc running on a LAN line, message SYS-9636 may appear
on the console and in the history file. The purpose of this message
is to help isolate the error condition received. Refer to the
message SYS-9636 in the System Messages for a complete
explanation of the SRC codes.

User Response

t:ser Response

Option 0: The error is ignored, and transmissions continue to all
stations being tested.

Option 0: The error is ignored and transmissions continue to all
stations currently being tested.

Option 1: Transmissions are discontinued to the station being
tested. Transmissions continue to all other stations currently being
tested.

Option 1: Transmissions are discontinued to the station being
tested. Transmissions continue to all other stations currently
being tested.

Option 2: The test is ended; however, you can enter new data.

Option 2: The test is ended; however, you can enter new data.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3488 X.25
Severity: S

communic~ltions

Rcset ...

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

SYS --3490 No remote work stations configured on
line Iline numberl ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 0 to continue. If there are errors, they will be
processed. Otherwise, the data will be valid.

The operator requested to select from the remote work stations
configured on this line; however, there arc no remote work
stations configured for this line. Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to end transmissions to the station you are
testing.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the request and specify a different
configuration.

•

Enter option 2 to end the test.

•

Enter option 2 to specify a different line .
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Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--3490) and the line number identified in the message.

•

Additional Inrormation
Make sure the line you requested is correct. If it is, you need to
configure the remote work stations on this line. More information
is available in the manual Changing Your System Configuration,
SC21-90S2. If you have any questions, call for software service.

Option 1: The last specified group of stations is not included in
the stations to be tested.
You can specify a different
configuration.
Option 2: Specify a different line. All secondary stations you are
going to test must be specified again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is iosL

User Response

SYS --3493 Duplicate station has been specified ...

Option 0: Ignore the request and specify a different configuration.

Severity: 5

Option 2: Specify a different line.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

You specified two stations to be tested; however, both have the
same station address. More information is available by referring
to the STAT EST procedure in the Using System/J6
Communications manual, SC21-9082.

SYS --3491 IICF configuration name)--ICF
configuration is not primary .••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option
configuration.

•

Enter option 2 to specify a different line.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·-3493).

Explanation
The operator requested an SSP-ICF subsystem configuration
name identified in the message. This is not a primary SDLC;X.2S
configuration. Make sure your configuration record is correct.
More information is available in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to ignore the request and specify a different
configuration.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3491) and the SSP-ICF configuration name identified
in the message.

Auto Rcsponse:

1 to continue

or

specify

a different

Additional Inrormation
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software. service.
User Response
Option I: The last specified group of stations is not included in
the stations to be tested.
You can specify a different
configuration.

If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

Option 2: Specify a different line. All stations you are going to
test must be specified again.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: Ignore the request and specify a different configuration.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3494 istation addrcssJ--This station address
already in usc ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --3492 l'Iumber of specified stations excecds
maximum ...

Explanation

Severity: 5

The procedure tried to test a secondary station; however, the
station address was already being used by another SNA task on
the line.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The maximum number of stations the system can test at one time
has been exceeded. The maximum is one station for a nonleased
switched line, or a LAN line, and seven stations on a multipoint
"'fore information is available by referring to the
line.
ALTERCO"'1 procedure in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to test this station again.

•

Enter option I to test without this station.

•

Enter option 2 if you want to specify a different line. All
secondary stations you are going to tcst must be specified
again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II)
(S ),S·-3494) and the station address identified in the
message.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to specify a different configuration.

•

Enter option 2 to specify a different line.

• -

Enter option 3 and ,give the programmer the message 10
(S YS.-3492).

Additional Inrormation

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
liser Response

Additional Information
If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
t:ser ){esponse
Option 0: The error is ignored, and transmissions continue to all
statIOns currently being tested.
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Option I: Transmissions are discontinued to the station identified
in the message. Transmissions continue to all other stations
currcntly being tested.

Severity: 5

Option 2: Specify a different line. All secondary stations you are
going to test must be specified again.

AU secondary stations being tested at this time have responded
satisfactorily to the TEST command. This message is logged to
the history file only. No operator response is reqUired.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --3499 Invalid SSP-ICF subsystem member ...

SYS --3495 Unable to transmit the tcst command ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

The system attempted to build transmit lOBs but failed. Entcr
option 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--349S).

•

Enter option 0 and specify a different configuration.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-3499).

Additional Information
If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3496 t:nexpected response received ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Inrormation
The line member and the subsystem member do not match. The
subsystem member must be reconfigured. For more information
on how to reconfigure the subsystem member, refer to the
appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you
are using.
User Response
Option 0: Ignore the request and specify a different configuration.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
A station responded to an open station or TEST command.
However, the address of the station docs not correspond to any
station bcin~ tested. Take option 3 and try running the STATEST
procedure agam.
If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3500 X25 line lline number)IX.25 network
configuration member namel - network
not configured
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The system was trying to read the X.25 network configuration
record to establish communications on an X.2S line when an error
occurred. This can be caused by one of the following:

•

The X.25 network configuration record cannot be found,
either because it was not configured or it was deleted. Use
the CNFIGX25 procedure to configure the network
configuration.

•

Another member with the same name, that is not an X.2S
network configuration member, already exists on your
system. This other member is stored in the same library as
the X.25 network configuration members, that is, in library
#X2SUB. If another configuration member with the same
name is in the same library, relocate that member to another
library. Otherwise, change the name of that member. Then
run the CN FIGX25 procedure to configure this X.2S
network configuration.

•

The network configuration member you are attempting to
use was created under a different release. Edit this network
configuration to upgrade it to the current release.

rhe line member and the subsystem member must be created
19ain. For more information on how to create members, refer to
he appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
IOU are using.

•

A disk error occurred. Fill out a Problem Summary Form,
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

Js1!r Response

SYS --3501 X25line lline number)- Network not
ready

SYS --3497 (member name) -- SSP-ICF line member
not found ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
fhe line member for the subsystem specified could not be located
pn disk.
Do one of the following:
Enter option 0 and specify a different configuration.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(5 \·S-3497).

\dditional Information

)ption 0: Ignore the request and specify a different configuration.
)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.,

Severity: N/A

;YS --3498 SDLC/X.25/LAN test transmission
successful

The system is attempting to establish communications on an X.2S
line. However, the network is not ready to respond to the request.
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Can the network carrier to fmd out why communications cannot
be established.
User Response

Option I: The system tries to establish communications again.

This error can occur for the following reasons:

•

The X.2S virtual circuit configuration is not configured. Use
the CNFIGX2S. procedure to configure it.

•

The member read was not an X.2S virtual circuit
configuration. You probably have a member with the same
name and stored in the same library as the X.2S virtual
circuit configuration that you specified in the C!'IIFIGSSP
member or in the ICF line member. You can rename either
your member or the X.2S virtual circuit configuration. In
either case, you must run the CNFIGX2S procedure to
configure the X.2S virtual circuit configuration.

•

A disk error occurred while reading the X.2S virtual circuit
configuration. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Option 2: The communications tasks are halted. No attempt will
be made to establish the link.

SYS --3502 X25 line lline number) failure, local
procedure error
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The X.2S network notified your system of an error (through a
restart indication, diagnostic packet, or link level frame reject) or
X.2S encountered an unexpected error. The communications are
halted. I f the error history table indicates that a restart, diagnostic
packet, or frame reject was received, call your network carrier.
Otherwise, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.
Additional Information

The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as 'XX'.

SYS --3506 X25 line lline number) ICNHGSSP
member name or ICF subsystem member
name) - update X25 configuration
Severity: N/A
Explanation

This problem is caused by one of the following:
•

SYS --3503 X25 line Iline number) failure, cause not
reported by network
Severity: N/A

•

Explanation

•

•

SYS --3504 X25 line lline number) failure, network
error
Explanation

•

The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as 'XX'.

N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An error occurred while attempting to read the X.2S virtual circuit
configuration. The associated CNFIGSSP or ICF subsystem
member name is identified in the message, For ICF,. the X.2S
virtual circuit configuration is specified in the ICF line member,
which is associated with the ICF subsystem member identified in
the message.

A mismatch between the current release level and the X.25
virtual configuration member release level.
The mismatch can occur if the X.25 virtual configuration
member was created under different release level. You can
correct the problem by running the CNFIGX25 procedure
to upgrade the X.2S virtual circuit configuration to the
current release.

Additional Information

Se~rity:

A mismatch between the integrity counter in the X.2S
network configuration and the X.2S virtual configuration on
the first ENABLE or VARY ON for a given line.
The mismatch can occur if you have changed the X.2S
network configuration member without updating the
corresponding X.2S virtual circuit configuration. You can
correct the problem by running the CNFIGX2S procedure
to update the X.25 virtual circuit configuration.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --3505 X25 line lline numberlIC~FIGSSP
member name or ICF subsystem member
namel - configure related X25 stations

The ICF line member configuration associated with
the subsystem member that is identified in the
message.

The mismatch can occur if you have changed the
CNFIGSSP or ICF line member configuration with9ut
virtual circuit
updating the corresponding X.2S
configuration. You can correct the problem by running the
C:-:FIGX2S procedure to update the X.2S virtual circuit
configuration.

Additional Information

An error was detected in the X.2S network, Check the error
history table to find out the cause, then notify your network
carrier,

The CNFIGSSP member identifled in the message
Or

The X.2S network requested your system to restart all
communications (through a restart indication packet with no
cau~e code) but has not provided a reason. The communication
tasks are halted. Call your network carrier.

Severity: N/A

A mismatch between the X.2S virtual circuit configuration
and either:

Auto Response: N/A

The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message,
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as ·XX'.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --3507 X25 line lline number)-call failed to
Inetwork addrcssllreason code)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A call to the X.2S network address identified in the message was
not successful. The cause of the error is identified by the reason
code. The reason codes and their meanings are as follows:
•

000 (out .of order): The remote system has not yet
established a link with its X.2S network. Call the remote site
to determine the cause. Otherwise, there may be a node in
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the network that is out of order. Call your network carrier
to determine the problem.
•

UNXP (unexpected calling OTE): The remote system is not
ready to receive the call, or the remote station is not
expecting a call from you because they cannot identify your
network address. (This may be a configuration problem in
the remote system.) Call the remote site to determine the
.
problem.

•

NO (number busy): The remote system is busy. The remote
system may not have any available logical channels to accept
the call. Call the remote site to determine the problem.

•

TO (time-out): The remote station is not responding to the
call. Call the remote site to determine the problem.

•

NC (network congestion): The X.2S network is congested
and it is temporarially not accepting the call.

Additional Inrormation
The reason code is translated from the cause code and diagnostic
code field in the clear indication packet received from the network.
The translation assumes your network uses CCITT-defined cause
codes and diagnostic codes. If this is not true, check the end of the
message to find the cause and diagnostic code in hexadecimal, then
consult your network carrier.
The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as 'XX'.
User Response
Option 1: The system makes another attempt to call the remote
system.
Option 2: The can is canceled.

facilities are those specified in the X.2S virtual circuit
configuration. See the description of the LPE reason code
for the recovery action.
•

ID (incompatibie destination): The X.2S network detected
an error in the destination specified in the call request
packet. See the description of the LPE reason code for the
recovery action.

•

IA (invalid calling or called address): The X.2S network
does not recognize the calling or called address specified in
the call request packet. See the description of the LPE
reason code for the recovery action.

•

INVP (invalid packet type): A packet was sent to the
network at the wrong time. This may be a configuration
mismatch. See the description of the LPE reason code for
the recovery action.

•

PNA (packet not allowed): A packet was sent to the
network in an incorrect format. See the description of the
LPE reason code for ·the recovery action.

Additional Inrormation
The reason code is translated from the cause code and diagnostic
code field in the clear indication packet sent from the network.
The translation assumes your network uses CCITT-defined cause
codes and diagnostic codes. If this is not true, check the message
to find the cause and diagnostic code in hexadecimal. Then consult
your network carrier.
The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the messa~e.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as 'XX'.

SYS --3509 X2S line (line number)-call rejected from
(network addressJ (reason code)

SYS --3508 X25 line (line number(-eall failed to
(network address) (reason code(

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

A call from the X.2S network address identified in the message
was rejected. The reason codes are:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A can to the X.2S network address identified in the message was
not successful. The cause of the error is identified by the reason
code. The reason codes and their meanings are as follows:
•

000 (out of order): This could occur if the remote system
has not established a link with its X.2S network. Call the
remote site to determine the cause. Otherwise, there may be
some node in the network that is out of order. Call your
network carrier to determine the problem.

•

NO (number busy): The remote system is busy. The
remote system may not have any logical channels available
to accept the call. Call the remote site to determine the
problem.

•

TO (time out): The remote system is not responding to the
call. Call the remote site to determine the problem.

•

!'I:C (network congestion): The X.2S network is congested
and is temporarily not accepting the call.

•

RPE (remote procedure err.or): Indicates the X.2S network
has detected an error in the remote system. Call the remote
site to determine the problem.

•

•
J-JJ2

LPE (local procedure error): The X.2S network detected an
error in the call request packet. Check for any discrepancies
between your configuration parameters and your
subscriptions. If you cannot find any discrepancy, check the
error history table for the cause code and diagnostic code
associated with this error. Then consult your network
carrier.
FE (facilities error): The X.2S network has detected an error
in the facilities specified in the call request packet. The

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

•

APE (address password error): Your system may not be
ready to receive the call (you must enter a VAR Y 0:-; or
E:-;ABLE command), or you have incorrectly configured the
remote system's network address and password. Correct the
problem and call the remote site to retry.

•

FE (facilities error): This may occur when a facility
requested in the incoming call packet does not match or is
not specified in the X.2S virtual circuit configuration. Call
the remote site to determine what facilities they used and
check against the facilities specified in the X.2S virtual circuit
configuration.

•

CUOE (call user data error): This may occur when the
protocol specified in the X.2S virtual circuit configuration
does not ma1c\;l that specified by the remote system, or when
the remote system has sent a call indication packet with the
call user data not specified in a format recognizable by your
System/36. Call the remote site to determine the problem.

•

INVP (invalid packet type): A packet was received at the
wrong time. Call the remote site to determine the problem.

•

OBIT (call with D bit on): A call was received with the 0
bit on. Call the remote site to determine the problem.

•

RSCE (resource error): This may occur when one or more
logical channels are reserved for clear recovery, and there
arc no available unreserved SVC IN or IN-OUT type logical
channels to accept the call on.

Additional Inrormation
The reason code is translated from the cause code and diagnostic
code field in the clear indication packet from the network. The
translation assumes your network uses CCIIT-defined cause

codes and diagnostic COQe~. 11 mis is not true, check the message
to find the cause and diagnostic code in· hexadecimal, then consult
your network carrier.
The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as 'XX'.

SYS --3510 X25 line (line number) - data received
exceeded buffer size
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

More data than could be handled was received in an X.2S buffer.
Additional Information

This problem may have been caused by a configuration mismatch.
Check the system you are communicating with, The error cannot
be corrected on the System/36.
(For example, if you are
communicating with a System/370, the 3705 probably is
configured to have a buffer greater than that of System/36).

SYS --3511 X25 line (line numberl(remote system
name or controller id( - waiting free
logic:.1 channel
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

•

Check the cable connections to the modem and any othe
cable connections.

•

Follow any modem test instructions in the modem user'
guide.

•

Enter option I to try again. If the DSR light is still not or
call for hardware service.

If the DSR light is on, then one of the following has occurred:
•

Receive or transmit line has time-out condition.

•

Idle detected on receive line.

•

Receive line signal detector (RLSD) is not active.

Check the error history table to find the cause, and call yo.
network carrier to find out why a connection cannot 1
established.
User Response

Option I: The system makes another attempt to establish tl
connection.
Option 2: The communications tasks are halted. No attempt
be made to establish the link.

SYS --3515 X25 line (line numberl - Attachment
failure -- SRC 18(system reference code
Severity: N/A

Explanation

\Ii

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An attempt was made to call the remote system or controller
identified in the message. However, all logical channels are
currently in use or reserved for clear recovery. The call will
automatically be attempted again when an appropriate logical
channel (an out only or in-out switched type logcial channel) is
freed.

A permanent error was detected by the wrap test on the I'
number identified in the message. The local communicatic
adapter and/or its related circuitry has failed.

SYS --3512 X25 line (line numberl(remote system id)
- waiting incoming call

Enter option 2 and give the person responsible for maintain
your communications lines the message ID (SYS-3515), the I
number, and the SRC number. This person should fill ou
Problem Summary Form, found in the System ProbJ
DeterminaCion manual, and call for hardware service.

Severity: N/A

User Response

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message only.
Systemj36 is ready to receive a call from the remote system
identified in the message.

SYS --3513 X25 line (line numbcrl(remote system idl
- tariff file update error
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A disk error probably occurred while you were trying to update
the X.25 tariff information for the remote system identified in the
message.
Otherwise, while communicating with the remote
system, you changed tariff accumulation from Y to ;'Il in the X.25
virtual circuit configuration.

SYS --3514 X25 line (line number)- Data set not
ready
Severity: N; A

Auto Response: N /A

Option 2: The system performs the necessary termination of
communication tasks.

SYS --3516 X25 line (line number) - Modem failure
-- SRC IS(system reference codeJ
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A permanent error was detected by the wrap test on the
number identified in the message. The local modem has failed
Enter option 2 and give the person responsible for main tail
your communications lines the message ID (SYS-35\6), the
number, and the SRC number. This person should fill 01
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Prol
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
The four characters to the right of the message are the sy!
reference code.
User Response

Option 2: The system performs the necessary termination of
communications tasks.

Explanation

The system is attempting to establish communications on an X.25
line. If the DSR (Data Set Ready) light is not on for the line
number identified in the message, then do the following:

•
•

SYS --3517 X25 line \Iine numberJ- Wrap kst
successful -- SRC 18(system refl'rence
code\

Check to see if there is AC power to the modem.

Severity: N/A

Check the operator controls to the modem,

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

System Messages

~ communications error was detected.
Wrap tests were
,utomatically run on the failing line, ahd no hardware problems
vere found.
~ preceding message was displayed describing the original error
hat caused the wrap test to be run.

f this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
all for hardware service.

~orm,

'he four characters to the right of the message are the system
eference code.

Jser Response

•

The logical channel is subscribed as a PVC (permanent
virtual circuit) but configured as an SVC (switched virtual
circuit), or the logical channel is subscribed as an SVC but
configured as a PVC.

•

The logical channel is configured but not subscribed, or the
logical channel is subscribed but not configured.

•

The call direction allowed on the logical channel is
configured differently than subscribed.
.

Additional Inrormation
The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
If no cause code or diagnostic code applies, it will appear as 'XX'.

>ption 2: The system performs the necessary termination of the
:ommunication tasks.

SYS --3522 X25 line (line number) (remote system idJphone list exhausted

;YS --3518 X25 line (line number) - set tcst switch to
TEST position •.•

Severity: N/A

.everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

~xplanation

\n unrecoverable error occurred in the data communications
~nvironment on the X.2S line number identified in the message.
\ wrap test is going to be run on the hardware.

';ser Response
)ption 0: Set the test switch to the Test position, then enter
)ption 0 to run the test. After the test has run, a message will be
lisplayed to indicate the results of the test. At that time, you can
;et the Test switch to the Operate position. For help with setting
he Test switch, see How to Set the Test Switch, under the
lescription of message SYS·3406 in this manual.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The system attempted an autocall on an X.2S line. Either all the
numbers in the X.2S phone list were successfully called or
attempts to reach the number(s) failed. The line number and the
remote system are identified in the message.
If attempts to reach the number(s) failed, other previous X.25
error messages will indicate the reasons. See these messages for
the appropriate action to take.

SYS --3523 X25 line (line numbcrJ(remote system idJ(senderJ error, invalid packet
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

!iYS --3519 Communications controller failure -- SRC
18(system reference coder

An invalid packet was detected while communicating on an X.2S
line to a remote system.

;everity: N/A

The line number, the remote system, and the sender are identified
in the message. The sender caused the error. The sender could
be the network, a remote work station, or your System/36.

Auto Response: N/A

~xplanation

User Response

If this is a remote or network problem, notify the appropriate
party. If the local System')6 caused the error, check for any
discrepanclcs bctween the X.25 configuration and the subscription
parameters. If you cannot find the cause of the error, notify your
network carrier. Also, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

:>ption 2: The system ends the communications tasks.

Additional Inrormation

SYS --3520 X25 line (line number) terminated by
network

An invalid packet error is translated from the diagnostic code field
defined by CCnT. Any diagnostic code value from hexadecimal
10 through 10 will have this error type displayed. Check the
error history table or the message to find the exact diagnostic code
in hexadecImal.

!\. communications controller check occurred, which caused a
.nap test to be automatically invoked.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

;everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

E:xplanation
:ommunications on the line identified in the message have ended
Jecause there was no response from the network or because the
1etwork disconnected the communications.

The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as ·XX'.

:all your network carrier to determine the problem.

SYS --3524 X25 line (line nUll1ber((remote system idJ(sender) error, timer expired

SYS --3521 X25 line (line numbcrlloj!ical channel
(channel idl definition mismatch

Severity:

;everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

E:xplanation
rhe logical channel identified in the message is configured
:Iifferently than your subscription. Check the specified line in the
".25 network configuration against your subscription. If they are
:Iiffercnt; call your network carrier. The mismatch can be due to
Jne of the following:
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~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The timer expired during a communications session with a remote
system or during an attempt to establish an X.25 communications
session with a remote system. A response is eXjlected from the
remote system, your System/36, or the 'network.
The line number, the remote system, and the sender are identified
in the message. The sender caused the error. The sender could
be the network, a remote work station, or your System/36.

If this is a remote or network problem, notify the appropriate
party. If the local System/36 caused the -error, notify your network
carrier. Also, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

Additional Information
The timer has expired on a call, reset, clear, or restart packet. The
timer expired error is translated from the diagnostic code field
defined by CCITr. Any OTE diagnostic code from hexadecimal
20 through 24 or from hexadecimal 30 through 34, or OCE
diagnostic code from hexadecimal 30 through 34, will have this
error displayed. Check the message or the error history table to
find the exact diagnostic code in hexadecimal.

The line number, the remote system, and the sender are identified
in the message. The sender caused the error. The sender could
be the remote system or your System/36.
This error occurred at the location identified in the message. If the
error occurred at a remote system, notify that location. I f your
System/36 caused the error, check for any discrepancies between
the X.25 virtual circuit configuration and the subscription data or
the remote location's configuration. If you cannot find the error,
notify your network carrier. Also, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call software service.

Additional Inrormation

The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as 'XX'.

The error type procedure is translated from the cause code or DTE
diagnostic code field defined in the IBM SNA X.25 DTE/DCE
Interface. Check the error history table or the message to find the
exact cause or diagnostic code in hexadecimal.

SYS --3525 X25 line lline number) Iremote system id)Isenderllogical link error

The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as ·XX'.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --3527 X25 line (line numbcrllremote systcm idlIscndcr) error, resources

A logical link level error occurred during an X.2S communications
session with a remote system.

Severity: N/A

The line number, the remote system, and the sender are identified
in the message. The sender caused the error. The sender could
be the network, a remote work station, or your System/36.

A resource error was detected at a remote location during an X.2S
communications session. The line number, the remote system,
and the sender are identified in the message. The sender caused
the error. The sender is a remote work station.

If this is a remote or network problem, notify the appropriate
party. If the error was caused by your Systeml36, make sure the
protocol specified in the X.25 virtual circuit configuration is
compatible with the remote system.
If you are using E protocol (see Note 1 that follows) and the error
history table shows a SO in status byte 5, increase the response
time tolerance (see Note 2 that follows) and try the operatIOn
again. If you cannot find the error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the Problem Determination Guide for your system,
and call for hardware service.

"'otes:
1.

2.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Additional Information
The resource error is translated from the DTE diagnostic code
field defined in the I B:vt S!\A X.25 DTE,'DCE Interface. Check
the error history table or the message itself to flOd the exact cause
or diagnostic code in hexadecimal.
The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as 'XX'.

SYS --3528 X25 Iinc II inc number) Iremote system id)Iscndcr) crror, bad packct

This protocol is specified in the X.25 virtual circuit
configuration. You can use the CNFIGX25 procedure to
determine the protocol type you now have configured on
your system.

Severity: N/A

You use the CNFIGX25 procedure to alter the response
time tolerance.

A bad packet was received during an X.25 communications
session.

Additional Information
The logical link error is translated from the OTE generated
diagnostic code field defined by IllM S:\,A X.25 DTE!DCE
Interface. (System/36 codes hexadecimal 50, 5E, and SF are
exceptions.) Any diagnostic code from hexadecimal 50 through
59, or hexadecimal 60 through 69 will have this error type
displayed. Check the error history table or the message to find the
exact diagnostic code in hexadecimal.
The cause and diagnostic codes -are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as 'XX'.

SYS --3526 X25 line llinc numberllremote s)'stem ittlIscndcr) error, procedure
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The network detected a procedural error during an X.25
communications session.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The line number, the remote system, and the sender are identified
in the message. The sender caused the error. The sender could
be a remote work station or your System/36.
If the error occurred at the remote location, notify the appropriate
party. If the error occurred at your System/36, check for any
discrepancies between the X.25 virtual circuit configuration and
the subscription data. If you cannot find the error, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

Additional Information
The bad packet error is translated from the diagnostic code field
defmed 111 the l!l\! S:\,A X.2S DTE. DCE interface. Check the
error history table or the message itself to find the exact diagnostic
code in hexadecimal.
The cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
I f a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it will appear as 'XX'.

SYS --3529 X25 linc llinc numbl'r) Imnotc s)'stcm id/ISl'lldcr) crror
System Messages
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:everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

~xplanation

~n error was reported to the System/36 during an X.2S
:ommunications session.
However, no specific cause was
ndicated. The error occurred at a remote location or on the
letwork. Consult the appropriate party to determine the cause.
f you cannot determine the cause of the error, fill out a Problem
>ummary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
nanual, and call for software service.

rhe line number, the remote system, and the sender are identified
n the message. The sender caused the error. The sender could
)e the network or a remote work station.
ldditional Information
rhe cause and diagnostic codes are displayed with the message.
f a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningFul,
t will appear as ·XX'.

SYS --3530 X25 line (line numberllremote system id)remote station out of order
;everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

no PVC type logical channel is configured in the X.2S
network.

•

The virtual circuit configuration associated with the remote
system needs a logical channel reference number. However,
the channel is not configured in the X.25 network.

•

The virtual circuit configuration needs a logical channel
reference number. However, the channel is not configured
as a PVC type logical channel in the X.25 network.

•

The virtual circuit configuration needs an SVC (switchod
virtual circuit). However, no SVC type logical channel is
configured in the X.25 network.

•

The virtual circuit configuration needs an SVC (switched
virtual circuit) with a 'Call direction of out. However, no
SVC out or in-out logical channel is configured in the X.2S
network configuration.

•

The virtual circuit configuration needs an SVC (switched
virtual circuit) with a call direction of in. However, SVC in
or in-out type logical channel is configured in the X.2S
network.

SYS --3533 CNFIGX25 procedure is running
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

[his is an X.25 communications error.

SYS --3536 Some logical channels will be deleted

rhe remote location identified in the message is out of order and
~annot be reached. Call your network carrier to determine the
problem.

Severity: N/A

;\dditional Information

Severity: N/A

The cause and diagnostic· codes are displayed with the message.
If a cause code or diagnostic code is not available or meaningful,
it Will appear as'XX·.

SYS --3538 Caution - Virtual circuit mcmber will be
deleted

SYS --3531 X25 line (line numberl(remote system
name or controller id) - waiting called
addrcss frced
Severity:

:-';,'A

Auto Response: :-';/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --3537 Specify an existing

Severity: N/A

S~A/RWS

member

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --3606 Tape and disk record sizes not equal for
add ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The location you want to communicate with is busy. Another
ICF subsystem member or C:-':FIGSSP member is using the
network address for the location. When the address is available,
the S ystem/36 will try to make the connection again.

A tape file is to be added to a disk file or a disk file is to be added
to a tape file, but the record lengths of the two files are not equal.

Additional Information

If you arc trying to add the contents of a tape file to an existing
sequential disk file and you received this message, then the record
lengths are not equal. The tape records will be padded or
truncated based on the disk record length, if you choose to
continue. I f you are trying to add the contents of a disk file to an
existing tape file and choose to continue, the disk records will be
padded or truncated based on the tape record length.

If you intend to have simultaneous communications to the same
remote system (and thereFore the same network address), you
should speciFy a different password in the X.25 virtual circuit
configuration.

SYS --3532 X25 line (line numbcrllrcmote system or
controller id) - invalid logical channel type

Additional Inrormation

l:ser Response

Auto Response: N/A

Option 0: The job continues and the length of the records in the
file being transferred are truncated or padded to equal the length
of the records in the file being added to.

This is an X.2S communications error.

Option 2: The job step. is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: N/A
Expl:lRation

You attempted to establish a communications session (using the
line identified in the message) to the remote system identified in
the message. However, there is no appropriate logical channel on
which to make a call. Check your X.2S network configuration
and Virtual circuit configuration. You may have to change your
X.2S subscription or your configuration data. One of the
following may have caused the problem:

•
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The virtual circuit configuration associated with the remote
system needs a PVC (permanent virtual circuit). However,

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step arc saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3607 Sum of kcy Icngth :md position too large
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering statements from
TRANSFER statement is incorrect.

the

keyboard,

the

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
this job. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-3607) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

SYS --3610 Tape file is not an exchange file
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are attempting to use TAPECOPY to copy a non-exchange
tape file to disk or to add a disk file to a non-exchange tape file.
TAPECOPY only works with exchange files.
Additional Inrormation

Additional Inrormation

You cannot use TAPECOPY to work with non-exchange files.
Another system procedure must be used for those files.

You tried to create an indexed file on disk from a tape file, but the
sum of the key length and key location exceeded the record length
plus one.

User Response

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3608 lfile narnel--tltis file on disk is full
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The disk file is not large enough to contain all of the records in the
tape file you are copying.
Additional Inrormation
The number of records or blocks specified in either the
TAPECOPY command or the COPYO FILE statement is too
small. If you are adding a tape file to an existing disk file, the
amount of space allocated to the disk file is not large enough to
contain the records in the tape file.
l:scr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3611 DUPKEY given, key length and position
missing
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
When DUPKEY is specified in parameter 20 of the TAPECOPY
command, the key length and key position must also be given.
Enter the procedure again.
If the procedure is part of a job step, enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-36 I I).
Additional Inrormation
You specified that a file be copied from tape to disk (TI or T2 in
the third parameter of the TAPECOPY command), and you
indicated that the new disk file should allow duplicate keys
(DUPKEY is specified in the twentieth parameter position).
When DUPKEY is specified for the twentieth parameter, the key
length and location are required, but were not specified in this
case.
l:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3609 Tape and disk record sizes not equal ..•

SYS --3612 T APECOPY parrn 20 must be
DUPKEY, NODUPKEY or null

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk file is to be copied to tape, but the specified record length
docs not equal the actual record length of the file.
Additional Information
The record length specified in either the TAPECOPY command
or the COPYO FILE statement does neit equal the record length
of the disk file.
User Response
Op,tion 0: The job continues and the tape file will contain
truncated or padded records.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created u~ to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previo';!s .step~ in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXlstmg Illes
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the twentieth parameter
position.
If the procedure is part of a job step, enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-3612).
Additional Information
You specified that an indexed disk file be created from an
exchange file on tape. If duplicate keys are to be allowed, the
twentieth parameter must specify DUPKEY, otherwise checking
will be done for duplicate keys. NODUPKEY is assumed if this
parameter is left blank.
l:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
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SYS ··3613 TAPECOPY parameter 6 must be Fl or
null
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the sixth parameter position.
The sixth parameter must be FI or not specified.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the fourth parameter
position. Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step,
give the programmer the message ID (SYS.36 16). Otherwise,
enter the procedure again with the correct parameters.
Additional Information

Enter option 3.. If the procedure is part of a job step, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-3613). Otherwise, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

If you are attempting to copy a tape file to disk, parameter 4 must
be. ADD, NOADD, or not specified.

Additional Information

If you are attempting to copy a disk file to tape, the fourth
parameter must be ADD, ADDNOCHK, NOADD, or null.

You specified that a file be copied from tape to disk (TI or T2 in
the third parameter of the TAPECOPY command), but an invalid
parameter was specified in the sixth parameter position. When Tl
or T2 is specified in the third position, the sixth parameter must
be FI or not specified.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3614 File label is invalid when REEL is not
SL...
Severity: 3

You

•

Enter option 0 to continue transferring the file.

•

Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step, give
the programmer the message ID (SYS.3614). Otherwise,
enter the procedure again with the correct parameters.

It is not possible to indicate a specific file label for a tape file when
the type of processing is not SL. If you choose to continue, the
file label you specified will be ignored.
l:ser Response
Option 0: Continue transferring the file; ignore the file label.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3615 TAPECOPY parm 3 must be FI, TI, 1'2
or null
Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Additional Information
You specified that a file be transferred from disk to tape (Fl in the
third position of the TAPECOPY command) but an invalid
parameter \Vas specified in the sixth parameter position. The sixth
parameter position must be TI, T2, or not specified.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3618 TAPECOPY parm 8 must be AUTO,
l'iOAUTO or null
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the eighth parameter
position.
The eighth parameter position must be AUTO,
r..;OACTO, or not specified. Enter option 3. If the procedure is
part of a job step, give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·3618). Otherwise, enter the procedure again with the correct
parameters.
Cser Rcsponse

An invalid UNIT parameter was specified in the TAPECOPY
procedure. The UNIT parameter must be F I, Tl, T2, or not
specified. Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step,
give the programmer the message ID· (SYS·36IS). Otherwise,
enter the procedure again with the correct parameters.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.
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Severity: 3

User Response

Additional Information

SYS --3616 Parm 4 must be ADD,
l'iOADD or null

SYS --3617 TAPECOPY parm 6 must be 1'1, 1'2 or
null

An invalid parameter was specified in the sixth parameter position.
The sixth parameter position must be TI, T2, or not specified.
Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step, give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS·3617). Otherwise, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

Explanation

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

A file label was specified in the first parameter position.
should do one of the following:

User Response

ADD~OClIK,

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates malie to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3619 Parm 9 must be STDLAHEL, St,
N()~LABEL, l'iL or null
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the ninth parameter
position. The ninth parameter position must be STDLA8EL, SL,

NON LABEL, NL, or not specified. Enter option 3. If the
procedure is part of a job step, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-3619). Otherwise, enter the procedure again with the
correct parameters.
Additional Information
You specified that a file be copied from disk to tape (FI in the
third parameter of the TAPECOPY command), but an invalid
pa"rameter was specified in the ninth parameter position. When
FI is specified in the third position, the ninth parameter must be
STDLABEL, SL, NON LABEL, NL, or not specified.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3620 Im'alid parm 9 in TAPECOPY
command .••
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3622 Parm 11 must be FIXED, F,
FIXEDBLK, FB or null
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the eleventh parameter
position. The eleventh parameter position must be FIXED, P,
FIXEDBLK, FB, or not specified. Enter option 3. If the
procedure is part of a job step, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-3622). Otherwise, enter the procedure again with the
correct parameters.
Additional Information
You are copying a file from disk to tape (FI in the third
parameter position of the TAPECOPY command), but an invalid
parameter was specified in the eleventh parameter position. When
FI is specified as input, parameter eleven must be FIXED, F.
FIXEDBLK, FB, or not specified.

Explanation

User Response

An invalid parameter was specified in the ninth parameter
position. The ninth parameter position must be STDLABEL, SL,
i'l:O:"o:LABEL, NL, NO:'llSTAND, NS, BYPASS, BLP, or not
specified.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-3620). Otherwise, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

SYS --3623 Invalid parm 11 in TAJ>ECOPY
command ...

Additional Information

Severity: 3

You specified that a file be copied from tape to disk (TI or T2 in
the third parameter of the TAPECOPY command). but an invalid
parameter was specified in the ninth parameter position. When
TI or T2 is specified in the third position. the ninth parameter
must be STDLAUEL, SL. :-':O:"o:LABEL, NL, NONSTAND, NS,
BYPASS, BLP, or not specified.

Explanation

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3621 TAPECOPY parm 10 is invalid ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

An invalid parameter was specified in the eleventh parameter
position.
Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-3623). Otherwise, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.
Additional Inrormation
You are copying a file from tape to disk (TI or T2 specified in the
third parameter pOSition of the TAPECOPY command), but an
incorrect parameter was specified in the eleventh parameter
position. When T1 or T2 is specified as input, parameter eleven
must be FIXED, F, FIXEDBLK, FB, VARIABLE, V, or not
given.
User Response

Explanation
A volume I D was specified in the tenth parameter position. When
the type of processing is not SL, the VOLID parameter is invalid
You should do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to continue transferring the file with the
VOLID parameter ignored.

•

Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step, give
the programmer the message ID (SYS-3621). Otherwise,
enter the procedure again with the correct parameters.

Additional Information
You are copying to or from a tape that does not have standard
la~ls. Therefore, the specified VOLID parameter is invalid and
will be ignored if you choose to continue.
User Response
Option 0:
ignored.

Auto Response: 3

Processing continues.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3624 Parm 14 must be LEAVE, UNLOAD,
REWIND or null
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The fourtccnth parameter of the TAPECOPY procedure is
incorrect. If specified, parameter 14 must be LEAVE, UNLOAD,
or REW1:-':D. Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job
step. give the programmer the message ID (SYS-3624).
Otherwise, enter the procedure again with the correct parameters.
User Response

The VOLID parameter is

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
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iYS --3625 TAPECOPY parms 16-20 are invalid .••
everity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-3628). Otherwise, enter the
procedure again specifying a key length and a key position.

:xplanation

Additional Information

• value was specified for one or more parameters in positions
6-20. These parameter positions are invalid.

A key position (parameter 19) was specified in the TAPECOPY
procedure, but no key length (parameter 18) was specified. Both
parameters are optional, but when one is specified, both must be
specified.

Enter option 0 to continue transferring the file.
Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step, give
the programmer the message ID (SYS-3625). Otherwise,
enter the procedure again with the correct parameters.
ldditional Information

'ou are trying to add a tape file to a file on disk and specified a
'alue for one or more parameters beyond the fifteenth position.
lositions 16 through 20 are valid only when copying a tape file to
, new disk file. Parameters 16 through 20 will be ignored if you
hoose to continue.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3629 Key length parm given--key position parm
missing
Severity: 3

Jscr Response

)ption 0: Continue transferring the file. Parameters 16 through
~O will be ignored.
)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job and any records added or updates made to existing mes
'y this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
onger exist. II owever, any fIles created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3626 TAPECOPY parm 7 must be blank
;everity: 3

User Response

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

rhe seventh parameter (retention days) for the TAPECOPY
)rocedure is not allowed. When copying a tape file to disk, the
ievcnth parameter must be blank. Enter option 3. If the
)rocedure is part of a job step, give the programmer the message
lD (SYS-3626). Otherwise, enter the procedure again with the
:orrect parameters.
Lser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are entering the TAPECOPY procedure, you incorrectly
entered a parameter.
Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-3629). Otherwise, enter the
procedure again specifying a key length and a key position.
Additional Information

A key length (parameter 18) was specified in the TAPECOPY
procedure, but no key position (parameter 19) was specified. Both
parameters are optional, but when one is specifled, both must be
specified.
t:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3630 Extcnded charactcr file (file namc) has
been deletcd
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --3627 TAPECOPY parm 16 must be BLOCKS,
RECORDS, or null
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

The deletion of one or both of the extended character files was
requested through the IPL override prompt screens on an
Ideographic system, and module #XDXFD has successfully
completed deleting one of the flies.

Explanation

The sixteenth parameter of the TAP ECO PY procedure is
incorrect.
If specIfied, parameter 16 must be ULOCKS or
RECORDS. Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job
step, give the programmer the message ID (SYS-3627).
OtherwIse, enter the procedure again with the correct parameters.
t:scr Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owe vcr , any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --3631 Unable to delete extcndcd character file
(file name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The deletion of one or both of the extended character files was
requested through the I PL override prompt screens on an
Ideographic system, and module ItXDXFD has experienced an
error and was unable to delete the requested file.

SYS --3628 Kcy position parm given--key length parm
missing

SYS --3650 (rcmote system n:lmc)lline nUlllbl'rl -C/SNA condition (condition codcl(sense
codc and offset I

Severity: 3

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

If you are entering the TAPECOPY procedure, you incorrectly
entered a parameter.

This message is logged to the History File and is not displayed on
the console. The purpose of this message is to help isolate the
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cause of a connection failure previously logged with message
SYS-84S0, SYS-84S2, SYS-84S6, or SYS-84S7.

but the XID was received on the wrong station address.
This can be fixed by configuring the proper station address
for the remote system.

The Condition Code has the following meanings:
14

Request Disconnect (RD) RSP received.

15

DISCONNECT received.

17

SNRM in NRM received.

21

Time-out

22

Protocol violation.

23

Station address in use.

24

Disconnected Mode (DM) RSP received.

25

Data overrun.

27

Maximum number of network sessions exceeded (LAN).

20

X.25 communications error or X.21 Short Hold Mode error.

2E

X.2S communications reset.

2F

X.2S or LAN connection failure.

42

Invalid S:-\A request.

81

Permanent DLC hardware error.

82

DLC 2K page failure.

83

Abnormal termination.

84

Cancel option.

85

Autocall failure.

86

PC Controller check.

FI

Incomplete exchange 10 (XIO).

F2

Timer expiration.

F3

Line in usc.

f4

Receive XID error.

1-"5

Send XID error.

I'F

Session abnormally terminated.

56

Maximum number of XID's allowed to be received has been
exceeded. This prevents a deadlock condition of receiving an
inlinite number of XI D's without getting activated.

57

The remote node ID received in the XID could not be
found. This can be fixed by configuring the remote system
Dlock number and XID number correctly in the local
CNFIGICF line member.

58

The remote system name received in the XID could not be
found. This can be fixed by configuring the remote system
name properly in the CNFIGICF line member.

59

An XID role negotiation error occurred. Verify that the
local and remote systems have compatible link station roles.
One system must be primary, the other system must be
secondary or one of the systems must have negotiable
protocol.

60

The remote location associated with the remote system is
configured as a networking node; but, through the XI D
exchange, it has been determined that the remote system is
actually a nonnetworking node. This can be fixed by
configuring the remote location as a non networking node.

61

The remote location associated with the remote system is
configured as a nonnctworking node; but, through the XI D
exchange, it has been determined that the remote system IS
actually a networking node.
This can be fixed by
configuring the remote location as a networking node or by
not explicitly configuring the remote location_at all (in which
case it is assumed that the remote location associated with
the remote system is a networking node).

62

The remote system that was connected to the Sj36 is
configured as a peer remote system, but through the X I D
exchange, it has been determined that the remote system is
actually a host remote system. This can be fixed by
configuring the remote system as a host remote system in
the CNFIGICF line member.

SYS --3651 Ircmote location namcllscssion group

namcllscnsc codcl Failure to obtain route
Severity: NjA

Auto Response: NjA

Additional Information

Explanation

It is possible that a SYS-84S6 Connection Attempt Failed ...
message or a SYS-84S7 Connection Failure... message is issued
because an XID error has been detected.

This message is logged to the History File to indicate that there is
no path to reach the named APP:-.J remote location via the
specified session group.

If a SYS-3650 message with a condition code of 'FS' is found in
the history file, the remote system has detected some error. The
two rightmost digits of the sense code show what byte the remote
system detected the error in.

Additional Information

If a SYS-3650 message with a condition code of 'F4' is found in
the history file, the local system has detected some error. The two
rightmost digits of the sense code have the following meanings in
this case:

50

An improper XID format was sent by the remote system.

51

A null XID was sent by the remote system after the remote
system had previously sent a Format-3 XID. (Negotiable
Only)

52- The node ID changed to an invalid value during link station
role negotiation. (Negotiable Only)

SYS --3652 In'mote location narncllsession group

nmm'llscnse codel Extcndcd Bind too
lar~e

Severity: NjA

Auto Response: Nji\

Explanation

53

Node

54

An XID was received from a remote system that is in a reset
state.

This message is logged to the History File to indicate that a path
eXists to the requested APPN remote location but the number of
hops required is too large.

55

An X I D was received from a remote system that is
configured with the proper node ID or remote system name,

Additional Information

Jl)

randomization error. (Negotiable Only)

Call the operator at the node contammg the specified remote
location to verify that the remote location name has been specified
correctly. ~Iake sure that a sequence of links exist that connect
the local node with the remote node. 1\1 ake sure that each of the
links has properties which are consistent with the specified Session
Group (such as, a session group requiring secure links has been
specified but there is no path to the remote location using only
secure links).
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Determine if there is a shorter sequence of links by which the
remote location may be reached via the specified session group.
Make sure all links in the shorter path are operational.

SYS --3653 Iremote location namellsession group
name)lsense code) Session Buffers
unavailable
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is logged to the History File whenever the MSRJE
subsystem detects a BIND failure. This message should help in
determining the cause of the BIND failure. The message text
includes the location element name, the system sense code, and the
offset of the failing byte. Refer to the Multiple Session Remote
Job Entry Guide, SC21-7909, for additonal information.

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

This message is logged to the History File to indicate that there is
insufficient real storage available to establish the requested session.

The bind image is traced if the user has selected function 10 'lA'
when using the trace utility.

Additional InFormation

SYS --3658 (remote location name) (sense code and
offsetJ-- DE3270 BI~D failure

Try to free real storage by ending sessions which may no longer
be required or by terminating application or system functions
which are no longer required. If this problem continues, install
additional storage on this system.

SYS --3654 (remote system name)lline number) Node
.Failure - BIl'\D Buffers Unavailable
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is logged to the History File to indicate that there is
insufficient real storage available to enable the specified remote
system.
Additional InFormation
Try to free real storage by ending sessions which may no longer
be required or by terminating application or system functions
which are no longer required. If this problem persists, install
additional storage in this system.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is logged to the History File whenever the 3270
Device Emulation subsystem detects a BIND failure. This
message should help in determining the cause of the BIN 0 failure.
The message text includes the location element name, the system
sense code, and offset of the failing byte. Refer to the 3270 Device
Emulation Guide for additional information.
Additional Information
The bind image is traced if the user has selected function ID 'IN
when using the trace utility.

SYS --3659 (Remote Location ~amcl(Selise Code and
Offset) -- APPC BI:"iD failure
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --3655 (remote system namel(scnse code and
offsetl -- BI~D failure
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is logged to the History File whenever C;S:--IA
detects a nJ:--; 0 failure. The message text includes the name of the
remote system which sent the BII'D, the system sense code, and
the offset to the failing byte.
Additional InFormation

This message is logged to the History File whenever the APPC
subsystem detects a BIND failure. This message should help in
determining the cause of the BIND failure. The message text
includes the remote location name, the system sense code, and the
offset to the failing byte. Refer to the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
information.
Additional Information
The bind image is traced if the user has selected function 10 'lA'
when using the trace utility.

The bind image is traced if the user has selected function 10 'lA'
when using the trace utility.

SYS --3663 (network identifier) (control point nameJ
PCID mismatch detected

SYS --3656 (remote location name) (sense code and
offsetl -- S~lJF BI~D failure

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

This message is logged to the History File to indicate that a BIND
positive response or an UN m N 0 request has been received for a
session which has already been unbound and whose session
address has been reused. The RU is discarded. No action is
necessary.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is logged to the history file whenever the SNUF
subsystem detects a III N 0 failure. This message should help in
determining the cause of the IlIND failure. The message text
includes the location clement name, the system sense code, and the
offset to the failing byte. Refer to the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --3664 X25 abnormal termination
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

in~rmation.

Explanation

Additional Information

A permanent error occurred in the X.2S communication tasks.
All X.25 communications Will be halted. This message is preceded
by a task dump message. Note the number(s) of the task dump(s),
fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

The bind image is traced if the user has selected function ID 'lA'
when using the trace utility.

SYS --3657 (remote location namellsense code and
offset) -- MSRJE B1~D failure
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SYS --3665 X25 2K page failure

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A 2K-page failure occurred while running X.2S communication
tasks. All X.2S communications will be halted. Fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.

SYS --3666 X2S line (line number) (remote system
namel - DEFINX2S system name
mismatch
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an X.2S communications error.
The remote systems identified in the phone list and in the ICF line
member do not match. Check the phone list member and ICF line
member for errors.

SYS --3667 X2S line Ilinc numbcrllrcmotc system or
controller idl- Reset/Clcar recovery failed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The X.2S program attempted to recover from a reset or clear
indication packet sent from the network. The reset or clear
indication was sent because the network detected an error or
because the network is congested. This message is issued only
when the E protocol (see note that follows) is used. Check the
error history table to find out the cause code and diagnostic code
associated with the clear or reset indications and consult your
network carrier.
~otc: This protocol is specified in the X.2S virtual circuit
configuration.
You can use the C]'IjFIGX2S procedure to
determine the protocol type you now have configured on your
system.

SYS --3668 Communications controller check for
X25...
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 0

SYS --3671 X2S line (line number) (remote system id)
- (senderl buffer busy condition
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A buffer busy condition
communications session.

has

occurred during

an

X.2S

The line number, the remote system, and the sender are identified
in the message. The network has sent your Systcm/36 a
nonrecoverable RNR (receive-not.ready) while operating on a
module 128 type network (Japan network). Notify your network
carrier, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

SYS --3672 X2S linc (line number) is reserved
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This problem is caused by a VAR Y ON or ENABLE command
on a line reserved by X.2S. Line 8 is reserved if two or three lines
are configured for X.2S, and line 7 is reserved if three lines are
configured for X.2S.
Attempt to VARY ON or ENABLE on a line not reserved by
X.2S.

SYS --3673 X2S line lline numberllnctwork
configuration member namel incompatiblc
with one in use
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
This problem was caused by a subsequent VARY ON or
ENABLE command on the same line using a different X.2S
network configuration member or the same X.2S network
configuration member with a different update level.
Additional Information

Explanation
There is either a hardware error or a program error in the
communications controller. All X.2S communications will be
halted. This message is be pr.:ceded by a task dump message.
Note the number(s) of the task dump(s), fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.
The four characters to the right of the message are the system
reference code.

SYS --3669 X2S Iinc (linc numbcrllrcmotc systcm or
controller idJ - logical ch~mncl in usc
Severity: NjA

was being used by another ICF subsystem or remote work
station. You can try the operation again when the address is
available.

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
An attempt to establish an X.2S communications session was not
successful because the required logical channel was being used by
another ICF subsystem. You can try the operation again when
tht!'"channel is available.

A subsequent VARY 0;-': or ENABLE command on the same line
must use the same X.2S network configuration name. The X.2S
virtual circuit member must be updated after any change made in
the X.2S network configuration member.

SYS --3674 X25 line llinc number) - wrap tcst must
be run ...
Severity: N/A
Explanation
An unrecoverable error occurred in the data communications
environment on the X.2S line number identified in the message.
A wrap test is going to be run on the hardware after option 0 is
selected.
User I{esponse
Option 0: Enter option 0 to run the test. After the test has run, a
message will be displayed to indicate the results of the test.

SYS --3701 Printer not avaihlble for system list data ...

SYS --3670 X2S linc Ilinc numberllrcmotc systcm or
controller idl - network address in usc

Severity: S

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation An attempt to establish an X.2S communications
session was not successful because the required network address

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

The system list printer is in use by another user program or utility
program and is not available for system list output.
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Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

•

Enter option 0 to display the data instead of printing it.

User Response

•

Enter option 1 to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--3701).

Option 0: The procedure continues running, but no statements
are listed. The DEBUG operation is canceled for the remainder
of the job.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

This job is not spooling printed output and is trying to use a
printer that is allocated to another job.

SYS --3720 Enter number of lines to be displayed

User Response

Severity: S

Option 0: The job continues. The system list data will be
displayed for this job step but will not be printed.

Explanation

Option 1: The operation is tried again. The system list printer
might be available now.

Auto Response:

You are displaying system list data on the display station. Your
response to this message controls the number of lines that will
appear on the next display or ends the system list display.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

•
•

SYS --3703 Printer not available for system list data ...

•

Severity: S

Enter a 0 to end the system list display.
Enter a 1- or 2-digit number from 1 through 18, indicating
the number of lines you want on the next system list display.
Any other input causes the maximum number of lines to
appear on the next display.

Auto Response:

SYS --3721 System operator ended step. Press Entcr

Explanation
The system list printer is in use by another user program or utility
program; therefore, it is not available for system list output.

Severity: S

Do one of the follOWing:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 0 to print the output on the system printer.

•

Enter option 1 to try the operation again.

The system operator has selected option 2 for an error while
running your job. The job step running at that time was ended.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--3703).

Press the Enter key to continue operation at this display station.
Contact the system operator for information about the error.

Additional Information

SYS --3725 Pause--when ready, enter 0 to continue

The job is not spooling printed output and is trying to use a
printer that is allocated to another job.

Specification Type:
Explanation

esC!' Response

Option 0: The job continues. The system printer will be used as
the system list printer for this step. This option is not allowed if
the system list device is already the system printer.
Option 1: The operation is tried again. The system list printer
might be available now.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by· this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

This message does not indicate an error, but provides time for you
to respond to the job currently running. A message from the
program, which tells you what to do next, usually precedes this
message. Refer to your installation procedures or job setup
instructions for the correct procedures, and perform any of the
required actions.
For more information about the Pause message text, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If you have any questions,
call software service.
Enter option 0 to continue.
Uscr Response
Option 0: The job continues.

SYS --3719 User not authorized to read proc in libr
llibrary namel
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --3726 Pmlse--Iuser supplied text in pause
exprcssionlluscr supplied text in pause
exprcssionl\remote systcm or controller
illl

You tried to use the DEBUG OCL statement to list the
statements in a procedure. However, the library is secured and
you are not authorized to use it.

Specification Type:

Do one of the following:

This message does not indicate an error. A PAUSE statement
containing user-supplied text has been encountered. The first 65
bytes of the user-supplied text are displayed. If the text is longer

•
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Enter option 0 to continue without listing the statements.

Explanation

than 65 bytes, it can be accessed by printing the history file. Enter
option 0 to continue.
For more information about the pause expression, refer to the
If you have any
questions, caU software service.

Systems Reference manual, SC21·9020.
User Response

The text in this message is sent to the system console from
another display station. The display station sending the message
is identified on the format line.
If a procedure contains a /I ** statement and the procedure is
called by the system console in work station mode, the message
will appear in work station mode.
For more information about a

Option 0: This job continues.

Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --3750 No parameter specified in an IF
expression

User Response

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running.
Additional Information
An IF expression in the form IF keyword-value with a null value
was found. For more information about the IF expression, refer
to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If you have any
questions, call software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3751 Invalid syntax in an EVALUATE
expression
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running.
Additional Information

/I ** statement, refer to the System

Enter option 0 to continue.

Option 0: This option indicates the system operator acknowledges
the message.

SYS --3754 Statement incompletc--no parameters
specified
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
Additional Information
At least one parameter must be specified on 1/ * or 1/ ..
statements. F.or more information, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering
statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused this
error is ignored; enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

II ** statement not

The value( s) following the keyword EV ALU ATE do not conform
to the syntax rules. For more information about the EVALUATE
expression, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If
you have any questions, call software service.

SYS --3755 Message identified by
found

User Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --3752 Dh'ision by zero is not allowcd
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running.
Additional Information
The c:,(!)re~sion following the procedure control expression
EVALl'A rE, has a divisor of zero, or a zero divisor was
calculated through an expression. For more information about
the EVALl'ATE expreSSion, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020. If you have any questions, call software
sen·lce.
l'ser Itesponse
O~ion

3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3753 Info Illsg for systcm oJlerator from display
station
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 0

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

If you are entering statements from the keyboard, the message
associated with the MIC (message 10) entered in the 1/ **
statement was not found.
Do one of the following:
•

I f you are entering statements from the keyboard, enter
optiori 1, the statement in error is ignored. Enter a correct
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--3755).

Additional Information
The message associated with the MIC specified in a 1/ ••
statement was not found. Either the message is not in the current
L'SERI message member or no USERI message member was
specified ** statement.
l:ser Hesponse
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused this
error is ignored; enter the correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --3756 Maximum number of arithmetic
operations exccedc(1

The parameter in a II * or a 1/ ** message statement must be
either 4 decimal digits without any quotation marks, or a message
enclosed in single quotation marks.

Severity: 3

User Response

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running.
t\dditional Information
The expression following the procedure control expression
EV ALU ATE, exceeds the number of nested operations allowed.
For more information about the EVALUATE expression, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If you have any
questions, call software service.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3759 Only beginning quote given. Quotes must
be paircd
Severity: 5

l:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is ,lost.

SYS --3757 Invalid MIC--rnust be 4 digits
Severity: 3

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering
statements from the. keyboard. The statement that caused this
error is ignored; enter the correct statement.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering statements from the keyboard, the parameter
in the II * or the II .. message statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•

If you are entering statements from the keyboard, enter
option I, the statement in error is ignored. Enter a correct
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3757).

Additional Information
The parameter in a II * or a II ** message statement must be
either 4 decimal digits without any quotation marks, or a message
enclosed in single quotation marks.

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering statements from the keyboard, the parameter
in the /I * or II ** message statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

If you arc entering statements from the keyboard, enter
option I, the statement in error is ignored. Enter a correct
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--37S9).

Additional Information
The parameter in a II * or a II ** message statement must be
either 4 decimal digits without any quotation marks, or a message
enclosed in single quotation marks.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering
statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused this
error is ignored; enter the correct statement.

l:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering
statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused this
error is ignored; enter the correct statement.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3758 Only ending quotc specified. Quotes must
be paired
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering statements from the keyboard, the .parameter
in the II * or the II ** message statement is incorrect.

SYS --3760 :\'0 room for parameter in PPSA
Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (S\'S--3760).
Additional Information
The maximum ar.l"'.!lt of procedure parameter data allowed has
been exceeded. You can use the DEBUG OCL statement to find
the error in the procedure. Refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is c,anceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

D9-one of the following:

SYS --3761 Pl'rmanent I/O error on disk read

•

If you arc entering statements from the keyboard, enter
option I, the statement in error is ignored. Enter a correct
statement.

Severity: 3

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--3758).

This is a hardware error. Enter option 3 and give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--3761).

•

Additional Information
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Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

Auto Response:

A return code, indicating a permanent 1/0 error, was sent from a
call to the disk input/output supervisor to the system input
function.

Severity: 3

If the error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form,
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

There is an error in the statements you are entering.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3770 Invalid syntax in the continuation
expression
Severity: 5

Explanation

Do one of the following:
•

If you are entering procedure control expressions from the
keyboard, enter option I and then enter a correct procedure
control expression.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3775).

Additional Inrormation
The statement entered from the keyboard contained a procedure
control expression that is not allowed from the keyboard. More
information can be found in the System Reference manual.
SC21-9020. If you have any questions. caU software service.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the
keyboard. the OCL statement being entered is longer than the
allowed maximum length or the record following the continuation
expression is completely blank.

User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements or procedure control expressions from the keyboard.
Enter a correct statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

•

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard •
enter option \ and then enter a correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--3770).
.

SYS --3780 Procedure crror--Labcl
or TAG shnt
Severity: 5

mis.~ing

in GOTO

Auto Response:

Additional Inrormation

Explanation

The source statement resulting from the continuation expression
usage is longer than the allowed maximum length. or the record
following the continuation expression is completely blank. or the
record containing the continuatlon expression is the last record in
the procedure.

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter. or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--3780).

More information can be found in the System Reference manual.
SC21-9020. If you have any questions. call software service.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.
~umerie

SYS --3774

sign not allowed on alphameric
data string

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Additional Inrormation
A label is missing on either a GOTO statement or a TAG
statement. You can use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the
error. More information on OCL statements and procedure
control expressions can be found in the System Reference manual.
SC21-9020. If you have any questions. call software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3781 Proe crror--Label too long in GOTO or
TAG stmt
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation
Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter. or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--3774).
Additional Inrormation
A string with nonnumeric values in it is prefaced by a numeric
sign (a plus or minus sign). The string is incorrect.
More information can be found in the System Reference manual.
If you have any questions. call software service.

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter. or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--3781).
Additional Inrormation
The maximum number of characters in a label for a GOTO
statement or a TAG statement is 8. :\lore information on OCL
statements and procedure control expressions can be found in the
System Reference manual. SC21-9020. If you have any questions.
call software service.

SC~ \-9020.

User Response

User Hesponse

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by thiS step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3775 Proe control expressions not
keyboard

~lIlowed

from

SYS --3782 Im"alid condition parm in DATAFI
existence tt'st
Severity: 5

Auto Response:
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Explanation

Additional Information

There is an error in the procedure youare running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-3782).

Allowed location parameters are SI through S3, M1.01 through
M1.IO, and M2.01 t~rough M2.IO. The words ALL, ALL1, and
ALU can also be used to specify an entire magazine or both
magazines.

Additional Information
The existence test specifies DATAFl, but the parameter specifies
a location or contains an extra comma. For more information
about the proper format of the DATAFI text, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020. If you have any questions, call
software service.

More information on OCL statements and procedure control
expressions can be found in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020. If you have any questions, call software service.

Uscr Responsc

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --3786 Invalid condition parameter in an
existence test

SYS --3783 Procedure error--TAG stmt missing--Iabel
Itag labell

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3783) and the
tag label identified in the message.
Additional Information
A OOTO statement references aT AO statement label that cannot
be found the procedure. The label is identified in the message.
More information on OCL statements and procedure control
expressions can be found in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020. If you have any questions, call software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3784 Diskette location is empty
Severity: S

000

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3786).
Additional Information
There is an incorrect condition parameter in the DATAl!
existence test or in a valid substitution expression. Check for a
missing single quotation mark, a missing blank, or a missing
comma.
For more information, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020. If you have any questions, call software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3787 DSPL Y test invalid from job queue or
evoked proc
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explal.lation

There is an error in the procedure you are running.

The DSPL Y conditional expression cannot be performed from the
job queue or from an evoked procedure. Enter option 3 and give
the programmer the message ID (SYS--3787).

Do one of the following:

•

I nsert a correct diskette and enter option 1 to
continue.

Additional Information

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3784).

The procedure contains an OCL statement for a display existence
test. This is an incorrect expression when the procedure is run
from the input job queue or an evoked procedure.

Additional Information
A DATAII or VOLID existence test was specified in the
procedure that is running. However, the requested location in the
diskette magazine drive is empty. Refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020 for more information. If you have any
questions, call software service.
l:ser Response
Option 1: Insert the correct diskette in the requested location and
select this option to try the operation again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3785 Invalid location paramctcr
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

For more information, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020. If you have any questions, call for software service.
l:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3788 Invalid existence tcst--Num of SWITCH
chars not 8
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3788).

Explanation

Additional Information

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--378S).

The lJ PSI (user program status indicator) switches were tested
with more or less than 8 characters. Exactly 8 characters must be
used to test the switches. For more information, refer to the
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System Reference manual, SC2l-9020. If you have any questions,
call for software service.

Explanation

User Response

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 an give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3792).

Option 3: The job is canccled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --3789 Invalid system input parameter list
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a programming error. The program calling the system
support program's system input function has an error. Enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3789).
Additional Information
The program-running bit in the job control block is on, but the
system input parameter list indicates that the initiator has called
system input. This is an invalid parameter list. If this error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A mUltiple requester terminal (MRT) program is not allowed to
prompt for procedure parameters. For morc information, refer to
Chapter 3, Procedure Control Expressions, in the System Reference
manual, SC2l-9020. If you have any questions, call software
service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3793 Evoked or JOBQ joh--Keyboard input not
allowed
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either there is an error in the procedure that is running, or this
job should not be run from the job queue or evoked by the
EVOKE OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--3793).
Additional Inrormation

SYS --3790 Requester released. Procedure prompt not
allowed
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a programming error. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--3790).
Additional Information
A program that has released its requesting display station is not
allowed to prompt for procedure parameters.
For more
information. refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If you have any questions, call software service.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3794 Invalid parameter in an IF expression
Severity: 3

\;ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3791 Im'alid block number in the BLOCKS
existence test
Severity: S

This job was either run from the job queue or evoked by another
job or procedure. However, the job cannot run because it
requires more OCL statements or utility control statements.
Usually, you would enter the statements from the keyboard;
however. you cannot enter OCL statements or utility control
statements from the keyboard for jobs that run from the job
queue or are called by another job or procedure.

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter. or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Entcr option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3791).
Additional Information

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3794).
Additional Inrormation
If the conditional expression in error is INQUIRY, J08Q,
EVOKED or CONSOLE, the parameter must be YES or NO. If
the conditional expression in error is DSPLY, the parameter must
be 1920. If the conditional expression in error is SECuRITY, the
parameter must be ACTIVE, M, S, O. C, or D. If the conditional
expression is not one of these. the parameter following the IF
keyword is too long, did not end correctly, or is not given.
\;ser Response

The block number specified in an existence test contains an invalid
digit, contains more than 8 digits. or is more than 156,407. For
more information, refer to Chapter 3, Procedure Control
ExpreSSions, in the System Reference manual, SC2l-9020. If you
have any questions, call software service.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3795 Quote or blank missing in an existence
test

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --3792 Procedure prompt not allowed by an
MRT program

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--379S).

Severity: S

Additional Inrormation

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
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The condition parameter for an existence test must end with a
single quotation mark followed by a blank. Acorrect substitution
expression with location specified must end with a single quotation
mark followed bya question mark.

information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If you have any questions, call software service.

For more information, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21·9020. If you have any questions, call software service.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

.User ~esponse

SYS --3799 Invalid syntax in DATAT existence tcst

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --3796 Invalid condition parm in ACTIVE
existence tcst
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS.3799).
Additional Information

Explanation

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS-3796).
Additional Information

The condition expression for an ACTIVE existence test must not
contain a procedure name with a comma when testing for a single
procedure. When testing for mUltiple procedures, the procedure
names must be separated by commas with a single quotation mark
before the first procedure name and a single quotation mark after
the last procedure name.
You can use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For
more information, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21·9020. If you have any questions, call software service.

The allowed unit paramaters are Tl, T2, and TC. The allowed end
parameters are RELOAD, UNWIND, and LEAVE. To find the
incorrect parameter in the existence test, use the DEBUG
procedure (DEBUG PROC·YES). For more information about
the existence test or the DEBUG procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21·9020.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3800 MIC not found in (;SER I message
member
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-·3800).

SYS --3797 Invalid condition parm in ACTIVE
existence test

Additional Information

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3797).
Additional Information

Procedure names in the condition expression for an ACTIVE
existence test must not exceed 8 characters. You can use the
DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more information,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020. If you have
any questions, call software service.

The statement just read contains a substitution expression. The
data substituted should come from a message member; however,
the MIC (message 10) in the statement cannot be found in the
active USER1 (first-level) message member. This can be caused
by the following:
•

The MIC is not in the message member, or the wrong MIC
was used in the substitution expression.

•

The wrong message member is defined in the MEMBER
statement as the USER1 message member.

•

No active USERI message member exists.

Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.

User Response

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3798 Im·alid condition parm in ACTIVE
existence test

SYS --3801 Invalid substitution expression in
procedure

Severity: 5

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure name or
parameter, or there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3
and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-.3798).

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3801).

Additional Inrormation

Additional Information

The procedure name in the condition parameter for the ACTIVE
existence test is either missing or begins with a blank. You can
use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more

A procedure contains an incorrect substitution expression.
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Use
the DEIJLJG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

User RespoMe
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter. or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3806).
Additional Information

SYS --3802 Unpaired question mark or quote
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3802).

A default value must be less than the maximum parameter length
(128), and must be enclosed in single quotation marks. Use the
DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more information.
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information
A question mark is missing in a substitution expression. A
substitution expression must always begin and end with a question
mark. Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For
more information, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3804 Invalid substitution expression parm--not
I to 64
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3804).
Additional Information

SYS --3807 Invalid comparison expression in
procedure
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3807).
Additional Information
The character string before or after the slash (i), the equal sign
(=) or the greater-than sign (» in a comparison test contains
more than the maximum number of characters allowed (128). Use
the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If you have further questions, call for software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A parameter position less than I or greater than 64 is specified in
a statement. Allowed parameter positions are I through 64. A
leading zero is allowed for positions 1 through 9. Use the
DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more information,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Severity: 3

User Itesponse

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is saved; however, any data created by this step is
lost.

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3808).

SYS --3805 Invalid MIC in substitution expression

A procedure statement is longer than 512 bytes after the
substitutions are performed. Use the DEBUG OCL statement to
find the error. For more information. refer to the System
Rrference manual, SC21-9020. If you have further questions, call
soft ware service.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3805).
Additional Information
An incorrect :VIIC (message 10) is specified in the procedure. A
:\IIC must be a number from 0000 through 9999 with all 4 digits
specified. lise the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For
more information, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

SYS --3808 Procedure record too long after
substitution
Auto Response:

Additional Information

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3809 Member name/file label/vol ID missing in
exist test
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

l'ser Response
Ornion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3809).

SYS --3806 II1\'alid default "alue in substitution
expression

Additional Information

Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response:

The member name, file label, or volume ID is mlssmg in an
existence test. A blank might be specified between the hyphen (-)
and lirst character of the name or label. Usc the DEBliG OCL
statement to find the error. For more information, refer to the
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System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
questions, call software service.

If you have further

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3810 Invalid parameter 2 in file existence test
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are funning. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3810).

Additional Information

A condition that is not allowed was specified in an I F expression.
Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If you have further questions, and software service.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3814 Invalid existence test--SWITCH value
not 0, 1 or X
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3814).

An incorrect date or no date was specified in an existence test
when single quotation marks were given to indicate a date on the
OATAll expression.

Additional Information

An incorrect date or no date was specified in an existence test
when single quotation marks were given to indicate a date on the
DATAFI expression.

A switch is tested for a value other than 0, I, or X in the switch
existence test. Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error.
For more information, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020. If you have further questions, call soft ware service.

If a partial liIe name existence test is to be performed, parameter
2 must be All on the DATAFI existence check.

Uscr Response

Usc the DEBt.:G OCL statement to find the errors. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If you have further questions, caU software service.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3815 Inyalid file name/member name/vol ID in
exist tcst

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --3811 Invalid IF expression

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3815).

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

Additional Information

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3811).

Possible causes for this error are:

Additional Information
Either a slash (I), a hyphen (-), a greater-than sign ( > ) or an equal
sign (=) is missing in an I F expression, or a character string of
more than 128 characters precedes the equal sign, slash or hyphen.
Usc the DEBUG OCl statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.

•

A file name, member name, or volume 10 containing more
than 8 characters is specified in an IF expression.

•

There may be single quotation marks (') around the file
name, member name, or volume 10.

•

A comma may be missing between parameters.

Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.

Us!.'r Rl'Sponse

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this stcp is lost.

SYS --3812 Imalid condition in an IF expression

SYS --3816 Invalid punctuation in existence tcst

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

One of the foUowing occurred:

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3816).

•

You have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter or an
invalid character within a parameter.

•

The procedure you are running has an error.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--38I 2).
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Additional Information
The second single quotation mark may be missing in an existence
test for which both the label and date are specified, or for which a
member and library are specified. The second single quotation
mark may be missing in an allowed substitution expression. A
comma separating parameters may be missing.

Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3817 Invalid file size substitution expression
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS··3817).
Additional Information
You tried to substitute a file size using procedure control
expressions. The character following the first quotation mark (')
is incorrect. This character must be an S if the number of blocks
or records allocated is to be substituted, or must be an A if the
actual number of records is to be substituted.
Use the DEnVG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information. refer to the System Reference manual. SC21·9020.
If you have further questions. call software service.
Vser Response

SYS --3820 Invalid data found in procedure being
processed
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS··3820).
Additional Information
The procedure member the system was accessing has incorrect
data and cannot be read. Replace this procedure before running
the job again. All library members following this procedure
member might also contain incorrect data.
Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3821 Invalid displacement in substitution
expression

SYS --3818 In\"alid file name in file size substitution

Severity: 3

Se\'erity: S

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS··3818).
Additional Information
You tried file size substitution using procedure control
expressions. However, the expression contains an error because
the file name exceeds 8 characters, is not preceded by a comma,
or was omitted.
Use the DEBVG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3819 Invalid date in file size substitution
expression
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS··3819).
Ac!!.Iitional Information
You tried file size substitution using procedure control
expressions. The date portion of the expression is incorrect
because the date is not preceded by a comma, did not end with a
quotation mark, or exceeded 8 characters in length.
Use the DEBVG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.

Auto Response:

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-·3821).
Additional Information
The offset specifying either the displacement into the local data
area or the displacement into a record in a message member is too
large. Allowed offset values for the local data area are I through
SI2 and for a record in a message member are I through 7S.
Use the DEBVG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the Syslem Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3822 In\'alid substitution expression in
pr(l(:~'dllre

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS·-3822).
Additional Inrormation
The syntax of the substitution expression is incorrect. Use the
DEBVG OCL statement to find the error. For more information,
refer to the Syslem Reference manual, SC21-9020. If you have
further questions, call for software service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS--3823 Invalid existence test--Iibrary name too

long
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the prograinmer the message ID (SYS--3826).

Explanation

Additional Information

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3823).

You tried to substitute a file size using the ?F' A or ?F'S
substitution expression; however, the file name you specified is a
folder. The file name must be that of a disk file.

Additional Information

Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

You specified more than 8 characters for the library name in the
existence test. Library names can be from 1 to 8 characters long.
A single quotation mark must follow the library name.
Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error.. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC2l-9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.
Uscr Response

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3900 Diskette error. Press Enter to retry.
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --3824 Invalid length in substitution expression

Either an error occurred while reading the diskette, or the diskette
volume label is incorrect.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3824).
Additional Information

The length of the data to be used from the local data area or
message member is too large. Allowed length values for the local
data area are I through 512. Allowed length values for the
message member are I through 75.

If the inserted diskette is the correct diskette, press the Enter/Rcc
Adv key to try to read the diskette again. Otherwise, insert the
correct diskette and press the Enter/Rec Adv key. If this error
continues to occur, give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--3900).
Additional Information

The diskette volume label is incorrect for one of the following
reasons:
•

The volume label does not start with VOLI.

•

The label is not supported by this system.

Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.

•

The diskette is access protected.

SYS --3901 Wrong diskettc--incorreet volume label

Cser Response

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --3825 Filename cannot be a Iibr--file size

The volume label was changed when the diskette was not at end
of volume. To continue, insert the diskette shown on the display
screen and press the Enter/Rec Adv key.

substitution
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --3902 Wrong diskette--incorrect file label

Explanation

Severity: 5

Either you have incorrectly entered a procedure parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3825).

Explanation

Additional Information

You tried to ''''substitute a file size using the ?F'A or ?F'S
substitution expression; however, the file name you specified is a
library. The file name must be that of a disk lile.
Use the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If you have further questions, call software service.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3826 Filename cannot be a foldcr--must be a
Severity: 3
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

The file label for the diskette currently in the diskette drive is
different than the file label of the initial diskette of the library
being copied. To continue, insert the diskette shown on the
display screen and press the Enter/Rec Adv key.

SYS --3903 Wrong diskettc--incorrect date
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The date in the label of the current diskette does not match the
date on the label of the initial diskette of the library being copied.
To continue, insert the diskette shown on the display screen and
press the Enter I Rec Adv key.

SYS --3904 Wrong diskettc--diskette out of sequence

file

Severity: 5

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Auto Response:

The sequence number of the current diskette does not match the
sequence number expected by the system. To continue, insert the
diskette shown on the display screen and press the Enter/Rec Adv
key.

SYS --3905 Wrong diskette--incorrect physical format
Severity: 5

A new SSP must be loaded, as IPL from disk will process check
(SYS--0239).
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --3910 System error--system VTOC Format-l
error

Auto Response:

Explanation
The format of this diskette does not match the format of the initial
diskette. A diskette with the same number of bytes per sector as
the initial diskette must be used.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

To continue, insert the diskette shown on the display screen and
press the Enter/Rec Adv key.

One of the system file VTOC entries is in error. The name of the
area in error is shown to the right of the message. Give the.
programmer the message 10 (SYS--3910).

SYS --3906 Diskette inserted incorrectly or door open.

Additional Information

Severity: 5

If you continue, the VTOC entry for the file in error will be built
again from configuration record data. If the file was #SYSIIIST
or #SYSTASK, the data area of the file will also be rebuilt.

Auto Response:

Explanation
An attempt was made to process a diskette. However, the diskette
was inserted incorrectly, or the diskette door was open. To
continue, check to see that the diskette is inserted correctly and the
door is closed, then try the operation again by pressing the
EnteriRec Adv key. If this error continues to occur, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

SYS --3911 System error--system VTOC .·ormat-S
error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --3907 End of ,·olume. Insert next diskette.

The disk VTOC available space table (Format-5) is in error. Give
the programmer the message ID (SYS--3911).

Severity: 5

Additional Information

Auto Response:

Explanation
The end of this diskette was reached. The next volume is needed
to continue. To continue, insert the diskette shown on the display
screen and press the Enter/Rec Adv key.

If you continue, the Format-5 will not be modified and any other
system fIle size will not be modified. The replacement library must
fit in the current library space. If you choose not to continue,
MSIPL from disk, and run IPL fIle rebuild.

SYS --3908 System error--an invalid SSP was found

SYS --3912 Password security error. Status code
(code(

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

=

Auto Response:

Explanation

This message is displayed for one of the following reasons:
•

This is a serious system error. The disk volume label or SSP
copyright is in error; therefore, the disk VTOC (volume
table of contents) could not be found. Give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--3908).

•

This is the first time the SS P is being loaded on the system.
1'\0 SSP is currently on the system.

The user ID and/or password entered was incorrect. Either a
keying error was made, or the user ID was not authorized. Only
system operator or security officer passwords will be accepted.
The following status codes identify the type of security error:
40

User 10 is not authorized to perform this function

08

Password is not allowed for user 10 given

Additional Information

04

User ID file not found

If this is the first SSP load, continue loading the system. An SSP
will be built.

02

Profile for user ID not found

01

A disk error occurred while processing security data

If this is not the first SSP load and you continue, a new SSP will
be built; however, all files will be lost. If you do not have a
backup copy of these fIles on diskette, DO r-;OT continue. If this
error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Make sure you entered your user 10 and password correctly. If
you did cntcr your user ID and password correctly, notify your
security officer and give your security officer the message I D
(S YS--J912).

SYS --3909 System error--configuration record error

SYS --3913 :\Iicrocode error. Typc-(typel. Module
Il>-(module idl

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system configuration record is in error.
programmer the message ID (SYS--3909).

Auto Response:

Explanation
Give the

There is a functional microcode error. Give the programmer the
message Jl) (SYS-3913) and message text.

Additional Information

Additional Information

If you continue, a new configuration record will be constructed
from default values. Work station configuration data will be lost.

The external reference type and module I D are given in the
message. If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem
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Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.

in the VTOC (volume table of contents) area to be reduced
(#SYSWORK). The system area is identified in the message text.

SYS --3914 System area will be cleared

User Response

Severity: S

Option 0: The operation continues, and the system area will be
reduced as much as possible when the next IPL is performed.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The CNFIGSSP procedure requested a size change for the
specified system area, and the area must be initialized when the
next IPL is performed. Any data in the area will be lost.
If the error occurred during an IPL from disk or diskette, there
are no recovery options. The system area must be reset to
complete the IPL.
If the error did not occur during an IPL, option 0 is available,
which allows you to continue, and the area will be reset during the
next IPL. Otherwise, you can enter option 3 to end the
CNFIGSSP procedure, and the system area will not be cleared,
and the area size will not be changed.
User Response
Option 0: The operation continues and the· system area will be
reset when the next IPL is performed.
Option 3: The C~FIGSSP procedure is canceled. The system
area size will not be changed and the area will not be cleared.
However, during the next IPL this message will occur again. To
pre\'Cnt the message from occurring again, run the CNFIGSSP
procedure to reset the size back to the original size before the next
IPL.

SYS --3915 Disk error. Press Enter to retry.
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk error occurred when an attempt was made to read or write
a system area.
Press enter to try the operation again. If the error occurred on a
write operation, an alternate sector will be assigned for the one in
error. If the error is not corrected, give the programmer the
message ID (SYS-3915).
Additional Inrormation
IPL from disk and run the BUILD SSP utility to correct the
sector in error. If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.

Option 3: The CNFIGSSP procedure is canceled. The system
area size will not be changed. However, during the next IPL this
message will occur again. To prevent the message from occurring
again, run the CNFIGSSP procedure to reset the size back to the
original size or to the minimum size before the next IPL.

SYS --3917 Unable to increase size of system area
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The CNFIGSSP procedure requested a size increase for the
specified system area. The size could not be increased the
requested amount because there is not enough space available.
Use the CATALOG procedure for disk to see how much space is
available.
If the error occurred during an IPL from disk or diskette, there
are no recovery options. The system area is increased as much as
possible. Use the CATALOG procedure for dIsk to see how
much, if any, the system areas were increased.
If the error did not occur during an IPL, option 0 is available,
which allows you to continue the operation and increase the
system area as much as possible. Use the CATALOG procedure
for disk to see how much, if any, the system areas were increased.
Otherwise, you can enter option 3 to end the CNFIGSSP
procedure and the area size will not be changed.
Additional Inrormation
You can use the CATALOG procedure for disk to see how much,
if any, the system areas were increased if option 0 was selected.
Message SYS··3917 occurs only once. After you press the Enter
key, the system does ' reset procedures as if doing an IPL, and the
sign· on screen appears.
User Response
Option 0: The operation continues and the size of the system area
is increased as much as possible. Disk Al will automatically be
compressed and any free space will be put at the end of
#L1BRARY. Use the CATALOG procedure for disk to see how
much, if any, the system areas were increased.

SYS --3916 Vnable to reduce size of system area

Option 3: The CNFIGSSP procedure is canceled. The system
area size is not changed.

Severity: 5

SYS --3918 Replacement library is too large

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

The CNFIGSSP procedure requested that the size of the specified
system area be reduced. The requested size is smaller than the
allowed value.

Explanation-

Do the following:
•

If the error occurred during an IPL from disk or diskette,
there are no recovery options. The size of the system area
will be set to the minimum value for the area.

•

If the error did not occur during an IPL, option 0 is
available, which allows you to continue the operation and
reduce the system area as much as possible. Otherwise, you
can enter option 3 to end the CNFIGSSP procedure and the
area size will not be changed.

Additional Inrormation
The master configuration record indicates the size to which this
system area is to be reduced. lIowever, the value given is too
small (#SYSTASK or #SYSHlST), or there are active file entries
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Auto Response:

There is not enough space available to hold the system library.
If you are performing an IPL from diskette, no options will be
available and you cannot continue. You must perform an IPL
from disk and run the COMPRESS procedure to accumulate any
free space at the end of the system library (llLlBRARY). Then
try performing the IPL from diskette again.
If you are not performing an I PL from diskette, option 3 will be
available to cancel the operation.
Additional Inrormation
There is not enough available space on the disk to hold the new
library. If the ne\v library must replace the current library. some
files on the disk must be removed or relocated to make space for
the new library.
User Response

Option 3: The operation is canceled. There is not enough space,
even after the COMPRESS procedure was run, to hold the system
library.

SYS --3919 Replacement system library size reduced
Severity: 5

The replacement microcode is not at a compatible level with
the current SSP.

Notify the programmer responsible for maintaining this job and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3922).

Additional InFormation

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is not enough storage space on the disk to hold the
replacement system library (#LIBRARY). If you continue, the
library size will be reduced to a size that fits on the disk. When
the library has been replaced, you can run the COMPRESS
procedure to put the free space at the end of the system library.
Then you can run the ALOCLIBR procedure to increase the
library size.

You must install the same level of SSP and microcode. If this is
a release update, make sure you are using the correct SSP and
microcode. If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.

SYS --3923 SSP level error. New SSP
= (level).
Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

•

If the error occurred during an IPL from disk or diskette,
there are no recovery options. The library will be loaded
onto the disk, but the size will be reduced. When the IPL is
complete, you can run the ALOCLIBR procedure to
increase the size of the library.

•

If the error did not occur during an IPL, option 0 is
available, which allows you to continue the operation. The
library will be loaded onto disk, and the size will be reduced.
Otherwise, you can enter option 3 to cancel the operation.
The system library size will not be changed.

(level), old

Auto Response:

Explanation
The replacement library is not at a compatible level with the
library on the disk. If you continue, configuration data may be
lost. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--3923).

Additional InFormation
This message occurs when the SSP level on the disk is greater than
the one being loaded, or is less than the one being loaded and there
is not a release update being performed.

SYS --3924 Disk (disk 10cationJ is not powered on ...

User Response
Option 0: The operation continues, and the size of the system
library is reduced as much as possible. The disk will automatically
be compressed and any free space will be put at the end of the
system library before the library has been replaced.
Option 3: The operation is canceled. The system library size will
not be changed.

SYS --3920 Diskette select failure
Severity: 5

2.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The 9332 disk identified by the 4-character system reference code
to the right of the message is unavailable for use. The disk is
unavailable because either it is powered off or it is not connected
to the system or it has a potential hardware problem.
In order to make the 9332 disk available for use, you must first
power on the disk (or connect the disk to the system and power it
on).

Auto Response:

Explanation
A diskette select to a diskette magazine drive failed. Either there
was no diskette in the specified location, or the diskette failed to
load.
Check the location specified to make sure the diskette is loaded
properly and press the Enter/Rec Adv key to continue. If this
error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Enter option 1 to retry powering on the drive. Enter option 0 to
ignore the disk drive and go to the next job step.
If this error continues to occur after you have connected the disk
to the system properly, powered on the disk, and completed the
system IPL, run the PROBLEM procedure and select the system
reference code (6000 or 6001) shown with the system message.
Then take the Do Problem Determination option and fonow the
directed procedures. Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and can for hardware,
service.

SYS --3921 :\'0 disk space for microcode install

\Jser Response

Severity: 5

Option 0: The disk drive is ignored and the job continues.

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is not enough free disk space to install the system
microcoee. At least 5iO consecutive blocks are needed. You must
rcrform an IPL from disk and run the CO\IPRESS procedure to
accumulate any free space. Then try performmg the IPL from
diskette agam. If the error IS reccl\'ed agam, the microcode must
be installed usmg the microcode installation procedure.

SYS --3922 SSP

=
ScverJly: 5

JcH~1

error. SSP =

11c"c1I, :\licrocodc

Ih~\cli

Auto Response:

Explanation
Thls message
\.

Will

be displayed for these two reasons:

The replacement SSP is not at a compatible level with the
currently mstalled microcode, or

Option 1: IPL will retry the drive in case the user has powered it
on.

SYS --3925 Hardware eonfi~uration error for disk (
Disk location! SRC-60
Severity: :'II:A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
At IPL, when trying to access a 9332 disk drive, an error occurred
because the serial number received from the disk drive did not
match the serial number that was expected.
The message SYS--3929 will accompany this message displaying
both the expected and received serial numbers.
The external disk will be unusable until this is corrected.

Additional InFormation
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Check the serial numbers (beneath the on/off switch) on the front
of the external disk units. If one of these serial numbers matches
the expected serial number shown with system message
(SYS--3929), run the PROBLEM procedure, select the system
reference code shown with the message (6000,6001, and so on)
then, select SiN UPDATE. Follow the procedures as directed.
If one of the unit serial numbers does not match the expected
serial number, then, there is a configuration error and
AUTOCONFIGURE must be run.

SYS --3926 Invalid block size for disk (disk location)
SRC-60
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

At IPL, after a command was sent to the 9332 disk drive, the data
received from the drive indicates that the drive does not have the
256 byte block size. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--3926).
Additional Information

Run the PROBLEM procedure and select the system reference
code (6000, 6001, and so on) shown with the system message, then
take the Vtilities option and select INITIALIZE. Follow the
procedures as directed.

SYS --3927 Disk (disk location) needs to be initialized
SRC-60
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

At I PL, it was detected that another external disk drive has been
added to the system since the last IPL. However, the disk drive
is still usable. Give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--3927).

This message is preceded by SYS--3925. The system tried to
access a 9332 external disk drive and received a serial number that
was different from the expected serial number.
The external disk drive will be unusable until this is corrected.

SYS --3960 Remote system rejected operation - file
(file labell ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The DDM feature is attempting to create an alternative index or
rename a flIe at a remote location. The remote system sent a reply
indicating that it did not recognize the request. This will occur if
the remote system does not have Release 4 installed.
Additional Information

If you want additional information, refer to the following manuals:

•

Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011.

•

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are working on.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3961 Diskette to be copied is not a diagnostic
diskette
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation

If you want to initialize the drive, you can run the PROBLEM
procedure and select the system reference code (6000, 600 I, and
so on) shown with the system message, then take the Utilities
option and select 1i\ITIALIZE.
Follow the procedures as
directed.

The input diskette is not a diagnostic diskette. This procedure can
only copy diskettes that have been initialized using the
INITDIAG procedure.

SYS --3928 Disk (disk location) is inoperative

Enter option 20r 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--3961).

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

I f there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Explanation

User Response

At IPL, an error was detected when trying to load the microcode
on to the 9332 disk drive.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point,
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The 4·character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies the reason
why the microcode load failed.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

6100

Control storage module not found

SYS --3962 Inserted diskette has incorrect format ...

6101

External disk microcode too large

Severity: 5

6102

Disk read error when trying to read microcode

6103

Disk write error when trying to write code to disk

Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual. and call for hardware service.

SYS --3919 ('xpt'('tro s('rial (scrial nurnh('r that was
rxpl,('tcd to 1)(' on thc ('xtl'rnal disk drh'cl
n'n'h'cd serial I"l'rial IllJrnhl'r that was
rl'('riH'd whcn a ('0111111:\11(1 was scnt to the
drh'cl
Seventy: :-':,/\
Explanation
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Auto Response: i\/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

The output diskette is not a diagnostic diskette. This procedure
Will only copy to a diskette that has been initialized using the
1:-': ITO lAG procedure.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive.
Do one of the followmg:
•

Insert a diskette that has been properly formatted and enter
option 1 to try again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaimng this job. Give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--3962).

User Response

Explanation

Option 1: Insert a diskette that has been properly formatted, and
the operation is tried again.

You are copying data from one diskette to another. The data you
are copying was read and is now ready to be written. N ow you
must insert the diskette on which you want to write the data.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you have a diskette magazine drive, the characters to the right
of the message identify the location in the magazine drive where
you are to insert the diskette.
Do one of the following:

SYS --3963 Copy complete, insert diskette for next
copy ...

•

Insert the diskette in the diskette drive and enter option 0 to
continue.

Severity: S

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--3965).

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are copying data from one diskette to another diskette. The
current copy is complete, if you would like to make another copy
you must insert another diskette.

User Response

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the magazine drive where you are to
insert the next diskette.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Do one of the following:

•

Insert a new diskette for the next copy, then enter option O.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to terminate the job.

Option 0: Insert the diskette and the job continues,

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3971 APPN Program Problems with Remotc
System IRemotc System Name)

User Response

Severity: N/A

Option 0: Processing continues after you insert another diskette.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If there are less than 25 adjacent APPN network nodes, disable
and reenable the APPN Subsystem, or you have reached youl
limit of 25 adjacent systems with the APPN Network Node
Support installed.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --3964 Active files exist on the output diskette ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --3972 Network Session unavailable to Rcmote
Systcm IRemote System Name and
Return Codc )

Explanation

Severity: N/A

At least one active file is on the diskette you are trying to copy
onto. If there are characters to the right of the message, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The local APPN network node failed to establish a networl
session with this remote system. Check the ICF Return Cod,
displayed with the message and use it to try and correct tho
problem. In order to establish a network session, you will have t,
disable and then enable the line again after correcting the problem
If the problem continues to occur, fill out a Noblem Summar,
Form form found in the System Problem Determination manual
and call for software service.

•

Enter option 0 if the correct diskette is inserted. The files
on the diskette are deleted. You can use the CATALOG
procedure to determine which diskette files are active. For
more information about the CATALOG procedure, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

•

I nsert another diskette and enter option 1.

SYS --3973 Local APPN Program
Network Updates

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (S'I"S--3964).

Severity: N/A

l:ser Response

Option 0: The job contmues; the files arc deleted.
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preseT\'Cd, and the Job can contmue \\'uh the next Job step.
OrllOn 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step m this Job IS saved; however. any data created by this step IS
lost. The data on the diskette still exists, and the diskette is not
initialized (prepared for usc) for this job.

SYS --3965 Insert diskettc to receh'c copy ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

c~

not accept

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A maximum of ISO APPN Network Nodes can exist at one tim
in the network, and a maximum of 600 links betw~cn networ
nodes can be active at one time in the network. If neither of thes
maximums has been reached, then disable and reenable the AJ>J>C
, Subsystem.

SYS --3974:\0 STORAGE AVr\lLABLE FOR
APP~ PROCESSI:\G - IStonll!C
Problem ;\rc~\1
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Retry this step. If this message continues to occur, fill out
Problem Summary Form found in the System Problcl
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)etermlnatlon manual, and call for software service. The four
igit code in the message is an indicator of where the storage
'roblem is occurring.

display station. The DEFINE option may be run from any active
S.ystem/36 display station (local, remote, DHCF or RMT3270).

;YS --397S APPN PROGRAM PROBLEM AT
(Location ~ame)

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is prescrved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

everity: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

:xplanation

User Response

'here is a program problem in the Directory Service function of
•PPN at the location specified in the message. Retry this step. If
~is message continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
ound in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
Dftware service.

SYS --3997 (Member name) is not a (Type of
attachment) keyboard map member...

;YS --3976 APPN ~EnVORK EXCEEDED
MAXIMUM SIZE

To use this member as a keyboard map member, you must first
DEFINE it as a keyboard map member. You may use the KEYS
procedure to DEFINE it.

everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

:xplan:uion
'here are more remote locations configured than APPN is able to
ervice. Refer to the Advanced Peer· to· Peer Networking (APPN)
;uid~. SC21·9471, for more information.
•dditional Information

Severity: 3
Explanation

User Response
Option 2: End this job step and go on to the next utility control
statement.
Option 3: Cancel the job.

SYS --3998 Invalid key label entered
Severity: N/A

Iser Response

Auto Response: 2

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

iYS --3977
everity: N/A

t}~EXPECTED DATA RECEIVED
Ai\D WAS IGi\ORED

Auto Response: N/A

',xplanation
this step. If this message continues to occur, fill out a
'roblem Summary Form in the System Problem Determination
lanual, and call for software service.

everity: N/A

SYS --3999 Required keys not defined
Severity: N/A

~etry

iYS --3978

You used an invalid key label. Check to make sure that all key
labels used are valid for your work station and defined by DIICr
or RMT3270.

f.'\CO~'IPtETE DATA WAS
RECEIVED, DEFAtJLT DATA
ASSLMED

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You must define keys for the following: 5250 Help, 3270 Help,
Sys Req (system request), Reset, and Attn (attention for DHCr
only).

SYS --4000 KEYS cannot be eyokcd or run from the
job queue
Severity: N/A

:xplanation
~etry this step.
If this message continues to occur, fill out a
'roblem Summary Form found in the System Problem
'etermlnatlon manual, and call for software service.

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The user has tried to evoke the KEYS procedure or has tried to·
place it on the job queue. This is not allowed because KEYS is an
interactive utility.

iYS --3979 Se\'ere APPN Control Point Program
error

Select option 3 to end the job.

everity: 1

tiser Response

Auto Response: 0

:xplanation

Option 3: The job is canceled.

'ne of the APP=" Control Point Pro!!rams has encountered an
nexpected condition. As a result. a dump was taken. Save the
ump, fill out a Problem Summary FC'rm found in the System
'rob/em Deltrmination manual, and call for software service. For
lore mformation about system dumps, refer to the System
'roblem Determination manual.

SYS --4009 Message waiting

iYS --3996 KEYS proc option not nllid from this
" orkstation ...
e\'eflty: 3

Auto Response: 2

:xplanation
'he KEYS procedure, with options RESET, SELECT, or
)JSPLAY,can only be run from an active DIICF or RMT3270
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Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The 3270 work station has received a message. The following
keys are allowed in this state: 5250 RESET, 5250 ATfN, 5250
SYS REO. and E~TER. Each will either restore the state of the
screen (5250 RESET or 5250 ENTER) or perform its usulil
function (5250 AlTN or 5250 SYS REQ).

SYS --4021 Ikeyword name)--This parameter has an
invalid value
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The LOGPLD procedure is running. The keyword parameter
displayed to the left of the message text has an invalid value. As
a result, the LOGPLD utility cannot process this request.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4025 Product releasc-Iproduct releaseJ does not
match SSP rcleasc-JSSP releaseJ ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Option I: The current utility control statement is ignored, and the
next control statement is processed.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The LOG PLD procedure is running. This message is issued as a
warning that the release level of the product being installed does
not match the current SSP release level.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 0 to continue.

SYS --4022 lfile namel--File/Libr/Folder docs not
exist on disk
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The LOGPLD procedure is running. The file, library or folder
whose name is displayed to the left of the message text does not
exist on disk. As a result, the LOGPLD procedure cannot process
this request.
t:ser Response

Additional Information
The call to the LOG PLD utility requested that a warning message
be issued if the product release level does not match the SS P
release level. Both the product and SSP release levels are
displayed in the message text.
This message is a warning that the product being installed may be
incompatible with the currently installed release of the SSP.
User Response
Option 0: The current utility control statement is processed as
usual. The product level data will be logged as requested.

Option 1: The current utility control statement is ignored, and the
next control statement is processed. If LOGPLD was called by
another procedure, you should select option 1.

SYS --4026

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4023 Library member displayed above docs not
exist
Severity: S

Auto Response:

######## is not a valid product level
data file ...
Auto Response:

Explanation
The LOGPLD or DUMP procedure is running. The file name
displayed to the left of the message text is not a valid product level
data (PLD) me. As a result, the LOGPLD and DUMP utilities
cannot process this request.
Enter option 1 to process the next control statement.
option 2 to end the job step; option 3 to cancel the job.

Enter

Explanation

User Response

The LOGPLD procedure is running. The library member whose
type, name and library are displayed above the message docs not
exist. As a result, the LOGPLD procedure cannot process this
request.

Option I: The current utility control statement is ignored, and the
next control statement is processed.

User Response
Option 1: The current utility control statement is ignored, and the
next control statement is processed.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4027 Program error using file lfilenamel, return
code-Ireturn codel

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

Severity: 5

SYS --40241'IIC#I--'IIC number docs not exist in
nll'SSa~e ml'mbcr

The LOGPLD procedure is running. An error occurred while
processing a product level data (PLD) file. As a result, the
LOG PLI) utility cannot process the current request.

Se\'enty: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The LOGPI.D procedure is runnlllg. The \lIe number dIsplayed
to the left of the message text cannot be found. As a result, the
LOGPI.D procedure cannot process thIS requesL

Auto Response:

Explanation

To report this problem, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.
Enter option 1 to process the next control statement.
option 2 to end the job step; option 3 to cancel the job.

Enter

L'scr nC'!'ponse

L:ser Response

Option I: The current utility control statement is ignored, and the
next control statement is processed.

Option I: The current utility control statement is ignored, and the
next control statement is processed.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue With the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4043 CACHE procedure must be run at the
system console.

SYS --4028 Typc-(member type) Member-(member
name) Library-(library name)

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

The operator has insufficient authority for the requested cache
operation.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message identifies the library member that will be referred to
in the following message.

SYS --4029 Program table capacity exceeded •••
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The program running has an internal table that is not large
enough to contain all the information requested.
Enter option 0 to continue processing. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; option J to cancel the job.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 to end the job step; option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --4044 Cache already exists
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: Continue processing.

The cache already exists. You may alter or stop the cache.

Option 2: Cancel the job step.

Enter option I to retry the operation. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; option 3 to cancel the job.

Option J: Cancel the job.

User Response

SYS --404 J Insufficient control storage for disk cache
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option t to retry the operation. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; option 3 to cancel the job.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. 1-1 owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

User Response

SYS --4045 Cache not found

Option t: The operation is tried again.

Severity: 5

There is insufficient control storage for the disk cache.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost

SYS --4042 Insufficient main storage for disk cache
Severity: 5

Auw Response:

Explanation

There is insufficient main storage for the disk cache.
If you were using the ALTER function, the cache that originally
existed has been stopped. You must now use the START function
to resume the cache.

Enter option t to retry the operation. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; opuon J to cancel the job.
t:ser

R~onse

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The Job step IS ended. Any data created up to this pomt
is saved, and the Job can contmue with the next job step.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job and any records added or updates made to existing HIes
by thIS step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist Jlowever, any HIes created by this job step are lost.
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Auto Response:

Explanation

The cache was not found. You must fITst start the cache before
it can be altered or stopped.
Enter option t to retry the operation. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response

Option t: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

SYS --40-46 Im"alid function code
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The function specified is not valid. Valid functions for the cache
operation are start, alter, and stop.
Enter option I to retry the operation. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; option J to cancel the job.
User Response

Option t: The operation is tried again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS ··4047 Invalid cache size

SYS ··4050 Invalid cache size: page size ratio

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The cache size specified is invalid. The size of the cache is
specified in kilobytes. The cache size must be greater than or
equal to 64 kilobytes and less than or equal to 1024 kilobytes.

The ratio of cache size to cache page size must be at least 32 to
1. Either the cache size must be increased, or the page size must
be decreased to achieve this ratio.

Enter option I to retry the operation. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; option 3 to cancel the job.

Enter option 1 to retry the operation. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; option 3 to cancel the job.

User Response

User Response

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with tbe next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by tbis step arc saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS ··4048 Invalid cache page size

SYS ··4056 Key definition rejected for file (file labell,
(key definition error codcl ...

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Explanation
The cache page size specified is invalid. The cache page size is
specified in kilobytes. Valid cache page sizes are I, 2, 4, 8, and 16
kilobytes.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The key definition is invalid for the reason specified by the key
definition error code parameter in the message:

Enter option 1 to retry the operation. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; option 3 to cancel the job.

01

The specified key does not fall within the record
boundaries.

User Response

02_

The target system does not support composite keys
or the number of composite keys specified.

03.

The total length of the specified key or composite
key exceeds the maximum key length supported by
the target system.

04_

The target system does not support overlapping
fields in a composite key.

05

The target system does not allow a key field to be
defined over multiple record fields.

06.

The target system does not allow a key field to be
defined over a part of a record field.

07

The target system does not allow a key field to be
specified over non-character record fields.

The cache size or the cache page size for the ALTER function is
mlssmg.

08

The target system does not support the specified
key sequence for the specified key data class.

The cache size is specified in ktlobytes. The cache size must be
greater than or equal to 64 kilobytes and less than or equal to
102-1 kilobytes.

09

The target system does not support the specified
key data class.

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS ··4049 :\Iissing cache size or page size for
ALTER function
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The cache rage size is specIfied In kilobytes. Valid cache page
siles are 2, -1. 8. and 16 kilobytes. The cache page size must be
less than or equal to I 32 of the cache size.
Enter optton I to retry the operatIOn. Enter option 2 to end the
job step; option 3 to cancel the job.

L:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Orl!On 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

L'ser nesponse

SYS ··4057 Operation aborted by target system ...

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3
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Explanation
One cause of this condition is the user copying a file from a
non-System/36 target to the System/36 source. An error occurred
that prevented the completion of the copying of the file. Contact
the target system for additional information.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4058 File cursor cannot be updated for file lfile
labelJ ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The record was successfully inserted into the file, but the file
cursor could not be positioned to the inserted record.
l:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
iteps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter the correct character (0 through 9 or A through F) in the
proper field and press Enter to replace the table. Or press
command key 19 to end the job without replacing the table. If
you enter the correct character and press Enter and no more
errors are detected, you may press command key 7 to save the
updated table or command key 19 to end this job without saving
the updated table.
Uscr Response
Either enter the correct character in the proper field and press
Enter, or press command key 19 to end this job.

SYS --4078 A space is required at lcolumn)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You entered a character in the space to the right of the hex value
in the column identified in the message while changing the ASCII
to EBCDIC or the EBCDIC to ASCII tranlation table. A space
must always be between each field.
Enter a space after the 2-character value which is undcr the
column heading identified in the message and press Enter to
replace the table. Or press command key 19 to end the job
without replacing the table. If you enter the space and press Enter
and no more errors are detected, you may press command key 7
to save the updated table or command key 19 to end this Job
without saving the updated table.
User Response

SYS --4075 CIIGXLATE cannot be run from the job
queue
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explan:ltion

Either enter a space after the proper field .and press Enter, or press
command key 19 to end this job.

SYS --4079 Stop requested by system operator
Severity: 5

Vou are running the CHGXLATE procedure to modify the
I\SCII to EBCDIC or the EBCDIC to ASCII translation tables.
fhis procedure cannot be run from the job queue. It must be run
from an active work station.
:;elect option 3 to cancel this job and re-enter the procedure from
l work station. Otherwise, notify the programmer of this halt.
Uscr Rcsponse

Explanation
The system operator has requested you to stop your job.
You can cancel your job by pressing command key 7.
User Rcsponse
Press command key 7 to end this job.

Jption 3: Cancel the job.

SYS --4080 Select one of the choices listed

SYS --4076 CIIGXLATE cannot be evoked

Severity: 5

:;everity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
Vou are running the CHGXLATE procedure to modify the
;\SCII to EBCDIC or the EBCDIC to ASCII translation tablcs.
rhis procedurc cannot be evoked. It must be run from an acllve
work station.
Sclcct option 3 to canccl this job and re-entcr the procedure from
! work station. Other\\ue, nOllfy the programmer of this halt.
L'ser Response

Auto Response:

You have entered an incorrect option in a field. The field is shown
in reversed image, and the cursor is positioned at the beginning of
the field. The only possible options for the field are listed to the
right of the field.
You may either enter the correct option or end this job by
pressing command key 7.
l:ser Response
Reenter a correct option or press command key 7 to e·nd this step.

Jptlon J: Cancel this job.

SYS --4095 Too many

SYS ---4I1i7 \':lluc must be 0 to F at Icolunml

Severity: 5

)C\cnty: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

E:-.planalion
You cntered a character that was not within the range of 0
:hrou;:h 9 or A through F While modifying thc ASCII to
EBCDIC or the EBCDIC to ASCII translation table. The
:ncorrect character IS located in the ficld directly undcr the column
~eadmg Identified in the message.
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Auto Response:

RETAI~-J

files

Auto Response:

:\Iore than 100 RETAI~-J files were found within this procedure
step. Remove RETAI~-J file statements from the procedures so
that no more than 100 remain.
To continue, enter option 2 or 3.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

This message is an information message only.
response is required.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Inrormation I f the disk drive is powered on, then fill out
a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

SYS --4()96 Vnexpected return from the quiek sort
routine

SYS --4099 Cannot continue previous reorganization

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 5

No operator

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

An unexpected return code was passed from the quick sort routine
which is used by the COMPRESS function.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS-4096).

Disk reorganization issues this message when it finds a file that
was being moved by a previous disk reorganization that was not
complete. The disk reorganization was not completed because the
file resides on an unusable disk drive. The disk drive is considered
unusable for one of the following reasons:

l:ser Response

•

Disk drive is not powered on.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the disk reorganization completed up to this point is
saved. You can continue with the next job step.

•
•

Disk drive needs 1M load.

•

Disk has incorrect serial number.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The disk
reorganization is not done.

Disk has invalid block size.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--4099).

SYS --4097 Cannot comprcss disk Idisk drivc)

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 5

If the disk drive is powered on, then fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determinallon manual, and
call for hardware service.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The disk drive cannot be compressed because the drive is
unusable. The disk drive is considered unusable for one of the
following reasons:

•
•
•
•

Disk drive is powered off.
Disk drive needs 1M load.
Disk has an invalid block size.
Disk has an incorrect serial number.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4100 Ikeyword parameter)--This parameter
occurs more than once

To continue, enter option 0, 2, or 3.

Severity: 5

Additional Information If the disk drive is powered on, then fill out
a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Explanation

l:ser Response

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

Option 0: The disk drive will not be compressed.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains the same keyword more
than once.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The disk
reorganization is not done.

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4100).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The disk
reorganization is not done.

Additional Information
The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter that has been specified more than once.

SYS --4098 ltilc n:unc) cannot be mm'cd

l:ser Response

SeveTlly: 5

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored;
enter the correct utility control statement.

Auto Response:

[).planation
The disk reorganIzation Issued thiS message when the file named
In the mcss:lgc spans c:sk ames, and on'c of the disk drives IS
unusable. The dIsk drm! IS considered unusable for one of the
fo!lo\\'I:1? reasons:

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues With
the next job step.

•
•
•
•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
tIllS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Disk dTl\e IS powered off.
Disk drive needs 1:'>1 load.
Disk has an Invalid block size.

SYS --4101 Ikeyword parametcrl--l':o value specified
for this parameter

Disk has an incorrect serial number.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:
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Explanation

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4103).

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

Additional Information

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered has a parameter with no value
specified.

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the rejected
parameter. This parameter was entered as a positional parameter
but is incorrect because either no positional parameters are
permitted or all positional parameters have been found.

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-4101).
Additional Information
The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter that has no value specified.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored;
enter the correct utility control statement.

User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: I f this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --4104 Istatement identifierJ--This stmt identifier
used incorrectly

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --4102 Ilwalid combination of parms in control
stmt

If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the procedure.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
I f you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains an identifier that was not
accepted by the system.

Explanation

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4104).

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

Additional Information

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement just processed either has missing parameters,
parameters that are incorrect because of values specified in other
parameters, or parameters that cannot be specified in the same
statement at the same time.

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the rejected
identifier. The identifier is out of order, incorrect for. the situation,
not usable with a prior statement, or has some other fault.

I f this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4102).

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

Additional Information
The combination of parameters specified in the utility control
statement is incomplete, or one or more of the parameters or their
values conflict.

User Response

Option 2: I f this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored;
enter the correct utility control statement.

SYS --4105 Istatcment identificrJ--This stmt identifier
invalid as used

Option 2: If this option is avaIlable, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

I f you are running a procedure, there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the identifier in the statement you just entered is misspelled, or it
is not a control statement for this utility or program.

SYS --4103 lim'alid parameterl--This is an im'alid
parameter

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--41 OS).

Severity: 5

Additional Information

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you arc runnmg a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard, .
the statement you just entered contains a parameter that the
program docs not accept.
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The message text preceding the dashes identifies the invalid control
statement Identifier.
L'scr Response
Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the job step.

If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the prace
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyb
the statement you just entered contains only '/I'.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the me:
ID (SYS-4108).

SYS --4106 (statement identifier(--This stmt identifier

Additional Information

Severity: 5

longer than 8 chars

The statement that was scanned was all blank.

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains an error in the statement
spacing.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4106).
Additional Information

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility co
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; ente
correct utility control statement
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous ste:
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

SYS --4109 Invalid character in utility control

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the control
statement identifier that is not separated from the first parameter
by a blank, or contains the first 8 characters of an identifier that
is longer than 8 characters.

Severity: 3

l;ser I{esponse

Explanation

Option I: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly enter
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure. 1/
are entering utility control sta~ements from the keyboard,
have entered an incorrect hexadecimal entry.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step'is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the mel
ID (SYS--4109).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4107 Invalid statement identifier
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the proccdure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered has an incorrect identifier in it.
If this error continues to oCcur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4107).
Additional Information
An incorrect identifier was specified in a utility control statement.
The first character of an identifier must be alphabetic (A through
Z. ~. or S).

=.

statement
Auto Response:

Additional Information
An entry less than hexadecimal 40 was specified in a ·utility COl
statement. Entries less than hexadecimal 40 are not printable.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility COl
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; ente
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous stel
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4110
Severity: 3

/I followed by a blank must begin eael
statement
Auto Response:

Uscr Response
Explanation
Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement
Option 2: If this option is available. select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved. and the job continues with
the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS Job is saved. but c!ata created by thIS step IS lost.

SYS --·4108 Irl\'alid utility control stmt--idcntificr
Severity: 3
Explanation

If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the proce(
If you are entering utility control statements from the keybc
the statement you just entered does not begin with l(followel
a blank.
If this error continues to .occur, give the programmer the mes
ID (SYS--4110).
Additional Information
A statement does not begin with /I followed by a blank.

missin~

l;ser I{esponse

Auto Response:

Option I: This option is allowed if you are entering utility cor
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; entel
correct utility control statement
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Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previo·us steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4111 KEYWD record is invalid in specification
module
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4115 Ipositional parameter numberl--lllis
positional parameter missing
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program currently running has a programming error. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--41 II).
Additional Information
The executing program is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. A keyword parameter (KEYWD) definition record in the
specification module contains an incorrect attribute value.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered does not contain a reqUired
pOSitional parameter.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--411S).

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program, notify your
programming serviee representative.

Additional Inrormation

t:ser Response

The number preceding the dashes in the message text is the
number of the required positional parameter that is missing.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User I{csponse

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

SYS --4112 POSIT record is invalid in specification
module

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program currently running has a programming error. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4112).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4116 Ikeyword parameter)--This parameter
missing
Severity: 5

Additional Information
The executing program is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. A positional parameter (POSIT) definition record in the
specification module contains an incorrect attribute value.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

Note: If you are running an IB:'vf-supplied program, notify your
programming service representative.

I f you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered has a missing keyword parameter.

User Response

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message,
ID (SYS-4115).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thiS step is lost.

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the missing
keyword parameter.

SYS --4113

S{;nE~

record is im·alid in specification

module
Se\Oerity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program currently running has a programming error. Enter
opt:on 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(5"1"5-4113).

Additional Information
The pro~ram execultng is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. A substltulton entry definition (5 t; II E:-.J) record in the
speCification module contains an incorrect attribute value.
:'\ole: If vou are running an IBM-supplied program, call for
software service.
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User Response
Option I: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4117 Ipositional parameter numbcrl-Hrst char
this positional parm not ~llpha
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a positional parameter that
does not begin with an alphabetic character.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-4117).
Additional Information

The number preceding the dashes in the message text is the
number of the positional parameter that does not begin with an
alphabetic character.

Additional Information

The number preceding the dashes in the message text identifies the
positional parameter whose value is too large or too small.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

SYS --4120 (keyword parameter)--This parameter not
within limits

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4118 (keyword parameter)--An alpha character
must begin this parm
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a keyword value that is
not within specified limits.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-4120).

Explanation

Additional Information

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter whose value is too large or too small.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,

User Response

the statement you just entered contains a keyword parameter
value that does not begin with an alphabetic character.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-4118).
Additional Information

The message text preceding the dashes identifies a keyword
parameter whose value does not begin with an alphabetic
character.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4119 (positional parameter number)--This
positional parm not within limits
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a positional parameter that
does not fall within specified limits.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-4119).

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4121 (positional parameter number)--Misuse of
quotes in this positional parm
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a positional parameter in
which the use of single quotes is not allowed.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-4121).
Additional Information

The number preceding the dashes in the message text identifies a
positional parameter. The value of this parameter is a pair of
quotes, a quoted string without the closing single quote, or a
quoted string when a quoted string is not allowed.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement
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)ption 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
:he next job step.

SYS --4124 (keyword parameter)--This parameter
exceeds 16777215

)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
:his job is sa~d, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --4122 (keyword parameter)--Invalid use of

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

quotes in this parameter
:;everity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a keyword value in which
the use of single quotes is not allowed.

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are entering utility control statements from the· keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a keyword value that
exceeds the maximum number allowed in utility control
statements.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4124).
Additional Information

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4122).

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter whose value exceeds the maximum number allowed in
utility control statements.

A.dditional Information

User Response

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter whose value is a pair of single quotes, a quoted string
without the closing single quote, or a quoted string when a quoted
string is not allowed.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored;
enter the correct utility control statement.

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --4125 (positional parameter
number)--Nonnumeric char in this
positional parm

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --4123 (positional parameter number)--This
positional parm exceeds 16777215
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a positional parameter
with a nonnumeric character.

If you are. running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

If this error conti'nues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--412S).

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a positional parameter
which exceeds the maximum number allowed in utility control
statements.

Additional Information

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4123).
Additional Information

The number preceding the dashes in the message text identifies the
positional parameter whose value exceeds the maximum number
allowed in utility control statements.
User Response

The number preceding the dashes in the message text identifies the
positional parameter whose value contains a nonnumeric
character.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --4126 (keyword parameter)--Nonnumeric
character in this parameter

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a keyword value with a
nonnumeric character.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4126).
Additional Information
The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter whose value contains a nonnumeric character.

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter whose value has fewer than or more than the number
of characters allowed in the specifications.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option !: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

SYS --4129 (positional parameter number)--This
positional parm invalid date format

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4127Ipositional parameter number)-Invalid
num of chars this positional parm
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a positional parameter
which has an incorrect date format.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4129).
Additional Information

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure member, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a positional parameter in
which too few or too many characters were entered.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4127).
Additional InFormation
The number preceding the dashes identifies the positional
parameter whose value has fewer than or more than the number
of characters allowed in the specifications.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4128Ikeyword parameter)--Invalid number of
chars in this parm
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

The number preceding the dashes identifies the positional
parameter whose value has an incorrect date format.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4130 (keyword parameter)--This parameter has
invalid date format
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a keyword whose value
has an incorrect date format.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4130).
Additional Information

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a keyword parameter
value in which too few or too many characters were entered.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4128).
Additional Information

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter whose value has an incorrect date format.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
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)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
:lis job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

;YS --4131 (positional parameter numberJ-This
positional parm is defined invalidly

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered has an incorrect positional
parameter value.

everity: 5

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message

Auto Response:

ID (SYS--4133).

:xplanation

f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
Irocedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
f you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
he statement you just entered contains an invalidly defined
.ositional parameter.
f this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
D (SYS--4131).
ldditional Information

'he number preceding the dashes identifies the positional
•arameter that is incorrectly defined in the syntax specification
nodule.
f you are running an IBM-supplied program, call for software
ervice.
Jser Response

)ption 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
:tatements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
;orrect utility control statement.
)ption 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
)ata created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
he next job step.
)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

The number preceding the dashes identifies a positional parameter
that has an incorrect value specified for it.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4134 (keyword parameter)--This parameter has
an invalid value
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,

the statement you just entered has an incorrect keyword
parameter value.

SYS --4132 (keyword parameter)--This keyword
parameter is invalid

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message

;everity: 5

Additional Information

Auto Response:

ID (SYS--4134).

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter that has an invalid value specified for it.

~xplanation

[f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

)rocedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

User Response

[f you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
:he statement you just entered contains a keyword which is
,ncorrect (not allowed by the system).

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

[f this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

[D (SYS--4132).
f\dditional Information

fhe message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter which is not recognized by the utility.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4135 [positional parameter R1.1mberJ--Negative
value this positional parameter

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

Severity: 5

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered has a negative positional parameter
value.

SYS --4133 [positional parameter numberJ--Invalid
value for this positional parm

Additional Information

Severity: 5
Explanation
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

The message text preceding the dashes identifies a positional
parameter that has a negative numeric value specified for it.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job.

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered has a keyword parameter value not
followed by a comma or blank.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --4136Ikeyword parameter)--Negative value in
this parameter

The message text preceding the dashes identifies a keyword
parameter that has a value followed by a character other than
comma or blank.

Severity: 3

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered has a negative keyword parameter
value.
Additional InFormation

The message text preceding the dashes identifies the keyword
parameter that has a negative numeric value specified for it.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4139Ipositional parameter number)-First char
this positional parm invalid
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

Explanation

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4137Ipositional parameter number)--No
comma or blank after positional parm
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,

the statement you just entered has a positional parameter value
not followed by a comma nor a blank.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
the statement you just entered contains a positional parameter that
does not begin with an alphabetic or numeric character.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4139).
Additional InFormation

The number preceding the dash in the message text is the number
of the positional parameter that does not begin with an alphabetic
or numeric character.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

Additional Information

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

The message text preceding the dashes identifies a positional
parameter that has a value followed by a character other than
comma or blank.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --4140 Ikeyword parameter)--Alpha or numeric
char must begin parm
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a keyword parameter
value that does not begin with an alphabetic or numeric character.

SYS --4138Ikeyword parameter)--No comma or blank
after this parameter

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message

Severity: 3

Additional InFormation

Auto Response:

ID (SYS--4140).
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The message text preceding the dashes identifies a keyword
parameter whose value does not begin with an alphabetic or
numeric character.
User Response

Additional Information

The caller of the syntax checker specified a buffer size of zero or
a buffer size greater than 120 bytes.
Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program. call for
software service.

Option 1: This option is allowed if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct utility control statement.

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
.
the next job step.

Option 2: If this option is available. select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved. and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4151 End of data statement not allowed

SYS --4154 Invalid record in specification module

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered is incorrect.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4151).
Additional Information

The return code from 'system input' indicated that the operator
entered '/*' from the keyboard. These characters are not allowed
at this time.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

The program being run has a programming error.
Additional Information

The program running is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. Possible causes of this error are:
•

The first byte of the specification module is not a V.

•

The format of some records in the specification module is
incorrect.

•

The ordering of some records in the specification module is
incorrect.

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure.
call for software service.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available. select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved. and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --4152 Permanent error from keyboard or disk

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If utility control statements are being entered from the keyboard,
the hardware error occurred at the keyboard. If utility control
statements are being processed from a procedure, then the error
occurred while accessing the procedure on the disk.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4152).

Additional Information

If the error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary form
found in the System Problem Determination manual. and call for
hardware service.

Severity: 5

Option 2: If this option is available. select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved. and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4153 Invalid input butTer size specified in
program

The program being run has a programming error.
Additional Information

The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. The specification module contains a substitution table header
(SUBTB) record without any parameter substitution entry
(SUBEN) records following.

Auto Response:

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available. select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved. and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4157 Invalid default for parm in specification
module

Explanation

Severity: 5

The program being run has a programming error.

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Explanation

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program. call for
software service.

User Response

Severity: 5

SYS --4156 SUBEN record not found after SUBTB
record

Auto Response:

The program being run has a programming error.

Additional Information

Additional Information
The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. The default that is specified for the parameter in the
specification module is all blanks.

The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP.
A positional parameter (POSIT) record, a keyword
parameter (KEYWD) record, or a parameter substitution entry
(SUBEN) record has been coded such that the value being output
overflows the end of the user defined output area.

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure,
call for software service.

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure,
call for software service.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this ~tep is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4158 Invalid input buffer scan address

SYS --4161 Invalid SUBEN record in specification
module

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

The program being run has a programming error.

Explanation

Additional Information

The program being run has a programming error.

The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. The syntax checker detected that its scan pointer was
beyond the end of the statement. This error indicates a serious
condition.

Additional Information

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure,
call for software service.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4159 Invalid number of parms in specification
module
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP.
A parameter substitution entry (SUBEN) in the
specification module record has been coded in the specification
module without any output area size given.
Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure,
call for software service.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4163 SUBTB record missing in specification
module
Severity: 5

Explanation
The program being run has a programming error.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program being run has a programming error.

Additional Information

Additional Information

The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. The specification module has defined more than the 64
parameters allowed.

The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. A specific value is required to satisfy some combination of
parameters.
A specific value check requires a parameter
substitution entry (SUBEN) record which requires a substitution
header (SUBTB) record. The SUBTB record is missing.

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure,
call for software service.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4160 Invalid output buffer for specification
module
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure,
call for software service.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4164 SUBEN value invalid in specification
module

Explanation

Severity: 5

The program being run has a programming error.

Explanation

Auto Response:
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The program being run has a programming error.
Additional Information

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the statement you just entered contains a positional parameter in
which the use of single quotes is not allowed.

The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. A parameter substitution entry (SUBEN) record has
specified an attribute for its value, but the value supplied is not in
the format indicated by the attribute.

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure,
call for software service.

Additional Information

User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4165 SUBEN exceeds max value in
specification module
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program being run has a programming error.
Additional Information
The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. A parameter substitution entry (SUBEN) record within the
specification module has specified a numeric value greater than
16,777 ,215.
Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure,
call for software service.
User Response

ID (SYS--4211).

The number preceding the dashes in the message text identifies a
positional parameter. The value of this parameter is a pair of
quotes, a quoted string without the closing single quote, or a
quoted string when a quoted string is not allowed.
User Response
Option 1: If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter the correct utility control statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4301 TAPESTAT: FROMTIME parameter is
not 'valid
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The from time specified in parameter 4 of the TAPESTAT
procedure is not correct. Enter option 2 or 3. Enter a correct
value in parameter 4 and try the operation again. Otherwise, give
the programmer the message ID (SYS-4301).
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4166 Invalid record identifier in specification
module
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --4302 TAPESTAT: TOTIME parameter is not
valid
Severity: N/A

Explanation
The program being run has a programming error.
Additional Information
The program being run is using the syntax checker function of the
SSP. Each record in the specification module has a unique one
byte nonzero identifier. A record in the specification module with
an identifier of zero has been found. '

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The to time specified in parameter 6 of the TAPESTAT procedure
is not correct. Enter option 2 or 3. Enter an allowable value for
parameter 6 and try the operation again. Otherwise, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-4302).
User Response

Note: If you are running an IBM-supplied program or procedure,
call for software service.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to ~nd the job step.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4211 (positional parameter numberJ--Misuse of
quotes in this positional parm
Severity: 5
Explanation
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Auto Response:

SYS --4303 TAPESTAT: FROMDATE parameter is
not valid
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The from date specified in parameter 3 of the TAPESTAT
procedure is not correct. Parameter 3 must contain a valid date
if the to date in parameter 5 is entered. Enter option 2 or 3. Enter
a correct value in parameter 3 and try the operation again.
Otherwise, give the programmer the message ID (SYS-4303).

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4304 TAPESTAT: TODATE parameter is not
valid
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The tape ID specified in the T APESTAT procedure cannot be
found in the logging tables directory. Enter option 2 or 3 and give
the programmer the message ID (SYS-4307).
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4308 TAP ESTAT: Selected records are not
found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The to date specified in parameter 5 of the TAPESTAT procedure
is not correct. Enter option 2 or 3. Parameter 5 must be specified
if parameter 3 (from date) is specified. Enter a valid date in
parameter 5 and try the operation again. Otherwise, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-4304).

The selected records specified in the TAPESTAT procedure
cannot be found in the tape volume counter table. Enter option 2
or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-4308).

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4305 TAPESTAT: FROMDATE parameter
greater than TODATE parameter

SYS --4309 TAP ESTAT: Enter tape drive ID and
CRT/Printer

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

The from date specified in parameter 3 of the TAPESTAT
procedure is greater than the to date specified in parameter 5.
Enter option 2 or 3. Enter a value in parameter 3 that is less than
the value in parameter 5; then try the operation again. Otherwise,
give the programmer the message ID (SYS-4305).

Either or both parameters 1 and 2 are not complete. Enter option
2 or 3 and enter a correct value in the parameters. Otherwise. give
the programmer the message ID (SYS-4309).

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4306 TAPESTAT: FROMTIME parameter is
greater than TOTlME parameter
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The from time specified in parameter 4 of the TAPESTAT
procedure is greater than the to time specified in parameter 6.
.Enter option 2 or 3. Enter a value in parameter 4 that is less than
the value in parameter 6; then try the operation again. Otherwise,
give the programmer the message ID (SYS-4306).
User Response

SYS --4320 Must specify an input file label in
parameter 1. •.
Severity: 5
Explanation

An input file label is required when copying a file from disk to
tape using SL or NL processing or when copying a file from tape
to disk using SL processing.
Enter option 3. Perform the operation again, and specify the
correct input file label in the TAPECOPY command statement.
Otherwise. give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4320).
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4321 Must specify output file label in
parameter 5 ...

SYS --4307 T APESTAT: Device ID is not found

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:.

An output me label is required when no input file label is given.
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Enter option 3. Perform the operation again, and specify the
correct output file label in the TAPECOPY command statement.
Otherwise, give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4321).
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4322 Must specify a volume ID in parameter
10...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

When the output file is being written to an SL tape, the volume
ID of the tape must be specified.

value) is specified in the TAPECOPY command statement.
Otherwise, give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4325).
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4326 Must specify the number of (blocks or
records) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

When you are creating a new disk file, you must specify the
number of blocks or records.

Enter option 3. Perform the operation again, and specify the
volume ID in the TAPECOPY command statement. Otherwise,
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4322).

Enter option 3. Perform the operation again, and specify the
correct number of blocks or records (correct value is given in the
message text) in the TAPECOPY command statement.
Otherwise, give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4326).

User Response

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4323 Must specify a record length in parameter
12...

SYS --4327 Local system station address does not
match ...

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

You must specify the record length of the tape file when the tape
input file is NS, NL, BLP or when adding data to a tape file using
NL processing.
Enter option 3. Perform the operation again, and specify the
correct record length in the TAPECOPY command statement.
Otherwise, give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4323).
User Response

An attempt was made to enable a location whose local system
station address does not match the address of the locations already
enabled on the same line. All locations enabled on the same line
at the same time must have the same local system station address.
Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-4327).
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The enable attempt is ended. Any data created up to
this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --4324 Must specify a block length in parameter
13...

SYS --4330 (file name) last record pointer not updated

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You must specify the block length of the tape file when the type
of processing is NL, NS, or BLP or when the record format is
FB. The block length is also required when creating a new tape
file with the FB format.

This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
when trying to update the last record pointer in the format 1. The
format 1 is an area in the disk volume table of contents that
contains information about a file. The data in the file could not
be read because the file is on a disk which is unusable. The disk
drive is considered unusable for one of the following reasons:

Enter option 3. Perform the operation again, and specify the
correct block length of the tape file in the TAPECOPY command
statement. Otherwise, give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4324).
User Response

•

Disk drive is not powered on.

•

Disk drive needs 1M load.

•

Disk has invalid block size.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Disk has incorrect serial number.

SYS --4325 Must specify RECORDS or BLOCKS in
parameter 16...

If the disk drive is powered on, fill out a Problem Summary Form,
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

When you are creating a new disk file from a tape file, the word
RECORDS or BLOCKS is required.
Enter option 3. Perform the operation again, and make sure
either the word RECORDS or the word BLOCKS (and its correct
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No operator response is required for this message.

SYS --4331 Unable to read the library sector for (file
name)
Severity: N/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

IPL file rebuild issues this message when the first sector of a user
library cannot be read because the disk drive is unusable. Since
the first sector of a library contains information necessary for
using the library, the library may be unusable. The disk drive is
considered unusable for one of the following reasons:
•

Disk drive is not powered on.

•

Disk drive needs 1M load.

•
•

Disk has invalid block size.

Explanation

The starting file you requested, or the first file on the diskette or
tape if no starting file was requested, is not part of a saved group.
The file name identified in the message specifies the starting file's
name. If there are characters to the right of the message, they
identify the location of the diskette in the magazine drive or the
location of the tape.
Do one of the following:

•

If the wrong diskette or tape is mounted, mount the correct
diskette or tape; then enter option 1.

If the disk drive is powered on, fill out a Problem Summary Form,
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then give the programmer responsible
for this job the message number (SYS--4335) and file name
mentioned in the message.

This message is an informational message. There is no operator
response required.

You specified the RESTO RE ALL procedure to copy a set of files
back to disk from the diskette or tape. However, the starting file
on the diskette or tape was not saved as part of a set using the
SAVE ALL procedure. Either the incorrect diskette or tape was
mounted or the file(s) should be copied individually using he
RESTO RE procedure with a file name specified in the first
parameter.

Disk has invalid serial number.

SYS --4332 Unable to rebuild keys for (file name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
message when the keys of an indexed file require rebuilding and
the disk drive is unusable. The disk drive is considered to be
unusable for one of the following reasons:
•

Disk drive is not powered on.

•

Disk drive requires 1M load.

•
•

Disk has an invalid block size.
Disk has an incorrect serial number.

This message also will be issued if an alternate index file requires
to be rebuilt and the parent file is on a usable drive. Also, the
message is issued if the alternate index file which is required to be
rebuilt is on a disk drive which is unusable. The index for the file
is not rebuilt. The file might be unusable.

User Response

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4336 No files are present on this tape
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If the disk drive is powered on, fill out a Problem Summary Form,
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

You are trying to do a RESTO RE ALL from a tape that contains
no files. If the wrong tape was mounted, remove it and mount the
correct tape. Then restart the procedure. I f you specified the
wrong tape drive, enter the correct tape drive (TI or T2) and
restart the procedure. Otherwise, give the message ID (SYS-4336)
to the programmer responsible for this job.

No operator response is required to the message.

Additional Information

SYS --4333 Unable to Sort keys for (file name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message is for your information. IPL file rebuild issues this
message when the keys of an indexed file need sorting but the file
is on a disk drive which is unusable. The disk drive is considered
to be unusable for one of the following reasons:

•
•
•

Disk has an invalid block size.

•

Disk has an incorrect serial number.

Disk drive is not powered on.
Disk drive needs 1M load.

The keys of an indexed file are not sorted.
If the drive is powered on, fill out a Problem Summary Form,
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.
No operator response is required to this message

SYS --4335 File (file namel is not part of a saved
group...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

One of the following reasons probably caused this failure:

•

The wrong tape was mounted.

•

The wrong tape drive was specified (TI{f2).

•

The SAVE ALL procedure that should have saved the files
did not run successfully.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4337·Dictionary or definition not found for (file
namel···
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The file you are trying to restore was externally linked to a
dictionary and file definition when it was saved. When an
externally linked file is saved, the file's dictionary name and file
definition name are also saved. Normally, when the file is
restored, it is automatically linked to the same dictionary and
definition. For the file you are restoring, however, the dictionary
or file defmition was not found on the system.
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Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 if you wish to restore the file even though the
dictionary or file definition was not found. The file will not
be externally linked after the restore.

•

If you want to use the current diskette, enter option O. The
save operation will continue, but the data will not be
compressed.

•

Enter option 1 if the dictionary and definition associated
with the file is now on the system. $COPY will try again to
link the file.

•

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4337).

If you want to compress the data during the save, insert a
2D format 2 (1024 bytes per sector) diskette into the slot
location indicated by the message and enter option 1. The
check for correct format will be retried with the new
diskette.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4339).

User Response
Option 0: The restore will continue. However, the file specified in
the message will not be externally linked after the restore.
Option 1: The $CO PY utility will try again to link the file specified
in the message to the dictionary and me definition associated with
the file at the time it was saved.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4338 Cannot access dictionary (dictionary
name) for file (file name) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response
Option 0: The save operation will continue but the data will not
be compressed.
Option 1: The $COPY utility will check the format of the new
diskette entered. If the correct format diskette was inserted, the
save operation with data compression will continue.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps will
be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4340 Parameter 13 cannot be COMPRESS if
parameter 2 is ADD

Explanation

Severity: 5

The file you are trying to restore was externally linked to a
dictionary and file definition when it was saved. When an
externally linked file is saved, the file's dictionary name and file
definition name are also saved. Normally, when the file is
restored, it is automatically linked to the same dictionary and
definition. For the file you are restoring, however, the dictionary
could not be accessed.

Explanation

The reason the dictionary could not be accessed is given by the
message ID number displayed at the far right in the message. If
you wish to find out more information about this message ID,
refer to the number in this manual.
Do one of the following:
•

•

Select option 0 if you wish to restore the file even though the
dictionary could not be accessed. The file will not be
externally linked after the restore.
Select option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4338) and the message ID number specified at the
far right in the message.

Auto Response:

You have incorrectly entered a parameter in the procedure
statement. Parameter 2 can only be ADD when parameter 13 is
either NOCOMPRESS or blank. The parameter cannot be ADD
if data compression is specified.
Enter option 3. Before you try the operation again, make sure
parameters 2 and 13 are correct. If you do not find the error, give
the programmer responsible the message ID (SYS--4340) and the
name of the procedure you were running.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4341 File (file namel's level does not match
definition ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The file you are trying to restore was externally linked to a
dictionary and file definition when it was saved. When an
externally linked file is saved, the file's dictionary name and file
definition name are also saved. Normally, when the file is
restored, it is automatically linked to the same dictionary and
definition. F or the file you are restoring, however, the change
level of the current definition differs from the chl}nge level of the
definition when the file was saved. This means that either the
definition or dictionary has been changed in some way since the
file was saved.

SYS --4339 1024-byte diskette needed to compress
data...

•

Enter option 0 if you wish to restore the file and link it to
the dictionary even though the dictionary or file definition
has changed since the file was saved. The file will be
externally linked after the restore.

•

Enter option 1 if you wish to restore the file but not link it
to the dictionary. The file will not be externally linked after
the restore.

User Response
Option 0: The restore will continue. However, the file specified in
the message will not be externally linked after the restore.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation
In order to compress data during a save operation, a 2D format 2
(1024 bytes per sector) diskette must be used.
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•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining the job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4341).

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 if you wish to restore the file even though the
dictionary or file definition was in use and could not be
accessed. The file will not be externally linked after the
restore.

•

Enter option 1 if the dictionary and definition are now
available and not in use. $COPY will try again to access the
definition and link the file.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4343).

User Response

Option 0: The restore will continue. The file specified in the
message will be externally linked to the same dictionary as it was
when it was saved. The file will be externally linked after the
restore.
Option I: The restore will continue. However, the file specified
in the message will not be externally linked after the restore.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: The restore will continue. However, the file specified in
the message will not be externally linked after the restore.

SYS --4342 (file name)'s record length does not match
definition ...

Option I: The $CO PY utility will try again to link the file specified
in the message to the dictionary and file definition associated with
the file at the time it was saved.

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation

The file you are trying to copy is externally described or was
externally described when it was saved. Normally, the new file
created as the result of the copy will be linked to the same
dictionary and definition. For the file you are copying, however,
the file's record length is different from the record length specified
by the file definition in the dictionary. Either you are changing the
record length of the file through the copy, or the file definition has
changed since the file was saved.
Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4344 Remote file (file name) cannot be copied
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The file you are trying to copy is a remote alternative index.
Alternative indexes cannot be copied to or from a remote system.

•

Enter option 0 if you wish to copy the file without linking it
to the dictionary. The output file will not be externally
described.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--4344).

•

Enter option 1 if you wish the $CO PY utility to retry the
record length check. The record length specified in the file
definition can be changed at another work station to match
the file you are copying.

User Response

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4342).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous'steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --4345 Cannot add to diskette file from remote
disk file

Option 0: The restore or copy will continue. However, the file
specified in the message will not be externally linked after the
copy.

Severity: 5

Option I: The $COPY utility will recheck for a match between the
file's record length and the length specified in the file definition.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

The disk file you are saving is located on a remote system. You
requested to save this remote file and add it to an existing diskette
file. Such operations are not allowed.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--434S).
Additional Information

SYS --4343 File (file name)'s dictionary or definition
is in use ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The file you are trying to restore was externally linked to a
dictionary and file definition when it was saved. When an
externally linked file is saved, the file's dictionary name and file
definition name are also saved. Normally, when the file is
restored, it is automatically linked to the same dictionary and
definition. For the file you are restoring, however, the dictionary
or the definition is in use and cannot be accessed.

You may save this remote file directly to diskette by not specifying
that it be added to an existing diskette file. This is done by
changing parameter 2 in the SAVE procedure or changing the
COPYADD statement in the $COPY OCL.
You may add this file to an existing diskette file only if it is first
copied from the remote disk to the local disk using the $CO PY
utility or COPYDATA procedure. The local file can then be
saved and added to the diskette file.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this ~tep is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4346 Cannot copy to or from tape if disk file
is remote

SYS --4348 Cannot perform record selection on a
remote file

Severity: N/A

Severity: 5

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Re.sponse:

Explanation

Explanation

One of the following has occurred:

One of the following has oocurred:

•

The input file you are saving is located on a remote system.
Remote files cannot be saved to tape.

•

•

The output file you are restoring is specified to go to a
remote location. Tape files cannot be restored to a remote
location.

The input file you are copying or displaying is located on a
remote system. You cannot select records if the input file is
remote.

•

The output file you are copying to is specified to go to a
remote location. You cannot select records if the output file
is remote.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-4346).
Additional Information
You may indirectly save a remote file to tape. First copy the file
from the remote disk to the local disk using the $COPY utility or
the COPYDATA procedure. Then save the local disk file to tape.
You may indirectly restore a file to a remote location. First
restore the tape file to the local system. Then copy the file from
the local disk to the remote disk using the $COPY utility or the
COPYDATA procedure.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4348).
Additional Information
You can copy or display this remote file if you do not request
record selection. This is done by removing the record selection
parameters in the $COPY OCL or the COPYDATA,
LISTDATA, RESTORE or SAVE procedures.
User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4347 Cannot compress or decompress a remote
file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
One of the following has oocurred:

SYS --4349 Cannot change file organization or key
attributes ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The file you are trying to copy is externally described or was
externally described when it was saved. For such files, you may
not change the file's organization (for example, from sequential to
indexed), its key position, or its key length. Also, you may not
convert it to a job file. Such a change may result in the file
definition not aocurately describing this file.

•

The input file you are saving is located on a remote system.
Remote files cannot be compressed when saved.

•

The output file you are restoring is specified to go to a
remote location. Diskette files that are compressed cannot
be restored to a remote location.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4347).

Enter option 0 if you wish to copy the file without linking it
to the dictionary. The output file will be changed as
requested but will not be externally described.

•

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4349).

Additional Information
You may directly save a remote file to diskette by not specifying
that it be compressed. This is done by changing parameter 13 in
the SAVE procedure or changing the COPYFILE statement in the
$COPY OCL.
You may indirectly save a remote file in a compressed format.
First copy the file from the remote disk to the local disk using the
$COPY utility or the COPYDATA procedure. Then save the
local file to diskette, specifying data compression.
You may indirectly restore a compressed diskette file to a remote
location. First restore the file to the local system. Then copy it
from the local disk to the remote disk using the $COPY utility or
the COPYDATA procedure.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Do one of the following:

User Response
Option 0: The restore, save, or copy will continue and the
requested changes will be made. The file however. will not be
externally linked after the copy.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created uP. to this point
is saved and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4350 Unable to read data from disk •.•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a hardware error. Do one of the following:·

•
•
•

Enter option 1 to try the operation again.

This is a hardware error. Enter option 3 and give the programmer
the message ID(SYS--4353) and the name of the program you
were running when this error occurred.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS-4350) and the name of the program
you were running when this error occurred.

Run the job again. If you cannot correct this error, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Enter option 0 to continue.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.
Additional Information
The message was issued by the build utility program (SBUILD),
which might have been invoked by the BUILD procedure.
SBUILD was unable to read information from the disk.
User Response
Option 0: The error is ignored and the job continues.
Option 1: The operation causing this error is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --4351 BUILD cannot be evoked or run from the
job queue ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information
An error occurred while the system was reading from or writing
to the disk VTOC. The message was issued by the build utility
program (SBUlLD), which might have been invoked by the
BUILD procedure.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --4354 Sector corrected by write from another
task
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message is for your information. Enter option 0 to continue.
While the sector was displayed for the SBUILD utility program,
the bad-data indication was cleared by a write operation issued by
another task. The requested write operation is bypassed.

Explanation

User Response

The SBUILD program is an interactive program; therefore, it
cannot run if it does not have a work station to communicate
with.

Option 0: The requested write operation is bypassed. The sector's
bad-data indication is cleared.

Enter option 3 and try to run the BUILD procedure again by
entering the procedure name from a work station. If this error
continues to occur, give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4351).

SYS --4355 BUILD ran successfully - no error sectors
found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation

For more information about SBUILD or BUILD, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If this error continues to
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

This is an informational message only. The SBUILD utility has
searched the entire disk without finding any defective sectors.
Enter option 0 to cause the SBUILD utility to terminate.

User Response

Option 0: The job continues.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4352 SBUILD output--Change forms on
.
system list printer
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a warning message.
Output from the SBUILD utility program is going to the system
list device. If the system list device is a printer, standard forms
should be on the printer for the SBUILD utility program output.
Make sure standard forms are on the printer.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues. If the system list device is a printer,
change to standard forms before selecting this option.

User Response

SYS --4356 Unable to locate a work disk sector
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a hardware error. Enter option 3 and give the programmer
the message ID (SYS--4356) and the name of the program you
were running when this error occurred.
Run the job again. If you cannot correct this error, fill out a
Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
Additional Information
An error occurred while the system was attempting to find a work
sector on the CE cylinder of the first fixed disk drive. SBUILD is
unable to run. The message was issued by the build utility
program (SBUILD), which might have been invoked by the
BUILD procedure.
User Response

SYS --4353 Disk error while accessing the disk VTOC
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
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SYS --4357 Disk not available .••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The $BUILD utility is unable to continue because a disk drive is
not available. The disk drive is probably not powered on or not
physically connected to the system. Do one of the following:
•

Ready the disk drive and enter option 1 to continue.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

Additional Information

The message was issued by the build utility program (SBUILD),
which might have been invoked by the BUILD procedure.
SBUILD was unable to continue checking for errors on the disk.
User Response

Option 1: The operation causing this error is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any record updates made by this job step are saved.

SYS --4359 Disk error--sector reassignment failure ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A read error occurred on a disk while program $BUlLD was
executing. An alternative (spare) sector could not be assigned to
aid in correcting the error. The disk is identified by the
4-character system reference code located to the right of the
message.
Run the PROBLEM procedure and select the SRC shown with
the system message (6000, 6001, and so on.) and take the error
analysis option. Follow the directed procedures.

If you specified the wrong name or did not specify a required node
list member name take option 2 or 3 and retry the PASSTHRU
procedure with the correct name. Or, enter the status subsystem
(0 I) command to display the status of your APPC subsystems.
Enter the ENABLE procedure(s) to enable the APPC
subsystem(s) as needed.
If the ENABLE procedure(s) is
successful, enter the Status APPC (0 A) command to make sure
you have session group(s) started for the remote location. If not,
use the STRTGRP procedure(s) to start your session group(s) for
the remote location.
Enter option 1 to retry the pass-through request. Enter option 2
to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.
Additional Inrormation

The 4-character code to the right of the message is an SSP-ICF
return code. This return code provides more information about
the error that display station pass-through has encountered. Refer
to the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using for additional information.
User Response

Option 1: Use this option if the ENABLE and STRTGRP
procedures were successful. Display station pass-through will retry
the pass-through request.
Option 2: Take this option if the ENABLE or STRTGRP
procedure(s) was unsuccessful, the remote location name specified
was incorrect, or the node list member name was not specified and
is required. The job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: Take this option if the ENABLE or STRTGRP
procedure(s) was unsuccessful, the remote location name specified
was incorrect, or the node list member name was not specified and
is required. The job is canceled. Data created by previous job
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4701 Session group for location (remote
location name) not started ...

You can continue to use the system. However, if you try to read
or write on the defective sector, another error message may occur.

Severity: N/A

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: The error is ignored and the job continues.

Display station pass-through requires an active session group to
pass through to the remote location specified. If you specified a
session group name on the PASSTHRU procedure, that session
group is not started. If you did not specify a session group name
on the PASSTHRU procedure, the configured default session
group is not started.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any sectors corrected by this job step are saved.

SYS --4446 MSRJE is already ending
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message is for your information. You entered an END
utility control statement; however, an END utility control
statement was entered earlier, and MSRJE is ending. This
message will be followed by message RJE--4442.
No further action is reqQ.ired.

SYS --4700 Location (remote location name) is not
enabled .••
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

One of the following occurred:

Auto Response: N/A

Enter the STATUS APPC (0 A) command to display the status
of your APPC session group(s). Use the STRTGRP procedure to
start the appropriate session group.
Select option 1 to retry the pass-through request. Select option 2
to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.
Additional Information

The 4-character code to the right of the message is an SSP-ICF
return code. This return code provides more information about
the error that display station pass-through has encountered. Refer
to the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using for additional information.
User Response

Option 1: Use this option if the STRTGRP procedure was
successful.
Display station pass-through will retry the
pass-through request.

•

The wrong remote location name has been specified

•

An APPC subsystem has not been enabled at either the local
system, the remote system, or both systems

Option 2: Use this option if the STRTGRP procedure was
unsuccessful. The job step is ended. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

There are one or more System/38s located in the network
between this system and the specified location and a node list
member name was not specified.

Option 3: Use this option if the STRTG RP procedure was
unsuccessful. The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --4702 No APPC sessions are currently available

the error encountered' by display station pass-through. Refer to
the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using for additional information.

Severity: N/A

User Response

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Display station pass-through is attempting to acquire a
communication session using the APPC subsystem. and no
sessions are currently available. A session may become available
later.
Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4705 Pass-through not installed at location
(remote locatjon name) ...

The 4-character code to the right of the message is an SSP-ICF
return code. This return code provides more information about
the error that display station pass-through has encountered. Refer
to the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using for additional information.

Severity: NIA

User Response

The user is attempting to pass through to a system which does not
have the display station pass-through support installed.

Option 1: Display station pass-through will retry the passcthrough
request.

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is ended. Data created by previous steps
in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4703 Communication line is currently not
available ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Display station pass-through is attempting to acquire a
communication session using the APPC subsystem. and the
communication line is currently not available. The line may
become available later.
Select option 1 to have display station pass-through retry the
request. Select option 2 to end the job step. Select option 3 to end
the job.
Additional Information

The 4-character code to the right of the message is an SSP-ICF
return code. This return code provides more information about
the error that display station pass-through has encountered. Refer
to the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using for additional information.
User Response

Option 1:
Display
pass-through request.

Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4704 Location (remote location name)
unavailable, permanent error ..•
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Additional Information

The 4-character code to the right of the message is an SSP-ICF
return code. This return code provides more information about
the error that display station pass-through has encountered. Refer
to the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using for additional information.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4706 APPC subsystem needed to access
location (remote location name) ..•
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Display station pass-through has detected a permanent error while
communicating with the remote location. This error prevents the
job from continuing.
Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Display station pass-through is attempting to access a remote
location that is not configured to use the APPC subsystem. The
user did one of the following:
•

Specified the wrong remote location on the PASSTHRU
procedure statement

•

Enabled the wrong communication subsystem for the
remote system

•

Configured the communication support incorrectly.

station pass-through will retry the

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved; and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response: N/A

Use the STATUS SUB~YS (D I) command to list the active
communication subsystems on your system. If the remote
location you wanted to use is active and is using the APPC
subsystem (you entered the wrong name). retry the PASSTHRU
procedure with the correct remote location name. If the remote
location you wanted to use is active and is not using the APPC
subsystem. you configured the communication support
incorrectly. Disable the communication support and reconfigure
the communication support to use the APPC subsystem. If the
remote location you wanted to use is not active. you enabled the
wrong communication subsystem. Enable the APPC subsystem
you wanted to use.
Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.
User Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

The 4-character code to the right of the message is an SSP-ICF
return code. This return code provides more information about

Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --4707 Security not valid - rejected by location
(remote location name) ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

Display station pass-through is attempting to start
pass-through support at the remote location specified in
message. However, the remote location is not allowing
pass-through support to be started because the user is
authorized to start jobs on the remote system.

the
this
the
not

SYS --4709 Resources unavailable at location (remote
location name) ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.

Explanation

Additional Information

You have just run the PASSTHRU procedure and one of the
following has occurred:

The security support on either the local or remote system will
need to be changed to allow the user to access the remote system.
You may do one of the following:

•

Not enough system resources are available at the remote
system to allow you to pass through at this time.

•

Insure that if communication security is defined, it is defined
on both systems.

•

Job initiation on the remote system has been stopped via a
STOP SYSTEM or STOP SESSION command,

•

If the remote system is a System/36 then,

If the pass-through request has failed because the remote system
has been stopped, wait until the remote operator has started the
system before retrying the PASSTHRU procedure.
If the
pass-through request has failed because there are not enough
system resources at the remote system, wait until the remote
system is less busy before retrying the PASSTHRU procedure.

If communication security is defined and *NULL is
not defined in the user identification file on the remote
system, then the 'Require user password to start each
procedure' prompt for communication security should
be set to N (no).
Enter *NULL as a valid user ID in the user
identification file on the remote system.

•

If the remote system is a System/38 then,
Insure that a default user is specified on the
Communication Entry for the APPC device in the
APPC subsystem.
Insure that the default user is authorized to the APPC
device and the pass-through transaction program
(QPAPAST2).

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4710 PASSTHRU cannot be evoked or placed
on the JOBQ

The 4-character code to the right of the message is an SSP-ICF
return code. This return code provides more information about
the error.

Severity: N/A

For additional information, refer to the following manuals:

The PASSTHRU procedure is interactive. You cannot evoke this
procedure, nor can you place this procedure on the JOBQ.

•

For System/36

Explanation

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.

The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using

User Response

Using System/36 Communications, SC21-9082

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

System Security Guide, SC21-9042

•

For System/38
Data Communications Programmers Guide, SC21-7825

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step,
Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4708 PASSTHRU not allowed now ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You are within a display station pass-through session. You are
now trying to pass-through to another remote system. You are
not allowed to start a pass-through session from within a
pass-through session.

Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4711 More than one pass-through session not
allowed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You are attempting to start a pass-through session, and one
already exists for this display. You are not allowed to have more
than one pass-through session per display.
Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

"
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Auto Response: N/A

SYS --4712 Pass-through not allowed to location
(Remote Location Name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You are attempting to pass through to a Release 4 S/36 from a
DHCF or remotely-attached 3270 display. This is not allowed.
You can pass through to this remote system from a different
display type.

Explanation

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.

You are attempting to start a pass-through session to a remote
location that is not supported. The remote system must have the
following support:

User Response

•

A System/36 that has the System/36 display station
pass-through support

•

A System/38 that has the System/38 display station
pass-through support, Release 8 or greater.

•

A System/38 with the proper work station device
descriptions, attached to the specified virtural control unit,
varied on and allocated to the subsystem.

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.
Additional Information

Ensure that the remote system has the proper level of support
installed and available. If the remote system is a System/38,
ensure that the virtual control unit and device descriptions are
varied on and that the device descriptions are allocated to a
subsystem.
Refer to the System/38 Data Communications
Programmers Guide, SC21-7825, for additional information
concerning virtual work station devices used by display station
pass-through.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4716 Virtual Control Unit name not specified
correctly ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The remote system being passed through to is a System/38. The
System/38 requires that a virtual control unit name be specified
with the pass through request. You either :
•

Specified a virtual control unit name which is not valid on
the remote system.

•

Did not specify a virtual control unit name on the
PASSTHRU procedure.

Additional Information

User Response

For additional information refer to the following manuals:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Using System/36 Communications, SC21-9082

•

System/38 Data Communications Programmer's Guide,
SC21-7825

Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --4713 Location [remote location name) requires
IGC displays only ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: N/A

Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You have just attempted to pass through to an IGC preferred
system from a non-ideographic display. This is not allowed. You
can pass through to this remote system from an ideographic
display.
Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.

SYS --4717 Press Error Reset followed by Enter to
continue
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response

The Enter key must be pressed again in order to read the data
from the display station screen.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Press the Error Reset key. The keyboard will become unlocked.
Next press the Enter key to continue processing.

Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4718 Connection failure detected in network ...

SYS --4714 (display station id) cannot be varied ofT
at this time

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

One of the following occurred:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The work station specified in the message text cannot be varied ofT
at this time. The operator should try to vary ofT the work station
at a later time by using the VARY OFF command.

SYS --4715 Display not supported by location
(Remote Location Name) ...
Severity: N/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

•
•
•

A remote location name specified in the node list member is
not a name of a system in the network
A remote location name specified in the node list member is
a name of a system in the network which is currently unable
to start APPC sessions
The connection between this System/36 and the first
System/38 in the network is not complete (the enable has
not completed)

If the remote location is not in the specified network, either
remove the remote location name from the node list member or
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specify a node list member on the PASSTHRU procedure which
more correctly describes the network.

•

This condition should never occur when the target system is
another System/36.

If the remote location is not able to start APPC sessions, wait
until the remote location is able to start sessions before re-issuing
the pass-through request.

•

This condition occurs when a user requests a record by
relative record number while using a selection expression,
but that record is not included in the logical view of the file
determined by the selection expression used.

Use the status subsystem (D I) command to display the status of
your APPC subsystems. If the connection to the first System/38
is not complete use the ENABLE procedure to enable the APPC
subsystem as needed.

Additional Information

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.

•

For additional information, refer to the following manual:
Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in the job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4720 Tape unit parameter must be T1 or T2 ...

SYS --4731 Data mapping error for file (file label) ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

A tape file is to be copied to or from a tape cartridge (UNIT- TC),
but $TCOPY does not support tape cartridge.

A data mapping error occurred on the target system. Examples
of data mapping errors are:

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.

•

The data type of the record received from the source system
does not match the data type of the record on the target
system.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

The key value received from. the source system contains
character data while the key value of the target system
contains numeric data.

User Response

User Response

SYS --4721 Parm 9 must be NL, NS or BLP if parm
1 is null ...
Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step "is lost.

Auto Response: 3

SYS --4735 DDM started by (user name) at location
(location)

Explanation
No value was specified for the first or ninth parameter positions.
The ninth parameter position must be NONLABEL, NL,
NONSTAND, NS, BYPASS or BLP if the first parameter
position is not specified and a file is being copied from tape to
disk.
Enter option 3. If the procedure is part of a job step, give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-472 1). Otherwise, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.
Additional Information

Severity: 1

Auto Response:

Explanation
To provide an audit trail of remote users of the data files, DDM
logs this message to the history file whenever TDDM is started
by a remote system.

SYS --4736 DDM created file (file label)
Severity: 1

Auto Response:

You specified that a file be copied from tape to disk (TJ or T2 in
the third parameter of the TAPECOPY command), but specified
no parameter in the first or ninth parameter positions. When Tl
or T2 is specified in the third position and no tape file label is
specified in the first position, NONLABEL, NL, NONSTAND,
NS, BYPASS or BLP must be specified in the ninth parameter
position.

To provide an audit trail of remote users, TDDM logs this
message to the history file whenever a file is created by DDM.

User Response

Severity: 1

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Explanation
To provide an audit trail, TDDM logs this message to the history
file whenever an alternative index is created by DDM.

SYS --4730 Record not available from file (file label) ...

SYS --4738 DDM deleted file (file label)

Severity: 3

Severity: 1

Explanation
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Auto Response: 3

Explanation

SYS --4737 DDM built alternative index (file label)

Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

To provide an audit trail of remote users, TDDM logs this
message to the history file whenever a file is deleted by D D M.

SYS --4739 DDM renamed file (old file label) to file
(new file label)
Severity: I

Auto Response:

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --4745 File (file label) temporarily unavailable •..

To provide an audit trail of remote users, TDDM logs this
message to the history file whenever a file is renamed by DDM.

Severity: 3

SYS --4740 DDM cleared file (file label)

The target system has temporarily made the file unavailable to all
users. Possible causes of this condition are: the file is damaged
and must be repaired before further use, or a target system
process such as disk compression prevents immediate use.

Severity: I

Auto Response:

Explanation

To provide an audit trail of remote users, TDDM logs this
message to the history file whenever a file is cleared by DDM.

SYS --4741 DDM reorganized file (file label)
Severity: I

Auto Response:

Explanation

To provide an audit trail of the remote users, TDDM logs this
message to the history file whenever a file is reorganized by
DDM.

SYS --4742 Unexpected Mic value -- xxxx ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4743 DDM reply message «(DDM codepoint»
not expected ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4746 Parameter value «(DDM codepoint)
rejected by remote system ...
Severity: 3

The remote system received a value for a DDM parameter that it
does not support. The D D M codepoint of the parameter value
not supported is in this message. Refer to the Distributed Data
Management Guide, SC21-8011, for a list of the DDM codepoints.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4747 DDM codepoint «(DDM codepoint»
rejected by remote system •.•
Severity: 3

This MIC is used when the source server receives a reply message
with a DDM codepoint that is not recognized, or reply messages
that are valid for the request but are not expected to occur. The
DDM codepoint of the reply message received is in this message.
Refer to the Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011, for
a list of the DDM codepoints.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4744 Command check occurred on the remote
system ..•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

User Response

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

The remote system received a DDM codepoint that is not
supported or recognized by the remote system. The DDM
codepoint for the DDM object rejected is in this message. Refer
to the Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-8011, for a list
of the DDM codepoints.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4748 Resources on remote system nQt available

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

While processing a DDM request, the remote system detected a
condition that should not occur. The remote system encountered
an unarchitected and implementation-specific condition for which
there is no architected message. Corrective actions are required
at the remote system. Contact the system operator at the remote
system. For further information, refer to the target system's
history file, joblog, and so on.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The requested command could not be completed because of
insufficient target system resources. Examples of resource limits
are:
•

The target system has insufficient storage to keep track of
file locks, file opens, or allocating buffers.
System Messages
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The target system cannot obtain another file lock.
The target system's send or receive buffer overflowed.
User Response

new file has been created. DDM returns this error if the file lock
fails after the new file is created. If option 0 is offered. the user
may choose it to ignore this condition. If option 0 is chosen. then
D D M will open the file even though the file has no lock on it.
User Response

Dption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Choose option 0, 2 or 3.

Dption 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: The job step continues but the newly created file is not
locked.

SYS --4749 Security error «(DDM codepoint))
detected for file (file label] ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The security manager of the remote system rejected the file
operation requested. . The DDM codepoint in this message
indicates the type of security violation detected. Refer to the
Distributed Data Management Guide, SC21-BOll, for a list of the
D D M codepoints.
User Response

SYS --4754 Cursor position not known for file (file
label) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The requested operation cannot be performed because it is
dependent upon file cursor position and the cursor position is not
known for the specified file. This condition occurs because a
previous operation failed, losing the cursor position.

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --4750 Key value rejected for file (file label] ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A request to access a data record in the file by a specific key value
was rejected by the remote system. The key value is valid for
System/36, but not for the remote system.

SYS --4755 Requested record number exceeds
maximum ...

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

The program requested the record number to be returned to it.
However, the record number exceeds system limitations.
User Response

SYS --4752 Invalid DDM reply received from remote
system ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

SYS --4757 Open file error «DDM codepoint])
occurred on remote system ...

The remote system returned a DDM reply which is invalid or not
recognized by the source system. This message is also used by the
source server when it detects either a syntax or protocol error in
the datastream sent by the target system.

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The remote system returned a DDM reply message that indicates
the open file request failed. The DDM codepoint of the reply
message received is in this message. Refer to the Distributed Data
Management Guide, SC21-BOll, for a list of the DDM codepoints.

Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

User Response

SYS --4753 New file (filename] is created but not
locked...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The new file is created successfully, but no file lock is obtained.
This message occurs only if the target is a non-System/36.
A non-System/36 does not support locking a new file prior to
creating it. so the System/36 source must send a file lock after the
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4758 Record is in use by another job ...
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

DDM is attempting to access a record in a remote file. The
remote system returned a message indicating that the record is in
use by another job. This error only occurs when communicating
with a non-System/36 target.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4759 No room in directory for file (file label) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

•

The record length exceeds system limitations.

•
•
•

The key length exceeds system limitations.
The indexed file has more than one key.
The file has variable-length records.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4793 Second X.25 line cannot be set on ...

Explanation

Severity: 5

The directory implied by the specified file name is full and does not
have space for the file being created, moved, copied, or renamed
at the remote system.

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the X.2S parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect, or the line number parameter is invalid for multiple
X.2S lines.
Do one of the following:

SYS --4760 (file label) can not be accessed ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The remote system does not support access to the object as a data
file. Examples of this condition are:

•

Trying to access a file which is actually a library or folder
on a remote System/36.

•

Trying to access a file which would result in requests to be
relayed to a non-System/36.

•

Trying to access a non-delete-capable direct file on a
non-System/36.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4761 Can not clear physical file (filename) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4793) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

When line 8 is an X.25 data line, a second X.25 line cannot be set
on. To configure two X.25 data lines, you must first run
SETCOMM and set X.2S off on line 8. Then run SETCOMM
and set X.2S on using two lines other than line 8. Line 8 is an
X.2S reserved line when two X.25 lines are configured on the
system.
User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored, and you can reenter the correct control statement. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4794 Maximum number of X.25 lines already
configured ...

Explanation

Severity: 5

DDM cannot clear the physical file which is associated with an
alternative index.

Explanation

User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered ~
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in thE
procedure.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4762 DDM cannot access file (filename) .•.

Auto Response:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the X.2S parameter you entered for the SET statement h
incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility contra
statement.

Explanation

•

The file located at the non-System/36 target has attributes not
supported by System/36, or the remote system did not return valid
file attribute information. Possible examples of this condition are:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message II::
(SYS--4794) and the name of the procedure you werE
running.

Additional Information

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3
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The system is configured with three X.25 data lines and two X.25
reserved lines. The maximum number of X.25 data lines that can
be configured is three.
User Response

Additional Information

Short hold mode was specified for the line type, and the X.21 task
is not active.
User Response

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored; you may enter the correct control statement. This option
is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements from
the keyboard.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4795 Must be ELCA to turn short hold mode
on ...

SYS --4797 Cannot turn X.25 on if short hold mode
is on ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

If you are entering a utility control statement from the keyboard,
the LINE parameter in the SET A utility control statement for the
$SETCF utility or in the SET utility control statement for the
$SETCP utility is incorrect.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the X.25 parameter you entered for the SET statement is only
allowed if short hold mode is off.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET A or SET utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4795) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The line type parameter was changed for either parameter 2 in the
SETCOMM or ALTERCOM procedure statement or the LINE
parameter in the SET or SETA utility control statement. LINE-H
(short hold mode) was specified with the SET or SETA utility
control statement, or SHM (short hold mode) was specified with
the SETCOMM or ALTERCOM procedure, and you must have
a communications controller to specify short hold mode.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4796 X.21 task must be active for short hold
mode ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the line type parameter you entered for the SETA utility control
statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET A utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4796) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
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procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4797) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The X.25 parameter in either the SETCOMM procedure
statement (parameter 12) or the SET utility control statement is
only allowed if short hold mode is off.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by prevIous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4798 Must be X.21 line to turn short hold mode
on ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard
the line type parameter you entered for the SETA or SET utility
control statement is incorrect.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SErA or SET utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS:-4798) and the name of the procedure you were
runnmg.

Additional Information

The line must be X.21 to turn short hold mode on.
User Response

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard. The statement that caused
this error is ignored. The operation is tried again.

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --4799 No changes allowed for X.2S reserved
line ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4801 Need (number of bytes) bytes/sector
diskette for File (file label)
Severity: 5

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the X.2S parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect, or the line number parameter is invalid for multiple
X.2S lines.

Auto Response:

Explanation

The wrong diskette may be in the diskette drive. A diskette that
has the number of bytes per sector given in the message must be
inserted in the diskette drive before this job can continue.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the diskette magazine drive.

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

I nsert the correct diskette, and then enter option I to
continue.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4799) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4801), the file label, and the volume number from
the message.

Additional Information

User Response

The line number specified in either the SETCOMM procedure
statement or the SET utility control statement is an X.2S reserved
line. You cannot use SETCOMM or the SET statement to change
the attributes of a reserved line.

Option I: The operation is tried again.

Line 8 is an X.2S reserved line when any other two lines are
configured as X.25 data lines. Lines 7 and 8 are X.25 reserved
lines when any other three lines are configured as X.2S data lines.
If you want to change the attributes of a reserved line, you must
set X.25 off in one of the data lines. If there are two X.25 data
lines and one is set off, then line 8 will no longer be reserved. If
there are three X.25 data lines and one is set off, then line 7 will
no longer be reserved.
User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored, and you can reenter the correct control statement. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4800 Need diskette volume (volume number) for
file (file label)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The wrong diskette may be in the diskette drive. A diskette with
the file label and the volume number given in the message must
be inserted in the diskette drive before this job can continue.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the wrong diskette in the diskette magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4802 Need (number of bytesl/2S6 bytes/sector
diskette for File (file label)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The wrong diskette may be in the diskette drive. A diskette that
has the number of bytes per sector given in the message must be
inserted in the diskette drive before this job can continue.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the diskette magazine drive.
Do one of the following:
•

Insert the correct diskette, and then enter option I to
continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4802), the file label, and the number of bytes
required per sector from the message.

User Response

Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Insert the correct diskette, and then enter option I to
continue.

SYS --4803 (number of bytes) bytes per sector diskette
needed

•

Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4800), the file label, and the volume number from
the message.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
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The wrong diskette may be in the diskette drive. Before this job
can continue, you must insert a diskette with the number of bytes
per sector given in the message.

SYS --4806 Empty slot--insert diskette in location ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the diskette magazine drive.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

While reading a file, this job found an empty slot in the diskette
magazine drive. Empty slots are not allowed once this function
starts processing diskettes in a diskette magazine.

•

Insert the correct diskette, and then enter option 1 to
continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4803) and the number of bytes required per sector
from the message.

User Response

The characters to the right of the message identify the location of
the empty slot in the diskette magazine drive.
Do one of the following:

•

Insert the diskettes in the diskette magazine so that no slots
are skipped. Insert the magazine into the diskette drive, and
then enter option 1 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4806).

Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4804 Insert next diskette in sequence...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

All the files on the current diskette were processed. Insert the next
diskette for this job.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the diskette magazine drive.

Do one of the following:

•

Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

•

User Response

Insert the next diskette for this job, and then enter option 1
to continue.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--4804).

User Response
Option 1: Processing continues with the next diskette.

Note: If this message occurs and there is not an empty slot, fill
out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

SYS --4810 ALERT cannot be evoked or run from the
JOBQ ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The ALERT procedure has been either evoked or placed on the
job queue. The ALERT procedure cannot be evoked or run from
the job queue because it requires interactive processing.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-4810) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --4805 Insert next magazine in sequence ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --4811 Invalid parameter entered on the ALERT
procedure ...

All the files on the current diskette magazine were read. Insert the
next diskette magazine for this job.

Severity: N/A

The characters to the right of the message identify the location of
the diskette magazine in the diskette magazine drive.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

•

Insert the next diskette magazine, and then enter option 1 to
continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--480S).

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.

Auto Response: N/A

An invalid parameter has been entered on the ALERT procedure.
Enter option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4815 The alert file [file name) is in the wrong
format
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

This is an informational message. The alert file identified in the
message is not in the expected format and cannot be processed.
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In order to get the file created in the correct format, all APPC or
APPN subsystems must be disabled, the alert file deleted, and the
necessary subsystems enabled again.

This is an informational message. The alert source member
identified by the alert source member name and library name has
been converted to the current level of C & SM Alert support.

SYS --4816 The alert file (file name) has wrapped

No further operator action is required.

Severity: N/A

SYS --4834 Alert source member not at current alert
level...

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. The alert file has reached its
capacity and has wrapped around to the beginning. Records that
were logged previously will now be overwritten.

SYS --4817 Started sending alerts from file-(fiIe name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. Alerts that were logged to the
alert file are now being sent to the remote location that you
designated to receive alerts.

SYS --4818 Finished sending alerts from file-(fiIe
name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An attempt has been made to perform a view, print, or apply of
an alert source member that is not at the current C & SM release
level.
Enter option 2 to return to the Alert Source Member Functions
screen, then select the update option to convert the member to the
current C & SM release level; or enter option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --4835 Alert generation is not started ...

This is an informational message. Alerts that were logged to the
alert file have now been sent to the remote location that you
designated to receive alerts.

Severity: N/A

SYS --4819 Error occurred while processing file-(fiIe
name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message.
An unrecoverable error
occurred while processing the alert file. Further disk operations
will not be performed until the problem is corrected.

This is an informational message. An attempt has been made to
send a notification alert when alert generation has not been started
on this system.
Enter option 3 and cancel the job. Before you can send a
notification alert, you must run the ENABLE procedure to start
the APPC location that is designated to receive alerts.
User Response

Option 3: The job is ended. Any data created up to this point is
preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --4825 Alerts updated in (alert source member
name]MSG I from (library name] in
(SYS-MIC number]

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The ALERT utility apply function has been run and the alert
generation status of the messages in ##MSGI has been
successfully updated with the values contained in the alert source
member identified in the message.
No further operator action is required.

SYS --4826 Alerts reset in ##MSG 1
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The ALERT utility reset function has been run and the alert
generation status of the messages in ##MSGI has been
successfully restored to the initial values that were supplied with
the system.
No further operator action is required.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --4836 Alert source member cannot be updated .•.
Auto Response: N/A

An attempt has been made to update an alert source member that
is not at the current C & SM release level. The alert source
member must first be converted to the current level before an
update can be performed.
Enter option 0 to convert the member to the current release level
and continue with the update. Enter option 2 to return to the
Alert Source Member Functions screen. Enter option 3 to cancel
the job.
User Response

Option 0: The job continues. The alert source member will be
converted to the current C & SM release level, and you will be
given the opportunity to update the newly converted alert source
member.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4832 (alert source member name) in (library
name) converted to new alert level

SYS --4837 No alert location is enabled

Severity: N / A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N / A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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rhis is an informational message. No APPC locations designated
receive alerts are currently enabled.

,0

'1/ 0 further operator action is required.

;;YS --4838 Alert support is not installed
;everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. The switched line defined by the
remote location currently receiving alerts is in use. An alert was
not sent for the message indicated. The alert will be sent when the
line becomes available.

~xplanation

No further operator action is required.

rhis is an informational message. You requested the status of
:nabled alert locations, but alert support is not configured on your
:ystem.
Alert support is one of the selections on the
:::ommunications and Systems Management Feature. See the
nanual Changing Your System Configuration, SC21-90S2, for
nore information.

SYS --4849 Alert not sent for [message IDJ-DLC or

;;YS --4844 Incorrect operator classification ...
;everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

hardware error
Severity: N/A
Explanation

This is an informational message. A Data Link Control (OLC)
or hardware error occurred and an alert was not sent for the
'message identified.
No further operator action is required.

~xplanation

(ou tried to run the ALERT procedure, but your security
:lassification is not high enough. Enter option 3 to cancel the job,
md then contact your master security officer to change your
:Iassification. You must be classified as a system operator or
Iigher to run this procedure if security is active.
rhen run the ALERT procedure again.
Jser Response

)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

;;YS --4845 [location narne)-Alert generation has

SYS --4850 Alert not sent for [message ID)-protocol

violation
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. A local or remote protocol
violation occurred and an alert was not sent for the message
identified.
No further operator action is required.

SYS --4851 Alert sent for [message ID)-remote

location rejected

started
:everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

;;Xplanation

Explanation

rhis is an informational message.
The communications
:onnection to the remote location identified in the message has
)een established. Alerts can now be sent to the remote location.

This is an informational message. A negative response was
received from the remote location to which this alert was sent,
therefore the alert for the message identified was not successfully
received by the remote location.

1/ 0 further operator action is required.

;;YS --4846 [location narne)- Alert generation has

stopped
:everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The necessary alert support may not be installed on the system
you are attempting to send the alert to. On a System/36, alert
support is one of the selections on the Communications and
Systems Management feature. Refer to the manual, Changing
Your System Configuration, SC21-90S2, for more information.

~xplanation

SYS --4852 Alert not sent for [message ID)-not an

~his is an informational message.
The communications
:onnection to the remote location identified in the message has
>een disabled. Alerts will no longer be sent to the remote location.

Severity: N/A

1/ 0 further operator action is required.

iYS --4847 Alert not sent for [message ID)-line

disconnected
:everity: N/A

alert
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. An alert was not sent for the
message identified because it is not defined as a message that is
capable of generating an alert.
No further operator action is required.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --4853 Alert successfully sent for [message ID)

;;Xplanation
~his

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

is an informational message. A disconnect command was
eceived from the remote location currently receiving alerts.
~ommunications with the remote location ended. An alert was
lot sent for the message indicated, it will be sent when the line
)ecomes available.

This is an informational message. An alert for the message
identified was successfully received by the remote location.

I/o further operator action is necessary.

No further operator action is required.

iYS --4848 Alert not sent for [message ID)-switched

SYS --4854 Alert not sent for (message ID)-alerts are

line in use
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Explanation

looping

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --4859 Error in message file--File cleared

Explanation

Severity: N/A

This is an informational message. Alerts are looping between the
remote location you specified to receive alerts and this system.
Alerts will be discarded until the situation is corrected.

Explanation

A configuration change should be made using the CNGIGICF
procedure.

Auto Response: N/A

A severe error was detected in the format of the message file. The
file was deleted, and a new message file was created. All of the
messages that were in the message file when the error was detected
were canceled.

SYS --4855 Invalid message file found. Must reformat

SYS --4860 Request incomplete--Msg file disk error

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

The format of the message file is invalid. Do not try to send a
message with the MSG control command.

The request was not successfully completed because a disk error
occurred when reading the message file. Do not try to send any
messages with the MSG control command.

To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of
the messages in the message file should be canceled.

SYS --4856 Disk I/O error reading message file
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of
the messages in the message file should be canceled.

SYS --4861 Request incomplete--Msg file format
error
Severity: N/A

A disk error occurred when reading the message file. All of the
messages that were in the message file have been removed, and a
new message file has been created.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The request was not successfully completed, because the format
of the message file is invalid. Do not try to send any messages
with the MSG control command.
To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of
the messages in the message file should be canceled.

SYS --4857 No disk space for message file

SYS --4862 Request incomplete--No space in msg file

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

The system tried to allocate disk space for the message file.
However, not enough consecutive blocks of disk space were
available. If there are enough consecutive blocks of disk space, an
error may have occurred during a disk reorganization and the
reorganization did not complete successfully. This caused the disk
to appear as though it does not have enough space.

The request was not successfully completed because there is not
enough space in the message file.
To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and cancel any
unwanted messages. If this condition continues to occur, increase
the size of the message file with the MSGFILE procedure.

Run the MSGFILE procedure to decrease the size of the message
file. Specify that new sizes are to be defmed, then cancel all of the
messages from the file.

Severity: NfA

You can make space available on the disk by doing the following:

Explanation

SYS --4863 Request incomplete--Msg file not found
Auto Response: N/A

1.

Use the SAVE and SAVELIBR procedure to copy any files
or libraries you want saved to diskette. Then use the
DELETE procedure to delete any remaining files.

The request was not successfully completed because the message
file does not exist on disk. Do not try to send any messages with
the MSG control command.

2.

If you have other unused file or libraries, use the DELETE
procedure to delete these unused files.

To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of
the messages in the message file should be canceled.

3.

Use the COMPRESS procedure to accumulate all the free
space in one area on the disk.

SYS --4864 Request incomplete--Msg file in use

After you perform one or more of the above steps, run the
MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of the messages in
the message file should be canceled.

Severity: N/A

4.

SYS --4858 Unable to allocate message file
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The request was not successfully completed because the message
file is in use by another task.
To continue, retry the request after the task that was using the
message file has finished.

Explanation
You tried to allocate the message file; however, the request was
not successfully completed and a dump was taken. If this error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.

SYS --4868 DEFINE only allowed at the system
console
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
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'he request was not successfully completed. The message file can
nly be defined from the system console.

User Response

Jser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job, step.

.ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
1is job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4873 Display station ID must be 2 characters

i

.YS --4869 DEFINE requires system operator
authority
everity: 4

Auto Response: 2

:xplanation

'he request was not successfully completed. Security authority
at least system operator is required to define the message file.

,f

Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

The display station ID must be 2 characters. To continue, run the
MSGFILE procedure and specify the proper value for the display
station ID parameter.
User Response

Jser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4874 Display station size must be from 1 to 999
or null

;YS --4870 Parm 1 must be SUMMARY, CANCEL,
DEFINE, or null

Severity: 4

i

:everity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Ixplanation

The display station size must be a number from 1 through 999.
If nothing is specified, the display station size will not be changed.

,'he first parameter for the MSGFILE procedure must be
:UMMARY, CANCEL, DEFINE, or not specified.

To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify the proper
value for the display station size.

~o continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify the correct
.alue for the first parameter.

User Response

Jser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

>ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
s saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

>ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4875 User ID size must be from 1 to 9999 or
null

iYS --4871 Cancel parameter must be ALL, USER,
or DISPLAY

Severity: 4

ieverity: 4

Auto Response: 2

~xplanation

f the CANCEL parameter is specified for the MSGFILE
)rocedure, the second parameter must be ALL, USER, or
)ISPLAY.

ro continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify the correct
falue for the cancel parameter.
Jser Response

)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
s saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
:his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4872 User ID must be 8 or fewer characters
;everity: 4

Auto Response: 2

e:xplanation

fhe user ID that was specified must be 8 or fewer characters.
fo continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify a proper
value for the user ID.
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Auto Response: 2

Explanation

The user ID size must be a number from 1 through 9999.
nothing is specified, the user ID size will not be changed.

If

To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify the proper
value for the user ID size.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4876 Message size must be from 1 to 9999 or
null
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

The message size must be a number from 1 through 9999.
nothing is specified, the message size will not be changed.

If

To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify the proper
value for the message size.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4877 File location must be AI, A2, A3, A4, or
null
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4881 Cancel (Cancel type) only allowed at the
system console

Explanation

Severity: 4

The location of the message file must be AI, A2. A3, or A4. If
nothing is specified, the location of the message file will not be
changed.

Explanation

To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify the proper
value for the message file location.

The request was not successfully completed because the type 01
cancel that was specified can only be entered from the system
console.
User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4878 Request incomplete--Msg file format
error
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

The request was not successfully completed because the format of
the message file is invalid. Do not try to send any messages with
the MSG control command.
To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of
the messages in the message file should be canceled.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4882 There is an error in a system program
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Try the procedure that caused this error again. If the error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determinatton manual, and call for software
service. Give the programmer responsible for maintaining this job
the message ID (SYS-4882).
Additional Information

User Response

This error occurred when a control block that is necessary for
completing the request was altered incorrectly.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4879 Request incomplete--Message file not
found
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job will be saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4883 System work file cannot be created
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

The request was not successfully completed because the message
file (#MESSAGE) does not exist on disk. Do not try to send any
messages with the MSG control command.
To continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of
the messages in the message file should be canceled.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The MSGFILE SUMMARY request cannot be processed at this
time because the system cannot obtain enough work space on the
disk. Use the COMPRESS procedure to collect all unused disk
space into a single area and try the request again. If this message
is still issued, contact a programmer to determine if there are
unused files which can be removed.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4880 Cancel (Cancel type) requires system
operator authority

SYS --4884 Unable to allocate message file

Severity: 4

Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Explanation

The request was not successfully completed because the type of
cancel that was specified requires at least system operator security
authority.

You used the MSGFILE procedure to remove all messages from
the system. The message file was deleted but could not be
re-allocated. If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem
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,'ummary Form, found in the System Problem Determinatton
lanual, and call for service.

]ser Response
)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
; saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

;YS --4885 Request incomplete--Msg file not found
:everity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Ixplanation

f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
)rocedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
f you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the MSG
)CL statement cannot be processed.
)0

SYS --4887 Request incomplete--Msg file in use
Severity: 3

one of the following:
Enter option 1 and enter the next OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4885) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

\dditional InFormation

fhe request was not successfully completed, because the message
lie does not exist on disk. Do not try to send any messages with
;he 1/ MSG OCL statement.
fo continue, run the MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of
:he messages in the message file should be canceled.
User Response

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
rhis option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4886 Security info for specified library is invalid

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the MSG
OCL statement can not be processed.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the next OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS.-4887) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional InFormation

The request was not successfully completed, because the message
file is being used by another task.
To continue, retry the request after the task currently using the
message file has finished.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4888 Unable to perform
statement now
Severity: 3

II [OCL command)

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The requested function could not be performed now because it
conflicts with a currently executing command processor function.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0; the OCL statement is ignored, and the job
continues.

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name, or there is an error in the procedure.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4888).

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
MENU OCL statement cannot be processed.

User Response

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the next OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4886) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

Option 0: The OCL statement is ignored. The job continues.
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4889 Invalid APPCNET parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

The library specified on the MENU OCL statement is not in the
resource security file as a library.

Explanation

You cannot use the specified library until a security officer
changes the resource type to a library.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
APPCNET parameter in the SESSION statement is incorrect. If
you specify this parameter, it must be YES or NO.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4889) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

The OCL statement you just entered was ignored because there
was an incorrect number of parameters specified for the START,
STOP, CHANGE, or CANCEL OCL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

For more information about these OCL statements, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --4890 Disk containing referenced library not
available

User Response

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An attempt was made to access a library that resides on an
unavailable disk. Enter option 1 to have the OCL statement
ignored.
To cancel job, enter option 3, then notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job. Give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS-4890) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

Option 1: The OCL statement is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled.

SYS --4891 Job cannot be started now
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You cannot start a job at this time because STOP SYSTEM
KEYSORT is running. No job can be started while STOP
SYSTEM KEYSORT is running.
Do one of the following:
•

•

Enter option 1. The system will try again to start the job for
you. If STOP SYSTEM KEYSORT is still running, this
error will occur again.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4891) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4892 Invalid parameter in OCL statement
Severity: 3

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4894 Print spooling is not active
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

I

SYS --4893 Incorrect number of parameters specified

Auto Response: 3

You entered an OCL statement that relates to print spooling;
however, the statement will be ignored because print spooling is
not active at this time.
If you think print spooling should be active, verify that print
spooling is configured, that it was not canceled by the IPL
overrides, and was not deactivated by an error that occurred when
you ran the COMPRESS procedure. To activate print spooling,
run the CNFIGSSP procedure, configure print spooling, and then
perform an IPL.
For more information on these procedures, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for software service.
User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4895 Spool file is empty now
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

This message is for your information. The OCL statement you
entered is ignored because the spool fIle is empty.

An invalid parameter was used in an OCL statement.

If you think there should be print data in the spool fIle, make sure

I •

I•
I

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-4892).

it has not already been printed or canceled. Also, make sure
SPOOL-NO was not specified on a PRINTER OCL statement for
the job you think should have put data in the spool fIle.

For more information on these statements, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

User Response

User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

System Messages
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To continue, do one of the following to try to save the data in the
spool file:

;YS --4896 Spool file disk error
:everity: 3

Auto Response: 3

~xplanation

\ disk error occurred in the spool file. The OCL statement you
ust entered did not complete processing normally. The status of
he spool file is unpredictable. Do the following:
Do not try to put more data into the spool file. The status
of the spool file entry is not predictable.

I •

I•

I

Try to print the data.
Use the COPYPRT procedure to copy the data into a disk
file.
.

You may not, however, be able to recover all the print data. For
more information about the COPYPRT procedure, refer to· the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

t.

Try to save the data now in the spool file. Either try to print
it or use the COPYPRT procedure to copy it onto a disk
file. You may, however, not be able to recover all the priqt
data.

If this message occurs again, use either the HOLD or CANCEL
command to hold the spool file entry causing this error or to
remove it from the spool file. This action may allow you to
continue printing other data from the spool file. For more
information about these commands, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.

I.

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from
the spool file. Select the override option that clears the spool
file. All data that is in the spool file when the IPL is
performed is lost.

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from the
spool file. Select the override option that reformats the spool file.
All data that remains in the spool file when the IPL is performed
is lost.
.

'1ote: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
:a11 for hardware service.

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

User Response

User Response

:>ption 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
;tatements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
,his error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

:>ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4897 Statement ignored. Spool entry being
intercepted

Severity: 3

!;everity: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The statement you just entered was ignored because the program
is still creating the data for the specified spool file entry.

SYS --4899 SSP error while working with SPOOL
Auto Response: 3

An error occurred in the system program while it was working
with the spool.
Additional Information

To continue, enter the statement again when the program is done
creating the specified spool file entry (when the job step creating
the output either closes the spool file entry or it ends). If
CONTINUE-YES is specified in the PRINTER OCL statement,
spool file entries may not be closed at the end of the job step.
This will cause the output from several job steps to be joined
together. The spool file entry will be closed at the end of the job,
or when a printer OCL statement is found with CONTINUE-NO
specified.

The operator entered a START, STOP, CANCEL, or CHANGE
OCL statement and an unexpected system error occurred.

If you want more information about the command you entered
and the PRINTER OCL statement, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.
.

Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

To continue, enter another OCL statement. However, if this error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
User Response

SYS --4900 Requested printer not controlled by
subconsole
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

SYS --4898 Statement incomplete--invalid spool file
format
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The statement you just entered was ignored because there is an
error in the spool file. Do not try to put more data into the spool
file, because the status of the spool file is not predictable.
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This error occurred because you entered a statement from a
subconsole and specified printer 10 for the spool-writer when this
subconsole does not control the printer.
To continue, enter the statement again and specify the correct
printer 10 or enter the same statement from the system console
or controlling subconsole. You can use the STATUS WRT
command to fmd out which display station controls the printer.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4901 Invalid ROTATE Parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure,either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

I

The statement you entered was ignored because no spool file
entries were found that this statement could process.
You can use the STATUS PRT command to determine the status
of the spool file entries in the spool file. The System Reference
manual, SC21-9020, contains more information about the
STATUS PRT command.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
ROTATE parameter in either the FORMS statement or the
PRINTER statement is incorrect.

SYS --4905 Requested parameter not allowed at
display station

Do one of the following:

Severity: 3

I •

I•

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 1 and enter the correct OCL statement.

Explanation

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4901) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

The statement you entered was ignored because a parameter either
is not allowed from a command display station or is not correct
for the position specified.

Additional Information
The ROTATE parameter in the FORMS and PRINTER
statements must be either 0, 90, 180,270, or COR.
User Response
Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

For more information about the statement you entered, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4906 Unable to perform OCL Statement now
SYS --4902 Invalid DRAWER Parameter
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard, the
DRAWER parameter in either the FORMS statement or the
PRINTER statement is incorrect.

I

Do one of the following:

I •

I·

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The statement you entered cannot be performed now because the
spool file interlock is not obtainable. Try the statement again at
a later time.
User Response
Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but ciata created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4902) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

SYS --4907 A parameter is invalid or missing
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Additional Information

Explanation

The DRAWER parameter in the FORMS and PRINTER
statements must be either 1,2, or 3. The default value is 1.

Parameter I in the START or STOP statement is not correct, or
it is missing. For more information about the START and STOP
statements, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

User Response
Option 1: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4904 No spool file entries for this command
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

User Response
Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4908 Spool writer started but unable to run
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3
System Messages
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Explanation

rhe spool-writer was started for the printer. However, an attempt

:0 start printing failed for any of the following reasons:

SYS --4912 User ID required when USER specified

The printer is offline.

Severity: 3

The COMPRESS procedure is running or is waiting to run.

Explanation

There is not enough storage available for the spool-writer.

The statement you entered was ignored because the third
parameter was not present. When the second parameter is USER,
the third parameter is required and must be a valid user ID.

ro continue, do the following:
I.

Use the STATUS WO RKSTN command to determine if the
printer is offline. If it is, use the VAR Y command to put it
online.

2.

If the printer is online, the condition that is preventing the
spool-writer from printing is temporary. For example, if the
COMPRESS procedure is running, printing will begin when
the procedure finishes running. The system automatically
attempts to start printing whenever a change is made to the
spool file that causes a spool file entry to become available
for printing. For example, printing will be attempted when
the following occurs:

a.
b.
c.
3.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A new spool file entry is added to the spool file.
A CHANGE or RELEASE command is entered.
The COPYPRT procedure finishes running.

If you want to start printing immediately, enter the START
or RESTART command for the spool-writer for the affected
printer.

If this error continues to occur and the printer is online, or the
COMPRESS procedure is neither running nor waiting to run, you
may not have enough system storage for the amount of work you
are trying to do on your system. You can use the system
measurement facility (SMF) to see how you are using your system
resources.
For more information, refer to the System
Measurement Facility Guide, SC21-902S.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

To continue, enter the statement with the correct parameter.
For more information about the statement you entered, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4913 Forms number required when FORMS
specified
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The statement you entered was ignored because the third
parameter was not present. When the second parameter is
FORMS, the third parameter is required and must be a valid
forms number.
To continue, enter the statement with the correct parameter.
For more information about the statement you entered, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4934 No APPC subsystem is enabled.

SYS --4911 Requested spool writer waiting for
START SYSTEM

Severity: N/A

Severity: 3

You entered a STATUS APPC command to display the status of
the APPC Subsystem; however, the APPC Subsystem is not
enabled. The STATUS APPC command is ignored.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

After the system was stopped, you entered a START statement
for a printer. You entered the statement from a subconsole or
system service display station. The system operator must start the
system again before the START statement for the spool-writer
can take effect, or you can enter the START or REST ART
command from the system console.
No operator action is required after starting the system.
However, you can use the STATUS WRT command to determine
the status of the spool-writer for the printer identified in the
message.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response

No operator response is required.

SYS --4935 (location narnel is not an APPC location.
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

For more information about the commands referred to in this
message, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

You entered a STATUS APPC command with a remote location
name specified; however, the remote location specified in the
command and displayed in the message is not an APPC subsystem
location. The STATUS APPC command is ignored.

User Response

SYS --4936 (location narnel is not enabled.

Option 1: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Severity: N/A
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Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

You entered a STATUS APPC comnmand with a remote location
name specified; however, the remote location is not enabled. The
STATUS APPC command is ignored.

incorrect, or the line number parameter is invalid for multiple
X.25 lines.

SYS --4937 (location name) has been disabled.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

Explanation

•

You entered a STATUS APPC command with a remote location
name specified; however, the remote location has been disabled.
The STATUS APPC command is ignored.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4941) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --4938 No session groups are started
Severity: N/A

Do one of the following:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a STATUS APPC command for the remote location
name displayed in the heading of the status screen; however, no
session groups are started for the remote location.
In an APPN environment, a session group is not associated with
a remote location until a STRTGRP/STOPGRP command is
issued for the remote location and session group pair.
User Response

When line 7 is an X.25 data line, a third X.25 line cannot be set
on. Lines 7 and 8 are X.25 reserved lines when three X.25 data
lines are configured on the system.
To configure three X.25 data lines, you must first run SETCOMM
and set X.25 off in line 7. Then run SETCOMM and set X.25 on
in two lines other than lines 7 and 8.
User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored; you may enter the correct control statement. This option
is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements from
the keyboard.

No operator response is required.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4940 NRZI cannot be turned on with X.25...

SYS --4942 X.25 parameter not allowed ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NRZI parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the X.25 parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect.

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4940) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4942) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

Additional Information

A NRZI parameter (parameter 4) was changed for the
SETCOMM procedure statement or the SET utility control
statement. NRZI cannot be turned on if X.25 is specified.

The X.25 parameter in the SETCOMM procedure statement or
the SET utility control statement cannot be specified for this line.

User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

Either the X.25 parameter cannot be changed with the
communications adapter being used, or the wrong line was
specified.
For a 5360 System Unit, you must have the ELCA (Eight Line
Communication Adapter) to be able to specify the X.25
parameter.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --4941 Third X.25 line cannot be set on ...

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --4943 Cannot turn X.25 on with SLCA ...

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the X.25 parameter you entered for the SET statement is

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
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f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
)rocedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
)focedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

:r you are

entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
he X.2S parameter you entered for the SET statement is
ncorrect.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the X.2S parameter you entered for the SET statement is incorrect
or the line parameter is invalid for multiple X.2S lines.

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4943) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
~dditional

Information

!\on X.2S parameter was changed in either the SETCOMM
procedure statement (parameter 12 in SETCOMM) or the SET
Lltility control statement. The X.2S parameter is not allowed if
you have the SLCA feature installed on your system.

procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--494S) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The X.2S parameter in either the SETCOMM procedure
statement (parameter 12) or the SET utility control statement
cannot be specified for this line. When a second X.2S data line is
configured, line 8 becomes an X.2S reserved line; therefore, it
cannot be specified as the second X.2S data line to set on.

User Response

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored, and you can reenter the correct utility control statement.
This option is allowed only if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4944 Invalid line for third X.25 line...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --4946 Must be EIA/CCITT or X.21 to turn
X.25 on ...
Severity: 5

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

Auto Response:

Explanation

procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,

procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

the X.2S parameter you entered for the SET statement is incorrect
or the line parameter specified is invalid for multiple X.2S lines.
Do one of the following:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the X.2S parameter you entered for the SET statement is allowed
for an EIA/CCITT or X.21 line.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4944) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4946) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

Additional Information

The X.2S parameter in either the SETCOMM procedure
(parameter 12) or the SET utility control statement is not valid for
the specified line. When a third X.2S data line is configured, line
7 becomes an X.2S reserved line; therefore, you cannot specify line
7 as the third X.2S data line to set on.

The X.2S parameter in either the SETCOMM (parameter 12 in
SETCOMM) procedure statement or the SET utility control
statement is only allowed for an EIA/CCITT or X.21 line.

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored, and you can reenter the correct utility control statement.
This option is allowed only if you are entering utility control
statements from the keyboard.

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statemerits from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4947 Line type must be nonswitched to turn
X.25 on ...

SYS --4945 Invalid line specified for second X.25
line•.•

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the X.2S parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the [SPEED parameter you entered for the SET statement is
incorrect.

Do one of the· following:

Do one of the following:

•

If you were entering a utility control statement, enter option
1 and enter the correct SET statement.

•

Enter option 3. If you try the operation again, make sure
the SETCOMM procedure statement is correct. Otherwise,
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4947).

•
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS,--4949). and the name of the procedure you were
runmng.

Additional Information

Additional Information

The X.2S parameter in either the SETCOMM (parameter 12 in
SETCOMM) procedure statement or the SET utility control
statement can only be changed if the line type is nonswitched.

!he [SPEED parameter in either the SETCOMM (parameter 13
In SETCOMM) procedure statement or the SET utility control
statement is only allowed if you have a DDSA line.
User Response

User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4948 Line speed parm not allowed on this
hardware ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4950 MICR reader/sorter is not ready
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The MCR reader/sorter is not ready for one of the following
reasons:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard
the [SPEED (line speed) parameter you entered for the SET
statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct SET utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--4948) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The [SPEED parameter in either the SETCOMM (parameter 13)
procedure statement or the SET utility control sta.tement cannot
be changed with MLCA.
You must have ELCA (Eight Line Communications Adapter) to
specify a DDSA line speed of S6K bps.
User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4949 Cannot set line speed if not a DDSA
line ...
Severity: S

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

•

Jam stop

•
•

Stacker command stop
Empty hopper stop

•

Stacker full stop

•
•

Operator stop

•
•

Cover interlock
Device omine
Device not attached to the system

If the not ready condition is not caused by an abnormal stop,
make the reader/sorter ready and press the Start key on the
reader/sorter to continue processing.
If the not ready condition is caused by an abnormal stop (jam,
stacker command, or cover interlock) this message was preceded
by one or more occurrences of message SYS-4981.
Clear the stop condition and replace jammed documents (if any)
in the appropriate stackers. If more than four documents are
jammed, refer to the hard copy listing (if any) produced by the
MCR application program for stacker number(s) of previous
documents.
Any documents that were fed after the last
successfully read document (identified by message SYS-4981)
should be replaced in the input hopper. Make the reader/sorter
ready and press the Start key on the reader/sorter to continue'
processing.

SYS --4951 Document count condition met for
reader/sorter
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The MCR reader/sorter stacker has met the document count
condition. Enter option 0 to continue reading documents, or enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--49SI).
Additional Information
System Messages
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I.n S (indicating stop) was entered in column 6 of the system
pecifications. The stacker indicated in columns 3 and 4 of a
tacker specification has met the document count condition.

This error occurred while compiling a program that is using
SUBR08 or SUBR25. The data buffer for t.he reader/sorter does
not start on an 8-byte boundary.

Jser Response

Do one of the following:

)ption 0: The job continues. Either more documents will be read,
Ir if no more documents exist, message SYS-4950 will follow.

•

If the program calling either SUBR08 or SUBR25 is a
COBOL or RPG II program, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the Problem Determination Guide manual,
and call for software service.

•

If the calling program is an assembler program, make sure
the data buffer begins on an 8-byte boundary.

)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
s preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

iYS --4968 Program error--invalid reader/sorter
record length

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

;everity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

~xplanation

rhere is an error in the program you are running. Enter option

t or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4968) and
.he name of the program.
\dditional Information

rhe record length specified in columns 24 through 27 of the file
iescription specifications must be as follows:
If you are running SUBR08, the length must be either 0055
or it must be two blanks followed by 55.
If you are running SUBR25, the length must be 3 to 255.
User Response

:>ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
:>ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4969 Program error--invalid reader/sorter
block length
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --4971 MICR reader/sorter controller error
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is either an error in the program you are running or a
hardware error in the MCR reader/sorter. Enter 9ption 2 or 3
and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4971) and the
name of the program you were running.
Additional Information

Either a controller malfunction or a programming error in the
stacker specifications caused this hardware error. An infinite loop
within the stacker specifications (caused by invalid use of the
branching capability) could have caused this error.
If this error continues to occur, and is not caused by a
programming error, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4969) and
the name of the program you were running.

SYS --4975 Error codes above identify specification
errors ...

Additional Information

Severity: 5

The block length specified in columns 20 through 23 of the file
description specifications is incorrect. The block length must be
greater than or equal to 550 for SUBR08 and greater than or
equal to 512 for SUBR25.

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4970 Invalid reader/sorter buffer boundary
Severity: 5

There is an error in t.he system or stacker specifications for t.he
program you are running. The error, identified by the error code
above the message, is described in the list that follows this
message. This description will help the programmer change the
specifications to correct the error.
Do one of the following:

•

If the error is not serious, enter option 0 to continue

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give t.he programmer the message
ID (SYS--4975) and the error code t.hat appeared with the
message.

Auto Response:

processing.

Explanation

User Response

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4970) and
t.he name of the program you were running.

4952

Additional Information
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Auto Response:

Invalid document count condition entry
The entry specified in the document count condition
field must be from 001 to 999 followed by S, I, or A
(columns 3-6 in the system specification).

4953

4954

Invalid field definition entry

This error may be caused by one of the following:

There is an invalid entry in the field definition (columns
For more
16-30 in the system specification).
information about valid entries, refer to the Using and
Programming the J255 Magnetic Character Reader,
SC09-1046.

•

Invalid stacker number entry (must contain
blanks, an entry that is valid for the stacker code
entry in column 72 of the system specification, or
an asterisk if the specification is a continuation
line).

Invalid modulus check entry and/or invalid field 4
mapping entry.

•

Columns 3 and 4 contain GO and columns 10 and
II contain a label that does not exist in columns
I and 2 of any stacker specification.

This error is caused by one or more of the following
conditions:

•
•

There is an invalid field 4 mapping indicator entry
(column 14).

•

Modulus check is specified on the system
specification and on one or more stacker
specifications.

•
4955

The entry in the modulus check field (columns 37
through 47 in the system specification) is itself
incorrect or is incorrect for the field 3 entry in the
field definition (columns 22 through 24).

A stacker specification modulus check test is
specified incorrectly.

•
•

It is not numeric.

•

It is not the correct length as described by one of
the field definition entries (columns 16 through
30). The field definition entry used is specified in
column 48.

•

•

4962

4963

4964

4965

•

There are too many labels in the stacker
specifications.

•

Columns 1 and 2 of a stacker specification contain
a label that has been used on a previous stacker
specification.

Invalid stacker number entry and/or missing label error

Relative pos. entry plus field length entry greater than
field definition entry
The sum of the relative position and field length entries
in the stacker specifications is greater than the number
specified in the corresponding field definition entry in
the system specification.

4966

Field length entry not equal to number of test
characters specified
A field length entry (columns 15 and 16,32 and 33, 49
and 50, or 66 and 67 in the stacker specifications) is not
equal to the number of test characters specified in the
test characters entry.

Invalid stacker code entry and/or branching label error

Columns 1 and 2 of a stacker specification contain
an invalid label. (Labels must be composed of the
characters A through Z, 0 through 9, and blank.)

Invalid relative position entry
The relative position entry (columns 13-14, 30-31,
47-48, and 64-65 in the stacker specifications) must be
a number from 0 to 14 that is equal to or less than the
number specified in the corresponding field definition
(columns 16 through 30 in the system specification).

Dash Symbol

•

Invalid field length entry
The field length entries (columns 15 and 16,32 and 33,
49 and 50, and 66 and 67 in the stacker specifications)
must contain a number from 1 to 10 that is equal to or
less than the number specified in the corresponding field
definition (columns 16 through 30 in the system
specification).

It is not the correct length as described by one of

It contains a dash, but the
Transmission feature is not used.

Invalid not-N entry
The not entry (columns 17, 34, 51, and 68 in the stacker
specifications) must be either N or blank.

It is not right-justified.

the field definition entries (columns 16 through
30). The field definition entry used is specified in
column 48.

Invalid comparison condition entry
The comparison condition entry (columns 18, 35, 52,
and 69 in the stacker specifications) must be E, L, G,
or blank.

It is not numeric.

The stacker code entry (column 72 in the system
specification) is not 4, 8, A, or blank, and/or a label
error exists in the stacker specifications. The label error
could be caused by the following:

4958

4961

Invalid EOF document contents entry

•
•
•

Invalid field number entry
Field number entries (columns 12, 29, 46, and 63 in the
stacker specifications) must be a number from I to 5.

Dash Symbol

The end-of-file document contents entry (columns 59
through 68 in the system specification) is invalid for at
least one of the following reasons:

4957

4960

It is not right-justified.

It contains a dash, but the
Transmission feature is not used.

Invalid validity or presence check entry
Validity or presence check entries (columns 5 through 9
in the stacker specifications) must be P, N, or blank.

Invalid control document contents entry
The control document contents entry (columns 49-58 in
the system specification) is invalid for at least one of the
following reasons:

4956

4959

4967

Invalid test characters entry
The test characters entries (columns 19 through 28, 36
through 45, 53 through 62, and 70 through 79 in the
stacker specifications) must contain numeric characters.
However, a dash can also be included if the Dash
Symbol Transmission feature is used and the test is
being performed on field 4 (field number entry, columns
12,29,46, or 63 is specified as a 4).

Option 0: The error code is ignored, and processing continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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;YS --4977 Program error--too many MICR
reader/sorter specs
ieverity: 5

Auto Response:

STKR

The stacker number the document should be routed
to.

DATA

The data from one of the latest nine documents that
was read successfully.
The sequence number
indicates for which document the data is displayed.
If there is no document data in the data variable
data field, no data was read because the document
was either not lined up correctly, upside down, or
auto rejected by the reader or sorter.

~xplanation

rhere is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
~ or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4977) and
he name of the program you were running.
\dditional Information

SYS --4982 Error in device control language program

rhe stacker specifications in this application program exceed the
naximum controller storage size.
The program must be
·ecompiled with fewer stacker specifications.

Severity: 5

lJser Response

This is a programming error. The document that caused the error
was identified by message SYS-4981.

)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
s preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

CAUTION

)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
:his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you select option 0 to continue processing even though serious
errors were detected, unpredictable results may occur when the
program runs.

SYS --4980 I>rogram error--invalid op code for

Do one of the following:

reader/sorter
:;everity: 5

Explanation

•

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--4980) and

the name of the program you were running.
A.dditional Information
The operation code in the MCR DTF is invalid. If this error
occurs while running an assembler program, the only two valid
operation codes are GET and CLOSE. If this error occurs while
running an RPG II or COBOL program, there is an error in the
compiler. If the error is in the compiler, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.

Auto Response:

•

Up to two documents, besides the document that caused the
error, may have been in the transport when this error
occurred. These documents will be in the reject stacker and
you should place them back into the input hopper. Then
enter option o. (See CAUTION above to continue and
ignore the error.)
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

ID (SYS--4982).
Additional Information
An error was found in a device control language (DCL) program.
The DCL program was being used by a job calling SUBR25 to
access the reader/sorter.
User Response

User Response

Option 0: See the CAUTION above before you enter option O.
Processing continues. The document that caused this error is
ignored.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4981 Doc-X, stkr-X, data-[sequence number)

SYS --4983 Reader/sorter stopped by DCL program

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The MCR reader or sorter is not ready for one of the following
reasons:

Auto Response:

•

Jam stop

This may not be an error. The message may indicate that a
reader/sorter device control language (DCL) program requested
the reader or sorter to stop. The device has stopped, but there
may be more documents to process.

•

Stacker command stop

Do one of the following:

•

Cover interlock

•

•

An error in the DCL program (SUBR25 only)

The following is a description of the variable data fields that are in
the message text for SYS-4981. Note the variable data before you
continue. Either message SYS-4950 or SYS-4982 will follow this
message and will describe the recovery actions for this condition.
DOC
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The sequence number of one of the last nine
documents. The sequence number indicates the
latest document read. For example, 2 indicates the
second latest document read, 3 indicates the third
latest document read, and so on.

•

If there are more documents to process, enter option 0 to
restart the reader or sorter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

ID (SYS--4983).
User Response
Option 0: The reader or sorter is restarted.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --4984 Del program exception,
address value), cc = X
Severity: 5

ia = (instruction

Auto Response:

•

The sum of all field lengths plus 2 is greater than
the value coded on the LRSlZE parameter on the
$STRT statement.

•

The sum of all field lengths plus 2 is greater than
the logical record length specified in the DTF.

Explanation
There is an error in the device control language (DCL) program.
Message SYS-4982 will follow this message. Refer to it for the
recovery procedure.
Additional Information

4989

Fields lengths 1 through 15 in column 21 through 80 of
the SUBR25 parameter list are all zero.

4990

A program exception occurred because an error occurred while
the DCL program was processing an instruction. The instruction
address (IA) value of the instruction immediately following the
instruction that caused the program exception is identified in the
message text. The condition code at the time of the program
exception is also given in the message text.

4991

4992

4993

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
4985

4986

4987

File not found
At least one of the files that contains an indirect search
table and was specified on a SUBR25 continuation
parameter list was not found on disk.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Field missing in SUBR25 parameter list
At least one field that was specified in the device control
language program was not found in the SUBR25
parameter list.

The SUBR25 parameter list contains the errors identified by the
error codes above the message text. A description of each of the
error codes follows this message description.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--4999) and the error code above the message text.

Invalid field number
At least one of the field numbers specified in the SUBR25
parameter list is a nondecimal value or is not within the
range of 1 through 15.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Invalid field length
At least one of the field lengths specified in the S UBR25
parameter list is in nondecimal value or is less than the
specified length for the corresponding field in the DCL
module.

SYS --4999 Error codes above identify program errors
Severity: 5

Lengths of all fields are zero

SYS --5000 A LOADMBR utility control statement
already given
Severity: 5

Device Control language module not found

Explanation

The device control language module specified in the
SUBR25 parameter list (columns I through 6) was not
found in either the current user library or the system
library (#LIBRARY).

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

DCL module size invalid

Do one of the following:

The size of the device control language (DCL) module
specified is invalid. Either the DCL load module is less
than 3 sectors or greater than 97 sectors in size, or the
DCL load module size plus the size of any tables specified
in the SUBR25 parameter list exceeds 97 sectors.

•

Enter option 1, then enter only one LOADMBR statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message lD
(SYS--5000) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Invalid operation mode specified

Additional Information

The specified value for at least one of the operation
modes (columns 9 through 13 in the SUBR25 parameter
list) is invalid. Valid entries for columns 9 through 13 are
as follows:

The LOADMBR utility control statement can be specified only
once during one run of $SFGR.

Column

Mode

Entry

9
10
11
12
13

o or 1
Trace
Trace
0,I,or2
Diagnostic
o or I
Transmission o or 1
Number of
o or 1
continuations

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you have entered more than one LOADMBR statement.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused the error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5001 LOADMBR stmt must be first utility
control stmt
Severity: 5

4988

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Sum of field lengths too large

Explanation

This error occurred for one of the following reasons:

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.

•

The sum of all field lengths in the SUBR25
parameter list is greater than the maximum of 253
positions allowed.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you entered a RUN statement, but the next utility control
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statement is not a LOADMBR statement.
following:
•
•

Do one of the

Enter option I, then enter the LOADMBR statement
immediately after the RUN statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--SOOI) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The LOADMBR utility control statement must immediately
follow the RUN statement.
User Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused the error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5002 INOUT stmt must immediately follow
LOADMBR stmt
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the INOUT statement was entered out of order.

•

Additional Information

The source member specified in the CREATE, ADD, or
UPDATE statement cannot be found in the specified input
library. If the INLIB parameter was not specified in an INOUT
statement, the system searched the system library for the source
member. Check that the correct source member was specified and
also the correct library was specified.
User Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused the error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5004 (load member nameJ--This member exists,
but is not SSFGR mem ...
Severity: 5

•

Enter option I, then enter the INOUT statement
immediately following the LOADMBR statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--S002) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The INOUT utility control statement is optional. When the
INOUT statement is specified, it must immediately follow the
LOADMBR utility control statement and it can be specified only
once during one run of $SFGR (screen format generator utility).

Auto Response:

Explanation

The load member identified in the message has the same name as
the load member you are creating in the same library. The
existing load member will be replaced because it is not a display
format built by $SFGR. Do one of the following:

•

If you are sure the existing load member is no longer
needed, enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--5004) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--5003) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option 0: The job continues. The existing member will be
replaced with the $SFGR load member.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5005 (load member nameJ--This SSFGR load
member already exists...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

User Response

Explanation

Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused the error is ignored.

The $SFGR load member identified in the message has the same
name as the new $SFGR load member you are creating in the
same library. Members of the same type within the same library
cannot have the same name.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

SYS --5003 (source member nameJ--This source
member not in input library
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

•

If you are sure the existing load member is no longer
needed, enter option 0 to continue with the job.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--5005) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation

User Response

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 0: The job continues. The existing member will be
replaced with the new $SFGR load member.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the source member specified in SOURCE parameter in the
CREATE, ADD, or UPDATE utility control statement does not
exist in the specified library. Do one of the following:

•
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Enter option I, then enter the correct source member for the
specified input library.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5006 More than 255 screen formats specified
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, you tried to create more than the
allowed 255 screen format descriptions.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you may have entered a wrong value in a NUMBER parameter
for either a CREATE statement or an ADD statement.

Explanation
You are trying to create a $SFGR load member, and also to add,
update, or delete a format in an existing $SFGR load member.
You cannot create a $SFGR load member and perform another
operation in the same run of $SFGR.

Do one of the following:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I, then enter the correct CREATE or ADD
utility control statement.

•

Enter option I, then enter the correct CREATE statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5006) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5008) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
If you are creating a new $SFGR load member, the values in the
NUMBER parameters in all the CREATE utility control
statements specified for one run of $SFGR cannot exceed 255.
If you are adding formats to an existing $SFGR load member, the
value in the NUMBER parameter in the ADD utility control
statement plus the number of formats already in the $SFGR load
member cannot exceed 255.

User Response

Additional Information
A CREATE utility control statement and an ADD, UPDATE, or
DELETE utility control statement cannot be specified in the same
run of $SFGR. Multiple CREATE statements can be specified for
a single run and any combination of ADD, UPDATE, and
DELETE statements can be specified for a single run.
User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused the error is ignored.

Option I: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused this error is ignored.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5009 (load member namel--This load member
not in output library

SYS --5007 (source member namel--This source
member name already given

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The source member name identified in the message was used more
than once. A source member name can be specified only once in
a single run of $SFGR. The source member is identified in the
message text.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, then enter the correct source member name.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5007) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The same source member name was specified in the SOURCE
parameter of two statements. The two statements are one of the
following combinations:

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are trying to add, update, or delete a format in the $SFGR
load member identified in the message text. However, this load
member name cannot be found in the specified library.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5009) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information
The load member specified in the NAME parameter in the ADD,
UPDATE, or DELETE statement cannot be found in the output
If the INOUT
library specified in the INOUT statement.
statement was not specified, ,the system library is searched for the
load member.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Two CREATE statements

SYS --SOlO (load member namel--This load member
not a SSJ:<'GR load member

•
•

Two ADD statements

Severity: 3

Two UPDATE statements

Explanation

•

One ADD statement and one UPDATE statement

You are trying to add, update, or delete a format in the $SFGR
(screen format generator utility) load member identified by the
first 8 characters in the message text. However, this load member
is not an $SFGR load member.

User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused the error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5008 CREATE stmt conflicts with ADD,
UPDATE or DELETE
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5010) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --SOlI (load member namel--lliis is an invalid
library member name
System Messages
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Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the NAME parameter in the LOADMBR statement is invalid.
Do one of the following:

procedure parameter, or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you cannot enter more than 32 CREATE statements, or more
than 32 combined ADD, UPDATE, and DELETE statements.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I, then enter the correct LOADMBR
statement.

•

Enter option I, then enter an END statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5011) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--50l3) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

Additional Information

Load member names of ALL, DIR, SYSTEM, NEW, or names
that contain a period are invalid library member names for the
NAME parameter in the LOADMBR statement.

The maximum number of CREATE statements and the maximum
combined number of ADD, UPDATE, and DELETE statements
is 32.

User Response

User Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The LOADMBR statement that caused the error is
ignored.

Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility' control statement from the
keyboard. The statement that caused the error is ignored.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --SOI4 An INOUT utility control statement
already given

SYS --5012lformat name)--This format is not in given
load member

Severity: 5

Severity: 3

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter or there is an error in the procedure,

procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you have entered more than one INOUT statement.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,

the format name you entered in the FORMAT parameter in the
DELETE statement cannot be found.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, then enter the correct format or load
member name.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5012) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, then enter only one INOUT statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5014) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The INOUT utility control statement can be specified only once
during one run of $SFGR.

Additional Information

User Response

The format you are trying to delete is not in the load member
specified. One of the following conditions caused this error:

Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The INOUT statement that caused the error is ignored.

•

The wrong format was specified in the DELETE statement.

•

The wrong load member name was specified in the
LOADMBR statement.

•

The format does not exist.

User Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused the error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --S013 More than 32 CREATE, ADD,
UPDATE or DELETE stmts
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --SOI51Iibrary name)--This input library was not
found
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the

procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
either the INLIB parameter in the INOUT statement is incorrect
or the library does not exist.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, then enter the correct INOUT statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--SO 1S) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option 0: The job continues and the warning errors are ignored.
The screen formats are produced with defaults assigned for the
warning errors.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --5019 Terminal errors in SSFGR input
specifications•..

The library specified in the INLIB parameter of the INOUT
statement is not on the disk. Either the input library was specified
incorrectly or the library does not exist.

Severity: S

User Response

Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The INOUT statement that caused the error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5016 [library nameJ--This output library was
not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

The screen formats cannot be produced because the SSFGR input
specifications contain one or more terminating errors.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 2 to continue processing. The load member
with the formats in error will not be produced.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--SOI9) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a

procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
either the OUTLIB parameter in the INOUT statement is
incorrect or the library does not exist.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I, then enter the correct OUTLIB parameter
in the INOUT statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--SOI6) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

The library specified in the OUTLIB parameter of the INOUT
statement is not on the disk. Either the output library was
specified incorrectly or the library does not exist.
User Response

Option I: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The INOUT statement that caused the error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5020 Number specified is less than number of
formats
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure parameter or there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,

the NUMBER parameter in either a CREATE or ADD statement
is less than the number of formats.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-S020) and the name of the procedure you were running.
Additional Information

The number of formats specified is less than the actual number of
formats to be processed. SSFGR creates a work file whose size is
based on the sum of the NUMBER parameter values. The work
file was not large enough for this run of SSFGR.
After the job is canceled, you can increase the sum of the
NUMBER parameter values up to a maximum of 2SS and run
SSFGR again.
User Response

SYS --5018 Warning errors in SSFGR input
specifications...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --5021 Not enough disk work file space available
now...

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

The $SFGR input specifications contain at least one warning
error.

Severity: S

Do one of the following:

The required amount of disk work file space is not available.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--SOI8) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option I to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--S021) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

System Messages
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-User Response
Option 1: The system tries to create the work file again. If space
is still not available, this message will occur again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5023 Disk I/O error in SSFGR work file
Severity: 5

Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The format name entry is in columns 7 through 14.

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk 1/0 error occurred in a temporary $SFGR work file.
Enter, option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--5023) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response

SYS --5054 T ADD SPECIFIED, BUT A
DUPLICATE DISPLAY SCREEN
FORMAT NAME WAS FOUND IN
THE FORMAT LOAD MEMBER.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

Auto Response:

Specification Type: S

Explanation
The value specified for parameter 1 in the FORMAT command
statement is not correct. The only correct entries are CREATE,
ADD, UPDATE, and DELETE.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--5024) and the name of the procedure you were running.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5050 T VALUE SPECIFIED IN FORM
TYPE ENTRY IS INVALID. MUST
BES.
Specification Type: None
Additional Information
The first noncomment statement in the display
specifications is not an S-specification (S in column 6).

An attempt is being made to add a display format to a format load
member, but a format with the name specified in the format name
entry (columns 7 through 14) already exists in the format load
member.

SYS --5055 T UPDATE SPECIFIED, BUT THE
FORMAT LOAD MEMBER DOES
NOT CONTAIN A FORMAT WITH
THE SPECIFIED NAME.

SYS --5024 Invalid parameter 1 in FORMAT
command statement
Severity: 5

SYS --5053 T FORMAT NAME ENTRY
CONTAINS A QUOTE OR
COMMA.

format

SYS --5051 T INVALID FIRST CHARACTER IN
DISPLAY SCREEN FORMAT
NAME ENTRY. MUST BE
ALPHABETIC, @, # OR S.

Additional Information
An attempt is being made to update a display format, but a format
with the name specified in the format name entry (columns 7
through 14) does not exist in the format load member.

SYS --5056 T DUPLICATE FORMAT NAMES IN
INPUT SOURCE MEMBERS
SPECIFIED FOR THIS RUN OF
SSFGR.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The same format name entry (columns 7 through 14) was
specified on two different S-specifications during this run of
$SFGR.

SYS --5057 W FIRST POSITION IN START LINE
NUMBER ENTRY IS V. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The start line number entry is in columns 17 and 18.

Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The format name entry is in columns 7 through 14.

SYS --5052 T FORMAT NAME ENTRY
CONTAINS AN EMBEDDED
BLANK.

SYS --5058 W SECOND POSITION IN START
LINE NUMBER ENTRY IS
INVALID. 01 IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

Specification Type: S

The start line number entry is in columns 17 and 18.

Additional Information

SYS --5059 W VALUE SPECIFIED IN START
LINE NUMBER ENTRY IS NOT

The format name entry is in columns 7 through 14.
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NUMERIC. 01 IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
The start line number entry is in columns 17 and 18.

SYS --5060 W VALUE SPECIFIED IN START
LINE NUMBER ENTRY EXCEEDS
THE NUMBER OF LINES ON THE
SCREEN. 01 IS ASSUMED.
Specification Type: S

Additional Information
The start line number entry is in columns 17 and 18.

SYS --5061 W VALUE SPECIFIED IN START
LINE NUMBER ENTRY IS ZERO.
01 IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: S

Additional Information
The start line number entry is in columns 17 and 18.

SYS --5062 W SECOND POSITION IN NUMBER
OF LINES TO CLEAR ENTRY IS
NOT NUMERIC. 24 OR 27 IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
For an 80-column screen, 24 is assumed. For a 132-column
screen, 27 is assumed. The number of lines to clear entry is in
columns 19 and 20.

SYS --5063 W VALUE SPECIFIED IN NUMBER
OF LINES TO CLEAR ENTRY IS
NOT NUMERIC. 24 OR 27 IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
For an 80-column screen, 24 is assumed. For a 132-column
screen, 27 is assumed. The number of lines to clear entry is in
columns 19 and 20.

SYS --5064 W VALUE SPECIFIED IN NUMBER
OF LINES TO CLEAR ENTRY
EXCEEDS THE NUMBER OF
LINES ON THE SCREEN.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
The value specified in the number of lines to clear entry (columns
19 and 20) is ignored, and all lines are cleared.

SYS --5070 W FIRST POSITION IN SOUND
ALARM ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
The sound alarm entry is in columns 2S and 26.

SYS --5071 W FIRST POSITION IN SOUND
ALARM ENTRY IS N. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
The sound alarm entry is in columns 2S and 26.

SYS --5072 W SECOND POSITION IN SOUND
ALARM ENTRY IS ZERO OR NOT
NUMERIC. NO IS ASSUMED.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
The sound alarm entry is in columns 2S and 26. Column 2S
contains a blank, and column 26 contains a zero or a nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5073 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
SOUND ALARM ENTRY IS NOT
NUMERIC. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
The sound alarm entry is in columns 2S and 26.

SYS---5074 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
SOUND ALARM ENTRY IS 00. NO
IS ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S

Additional Information
The sound alarm entry is in columns 2S and 26.

SYS --5075 W ERASE INPUT IS Y AND
OVERRIDE FIELDS IS NOT Y.
FIELDS ARE IGNORED WHEN
THIS FORMAT IS DISPLAYED.
Specification Type: S

Additional Information
The erase input fields entry is in columns 31 and 32, and the
override fields entry is in columns 33 and 34. The D-specifications
for the format are checked for errors, but are ignored when the
format is displayed.

SYS --5076 I KEY MASK ENTRY CONTAINS
DUPLICATE NUMBERS OR
CHARACTERS. DUPLICATE IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S

Additional Information
The key mask entry is in columns 64 through 79.

SYS --5077 I FORMAT CONTAINS FIELDS,
PART OF A FIELD, OR AN
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A'ITRIBUTE ON A LINE NOT
CLEARED BY THE FORMAT.
Specification Type: S or D
Additional Information

If the fields in this format appear on the display screen along with
fields previously displayed, the following rules apply:
•

For any output-only field for which no display attributes or
indicators are specified in columns 39 through 49 of the
D-specification, at least one ,space must be left between the
field and any previously displayed field mat follows.

•

For any other field, at least two spaces must be left between
the field and any previously displayed field that follows.

SYS --5078 T A PRECEEDING INPUT FIELD
HAS A POSITION CURSOR
ENTRYOFY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

More than one field has Y specified in the position cursor entry
(columns 32 and 33). Y can be specified for only one field in a
display.

SYS --5080 W FIRST POSITION IN BLINK
CURSOR ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

The blink cursor entry is in columns 29 and 30.

SYS --5081 W FIRST POSITION IN BLINK
CURSOR ENTRY IS N. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

SYS --5084 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
BLINK CURSOR ENTRY IS 00. NO
IS ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

The blink cursor entry is in columns 29 and 30.

SYS --5085 W CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN
LOWERCASE ENTRY IS INVALID.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

The lowercase entry is in column 21 and must be Y, N, or blank.

SYS --5086 W FORM TYPE ENTRY IS BLANK.
THIS RECORD IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: S, D or H
Additional Information

The form type entry is in column 6 and must be either S, D or

H.

SYS --5087 T FORM TYPE ENTRY IS INVALID.
THIS RECORD IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: S, D or H
Additional Information

The form type entry is in column 6 and must be either S, 0 or

H.

SYS --5088 T FIELD LENGTH ENTRY IS BLANK
OR CONTAINS A CHARACTER
WHICH IS NOT NUMERIC.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The field length entry is in columns 15 through 18.

The blink cursor entry is in columns 29 and 30.

SYS --5082 W SECOND POSITION IN BLINK
CURSOR ENTRY IS ZERO OR
NOT NUMERIC. NO IS ASSUMED
FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

The blink cursor entry is in columns 29 and 30. Column 29
contains a blank, and column 30 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5083 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
BLINK CURSOR ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

The blink cursor entry is in columns 29 and 30. Valid indicator
values are 01 through 99.
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SYS --5089 T VALUE SPECIFIED IN FIELD
LENGTH ENTRY EXCEEDS THE
NUMBER OF POSITIONS ON THE
SCREEN.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The field length entry is in columns IS through 18.

SYS --5090 T VALUE SPECIFIED IN FIELD
LENGTH ENTRY IS ZERO.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The field length entry is in columns IS through 18.

SYS --5091 T SECOND PosmON IN LINE
NUMBER ENTRY IS ZERO OR
NOT NUMERIC.
Specification Type: D

Additional Information

The horizontal position entry is in columns 21 and 22.

The line number entry is in columns 19 and 20. Column 19
contains a blank and column 20 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5099 T LINE NUMBER PLUS START LINE
NUMBER EXCEEDS THE
NUMBER OF LINES ON THE
SCREEN.

SYS --5092 T VALUE SPECIFIED IN LINE
NUMBER ENTRY IS NOT
NUMERIC.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The line number entry is in columns 19 and 20.

Specification Type: S and D
Additional Information

The line number entry (columns 19 and 20 on the D-specification)
plus the start line number entry (columns 17 and 18 on the
S-specification) exceeds the number of lines on the screen.

Specification Type: D

SYS --5100 W SCREEN POSITION IS EQUAL
TO 0101. IF VARIABLE START
LINE NUMBER IS SET TO 1, AN
ERROR WILL OCCUR.

Additional Information

Specification Type: Sand D

The line number entry is in columns 19 and 20.

Additional Information

SYS --5094 T VALUE SPECIFIED IN LINE
NUMBER ENTRY EXCEEDS THE
NUMBER OF LINES ON THE
SCREEN.

On the D-specification, the line number entry (columns 19 and 20)
and the horizontal position entry (columns 21 and 22 ) were both
01; and, on the S-specification, a variable line number was
specified (V in column 17). Because a field cannot begin in
position 0101, an error will occur if the variable start line number
is 01 when the format is displayed.

SYS --5093 T VALUE SPECIFIED IN LINE
NUMBER ENTRY IS ZERO.

Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The line number entry is in columns 19 and 20.

SYS --5095 T SECOND POSITION IN
HORIZONTAL POSITION ENTRY
IS ZERO OR NOT NUMERIC.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The horizontal position entry is in columns 21 and 22. Column
21 contains a blank, and column 22 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5101 T SCREEN POSITION SPECIFIED IS
EQUAL TO 0101. THIS POSITION
CANNOT BE USED.
Specification Type: Sand D
Additional Information

On the D-specification, the line number entry (columns 19 and 20)
and the horizontal position entry (columns 21 and 22) were both
01; and, on the S-specification, the start line number entry
(columns 17 and 18) was 01. However, a field cannot begin in
position 0101.

SYS --5102 T THIS FIELD OCCUPIES A
SCREEN POSITION ALREADY
DEFINED BY A PREVIOUS FIELD
IN THIS FORMAT.

SYS --5096 T VALUE SPECIFIED IN
HORIZONTAL POSITION ENTRY
IS NOT NUMERIC.

Specification Type: D

Specification Type: D

Explanation

Additional Information

This field occupies one or more positions of a field previously
defined in this format. Fields are not allowed to overlap.

The horizontal position entry is in columns 21 and 22.

SYS --5103 T MORE THAN 256 FIELDS WERE
DEFINED FOR THIS FORMAT.

SYS --5097 T VALUE SPECIFIED IN
HORIZONTAL POSITION ENTRY
IS ZERO.

Specification Type: D

Specification Type: D

Additional Information

Additional Information

A maximum of 256 fields is allowed for a display.

The horizontal position entry is in columns 21 and 22.

SYS --5104 W FIRST POSITION IN OUTPUT
DATA ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.

SYS --5098 T VALUE IN HORIZONTAL
POSITION ENTRY EXCEEDS THE
NUMBER OF HORIZONTAL
POSITIONS ON THE SCREEN.

Specification Type: D

Specification Type: D

Additional Information

Additional Information

The output data entry is in columns 23 and 24.
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SYS --5105 W FIRST POSITION IN OUTPUT
DATA ENTRY IS N. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The output data entry is in columns 23 and 24.

SYS --5106 W SECOND POSITION IN OUTPUT
DATA ENTRY IS ZERO OR NOT
NUMERIC. NO IS ASSUMED FOR

THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The output data entry is in columns 23 and 24. Column 23
contains a blank, and column 24 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5107 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
OUTPUT DATA ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR

THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The output data entry is in columns 23 and 24. Valid indicator
values are 01 through 99.

SYS --5108 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
OUTPUT DATA ENTRY IS 00. NO
IS ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The output data entry is in columns 23 and 24.

SYS --5109 W CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN
INPUT ALLOWED ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR

THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The input allowed entry is in column 26 and must be Y, N, or
blank.

Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The protect field entry is in columns 37 and 38.

SYS --5112 W SECOND POSITION IN PROTECT
FIELD ENTRY IS ZERO OR NOT
NUMERIC. NO IS ASSUMED FOR

THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The protect field entry is in columns 37 and 38. Column 37
contains a blank, and column 38 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5113 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
PROTECT FIELD ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR

THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The protect field entry is in columns 37 and 38. Valid indicator
values are 01 through 99.

SYS --5114 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
PROTECT FIELD ENTRY IS 00.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The protect field entry is in columns 37 and 38.

SYS --5115 W FIRST POSmON IN POSITION
CURSOR ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The position cursor entry is in columns 32 and 33.

SYS --5116 W FIRST POSITION IN POSITION
CURSOR ENTRY IS N. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D

SYS --5110 W FIRST POSITION IN PROTECT
FIELD ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The protect field entry is in columns 37 and 38.

SYS --5111 W FIRST POSITION IN PROTECT
FIELD ENTRY IS N. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
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Additional Information
The position cursor entry is in columns 32 and 33.

SYS --5117 W SECOND POSITION IN
POSITION CURSOR ENTRY IS
ZERO OR NOT NUMERIC. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
The position cursor entry is in columns 32 and 33. Column 32
contains a blank, and column 33 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5118 W INDICATOR SPECIFlED IN
POSITION CURSOR ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The position cursor entry is in columns 32 and 33. Valid indicator
values are 01 through 99.

SYS --5119 W INDICATOR SPECIFlED IN
POSITION CURSOR ENTRY IS 00.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The position cursor entry is in columns 32 and 33.

SYS --5120 W CHARACTER SPECIFlED IN
MANDATORY ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The mandatory entry is in column 29 and must be Y, N, or blank.

SYS --5121 W CHARACTER SPECIFlED IN
MANDATORY FILL ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The mandatory fill entry is in column 28 and must be Y, N, or
blank.

SYS --5122 W CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN
ADJUST/FILL ENTRY IS
INVALID. BLANK IS ASSUMED
FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The adjust/fill entry is in column 31 and must be Z, B, or blank.

SYS --5123 W CHARACTER SPECIFlED IN
COLUMN SEPARATORS ENTRY
IS INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED
FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The column separators entry is in column 49 and must be Y, N,
or blank.

SYS --5124 W CHARACTER SPECIFlED IN
CONTROLLED FIELD EXIT
ENTRY IS INVALID. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The controlled field exit entry is in column 35 and must be Y, N,
or blank.

SYS --5125 W CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN
AUTO RECORD ADVANCE
ENTRY IS INVALID. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The auto record advance entry is in column 36 and must be Y,
N, or blank.

SYS --5126 W CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN
ENABLE DUP ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The enable dup entry is in column 34 and must be Y, N, or blank.

SYS --5128 W CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN
SELF-CHECK ENTRY IS INVALID.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The self-check entry is in column 30 and must be T, E, or blank.

SYS --5129 W CHARACTER SPECIFlED IN
DATA TYPE ENTRY IS INVALID.
ALPHAMERIC IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The data type entry is in column 27 and must be A, N, B, S, K,
R, Z, D, E, F, 0, or blank. A is assumed.

SYS --5130 W FlRST POSITION IN HIGH
INTENSITY ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D

Additional inFormation
The high intensity entry is in columns 39 and 40.

SYS --5131 W FIRST POSITION IN HIGH
INTENSITY ENTRY IS N.
SECOND POSmON IS NOT
BLANK AND IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The high intensity entry is in columns 39 and 40.

SYS --5132 W SECOND POSITION IN HIGH
INTENSITY ENTRY IS ZERO OR
System Messages
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NOT NUMERIC. NO IS ASSUMED
FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The high intensity entry is in columns 39 and 40. Column 39
contains a blank, and column 40 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5133 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN HIGH
INTENSITY ENTRY IS INVALID.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The high intensity entry is in columns 39 and 40. Valid indicator
values are 01 through 99.

SYS --5134 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN HIGH
INTENSITY ENTRY IS 00. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.

The nondisplay entry is in columns 43 and 44. Valid indicator
values are 01 through 99.

SYS --5139 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
NONDISPLAY ENTRY IS 00. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The nondisplay entry is in columns 43 and 44.

SYS --5140 W FIRST POSITION IN BLINK
FIELD ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Infonnation

The blink field entry is in columns 41 and 42.

Additional Information

SYS --5141 W FIRST POSITION IN BLINK
FIELD ENTRY IS N. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.

The high intensity entry is in columns 39 and 40.

Specification Type: D

SYS --5135 W FIRST POSITION IN
NONDISPLAY ENTRY IS Y.
SECOND POSITION IS NOT
BLANK AND IS IGNORED.

Additional Infonnation

Specification Type: D

The blink field entry is in columns 41 and 42.

Additional Information

SYS --5142 W SECOND POSmON IN BLINK
FIELD ENTRY IS ZERO OR NOT
NUMERIC. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY

The nondisplay entry is in columns 43 and 44.

Specification Type: D

SYS --5136 W FIRST POSITION IN
NONDISPLAY ENTRY IS N.
SECOND POSITION IS NOT
BLANK AND IS IGNORED.

Additional Infonnation

Specification Type: D

Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The blink field entry is in columns 41 and 42.

SYS --5143 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
BLINK FIELD ENTRY IS INVALID.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.

The nondisplay entry is in columns 43 and 44.

Specification Type: D

SYS --5137 W SECOND POSITION IN
NONDISPLAY ENTRY IS ZERO
OR NOT NUMERIC. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.

Additional Infonnation

Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The nondisplay entry is in columns 43 and 44. Column 43
contains a blank, and column 44 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5138 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
NONDISPLAY ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.

The blink field entry is in columns 41 and 42.
values are 01 through 99.

Valid indicator

SYS --5144 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
BLINK FIELD ENTRY IS 00. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Infonnation

The blink field entry is in columns 41 and 42.

Specification Type: D

SYS --5145 W FIRST POSITON IN REVERSE
IMAGE ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.

Additional Information

Specification Type: D
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Additional InFormation

The reverse image entry is in columns 45 and 46.

SYS --5146 W FIRST POSITION IN REVERSE
IMAGE ENTRY IS N. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.

SYS --5152 W CONSTANf TYI>E ENTRY IS M.
MIC DOES NOT START IN nRST
POSITION OF CONSTANT DATA
ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional InFormation

The reverse image entry is in columns 45 and 46.

The constant type entry (column 56) is M, indicating that a
message ID (MIC) should begin in the first position of the
constant data entry (column 57). However, column 57 is blank.
The constant data entry is ignored and a message ID must be
specified by the user program when the format is displayed.

SYS --5147 W SECOND POSITION IN REVERSE
IMAGE ENTRY IS ZERO OR NOT
NUMERIC. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.

SYS --5153 W CONSTANT TYPE ENTRY IS M.
MIC SPEClFIED IN CONSTANT
DATA FIELD IS NOT NUMERIC
AND IS IGNORED.

Specification Type: D
Additional Information

Specification Type: D

Specification Type: D

Additional Information

Additional Information

The reverse image entry is in columns 45 and 46. Column 45
contains a blank, and column 46 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

The constant type entry (column 56) is M, indicating that the
constant data entry contains a message ID (MIC) in columns 57
through 60. However, the value in columns 57 through 60 is
nonnumeric. The constant data entry is ignored, and a message
ID must be specified by the user program when the format is
displayed.

SYS --5148 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
REVERSE IMAGE ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional InFormation

The reverse image entry is in columns 45 and 46. Valid indicator
values are 01 through 99.

SYS --5149 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
REVERSE IMAGE ENTRY IS 00.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional InFormation

The reverse image entry is in columns 45 and 46.

SYS --5150 T NEITHER INPUT NOR OUTPUT
WAS SPECIFIED FOR THIS
FIELD.
Specification Type: D
Additional InFormation

Neither input (Y in column 26) nor output (Y or an indicator
value in columns 23 and 24) was specified for the field being
defined.

SYS --5151 W CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN
CONSTANT TYPE ENTRY IS
~ALID. BLANK IS ASSUMED
FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The constant type entry is in column 56 and must be C, M, or,
blank.

SYS --5154 W CONSTANT TYPE ENTRY IS M.
MESSAGE MEMBER ID
FOLLOWING MIC IS INV AUD
AND DEFAULT IS ASSUMED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The constant type entry (column 56) is M, indicating that the
constant data entry contains a message ID (MIC) in columns 57
through 60 and a message member identifier in columns 61 and
62. However, an invalid message member identifier is in columns
61 and 62. The valid identifiers are VI, U2, PI, P2, MI, and M2.
The invalid identifier is ignored and V I is assumed.

SYS --5155 W FIELD LENGTH IS LESS THAN
LENGTH OF CONSTANT DATA
ENTRY. CONTINUATION ENTRY
IS X BUT IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

Continuation was specified (X in column 80), but the field length
entry (columns IS through 18) is less than the length of the
constant data entry (columns 57 through 79). The X in column
80 is ignored.

SYS --5157 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS OUTPUT
ONLY. DATA TYPE ENTRY IS
NOT BLANK AND IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Explanation
A data type entry (column 27) was specified for a field that was
defined as output only. A data type entry is invalid for output
only fields. However, an open data type entry (0) is allowed for
output only fields to allow processing of extended ideographic
characters in the constant data entry.
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·YS --5158 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
OUTPUT-ONLY. POSITION
CURSOR ENTRY IS NOT BLANK
OR N AND IS IGNORED.
pecification Type: D

,dditional Information
'he position cursor entry is in columns 32 and 33 and must be
lank or for an output-only field.

•YS --5159 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
OUTPUT-ONLY. MANDATORY
ENTRY IS NOT BLANK OR NAND
IS IGNORED.

Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The auto record advance entry is in column 36 and must be blank
or N for an output-only field.

SYS --5165 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
OUTPUT-ONLY. PROTECT FIELD
ENTRY IS NOT BLANK OR NAND
IS IGNORED .
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The protect field entry is in columns 37 and 38 and must be blank
or N for an output-only field.

pecification Type: D

,dditional Information
'he mandatory entry is in column 29 and must be blank or N for
n output-only field.

•YS --5160 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
OUTPUT-ONLY. MANDATORY
FILL ENTRY IS NOT BLANK OR
N AND IS IGNORED.

SYS --5166 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
OUTPUT-ONLY. ENABLE DUP
ENTRY IS NOT BLANK OR NAND
IS IGNORED .
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The enable dup entry is in column 34 and must be blank or N for
an output-only field,

pecification Type: D

,dditional Information
'he mandatory fill entry is in column 28 and must be blank or N
)r an output-only field,

•YS --5161 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
OUTPUT-ONLY. ADJUST/FILL
ENTRY IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
pecification Type: D

,dditional Information
'he adjust/fill entry is in column 31 and must be blank for an
utput-only field.

•YS --5162 T CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN
SELF-CHECK ENTRY BUT FIELD
LENGTH EXCEEDS 32.
pecification Type: D

SYS --5167 W FIELD WAS SPECIFIED AS
OUTPUT-ONLY. SELF-CHECK
ENTRY IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED .
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The self-check entry is in column 30 and must be blank for an
output-only field,

SYS --5168 W FIELD WAS SPECIFIED AS
INPUT-ONLY. CONSTANT TYPE
ENTRY IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED .
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The constant type entry is in column 56 and must be blank for an
input-only field.

,dditional Information
• self-check entry (column 30) cannot be specified for any field
lith field length entry (columns 15 through 18) greater than 32.

.YS --5163 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
OUTPUT-ONLY. CONTROLLED
FIELD EXIT ENTRY IS NOT
BLANK OR N AND IS IGNORED.
pecification Type: D

,dditional Information
'he controlled field exit entry is in column 35 and must be blank
,r N for an output-only field.

.YS --5164 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
OUTPUT-ONLY. AUTO RECORD
ADVANCE ENTRY IS NOT BLANK
OR N AND IS IGNORED.
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SYS --5169 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
INPUT-ONLY. CONSTANT DATA
ENTRY IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The constant data entry is in columns 57 through 79 ·and must be
blank for an input-only field.

SYS --5170 W FIELD SPECIFIED AS
INPUT-ONLY. CONTINUATION
ENTRY IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D

Additional Information

The continuation entry is in column 80 and must be blank for an
input-only field.

SYS --5171 W FIRST POSITION IN UNDERLINE
ENTRY IS Y. SECOND POSITION
IS NOT BLANK AND IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: 0

The field being defmed extends beyond the end of the screen.

SYS --5178 T THIS RECORD FOLLOWS A
CONTINUED RECORD BUT THE
FORM TYPE ENTRY IS INVALID.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

Additional Information

The underline entry is in columns 47 and 48.

The form type entry (column 6) must be D for a record that
follows a continued record (a record with X in column 80).

SYS --5172 W FIRST POSITION IN UNDERLINE
ENTRY IS N. SECOND POSITION
IS NOT BLANK AND IS IGNORED.

SYS --5179 T CONTINUATION ENTRY IS X BUT
THIS IS THE LAST RECORD FOR
THE FORMAT.

Specification Type: 0

Specification Type: 0

Additional Information

Additional Information

The underline entry is in columns 47 and 48.

The continuation entry is in column 80.

SYS --5173 W SECOND POSITION IN
UNDERLINE ENTRY IS ZERO OR
NOT NUMERIC. NO IS ASSUMED
FOR THIS ENTRY.

SYS --5180 T CONSTANT DATA ENTRY IS AN
SSP MESSAGE MEMBER BUT
SSP-YES NOT GIVEN IN THE
LOADMBR STATEMENT.
Specification Type: 0

Specification Type: 0

Additional Information

Additional Information

The underline entry is in columns 47 and 48. Column 47 contains
a blank and column 48 contains a zero or nonnumeric character.

SYS --5174 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
UNDERLINE ENTRY IS INVALID.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.

The message member identifier in columns 61 and 62 specifies an
SSP message member (M1 or M2). However. Ml and M2 are
valid only if SSP-YES is specified on the LOADMBRutility
control statement.

SYS --5181 T CONSTANT TYPE ENTRY IS M
BUT FIELD LENGTH ENTRY IS
LESS THAN 6.

Specification Type: 0

Specification Type: 0

Additional Information

Additional Information

The underline entry is in columns 47 and 48.
values are 01 through 99.

Valid indicator

SYS --5175 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
UNDERLINE ENTRY IS 00. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The underline entry is in columns 47 and 48.

SYS --5176 W CONSTANT TYPE ENTRY IS M.
CONTINUATION ENTRY IS NOT
BLANK AND IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: 0
Additional Information

The continuation entry (column 80) must be blank if the constant
type entry (column 56) is M.

If M is
message
through
required
columns
56.

specified in column 56 (constant type). then a 4-digit
identification code (MIC) is required in columns 57
60 and a 2-character message member identifier is
in columns 61 and 62. The field length entry is in
15 through 18. and the constant type entry is in column

SYS --5182 T Data type entry is S or D but field
length is less than 2 or greater than 16.
Specification Type: 0
Additional Information

If data type is D (digits only). this message will not be issued when
field length is less than 2. This message is issued when the field
length entry of the D-spec is less than 2 (for S data type) or
greater than 16 (for S or D data type). The field length entry is in
columns 15 through 18. and the data type entry is in column 27.

SYS --5183 T More than 255 formats have been
specified for this load member.
Specification Type: D

SYS --5177 T LAST POSITION IN THIS FIELD
IS BEYOND THE LAST POSITION
ON THE SCREEN.

Additional Information

Specification Type: 0

SYS --5184 W MANDATORY FILL ENTRY IS Y
AND ADJUST/FILL ENTRY IS Z

Additional Information

A display format load member can contain up to 255 individual
display formats.
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OR B. ADJUST/FILL ENTRY IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

Mandatory fiJI (column 28) and adjust/fill (column 31) cannot
both be specified for a field.

The nondisplay entry is in columns 43 and 44, and the underline
entry is in columns 47 and 48.

SYS --5190 W NONDISPLA Y ENTRY AND HIGH
INTENSITY ENTRY ARE BOTH Y.
HIGH INTENSITY ENTRY IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D

SYS --5185 T NUMBER OF LINES TO CLEAR
PLUS START LINE NUMBER
EXCEEDS THE NUMBER OF
LINES ON THE SCREEN.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

The number of lines to clear entry is in columns 19 and 20, and
the start line number entry is in columns 17 and 18.

SYS --5186 T NUMBER OF INPUT FIELDS IN
THIS FORMAT EXCEEDS
MAXIMUM ALLOWED.
Specification Type: D
Explanation

You can use the following equation to determine the maximum
number of input fields allowed:
Maximum number of input fields = {2SS minus the number of
fields specified out of sequence minus the number of modulus 10
and modulus 11 fields (T or E in column 30) minus the number
of secure operator ID fields minus one-half the length of the
longest operator ID field} divided by 2.
Additional Information

More information can be found in Creating Displays:
Design Aid and System Support Program, SC21-7902.

Screen

SYS --5187 W CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN
RETURN INPUT ENTRY IS
INVALID. YES IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

The return input entry is in column 22 and must be Y, N, or
blank.

SYS --5188 W NONDISPLAY ENTRY AND
BLINK FIELD ENTRY ARE BOTH
Y. BLINK FIELD ENTRY IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The nondisplay entry is in columns 43 and 44, and the blink field
entry is in columns 41 and 42.

SYS --5189 W NONDISPLAY ENTRY AND
UNDERLINE ENTRY ARE BOTH
Y. UNDERLINE ENTRY IS .
IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information
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Additional Information

The nondisplay entry is in columns 43 and 44, and the high
intensity entry is in columns 39 and 40.

SYS --5191 W NONDISPLAY ENTRY AND
REVERSE IMAGE ENTRY ARE
BOTH Y. REVERSE IMAGE
ENTRY IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The nondisplay entry is in columns 43 and 44, and the reverse
image entry is in columns 4S and 46.

SYS --5192 T UNDERLINE, REVERSE IMAGE,
AND HIGH INTENSITY ENTRIES
ARE Y. ONLY lWO MAY BE
GIVEN FOR ANY FIELD.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

The underline entry is in columns 47 and 48, the reverse image
entry is in columns 4S and 46, and the high intensity entry is in
columns 39 and 40.

SYS --5193 T NO VALID SOURCE RECORDS
WERE CONTAINED IN THIS
SOURCE MEMBER.
Specification Type: Not applicable
Explanation

Only comments were contained in this source member.

SYS --5194 W CONSTANT TYPE ENTRY IS C.
OUTPUT DATA ENTRY IS AN
INDICATOR BUT YES IS
ASSUMED.
Specification Type: D
Additional Information

A constant type entry (column 56) of C is invalid if an indicator
is specified in the output data entry (columns 23 and 24).

SYS --5195 W FIRST POSITION IN ERASE
INPUT FIELDS ENI'RY IS Y.
SECOND POSITION IS NOT
BLANK AND IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information

The erase input fields entry is in columns 31 and 32.

SYS --5196 W FIRST POSITION IN ERASE
INPUT FIELDS ENTRY IS N.

Additional Information

SECOND POSITION IS NOT
BLANK AND IS IGNORED.

The override fields entry is in columns 33 and 34. Column 33
contains a blank, and column 34 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The erase input fields entry is in columns 31 and 32.

SYS --5197 W SECOND POSITION IN ERASE
INPUT FIELDS ENTRY IS ZERO
OR NOT NUMERIC. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S

SYS --5203 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
OVERRIDE FIELDS ENTRY IS
INV ALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The override fields entry is in columns 33 and 34. Valid indicator
values are from 01 through 99.

Additional Information
The erase input fields entry is in columns 31 and 32. Column 31
contains a blank, and column 32 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5198 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
ERASE INPUT FIELDS ENTRY IS
INV ALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.

SYS --5204 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
OVERRIDE FIELDS ENTRY IS 00.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The override fields entry is in columns 33 and 34.

Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The erase input fields entry is in columns 31 and 32.
indicator values are 01 through 99.

Valid

SYS --5199 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
ERASE INPUT FIELDS ENTRY IS
00. NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The erase input fields entry is in columns 31 and 32.

SYS --5200 W FIRST POSITION IN OVERRIDE
FIELDS ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The override fields entry is in columns 33 and 34.

SYS --5201 W FIRST POSITION IN OVERRIDE
FIELDS ENTRY IS N. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The override fields entry is in columns 33 and 34.

SYS --5202 W SECOND POSITION IN
OVERRIDE FIELDS ENTRY IS
ZERO OR NOT NUMERIC. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S

SYS --5205 W FIRST POSITION IN SUPPRESS
INPUT ENTRY IS Y. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The suppress input entry is in columns 35 and 36.

SYS --5206 W FIRST POSITION IN SUPPRESS
INPUT ENTRY IS N. SECOND
POSITION IS NOT BLANK AND IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The suppress input entry is in columns 35 and 36.

SYS --5207 W SECOND POSITION IN
SUPPRESS INPUT ENTRY IS
ZERO OR NOT NUMERIC. NO IS
ASSUMED FOR THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The suppress input entry is in columns 35 and 36. Column 35
contains blank, and column 36 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5208 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
SUPPRESS INPUT ENTRY IS
INVALID. NO IS ASSUMED FOR
THIS ENTRY.
Specification Type: S
Additional Information
The suppress input entry is in columns 35 and 36. Valid indicator
values are 01 through 99.
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SYS --5209 W INDICATOR SPECIFIED IN
SUPPRESS INPUT ENTRY IS 00.
NO IS ASSUMED FOR THIS
ENTRY.
Specification Type: S

i\dditional InFormation

Additional InFormation
The key mask entry is in columns 64 through 79.

SYS --5216 I' DATA TYPE ENTRY IS R, BUT
FIELD LENGTH ENTRY IS
GREATER THAN 128.
Specification Type: D

fhe suppress input entry is in columns 3S and 36.

Additional InFormation

SYS --5210 W ENABLE FUNCTION KEYS
ENTRY IS NOT Y, N, R OR
BLANK. ENTRY IS IGNORED.

The data type entry is in column 27, and the field length entry is
in columns IS through 18. The R data type is used for data read
from the magnetic stripe reader and cannot have a field length
greater than 128.

Specification Type: S

i\dditional InFormation
fhe enable function keys entry is in columns 27.

SYS --5211 W ENABLE COMMAND KEYS
ENTRY IS NOT Y, N, R OR
BLANK. ENTRY IS IGNORED.
Specification Type: S

i\dditional InFormation
fhe enable command key entry is in column 28.

SYS --5212 W KEY MASK ENTRY CONTAINS A
FUNCTION KEY NUMBER, BUT
THE ENABLE FUNCTION KEYS
ENTRY IS NOT Y OR N.
Specification Type: S

i\dditional InFormation
fhe key mask entry is in columns 64 through 79; the enable
function keys entry is in column 27.

SYS --5213 W KEY MASK ENTRY CONTAINS A
COMMAND KEY CHARACTER,
BUT THE ENABLE COMMAND
KEYS ENTRY IS NOT Y OR N.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
The key mask entry is in columns 64 through 79; the enable
command key entry is in column 28.

SYS --5214 W KEY MASK ENTRY CONTAINS
AN INVALID NUMBER OR
CHARACTER. ENTRY IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S

Additional InFormation
The key mask entry is in columns 64 through 79.

SYS --5215 W KEY MASK ENTRY CONTAINS
AN EMBEDDED BLANK.
NUMBER OR CHARACTER
FOLLOWING BLANK IS
IGNORED.
Specification Type: S
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SYS --5217 W DATA TYPE ENTRY IS R, BUT A
FIELD ATTRIBUTE OTHER THAN
NONDISPLAY WAS SPECIFIED.
NONDISPLAY ASSUMED.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The data type entry is in column 27. The R data type is used for
data read from the magnetic stripe reader and must be a
nondisplay field.

SYS --5219 T THIS FIELD IS DEFINED AS
IDEOGRAPHIC CODE CAPABLE
BUT HAS LENGTH LESS THAN 4.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The input data type of the field specifies ideographic character
input, but the field is not long enough to contain an ideographic
character.

SYS --5220 T THIS FIELD IS IDEOGRAPHIC
CODE CAPABLE BUT HAS AN
ODD FIELD LENGTH.
Specification Type: D

Additional InFormation
The data type of the field specifies ideographic character input,
which requires an even number of bytes; but the field length is
odd.

SYS --5221 W FIELDS WITH SPECIFIED DATA
TYPE SHOULD BE CONTAINED
ON ONE LINE.
Specification Type: D

Additional inFormation
The field is an ideographic field extending to a second display line
and beginning on an odd column, thus causing a character to be
split between column 80 of one line and column 1 of the next line.

SYS --5222 T THIS FIELD COULD CAUSE AN
IDEOGRAPHIC CHARACTER TO
BE KEYED ACROSS 2 LINES.
Specification Type: D

Additional Information
The field is an ideographic field extending to a second display line
and beginning on an odd column, thus causing a character to be
split between column 80 of one line and column 1 of the next line.

SYS --5223 W THIS FIELD IS IDEOGRAPHIC
CODE CAPABLE AND HAS
SELF-CHECK. SELF-CHECK IS
IGNORED.

Explanation

Specification Type: 0

Note: The constant data will be scanned for extended ideographic
characters only if one of the following occurs:

Additional Information
The field is an ideographic data field and has modulus tOlll
self-check specified. The self-check specification is ignored.

SYS --5224 W DUP MAY NOT BE ALLOWED
FOR THE SPECIFIED DATA
TYPE.
Specification Type: 0
Additional Information
This field is an open data type and dup key allowed is specified.
Dup key allowed is ignored.

SYS --5225 W ADJUST IFILL MAY NOT BE
ALLOWED FOR THE SPECIFIED
DATA TYPE.

An extended ideographic character occurs in a field that does not
begin with a shift out character; therefore, a special character will
appear in place of this ideographic character when it is displayed.

1.

The field is defined as an open field (data type 0).

2..

The field is not an open field and the first character of the
constant data entry is a shift out character.

SYS --5230 T THIS FIELD CONTAINS AN
IDEOGRAPHIC STRING WITH AN
ODD LENGTH.
Specification Type: 0
Additional Information
There is an ideographic string in the CONSTANT/MIC field of
the D-specification, but there is an odd number of characters
between the SO (shift out) and SI (shift in) delimiting the string.

SYS --5231 LOAD MEMBER NOT GENERATED

Specification Type: 0

Additional Information

Additional Information

The screen format load member could not be generated because
terminal errors were encountered.

The ADJUST/FILL function will be performed only when the
field is displayed at a nonideographic code capable work station.

SYS --5226 W THIS FIELD IS IDEOGRAPHIC
CODE CAPABLE AND ZERO FILL
IS SPECIFIED.
Specification Type: 0
Additional Information
The field is capable of ideographic input and has zero fill specified.
The field will be blank filled when in ideographic input mode.

SYS --5227 W THIS LINE CONTAINS AN
IDEOGRAPHIC CHARACTER
THAT MIGHT SPAN TWO
DISPLAY LINES.
Specification Type: 0
Additional Information
An ideographic character will not display properly when split
between one display line and the next.

SYS --5228 T THE CONSTANT-MIC FIELD OF
THIS SPECIFICATION ENDS IN
IDEOGRAPHIC MODE.
Specification Type: 0
Additional Information
A shift in character is missing at the end of the CONSTANT-MIC
field on the D-specification.

SYS --5232 W DATA TYPE SPECIFIED MAY BE
INVALID.
Specification Type: 0
Explanation
The data type specified (0) may be invalid because of nonideographic SSP.

SYS --5235 T Invalid first character in HELP display
screen format name. Must be
alphabetic, @, #, or $.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information
The help display screen format name is in columns 7 through 14.

SYS --5236 T HELP display screen format name
contains a blank. Name must be exactly
8 characters.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information
The help display screen format name is in columns 7 through 14.

SYS --5237 T HELP display screen format name
contains a quote or a comma.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

SYS --5229 W THIS LINE CONTAINS AN
EXTENDED IDEOGRAPHIC
CHARACTER THAT WILL
DISPLAY AS THE DEFAULT
CHARACTER.

The help display screen format name is in columns 7 through 14.

Specification Type: 0

Specification Type: H

SYS --5238 T The last two positions of the HELP
display screen format name are not
numeric.
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Additional Information

The last two positions of the help display screen format name are
used for roll key processing while the help format is displayed.
The last two positions must contain numeric characters only. The
help display screen format name is in columns 7 through 14.

SYS --5239 T HELP display screen library name
specified but no load member name
specified.
Specification Type: H

SYS --5245 T HELP display screen library name
contains an invalid character.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help display screen library name is in columns 25 through 32.

SYS --5246 T HELP display screen load member
name is invalid. The name cannot be
ALL, DIR, SYSTEM or NEW.

Additional Information

Specification Type: H

If the help display screen library name is specified. the help display
screen load member name must also ,be specified. The help display
screen load member name is in columns 16 through 23. The help
display screen library name is in columns 25 through32.

Additional Information

SYS --5240 T Invalid first character in HELP display
screen load member name. First
character must be alphabetic, @, #, or

s.

Specification Type: H
Additional Information

Load member names of ALL. DIR. SYSTEM or NEW are invalid
names. The help display screen load member name is in columns
16 through 23.
"

SYS --5247 T HELP display screen library name is
invalid. The name cannot be Fl,
READER, PRINT or DISK.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help display screen load member name is in columns 16
through 23.

Library names of Fl. READER. PRINT. or DISK are invalid
names. The help display screen library name is in columns 25
through 32.

SYS --5241 T HELP display screen load member
name contains an embedded blank.

SYS --5248 T Maximum number of HELP area
definitions exceeded.

Specification :Type: H

Specification Type: H

Ad4itional Information

Additional Information

The help display screen load member name is in columns 16
through 23.

This format contains too many H-specifications. The format
object code 'generated for all the specified help area definitions
exceeds the maximum allowed storage size. To reduce the amount
of storage needed. you must do either or both of the following:

SYS --5242 T HELP display screen load member
name contains a quote, comma, or
period.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help display screen load member name is in columns 16
through 23.

SYS --5243 T Invalid first character in HELP display
screen library name. First character
must be alphabetic, @, #, or S.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

A library name can be up to 8 characters long and must begin
with an alphabetic character (A through Z. @. # or $). The
remaining characters can be any combination of characters
(numeric. alphabetic. and special) except commas (.). single quotes
('). blanks. question marks (?). slashes (/). and hyphens (-). Do not
use Fl. READER. PRINT or DISK as a library name. The help
display screen library name is in columns 25 through 32.

SYS --5244 T HELP display screen library name
contains an embedded blank.

•

Reduce the number of H-specifications

•

Remove load member names or library names from the
H-specifications wherever possible

SYS --5249 T H specification found before first S
specification in the source member.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information
An H-specification was found prior to rmding an S-specification in
the source member. The first record coded in the display format
source specifications must be the screen display control
specification (the S-specification).

SYS --5250 T Value specified for HELP area top row
number exceeds the number of lines on
the screen
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help area upper left row number entry is in columns 34 and
35.

Specification Type: H

SYS --5251 T Second position of HELP area top row
number entry is zero or is not numeric.

Additional Information

Specification Type: H

The help display screen library name is in columns 25 through 32.

Additional'lnformation
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The help area upper left row number entry is in columns 34 and
35. Column 34 contains a blank, and column 35 contains a zero
or a nonnumeric character.

The help area upper left column number entry is in columns 36
and 37.

SYS --5252 T Value specified for HELP area top row
number is not numeric.

SYS --5259 T Only one pair of row and column
numbers is specified. Both pairs must
be either specified or omitted.

Specification Type: H

Specification Type: H

Additional Information

Additional Information

The help area upper left row number entry is in columns 34 and
35.

Bither the upper left row and column numbers (specified in
columns 34 through 37) for the help area are blank and the lower
right row and column numbers (specified in columns 39 through
42) are specified, or the upper left row and column numbers are
specified and the lower right row and column numbers are blank.
Both the upper left and lower right row and column numbers
must be specified, or they both must be left blank.

SYS --5253 T Value specified for HELP area top row
number is zero.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help area upper left row number entry is in columns 34 and
35.

SYS --5254 T HELP area top row number plus start
line number exceeds number of lines on
the screen.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help area upper left row number (specified in columns 34 and
35 on the H-specification) plus the start line number (specified in
columns 17 and 18 on the S-specification) exceeds the number of
lines on the screen. $SFGR assumes the screen contains 24 lines
for an 80-column format and 27 lines for a 132-column format.

SYS --5260 T Value specified for HELP area bottom
row number exceeds the number of lines
on the screen.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help area lower right row number entry is in columns 39 and
40.

SYS --5261 T Second position of HELP area bottom
row number entry is zero or is not
numeric.
Specification Type: H
Additional InformatioD

SYS --5255 T Value specified for HELP area left
column number exceeds the number of
horizontal positions on the screen.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help area upper left column number entry is in columns 36
and 37.

SYS --5256 T Second position of HELP area left
column number entry is zero or is not
numeric.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help area upper left column number entry is in columns 36
and 37. Column 36 contains a blank, and Cillumn 37 contains a
zero or a nonnumeric character.

SYS --5257 T Value specified for HELP area left
column number is not numeric.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help area upper left column number entry is in columns 36
and 37.

SYS --5258 T Value specified for HELP area left
column number is zero.
Specification Type: H
AdditionallnformatioD

The help area lower right row number entry is in columns 39 and
40. Column 39 contains a blank and column 40 contains a
nonnumeric character.

SYS --5262 T Value specified for HELP area bottom
row number is not numeric.
Specification Type: H
Additional InformatioD

The help area lower right row number entry is in columns 39 and
40.

SYS --5263 T Value specified for HELP area bottom
row number is zero.
Specification Type: H
AdditionallnformatioD

The help area lower right row number entry is in columns 39 and
40.

SYS --5264 T HELP area bottom row number plus
start line number exceeds number of
lines on the screen.
Specification Type: H
Additional lnformatioD

The help area lower right row number (specified in columns 39
and 40 on the H-specification) plus the start line number (specified
in columns 17 and 18 on the S-specification) exceeds the number
of lines on the screen. $SFGR assumes the screen contains 24
lines for an 80-column format and 27 lines for a 132-column
format.
System Messages
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.YS --5265 T Value specified for HELP area right
column number exceeds the number of
horizontal positions on the screen.

The selection indicator entry is in columns 44 and 45. Column 44
contains a Y. An indicator number or blanks are the only valid
entries.

pecification Type: H

SYS --5272 W First position in suppress indicator
entry is N. Blanks are assumed.

.dditional Information

'he help area lower right column number entry is in columns 41
Ild 42.

.YS --5266 T Second position of HELP area right
column number entry is zero or is not
numeric.

Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The selection indicator entry is in columns 44 and 45. Column 44
contains an N. An indicator number or blanks are the only valid
entries.

pecification Type: H

SYS --5273 W Second position in suppress indicator
entry is invalid. Blank is assumed•

.dditional Information

Specification Type: H

he help area lower right column number entry is in columns 41
Ild 42. Column 41 contains a blank, and column 42 contains a
ero or a nonnumeric character.

•YS --5267 T Value specified for HELP area right
column number is not numeric.
pecification Type: H
.dditional Information

he help area lower right column number entry is in columns 41
Ild 42.

Additional Information

The selection indicator entry is in columns 44 and 45. Column 44
contains a blank and column 45 contains a zero or nonnumeric
character.

SYS --5274 W Indicator specified in suppress
indicator entry is invalid. Blanks are
assumed .
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

.YS --5268 T Value specified for HELP area right
column number is zero.

The selection indicator entry is in columns 44 and 45.
indicator values are from 01 through 99.

pecification Type: H

SYS --5275 W Indicator specified in suppress
indicator entry is 00. Blanks are
assumed.

.dditional Information

'he help area lower right column number entry is in columns 41
Ild42.

Valid

Specification Type: H
Additional Information

.YS --5269 T HELP area top row number is greater
than help area bottom row number.
pecification Type: H
.dditional Information

he row number specified for the upper left corner of the help
rea (in columns 34 and 35) is greater than the row number
)ecified for the lower right corner of the help area (in columns
9 and 40). The upper left row number must be less than or equal
) the lower right row number.

.YS --5270 T HELP area left column number is
greater than help area right column
number.
pecification Type: H
.dditional Information

'he column number specified for the upper left corner of the help
rea (in columns 36 and 37) is greater than the column number
pecified for the lower right corner of the help area (in columns
1 and 42). The upper left column number must be less than or
qual to the lower right column number.

The selection indicator entry is in columns 44 and 45.
indicator values are from 01 through 99.

Valid

SYS --5276 W H specification found after first D
specification in the source member.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

An H-specification was found after finding a D-specification in the
source member. All H-specifications must be coded before the
first D-specification in the source member. The H-specification is
assumed to be a comment The help area defmed by the
H-specification is not created.

SYS --5280 W First position in restore application
screen entry is Y. Second position is not
blank and is ignored .
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The restore application screen entry is in columns 47 and 48.

,YS --5271 W First position in suppr~ indicator
entry is Y. Blanks are assumed.

SYS --5281 W First position in restore application
screen entry is N. Second position is not
blank and is ignored.

pecification Type: H

Specification Type: H

,dditional Information

Additional InformatioD
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The restore application screen entry is in columns 47 and 48.

SYS --5282 W Second position in restore application
screen entry is zero or not numeric. Y
is assumed for this entry.
Specification Type: H

Additional Information
The restore application screen entry is in columns 47 and 48.
Column 47 contains a blank, and column 48 contains a zero or
nonnumeric character.

SYS --5283 W Indicator specified in restore
application screen entry is invalid. Y is
assumed for this entry.
Specification Type: H

Additional Information
The restore application screen entry is in columns 47 and 48.
Valid indicator values are 01 through 99.

SYS --5284 W Indicator specified in restore
application screen entry is 00. Y is
assumed for this entry.
Specification Type: H

Additional Information
The restore application screen entry is in columns 47 and 48.
Valid indicator values are 01 through 99.

SYS --5285 W First position in null fill entry is Y.
Second position is not blank and is
ignored.
Specification Type: S

Additional Information
The null fill entry is in columns 37 and 38.

SYS --5286 W First position in null fill entry is N.
Sccond position is not blank and is
ignored.
SpeCification Type: S

SYS --5289 W Indicator specified for null fill entry il
00. No is assumed for this entry.
Specification Type: S

Additional Information
The nuH fill entry is in columns 37 and 38. Valid indicator valUE
are 01 through 99.

SYS --5290 W Charactcr specificd in lowercase entl')
is invalid. No is assumed for this entry
Specification Type: 0

Additional Information
The lowercase entry is in column 51 and must be Y, N, or
N is assumed.

blan~

SYS --5291 W Lowercase specified for output only
field is invalid. No is assumed for this
entry.
Specification Type: 0

Additional Information
The lowercase entry is in column 51. The lowercase entry mus
be blank or N for output fields.

SYS --5292 W Lowercase specified for R badge readel
field is im·alid. 1\'0 is assumed for this
entry.
Specification Type: 0

Additional Information
The lowercase entry is in column 51. The lowercase entry mus
be blank or N for input fields with a data type of R (badgl
reader).

SYS --5293 W Lowercase specified for numeric, signc(
numeric, or digits only ficld is im'alid.
No is assumed for this entry.
Specification Type: 0

Explanation

The null fill entry is in columns 37 and 38.

The lowercase entry is in column 51. The lowercase entry mus
be blank or N for input fields with a data type of N (numeric
only), S (signed numeric). or 0 (digits only). N is the default.

SYS --5287 W Second position in null fill mtry is zcro
or not numeric. 1';0 is assumed for this
entry.

SYS --5294 W Hrst position in boundary indicator
entry is Y. Second position is not blan~
and is ignored.

Specification Type: S

Specification Type: H

Additional Information

Additional Information

Additional Information

The null fill entry is in columns 37 and 38. Column 37 contains a
blank and colum'n 38 contains a zero or a nonnumeric character.

The boundary indicator entry is in columns 50 and 51.

SYS --5288 W Indicator specified for null IiII mtn' is
imalid. :\0 is assumed for this entr)'.

SYS --5295 W First position in boundary indicator
cntry is~. Second position is not bl:m"
~md is ignored.

Specification Type: S

Additional Information
The null fill entry is in columns 37 and 38. Valid indicator values
are 01 through 99.

Specification Type: H

Additional Information
The boundary indicator entry is in columns 50 and 51.
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iYS --5296 W Second position in boundary indicator
entry is zero or not numeric. No is
assumed for this entry.

Specification Type: H
Additional Information

The help text label is in columns 7 through 14.

pecification Type: H
~dditional

Information

'he boundary indicator entry is in columns 50 and 51. Column
o contains a blank, and column 51 contains a zero or a
lonnumeric character.

.YS -5297 W Indicator specified in boundary
indicator cntry is invalid. No is assumed
for this entry.
pecification Type: H

Valid

;YS --5298 W Indicator specified in boundary
indicator cntry is 00. No is assumed for
this entry.

Additional Information

A help document name can be up to 8 characters long and must
begin with an alphabetic or numeric character (A through Z, 0
through 9. @. #. or 5). The remaining characters can be any
combination of characters (numeric, alphabetic. and special)
periods (.), hyphens
except question marks (?). single quotes
(0). commas (.). or blanks. ·00 not use ALL as a help document
name. The help document name is in columns 16 through 23.

SYS --5305 T HELP document name contains an
embedded blank.
Specification Type: H
Additional Information

pec:ification Type: H

The help document name is in columns 16 through 23.

ldditional Information

'he boundary indicator entry is in columns 50 ·and 51.
~dicator values are 01 through 99.

SpecificatIon Type: H

n.

ldditional Information

'he boundary indicator entry is in columns 50 and 51.
Ildicator values are 01 through 99.

SYS --5304 T Invalid first character in HELP
document name. Must be alphabetic,
numeric, @, #, or S.

Valid

SYS --5306 T HELP document name contains an
invalid character.

;YS --5299 W Character specified for 132 capable is
invalid. No is assumed.

Specification Type: H

:pecification Type: S

The help document name is in columns 16 through 23.

ldditional Information

'he 132 capable field is in column 39 of the S specification. Valid
ntries are Y (yes), N (no), or blank.

Additional Information

SYS --5307 T HELP document name contains a
period.
Specification Type: H

iYS --5300 W Online documentation entry is not Y,
N, or blank. Entry is ignored.
:pecification Type: H
ldditional Information

rhe online documentation entry is in column 53.

Additional Information

The help document name is in columns 16 through 23 •.

SYS --5308 T HELP document name is invalid. The
name cannot be ALL.
Specification Type: H

iYS --5301 T Invalid first character in HELP text
label. Must be alphabetic, @, #, or S.
'pecification Type: H
ldditional Information

\ hclp textlabcl can be up to 8 charactcrs long and must bcgin
/lith an alphabctic charactcr (A through Z. @. #. or S). The
·cmaining characters can be any combination of charactcrs
numcric, alphabctic. and spccial) cxcept commas (.). single quotes
'), or blanks. Thc help text label is in columns 7 through 14.

SYS --5302 T HELP text label contains an embedded
blank.

Additional Information

The help document name is in columns 16 through 23.

SYS --5309 W Invalid entry in restore application
screen entry, Must be blank. Entry is
ignored.
Specification Type: H
Explanation

The restore application screen entry is in columns 47 and 48.

Uditional Information

SYS --5310 W Invalid ('ntry in boundary indicator
entry. :\Iust be blank. Entry is
ignored.

rhe help text labcl is in columns 7 through 14.

Specification Type: II

SYS --5303 T HELP tcxt label contains a quote or
comma.

Explanation

ipecification Type: H
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The boundary indicator entry is in columns 50 and 51.

Specification Type: H

SYS --5398 \V Adjust/Fill is specified for a
right-ta-Ieft field. Ignored whenever
cursor direction is right-ta-Icft at field
exit.

Explanation

Specification Type: 0

A folder name can be up to 8 characters long and must begin with
an alphabetic character (A through Z), @, # or $. The remaining
characters can be any combination of characters (numeric,
alphabetic, and special) except commas (,), single quotes ('),
blanks, question marks (?), slashes (f), hyphens (-), equal signs
(=), and greater than signs (». 00 not use ALL or #LlBRARY
as a folder name. The help document folder name is in columns
25 through 32.

Additional Information

The adjust/fill entry (column 31 on the O-specification) contains
either a Z for right-adjust, zero fill, or a B for right-adjust, blank
fill_ The adjust and fill occurs when the cursor direction is
left-to-right, but not when the cursor direction is right-to-Ieft. The
REVERSE key can be used in a right-to-left field to change the
cursor direction to left-to-right.

SYS --5312 T HELP document folder name contains
an embedded blank.

SYS --5399 W Character specified in right-ta-Ien
entry is invalid. N is assumed.

Specification Type: H

Specification Type: S

Explanation

Additional Information

The help document folder name is in columns 25 through 32.

The right-to-left screen entry is in column 40 and must be Y. N,
or blank. N is assumed.

SYS --5311 T Invalid first character in HELP
document folder name. Must be
alphabetic, @, #, or S.

SYS --5313 T HELP document folder name contains
an hn-alid character.
Specification Type: H

SYS --5450 (load member namel--This load member
not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The help document folder name is in columns 25 through 32.

SYS --5314 T HELP document folder name is invalid.
l11e name cannot be ALL or
#UBRARY.
Specification Type: H
Explanation

The help document folder name is in columns 2S through 32.

SYS --5396 W Value specified in line number entry is
invalid for this menu. Errors may
occur.
Specification Type: 0
Additional Information

When the S and 0 specifications are created for a menu using the
DLO:\1E:'I:U procedure, line 22 is reserved for operator input (and
conditionally, line 23 for input overflow); line 24 is reserved for
system messages. The input and output data characteristics f9r
the fields on a menu should not be changed from what the build
menu processing defines them as. Only.the fields that describe the
menu options and the field attributes that control color may be
updated. If line 23 is specified as an input line, then line 24 is
conditionally reserved for input overflow and this message is
issued. The line number entry is in columns 19 and 20 of the
O-specification.

SYS --5397 W Self-checking is specified for a
right-to-Icft field. Check digit required
at beginning of field.
Specification Type: 0

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--S4S0) and
the load member from the message.
Additional Information

The load member identified in the message was not found in the
active user library (if one is active) or in the system library. This
member is used to open a display station file.
Your program is trying to open a display station file. The load
member identified in the message is needed to open the file.
t:ser I{esponse

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (OTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. Message SYS--2209 wiII follow, at which time you will
have to c~lIcel the job. Any data created by a pre.vious step in this
job is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved; however, any data created by this job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5451 (load member namel is not a valid load
member
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--S4SI) and
the load member from the message.

Additional Information

Additional Information

The SI!lf-check entry (column 30 on the D-specification) contains
either a T for modulus 10 or an E for modulus II self-checking.
The self-check digit must always be entered in the rightmost
pOSition of a field, regardless of field type. Therefore, for a
right-to-left field, the check digit must be the first digit entered.

The load member identified in the message is not a correct load
member for a Systemj36 display station file. It may be a
System/34 load member that should be converted.
User Response
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)ption 2: The system checks for errors in any other
lescriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends
ob step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you
lave to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in
ob is saved.

file
the
will
this

)ption 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
;tep is saved; however, any data created by this job step may be
ost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
'ecords already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
;hared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5452 (load member name)--Open error using
;everity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

An error occurred in the program you are running for the display
station file identified in the message.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5454) and the file name from the message.

Auto Response:

Additional Information

rhere is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
~ or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--5452) and
:he load member from the message.
t\dditional Information

rhe load member identified in the message contains a format that
:ause an error while opening a display station file.
rhe work station data management open function has found
juplicate display format names in the display format load member;
Jr, it has found a display format name that is a duplicate of a
jisplay format load member that is currently open. The display
'ormat is in the load member identified in the message.
User Response

:)ption 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
jescriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to callcel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Dption 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved; however, any data created by this job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5453 (load member name)--Open error using
this load member
Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--5453) and
the load member from the message.
Additional Information

The load member identified in the message contains more display
formats than the program running specified while opening a
display station file.
The work station data management open function found that the

number of display formats in the load member exceeds the
number allowed in the display format index buffer as specified by
the program.
User Response

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends
job step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in
job is saved.

The MRTMAX value plus the number of WORKSTN statements
specified for the executing program exceed the total number of
work station ID entries specified by the program.
User Response

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved; however, any data created by this job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5455 [printer id)--Printer not available for Print
key job
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You pressed the Print key on the display station identified in the
job name on the format line of this message. However, another
job has the printer assigned to your display station. A Print key
job has been scheduled to handle this Print key request. The
printer is identified in the message.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to continue printing when the printer is
available.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--S455) and the printer ID, and the name of the
procedure you were running.

User Response

Option 1: Your Print key job will print as soon as the printer
becomes available.
Option 3: The Print key job is canceled.

SYS --5456 (load member name]--Open error using
this load member
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved; however, any data created by this job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
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SYS --5454 (file name)--This display stn file has
MRTMAX error

this load member
Explanation

Severity: 5

records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--5456) and
the load member from the message.
Additional Information

The program is opening a display station file that uses the load
member identified in the message. A required display format has
not been found in this load member.

User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (OTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is sned.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved; however, any data created by this job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
Ihared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5460 Pl:m accepting display stn input--no invite
pcndinl:
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred in the program you are running to process a
display station file.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-S460) and the name of the program you were running.
Additional Information
An accept input operation was requested, but no invited work
station was waiting. Work station data management sent a return
code to the requesting program indicatmg that no invited work
station is waiting. The program issued a second accept input
operation with no invited work station, which caused this error.
l:ser Response

SYS --5462 Program accessing work station not on
systcm
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--S462) and
the name of the program you were running.
Additional Information
The program issued an operation through work station data
management with a work station 10 that is not on the system.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved; however, any data created by this job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5463 Non-SRT program issued incorrect
operation
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--5463) and
the name of the program you were running.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved; however. any data created by this job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

The program is not a single requester terminal (SRT) program.
The program issued an operation through work. station data
management with a blank work station 10 but the operation was
not an accept input operation. When a program that is not an
SRT issues an operation with a blank work station 10, it must be
an accept input operation. This message also occurs if an SRT
program is initiated from the input job queue or is evoked.

SYS --5-461 Program output length error on display
stn filc
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred in the program you are running to process a
display station file.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--546 I) and the name of the program you were running.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is sal/ed; however. any data created by this .job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and.
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5464 Program accessing a work station it docs
not ,mn

Additiollal Information
This error can occur if the program issued a formatted put
operation but the output record area is not large enough to
contain all of the output fields required.

Severity: 5

This error can occur if the program issued a write error operation
but the write error length is zero or greater than 78 when the
display is in 24 x 80 mode, or greater than 130 when the display
is in 27 x 132 mode.

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--5464) and
the name of the program you were running.

Uscr Response

The program issued an operation through work station data
management to a work station that is not owned by the program.
A program can own a work station if it is the display station
where the program is running or if the work station is acquired
by the program.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved; however, any data created by this job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

System Messages
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:>ption 3: The job is canceled. Any data create~ ~y a previous job
step is saved; however, any data created by this Job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data liIes are
shared, new records added to the liIe are saved.

SYS --5465 Screen format used by program not found
;everity: S

Auto Response:

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job,can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data ereat~ ~y a previous job
step is saved; however, any data created by thiS Job step may be
lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

Explanation
rhere is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
lor 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS.·S46S) and
the name of the program you were running.
Uditional Information
rhc program issued a put operation through work station data
management with a display format name that could not be .found.
Either the load members opened by the program do not mclude
~e format being used, or a load member was not opened by the

SYS --5469 Invalid data was sent to this display
station
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS.·S469) and
the name of the program you were running.

~rogram.

Additional Inrormation

User Response

This error can occur if the user program tried to display a 27 x
132 format on a display station that is capable of displaying only
24 rows and 80 columns. It can also oc:cur if the user pro!,:ram
tried to display a 27 x 132 format that did not clear all the lines
on a display station that is capable of displaying a 27 x 132 format
but is currently in 24 x 80 mode.

:>ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
s preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
:>ption 3: The job is canceled. Any data create~ by a previous job
Itep is saved; however, any data created by thiS Job step may be
ost. L'pdated records already written to disk remain updated, and
'ecords already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data liIes are
Ihared, new records added to the me are saved.

SYS --5466 Unformatted put data length error
;everity: S

Auto Response:

E:xplanation
rhere is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
! or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS··S466) and
.he name of the program you were running.
ldditional Information
)ne of the following occurred:
The amount of execution time output data was less than that
required for the format.
The unformatted put, being larger than the WSQS space,
could not be issued.
~ser

)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
s saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
)ption 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
itep is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
)C lost.
Vpdated records already written to disk remain updated,
Uld records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data mes
ue shared, new records added to the file are preser\'ed.

SYS --5468 1/0 buffer not on an 8-byte boundary
Auto Response:

E"planalion
rhere is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
! or 3 and pvc the prof!rammer the mcssaFe I D (SYS-·S468) and

:hc name of the program you were running.
ldditional Inrormation
('he program issued an unformatted put, a get, or an accept
)rerallon. The record area address, specified in the SWSRCAD
ield in the DTF or specified by the RCAD parameter, must be
man 8.byteboundary.
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created b~ a.previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by thiS Job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated,
and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files
are shared, new records added to the file arc preserved.

SYS --5470 lfile namc)--Cannot open IDDU
filc-IDDU/FMS missing
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS ••S470) and
the file name from the message.
Additional Inrormation

Response

;e\'Crity: S

User Response

The work station data management open function is attempting to
open the IDOL' file identified in the message. It cannot be opened
because the 100U utility or the folder management services
utility is not on your system.
Vser Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous. .step in this
job is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; howeve·r, any data created by this job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated,
and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files
arc shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5471 lfile DlUlle)--Open error-an IDDU file is
already open
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or J and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--S471) and
the file name from the message.
Additional Information
The work station data management open function is attempting to
open the IDDU file identified in the message. It cannot be opened
because an IDDU communications file has already been opened
for this job. Only one communications file can be open at a time.
User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. :\'Iessage SYS -2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Option J: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updakld,
and records deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5472 (dictionary namel--This IDDU dictionary
not found
Severity: S

Auto Response:

have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Option J: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated,
and records deleted from disk no longer exist. If data liIes are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5474 (dictionary name) is not a valid IDDU
dictionary name
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or J and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-S474) and
the dictionary name from the message.
Additional Information
The work station data management open runction is attempting to
open an IDDlJ liIe. The name of the associated InDV dictionary
that was supplied in the work station DTF is invalid. The first
character of the dictionary name must be A through Z, N, S, or
@. The dictionary narne cannot contain ?, " I. -, =, >, comma,
or a blank. 'ALL' is not a valid dictionary name. The dictionary
name is identified in the message.

Explanation

User Response

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--S472) and
the dictionary name from the message.

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends
job step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step In
job is saved.

Additional Information
The work station data management open function is attempting to
open an IDDV file. The IDOV dictionary associated with the file
was not found. The dictionary name that was supplied in the
work station DTF is identified in the message.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated,
and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files
are shared, new records added to the file are saved.

User Response

SYS --5475Idictionary name)--This IDDU dictionary
needs to be rebuilt

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.

Severity: S

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated,
and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files
are shared, new records added to this file are saved.

There is an error in the dictionary used by the program you are
running. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS-S47S) and the di~tionary name from the
message.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

SYS --5473 (dictionary namel--This IDDU dictionary
is currently in use
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
You arc running a program which uses a resource that is
unavailable to you at the current time. Enter option 2 or 3 and try
to run the program agam later.
Additional Information
The work station cat a man;,;!ement open function is attempting to
open an IDOL' file. The IDDl": d:cllonary associated wllh the file
has t-.:en orcncd for exclUSive urdate by another job and is
curre:1tly u!1avaliable. "I he dll.:llonary name that was supplied in
the work station 0 fF is identlt1ed m the message.
L'ser Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descnptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. ~essage SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will

The work station data management open function is attempting to
open an ID D U liIe. The I D D V dictionary that was supplied in
the work station DTF needs to be rebuilt. A dictionary must be
rebuilt if it has been left open when an IPL was started or when a
new release of folder management services was loaded on the
system. This can be done at IPL time via the liIe rebuild function.
The dictionary name is identified in the message.
User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other liIe
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. :\Icssagc SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
be lost. L'pdated records already written to disk remain updated,
and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files
arc shared, new records added to the liIe are saved.

SYS --5476Ifi1e name)--This IDDU file not found
System Messages
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message lD (SYS--5476) and
the Iile name from the message.
Additional Information
The work station data management open function is attempting to
open the lDDU file identified in the message. The file was not
found.

have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Option J: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated;
and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files
are shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --5479 (File N~\lnel--nlis IDDU file not correct
. type of file
Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running anq then ends the
job step. Message 5YS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message lD (SYS-5479) and
the file name from the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated,
and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data Iiles
are shared, new records added to the file are saved.

The workstation data management open function is attempting to
open the IPDU communications file identified in the message, but
it is not an IDDU communications file.

SYS --5477 (file name)--This IDDU file is currently
in use
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are running a program which uses a resource that is currently
unavailable to you. Enter option 2 or 3 and try to run the
program again later.
Additional Information
The work station data management open function is attempting to
open the IDDU file identified in the message. This file has been
opened for exclusive update by another job and is currently
unavailable.

Additional Information

User Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. Message SYS--2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved.
Option 3: The job step is canceled. Any data created by a
previous job step is preserved; however, any data created by this
job step may be lost. Updated records already written to disk
remain updated, and records already deleted from disk no longer
exist. If data files are shared, new records added to the file are
saved.

SYS --5480 (File Namel--Error in this IDDU file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. Message SYS·-2209 will follow, at which time you will
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in this
job is saved,

There is an error in the file used by the program that you are
running. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message 10 (SYS·-5480) and the file name from the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated,
and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files
are shared, new records added to the file are saved.

The work station data management open function is attempting to
open the IDDU file identified in the message. The file contains an
error and cannot be opened. This could be due to invalid data in
the file.

Additional Inrormation

User Response

SYS --5478 (nle ~amcl is not a nlid IDDV file name
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running, Enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--5478) and
the file name from the message.
Additional Inrormation
The work station cata mana;:.ement open function is attempting to
open the IDDt.: file identified in the message, but the me name is
invalid, 'I he first character of the file name must be A through
Z. ", S. or r,;. The file name cannot contam ?, '. i, ., =, ~,
comma, period, or a blank. 'ALL' is not a valid file name.
t.:ser Response
Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other me
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends the
job step. :\fessage SYS·-2209 will follow, at which time you will
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Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other
descriptions (DTFs) for the program running and then ends
job step. Message SYS·-2209 will follow, at which time you
have to cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step in
job is saved.
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Option J: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may
be lost. Updated records already written to disk remain updated,
and records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files
are shared, new records added to the file arc saved.

SYS --5481 xxxxxxxx--Security error for this IDDU
dictionary
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are running a program which uses a resource that is
incorrectly secured in the present resource security file. Entcr

option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 1D
(SYS-5481) and the dictionary name from the message.

Additional Information

Additional Information

followed by at least one 2-byte ideographic character during an
input operation from a display station.
However, the last
character found in the input data was only 1 byte long and was
not a shift-in control character (hexadecimal OF). This error
might be caused by an odd number of bytes between the shift-out
and shift-in control characters, or the shift-in character might be
missing.

The work station data management open function is attempting to
open an IDDV file. The associated dictionary that is named in the
workstation DTF is not correct in the present resource security
file. This could happen if the dictionary was secured and then a
different resource security file was restored which does not contain
this dictionary. This could also happen if the dictionary named
was secured as a dictionary but is actually a library or vice versa.
The dictionary name is identified in the message.
User Response

Option 2: The system checks for errors in any other file
descriptions (FTS) for the program running and then ends the job
step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any created by a previous job step
is preserved; however, any data created by this job step may. be
lost.

A shift-out control character (hexadecimal OE) was found and was

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step,
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --5491 S/O in wrong position or S/I is missing

SYS --5485 ROLLKEYS cannot be evoked or placed
on the JOBQ

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

The shift-out (5;0) control character does not immediately
precede a string of ideographic characters, or the shIft-in (S;I)
control character is not positioned at the end of the character
string.

Auto Response:

Explanation

The ROLLKEYS procedure is interactive. You cannot evoke this
procedure, nor can you place this procedure on the lOBQ.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to end the job.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--5491).

Vser Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

During an output operation, an SII character (hexadecimal OE)
was detected and was followed by at least one 2-byte ideographic
character. However, the last character in the string was a I-byte
character, but was not an 5/1 character.

Option 3: The job is ended. Data created in previous steps in this
job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Vscr Uesponse

SYS --5486 ROLLKEYS parameter must be STD,
REV or not given

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost,

Auto Response:

Explanation

An incorrect value was specified for the ROLLKEYS procedure.
The parameter must be REV or STD. If no parameter is
specified, REV is assumed. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--5486) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

SYS --5492 Invalid IGC code found--reset to continue
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation

You incorrectly entered the parameter in ROLLKEYS procedure.
The only valid values for this parameter are REV or STD. Enter
the rrocedure 2gain, specifying REV or STD as parameter, or
leave this parameter blank (defaulting to REV).

Invalid data was detected during a print key operation from an
ideographic capable work station.

L'ser Uesponse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is s3\cd, and the Job can contmue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS

--~9f)

SeverIty: 5

Incorrect IGC input data
Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The IGC data :n the mput field currently on the display screen is
m\'ahd.
Enter optIon 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S'I"5--5.190).

To continue press the Error Reset key. All the data, including the
invalid ideographic data, will be sent to the printer. Printer data
management may issue an error message or may replace the
invalid data WIth blanks without issuing a message.
Additional Information

Invalid output data from the user program was displayed on an
ideographic capable work station. During the print key operation
a shIft-out (S,O) character was detected and was followed by
invalid ideographic data. The programmer must verify that all the
data sent to the ideographic capable work station was valid. The
hexadecimal value of the SiO character is OE.

SYS --5493 Im'alid ideographic data on an input
operation
Severity: NJA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

System Messages
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Invalid data was detected during an input operation from an
ideographic capable work station.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-S493).
Additional Information

Invalid data from the output data area of the user program was
inserted in an output/input capable field and was displayed. On
the input operation a shift-out character (hexadecimal OE) was
detected and was followed by invalid ideographic data. The
programmer must verify that all data sent to output/input capable
lields was valid for those fields.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --S494 (work station idJ--IGC table full on output
operation
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. A valid ideographic character
(IOC) was sent to the work station identified in the message text.
However, the character is treated as an undefined character
because the ideographic character code table is already full. The
special symbol for undefined ideographic characters is displayed in
place of the excess ideographic characters.
.
Additional Information

You attempted to perform an output operation, but the number
of ideographic characters to be displayed exceeds the capacity of
the ideographic character table for the work station. The special
symbol for undefined ideographic characters is displayed in place
of the excess ideographic characters.
Note: Only one informational message is issued per output
oPl!ration. If another output error occurs, only the first output
message is issued. The other output error messages are SYS-5495
and SYS-S496.

SYS --S495 (work station idJ--Undefined IGC or IGC
file not restored
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. During the output operation, a
valid ideographic character (IGC) was sent to the work station
identified in the message text. However, the ideographic character
is undefined or the IGC file has not been restored for that
ideographic character.
The special symbol for undefined
ideographic characters is displayed for all ideographic characters
in error.
Note: Only one informational message is issued per output
operation. If another output error occurs, only the first output
message is issued. The other output error messages are SYS-S494
and SYS-S496.

SYS --5496 Jwork st:ttion idJ--lnnlid alt entry number
on output operation
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. An invlllid alternate entry
number for an ideographic character (IGC) was sent to the work
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station identified in the message text. The special symbol for
undefined ideographic characters replaces the invalid character,
and the special symbol is placed in the job stream. Processing
continues.
Additional Information

This error can occur when a work station uses the MSO
command, the /I OCL statement, or the /I ** OCL statement to
send a message that contains an invalid ideographic character.
Note: Only one informational message is issued per output
operation. If another output error occurs first, only the first
output message is issued. The other output. error messages are
SYS-5494 and SYS-S49S.

SYS --5497 IGC table full on output operation •••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

An ideographic character (tGC) table full error condition was
detected during an output operation. The ideographic character
table for the work station is already full, and there is no room for
the new output ideographic character.
Enter option 0, I, 2, or 3. If you enter option 0, 1, or 2 and
another ideographic error is detected during the current output
operation, you will not be informed of this subsequent error. If
the error is an invalid alternate entry number, the data in error is
replaced by hexadecimal 4140. Hexadecimal 4140 is displayed as
the special symbol for undefined ideographic characters. If this
changed data is in an output/input capable field and an input
operation is done, hexadecimal 4140 is placed in this field in your
program input data area.
Additional Information

An alternate entry number is a 2- to S-digit numeric code aSSigned
to each character in an ideographic character set.
User Response

Option 0:
The special symbol for undefined ideographic
characters is displayed in place of ideographic characters that
cannot be placed in the ideographic character table. If the error
recurs during this job step, all ideographic characters that cannot
be placed in the table are displayed as the special symbol. If the
error recurs, no error message is issued and processing continues.
Option 1: The special symbol for an undefined ideographic
character is displayed for those ideographic characters that cannot
be placed in the ideographic table. Any other ideographic error
(IGC TABLE FULL; UNDEFINED IGC OR IGC FILE l\:OT
RESTORED; INVALID ALT ENTRY NUMBER) found during
the current output operation will not be reported to the user.
If this error occurs on another output operation, this error
message is issued again.
Option 2: The special symbol for an undefined ideographic
character is displayed for those ideographic characters that cannot
be placed in the ideographic table. Any other ideographic error
(IGCTABLE FULL; Ui"\DEFINED ICG OR IOC riLE NOT
RESTORED; INVALID ALT El'OTRY NUMBER) found during
the current output operation will not be reported to the user.
If the task identifier is a job name, control is returned to the
program running when the error occurred, with a return code of
hexadecimal SO in the SWSRTC field of the work station DTF.
Normally any new data created to this point is saved and the job
can continue with the next job step.
If this error occurs on another output operation, this error
message is issued again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

The alternate entry number is in the valid range for ideographic
characters (IGC); however, the character cannot be displayed
because an error has occurred for one of the following reasons:

Enter option 0, 1, 2, or 3. If you enter option 0, I, or 2 and
another ideographic error is detected during the current output
operation, you will not be informed of this subsequent error. If
the error is an invalid alternate entry number, the data in error is
replaced by hexadecimal 4140. Hexadecimal 4140 is displayed as
the special symbol for undefined ideographic characters. If this
changed data is in an output/input capable field and an input
operation is done, hexadecimal 4140 is placed in this field in your
program input data area.

•

The alternate entry number is not defined in the #EXTN file.

Additional Information

•

The #EXTN file has not been restored.

An alternate entry number is a 2- to 5-digit numeric eode assigned
to each character in an ideographic character set.

SYS --5498 Undefined IGC or IGC file not restored •••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 0, I. 2. or 3. If you enter option 0, I, or 2 and
another ideographic error is detected during the current output
operation, you will not be informed of this subsequent error. If
the error is an invalid alternate entry number, the data in error is
replaced by hexadecimal 4140. Hexadecimal 4140 is displayed as
the special symbol for undefined ideographic characters. If this
changed data is in an output/input capable field and an input
operation is done, hexadecimal 4140 is placed in this field in your
program input data area.
Additional Inrormation

An alternate entry number is a 2- to 5-digit numeric code assigned
to each character in an ideographic character set.
User Response

Option 0:
The special symbol for undefined ideographic
characters is displayed in place of the character. If, for any of the
reasons identified in the cause, this error occurs again during this
job step, the special symbol will be displayed for those ideographic
characters in error. If this error recurs during this job step, no
error message is issued and processing continues.
Option 1: The special symbol for an undefined ideographic
character is displayed in place of the character. Any other
ideographic error (IGC TABLE FULL; UNDEFIi'\ED IGC OR
IGC FILE i'\OT RESTORED; INVALID ALT ENTRY
NUMBER) found during the current output operation wiII not be
reported to the user.
If one of these errors occurs again on another output operation,
this error message will be issued again.
Option 2: The special symbol for an undefined ideographic
character is displayed in place of the character. Any other
ideographic error (IGC TABLE FCLL; CNDEFI;'\ED IGC OR
IGC fILE l\OT RESTORED; Il\VALID ALT ENTRY
NUMBER) found during the current output operation wiII not be
reported to the user.

User Response

Option 0: When an invalid entry number is found during an
output operation, the special symbol code (hexadecimaI4J40) for
undefined ideographic characters is inserted into the data stream
and processing continues. If this error occurs again during this
job step, the special symbol code will be inserted into the data
stream and processing continues. No error message will be issued.
Option 1: All invalid alternate entry numbers found during this
output operation will have the special symbol code for undefmed
ideographic characters inserted into the data stream. Any other
ideographic error (IGC TABLE FCLL; C:\J)EI'I:-':ED IGC OR
IGC FILE NOT RESTORED; I;-';VALID AI;r E:\TRY
NUMBER) found during the current output operation will not be
reported to the user.
If this error occurs on another output operation, this error
message will be issued again.
Option 2: All invalid alternate entry numbers found during this
output operation will have the special symbol code for undefined
ideographic characters inserted into the data stream. Any other
ideographic error (JGC TABLE FULL; U;-';DEFINED IGC OR
IOC FILE :\OT RESTORED; I:\VALID ALT E:\TRY
NUMBER) found during the current output operation will not be
reported to the user.
I f the task identifier is a job name, control is returned to the
program running when the error occurred, with a return code of
hexadecimal 51 in the SWSRTC field of the work station DTF.
1'< ormally. any new data created to this point is saved and the job
can continue with the next job step.
If this error occurs on another output operation,. this error
message will be issued again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates mad~ to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

If the task identifier is a job name, control is returned to the
program running when the error occurred, with a return code of
hexadecimal 52 in the SWSRTC field of the work station DTF.
Normally any new data created to this point is saved and the job
can continue WIth the next Job step.

Severity: N/A

If this error occurs on another output operation, this error

Explanation

message is Issued

~"t3aln.

Option 3: The job is cancelcd. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thIS Job step are savcd. Records deleted by this job step no
longer elmt. 1/ 0\\ ever, any files created by this job step arc lost.

SYS --5499 hn'alid all entry number during output
operation ...
Seventy: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --5501 Disk containing (library nameJ is
unavailable

The library specified in the message cannot be accessed because
the disk containing the library is unavailable. The disk is
unavailable because the disk is not correctly connected to the
system or the disk is powered off.
To continue, connect the disk drive to the system, power on the
dIsk drIve, and try the request again.
~otes:

1.

If you are attempting to sign on to the system and you have
a mandatory menu or mandatory procedure, you will not be
able to sign on until the library can be accessed.

2.

If you are trying to sign on to the system and you do not
have a mandatory menu or mandatory procedure, you can
specify a different library such as #LIBRARY.

Explanation

The alternate entry number for an ideographic character, found
dunng an output operation, is out of the valid alternate entry
number range.

Auto Response: N/A
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SYS --5502 User cannot run procedure Iprocedure
name)

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

A severe error was detected by a command processor program,
and a dump was taken.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The procedure identified in the message could not be run because
you are a mandatory menu operator and do not have a default
sign-on procedure.
You can sign on to the system by not entering a procedure name
or by entering zeros in the procedure name prompt.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Try the request that caused this error again. If the error continues
to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

SYS --5508 Unable to perform request now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

If you would like to have a default sign-on procedure, contact
your security officer.

Explanation

SYS --5503 Message limit exceeded. Some msgs lost.

The requested command processor function could not be
performed now because the requested function conflicts with a
currently executing command processor function.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

The system discarded I or more informational messages that were
queued for display at the system console or a subconsole because
the number of informational messages queued for that work
station exceeded 500.
This action does not affect logging to the History file.

SYS --550'" Some jobs could not be stopped
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

If the requested function affects another work station (such as
CANCEL SESSION, display station id), you may have to power
off the other work station and power on the other work station
before the function can be processed.

SYS --5509 Initial procedure Iprocedure name) started
at (disphlY station id)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message is issued only to the history file when a user signs
on the system and runs a procedure at sign-on time.

The requested command processor function could not be
performed now because the requested function conflicts with a
currently executing command processor function.

SYS --5510 Unable to run mandatory procedure now

The STATUS SYSTASK command can display command
processor tasks that are currently active.

Explanation

The STATUS t;SERS command can display the jobs that were
successfully stopped.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The mandatory procedure identified in the message could not be
run for one of the following reasons:
•

IPL is not complete

SYS --5505 Some jobs could not be started

•

STOP WORKSTN command was entered for your display
station

Severity: N/A

•

A dedicated program is running

•

The COMPRESS procedure is attempting to run

•

A STOP SYSTEM command was entered

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The requested command processor function could not be
performed now because the requested function conflicts with a
currently executing command processor function.
The STATUS SYSTASK command can display command
processor tasks that are currently active.
The STATt;S USERS command can display the jobs that were
successfully started.

SYS --5506 Vnable to drop controller qeontroller id)
on line (line number)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Since the procedure is mandatory, you must wait until the
procedure can be run or contact your security officer.
User Response

Wait a little while ',: " try to sign on again or have the ,security
officer change your mandatory procedure name in your user
profile.

SYS --5511 Cnable to rctric\'c message Imcssage
number) from (display station id):\ISG 1

Explanation

Severity: N/A

An orr DROP command was entered at a display station
attached to the controller identified in the message. The controller
could not be dropped at this time because one of the devices
attached to the controller was active.

Explanation

To drop the controller, use the VARY control command.

The text and explanation of the message that should have been
issued shoul,d be found in this manual.

For more information about the VARY control command, refer
to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --5507 Error in the command processor
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Auto Response: N/A

A request was made to display the message identified in the
message text. but the retrieve from the system message member
I/lt:\ISOI failed.

If the message, identified in the message text, is not documented
in this manual, fill out a problem summary report and call for
service.

If the message, identified in the message text, is documented in this
manual, the ##MSG I message member must be restored from a
backup copy.

SYS --5512 Password should have been changed
(datel/(display station id)/(SYS-MIC
numbcrl
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You can change your password with the PASSWORD procedure.

SYS --5513 Password must be changed by
(datell(display station idl/(SYS-MIC
numberl
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Password date checking is active, and your password must be
changed by the date specified in the message. If your password is
not changed by that date, you will not be able to sign on to the
system.·
You can change your password with the PASSWORD procedure.

SYS --5514 Procedure (procedure namel not found
Severity: N/A

To continue, you must either enter the procedure name that is
identified in the message, or leave the procedure prompt blank.

SYS --5517 Expired password for (uscr id) at (display
station id)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Password date checking is active, and your password should have
been changed by the date specified in the message.

Severity: N/A

The procedure name you entered on the sign-on display is not the
required procedure assigned to you by the security officer.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The password you entered has expired. The password was not
changed within the time limit set by the master security officer.
To continue, have YO\lr master security officer change your
password with the SECEDIT procedure.
This message is also displayed at the system console. The display
station from which the expired password was entered is given in
the message.

SYS --5518 Earlier date entered--Prcss Enter to
continue
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The date you entered, on the IPL sign-on display, is less than the
last system date.
If the date is correct, press Enter to continue with IPt sign on.
If the date is not correct, correct the date and press Enter to
continue with IPL sign on.

SYS --5519 Date not changed--Prcss Enter to
continue

The procedure identified in the message, could not be found in the
specified library, your default library, or the system library
(#LlBRARY).

Severity: N/A

To continue, enter the correct procedure name and try again. If
this is a mandatory procedure and it cannot be located, contact
your security officer.

The date you entered, on the IPL sign-on display, is the same as
the last system date.

SYS --5515 Unable to run procedure (procedure namel
now
Severity: N/A

Explanation

If the date is correct, press Enter to continue with IPL sign on.
I f the date is not correct, correct the date and press Enter to
continue with I PL sign on.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5520 Invalid user 10 entered

Explanation
The procedure identified in the message, could not be run for one
of the following reasons:

•
•

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

IPL is not complete.

The user ID you entered contains one of the following errors:

A STOP WORKSTN command was entered for your
dIsplay station.

•

The user ID was blank, contained an imbedded blank, or a
comma.

•

A dedicated program is running.

•

•
•

The

The first character of the user ID is not an allowed
character. The allowed characters are A through Z, @, #,
or S.

CO~IPRESS

A STOP

procedure is attempting to run.

SYSTE~I

command was entered.

If the procedure is mandatory. you must wait until the procedure
can be run or contact your security officer.
If the procedure is not mandatory, you can sign on to the system
"ithout runnmg the procedure by entermg zeros in the procedure
name prompt.

To continue, enter a correct user ID.

SYS --5521 Incorrect password for (user id) at (displ:,y
station itl)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --5516 Cser mllst enter procedure (procedure
namel
Se\'enty:

~,A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

The password you entered is not the current password assigned to
your user ID. To continue, do onc of the following:

•

Enter your correct password.

•

Contact your security officer for the correct password.

System Messages
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rhis message is also displayed at the system console. The displ8:Y
Itation from which the incorrect password was entered is given in'
Jtc message.
Uditional Information

If this message is displayed and the password prompt is not shown
I)n the sign-on screen, the Sys/Req key followed by the Enter key
will force the password prompt to be displayed on the sign-on
Ic:rcen.

•
•

IPL is not complete.
The COMPRESS proc:cdure is attempting to run.

•

A dedicated program is running.

•

The request was from a display station that is attached to the
system through device pass through support or distributed
host control facility support. The test request function
cannot be run from a display station attached to the system
in this manner.

SYS --5522 User identification file not on disk

To continue. do one of the following:

Severity: N/A

•

Enter the test request function again from the sign-on
display.

•

Enter a START SYSTEM command, a START JOn,ALL
command, or a START WORKSTN command from the
system console.

•

Wait untillPL is complete before attempting the test request
function.
Wait for the COMPRESS procedure to complete.

To recover from this error condition, do one of the following:

•
•

•

SYS --5526 ~ot enough assign/free Sl)ace now

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Password security is active, but the user I D file cannot be found
on disk. - You cannot sign on until this error condition is
corrected.
To continue, ask the master security officer to restore the
password security file onto the disk. This message is also
displayed at the system console.

•

Wait for the dedicated program to complete.

If password security was not active before this error
occurred, perform an IPL. This should correct the error
condition and password security will be deactivated.

Severity: N/A

If password security was active before this error occurred,

Explanation

you can correct the error condition by performing an IPL
and taking the overrides option. Restore the user ID file,
then deactivate password security.

There is not enough assign/free space in main storage to proc:css
the request now.

If this error continues to occur, notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the
message ID (SYS-5522).

SYS --5523 Specified user library not found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

To continue. enter the request again.

SYS --5527 Disk error in security record
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

A disk-read error oc:c:urred in the security file. You cannot sign
on the system or use secured resources until the error is corrected.

You incorrectly entered the library name, or the library does not
exist on the disk.

To continue. ask your security officer to correct the security
record. This message is also displayed at the system console.

To continue, enter the correct library name or, if you want the
system library, leave the library entry blank. You can run the
CATALOG procedure to find out the correct library name.

SYS --5528 Incorrect user ID at display station
Idisplay station idJ

SYS --5524 Invalid time entered

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Au~o

Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You tried to sign on a display station with a user ID that is not
recognized by the system.

Explanation

You entered the time incorrectly. The time you can enter is based
on the 24-hour clock; that is, enter the time in hours, ,minutes, and
seconds (HH\fMSS). Valid time is between 000000 (start of a
new day) and 235959 (end of a day).
To continue, enter a correct time.

To continue, enter your correct user ID. If this error occurred,
but you entered your correct user ID, see your security officer to
correct the problem. This message is also displayed at the system
console. The display station from which the incorrect user 10 was
entered is given in the message.
Additional Information

SYS --5525 Test request function not allowed now
Se\oerity: S! A

Auto Response: 'N I A

If the operator entered the correct user ID. and this error
oc:c:urred, the 10 was not found in the user identification file ..

Explanation

SYS --5529 Invalid date

You pressed the Cmd key and then the Cursor Left key for the
test request funclIon; howe\'er, the test request funclIon is not
allowed at thiS time for one of the following reasons:

Severity: N/A

•

The test request function can be used only from the sign.on
display.

•

A STOP SYSTE:\f. STOP JOB,ALL, or STOP WORKSTN
command was entered.

You entered an incorrect date, probably containing zeros or
blanks instead of a month, day, or year. A correct date must be
nonzero, have no embedded blanks, and not be all blanks. The
date must contain a month (01 through 12), a day (01 through 31).
and a year (00 through 99). The order of the month, day, and
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

year may vary, depending on the date format indicated on the IPL
sign-on display.
To continue, enter the correct date in the format indicated on the
IPL sign-on display.

This message also appears at the system console. The display
station, from which the library name was entered, and the library
name are given in the message.

SYS --5536 Invalid menu item number

SYS --5530 :"\ot authorized to usc system console

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to sign on the system console; however, you are
authorized to sign on only display stations other than the system
console.
To continue, sign on a different display station, or see the security
officer about changing your security classification to system
operator.

SYS --5531 Sign-on not allowed now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The menu item number you entered is not correct for one of the
following reasons:
•

The numbj:r is more than 2 characters long.

•

The second character is not numeric.

•

The number is larger than 24.

To continue, enter the correct menu item number.

SYS --5537 Item number entered not used by this
menu

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You cannot sign on because there is a program running that does
not allow anyone else to sign on.

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

The item number you entered is not used by this menu.

To continue, sign on when the program fmishes.

SYS --5532 Im'alid overrides ficld--must be Y or N

To continue, enter one of the item numbers shown on the
displayed menu.

Severity: N/A

SYS --5538 An invalid command wa.. entcred

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You entered an incorrect response in the overrides field.
overrides field must be either Y (yes) or N (no).

The

To continue, enter a Y or an N in the overrides field.

SYS --5533 Caution--region size too big--sct to zero
Severity: N/A

Explanation
You entered more than 8 characters, which is an incorrect
command to the system. A blank must follow the command
statement identifier.
To continue, enter an allowed command name.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5539 Command 1I0t allowed

Explanation
The default region size for this display station was larger than the
available user storage at sign-on time. The default region size for
this display station during this session is changed to zero.
You can set the default region size for this display station with the
SET procedure. You can determine how much user storage is
available at this time by using the STATUS SESSION control
command (D S).

SYS --5534 Job initiation stopped by system operator
Severity: NJA

Auto Response: NJA

Severity: N/A
Explanation

Continue without entering the command that ca4sed the error, or
change the mode of operation.

SYS --5540 A command parameter excccds 8
characters
Severity: N/A

You entered a procedure command or an OCL statement, which
cannot be entered now because the system operator entered the
STO P control command.

Explanation

To continue, enter the procedure or OCL statement after the
system orcrator enters the START control command to allow
jobs to start.

SYS --5535 l'llauthoriZl'd n'quest :It Idisplay station
illl for llibrary namel
Auto Response: :\ A

Explanation
You are not authorized to use the library you have specified. You
cannot use the speCIfied library until either a security officer or the
oWller of the library adds your user lD to the list of authorized
users in the resource security file.

Auto Rcsponse: N/A

The command you just entered is not allowed now, or it cannot
be entered from this display station.

Explanation

Seven! y: :\ A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

A parameter in the command you just entered is morc than eight
characters long. Eight characters is the maximum length for a
parameter in this command. Check for a missing comma between
paramcters.
To continue, enter the correct command statement.

SYS --5541 Too many parameters in eomnmnd
SC\'crity: ""fA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You specified too many parameters in the command you just
entered.
To continue, enter the command again with the correct
parameter(s) for the command.
For information about
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commands, refer to the Operating Your System manual, or enter
the command and press the Help key.

SYS --5548 Unable to attach to MRT pgm under
inquiry

SYS --5542 (program nameJ--MIC number (message
id) not found in MSG I

Severity: N/A

Severity: N;A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in a system program. A system program
requested a message ID, but the code was not found in the system
message member (##MSGl). The requested code is given in the
message.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --5543 Re(IUired command parameters are
missing
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The command you just entered is missing at least one required
parameter.
To continue, enter the command again with the correct
parameters. For additional information, refer to the Operating
Your System manual, or enter the command and press the Help
key.

SYS --5545 Incorrect inquiry option
Severity: N/A

Explanation
You tried to attach to an MRT (multiple requester terminal)
program after you interrupted a job. This is not allowed when the
MRT program is waiting for resources, or when you are trying to
attach to an MRT program that was running at your own display
station and that you have now interrupted.
To continue, try the operation without attaching to the MRT
program, or resume the interrupted job. For more information
on interrupting a job, refer to the Operating Your System manual.

SYS --5549 Resources not available to start job now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is not enough storage to start your job at this time. For
example, there may not be enough assign/free space or task work
area.
To continue, you can try again to start the job because the needed
storage might be available now. If the error continues to occur,
you might have to wait for other display stations that are using
system resources to finish their jobs, or you might have to
increase the size of the task work area.
For more information on increasing the size of the task work
area, refer to the manual Changing Your System Conflguration,
SC21·9052.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5550 User must enter menu (menu nameJ

Explanation
The response you entered for an inquiry option is not correct.
To continue, enter one of the inquiry options shown on the
display.

SYS --5546 Requested inquiry option not allowed now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The menu name you entered on the sign-on display is not the
required menu assigned to you by the security officer.
To continl:le, you must either enter the menu name that is
identified in the message, or leave the menu prompt blank.

SYS --5551 lJser must enter library (library name)

The option you selected is not allowed at this time.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The option you chose may not be allowed by the program or
procedure you are running.

Explanation

If you are in the first level of inquiry, option 7 is not allowed
because there is no alternate interrupted program to resume.

The library name you entered on the sign-on display is not the
required library assigned to you by the security officer.

If you are in the second level of inquiry, the system docs not allow
option 1 to request a thIrd level of inquiry. Also, option 7 may
not be allowed if the alternate interrupted program was using the
diskette driile.

To continue, you must either enter the library name identified in
the message, or leave the library prompt blank.

To continue the operation, selcct another inqUIrY option or use
option 0 to return to the current Interrupted program.

Severity: N/A

SYS --5552 Libntry llibrary name) not found
Auto Response: N/A

ExplOlnOltion

SYS --5547 I option failcd--not enough resources
SC\'Crlty: :-.; A

Auto Hesponse: :-.; A

[xplOlnOltion
T!':crc IS not cnou!!h stora!!e to perform this operation. To
con:mue. try the option I Ill'lulry request after some Jobs have
comr 1etoo.

AdditionOlI InrormOltion
Option 1 for the inquiry display failed because not enough
assign frcc space or task work area (TWA) is available.
3448

You entered a library that could not be found on disk.
Run the CATALOG procedure to verify that the library exists on
the system.
To continue, do one of the follOWing:
•

If you entered the library name from the keyboard, enter the
correct library name and try again.

•

If your security profile requires that you use that library,
contact your security officer to either add the library to the
system or remove the library from your security profile.

•

If your security profile does not require you to use that
library, you can continue by entering a different library
name such a #U8RARY.

The length required is indicated in the input prompL Por
example, enter Filename means the length of the data is the same
as the file name length.

SYS --5553 Security information for (library namel is
invalid

To continue, enter the response again with a shorter length.
Except for the I -character responses, all responses must start at
the left of the input area.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The library identified in the message is not in the resource security
file as a library. You cannot use the specified library until a
security officer changes the resource type to a library.

SYS --5560 Invalid ERR or END statement for
SCPI'E program
Severity: 3

SYS --5569 Parameters needed from console display

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, there is an error in the procedure.
If you are entering statements from the keyboard, you incorrectly
entered either an ERR utility control statement or an END utility
control statement.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-S560) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a message (MSG) command from the system console
display but did not specify ALL, display ID or user ID as the first
parameter. From the console display, parameter 1 must be one
of the above.
To continue, do one of the following:

•

If you are sending a message to all display stations, enter the

•

If you are sending the message to a specific work station,
enter the MSO command again and specify the I D of the
work station.

•

I f you are sending the message to a specific user, enter the

MSO command again and specify ALL for parameter I.

MSG command again and specify the ID of the user.

Additional Information

SYS --5570 Command not allowed in inquiry

The SCPPE utility is called by the ERR procedure.
Either one
of the parameters in the ERR statement is not correct or the EN D
statement is not correct. The parameter may have been passed by
the ERR proccd.ure.

Severity: N/A

You can usc the DEBUG OCL statement to find the error. For
more information on the DEUUG statement, refer to the System
Referellce manual, SC21-9020.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The command you entered is not allowed during an inquiry
operation.

t:ser Response

To continue, you can operate the display station with inquiry
active, or you can press command key I to return to the
interrupted program. Enter the command again after the program
completes running.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5571 OFF command successful

~ote: If you are running an Ill:'.! procedure, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination

manual, and call for software service.

SYS --5567 Im'alid rcsponse--dup chars not allowed
Severity: !'I:1A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To continue, enter a correct response to the message.

SYS --5568 Im'alid rcsponse--too many characters
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
More characters were entered than are allowed for a system log
message. Depending on the message, the number of characters
allowed when you respond to a message is:
•

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The OFF DROP command you
entered to end this display station session successfully ended the
session. However, the switched line that the display station is
connected to cannot be dropped now.
No operator response is required.

You entered an incorrect response to a system log message. You
may have accidentally pressed the Dup key, or you tried to
duplicate a response to a previous message. The Dup key cannot
be used when you are responding to a message.

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

. I (The allowed I -character responses arc: 0, \, 2, 3, D, or

H. These responses do not need to be left-justified.)

SYS --5576 Job name not found
Severity: NiA

Auto Response: !'I:/A

Explanation
The job name you entered in the command cannot be found.
To continue, enter the command again with the correc,tjob name.
You can find the correct job name by using the STATUS USERS
(D U) command, or the STATUS J08Q (D J) command.

SYS --5577 C;mccl option must be 2,3,0 or DUMP
Severity: :-.IiA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

•

Up to 8

You entered an incorrect option in the CANCEL command. Only
the following options are allowed:

•

Up to 60

•

2 (cancel the job, close the files, and save new data).

Up to 120

•

3 (cancel the job, old files are closed, new data is lost).

•
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•
•

o or OUMP (same as option 3 but a dump is taken).

SYS --5587 Menu name missing or more than 6 chars

Blank (defaults to option 3).

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

To continue, enter the command again with the correct option.

Explanation

SYS --5578 Job (job namel is being canceled

The MENU command you just entered is not correct because the
menu name is missing, or the menu name is longer than 6
characters. Menu names can be from 1 through 6 characters long.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To continue, enter a correct menu name.

The job identified in the message is being canceled. No operator
action is required.

SYS --5588 Disk error when accessing menu format

SYS --5579 Cancel in progrcss for job Uob namel
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The job identified in the message text could not be canceled at ~he
time of the cancel request. The system will cancel the job as soon
as possible. No operator action is required.

SYS --5580 System operator canceled job. Prcss
Enter

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The system was reading the display format load member, with the
same name as the menu, from disk when a permanent disk error
occurred.
You will not be able to use the requested menu. To use this menu
again, you must recreate the menu using SOA, the SBMENU
utility, or the BLOMENU procedure. You can also restore the
menu from diskette if you saved it.

Explanation

For more information about the SII:'I.1E:"U utility and the
8LDMENU procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020. For more information about SDA, refer to the
manual Creating Displays, SC21-7902.

The system operator canceled your job. Contact the system
operator to find out why your job was canceled and to check the
status of your job.

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form. found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

Scverity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

To continue, press the Enter key.

SYS --5585 Requested menu not found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --5589 :\Icssage sent, but user not signed on now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You sent a message to a specific user, but that user is not signed
on. The user will receive the message when they sign on.

The menu you are trying to display cannot be found in the system
library, the active user library if you did not specify a library
parameter on the MENU OCL statement, or in the library you
gave as a parameter on the MEN U OCL statement.

This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.

To continue, do one of the following:

SYS --5590 l':o user jobs currently active

•

Severity: N/A

If one of the following conditions exists, enter the SLiS
procedure or add the library.parameter on the MENU OCL
statement to specify the library you need:

•

•

If the menu is in a different user library than the active
user library.
If a user library is not active and the menu is in a user
library. The format for the SLiB procedure is:
SLIB library name

•

If the menu does not exist, you can build the menu by using
SOA, the SB:\fENU utility, or the BLO:\IENU procedure.

The System Reference manual contains more information about
the sun procedure. the SB:\IE!,\U utility, and the BLD:\IENU
proccdure. For more information about SDA. refer to the manual
Creating Displays, SC21-7902.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered a STATUS USERS, START JOB, or STOP JOB
command; however, no user job is active.
No operator action is required. However, if the job you want tQ
start is on the job queue, you can use the START JODQ
command to start the job.

SYS --5594l':0 status--Feature not installed
Severity: NIA

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation

SYS --5586 Command member for menu not found

You have entered a STATUS command; however, the feature
containing the STATUS command is not installed on the system.

Se\'cnty: !,\:A

No further operator action is required.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --5595 STATUS abnormally cnded--dul11p takcn

The command member for a specified menu does not exist. The
name of the command member must be the menu name followed
by t:1t (mcnu-name:;it).

Severity: N/A

To continue, add or change the specified menu member. For
more Information about menus, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.

The system found an internal programming error. The requested
STATUS command has been ended and a dump taken. The dump
should be saved to help determine the error.
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To continue, move the cursor down to the next line on the display
and sign ofT. You can try to sign on again and continue
operations after you have signed ofT.

SYS --5602 Cmd allowed only from a command
display

Additional Inrormation

Severity: NtA

An invalid status code was found in the status queue element for
th!S display station, or the status queue element was not found.
l"ott: If this problem continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.

SYS --5596 )arm I must be present in ASSIGN
command
Snerity: N/A

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation

You entered an ASSIGN command with a null (blank) for
parameter I. The ASSIGN command does not have a default
value for parameter I, and you must enter a value.
To continue, enter the command again with the value for the
parameter I. The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains
more information about the ASSIGN command.

SYS --5597 l'io st~ltus--Communications not
configured
Severity: NtA

Auto Response: NtA

You have entered a STATUS CO:\1:\1, a STATt:S LINE, or a
STATUS CO:\tCNFIG command to display the data
communications configuration; however, communications is not
configured on the system.
No further operator action is required.

SYS --5598 COld allowed only from system console
Severity: NtA

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation

The command you just entered is not allowed at a display station.
The command must be entered at the system console.
If the command that caused this error was entered from a display
station, continue by entering a different command, or go to the
system console and enter the command again.

SYS --5599 Oe\'ice 10 spccified is not signed on
Severity: NtA

Explanation

The command you just entered is not allowed from the console
display, the system console, or subconsole.
To continue, press the Sys Req key and the Enter key to return to
the command display. Then enter the command again.

SYS --5603 Both work stations must be same type
Severity: NtA

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation

You entered an ASSIGN command to exchange the lOs of two
work stations. However, the two work stations are not the same
type. Both devices must be one of the following: two printers,
two displays, two subconsoles, two IGC-capable (ideographic
character) displays, or two IGC-capable printers.
To continue, enter the command again with lOs for work stations
of the same type. You can enter the STATUS WORKSTN
command to sec which work stations are on the system.

SYS --5605 Device is at status given by VARY
command
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered a VAR Y command to change the status of a device
to online or omine. However,that device is already at the status
you specified.
No further operator aclion is required. The status. of the device
remains the same. You can use the STATUS WORKSTN
command (0 W) to determine the status of the device.

SYS --5607 Iparameter name) is not a valid parameter
for cmd
Severity: NtA

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation

The parameter identified in the message is not allowed. To
continue, enter the command again, making sure the parameters
are correct
For more information about valid parameters for this command,
refer to the Operating Your System manual, or enter the command
and press the Help key.

SYS --5608

You entered a STATUS command to display the status of a
display station. However, the display station is not signed on.

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation

Severity: NtA

Explanation

Auto Response: NtA

Severity: NtA

T~p\'

uf VARY must be 0:"1 or OFF

Auto Response: N/A

To continue, enter the command again with an 10 for a display
station that is signed on. You can enter the STATUS WORKST:'II
command to see which display stations are signed on.

Explanation

SYS --5600 Oe\'ice 10 specified not found

To continue, enter the VARY command again with either ON or
OFF in parameter 1.

Severity: NtA

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation

You entered a STATl.JS WORKSTN command; however, the
display station 10 you entered in parameter 2 in this command is
not a correct device 10.
To continue, enter the command again with the 10 of a device
that is on the system. or enter 0 W to get the status of all deVIces
on the system.

You entered a VARY command but the value for parameter
was neither ON nor OFF.

SYS --5609 VARY

OH'~

command ignorcd--dc\'iee

~lcth'e

. Severity: NtA

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation

The device for which you are trying to change the status from
online to offline is currently in use. Either an operator is Signed
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on or the system is using the work station; therefore, the status
cannot be changed to omine now.

To continue, do one of the following:
•

Defore you continue, use the STATUS WORKSTN command to
determine the status of work stations. When the device is not in
use, enter the VARY command again. You can also use the
CANCEL SESSION command to sign off the display station if
necessary.

Return to the console or subconsole system display and
enter the REPLY command again.

•

If you want to respond to another message for another
display station that is a subconsole, enter the STAres
MESSAGE (D G) command and then entcr the REPLY
command again.

For active printers, you must cancel the job that is using the
printer, or stop the spool-writer for that printer if spooling is
active.

SYS --5617 (reply idJ is not a valid reply ID
Severity: N/A

SYS --5610 Incorrect parm 2 in specified command
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Parameter 2 is incorrect in the command you just entered.
To continue. enter the command again with the correct
parameters. For more information about valid parameters for this
command, refer to the Operating Your System manual, or enter
the command and press the Help key.

SYS --5611 Additional information request successful
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You requested that the additional information for the previous
message be displayed at the system console. This message
(S YS-5611) and the requested additional information, if there is
any, will be displayed at the system console. SYS--5611 will be
displayed first, and the additional information will follow.
No operation action is required.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The reply I D in the REPLY command is either missing or is not
correct. The reply ID is required and must be either a number
greater than zero and not more than 2 characters in length, or the
character I or C.
To continue, enter the command again with the correct reply 10.
If you would like more information on the REPLY command,
refer to the Operating Your System manual.

SYS --5618 Reply ID (reply idl not on display screen
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The reply ID you entered in the REPLY command is not
associated with a message on the display screen.
To continue, enter the REPLY command again with a reply 10
that is on the display screen.

SYS --5619 (your response dataJ--This response is too
long

SYS --5612 Work station ID--(work station idl was
not found

Severity: N/A

Severity: NfA

You entered more response data in parameter 2 than was
requested by the program. Response lengths can be from 1
through 120 characters, depending on the requesting program.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The work station (given in the message) identified in the ASSIG N.
START, STO P, or VAR Y command does not exist on the system.
To continue, enter the command again and specify the ID of a
work station that does exist on the system. You can use the
STATUS WORKSTN command to determine which work
stations are on the system.

SYS --5614 Work station ID--(work station idJ is not
offline
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The work station identified in the ASSIGN command is online, or
you have attempted to assign a work station 10 (SUB or
NOSUD) that is online. The work station must be offline to
exchange work station IDs with another work station.
To continue, change the work station status to offline by using the
VARY command, and then enter the ASSIGN command again.

SYS --5616 REPLY cmd not allowed from current
screen
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The REPLY command is not allowed from this display. The
REPLY command is allowed only from the console or 5ubconsole
system display, or the status message display.
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To continue, enter the REPLY command again with an allowed
response.

SYS --5621 No additional information for this msg
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You did not enter parameter 2 in the REPLY command, which
indicates you are requesting additional information. However,
there is no additional information for the message identified by the
reply I D in the first parameter.
To continue, enter the REPLY command with an allowed
response.

SYS --5622 Option (option number) not allowed
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered an incorrect option in the REPLY command. The
correct options are displayed with the message you are responding
to, or a D is allowed if one of the displayed options is a 3. To
display the additional information for the message you are trying
to respond to, omit the option.
To continue, enter the REPLY command again with a valid
option in parameter 2.

SYS --5623 Display station ominc--no mesS:lge sent

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You entered a MSG command; however, the display station you
tried to send the message to is omine.

You are trying to use a menu format from System/J4 that does
not work on System/36. To continue, build this menu using the
source from System/34. Then try the MENU command again.

Make sure you entered the correct display station 10. If the 10
is correct, but the display station is offline, the display station
must be placed online before you can send the message.

SYS --5625 There is an error in a system program
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Try the command that caused this error again. If the error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service. Give the programmer responsible for maintaining this job
the message ID (SYS·5625).
Additional Inrormation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You are trying to send a message to another display station;
however, the message cannot be sent at this time. The maximum
number of messages waiting to be displayed at that display station
has been reached.

SYS --5631 Display, user or PC location not on

This error occurred when a control block that is necessary for
completing the command was altered incorrc:ctly.

SYS --5626 :\lember Imember namel in llibrary namel

is not a menu
Auto Response: ,:\/A

Explanation

You tried to use a menu, and the menu name exists. However, it
is not a menu member. This could occur if someone replaced your
menu load member with another load member that is not a menu.
To continue, do one of the following:
•

Rebuild the menu by using SOA, the $BMENU utility, or
the BLD:'vlENU procedure.

•

Restore the menu from diskette (if it was saved).

For more information about the SBMEl'\U utility and the
BLO:\IE:\U procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21·9020. ror more information about SOA, refer to the
manual Creating Displays, SC21·7902.
Additional Inrormation

The load member associated with the menu name was retrieved
and checked. The system determined that the load member was
not a menu load member.

SYS --5627 Message text more than 75 characters
Severity: N/A

SYS --5630 Msg not sent, work stn message queue full
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Severity: ':\iA

For information about building the menu, refer to the
BLOMENU procedure in the System Reference manual,
SC21·9020.

system
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

If you were attempting to send a message to a display station,
there is no display station on the system With the specified ID. If
you were attempting to send a message to a user ID, there is no
signed on user with that 10 or there is no entry for that user in
the user identification file. If you were attempting to send a
message to a PC location, there is no PC location by that name
that is communicating with the system. To continue, use the
STATUS WORKSTN command to display the correct display
station lOs and also the users that are currently signed on or use
the STATUS Sl.:BSYS command to display the PC locations that
are communicating with the system. Then. enter the MSG
command again with the proper display station, user 10, or PC
location.

SYS --5633 Parameters needed from console display
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered a MSG command from a console or subconsole
display and did not specify any parameters. This indicates you
want to display all messages from the message queue. This can
be done only from a command display.
To continue, press the Sys Req key and Enter key (to change from
a console display to a command display) and enter the command
from the command display.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --5634 l'Io messages now for this display station

You tried to send a message that is more than 75 characters long.

Severity: N/A

To continue, enter the command again with the message text no
more than 75 characters long.

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5628 :\l<.'ssage tcxt mis.'iing in :\ISG command

You entered a MSG command, without any parameters, to display
messages for the display station; however, there are no messages
for the display station.

Severity: ,:\A

No operator action is required.

Auto Response: :\A

Explanation

SYS --5635 Vser not

You entered a \ISG command Without :my message text in
rar amcter 2.
To continue, enter the \ISG command again with the message
texL

SYS --5629 :\knu format

system

C~U1l10t

be used on this

~lllowed

to use CO;\JSOLE

command
Severity: ':'.iA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To use the CO:'\SOLE command, you need a security
classification of master security officer, security officer, or system
operator. To continue, enter another command, or ask someone
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with the required security classification to sign on to the display
station and enter the CONSOLE command.

SYS --5636 CONSOLE cmd not allowed in inquiry
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5641 Menu or help text input length not 120
Severity: N/A

Explanation

You entered a CONSOLE command after you interrupted a
program. The CONSOLE command is not allowed in inquiry.
To continue. return to the interrupted program and then enter the
CONSOLE command after the current job is completed.

SYS --5637 Cmd allowed only at alternative console
Severity: N/A

To continue. enter the ASSIGN command again with the 10 of a
printer. You can enter the STATUS WORKSTN command to see
which printers are on the system.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered a CONSOLE command; however. this display station
is not an alternative console.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The format load member for the menu you are trying to display
is incorrect for a menu or menu help text built by SOA. the
SBMENU utility, or the BLOMENU procedure.
To continue, you can rebuild the menu by using SOA, the
SBMENU utility, or the BLOMENU procedure. Then try the
MENU command or the help request again.
For more information about the SBMENU utility or the
BLOMENU procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020. For more information about SOA, refer to the
manual Creating Displays. SC21-7902.

SYS --5642 CANCEL ignored--already canceling job

To continue. enter the CONSOLE command at another display
station that was specified during system configuration to be an
alternative console. You can use the STATUS WORKSTN
command to find which display stations are alternative consoles.

Severity: N/A

SYS --5638 Console not available now

The job you are trying to cancel is already being canceled.

Severity: :\,'A

No operator action is required. The job will be canceled by the
previous CANCEL command.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered the CO:\SOLE or CONSOLE TAKE command to
move the system console to your display station. This is not
allowed unless there is an error at the system console or the
system operator issued the CO:\SOLE GIVE command. and the
console system is currently at the command display.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --5643 DUP key followed by HELP kcy not
allowed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To continue. do the following:

You have pressed the OUP key and then pressed the HELP key.

•

If you are going to move the console. the system operator
should enter the CO:\SOLE GIVE command and change
his or her display station to a command display.

To continue, press the OUP key followed by the ENTER key to
display the last command that was entered.

•

Then vou should enter the CO:-':SOLE or
TAKE"command.

•

If the current system console is unusable. turn the power off
for the console, then enter CO:-':SOLE or CO:-':SOLE
TAKE at the alternative display station.

CO~SOLE

If the current system console is at a remote location, you
may have to turn the power off for the associated modem
or disable the communications subsystem before you can
successfully use the CO:'\SOLE TAKE command.

SYS --5644 Try command again. Library was in use
Severity: N/A
Explanation

You entered a MENU command or pressed the Help key while
someone else was updating the library that contains the menu.
To continue, enter the MENU command or press the Help key
again.

SYS --5645 Some devices could not be varied offline

SYS --5639 :\lcSsage not sent to all display stations

Severity: N/A

Severity: l'{A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You tried to send a message to all of the display stations;
however, the message queue is full for at least one of the display
stations, and that display station cannot receive the message.
Other display stations. where the message queue is not full, will
receive the message.
:-.: 0

operator action is required.

SYS --5640 (work station id( is not a printer ID
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered an ASSIGN command to assign a printer as the·
system printer; however, an incorrect work· station 10 was given.
The 10 must be for a printer.
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Auto Response: N{A

Auto Response: N/A

You entered a VAR Y 0 FF command to change the status of
more than one work station to offline, but at least one of these
work stations is active either because an operator is signed on or
the system is using the work station. The active work -stations will
remain online, and the inactive work stations will be taken offline.
To continue, use the STATUS WORKSTN command to
determine which work stations are still active because a user is
signed on, and enter the VAR Y 0 FF command again when the
work stations are inactive. If necessary, you can make a display
station inactive by using the CA:'I;CEL SESSION command. If
the system was using the work station. just enter the VARY OJ:f'
command again.
You can make a printer inactive by canceling the job that is using
the printer or by stopping the spool-writer if spooling is active.

SYS --5646

ASSIG~

ignorcd--not enough storage

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to assign a remote printer as the system printer. At this
time, a remote printer cannot be assigned as the system printer
because not enough storage (assign/free space) can be found to
complete the request, or because you attempted to assign a remote
printer as the system printer after running the CNFIGSSP
procedure without performing an I PL.
To continue, try the command again later when the storage is
available, or perform an IPL if you ran the CNFIGSSP
procedure.
If you would like more information on the ASSIGN command,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --5647 (display station idl is not an online display
station
Severity: N/A

The display station identified in the message is not online.
To continue, enter the command again and specify the correct
display slalion ID. You can usc the STATUS WORKSTN
command to sec which display stations are on the system.

Severity: N/A

~o

To continue, enter the command again specifying a job name.
You can use the STATUS USERS command to find out which
jobs are on the system.

SYS --5662 Invalid job name given in PRTY
command
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The job name you entered in the PRTY command is not correct
Either the job name is not 8 characters long, or the last 6
characters of the job name are not numeric.
To continue, enter the PRTY command again with a correct joll
name.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --5648

You entered a command but did not enter a job name. The job
name parameter is required when the command is entered at the
system console from a console display.

SSP-ICI:" sessions active

SYS --5665 A parameter is invalid or missing
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Parameter I in the START or STOP command is not correct, or
it is missing.
To continue, enter the command again with the correct first
parameter. For more information about the START and STOP
commands, refer to the Operating Your System manual.

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation
You entered a STATUS SUBSESS command to display all
SSP-fCF subsessions.
However, there are no SSP-fCF
subsessions active.

SYS --5666 Only one sys service display stn allowed

No operator action is required.
command is ignored.

Explanation

SYS --5649
Severity: N/A

~o

The STATUS SUBSESS

SSP-ICF subsystems enabled

Auto Response:

~/A

Explanation
You entered the STATUS SUBSYS command to display all
SSP-fCF subsystems or the STATUS SUBSESS command to
However, no SSP-fCF
display all SSP-fCF sub sessions.
subsystems are enabled on the system.
No operator action is required. The STATUS ICF command is
ignored.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You entered a START SERVICE command; however, there il
already one system service display station on the system.
To continue, do the following:
1.

Enter the STATUS WORKSTN command to find out whicl
display station currently has the system service status.

2.

Enter the STOP SERVICE command to remove the system
service status from that display station.

3.

Enter the START SERVfCE command to- give the systen
service status to the desired display station.

SYS --5659 System printer is not offline

SYS --5667 Invalid parameter for this cmd lim'alid
parameterl

Severity: N/A

Se\'erity:

Auto Response: N/A

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You entered an ASSIG:-J command to assign a printer as the
syslem printer but the current system printer has not been placed
offline by a VAR Y command.

You entered a parameter, shown in the message, that is no
correct for the command.
To continue, enter the command again with the correct parameter

To continue. enler VARY OFF,PRT to place Ihe system printer
omme, and then enter Ihe ASSIGN command again to assign
anolher prlOler as Ihe system prmter.

For more information on the parameters for commands, refer
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Note: The system printer must not be active when it is taken
ofllme. ar.d Ihe printer that will become the system printer must
be oitlme before )OU can assIgn it as the syslem prmler.

SYS --5668 Rl'qucsted STOP function already
pl'rformcd
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NtA

SYS --5661 .Job name must be specified from console
display

Explanation

Severity: r\/A

You previously entered a STOP command to stop the device
function specified in the STOP command you just entered.

Auto Response: N/A

t~
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No further operator action is required. The last STOP command
entered is ignorcd.

SYS --5675 Invalid PRTY has been specified, (invalid
priority)

SYS --5669 START command not needed--already
started

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entcred a START command to start a device or function that
is already active.
No further operator action is required. The START command is
ignored.

SYS --5670 STOP cmd invalid--Uob namel is a system
task
)everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Vou entered a STOP JOll command, and the task specified by the
lob name is a system task.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a PRTY command and specified a priority that is not
allowed. The valid priorities for the PRTY command are:

•

HIGH

•

MEDIUM

•
•
•

NORMAL

•

LOW
ON

OFF

To continue. enter the PRTY command again with the correct
priority parameter. If the priority parameter is not specified.
HIGH is assumed.

SYS --5676 STOP SYSTEM command in progress

'110 further operator action is required. The STOP command is
gnored.

Severity: N/A

ldditional Information

Explanation

;ystem tasks cannot be stopped by the STOP command.

You entered a STOP SYSTE:\I command. When all jobs in the
system are complete. message SYS·5677 will be displayed at the
system console.

iYS --5671 Imalid job name specified
,everity: i'./A

Auto Response: NJA

Auto Response: NjA

No operator action is required.

SYS --5677 STOP SYSTEM command has
completed

~xplanation

(au entered a command with a job name that is not allowed as
me of the parameters.

Severity: NjA

~o

continue, enter the command again with the correct job name.
:or morc information about this command, refcr to the Operating
'our System manual.

Explanation

;YS --5672 :\Icnu (menu name) not found

No operator action is required,

;evcrity: :-:'/A

SYS --5678 STOP SYSTEM command not aI/owed
now

Auto Responsc: :-:'/A

:xplanation
rou tried to sign on a work station or enter a MENU command,
,ut the menu you specIfied or the default menu could not be found
1 the specified library, session libary, or in the system library
¥UllRARY). The menu name is identified in the message text.
continue. enter the correct menu name and try again. If this
• a required menu 'and it cannot be located, contact your security
mccr.

'0

.dditional Information

r the specified library contains the

user's required menu, the user
'ill not be able to sign on until the security officer puts the lIbrary
n thc systcm, or removes the library name from the user's
rome.

;YS --5673 DC\lP option not allowed now
everity: N;A

Auto Response: NjA

xplanation
'ou entered a CANCEL command with D or DUMP specified
s the value for parameter 2. Ilowever, the job could not be
anceled because it had already ended abnormally. Therefore, a
ump is already in progress,
or morc information on the CANCEL command, rcfer to the
ystem Reference manual, SC21·9020.
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Auto Response: N/A

You entered a STOP SYSTEM command, and all activity on the
system is now complete.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You previously entered a STOP JOB command, and now you are
trying to enter a STOP SYSTEM command. If the STOP
SYSTEM command were allowed to process, the previously
stopped job could never be started again. , Therefore, the STOP
SYSTE:\1 command is not allowed when a Job IS stopped,
To continue. use the START command to start any jobs that have
previously been stopped, and then enter the STOP SYSTEM
command again.

SYS --5679 Command not allowed--STOP SYSTEM
active
Severity: NjA

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
You tried to enter a command after the system operator entered
a STOP SYSTEM command. The command you entered is not
allowed now.
To continue, contact the system operator to find out when the
system will be available again.

SYS --5680 Cannot

acc~pt

command now

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5691 Job queue stopped--need more storage

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You entered a control command; however. there is a program
running that must run by itself. IPL is not complete. or IPL was
not done for an applied CNFIGSSP member.

Explanation

To continue. enter the command again. or if an IPL was not done
for an applied CONFIGSSP member. IPL now.

SYS --5681 Invalid or missing parameter
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The job queue stopped because there is not enough assign/free
space to start the next job on the job queue.
To continue, enter a START JOBQ command later. when there is
more assign/free space available.

SYS --5692 Disk error on job queue file

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You entered a command with a parameter that is not correct or is
missing.

Explanation

To continue. enter the command again with the correct parameter.
For more information about this command. refer to the Operating
Your System manual.

SYS --5682 The job queue is empty for this user
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a STATUS JOBQ command, but no jobs with your
user 10 are on the queue.
No operator action is required.

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

A disk error occurred during the reading of the job queue file.
Do the following:
1.

Do not try to put more data into the job queue file. The
status of the job queue file is not predictable.

2.

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from
the job queue file. Select the override option that clears the
job queue file. All data that remains in the job queue file
when the II'L is performed is lost.

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

SYS --5683 The job queue is full now

SYS --5693 Hob name) not run; libr Ilibrary name) not
found

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You entered a JOBQ command; however, the job queue is full at
this time

A job in the job queue cannot be run because the library specified
in the JOBQ command was not found. The library and the job are
identified in the message text. The job is removed from the job
queue.

To continue. use the STATUS J08Q command to determine
when space is available on the job queue. Enter the JOBQ
command again when space is available.

To continue, submit the job again. If this library is to be used, it
must be on the system before submitting the job again.

SYS --5684 The job queue is not active now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5695 Disk I/O error--job queue is not active

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You entered a command relating to the job queue; however, the
job queue is not active at this time. The command is ignored.

Explanation

No further operator action is required.

SYS --5689 The job queue is empty now
Seventy: "':A

Auto H.esponse: :'I:;A

A permanent disk I/O error occurred during IPL when the system·
tried to read the job queue file. Therefore, the job queue file is not
active.
To continue, you can run the BUILD procedure to correct the
data on disk, and then perform another IPL.
For more information on the BUILD procedure, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Explanation
You entered a STATL"S JOBQ command; however, there are no
jobs in the job queue.
No further operator action is required.

SYS --5690 Option 0 is not allowed at mandatory
menu
Severity: N A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N 'A

Explanation
You entered a 0 at a mandatory menu, but this option is not
allowed. See your security omcer if you want to perform
operations that are not allowed from your mandatory menu.
No further operator action is required.

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

SYS --5696 Print spooling not acth'e-,:-disk I/O error
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A permanent disk liO error occurred when the system tried to
read the spool file during an IPL Therefore, the spooling
function was deactivated.
No action is required if you continue processing without the
spooling function.
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To activate spooling, perform an IPL and select the OVERRIDE
option to clear the spool file. However, if you clear the spool file,
any data that is in it will be lost.

Severity: N/A

If this error continues to occur, you can use the CNFIGSSP
procedure to change the desired location of the spool file to avoid
using the portion of the disk that contains the error.

The system tried to allocate an job queue file; however, the
minimum amount of space was not available. The space may not
be available because an error occurred during a disk
reorganization that did not complete successfully. The job queue
file is not allocated.

For more information about the CNFIGSSP procedure, see the
manual Changing Your System Configuration, SC21-9052, and the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
Note: If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

SYS --5697 Invalid spool filc found. Must clear
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The job queue is not active for the duration of this IPL. No
further operator action is required to continue without the job
queue.
If the job queue must be used, you can make space available on
the disk and then perform another IPL You can use the SAVE
procedure to copy any files you want to save on diskette and then
use the DELETE procedure to delete any unwanted files from the
disk. Use the CO!'vfPRESS procedure to accumulate all the free
space in one area on the disk, then perform another IPL.

Explanation

SYS --5700 Print spooling is not active

During an IPL, incorrect fields were found in the spool file. To
correct the error, you must clear the spool file. However, the type
of error that occurred determines if you can recover all or only
part of the data from the spool file before you clear it.

Severity: N/A

Do not try to put more data into the spool file, because the status
of the spool file is not predIctable.

You entered a command that relates to print spoolin!l:: however,
the command is ignored because print spooling is not active at thIS
time.

Try to save the data that is in the spool file. Either try to print the
data. or use the COPYPRT procedure to copy it onto a disk file.
You may not, however, be able to recover all the print data. For
more information about the COPYPRT procedure, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC2)-9020.
Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from the
spool file. Select the override option that clears the spool file. All
data that is in the spool file when the IPL is performed is lost.
:'\oto: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --5698 Print spooling not activc--no disk space
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
During an IPL, the system tried to allocate disk space for the
spool file; however, not enough consecutive blocks of disk space
were available, or if there is enough consecutive disk space, an
error may have occurred during a disk reorganization and the
reorganization did not complete successfully. This causes the disk
to appear as though it did not have enough space available.
To continue without spooling for the duration of this I PL, no
operator action is required.
To continue with spooling, you can make space available on the
disk by doing the following steps:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

If you think print spooling should be active, verify that print
spooling is configured. that it was not canceled by the IPL
overrides, and was not deactivated by an error that oceurred when
you ran the CO:YIPRESS procedure. To activate print spooling,
run the CNFIGSSP procedure, configure print spooling, and then
perform an IPL
For more information on these procedures, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21·9020.
l"ote: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination' manual, and
call for soft ware service.

SYS --5701 Spool file is empty now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is for your information. The command you entered
is ignored because the spool file is empty.
If you think there should be print data in the spool file, make sure
it has not already been printed or canceled. Also, make sure
SPOOL-NO was not specified on a PRINTER OCL statement for'
the job you think should have put data in the spool file.
l"ote: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software ser~ ice.

•

Use the SAVE procedure to copy any flies you want to save
on diskette. Then use the DELETE procedure to delete
them from disk after they are copied.

•

Use the DELETE procedure to delete any unwanted files
from the disk.

•

Use the COMPRESS procedure to accumulate all the free
space in one area on the disk.

There is not enough assign/free space available to perform the
command you just entered. The command is ignored.

•

After you perform one or more of the above steps, perform
an II'L. Select the override option to rebuild the disk files.

To continue. enter the command again later when there is more
assign/free space available.

For more information about the procedures referred to in this
message, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020. For
more information about performing an IPL, refer to the Operating
Your System manual.

SYS --5699 The job queue is not activc for this !PI.
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SYS --5702 Cannot accept cmd now--nced morc
storagc
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --5707 Command incomplch.'--spool file disk
crror
Severity: N/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

A disk error occurred in the spool file. The command you just
entered did not complete processing normally. The status of the
spool file is unpredictable. Do the following:

The command you just entered was ignored because the specified
spool file entry is being printed by the spool-writer. The spool 10
is given in the message text.

1.

Do not try to put more data into the spool file. The status
of the spool file entry is not predictable.

To continue, do the following to try the ignored command again:

2.

Try to save the data now in the spool file. Either try to print
it or use the COPYPRT procedure to copy it onto a disk
file. You may, however, not be able to recover all the print
data.

3.

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from
the spool file. Select the override option that clears the spool
file. All data that is in the spool file when the IPL is
performed is 10SL

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and,
call for hardware service.

SYS --5708 Iprinter idl--Spool writer started but
unable to run
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

1.

Enter a HOLD or STOP command to prevent the
spool.writer from printing the spool file entry.

2.

Enter the ignored command again.

3.

Enter a RELEASE, START, or RESTART command to
resume printing.

For more information on these commands, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21·9020.

SYS --5710 Cmd ignored. SPlspool idl is being
intercepted
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The command you just entered was ignored because the program
is still creating the data for the specified spool file entry. The
spool 10 of the job being intercepted is given in the message.

Explanation

The spool-writer was started for the printer identified in the
message. However, an attempt to start printing failed for any of
the following reasons:
•

The printer is amine.

•

The COMPRESS procedure is running or is waiting to run.

•

There is not enough storage available for the spool-writer.

To continue. do the following:
1.

2.

Use the STATUS WORKSTN command to determine if the
printer is amine. If it is, use the VARY command to put it
online.
If the' printer is online, the condition that is preventing the
spool-writer from printing is temporary. For example, if the
CO\IPRESS procedure is running, printing will begin when
the procedure finishes running. The system automatically
attempts to start printing whenever a change is made to the
spool file that causes a spool file entry to become available
for printing. For example, printing will be attempted when
the followmg occurs:
a.
b.
c.

3.

A new spool file entry is added to the spool file.
A CIIA:"GE or RELEASE command is entered.
The COPYPRT procedure finishes running.

If you want to start printing immediately, enter the START
or RESTART command for the spool-writer for the affected
printer.

If this error continues to occur and the printer is online, or the
CO\IPRESS procedure is neither running nor waiting to run, you
may not have enough system storage for the amount of work you
are trying to do on your system. You can use the system
measurement facility (S\'IF) to see how you are using your system
resources.
For more information, refer to the System
Measurement Facility Guide, SC21-902S.
~ote:

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determillation manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --5709 Command ignored. SPlspool idl is being
printed
Severity: N/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

To continue, enter the command again when the program is done
creating the specified spool file entry (when the job step creating
the output either closes the spool file entry or it ends). If
CONTINUE·YES is specified in the PRINTER OCL statement,
spool file entries may not be closed at the end of the job step.
This will cause the output from several job steps to be joined
together. The spool file entry will be closed at the end of the job,
or when a printer OCL statement is found with CONTINUE-NO
specified.
If you want more information about the command you entered or
about the PRI~Tl'R OCL statement, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21·9020.

SYS --5711 Cmd incomplete--invalid spool file format
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The command you just entered was ignored because there is an
error in the spool file. Do not try to put more data into the spool
file, because the status of the spool file is not predictable.
To continue, do one of the following to try to save the data in the
spool file:
•

Try to print the data.

•

Use the COPYPRT procedure to copy the data onto a disk
file.

You may not, however, be able to recover all the print data. For
more information about the COPYPRT procedure, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If this message occurs again, use either the HOLD or CANCEL
command to hold the spool file entry causing this error or to
remove it from the spool file. This action may allow you to
continue printing other data from the spool file. For more
information about these commands, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC2l-9020.
Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from the
spool file. Select the override option that reformats the spool file.
All data that remains in the spool file when the IPL is performed
is lost.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, an~
call for software service.

SYS --5712 Command ignored. SPlspool idl not found
System Messages
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Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The command you just entered was ignored because the specified
spool file entry could not be found in the spool file.
To continue. enter the command again and specify the correct
spool I D of the desired spool file entry. Make sure the spool file
entry was neither printed by the spool writer nor canceled. You
can use the STATUS PRT command to verify the spool print file
entry ID.

SYS --5714 Workstn user ID conflicts with jobnamc
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered a CANCEL. HOLD. or RELEASE command for a
job on the job queue. However. the user ID you signed on With
does not match the user 10 that was used when the job was put
on the job queue. The user who put the job on the job queue can
cancel. hold. or release it. or the system operator can control the
processing from the system console.

SYS --5715 Printer (printer id) not controlled by
subeonsole
Severity: N/A

To continue, enter the command again and specify a spool
entry that matches your user 10. or enter the command from
system console or from the controlling subconsole. You can
the STATUS PRT command to determine the spool ID of
spool file entries you created.

file
the
use
the

SYS --5718 SP(spool id) held. Print data incomplete
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation

ID
Severity: N/A

The command you just entered was ignored because your user 10
does not match the user lOused to create the specified spool file
entry. The spool 10 is given in the message.

Auto Response: N/A

An IPL was in progress when the specified spool file entry was
found to be incomplete because the IPL was started before the
spool file entry was closed. The spool file entry is held. The spool
lOis given in the message.
You can enter the RELEASE command to release the spool file
entry for printing. However, other errors may occur when the
released entry is printed.
For example.

•

Errors may be reported when the output is printed .

•

The output may be followed by unrelated information from
the spool file. If the spool file con tams or has contamed
sensitive information. use appropriate caution when you
print an incomplete spool file entry.

Explanation

This error occurred because you entered a command from a
5ubconsole and specified one of the following:

SYS --5719 Invalid job queue file found--was cleared
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: N/A

A printer 10 for the spool-writer when this subconsole does
not control the printer

Explanation

A spool 10 for a spool file entry that will be printed on a
printer not controlled by this subconsole

At the IPL. the system found an error in the job queue file. As a
result. the job queue file was deleted. and a new job queue was
allocated and cleared.

The printer is identified in the message.

No further operator action is required.

To continue. enter the command again and specify the correct
printer II) or spool ID. or enter the same command from the
,ystem console or controlling subconsole.

SYS --5720

I~FO:\ISG

cmd parameter must be YES

or 1\0

If a printer ID was specified in the command. you can use
the STATeS WRT command to find out which display
station controls the printer.

Severity: N/A

I f a spool I [) was specified in the command. you can use the
STATeS PRT command to find out which printer the job
will be printed on. Then you can use the ST ATlJS WRT
command to find out which display station controls the
printer.

You have entered an INFO:VISG command that contains an
incorrect parameter. You must specify YES or NO for parameter
1.

SYS --5716 Command ignored. SP(spool ill) is being
copied
;cvcrity: :\'/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To continue. enter the command again and specify YES or NO for
parameter 1.

SYS --5722 Display station (display station id) not
found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

~xplanation

Explanation

rhe command you just entered was ignored because the specified
;pool file entry is being copied by the SUASF utility. The spool
o is given in the message.
ro continue. enter the command again after the specified spool file
'ntry has been copied. You can use the STATlJS I'RT command
o determine when the spool file entry is no longer being copied.

iYS --5717 Cmd ignored--wrong user ID for SP(spool
idJ
,everity: N;A
~xplanation
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Auto Response: N/A

You entered a STATUS ~ESSAGE command to display
messages at the subconsole.
Either the display station I [)
parameter. which is supposed to be the I [) of the subconsole. is
not configured. or the display station is omine.
To continue. enter the command a!!ain and specify a valid display
station ID. You can use the STATeS WORKSTN command to
see which display stations are conligured and if they are online.

SYS --5723 Display station (display station idJ is not
a subconsolc
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You entered a STATUS MESSAGE command. However, the
de\'ice you specified in the display station 10 parameter is not a
subconsole.

You tried to reply to a message from the STATUS MESSAGE
display. However, the subconsole displayed is no longer active as
a subconsole. If the message is still active, it has been sent to the
system console.

To continue, enter the command again with a correct display
station ID. You can use the STATUS WORKSTN command to
find which display stations are subconsoles.

SYS --5724 l11cre are no active subconsoles
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a STATes MESSAGE command. However, there
are no subconsoles on the system capable of receiving messages.
All subconsole messages are being sent to the system console.
No operator action is required.

SYS --5725 No outstanding messages at any
subconsole
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a STATUS MESSAGE command. lIowever, there
are no outstanding messages at any subconsole on the system.

SYS --5730 Cancel not allowed--I/O crror at work
station
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a CANCEL command to cancel a work station
session. However you must first correct an error at the work
station.
To continue, press the Error Reset key, and then enter the
CANCEL command again.

SYS --5732 No status--SSP-ICF not configured
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a STATes SL'I1SYS or STATtJS SCIISFSS
command that relates to the SSP-ICI' function.
However,
SSP-ICF is not configured on the system.
No operator response is required.

No operator action is required.

SYS --5726 No prel"ious subconsolcs

SYS --5738 :\Ienu or help text contains IGC
characters

Severity: NjA

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You pressed the Roll Down key to view messages at the preceding
subconsole. However, the current subconsole is the first one on
the system.

A menu or a help text display that contains ideographic character
(IGC) data was requested from a display station that does not
ha\'c ideographic capabilities.

To continue, use the Roll Up key to display messages for the
subconsole you want. Or, you can specify the display station 10
of the desired subconsole in the STATUS MESSAGE command.

To continue, enter the name of a menu that does not contain
ideographic character data, or sign·on to an ideographic character
capable display station.

SYS --5727 Idisplay station idl not a yaJid display
station ID

SYS --5739 DC"icc cannot rccci,·c IGC characters

Severity: N!A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a STATes ~1ESSAGE command or a CO:-.lSOLE
command. The display station ID you specified is longer than 2
characters.
To continue, enter the command af!ain with an allowable display
station In. You can use the STAres \vORKST~ command to
verify the display station \D.

Severity: N/A

You attempted to send a message that contains ideographic
characters (IGC) to a work station that is not capable of receiving
them.
To continue, remove the ideographic character data from the
message and try again. Otherwise, send the message to a work
station that is capable of displaying ideographic characters.

SYS --5740

SYS --5728 Reply ID not found for this subconsole

Severity: ,:,\/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

~ot

all devices can rcceive IGC chars

Auto Response: N/A

You entered a REPLY command from a STATUS MESSAGE
display. However, the message you responded to is no longer
active. The subconsole operator may have responded to the
message.

You attempted to send a message contammg ideographic
characters (IGC) to all the work stations. Ilowever, not all the
work stations can receive ideographic characters. The work
stations that are not ideographic capable did not receive the
message.

To continue, if the message is still on the STATUS MESSAGE
display, enter the REPLY command.

To continue, send a message that docs not contain ideographic
characters to the work stations that are not ideographic capable.

SYS --5729 Display station Idisplay station idl no
longer a subconsole

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5741 IGC characters not ullowed at this time
Auto Response: N/A
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You attempted to enter ideographic characters (IGC), but the
system cannot process them because the EXTN task is not active
at this time.
To continue, press the Error Reset key.

SYS --5742 Imoalid IGC session ficld--must be Y or
N
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The ideographic character (IGC) session field must be Y (yes) or
N (no).

Explanation
You entered a REPLY command from a Message display;
however, no messages are waiting.
No further operator action is required, but you can enter the
STATUS MESSAGE command to display any messages that have
been issued since the REPLY command was entered.

SYS --5747 ASSIGN of pass-through device not
allowed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To continue, enter Y or N in the ideographic character session
field.

A device you selected for the ASSIGN command is a
pass-through device and this is not allowed.

SYS --5743 Different workstn IDs needed on

To continue, enter the ASSIGN command again and specify the
10 of a device other than a pass-through device that is to be
ASSIGNed.

ASSIG~

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You can use the STATUS WORKSTN command (0 W) to
display a list of all your devices.

You entered an ASSIGN command and specified the same work
stall on I D for parameter I and parameter 2.

SYS --5750 Cmd load member records 1-24 contain
blank text

To continue, enter the ASSIGN command again and specify
different work station IDs.
You can usc the STATVS
WORKSTN command to see which work stations are on your
system.

Severity: 5

SYS --5744 System operator authority required
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered the POWER OFF command or VARY command
when password security is active. You must have at least system
operator security authority to enter these commands.
The
command is ignored.

SYS --5745 Error detected in your system security
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. The command
load member for the menu you are trying to build does not
contain any text for a message 10 in the range from 0001 to 0024.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--S7S0) and the name of the program you were running.
Additional Information
The command load member must contain at least one message
text record in the MIC (message ID) range from 0001 to 0024
that is not blank. This member provides the input to the system
for the menu you are building.
Vser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation
The system found an error in the internal security indicators. The
problem was corrected.
To continue, you can try again to sign on.
Additional Information
This error might indicate that unauthorized modifications are
being made to your system. To maintain your system security, try
to find out who is accessing your system. This message should
never occur in normal conditions.
The information in the system communication area (SCA)
regardIng password security may have been altered. The I B:\I
program that discovered the error has. corrected the information
so that password security is now active. This may cause password
secunty to be active without its corresponding user identification
file.

SYS --5751 [\,P;\ISG parm in :\lENU statcment
must end with ##
Severity: 5

SC21-~U.l2.

::1IS error contInues to occur fill out a

Problem Summary
Form, found In Ihe System }'roblcm JJC/erminarioll manual, and

call for software sernce.

SYS --5746 REPL'i cmd ignored--Ilo outstanding
mcssages
Severity: N/A
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Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the INPMSG parameter in the MEl'\U statement must end with
##.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, and then enter the correct MENU utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message If)
(S YS--57S1) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

For more information, refer to the System Security Guide,
",ole: If

Auto Response:

Additional Information
The INP:\1SG parameter in the MENU utility control statement
is incorrect. The parameter value must contain 1 to 6 characters
followed by the 2 characters ##. This is the command load
member.

User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused this error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data c~eated ~y previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step IS lost.

SYS --5752 Library, specified by INUB parameter,
not found
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
either the INLIB parameter in the MENU statement is incorrect
or the library does not exist.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, and then enter the correct MENU utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··S7S2) and the name of the procedure you were
funning.

Additional Information
The INLIB parameter in the MENU utility control statement
must contain the name of an existing library. If the parameter is
not specified, the default is the current library.
User Response
Option I: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused this error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5753 Command member, given by INPMSG
parm, not found
Se\'erity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the command load member specified in the 1:,\ P:\ISG parameter
in the :\IE:'\t; utility control statement cannot be found in the
library specified by the I:'\UB parameter.
Do one of the follOWing:
•

Enter option I, and then enter the correct !\'1E:'IIU utility
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and gi\'e the programmer the message ID
(SYS··S7S3) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information

Option I: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused this error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5754 Display text mbr, given by MENMSG
parm, not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the display text load member specified in the MENMSG
parameter in the MENU statement cannot be found in the librar)
specified in the INLIB parameter.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, and then enter the correct MENU utilit)
control statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the messa~e I ()
(SYS..S8S4) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The display text load member specified in the M.EN MSG
parameter in the MENU statement cannot be found. Either th(
display text load member is. specified incorrectly, or it doe~ nol
exist in the specified input hbrary. Make sure the correct InpUI
library is specified.
User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is a1lowe(
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused this error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data c~eated by previous steps it
this job is saved, but data created by thiS step IS lost.

SYS --5755 Unable to allocate SB:\-JENU work file
now ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is not enough disk space available to make space for a wort
file that $ nM EN U needs to build the menu.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I to try allocating the work file again. If spao
is still not a\'ailable, this error will occur again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I I:
(SYS .. S7SS) and the name of the procedure you werl
running.

t;ser Response
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps it
this job is saved, but data created by thiS step IS lost.

The command load member specified in the I!'I:PMSG parameter
in the :\-IENU statement cannot be found. Either the comm:md
load member is specified incorrectly, or it does ~ot exist in t~e
specified input library. Make sure the correct Input hbrary IS
specified.

SYS --5756

I~JlMSG parameter must be longer th:u
2 characters

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation
System Messages
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If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
)rocedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
)rocedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
:he INPMSG parameter in the MENU Statement is incorrect.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but !iata created by this step is lost.

SYS --5759 Source member given in BLDMENU

parm 2 not found

Do one of the following:
Enter option I, and then enter the correct MENU utility
control statement.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-S7S6) and the name of the procedure you were
.
running.

You incorrectly entered the BLDMENU procedure, or tile display
text source member does not exist.

Explanation

Enter option 3 (cancels the job and does not build the menu) and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS ••S7S7).

'dditional Information
rhe INP:\1SG parameter in the MENU utility control statement
s incorrect. The parameter value must contain I to 6 characters
'allowed by the 2 characters ##. This is the name of the command
oad member.

User Response
)ption I: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
)nly if you are entering utility control statements from the
ceyboard. The statement that caused this error is ignored.

Additional Information
The display text source member specified in the textname
parameter (parameter 2) cannot be found in the input library
specified (parameter 3). If parameter 3 is not specified, the current
library is searched for the display text source member. The text
name parameter might be incorrect, the INUB parameter might
be incorrect, or the display text source member does not exist.

User Response

)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

iYS --5757 Command load member has no MIC from
0001 to 0024

SYS --5760 Message member created from parm I has

ieverity: S

Severity: S

Auto Response:

wrong name
Auto Response:

::Xplanation

Explanation

~here

is an error in the program you are running. The command
oad member you are using to build this menu does not contain
illY of the required records.

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
3.and give the programmer the message ID (SYS.-S760) and the
name of the program you were running.

mter option 3 (cancels the job and does not build the menu) and
;ive the programmer the message ID (SYS··S7S7).

Additional Information

ldditional Information
'he command load member specified in the INPMSG parameter
1 the MEN U utility control statement does not contain any item
lumber MIC (message ID) in the range from 0001 to 0024.
'here must be at least one message text record in this MIC range
ontaining system input to build this menu.

]ser Response
Iption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
!lis job is saved, but data created by tIlis step is lost.

.YS --5758 Source member required by

BLDME~U

proc not found
everity: S

Auto Response:

:xplanation
'ou incorrectly entered the RLD:\fE~U procedure, or the
ommand source member docs not exist with the correct name.
lnter option] (cancels the job and does not build the menu) and
ive the programmer the message 10 (SYS-S7S8).

There is an error in the command source member. The command
source member name is the value in parameter 1 in the
BLDMENU procedure followed by ##.
The first record (the message control statement) in the command
source member must specify a load name identical to the name of
the command source member and must specify a second-level
message number. For example, if a menu named MENU2 is to
be created, the command source member must call MENU2##,
and the message control statement must be MENU2##,2.

User Response
Option 3: The following action occurs:

•

The job is canceled.

•

The menu is not built.

•

The command load member is created. The name of the
command load member created is specified in the message
control statement, which is the first record in the command
source member.

•

Data created by a previous job step is saved.

SYS --5761 :\Icssagc member created from p~um 2 has

wrong name

.dditional Information
'he name of the command source member must comlst of the
IE~t.:~.\:\IE parameter (parameter I) in the Ul.lJ:\IE:\L;

roc:cdure followed by :"'. The hbrary searched for the command
)urce rr.ember IS specified by the 1:\ LIB parameter (parameter
). If an mput library IS not specified, the current hbrary is
!arched. The ~I E:\ t.: l>o:A:\II:' parameter might be incorrect, the
~Ll8 parameter might be incorrect, or the command source
lember docs not exist.
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Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter optinn
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS ••S761) and the
name of the program you were running.

Additional Information

There is an error in the display text source member identified by
the textname parameter in the BLDMENU procedure.
The first record (the message control statement) in the display text
source member must specify a load name identical to the name of
the display text source member and must specify a first-level
message member. For example, if the display text source member
is called MTEXTl, the message control statement must be
MTEXTl,1.

Option 3: The following action occurs:
•

The job is canceled.

•

The menu is not built.

•

The display text load member is created. The name of the
command load member created is specified in the message
control statement, which is the first record in the display text
source member.
Data created by a previous job step is saved.

SYS --5762 Incorrect MENMSG parm--same as
mcnu to be built
Severity: 5

The menu, specified by the menuname (parameter 1) and the
display text member,specified by the textname (parameter 2) in
the BLDMENU procedure have the same name. This would
result in a command load member and a display text load member
in the same library with both members using the same name.
Members in the same library must have unique names.
User Response

User Response

•

Additional Information

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the MENMSG parameter in the MENU statement has the same
name as the menu you are trying to build.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5764 Parm 6 must be KEEP or not givcn in
BLDMENU
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 (cancels the job and does not build the menu) and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--5764).
Additional Inrormation
Parameter 6 in the BLDMENU procedure is not correct.
Parameter 6 must be KEEP or omitted.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1, and then enter the correct MEN U
statement.
If you enter the MENU statement without the MENMSG
parameter, the menu will be built with the command load
member only. The descriptive text for each menu item is the
first 30 characters of the statement or command used as
system input for the menu item.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--S762) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The menu and the display text member, specified by the
MENMSG parameter in the MENU utility control statement,
have the same name. This would result in a command load
member and a display text load member in the same library with
both members using the same name. Members in the same library
must have unique names.
User Response

o plion

I: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only if you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard. The statement that caused this error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5765 Parm 5 must be REPLACE or not gh'cn
in BLD:\1ENU
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the -procedure you are running. Enter option
3 (cancels the job and does not build the menu) and give the
programmer the message lD (SYS--S76S) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Information
Parameter S in the BLDMENU procedure is not correct.
Parameter 5 must be REPLACE or omitted.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5766 Library givcn in BLDMENU parm 3 was
not /ilUnd
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS -5763 Parm 2 cannotbc samc as parm I in
B1_D:\IE:"it: cmd

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 (cancels the job and does not build the menu) and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-·S766).

Severity: 5

Additional Inrormation

Auto Response:

Expl:m3tion
There is an error In the program you are running. The display
text member has the same name as the menu you are trYing to
bUild.
Enter option 3 (cancels the Job and does not build the menu) and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--S763) and the name
of the program you were running.

Parameter 3 in the IlLD:l.l E:\,U procedure specifies the library
that contains the source message members the BLDMENU
procedure Will use as mput. Either you specified the wrong value
for parameter 3, or the library does not exist.
L:scr Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job IS saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --5767 Library given hi Bl..DMENU parm 4 was
not found
i;everity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 (cancels the job and does not build the menu) and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--S767).
Additional Information
Parameter 4 in the BLDMENU procedure specifies the library
that will contain the load members from the BLDMENU
procedure. You specified the wrong value for parameter 4, or the
library does not exist.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5768 Cmd source member is in input and
output Iibrs
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 (cancels the job and does not build the menu) and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--S768).
Additional Information
The name of a source member in the output library is the same
as the name of a command source member in the input library.
When the input library (parameter 3) is not the same as the output
library (parameter 4), the BLDMENU procedure copies the
command source member from the input to the output library
before any processing is done. If a source member with the same
name exists in the output library, it will not be replaced unless
parameter 5 for the BLDMENU procedure is REPLACE.
Note: You can save the existing source member in the output
library by moving it from the library using the FROMLlBR or
LlBRLlBR procedure. Add REPLACE (parameter S) in the
BLDMENU procedure and run the procedure again. The input
source member will then replace the source member in the output
library.

Note: You can save the existing source member in the output
library by moving it from the library using the FROMLlBR
procedure. Add REPLACE (parameter 5) in the BLDMENU
procedure and run the procedure again. The input source member
will then replace the source member in the output library.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5770 MENMSG parameter required for
free-format menu
Severity: 5
Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements rrom the keyboard,
the display text member, specified by the MEN MSG parameter in
the MENU utility control statement, must be given to create a
free-format menu.
Do one of the rollowing:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct MENU utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--S770) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
A display text source member, specified by the MEN:\1SG
parameter in the MENU utility control statement, must be given
if FREEFORM is given for parameter 7. The source statements
in this member are used to create the actual menu display.
User Response
Option 1: The operation is tried again. This option is allowed
only ir you are entering utility control statements rrom the
keyboard. The statement that caused the error is ignored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5771 Parm 7 must be FREEFORM or not
gh'cn in BLDME;\,U
Severity: 5

liser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
Parameter 7 in the BLD:\1ENU command is invalid. Parameter
7 must either be FREEFORM or be omitted.

SYS --5769 Parm 2 source member is in input and
output librs

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--S771) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Severity: 5

Uscr Response

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are runnmg. Enter option
3 (cancels the job and does not budd the menu) and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--S769).
Additional Inrorm:llioa

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5772 Parm 2 in BLD:\IE;\,U cmd rcquired
\Vhen parm 7 given
Scvcrity: 5

Auto Response:

A10urce member m the output hbrary has the same name as the
<hsplay text source member m the mput hbrary.

Explanation

When the mput hbrary (rarameter 3) is not the same as the output
library (parameter 4), the BLO\IENt.: procedure copIes the
display text source member from the input to the output hbrary
before any processmg is done. If a source member with the same
name eXIsts in the output library, it WIll not be replaced unless
parameter 5 for the BLO\tENU procedure is REPLACE.

Parameter 2 in the BLDMENU command specifies the name of
the display text source member. Parameter 2 must be given if a
frcc·format menu is being created (parameter 7 specified
FREEFOR\I).
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Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--S772) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Additional Information

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your requesl.

The text member name (parameter 7) in the BLDMENU
command must be given if FREEFORM is specified in parameter
7.

User Response

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5773 I) arm 2 conflicts with parm I in
BLDMENU command
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The menu name (parameter I) and the text member name
(parameter 2) in the BLDMENU command are the same.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-S773) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Additional Information
Parameter 2 is the name of the display text source member;
parameter I is the menu name. The menu name followed by ##
is the name of the command source member. The display text
source member cannot be the same as the command source
member.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5774 MENMSG and IXPMSG parameters
must not be the same...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the MENU utility control statement.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any Clata created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5776 (procedure name(--Must be run from
system console ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran the procedure identified in the message at a display
station. Because password security is not active, however, the
procedure ean only be run from the system console. Once
password security is activated. you can run the procedure at any
display station provided you have the correct security
classification.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5777 Incorrect input--fix reverse image fields
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The information you entered is not correct for the fields that are
shown in a reverse image. You cannot continue processing until
the fields are corrected.
To continue. enter the information correctly.
For more
information about correcting the fields, press the Help key or
refer to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Do one of the following:
•

•

Enter option O. If the FREEFORM-NO parameter is
specified in the MENU utility control statement, the
ME!'I1MSG parameter is ignored and processing continues.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-S774).

Additional Information

SYS --5778 Not enough space to allocate this file
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran the SECDEF procedure to create either a user
identification or resource security file. However. the number of
records specified is too large for the available disk space.

The :\fE:--;MSG parameter specified is the same as the INPMSG
parameter. The display text load member (\IE~MSG) cannot be
the same as the command load member (INP:\fSG).

To continue. do one of the following:
•

Enter a smaller value for the number of records in the file.

l:Sft' Response

•

Option 0: This option is allowed only if FREEFOR:\I-NO is
specified in the MESt: utihty control statement. The :\IE:--;:\ISG
parameter is Ignored, and processing continues.

Remove unneeded files and try the original number of
records again.

•

Run the CO:'vIPRESS procedure to free up some disk space.

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is 5a\-ed, but data created by thiS step is lost.

SYS --5779 Incorrect security file found in VTOC ...
Severity: ':'\jA

Auto Response: NfA

SYS --5775/procedure nameJ--l.'naulhorized use of
security procedure...

Explanation

Se.\'Crity: :--; A

1\ owever, an incorrect security file already exists in the VTOC.

Auto Response: :--;.,A

You ran the SECREST procedure to restore a security file.

Explanalion

Do one of the following:

Some possible causes for this error arc:

•

•

You are a security officer, but you must be a master security
officer to do the operation you are attempting.

Enter option 0 to remove the incorrect security file and
continue WIth processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

•

You are not authorized to use the security procedures.

t:ser Response
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)ption 0: The job continues. The security file in the VTOC is
~emoved.

)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

IS

:>ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
lhis job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

5YS --5780 Size specified for security file is too
small •••
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran the SECREST procedure to restore a security file.
However, the file size specified is too small to hold all the records
in the saved security file. The restored security file can be just
large enough to hold the number of records in the saved security
file.
Do one of the foUowing:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing. The file is restored
to a size just large enough to hold aU the records in the
saved security file.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

User Response
Option 0: The specified file size is ignored. The. system restores
the liIe to a size just large enough to hold all records.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5781 Error found in security file to restore...
Severity: N/A

The status code given in the message identifies an error in system
security. This error must be corrected before you can continue
.
operations.

If security is active and you are not a master security officer, enter
option 2 or 3 to cancel the procedure, and then call your master
security officer and report the status code that is displayed in the
message.
If security is not active, continue with the master security officer
information.
Additional Information
If you wish to try to correct this error without calling for software
service, perform the action explained in one of the foUowing
conditions:
•

If you are running a password security procedure other than
SECREST, and one of the following status codes is displayed
in the message, enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the procedure.
Then run the SECREST procedure to restore a saved copy
of the user ID file. Message SYS-S782 will appear again,
this time with option O. Enter option 0 to restore the file
and to correct the status error. If this error continues to
occur, call for software service and report the message 10
(SYS-S782) and the status code that is displayed.
Status
Code
(hex) Description
02

Password security is scheduled to be
active without the user ID file existing.

06

Password security is active and scheduled
to be active without the user I D file
existing.

08

Badge security is scheduled to be active
without password security scheduled, and
the user 1D file does not exist.

OA

Badge and password security are
scheduled to be active without the user
ID file existing.

OC

Badge security is scheduled to be active
without password security scheduled;·
password security is active without the
user I D file.

OE

Badge security is scheduled to be active;
password security is scheduled and active
without the user I D file.

12

Badge security is active without password
security being active, and password
security is scheduled to be active without
the user 1D file existing.

16

Badge security is active; password
security is active and scheduled to be
active without the user ID file existing.

18

Badge security is scheduled to be active
without password security scheduled or
active and without the user ID file
existing.

IA

Badge security is active without password
security being active.
Badge and
password security are scheduled without
the user 1D file existing.

IC

Badge security is scheduled to be active
without password security scheduled.
Badge and password security are active
without the user ID file existing.

IE

Badge and password security are active
and scheduled to be active without the
user 1D file existing.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran the SECREST procedure to restore a saved security file;
however, an error was found in the file.
Do one of the following:
•

To continue to restore the user ID file, enter 0 for
SECREST USERID only. The record in error will not be
written into the file.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to caned your request. If an error is
found in the saved resource security file, you will not be able
to restore it to the active resource security file. Only options
2 and 3 will be allowed.

User Response
Option 0: Processing continues. The record in error will not be
COpIed into the user I D file, but all other records will be copied.
Option 0 is only avaIlable when you are running the SECREST
procedure and have the l.:SERID parameter specified.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created by previous
steps in this job is sned, but data created by this step is lost. The
job can conttnue WIth the next Job step.
O(!!lon J: The Job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is sa\·ed. but data created by thIS step IS lost.

SYS --5782 Error-internal securih' status code
lsecurity status code ~ul11bcrl ...
Seventy: S
Explanation
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Auto Response:

•

If you are running a password security procedure and one
of the following status codes is -displayed in the message,
enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the procedure. Then perform
an IPL to correct the error.
Informational message
SYS-5786 will appear. Press the Enter key to continue with
the IPL. When the sign-on display appears, sign on as the
master security officer or use the override user I D to sign
on. If you do not want password and/or badge security to
be active, run the SECDEF procedure to deactivate
password and/or badge security. If you were unable to sign
on with the master security officer ID or the override user
ID, call for software service.
Status
Code
(hex) Description
09

8adge security is scheduled to be active
without password security scheduled.

00

Badge security is scheduled without
password security being scheduled.

13

Badge security is active without password
security being active.

19

•

If you are running a resource security procedure and the
following status code is displayed in the message, try to
perform an IPL. 8ecause resource security is not scheduled,
this should correct the error.
Status
Code
(hex) Description
04

•

Resource security is active without the
resource security file existing.

If you are running the COMPRESS procedure and one of
the following status codes is displayed in the message, run
the COMPRESS procedure again. If the error occurs again,
fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.
Status
Code
(hex) Description

Badge security is scheduled and active
without
password
security
being
scheduled or active.

FE

Hardware
security.

disk

error

for

FF

Hardware
security.

disk

error

for

resource
password

18

8adge security is active without password
security being active.

User Response

ID

Badge security is scheduled to be active
without
password
security
being
scheduled.

Option 0: The job continues. This option allows you to restore
the saved security file when you are running .the SECREST
procedure.

If you are running a password security procedure and one
of the following status codes is displayed with this message,
performing an IPL will deactivate password security and/or
badge security and the problem will be corrected.
Status
Code
(hex) Description

•

•

04

Password security is active without the
user I D file existing.

10

Badge security is active without password
security being active and without the user
ID file existing.

11

Badge security is active without password
security being active.

14

Badge and password security are active
without the user ID file existing.

If you are running a reSOUr(;e security procedure other than
SECREST and one of the following status codes is displayed
in the message, enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the procedure.
Then run the SECREST procedure to restore a saved copy
of the resource file. \tessaf!e S1'S-5782 will appear agam,
this time wIth opuon O. Enter option 0 to restore the file
and to correct the status error. If this error continues to
occur. call for software sen-Ice and report the message I D
(SYS·5782) and the status code that is dIsplayed.
Status
Code
(hex) Descrlptlon
02

06

Resource security is scheduled to be
actlve WIthout the resource security file
eXlstmg.
Resource security is active and scheduled
to be active without the resource secunty
file existing.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5783 Number of records does not match index
sector ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran either the SECSAVE or SECREST procedure to save or
restore either the user I D file or the resource security file;
however, the actual number of records counted in the file does not
match the number recorded in the index sector.
If the error occurred while you were saving a current security file,
a previously saved security file should be restored. If the error
occurred while you were restoring a saved security file, a different
saved security file should be restored if possible.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue processing; however, some
records may be lost.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the procedure. The file will not
be saved or restored. If you were running the SECSi\ V E
procedure, run the SECREST procedure to restore a saved
security file. If you were running the SECREST procedure,
run the procedure again to restore a different saved security
file If possible.

Cser I{esponse
Option 0: The save or restore operation continues. The error that
caused this message is ignored. The index sector is updated to
contain the number of records counted· in the file.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for software service.

Bits (XX/OO)

Status Description

1100/0000

Not used

0010/0000

#SECUIDO found in the VTOC

n001/0000

#SECUID1 found in the VTOC

0000/1000

#SECUIDO found
configuration sector

in

the

security

0000/0100

#SECUID1 found
configuration sector

in

the

security

You ran the SECDEF procedure, which can be run only from the
system console if password security is not active. Enter option 3
to cancel the job.

0000/0010

Badge security scheduled to be active

0000/0001

Password security scheduled to be active

If possible, go to the system console to try the SECDEF
procedure again.

The following status codes (under the Bits heading) describe
resource security status· information for software service and
identify the type of error that occurred.

SYS --5784 SECDEF procedure must be run from
systcm consolc
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Bits (OO/XX)

Status Description

1100/0000

Bits 0-2 not used

0010/0000

#SECRESO found in VTOC

0001/0000

#SECRES1 found in VTOC

0000/1000

found
#SECRESO
configuration sector

in

security

You ran the SECREST procedure to restore a file. However,
there is an error in the program you are trying to run. If the size
of the new security file is not changed, some records in the
security file that is being restored will be lost.

0000/0100

found
#SECRESI
configuration sector

in

security

0000/0010

Not used

Do one of the following:

0000/0001

Resource security scheduled to be active

•

Try to run the SECREST procedure again.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing; however, some
records will be lost.

SYS --5787 Inumbcr) error(s) occurred in security
listing

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--5785) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

SYS --5785 End of file reached before all records
copk'«i ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Additional Information

You ran the SECLIST procedure; however, a syntax error or
errors occurred in the security file you requested. The number of
errors is listed in this message.

The allocated size of the new security file is too small to contain
all the records in the saved security file. Option 0 allows the user
to continue, but records will be lost.

To continue, follow the recovery procedures for the other
messages received with this security listing.

User Response

SYS --5788 Error trying to find heading lines.••

Option 0: The job continues; however, some records will be lost.

Severity: N/A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled_ Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

An error occurred in the SECLIST procedure you are running.
The security file listing did not complete because of a system error.

SYS --5786 Error--internal security status code

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request, and try the SECLIST
procedure again.

Severity: S.'A

User Response

Auto Response: N!A

Explanation
The status code that appears to the right of the message text
identifies the error found in the system security during IPL. The
first two dIgits refer to password security. and the second two
digits refer to resource securny. There should also be other error
messages on the dIsplay to further explain the error, but if it is
necessary to call for software serVIce, gIve him the status code and
the explanation that follows this error message.
The following status codes (under the Bits heading) describe
password security status information for software service and
identify the type of error that occurred.
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
:'\ote: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the Sysrem Problem Determinarion manual, and
call for soft ware service.

SYS --5789 Sl.'Cond parameter is incorrect ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

There is an error in the second parameter of the SECEDIT
procedure you are running. The correct .values for the parameter
2 are FOLDER, SUBDlR, MEMBER, AUTHLIST. or blanks.

If the file Is found but only partially moved. perform an IPL,
and run either the FILE REBUILD procedure or the
COMPRESS procedure again.

SYS --5793 (procedure name( was evoked or job queue
with incorrect parm ...

To continue. enter option 3 to cancel the j!lb or option 2 to cancel
the job step. and then enter the procedure again with the correct
value for parameter 2.

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is canceled. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

There is either an incorrect or missing parameter in the procedure
statement identified in the message. The SECREST procedure
might have been run by another job or from the job queue. Enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-S793).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5790 .irst parameter must be USERID or
RESOURCE
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5794 Parameter must be NOAUTO or AUTO
Severity: 5

There is an error in the first parameter of the procedure you are
running. The correct values for the parameter 1 are USERID or
RESOVRCE.

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

To continue, enter option 3 to cancel the job, and then enter the
procedure again with the correct value for parameter 1.

You ran a security procedure; however, an error occurred because
a parameter is not correct. The correct parameter values are:
NOAUTO and AUTO.

User Response

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --5791 Incorrect user ID filc--Must restore
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You can run the CATALOG procedure to find out if the user ID
file exists. Then do one of the following:

If the file is not found, run the SECREST procedure to
restore the file from disk or diskette. If password security
is active on your system. the master security officer must
run this procedure.

•

If the file is found but only p,artially moved. perform an IPL,
and run either the FILE REBUILD procedure or the
CO:\IPRESS procedure again.

•

If password security is active, you may have to perform an
IPL and sign on with the override user ID and password to
use the system.

SYS --5792 Incorrect resource security filc--:\Iust
restore
Severity: 5

SYS --5795 SECDEF--Unauthorized use of security
procedure...
Severity: N/A

After you ran the FILE REBUILD or the COMPRESS
procedure, the user ID file either could not be found or could not
be used because it was only partially moved.

•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to run the SECDEF procedure, but your security
classification is not high enough. Enter option 3 to cancel the job,
and then contact your master security officer to change your
classification.
Then run the SECDEF procedure again.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5796 Password field (not shown) is incorrect
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You omitted information or you entered incorrect information
into the password field. This information is currently not shown.

Explanation

To continue, enter a correct password in the password field. To
display the information in the password field, press command key
6.

After you ran the FILE REBVILD procedure or the
C2:\IPIU:.SS poccdure, the resource security file could not be
found or could not be used because It was only partially moved.

For more information on passwords that are allowed, showing the
information in the password field, press the Ileip key or refer to
the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

~ole: You can run the CATALOG procedure to lind out if the
resource security file eXists. Then do one of the follOWing:

•

If the file is not found, run the SECRr:.ST procedure to
restore the file from disk or diskette. If password security
is acllve on your system, your master security offtcer must
perform this action.

SYS --5797 Incorrect value entered for SIZE
p:lr:lI1lcter ...
Severity: NjA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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You ran the SECREST procedure to restore a security file.
However, the SIZE parameter you entered for the restored file is
not correct.
The SIZE parameter must be:
•

18 through 3998 for a user identification file.

•

72 through 63992 for a resource security file.

You must enter option 3 to cancel the job, and then try the
procedure again, using a correct value for the type of security file.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5798 An error was detected in your system
security ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was detected in the system security. You can enter
option 0 to continue processing. However, someone may have
tried to change system security.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the procedure or job.

Password security will now be active, regardless of chosen option
or scheduling. I f the user I D file has not been created or does not
contain passwords, perform an IPL to remove security from the
system.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
:\'ote: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --5799 Disk error on security work file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You ran a security procedure; however, a permanent disk error
occurred while the procedure was accessing a work file on disk.
Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.
Cser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data written to the spool liIe is
saved.

could not be found or could not be used because it was only
partially moved.
The job queue is deactivated.
Note: You can activate the job queue again by performing an
I PL. If the job queue still cannot be used after the I PL, you must
clear the job queue; however, any data in the job queue will be
lost.

SYS --5801 Message file not found or invalid. Must
reformat
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
After the system ran either the FILE REBUILD or the
COMPRESS procedure during an IPL, the existing message file
could not be found or could not be used because it was only
partially moved. Do not try to send a message with the MSG
control command. Continue without a message file. Then run the
MSGFILE procedure and specify that all of the messages in the
message file should be canceled.

SYS --5811 Spooling not active. No printers found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to activate print spooling during an (PL. However,
print spooling is not active because there are no printers
configured on the system. The system will continue to run, but
any attempts to produce printed output will cause errors.
However, if you have one or more printers locally attached to
your system but not configured, the system will automatically
configure them when you perform an IPL. Check to make sure
that printers are properly connected and powered on.
For more information about configuration, refer to the manual
Changing Your System Configuration, SC2l-9052.

SYS --5812 Printer Iprinter idJ not found. SPlspool idl
sent to Iprinter idl
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
While an IPL was being performed, the spool me entry identified
in the message was found and was to be printed on the printer
identified in the message. However, the printer is not configured
on the system. The spool file entry was rerouted to the system
printer.
If there is no system printer defined, the spool me entry is sent to
the first printer found, and the I D of that new printer is also
identified in the message.
If you do not want "the spool file entry to be printed on the new
printer, you can use the CHANGE ID command to change the
printer it is being sent to or you can usc the HOLD PRT
command to hold it for later printing.

Opllon 3: The job is canceled. Data written to the spool file is
saved.

SYS --5813 Cmd ignored. SPlspool idJ printing is
deferred

:\'ole: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found In the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for r.ardware service.

Severity: N/A

SYS --:;800 Irn"alid fill' found. Job qlll'ue dcactiv:ttcd

The command you entered is ignored because the spool file entry
for which printing is being restarted is still being created and the
printing IS being deferred. The spool I D of the spool tile entry is
given in the message.

Se\'eTJly: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
After the system ran either the FILE REBUILD or the
CO\IPRESS procedure during an IPL, the existing job queue me
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You can use the CHANGE DEFER command to change the
defer attribute to NO for this spool file entry. Then enter the
RESTART command again. If you want more information about

these commands, refer to the System 'Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

SYS --5814 Command ignored. SPlspool idJ is held
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N{A

Explanation

No operator action is required. However, you can usc the
STATUS PRT command to determine the status of the spool file
entries in the spool file.
The System Reference manual,
SC21-9020, contains more information about the STATUS PRT
command.
.

SYS --5819 Invalid file found. Print spooling
deactivated

The command you entered was ignored because the spool file
entry for which printing is to be restarted is held. The spool 10
of the spoo! file entry is given in the message.

Severity: 5

You can use the RELEASE command to release the spool file
entry for printing and then enter the RESTART command again.
If you want more information about these commands, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

After the system ran the FILE REBUILD or the COMPRESS
procedure during IPL, the existing spool file could not be found
or could not be used because it was only partially moved.

SYS --5815 Cmd ignored. Nothing to restart for
Iprinter idJ
Severity: N{A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

Continue with print spooling deactivated.
Note: You can activate print spooling by performing an IPL. If
the spool file is not usable after the IPL, you must use the IPL
overrides option to clear the spool file, although any data in it will
be lost.

SYS --5820 Spool file disk error in spool intercept

The command you entered was ignored because there is no spool
file entry to restart for the printer identified in the message. The
last partially printed spool file entry is no longer in the spool file.
You can use the STATUS PRT command to display the status
and determine the spool 10 for a specific spool file entry. Then
use the RESTART command to restart the printing of the spool
file entry. If you want more informat.ion about these commands,
refer to the System Rej'erence manual, SC21-9020.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

A disk error occurred in the spool file while prim data was being
intercepted. 00 the following:
1.

Enter option 2.

2.

00 not try to put more data into the spool f1ie. The staLUs
of the spool file entry is not predictable.

3.

Try to save the data now in the spool file. Either try to print
it or use the COPYPRT procedure to cC'rY it onto a disk
file. You may not, however, be able to recover ail the print
data.

4.

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from
the spoollile. Select the override option that clears the spooi
file. All data that is in the spool file when the IPL is
performed is lost.

No operator action is required.

t:ser

I~esponse

SYS --5817 COld ignored. Subeonsole docs not control
SPlspool idl

Option 2: The job step that created the data is ended. Any print
data already in the spool file is saved. The job can continue with
the next job step.

Severity: N/A

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem SlImmary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

SYS --5816 Cmd ignored. SPlspool idJ is not being
intercepted
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The command you entered was ignored because the spool file
entry you specified is not being intercepted. The spool ID of the
spool file entry is given in the message.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The command you entered was ignored because you do not
control the spool file entry that the command specifies. That is,
you did not create the spool file entry, nor do you control the
printer it is goin;; to be printed on. The spool 10 of the spool file
entry is given in the message.

Severity: 5

To continue. enler the command again and specify a spool file
entry that matches your user ID. or enter the command from the
system console or from the controlling console.

The system found an error in the spool file while print data was
being intercepted. 00 the fo!!owmg:

You un use the STA1TS PRT command to determine the spool
10(s) of spool file entries you 'created, or the ST ATCS WRT
command to determme the prmter that you control. For more
informauon about these commands, refer to the System Reference
manual. SC21·(J020.

SYS --5821 Spool file format error in spool intercept

I.

Entcr option 2.

2.

00 not try to put more data into the spool file. The status
of the spool file entry is not predictable.

3.

Try to save the data now in the spool file. Either try to print
it or use the COPYPRT procedure to copy it onto a disk
file. You may, however, not be able to recover all the print
data.

4.

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from
the spool file. Select the override option that clears the spool
file. All data that is in the spool file when the I P L is
performed is lost.

SYS --:-818 :\0 spool file mtrit's for this command
Severity: :\.A

Auto Response:

~lA

[:\plilOlllion

The command you entered was ignored because no spool file
entries were found that this command could process.

Auto Response:

Explanation

t:ser Response
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Option 2: The job step that created the data is ended. Any print
data already in the spool file is saved. The job can continue with
the next job step.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --5822 (printer idJ spool writer started but cannot
run
Severity: N/A
Explanation

•

The printer is omine.

•

The COMPRESS procedure is running or is waiting to run.

•

There is not enough storage available for the spool-writer.

To continue, do the following:
I.

2.

Use the STATUS WORKSTN command to determine if the
printer is offline. If it is, use the VARY command to put it
online.
If the printer is online, the condition that is preventing the
spool-writer from printing is temporary. For example, if the
COMPRESS procedure is running, printing will begin when
the procedure finishes running. The system automatically
attempts to start printing whenever a change is made to the
spool file that causes a spool file entry to become available
for printing. For example, printing will be attempted when
any of the following occurs:

a.
b.
c.
d.

A new spool file entry is added to the spool file.
A CHANGE or RELEASE command is entered.
The COPYPRT procedure finishes running.
If you want to start printing immediately, enter the
START or REST ART command for the spool-writer
for the affected printer.

If this error continues to occur and the printer is online, or the
COMPRESS procedure is neither running nor waiting to run, you
may not have enough system storage for the amount of work you
are trying to do on your system. You can use the system
measurement facility (SMF) to see how you are using your system
resources. If you want more information, refer to the Syslem
Measurement Facility Guide, SC21-902S.
~ote:

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determinallon manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --5823 Image or translation table error for
printer Iprinter idl ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The set of characters defmed on the system does not match the
actual characters on the pnnt belt for the printer identified in the

CANCEL
CHANGE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you. Refer to System Reference manual,
SC21-9020, for a description of these commands.

Auto Response: N/A

A job step is creating or has created a spool file entry. The
spool-writer attempted to print the file on the printer identified in
the message. However, the file could not be printed for any of the
following reasons:

If none of the above options are appropriate for the action
you want to take, you can enter one of the following spool
commands:

Additional Information
This error occurred when the spool-writer tried to read the image
source member or a translation table source member.
Either the spool-writer did not find the image or translation table
source member or the member contains invalid data. Because the
source member was valid when it was originally specified, this
error indicates that the source member was modified after it was
originally specified.
Note: For information about modifying the print belt image or
the translation table, refer to the IMAGE OCL statement in the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 0: Processing continues with the next spool file entry; the
spool file entry that caused this error is held.
Option I: The operation is tried again.
Option 2: The spool-writer is stopped.

SYS --5824 Cmd ignored--too many pages for
SPlspool id)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a command to restart the spool-writer, but the
command was ignored. The page number you specified in the
command is larger than the number of pages in the spool file entry
you were going to print. Do the following:
•

Use the STATUS PRT command to display the status of the
spool file and to determine how many pages there are in the
spool file entry to be printed.

•

Enter the RESTART command again and specify a page
number that is not larger than the number of pages to be
printed in the spool file entry.

If the system failed or an IPL was performed while a spool file
entry was being created, that file may contain more pages than is
shown on the STATUS PRT display. Even if this is true, the page
number you specify on the REST ART command cannot be larger
than the page number shown on the STATUS PRT display. If
this condition exists for the spool file entry in question. hyphens
(-) on the STATUS PRT display preccde the page number.
If you want more information about the STATUS PRT and
RESTART command, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

message.

SYS --5825 AIiJ,:n the forms in printer Iprinter itl) ...

Do one of the following:

Scvcrity: 5

•

Enter option 0 to hold the spool file entry that caused this
error. The next ~pool file entry is prmted.

Explanation

•

Enter option I to try again to print the file.

•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer for the specified
printer.

This message is issued so you can line up the forms in the printer.
Rcfer to the Operating Your System manual for more information
about lining up the forms in your printer.
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Auto Response:

To line up the forms, do the following:

You can repeatedly enter option 1 and print the same line
over until you have the forms lined up correctly. Each time
you enter option I, this message occurs again.
You can enter option 0 and print the next line. Each time
you enter option 0 the next line is printed and this message
occurs again.

•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer. Then enter the
STATUS WORKSTN command to determine the status of
the printer. When the printer becomes available, enter the
START PRTcommand.

•

If neither of the above options is appropriate for the action
you want to take, or if you have entered option 0 and the
spool-writer is waiting for the printer to become available,
you can enter one of the fonowing spool commands:

When you are satisfied that the forms are lined up correctly,
you can enter option 2 and print the rest of the spool file
entry.

•
•
•
•
•

If the above options are not appropriate for the action you
want to take, enter one of the following spool commands:
•
•
•
•
•

CANCEL
CHANGE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

If you enter one of these spool commands, you do not have
to enter an option. The system automaticany replies to the
message for you. For a description of these commands,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
you have fonowed the above steps and this message continues
occur and you cannot determine why, fill out a Problem
rmmary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
anual, and call for software service.
Iditional Inrormation
ther an ALIGN-YES parameter was specified 6n a PRINTER
Itement for the printer file being printed or the program that
~ated the printer file specified that the forms must be lined up.
Ir more information about the PRINTER statement, refer to
e System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
is possible for a print request to have more than 1 line of
ItpUt. In these situations all the lines of the request are printed
lcn you receive this message.
hen choosing option 0, the system prints the next line and issues

e message again. When chOOSing option I, the system prints the
me line and issues the message again. The lines printed may
ntain blanks.

ocr Response
)tion 0: The system prints the next line then issues this message
ain.
)tion 1: The system prints the same line and issues this message
ain. Whether the line is printed over itself (on the same page in
e same position) or in the same position on the next page,
pends on whether you specify in the print output record that
Iy skips or spaces are to occur before or after the line is printed.
)r more information on specifying skips and spaces, see the
'propriate reference manual for the programming language you
e uSing.

CANCEL
CHANGE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automaticany replies to
the message for you.
If you would like a description of the commands referred to in this
message, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If you have fonowed the above steps and this error continues to
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.
User Response
Option 0: The spool-writer waits until the printer is available and
then begins printing.
Option 2: The spool-writer for this printer is stopped.

SYS --5828 Spool file entry has incorrect.data for
Iprinter idl ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The spool-writer is attempting to print a spool file entry on .the
printer identified in the message. However, the spool file entry
contains records that cannot be printed on that printer.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue printing the next available file.

•

Enter option 1 to continue printing the file that caused this
error; the incorrect data will be ignored. The printed data
may not appear as you expect.

•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer.

•

If the above options are not appropriate for the action you
want to take, enter one of the following spool commands:
•
•

CA:--:CEL
CHANGE
IIOLD
RESTART
STOP

;>tion 2: The system continues printing this spool file entry.

•

\"S --5827 Printer Iprinter idl is not available to the
spool writer...

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you. The System Reference manual,
SC21-9020, contains a description of these commands.

'\-erity: S

Auto Response:

'planation
m spool-writer IS attempting to print on the printer Identified in
e message. Ilowever, another Job is usmg the prmter. The
ool-writer cannot use the printer until the other Job fimshes
IOting.
I)

one of the following:
Enter option O. When the printer becomes available, your
job will be printed.

Additional Information'
The spool file entry contains print records that are identified as
restricted transparent mode or intelligent printer data stream
(1I'I)S) transparent mode records.
Restricted transparent mode records can only be printed on an
18:\1 4214,423-1, 5224, or 5225 Printer. IPI)S transparent mode
records can be printed only on a printer which supports that dala
stream, for example, the IBM 4224 Printer.
\;ser Response
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Option 0: The spool file entry is held. Printing continues with the
next available spool file entry.
Option 1: The spool-writer continues to print the spool file entry.
The incorrect data will be ignored.
Option 2: The spool-writer is stopped for the printer identified in
this message.

SYS --5829 Spool file disk error in (printer idJ spool
writer
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk I/O error occurred in the spool file while the spool-writer
was getting print data.
The printer associated with the
spool-writer is identified in the message.

•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer for the printer
identified in this message.

•

If option 2 is not the appropriate action you want to take,
you can enter one of the following spool commands:
CA:--;CEL
CHANGE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

•

Print one or more spool file entries from the spool file.

•

Enter the CANCEL PRT command to cancel one or
spool file entries.

•

Enter the COPYPRT procedure to copy one or more spoo
file entries to the disk.

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.

If not enough space is available when you try the above actions
enter option 0 (if available) or option 2. If you enter option 2
give the programmer the message 10 (SYS··S830).
For a description of any commands referred to in this message
and for a description of the procedures referred to in this message
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If you have followed the actions above, but this error continues t(
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form. found in the Syste"
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

Option 0: Option 0 divides the print data into two separate spoo
file entries. After the first of the two spool file entries is printed
the second spool file entry is moved into the same space that Wal
used by the first file. The second spool file entry is then printed.
•

The spool file entry being created is closed so that all prin1
data intercepted up to this point can be printed by th(
spool·writer, or copied by the COPYI'RT procedure anc
removed from the spool file.

•

The program creating the print data continues running. /I,
new spool file entry is created for additional print data. J1
there is not enough room in the spool file for the new spoo
file entry. this message will occur again without option O.

•

After the closed spool file entry finishes printing. or i:
copied, the spool file space it used becomes available fOI
another spool file entry. When this message occurs again
you then can enter option 1 and the program will continue
printing.

•

Even though option 0 divides the print data into two spoo
file entries, each with a separate spool 10, the second spoo
file entry starts printing on the same line number, but on l
new page, as if the spool file entry has not been divided. F 01
example, if the first spool file entry ends on line 14, th~
second spool file entry starts printing on line 1S. but on ;
new page.

Do not try to put more data into the spool file, because the status
of the spool file is not predictable.
Try to save the data now in the spool file. Either try to print the
data, or use the COPYPRT procedure to copy it onto a disk. You
may not, however, be able to recover all the print data. For more
information about the COPYPRT procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If this message occurs again, use
command to hold the spool file
remove it from the spool file.
continue printing other data from

either the HOLD or CANCEL
entry causing this error or to
This action may allow you to
the spool file.

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from the
spool file. Select the override option that clears the spool file. All
data that is in the spool file when the I PL is performed is lost.
For more information about the commands referred to in the
message, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 2: The spool-writer for the printer identified in the
message is stopped.
:'I;ote: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware servIce.

S\"S --5830 'Ille spool file is full ...
Severity: 5

There IS not enough room for the spooled data

In

the spool file.

To contlnue, first try to make space available in the spool file by
doing one of the following:
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Option I: When you enter option) the system makes anothe:
attempt to find space in the spool file. If space is still no
available, this message occurs again.
Option 2: The job step creating the new print data is ended. AI
print data already in the spool me is saved, but any print data no
in the spool file is lost. The job continues with the next job step.

SYS --5832 Not enough disk space for spool file
extent ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is not enough disk space to allocate another spool
extent.

m.

To continue, first try to make space available in the spool me b:
doing one of the following:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

mor~

User Response

Do one of the following:

•
•

•

Enter option I. The system makes another attempt to find
space in the spool file.

•

Enter option 1. The system makes another attempt to fine
space in the spool file.

•
•

Print one or more spool file entries from the spool file.

•

Enter CAi':CEL PRT command to cancel one or mor,
spool file entries.
Enter the COPYPRT procedure to copy one or more spoo
file entries to the disk.

If you cannot make enough space available when you try the
above actions, enter option 0 (if available) or option 2. If you
enter option 2, give the programmer the message ID (SYS-.S832).

PRINTER OCL statement. The printer which is printing the data
cannot print ideographic characters.

For a description of the commands referred to in this message and
for a description of any of the procedures referred to in this
message, refer to the System Referencf! manual. SC21·9020.

•

If you have followed the actions above and the suggestions in the
Additional Information section and this error continues to occur,
fill out a ProbLem Summary Form, found in the System ProbLem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
Additional Information

Do one of the following:
Enter option 0 to continue printing the next available file.

•

Enter option 1 to continue printing the file that caused this
message to be issued. The ideographic data may be blank
or incorrect.

•
•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer.
If the above options are not appropriate for the action you
want to take, enter one of the following spool commands:

There are other steps that you can take to make space available
on the disk.
•

Use the SAVE procedure to copy any files you want to save
on diskette. Then use the DELETE procedure to delete
them from the disk after they have been copied.

•

Use the DELETE procedure to delete any unwanted files
from the disk.

•

Use the COMPRESS procedure to accumulate all the free
space in one area on the disk.
Note: This procedure requires a dedicated system.

User Response
Option 0: Option 0 divides the print data into two separate spool
file entries. After the first of the two spool file entries is printed,
the second spool file entry can be moved into the same space that
was used by the first file. The second spool file entry is then
printed.
•

The spool file entry being created is closed so that all print
data intercepted up to this point can be printed by the
spool-writer or copied by the COPYPRT procedure and
removed from the spool file.

•

The program creating the print data continues running. A
new spool file entry is created for additional print data. If
there is not enough room in the spool file for the new spool
file entry, this message will occur again without option O.

•

After the closed spool file entry fmishes printing. or is
copied, the spool file space becomes available for another
spool file entry. When this message occurs again, you then
can enter option 1 and the program will continue printing.

•

Even though option 0 divides the print data into two spool
file entries, each with a separate spool I D, the second spool
file entry starts printing on the same line number, but on a
new page, as if the spool file entry had not been divided. for
example, if the first spool file entry ends on line 14, the
second spool file entry starts on line IS, but on a new page.

Option 1: \Vhen you enter option I, the system makes another
attempt to find space in the spool file. If space is still not
available, this message occurs again.
Option 2: The job step creating the new print data is ended. All
print data already in the spool file is saved, but any print data not
in the spool file is lost. The job continues with the next job step.

SYS ·-5833 Printer (printer ill) cannot print IGC
data ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

CANCEL
CHANGE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you. For a description of these commands,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
Additional Information
If the system supports the ideographic feature, ideographic data
will be printed as blanks. If the system does not support the
ideographic feature, the printing of ideographic data is
unpredictable. Nonideographic data will print normally.
When the spool file entry contains ideographic data created by a
program which does not specify that the data be printed on an
ideographic capable printer, the condition will not be diagnosed if
the spool-writer begins printing an incomplete spool file entry
(DEFER-NO).
User Response
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. Printing continues with the
next available spool file entry.
Option I: The spool.writer continues to print the spool file entry.
The ideographic data may be blank or incorrect.
Option 2: The spool-writer is stopped for the printer identified in
this message.

SYS --5834 Spool file format error in (printer id) spool
writer
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system found an error in the spool file while the spool-writer
was getting print data.
The printer associated with the
spool-writer is identified in the message.
Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer for the printer identified in
this message or enter one of the following spool commands:
C,\:\CEL
CHANGE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not have
to enter option 2. The system automatically replies to the message
for you.

Explanation

Do not try to put more data into the spool file, because the status
of the spool file is not predictable.

Thc spool-writcr identified in the message text has determined that
either the spool file entry contains ideographic data or the
program that created the data in the spool ~le entry requested the
output be sent to a printer that can pnnt Ideographic characters.
For example, TYPE-IGC may have been speCified on the

Try to save the data now in the spool file. Either try to print the
data, or use the COPYPRT procedure to copy it onto a disk. You
may not, however, be able to recover all the print data. For more
information about the COPYPRT procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21·9020.
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If this message occurs again, use either the HOLD or CANCEL
command to hold the spool file entry causing this error or to
remove it from the spool file. This action may allow you to
continue printing other data from the spool file.

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from the
spool file. Select the override option that clears the spool file. All
data that is in the spool file when the IPL is performed is lost.

•

Enter option 1 to continue printing the spool file entry that
caused this message to be iSSUed. The ideographic data may
be blank or incorrect.

•
•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer.
If the above options are not appropriate for the action you
want to take, enter one of the following commands:
CANCEL
CHANGE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

For a description of any of the commands referred to in this
message, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.
User Response
Option 2: The spool-writer associated with the printer identified
in the message text is stopped.

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you. The System Reference manual.
SC21-9020, contains a description of these commands.
Additional InFormation

SYS --5835 Printer (printer idJ is offline•••
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The printer identified in the message is varied omine. You must
vary the printer online in order to use it.

If the printer printing the entry cannot print ideographic
characters and if the system supports the ideographic feature, the
ideographic characters are printed as blanks. If the printer cannot
print ideographic characters and if the system does not support
the ideographic feature, the printing of ideographic characters is
unpredictable.

Do one of the following:

If the printer can print ideographic characters, those characters
are printed with the font used by the printer they are being sent to.

•

After you have varied the printer online, enter option 1 to
retry printing the spool file entry.

User Response

•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer.

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. Printing continues with the
next available spool file entry.

•

If the above options are not appropriate for the action you
want to take, enter one of the following commands:

Option I: The spool-writer continues to print the spool file entry,
The ideographic data may be blank or incorrect.

CA!':CEL
CHANGE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you. For a description of these commands,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
Additional Information
If you select option I or if you use a command which attempts to
use this printer without varying it online, you will receive the same
message again. Since the printer is varied omine, you must vary
it online before you can use it.

Option 2: The spool-writer is stopped for the printer identified in
this message.

SYS --5837 Invalid SOSI/IGCCPI parameter for
printer (printer idJ ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A value, other than the default value was specified for the SOSI
or lGCCPI parameters on the PRINTER OCL statement. The
output is being printed on a printer that does not support these
parameters.
Enter option 0, I, or 2.

User Response

l:ser Response

Option I: The spool file entry is tried again from the beginning.

Option 0: The spool file entry is held; printing continues with the
next spool file entry.

Option 2: The spool-writer is stopped for the printer identified in
this message.

Option I: Printing continues on this spool file entry; however. the
parameters are ignored.

SYS --5836 Printer (printer idJ is not an IGC24
printer...

Option 2: The spool writer is stopped.

Severity: 5

SYS --5838 Printer (printer idJ is not an IGC18
printer•..

Auto Response:

E:I>plaftatioft
T~

prot:ram that created the data in the spool file entry requested
the output be sent to a printer that can print IGC2.t data. For
examrlc. TYPE·IGC2J may ha\'e been speclfkd on the
PRI'I!:R OCL statement. rhe printer whIch is printing the data
cannot print IGC24 data.
Do one of the following:

•
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Enter option 0 to continue printing the next available spool
file entry.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The program that created the data in the spool file entry requested
the output be sent to a printer that can print IGCI8 data. For
example, TYPE·IGCI8 may have been specified on the
PRINTER OCL statement. The printer which is printing the data
cannot print IGel8 data.
Do one of the following:

•
•
•
•

Enter option 0 to continue printing the next available spool
file entry.
Enter option I to continue printing the spool file entry that
caused this message to be issued. The ideographic data may
be blank or incorrect.
Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer.
If the above options are not appropriate for the action you
want to take, enter one of the following commands:

CANCEL
CHANOE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a STOP' command to stop the spool-writer for the
printer identified in the message. The command is ignored because
the spool-writer is already stopped for that printer.
No operator action is required. However, you can use the
STATUS WRT command to determine the status of the
spool-writer identified in the message. For more information
about the STOP and STATUS commands, refer to the System
Reference manual. SC21-9020.

SYS --5846 (printer id) spool writer will stop for
PAGE or JOB

Ir you enter one or the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message ror you. The System Reference manual,
SC21-9020, contains a description of these commands.
Additional InFormation
If the printer printing the entry cannot print ideographic
characters and if the system supports the ideographic feature, the
ideographic characters are printed as blanks. If the printer cannot
print ideographic characters and the system does not support the
ideographic feature, the printing of ideographic characters is
unpredictable.
If the printer can print ideographic characters, those characters
are printed with the font used by the printer they are being sent to.

User Response

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered either a PAGE parameter or a JOB parameter with
the STOP command for the spool-writer. The printer associated
with the spool-writer is identified in the message.
No operator action is required. The spool-writer stops when the
end of the current page is reached or when the end of the spool file
entry is reached. The parameter you specified in the STOP
command determines when the spool-writer will stop.
You can use the STATUS WRT command to determine the status
of the spool-writer for the printer identified in the message.
For more information about the commands referred to in this
message, refer to the System Reference manual, SC~1-9020.

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. Printing continues with the
next available spool file entry.

SYS --5847 (printer idl spool writer waiting for
START SYSTEM

Option 1: The spool-writer continues to print the spool file entry.
The ideographic data may be blank or incorrect.

Severity: N/A

Option 2: The spool-writer is stopped for the printer identified in
this message.

SYS --5840 Parm (parameter name( not allowed at
display stn
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The command you entered was ignored because the parameter
identified in the message either is not allowed from a command
display station or is not correct for the position specified.
To continue, enter the command with the correct parameter. or
enter it from a console display station where the parameter is
allowed.
For more information about the command you entered, refer to
the System Reference manual. SC21-9020.

Explanation
Aner the system was stopped, you entered a START or
REST ART command for the spool-writer for the printer identified
in the message. You entered the command from a subconsole or
system service display station. The system operator must start the
system again before the START or RESTART command for the
spool-writer can take effect or you can enter the START or
RESTART command from the system console.
No operator action is required after starting the system.
However. you can use the STATUS WRT command to determine
the status of the spool-writer for the printer identified in the
message.
For more information about the commands referred to in this
message. refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --5848 'm'alitl CPI parameter for printer (printer
idl ..·
Severity: 5

S\'S

--5~

Se\'erity: N.'A

(printer idl spool writer previously started
Auto Response:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The parameter that specifics IS characters per inch is not correct
for the printer identified in the message. To continue. do one of
the following:

You entered a ST,\RT command to start the spool·wrlter for the
printer Idenllf:ed In the mcssa;;e. The command IS Ignored because
t!l.spool-\\nter IS already started for that pranter.

•

~o orerator action is required.
1I0wever. you can use the
STA I l S WRT command to determine the status of the printer
idenllfied in the message. For more informallon about the
STATl.;S or the START command. refer to the System Reference
manual. SC21-9020.

S\'S --58-45 (printer idl spool writer pre\'iously stoPIJt.'tI

Enter option 0 to hold the spool file entry. Then enter a
command to send the data to a printer that
prints IS characters per inch. Then enter a RELEASE
command to allow the held file to be printed on that printer.

CIIA~GE

•

Enter option I to continue printing. However, the output
may not be complete.

•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool-writer. and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS-5848) and the name of
the procedure you were running.
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•

If none of the options is appropriate for the IIl:tion you want
to take, you can enter one of the following spool commands:
CANCEL
CHANGE
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter optIOn, The system automatIcally replies to
the message for YO(l,

For a description of any commands referred to in this message
and for a description of any of the procedures referred to in this
message, refer to the System Rejerencemanl.lal, SC21-9020.
Additional Inform:ltillll

If thiS error continues to occur and the printer is onnne, or the
COMPRESS procedure is neither running nor waiting to run, you
may not have enough system storage for the amount of work you
are trying to do on your system. You can use the system
measurement facility (SMF) to see how you are using your system
resources. If you would like more information, refer to the
Sysrem Measurement Facility Guide, SC21·9025.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Surnmary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
cal! for software service.

SYS -b5850 Cmd ignored--no system printer defined
Severity: N/A

Auto Response; N{A

Explanation
You entered a command for the system. printer. However, there
is no system printer assigned at this time.

The FORMS statement or the LINES or the SET proccd;lfe for
the display station scssion, or the PRINTER statement or the
PRINT procedure for the spooled job, specified that the output
be printed at IS chllfacters per inch (CP1). The printer identified
in the message tex~ i:l to re';eive the O\;iput; however, that prir\'l"r
cannot print at that density.

To continue, enter the command again and spe.:ify the correct
printer 10.

User Re:>ilonse

Severity: N{A

Option 0: The spool file entry is held, Printing contmues with the
next available spool file entry.
Option 1: Printing continues for this file. However, if you are
printing more tban 132 characters per line, the printed output
might not be complete and you might lose data, or you might
receive messa!',e S YS--2862 or 5'\"S--6303.

SYS --5851 No spool file entries for printer Iprinter ilil
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There are no spool file entries in the spool file for the prmter
identified in the message to print.
No operator action is required. However. if you think there
should be a spool file enlry for this printer, do the foHcwmg:

Option 2: The spool-writer for the specified pnnter is stopped.

•

Make sure the spool file entry has not already been primed
or canceled.

Nnte: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for soCtware service.

•

Ma,ke sure the SPOOL-NO parameter was not specified for
a PRINTER OCL statement for the job you think shouid
have put data into the spool file.

SYS --5849 Iprinter idJ spool writer restarted but
cannot run

•

Make sure you have specified the correct printer I D
(PRINTER OCL statement, PRINT procedure, SET
procedure, CHANGE 10 command).

Severity; N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Expl:lni"ltion

For more information on printer statemems and procedures, refer
to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

The spool-writer was restarted for the primer identified in the
message. However, an auempt to restart printing failed for any
of the following reasons:

SYS --5852 Unable to perform cmd now. Try again
later

•
•

The printer is offline.

Severity: NiA

•

There is not enough storage available for the spool-writer.

The COMPRF.sS procedure is running or is wailing to run.

To continue, do the following:

•

•

lJse the STATL'S WORKST:>: command to determme if the
printer is offline. If it is, use the VARY command to put it
online.
I f the printer is online, the condition that is preventing the
spool-wnter from pnntmg is temporary. For example. if the
CO\\PRE.C;S procedure IS running, printing Will begin when
the procedure finishes runnmg. The system automaucally
attempts to start printmg "hencvcr a change is made to the
spool fi!e that causes a speol nle emry to become- available
for pnnung. I;or example, prmung wll! be attempted when
any of the following occurs:
A new spool file entry IS added to the spool file.
A CIIA:\GE or RELEASE. command is entered.
The COPYPRT procedure fimshes running.

•
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If you want to start printing immediately, enter the START
or REST ART command for the spool-writer for the affected
printer.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The command you entered cannot be performed now because the
spool me interlock is not obtainable. Try the command again at
a later time.
No operator actIOn is required.

SYS --5853 User ID rcquircd when USER specified
Severity: NIA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The command you entered was ignored because a user 1D was not
specified. When the parameter USER is speCified, a user 10 must
also be specified.
To continue, enter the command with the correct parameters.
For more information about the command you entered, refer to
the System Rejerence manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --5854 Forms number rCtluircd when FORMS
specified
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --5900 VARY command has been started

The command you entered was ignored because a forms number
was not specified. When the parameter FORMS is specified a
forms number must also be specified.

Severity: N/A

To continue, enter the command with the correct parameters.

You entered a VARY command for a remote work station, and
the command is now in process.

For more information about the command you entered, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --5858 Iforms numberl is not a valid forms
number
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Avto Response: N/A

Explanation

No operator action is required. The system displays a message at
the system console to tell you when the VAR Y command
completes.

SYS --5901 Device ID (device idl not configured
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The command you entered was ignor'!d because the specified
parameter is not a valid forms number.
To continue, enter the command with the correct parameter.
For .more information about the command you entered, r'!fer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

The display ID, printer ID, or controller ID you specified in the
VARY command is not on the system.
To continue, enter the correct display or controller 10 and try the
You can use the STATUS WORI<STN
command again.
command to determine the correct display and controller IDs.

SYS --5870 Invalid printer lOB address

SYS --5902 Ready the system printer- and WL

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

The spool dose function cannot complete becausp the printer
inpu(loutput block (lOB) address is not corree!', A task dump has
been taken.

You are trying to perform an IPL, but the locally attached system
printer is not communicating with the system.

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determin.ation manual, and
call for software service.

SYS --5871 Unable to allocate spool file extent
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to allocate an existing spool file extent; however, the
operation did not complete and a dump was taken.

To continue, turn the system printer on, verify that the printer is
properly attached to the system, and try to perform the IPL again.

SYS --5903 VARY unsuccessful--not enough
resources
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a VARY command to put either a remote device or
a local device online.
The VARY command failed for one of the following reasons:

Give the message ID (SYS--5871) to the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job.

•

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

There are not enough resources (I!-ssignifree space ('r task
work area) available at this time to put the remote devic~ or
the local device online.

•

You tried to put the device online after running the
CNFIGSSP procedure without an IPL

SYS --5899 Internal spool error ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system found an internal spool error. Do the following:

To continue. first det.ermine if you need more task work ·area.
Then, either end some tasks or increase the task work area, and
reload the SSP. Use the CNFIGSSP procedure to increase the
task work area and then reload the SSP. If you want more
information. on the C!'\FIGSSP procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

1.

Enter the C\!'\CEL command (enter C"!'\CEL jobname.D
or enter C jobname.D). which will immediately end the job
and take a task dump.

~ote: You must perform an IPL immediately after running the
C:-':fIGSSP procedure. You cannot use the VARY command to
put a device online until an I PL is done.,

2.

Enter option 2 and l!lve the programmer the message I D
(SYS-S899) and the name of the procedure you are running.

SYS --5904 Bad combination of CU-ID and line
numb"...

3.

If thls errC'r continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary
h'rm, found in the System Problem Determination manual,
and call for software service.

Sevcrity: :-':jA

Option 2: If this message is issued for a program that is
prodUCing the printed data. the current job step is ended.
If this message is issued for the spool-writer. the spool-writer is
Slopped.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The VA R Y command you entered is invalid for one of the
following reasons:
•

The control unit is not controlling the specified line.

•

The control unit controls the specified line, but the line is not
switchcd.
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To continue, change the VARY command to contain an allowed
combination of control unit and line number and try the command
again.

SYS ··5905 Remotes not configured at this time
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered the VARY command to place a control unit or
remote work station on line. However, the system is not
conngured for remote work stations.
To continue, run the CNFIGSSP procedure and add remote work
stations to your system connguration. Then perform an IPL.
After the I PL completes, you can try the VARY command again.

(Cmd 3) to return to the menu or prompt display you were using
before you pressed the Help key.

SYS --5910 Requ4.!st invalid--a menu is not displayed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a menu option in the input neld and pressed the Help
key. How.ever, your request was not completed because the
option must be entered on a menu.
To continue, display the menu you want to use, enter the menu
option again, and then press the Help key.

SYS --5911 Help key not allowed from current display

SYS --5906 Invalid line number parm in VAR Y
command

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A
Explanation

You pressed the Help key while a Message display or another
display that does not have help text was active on your display
station.

The line number specined in the line number parameter of a
VARY command is not correct.

SYS --5912 Help key not valid from Standby display

To continue, enter the VAR Y command again, and specify a line
number that is on your system. The correct line numbers are I,
2',3,4, S, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10. You can use the STATUS WORKSTN
command to determine which lines are on your system.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5907 SSP error while processing command
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An error occurred in the system program while it was processing
a command.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed the Help key from the Standby display. The Help
key is not allowed from the Standby display.
The Standby display indicates which commands are- allowed now.

SYS --5913 Help key not valid before IPL sign-on
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Additional Information

You pressed the Help key from the IPL in Progress display.
There is no help text for this display.

The operator entered a VARY or ASSIGN command. An
unexpected return code was received from a remote work station
support module.

No operator action is required.

SYS --5914 The beginning help menu is invalid

To continue, enter another command. However, if this error
continues to occur, nil out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

Severity: N/A

SYS --5908 Specified device not online

A beginning help menu was specified in the user identification file.
However; the system has found an error in the menu name. It
could be a misspelling or an incorrect help menu.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a VARY command to put a device omine. Either the
device is already omine, or you entered an incorrect device ID in
parameter 2.
To continue, if the device I D was not correct, enter a correct I D.
OtherWise, no operator response is reqUired.,

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The beginning help menu is the menu displayed either when you
sign on or when you request system help using the HELP
command.
If you arc signing on, to continue, do one of the following:
•

Enter all zeros in the menu prompt on the sign-on display.

•

Have your security officer change your user pronte in the
user identification file.

!'iote: Enter the STATl:S \\'ORKST~ command to display the
current status of all work stations on the system.

If you are already signed on, to continue, do one of the following:

SYS --5909 IIdp not available for help tcxt display

•

Change the beginning help menu yourself by using the
II ELI' command to display the desired menu and then
pressing command key 24.

Explanation

•

II ave your security officer change your user profile in the
user Identification file.

You pressed the Help key while help information was already
displayed. You cannot use the lIelp key when help information is
already displayed.

SYS --5915 Parameter entered must be

Seyerity: :-.; A

Auto Response: :-.;,A

To continue to display more help text, usc the Roll Up key to
page through the help displays. Otherwise, press command key 3
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Severity: N/A
[xplanation

Auto Response: N/A

OFI~

SYS --5917 POWER OFF command in progress

No operator action is required. However, to see which display
stations are on the system, you can enter a STATUS WORKSTN
command. You could use the VARY command to ;:Iace the
display station you were trying to start online.

Severity: N/A

SYS --5922 Parameter 1 must be GIVE or TAKE

You entered the POWER command with an incorrect parameter.
To continue, entcr POWER OFF.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation·

Severity: N/A

The POWER OFF command you entered cannot complete
because there are other active tasks running on the system. After
a short delay, message SYS-S936 will be issued at the system
console.

There is an error in the CONSOLE command you entered. The
first parameter value must be either GIVE or TAKE.

SYS --5918 User not authorizcd for initial help menu

To continue, enter the CONSOLE command with a correct value
for parameter 1.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

SYS --5923 Specified work station not found
Severity: N/A

Your entry in the user identification file contains a beginning help
menu; however, you are not authorized to use that menu.
If you are signing on, to continue, do .one of the following:
•

Enter all zeros in the menu prompt on the sign-on display.

•

Have your security officer change your beginning help menu
in the user identification file.

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered the CONSOLE command with a display station 10
in parameter 2. However, the display station you specified is not
assigned to any device on the system.

If you are already signed on, to continue, do one of the following:

To continue, enter the CONSOLE command again with the
You can use the STATt:S
correct display station 10.
WORKSTN command to find out which display stations are on
the system.

•

SYS --5924 Device (device id( is not a display station

•

Change the beginning help menu yourself using the HELP
command to display the desired menu and then pressing
command key 24 (Cmd 24).
Have your security officer change your beginning help menu
in the user identification file.

SYS --5919 Help menu invalid as initial sign-on menu
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The beginning help menu is not allowed at this type of display
station, or the beginning help menu is not allowed as a beginning
sign-on menu.
To continue, do one of the following:

•

•

Enter a zero in the menu prompt on the sign-on display.
Then change the initial help menu yourself by using the
HELP command to display the desired menu and then
pressing command key 24 (Cmd 24).
Haye your security officer change the beginning help menu
in the user-J 0 security profile.

SYS --5920 Sen'ice aid authority required
Severity:

~!A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered the CONSOLE command with a display ID for the
parameter. However, the device you specified is not a display
station. The system console can be transferred only to another
display station.
To continue, enter the CONSOLE command again with the
You can use the STATUS
correct display station 10.
WORKSTN command to find out what display stations are on the
system.

SYS --5925 Invalid work station ID specified
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered the CONSOLE command with an incorrect display
10 for the second parameter. A display 10 must be 2 characters
long. You may have_entered the wrong 10 or entered the 10
incorrectly.
You can use the STATUS WORKSTN command to find out
which display stations are on the system.
To continue, enter the CONSOLE command again with the
correct display station 10.

Explanation
You do not ha\'e service aid authority, which is required to use
this command.
1'0 operator aCllon is requIred. lIowevcr, if you must use this
command. ha\'e your security olflcer giyc you service aid
authority.

SYS --5921 'ot ,·:t1id for data or offline terminal
S.e\·ertt)~ ~A

Auto Response: :-.; ,A

Explanation
You entered a command, but the display station you specilied
either was a dIsplay stallon for data only or was offline.

SYS --5926 Display stn (display id) not an altcrnative
console
Seyerity:

~/A

Auto .Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered the CO~SOLE command with the display ID that is
given in the message. lIowever, that display station is not an
alternative system console. The system console can only be
transferred to an alternative console.
To continue, enter the correct display JO if you entered the wrong
one. Ilowcver, if you want to make the system console function
available to this work station, you must first configure it as an
alternative system console.
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SYS --5927 COld display requirt:d at current sys
console
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

To continue, enter the REPLY command again; the system
probably will process it. Otherwise, this message occurs again.

SYS --5933 Messages waiting, but screen is full

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You entered the CONSOLE or CONSOLE TAKE command;
however, the command was not accepted because the console
display is currently displayed at the system console. Do one of the
following:

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

The system tried to display a message on the console display.
However there is not enough blank space on the display for the
messages.

•

Enter the command again; a command display might now
be displayed at the system console.

To continue, respond to some of the messages already displayed.

•

Ask the system operator to switch the system console to the
command display, then enter the command again.

SYS --5934 MSRJE subsystem is not enabled
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --5928 ParOl 2 im·alid if parm 1 not given

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You entered the STATUS MSRJE command from a display
station, but MSRJE is not enabled at this time.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered the CONSOLE command with a second parameter
only. You must specify a value, either GIVE or TAKE, for
parameter 1To continue, enter the command again with GIVE or TAKE as
the first parameter.

SYS --5935 Specified location is not enabled
Severity: N/A

You entered the following command:
STATUS MSRJE,Iocname

SYS --5929 Display ID allowed only at sys console
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The location (Iocname) you specified is not enabled at this time.

Explanation

SYS --5936 Unable to power off the system .. ,

You entered the CONSOLE TAKE command with a display 1D
for the second parameter. This form of the CONSOLE command
is allowed only from the system console.

Severity: 5

To continue, if you want the system console transferred to your
display station, enter CONSOLE or CONSOLE TAKE.

A POWER OFF command was entered while active jobs were on
the system.

SYS --5930 CONSOLE GIVE allowed only at sys
console

•

Enter option 0 to continue powering off the system,
regardless of the active jobs.

•

Enter option 1 to try the POWER OFF command again.
The active jobs may have ended.

You entered the CONSOLE GIVE command; however, this
command can be entered only at the system console.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the POWER OFF command.

If you want the system console function transferred to another
display station, ask the system operator to enter the CONSOLE
GIVE command.

Option 0: The power off process continues; any active jobs are
ignored.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --5931 Cmd not allowed from subconsole display
Severity:

~iA

Auto Response: ':\./A

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

User Response

Option 1: The POWER OFF command is tried again.
Option 3: The POWER OFF command is canceled.
l':ote: This message cannot be automatically responded to.

Explanation

You entered the CO:-;SOLE, CO':\.SOLE TAKE, or PRTY
command; however, the command was not accepted because you
were using the subconsole dIsplay at your dIsplay station.
To continue, return to the command display and. enter the
command a~ain. The OperatinR rour System manual, contams
more mformatton on command dIsplays.

SYS --5932 Console not anlil:lble now. Try again
Severtty: :-; A

Auto Response: :-; fA

SYS --5937 Command ignored--POWER
progress
Severity: N/A

OFl~

in

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered a POWER orr command, but a POWER OFF
command is already in -progress.
To continue, respond to the message that is waiting at the system
console from the previous POWER OFF command.

Explanation

SYS --5938 R C not allowed in STATUS MESSAGE

You entered a REPLY command or tried to display messages at
the system console or subconsole. However, another task is using
the console at thIS time.

Severity: ':'J/A
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Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

You entered a REPLY C (R C) command while the STATUS
MESSAGE command was active. You can enter the R C
command only from the console display at the system console or
subc:onsole.

Explanation

To continue, try the command again from the system or
subc:onsole when the STATUS MESSAGE command is not
active.

•
•

Not signed on,

SYS --5939 Task ID (task id( not found

•

Not a display station. or

•

Not on the system

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The task you specified for STATUS SYSTASK was not found for
one of the following reasons:
•

The task 10 is correct but the task is not active because it
either ended or was canceled.

•

The task 10 is not correct, possibly due to a typing error.

To continue, enter the command again with the correct task 10.
You can use the STATt;S SYSTASK command to find the
correct task 10.

You entered a CANCEL SESSION command for the display
station identified in the message. The command failed because the
display station is:
Not online,

To continue, enter the CANCEL SESSION command again and
specify the correct display station 10.

SYS --5945 Session for Idisplay station idl cannot be
canceled now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The display station you specified in the CANCEL SESSION
command is either doing an inquiry request or running a job.
You can try the command later when the work station is available.

SYS --5941 Job in it not allowed--CO:\IPRESS
requested

SYS --5946 Job name (job namel not found

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You tried to start a procedure; however, the system operator is
running the CO:\1PRESS procedure. No other jobs can be run
while the COMPRESS procedure is running.

You entered a command; however, the job you specified was not
found for one of the following reasons:

To continue, enter your procedure again after the COMPRESS
procedure finishes running.

SYS --5942 Cmd key 9 not allowed; at last segment
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You used command key 9 to display the next segment of a status
display that has several segments. However, the last segment is
already being displayed.
To continue, press a valid command key or enter a valid
command.
Additional Inrormation

The status modules should not wrap around the last segment when
a next segment request (command key 9) is made.

SYS --5943 Cmd key 10 not allowed; at first segment
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You used command key 10 to display a previous segment of a
status display that has several segments. However, the first
segment is now being displayed.
To continue, press a nhd co-mmand key or enter a valid
command.
Additional Information

The status modules ~hould not wrap from the first sc!!ment to the
last sc;!mcnt I'hen a ~rc\'lous segment request (comm:md key IV)
is made.

SYS --5944 (!lisp!;l)' station idl is not a signed-on
display station
Severity:

~

fA

Auto Response: N/A

•

The job name is correct but the job is not active because it
either ended or was canceled.

•

The job name is not correct or is misspelled.

To continue, enter the command again with the correct job naine.
You can use the STATUS USERS (0 U) command or STATUS
SYSTASK (0 T) command to find the correct job name.

SYS --5947 Too many sign-on attempts--(work station
id) l"aried off
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Someone tried to sign on the work station identified in the
message. The person trying to sign on used an incorrect
combination of user 10, password, and badge number. The
system automatically varied the work station omine to prevent the
unauthorized access.
I f the system console operator determines the person trying to
sign on is authorized, then one of the following actions should be
taken:

•

If the work station is locally attached or attached through
Remote Workstation Support (RWS), vary it back on by
using the VAR Y control command.

•

If the work station is attached through Display Station
Pass-Through or Distributed Ilost Command Facility
(DIICF), disable then re-enable the communications
subsystem.

SYS --5948 Too many sil!n-on tries--Cunnot vury off
(work shltion illl
Severity: :-.I!A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Someone tried to sign on the work station identified in the
message. The person trying to sign on used an incorrect
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combination of user ID. passwora. and badge number. The
system tried to vary the work station omine to prevent the
unauthorized access; however. the attempt was not successful.
If the system console operator determines the person trying to
sign on is not authorized, the work station should be varied off by
using the VAR Y control command. Otherwise. no action is
required.

SYS --5950 Incorrect badge ID for (user id) at (display
station id)
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation
You entered a command that reads configuration records.
However. a disk error occurred while the system was accessing the
configuration records.
To continue, try the command again.
Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

SYS --5955 Command not allowed at a data display
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation
The badge you used to sign on, at the display station identified in
the message. is not the badge assigned to your user ID.
To continue. insert the correct badge. If you inserted the correct
badge. contact your security officer for the correct badge
assignment. This message is also displayed at the system console.

SYS --5951 Resource security file not found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered a command that is not allowed at a data display
station.
To continue, enter the command from a command display. Either
have your system operator change your display station to a
command display or use a different display station.

SYS --5956 Error in user identification file
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation

Your resource security file was either removed or destroyed.
Your resource security file must be restored before you can
continue. Contact your master security officer and report the
message ID (SYS--5951).

A syntax error occurred when you listed the user I D file. The
error is in the record or line of data that was printed or displayed
immediately before this error occurred.

The master security officer should contact the programming
service representative.

To correct this error, run the SEC EDIT procedure. The System
Security Guide, SC21-9042 contains more information on the
SECEDIT procedure.

SYS --5952 (library name) not in resource security file

SYS --5957 Error in user ID file index sector

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

The library identified in the message is a secured library. but it has
no record in the resource security file.

An error occurred when you ran the SECLIST procedure. The
number of records in the user ID file docs not match the number
in the system. A system error may have caused this error, or
someone may have tried to change the user ID file.

This message can also be issued if message SYS--8669 occurred
after an [PL, but the error was not corrected at that time. If this
is the case, follow the recovery for SYS--8669.
Otherwise, before you continue, a security officer must create a
record for this library before you can use it. This message will
appear at both the display station where the error occurred and at
the system console.

SYS --5953 Cannot log security info to history file
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

If you have a copy of the user I D file, you should restore the file.
using the SECREST procedure.

SYS --5958 The user identification file has been
restored
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The master securitv officer ran the SECREST procedure. This
message tells you tl',1i the user ID file is successfully restored.

Explanation
Security information for the operation you tried cannot be logged
to to the history file. Either there is a problem with the history
file, or a message cannot be retrieved from message member
==\IS02.
You can use the HISTORY procedure to print as much of the
history file as pOSSIble and then reset the history file. You can also
replace the ==\IS02 message member from a backup diskette.
TillS mess<l;!e arrears at both the display station where the error
~rred and at the system console.

No further operator action is required.

SYS --5959 VTOC and password security config
conflict
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

",ole: If thiS error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual. and
call for software service.

An error was found when you performed an IPL.
The
informauon contained in the VTOC docs not match the security
configuration. The system has tried to correct the problem;
however, you should notify your master security officer and
report the message )[) (SYS-5959).

SYS --5954 Disk I/O error on configuration record

Before calling for software service, try to save and restore the user
ID file.

Severity: :--;,A
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AutoResponse:N/A

This message is issued at IPL by #MSPR. Fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.

SYS --5960 No room for new master security officer
Severity: 5

You ran the SECDEF procedure to remove the user ID file;
however, the file cannot be removed if password security is
currently active.
To remove the user 10 file you must deactivate password security
(SECDEF procedure), perform an IPL, and then remove the user
ID file, using the SECDEF procedure. Enter option 2 or 3 to
cancel your request.

Auto Response:

Explanation
You entered a profile for a new master security officer while
activating password security. The user ID file is not large enough
to contain the new user profile. To continue, enter an existing
userid for the master security officer.
To add the new profile, do one of the following:
•

Use the SECSAVE and SECREST procedures to increase
the size of the user ID file.

•

Use the SECEDIT USERID procedure to add the user
profile. This procedure will automatically make the user ID
file larger.

Run the SECDEF procedure again to activate password security.
You can then use the new user ID and password for the master
security officer.
The System Security Guide, SC21-9042,
information on increasing the file size.

Explanation

contains

more

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5964 Password security scheduled to be
activated .••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You ran the SEeDEF procedure to remove the user 10 file;
however. the operation did not complete because password
security is scheduled to be activated at the next I PL. Do one of
the following:

SYS --5961 Permanent disk error on user ID file ...

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing.

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

You ran a security procedure that needed the user 10 file.
However, the system found a permanent disk error in the disk
areas involving the user ID file. You cannot continue operations
that require password security.

Option 0: The job continues. The user ID file is removed, and
password security will not be activated at the next IPL.

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request, and then give the
message ID (SYS--S961) to your master security officer.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can. continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --5965 Cannot activatc password security ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

Note: If the problem continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.

You' ran the SECDEF procedure to activate password security.
However. this cannot be done because the user 10 file does not
exist. To continue, you must first create the user 10 file, using the
SECDEF procedure, or restore it, using the SECREST procedure.
Then you can activate password security.

SYS --5962 The user ID file docs not currently exist •••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to run a security procedure that needed the user ID file;
ho\\ e\'Cr, the user I D file docs not exist.
The user 10 file must be either created (SECDEF procedure) or
restored (SECREST procedure) before you can continue. Enter
option 2 or J to cancel your request.

t:ser Rtsponse
Option 2: The job step IS ended. Any data created up \0 this point
is .preserved. and the Job can continue \\ Jlh the next Job step.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by prevIous steps in
thiS Job IS saved, but data created by thiS step IS lost.

SYS --5963 File cannot be rCnJm'ed if password
security acth'c
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS--5966 1)a.'>Sword security already sct to be
actin,ted ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You ran the SECDEF procedure to either activate or deactivate
password security.
However, password security is already
scheduled to be activated at the next IPL. Do one of the
following:
•

If you are scheduling password security to be deactivated.
enler option 0 to continue processing.
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•

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

User Response
Option 0: The job continues.
deactivated at the next IPL.

Password security will be

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is,canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5970 Cannot activate badge security ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --5967 Password security already set to be
deacth·ated ...

You ran the SECDEF procedure to activate badge security;
however, password security is not scheduled to be activated at the
next IPL. Badge security requires that password security be
active.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:
Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel this' request. Then you can first
activate password security, and then activate badge security.

Explanation
You ran the SECDBF procedure to either activate or deactivate
password security.
However, password security is already
scheduled to be deactivated at the next IPL.
Do one of the following:

•

are scheduling password security to be activated,
enter option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

If

y01'!

User Response
Option 0: The job continues, Password security will be activated
ai Ih,~ next IPL
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserveQ, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5968 Password security not active...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You ran the SECDEF procedure to deactivate password security.
However, password security is neither active now nor scheduled
to be activated at the next IPL.
Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10sl..

SYS --5971 Badge security already schcduk-d to be
activated ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
You ran the SECDEF procedure to either activate or deactivate
badge security. However. badge security is already scheduled to
be activated at the next IPL
Do one of the following:

•

If you are scheduling badge security to be deactivated. enter
option 0 to continue processing.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

User Response
Option 0: The job continues. Badge security will be deactivated
at the next IPL.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5972 Badge security already sct to be
deactivated ...

SYS --5969 Badgc security schedukd to be
aclh·atcd .••

Severity: S

SC\'erilY: S

AUIO Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

You ran the SECDEr procedure to either activate or deactivate
badge security; however, badge security is already scheduled to be
deactivated at the next I PL.

You ran the SECDEF procedure to deacti\'ate password security.
This operation also deactivates badge secunty. whIch is already
scheduled to be activated at the next IPL

Do one of the following:
•

If you are scheduling badge security to be activated. enter
opllon 0 to continue processing
Fnter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

Do one of the followmg:

•

Ir you want bad!!e security to be t!caclivatcd. entcr option O.

•

•

If you want bad[!e security and password security to remain
acllve. enter optIOn 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

Uscr Response

\;ser Response

Option 0: The job continues. Badge security will be activated at
the next I PL.

Option 0: The job continues. Badge security. as well as password
secUrity, will not be active at the next 11'1..

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

3488

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --5973 Badge security not active.••

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You ran the SECDEF procedure to deactivate badge security.
However. badge security is not currently active and is not
scheduled to be activated at the next I PL.
Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.
t:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5974 Cannot restore file; no master security
officer ...
Severity: 5

SYS --5977 Beginning of active records reached

Auto Response:

Explanation
You ran the SECREST procedure to restore the saved user 10
file; however, the file has no master security officer and password
security is active. Therefore, you cannot restore this file.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran the SECEDIT procedure and used the Roll Down key to
scroll backwards through the user 10 file. You have reached the
first record in the file.
To continue, press any command key. or use the Roll Up key to
go forward through the file.

SYS --5978 End of active records reached
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran the SECEDIT procedure and used the Roll Up key to
scroll forward through the user 10 file. You have reached the las~
record in this file.
To continue. press any command key, or use the Roll Down key
to go backward through the file.

SYS --5979 User id file cannot be extended

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

Severity: NjA

t:scr Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You have tried to add a user or location profile to the user 10 file.
However, the user 10 file is currently full and there is no room
on disk to extend it.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

If you want more information on making the user ID file larger.
refer to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Note: If you want to restore this fIle, first run the SECDEF
procedure to deactivate password security. Then perform an IPL
and run the SECREST procedure to restore the file.

SYS --5980 Cannot rcmoye only master security
officer

SYS --5975 Incorrect password config file name

Severity: N/A

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred when you performed an IPL The user 10 file
name in the security information is not correct.
Contact your master security officer and report the message ID
(SYS-597S) that appeared at the IPL

You were running the SECEDIT procedure and pressed command
key 4 to remove the profile of the only master security officer.
This is not allowed because there must always be at least one
master security officer if password security is active.
To continue processing, press another command key or a roll key.

SYS --5981
SYS --5976 Iproc namel cannot run with other

security procs .••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to run the security PJocedure named in the message
while someone else was runmng a security procedure. The two
procedur('s cannot run at the same !lrne. You can try again when
!hc other proccd'Jfe has fimshed running.
Tocontinue, do one of the followmg,:

•
•

Enter option I to try the procedure again .
Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.

t.:scr Hl'Sponse
Option I: The security procedure is tried again.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: NjA

~ot

allowed to assign this security class

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran the SECEDIT procedure and tried to assign a security
classification, either security officer or master security officer, to
a profile. Your security status is not high enough to add or
change the classification of security officers or master security
officers. Only a master security officer can assign a security
classification of \\ or S.
To continue, do one of the following:

•

Change the security classification of the profile .

•

Cancel the operation by pressing another command key or
roll key .

SYS --5982 i\lastcr security officer class cannot
change
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Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran the SECEOIT procedure and tried to change the security
classification of a master security officer. However, this cannot
be done because there is only one master security officer profile in
the file. When password security is active, there must be at least
one master security officer in the file.

Explanation

Password security is active, but the user 10 file either has not
been created or it has been lost or damaged. This is a serious
condition. No one is authorized to use the system; therefore, you
can sign on only with the override user 10 and password.
Do one of the following:
•

Sign on with the override user 10 and password, and then
immediately restore a backup copy of the user 10 file, using
the SECREST procedure.

•

Run the .SECOEF procedure to deactivate password
security; then perform another IPL.

Explanation

•

Contact the programmer responsible for maintaining this
job and report the message ID (SYS.-5987).

You were running the SECEOIT procedure, and you tried to
create or change a master security officer profile. However, you
cannot restrict a master security officer to a menu or procedure
by putting Y in the mandatory menu prompt or the mandatory
procedure prompt.

SYS --5988 User ID file does not match config file
name ...

To continue, press any command key or roll key.

SYS --5983 Cannot restrict master security officer
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

To continue, do one of the following:
•

Change the menu mandatory prompt to N.

•

Change the profile to a security classification other than
master security officer.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --5984 User ID already exists in file

An error was found when you were running the SECEOIT
procedure. The file name in the index sector for the user I [) file
does not match the file name in the security configuration
information. This could indicate that someone has tried to change
the file.

Severity: N/A

Do one of the following:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing; however, the results
cannot be predicted.

You were running the SECEDIT procedure, and you tried to add
a profile to the user I D file. However, that particular user I D
already exists in the file.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and contact your master security officer
to report the message ID (SYS--5988) and the name of the
procedure you were running when the error occurred.

To continue, do one of the following:

•

Change the user 10 field.

•

Remove the profile with the existing user 10 and add the
new profile.

SYS --59851'\ot allowed access to this profile
Severity: N/A

User Response
Option 0: The job continues.

Auto Response: N/A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --5989 File specified is not a saved user ID file ...

You were running the SECEDIT procedure and tried to scan by
entering a user I D. The profile exists, but you are not authorized
to access this profile, which belongs to another security officer or
to a master security officer.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

To continue, do one of the following:

You were running the SECREST procedure to restore a user 10
file; however, the file you specified is not a saved user 1D file.

•
•

To continue. enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the procedure. and then
run the SECREST procedure again, specifying a dIfferent saved
user ID file.

Press a command key or roll key to exit Scan mode.
Enter a different user 1D.

SYS --5986 :\'0 profile found for this user ID

t;ser Response

Sererity: :\' A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

~: A

Explanation

You were running the SECEDIT procedure and tried to scan by
enter 109 a user ID. 1I0we\er. there is no profile In the user ID
file for the user I [) you e:1:ercd.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Tocontlnue. do one of the follOWing:

SYS --5990 Parameicr Iparameter location) must be
FI, 11, '1'1, '1'2, or TC

•

Pr~5S

Severity: 5

•

Enter a

a command key or roll key to exit Scan mode.
dlrr~rent

user 10.

SYS --5987 St'('urity activated without USl'r ID file
Seventy: 5
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

EXJ1lanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--5990) and the
parameter locallon from the message.

Additional Information

This message was issued by the SECREST or SECSAVE
procedure. An attempt was being made to save or restore the user
identification file or the resource security file. However, the
parameter that specifies from where the file is to be saved or
restored is incorrect or missing. The incorrect or missing
parameter is at the location given in the message and must be Ft
(disk), 11 (diskette), Tt (tape drive 1), T2 (tape drive 2), or TC
(tape cartridge).
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5991 Parameter Iparameter location) may not
be specificd for diskette (11)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The parameter you entered at the location given in the message is
allowed only when saving or restoring to or from tape. This
parameter is incorrect for diskette (11).
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--S99I ).
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

The identified parameter should only be specified if saving or
restoring information from diskette.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--S994).
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lo~t.

SYS --5995 Iproeedure name) cannot run if evoked or
run from job queue...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The procedure named in the message was either evoked or run
from the job queue. However. this procedure requires a displa)
station for input and cannot be evoked or run from the job queue.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 1D
(SYS--S99S).
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --5996 Sys/34 res security file not in diskette
file .•.
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --5992 No active profiles to display

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You ran the SECCONV procedure to convert a System/3'
resource security file to a System/36 resource security Iile
However. the System!34 resource security file docs not exis
within the System/34 security diskette file that was saved.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You ran the SECEDIT procedure and tried to work with existing
user profiles. However, either no user profiles exist in the user I D
file or no profiles are authorized for you to see. If password
security is active. you removed your own profile, and all the other
profiles belong to security officers.

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request.
User Response

To continue. do one of the following:

Option 2: The SECCONV procedure is canceled. If the passworl
security file was previously converted, it will still be converted.

•

Enter a new profile.

Option 3: The job is canceled. If the password security file wa
previously converted. it will still be converted.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure.

SYS --5997 System/34 lfile name) file com'erted to
(security file name)

SYS --5993 Parameter Iparameter location) may not
be specified for disk (Fl)

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

The parameter at the location given in the messa!!e is incorrect
when you are saving or restoring information from the disk. The
identified parameter should only be specified if saving or restoring
from diskette or tape.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--S993).
t.:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SfS --5994 Parm Iparameter loc~lti()nl may not be
specified for hlpe (Tl, T2 or TC)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

You ran the SECCONV procedure to convert a System/3.
password or resource file to a saved System/36 security file. Th
opcrallon completed successfully.
Enter option 0 to continue processing.
Lscr Response

Option 0: The job continues.

SYS --5998 Error com'erting System/34 (file namel
file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You ran the SECCO:-lV procedure; however. an error occurred il
the saved Systemi34 diskette security file.

Explanation

Do one of the following:

The parameter at the location given in the message is incorrect
when you are saving or restoring information to or from tape.

•

Enter option 0 to continue with the current file. The ba;
record will be skipped.
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•

If the error is in a password file, enter option 1 to end the
conversion of the password file, and start the conversion of
the resource file if requested.

•

Enter option 2 to cancel the step, and give the message I D
(SYS--S998) and the procedure you were running to your
security officer.

Option 0: The job continues. The bad record is skipped.
Option 1: The password file conversion is ended. Resource file
conversion is started if it was requested and if the error is in the
System/34 password file.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --5999 I)W parm allowed only if password
security active .•.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

You ran the SECLIST procedure and requested a listing of the
passwords for each user ID profile in the user 10 file. However,
the passwords cannot be listed because password security is not
active.
Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel your request. You can then run the
SECDEF procedure to activate password security. Run the
SECLIST procedure again to list the passwords.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6001 File )file label) has been extended
Auto Response: ,:\/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The EXTE,:\D parameter was
specified in a FI LE OCL statement. The file identified in the
message text has been extended.
No operator action is required.
history file only.

SYS --6002
Severity: N/A

This message is logged to the

~ot

enough disk space to extend file )file
label)
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The EXTEND parameter was
specified in a FILE OCL statement, but there is not enough disk
space available; therefore, the file identified in the message text is
not extended.

The file identified in the message text was specified for file
extension. However, the file is in the reserved area of the disk,
and file extension will extend it outside the reserved area. Do one
of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0 to extend the file outside of the reserve area
(if disk space is available).
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--6004) and the file label from the message.

User Response
Option 0: Processing continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this JOD step are lost.

SYS --6005 extend(..'ti file )tiIe labell > maximum file
size
Severity: N/A

This is an informational message. The old file size plus the extend
value would make the file greater than the maximum file size. If
the file was allocated in records, the maximum file size is 8,000,000
records. If the file was allocated in blocks. the maximum file size
could be as much as 16,777,200 records. The file identified in the
message text is not extended.
No operator action is required.
history file only.

This message is logged to the

SYS --6006 Waiting to keysort this file--(fiIe label) ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The kcysort utility was activated to sort a file; however, the file is
currently being used exclusively by another task. The utility will
wait until the file is available to do the sort. The file label is
identified in the message text.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to try again to sort this file.

•

SYS --6003 Disk I/O error--trying to extend file )file
label)

t:ser Response

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

No operator action is required.' This message is logged to the
history file only.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

Explanation

Severity: N/A

This message is logged to the

SYS --6004 File (file label) being extended outside
resen'e area

User Response

Severity: 5

No operator action is required.
history file only.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
I D (S .... S >-6006) and the file label from the message.

Option 1: The operation is tried again.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is canceled. The file is not changed in any
way. The job can continue with the next step.

This is an informational message. A read or write error occurred
while the system was trying to move the disk file identified in the
message text to the new area on disk.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created or changed by
prevIous steps in this job is saved, and previous sorts in this step
are completed.
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SYS --6007 file lfile labell is a remote file-cannot be
extended

SYS --6011 lfile labell--Cannot keysort a non indexed
file

Severity: N/A

Severity: 5

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

This is an informational message.

The KEYSORT procedure or SDDST keysort utility was activate.
to sort the file identified in the message text. However, the file i
not an indexed file.

No operator action is required. This message is logged to thl!
history file only.

SYS --6008 File (file label) docs not exist

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to ignore the KEYSORT utility contre
statement that caused this error. The next statement i
processed.

Explanation

•

The KEYSORT procedure or SDDST keysort utility was activated
to sort the file identified in the message text. However, this tile is
not currently on disk. The file label might be specified incorrectly
in the utility control statemenL

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I [
(SYS--6011) and the file label from the message.

User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to ignore the utility control statement that
caused this error. The next statement is processed.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-6008) and the file label from the message.

Option 1:
statement.

Processing continues with the next utility contre

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps il
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

SYS --6100

LA~ (line numberl-- Local Adapter
Address/SAl) error...

User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option I:
statement.

Explanation

Processing continues with the next utility control

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6009 Cannot keysort file (file label) using
inquiry
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The KEYSORT procedure or SDDST keysort utility was activated
during inquiry. However, the file identified in the message is
currently being used by another task(s) and the program the
inquiry was made to may be using the tile.
Under this
circumstance, the KEYSORT procedure does not wait to get
exclusive use of the tile.

The initial attempt to start a session failed because -the network 0
the network adapter returned an error while trying to add the 10Cl
Adapter Address or the local SAP to the IB~ Token-Rin
Network. This could mean:

•

The local Adapter Address is in use or is invalid; correct th
local Adapter Address override.

•

The local SAP is in use or is invalid; correct the local SAl
(It must be divisible by four and not all zeros.)

To correct the local Adapter Address override or the local SA
run the CNPIGICF or CNrIGSSP procedures.
User Response

Option 2: This cancels the connection

a~tempt

for the LAN line,

SYS --6110 The library named above already exists ..

Do one of the following:

Severity: S

•

Enter option 1 to ignore the KEYSORT utility control
statement that caused this error. The next statement is
processed.

Explanation

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S'I"S--6009) and the tile label from the message.

Auto Response:

The PTP procedure is running, the library (whose name appeal
to the left of the message text) already exists on disk. The Iibrar
on disk will be deleted before restoring a library with the sam
name from diskette.'

t:scr Response

t:ser Response

Option 1:
statemenL

Option 0: Delete the existing library and restore a new one frol
the diskette.

Processing continues "'ith the next utility control

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is saved, but data created-by this step is lost.

Option 2:
library.

SYS ··6010 Keysort rompleh.'tI for file lfilc namel

Option J: Cancel the job and do not delete the existing library.

Seventy: :-.: A

SYS --6111 Dl'dicated system required for this PTF
function ...

Auto Response: :-':,A

Explanation

This IS an mformational message. A KEYSORT utility control
statement was specified to sort the file identified· in the message
text. This message indicates that the keysort has occurred.
This message is logged to the history liIe only.

Severity: S

Cancel the job step and do not delete the existin

Auto Response:

Explanation

The PTF function requested requires that the system be dedicate(
This means that all of the following must be true:
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•
•

No other jobs are being run

Severity: 3

No other users are signed on at other display stations

Explanation

•

Remote work stations are offline

•
•

Interactive communications feature (SSP-ICF) sessions are
disabled

The OCL statement you just entered was ignored because
parameter 1 is not allowed in an OCL statement. For more
information about what parameters are allowed with the START,
STOP, CHANGE, and CANCEL OCL statements, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-7920.

Communications lines are omine

Auto Response: 3

User Response

User Response

Option I: Retry to see if the system is dedicated now. Other tasks
may have finished or been canceled.
Option 2: Cancel the job step.

Option 1: This option is aHowed oilly ifyuu are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 3: Cancel the job.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6112 Apply PTF diskette (volume ID needed(
before (volume ID being usedl ...

SYS --6122 Vary OCL is not allowed for the
SYSTEM CONSOLE

Severity: S

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

The PTF diskette identified by the first volume ID in the message
text should be applied before the diskette being used. The diskette
being used is identified by the second volume ID.

The VARY OCL statement is not allowed for the SYSTEM
CONSOLE.

Do one of the following:

For more information about the statement you entered, refer to
the Operating Your System manual.

To continue, enter the statement with the correct parameter.

•

Enter option 0 to continue with this diskette,

•

Enter option 2 to cancel the job step.

User Response

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

User Response

Option I: This option is allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Option 0: The job continues. The PTF diskette that was being
used when the message was displayed will be processed.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next step.

SYS --6123 Invalid forms number used in OCL
statement

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

•

SYS --6120 Invalid MRTWAIT parameter--must be
YES or 1'\0
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The statement you entered was ignored because an invalid forms
number was specified.
To continue, enter the statement with the correct parameter.
For more information about the statement you entered, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-7920.

procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

User Response

If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard. the
MRTWAIT parameter in the ATTR OCL statement must be YES
or NO.

Option I: This option is .allowed only if you are entering OCL
statements from the keyboard. The OCL statement that caused
this error is ignored; enter the correct OCL statement.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option I and enter the correct OCL statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS-6120) and the name of the procedure you were
running_

SYS --6147 Vnable to run Displaywrite 36...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
J.;ser Response

Option I: The OCL statement that caused this error is ignored.
This option is allowed only if you are entermg OCL statements
from the keyboard.

You are trying to run Displaywrite 36 but the current release was
not installed properly. See your system operator for assistance.
Enter opllon 3 to cancel the job.
L:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled.

SYS --6121 Operand not allowed in a procedure

SYS --6148 Unable to run Qucry/36 ...
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Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

0001

Input error: IPF cannot process the input data
stream because it contains an unrecognizable
command.

0001

Output'burrer overOow: IPF's output buffer cannot
contain all the data to be printed on the current
page. If the amount of data is decreased, IPF may
be able to process it without an error.

0003

ARR stack overnow: IPF's internal Address Return
Register stack has overflowed. This is a serious
error. Call for service.

0004

Graphics Disk File error: An error occurred while
Check the
processing a graphics disk file.
CATALOG listing to make 'sure you have disk
space available. It may be necessary to run the
COMPRESS procedure. If this error continues to
occur, call for service.

Explanation
You are trying to run Query 36 but the current release was not
installed properly. See your system operator for assistance. Enter
option J to cancel the job.
User Resporise
Option 3: The job is canceled.

SYS --6149 t:nable to run Personal Services 36...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: J

Explanation
You are trying to run Personal Services 36 but the current release
was not installed properly. See your system operator for
assistance. Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled.

SYS --6150 Printer file lfile namel bas invalid record
kngth
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in a file description for the program you are
running.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 2. Message SYS··2209 will follow, at which
time you must cancel the job.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS ••6150) and the file name from the message.

Additional Inrormation
A record length greater than 255 was specified for a printer file.
The maximum record length is 255.
\;ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended after the system checks all file
descriptions (DTFs) for errors. :\Iessage SYS··2209 follows,
requiring you to cancel the job. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step may be lost.
Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --6152 IPF error while using printer (printer id(
ECQ·(exception condition qualifierl
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 3

[xplanation
The Systemf36 Intelligent Printer Facility (IPF) has encountered
an internal processing error. It cannot continue processing. The
exception condition qualifier (ECQ) in the message defines the
type of error. The printer I D of the printer which II'F was using
is also displayed in the message text.
Enter option 0 to print the next spool file entry, or option I to
retry the current spool file entry from the beginning. Enter option
2 to stop the spool writer, or option 3 to cancel the job.
Additional Inrormation
Possible Exception Condition Qualifiers are:

User Response
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry is
printed.
Option 1: If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file
entry is tried again from the beginning.
If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries to
process the print file again.
Option 2: If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops
the spool writer.
If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may return
control to the program you are running. For mosi programs, the
job step is ended; data created up to this step is saved and the job
can continue with the next step.
If the system does not return control to the executing program, it
checks for errors in any other file descriptions (DTFs) for the
program. Message SYS·2209 is issued, at which time you must
cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step is saved. '
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; data created by this step may be lost. Updated
records already written to disk remain updated, and records
already deleted from the disk no longer exist. If data files are
shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --6153 FMS error while using printer (printer idl
ECQ-Iexception condition qualifierl
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 3

[xplanation
The System/36 Intelligent Printer Facility (IPF) has encountered
an error while using Folder Management Services (FMS). It
cannot continue processing. The exception condition qualifier
(ECQ) displayed in this message contains the FMS error. To
determine exactly where FMS detected the error, use the message
ID displayed in the ECQ. Go to the message ID in this manual
to get a list of the FMS errors. The printer I D of the printer that
IJ> F was using is also displayed in the message text,
Enter option 0 to print the next spool file entry, or option 1 to
retry the current spool ,file entry from the beginning. Enter option
2 to stop the spool writer, or option 3 to cancel the job.
t:ser I{esponse
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry is
printed.
Option 1: If the printed output has been spooled, the spool
entry is tried again from the beginning.

me

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries to
process the print file again.
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)plion 2: If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops
he spool writer.

r the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may return
:antrol to the program you are running. For most programs, the
ob step is ended; data created up to this step is saved and the job
:an continue with the next step.
r the

system does not return control to the executing program, it
:hecks for errors in any other file descriptions (DTFs) for the
)rogram. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at which time you must
:ancel the job. Any data created by a previous step is saved.
)plion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved; data created by this step may be lost. Updated
'ccords already written to disk remain updated, and records
L1ready deleted from the disk no longer exist. If data files are
•hared, new rccords added to the file are saved.

Option 0: The system continues printing the file. Select this
option after you are satisfied that the forms are positioned
correctly.
Option 1: The system prints the same line, then issues this
message again.

SYS --6200 )file labcl)--Cannot add to I file with
trailer labels
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--6200) and the file label from
the message .
Additional Inrormation

iYS --6155 Second parameter must be FILE
;everity: 2

Data cannot be added to an existing I-exchange format diskette
file if the diskette file contains trailer labels.

Auto Response: 0

::xplanation

User Response

rhere is an error in the job you are running. The second
)arameter for the PRTGRAPH procedure must be the word
~I LE. The job you are running has specified something other
han FILE.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Jser Response

SYS --6201 Invalid header labels in file )file label)

)ption 2: The PRTGRAPH procedure is ended.
:ontinues with the next job step.

Processing

)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
:his job is saved but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6156 Invalid width -- must be 5 characters or
less
;everity: 2

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is losL

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
rhere is an error in the job you are running. The fourth
parameter for the PRTGRAPH procedure, the width parameter,
must be five characters or less.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is a programming error. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--6201) and the file label from
the message.
Additional Information
You were transferring an I-exchange file from diskette to disk. A
diskette with header labels was found following a diskette without
header labels. If header labels are specified, they must be specified
at the beginning of the file, before any data.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Vser Response
Option 2: The PRTGRAPH procedure is ended.
continues with the next job step.

Processing

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6202 1/0 error on diskette file )file label)

SYS --6160 Position the forms in printer )printer id) ...

Severity: 5

Sc\'eri!~~

Explanation

5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

I'C<lllon the forms in the prmter to the correct line. Then do the
follOWing:

A diskette riO error occurred on the first write of data during an
add operation for the file identified in the message. If present, the
characters to the right of the message identify the diskette
magazine drive location.

•

Enter option I to print the same line again, thus checking
the position of the form.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-6202) and the file name identified in the message.

•

When you are satisfied that the forms arc positioned
correctly, you can then enter option 0 to continue printing.

Additional Information'

Explanation

Ad1titional Inrormation
A program is requesting that the forms be positioned on the
printer, or an AUG:\- YES parameter was specified on a
PRI :\TER OCL statement for the printer identified in the
message text. Check the forms position with the line that was just
printed.
.
t:ser nesponse
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:-':on·SYSLOG users should copy the data file to be added to
another diskette and submit this job again.
t:ser I{esllonse
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data createll by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6203 Cimnot output to a write protected
diskette

Auto Response:

Severity: S
Explanation

The diskette is write protected. It is not possible to output or add
to this diskette while it is write protected. If there are characters
to the right of the message, they identify the location of the
diskette in the magazine drive.
El11er option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--6203).
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6250 Iposition and Icngth of key ficldl--Key
ficld specified not within rccord.
Severity: 5

AUla Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, you might have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard
for the SrBlD utility, there is an error in the RECl,
POSITIO~(POSITI:-.1I),
LE!\:GTH(LENGTHI), POSITIN2,
lE!\:GTI12, POSITlN3, or LENGTH3 parameters for the FILE
utility control statement. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1. Enter the correct FilE utility control
statement or enter the E:-.ID utility control statement to end
the SFBLD utility program.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (S YS--6250), the key postion and length of the key field
from the message and the name of the procedure or utility
you were running.

Additional Information

The file build utility (SFBLD) issued this message. You tried to
create a primary. indexed or alternative indexed file, but the key
position or key length specified for one of the key fields indicated
the key is larger than the records in the file.
If the error is in the BLDFILE procedure or the BlDlNDEX
procedure, do the following:
•

•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6251 BLDFILE parm 2 must be D, S or I
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--62SI) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Inrormation

The BLDFILE procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the BLDFILE procedure to create a file, but parameter 2 was not
a D (direct), I (indexed). or S (sequential). for more information
about the BLDFILE procedure, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by thiS step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6252 HLDFILE parm 7 must be T, J, S or not
gh'cn
Severit.y: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--6252) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional InFormation

The BLDFILE procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the BlDFllE procedure to create a file, but parameter 7 was not
a T (resident), J (job), or S (scratch). For more information about
the BlDFILE procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC2)-9020.
User Response
~pti~n~: ~he

job is canceled. Any data created by previous steps
thiS lob IS saved. Any files already created by this step are
saved, but this file is not created.

If the BLDFILE procedure was running, correct any errors
in the following parameters and run the job again:

In

•

SYS --6253 BLDFILE parm 11 must be DUl)KEY,
:\ODUPKEY or null

Parameter S (record length)
Parameter 8 (key position)
Parameter 9 (key length)

If the. BlDI:"DEX procedure was running, correct any
errors In the following parameters and run the job again:

•
•
•
•

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Pa~a~cter

2 (posItion of the first kcy field)
3 (length of the first key lield)
8 (poSllionof the second key field)
9 (length of the second key field)
10 (poSItion of the third key ficld)
II (knbth of the third key f:c1d)

FOr more mformatIon about the IILDFlI.E or IILDI:,\DEX
rroce":urc. and the 1'1 I.E or E:,\ D ulliny control statcment, refcr
to the System R'fcrence manual, Se21-i920.
l'~r

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data and files created up to this
step are saved and the job continues with the next job step.

Rl'Sponse

Option I: The statement that caused this error is ignored. This
option is allowed only if you are entermg utility control statements
from the keyboard.

Severity: 5

Aula Response:

Explanation

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--6253) and the name of the
procedure you were ruiming.
Additional Information

The 1\ LD 1'1 I.E procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the BLDFII.E procedure to creatc an indexed file. but parameter
II was not Dl;PKEY (allow duplicate keys in the file) or
;'I;ODL: I'KEY (do not allow duplicate keys in the file) or was not
sp~cified. For more information about the BLDFILE procedure,
reler to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by steps in this job are
saved, but this file is not created.

Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--6256) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

SYS --6254 BLDINDEX parm 6 must be DUPKEY,
NODUI>KEY or null

Additional Information

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter, or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--6254) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Information

The BLDFILE procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the BLDFILE procedure to create a disk file, but parameter 3 was
not RECORDS (file is allocated by records) or BLOCKS (file is
allocated by blocks). For more information about the BLDFILE
procedure. refer to the System Reference manual. SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by steps in this job are
saved. but this file is not created.

The RLDINDEX procedure issued this message. You tried to use
the BLDINDEX procedure to create an alternative index file, but
parameter 6 was not DUPKEY (allow duplicate keys in the file)
or NODUPKEY (do not allow duplicate keys in the tile) or was
not specified. For more information about the BLDINDEX
procedure, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Severity: 3

User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6255 Key length and position required for index
file.
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --6257 File location value specified is invalid

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the LOCATION parameter for a "FILE utility control statement
is incorrect.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1. Enter the correct FILE utility control
statement or enter the EN D utility control statement to end
the utility.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--6257) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Explanation
Yoy are running the BLDFILE procedure, you might have
incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter or there is an
error in the procedure. do one of the following:
•

Enter option H (if allowed) and enter either or both the key
position or key length again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--62S5)and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Additional Information
The BLD FI LE procedure issued this message. You tried to create
an indexed file (parameter 2 is an I), but either or both the key
position (parameter 8) or key length (parameter 9) was not given.
If the error occurred while you were running the BLDFILE
procedure, take the H option and enter the key position and key
length.
If the H option is not allowed, the BLDFILE procedure was
either on the JOBQ or was EVOKED. Take option 3 and correct
the error.
If you want more information about the BLDFILE or
BU)I:-\DEX procedure, and the FILE or E:-\D utihty control
statemcnt. rcfcr to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
l:wr Rrsponse

Option 3: Tr.c job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
llus Job IS S3\'ed. Any tiles already created by this step are saved,
but thiS li~c IS not created.

SYS --6256 BI.DFlLE parm 3 must be BLOCKS or
RECORDS
Sc\'enty: 5
Explanation
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information
The file build utility issued this message. You tried to create a file
at a specific location, but the value specified for the file location
was not Al (spindle AI), A2 (spindle A2), AJ (spindle A3). A4
(spindle A4). or a valid numeric block number.
For more information about the BLDFILE or BLDINDEX
procedure. and the FILE or END utility control statement, refer
to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 1: The statement that caused this error is ignored. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is canceled. Data and files created up to
this step are saved and the job continues with the next step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6258 Key position (number of the key field; 2
or 31 gil'en, key Il'ngth (exception
condition qualifierl required.
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you might have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter. If you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard for the $FBLD utility.
eithel'the I'OSITIN2 or POSITINJ parameter was given, but the
LENGTII2 or LE:-.IGTII3 parameter was not given for the Fill!
utility control statement. Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1. Then enter either the correct FILE utility
control statement or the END utility control statement to
end the SFBLD utility program.

For more information about the BLDINDEX procedure. and the
FILE or END utility control statement, see the System Reference
manual.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--62S8), the number of the key field in error (2 or
3), and the name of the procedure or utility you were
running.

User Response

Additional Inrormation
The BLDINDEX procedure or the file build utility (SFBLD)
issued this message. You tried to create an alternative index file
with a noncontiguous key, and the key position for the second or
third key field was given, but the key length was not given.
If the error occured while you were running the BLDINDEX
procedure, run the job again, entering a value for one of the
following parameters:

•

Parameter 9 (key length of the second key field)

•

Parameter 11 (key length of the third key field)

For more information about the BLDINDEX procedure, and the
FILE or END utility control statement, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
L'scr Response

Option I: The statement that caused this error is ignored. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data and files created up to this
step are saved and the job continues with the next job step. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6260 BLDFILE parm 10 must be DFILE,
NDFILE or null
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter or
there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--6260) and the name of the
procedure you were running.

Option 1: The statement that caused this error is ignored. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data and files created up to this
step are saved, and the job continues with the next job step. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.

The BLDFILE procedure issued this message. You tried to create
a disk file, but parameter 10 was specifIed and w_as not DFILE
(allow removal of records) or NDFILE (do not allow removal of
records).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

If you want more information about the I1LDFILE procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --6259 Key length In umber of the key field; 2 or
3) given, key position lexeeption condition
qualifierl required.
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you might have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter. If you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard for the SFBLD utility,
either the LE:-;GTH2 or LENGTH3 parameters were given, but
the POSITI:-.I2 or POSITIN3 parameters were not given for the
FILE utility control statement. Do one of the following:
•

•

Enter option 1. Enter the correct FI LE utility control
statement or enter the EN D utility control statement to end
the SFBLD utility program.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··6259). the number of the key field in error (2 or
3). and the name of the procedure or utility you were
running.

Additional Inrormation
The BLDI'.;DEX procedure or the file bUild utility (Sr:nLD)
issued thiS messal:!e. You tned to create an alternallve index file
With a noncent!~UOUS kev. and the key lcn~th for the second or
th;rd key flC;d ,,'as given, 'but the key posItion was not givcn.
If the errer c<:currcd whllc you were running the lILDIN DEX
do the follOWing:

proc~'tlure.

•

Run the job agaIn. entering a value for one of the followlOg
par ameter s:

•

Parameter 8 (key position of the second key field)
Parameter 10 (key pOSition of the third key fIeld)

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step jlre saved.
but this file is not created.

SYS --6261 BLDFILE parms 8 and 9 not allowed.
I1arm 2 is not I
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either you incorrectly entered the procedure name or parameter.
or there is an error in the procedure. Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message I D (SYS--6261) and the name of the
procedure you were running.
Additional Inrormation
The BLDFILE procedure issued this message. You tried to create
a direct or sequential file, but a value was entered for either
parameter 8 (key position) or parameter 9 (key length). Values
for these two parameters can only be specified when you arc
creating an indexed file.
For more information about the
nLDFILE procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21·9020.
L'ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6264 lfile labell--Alternative file label same as
physical
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
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If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
~rocedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
~rocedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
:he value specified for the FILE LABEL and PLABEL parameters
ne the same. This is invalid.
Do one of the following:
I f you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, enter option I, and then enter a new FILE utility
control statement with the correct file labels or enter an
EN 0 statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--6264) and the name of the procedure you were
funning.
Uditional Inrormation
rhis message was issued by the file build utility (SFBLD), which
rnay have been invoked by the BLDINDEX procedure. The
Jperation was to build an alternative index file, but the file label
lpecified for the alternative file is the same as the file label
specified for the physical file. You cannot have two files with the
lamc label and date on the system. If the BLDINDEX procedure
was running, parameter 1 and parameter 4 cannot be the same.

(PDATE) was specified, the date is correct and in the correct
format.
If you were running the BLDINDEX procedure, the physical file
(parameter 4) is not on the system as a resident (RETAIN-T) file.
If the physical file date (parameter 5) was specified, a resident file
with the specified file name and date does not exist on the system.
Make sure parameter 4 contains the correct physical file name
and, if the physical file date was specified, make sure the date is
correct and in the corrcct format.
If you want more information on creating alternative index files,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option I: The FI LE utility control statement that caused the
error is ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entermg
utility control statements from the keyboard. The statement that
caused this error is ignored. The operation is tried again with a
different file label and optional date.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any new data and files created
up to this step are saved; however, this file is not created. The job
will continue with the next step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files created by this step are saved, but this
file is not created.

If you would like more information information about the
BLDI:"JDEX procedure and the SFBLD utility program, refer to
:he System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --6266 Specified physical file is altcrnativc--lfilc
label)

User Responsc

Severity: 5

:>ption I: The FILE utility control statement that caused the
~rror is ignored. This option is allowed only if utility control
;tatements are being entered from the keyboard.

Explanation

:>ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data and files created up to
lhis step are saved, and the job will continue with the next step.
:>ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6265 lfile label) is not on the system or is a job
file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the PLABEL parameter or the PDATE parameter in the FILE
L1tility control statement is not correct.
Do one of the following:
Enter option I, then reenter the FI LE utility control
statement. :\lake sure the PLABEL parameter specifies the
correct physical file name and, if the PDATE parameter was
specified, the date is correct and in the correct format. The
physical file must be on the system as a resident
(RETAIN-T) file. If the physical file date was specified, the
file must exist with the specified date.
•

Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--6265) and the file label from the message.

Addition,,' Inform:llion
The file build utility (SFBLD) issued this message. SFBLD was
trying to build an alternative index file, but the physical file is not
on the system as a resident (RETAIN-T) file. Make sure the
PLABEL parameter in the FILE utility control statement contains
the name of a resident physical file and, if a physical file date
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Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the PLABEL parameter in the FILE statement is not correct.
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I. and then enter a new FI LE utility control
statement with a correct physical file label (PLABEL
parameter) or enter an END utility control statement to end
the utility program.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--6266) and the file label from the message.

Additional Information
The file build utility ($FBLD) issued this message. $FBLD tried
to build an alternative index file, but the file label specified for the
physical file is an alternative index file. An alternative index file
must be based on a physical file. If the BLDINDEX procedure
was running, parameter 4 must be the label of a physical file.
More information "!'out building alternative index files, can be
found in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
t:ser nesponse
Option I: The statement that caused this error is ignored. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data and files created up to this
step are saved, and the job continues with the next step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
tillS job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6267 Specified file is not a data filc--lfile labelJ
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the PLABEL parameter in the FILE statement is not correct.

More information about creating an alternative index can be
found in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 1: The statement that caused the error is ignored. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.

•

Enter option I, and then enter a new FILE utility control
statement with a correct physical file label, or enter an END
statement.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data and files created up to this
step are saved, and the job can continue with the next step.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--6267) and the file label from the message.

Additional Inrormation
The file build utility (SFBLD) issued this message. You tried to
build an alternative index, but the file label you specified for the
physical file was not a data file. An alternative index must be
based on a direct, indexed, or sequential file. If the BLDINDEX
procedure was running, parameter 4 must be the label of a data
file.
More information about creating an alternative index file can be
found in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
l,;ser Response
Option 1: The statement that caused this error is ignored. This
option is allowed onl,y if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data and files created up to
this step are saved, and the job can continue with the next step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this job step are
saved, but this file is not created.

SYS --6268 Specified direct file not delete capable-lfilc
labell
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, one of the following occurred:
•

The procedure name or parameter was entered incorrectly.

•

The procedure has an error.

If you arc entering utility control statements from the keyooard,
the physical file referenced by the PLABEL parameter is a direct
file, but the file is not delete capable. If an alternative index file is
to be based off a direct file, the direct file must be delete capable.

00 one of the following:
•

Enter option I and then one of the following:
Enter a new FILE utility control statement with the
correct physical file label (PLABEL).
•

•

Enter an E:-'; D utility control statement to end the
utility program.

Enter a option 2 or 3, and give the programmer both the
message ID (SY5-6268) and the file label from the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files alreiu:ly created by this job step are
saved, but this file is not created.

SYS --6269 Key position and/or key length not within
limits.
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, you incorrectly entered either a
procedure name or parameter value, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
POSITIO:-';(POSITINI),
POSITI~2
or
1'051'11:-';3
the
parameters may have a value entered that is not within the limits
of 1-4096, or the LENGTH(LENGTIII), LENGTII2 or
LENGTH3 parameters may have a value entered that is not
within the limits of 1-120.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I, and enter a new FILE utility control
statement with the correct values, or enter an END utility
control statement to end the utility program.

•

Enter option 2 or J and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-6269) and the name of the procedure or utility you
were running.

Additional InFormation
The me build utility (SFBLD) detected this error. You were trying
to created an index fIle or an alternative index fIle, but the value
specified for key position was not within the limits of 1 through
4096, or the value for key length was not within the limits of 1
through 120.
More information about the limits for key position and key length
can be found in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option I: The utility control statement that caused the error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data and files created up to this
step are saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any mes already created by this step are saved,
but this me is not created.

SYS --6270 (position and length of key fieldl--Key
field can not overlap another key.
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation

The file build utility (SI'BLD) issued this message. SFBLD tried
to create an alternative index, but the file label specified for the
physical file was a direct file that was not delete capable. If an
alternative index is to be based on a direct file, the direct file must
be delete capable. If the BLDI~DEX procedure was running,
parameter 4 must be the label of the direct file with delete
capability.

If you are running a procedure, you might have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter. If you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard for the SFBLD utility, there
is an error in the POSITION(POSITINI), POSITIN2,
POSITIN3, LENGTH(LENGTHI), LENGTII2, or LENGTII3
parameter for the FILE utility control statement. Do one of the
following:
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•

Enter option I. Then enter the correct FI LE utility control
statement or enter the END utility control statement to end
the SFBLD utility program.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (5Y5--6270), the key position and key length from the
message, and the name of the procedure or utility you were
running.

Additional Inrormation
The file build utility (SFBLD) issued this message. You tried to
create an alternative index file with a noncontiguous key, but one
of the key fields overlaps another key field. The position and
length of the key field in error is shown in the message.
If the error is in the BLDINDEX procedure, correct any errors in
the following parameters and run the job again:

•
•
•

•
••

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

2 (position for the first key field)
3 (length for the first key field)
8 (position for the second key field)
9 (length for the second key field)
10 (position for the third key field)
II (length for the third key field)

More information about the BLDINDEX procedure, and the
FILE or E:'I1D utility control statement can be found in the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option I: The statement that caused this error is ignored. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data and files created up to this
step are saved and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6271 Third key field invalid without second key
field.
5everity: 5

Auto Response:

If you are running a procedure, you might have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter. If you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard for the SFBLD utility, there
is an error in the POSITI:-':3 and LE:-IGTH3 parameters for the
FILE utility control statement. Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I. Then enter the correct FI LE utility control
statement or enter the E:-': D utility control statement to end
the SfBLD utility program.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--6271) and the name of the procedure or utility you
were running.

Additional Information
The file build utility (SfI3LD) issued this message. You tried to
create an alternative index with a noncontiguous key, and the
position and length of the third -key field were specified, but the
position and length of the second key field were not specified.
If the error is in the I3LDI:'I1DEX procedure, do one of the
following:
Specify the values in the following parameters and run the
job agalO:
Parameter 8 (position of the second key fidd)
Parameter 9 (length of the second key field)

•
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Parameter 10 (position of the third key field)
Parameter II (length of the third key field)

More information about the BLDINDEX procedure and the
FILE or END utility control statement can be found in the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 1: The statement that caused this error is ij!norcd. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data and files created up to this
step are saved and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6272 Total key length greater than 120 bytes.
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, you might have incorrectly
entered a procedure name or parameter. If you arc entering utility
control statements from the keyboard for the SI'BI.D utility, there
is an error in the LENGTH (LE:-\GTI I I), LE:-':GTI12, or
LENGTH3 parameter for the fiLE utility control statement. Do
one of the following:
•

Enter option 1. Then enter the correct fl LE utility control
statement or enter the EN D utility control statement to end
the SFBLD utility program.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (5Y5--6272) and the name of the procedure or utility you

were running.
Additional Information
The file build utility (SfBLD) issued this message. You tried to
create an alternative index file with a noncontiguous key, but the
total length of all the key fields exceeded the maximum of 120
bytes.
If the error is in the BLDINDEX procedure, correct any errors in
the following parameters and run the job again:

Explanation

•

•
•

Remove the values for the following parameters and run the
job again:

•
•
•

Parameter 3 (length of the first key)
Parameter 9 (length of the second key)
Parameter II (length of the third key)

More information about the BLDINDEX procedure and the
FILE or END utility control statement can be found in the
System Reference manual, 5C21-9020.
User Response
Option 1: The statement that caused this error is ignored. This
option is allowed only if you are entering utility control statements
from the keyboard.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data and files created up to this
step are saved and the Job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files already created by this step are saved,
but this file is not created.

SYS --6273 lfile hlbcll is defined in ;\RD as a remote
file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
I f you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the LABEL parameter in the FILE utility control statement is not
correct.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS-6276) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Do one of the following:

User Response

•

Enter option I, then reenter the FILE utility control
statement. Make sure the LABEL parameter specifies the
correct alternative index file. An alternative index file cannot
be created on a remote system unless the physical file is also
on the remote system.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

SYS --6277 Error running SCI\QRY. Procedure will
terminate.

•

ID (SYS--6273) and the file label from the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

Severity: N/A

The file build utility (SFOLD) issued this message. SFOLD was
trying to build an alternative index file. When creating an
alternative index file, the alternative and the physical files must be
on the same system.

SYS --6278 Library HTULIB docs not exist ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

More information on creating alternative index files can be found

SYS --6279 DW/36 not currently in HTULlB ...

in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Severity: N/A

User Response
Option I: The FILE utility control statement that caused the
error is ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering
utility control statements from the keyboard. The operation is
tried again with a different file label.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any new data and files created
up to this step are saved; however, this file is not created. The job
will continue with the next step.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6280 OLPD FOR TAPE SUPPORT
CAl'<'NOT BE SAVEl> ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --6274 Error when processing remote file - (file
labelJ

An attempt was made to save Tape Online Problem
Determination (OLPD), but the required files are not loaded. If
you wish to have Tape OLPD (files PD2.TAPE, PD2.TAI'2, and
PD2.TCTL) on your backup diskette you must first install Tape
Support with its OLPD. To do this you will need the System/36
System Support Program diskette labeled System/36 Tape Support
Feature You may use CNFIGSSP procedure to install Tape
Support and its OLPD, Cl':FIGSSP will then prompt you for the
required diskettes. After Tape OLPD has been installed you can
use the OLPDSAVE procedure to backup your PD2. files.

Severity: N/A

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Any files created by this step are saved, but this
file is not created.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. An error was detected on the
remote system when attempting to process the file referenced in
the text of the message. The actual error will be displayed
immediately following this message.

SYS --6275 I-ibrary name was not specified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The target library to which PTFs (program temporary fixes) are
to be applied was not specified. The target library name is a
required parameter for the PTF DI RECT procedure. Enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-627S).
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous job
step is saved, but data created bphis step is lost.

SYS --6276 I)rocedure must be initiated from
C\FIGSSP
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The support you want to drop from the system can only be
dropped using the C;\1FIGSSP procedure. More information
about the CNFIGSSP procedure can be found in the manual
Changing Your System Configuration, SC21-9052.

Tape OLPD files are usually loaded with the System/36 Tape
Support Feature either during original installation of Tape or
during a release update.
User Response
Option 0: Will continue processing the next group of files. No
files from this group will be saved.
Option 3: The operation is canceled.

SYS --6281 OLPD FOR CO:\I:\IlJNICATIO:\S
CA:\~OT BE SAVED ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An attempt was made to save Online Problem Determination for
Communications but the required files are not loaded. If you wish
to save OLPO for Communications (files P03.CO:\I:\1,
I'D3.COM2, and PD3. CCTL) to your backup diskette you will
have to install your Extended Communication Support with its
OLPD. To do this you will need the System/36 System Support
diskettes and the System/36 System Support Program diskette
labeled System 36 Base Communications Feature. You may U5e
C:\ FIGSSP procedure to install Communications support and its
OLI'O. C:--.iFIGSSP will then prompt you for the required
diskettes. After Communications 01.1'0 has been installed you
can use the OLI'OSAVE procedure to backup your 1'03. files.
Addilio",II Information
Communications OLPD files are usually loaded with the
System/36 Software support either during original installation of
Communications or during a release update.
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Severity: N/A

User Response

Option 0: Will continue processing the next group of files.
files from this group will be saved.

No

Option 3: The operation is canceled.

severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6283 OLPD FOR EXTERNAL DISK
SlJPI)ORT CAN NOT BE SAVED ...
Severity: S

SYS --6287 OLPDSA VE PROCEDURE CAN NOT
BE RUN ...
Severity: 5

SYS --6282 Library #OFCLIB does not exist ..•

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

An attempt was made to save Online Problem Determination for
EXTERNAL DISK but the required files are not loaded. If you
wish to save Ol.PD for EXTERNAL DISK (files PD5.DlSK,
PD5.DIS2, and PD5.DCTL) to your backup diskette you will
have to install OLPD for External DISK Support. To do this you
will need the System/36 System Support Program diskette labeled
Sysrem/36 External DISK Support Feature You may use
CNFIGSSP procedure to install OLPD for External DISK
Support CNFIGSSP will then prompt you for the required
diskettes. Arter External DISK Support has been installed you
can use the OLPDSAVE procedure to backup your PD5. files.

An attempt was made to save Online Problem Determination
(OL.,D), but the required files are not loaded. Before running the
OLPDSAVEprocedure you must first have OLPD (library
#ONLPD and files #PSPTITL PD1.SCRN, PD1.SCR2, and
PD1.CTRL) installed on your system. To do this you need the
System/36 System Support Program (SSP) diskettes labeled
Syslem/36 System Support Program. You may use CNFlGSSP
procedure to install Online Problem Determination. CNFIGSSP
will then prompt you for the required diskettes. After OlP" has
been installed you can use the OLPDSAVE procedure to backup
your Online Problem Determination Support.
Additional Information

OLPD flies are usually loaded with the Systcml36 System Support
Program (SSP), either during original installation of the SSP or
during a release update.
User Response
Option 3: The operation is canceled.

Additional Information

OLt>D for External Disk Support can only be installed on a 5362
System Unit. It is usually installed during original installation of
External Disk Support.
\,;ser Response

SYS --6298 Configuration error with local work
station (work station idl
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 0: Will continue processing the next group of files.
files from this group will be saved.

No

Option 3: The operation is canceled.

At IPL, the system found an error in the local work station
configuration record. A printer might be configured as a display
station, or a display station might be configured as a printer.

SYS --6284 Error while installing PS/36 Online...

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--6298) and the work
station identified in the message.

Severity: 'N!A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6285 OLPD FOR CO:\[\lU7\ICATIO:'\S
CA:'\ :\OT BE SAVED ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

An attempt was made to save Online Problem Determination for
L\N Communication but the required files are not loaded. If you
wish to save OLPD for LAN Communications (files PD4.LA'NA.
PD4.LAN2. and PD4.LCTL) to your backup diskettes you will
have to first install LAN Communication Support with its OLPD.
To do this you will need the Systemi36 System Support Program
diskette labeled Systemi36 LA N Communicalions Fealure You
may use C!'\FIGSSP procedure to install LAN Communications
support and its OLPD. C'NFIGSSP will then prompt you for the
required diskettes. After LA!,\ Communications OL.PD has been
installed you can use the OLPDSAVE procedure to backup your
PD4. liIes.
Additional Information

Communications OLPD files are usually loaded with the
S ystem'36 Soft ware support either during original installation of
C'?,!.nmunic:ltJOns or during a release update.

Additional Information

There is an error in the work station configuration record. More
-information on using CNFIGSSP procedure to find and correct
the error can be found in the manual Changing Your System
Configuration, SC21·9052.

SYS --6300 Printer (printer idl and the system are not
communicating
Severity: S
Explanation

The printer identified in the message and the system are no longer
communicating properly.
To find the cause and correction for this error, do the following:
•

•
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]\f ake sure your printers and display stations are configured
correctly. This error will occur if a display station is
configured as a printer.

\take sure the printer mode is normal and online. ror
example, the fB\1 5224 Printer may be in offline mode, or
the Status switch on the IBM 5256 Printer may be in the
Test position.

•

If the printer is an IBM 5553 or 5557 Printer, make sure the
5555 display to which the printer is attached is not turned
off or does not have other hardWare problems.

•

Make sure all cables and cable connections are good.
defective cable or cable connection may cause this error.

Option 3: The operation is canceled.

SYS --6286 Error while installing Query/36 Online ...

Make sure the printer is turned on.

•

User Response
Option 0: Will continue processing the next group of files. :-':0
files from this group will be saved.

Auto Response:

A

•

Make sure the address switches on the printer are set
correctly. Make sure that different devices (printers and
display stations) do not have the same address.

0209

Activate command failure

0220

Invalid command exception status

If the printer is attached to the system on the Cable Thru
feature, make sure the termination switches are set correctly
for all the devices on that cable. The error could be caused
by a display station or printer attached on the same cable as
the printer identified in the message, rather than being
caused by this printer itself.

0222

Input queue or storage overrun exception status

0223

Activate lost without a parity check exception status

0224

Invalid activate exception status

0290

Even/odd time-out

If you need help with the above steps, see the Operator's Guide
for the printer on which this error occurred.

0291

Busy time-out

8266

Printer in error mode

•

If the printer identified in the message is a remote printer, notify
the operator at the location of the printer and give the operator
the above information. Also note that more than one message can
appear for the same error condition, and that this message can be
issued without options.

User Response
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.

After you perform the above steps, do the following:

Option 1:

I.

Ensure that the forms are properly aligned. The system
expects the forms to be positioned so that printing can start
on the first line of the form; however, alignment procedures
vary from printer to printer. For more information about
positioning the forms in the printer, see the Operator's
Guide for the type of printer on which the error occurred.

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

2.

If the Power switch is turned off, turn it on. If it is already
turned on, turn it off and then on again. Press the Start or
Select switch on the printer.

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

3.

If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the
following:

•

If printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may return
For most
control to the program you are running.
programs, the job step is ended; data created- up to this step
is saved and the job can continue with the next step.

a.

Enter option 0, I, or 2.

b.

Enter one of the following spool commands:

Option 2:

If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you
do not have to enter an option.
The system
automatically replies to the message for you.
4.

If printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or
3 (option 0 is not available).

If you checked all of the above conditions, and this error continues
to occur, use the VAR Y command to take the printer omine.
Then fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifies the reason
why the printer and system are not communicating properly. The
character values and meanings are as follows:

0070

Remote cluster feature hardware error

0072

Remote cluster feature overrun

0073

Remote cluster feat!lre write error

0098

Vndefined remote hardware error

0200

SERDES time-out'·

020.

Driver activity check

0203

Serial parity check

0204

Lane parity check

0205

\\' or k station not accessible

0206

Receive length check

0207

Wrong station responded

0208

Power on transition exception status

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to exfsting filesby this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6301 Printer Iprinter id) has invalid error status
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system found an undefined error condition on the printer
identified in the message. If this is a remote printer, give the
information in this message to the operator at the location of the
printer. Do the following:
1.

Ensure that the forms are properly aligned. The system
expect-s the forms to be positioned so that printing can start
on the first line of the form; however, alignment procedures
vary from printer to p~inter, For more information about
positioning the forms in the printer, see the Op.cr.ator·s.
Guide for the type of printer on which the error .occurred.

2.

If the Power switch is turned off, turn it on. If it is already
turned on, turn it off and then on again. Press the Start or
Select switch on the printer.

3.

If thc printed output has been spooled, do one of the
following:
•

Enter option 0, I, or 2.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:
CA!':CEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
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If you enter one of the above spool commands, you
Thesystem
do not have to enter all option.
automatically replies to the message for you.
If printed output is not being spooled, enter option
3 (option 0 is not available).

I, 2; or

The 4-char~ter system reference· code to .the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code identifieS the type
of invalid error status, The character values and meanings are as
follows:

02%1
02%5
0232
0247

Temporary forms stopped check

0248

Temporary forms position lost check

0249

Undefined error status

HOLD
RESTART
STOP

Invalid el(.ception status
Undefined exception status
Permanent slow speed check

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.
If printed output is not being spooled, enter option 1. 2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).
Additional Information
The work station controller detected an error when trying to
initiate the requested action.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
and call for hardware service. The 4-character system reference
1:000 w the right of the message is service information. T-he code
identifies the type of system error that occurred. The character
values and meanings arc as follows:
826S

Print buffer is not available: This error indicates a
request was sent to a printer when the work station
controller did not have a buffer available to put the
data in.

8267

Printer not in session: This error occurs when the
work station controller discovers a request is
directed to a printer that is not in session.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
and call for hardware service.

User Response
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.
Option 1:

User Response

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

Option 1:

Option 2:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.
If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved and the job can continue with the next step.

Option 2:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved and the job can continue with the next step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previo~s .steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXlstmg files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6302 System error occurred while using printer
Iprinter idl
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A system error occurred while you were usin.g the ,Printer
identified in the message. If thjs is a remote pnnter~ gIve the
information in this message to tlie operator at the location of the
printer.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-6302), the system
reference code (SRC), and the ID of the printer identified in the
message.
If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0, I, or 2.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:
CANCEL
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If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job ·step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6303 Program error occurred while using
printer Iprinter idl
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A program error occurred while you were using the printer

identified in the message. If this is a remote printer, give the
information in this message to the operator at the location of the
printer.
Give the programmer the message II) (SYS--6303), the system
reference code (SRC), and the 1D of the printer identilied in the
message.
If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0, I, or 2 .

•

Enter one of the following spool comman<ls:
CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

output request or a value other than 0 or 256 for a
get printer status request, in the length field of a
printer lOB.
8263

Invalid unit address: The workstation controller
found an invalid value in the unit address field of a
printer lOB.

8285

Invalid command: The work station controller
detected that a get printer status command was sent
to a non-I P DS (intelligent printer data stream)
printer.

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.

If printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).
Additional Inrormation

Note: System reference codes 0228 and 0229 may be reported by
the IBM 5219 Printer when there is a data stream exception. For
additional information, see message SYS-6322.

The system detected an error while trying to send a request to the
printer or the work station controller, or the printer control unit
detected an error when it tried to initiate the requested action.

When those errors are reported by the IBM 5219 Printer, it may
be necessary to turn the printer's power off and then on to reset
the error condition. This step is required when the error continues
to exist, regardless of the job that you are trying to print.

If this error continues to occur and you cannot determine why, fill
out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determinalion manual, and call for software service.
The
4-character system reference code to the right of the message is
information for software service. The code identifies the type of
programming error that occurred. The character values and
meanings are as follows:

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.

0228

Invalid system network architecture (SNA) character
string (SCS)iprinter data stream (PDS) command:
This error often indicates that there is a character in
the range of hex 00 through 3F in the data stream
and it is not a valid printer command. This error
may occur if a spool job does not end normally
because the system was either powered down or an
IPL was performed while the job was running. You
can use the STATlJS PRT (D P) command to view
the status of the spool file entry. If the TOTAL
column contains at least one dash before the
number, it indicates that the job was never
completed.
This error may also occur if there is noise on the
twinax cable that attaches the printer to the system
or remote controller or if a poorly grounded printer
causes a valid command to be misinterpreted.
Running the job again should produce satisfactory
results; however, continuous intermittent failures
should be remedied by correcting the noise or
grounding problem.
Also see the following note.

0229

Invalid SCS parameter: This error often indicates
that a parameter in a multibyte printer command
was not recognized by the printer control unit. The
error may be caused by the same situations described
for an invalid SCS command. It could be caused by
output being sent to a printer that cannot process it
correctly.
For example, the 18:\1 5256 printer
cannot print more than 132 characters on a line.
Likewise, a document cannot be printed on a 5219
printer that has been incorrectly configured as a
5224 printer. For more information, sec messages
SYS-1407, SYS-5848, SYS-6151, and SYS-6322.
Also see the following note.

8260

8261

8262

Length greater than 8192: This will occur if the
system finds a value greater than 8192 in the length
field of the printer 10 B.

User Response

Option I:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

Option 2:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved and the job can continue with the next step.
If the system does not return control to the "executing
program, it checks for errors in other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6311 Printer Iprinter idl has an unprintable
character check
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The print data sent to the printer identified in the message
contains a character that is not in the print character set. The
print positions with the unprintable characters have been left
blank. The program that is using this printer has requested that
the printer halt when it detects an unprintable character.
If this is a remote printer, give the information in this message to
the operator at the location of the printer.
To continue, do the following:
1.

lOB command modifier is invalid:
This error
indicates that the command modifier field of the
printer lOB ~Qntains an invalid value.

Ir the printer is not an 113M 5553 or 5557 Printer, press the
Stop or the StopiReset switch on the printer to reset the
error condition.

2.

Invalid byte count: The work station controller
found either a value between 256 and 8193 for an

Press the Start or Select switch on the printer to continue
processing.

Additional Information
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The unprintable character is not defined in the current print
character sel You should also be aware that the system sends
most of its requests to the printer in a mode called execute. This
means that when an unprintable character check occurs, the
unprintable character is no longer in the print buffer of your
program, but it is in the buffer of the printer or its controller.

If this error continues to occur and you cannot determine why, fill
out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service. The
4-character system reference code to the right of the message is
information for hardware service. The code identifies that an
unprintable character check occurred.
Sote: When this error is detected and reported by the printer
depends on the type of printer being used. Some printers report
this condition at the end of a line and only once per line. Other
printers report the error each time they detect an unprintable
character and as many times per line as there are unprintable
characters.

SYS --6312 Printer Iprinter idJ has a print check
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A forms check occurred while you were using the printer identified
in the message. If this is a remote printer, give the information in
this message to the operator at the location of the printer.
To continue, do the following:
1.

Press the Stop switch on the printer to reset the error
condition.

2.

If a forms jam exists, clear the forms jam. Press the Porm
Feed switch and then manually align the forms to line one
of the form on which you want to continue printing. Press
the Start switch to continue processing. The printer will skip
to the line it was going to when the error occurred.

Additional Information

When printing continues, the system expects the forms to be
aligned to line one. If you need help aligning the forms, see the
Operator's Guide for the printer this error occurred on.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service. The 4-character system reference code to the
right of the message is information for hardware service. The
code identifies the type of forms check that occurred. The
character values and meanings are as follows:

A print check occurred while you were using the printer identified
in the message. If this is a remote printer, give the information in
this message to the operator at the location of the printer.

0237

Forms stopped check

To continue, do the following:

0238

Forms position lost check

1.

2.

After performing any intervention or corrective action that
is necessary, press the Stop switch on the printer to reset the
error condition.
Press the Start switch on the printer to continue processing.
When printing continues, the first line that is printed may
be the same data and on the same line as the last line that
was printed just before the error occurred.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service. The 4-character system reference code to the
right of the message is information for hardware service. The
code identifies the type of print check that occurred. The
character values and meanings are as follows:

IBM 5256 Printer

IBM 5262 Printer
0237

Carriage check

0238

Paper clamp check

SYS --6314 Printer (printer idJ has a print check
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A print check occurred while you were using the printer identified
in the message. If this is a remote printer, give the information in
this message to the operator at the location of the printer.

0230

Printer mechanism not ready

Make sure the last few lines printed correctly before you prepare
the printer to print again. When these errors occur, the last few
lines may have errors or be of lesser quality.

0231

Wire check

To correct the error, do the following:

0233

Fast speed check

1.

Press the Stop or the Stop/Reset switch on the printer to
reset the error condition.

0234

Emitter sequence check

2.

0235

No emitters check

If the printer's operator panel indicates that data has been
lost, you should not try to continue printing the current job
step.

0236

Emitter overrun check

18'1 5256 Printer

0230

II ammer unit voltage check

0231

I-I ammer fire check

0233

Band sync check or print unit open

0234

Band up to speed check

ons

nand motor control check or thermal check

0236

Ribbon check

SYS --6313 Printer Iprinter idJ has a forms check
Severity: N I A
Explanation
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Auto Response: N / A

a.

Press the Cancel switch(es) on the printer.
SYS-63I7 will appear.

b.

Respond to message SYS-6317.

Message

Note: If the printed output has not been spooled, do
not select option 0 to reply to message S YS-6317.
Option 0 allows the job to continue and the cancel is
ignored.

c.

Press the Stop or Stop/Reset switch on the printer.

d.

Press the Start switch on the printer.

If the printer·s operator panel does not indicate that data has
been lost, press the Start switch on the printer and the
operation is tried again. When printing continues, the first
line that is printed may be the same data and on the same
line as the last line that was printed just before the error
occurred.

If you cannot correct this error and get the printer operating
again, you will probably have to call for hardware service. You
may be able to help hardware service by using the diagnostic tests
which are available on some printers. If you can execute those
tests, they will let you print the printer's internal error log. The
tests may also help to identify the cause of the problem. For
additional information about those tests, see the Operator's Guide
for the printer on which the error occurred.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service. The 4-character system reference code to the
right of the message is service information,

You might temporarily correct the problem by turning the printer

Explanation

01T and then on again. When you do this, message SYS-6300 will
occur. Although you might not be able to continue printing the
current job step, this may allow you to get the printer operating
again.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service. The 4-character system reference code to the
right of the message is service information.

SYS --6315 I'rinter Iprinter idl has a forms check
Severity: N/A

SYS --6316 Printer Iprinter id) has a machine check
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

A machine check occurred while you were using the printer
identified in the message. If this is a remote printer, give the
information in this message to the operator at the location of the
printer.
To correct the error, do the following:
1.

Press the Stop or Stop/Reset switch on the printer to reset
the error condition.

2.

If the printer's operator panel indicates that data has been
lost, you should not try to continue printing the current job
step.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

a.

Press the cancel switch(es) on the printer.
SYS-6317 will occur.

A forms check occurred while you were using the printer identified
in the message. If this is a remote printer, give the information in
this message to the operator at the location of the printer.

b.

Respond to message SYS-6317.
Note: If the printed output has not been spooled, do
not select option 0 to reply to message S YS-6317.
Option 0 allows the job to continue and the cancel is
ignored.

To continue, do the following:

1.

Press the Stop or Stop/Reset switch on the printer to reset
the error condition.

2.

If there is a forms jam, clear the jam. Manually align the
forms to line I of the form on which you want to continue
printing. When printing continues, the system expects the
form to be lined up on line 1.

If the printer's operator panel indicates that data has been
lost, you should not try to continue printing the current job
step.
a.

Press the cancel switch(es) on the printer.
SYS-6317 will occur.

b.

Respond to message S YS-63 17.

Message

Note: If the printed output has not been spooled, do
not select option 0 to reply to message SYS-63 17.
Option 0 allows the job to continue and the cancel is
ignored.
c.

Press the Stop or Stop/Reset switch on the printer.

d.

Press the Start switch on the printer.

If the printer's operator panel does not indicate that data has
been lost, press the Start switch on the printer to continue
processing. The printer will skip to the line it was going to
when this error occurred.
If you cannot correct this error and get the printer operating
again, you will probably have to'call for hardware service. You
may be able to help hardware service by using the diagnostic tests
which are available on some printers. If you Can execute those
tests, they will let you print the printer's internal error log. The
te~s may also help to identify the cause of the problem.
For
additional information about those tests, sec the Opcr:ltor's GUide
for the printer on which the error occurred.
You might temporarily correct the problem by turning the printer
off and then on again. When you do this, message S YS-6300 will
occur. Although you might not be able to continue printing the
current job step, this may allow you to get the printer operating
again.

c.

Press the Stop or Stop/Reset switch on.the printer.

d.

Press the Start switch on the printer.

If the printer's operator panel does not indicate that data has
been lost, press the Start switch on the printer to continue
proccssing. When printing continues, the first line that is
printed may be the same data and on the same line as the
last line that was printed just before the error occurred.

For help in clearing the forms jam and lining up the forms,
see the Operator's Guide for the printer this error occurred
on.
3.

Message

I f you cannot correct this error and get the printer .operating
again, you will probably have to call for hardware service. You
may be able to help hardware service by using the diagnostic tests
which arc available on some printers. If you can execute those
tests, they will let you print the printer's internal error log. The
tests may also help to identify the cause of the problem. For
additional information about those tcsts, see the Operator's Guide
for the printer on which the error occurred.
You might temporarily correct the problem by turning the printer
off and then on again. Whcn you do this, message SYS-6300 will
occur. Although you might not be able to continue printing the
current job step, this may allow you to get the printer oper.ating
again.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the Syslem Problem Delerminalion manual, and call for
hardware service. The 4-character system reference code to the
right of the message is service information.

SYS --6317 Cancel pressed on printer Iprinll'r illJ
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The C.ancel switch was pressed on the printer identified in th(
message. If thiS IS a remote printer, give the information in tim
message to the operator at the location of the printer.
If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0, I, or 2.
Enter one of the following spool commands:
CA:'\CEL
HOLD
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RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.

a.

Press the Cancel switch(es) on the printer.
SYS-6317 will occur.

b.

Respond to message S YS-6317 .
Note: If the printed output has not been spooled, do
not select option 0 to reply to message SYS-6317.
Option 0 allows the job to continue and the cancel is
ignored.

If printed output is not being spooled, enter option 0, I, 2, or 3.
If the Cancel switch was not pressed and this error continues to
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware service. The
4·character system reference code to the right of the message is
service information. The code indicates that the Cancel switch was

Option 0:

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the job continues
and the cancel is ignored. This option is not available when
the Cancel switch is pressed on a remote printer.
Note: Since this option allows the job to continue, you
should not use it if cancel was pressed because print data
was lost. For more information, see message SYS-6314,
SYS-6315, SYS-6316, and SYS-6318.

Option I:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

Option 2:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the

•

If printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may return
control to the program you are running.
For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.

spool writer.

If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

Auto Response:

Press the Start switch on the printer.

You might temporarily correct the problem by turning the printer
off and then on again. When you do this, message SYS·6300 will
occur. Although you might not be able to continue printing the
current job step, this may allow you to get the printer operating
again.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service. The 4-character system reference code to the
right of the message is information for hardware service.

SYS --6319 Printer (printer idl is out of forms or it
has a forms jam
Severity: N/A

Either the printer identified in the message is out of forms or it
has a forms jam. If this is a remote printer, give the information
in this message to the operator at the location of the printer.
•

If this is an IBM 5224 or 5225 Printer and there is a forms
jam, do the following:

1.

Press the Stop/Reset switch on the printer to reset the
error condition.

2.

Clear the forms jam.

3.

Press the I\'ew Page switch to set the current line to
line 1 (when printing continues, the system expects the
form to be lined up on line I). Manually line up the
forms to line 1 of the form you want to continue
printing on.
Press the Start switch to continue
processing. The printer will skip to the line it was
going to when this error occurred.

~/A

Explanation
The pTlnter ribbon is stuck or is moving too slowly on the printer
identified in the message. If this is a remote printer, give the
information in this message to the operator at the location of the
prmter.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --6318 Printer (printer idl has a ribbon check
~/A

d.

If you cannot correct this error and get the printer operating
again, you will probably have to call for hardware service. You
may be able to help hardware service by using the diagnostic tests
which are available on some printers. If you can execute those
tests, they will let you print the printer's internal error log. The
tests may also help to identify the cause of the problem. For
additional information about those tests, see the Operator's Guide
for the printer on which the error occurred.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

Severity:

Press the Stop or Stop/Reset switch on the printer.

been lost, press the Start key to continue processing. The
operation being attempted when this error occurred is tried
again. When printing continues, the first line that is printed
may be the same data and on the same line as the last line
that was printed just before the error occurred.

User Response

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is held. The next spool file entry is printed.

c.

If the printer's operator panel docs not indicate that data has

pr~sed.

•

Message

•

To correct the error, do the follOWing:

If this is an 10M 5224 or 5225 Printer and it is out of forms,
do the following:

1.

Check for and correct any condition that might prevent the
nbt-on from movmg freely. If you cannot fmd the problem.
Install a new flbbon.

1.

2.

Press the Stop or Stop; Reset key to reset the check
condition.

If this is a 5225 Printer, before you insert forms (step
2), make sure that the printer printed to the end of the
last page. Press the Stop/Reset switch followed by the
Start switch to print one line at a time until the
condition cannot be reset.

3.

If the printer's operator panel indicates that data has been
lost, you should not try to continue printing the current Job
step.

2.

I nsert additional forms.

3.

If this is a 5224 Model 12 Printer, press the Stop/Reset
switch.
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4.

Press the New Page switch to set the current line to
line 1 (when printing continues, the system expects the
form to be lined up on line 1).

S.

Manually line up the forms to line t and press the
Stop/Reset switch to reset the check condition.

6.

Press the Start switch on the printer to continue
processing.

I •
I
I

If this is an IBM 4214 Printer, do the following:
1.

Press the Stop switch to reset the error condition.

2.

If there is a forms jam, clear the jam.

3.

If the printer is out of forms, make sure that the
printer printed to the end of the last page. Press the
Start switch to print another line. Press the Stop
switch followed by the Start switch to print one line at
a time until the condition cannot be reset. Then insert
additional forms.

4.

Manually line up the forms to line I of the form you
want to continue printing on.
Note that forms
alignment is based upon the type of paper feeding
mechanism installed on the printer.

S.

Press the Start switch to continue processing.

If this is an IBM 5256 or 5262 Printer and there is a forms
jam, do the following:

1.

Press the Stop switch to reset the check condition.

2.

Clear the forms jam.

3.

Press the Form Peed switch to set the current line to
line I (when printing continues, the system expects the
form to be lined up on line I).

4.

Manually line up the forms to line 1 of the form you
want to continue printing on.

s.

Press the Start switch to continue processing. The
printer will skip to the line it was going to when this
error occurred.

I •

If the S256 Printer is out of forms, do the following:

I

t.

Press the Stop switch to reset the check condition.

I

2.

Press the Form Peed switch to set the current line to
line I (when printing continues, the system expects the
form to be lined up on line I).

I

3.

Insert additional forms and manually line them up to
line t.

I
I •
I

4.

Press the Start switch to continue processing.

If the S262 Printer is out of forms, do the following:

1.

Press the Stop switch to reset the check condition.

2.

If you want to print the remaining forms in the printer
before inserting additional forms, press the Stop switch
followed by the Start switch for each remaining form
you want to print. If you do this, be careful. The last
lines on the last form printed may be out of line and
not print as neatly as the others.

I

If this is an IBM 4224 Printer, do the following:
1.

If there is a forms jam, clear the jam.

2.

Press the Stop switch to reset the error condition.

3.

If the printer is out of forms, load additional forms.
Note: If the document insertion device paper feeding
mechanism is being used, this error can be the result
of using forms which are too short for the printed
output.

•

4.

Manually line up the forms to line 1 of the form you
Note that forms
want to continue printing on.
alignment is based upon the type of paper feeding
mechanism installed on the printer.

S.

Press the Start switch to continue processing.

If this is an IBM 4234 Printer, do the following:

1.

If there is a forms jam, see the explanation section for
message SYS--631 5.

2.

If the printer is out of forms, press the Stop/Reset
switch to turn off the alarm.

3.

Insert additional forms.

4.

Press the Form Feed switch to set the current line to
line 1 (when printing continues, the system expects the
form to be lined up on line I).

Manually line up the forms to line 1 of the form you
want to continue printing on.

5.

Press the Top of Form switch to set the current line
to line 1.

4.

Insert additional forms and manually line them up to
line t.

6.

Press the Stop/Reset switch to reset the check
condition.

S.

Press the Start switch to continue processing.

7.

Press the S tart/Restore switch to continue processing.

3.

I
I •
I
I

I
I •
I
I

Ifthis is an lIi!\f SS53 or SS57 Printer, do the following:

•

If this is an IBM 4245 Printer, do the following:

t.

If there is a forms jam, clear the jam.

2.

If the printer is out of forms, insert additional forms.

I

3.

~fanually

I
I •
I

4.

I.

Press the Stop SWitch to reset the error condition.

I

2.

If a form IS in the printer. press the Index t:p switch
:0 remove the form.

3.

Insert additIOnal forms. If the auto sheet feed is not
installed. press the Load SWitch. If the tractor feed is
installed. manually align the forms to the perforation
between the forms.

If this error continues to occur and there are forms in the printer
lill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System l'rob/lm
Til.
Delermination manual. and call for hardware service.
4-character system reference code to the right of the message i:
information for hardware service. The code indicates that th.
printer is out of forms.

4.

Press the Start switch to continue processing.

Additional Inrormation

line up the forms to line 1 of the form you
want to continue printing on.

1.

If there is a forms jam, clear the jam.

2.

If the printer is out of forms, insert additional forms.

3.

Manually line up the forms to line I of the form
want to continue printing on.

4.

Close the front unit and press the line counter resel
switch.

S.

Press the Start switch to continue processing.

Press the Selcct switch to continue processing.

If this is an 18\1 5219 Printer, do the following:
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For detailed descriptions of how to clear a forms jam, load
additional forms, and line up forms for the printer this error
occurred on, see the Operator's Guide for that particular printer.

If you are printing manually fed, individual forms, you may wish
to suppress this message. You can control the issuing of this
message on a job step basis through the end of forms message
(EOFMSG) keyword of the PRINTER OCL statement.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service. The 4-character system reference code to the
right of the message is information for hardware service. The
code identifies the type of error that occurred. The character
values and meanings are as follows:

0211

Machine check

SYS --6320 Printer (printer idl is not ready

0212

Machine check

Severity: N/A

0231

Print check (escapement malfunction)

Explanation

0232

Print check (selection malfunction)

The printer identified in the message is not ready. If this is a
remote printer, give the information in this message to the
operator at the location of the printer.

0233

Print check (hammer/ribbon malfunction)

0241

Forms check

0247

Paper jam

0281

Unexpected cover open

Auto Response: N/A

This condition may be the result of the Stop, Stop/Reset, or
Deselect switch having bcen pressed; however, the printer control
panel should always indicate what action is required. After
performing any intervention or corrective action that is necessary,
press the Start or Select switch to continue processing. The
operation that was being tried when this error occurred is tried
again.

If the Stop, Stop/Reset, or Deselect switch was not pressed and
this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service. The 4-cliaracter system reference code to the
right of the message is information for hardware service. The
code indicates that the printer is not ready.

SYS --6321 Data was lost as a result of error on
printer (printer idl
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.
Option 1:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

Option 2:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.

The system found an error on the printer identified in the message.
The error caused some data to be lost. If this is a remote printer,
give the information in this message to the operator at the location
of the printer.

If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

Do the following:
1.

After you have responded to this message, jf there is a forms
or paper jam, correct the problem.

2.

Ensure that the forms are properly aligned. The system
expects the forms to be positioned so that the printing can
start on the first line of the form; however, alignment
procedures vary from printer to printer. In the case of the
IBM 5219 Printer, when individual sheets are being used,
remove any sheet that has already been positioned for
printing. For.more information about positioning the forms
in the printer, see the Operator's Guide for the type of
printer on which the error occurred.

3.

Press the S tart switch on the printer to return the printer to
a ready condition.

If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:
Enter option 0, I, or 2.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by "this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6322 A data stream exception error occurred
on printer Iprinter idl
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A data stream exception error occurred on the IBM 5219 Printer
identified in the message. If this is a remote printer. give the
information in this message to the operator at the location of the
printer.

Enter one of the following spool commands:
•
•

CA:-':CEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.
If printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3
:option 0 is not available).
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Give the programmer the message If) (SYS-6322), the system
reference code, and the I D of the printer identified in the message.
To continue, do one of the following:
•

Press the Cancel switch. Message SYS·63 17 will appear.

•

Press the Start switch to continue the printing operation.
The printed output will be different, in format or content.
from what is expected.

Additional Information

When this message is issued, a unique code, which further
identifies the error, is displayed on the printer's operator panel.
The PRINTER EXCP light is also lit.
Also see message SYS·630J.
IC the program running is an IBM-supplied program and the
problem continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service. The 4-character system reference code to the
right of the message is information for software service. The code
identifies the type of data stream exception that occurred. The
character values and meanings are as follows:

These conditions may cause a loss
misinterpretation of data. Examples are:

0266

0267

•

A request to the printer that exceeds the
physical page width

•

Multiple superscripts used as exponents that
may affect the meaning of the arithmetic
expression.

0268

These conditions may cause both a loss of data and
a change to the intended appearance of the data.

0269

These conditions may cause a loss of data and may
affect the intended appearance of the data. These
exceptions are caused by an attempt to use a
Cunction not supported by the printer.

SYS --6323 Printer (printer id) needs a new ribbon
Auto Response: N/A

Press the Select switch on the printer to return the printer
to a ready condition.

If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0, 1, or 2.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:
CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not

or

These conditions may change the intended
appearance of the data; however, these exceptions
do not affect the interpretation of the data or cause
page overruns.

Severity: N/A

2,

have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.
IC printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or J
(option 0 is not available).
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service. The 4-character system reference code to lhe
right of the message is information for hardware service. The
code indicates that an operation has timed out on the printer.

User Response
Option 0:
•

The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry is
printed.

Option I:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

Explanation

Option 2:

An error occurred because the printer identified in the message
has reached the end of its ribbon. If this is a remote printer, give
the information in this message to the operator at the location of
the printer.

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may return
control to the program you are running.
For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.

To continue, do the following:
1.

Install a new ribbon in the printer. For information about
installing a ribbon, see the Operator's Guide Cor the printer.

2.

Press the Start switch on the printer to continue printing
operations.

If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any liata created by a
previous step is saved.

The 4-character system reference code to the right of the message
is information for hardware service. The code indicates the printer
needs a new ribbon. If the printer does not need a new ribbon and
this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6324 An operation has timed-out on printer
(printer idJ

SYS --6325 The print head on printer (printer id) has
O\'erheatcd

Severity: S

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The system found an error on the printer identified in the message.
If this is a remote printer, give the information In thiS message to
the operator at the location of the printer.

The system found an error on the printer identified in the message.
If this is a remote printer, give the information in this message to
the operator at the location of the printer.

Do the following:

Do the following:

I.

After. you respond to the message, make sure the forms are
properly lined up. The system expects the forms to be
pOSitioned so printing can start on the first line of the form.
for more information about pOSitioning the forms in the
printer, see the Operator's Guide for the type of printer the
error occurred on.

I.

After you respond to the message, make sure the forms are
properly lined up. The system expects the forms to be
posllioned so printing can start on the first line of the form.
for more information about pOSitioning the forms in the
prmter, see the Operator's Guide for the type of printer the
error occurred on.
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2.

Press the Select switch on the printer to return the printer
to a ready condition. If you are not able to make the printer
ready, wait 10 minutes and press the Select switch again. If
you still are not able to make the printer ready, or if this
error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service. The 4-character system reference code
to the right of the message is information for hardware
service. The code indicates that the print head on the printer
has overheated.

If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0, 1. or 2.
Enter one of the following spool commands:

CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.
If printed output is not being spooled, enter option 1, 2, or 3.
(Option 0 is not available).
User I{csponse
Option 0: The spool me entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:

CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.
If the printed output is not spooled. enter option 1,2, or 3 (option

o is not available).

Additional Inrormation
The printer received a command that it did not recognize.
If this error continues to occur and you cannot determine why, fill
out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
The
4-character exception condition qualifier to the right of the
message identifies the type of command reject that occurred.
In IPDS documentation, errors are identified by 6-character
exception reporting codes. The first 2 characters identify the error
group. The remaining 4 characters identify the individual error.
The error group for command rejects is 80. The remaining 4
characters of the exception reporting· codes for command relects
are the same as the 4-character exception condition qualifiers that
can appear with this message.
Those character values and meanings are as follows:

Option 1:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

0100

Invalid intelligent
command code

0200

Invalid IPDS command sequence

0400

an
IPDS commands were
received after
acknowledgement was requested but .before it was
sent

EOOO

Invalid IPDS command length

Option 2:

•
•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.
If printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may return
control to the program you are running.
For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.
I f the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. :\Iessage SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6326 A command reject occurred while using
printer Iprinter idl ECQSeverity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
An Ir.lell:gent printer data stream (IPDS) command reject
occurred \\ hl:e ~ eu were us:n!! the prlllt~r identllied in the
mcssa;:e. If tn:s IS a remote prlllter, give the information in this
messao;e to the operator at the location of the printer.
GIve the programmer the message II) (SYS-6326), the excepti()n
conditIOn qualifier (ECQ), and the ID of the printer Identified in
the message.
If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:
•
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Enter option 0, I, or 2.

printer data stream (IPDS)

User Response
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.
Option 1:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not spooled. the system tries to·
process the print file again.

Option 2:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not spooled, option 2 may return
control to the program you are running.
For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next .step.
I f the system does not return control to the executing
proRram, it checks for errors in other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. :\Iessage SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data crcated by a
previous step is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are savcd. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6327 A data check occurred while using printer
Iprinter idl ECQ-

Auto Response:

Severity: 5

•

If the printed output is not spooled, option 2 may return
control to the program you are running.
For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.

Explanation
An intelligent printer data stream (IPDS) data check occurred
while you were using the printer identified in the message. If this
is a remote printer, give the information in this message to the
operator at the location of the printer.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-6327), the exception
condition qualifier (ECQ), and the I D of the printer identified in
the message.

If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0,1, or 2.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:
CA:-1CEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.

If the printed output is not spooled, enter option 1,2, or 3 (option

o is not available).

Additional Inrormation
The printer detected a data check. It detects a data check when a
logical unit is received by the transaction program or when a data
error is detected while it is printing a page.
If this error continues to occur and you cannot determine why, fill
out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
The
4-character exception condition qualifier to the right of the
message identifies the type of data check that occurred.

If the system docs not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in other file descriptions
(OTFs) for the program. Message SYS·2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6328 A bar code chcck occurred while using
printer Iprinter id) ECQSeverity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An intelligent printer data stream (IPOS) bar code specification
check occurred while you were using the printer identified in the
message. If this is a remote printer, give the information in this
message to the operator at the location of the printer.
Give the programmer the message 10 (SYS-632S). the exception
condition qualifier (ECQ), and the ID of the printer Identilied in
the message.
If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0, I, or 2.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:
CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

In IPDS documentation, errors are identified by 6-character
exception reporting codes. The first 2 characters identify the error
group. The remaining 4 characters identify the individual error.

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.

The error group for data checks is OS. The remaining 4 characters
of the exception reporting codes for data checks are the same as
the 4-character exception condition qualifiers that can appear with
this message.

o is not available).

Those character values and meanings are as follows:

The printer detected a bar code specification check.

2100

Undefined character.

2900

Undefined double byte font section.

6000

The print position cannot be
Position check:
represented within the printer.

CIOO

Position check: An attempt was made to print
outside the intersection of the logical and physical
page, for example, to backspace beyond the left side
of the page.

If the printed output is not spooled, enter option 1,2, or 3 (option

Additional Inrormation

If this error continues to occur and you cannot determine why, fill
out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
The
4·character exception condition qualifier to the right of the
message identifies the type of bar code specification check that
occurred.
In IPOS documentation, errors are identified by 6-character
exception reporting codes. The first 2 characters identify the error
group. The remaining 4 characters identify the individual error.

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is prmted.

The error group for bar code specification checks is 04. The
remaining 4 characters of the exception reporting codes for bar
code specification checks are the same as the 4-charactcr exception
condition qualifiers that can appear with this message.

Option I:

Those character values and meanings are as follows:

•

I f the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
IS tTled a!,aln from the beginning.

0100

Symbol reference point is outside the bar code block
space

•

If the printed output is not spooled, the system tries to
process the print file again.

0200

Attempt to print a symbol or a human readable
interpretation (H RI) character outside the block

t:ser Response

Option 2:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

0300

Requested bar code type is not supported

0400

Requested type style/font (LCID) is not supported

0500

Requested bar code color is not supported
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0600

Specified unit/module width is not supported

0700

Specified clement height is not supported

0800

Specified height multiplier is not supported

0900

Specified wide/narrow ratio is not supported

OAOO

Invalid symbol reference point

onoo

Invalid bar code modifier

OCOO

Invalid bar code data length

0000

Symbol reference point is outside logical page

OEOO

Check digit calculation error

oroo

Miscellaneous bar code errors

1000

HRI location is not supported

1100

Mismatch between bar code presentation space and
output area

STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you.
If the printed output is not spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3 (option

o is not available).

Additional Information
The printer detected a graphics specification check.
If this error continues to occur and you cannot determine why, fill
out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
The
4-character exception condition qualifier to the right of the
message identifies the type of graphiCS specification check that
occurred.
In IPDS documentation, errors are identified by 6-character
exception reporting codes. The first 2 characters identify the error
group. The remaining 4 characters identify the individual error.

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.

The error group for graphics specification checks is 03. The
remaining 4 characters of the exception reporting codes for
graphics specification checks are the same as the 4-character
exception condition qualifiers that can appear with this message.

Option 1:

Those character values and meanings are as follows:

•

I f the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

0001

Unallocated graphic order or command code

•

0002

Reserved byte error or invalid attribute set

If the printed output is not spooled, the system tries to
process the print file again.

0003

Incorrect drawing order length

Option 2:

0004

Invalid attribute value

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

0005

Segment call stack is full

0006

Homogeneous coordinate overflow error

If the printed output is not spooled, option 2 may return
control to the program you are running.
For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.

0008

Truncated order error

0008

Segment call stack is empty

OOOC

Segment prologue error

0000

Virtual graphic presentation space overflow

t:ser Response

•

If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. :Vlessage SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

OOOE

Unsupported attribute value

0021

Invalid default in the set current defaults instruction

0700

Called segment was not found

2400

Model transform matrix element overflow

2700

Segments are being processed in 2D, but ZF and/or
ZN parameters are specified in a set viewing window
order

2701

The WW values in a set viewing window order are
not consistent, for example, the value of XL is larger
than XR

2702

A set viewing window order has been found outside
a root segment

3100

Viewing transform matrix element overflow

3102

Invalid viewing transform

3200

Segments are being processed in 20, but ZF andlor
Z:\ parameters are specified in a set segment
boundary order

3202

A set segment boundary order has been found
outside a root segment

3400

Character angle value is not supported

3500

Invalid attribute value in set character shear order

3£00

Invalid end prologue

SYS --6329 A graphics chcck occurred while using
printer )printer id) ECQSeverity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An intelligent printer data stream (I PDS) graphics specification
check occurred while you were using the printer identified in the
message. If this is a remote printer, give the information in this
message to the operator at the location of the printer.
Give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--6329), the exception
condillon qualifier (ECQ), and the 10 of the printer identified in
the message.
If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0, I, or 2.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:
CA~CEL

HOLD
RESTART
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•
•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer,

6000

Area bracket error

6001

Area nested call error

6800

Begin area order received while begin area is already
in progress

6801

Area truncation error

6801

Supported order was detected that is not valid within
an area

6803

Pattern symbol set is not available

6804

Undefined pattern symbol

7001

The begin segment repeat/append indicators have a
value of 8'10' in chained immediate mode

7081

Invalid segment length

7081

The begin segment repeat/append indicators have a
value of 8'01'

SYS --6330 A specification check occurred while using
printer Iprinter idl ECQ-

7083

Invalid segment length for replace option

Severity: S

7084

Invalid segment identifier for replace or append

Explanation

70CI

Invalid begin segment length

70C4

Insufficient segment storage

70CS

Insufficient segment data

An intelligent printer data stream (IPDS) general speCification
check occurred while you were using the printer identified in the
message. If this is a remote printer, give the information in this
message to the operator at the location of the printer.

9100

Graphic image order sequence error

If the printed output is not spooled, option 2 may return
For most
control to the program you are running.
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.
If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

Auto Response:

9101

Image data discrepancy

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--6330), the exception
condition qualifier (ECQ), and the ID of the printer identified in
the message.

9300

Graphic image bracket error

If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

9301

Incorrect number of image data orders

•

Enter option 0, I, or 2.

C:ZOO

Marker symbol set is not available

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:

CI01

Undefined marker code

CI0l

Mismatched marker symbol set error

C300

Character symbol set is not available

C301

Undefined graphics character code

C30:Z

Mismatched character symbol set error

C600

Arc ending error

If the printed output is not being spooled, enter option 1,2, or :
(option 0 is not available).

C601

Arc drawing check

Additional Inrormation

C60:Z

Arc parameter check

The printer detected a general specification check.

DIOO

Truncated graphic image error

DIOI

Invalid order in graphic image

DI02

Graphic image format is not supported

DI03

Image width exceeds supported maximum

If this error continues to occur and you cannot determine why, fi
out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Proble~
Determination manual, and call for software service.
Th
4-character exception condition qualifier to the right of th
message identifies the type of general specification check th~
occurred.

DI04

Image height exceeds supported maximum

[100

Relative line is outside coordinate space

l:st'I' Reosponse

CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do no
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies tc
the message for you.

In IPDS documentation, errors are identified by 6-characte
exception reporting codes. The first 2 characters identify the erra
group. The remaining 4 characters identify the individual error.

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
IS prmted.

The error group for general specification checks is 02. Th
remaining 4 characters of the exception reporting codes fCl
general specification checks are the same as the 4-charact~
exception condition qualifiers that can appear with this message.

Ortion I:

Those character values and meanings are as follows:

•

0001

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tned again from the beginmng.

Character exceeds presentation text object space, fc
example, an attempt was made to print beyond
margin

O:ZOI

End suppression text control error

If the printed output is not spooled, the system tries to
process the print file again.

Option 2:

, Embedded text control code error

0003
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Invalid intelligent printer data stream command
length

lE02

0205

Invalid data structured field length

IFOI

Repeat string length error

0305

Area position orientation is not supported

IF02

0401

End page was encountered during active suppression

Mismatch of two byte loaded font 10 parameters in
load font equivalence

0403

Undefined parameter

2002

Invalid font stageability byte in load font control
command

0405

Area position reference system is not supported

2003

Invalid variable space code

0501

Invalid spanning sequence

2102

0505

Structured field unit-base value is invalid

Invalid font index format in load font control
command

0601

Begin suppression error

2202

Invalid load font control command data format type

0605

Structured field L-units are invalid

2302

Invalid font type in load font control command

0705

Structured field extents are not supported

2602

Invalid X box size in the load symbol set or load
font control command

0805

Invalid mapping option

0905

2702

Invalid axis offsets

Invalid Y box size in the load symbol set or load
font control command

OAOI

Font/text orientation mismatch

2802

OA05

Presentation block is outside the logical page, for
example, in DisplayWrite/36, the graphic instruction
length or width exceeds the page format length or
width

Reserved or unsupported pattern download format
in load symbol set command

2902

Invalid additional parameter byte length in load
symbol set command

2A02

Invalid load font control command X density value

2802

Invalid load font control command Y density value

2D02

Invalid character data alignment value in load font
control command

0202

Mismatch between font and execute order anystate
(XOA) print quality control

0805

Invalid structured field identifier

OCOI

Invalid font number

OFOI

Invalid text orientation

1001

Invalid margin

2E02

Insufficient font data received

1101

Invalid baseline increment

2F02

Invalid print quality selection

1201

Invalid intercharacter adjustment

3001

Insufficient storage for copy control record

1202

Font storage is full

3101

1301

Invalid absolute move baseline value

Invalid number of copies in load copy control
command

1401

Invalid absolute move inline value

3201

Invalid load copy control command keyword in
group entry

1402

Font or font index to be deleted was not found

3202

Excess font data received

1403

Unsupported baseline move

1501

Unsupported relative move inline value

1502

Invalid font or font section ID in delete font
command

1601

Unsupported relative move baseline value

1701

Invalid variable space increment

1702

Invalid delete font command deletion type

1802

Invalid font ID

1902

:\fultiple occurrences
equivalence local ID

lAO!

Repeat string'transparent data source data error

IA02

Invalid font deletion

1801

Repeat strmg target string error

1802

3302

Invalid load font index command baseline extent

3401

Invalid load copy control command copy group byte
count

3601

Invalid simplex/duplex parameter in load copy
control command

3801

Invalid number of overlays specified in load copy
control command

3802

Specified double byte font is not supported

3901

Invalid number of suppressions specified in load
copy control command group

3902

Load font control command font ID,is already
assigned

3AOI

An attempt was made to load more fonts into the
printer than it can support

Invalid load font control command Unit-base value

3UOI

Command length error

lC!)1

Invahd embedded text control sequence

3B02

Invalid double byte character flags

lC02

Discrepancy in font byte count
command

3e02

Invalid load font index command parameter

3E02

1D02

Invalid load font equivalence command identifier

Invalid character pattern address in load font control
command

IEOI

Invalid text control length

3F02

Font index is not loaded

I-SI8

of the

same

10

load

font

load font control

4002

Invalid font inline sequence was specified in load font
index or delete font command

6902

Invalid baseline direction in load page description
command

4201

Write image control command pel count is less than
minimum required

6AOI

Insufficient source image data

6A02

4301

Write image control command pel count is greater
than maximum allowed

Invalid initial inline coordinate in load page
description command

6801

Excess source image data

4302

Invalid double byte font ward identifier

6B02

4401

Write image control command scan count is less
'than minimum required

Invalid initial baseline coordinate in load page
description command

8002

Rule width is invalid

4402

Nonmatching double byte font wards

8101

4501

Write image control command scan count is greater
than maximum allowed

Insufficient printer storage for overlay or page
segment, for example, the page being printed has too
many graphs or the graphs are too complex

4601

Invalid write image control command source image
format

8202

Rule length is invalid

8501

Invalid delete overlay command parameter value

4602

Invalid load font index command parameter value'

8AOI

4701

Invalid scale factor value in write image control
command

Invalid delete page segment command parameter
value

9001

Overlay number is outside valid range

4702

Invalid font inline sequence in load font equivalence
command

9003

Overstrike error

4801

Invalid write image control command scan line
direction

9101

Begin overlay command overlay number is already
loaded

4802

Invalid font section (ward) number in load symbol
set command

9102

Invalid request resource list parameter

9103

Underscore error

4901

Invalid scan sequence direction in write image
control command

9201

Overlay number is not loaded

9202

Invalid print quality control parameter

4902

Invalid starting code point in load symbol set
command

9301

Recursive overlay invocation

4AOI

Invalid coordinate specification in write image
control command

9401

Page segment number is outside valid range

950t

Page segment number is already loaded

4A02

Invalid ending code point in load symbol set
command

9601

Page segment number is not loaded

4802

Invalid indicators in flag fields of load symbol set
command

970t

Overlay nesting limit exceeded

9801

Suppression number is outside valid range

4C02

Invalid load symbol set command data length

9803

Temporary baseline move error

4C03

Unsupported in line move

MOt

Page X-dimension is too large

4002

Insufficient storage for font index table

A501

Page Y-dimension is too large

5301

Invalid write image control command color value

ABOt

Insufficient storage to print the page

5802

Unsupported color or color attribute

ACOt

5803

Unsupported color or color attribute

Insufficient printer storage to print the page, for
example, the page being printed has too many
graphs or the graphs are too complex

6002

Invalid X L-units/unit-base value in load page
description command

ADOt

Invalid load page position command parameter

6102

Invalid Y L-units,'unit-base value in load page
description command

AEOI

Invalid include overlay command position parameter

COOl

Mixture of X and Y duplex

6202

Invalid X-extent value in load page description
command

CIOI

Invalid number of simplexiduplex keywords in load
copy control command

6301

Insufficient pattern storage for image

CI02

6302

Inva!:d lead pa:;e ccscription command Y·extent
vaiue. for example, page depth exceeds the supported
ma)(Imum

Load equivalence command internal value is not
unique

C201

Odd number of duplex copy groups in load copy
control command

6401

Insul!icient control storage for Image

001

6402

Invahd unit-base value
command

Mixture of simplex/duplex parameters in load copy
control command

C401

Unequal copy counts specified in load copy control
command

C501

Unable to delete resource

6802

10

load page description

Invalid inline direction in load page description
command
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CS02

Media is not compatible with duplex printing

C602

Invalid load equivalence command mapping type

C801

Invalid input media source

CR02

Invalid internal/external value in load equivalence
command

4-character exception condition qualifier to the right of the
message identifies the type of image specification check that
occurred.
In IPDS documentation, errors are identified by 6-character
exception reporting codes. The first 2 characters identify the error
group. The remaining 4 characters identify the individual error.

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed..

The error group for image specification checks is OS. The
remaining 4 characters of the exception reporting codes for image
specification checks arc the same as the 4-character exception
condition qualifiers that can appear with this message.

Option 1:

Those character values and meanings are as follows:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.

0001

Invalid code within an image segment

0002

•

If the printed output is not spooled, the system tries to
process the print file again.

Reserved bits or bytes within the image content are
not zeros

0003

Incorrect length within the image content

xxOF

Invalid sequence of image data fields and/or image
data parameters. xx is the identification code of the
invalid field or parameter.

xxl0

Unsupported image data parameter value. xx is the
identification code of the unsupported parameter.

xxII

Inconsistent image data parameter and image data.
xx is the identification code of the image data
parameter.

User Response

Option 2:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not spooled, option 2 may return
For most
control to the program you are running.
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.
I r the system docs not return control to the executing
program, it ch.:cks for errors in other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program, Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6331 An image check occurred while using
printer Iprinter idJ ECQSeverity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

An intelligent printer data stream (I PDS) image specification
check occurred while you were using the printer identified in the
message. If this is a remote printer, give the information in this
message to the operator at the location of the printer.
Give the programmer the message 10 (SYS-6331), the exception
condition qualifier (ECQ), and the ID of the printer identified in
the message.
If the printed output has been spooled, do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0, I, or 2 .

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:
CA\:CEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not
have to enter an option. The system automatically replies to
the message for you,

If the printed output is not spooled, enter option 1,2, or 3 (option
o is not available).

User Response

Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.

I

Option I:

I•
I•
I

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool file entry
is tried again from the beginning.
If the printed output is not spooled, the system tries to
process the print file again.

Option 2:

I•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not spooled, option 2 may return
control to the program you are running.
For most
programs, the job step is ended; data created up to this step
is saved, and the job can continue with the next step.
If the system does not return control io the executing
program, it checks for errors in other file descriptions
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS-2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist, and any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --6400 Syskm task work area c;mnot be
extended
Severity: No/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The printer detected an image specification check.

There is not enough work area spaGe on disk for the jobs that are
currently runnmg. The system tried to extend the system task
work area; however, there is not enough work area on the disk,
or the task work area has already been extended the maximum
number of times.

If this error continues to occur and you cannot determine why, fill
out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.
The

To correct the problem, you could end some tasks, or allocate a
larger task work area. Run the CNFIGSSP procedure to increase
the task work area size. More information about the CNFIGSSP

Additional Information
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prcx:edure, can be found

in the Changing

Your System

Configuration manual, SC21-90S2.

the System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

Sote: System task work area will not be allocated on a 9332 disk
drive. Moving files to the 9332 disk drive from the other disk
drive(s) may free up enough space to enable task work area to be
extended.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6401 Invalid information retrieval; PUT request

SYS --6404 System task work area has been extended

Severity: S

Auto Response:

User Response

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--6401) and the
name of the program you were running.

There was not enough work area space on disk for the jobs that
are currently running. Part of the user space on disk has been
used to extend the task work area (SYSTASK).

Additional Inrormation

No operator action is required. However. if this message occurs
frequently, you can run the CNFIGSSP procedure to increase the
task work area size.

The program that was running made an invalid put request to the
information retrieval function. The SINFO macro calls ~he
information retrieval function.
:'\ote: If this program is an JB\1-supplied program or an RPG
II-compiled program, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

More information on the CNFIGSSP procedure can be found in
the manual Changing Your System Conflguratlon, SC21-90S2.

SYS --6405 New label (label name) already exists on
the disk

t;ser Response

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --6402 Im'alid information retrieval; GET request

You are trying to change the label of a fileilibraryifoldcr; however.
another file/library/folder already has the new label you are trying
to change to.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation
There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--6402) and the
name of the program you were running.
Additional Inrormation
The program that was running made an invalid get request to the
information retrieval function. The $INFO macro calls the
information retrieval function.
Sote: If this program is an 18M-supplied program or an RPG
II-compiled program, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

A file/library/folder already exists on the disk with the new label
you have specified. A different label must be specified for the
second parameter in the RENAME comm~nd or the
NEWLABEL parameter in the RENAME utility control
statement.
User Response
Option 0: This option is allowed only if you are enterin~
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter thE
correct statement to continue.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this po in
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps ir
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6-403 Im'alid information retrieval; LOCAL
request ..•
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the program you arc running. Enter option
3 and ~I\"e the programmer the message ID (SYS--6403) and the
name of the program you were runmng.
Additional Inrormation
The length and offset requested is larger than the local data area.

SYS --6406 Old label (label name) does not exist on
the disk ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are trying to change the label of a fileilibrary/folder on th
disk; however, the fileilibrary /folder whose label you are trying t
change cannot be found. or it is in the system library.
Additional Information
The file/library/folder does not exist on the disk. The LAnE
parameter in the RE:-:A:l.1 E utility control statement or the fir:
parameter in the RENAME procedure might be incorrect.

The I'rcf:ram that was runnmg m"de an invalid GET·LOCSYS,
Gtf·1.0CLSER, Pt;T·LOCSYS, or Pt;T·LOCt;SER request to
the information retrieval function. The request exceeds the size
of the local data area. The $1:-;1'0 macro calls the information
retrieval function.

lJser Itesponse
Option 0: This option is allowed only if you are enterin
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter t~
correct statement to continue.

:"ote: If the program running is an IBM.supplied or an RI'G
II-compiled program. fill out a Problem Summary Form found in

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this poil
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6407

~ew label II abel name) already exists in
the NRI>

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are trying to change the label of a file/library/folder on disk,
and the new name already exists in the Network Resource
Directory (NRD) file.
User Response
Option 0: This option is 'allowed only if you are entering
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct statement to continue.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

allowed) or option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS ••6410).
Additional Inrormation
The SPACK utility failed to complete a disk file move during an
earlier run. Either the SPACK utility or the COMPRESS
procedure should be restarted to complete the original compress.
After the compress is completed, you can try to run your program
again.
User Response
Option 0: This option is allowed only if you are entering
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter
the correct statement to continue.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step arc lost.

SYS --6408 Hie/library/folder lfile name) currently in
usc...

SYS --6411 Unable to complete operation on remote
tilc...

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

The file/library/folder you are trying to rename is currently in use
by another program. You cannot change the name when another
program is using the file/library/folder.

A required DDM module is not on the system; the job cannot
continue. Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel
the job.

User Response

User Response

Option 0: This option is allowed only if you are entering
statements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
correct statement to continue.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 1: Retry the rename. If neither the old nor new name is
now being used, the rename can be completed.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6409 File/library/folder label Ilabel) is not
allowed
;everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6412 Unable to rename an active trace file.
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt has been made to rename an active trace file. Enter
option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.
l:ser Response

t:xpl:lRation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

rhe new label specified is a reserved word. You cannot rename
.he file/library/folder to that name.

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by prllvious steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Jser Response

SYS --6440 User area reduced below largest region
sizc

)ption 0: This option is allowed only if you are entering
:tatements from the keyboard. The statement is ignored; enter the
:orrect statement to continue.
)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
5 preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
)ption 3: The job is canceled. nata created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

;YS --6410 l:nable to rename (label name)
:everity: 5

Auto Response:

:xplanation
'he program you are running tried to access a file that ~as not
,oved completely during a disk file compress. Enter option 0 (If
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Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The work load caused the system to reduce the user area of main
storage to provide enough assign/free area. The user area is now
smaller than the largest region of the programs currently running
in the system.
If :\ISRJE is running on your system. this condition could occur
when the !\ISRJE console is interrupted at the system console, the
subconsole. or due to inquiry. If this is the case, restore the
MSRJE console screen and the system should gradually return to
normal.
Otherwise, do the following:

•

•

•

•
•

Use the STATUS command to display the current size of
the user area, and use the STATUS USERS command to
display the region sizes of the jobs running in the system.
Jobs with a region size larger than the user area will not be
able to run if they try to use their full region.
You should reduce the system work load by stopping or
canceling some jobs that are currently running. Some of the
main storage allocated to the assign/free area may then be
given to the user area to provide enough storage to run the
remaining jobs. Message SYS-6441 will be issued when the
user area has been restored to the largest region size.
In addition, you can prevent new jobs from running by
stopping the JOBQ, stopping work stations from initiating
new jobs, or stopping the initiation of ICF sessions. More
information on the STOP command can be found in the
Operating Your System manual.
\Vhcn the work load has been decreased so that more user
area is available, you can gradually resume the functions or
jobs that you previously stopped, enabling them to fimsh
running. More information on the START command can
be found in the Operating Your System manual.
If this situation occurs frequently, you may want to
reconfigure your system; if possible make more main
storage available for the user area by reducing the amount
of resident (nonswappable) storage (for example, trace
buffers) required. You may also want to consider adding
more main storage to your system. More information on
reconfiguring your system can be found in the manual
Changing Your System Configuration, SC21-90S2.

SYS --6441 User area restored to largest region size
Severity:

~!A

Severity: N/A
Explanation

The work load caused the system to reduce the user area of main
storage to provide enough assign/free area. The user area is now
smaller than at least one of the programs running in the system.

If MSRJE is running on your system, this condition could occur
when the MSRJE console is interrupted at the system console, the
subconsole, or due to inquiry. If this is the case, restore the
MSRJE console screen and the system should gradually return to
normal.
Otherwise, do the following:
•

Use the STATUS command to display the current size of
the user area, and use the STATUS USERS command to
display the program sizes of the jobs running in the system.
Jobs with a program size larger than the user area can no
longer run. They are locked out of main storage and cannot
be swapped in.

•

You should reduce the system work load by stopping or
canceling some jobs that are currently running. Some of the
main storage allocated to the assign/free area may then be
given to the user area to provide enough storage to run the
remaining jobs.

•

In addition, you can prevent new jobs from runnin~ by
stopping the JOBQ, stopping work stations from initlatmg
new jobs, or stopping the initiation of the ICF sessions.
More information on the STOP command can be found in
the Operating Your System manual.

•

Message SYS-644S will be issued when the work load has
been decreased and the user area has enough storage so that
it is larger than the largest program size. You may then
gradually resume the functions or jobs you previously
stopped, enabling them to finish running.

•

If this situation occurs frequently, you may want to
reconfigure your system; if possible, make more main
storage available for the user area by reducing the amount
of resident (nonswappable) storage (for example, trace
buffers) required. You may also want to consider adding
more main storage to your system. More information on
reconfiguring your system can be found in the manual
Changing Your System Configuration, SC2l-90S2.

Auto Response: No/A

Explanation
The system previously reduced the user area of main storage
below the size of the largest region to allocate enough storage to
the assign/free area. The system no longer needs this much
assign/free area and has returned some of its storage to the user
area. The user area is no longer smaller than the largest region
size. t.: se the ST ATlJS command to display the current size of the
user area.
You may gradually resume any system activity that you had
stopped due to message SYS-6440.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6444 User area restored to job initiation size
SYS --6442 Lser area too small--reduce work load
Severity: ""fA

Auto Response: No/A

Explanation
The work load caused the system to reduce the user area of main
storage to provide enough assign/free area. The user area is now
too small for the system to continue to run with its current work
load. You must decrease the work load immediately in order to
prevent a possible system hang condition. No more jobs can be
initiated until this situation is corrected. See message SYS-6440
for information about reducing the system work load.
As the system work load is decreased, assign/free area may be
returned to the user area to correct this situation. Message
S YS--6444 will be issued when the user area has been restored to
a size that at least allows jobs to be initiated. At that time you
may gradually resume the functions and jobs you had stopped,
enabling them to finish running.
If the higher work load is desired, reconfigure your system to
make more storage available for the user area by reducing the
amount of resident (nonswappable) storage required (for example,
trace buffers). You may also want to consider adding more main
storage to your system.

SYS --6443 User area reduced. A program has been
suspended.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The system previously had reduced the user area of main storage
below the amount required to initiate jobs in order to allocate
enough storage to the assign/free area. The system no longer
needs this much assign/free area and has returned some of its
storage to the user area. The user area is now large enough to
allow the system to initiate jobs. Use the STATUS command to
display the current size of the user area.
Care should be taken to not overload the system with new jobs,
The work load is still too high and should be further reduced te
allow the user area to continue to be restored.

SYS --6445 Vser area restored--suspended programs
resumed
Severity: "jA

Auto Response: NIA

Explanation
The system previously had reduced the user area of main storag~
below the size of a program that had been running, in order te
allocate enough storage to the assign: free area. The system ne
longer needs this much assign/free area and has returned some 0
its storage to the user area. The user area is now large enough t~
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run the largest program currently in the system. Programs which
had been suspended due to lack of sufficient user area may now
resume running. Use the STATUS command to display the
current size of the user area.
You may gradually resume any system activity that you had
stopped due to message SYS-6443.

SYS --6495 IML Required for external drive. Please
re-IPL.
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The 9332 disk drive has returned status that an IML (initial
microcode load) is necessary for it to function properly. This
action is accomplished by an IPL of the system. If doing an IPL
does not correct the problem and this information message
appears again, call for hardware service.

SYS --6496 Evoke On-line Problem Determination for
9332 drive
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The 9332 disk drive has returned status that a field replaceable
unit (FRlJ) on the drive may be going bad. Online Problem
Determination should be run to each 9332 drive to determine if a
unit needs to be replaced. This can be done by entering the
PROBLEM procedure at the command line.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system is trying to attach the Data Link Control modules for
X.2S support, but they are not in the system library. They must
be added by CNFIGSSP in the Adding System Support procedure.
More information can be found in the manual Changing Your
System Configuration, SC21-90S2.

Additional Inrormation
Run CNFIGSSP and go to the Adding System Support screens.
Indicate that X.2S will be added, and when the prompt is shown
for inserting the diskette with the required support, insure that
you use the X.2S diskette. You will need to do the IPL again.

SYS --6711 Required LAN system support is not
installed
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system is trying to attach the Data Link Control modules for
LAN support, but they are not in #LANLlB, or #LANLIB does
not exist on the system. The support must be added by
CNFIGSSP in the Adding System Support procedure. More
information can be found in the manual Changing Your System
Configuration, SC21-9052.

Additional Inrormation

To run this procedure to the first 9332 drive on the system, select
options for SRC-6000. To run this procedure to the second 9332
drive on the system, select options for SRC-600\. If you need
more information, call for hardware service.

Run CNFIGSSP and go to the Adding System Support screens.
Indicate that LAN will be added and when the prompt is shown
for inserting the diskette with the required support, insure that
you use the LAN diskette. You will need to perform an IPL
again.

SYS --6497 CAUTIO:\,: Disk error--perform backup
procedures

SYS --6720 (work station id]--VARY
for this work station

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N{A

OI~F

successful

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

Because of errors that have occurred on the 9332 disk, failure of
the 9332 disk may be pending. Perform backup procedures to
save all of your files, libraries, and so on. Then fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.

The remote work station identified in the message text was
No
successfully varied oflline with the VARY command.
operator action is reqUired.

SYS --6498

CAUTIO~:

Disk crror. Perform back-up

procedures
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The IOSR disk provides a limited number of alternative sectors on
each cylinder. A disk error has occurred which caused the last or
next-to-Iast alternative sector on a cylinder to be used. Failure of
the disk may be approaching. Perform back-up procedures to
save all of your files, hbranes. and so on. Then call for hardware
service.

S\'S --6-199 WAR:,\I:'\G: Battcry power low. Perform

system shutdown
Se\cnty: :-..; A

Auto Response: :-";A

SYS --6721 Iwork station idJ--VARY ON failed. RWS
support ended
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered the VAR Y command to place the remote work
station identified in the message online. The attempt was not
successful because the remote work station (RWS) could not
continue processing.
To continue, enter the VARY command to place all remote work
stations offline; then place them online again.
If errors continue to occur at the work stations, use the VAR Y
command to place the work stations offline. Then fill out a
Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Dererminatlon manual, arid call for software service.

Explanation

SYS --6722 Wrk 'delete' SVC failed

fhc unmtcrrupllble power supply (L: PS) or battery backup has
indicated to the system that its batteries are failing. You should
begm a system shutdown as soon as possible.

Severity: 5

5\'S --6710 Required X.25 system support is not
installed
1-524

Auto Response:

Explanation
This is probably caused by an error in an IBM-supplied program.
A task dump will be taken; save it for your program service
representative. Then fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in

the System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

the information to the person responsible for maintaining your
system configuration.

Additional Information

Additional Information

Invalid parameters were passed to a deallocate routine. The
parameters in the registers X R I, XR2, and WR6 were not all
correct. The storage block must be passed in XR2, the area to
deallocate must be addressed by XRI, and the length to deallocate
in WR6.

The controller responding to the exchange identification (XIO)
command did not have the same type as the configured controller
at that address; A different type of remote controller answered
than the one the remote controller was configured for.

SYS --6723 VARY ON failed. Unable to allocate line
(line numberJ
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered the VARY command to place a remote work station
online.
The attempt was not successful because the
communications line could not be allocated.
The communications line may be in use, or there is not enough
assign/free space available.
If this error continues to occur and the communications line is not
in use, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

If this error occurs on a reconnecting station, a controller with the
same address but a different type has responded. If this cannot
be corrected, remote performance will be severely affected.
Therefore, the station with the conflict should be taken omine.
If the configuration is wrong, update the configuration member to
represent the correct type for the controller specified in the
message, and apply the member to the master configuration. If
the configuration is correct, the address of the controller must be
corrected.

All devices configured for this station will be taken omine
automatically, unless the station was reconnecting when the error
was detected. In that case, the operator must take the station
omine.
Note: This message could be issued if the modem that is
connected to the system is placed in 'test' mode. This forces the
line to wrap and could cause RWS to receive its own XID back.

Additional Information
On a 5364 System Unit, the allocation could have failed due to a
nonsharable resource that is currently being used by another task.

•
I •
I •

I•

SYS --6726 V AR Y ON failed. Definitions conflict for
line (line number)

Asynchronous communications is currently allocated on
another line.

Severity: N/A

Request for line 10 failed because line 1 is allocated.

You tried to vary on the communications line identified in the
message however, this could not be done because another task was
already using the line. The line cannot be shared because the
current line definition is different from the original line definition.

Request for line 1 failed because line lOis allocated.
Request for line 9 failed because BSC or asynchronous
communications is allocated on another line.

SYS --6724 Line type conflict for line (line number)
Severity: NjA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

After this message appears, all remote work stations will bE
automatically varied off the communications line. 'To continue, de
one of the following:

•

Run the ALTERCOM procedure to correct the linE
definition.

•

Disable the task already using the line; then use the VAR'r
command to vary on the line again, using the current linE
definition.

Explanation
You entered the VAR Y command to place a remote work station
online. The attempt was not successful because the line type
(switched or nonswitched) specified when the remote work
stations were configured does not match the current line type. To
continue, do one of the following:
•

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6727 Control unit on line (line nu'mber( is not
varied on

From a command display at the system console, run the
ALTERCO\f procedure or the SETCO:\C\1 procedure to
change the current line type to match the configured line
type.

Severity: N/A

Change the configured line type to match the current line
type.

A control unit tried to connect to the line identified in the message
However, the control unit is not varied on to the line.

\Iore information about using the C:-';FIGSSP procedure to
configure your remote work station support can be found in the
manual Changing Your System Configuration, SC21·9052.

The system automatically disconnects the control unit and tries tc
enable the line for the next phone call. The system operato
should use the VARY command to place the contro(unit on th.
line it is trying to use. More information about using the VAR 1
command, can be found in the Operating Your System manual.

•

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determinalion manual, and call for
software sen'lce.

SYS --6725 Cll'Ontrolkr t~'lll'rS type connkts with the
remote confi:,!uration .•.
Seventy: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is a system configuration problem. Record the controller
type from the message and the message ID (SYS ••672S) and give

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --6728 Invalid switched line type for line (line
number)
Severity: NtA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The switched line type is now configured for either manual call 0
manual answer. Ilowever, the line identified in the message is a
X.21 line on which manual call or manual answer is not allowed.
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You can change the switched line type to autoanswer. For more
information about using the CNFIGSSP procedure to configure
remote work station support, refer to the manual Changing Your
System Configuration, SC21·9052.

SYS --6733 Iwork station idl--V ARY ON failed.
Control unit must be offline

SYS --6729 Clcontrol unit idl on line lline idl is
experiencing severe degradation

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A permanent SDLC LINK error occurred sometime previous to
this message. However, all devices on the control unit associated
with the work station identified in the message text were not
varied offline before you tried to vary online this work station.

An error occurred on the communications line identified in the
message. This is due to a high rate of retransmissions on the line
or a high rate of receive retries.

To continue, you can use the VAR Y command to vary offline the
control unit associated with the specified work station. Then try
to vary on the work station.

First, check the connections of all cables and communications
lines, and then do one of the following:

SYS --6734Iwork station idl--VARY O::'J failed. Work
station is varied offline

•

Enter option 0 to continue the communications with the
controller; however, continued communications may af(ect
the performance of the system.

Severity: N/A

Enter option 2 to discontinue communications.

This is an informational message. An error occurred that
prevented the successful completion of the VARY ON command
for the work station identified in the message text.

Severity: 5

•

Auto Response:

User Response
Option 0: The job continues.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

No operator response is required. The work station was varied
offline. You can try the VARY ON command again.

Option 2: All retransmission attempts will be discontinued, and a
permanent I/O error will be issued to the users of the devices
attached to the controller.

If the error continues to occur, use the online problem
determination procedures for help in finding the problem.

l'\ote: If the problem continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.

SYS --6735 Clcontrol unit idl--Duplicate station addr
for this control unit

SYS --6730 Iwork station idl--VARY ON successful
for this work station
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The remote work station
identified in the message text was successfully varied online, either
with the VARY command or through a recovery from slow
polling.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
The control unit identified in the message cannot be varied on.
This error occurred because the control unit has the' same address
as another remote location using the communications line. As a
result of this error, all remote work stations for this control unit
are automatically varied off. To continue, do one of the following:
•

Wait for the other work station to stop using the line; then
vary on the control unit.

No operator action is required.

•

Change the control unit address, using the CNFIGSSP
procedure.

SYS --6731 Iwork station idl--RWS session started for
this work station

For information on the configuration of remote work station
support, refer to the manual Changing Your System
Configuration, SC21·9052.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

~/A

Expl3n3tion
This is an informational message. The remote work station
sun'ort f"f the rcguc'tcd s\\ltchcd line session or X.25 virtual
:Ircult (OFF DROP support configured for X.25 remote
:ontroller) was established. The aSSOCiated remote work station is
:dentlfled In the messa;e ICXL
~o

operator action is requIred.

SYS -·6732 Iwork station idl--RWS session completed
for this work station
.-\ '..lto Resronse: " A
':'planalion
I'his IS ;,n mformatlon:l! message. The remote work station
:upr0rt for the switched line session or X.25 Virtual circuit (OFF
JROP support configured for X.25 remote controller) ended
:uccessfullv. The associated remote work station is identified in
he message texL

'0 operator action is required.
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SYS --6736 qcontrol unit idJ will be reconnected
when link is reestablished
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Remote work station support has lost communications with the
controller identified in the message. When the Data Link Control
(X.25 or SDLC) informs the remote work station that the link has
been reestablished. the recovery for each session will be attempted.
See messages SYS·6750 and SYS·7750 for the reasons
communications was lost. Message SYS-6750 is displayed for the
controller's printers and message SYS-77S0 is displayed for the
controller's displays .
l:scr Response

See message SYS-6750 or SYS·7750 for the recovery information.

SYS --6740 Cicol1trollcr illJ - SII:\I system and line
configuration mismatch
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 4

You attempted to communicate with the controller identified in
the message over an X.21 short~hold mode line. However, either
the controller is not a 5294 or a 3274 type controller or the system
configuration for the line did not specify that the line was
short·hold mode.

Explanation

Record the controller 10 from the message along with the
message ID (SYS··6740). Compare the line configuration to the
system configuration for the controller's line to see if they match.

Additional Inrormation
The RWS task will recognize this problem and mark the station's
control block to Station address in use, therefore preventing any
further attempts to communicate with the station. The station
needs to be taken omine and reconfigured correctly.

Auto Response: 3

Communications with the control unit is no longer possible for
the printer identified in the message.
Give the programmer the message JD (SYS·.6750) and the printer
identified in the message.
If the printed output is being spooled, do one of the following:
1.

Enter option 0 to hold the spool file entry, or enter option
1 to attempt to print the spool file entry from the beginning.

2.

Enter option 2 to stop the spool writer.

3.

Enter one of the following spool commands:

a.

To avoid this error, update the configuration records so that they
both define the line as a short·hold mode line, and only configure
5294 or 3274 type controllers on that line.

b.
c.
d.

CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

SYS --6741 qcontrolunit idl. Line lline number)-Reconnect failed. Vary this station off

More information on these spool commands can be found in the
Operating Your System manual.

Severity: 5

If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not have
to enter an option. The system automatically replies to the
message for you.

Auto Response:

Explanation
Remote work station support is attempting to bring the controller
listed in this message back online. However, before the work
station is communicating correctly, another link error for this
controller is rcceivcd. This may cause retries of the reconnect in
a fashion which appears to loop. This message will enable the
operator to discontinue support for the station in error, thus
preventing the 'loop' from continuing.

If printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).

Additional Inrormation

If the value of the 4 characters to the right of the message is 7263
or 7269, a storage dump was requested by the remote work
station support. Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

NO:'ll SYSLOG t:SERS: Attempt to correct the error causing the
reconnect attempts, then vary on the controller. If the error
cannot be corrected, call for software service.

If you wish to take option 0 or I, or after you reply to all the
messages for the control unit, do the following· to establish
communications again:

SYS --6742 Line lline numberl- X.25 is not configured
to match line type.

1.

Make sure the control unit is powered on.

2.

Make sure the modem is turned on.

Severity: 5

3.

Make sure all cables are connected properly.

Explanation

4.

Make sure all the switches on the control unit are set
correctly.

A VARY command was entered for the specified line. However,
the configuration did not match the line type with respect to X.25.
To correct this, do one of the following:

s.

Make sure the NRZI definition is consistent for the system
and all related hardware. For example, the -N RZI setting on
a remote work station must match the NRZI selling for the·
communications line configuration.
More information
about setting the NRZI lines definition can be found in the
System Reference manual, SC21·9020.

6.

Try t.o establish communications again as follows:

Auto Response:

•

If the line is not to communicate over an X.25 network, but
has been configured as X.2S, remove the X.25 definition
from the configuration using CNFIGSSP (screens 9.0 and
10.0).

•

If the line is part of an X.25 network, it has not been
configured as such. Use the CNFIGSSP procedure (screens
9.0 and 10.0) to do this.

•

Correct the configuration, I PL the system, and then retry
the VAR Y command.
If the configuration is correct, SETCO:\lM or ALTERCO:\I
must be run to correct the line type to match the
configuration.

For more information on how to configure your remote work
station using the C:'I: FIGSSP procedure, refer to the manual
Cltall~ill1: Four S.I'SlPm COlljiliUralioll, SC21·90S2.
If this error
continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Delermination manual, and call for software
service.

SYS --6750 Control unit for printer Iprinter idl is not
communicating

a.

If auto·reconnect is not configured or the error code
is 7266 (severe line degradation), use the VARY
command to put the control unit omine and then
online again.

b.

If auto· reconnect is configured and this is a switched
line or X.2S line, the system will automatically try to
make the line ready for the next phone call. Then you
can make your call.

c.

If auto· reconnect is configured and this is an SOLC
nons witched line, the system will automatically try
again to establish communications with the control
unit. I f the attempt is not successful, the system will
periodically try again (slow poll) until communications
are established again or until the control unit is varied
off.

Additional Inrormation
System Messages
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SDLe has notified the remote work station support that
communications with the control unit are no longer possible for
the printer identified in the message.
User Response
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.

•

Enter option 0 to hold the spool file entry, or enter option
1 to print the spool file entry from the beginning.

•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool writer.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:
CANCEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

Option 1:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, the system attempts
to print the spool file entry again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print Jile again.

Option 2:
•

If the printed output has been spooled, the spool writer
stops.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, any data created up to this step is saved and the
job continues with the next step.
If the system does not return control to the executing
program, it checks for errors in any other file description
(DTFs) for the program. Message SYS··2209 is issued, at
which time you must cancel the job. Any data created by a
previous step is saved.

For information on these spool commands, refer to the Operating
Your System manual.
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not have
to enter an option. The system automatically replies to the
message for you.
If the printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).
A dump was requested by the remote work station support

because this might be an error in an IBM-supplied program. If
this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service. For more information, please see the note later
in this message description.
Before you try to use the printer again, do the following:
1.

Ensure that the forms are properly aligned. The system
expects the forms to be positioned so that printing can start
on the first line of the form; however, alignment procedures
vary from printer to printer. In the case of the IBM 5219
Printer, when individual sheets are being used, remove any
sheet that has already been positioned for printing. For
more information about positioning the forms in the printer,
see the Operator's Guide for the type of printer on which
the error occurred.

2.

Turn the Power switch off.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step may be lost.
Updated records already written to the disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from the disk no longer exist. If data Jiles
are shared, new records added to the file are saved.
1'IOotes:
I.

The 4 characters to the right of the message have the
following meaning:
7263

Undefined SOLC error

3.

Use the VARY command to take the printer omine.

7264

Disconnected mode response received

4.

Turn the Power switch on.

7265

SOLC time· out condition

5.

Use the VA R Y command to put the printer back online.

7266

Severe line degradation

6.

Press the Start switch.

7267

Protocol violation

7268

If this code
Permanent hardware error.
appears, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.

7269

Invalid request from remote work station

726,\

X.25 communications error

726B

X.25 communications reset

2.

3.

Information about using CNFIGSSP to configure remote
work stations can be found in the manual Changing Your
System Configuration, SC21 ·9052.
If this problem continues to occur, perform communications
problem determination (enter the command PROBLEivl on
the entry line of the console).

SYS --6751 RWS
Severity: 4

S~A

error for printer Iprinter idJ

Auto Response: 3

t:scr Response
Option 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool file entry
is printed.
Option I:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the system attempts
to print the spool file entry again from the beginning.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process thq'rmt file again.

Option 2:

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you are running. For most
programs, the job step is canceled; data created lip to this
step is saved and the job can continue with the next step.

The system found an error for the remote printer identified in the
message.

I f the system docs not return control to the executing program, it
checks for errors in any other file description (DTFs) for the
program. :\1essage SYS·-2209 is issued, at which time you must
cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step is saved.

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS ..6751) and printer
identified in the message. If the printed output is being spooled,
do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step may be lost.
Updated records already written to the disk remain updated, and

Explanation
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records already deleted from the disk no longer exist. If data files
are shared, new records added to the file are saved.

•

Note: The 4 characters to the right of the message identify the
type of SNA error that occurred. The character values and
meanings are as follows:

Option 2:

7254

Undefined remote work station error
If the 4 characters are 7254, the configuration for
this printer may be incorrect. Please make sure the
configuration and printer types are the same before
you call for service. If they are not the same, correct
the configuration and apply it to the master
configuration record when you perform the next
IPL.

7255

Change direction indicator sent to printer

7256

SNA state error

7257

SNA RH usage error

7258

SNA path error

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print Iile again.

•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, option 2 may
return control to the program you arc running. For most
programs, the job step is canceled; data created up to this
step is saved and the job continues with the next step.

If the system docs not return control to the executing program, it
checks for errors in any other Iile description (DTFs) for the
program. Message SYS··2209 is issued, at which time you must
cancel the job. Any data created by a previous step is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step may be lost.
Updated records already written to disk remain updated, and
records already deleted from the disk no longer exist. If data files
are shared, new records added to the file are saved.

SYS --6752 Printer Iprinter idl is not communicating
with the system

SYS --6753 RWS support abnormally ended for
printer Iprinter id)

Severity: 4

Severity: 5

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The printer identified in the message is not communicating with
the system. Either the printer is not attached correctly or there is
a hardware error.

You made a request for the remote printer identified in the
message. However, the remote work station support could not
continue for one of the following reasons:

Give the programmer the message 10 (SYS··6752) and printer
identified in message. If the printed output is being spooled, do
one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to hold the spool Iile entry, or enter option
I to print the spoollile entry from the beginning.

•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool writer.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:
CA!':CEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP

•

A program check.

•

A main storage failure.

•

SDLC ended abnormally.

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS··6751) and printer
identified in the message. I f the printed output is being spooled,
do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to hold the spool Iile entry, or enter option
1 to print the spool file entry from the beginning.

•

Enter option 2 to stop the spool writer.

•

Enter one of the following spool commands:

For information on these spool commands, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21·7920.
If you enter one of the above spool commands, you do not have
to enter an option. The system automatically replies to the
message for you.
If the printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).

Before you try to use the printer again, do the following:
I.

Turn the Power switch off and then on again.

2.

Line up the forms in the printer to line I.

3.

t..:se the VARY command to vary the printer off and then
on.

CA:\CEL
HOLD
RESTART
STOP
Information on spool commands can be found in the System
Reference manual, SC21·7920. If you enter one of the above
spool commands, you do not have to enter an option. The system
automatically replies to the message for you.
If the printed output is not being spooled, enter option I, 2, or 3
(option 0 is not available).
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

If this error contmues to occur. fill out a ProNem Summary Form
found m the Sy,rem Problem Delamination manual. and ·call for
hardware so:r\'lCC.

Option 0: The spool Iileentry is held. The next spool iile entry
is printed.

t.:~r

Option 1:

Rl"Sponse

Opt!on 0: The spool file entry is held. The next spool Iile entry
is rrmted.

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the system attempts
to print the spool me entry again from the beginning.

Option I:

•

If the printed output is not being spooled, the system tries
to process the print file again.

•

If the printed output has been spooled, the system attempts
to print the spool Iile entry again from the beginning.

Option 2:
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•

If the printed output has been spooled, option 2 stops the
spool writer.

•

If the printed output is not being
return control to the program you
programs, the job step is canceled;
point is saved and the job continues

spooled, option 2 may
are running. For most
data created up to this
with the next step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Notes:
1.
2.

3.

Give the message text information to the remote work
station operator.
More than one message can appear for the same error
condition. When you have responded to the last message for
this error at this printer, use the VAR Y command to vary
omine all remote work stations and to vary them online
again.
If errors continue to occur at a remote printer, use the
VARY command to place the remote printer offline and call
for hardware service.

SYS --6759 Configuration conflict for printer Iprinter

idl
Severity: NtA

Auto Response: N/A

Either a hardware or configuration error was found while the
system processed a request for the printer identified in the
message. If this is a configuration error, a printer might be
configured as a display station.
If there is a printer hardware error, do the following before you
continue printing:
Ensure that the forms are properly aligned. The system
expects the forms to be positioned so that printing can start
on the first line of the form; however, alignment procedures
may vary from printer to printer. In the case of the IBM
5219 Printer, when individual sheets are being used, remove
any sheet that has already been positioned for printing. For
more information about positioning the forms in the printer,
see the Operator's Guide for the type of printer on which
the error occurred.

2.

Turn the Power switch off and then on again.

3.

Press the Start switch.

Additional Inrormation
This error might be the result of a configuration problem. An
Activate Logic Cnit (ACfLU) SNA command or a BI;\iO SNA
command type or parameter was transmitted by R WS but could
not be process~>d by the remote control umt because the command
contained an unsupported specification.
If this is a confil!uratlon error. \'OU will have to change the
confllluralion of the prmter. Information about runmng the
C:-':F1GSSP procedure can be found the manual Changing Your
Syslt'm Configuration, SC2 I -9052.

SYS --6S00 :'\ot authorized to specify *:,\L'I.L
Se\'crJl)~

:-.:. A

Enter a different user 10.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEOIT USERID
procedure.

SYS --6801 Password must be blank for *NULL
Severity: NtA

Auto Response: '.A

t:xplanation

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation
You are running the SECEDIT USERID procedure to create or
change the ·NULL profile.
However, you have entered a
password that is not blank. The password must be blank for
-NULL
To continue, do one of the following:
•

Blank out the password field and press the Enter key.

•

Press any other active command key to discontinue the
create or update request for the -NULL profile.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure. The
·NULL profile will not be created if you arc in add mode,
or it will not be updated if you are in browse or update
mode.

SYS --6802 Reverse image field must be blank for
*:\ULL
Severity: NtA

Explanation

1.

•

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation
You are running the SECEDIT USERID procedure to create or
change the • NULL profile. However, the field or fields shown in
reverse image on the screen may not be defined for the -NULL
profile and must be blanked out.
To continue, do one of the following:

•
•
•

Blank out the fields shown in reverse image and press the
Enter key.
Press any other active command key to discontinue the
create or update request for the *NULL profile.
Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure. The
*NULL profile will not be created if you are in add mode,
nor will it be updated if you are in browse or update mode.

SYS --6803 Reverse image field must be 'N' for
*NULL
Severity: NjA

Auto Response: NtA

Explanation
You are running the SECEDIT USERIO procedure to create or
change the *NULL profile. However, the field or fields shown in
reverse image on the screen may only be 'N'.
To continue, do one of the following:

•

Place an N in the fields shown in reverse image and press
the Enter key.

•

Press any other active command key to discontinue the
create or update request for the *NULL profile.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure. The
* NULL profile will not be created if you are in add mode,
nor will it be updated if you arc in browse or update mode,

SYS --6804

Sc<.~urity

class must be

'I)'

for *NULL

You ran the SECEDIT CSERID procedure and tried to look at
or create a profile for ·'l:LL. lIowe\er. you do not ha\'e the
required security status to review the .:-': U LL profile. Only a
master security officer can create, change, or review the profile for

Severity: N/A

To continue, do one of the following:

You are running the SECEDIT USERID procedure to create or
change the *NULL profile. However, the security classification

-,eLL
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

field which is shown in reverse image must be 0 for display
station operator.
To continue, do one of the following:
•

Enter 0 into the security classification field and press the
Enter key.

•

Press any other active command key to discontinue the
create or update request for the *NULL profile.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEOIT procedure. The
*NULL profile will not be created if you are in add mode,
nor will it be updated if you are in browse or update mode.

To continue, do one of the following:
•

Enter a new location profile.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure.

SYS --6809 l'io profile found for this location name
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You were running the SECEOIT COMM procedure and tried to
scan by entering a location name. However, there is no profile in
the user 10 file for the location name you entered.

SYS --6805 *l'iULL not aliowed--seeurity not active

To continue, do one of the' following:

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

•

Press a command key or roll key to exit Scan mode.

Explanation

•

Enter a different location name.

You are running the SECEOIT procedure with the USERIO
parameter specified and tried to create, change, or locate the
*NULL profile. However, the *NULL profile cannot be accessed
if password security is not active.

SYS --6810 Password must be hex characten (0-9
A-F)

To continue, do one of the

follo~ing:

•

Select another user 10 to work with.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure.

SYS --6806 hlrocedurcl CO~(M cannot be
run--sccurity not acth·c ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You were running a security procedure to work with location
profiles. However, this procedure can only be run when password
security is active. If you want to work with location profiles, you
must activate password security using the SECDEr procedure
with the USERID parameter specified.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a location password that either is blank, contains
embedded blanks, or contains characters that are not hexadecimal
(0 through 9, A through 1'). You must enter a correct location
password before the location profile can be written to the user 10
file.
To continue, do one of the following:

•

Enter a correct location password.

•

Press command key 6 to create a random hexadecimal
password.

•

Press any active command key to discontinue the operation.

SYS --6811 Incorrect characters in location name

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the procedure.

Severity: N/A

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You entered a location name that is either blank, contains
embedded blanks, or contains characters that are not allowed.
You must enter a correct location password before it can be
written to the user I D file.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6807 Location profile exists with this name
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You were running the SECEDIT procedure with the CO~I\·t
parameter specified, and you tried to add or change a location
profile in the user I D file. However, a location profile already
exists With that location name.
To continue, do one of the following:
•

Change the location name field.

•

Remo\e the profile wllh the existing location name and add
the new profl:e.

SYS --(l..c\1I8 :\0 location profiil's to display
Sc\,eTlty: :'\ A

;\uto Response: :'\ A

Auto Response: N/A

Additional Inrormation
Every location in the user 10 file must have a unique location'
name which can be up to 8 characters in length and must begin
with an alphabetic character (A through Z, #, $, @). The
remaining characters can be any character except blank, comma
(.). period (.). question mark (?), hyphen (0), slash (/), and
apostrophe (').

SYS --6812 Rc\'erse imaged field must be Y or N
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The only allowed responses for reverse image prompts are Y or
N. You must enter Y or N in this field before the requested action
can be performed.
.

SYS --6813 Incorrect location p:lSSword recl'ived from
Iloc:ltion namel

Elo;planation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You ran the SECEDIT CO~I\I procedure to work with location
profiles. II owevcr, there are no location profiles in the user It)
file.

The location name in the message sent an incorrect location
password when an APPC session was being started. This may be

Explanation
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In attempt to bypass security. Report this message to your master
security officer.

SYS --6814 No profile found for location Ilocation
namel on bind
;everity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

fhe remote location named in the message tried to start a secure
session on this system. However, that particular remote location
:loes not have a location profile in the user ID file. The session
will not be started. Report this error to the master security
Jfficer.

Do one of the following:
•

IPL the system and sign on with the override user 10 and
password, then immediately restore a backup copy of the
user ID file by using the SECREST procedure.

•

Run the SECDEF procedure to deactivate password
security; then perform another IPL.

•

If this problem continues, contact your programming service
representative and report the message 10 (SYS--6818).

SYS --6819 Press the Enter key to accept profile
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --6815 Vser ID file is full--no active location
profiles ...
;everity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

\'ou were running the SECEDIT COMM procedure to work with
ocation profiles. II owever, the user I D file is full and could not
)C extended.
Therefore, no location profiles have been created.
\' ou must increase the size of the user I D file to enter location
lrofiles.
ro continue, enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the procedure, then run
he S ECSA VE and SECREST procedures to increase the size of
he user I D file. More information about increasing the size of
he user I D file can be found in the System Security Guide,
;C21-9042.

You pressed command key 6 to create a new location password.
To accept the new password, press the Enter key. Any other
command key will cancel the create password request.

SYS --6820 First parameter must be USERID,
RESOURCE, CO~[\I, or RESFLDR
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is an error in the first parameter of the procedure you are
running. The correct values for parameter 1 are USERID,
RESOURCE, COMl\I, or OFFICE.
To continue, enter option 3 to cancel the job, and then enter the
procedure again with the correct value for parameter 1.
Vscr Response

':ser Response

)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
s preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6821 Not allowed to secure forward.slash (/)

)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: N/A

iYS --6816 Error detected in your system security

Explanation

:everity: N/A

You are not allowed to secure forward slash (j). Forward slash
means the folder and the folder has its own security information.

Auto Response: N/A

~xplanation

I.n error was detected in the system security. Give this message
lumber to your master security officer. Someone may have tried
o change system security.

;YS --6817 Permanent disk error in the user ID file
:everity:

~jA

Auto Response: N/A

:xplanation

)urmg the bmd process of API'C, the system found a permanent
lisk error in the disk areas involving the user I D file. You cannot
ontinue operations that requITe password secuTlty or the user I D
iit!.

:ii\'e the mcssage I D (S YS··6817) to your master security officer.
'ote: If t~is error continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary
'orm four.d m the System Problem Determination manual. and call
Dr soft warc 5CT\ICC.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide. SC21-9042.

SYS --6822 Vser ID file at maximum size
Severity: NjA

You are in add mode in either SECEDIT USERID or SECEDIT
CO:\I'vI to add user profiles or location profiles to the user 10
file. However. the user ID file is at its maximum size of 3998
records and cannot be extended.
You will not be able to add more user profiles or location profiles
to the user I [) file. You will have to remove user profiles or
location profiles before you will be allowed to add prolilcs.
More information on adding profiles to the user 10 file can be
found in the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6823 Incorrect characters have been typed
Severity: N/A

cventy: , ..\

Explanation

:xplanation

'assword sccurity is active. but either the user I D file has not
een created. or It has been lost or dama~ed. This is a serious
ondillon. :'\0 one is authorized to use the system; therefore, you
an sign on only With the override user ID and password.
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Auto Response: NjA

Explanation

;YS --6818 Lscr II> file not found
A uto Response: "A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You are running a security procedure to create or change user
profiles or locatIon profiles. However. the field or fields shown in
reverse image on the screen have either no characters typed for a
required field or incorrect characters typed.
To continue, do one of the following:

•

Type valid entries for the fields shown in reverse image and
press the Enter key.

•

Press any other active command key to discontinue the
create or update request.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the S ECEDIT procedure. The
user profile will not be created if you are in add mode, nor
will it be updated if you are in browse or update mode.

SYS --6824
Severity: N/A

n~\dge

numbcr must be 8 numeric
charactcrs
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

•

•
•

Change the menu mandatory prompt to N.
Press any other active command key to discontinue the
create or update request.
Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure. The
user profile will not be created if you are in add mode. nor
will it be updated if you are in browse or update mode.

SYS --6828 Sign-on proc required for proc mandatory
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are running a security procedure to create or change user
profiles.
However. you specified that the default sign-on
procedure is mandatory without specifying a default sign-on
procedure. The default sign-on procedure is required to specify
that a sign-on procedure is mandatory.

You are running a security procedure to create or change user
profiles. However, the badge number field shown in reverse image
has an incorrect value. The badge number must be 8 numeric
characters (0-9).

To continue. do one of the following:

To continue, do one of the following:

•

•

Type a valid entry for the badge number shown in reverse
image and press the Enter key.

Type a valid entry for the default sign-on procedure field
shown in reverse image and press the Enter key.

•

Change the sign-on procedure mandatory prompt to N.

•

Press any other active command key to discontinue the
create or update request.

•

Press any other active command key to discontinue the
create or update request.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure. The
user profile will not be created if you are in add mode, nor
will it be updated if you are in browse or update mode.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure. The
user profile will not be created if you are in add mode, nor
will it be updated if you are in browse or update mode.

SYS --6825 Sccurity classification must be M, S, 0,
CorD
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --6829 Changes not madc, othcr fields in crror
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are running a security procedure to change user profiles.
However, there is an error in one of the nondisplayable fields in
the user profile. Your changes cannot be made on this display.

You are running a security procedure to create or change user
profiles. However, the security classification field shown in
reverse image has an incorrect value. The only allowed values for
the security classification are 1\1 S, 0, C, or D.

To continue. do one of the following:

To continue. do one of the following:

•

If you arc only allowed to edit your own user profile, you
must contact your master security or security officer to
correct the errors in your user profile. If security is not
active, the procedure must be run from the system console.

•

Type a valid entry for the security classification field shown
in reverse image and press the Enter key.

•

Press any other active command key to discontinue the
create or update requesL

•

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT procedure. The
user profile will not be created if you are in add mode. nor
will it be updated if you are in browse or update mode.

If you are a master security officer or a security officer and
security is active, you can use command key 9 or JO to
display the field that is in error.

•

If you are running from the system console and security is·
not active. you will not be allowed to change the field in
error because it is in a field that is displayed only when
password security is active. You must activate password
security before you run SECEDIT USERID to correct the
field in error.

Explanation

•

The profile you just specified has been created and added to the
user identification file.

Press any other active command key to discontinue the
update request.

•

Press command key 7 to exit the SECEDIT proccdure. The
user profile will not be updated.

SYS --6826 t:scr profile has been created
Se\'erlty: :-..; A

Auto Response: :-";,',\

SYS --6827 :\Ienu required for menu mandatory
Severity:

~iA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are running a security procedure to create or change user
profiles. However. you specified that the default user menu is
mandatory without specifying a default user menu. The default
user menu is required to specify that a menu is mandatory.
To continue. do one of the following:

•

Type a valid entry for the default user menu field shown in
reverse image and press the Enter key.

SYS --6830 Cmd 8 not allowed running under iO()uiry
Sevcrity: NiA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are trying to change your password from the SECEDIT
procedure while running under inquiry. If you want to chanRc
your password from the SECEDIT procedure, you must do this
when not under inquiry.

SYS --6831 CLASS allowed only when security is
active ...
System Messages
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Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --6836 Already secured--but not as a file or
library

The user I D file cannot be listed by security classifications when
password security is not active.

Severity: N/A

To continue, enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to
cancel the job, enter the procedure again with the correct value.

This is an informational message only.

L'ser Response

You tried to secure a file or library; however, the file or library
name you specified is already secured as something other than a
file or library (for example, a folder).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created by previous steps
in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6832 Error occurred retrieving subdirectory
name
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Do one of the following:

•

Use another name .

•

Remove security for the existing resource, delete the existing
resource, then secure it as either a file or library.

If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6837 Enter name and option or select from list

Explanation
A request was made to secure a folder member within a
subdirectory.
However, an unexpected error has occurred
attempting to retrieve the name of the subdirectory.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

If you would like more information, press the llelp key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

You pressed the Enter key but did not select an item to work with.
If you want to work with an item, speCify an item name and
option or select from one of the items in the lisL

SYS --6833 Resource security file at maximum size

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to secure a file, library, folder, or group, create an
authorization list, or add a user to an authorization list, file, or
library. However, the resource security file has been extended to
its maximum size and there is no room to add this information.
If you want to add your information you must remove some users
associated with existing secured files, libraries, or authorization
lists. Or remove an authorization list or security for resources
you no longer need secured.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6838 End of list has been reached
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You attempted to roll past the end of the list. There are no more
items to display.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6839 Beginning of list has been reached
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6834 folder does not exist

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You attempted to roll past the beginning of the list. You cannot
roll past the beginning of the list.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You attempted to secure a folder member in a folder which does
not exist. To secure a folder member, the folder must both exist
and be secured. and the folder member must exist in the folder.
Check the folder name you specilled to determine If this is the
actual folder name.
For more information, press the Help key or sec the System
Security Guide, SC2 J·9Q.l2.

SYS --6835 Associated AI fill's must also be secured
Seventy: :", A

Auto Response: N iA

['planation
You secured a physical file associated with at least one alternative
inccx. Before vou can use anv of the alternative indexes associated
w:th your phYSical file. they must be secured by an owner of the
phYSical file. a master security officer. or a security officer. You
can use the CATALOG procedure to list the names of all the
alternative indexes associated with your physical file.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21·9042, or the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
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If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6840
Severity: N/A

~o

items are within the list

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You displayed a list. However, the list is empty because no items
could be found in the resource security file for the list.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC2J·9042.

SYS --6841 Already seclIred--bllt not
Severity: :-;,A

:IS

a folder

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to secure a folder. However, the folder name you
specified is already secured as something other than a folder--for
example, a file or library. Do one of the following:
•

Use another name.

•

Remove security for the existing resource, delete the existing
resource, then secure it as a folder.

for this folder, subdirectory, or folder member. You may want to
specify another authorization list or create a new one.

If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC2t-9042.

SYS --6842
Severity: N/A

J:~older

is already secured

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6848 Not listed as owner--Prcss Enter to make
changes

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The folder you are trying to secure is already secured. If you are
an owner of the folder, you can display and update the security for
the folder.

Explanation

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6843 Authorization list already exists
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The authorization you are trying to create already exists. If you
are listed as an owner in the authorization list, you can display and
update it. You can also create a new authorization list by
specifying another name.

Auto Response: N/A

You are about to change security for a folder, subdirectory, or
folder member. However, the authorization list you have chosen
does not list you as an owner. If you are not a master security
officer or security officer, you will not be allowed to change or
remove the security for this folder, subdirectory, or folder
member. You may want to specify another authorization list or
create a new one.
If you want more information, press the Help key or refer to the
System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6849 Folder member has been secured
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

If you would like more information, press the Help key or reler
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

You have successfully secured your folder member.

SYS --6844 Folder member in usc--try later

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The folder member you are trying to secure is being used by
someone else. You must wait until that person has finished before
you can secure the folder member.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6845 Folder is not secured
Severity: l'iA

Auto Response: ':'J/A

Explanation
You tried to change or remove security for a folder. However, the
folder you specified is not secured. Check to see if the folder name
you specified is the folder you wish to work with.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide. SC21-9042.

SYS --6846 Authorization list docs not exist
Severity: :'\ ':\

Auto Response: :,\/A

Explanation
You tried to change or remove an authorization lisL However,
the authorization list you have specified does not exist. Check to
see if the authorization list name you specified is the authorization
list you want to work with.
If you would like more information. press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide. SC21-9042.

SYS --6847 ~ot listed as on-nero-Press Enter to secure
Severity:

~iA

SYS --6850 Iresource label I is an unsecured resource

Auto Response: NiA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You requested your access level to a resource; 'however, the
resource is not secured.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6851 lold resource labclJ is not secured the same
as Inew resource labeIJ ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to rename a secured resource; however: the new label is
not secured the same as the old label. Either the resource exists'
as a file or library and the new label secures a folder, or the
resource exists as folder and the new label secures a file or library.
To continue, do one of the following:
•

Select a diffcf('J'! name and try the rename again.

•

Remove the security for the new name, secure the new name
with the correct resource type, and try the rename again.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6852 In'source hlbclJ is not secured correctly ...

Explanation

Severity: 5

You arc about to secure a folder, subdirectory, or folder member.
However, the authorization list you have chosen docs not list you
as an owner. If you are not a master security officer or security
officer, you will not be allowed to change or remove the security

Explanation

Auto Response:

You tried to use a resource; however, the resource is either a file
or library secured as a folder. or a folder secured as a file or
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library. You will not be permitted to access this resource until this
error is corrected.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however, data created by this step may be lost.

Only a master security officer or security officer can correct this
error condition. He or she must remove the security information
in error using SECEDIT RESOURCE if the resource is secured
as a file or library, or SECEDIT OFFICE if the resource is
secured as a folder. After the resource is unsecured, anyone can
secure this resource correctly using either SECEDIT RESOURCE
(file or library) or SECEDIT OFFICE (folder).

SYS --6854 Resource security is not active

User Response
Option 0: If this option is allowed, the operation for this file is
ignored and the job step will continue with the next liIe.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is issued if a resource security function is attempted
which requires resource security to be active.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

Option I: If this option is allowed, it will have one of the
following meanings:

SYS --6855 Owner access required to this group
resource

•

Severity: N/A

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard and the END statement has not been entered, the
operation specified on the last control statement is ignored
and you can enter another utility control statement.
If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard and the END statement has been entered, the
operation is tried again with the utility control statements
already entered. The error should be corrected before
selecting this option to prevent the error message from being
issued again.

•

If the job was run from a procedure, the operation is tried
again. The error should be corrected before selecting this
option, or the error will be issued again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however, data created up to this step may be lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You have tried to secure a resource which is secured by a group.
You need owner access to the group to change security for this
resource.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6856 Press Enter to secure the folder
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You have attempted to secure a folder member in a folder which
is not secured. To secure a folder member, the folder must both
exist and be secured, and the folder member must exist in the
folder.

SYS --6853 Iresouree nameJ will be secured
incorrectly ...

Press the Enter key to go to the Work With Folder Security
display. From this display you can secure the folder.

Severity: N/A

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The resource specified will be secured incorrectly after this
resource security file is restored. One of the following produced
this result:

•

The resource exists as a file or library, and the resource
security file being restored contains a folder record for it.

•

The resource exists as a folder, and the liIe contains a file or
library record for it.

Only a master security officer or a security officer can correct this
error condition. The security file can be restored by entering
option O. After the file is restored. the master security officer or
security officer must remove the security information in error.

SYS --6857 Cpdate access is required to the folder
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You have tried to secure a folder member. However, you must
have at least update access to the folder before you can secure any
folder members.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6858 Owner access is required to the member

After security has been removed for this resource, anyone can
secure this resource correctly using either SECEDIT RESOlJRCE
(file or library) or SECEDIT OFFICE (folder).

Severity: N/A

User Response

You have tried to change security for a folder member that· is
already secured. You must have owner access to the folder
member to change security for the folder member.

Option 0: The restoration of the file continues. Note the resource
that is in error. After the file is restored, a master security officer
or security officer should remove the security informal1on for the
resource. If the resource is secured as a file or library, use
SECEDIT RESOU RCE. If the resource is secured as a folder,
usc SECEDIT OFFICE. The resource may then be secured
properly by anyone. If the error is not corrected after the file is
restored, any access to the resource in error will not be allowed.
'&'nother error message will be issued when an attempt is made to
access the resource.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21·9042.

SYS --6859 Folder member does not exist
Severity: N;A

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation
The folder member you specified does not exist.
before you ean secure it.

It must exist

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6860 Incorrect option selected
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

A master security officer or security officer must remove the
incorrect security information using SECEDIT RESOURCE if
the resource is secured as a file or library, or SECEDIT OFFICE
if the resource is secured as a folder. After security has been
removed for the resource, anyone can secure this resourCe
correctly using either SECEDIT RESOURCB (file or library) or
SECEDIT OFFICB (folder).

Explanation
The option you selected is not allowed. The allowed options are
listed on the display.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6861 !'io security information for user (user
idl···
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You requested a listing of security information for the resources
that you are authorized to access. You are not listed on any of the
resources in the resource security liIe, so there is no information
to list. If the default access of ·any of the secured resources is
greater than 'none', you have access to that resource, but the
resource is not included in a listing.
t;Sfl' Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The listing request is canceled. Data created by
previous steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is
lost.

SYS --6862 Resource is not a file or library
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You were attempting to work with a folder member'S security
when an unexpected error occurred. .One possible cause is error
message SYS-1369.
If you would like more information, press the Help key, or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042 or, the error message
SYS--1369.

SYS --6866 Security has been removed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The resource is no longer secured.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6867 Error in folder security--Prcss Enter to
correct
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the security information for this folder. Press
the Enter key to correct the error.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Explanation
The resource you tried to secure as a liIe or library does not exist
as a liIe or library. To secure liles, libraries and groups, use the
SECEDIT RESOURCE procedure. To secure folders and folder
members, use the SECEDIT OFFICE procedure.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC2l-9042.

SYS --6863 Resource is not a folder
Severity: N/A

SYS --6865 Folder is not available

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6868 Security information missing for resource
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The resource you are attempting to secure is marked secured.
However, the security information for this resource is missing. A
master security officer or a security officer must secure this
resource to correct the error.

Explanation

If you would like more information, press the Help key or .refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

The resource you tried to secure as a folder does not exist as a
folder. To secure liles, libraries and groups, use the SECEDIT
RESOURCE procedure. To secure folders and folder members,
use the SECEDIT OFFICE procedure.

SYS --6869 User not authorized to member (member
name) in (folderl ...

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC2l-9042.

SYS --6864 Resource is not secured correctly
Se\'erity: ':Vo/A

Auto Response:

~/A

Explanation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to access a member in a folder or subdirectory.
However, the member is secured, and you do not have proper
authorization to use that member for the intended level of access.
The message logged to the history me contains the name of the
subdirectory the member resides in, if the member resides in a
subdirectory.

The resource which appears above this message in the listing of
the resource security lile is secured incorrectly. Either it is a file
or library but a folder record exists for it in the resource security
liIe. or it is a foloer but a file or hbrary record exists for it in the
resource security liIe.

Notify the owner of the member and the folder or subdirectory,
or have a security officer add or change your user I J) access so
you can use that member at the intended level of access.

Listing the resource security file by RNAME may give more
specific information about which resource is in error.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response
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= Change

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however. data created by this step may be lost.

C

SYS --6870 Owner aeeess required to folder

R = Read

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

N = None

Explanation

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide. SC21-9042.

You must have owner access to change security for a folder.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6871 Owner access required to authorization
list
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6876 Log successful accesses must be a 1 or 2
Severity: N/A

You must have owner access to change an authorization list.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The value specified for log successful accesses is not allowed. The
allowed values are:

•
•

Explanation

I = Yes. Log all successful accesses to the history file .
2 = No. Do not log all successful accesses to the history
file.

Note: Unsuccessful accesses are always logged to the history file.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6872 Error occurred while selecting
subdirectory
Severity: "'fA

U = Update

SYS --6877 Default access must be a V,R,E or

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

~

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You tried to select a subdirectory using command key 14.
However, an unexpected error occurred.
If you would like more information. press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

The default access specified is not one of the allowed values. The
allowed values are:
U = Update
R = Read

SYS --6873 Incorrect character in folder name
Severity:

~/A

E = Run

Auto Response: N/A

N = None

Explanation
The specified folder name contains an incorrect character. A
folder name can be up to 8 characters and must begin with an
alphabetic character (A through Z), ti, S, or @' The remaining
characters can be any combination of characters (numeric,
alphabetic, or special).
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6874 Incorrect character in authorization list
name
Severity: N/A
Explanation
The specified authorization list name contains an incorrect
character. An authorization list name can be up to 8 characters
and must begin with an alphabetic character (A through Z), Ii. S,
or @' The remaining characters can be any combination of
characters (numeric, alphabetic. or special).
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Severity: "'/A

~

Auto Response: No/A

Explanation
The default access specified is not one of the allowed values. The
allowed values are:

o
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SYS --687S L'ser's access must be O,e,V,R,E, or N
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The access level given to the user is not one of the allowed values.
The allowed values are:

o

= Owner

C = Change

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6875 Dcfault access mllst be O,e,t:,R, or

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

C

Cpdate

R

Read

E = Run
~

= :\one

If you would like more information. press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6879 Incorrect clwracter in lIscr ID
Severity: ,,:\

Auto Response: N fA

Explanation
The user I [) specified contains an incorrect character. A user I D
can be up to 8 characters and must begin with an alphameric
character (A through Z or 0 through 9), II. $, or @. The
remammg characters can be any character except a blank or
comma.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

If you would like more information, presl the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21·9042.

SYS --6880 User ID already exists

SYS --6886 Owner aecess required to previous level

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

The user 10 specified already exists in this authorization list. You
must change or remove the user 10.

The subdirectory you selected does not have its own security
information. The security information for the previous level was
used. However, you need owner access to the previous level.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.
i

SYS --6881 Folder member name is incorrect
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6887 Authorization list has been created
Severity: N/A

Explanation
The member name you specified is incorrect. The member name
cannot be longer than 8 characters. The member extension cannot
be longer than 3 characters .. The member name and extension
must be separated by a period. If the member extension is blank
the period does not need to be specified. No embedded blanks are
allOWed.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The authorization list you specified has been created.
If you would like more information. press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21·9042.

SYS --6888 Changes have been made
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6882 Press Enter to delete folder member
security

Explanation

Severity: N/A

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Your changes have been made.

SYS --6889 Member type not allowed in this folder

You have pressed command key 4 to delete the security
information for a folder member. To confirm the delete request,
press the Enter key. The folder member will still be secured by the
security information for the folder or the subdirectory.

Severity: N/A

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

The member type you selected is not allowed in the folder you
specified.

SYS --6883 Folder has been secured

If you would like more information. press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Severity: NjA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --6890 Member name ALL not allowed

The folder you specified has been secured.

Severity: N/A

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6884 Authorization list is required
Se\'erity: :-::A

The folder member name ALL is not allowed.
If you would like more information. press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS -·6891 Incorrect character in member name

When you secure a folder or folder member. you must specify an
authorizallon hst name. Also, when you use command key 9 to
work with the rrimary authorization list or command key 10 to
work WJlh the overrIde authOrIzation list. you must specify an
authorization list name.
If you would hke more mformation. press the Ilelp key or refer
to the System SfCurity Guide. SC:! 1·.. ~2.

SYS ··6885 Authorization Iht names cannot be the
same
~:A

Explanation

Auto Response: N!A

Expl:lDation

Se\'erIly:

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

~

Se\'erity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The folder member name specified contains an incorrect character.
A folder member name can be up to 12 alphameric characters and
must bc~in with an alphameric character (A through Z or 0
through Ii) or ii, S, or @. The name consists of a folder member
name (I to 8 characters) and an optional extension (a pcriod
followed by I to 3 characters).
If you would like more inrormation. press the Help key or refer
to the SY.ftem Secllrity Gllide. SC21·9042.

A

Explanation
You cannot specify an authorization list as both the primary
authorization list and the override authorization list.

SYS ··6892 Folder in usc--try hlter
Severity: l'\'A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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The folder containing your folder member is in use. Try again
later.

security for a folder member. Type the folder member name and
press the Enter key.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6893 Folder name is not an allowed name

SYS --6899 Not enough disk space to display list

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation
The folder name specified is reserved by the system.
another folder name.

Specify

If you want more information, press the Help key or refer to the
System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6894 Owner access required to subdirectory
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

There is not enough disk space to create and display the requested
list. To display the list, you must wait for disk space to become
available, or to remove files, libraries, or folders you no longer
need.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6900 New passwords did not match, try again

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You need owner access to work with this subdirectory.

Explanation

If you want more information, press the Help key or refer to the
System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

You entered both the current password and new password
correctly on the first screen, but when you reentered the new
password, it was not the same as the new password on the first
screen. Your password was not changed.

SYS --6895 Error during entry of member security
info
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: No/A

Explanation
An error occurred while trying to enter the member security
information in the data description area. If you are trying to
secure a folder member, it was not secured. If you are trying to
change the folder member's security, the changes were not made.
If you would like more information about correcting the field,
refer to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6896 Error while getting member security info
Severity: N!A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An error occurred while trying to get the member security
information from the data description area.
The security
information for the member you have specified cannot be
displayed.
If you would like more information about correcting the field,
refer to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6897 Folder name is required
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A folder name is required when you are securing, changing
security information, or deleting security information for a folder,
subdirectory, or folder member. Type the folder name and press
the Enter key.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

Auto Response: N/A

If you still want to change your password, enter your current
password and your new password again.
If you do not want to change your password, press command key
7 to end the PASSWORD procedure.

SYS --6901 Password must be 4 non-blank characters
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You have entered a password that is not 4 characters long or else
contains blanks as one or more of the 4 characters.
Type a 4-character password that does not contain blanks over the
incorrect password on the display.

SYS --6902 Value must be right justified, no
embedded blanks
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a value for the prompt on the display, but the field
requires numeric data, right justified, with no blanks within the
number. If the number is followed by blanks or contains blanks
within it, the value is not correct.
If the numbcr is fonowed by blanks, move it to the right so the
right-most digit is in the last position on the prompt.
If the number contains blanks, type the number again, without the
blanks within it.

SYS --6903

~ull1ber

of days must be between t and

366
Scverity: 'i'\/A

Auto Response: NjA

EXIIlanation

SYS --6898 Folder member name is rl'quircd
Explanation

You have entered a value, for one or both of the password date
checking time limits, that is not between 1 and 366. The
maximum number of days a user may keep a password, and the
number of warning days, are limited to 1 to 366.

A folder member name is required when securing a folder
member, changing security for a folder member, or removing

Type a value between I and 366 over the incorrect value on the
display.

Severity: N/A
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Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6904 Warning cannot be greater than
maximum
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to change your password; however, the new password
you entered is the same as your current password. You must
change your password to a different password.

Explanation

User Response

You entered a value for the number of days a user will be warned
before the password expires. This value is greater than the
maximum number of days a user may keep a password. The
number of warning days must be less than or equal to the number
of days a user may keep a password.

Type a different password over the password in the new password
prompt. The password must be four characters and cannot
contain blanks.

Enter a value for one of the following:

SYS --6909 Maximum days decreased, press Enter to
change

•

The number of warning days, which is less than or equal to
the maximum number of days a user may keep a password

Severity: N/A

•

The maximum number of days a user may keep a password,
which is greater than or equal to the number of warning
days.

SYS --6905 Password date checking has not been
started ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You ran the SECDEF USERlD,STOPDATE procedure when
password date checking was not started. No action was taken.
L'ser Response

Explanation
You are changing the time limits on the password date checking
function and have decreased the maximum number of days a user
can keep a password. Temporary extensions will be given to any
passwords that are not expired under the old time limit but would
be expired under the new time limit.
If you want to decrease this value, press Enter. The profiles of the
users whose passwords would have expired will be updated with a
new 'password was changed on' date. The new 'password was
changed on' date will give those users the warning period number
of days to change their password before it WIll expire. /ly domg
this, all users who were able to sign on with the current maximum
value will be able to sign on with the new maximum value.
L'ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6906 Parameter must be UPDATE or
1'iOliPDATE...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the update parameter of the SECREST
procedure. The correct values for the update parameter are
UPDATE or NOUPDATE. To continue, enter option 3 to cancel
the job, then enter the procedure again with the correct value for
this parameter.

If you want to decrease the maximum number of days a user may
keep a password and update any profiles which need to be
updated, press the Enter key.
If you do not want to decrease the maximum number of days a
user may keep a password, press command key 3 or command
key 7 to cancel the SECDEF procedure. The maximum and the
warning values will not be changed.
If you want to change either of the values on the display, type new
values over the displayed values and press the enter key. If the
maximum is still less than its current value, this message will be
shown again and you can try a different value.

SYS --6910 Password security not active or
scheduled ...
Severity: N/A

L'Sl'r Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6907 Incorrect current password

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to run the SECDEF USERID,STRTDATE procedure
to start password date checking, but password security is not
active or scheduled to be active.

Explanation

Password security must be scheduled to be active by running the
SECDEF USERID,ACTPW procedure. It can then be activated
by doing an IPL of your system.

You tried to change your password; however, the password you
entered for your current password is not correct. You must enter
your correct currently active password in order to change your
password.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

L'ser Response
If you know your current password, type it over the incorrect
password that is in the current password field on the display.

L'ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6911 {Jser profile docs not exist in user II> file ...

If you do not remember your current password, end this
procedure and have a security officer check your user profile to
find out what your password is.

Severity: :-</A

SYS --6908 1'iew password must differ from current

You tried to change your password in your user profile, but your
profile has been removed from the user 10 file. The profile you
had when you signed on has since been removed. A master

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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security officer or a security officer could have removed the
profile. or a system error could have caused the profile to be lost.
User Response
Report this problem to your master security officer or security
officer. It may be an indication of system problems. If a master
security officer or a security officer removed your profile by
aq:ident. he or she can add your profile back to the user 10 file.

You tried to run the named procedure without password security
active. Password security must be active to run this procedure.
You can activate password security using the SECDEF
USERID,ACfPW procedure.
Enter option 2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job.
Then activate password security usrng the SECDEF
USERID,ACfPW procedure and try the procedure again.
User Response

SYS --6912 Value must be between 3 and 25
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Option 2: The job'step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

You are changing the number of invalid sign-on attempts allowed.
and you entered a value less than 3 or greater than 25. This value
must be between 3 and 25.

SYS --6916 ######## cannot be run under inquiry ...

This value is also used to limit the number of ICF procedure starts
that fail due to an invalid user 10 and password combination.
This is also the maximum number of tries users are allowed for
entering the current password when changing their passwords.
User Response
Type a value between 3 and 25 for the number of sign-on attempts
allowed. If you are activating password security. this field has a
default of 10. If you are changing the value, the first value
displayed was the current number of invalid sign-on attempts
allowed.

SYS --6913 Date checking stopped due to error
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The date checking limits were not between 1 and 366 when the
system was IPLed. Because of this error, date checking was not
started for this IPL
To correct this problem, the STRTDATE parameter of the
SECDEF USERID procedure can be used to change the password
date checking limits to valid values.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The user is trying to run the named procedure after inquiring out
of another procedure, then requesting the command screen. The
named procedure cannot be run while under inquiry.
User Response
After ending this attempt at running the procedure by cntermg
option 2 or 3, end the inquiry by pressing command key I to
resume the first job. When this job is complete, try running this
procedure again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

SYS --6917Iuser ID) canceled, incorrect passwords
cntered
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The STRTDATE parameter of the SECDEF lJSERID procedure
can only be used if password security is active or scheduled to be
active. If password security is active, this parameter will start
password date checking. If password security is only scheduled,
an IPL will have to be performed after the SECDEF procedure is
used to activate password security and to start password date
checking.

The user named in the message was using the PASSWORD
procedure to change his or her password and entered an incorrect
current password too many times. The number of incorrect
attempts allowed was set by the master security officer when
password security was activated. The user was signed off the
system.

SYS --6914 Reenter new password to confirm change

SYS --6918 Overrides must be entered

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You are changing your password, and both passwords you entered
are correct. To make sure that the new password you entered is
the one you wanted, enter the new password again in the new
password field and press the Enter key. If the new password
matches the one you entered on the previous screen, it will become
your password. If the new password is different from the one you
entered on the previous screen, the previous screen will be shown
and you can try again to change your password. If you do not
want the new password to become your password, press command
key 7 to end the procedure. This command key will prevent your
password from being changed.

You are attempting to activate password security or to change the
overrides, and have left the override user 10 and override
password blank. These fields must be entered to activate password
security or to change the overrides.
L'ser Response
If you want to activate password security or change the overrides,
enter a valid user J D and 'valid password in the override fields.
If you do not want to activate password security or change the
overrides, press command key 3 or command key 7 to end the
SECDEF procedure.

SYS --6915 Password security must be acth'e to run
Iprocedure namel ...

SYS --6919 Master sec officer fields must be entered

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

You are attempting to activate password security, but left the
master security officer user 10 and password blank. These fields
must be entered to activate password security.

SYS --6924 Parameter must be USERID,
OWNERID or RNAME•••

User Response

Severity: N/A

If you want to activate password security, enter a valid password
and a valid user lOin the fields.

Explanation

If you do not want to activate password security, press command
key 3 or command key 7 to end the SECDEF procedure.

SYS --6920 Value must be between 18 and 3998
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

There is an error in the order parameter of the SECLIST
procedure. To continue, enter option 3 to cancel the job, then run
the procedure again with the correct value for this parameter.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps In
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are trying to create the user identification file, but the value
you entered for the size of the liIe is incorrect. This value must
be between 18 and 3998.
User Response
If you want to create the user identilication file, type a value
between 18 and 3998 over the incorrect value, then press the Enter
key.
If you do not want to create the user identification file, press
command key 3 or command key 7 to end the SECDEF
procedure.

SYS --6925 Parameter must be USER or ALL...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the -amount of information to be listedparameter for the SECLIST procedure. To continue, enter option
3 to cancel the job, then run the procedure again with the correct
value for this parameter.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6921 first parameter must be CHANGE
Severity: :-\A

Auto Response:

SYS --6926 Parameter must be :'\OI)W or PW ...

~iA

Explanation

Severity: N/A

There is an error in the first parameter of the procedure you are
running. The correct value for parameter 1 is CHAI'GE. This
parameter can be left blank. and it will default to CHANGE.

Explanation

To continue. enter option 3 to cancel the job, then enter the
procedure again with CHANGE for parameter I or leave
parameter I blank.

Auto Response: N/A

There is an error in the list password parameter for the SECLIST
procedure. To continue, enter option 3 to cancel the job, then run
the procedure again with the correct value for this pjU"ameter.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created -by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

t;ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6927 Parameter must be VSERID or CLASS .••

SYS --6922 Parameter must be REWIND, LEAVE
or L~LOAD ...

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

There is an error in the list format parameter for the SECLIST
procedure. To continue, enter option 3 to cancel the job, then run
the procedure again with the correct value for this parameter.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the parameter which specifics the end position
of the tape drive in the SECREST procedure. this parameter are
REWI:--:D, LEAVE, and U~LOAD. To continue, enter option 3
to cancel the job, then run the procedure again with the correct
value for this parameter.
t;ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10sL

SYS --6923 l)arameter must be
Severity: N/A

PRI~TER

or CRT...

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the output parameter of the SECLIST
procedure. To continue, enter option 3 to cancel the job, then run
the procedure again with the correct value for this parameter.
t:ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

t:scr Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6928 Only security officers can secure
#UBRARY
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
::LlBRARY is the system library. Only master security officers
or secunty officers can secure this library.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide. SC21-9042.

SYS --6929 Resource name must be specified
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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The resource name that is required is reverse imaged on your
display station. Enter the requested resource name and press
Enter.

You have tried to secure a resource as an alternative index.
However, the resource is not an alternative index. To secure this
resource, change the special resource type from A to blank.

IC you are attempting to secure an alternative index and the
alternative index does not exist yet, you must specify the physical
file as the parent resource name.

If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6935 Security info missing for physical file
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6930 Owner access rcquired to physical file

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You have tried to secure an alternative index. However, the
security information for the physical file associated with the
alternative index is miSSing.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are required to have owner access to the physical file
associated with the alternative index file you are securing.
To secure this alternative index, see the owner of the physical file,
a security officer, or a master security officer.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Gu/de, SC21-9042.

SYS --6931 Sign-on attempts value incorrect - reset
to to
Severity:

~iA

Auto Response: N/A

To find out the name of the physical file associated with your
alternative index, use the CATALOG procedure. The CATALOG
procedure will list information about your alternative index.
See your master security officer or security officer to correct this
problem.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6936 Read access required to resource
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

The number of invalid sign-on attempts, invalid procedure starts,
or attempts for changing the user password was not between 3
and 25 when the system was IPLed. Because of this error, the
value was reset to 10.

The resource name you specified requires you to have at least read
access.

User f{csponse
To correct this problem, the ACTPW parameter of the SECDEF
USERID procedure can be used to change the number of sign-on
attempts to a correct value. If password security is active, this
value becomes the new number of sign-on attempts. If password
security is only scheduled, an IPL will have to be performed after
the SECDEF procedure is uscd to activate password security and
set the number of sign-on attempts to the new value.

SYS --6932 Pn.'ss Enter to create authorization list
Severity: ':\JA

Auto Response: ':\,'A

Explanation
You have attempted to secure a folder, subdirectory, or folder
member with an authorization list that docs not exist. Press the
Enter key to go to the Work With Authorization List display.
From this display, you can create the authorization list.
If you would like information, p-ress the Help key or refer to the
System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6933 Resource must be secured as an AI file
Severity:

~iA

Auto Response: NiA

I f you are securing an alternative index that does not exist, you
must have at least read access to the physical tile. The phYSical file
must be specified as the parent resource to the alternative index.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6937 Physical file is not secured correctly
Severity: N /A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The physical file associated with the alternative index file you are
trying to secure is secured with a resource security record other
than a file resource record.
To correct this problem, the incorrect resource. record must be
removed and the physical file must be secured with a flle resource
security record.
If you would like more information, refer to the System Security
Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6938 Subdirectory is already secured
Severity: ';'oJ/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You have tried to secure a subdirectory that is already· secured.

Explanation
The resource you are trying to secure is an alternative index.
Select special resource type A to secure this file as an alternative
index.
If you would like more information, refer to the Systcm Security
Guidc, SC21-9042.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6939 Subdirectory is not secured
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --6934 Resource is not an Al file
Severity: N/A
Explanation
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Auto Response: N/A

You tried to change or remove security for a subdirectory.
However, the subdirectory you specified is not secured. Check to
see if the subdirectory name you specified is the subdirectory you
wish work with.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6940 Cannot select from list when changing
folder name
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You have attempted to work with security for a folder member
that resides in a subdirectory. The subdirectory, the folder
member resides resides in, docs not have its own security
information. The security information for the previous level was
used. However, you need update access to the previous level to
work with security information for the Colder member you have
specified.

Explanation

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

You have selected subdirectories from the list of secured
subdirectories and have also changed the folder name. You cannot
select a new folder while you have these options selected. You can
use command key 8 to remove all the options from the selected
subdirectories or change the folder name back to the previous
folder name.

Severity: N/A

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

You have attempted to work with security information for a
member in a subdirectory. However, you need at least update
authority to the subdirectory.

SYS --6941 Subdirectory has been secured

If you want more information, press the Help key or refer to the
System Security Guide, SC21·9042.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The subdirectory you specified has been secured.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC2) -9042.

SYS --6946 Update access required to subdirectory
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --6947 Error in subdircctory sccurity--Prcss
Enter to correct
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --6942 Subdirectory name is required

There is an error in the security information for this subdirectory.
Press the Enter key to correct the error.

Severity: N/A

If yeu would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21·9042.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A subdirectory name is required when securing a subdirectory.
Type the subdirectory name and press the Enter key.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6943 Incorrect subdirectory name
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --6948 Error in folder security information
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the security information for this folder.
If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21·9042.

Explanation

SYS --6949 Error in subdirectory security information

The specified subdirectory name contains an incorrect character.

Severity: N/A

If you would like more information. press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC2) -9042.

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

There is an error in the security information for

SYS --6944 Second parameter of :\IE:\IBER is not
allowcd now ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

F.xpl:IR3tion

~his

subdirectory.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or referto the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --6950 LAN lline numberl -- Adapter
malfunction ... '

The second parameter of :\1 E:\IIJ ER cannot be specifled now.
You cannot work with folder member security because folder
management support is not loaded on the system.

Severity: 5

To continue. enter option 3 to cancel the job, or option 2 to cancel
the job step.

One possible cause of this error is that the cable is unplugged at
the personal computer controller. If all the cables are plugged in
correctly and the problem continues to occur, then run Online
Problem Determination and call for hardware service.

\:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is canceled. Data created by 'preVious
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10Sl
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data,created by this step is lost.

\:ser Response
Option 2: The attempt to establish the connection for this LAN
line is terminated.

SYS --6951

LA~ lline numberl-- Hardware
configuration error ...

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --6945 Vpdate access required to previous level
Severity: N/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation
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The initial attempt to start communications on the LAN line failed
because the configuration in the system does not match the
hardware configuration in the LAN controller.
Identify recent hardware changes made to the LAN controller, or,
if this is the first time you have started LAN, determine which
controller hardware configuration you ordered.
To correct the system configuration do the following:

Network Management System to determine the cause for the
removal.

SYS --6955 LAN (line number) -- Initial diagnostic
failure .••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

If you have a 5362 System Unit, perform the IPL again to
run the autoconfigure program. If the message continues to
occur, call for hardware service.

If the problem continues to occur, run Online
Determination and call for hardware service.

•

If you have a 5360 System Unit, notify software service that
you have changed your LAN controller hardware (or that
your initial configuration is wrong) and request an update
of your system configuration.

Option 2: This terminates the connection attempt on the LAN
line.

User Response

Problem

User Response

SYS --6956 LAN lline number) -- Controller not
powered on ...

Option 2: This terminates the attempt to use the LAN line.

Severity: 5

SYS --6952 L\;\; lline number) -- Resource not
available •••

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The LAN controller was powered off when the initial attempt to
start communications occurred. Power on the controller or, if it
is already powered on, check the connection to the power supply.

The network adapter diagnostiCS in the LAN controller failed
because a critical resource in the controller was not available.

If all connections are made and the controller is powered on and
the message still occurs, then call for hardware service.

For example this could be the result of:

t:ser Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

No adapter card was present in the LAN controller.

•

The connection to the network is miSSing or incorrect.

Option I: Another attempt to start communications on the LAN
line is made.

•

There is an adapter hardware failure.

Option 2: The connection attempt is canceled.

If more information is needed to isolate the problem, run the
OLPD procedure.
User Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: This terminates the connection attempt for the LAN
line.

SYS --6953
Severity: 5

SYS --6957 LAN Iline number) - Vnusual network
condition

LA~ lline number) -- l:nusual network
condition ..•

Auto Response:

Explanation
The initial attempt to start communications on a LAN line failed
because of an unusual network condition. One possible cause of
this error is that the cable is unplugged at the Multistation Access
Unit.

Auto Response:

Explanation
While communicating over a LAN line an unusual network
condition was received. All active SNA or RWS sessions running
on the network will be terminated. The line number in the
message identifies the failing network.
One possible cause of this error is that the cable is unplugged at
the Multistation Access Cnil. If all cables are plugged in correctly
and the problem continues to occur, run Online ProblemDetermination and call for hardware service.

SYS --6958 LAN (line number) - Adapter malfunction

Try the operation again. If all cables arc plugged in correctly and
the problem continues to occur, run Online Problem
Determination and call for hardware service.

Severity: 5

t:ser Response
start

While communicating over a LAN line, a network adapter
malfunction occurred. All active SNA or RWS sessions for the
network will be terminated. The line number in the message text
identiftes the failing network.

Option 2: This terminates the connection attempt for the LAN
line.

One possible cause of thi.s error is that the cable is unplugged at

Option 1:
The system makes
communications on the line.

another

attempt to

SYS --6954

L\~ Iline number) - Adaptcr rcmo\"cd
from ring

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The JB\f Token-Ring J'.:etwork adapter has been removed from
the ring by the Network Manager. Check with the Token-Ring
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Auto Response:

Explanation

the personal computer controller. If all cables arc plugged in
correctly and the problem continues to occur, then run Online
Problem Determination and call for hardware service.

SYS --6959 LAN Iline numbcrl - Resource not
available
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

A critical resource in the LAN controller (such as a timer) was not
available. All sessions on this network will be terminated. The
line number in the message identifies the failing network.

SYS --6965 LAN Iline number)lline number) -Controller/Adapter check - SRC ISRC)

If the problem continues to occur, run the ERAP procedure for
the indicated LAN line, print the results, and call for software
service.

Severity: 3

SYS --6960 LAN lline numberl -- Buffer overflow
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

The data received by the system was longer than the buffers
available to receive it. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-6960) and the line number identified in the message.
Additional Information

This problem may have been caused by a configuration mismatch.
Check the system/device with which you are communicating. The
remote system/device may be sending larger frames than the
system can receive.

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is a problem in either the LAN controller or, if you have a
5360 or 5362 System Unit, it may be in the system LAN adapter
or cable. Communications on all the active LAN lines for the
controller will be terminated. (The message indicates which lines
were active for the controller.) Record the System Reference
Code (SRC) from the message. The SRC codes are explained in
message SYS-9636 in the Syslem Messages manual.
This may be caused by a hardware error in the LAN controller or,
if you have a 5360 or 5362 System Unit, it may be caused by a
hardware error in the system LAN adapter or in the cable from
the LAN adapter.
It may also be caused by a program error in the LAN controller
or in the system LAN adapter (for a 5360 or 5362 System Unit).
If the problem continues, then run Online Problem Determination
and call for hardware service.

SYS --6961

LA~ lline numberJ-- Max number of
network sessions reached

The System Reference Code describes the error that occurred.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

SYS --6966 LAN is terminating -- Run OLllIL.

Explanation

Severity: 4

AlI the available network session slots in the LAN network
adapter are now bemg used. An attempt to start communications
to another remote system or device will not be successful. A
remote system or device attempting to call in will also not be
successful.

User Response

If no more sessions are required, this message can be ignored. If
additional sessions will be required, this message gives warning
that they may not be established successfully.

SYS --6962 LA:'\' lline numberJ - LA:" controller load
has started

Auto Response: 2

Option 2: Communications on all LAN lines for the controller is
terminated.

SYS --6967 LA1\' -- Wrap tcst not run - allocate
failed ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

Normally, after a LAN controller check, the wrap test to the
system LAN adapter card is started by LAN Init(ferm Task. In
this case, OLPD was already runnning tests using one of the lines
in the controller and the LA;\; Init(ferm task could not allocate a
line before starting the wrap test.

Code is being loaded into the LA:"I: controller. This may take up
to several minutes to complete. The V AR Y 0:"1: or ENABLE
procedure is being processed.

Take option 2 to terminate all processing by the LAN tasks.
Continue running OLPD and run the wrap test to the system
LA'" adapter card.

This message is informational only. No action is required.

t:ser Response

SYS --6963 LAN lline numberJ - LA:'\ controller load
is complete

Option 2: This option terminates all processing for LAN tasks.
Be sure to continue running OLPD and execute the system LAN
adapter card wrap test.

Severity: 5

SYS --6968 LAN adapter wrap test started

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 1

Auto Response:

The LAN controller load has completed successfully.

Explanation

SYS --6964 LA:" Iline numberJ -- Network session
now a"ailable

After a LAN controller check has occurred the system will
automatically start the system adapter card wrap test. For several
seconds while this test is running no subsystems can be started on
a LAN line.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

The results of the test will be displayed with additional messages.

A network session slot in the LAN network adapter is now
available. '.; ow an attempt to start communications to another
remote system or device may be successful. A remote system or
device attempting to call in may also be successful.

SYS --6969 LAN ad~lpter wrap test successful -- SRC
Jsystl'l1l reference codel ..•

I f additional sessions are not required, this message can be
ignored. If additional sessions are required, this message lets the
operator know that an attempt to establish a session may be
successful now.

Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

The system LAN adapter card wrap test completed successfully.
No errors were found in the LAN adapter hardware. The System
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Reference Codes are explained in message SYS-9636 in the Syslem
Messages manual.
If controller checks continue to occur, run Online Problem
Determination to perform further tests on the LAN controller
hardware. If problems continue to occur, call for hardware
service.
CRr Response
Option 2:
controller.

Enter option 2 to terminate this attempt to start LAN on the
system.

SYS --6978 LAN lline number) - LAN library could
not be accessed .•.
Severity: 4

This option terminates processing for the LAN

SYS --6970 LAN adaptcr wrap tcst failed -- SRC
Isystcm refcrcnce codc) ...
Severity: S

User Response

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
LAN SSP support programs could not access the library,
#LANLlB, because it was protected.
Enter option 2 to cancel the attempt at a LAN connection.
Remove security from the Library using the SECEDIT procedure
and try to make the connection attempt again.

Explanation
The system LAN adapter wrap test found an error in the LAN
adapter hardware. The error is identified by the SRC number
displayed in the message. The System Reference Codes are
explained in message SYS-9636 in the System Messages manual.

User Response
Option 2: The attempt to make a LAN connection is terminated.

Record the message number (SYS-6970) and the SRC displayed
and call for hardware service.

SYS --6979 LAN Iline numbcr) - Disk I/O error for
LAN library ...

User Response

Severity: 4

Option 2: This option terminates all processing for the LAN
controller.

SYS --6975
Severity: I

L:\~ -- Ahnormal termination of LAN
Init/Tcrm task

Auto Response:

Explanation
A permanent disk I/O error occurred while SSP LAN support was
trying to read members from the library #LA:'IJLlB.
Enter option 2 to cancel the attempt to start LAN.
If the error continues to occur, call for hardware service.

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

An
unrecoverable
error
occurred
in
the
LAN
Initialization/Termination Task. All communications on all active
LA:-i lines will be halted. This message will be preccedcd by a task
dump message. Note the number(s) of the task dump(s) and call
for software service.

Option 2: The attempt to start LAN on the system is terminated.

SYS --6976

LA~ -- 2K page failure detected by
Init/Term

Severity: I

Auto Response:

LA~

Explanation
A 2K page failure occurred while running the LAN
Initialization/Termination task. All communications on all active
LAN lines will be halted. Call for hardware service.

SYS --6977
Severity: 4

LA~ lline number) - LAN library or
members not found ...

Auto Response:

SYS --6980 Parm Iparameter location I must be
NETWORK, LOCATIONS, or
SESSION
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the first parameter of the APPNINFO
procedure. The correct values for parameter 1 are NETWORK.
LOCATIONS, or SESSION.
To continue. enter option 3 to cancel the job. and then enter the
procedure again with the correct value for parameter 1.
eser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

One of two errors exists:

SYS --6981 Parameter Iparameter location) must be
FI, II, Tl, T2, or TC

1.

Severity: S

Explanation

2.

The library, #LANLlB, is not present on the system. This
library is created by running the CNflGSSP procedure and
adding the SSP Local Area Network feature.
The library, iiLA~L1B, is present on the system but one or
more IBM supplied members are not present.

Enter option 2 to terminate this request to start LAN then do the
following:
•

Delete the library #LANLIB if it exists on the system.

•

Run CNFIGSSP and add the SSP LAN feature to the
system. (This will re·create the library correctly.)

Try the connection attempt again.
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Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message I D (S YS··6981) and the
parameter location from the message.
Additional Inrorm:ltioll
This message was issued by the APPNINf'O procedure. An
attempt was being made to restore an APPN session trace file;
however, the parameter that specifics from where the file is to be
restored is incorrect. The incorrect parameter is at the location
given in the message and must be FI (disk). I I (diskette). '1'1 (t<lpe
drive I), '1'2 (tape drive 2), or TC (tape cartridge).

User Response

Severity: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --6982 File lfile labell is not on disk
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

There is an error in the second parameter of the APPNINFO
procedure. The correct values for parameter 2 are CRT or
PRI:-JTER.
To continue. enter option 3 to cancel the job, and then enter the
procedure again with the correct value for parameter 2.

Explanation
The specified file does not exist on the disk. Enter option 3 and
give the programmer the message ID (5Y5--6982), the file label
from the message, and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.
Additional Inrormation
The file identified in the message is required by the program as an
input file. However, either the file label was incorrectly specified
in your procedure. or the file docs not exist on the disk.
You can use the CATALOG procedure to see if the file exists'on
disk. More information about the CATALOG procedure can be
found in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6987 Parameter (parametcr location) may not
be specified for PRINTER
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

The parameter at the location given in the message is incorrect
when you are printing information. The identified parameter
should only be specified if you are displaying the information.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(5 YS--6987).

SYS --6983 l:nable to display network at this time ...

User Response

Severity: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
.

Auto Response: N/A

Explan.ltion
An attempt has been made to display the network information
when the APPN Control Point programs were not active, or an
error occurred while processing the files containing the network
information.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6984 File lfile name) is not an
trace file
Severity: 5

AI)P~

session

Auto Response:

SYS --6988 Unable to display locations at this time ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt has been made to display the location information
when the APPN Control Point programs were not active, or an
error occurred while processing the files containing the location
information.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --6989 File lfile name) contains bad records

The file identified in the message is not an APP:-J session trace file.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--6984) and the file name in the message.

Severity: 5

l'ser Response

The trace file identified in the message does not contain usable
data. The trace Iile cannot be processed. Enter option 3 and give
the programmer the message 10 (SYS--6989) and the file name in
the message.

Option 3: The job 'is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job is s;wed. but data created by thIS step is lost.

SYS --6985 File lfile name! docs not contain any
entril's
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The trace file identified in the message docs not contain any
API''' sessIon trace entrIes.
Enter option 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (5YS ..6985) and the file name in the
message.
l'scr i{csponsc

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6990 Starting name must be givcn if starting
date giycn
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Either you have keyed an incorrect combination of parameters in
the RESTORE procedure. or the $COPY utility control statement
entered is incorrect. I f you specify a starting liIe date. you must
specify the starting file name.

SYS --6986 Parameter Iparametcr location I must be
CRT or PRIXfER

Enter option 2 (if available) or 3, and give the programmer the
message ID (5YS--6990).
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Additional Inrormation

Additional Inrormation

This message was issued by the SCOPY utility, which may have
been called by the RESTORE procedure. If you have used the
RESTORE procedure, the problem occurred because parameter 8
was entered but parameter 7 was not. The error may be caused
by a missing or an extra comma for a positional parameter.
If you are keying the SCOPY utility control statements directly,
the problem occurred because the STRTDATE- parameter was
entered on the 1/ COPYALL statement but the STRTLABLparameter was not.

The combination of jobs running on your system has prevented
SCOPY from obtaining the main storage needed for diskette data
compression/ decompression. When other job(s) finish, the main
storage used by them will become available to SCOPY. This
problem is more likely to occur if your system has a maximum of
128K main memory. If you are running dedicated on such a
system and this problem still occurs, other system operations such
as system trace may have to be modified to use less main storage
and
leave
enough
storage
for
diskette
data
compression/decompression.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 0: The save operation will continue and the data will not
be compressed. This option is only allowed on save operations.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: The $COPY utility will try again to obtain the main
storage needed for diskette data compression/decompression.

SYS --6991 Invalid starting date specified ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The starting file date specified was either invalid or not in the
correct session format. The date can be entered in one of three
formats: month·day-year (mmddyy), day-month-year (ddmmyy),
or year-month-day (yymmdd). lIowever, the format used must
be the same as the session date format. The STATUS SESSION
command can be used to determine the session date format.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintainmg this job. Give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--6991 ).
Additional Inrormation

ThiS message was issued by the SCOPY utility, which may have
\x-en called by the RESTORE procedure. The starting file date is
sJX"Clfied in parameter 8 of the RESTORE procedure, or in the
STRTDATE- keyword of the 1/ COPYALL utility control
statement.
This error may be caused by a missing or an extra comma for a
pOSitional rarameter. \Iake sure all required commas arc included
for positIOnal parameters not coded.
\:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6992 System unable to compress/decompress
data now ...
Auto Response:

Explanation

rhe system cannot obtain enough main storage to perform
:liskette data compression/decompression.
Do one of the following:
If this is a save operation and you do not want to compress
the file or file set, enter option o. The save operation will
continue.
If you want to try to obtain the main storage needed for
diskette data compression/decompression again, enter option
1.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-6992).
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SYS --6993 I)arm (parameterl must be RE\\'1:\"D or
LEAVE if parm (paranwterJ is Te ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If the unit parameter is TC, the end parameter must be either
REWIND, LEAVE, or null. (UNLOAD is not valid.)
Enter option 0 to change the invalid parameter to REWIND. Or
enter option 3 to cancel the job, and give the programmer the
message 10 (SYS--6993) and the name of the procedure you were
running.
User Response
Option 0:
positioning.

The job continues with REWIND as the end

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6994 Wrong diskette for file (file nameJ ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Either the diskette(s) previously processed was not the correct
diskette(s) for this restore operation or the diskette presently being
processed is not the correct diskette. Before attemptmg the
restore operation again, check that all the diskettes to be processed
are the correct diskettes.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the diskette magazine drive on which
this error was found.
If option I is available and the previously processed diskette(s)
was correct, replace the diskette identified in the message with the
correct diskette and enter option I to continue the restore
operation with this replaced diskette. Enter option 2 or 3, then
notify the programmer responsible for maintaining this job. Give
the programmer the message identification code (SYS--6994) and
the file name from the message.
Additional InfornHltion

This error occurred because of a change in data format
(compressed, noncom pressed) on a volume transition between files
during a RESTORE ALL operation or within a file while that file
was being restored singly or as part of a set in a RESTORE ALL
operation.

Since a file or set of files can only be saved to diskette as all
compressed or as all noncom pressed, at least one of the diskettes
you are using in this restore operation is not the same diskette that
you used to originally save the file or files that you are now
attempting to restore. Check that all the diskettes that you are
using are the correct diskettes.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
the job is saved. No data was copied for this step.

User Response

Explanation

Option I: If available, the restore operation attempts to continue
with the diskette which is in the same diskette location.

You are attempting to restore a set from tape but the set cannot
be found on the tape. You may have spelled the set name
incorrectly, or the tape may not be the correct one.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS -;.6997 Sct name (set name) is not on the tape
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Enter option 1 to retry the restore operation after loading the
correct tape. Enter option 2 to end the job step; option 3 to cancel
the job.
User Response

SYS --6995 Vncxpectcd amount of data restored from
(filc name) ...

Option I: The SCOPY utility will retry the restore operation with
a different tape.

Severity: S

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The restore operation on the file at the tape location specified in
the message did not complete successfully because the amount of
data restored differed from the amount that was expected to be
restored. The amount of data originally saved and expected to be
restored is saved along with a tape file. The actual amount of data
in this tape file differed from this value.
Do one of the following:

•

If you want to keep the disk file and the data that was
restored, enter option 2 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--699S) along with the file name from the
message.

•

If you wish to cancel this job and not keep the disk file,
enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--6995) along with the file name from the message.

Additional Information
This message was issued by the SCOPY utility program, which
may have been called by the RESTORE procedure. If option 2 is
taken and the disk Iile is kept. the data should be carefully checked
for correctness. Also. a determination of the amount of data
actually restored should be made.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
the job is saved. No data was copied for this step.

SYS --6998 Set name (set name) already exists on the
tape ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are attempting to save a set to tape. but the set already exists
on the tape. You may have the wrong tape on the drive.
Enter option 0 to continue the save operation on the same tape.
Enter option I to retry the save operation on a different tape.
Enter option 2 to end the job step; option 3 to cancel the job.
User Response
Option 0: The save operation continues. After the save has been
completed. there will be more than one saved set on the tape with
the same set name.
Option I: The SCOPY utility retries the save operation on
different tape.

~

Vser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this poinl
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps i!
saved. No data was copied for this step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --6999 Cannot obtain system resources for tapc
cartridge

SYS --6996 File (file name) is not part of set (set name)

Severity: N/A

Severity: 5

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Auto Response:

Explanation
You arc attempting to restore a set from tape and have specified
a starting tile, but the Iile is not part of the set. You may have
spelled the Iile name or the set name incorrectly or you may have
the incorrect tape loaded.
Enter option I to retry the restore operation after loading the
correct tape. Enter option 2 to end the job step; option 3 to cancel
the job.
Vser (tesponse
Option I: The $COPY utility will retry the restore operation with
a different tape.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
will be saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

There are not enough system resources to complete the save 0
restore from tape. If you retry the job later, you may be able te
complete the save or restore operation.
Enter option 2 to end the job step; option 3 to cancel the job.
Vser nesponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this poin
is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is cancelcd. Data created by previous steps i
saved. :\0 data was copied for this step.

SYS --7200 :":0 help text defined for menu or option
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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You requested help text for a user menu either by typing in a
menu option and pressing the Help key, or by just pressing the
Help key; however, there is no help text defined for this menu or
option.

IPL again from diskette to reload the SSP and restore the deleted
message member. In addition, fill out a Problem Summary Form
and call for software service.
Note: This message is sent to the system operator only.

To continue, type in another option and press the Help key.
Additional Inrormation
The manual Creating Displays, SC21·7902, contains information
on how to define help text for a menu.

SYS --7202 Sign-on menu (menu name) not found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --7207 Requested option is not available
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You selected an option from a Help menu but the option is not
displayed on the menu. Either this option is not allowed on this
menu or you are not allowed to use this option. Select another
option.

Explanation
You pressed the Home key (or command key 3 with the backup
list empty) and the system tried to display your sign-on menu;
however, the menu is no longer in the library you had at sign on.
The menu name is identified in the message.
Put the sign-on menu in the library you had when you signed on.
If you no longer need the sign-on menu, you can use command
key 23 to 'change your default user menu. Then sign off and sign
on again.

SYS --7203
Severity: N/A

~ot

allowed to use requested keyword

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to display a Help menu or prompt that you are not
allowed to use. Security is active on your system and the operator
status required to use the keyword is higher than your operator
status.
To continue, request a difTerent Help menu or prompt, or have

SYS --7208 No additional pages for this menu
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed the Roll Up key to display the next page of a set of
Help displays; however, there are no more pages In this set of
displays.

SYS --7209 No prel'ious pages to display
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed the Roll Down key to display the previous page of a
set of Help displays; however, you are already at the first page of
the set of displays so the key is not allowed.

SYS --7210 Option loption numberl selected at IIELI)
menu Imenu name)

your security officer change your operator status so that you are
allowed to use this keyword.

Severity: N/A

SYS --7204 Vser profile has invalid beginning menu

This message is logged to the history file only. You selected the
indicated option at the Ilelp menu named in the message and the
action specified by the option was taken.

Severity: N /A

Auto Response: N I A

Explanation

To recover from this error, have your security officer update your

profile with the name of a valid inItial Help menu.

SYS --7205 A command parameter was invalid
;e\'erity: NfA

Explanation

SYS --7211 Cmd key not allowed now

The name of the initial Help menu in your userid profile is not a
valid enhanced Help menu. The menu cannot be displayed.
~serid

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A
Explanation

You pressed a command key at a display station, The key is not
allowed now. Press a key that is allowed.

SYS --7212 Icommand or function key) not allowed
now
Severity: N/A

rhe procedure you are running contains a request to display a
'lclp menu or prompt. The parameter supplied on the request is
lot the name of the allowed help menu or prompt.

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

\dditional Information

You pressed the key named in the message but the key is not
allowed now. Press another command or function key.

:hange the procedure so it contains the name of an allowed Help
nenu or prompt.

SYS --7213 (command or function key) not allowed in
console mode

iYS --7206 HELP message member was not found

Severity: N/A

:everity: NfA

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

:xplanation
~

system message member for Help was not found. The option
'ou selected and many other options on other Help menus cannot
,e processed.
•dditional Inrormation
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Auto Response: N/A

You pressed the command or function key indicated in the
message from a console display at the system console or at a
subconsole. The key is not allowed from a console display. Press
the Help key for a description of the keys that are allowed now
and select one of these keys. You can also press the Sys/Req and
Enter/Rec Adv keys to display a command display and then press
the key you want.

SYS --7214Icommand or function keyl not allowed
at HELP text display

You pressed the command or function key indicated in the
message from a user menu display. The key is not allowed from
a user menu.

Severity: N/A

To continue, display a Help display and press the key you wanted
again.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed the command or function key indicated in the
message from a help text display. The key is not allowed while
help text for a user menu, a Help menu, or a ,Help prompt is
displayed. Press command key 3 to end help text and then press
the command or function key again.

SYS --7221 leommand or function key) allowed only
from a user menu
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --7215 Icommand or function keyl valid only from
a STATUS display
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed the command or function key indicated in lhe
message. The key is allowed only when a status display is active.
Press the Help key for a description of keys that are allowed now.

SYS --7216 Cmd II not allowed from STATUS
display
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed command key 11 (Cmd 11) from a status display.
The key is not allowed from a status display. Press the Ilelp key
or command key 8 (Cmd 8) for a description of keys that are
allowed from a status display.

SYS --7217 Cmd 12 not allowed from a prompt screen
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed Command key 12 (Cmd 12) from a prompt display.
Command key 12 starts the Help Tutorial and you cannot start
Help from a prompt display. Display a Help menu and press
Command key 12 again or press the Help key for a description
of command keys that are allowed from a prompt display.

SYS --7218Icommand or function key) not allowed
at message display
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The command or function key indicated in the message is not
allowed from the message display.
To continue, press the Enter key to remove the message display
and press the key you wanted again.

SYS --7219Icornmand or function
before sign on
Se\'erit)~ ~.'A

Auto Response:

ke~')

not allowed

~,'A

You pressed the command or function key indicated in the
message from a display screen which is not a user menu. The key
is allowed only from a user menu. Press an allowed command key
or display a user menu and press the key you wanted again.

SYS --7222Icommand or function keyl allowed only
at a HELP menu
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed the command or function key indicated in the
message from a display other than a Help menu. The key is
allowed only from a Help menu.
To continue, display a Help menu and press the key again or press
another command or function key.

SYS --7223 I)revious menu was deleted
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to return to a user menu after displaying Help text for
it; however, the menu was deleted while Help text for it was
displayed. Press the Help key for a description of keys that are
allowed now.

SYS --7224 Keyword not allowed at this display stn
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a HELP command. The keyword or parameter you
specified is not allowed at the display station you are at. Go to a
display station where this command is allowed or select another
keyword or parameter.

SYS --7225 IIELP keyword not allowed under inquiry
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a HELP command while running under inquiry. The
keyword or parameter requested is not allowed whcn inquiry is
active. Press command key 1 (Cmd 1) to resume the interrupted
job. When the job cnds, enter the I-I ELP command again.

Explan:llion

SYS --7226 Lser profile not found

You pressed the command or function key indicated in the
messa:te before you were sIgned on to the system. The key is only
allo"cd after ~I!!n on IS complete. Press another key or sign on to
the system and rress the key you wanted agam.

Severity:

S\'S

--72~O

Severity:

~IA

Explanation

Icommand or function key) not :t1lowed
from a user menu
Auto Response: N/A

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You requested your first Help menu or you tried to update your
default user menu or first Ilclp menu. The system could not
locate a user profile with the I D you used to sign on.
lIave your security officer lind out why your user ID is not in the
user identiflcation file. Your security officer may need to add your
user ID to this file. This error can only occur when password
security is active.
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SYS --7227 User identification file was not found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You pressed command key 3 to display the previous menu. There
are 'no more menus saved by the system. The system keeps track
of up to 5 user menus and 5 help menus. No operator response
is required.

Explanation
You requested your lirst Help menu, or you tried to update your
default user menu or first Help menu. The user identification file
could not be found.
If password security is active, have your security officer use the
SECREST procedure to restore the user identification file. If
password security is not active, the system console operator can
use the SECDEF procedure to create the user identification file.

SYS --7234 Already at first HELP text screen
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed the Roll Down key to go back to a previous page of
help text; however, you are already at the first page of help text
for this display.

SYS --7228 Permanent error in User ID File

SYS --7235 No HELP text is available.

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You requested your first Help menu or you tried to update your
default user menu or first Help menu. There is a permanent error
in the user identification file and the system cannot access it.

You requested Help text for an option or parameter prompt
which is not currently displayed on the Help menu or prompt.
You may also have pressed the Help key on a display that did not
contain Help text.

Notify your security officer if password security is active. Notify
your system console operator if password security is not active.

SYS --7236 Help text is not currently on the system

SYS --7229 User ID file in use. Try again

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You pressed the Help key for Help text, but the system was not
configured with Help text.

Explanation
You tried to update your default user menu or your first Help
menu. The user identification file was being used by one of the
security procedures. Wait until the procedure has completed and
try the command key again. You can use the STATUS USERS
command to find out if the procedure is still running. Try to
update the file again; it may be available now.

Severity: N/A

SYS --7230 Default menu is (menu name), library is
llibrary name)

You pressed the Help key; however the system does not have
enough resources to process the key at this time. Try pressing the
Help key again.

Severity: N/A

Additional InFormation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message to inform you that the default
menu and default library in your user profile have changed
because you pressed command key 23 (Cmd 23).

SYS --7231

Be~inning

HELP menu changed to [menu

name)
Severity: N!A

Auto Response: ,:\/A

Explanation
This is an informational message to inform you that the beginning
Help menu in your user profile has changed to the name given in
the message. This happens when you press command key 24
(Cmd 24).

SYS --7232 Initial liEU) menu in profile is im'alid
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You requested your first Help menu. The menu in your user
profile is not the name of an available /lelp menu. Correct your
user profile by using command key 24.

SYS --7233 No previous menu
Severity: N/A

Explanation

3·554

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --7237 System resources not available now
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Perhaps the configuration of system assign/free space should be
increased to provide the resources necessary to process the Help
key.
The manual Changing Your System Configuration,
SC21-90S2, contains more information.

SYS --7239 HELP keyword invalid or not allowed
now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a HELP command from a console display. A
parameter or keyword is incorrect or not allowed from a console
display.
To continue, type in another parameter, use the HELl' command
without parameters, or display the command display and enter the
Ii ELP command again.

SYS --7240 Icommand key) not allowed from Standby
disphlY
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

EXIJlanation
You pressed the command key indicated in the message at the
standby display. The key is not allowed from the standby display.
If you are not at a data display station, enter the MODE
command and press the key again.

SYS --7241 Previous menu (menu name) not found

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You pressed command key 24 (Cmd 24) while a tutorial display
was displayed. Command key 24 is allowed at Help menus and
at the command screen.

You pressed command key 3 (Cmd 3) to display the previous
menu. The previous menu was a user menu and was not found in
the library which contained the menu when it was last displayed.
The entry for the menu has been deleted from the previous menu
list. If you press command key 3 again, the system will display the
last menu which was on the screen before the deleted menu.

To continue, display the Help menu you want for your lirst Help
menu and then press command key 24.

You can use the MENU command to display the menu you want.
Be sure to specify the library where the system can lind the menu.

Explanation

SYS --7242 Cannot specify work station (display idl
in command

You tried to use command key 9 (Cmd 9) with a status display
that docs not support the use of command key 9. Status Workstn
and Status Comm support the use of command key 9. The
command key is ignored.

Severity: N/A

SYS --7250 Cmd 9 not allowed now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --7251 Cmd 10 not allowed now

Explanation
You cannot specify this display 10 in the command you entered.
If you entered the CANCEL SESSION command from the
system console, the display 10 you entered was the 10 of your
display station. If you entered the CANCEL SESSION command
from a system service device, the display ID you entered was the
ID of your display station or the system console. If you entered
the START SERVICE command, the display ID you entered was
the 10 of the system console. Correct the display 10 and enter
the command again. If you entered the VARY command, the
display I D you entered was the 10 of the system console. Correct
the display ID and enter the command again.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to use command
that does not support the
WORKSTN and STATUS
key 10. The command key

key 10 (Cmd 10) with a status display
use of command key 10. STATUS
COMM support the use of command
is ignored.

SYS --72S4IIELP KEY not allowed from this display
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --7243 Session canceled by System Operator

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The operator pressed the Help key while viewing second level
message text. The Help key is not allowed from a second level
message display.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The system console operator or an operator at a system service
device has used the CA:-':CEL SESSION command to cancel your
session.

SYS --7255 There are no options available now

SYS --7246 HELP keyword not allowed in this mode

Explanation

Severity: NiA

Because of the current status of your work station (for example,
if your work station is currently the system console), there are no
options on the current menu you are allowed to select.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You have entered a HELP control command. The keyword you
entered as a parameter is not allowed in the mode your display
station is currently in. If your display is a console display, display
a command display and enter the HELP command again.

To continue, select another menu or use Cmd 3 to return to the
previous menu.

SYS --7247 Option (option numberl was selected from
menu (menu namel

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

You requested help (pressed the Help key and entered a keyword)
to see if a keyword exists. However, the support needed to display
this menu or prompt screen is not installed on your system. For
example, you would get this message if tape was not installed on
your system and you entered TAPE and pressed the Help key.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is logged to the history file only. It is logged
whenever the user successfully requests an option from a user
menu.

SYS --7248 Iparameter namel is not a valid parameter
Severity: :-':/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered the Help control command or pressed the Help key
with at least two parameters given. The first parameter was found
but the second one, indicated in the message. was not found. The
menu indicated by the lirst parameter was displayed.

SYS --7256 Support needed for keyword not available
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --7257 L'ser profile not added; user ID file full
Severity:

~iA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You pressed Cmd 23 or Cmd 24 to establish the current display
as your beginning Help menu (Cmd 24) or default user menu
(Cmd 23). You currently do not have a profile in the user 10 file
and one could not be added for you because the user ID lile is full.
This error can only occur if password security is not active.

SYS --7249 Cmd 24 not allowed from tutorial

SYS --7258 HELP keyword requires resource security

Severity: N/A

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
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You entered a procedure name or a menu name after the .word
HELP. or you entered a procedure name or a menu name and
then pressed the HELP key; however. in order for the procedure
screen or menu to display. resource security must be active.

SYS --7300 Display stn (display station idl not
communicating with system, (display
station owner)

error is corrected and the display station is powered
on. If this error occurred at the system console. the
system has recovered from the error condition and
normal operations can continue.
MRT

Auto Response:

Severity: 5

Explanation
The display station owner type identified in the message indicates
the owner of the display station when the error occurred. Possible
values and their meanings are:

The display station was released from the MRT
program by the system's display station error
recovery. The MRT program received a terminal
released return code. and other requesters of the
M RT program are allowed to continue processing.
The system will attempt to display the last known
system display to the display station. Any remaining
job steps for the display station will be canceled.
Any data created by a previous job step and any
records added or updates made to existing Jiles by
this job step are preserved; records deleted by this
job step no longer exist. However. any new Jiles
created by this job step are lost.

SYS

System Function

SRT

SRT Program

Option 1:

INQ

Inquiry

SYS

The system will attempt to redisplay the last known
system display to the display station.

OFF

Signed Off

INQ

MRT

MRT Program

The Inquiry function will attempt to redisplay the
Inquiry Display Screen.

:\-ISG

SYSLOG

The 4 di!!its to the rif!ht of the message are information for your
sen'lce representative If service is required. The display station
identified in the message is not communicating properly with the
system. This message is displayed when the display station is:
•

Powered off (code 0100)

•

Improperly connected to the system

•

:\Ialfunctioning due to hardware failure.

Option 2:

SRT

An 1.'0 Error return code is given
program. The SRT program will
processing. Any data created up to
saved. and the job can continue with
step.

MRT

An Acquired display station of the M RT program
had an 1/0 error. No release will be performed by
the system display station error recovery. An 1;0
error return code will be returned to the :VI RT
program. The MRT program will then resume
processing.

MSG

SYSLOG will try to display the message to the
display station again. If the attempt fails. a second
error message is displayed. For the second option 2
response. SYSLOG will cancel the program and
continue the job.

Addition:.1 Information
When the system operator enters option 2, an error condition is
returned to the program and the program will resume processing.
Any data created up to this point is saved. and the job can
continue with the next job step. If the display station is a
requester of a :'-.IRT program. the system will release the display
station from the :'-.IRT program and return a released error
condition to the :'-.IRT program. After the display station is
released, an informational message will be issued to inform the
system console operator of the release.

Option 3:

SYS

The system will cancel any system function that is
currently using the display station. If no system
functions own the display station. the display station
will be signed off.
'

INQ

The Inquiry function is ended. and control is
returned to the interrupted program.

SRT

The SRT program is canceled. Any data created by
a previous job step and any records added or updates
made to existing files by this job step are preserved;
records deleted by this job step no longer exist.
Howc~..:r. any new Jiles created by this job step are
lost.

MRT

The MRT program is canceled. An 1,'0 error
occurred at an acquired display station. Any dilta
created by a previous job step and any records added
or updates made to existing files by this job step are
preserved; records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. Any new files created by this job step are lost.

MSG

The program currently is waiting for a SYSLOO
message to be displayed.
The program and
S YS 1.00 will be canceled. Any data created by a
previous job step and any records added or updates
made to existing Jiles by this. job step are preserved.
Records deleted by this job step do not exist
anymore, and any new files created by this job step
are lost.

t:ser Response
Before responding to the message with an option:
I.

Check if:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

The display station is powered off (most common
cause o~ error code DIDO).
Address switches are set properly.
Cable terminator switch is set correctly.
Devices are configured correctly.
Display station is correctly cabled to the system.
Display station is in a normal;online mode.

2.

Switch the display station power off and then on again to
reset the error condition.

3.

Respond to the messages (see Note I).

4.

I f this error occurs again while you are trying to reset the
display station, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in
the System Problem Determination manual. and call for
hardware service. Additional information can be found in
the System Problem Determination manual, the Operator's
Guide for the device~ and the manual Changing Your System
COlljiguration. SC21-9052.

No options shown:

OFF
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The display station is not signed on. The system will
not communicate to the display station until the

to the SRT
then resume
this point is
the next job

~otes:

I.

2.
3.

If the display station remains powered orr or the error is not
corrected, more than one error message will appear until the
option 3 response to sign the display station orr is given by
the system console operator.
If errors continue to occur that cannot be corrected, use the
VARY command to place the display station omine until it
can be serviced by hardware service.
If the owner type is SYS or INQ, you can enter option D.
In this case, option D performs as option 3 because there
is no task dump to take.

Option 1: Same as message SYS--7300.
Option 2: Same as message SYS--7300.
Option 3: Same as message SYS--7300.

SYS --7303

l)ro~ram error communicating to display
stn Idisplay station idJ,ldisplay station
ownerJ

Severity: 5

SYS --7301 Display stn Idisplay station idl has invalid
error status, Idisplay station ownerl
Auto Response:

Severity: 5
Explanation

The display station owner identified in the message indicates the
owner of the display station when the error occurred. Possible
values and their meanings are:

Auto Response:

Explanation
The display station owner identified in the message indicates the
owner of the display station when the error occurred. Possible
values and their meanings are:
SYS

System Function

SRT

SRT Program

INQ

Inquiry Function

SRT SRT Program

OFF

Signed orr

I:,\Q Inquiry

MRT

MRT Program

OFF Signed orr

MSG

SYSLOG

SYS System Function

MRT :\IRT Program
MSG SYSLOG
If you require service. the 4 digits to the right of the message are
information for service.
Additional Information
Same as message SYS--7300.
tJscr Response
Same as message SYS--7300.

SYS --7302

S~·stcm

error while usin~ display stn
Idisplay station idJ, Jdisplay station
ownerJ

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while using the display station identified in the
message. Possible display station owner values and their meanings
are:
SYS

System Function

SRT SRT Program
I~Q

Inquiry

OFF Signed orr
MRT

MRT Program

MSG SYSLOG
The 4 digits to the right of the message are information for service
if service is required.
Additional Information
Same as message SYS--7300.
l:ser Ueo;ponse
When this error message occurs, respond with the DUMP option.
Record the error message and the 4-digit code, then call for
soft ware service.
No Options Shown: Same as message SYS--7300.

The 4 digits to the right of the message are information for
software service if service is required.
When this error occurs during a system function, inquiry function,
or SYSLOG, then respond to the message with a DUMP option
and call for software service.
If this error occurred while running a SRT or MRT program,
then respond to the message with a 2 or 3 option and contact the
programmer responsible for support of the program. If the
program is an IDYl-supplied program or a program that uses
1B:'vI-supplied functions, respond to this message with a DU:\1P
option and call for software service.
Additional Information
If the error occurred while running a SRT or MRT program. the
system has detected incorrect information being used to
communicate with the display station. (Refer to the programming
language reference manual for further information about
communicating with display stations.)
If the operation issued to the display station is an unformatted
PUT, this error is caused by invalid data in the data stream. Refer
to the Functions Reference Manual, SA21-9436, for further
information.
t;ser Response
No options shown: This error occurred while the system was
communicating with the system console.
The system has
recovered from the error condition, and normal operation can
continue.
Option 1: The system will attempt to display the last known
system display again.
Option 2: The error occurred while running a SRT or MRT
program. A return code is returned to th~ program. The
program will resume processing. Any data created up to this
point is saved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: For SRT and MRT programs, the job is canceled.
Any data created by a previous job step and any records added (lr
updates made to existing files by this Job step are saved; records
deleted by this job step no longer exist. However, any new liIes
created by this job step are lost.
I~Q

Inquiry is ended by selecting this option.
Another message follows to end the job that was
active at the failing display station before Inquiry
was started.
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SYS

The system function will be ended. When all
system functions are ended, the display station
will be signed off.

Notes:
1.

2.

If the error is not corrected and control is returned to the
program, more than one error message can appear for the
same error condition.
If the program running is an IBM-supplied program or an
RPG II compiled program, call for software service.

SYS --7304 Error occurred trying to configure work
station Iwork station idl
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An error has occurred while the system was trying to configure
the display station or printer identified in the message. The
4-character system reference code to the right of the message
identifies the type of configuration error that has occurred. The
values that can appear and their meanings are as follows.
8142

8143

Invalid data stream byte count: This error indicates
that the byte count of a request to configure new
work stations was either zero (0), greater than the
allowed maximum for the system, or is not divisible
by six (6). No device is added to the work station
controller's configuration.
Invalid unit address: This error occurs when one or
more of the unit addresses in the data stream of a
configure new work station command is incorrect.
:-; 0 device is added to the work station controller's
configuration. This error can be the result of an
invalid local work station configuration record.
This condition can also be caused by a hardware
error. In this ca5e, the error is the result of a
problem with the hardware (work station controller)
that controls the display station or printer identified
in the message text. When this condition exists, you
should have also received message SYS-0019 during
the most recent I PI. process. To have this error
corrected, fill out a Problem Summary Form found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

8144

8145

Unit address already configured: This error indicates
that one or more of the unit addresses in the data
stream accompanying a configure new work station
command already exists in the work station
controller's configuration. No new device is added
to that configuration. This error can be the result
of an incorrect local work station configuration
record.
Attempt to configure too many stations: This error
occurs when the data stream accompanying a
configure new work station command contains too
many devices to add to the current work station
controller's configuration. No device is added to the
work station controller's configuration.
This condition can be caused by the extended input
fields feature. When this feature is used, it decreases
the number of work stations that can be locally
attached to the system.
This condition can also be caused by a hardware
error. In this case, the error is the result of a
problem with the hardware (work station controller)
that controls the display station or printer identified
in the message text. When this condition exists, you
should have also received message SYS-0019 during
the most recent I PL process. To have this error
corrected, fill out a Problem Summary Form found
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in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.
This is an informational message. You must find and correct the
problem if you want to use the device identified in the message.
At the present time the device is not available for your use. It will
remain unavailable until the problem has been corrected and you
perform another IPL.
The system reference code may assist you in determining why the
error has occurred and what actions you may take to correct the
problem.
Remember that if you modify and reapply your
configuration record, you must perform another IPL in order for
your changes to take effect. Also see message SYS-6298.
If you have found no reasonable explanation for why the error has
occurred, and if the condition is not a hardware problem (see
system reference codes 8143 and 8145), call for software service
and give the message ID (SYS--7304) and the system reference
code.

SYS --7400 Invalid UNIT parameter in position 1
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The unit parameter (parameter I) in the TAPEINIT procedure
statement is incorrect. The parameter must be specified and must
be either TI, T2, or TC.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7401 Invalid REEL parameter in position 2
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The REEL parameter (parameter 2) in the TAPEINIT procedure
statement is incorrect or missing. The parameter must be
specified and must be NL, NONLABEL, SL, or STDLABEL.
Note: The I/4-inch tape unit uses only SL or STDLABEL.
t:scr Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7402 Invalid CHECK parameter in position 4
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The CHECK parameter (parameter 4) in the TAPEINIT
procedure statement is incorrect. I f the parameter is specified it
must be either CHECK or CLEAR.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7403 Invalid SEClJRITY parameter in position
6
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The SECl:IUTY parameter (parameter 6) in the TAPEINIT
procedure statement is incorrect. If the parameter is specified it
must be eIther ERASE or NOERASE.
t;ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS ··7404 Invalid END parameter in position 7
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

The VOLID parameter for the TAPEINIT procedure is only valid
if the reel parameter (parameter 2) is SL or STDLABEL.

Explanation

The END parameter (parameter 7) in the TAPEINIT procedure
Itatement is incorrect. If the parameter is specified it must be
either REWIND or UNLOAD.
Cser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS ··7409 LI'IT parameter TC invalid for
REEL-:,\L or NO:,\LABEL
Severity: S

Severity: S

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the VOLID keyword parameter is not allowed if REEL-NL or
REEL-NONLABEL parameters are specified in the VOL
statement for the STINIT utility program.
The VOLID
parameter is allowed only with the REEL-SL or
REEL-STDLABEL parameters.
•

Enter option I and enter the correct VOL utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7411) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

The UNIT parameter TC for the TAPEINIT procedure is only
valid if the REEL parameter (parameter 2) is SL or STDLABEL.

Option t: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

Jr you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
TC is not a valid parameter for the UNIT keyword if REEL-NL
or REEL-NON LABEL is specified in the VOL statement for the
STI~IT utility program. TC is allowed as a parameter to the
UNIT keyword only if REEL-SL or REEL-STDLABEL is
specified in the VOL statement. Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I and enter the correct VOL utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7409) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Cser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7412ID kevword invalid for
REEL-l'IOl'lLABEL
Severity: S

REEL-~L

or

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running the TAPEINIT procedure, the ID parameter
(position 5) is only valid when the reel parameter (position 2) is
SL or STDLABEL.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering utility control statements from lhe keyboard,
the ID keyword parameter is not allowed if REEL-NL or
REEL-NON LABEL parameters are specified in the VOL
statement for the STINIT utility program. The ID parameter is
allowed only with the REEL-SL or REEL-STDLABEL
parameters.

SYS --7410 l:nit pre"iously used to initialize a tape

•

Enter option I and enter the correct VOL utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7412) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Option I: The utility control statement the caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the UNIT parameter you entered for the VOL statement for the
STI~IT utility program is the same as the previous VOL
statement.

User Response

Do one of the following:

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utilit~
control statements from the keyboard.

•

Enter option 0 to initialize the tape already loaded.

•

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option I and enter the correct VOL utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--74 I 0) and the name of the procedur~ you .....ere
running.

SYS --7413 :\1issing VOUD keyword for REEL-SL
or REEL-STDLABEL
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Vser Response

Explanation

Option 0: The tape currently loaded will be initialized.

If you are running the TAPEINIT procedure, the VOLID
parameter (position 3) is missing.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7411 VOUD keyword im'alid for REEL-:,\L
or REEL-NOl'iLABEL

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the VaLID keyword parameter is missing from the val
statement for the STINIT utility program.
The VOLID
parameter is required when the REEL-SL or REEL-STDLABEl
parameters are specilied for the STINIT utility.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct VOL utility control
statement.
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•

Enter option J and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS •• 74IJ) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

SYS --7417 Tape loaded is not a labeled tape
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Ust'I' Response

Explanation

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

If you are running the TAPEINIT procedure. the file expiration
date cannot be checked because the tape was initialized as
nonlabeled.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the TYPE·CHECK parameter was specified for the VOL
statement for the STINIT utility program. The tape loaded was
previously initialized as nonlabeled; therefore. no file checking for
expired files will be done.

SYS --7414 Inyalid VOUD parameter specified
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running the TAPEINIT procedure. the VOLIO
parameter (posItion 3) is invalid.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the VOLIO keyword parameter for the STINIT utility program is
incorrect. The VOLIO parameter has a maximum length of 6
characters and can be any combination of numeric. alphabetic. and
the special characters @. #. and S.
•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct VOL utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS •• 7414) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

•

Enter option 0 to initialize the tape with no file checking.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct VOL utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·-7417) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 0: The tape currently loaded is initialized; however. no file
checking is done.
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

Uscr Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

SYS --7419 UNIT keyword missing on VOL control
statement

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: S

SYS --7416 f"ile not expired or not initialized ...

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the UN IT keyword parameter is missing for the VOL statement
for the STI!'I:IT utility program. The allowed values for the UNIT
par ameter are T I, T2. or TC.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running the TAPEI:-';IT procedure. the first file on the
loaded tape is not expired. or the tape was not previously
initialized by running the TAPEINIT procedure. If you are
entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
TYPE·CHECK was specified in the VOL control statement for
the STINIT utility program. However. the loaded tape contains
an unexpired file. or it has not been previously initialized.
Additional Information
Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to initialize the tape.

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct VOL utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS·-74l6) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Auto Response:

Explanation

va L

•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct
statement.

utility control

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·-7419) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

User Response
Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7420 REEL keyword missing on the VOL
control statement
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: The tape currently loaded will be initialized.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the RFE!. keyword parameter is missmg for the VOL statement
for the STI:\ IT utihty program. The allowed values for the REEL
parameter are NL, ;-';O~LABEL, SL. or STDLABEL.

Option I: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

l'\:ote: The 1/4" tape unit uses only SL.or STDLABEL.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any new data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved. however. any new data created by this
step is lost.
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•

Enter option 1 and enter the correct VO L utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·· 7420) and the name of the procedure you were
running.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··7427) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.

User Response

Additional Inrormation

Option 1: The utility control statement that caused this error is
ignored. This option is allowed only if you are entering utility
control statements from the keyboard.

An output tape file is being allocated but the location of the file
on tape, as specified by the SEQNUM farameter in the FILE
OCL statement, is not within the range 0 files on the tape. The
allowed range is from the first sequence number to the last
sequence number on the tape plus I.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7425 SL tape should not be processed as NL
or ~S ...

Before you try the operation again, make sure the value specified
for the SEQNUM parameter is correct. More information can be
found in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation
Standard label tapes should only be processed with standard label
processing (SL) or bypass label processing (BPL). However; in
the event that the entire tape docs not meet the requirements for
lI1~t standard label tapes, the data can be read using REEL·NS
or REEL-NL on the tape file statement, or using NL or NS
processing with the TAPECOPY procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7428 File to locate by SEQNUM is beyond end
of tape

t.:ser Response

Severity: 5

Option 0 (when available): Continue processing on this tape reel.

Explanation

Option I (when available): Retry the operation after loading the
correct tape reel.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7426 :\'ot first \'olume of multivolume tape file

...

Severity: 5

,

Auto Response:

Explanation
An input tape file is being allocated. but the tape loaded is not the
first volume of a multivolume file. The recommended response is
to load the first volume of the multivolume file and select option
I.

User Response

Auto Response:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the SEQNUM parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··7428) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
.
were running.
Additional Information
A tape file was being allocated, but the value specified in the
SEQ:-';UM parameter fo.r the FILE OCL statement is beyond the
end of the tape. The allowed range is from the first sequence
number to the last sequence number on the tape.
Before you try the operation again, make sure the value specified
for the SEQNU:\f parameter is correct. More information can be
found in the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
Uscr Response

Option 0 (when available): Processing continues with the file on
this volume. This option is only available when processing
exchange type tape files (for example, running TAPECOPY
procedure OR STCOPY program).
Option I: Retry the operation after loading the first volume of the
multivolume tape file.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the neltl, job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point"
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7429 Hie (file namel is not on this tape ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --7427 Put by SEQ:,\'(;:\I is beyond end of tape
plus 1

The tape file identified in the message could not be found on the
tape. The tape was searched for the identified file name and
optlonally by a specified creation date, but could not be found on
thIS tape.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:
•

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or' there is an error in the
procedure.

If the wrong tape is loaded, load the correct one and enter
option 1 to try the operation again.

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the SEQ!'IIU:\1 parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS •. 7429) and the file name from the message.

User Response

System Messages
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Option I: Try the operation again after you have loaded the
correct tape.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
'
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the LABEL parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.

SYS --7430 Only one file allowed on NS tape

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·· 7432) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

The value you entered in the LABEL, parameter for a FILE
statement is a reserved word and cannot be used as a label. Before
you try the operation again. choose a different value for the
LABEL parameter. More information can be found in the System
Reference manual, SC21·9020.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the SEQNUM parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.

User Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS··7430) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

The first file on an :'I:S (nonstandard tape label) tape is the only file
that System:36 supports for processing as an input file.
Before you try this operation again, make sure the SEQNUM
parameter in the FI LE OCL statement is 1 or is not specilied (the
default is 1). More information can be found in the System
Reference manual, SC21·9020.
.r,wjlP

t:ser' Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Op~ion 3\ The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS\~ob

is;saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS }~7431 VOLID is required for output or add
-II
operation
Severity: .5

Auto Response:

Explanation
"

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the VOLID parameter for the FILE statement is missing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··743I) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.
A.dditional Information

SYS --7433 NS or BPL can only be used for input files
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter. or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the REEL parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS ••7433) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.
Additional Information
When doing an output or add operation on System/36, you cannot
specify ;'\S (nonstandard tape label) or BPL (label processing is
bypassed) for the REEL parameter. It is recommended that only
IB:\1 standard label tapes be used for output. although output to
1': L (non· labeled) tapes is also supported. Before you try this
operation again, make sure a standard label tape is loaded on the
tape drive and make sure the value for the REEL parameter is SL
(standard label tape). l\'lore information can be found in the
System Reference manual. SC21·9020.
t:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

When doing an output or add operation to an SL (standard tape
labels) tape, you must specify the VOLID of the tape used by the
runction you arc running. Before you run the job again. be sure
to specify the correct VOLID parameter in the FILE statement.
More information can be found in the System Reference manual.
)C21·9020.

Severity: 5

L'ser nesponse

Explanation

:>ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
;s preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.

Operator: The job that is being run requires DSC buffer(s).

:>ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
:his job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

•

Tape jobs that transfer data (this excludes CATALOG of a
tape and conditional OCL expressions).

SYS --7432 lfile labell - this file label not allowed

•

Diskette SAVE/RESTORE (excluding 128·byte format and
diskette data comprcssionidecompression). Diskette I/O can
run without the DSC buffers using other resources.

ieverity: 5
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Auto Response:

SYS --7434 DSC buffer(s) are not al'ailable ~tt this

time ...
Auto Response:

Jobs that contend for these buffers arc:

Retry when a tape job completes a step, or when the diskette
SAVE/RESTORE procedure processes another diskette file.
Note: Tape jobs that run the tape at high speeds (streaming)
require all DSC buffers. Also, diskette SAVE/RESTORE will
release DSC buffers to tape jobs at diskette file boundaries since
the diskette job can continue to run using other resources.
U~

Response

Option 1 : Retry for available resources.

User Response

Option 0: Processing continues. creating a new tape file with this
label.
Option 1: Retry the operation after loading the correct tape.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --7438 A tape with no files is required to proceed

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --7436 Add operation - file is not last file on tape

Explanation

Severity: S

The loaded tape contains files. whereas the function to be
performed requires an initialized tape (with no files on it) to start
processing.

Auto Response:

Explanation

You are trying to add information to an existing tape file;
however, there are other files on the tape that follow the file you
want to add to. If you add to the file, the other files will be
deleted.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 and the following files will be deleted and the
new information will be added to the specified liIe.

•

If the wrong tape is loaded, load the correct tape and enter
option 1 to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-7436).

Auto Response:

Load an initialized tape and enter option I to continue. Otherwise,
enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--7438).
User Response

Option 1: Retry the operation after loading the correct tape.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7439 VOIJD (tape volume IDI is not equal to
VOLID parm ...

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 0: Processing continues; however, the file after the file
added to will be deleted.

Explanation

Option I: Retry the operation after loading the correct tape.

The volume 10 specified in the file statement does not match the
volume 10 of the tape that is loaded. Choose one of the
following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7437

I~ile

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

(file namel already exists on tape ...

•

Auto Response:

Enter option 0 to continue with the tape you have loaded.

•

Enter option 1 to retry after loading the correct tape.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--7439).

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: Processing continues, using the tape that is currently
loaded.

An attempt is being made to allocate an output tape file; however.
a file with the same label is already on this tape.

Option 1: Retry the operation after loading the correct tape.

Do one of the following:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 0 and the file will be created.

•

Load the correct tape and enter option 1 to try the operation
again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--7437) and the me name from the message.

CAUTIO~

You can have tape files with the same label. and even the same
date. Ilowever. when you read or add to the me. to l'nsure that
you are accessing the correct copy of the me. you must specify the
date and:or sequence number of the liIe. The sequence number is
specified in the SEQ 1'\ V M parameter in the FI LE OCL statement.
More information can be found in the System Reference manual.
SC21-9020.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7440 Incorred REEL p:um, (recl typl'l is
rc(]uircd by progr:utl
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure. either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard.
the REEL parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.
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Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7440) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running and the reel type given in the message.

The BLKL parameter in the FILE OCL statement must be equal
to the block length of the tape file. Before you try this operation
again, make sure the BLKL parameter is correct.

Additional Information

For SL (standard tape labels), you can use the CATALOG
procedure to find out the correct block length for the file.

Before you try the operation again, make sure the reel type given
in the message is specified for the REEL parameter in the FILE
statement. For more information, see the FILE OCL statement
in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

More information about the FILE OCL statement, the
CATALOG procedure, and the SAVE procedure can be found in
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7441 REeL parm docs not equal the REeL of
the file

SYS --7443 BLKL is not a multiple of REeL

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the RECL parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the BLKL or the RECL parameter for the FILE statement is
incorrect.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--7441) and the name of the procedure or utility you were
running.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--7443) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.

Additional Information

Additional Information

Before you try this operation again, change the RECL parameter
in the 1'1 LE statement to match the record length in the tape file
header.

Before you try the operation again, make sure the value specified
for the BLKL parameter is a mUltiple of the RECL parameter in
the FILE OCL statement. More information can be found in the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

For SL (standard tape labels), you can use the CATALOG
procedure to find out the correct record length for the file.
However, for all tape files with a file type of COPYFILE (files
created by running the SA VE procedure) CATALOG will show
the record length of only the saved file. For the COPYFILE file
types, specify the record length as 256.
;\fore information about the FILE OCL statement, the
CATALOG procedure, and the SA V E procedure, can be found in
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
t;ser Response

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7445 BLKL required for output files or non-SL
tapes
Auto Response:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job'is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --7442 BLKL parm does not equal the BLKL of
the file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Explanation

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the BLKL parameter for the FILE statement is missing.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I J)
(SYS--7445) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.
Additional Information

If you arc entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the BLKL parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.

Before you try the operation again, make sure you specify the
BLKL parameter for the FILE OeL statement.
:\·1 ore
information can be found in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7442) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.

User Response

Additional Information
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

SYS --7446 RECl;M parm docs not equal the
RECFM of thc filc

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the RECFM parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--7446) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.

the RECL, BLKL, or RECFM parameters for the FILE
statement are incorrect.
Enter option 0, 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7448) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.
Additional Inrormation
The function you are performing requires that you specify
RECL-256, BLKL-24576, and RECFM-FB in the FILE
statement_ More information can be found in the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Additional Inrormation

Option 0: The job step continues; the required information is
used.

The RECFM parameter specified in the FILE statement is not the
same as the record format specified in the file headers.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Before you try the operation again, make sure the RECFM value
in the FILE statement matches the record format value in the file
headers.
For SL (standard tape labels), you can use the
CATALOG procedure to find out the correct record format for
the file. !\-tore information can be found in the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

Severity: 5

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7447 Variable length records invalid for output
file
Severity: 5

SYS --7449 RECL rcquired for output files or nOIl-SL
tapes

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
This information is required to process the file and must be
included in your file statement.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --7450 Tape drh'c is inoperative ...

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Severity: 5

If you arc entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the RECF:\1 parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect

A permanent tape equipment check occurred.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--7447) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.
Additional Inrormation
The value specified for the RECFM parameter in the FILE
statement cannot be V (variable) because System/36 does not
support writing of variable length records. More information can
be found in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7448 Function requires
UECL-256,ULKL-24576,RECF:\I-FB...
Explanation

Explanation

If working on the 8809 tape drive, the system will automaticallyrewind and unload the tape. If the rewind and unload are
successful, you can reload the tape and run the job again.
If working on the 1/4-inc:h tape drive, you are instructed to cancel
the job that causes the system to rewind the tape. If this is
successful, you can reload the tape and run the job again.
If this error continues to occur, run Online Problem
Determination for tape; then, depending on the tape drive being
used, run the Tape Orive Test for either the 8809 or 1/4" tape
drive.
Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 0

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identiry the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
l:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7451 Tape drive not responding to commands
System Messages
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Severity: S

Auto Response:

•

Dirty read/write heads. Refer to IBM 8809 Magnetic Tape
Unit Models IC and 2C Operator's Guide, GA32-0077, for a
description of the head cleaning procedures. Clean the
read/write heads and start the job again.

•

Foreign materials, such as dirt, grease, or fingerprints, are
on the dull (oxide) side of the tape. You should clean the
tape. To clean the tape, do the following:

Explanation
All commands to the tape drive are inoperative. Enter option 2
or 3.

If working on the 8809 tape drive. make sure of the following
before you try to run the job again:

•
•

The tape drive is powered on.

•

The system cables are securely fastened and in their correct
position on both the tape drive and the system.

•

The drive is in a ready state.

1.

Lift the top cover and pull the tape away from the tape
present sensor (the black device directly under the top
idler). This will release the tape tension.

2.

Use a clean cloth, dampened with head cleaning fluid,
to wipe off the tape. Clean about 2 feet from the
affected area toward the beginning of the tape.

3.

Try the job again.

The tape is properly loaded.

If working on the J /4-inch tape drive. make sure of the following
before you try to run the job again:
•

The tape drive is powered on

•

The system cables are securely fastened and in their correct
position on both the tape drive and the system.

•

If this error continues to occur, run Online Problem
Determination for tape, or fill out a Problem Summary Form,
found in the Problem Determination Guide for your system, and
call for hardware service if the problem cannOl be solved.
Additional Information
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Stretched tape. The edges of the tape will be wavy, causing
the tape to have track 4 and track S errors. To correct this
problem, do the following:
1.

Try to copy the data to another tape.

2.

Cut the stretched area off.

3.

Replace the beginning-of-tape (BOT) marker.
previous data on the tape will be lost.

4.

Run the job again.

All

If the problem still occurs with the 8809 tape drive after checking
for the above conditions, you should do one or more of the
following:
•

Mount a different tape and start the job again.

•

Mount the tape on a different tape unit and start the job
again.

•

I f the problem is at the beginning of the tape, do the
following:
1.

Cut 20 feet off the beginning of tape.

SYS --7452 Tape drire data o\,crrun

2.

Replace the EOT marker.

Severity: S

3.

Run the job again. If the job still fails, and a different
tape runs correctly, replace the failing tape.

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

A permanent tape overrun has occurred. This is probably a
hardware failure. Enter option 2 or 3. N ow press the Reset and
Load Rewind switches and then Slart the job again.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the Problem Determination Guide for your system,
and call for hardware service.
Additional Information
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any dala created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7453 Tape drh'c data chcck on writc ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message usually indicates that the tape volume has an area
of tape that cannot be written on.
If you are working on the 8809 tape drive. the following are
possible reasons for this error:
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If you suspect the tape unit is causing the problem, try
running other jobs that use it to see if they also fail.

Enter option 2 or 3. If this error continues to occur, run Online
Problem Determination for tape and run the 8809 Tape Drive
Test.
If you are working on the Jf4-inch tape drive. you should isolate
the trouble to the tape unit or tape by:

•

Running Online Problem Determination to help distinguish
between tape and hardware failure.

•
•

Cleaning the read/write head and restarting the job.

•

If a different tape runs correctly, repeat the above
procedure. Retry the job with the tape that failed. If the
tape continues to have failures, it should be replaced.

•

If the problem is with the tape unit or cannot be determined,
call for servic~.

Inserting a different tape in the tape unit and restarting the
job.

Additional Inrormation
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
l:ser Response
~ption

2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS ··7454 Tape drive data check on read ...

This message indicates a possible problem with the tape media
near the Beginning of Tape (BOT) marker. Do one or more or
the following:
I.

Clean the read/write heads. Refer to the IBM 8809
Magnetic Tape Unit Models Ie and 2C Operator's Guide,
GA32-0077, for a description of the head cleaning
procedures. Clean the read/write heads and start the job
again.

This message usually indicates that the tape volume has an area
of tape that cannot be read.

2.

Cut 10 to 15 feet off the beginning of the tape. Replace the
beginning of tape (BOT) marker and start the job again.

If you are working on the 8809 tape drive, the following are
possible reasons for this error:

l.

If the problem still occurs, after steps 1 and 2 above. try a
different tape and start the job again.

Auto Response:

Severity: S
Explanation

•

Dirty read/write heads. Refer to the IBM 8809 Magnetic
Tape Unit Models IC and 2C Operator's Guide, GA32-0077,
for a description of the head cleaning procedures. Clean the
readiwrite heads and start the job again.

•

Foreign materials, such as dirt, grease, or fingerprints, are
on the dull (oxide) side of the tape. You should clean the
tape. To clean the tape, do the following:

Additional Information

I.

User Response

•

Uft the top cover and pull the tape away from the tape
present sensor (the black device directly under the top
idler), This will release the tape tension.

2.

Use a clean cloth, dampened with head cleaning fluid,
to wipe off the tape. Clean about two feet from the
affected area toward the beginning of the tape.

3.

Try the job again.

Enter option 2 or 3. If this error continues to occur, run Online
Problem Determination for tape and run the 8809 Tape Drive
Test.
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7456 Tape is not in readable format ...

Stretched tape. The edges of the tape will be wavy, causing
the tape to have track 4 and track 5 errors. To correct this
problem, do the following:

Severity: 5

I.

Try to copy the data to another tape.

This message indicates that the tape drive cannot read the
identification burst on the front end of the tape.

2.

Cut the stretched area off.

3.

Replace the beginning of tape (HOT) marker.
previous data on the tape will be lost.

4.

Run the job again.

All

Enter option 2 or 3. If this error continues to occur. run Online
Problem Determination for tape and run the 8809 Tape Drive
Test.
IF ~'ou are working on the Jf4-inch tape drh'e, isolate the problem
to the tape unit or tape by:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one or more of the following:
•

If doing TAPEINIT on a blank tape and this message

appears, do a CLEAR instead of a CHECK in the
TAPEINIT procedure.

•

Clean the read/write heads and run the job again. Refer to
the IBM 8809 Magnetic Tape Unit Models IC and 2C
Opera lor's Guide, GA32-0077, for a description of the head
cleaning procedures.

•

Mount the tape on a different tape unit and start the job
again.

•

•

Running Online Problem Determination to help distinguish
between tape and hardware failure.

•

Cleaning the Read/Write'head and restarting the job.

The beginning-of-tape (BOT) marker may be damaged or
worn thin. If this area cannot be read, none of the data on'
the tape can be recovered. Do the following:

•

Running different jobs on the tape unit in question.

1.

•

If the trouble is isolated to the tape unit or cannot be
determined, call your service representative.

Lift the top cover and pull the tape away from the tape
present sensor (the black device directly under the top
idler). This will release the tape tension.

2.

Use a clean cloth, dampened with head cleaning fluid,
to wipe olT the dull side of the tape in the area of the
nOT marker. This may allow the tape drive to read
the identification area and recover the rest of the tape.

3.

Immediately copy the tape volume to another tape.

4.

Cut off the first 20 feet of the tape and replace the
BOT marker. ' The tape can now be reused.

Additional Inrormation
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
Vscr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled, Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data,created by this step is lost.

SYS --7455 Tape drive PEID check ...
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 2 or 3. If this error continues to occur, run
Online Problem Determination for tape and run the 8809
Tape Drive Tcst.

Additional Inrormation
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
User Response
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled~ Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

SYS --7457 Tape drive data security erase failure
Severity: S

Auto Response:

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7461 Lost tape position from not ready reset

Explanation

Severity: 5

A failure occurred during a data security erase operation. Enter
option 2 or 3. Then press the Reset and Load Rewind switches
on the tape drive. Then start the job again.

Explanation

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and

Auto Response:

While the tape was being processed, the Reset key was pressed.
Enter option 2 or 3. Before you start the job again, you must
rewind the tape to the beginning-of-tape (BOT) marker.

call for hardware service.

Additional Information

Additional Information

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify ihe
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
Uscr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7462 Invalid command or tape format

SYS --7458 Tape drive unexpected write

Severity: S

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
A write operation is about to take place and care should be taken
so that the tape is not accidentally erased. Enter option 2 or 3.
Before you try to run the job again, make sure the tape drive is
powered on, the tape is properly mounted, and the drive is in a
ready state. If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.
Additional Information
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
t:scr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

This message indicates that the data on the tape or the tape
pOSition is not as expected for the command issued. Do the
following:
•

Make sure the correct tape is loaded.

•

Run the job again. If a label is incorrect, the tape must be
written again.

Enter option 2 or 3. If this error continues to occur, fill out a

Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
IF you are working on the 8809 tape drive, the tape block size read
was larger than the size requested to be read.
IF you are working on the 1/4-ineh tape drhc,' the tape block size
read was either larger or smaller than the size requested to be
read.
The tape block size read was laqler than the size requested to be
read. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the message ID (SYS--7460)
to the programmer. If'this problem continues to occur, run
Online Problem Determination.

Problem

Additional Information
The characters to the right of the message are the system reference
code (SRC). Their meaning and the recommended action follows:
183A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7460 T:lpe block size incorrect on read
operation

Auto Response:

The tape drive found a Beginning of Tape (BOT)
marker when it was not expecting one. Check the.
tape media for two BOT markers. If two markers
are found, remove one of them.

1811 or 1836 The logical end of tape data was found before
finding the data you asked for. The tape volume
you are using does not have the correct data.
Mount the correct tape.
1835, 1838, 1839, or 18311 The tape is dirty or worn thin and
should be replaced or at least cleaned. Copy the
data to another tape volume before 4ata is lost.
This SRC may also appear if the header label is
invalid.
17xx

Tape has unexpected or invalid format or position.
The data on tape or the tape position is not as
expected for the command issued. The operator
should check that the correct tape is loaded :lIld
then rerun the job. I f a label is invalid, the tape
must be rewritten.

Additional Information

All other sites displayed with this message The tape media is lit
the wrong position according to the tape drive.

If there arc characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.

Try the job with another tape, if necessary. Enter option 2 or 3.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
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Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

User Response

SYS --7469 Block length is not a multiple of record
length •..
Severity: S

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

SYS --7463 Incorrect tape is loaded
SRe-

Auto Response:

Explanation
The block of data read from the tape is not a mUltiple of the
record length. The system is processing a record from a block of
data on tape. There is not enough data from the tape to make a
complete record.

A tape is loaded out of sequence. The tape drive identified by the
characters to the right of the message has a tape loaded that is not
in the same sequence as it was when the multivolume file was
written.

For example, if a tape file is FB (fix blocked) with a record length
of SO and a block length of 1000 and a block of data is read from
tape that is 290 bytes long, the system will process 5 records for
250 bytes of the 290 total. The last 40 bytes do not make a
complete record. The system will then issue SYS--7469 with
option 0 to accept the short (partial) record and pad to the end of
the record with blanks (X'40). Option I will skip the short
(partial) record and continue processing. Enter option 2 or 3 and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--7469).

Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try the operation again, make
sure the tapes are loaded in the correct sequence. If this error
continues to occur, run Onlin.e Problem Determination.

The SYS-7469 halt will be issued each time a short record is
encountered. If this halt occurs frequently you may wish to
consider using the auto-response capabilities of the system.

Additional Inrormation
If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.

If you are reading and processing information from the tape
header and trailer labels, the record length of the labels is not a
multiple of 80. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--7469).

User Response

User Response

Option 1: Load the correct tape and continue the job.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 0 (when available): The short (partial) record read from
the tape file is accepted and padded with blanks to the end of the
record.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I (when available): The short (partial) record read from
the tape file is skipped. Processing continues with the next record.

SYS --7465 The tape drive is busy

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

You entered a TAPE command, but the tape drive you specified
was busy. Enter option 1 to try the command again, or enter
option 2 or 3.

Severity: 5

Additional Information

Explanation

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.

The tape job you are now running needs to write on the tape;
howevcr, either the tape reel does not have a write-enable ring or
the tape cartridge has a write-protect plug in the safe position.Install the ring or turn the plug away from the safe position and
continue.

\;ser Response
Option 1: The tape command issued will be retried.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is prescrvcd, and the job can continue with the next job stcp.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7468 The last tape file written may not be valid
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The job running had an unrecoverable tapecrror and could not
be closed with valid trlliler labels or tape marks. Enter option 2
or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS·-7468).

SYS --7470 The tape drive is file protected ...
Auto Response:

Enter option I to continue. Otherwise. enter option 2 or 3 and
give the programmer the message I)) (SYS--7470). If this error
continues to occur, run Online Problem Determination.
Additional Information
If there are characters to the right of the message. they identify the

tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference code.
t.:ser I{esponse
Option I: Remove the tape from the drive, install the write-enable
ring or turn the write-protect plug away from the safe position,
and reload the tape.

t.:ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data creatcd up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this stcp is lost.

SYS --7471 Tape drive is not ready
System Messages
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The tape drive is not in a ready condition. A tape operation
cannot be done until the tape drive is made ready.

II you are working on the 8809 tape drive, the following are
possible reasons the tape drive is not ready:

User Response
Option 0: Continue the operation; the active file wiJI be written
over.
Option I: Retry the operation; remove the tape from the drive,
install another tape, and ready the tape drive.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

The tape drive file reel hub is not locked. Press down on the
hub to lock it.

•

The tape is not properly threaded around the upper idler
(and thus the tape present sensor).

•

The tape drive cover is open. Close the cover.

SYS --7474 Incorrect tape loaded; load volume
Ivolumc idl ...

•

The tape drive is not powered on, or power is not supplied
to the drive.

Severity: 5

II you are working on the t/4-inch tape drive, the following are
possible reasons the tape drive is not ready:
•

The tape cartridge is not properly inserted.

•

The locking lever has not been fastened. The lever should
be locked in the upward position.

Correct the problem and enter option I to try the operation again.
Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3. If this error continues to occur,
run Online Problem Determination.
Additional Information

If there arc characters to the right of the message, they identify
which tape drive the error occurred on and the system reference
code.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation
A tape is loaded out of sequence. The tape that should be loaded
is identified in the message text. Remove the incorrect tape and
load the specified tape, then enter option I to continue. If the
volume 10 was incorrectly entered in the procedure call or the
tape file statement, you may continue with the current tape by
entering option O. Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--7474).
Additional Information
The volume 10 of the tape loaded at end-of-volume is not in the
sequence of the volume I J)s specified on the tape file statement.
User Response
Option 0: Continue the job step with the tape currently mounted.

User Response
Option I: To retry the operation, reset the tape drive and reload
the tape.

Note: When processing system files created by the System/36, the
system also checks multi-volume sequencing information in the
file header labels to determine if processing can continue.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step:

Option I: Retry the operation; remove the tape from the drive,
install another tape, and ready the tape drive.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --7472 Find record length not between 160 and
180

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: S

SYS --7475 Multi-Volume Non-Standard tapc files
arc invalid

Auto Response:

Explanation
A command was issued to find a file on a tape. However, the
record length is not a valid multiple of header labels. Enter option
2 or 3 and give the .programmer the message ID (SYS--7472).

Severity: 5

User Response

The wrong type of tape is mounted on the tape drive. Entcr
option 2 or 3. Either mount the correct tape, or give the
programmer the m:.··.lge ID (SYS--747S).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information
Only one file can be read from a nonstandard labeled tape and that
file must be contained on one reel.

SYS --7473 Thc tapc loaded has an activc filc ...

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step innded. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The tape that was loaded at end-of-volume has an active file. The
file wiII be written over if the reel has a write-enable ring or the
cartridge has a write-protect plug turned away from the safe
position and a continue option is taken.

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 0 to continue and write over the active file.
Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--7473).

Severity: S
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SYS --7476 Lmld tapc volunlc (mlumc idl
Explanation

Auto Response:

The job is ready for the next tape to be loaded. Load the correct
tape and enter option I to continue. Otherwise, enter option 2 or
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--7476).

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Option I: Continue the job; load the correct volume.

The tape system attachment is failing, and no further tape activity
can be done.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --7480 System tape function inoperative
Auto Response:

SYS --7477 Load next tape in sequence

Enter option 2 or 3. If you are working on the 8809 tape drive,
then press the Reset and Unload Rewind switches on the tape
drive. Now load the tape again and run the job again. If this
error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Auto Response:

If you are working on the t /4-ineh tape drive, then insert the tape

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

and rerun the job.
Determination.

Explanation

If the error persists, run Online Problem

The job you are running is ready for the next tape to be loaded.
Load the correct tape and enter option 1 to continue. Otherwise,
enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7477).

Additional Information

User Response

User Response

Option I: Continue the job after loading the correct volume.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Anydata created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job stcp.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
tape drive the error occurred on and the system rcfercnce code.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7478 Data storage controller inoperative

SYS --7485 Add is not allowed, file LABEL lfile
nameJ ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

This message indicates that the DSC (data storage controller) is
not functional for this system IPL, and that no tape operations
can be done.

You cannot add to the me on tape, or the add operation is not
supported by the device.

Enter option 3. Then you should perform an IPL again. If this
problem continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft warc service.
:\"ote: All operations not dependent on the DSC will function
normally, so you can continue to usc the system.
Additional Inrormation
All operations not dependent on the data storage controller will
function normally. should you continue to usc the system.

Additional Information
For one of the following reasons, the add operation to tape cannot
be done:
•

An add operation is not allowed when writing to unit-TC.

•

On 1/2-inch tape, the standard labeled tape me being added
to must have HDRI and lIDR2 labels and may not have
more than eight user header labels.

User Response

L'scr Response

Option I (when available): Retry the operation after loading the
correct tape.

Option 3: The job "is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is sa\'ed, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the ncxt job step.

SYS --7479 The tape physical buffer is to small to run
job

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this stcp is lost.

Se\'erity: 5

SYS --7486

SEQ~U:\I

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Auto Response:

parm given is not allowed now

Explanation
The tape buffer in main storage is too small to contain the block
of data on the tape.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--7479).
User Response

Explanation
A scqucnce number was spccifIcd, but it is not allowed at this
point in processing. Enter option 0 to continue. The SEQNU M
parameter IS ignored. Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--7486).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0:
ignored.

Processing continues; the SEQNUM parameter is
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the RECFM parameter for the FILE statement is incorrect.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7489) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running and the reel type given in the message.

SYS --7487 DATE parm is not allowed now ..•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Additional Inrormation

Before you try the operation again, make sure the record format
given in the message is specified for the RECFM parameter in the
FILE statement. More information can be found in the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User' Response

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the DATE parameter cannot be specified.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore the DATE parameter and continue
the job.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--7487) and the name of the procedure or utility
program you were running.

Additional Inrormation

The job is creating an output file or is restoring all files. The
creation date is the session date and cannot be changed by the
DATE parameter in the FILE OCL statement. Before you try the
operation again, remove the DATE parameter from the FILE
statement. More information can be found in the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Option 0: Processing continues; the DATE parameter is ignored.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7488 Im'alid date detected writing (tape file
label) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

The session date is invalid, and/or the disk file being saved has an
invalid creation date. You should correct the session date, and/or
correct the disk file creation date and rerun the step.
Enter option 0 to continue the job and have the system operator
change the date. Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3, correct the date,
and try the operation again.
\;ser Response

Option 0: Processing continues. The tape file creation date is
adjusted to a valid date.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

I is required

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
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Auto Response:

Explanation

The tape file identified in the message does not have a IIDR2
label. The flDR2 label contains the record format. record Icn!\th,
and block length, which are used by the system when readmg the
tape. The file can be processed by supplying the record processing
information to the program by the use of the tape file statement
or through the use of parameters on the procedure being used.
Do one of the following:

•
•

If the wrong tape is loaded, load the correct one and enter
option I to try the operation again.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS·-7490) and the file name from the message.

User Response

Option I: Try the operation again after you have loaded the
correct tape.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --7489 RECF:\I( record format

SYS --7490 File (file name) has no HDR2Iabel. ••
Severity: 5

SYS --7491 RECE\I required for non-SL input or add
files
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the RECI'M parameter is reqUired.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--7491) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.
Additional Inrormation

The job is processing files that are not SL (standard tape labels)
and are input or add files. For this type of operation, the RECFM
parameter must be specified. Before you try the operation again,
make sure- the RECFM is specified in the FILE OCL statement.
More information can be found in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous. steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7492 RECFM of the file on tape is not
supported

When you process multivolume files, the sequence numbers
continue from volume to volume. The smallest file sequence
number on this tape is larger than the sequence number being
searched for. When writing to tape using sequence numbers, the
system is searching for the rtrst tape that a· multivolume file
number resides on.
Do one of the following:
•

Load the correct tape for the tape unit specified in the
message and enter option 1.

Explanation

•

The record format (RECFM) given in the tape file header is not
supported by the System/36.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-7495).

User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7492) and the name of the procedure or utility program you
were running.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 1: Retry the operation after loading the correct tape.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 10SL

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7496 RECL or BLKL is not within the systems
limits

SYS --7493 Can not use non-SL initialized tape as SL
or BLP..•

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system can only process files within the following ranges for
the 8809 tape drive or for the 1/4-inch data cartridge (UNIT-TC):

The current job requests a tape having standard labels, but the
tape currently loaded docs not have a valid volume label. The tape
may not have been initialized as a standard label tape.

•

RECL (record length) 18 bytes to 4096 bytes-

•

BLKL (block length) 18 bytes to 32,767 (32K-l) bytes for
the 8809 tape drive

Load the correct tape and enter option 1. Otherwise, enter option
2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--7493).

•

BLKL (block length) 512 bytes to 32,256 (31.SK) bytes in
mUltiples of 512 bytes for the 1/4-inch data cartridge
(UNIT-TC)

User Response
Option 1: Retry the operation after loading the correct tape.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--7496).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --7494 EOV encountered, this volume is full ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The tape that is being processed is full. No further data can. be
added to this tape.
Load the correct tape and enter option 1 (if available). Otherwise,
enter option 2 or J and gl\'e the programmer the message ID
(SYS-7~9.1).

CSft' Response

Option I (if 8\';ulable):
correct tape,

Retry the operation after loading the

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is sa\·ed. and the Job can continue y.lth the next Job step,
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job IS saved. but cata created by this step IS lost.

SYS --7495 SEQ:"C\I to locate is on a prc\'ious,
tape ..•
Seventy: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

SYS --7497 LEAVE processing active on this drive
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This drive is currently positioned to process a tape file for another
job. If this job were to use the tape drive it would disturb the
pre-positioned tape that the other job intends to use.
Enter option 0 to try to use the tape drive, the LEAVE paramcter
is ignored, Enter option I to try again. The other job may be
done with the tape drive. Otherwise, enter option 2 or 3 and give
the programmer the m~ssage ID (SYS--7497),
Programmer Information
If you intend to use LEAVE processing. it is recommended that
you use the ALLOCATE statement to maintain ownership of thc
tape dm'cs so that anothcr job cannot acccss the drives and
dlstur b the LEA VE position set by your job.
l:ser itl'SpolIse
Option 0: Proccssing continues; the systcm disregards LEAVE
and attcmpts to gct the drive.
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Option 1: The system retries the operation; the drive may no
longer be in a LEA V Estate.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The program type identified in the message indicates what type of
program was attached to the display station when the error
occurred. Possible values and their meanings are:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7498 During LEAVE processing, the file is not
found
Severity: 5

SYS

System Function

SRT

SRT Program

INQ

Inquiry Function

OFF

Signed orf

MRT

MRT Program

MSG

SYSLOG

Auto Response:

Explanation
The tape remained in the position of the last access (END-LEAVE
was specified in the FILE OCL statement), and when the next
operation tried to find the next file, the end of the tape was
encountered. The file the operation expected to find does not exist
on this tape.

The error code identified in the message indicates the reason for
the communications failure. Possible values and their meanings
are:
7163

Undefined SDLC error

7164

Disconnect mode response received

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7498).

7165

SDLC time-out condition

User Response

7166

Severe line degradation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

7167

Protocol violation

7168

Permanent hardware error

7169

A request from R WS that is not allowed

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7499 During LEAVE processing can not switch
REEL type

Do the following:
I.

Make sure the control unit is powered on.

2.

Make sure the modern is powered on.

Explanation

3.

Make sure all cables are secure.

Processing cannot continue. Enter option 2 or option 3 and give
the programmer the message ID (SYS--7499).

4.

Make sure the switches on the control unit are set correctly.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information
When END-LEAVE is specified in the FILE OCL statement, you
cannot switch the method of tape processing.
•

There are two types of tapes: non-labeled and IBM standard
labeled.

•

There are four types of tape processing: NL and r-.;s (for
non-standard label tapes), and SL and BPL (for IBM
standard labeled tapes).

When processing tapes and END-LEAVE is specified in the FILE
statement, the value in the REEL parameter cannot request a
change in the type of processing, or the system cannot process
that step. If you need to change the REEL type within a job, the
last job step using the El\ D- LEA V E parameter should specify
ESD-REWISD or ESD-LNLOAD. :\Iore information can be
found in the Syslem Reference manual, SC21-9020.

l:ser Uesponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue WIth the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS Job is saved, but data createdc.by this step is lost.

SYS --7750 Control unit for display stn IllisJlla~'
station idl not commullicatin~, Idisplay

If this error continues to occur, refer to the online
communications problem determination, which may be invoked
by keying 'PROBLEM' at a command display.
The action you take at this point depends on the display station
owner identified in the message. Refer to the recovery options for
this message.
More information can be found in the manual Changing Your

Syslem Colljiguralion, SC21-9052 .

Additional Information
When the system operator enters option 2, an error condition is
returned to the program and the program will resume processing.
If the display station is a requester of an M RT program, the
system will release the display station from the MRT program and
return a released error condition to the M RT program. After the
display station is released, an information message will be issued
to inform the system console operator of the release.
When a display station operation is completed with an error, the
program must perform error recovery.

l:scr Response
No oplions shown:
OFF

The display station is not signed on. The system
Will not communicate to the display station until the
error is corrected and the display station power is
on. I f this error occurred at the system console, the
systcm has recovered from the error condItion and
normal operations can continue.

MRT

The display station was released from the M RT
program by the the system's display station error
recovery. The M RT program received a terminal
released return code and othcr requesters of the
!\.I RT program are allowed to continue processing.

station ()\\nl'rl
Seventy: 4

Auto Response: 3

Expi;mation
S D LC has notlfied remote work station support that
communicauons are no longer possible with the control Unit of the
display station identified in the message.
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The system will attempt to display the last known
system display to the' display station.
Any
remaining job steps for the display station will be
canceled. Any data created by a previous job step
and any records added or updates made to existing
files by this job step are saved; records deleted by
this job step no longer exist. However, any new
files created by this job step are lost.

c.

If auto reconnect is configured for the line and the line
is nons witched, the system will automatically try to
establish communications with the control unit again.
If the attempt is not successful, the system will
periodically try again (slow poll) until communications
are established again or until the control unit is varied
omine.

2.

If the 4-digit code to the right of the message (system
reference code) is 7163 or 7169, a storage dump was
requested by the remote work station support because there
may be an error in an IBM-supplied program. If you think
this is the case, call for software service.

Opt/on J:

SYS

The system will attempt to redisplay the last known
system display to the display station.

INQ

The Inquiry function will attempt to display the
Inquiry Display Screen again.

3.

If option I is desired, do not respond until messages have
been received informing you that communications have been
re-established with the control unit. (This is possible only
when auto reconnect is configured on the system.)

SRT

An 1/0 Error return code is given to the SRT
program. The SRT program will then resume
processing.

4.

MRT

An Acquired display station of the MRT program
had an 1/0 error. No release will be performed by
the system display station error recovery. An I/O
error return code will be returned to the M RT
program. The MRT program will then resume
processing.

If the program that is attached to the display station can
perform error recovery, option 2 can be used any time.
Otherwise, if option 2 is desired, do not use option 2 until
messages have been received informing you that
communications have been re-established with the control
unit.
(This is possible only when auto reconnect is
configured on the system.)

MSG

SYSLOG will try to display the message to the
display station again. I f the attempt fails, a second
error message is displayed. For the second option
2 response, SYSLOG will cancel the program and
continue the job.

Option 2:

SYS

The system will cancel any system function that is
currently using the display station. If no system
functions own the display station, the display
station will be signed off.

INQ

The Inquiry function is ended and control is
returned to the interrupted program.

SRT

The SRT program is canceled. Any data created by
a previous job step and any records added or
updates made to existing files by this job step are
saved; records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any new files created by this job
step are lost
The MRT program is canceled. An 1/0 error
occurred at an acquired display station. Any data
created by a previous job step and any records
added or updates made to existing files by this job
step are saved; records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any new files created by this
job step are lost.

:\ISG

Severity: 4
Explanation

The program currently is waiting for a SYSLOG
message to be displayed.
The program and
SYSLOG will be canceled. Any data created by a
rrCYIOUS Job step. and any records added or updates
made to eXlstmg files by thiS job step are saved.
Records deleted by thiS job step do not exist
anymore, and any new nIcs created by this job step
are lost.

The display station owner values and meanings are the same as for
message SYS--7750. The error code identified in the message
indicates the type of SNA error. Possible values and their
meanings are:
7151

After you ha\'e replied to all messages for the control Unit,
communications must l:-e estabhshed agam in the followmg
manner:

a.
b.

If auto reconnect is not configured for the line or the
error code IS 7166, you must usc the VA R Y command
to vary the control Unit omme and back onhne.
If auto reconnect IS configured for the lme and the line
is switched, the system Will automatically try to ready
the line for the next phone call, then place the call.

Incorrect SNA remote work station error

7154

Undefmed remote work station error

7156

SNA state error

7157

SNA RH usage error

7158

SNA path error

The action you take at this point depends on the display station
owner identified in the message. Refer to the recovery options for
message SYS--7750.
User Response
The recovery for this message is the same as for message
SYS--7750 except for the following notes.
I\otes:
I.

2.
3.

I.

Auto Response: 3

The system detected an error in the remote display station
identifted in the message.

Option 3:

MRT

SYS --7751 RWS SNA error for display stn (llisplay
station id), (display station owner)

Before you try to use the display station again, turn the
power switch otT and then on again. If the display station is
still not usable, use the VARY command to place the display
station omine and then online again.
Because there may be an error in an IB :'vi-supplied program,
remote work station support has requested a storage dump.
If tIllS error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual,
and call for software service.

SYS --7752 Display stn (llisplay station ill) not
cOllllllunicating with the system, (display
station owncr(
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
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The remote display station identified in the message is not
communicating properly. with the system. The display station is
not attached correctly or a hardware malfunction was encountered
during a read operation.
User Response
The display station owner's values and the recovery options are
the same as for message SYS--7750.

SYS --7753 RWS support abnormally ended for
display stn (display station id), (display
station owner)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The level of code updates now in the controller is not recognized
by the code in your system.
Enter option 0 to set the code level of the controller so your
system can use it. Otherwise, enter option 2 and the devices now
using the controlIer will be disconnected from the communication
line.
CAUTION
If you attempt to use the controller with its base level code
(Option 0), you may send or receive inaccurate information. If
you are not sure you have the correct code, fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service. Software service will make
sure you have the correct updates for the code your system uses.

Explanation

Additional Information

A request was entered for the display station identified in the
message but remote work station support abnormally ended
because of:

The controller identified in the message text is using a level of code
that is not supported by this system.

•

A program check

•

A main storage failure

•

An abnormal termination of SDLC

The display station owner values and meanings are the same as for
message SYS--77S0.

This can happen if the controller has previously communicated
with another system that supported a different code level than this
system. The operator may either continue with the base code·
support for the controller, or discontinue support for the
controller and the controller'S associated devices.
User Response

The action you take at this point depends on the display station
owner identified in the message. Refer to the recovery options for
message SYS--7750.

Option 0: The level of code for the controller is reset to the base
code. No updates for the code are included. Ask your service
representative to install the latest updates to the code.
Communications continues with the devices varying onto the
controller now online.

User Response

Option 2: The devices now using the controller are varied offline.

The recovery for this message is the same as for message
SYS--7750.
Notes:
1.
2.

This condition is probably caused by an IBM programming
error.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual,
and call for software service.

SYS --7759 Configuration conflict for display station
(display station id)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An error was encountered while processing a request associated
with the display station identified in the message.
Additional Information
This error might be the result of a configuration problem. An
Activate Logical Cnit (ACTLU) S:--:A command or BI~D S~A
command type or parameter was transmitted by RWS but could
not be processed by the remote control unit because the command
contains a nonsupported specification.
Cser Rl'SJIonse

The recovery for this error is the'ume as for SYS--7750, with the
addition of the following note.
:'\ote: If this is a configurauon error, a display stauon might be
cOllfigured as a prmter. or a display staUon may be conligured
With the wrong screen size.

SYS --7791 There is a length error in qeontrollcr
nllmber)'s EC update data
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The System/36 has attempted to send updates to the controller.
However, the engineering change (EC) update data for this
controller has an incorrect length specification, which will prevent
a successful download of the EC updates.
Enter option 0 to set the code level of the controller so your
system can use it. Otherwise, enter option 2 and the devices now
using the controller will be disconnected from the communication
line.
CAUTION
If you attempt to use the controller with the wrong code level, you
may send or receive inaccurate information. If you are not sure
you have the correct code, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service. Note on the Problem Summary Form that this
is a data length error.
t;ser ncsponse
Option 0: The level of code for the controller is reset to the base
code. No engineering changes for the code will be sent. Remote
work station support will continue.
Option 2: The devices now using the controller are varied offline.

SYS --7792 C(controller numberJ detected an error
download. Cpdate f:tiled

Oil

SYS --7790 qc:ontroller numbcrJ's current code IC\'d
not sllpportl'ti by system .•.

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

An error occurred when your system tried to communicate with
the remote controller. The updates that were being sent to the
controller were not in the correct format.

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 0 to set the code level of the controller so your
system can use it. Otherwise, enter option 2 and the devices now
using the controller will be disconnected from the communication
line.
CAUTION
If you attempt to use the controller with its base code level
(Option 0), you may send or receive inaccurate information. If
you are not sure you have the correct code, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.
Ad!litional Information
The engineering changes being downloaded to the controller were
not received by the controller in a format that it recognizes. The
operator may either enter option 0 to continue, and the
controller's base code will be used, or enter option 2 to vary off
the controller's devices and end remote work station support for
the devices.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The SMFSTART procedure was running when an incorrect entry
for the COMMUNICATIONS UTILIZATION display prompt
was given. Correct entries for this prompt are Y (yes) or N (no).
User Response
Option 2: The SMFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7815 Input job queue option invalid--not Yor
N
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: The level of code for the controller is reset to the base
code.
No engineering changes for the code will be sent.
Communications will continue.

The SMFPRINT or SMFDATA procedure is running.
An
incorrect entry was given for the PLACE ON INPUT JOB
QUEUE parameter for the report writer program. Correct
entries are Y (yes) or N (no).

Option 2: The controller and the devices now using the controller
are varied omine.

User Response

SYS --7793 l.Jnrecoverable error while downloading
Clcontroller numberJ

Option 2: The SMFPRINT or SMFDATA job step is ended.
Data created up to this step is saved and the job continues With
the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by p~evious steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation
A severe error occurred while downloading engineering changes to
the controller identified in the message text. Enter option 2.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service. Save the
remote work station task dump that occurred with this error and
give it to software service.

SYS --7816 SMF report option invalid
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Remote work station support for the identified controller cannot
continue because a function of basic importance to the download
could not be done successfully.

The SMFPRI~T or SMFDATA procedure is running.
An
incorrect entry was given for the REPORT OPTION display
prompt for the report writer program. Correct entries are
DETAIL, SUM:VIARY, MI:--;I, and ALL. DETAIL is the default
for the S:\lFPRI:--;T procedure. ALL is the default for the
S:-.1FDATA procedure. The MINI report option is not valid for
the S:VIFDATA procedure.

Vser Response

User Response

Option 2: The controller and devices now using the controller are
varied omine.

Option 2: The S:vtFPRINT or SMFDATA job step is ended.
Data created by previous steps is saved, and the job continues
with the next job step.

Additional Information

SYS --7813 S'IFSTART proc cannot be run in the
input job queue
Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The S:\\FSTART proccdure cannot be run from the job queue.
Additional Information
The S\lFSTART procedure. which starts the S\\F Data
Collection program, IS on the'- job queue. The S\tF Data
Collection program cannot be run from the Job queue.
l:~r Rcspo~

SYS --78t7 Dl'kk data collection file option invalid
-- not Y or N
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The S\lFPRI:-iT or S:-.1FDATA procedure is running.
An
incorrect entry was given for the Delete Data Collection File After
Printing display prompt for the report writer program. Correct
entries are Y (yes) or N (no).

OPtion 2: The S:\\FSTART job step is ended_ Data created up
to thiS step IS sa\ed ar.d the Job continues with the next Job step.

Lscr Hespollse

Option 3: The Job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job IS saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The S:\lFPRI:\T or SMFDATA job step is ended.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --7814 Collect communications option
im-alid--not Y or ~

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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SYS --7819 Invalid STARTING or ENDING time
.
limit specified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response
Option 2: The SMFDATA job step is ended. Data created up to
this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The STARTING or the ENDING limit parameter in the
SMFPRINT or SMFDATA procedure is incorrect. Correct time
entries for these parameters are 000000 through 235959. If
specified, al~ 6 digits must be entered (blank or 000000 is the
default).

SYS --7823 Collect data by file option invalid -- not
Y,U, or N

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The SMFPRINT or SMFDATA job step is ended.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

An incorrect entry for the Collect user and system data by file
display prompt was entered for the SMFSTART procedure.
Correct entries for this prompt are Y (yes, both USER and
SYSTEM), U (USER only), or N (no, neither).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

SYS --7820 Invalid SMF data collection file

Option 2: The SMFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation
The S!\fFPRINT, SMFDATA, or SMFSTART procedure is
running.. There may be an incorrcct entry in the Disk Data
Collection File Name display prompt for these procedures.
This message text can also occur if the specified data file was
created by SMF from a System Support Program release other
than the current release.

SYS --7824 File build for S:\1F data file failed
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
The SMFSTART procedure called the SFBLD utility to create the
SMF data file; however, the SFBLD utility failed.

Additional Inrormation

User Response

An attempt was made to run the SMF report writer program.
Either an incorrect (invalid) data collection file name was given for
the prompt display, data was lost from the programs, the specified
.data file was not created by the SMF data collcction program, or
the specified data file was created by the SMF data collection
program from a System Support Program release other than the
current release.

Option 2: The SMFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved and the job continues with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7825 S:\IF data collection file specified not on
disk

Option 2: The SMFPRINT, SMFDATA, or SMFSTART job
step is ended. Data created up to this step is saved, and the job
continues with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The SMFPRI~T or SMFDATA procedure was running;
however, the entry given for the Disk Data Collection File Name
prompt could not be found on disk.

SYS --7821 Collect data by task option invalid -- not
Vorl':

User Response

SeVerity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An incorrect entry for the Collect Data by Task display prompt
was entered for the SMFSTART procedure. Correct entries for
this prompt are Y (yes) or N (no).

Explanation

Option 2: The S~1FPRINT or SMFDATA job step is ended.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7826 Irn'alid DATE limit specified

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The S!\1FSTART job..step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
th!! job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7822 Im'alid S:\JF report file label
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An invalid file label was entered for the name of report file display
prompt for the SMFDATA procedure.
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Auto Response: 2

Auto Response:

You entered an incorrect interval starting date prompt for the
or S~II'J)ATA procedure. Enter option 2 to end the
S!\IFPRI:'\T or S~fI'DATA procedure job step or enter option 3
to cancel the job. When you try this operation again, specify the
date in the YY~I~IDD format. Where YY is the year, MM is the
month, and DO is the day. Otherwise, leave the date blank.
S~II'PRI:,\T

t:ser Response
Option 2: The SMFPRINT or SMFDATA job step is ended.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7827 Invalid SMF report file specified
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
You were running the SMFDATA procedure; however, the SMF
report file already existed on the disk and was not created by the
SMF writer program.
Do one of the following:

The SMF data collection routine tried to allocate the SMF
communication data collection microcode.
However, the
microcode had already been allocated.
User Response
Option 2: The SMFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7831 SMF is in abnormal termination
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 0 and the job will continue. The existing file is
deleted.

Explanation

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--7827).

A permanent error occurred in SMF. Enter option 2 or 3 and
give the programmer the message identification code (SYS-783 1).

User Response

User Response

Option 0: The SMFDATA job continues. The old SMF report
file is deleted and a new one is created which contains the records
created from the SM F data collection file.

Option 2: The SMFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7828 Delete existing (file name) SMF report
file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You were running the SMFDATA procedure and the SMF report
file identified in the message was already on the disk. Enter option
o to delete the old file and continue processing. Otherwise, enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7828) and the file name from the message.
User Response
Option 0: The SM FDAT A job continues. The old report file is
deleted and a new one is created which contains the records
created from the S M F data collection file.
Option 2: The S:-'1FDATA job step is ended. Data created up to
this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7832 SMF ta.'ik is in termination
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The SMFSTART procedure was running; however, another SMF
data collection task was performing the end-or-job function.
Check to see if there is another SMF message outstanding and
enter the desired option response. Then enter the desired option
defined below (option 1 or option 2).
User Response
Option 1: Try the SMFSTART request again.
Option 2: The S:-'IFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

SYS --7833 S:\IF microcode cannot be found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is a programming error in SMF. Enter option 2 or 3 and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--7833).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Additional Information

SYS --7829 IO\'alid completion code from DSC

The S:-'IF Control Storage routine (SNUSMF) could not find the
address of the Communications Microcode module ($NUSMF3)
in the relocating loader table.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

If this error" continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
and call for soft ware service.

Explanation
A request to start or stop S:-'IF in the DSC or read I 0 countcrs
from the I>SC could not be completed. The S:-'IF data collection
funcuon is ended. Enter opllon 2 or 3.

Cser Response

l:ser Response

Option 2: The S\IFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to thiS step tS saved. and the job continues with the next job step.

Option 2: The S\IFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to thiS SleP IS sa\'ed. ;,~d the Job contmucs \\ ah thc next Job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job IS saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The Job IS canceled. Data created by Pe\'IOUS steps in
th,s job is s;wed. but cata created by thiS step IS los!.

SYS --7834 Ill\'alill line speed specified

SYS --7830 S'IF cOl11l11unil'ations mil'rocotle is
already :lllocatcd
Severity: ':'.IA
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

S~\'erity:

5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The S:-'II:START procedure was called; however, an incorrect
e~try was given for the Data collection line speed displny prompt.
1 he entry must be a number between 0 and 64,000. A zero
tndlcates that data will not be collected for this line.
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User Response

Option 2: The SMFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7836 System measurement block cannot be
f~und
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7842 Inline parameter 3 invalid in
param list
Severity: 5

S~US:\lF

Auto Response:

Explanation

A system programming error was encountered while the SMF
data collection task was executing.

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

There is a programming error in SMF. Enter option 2 or 3 and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--7836).

The control storage module (SNUSMF) was called by the main
storage module; however, inline parameter 3, which defines the
action to be taken, does not contain a correct value. Correct
values are 1 through 5 (decimal).

Additional Inrormation

The Collect data by task option was specified when SMF was
started; however, the system measurement block that contained
the task data could not be found when a data collection snapshot
occurred. The error was issued when the system measurement
block was not the first element on the assigned queue for this task.
If this error continues to occur, call for software service.

User Response

Option 2: The SMFSTOP job step is ended. Data created up to
this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

Option 2: The S~1 PST ART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7837 24 hour time limit reached by SMF
Severity: 3

If this error continues to occur , call for software service.

Auto Response: 3

SYS --7843 1/0 counter table directory data not in
S:\IF table
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A system programming error was encountered while the
data collection task was running.

s~r

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

S:\IF has a 24-hour time limit for data collection. Once 24 hours
elapses, you must restart SMF. Enter option 2 or 3 to stop SMF.

The control storage module (SNUS~F) located an entry in the
device 1;0 counter table directory that does not have a
corresponding entry in the SMF table. This error might have
occurred because the device 1;0 counter table directory contains
an incorrect entry, or because a new 1,'0 device was defined that
does not exist in. the current system I/O configuration.

User Response

Option 2: SMF is stopped.
Option 3: SMF is stopped.

SYS --7840 S:\IF task is already active
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You entered the SMFSTART procedure command to start the
SMF task; however, the SMF task is already running.
User Response

Option 2: The S:\IFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thIs step is lost.

SYS --7841 S'IF task is not acth·c
Se\cnty: 5

Auto Rcsponse:

EXJ!lanation

You h:\\c c:.terl'd the S \I/-SIO I' procedure command to c:.d the
S:\I F [)ata CollectIOn program. lIowever, the S\I F task IS not
active on the system.

If this error continues to occur, call for software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7845 Format 1 for S:\IF data file not found on
FSn chain
Scverity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Thcre is a programming error in S~IF. Enter option 2 or 3 and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--784S).
Additional Information

The data collectIon program (SS\IF:\II.) cannot locate the S\IF
data file In the file spcl:tlication block (I'SB) chain. The S:\IF data
fllc must be the lirst fIle on the FSB chain.
If this error continues to occur,.call for software service.

Uscr Response

t:scr nesponse

Option 2: The S\IFSTOP job step is ended. [)ata created up to
thiS step is saved, and the job continues With the next Job step.

Option 2: The S:VIFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step IS saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --7900 ENABLE statement must precede END
statement

SYS --7846 SMF data file is full

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You tried to add a record to the SM F data file; however, the file
is full.
Additional Information

Run the SMFSTART procedure and specify a different data file
label. A new SM F data file will be allocated.
User Response

Option 2: The SMFSTART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS-7900) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
Additional Information

A required ENABLE utility control statement is missing. An
incorrect SSP-ICF OCL sequence was entered. To start an
SSP-ICF subsystem, an ENABLE utility control statement must
be present, and it must be before an END utility control
statement.
More information on the SIENBL utility program can be found
in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

SYS --7847 Disk I/O error while accessing SMF data
file

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation

A permanent disk I/O error was encountered while the SMF data
file was being accessed.
Additional Information

A permanent disk I/O error completion code was received from
FDiOS after the DISK lOS SVC was issued.
This error was detected by the SMF data collection program
(SSMFML), or SMF control storage module (SNliSMF), while
accessing one of the following areas on disk:
•

SMF data file

•

System master configuration record

•

I/O logging sectors

If this error continues to occur, use the BU I LD procedure to
correct the problem. If the error still occurs, fill out a Problem
Summary Form found in the Syslem Problem Delerminalion
manual, and call for hardware service.
User Response

Option 2: The 5;\1 FST ART job step is ended. Data created up
to this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is cancelcd. Data created by prcvious steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7901 El'iABLE statement must be followed by
El'iD statement
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-790 I) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
Additional Information

An incorrect SSP-lCF OCL sequence was found. Two E~ABLE
utility control statements were entered. An ENAIlLE utility
control statement must be followed by an END utility control
statement for each SSP-ICF subsystem that is to be started.
More information on the SIENBL utility progra..'T1 can be found
in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
t;ser Response

SYS -- is-48 Im'alid time intcn'al "alue

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Seventy: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. Ilowevcr .. any files created by this job step are lost.

Auto Response:

Expl:mation

The S\IFSTART procedure \\as cal~ed. and an mcorrect entry was
gl\'cn for the Data Co::cction TlIl~c Inlerv.,l dISplay pompt. Tr.e
entry must be a 3-Clglt "alue b.:twccn 10 seconds (010) and 5
minutes (500).

SYS -- i902 En:lblin~ Isubs),sh.'1ll confi~lIrati()n
n:lIl1l'I-- Library llibrary nmm'l not found

l.:ser Uesponse

Severtty: 3

Option 2: The S\IFSTART job step IS ended. Data created up
to thiS step IS savcd, and the job contmues With the ncxt lob step.

Explanation

Option): The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered l
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in thl
procedure.
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If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the L1BRNAME parameter in an ENABLE utility control
statement contains an error.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7902) and the subsystem configuration name and library
name identified in the message.
Additional InFormation

An error was found while enabling the SSP-ICF subsystem
identified in the message. The library identified in the message
does not exist. Make sure the library name is correct.
More information on the SIENBL utility program can be found
in the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7903 Config mcmbcr (subsystcm configuration
namc) not found--Iib (library namc)
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the L1fiR:-.iA:\IE parameter or the SlJBSYS parameter in an
ENABLE utility control statement contains an error.
Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7903) and the subsystem configuration name and library
name identified in the message.
Additional Information

You tried to enable a subsystem; however, the configuration
member specified in the message is not in the library specified in
the message. The member is either the subsystem configuration
member or the line configuration member. Both are necded to
enable all subsystems except Intra, which only needs the
subsystem configuration member, and both must be in the same
library.
Make sure the library name is correct. Use the L1STLlBR
procedure to make sure both configuration members are in the
library. If the configuration members are not in the library, use
the C;SFIGICF procedure to create the member or the
L1BRLlfiR procedure to move the member from one library to
another. If the configuration members are in the library, fill out
a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual. and call for software service.
For more information refer to the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using.
t.:ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the Job can conllnue with the next Job step.

A permanent disk I/O error occurred during reading of the
SSP-ICF configuration member identified in the message. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7904).
Additional Inrormation

The configuration member cannot be used in its present form.
Either build the configuration member again or run the alternative
sector rebuild utility (SBUILD) and correct the bad data in the
member.
If this error continues to occur, fin out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and can for
hardware service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7905 Subsystcm configuration (subsystem
configuration namc) alrcady cnablcd ...
Severity: 3

.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7905) and the subsystem configuration name identified in the
message.
Additional Information

The subsystem identified by the configuration member name given
in the enable request is already active. Each member name must
be unique among active subsystems. The subsystem configuration
member name is given in the message.
Use the STATUS SUBSYS (0 I) command to determine the
status of the subsystem. If the subsystem is being disabled, you
can try a second disable. I f the subsystem does not end and no
messages are waiting for a response, a system dump should be
taken and IPL the system again. The active subsystem must be
disabled before this subsystem can be enabled.
If this error continues to occur, fin out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Derermination manual, and can for
software service.
Vser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Oata created by previous steps in
thiS job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7906 Subsystem Isubsystem configuration
name)-- Loc (location namc) alrcady
acth·c ...

Opllon 3: The job IS canceled. Data crrated by previous steps in
thiS Job and any records added or updates made to eXisting flies
b):...thls lob step are saved. Records dclet~>d by thiS Job step no
lon~er e!mt. II owever. any files created by tillS Job step are lost.

Severity: 5

SYS --;904 Permanent 1/0 error reading subsystem
cufig record

If you enter option 0, the subsystem remains active. If you enter
option 2 or 3, the subsystem will be disabled unless this is a
subsequent enable (then the subsystem will remain enabled). If
you enter option 2 or 3, give the programmer the message II)
(S),S-7906) and the subsystem configuration name and location
name identified in the message.

Severity:

~/A

Explanation
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Auto Response: NiA

Auto Response:

Explanation

An error was found during enabling of the SSP-ICF subsystem.

Additional Inrormation

You tried to start communications with a location identified in the
message; however, communications is already active .at that
location.
Use the STATUS SUBSYS (0 I) command to determine the
status of the subsystem. If the subsystem is being disabled, you
can try a second disable. If the subsystem does not end and no
messages are waiting for a response, a system dump should be
taken and IPL the system again. The active subsystem must be
disabled before this subsystem can be enabled.
Note: Location names must be unique, even if they are under
different subsystem names, if both subsystems are enabled at once.
This message will also occur if a location is active on another
subsystem with the same name.
User Response

Option 0: The enable continues. An attempt will be made to
activate communications with other locations in the subsystem
configuration.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7908 An SSP-ICF module not found--enabling
Isubsystem configuration namel
Severity: S

Auto Response:

You tried to enable the subsystem identified in the message;
however, the named subsystem configuration member was not
built by CNFIGlCF for an SSP-ICF subsystem.
Use the CNFIGlCF procedure to build a line configuration
member for al1 subsystems (except Intra) and a subsystem
configuration member for all subsystems. Then run the ENAnLB
procedure using the subsystem configuration member name. For
more information, refer to the appropriate subsystem reference
manual for the subsystem you are using.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call ror
software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is cance\cd. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any lites created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7910 Enabling (subsystem configuration
narnel--An SSP-ICF module not found
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

An error was found when you tried to enable the subsystem
identified in the message. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS-7910) and the subsystem
configuration name identified in the message.

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

An error was found when you tried to enable the SSP-ICF
subsystem identified in the message.

The subsystem cannot be enabled because the required module for
the specified SSP-ICF subsystem is not in the system library
(#L1BRARY).

Additional Inrormation

The subsystem cannot be enabled because the SSP-ICF control
module (#ICCNT) cannot be found in the system library
(#LIBRARY).
Refer to the manual Changing Your System Configuration,
SC21-90S2, for information about the optional SSP-ICF support.
If this module is in the system library, call for software service.

Make sure SSP-ICF is installed on the system and that the
subsystem modules were also installed. More information can be
found in the manual Changing Your System Configuration,
SC21-90S2.
Following are the module directory names for the SSP-ICF
subsystems. One of the following modules may be missing:
SSP-ICF Subsystem

Module Name

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

Intra

SISMA

BSCEL

#IBLM

BSC MSRJE

#RJBS

BSC 3270

#ITSPI

SYS --7909 :\Iember Isubsystem confi~uration namel
is not an SSP-ICF config member

IMS

#IBIM

CCP

#I8PC

Se\ocrity: 3

CICS

#IBCI

Auto Response:

[xpl:lRation

Finance

#SBFS

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

S~A

#RJSN

If)'ou are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the subsystem conliguratlon member name in the E:,\AULE utility
control statement is incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I [)
(SYS-7909) and the subsystem configuration name identified In the
message.
Additional Information

MSRJE

S:,\A 3270

#1z:\tN

S~t:F

#IUSF

Peer

#IQML

AI'I'C

#IRML

async

#AYAX or #AYML

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
and call for software service.
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User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7912 tine number not allowed for subsystem
(subsystem configuration name) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7914 Line is not configured on the system •. ,
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
The line number you specified in the ENABLE procedure is not
configured on the system. Check the line number to make sure
you specified it correctly. You can use the STATUS command to
display the configured lines.
More information about the
STATUS command can be found in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
User Response

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the line number parameter is not allowed for the subsystem
identified in the ENABLE utility control statement just entered.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0 to continue.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-7912) and the subsystem configuration name
identified in the message.

Additional Information
The subsystem type being enabled is Intra, and the line number
parameter is not allowed for this subsystem.
User Response
Option 0: Select this option to continue. The line number
parameter is ignored, and the enable continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. H owcver, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7913 tine number required for subsystem
(subsystem configuration name) ...
Severity: 3

SYS --7915 Line member and line type incompatible
Severity: 3
Explanation
The line member specified in the subsystem member you are
trying to enable is not correct for the communications hardware
type. Make sure you cntered the correct line number for the
Ei\ABLE procedure statement.
Enter option 2 or 3. Either try the operation again with the
correct line number specified, or if you think you are using the
correct line, notify your programmer.
Additional Information
The hardware type of the communications line you are running
the ENABLE procedure for is not compatible with the line
member for one of the following reasons:
•

You are trying to enable an Si'I!A;X.25 line member on a
non-X.25 line, or an Si\AiSDLC line member on an X.25
line. Only X.25 line members can be enabled on an X.25
line.

•

You are trying to enable a line member with an X.21 Short
Hold :\1ode line type on a non-X.21 Short Hold Mode line.

•

You are trying to enable a SNA/IBM Token-Ring Network
line member on a non-IBM Token-Ring Network line.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the line number parameter is missing from the E:-':ABLE utility
control statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-79J3) and the subsystem configuration name identified in the
message.

Auto Response: 2

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS preserved; and t h'.: I')!> can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS Job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thiS Job step are saved. Records deletcd by this job step no
longer eXIst. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

Additional Information

SYS --7916 (subsystem or line memberJ- El"ABLE
c~\I1not process this mcmhcr ...

An error was found while enabling the subsystem identified In the
m~sage. The hne number parameter must be specIfied for the
subsystem type being enabled.

Severity: 3

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this pomt
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing mes
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Auto Response: 2

Explanation
The subsystem configuration member you are enabling (or the
subsystem. configuration member's associated line contiguration
member) IS a higher release or modification level than the
Systcm'36 you are running on. This configuration cannot be
enabled on your system. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7916) and the subsystem or line member from the message.

Additional Information
The ENABLE procedure cannot process CNFIGICF subsystem
or line members which were created on a System/J6 with a higher
release or modification level than the system the procedure is
running on. You must create the CNFIGICF members on a
system with a lower or equal release/modification level to the
system you are going to enable them on.

Uscr Response

SYS --7922 Enabling (subsystem configuration
namel--Library (library namel not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7922) and the subsystem configuration name and library
name identified in the message.

Option 2: Thejob step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

An error was found while trying to enable the IMS, CICS. or
SNUF SSP-ICF subsystem identified in the message. The attempt
failed because the library containing the subsystem procedure does
not exist. The library name is given in the message. More
information can be found in the appropriate subsystem reference
manual for the subsystem you are using.

SYS --7917Imember namel- Required X.25 support
not installed ...
Auto Response: 2

Severity: J

Explanation
You are trying to run the Ei'lABLE procedure for a subsystem
on a line configured for X.25. However, the required X.25
modules are not loaded on your system. You must run the
C:--;FIGSSP procedure to add the X.25 support to the system
before you can run communications on the X.25 ·line.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7918 SHOW cannot be specified for PC
Support/36 ...
Severity: J

Auto Response: 0

EXlllanation
I f you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the SIIOW parameter is not allowed for PC Supportj36 (5250
emulation only).
Do one of the following:
•

Entcr option 0 to continue.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--79\8).

Additional Information
PC Support 36 is being started and the SIIOW parameter was
specified on the E:-';ABLE utility control command. The SHOW
parameter cannot be specified when starting PC SuPporti36 for a
PC attached via 5250 emulation. ,.

Lser Response
Opuon 0:
contmues.

The show. parameter is ignored and the enable

Opuon 2: The Job step IS cnded. Any data created up to this po lOt
tS preserved. and the Jobean continue with the next Job step.
Opllon 3: The job is canl;eled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job and any records' added or updates made to existing files
by thiS Job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However. any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7923 Enabling Isubsystem confi~uration
namcl-- Procedure Iprocedure namcl not
found ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7923) and the subsystem configuration name and procedure
name identified in the message.

Additional Information
An error was found while trying to enable the IMS, CICS, or
SNUF SSP-ICF subsystem identified in the message. The attempt
failed because the subsystem procedure does not exist in the
library identified in the message or in the system library
(#L1BRARY). For more information refer to the appropriate
subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you are using.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7924 Parm 4 in ENABLE CMD must be
snow, i\OSIIOW or null
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
parameter 4 in the E:-.JABLE command contains an error.
Correct entries are SIIOW, NOSHOW, or blank.
If this error continues to occur. give the programmer the messag(
ID (SYS-7924).

Additional Information
The fourth parameter in the ENABLE command is incorrect
Correct entries are SHOW. NOSHOW, or blank.

User Response
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Option 3: . The job is canceled. Data created by previ01;ls .steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXlstmg files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous job steps
and any records added or updates made to existing files by this job
step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer exist.
However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7925 EnabJinJ! (subsystem configuration
namcJ--Location (location name) not
found

SYS --7928 (subsystem configuration namcl--Location
parameter invalid for ENABLE

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you entered the wrong location name for the ENABLE procedure.
Make sure you entered the correct location name.
If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
10 (SYS.792S) and the subsystem configuration name and the

location name identified in the message.
Additional Inrormation
You tried to enable the subsystem or activate communications
with another remote location for the subsystem identified in the
message; however, the location name identified in the message
docs not exist in the specified subsystem configuration member.
If the location· name specified is correct, run the CNFIGICF
procedure and add the name. If the location name is not in the
subsystem configuration member, add it. If the location name is
in the member, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
Syslem Problem Delerminalion, and call for software service.
For more information refer to the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using.
t:ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7927 (subsystem configuration nameJ being
disabled--Cannot add loc (location name)
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·7927) and the subsystem configuration name and the
location name identified in the message.
Additional Information
You tried to activate communications with the remote location
identified in the message for the subsystem identified in the
messa~e; howe\'er. the subsystem is in the process of being
disabled by abnormal termmatlon or by a prevIous DISAI.lLE
procedure.
t:se the STATl'S SCASYS command to determine the status of
the subsystem. If the subsystem· bemg disabled docs not disable.
attempt a second clsable. If the subsystem still docs not disable.
take a ~ystcm cump. f:li out a froNan S:/nJn:ary r,'ml found In
the S,'Hem Prctlem lJerermillarion manual. and call for software
senu:e. You must IPL tr.e system a;!:un after you tak.: the dump.
If thl! subs\ stem cnes elsablc. YOU can cn;lble the subs\stl!m a!!;lIll.
For more· l::furmatlon. rcfc'r to the approprlatc' subsystem
rcference manual for the subsystem you arc usmg.
t:ser

I~csponse

Option 2: The job step IS ended. Any data created up to this point
is presef\'ed, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Severity: 5

Auto Response:

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you entered the wrong location parameter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS.7928) and the subsystem configuration name identified in the
message.
Additional Inrormation
The location name parameter on the ENABLE procedure is not
allowed for this subsystem type. The parameter is only allowed
for the Finance, Peer, SNUF, MSRJE, APPC, 3270 SNA Device
Emulation,
or
Asynchronous Communications Support
subsystems. The subsystem configuration name is specified in the
message.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous job steps
and any records added or updates made to existing flies by this job
step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer exist.
However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7929 Jsubsystem configuration namcJ--Wrong
line number for second ENABLE ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the line number parameter in the ENABLE command contains an
error.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS-7929) and the subsystem configuration name identified in the
message.
Additional Information
You tried to activate communications with a remote location but
the wrong line number was specified. The line number parameter
in the ENABLE command or ENABLE utility control statement
must specify the communications line that is allocated for this
subsystem. The subsystem configuration name is specified in the
message.
User Response
Option 2: The job stcp is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the Job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. However; any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7930 ;\0 new locations :lcti\'ated for subsystem
Isubs~'stem configuration nameJ ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
I f this is the first enable of the subsystem identified in the message,
it cannot send data over a communications line because no
locations were configured to begin communications when the

subsystem is enabled (that is, the activate location at ENABLE
proc:edure prompt was specified as N (no). If this is a subsequent
enable of the subsystem, communication with this location could
already be active for this subsystem.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-7930) and the subsystem configuration name identified in the
message.
Additional Inrormation
The subsystem configuration record specified that all locations for
the subsystem that are not already active should not be activated.
In addition, no new locations have been specified.
If
communications have not been activated with any locations for the
first enable, the subsystem will be disabled.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job Is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --793 t Location (location namel is active
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Respond to any messages on the system console and enter
option I to continue the enable.

•

Enter option 2 ?r 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-7933) and the subsystem configuration name
identified in the message.

Additional Infonnation
The subsystem, associated with the subsystem configuration
member name identified in the message, has abnormally ended. If
there is a message on the system console indicating that an
SSP-ICF related program has ended abnormally, you must
respond to it before this subsystem can be enabled. If there is no
message on the system console, you must IPL before this
subsystem can be enabled.
This abnormal termination may be the result of a programming
error. A system dump should be taken.
ff this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

User Response
Option 1: After you respond to the message on the system
console, if there is a message on the system console, select option
I and continue the enabling of the subsystem.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation
This is an informational message.
required.

•

No operator response is

Additional Information
A global enable of a multipoint configuration was issued. A
remote location name in the subsystem configuration member is
the same as a remote location name with which communications
is already active. The location name is identified in the message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by tnis job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step arc lost.

SYS --7935Isubsystem configuration namcl--:'iot
enough resources for phone list
Severity: 3

SYS --7932

LOCATIO~

parameter required for PC

Support/36 ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The SIENBL utility program is running to start PC Support/36
for a PC attached via 5250 emulation, but a LOCATION name
was not specified on the LOCATION parameter.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7932).
Additional Inrormation
The PC router program starts the System/36 router program by
automatically running the IWROUTER procedure.
The
E:'I:ABLE utility is part of this procedure and must be supplied
with a location name on the LOCATION parameter.

Auto Response:

Explanation
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option I to try to assign system resources again.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-7935) and the subsystem configuration name
identified in the message.

Additional Inrormation
You tried to enable the subsystem identified in the message;
however, there is not enough assignifree space to process the
phone list.
User Response

t:ser Response

Option I: Another attempt is made to assign space for the phone
list. If enough assign;free space is available, processing will
continue.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is presen'ed, and the job can continue WIth the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job and any records added or updates made to eXlstmg files
by thIS job step are SOl\'ed. Records cl'leted hy thIs Job step no
longer eXIst. lIowe\'er, any fi:es created by thIS job step are lost.

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
t!lIS lob and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thIS job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step 110
longer eXIst. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS -- i933 Cannot ('mlble l"illbs~·sh.·rn {"(lIlliguratioll
namel -- disable not complctc .••

SYS --7936 Subsyskm Isubsyskm configuration
namel - Phonc list Iphone list l1:ullel not
found

Severity: J

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 3

Do one of the following:

Explanation

Auto Response:
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Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the inessage ID
(SYS-7936) and the subsystem configuration name and phone list
name identifled in the message.
Additional Information
You tried to enable a subsystem; however, the specified phone list
library member could not be located in the subsystem
configuration library or #LlBRARY, or the specified library
member was located but is not a phone list. The subsystem
configuration member name and the phone list member name are
identified in the message.
Use the DEFINEPN procedure to create a phone list if you are
trying to run autocall on a switched line and a phone list does not
exist. Use the DEFINX21 procedure to create a list if you are
trying to run on an X.21 switched line and a list does not exist.
The phone list name must be in the line configuration member and
it must be in the same library as the configuration members. For
more information, refer to the appropriate subsystem reference
manual for the subsystem you are using.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7937 Disk 1/0 error reading phone list
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7937) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

You tried to enable a subsystem on an X.21 switched line. The
switch type was specified as manual call or manual answer. The
switch type must be autoanswer to enable a subsystem on an X.21
switched line.
User Response
Option 0: The switch type is set to autoanswer for this enable and
the enabling of the subsystem continues,
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records. added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7939 Required X,21 connect task not active ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The X.21 task for the X.21 switched or Sllort Hold Mode line
enabled is not active at this time. It may not be active because a
program check occurred, or because an IPL overrides option was
taken to not start the task. This is done by taking option 3
(Change Communications status) on the IPL Overrides'Menu and
answering 'N' to the prompt 'Start Autocall/X.21 task'.
Additional Information
Once the X.21 task has been started, the enable can be tried again
on the X.21 switched or Short Hold Mode line.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step,
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any tiles created by this job step are lost.

Additional Information

SYS --7940 Incorrect line protocol for subsystem
Isubsystem configuration nameJ

You tried to enable the subsystem identified in the message. A
permanent disk 1/0 error occurred while the ENABLE procedure
was reading the phone Jist.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Note: If the error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for software service.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7940) and the subsystem configuration name idenlifled in
the message.

User Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You tried to enable the subsystem identified in the message;
however, the line protocol (SDLC, async, BSC, BSC MSRJE, or
JB\i Token-Ring Network) that was indicated when the line
configuration member was created is not allowed with this
subsystem type.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are sa\'ed. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any lites created by this job step arc lost.

SYS --7938 Switch type im'alid for X.21 switchcd
linc...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Use the C:-':FIGICF procedure to determine which configuration
member is correct. You may have to create a new line member
or subsystem member. The subsystem member must reference
the correct hne member. More information can be found in the
appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you
are USing.

Do one of the following:

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the Syslem Problem Delermination manual, :md call for
soft ware service.

•

Enter opllon 0 to conllnue enabling the subsystem.

l;scr Response

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the pro!!rammer the messa!!e
II) (SYS-i938) and the name of the procedure you \\\?re
running when this error occurred.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue With the next job step.

Explan:llion

Additional Information
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job and any records added or updates made to existing files

by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, /lny files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7941 Subsystem config not valid with
subsystem (subsystem configuration
name)
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to activatc communications with the remote location
identified in the message; however, there was no remote system
name in the line configuration member that corresponds to this
remote location name.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue with the enable and activate
communications with other locations specified in the
subsystem configuration member.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-7943) and the location name idcntifled in the
message.

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-7941) and the subsystem configuration name identified in the
message.
Additional Information
You tried to activate communications with another remote
location for the subsystem identified in the message. The
subsystem is currently enabled; however, the subsystem
configuration member has been modified since the subsystem was
enabled. The subsystem must be disabled then enabled again
before communications is allowed with the new location.
More information can be found in the appropriate subsystem
refercnce manual for the subsystem you are using.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Run the CNFIGICF procedure to add the remote system name to
the line configuration member. Then run CNFIGICF to edit thc
subsystem configuration member--making sure you select thc
remote system name just added to the line configuration membcr
so the remote location can be added. Then try to enablc the
remote location again.
More information can be found in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

~ption

2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job stcp are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7942 Line config invalid with subsystem config
(subsystem configuration name) ...
Severity: 3

Additional Information

Auto Response:

Option 0: The enable is continued. An attempt will be made to
activate communications with other locations in the subsystem
configuration.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this point is
preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous job stcps
and any records added or updates made to existing files by this job
step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer exist.
However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Explanation

Note: Option 0 is only allowed if the location parameter was not
specifIed in the ENABLE procedure or utility control statement.

Entcr option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--7942) and the subsystem configuration name identIfied In
the message.

SYS --7944 Remote system invalid with location
Ilocation nameJ ...

Additional Information

Severity: 5

You tried to enable the subsystem identified in the message;
however, the line configuration member has been modified and
certain fields have been edited requiring the subsystem
configuration member to be edited again.
The subsystem
configuration member must be edited using the C!':FIGICF
procedure before the subsystem can be enabled. Cpdate the
subsystem member, then try to enable the subsystem again.

Explanation

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Use the C:'\FIGICF procedure to edit the subsysten
configuration member. The remote system name in the subsystcn
configuration member must. be consistent with the remote systcl1
name In the 1ll1c configuration member. Then try to enable til<
subsystem agall1.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue WIth the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous step~ in
thIS job and any records added or updates made to eXIstll1~ files
by this job step are sa\'cd. Records deletcd by thiS job step no
longer eXIst. However, any rt\es created by this job step are lost.

SYS --79-13 :'\0 remote system for location (location
namcl .. ·
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

You tried to activate communications with the remote locatior
identified in the message; however, the corresponding remot!
system name in the line configuration member has been modifie(
and certain fields in the line member have been edited requirinl
the subsystem configuration member to be edited.

00 one of the following:

•

•

Ent~r option 0 to continue with the enable and activat
communications with other locations specirted in th
subsystem configuration member.

Enter opuon 2 or 3 and give the programmer the mess:\}(
][) (S YS· 7944) and the location name identified in til
message.

If thiS error c~ntinucs to occur, fill out a Problem Summary FOri
found In the System Problem Determination manual, and call fc
software servIce.
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User Response

Additional Information

Option 0: The enable is continued. An attempt will be made to
activate communications with other locations specified in the
subsystem configuration member.

Enter the ENABLE command without specifying the SHOW
parameter (NOSHO\y is the default value) and try again. More
information can be found in the System Reference manual,
SC21·9020.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous job steps
and any records added or updates made to existing files by this job
step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer exist.
However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7945 Cannot get resource for ENABLE or
DISABLE now ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Another work station has either the ENABLE or DISABLE
procedure running. Only one (ENABLE or DISABLE) can be
running at a time.
Do one of the following:

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem DetermInatIon manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However. any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7948 ENABLE can't run from job queue for
PC Support/36...
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

•

Enter option I to retry the request.

Explanation

•

Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the request.

A job on the job queue is running the SIENBL utility program to
start PC Support/36 for a personal computer attached via 5250
emulation; however. this program cannot be run from the job
queue for PC SupportJ36. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-7948).

User Response

Option I: The operation is retried.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7946 Subsystem cannot be ENABLED,
DISABLE in process ..•
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7949 ENABLE cannot be evoked for PC
Support/36...

Explanation

Severity: 3

The subsystem you are running the ENABLE procedure for
currently has the DISABLE procedure running for it on another
line. The ENABLE procedure cannot run until the DISABLE
procedure is complete. Enter option 2 or 3. You can try the
operation again in a few minutes.

Explanation

Additional Information

Auto Response:

An evoked job is trying to start PC Support/36 for a personal
computer attached via 5250 emulation; however, the ENABLE
utility. which is part of the PC Support/36 start process, cannot
be evoked.

You can see the status of the subsystem by entering the D I
command.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS •• 7949) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

User Response

l:ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: End the enable. The job step is ended. Data created
up to this step is saved. and the job continues with the next job
step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previo~s ,steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXlstmg files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist However, any files created by this job step are 10sL

SYS --7947 SHOW cannot be specifil'tl when emked
Sellerity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However; any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7950 Ilocation name) - Alerts code not on the
systl'm
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

You cannot specify SIIOW when you evoke the ENABLE
procedure.

[xplanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS.7947) and the name of the procedure you were runDlng
when this error occurred.

The location that you are trying to enable requires alerts support,
but thIS code is not on the system. You can apply the alerts
support by running the CNFIGSSP procedure.
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Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 to continue with the enable and activate
communications with other locations specified in the
subsystem configuration member.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-7950) and the location name identified in the
message.

Additional Information
If you do not want alerts support for the location specified, run
the CNFIOICF procedure and edit the subsystem configuration
member. Respond with N (no) to the prompt Send alerts to this
location? during the remote location configuration.
If you do want alerts support for the location specified, run the
CNFIOSSP procedure to add alerts support to your system. This
provided in CNFIOSSP
under
feature
support is
6029--Communications and Systems Management (C &. SM).

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. I Data created by previous job steps
and any records added or updates made to existing files by this job
step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer exist.
However, any files created by this job step are lost.

I location name 1- Alerts already active
on systcm ...

Severity: 3

Additional InFormation
There is not enough main storage configured on the system to
enable an SSP-ICF subsystem that uses an X.25 line member.
Uscr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7953 Line numbcr not allowed for PC
Support/36...
Severity: 5

Option 0: The enable is continued. An attempt will be made to
activate communications with other locations specified in the
subsystem configuration member.

SYS --7951

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-7952) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Auto Response: 2

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the line number parameter is not allowed for the subsystem
identified in the ENABLE utility control statement just entered.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0 to continue.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--7953) and the subsystem identified in the message.

Explanation

Additional InFormation

Do one of the following:

PC Support/36 is being enabled for a personal computer attached
via 5250 emulation. The line number parameter is not allowed for
this subsystem.

•

Enter option 0 to try to activate communications with other
locations specified in the subsystem configuration member.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-7951) and the location name identified in the
message.

Additional Information
The location name specified is configured to use ALERTs but
another subsystem is currently enabled that is using ALERTs.
Since you can have ALERTs active on only one APPC subsystem
at a time, this location cannot be activated.
User Response

User Response
Option 0: Select this option to continue. The line number
parameter is ignored, and the enable continues.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 0: Try to activate communications with other locations
specified in the subsystem configuration member.

SYS --7954 PC Support/36 location (location namcl
aln':"ty acth·c ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the Job can continue WIth the next job step.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous job steps
and any records added or updates made to existing files by this job
step are saved. Records deleted 'by this job step no longer eXIst.
lIowever. any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7952 X.25 (.'annot be run on 12SK main storage
system ...
Sc\erlty: :-\ A

Auto Response: :-\A

Explanation
If you arc running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found during enabling of PC Support/36. Enter
option 2 or 3, and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--79 S4) and the subsystem name and location name identified
in the message.
Additional Information
A PC location tried to start communications with the System/36;
however. communications is already active with that location.
Use the STATUS SUBSYS (D I) command to determine the
status of PC Support/36 and its active locations.
l':ote: Location names must be unique (even if they are under
different subsystem names) if both subsystems are enabled at
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Ince. This message wiII also occur if a location is active on
nother subsystem with the same name:

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Jser Response

The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in this job and
any records added or updates made to existing files by this job
step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer exist.
However, any files created by this job step are lost.

)ption 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point

s preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
)ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
his job and any records added or updates made to existing files
Iy this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
onger exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7957 Invalid remote system for
location-Ilocation namel ...
Severity: 5

;YS --7955 Invalid combination of parms on
ENABLE...
'
;everity:

~/A

You tricd to activate communications with the remote location
identified in the message; however, the remote system configured
for this location is not the correct type. This error can occur for
the following reasons:

Auto Response: N/A

~xplanation

r you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
)rocedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
)roccdure.

•

The location is defined in the Subsystem Configuration
Record as a networking node, and the corresponding remote
system is defined in the Line Configuration Member as a
I-Iost. Only Peer remote systems may be specified for
networking node locations.

•

The remote system you are trying to communicate with is a
Peer type but the remote system is defined in the Line
Configuration Member as a Host.

•

You are explicitly enabling a remote location that is already
implicitly enabled, and the remote system defined in the line
configuration member for this remote location is configured
as a Host. To explicitly enable this remote location, the
corresponding remote system must be configured as a Peer
type.

:f you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
he SUBSYS parameter is not allowed when PC-YES is specified.

:>0 one of the following:
Entcr option 0 to continue. The SUBSYS parameter will be
ignored.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--7955).
~dditional

Information

PC Support/36 is being started by the SIENBL utility for a
~ersonal computer attached via 5250 emulation and the SUBSYS
parameter was specified in addition to the PC parameter. The
;UnSYS parameter is not valid when the PC parameter is
'pecified to start PC Support/36.
User Response
Option 0: The SUBSYS parameter is ignored and the enable
continues to start PC Support/36.
Option 2: The job step is endcd. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are sa\·ed. Records deleted by this job stei> no
longer exist. 1-1 owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7956 Required parm-SUBSYS-on ENABLE is
missing ...

Auto Response:

Explanation

I

Do one of the following:

I·
I·

Enter option 0 to continue with the enable and activate
communications with other locations specified in the
subsystem configuration member.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--7957) and the location name identified in the
message.

Additional Inrormation
For the first two error conditions explained above, run the
CNFIGICF procedure to change the definition of either the
remote location in the subsystem configuration member or the
remote system in the line configuration member to make the two
definitions compatible. Then try to enable the remote location
again.

Explanation

For the third error condition explained above, run the
CNFIGICF procedure and either edit the line configuration
member and change the remote system type to Peer if that is valid
for the remote system you are trying to communicate with; or,
edit the subsystem configuration record and specify a Peer rernote
system for the remote location defined.

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there IS an error in the
procedure.

~10re information can be found in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using. or the
Ad~'anced Peer· to-Peer Networking (Al'PN) Guide, SC21-947I.

If you arc entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the SCBSYS parameter is required to enable an SSP-ICF
subsystem confi~urallon.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.

Enter option 2 or 3 and gIve the programmer the message 10
(SH-i956).

L'ser ncsponse

Additional Inrormalion

Option 0: The enable is continued. An attempt will be made to
activate communications with other locations in the subsystem
configuration.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

E~:\BI.E procedure or E~:\IILE OCL control statement
entered to enable an SSP·ICF subsystem conli::urallon, 'I he
subsystem contiguration name was not specllied on the SUIlS'r'S
parameter and is reqUITed to complete the enable.

The
wa~
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this point is
presecved, and the Job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous job steps
and any records added oc updates made to existing files by this job

step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer exist.
However, any liIescreated by this job step are lost.

Option 0:
The LlNEMEM parameter is ignored and the
ENABLE continues.

Note: Option 0 is only allowed if the location parameter was not
specified in the ENABLE procedure or utility control statement.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

LI~EMEM

SYS --7958

parm required for SUBSYS
Isubsystem configuration name) ..•

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running the ENABLE procedure or entering utility
control statements from the keyboard, you did not specify a line
configuration member to be used with the subsystem
configuration member.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--7958) and the subsystem configuration name identified in
the message.
Additional Information
You tried to enable an APPN subsystem configuration member;
however, the named subsystem configuration member requires a
line configuration member name to be specified on the ENABLE
procedure.
Use the CNFIGICF procedure to build a line configuration
member for the APPN subsystem member. Then run the
ENABLE procedure using the line configuration member name.
More information can be found in the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7960 Line config lline configuration name)
im'alid for member (subsystem
configuration name) .•.
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The line configuration member you entered on the ENABLE
procedure or ENABLE utility control statement is not an APPC
line member; therefore, it cannot be used with the APPN
subsystem configuration member specified.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--7960) and the subsystem configuration name identified in
the message.
Additional Information
Only APPC line members can be used to enable APPN subsystem
configuration members. Use CNFIGICF to create or edit line
members of this type to be used with the API'N subsystem
configuration member.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware ser vice.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7959

LI~E:\IE:\1 parm invalid for SUBSYS
Isubsystem configuration name) ...

SYS --7961 Enabling Isubsystem configuration
name\-APPC not allowed with APPN ...

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

If you are running the ENABLE procedure or entering utility
control statements from the keyboard, you specified a line
configuration member on the ENABLE command, but this
parameter is not allowed with the type of subsystem specified by
the subsystem configuration member.

Either you are trying to enable an APPC configuration member
but an AI'PN configuration is active; or you are trying to enable
an APPN configuration member, but an APPC configuration is
active.

Enter option 0 to ignore the U:-\E\t E\I rarameter and continue
the E:--:.-\ 1\ LE. Enter option 2 or 3 to cancel the E:--: All LE and
give the programmer the messa~e ID (SYS--i959) and the
subsystem configurauon name identified m the message.
Additional Information
You Speclrled 3 lme confif!uratlOn member on the F:--::\BLE
rrr'<:ccu.e or ISABLE ut;l:ty cuntrol statement; Illlwcwr. tIllS
p~amcter :s not ailowcd for the tyre of subsystem you arc
enabhn~. \Iore information on the parameters for the F:\,\BLE
rrOlX!dUfe or Ir.e l':\:\BLE ullilly control statement can be found
:n the Sys!rm /1i,/ermce manual, SC21-'1020.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--796\) and the subsystem configuration name identified in
the message.
Additional Information
When an APPC configuration is active. an APPN configuration
cannot be enabled. Also, when an APPN configuration is active,
an APPC configuration cannot be enabled.
Lse C:--:F1GICF to check the subsystem configuration member
you are trying to enable and ensure it is the correct API'C support
(either AI'I'C or ,\1'1':-\).
Lser Response

If tius error continues to occur, Ell out a Problem Summary Form
found in Ihe System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software servIce.

Option 2: The job slep is ended. Any data created up to Ihis point
tS rreserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

l:ser Response

Optton 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
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by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS ··7962 Enabling Isubsystem configuration
namel-AP})N already active•..
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Note: For subsequent enables of APPN, even if no new locations
are activated, the master chain of Session Group Blocks for the
network is updated with the current session group information
from the Subsystem Configuration Record.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Explanation
You are trying to enable an APPN subsystem configuration that
is different than an active APPN configuration.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--7962) and the subsystem configuration name identified in
the message.
Additional Inrormation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7965 Iline configuration name I-Remote sys
Iremote system name I not active in
network

If you are trying to add additional locations or lines to an active
APPC network. you must enable the same APPN subsystem
configuration member that was specified on the first enable of
APPN.

Severity: 3

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

This is an informational message.
required.

User

Auto Response:

Explanation
No operator response is

Additional Inrormation

I~csponsc

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The specified remote system was not activated on this enable for
APPN because an active location exists with the same name as the
remote system or the remote system is configured as a II ost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7966 Required SNAtAJ>PN support not on
system ...

SYS --7963 Isubsystem configuration nameJ-Some
locations alrcady active
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--7966).
Additional Inrormation

This is an informational message.
required.

No operator response is

Additional Information
Some locations defined in the APPN subsystem member could not
be enabled because they are already active on the system.

The feature containing SNA/Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking
support must be installed before an APPN configuration member
can be enabled. More information on installing SNA/APPN can
be found in the Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking (APPN)
Guide, SC21-947I.
User Response

Use the STATUS SUBSYS (D I) command to determine the
status of APPN and its locations.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Location names must be unique, even if they are under different
subsystem names, if both subsystems are enabled at once. This
message will also oceur if a location with the same name is active
on another subsystem.

Option 3: The job is cancelled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing liIes
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7964 :\'0 new locations acth'ated for subsystem
Isubsystem configuration nameJ... •
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

SYS --7967 Im·alid line type for PC Support/36 ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Explanation

You enabled an APP:'I: subsystem configuration that is already
active. but no new locations were actlvated.

The communications line type is not valid for the PC Support/36
subsystem configuration member you are trying to enable. Make
sure you entered the correct line number for the ENABI.H
procedure statement or utility control statement.

Enter opt;on 2 or 3 and £I\e the programmer th~ mcssa~e I ()
(SIS-i96.l) and the subsystem configuration name Identified in
the messa!!e.
Additional Information
Either the subsystem confif!UratlOn record specified that all
locatIOns for the subsystem that arc not already actlve should not
be activated, no new locations have becn speCified in the
conrlguratlon record, or any new locations specified arc already
active on the system.
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Enter option 2 or 3. Either try the operation again with the
correct hne number speciticd, or if you think you are using the
correct line, notify your programmer.
Additional Inrormation
PC Support/36 subsystem configuration members can only be
enabled on I BM Token-Ring Network communication lines. The
line speCified on the ENABLE statement is not of this type.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --7980 Required PC Support/36 support not on
system ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

PC·YES was specified on the ENABLE OCL statement to enable
PC Support/36 for a personal computer attached by means of
5250 emulation; or, a PC Support/36 subsystem configuration
member was enabled for a personal computer attached by means
of an IBM Token·Ring Network line, but PC Support/36 cannot
be enabled on the system. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS..7980).
Additional Information

The required PC Support/36 libraries and modules are not
installed.
Run the CNFIGSSP procedure to install PC
Support/J6 on your system.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8000 DISABLE statement must precede El'i'D
statement
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·8001) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
Additional Information

An incorrect SSP·ICF OCL sequence was entered.
Two
DISABLE utility control statements have been entered. A
DISABLE utility control statement must be followed by an END
utility control statement for each SSP·ICF subsystem that is to be
ended.
More information on the SlEDS utility program can be found in
the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8002 Isubsystem configuration namel--This
subsystem is not enabled
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·8002) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
Additional Information

A DISABLE procedure was issued for the subsystem identified in
the message; however, the requested SSP·ICF subsystem is not
active.

Explanation

t:ser Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·8000) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

An incorrect SSP·ICF OCL sequence was entered. A required
DISABLE utility control statement is missing. To end an
SSP·ICF subsystem, a DISABLE utility control statement must
be present and must go before an END utility control statement.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8003

Isubs~'stem configuration
name)--DISABLE tried but subsystem
aeti\'c...
'

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

User Response

A disable request was attempted for the subsystem identified in the
message; however, there are sessions sull active.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue wJlh the next job step.

Do one of the following:

More information about the SlEDS utility program can be found
in the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.

Option 3: The Job is ca.'1cc!ed. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job and any records acded or updates made to eXlstmg mes
by-this job step are saved. Records deleted by thiS job step no
longer eXist. Ilowe\'er. 3:ly files created by thiS job step are lost.

SYS --8001 DISABLE statement must be followed by
E:\I> stmt
Se\'enty: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

Enter option 0 and the disable request waits until the active
sessIons end.

•

Entcr option I to try the disable again.

•

Enter option 2 to continue disabling and canceling sessions.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the disable request and give the
the message 10 (SYS·8003) and the subsystem
contiguration name identified in the message.
pro~rammcr

Additional Inrormation
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A disable request was tried by the system operator; however, the
requested SSP-ICF subsystem has activcsessions at this time, or
BSC or SNA 3270 emulation has device emulation tasks active.
User Response

Option 0: Hold the disable request until the active sessions end.
No new scssions are allowed, and the current sessions are given a
disable-pending return code.
Option I: Sclcct this option to try the disable request again. This
error message is issued again if there are still active sessions, or
SNA or BSC 3270 emulation tasks are still active.
Option 2: Immediate disable. The sessions are ended immediately,
and each scssion is given an immediate-disablc return code.

message ID (SYS-8006) and the subsystem configuration member
name identified in the message.
Additional Information

A disable request was issued; however, the disable request cannot
be processed because the enable processing for this subsystem is
not complete.
You can use the STATUS SUBSYS (0 I) command to determine
the status of the subsystem. After the subsystem is enabled, the
subsystem can ~ disabled. If the. subsystem does not complete
the enable, fill out a Problem Summary Form and call for software
service.
User Response

Option 3: End the disable request. The SSP-ICF subsystem
continues to run.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --8004 Subsystem (subsystem configuration
namel is now disabled

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

.Explanation

This is an informational message and is the result of option 0
being selected on message 8003. At that time, you chose to hold
the disable that was requested for the subsystem identified in the
message. The disable is now complcte.
No operator response is required.

SYS --8005 Subsystem (subsystem configuration
name) already being disabled
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

SYS --8007Isubsystem configuration name)--Location
parameter invalid for Disable
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
you cannot enter the location name parameter with the DISABLE
procedure.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8007) and the subsystem configuration member name
identified in the message.

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8005) and the subsystem configuration member name
identified in the message.

The location name parameter in the DISABLE procedure. or
This
DISABLE utility control statement is not allowed.
parameter is allowed only for the Finance, Peer, SNUF, APPC,
MSRJE, SNA 3270, and Asynchronous Communication Support
subsystems. The subsystem configuration member name is
identified in the message.

Additional InFormation

This message is the result of a disable request being issued, either
by the DISABLE procedure or by the SlEDS utility program, for
the SSP-ICF subsystem identified in the message. The identified
subsystem is already being disabled, possibly because a held
disable is now running.
The subsystem could be waiting for active sessions to end because
option 0 was entered for message SYS·8003. Use the STATUS
SUBSYS command (0 I) to determine the status of the
subsystem. If there are no active sessions and the subsystem sti1l
does not disable, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8008 (subsystem configuration name) being
disablcd--Cannot disable loe now ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added of updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS.-8008) and the subsystem configuration
name identified in the message.

SYS --8006 Cannot DISABLE (subsyst('IU
configuration name)--E~ABLE not
complete

You tried to end communications with one location for a
subsystem, or one line for APPN, but the subsystem is already
being disabled. The subsystem is either being disabled by an
abnormal termination or by a previous DISABLE utility control
statement that did not specify a location.

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disable request was tried for the ssp-rCF subsystem identified
in the message. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
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Additional Information

Communications with all locations for this subsystem should end
and then the subsystem should disable. If the subsystem does not
disable, try the disable again. If the subsystem still does not
disable and there are no active sessions, fill out a Problem

Summary Form found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8009Ircmote location name)--DISABLE tried
but this location active .•.
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
You tried to end communications with the location identified in
the message; however, there are sessions active with this remote
location.
Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 0 and the disable request waits until the active
sessions end.
Enter option 1 to try the disable again.

•

Enter option 2 to continue disabling and canceling sessions.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the disable request and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS--8009) and the remote
location name identified in the message.

Additional Information
The system operator tried a disable request for a location or line;
however, there are sessions active with the remote location(s).
These sessions may be SSP-ICF sessions and/or, for APPN,
sessions which pass through an intermediate node.

System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service. If communications are not active for this subsystem,
enter the DISABLE command again specifying the correct
subsystem and location name. A DISABLE command may have
been previously entered for this location.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing Iiles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any Iiles created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8011 Location Ilocation namel is already being
disabled
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-8011) and the location name identified in the message.
Additional Information
This message is the result of a disable request being issued, either
by the DISABLE procedure or by the SlEDS utility program, for
the location name identified in the message. Communication with
the identified location is already being ended. (The subsystem may
be waiting for active sessions to end.)
If option 0 was selected for message SYS--8003 prJ:!viously. check
to see if there are still active sessions. I f there are any active
sessions, these sessions must end before the subsystem can end.
If there are no active sessions and the subsystem still will not
disable, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.
User Response

t;ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 0: Hold the disable request until the active sessions end.
No new sessions are allowed. and the current sessions are given a
disable-pending return code.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: Select this option to try the disable request again. This
error message is issued again if there are still active sessions.

SYS --80121Iocation namcl being disablcd--Immediate
disable allowcd

Option 2: Immediate disable. The sessions are ended immediately,
and each session is given an immediate-disable return code.
Option 3: End the disable requesL The location remains active.

SYS --80 I 0 Isubsystem configuration namc)--Location
Ilocation namel not enabled
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

["planation
You tried to end communications with a particular location
associated with a subsystem. Communications with the location
specified is not active.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-S01()) and the subsystem conf"l~urallon member name and
locallon name llienllfied In tho:! message.
Additional Information
A locatIOn n:lme was specified in tho:! locallon name parameter of
the DISABLE procedure or uuhty control statement; however,
commumcallons IS not acllve with thiS locatIOn.
Cse the STATCS SCBSYS command (D I) to make sure this
location is active for this subsvstem. If communications arc active
for this subsystem, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
You tried to end communications with the location identified in
the message.
Enter option 2 or· 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8012) and the location name identified in the message.
Additional Information
The system operator tried to end communications with one
location for a subsystem. Communications is already being ended
with this location. A wait condition might have occurred because
of active sessions on a previous disable attempt, which has not yet
completed.
t:scr HCSIJOn<;c

Option 2: Immediate disable. The sessions are ended immediately,
and each session is given an immediate-disable return code.
Option 3: End this disable request.

SYS --8013 Isubsystcm configuration mmlcl being
disablcd--Immcdhltc disable allowcd
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

System Messages
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Explanation
The system operator tried a disable request for the subsystem
identified in the message.

Use Status Subsystem (D I) to determine which lines are active for
APPN and what locations are enabled on those lines. Then run
DISABLE and specify a line that is active in the network.
User Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-8013) and the subsystem configuration name identified in the
message.
Additional Information
The system operator tried to disable a subsystem. The subsystem
is already being disabled. A wait condition might have occurred
because of active sessions on a previous disable attempt, which has
not yet completed.
If the operator entered option 2 and the subsystem will not
disable, take a dump, and fill out a Problem Summary Form found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service. Then perform the IPL again.
User Response
Option 2: Immediate disable. The sessions are ended immediately,
and each session is given an immediate-disable return code.
Option 3: End this disable request.

SYS --8014 (subsystem configuration namel--LINE
parm not allowed for subsystem .••
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
You entered a line number for the LINE parameter of the
DISABLE procedure or DISABLE utility control statement, but
the subsystem type you are trying to disable does not allow this
parameter.
Enter option 0 to ignore the line number you specified and disable
the subsystem. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--8014) and the subsystem configuration member
name identified in the message.
Additional Information
The Ll1\Eparameter is only valid if you are disabling an APPN
subsystem configuration member. For any other subsystem type,
this parameter is invalid.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --SOI5Isubsystem configuration namel-no
locations enabled on line specifkd ...
Auto Response:

EXJ!lanation
You tned to disable all the locations enabled on the specIfied line
for APP~, but no locatIons are enabled on that line.
Enter option 2 or 3 to end the disable. The subsystem and all
locations are not disabled. Give the programmer the message I ()
(5 YS--80 I 5).
Additional Information
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8016110eation nameJ--loeation not enabled on
specified line...
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The location you are trying to disable is not enabled on the line
you specified for the LINE parameter of the DISABLE procedure
or DISABLE utility control statement.
Enter option 0 to ignore the specified line number and continue to
disable the specified location. Enter option 2 or J to end the
disable and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8016) and
the location name identifted in the message.
Additional Inrormation
Use Status Subsystem (D I) to determine what line the location
you want to disable is enabled on.
User Response
Option 0: The value entered for the LINE parameter is ignored
and the disable continues to disable the location identified by the
specified ,location name.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8017 Line being disabled--Immediate disable
allowed ...
Severity: 3

Option 0: The value entered for the LINE parameter is ignored
and the disable continues to disable the subsystem identified by the
subsystem configuration name.

Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
You tried to end communications with all locations enabled on a
specific line for APPN, but all locations enabled on the line are
already being disabled.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8017).
Additional Information
The system operator tried to end communications with all
locations enabled on a specific line for APPN. Communications
is already being ended with all locations on the line. A wait
condition might have occurred because of active sessions on a
preVIous disable attempt, which has not yet completed.
eser Response
Option 2: Immediate disable. The sessions are ended immediately
for each location. and each session is given an immediate-disable
return wde.
Option 3: End this disable request.

SYS --SOI8 All locations on line alre~ldy being
disabled ...

•

Enter option 1 to try the disable again.

Explanation

•

Enter option 2 to continue disabling and canceling sessions.

You tried to end communications with all locations enabled on a
specific line for APPN; however, all locations on this line are
already being disabled.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the disable request and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS··8020).

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS.·801&).
Additional Information
This message is the result of a disable request being issued, either
by the DISABLE procedure or by the SlEDS utility program, for
all locations enabled on a specific line for APPN.
Communications with all locations on the line is already being
ended. (The subsystem may be waiting for active sessions to end.)
If option 0 was selected for message SYS··8003 or SYS··8009
previously, check to see if there are still active sessions. If there
arc any active sessions, these sessions must end before the line will
disable. If there are no active sessions and the line still will not
disable, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

Note: The option chosen applies to all locations with active
sessions enabled on the line.
Additional Information
The system operator tried a disable request for a line in an APPC
network; however, there are sessions active with the remote
location(s).
These sessions may be SSP-ICF sessions and sessions that are
routed through this system, or sessions that did not originate or
terminate at this system.
User Response
Option 0: Hold the disable request until the active sessions end.
No new sessions are allowed, and the current sessions are given a
disable-pending return code.

Vser Response

Option 1: Select this option to try the disable request again. This
error message is issued again if there are still active sessions.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: Immediate disable. The sessions are ended immediately,
and each session is given an immediate-disable return code.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: End the disable request.
remain active.

SYS --8019 Ilocation name)-This location cannot be
disabled ...

SYS --8100 (location namc)--Une I is being monitorcd

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The location you are trying to disable is a location that was not
enabled by the ENABLE procedure command. It was enabled
when a session was acquired to the remote location. You cannot
disable the location using the DISAULE command.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--BO 19) and the location name identified in the message.

Severity: N/A

All locations on the line

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The SSP-ICF BSC subsystem
identified by the remote location name given in the message was
enabled on line 1. No further operator action is required.
Additional Information
The USC subsystem is monitoring line 1 for:
•

An incoming call if the line is a switched line

Additional Information

•

A poll, select, or ENQ if the line is a nons witched line

The remote location will be disabled by the APPC subsystem.

•

An incoming procedure start request

For more information, refer to the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using, or the
Advanced Peer· to-Peer Networking (APPN) Guide, SC21-9471.

•

An acquire operation
application program

from

a

System/36

SSP-ICF

SYS --8101 Ilocation namc)--Linc 2 is being monitored

Vser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this point is
preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous job steps
and any records added or updates made to existing files by this job
step arc saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer eXist.
However, any files created by this job step are lost.

This is an informational message. The SSP-ICF BSC subsystem
identified by the remote location name given in the message was
enabled on hne 2. :-.: a further operator action is required.

SYS --8020 DISABLE tried but sessions acth'c on
line ...

The ESC subsystem and link control tasks arc monitoring line 2
for:

Sc\enty: 3

•

:\ uta Response: 0

Additional InFormation

An incomlllg call if the line

IS

a switched line

f.\jIlanation

•

A poll. select, or

You tned to end commUnications with all locatIOns enabled on the
Imc speCified on the DIS:\IlLE .:ommand; howcvcr, there arc
sessions active for some or all locations on the hne.

•

,\n IIlconlll1g procedure start request

•

,\n acquire operation
appilcatlon program

E~Q

if the line is a nonswitched line

from

a

System/36

SSP-ICF

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0 and the disable request walts until the active
seSSIons end.

SYS --SI02110l':ltion mlmc)--Linc 3 is being moniton'd
Seventy: :-':;A

Auto Response: N/A

System Messagcs
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Explanation
This is an informational message. The SSP-ICF BSC subsystem
identified by the remote location name given in the message was
enabled on line 3. No further operator action is required.
Additional Information
The SSC subsystem is monitoring line 3 for:

•
•
•
•

User Response

An incoming call if the line is a switched line
A poll, select, or ENQ if the line is a nonswitched line
An incoming procedure start request
An acquire operation
application program

from

a

This message is displayed to the system operator when your
SSP-ICF application program issues an operation which requires
the switched communication line to be connected. The line
configuration member for the SSP-ICF subsystem that is enabled
on this line indicates a session initiation switch type of manual call,
or the SESSION OCL statement for your SSP-ICF session
indicates SWfYP-MC.

System/36

SSP-ICF

Option 0: The call is initiated, and the dial procedure must be
implemented.

SYS --8106 Line (line numberJ--Wrap test ran
satisfactorily--SRC-Isystem reference
code)

SYS --8103 (location nameJ--Line 4 is being monitored

Severity: 4

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The SSP-ICF BSC subsystem
identified by the remote location name given in the message was
enabled on line 4. No further operator action is required.
Additional Information

Auto Response: 3

This message indicates the result of the wrap test on the indicated
BSC line number. The system reference code (SRC) in the
message further defines the wrap test result.
No hardware
problems were detected by this wrap test. A preceding message
was displayed to the system console describing the origmal error
that caused the wrap test to be run.

•

An incoming call if the line is a switched line

Verify that the recovery action indicated by the prcceding line
error message was performcd. If the system reference code is not
1800, record the system reference code and perform
communications problem determination.

•
•
•

A poll, selcct, or ENQ if the line is a nonswitched line

User Response

An incoming procedure start request

Option 1: If there were active sessions at the time of the failure,
each session will be given a rcturn code indicating that a
communications line failure occurred. The application programs
may then take appropriate recovery action. An attempt will be
made to activate the communications line again.

The BSC subsystem is monitoring line 4 for:

An acquire operation
application program

from

a

System/36

SSP-ICF

SYS --8104 Line (line numberJ--Operator answer is
required
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An SSP-fcr subsystem is ready to receive a call on the line
identified in the message. Enter option o. The the Operating Your
System manual contains more information on the correct answer
procedures. If you need help, give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8104).
Additional Information
This message is displayed to the system operator when your
SSP-ICF application program issues an operation which requires
the switched communication line to be connected. The line
configuration member for the SSP-ICF subsystem that is enabled
on this line indicates a session initiation switch type of manual
answer, or the SESSIO:-'; OCL statement for your SSP-ICF
session indicates S\\TYP-MA.
t:scr Response
Option 0: The call is received, and manual answering is required.

SYS --8105 Line Iline numbcrJ--Operator di:ll is
rl'tluirl'tl
Seventy: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An SSP-ICF subsystem IS ready to call another system on the Ime
idcnllfied m the message.
Enter opllon 0 and refer to the
Operating rour System manual for the dial procedures. If you
need help, give the programmer the message I D (5 '1'5·81 05).
Additional Information
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Note: Option 1 might not be issued if this error oceurred while a
disable of the subsystem is in progress.
Option 3:
The subsystem enabled on the specified line is
immediately disabled. Any active sessions are given a return code.

SYS --8107 Line (line numberJ--Attachment
failure--SRC-(system reference code)
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
This message indicates the results of the wrap test on the indicated
BSC line number. The system reference code (SRC) in the
message further defines the wrap test result. This result indicates
that the System/36 communication adapter and/or its related
circuitry has failed. A preceding message was displayed to the
system cons.ole describing the original error that caused the wrap
test to be run.
V crify that the recovery action indicated by the preceding error
message was performed. Fill out a Problem Summary Form found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

t:ser Response

O:-"tjan 1: ! f tGC'rc \\'Cit active sessions at the titne of the faiiurc,
each session will be given a return code indicating that a
communlcallon line failure occurred. The application program(s)
may then take apprOpfl;lte recovery action. An attempt will be
made to aCllvate the wmmunlcation line again.

:'\ote: Opllon I might not be issued if this error occurred while a
disable of the subsystem is in progress.
Opllon 3:
The subsystem enabled on the specified line is
immediately disabled. Any active sessions are given a return code.

SYS --8108 Line Iline number)--Modem
failed--SRC-Isystem reference code)
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 3

Give the programmer the message identification code (SYS-B110).
Your programmer may be able to correct the problem.
Additional Information
One of the following may be incorrect:

Explanation
This message indicates the results of the wrap test on the indicated
BSC line number. The system reference code (SRC) in the
message further defines the wrap test result. This result indicates
that the local modem has failed. A preceding message was
displayed to the system console describing the original error that
caused the wrap test to be run.
If the system reference code is IBBX, IBBX, IBAO, IBEO, IB60, or
IBCX, the person responsible for maintaining your
communications lines should fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

•

A remote system that is not authorized to call your
System/36 may have tried to call.
Notify the person
responsible for communication security.

•

There may be a problem with the communication hardware
or lines. Perform communications problem determination.

•

The switched line 10 received from the remote system did
not match the remote 10 you specified in this subsystem
configuration member.

Use the CNFIGICF procedure to check your remote 10. If it is
correct, notify the remote system programmer and verify that the
ID is correct at the remote system.

If the system reference code is IBCX but not IBCO (remote
modem failure), give the remote location identification to
hardware service.

SYS --8111 (location name)--Invalid ID received on
switched line

User Response

Severity: 3

Option I: If there were active sessions at the time of the failure,
each session will be given a return code indicating that a
communication line failure occurred. The application programs
may then take appropriate recovery action. An attempt will be
made to activate the communication line again.

[xplanation

Note: Option 1 might not be available if this error occurred while
a disable of the subsystem is in progress.
Option 3: The subsystem enabled on the specified line is
immediately disabled. Any active sessions are given a return code.

Auto Response: 3

The switched line 10 received by an SSP-ICF subsystem from the
remote system was different from that expected. The location
name associated with the subsystem is given in the message. The
10 exchange was the result of an Acquire, Transmit, or Receive
operation.
Give the programmer the message identification code (SYS-BlI1).
Your programmer may be able to correct the problem.
One of the following may be incorrect:

SYS --8109 Line lline l1umber)--Set Test switch to
TEST position •.•

•

A remote system that is not authorized to call your
System/36 may have tried to call. Notify the person
responsible for communication security.

•

There may be a problem with the communication hardware
or lines. Perform communications problem determination.

A permanent error occurred on the BSC line identified in the
message. This error requires the wrap test to be run to test for
hardware failures.

•

The switched line 10 received from the remote system did
not match the remote 10 you specified in this subsystem's
configuration.

Vser Response

Use the CNFIGICF procedure to check your remote 10. If it is
correct, notify the remote system programmer and verify that the
10 at the remote system is correct. This message may be the
result of return codes B136, 8137, or 8236 for an SSP-ICF
application program. Refer to the description of these return
codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

[xpla'nation

Option 0: Set the Modem Test switch to the Test position, then
select option 0 to run the test. After the test has run, a message
will be displayed to indicate the results of the test. At that time,
set the Modem Test switch to the Operate position again.

How to Set the Test Switch
For the X.21 or V.3S features, the Modem Test switch should be
located on the data communications equipment (DCE). ror X.21
or X.21 with V.3S DCE, set this switch to the Test! position. For
X.21 DCEs that do not provide this test function, install the cable
tower wrap connector in the indicated cable tower line socket. For
V.35 networks, set this switch to the Test2 position. For other
configurations, the Modem Test switch is located on the cable to
the modem.

SYS --8110 (location namc)--Im'alid ID receivcd on
switched line
Severity: N.;A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The switched line ID received
by an SSP-ICF subsystem from the remote system was different
from that expected. The location name associated with the
subsystem is given in the message. The ID exchange was the
result of an incoming call.

Vser Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the. cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended, Data created up to this step is
sa,·ed, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step arc saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.
~ote:

Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are aVaIlable, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8112
Severity: 3

Iloc~ttion namcJ--No data scnt/rc(."Ch'cd
within wait time

Auto Response: 3

System Messages
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Explanation
Because not enough user requests were issued to an SSP-fCF
subsystem within the specified wait time, an abnormal termination
sequence was sent to the remote system. The location· name
associated with the subsystem is given in the message.
Bnter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-B112).

The error retry count parameter specified in the line configuration
member controls the number of retries that will be attempted.
You can use the CNFfGICF procedure to adjust this parameter.
User Response
Option 0: One of the wrap test messages (SYS--8106, SYS--8107,
SYS--8108, SYS--81 18, SYS-8132, or SYS-8S90) will follow this
message. Select the appropriate recovery option for that message.

Additional Information

SYS --8114 Line (line numberJ--Data check ...

Your SSP-ICF application program has not issued enough
requests to an SSP-ICF subsystem to cause data transmission
within the time limit specified by the Wait Time parameter in this
subsystem's configuration. Either your program is waiting too
long between requests, or the Wait Time parameter is not large
enough. Correct your program error or use the CNFfGICF
procedure to modify the Wait Time parameter. This message may
be the result of return codes 8199, 819A, 8399, or 839A for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of these
return codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for
the subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
If you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description
of these return codes in the 3270 Device Emulation Guide,
SC21-79 12.

Severity: 4

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
Data was received incorrectly (data check). The data translJllssion
ended abnormally after a specified number of retries.
The communications line number is identified in the message.

1.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-fCF
session is ended.

A wrap test message follows which indicates if the data
check could have been caused by a failure in your
communications hardware. Take option 0 for the response
to message SYS--8114. Wait for the wrap test message to
be displayed.
If message SYS--8106 (wrap test ran
satisfactorily) is displayed and the system reference code is
1800, you probably do not have a hardware problem. In
this case, continue with step 2 below. If message SYS--8106
is displayed, and the system reference code is not ISOO,
perform communication problem determination.
If a
message other than SYS·8106 is displayed, perform the
recovery action for that message.

2.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

The remote system may be sending bad data. Give the
programmer the message fD (SYS--SI14).
Your
programmer may be able to correct the problem.

Additional Information

User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8113 Line (line numberJ--~o response from
remote system ...
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

The error retry count parameter specified in the line configuration
member controls the number of retries that will be attempted.
You can run the CNFIGICF procedure to adjust the parameter.
The data check could have been caused by the remote system
sending data including hexadecimal characters not allowed in
non-transparent mode. If these characters are to be sent, use
transparent mode.
User Response
Option 0: One of the wrap test messages (SYS-·SI06, SYS--SI07,
SYS--SlOS, SYS--SIIS, SYS--SI32, or SYS--8590) follows this
message. Select the appropriate recovery option for that message.

SYS --811S Ilocation nameJ--Data lost because of
buffer overflow

The remote system did not respond to an attempted data transfer
or acknowledgment of data transfer within a specified number of
retries. The data transmission was abnormally ended. The
communications line number is identified in the message.

Severity: 3

I.

F.xpl3nation

A wrap test message will follow which will indicate if this
error could have been caused by a failure in your
communication hardware. Take option 0 in response to
message S'\"S--SI13. Wait for the wrap test message to be
displayed.
If message SYS--SI06 (wrap test ran
sattsfactorily) is displayed and the system reference code is
1800, you probably do not have a hardware problem. In
this case, continue with step_ 2 below. If message S YS--Sl 06
is displayed, and the system reference code is not 1800,
perform cornmuDlcattons problem d~termmallon.
If a
m;;;ssa~e other tlJ~lfi 51'5··" i06 IS uispia),ed, perform the
recovery actton for that message.

2.

:'\otlfy the operator
the remote system
operator about any
occurred. Perform
errors.

Additional Information
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at the remote system. \Iake sure that
is ready to communicate. Ask the
communications errors that may have
the reqUired recovery aCllon for those

Auto Response: 3

The data transmitted by the remote system was lost. The location
name associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem is given in the
message.
I.

This problem could be caused by a programming error.
Give the programmer the message identification code
(SYS-8115) and the location name. If the programmer does
not find any prob.lem, continue with step 2 below.

2.

This prob!cm could be caused by a rililure in your
communication hardware.
Perform communications
problcm detcrmination.

Additional Information
The data transmitted by the remote system was I(lst. This
problem could have been caused by the following programming
errors:

•

The input buffer is too small.

/

•

The remote system may be transmitting data blocks that are
too long.

This message may be the result of return codes 8198, 819C, 8298,
8398, or 839C for an SSP·ICF application program. Refer to the
description of these return codes in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information. If you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem,
refer to the description of these return codes in the 3270 Device
Emulatloll Guide, SC21·7912.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be Issued with this message. If none
arc available, another message can be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Option 0: One of the wrap test messages (SYS-8106, SYS--8107,
SYS ..810S, SYS--8118, SYS--8132, or SYS--8590) will follow this
message. Select the appropriate recovery option for that message.

SYS --8118 Line (line number)--Wrap test was not
Severity: 4

run

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
This message means that a wrap test on the indicated line number
was not run. A preceding message was displayed to the system
console describing the original error. Verify that the recovery
action indicated by the preceding line error message was
performed. If errors continue to occur, you should perform your
IBM Personal Computer problem determination procedures.
User Response
Option I: If a session was active at the time of the failure, the
session will be given a return code indicating that a
communications line failure occurred. The application programs
may then take appropriate recovery action. An attempt will be
made to activate the communications line again.
Note: Option I might not be issued if this error occurred while a
disable of the subsystem is in progress.
Option 3: The subsystem enabled on the specified line is
immediately disabled. Any active session is given a return code.

SYS --8116 Line (line numbcr)--Data set ready is in
an il1\'alid state ...

SYS --8119 Line (line numbcrJ-lnvalid line sequence
received ...

Severity: 4

Severity: 4

Auto Response: 0

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

Explanation

This message is the result of one of the following:

An unexpected or incorrect sequence of data link control
characters was received from the remote system.
Data
transmission was ended abnormally after a specified number of
retries. The communications line number is identified in .the
message.

•

The modem does not have power or has lost power during
communications.

•

The connection on a switched line was lost.

.'

On a switched line, the previous connection may not have
been disconnected from network. Insure that the modem
has disconnected the previous connection before attempting
to make a new connection.

The communications line number is identified in the message.
Make sure that your modem is powered on. If you are using a
switched line, check your connection with the remote system. A
wrap test message will follow which will indicate the results of a
test of your communications hardware.
t.:ser Response
Ortion 0: One of the wrap test messages (SYS.-S106. S),S ..SI07,
5"15 .. 8108. SYS ..81IS. SYS ..SI32. or 5,"S·8590) Will follow this
message. Select the appropriate recovery option for that message.

SYS --8117 Line lline numbcrl--Ad:lpter check ...
Seventy: 4

Notify the programmer responsible for maintaining this job to
find out if this is occurring.
Additional Information
One of the following situations may have caused this error:
•

Both systems may be trying to transmit at the same time.

•

The remote system may not be ready to receive data at this
time. Notify the remote system operator to find out if this
is occurring.

•

The remote syste.m may be sending incorrect BSC control
characters or control sequences.

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
A r.1achme error (BSC adapter checkl o.:curred. r\ wrap lest
:ne~s;.::e \\ III f(liiow wil:en W!!i lrod!c .. :e tt:c results 01 a test of\'our
COf!lmUnlCaUons hardware. If t!'I15 problem continues to o~cur.
r.1l!:fy t::c rcrson responsible for thl! maintenance of ~our
Sy~:cm 36 harch\are.
The commUnications hne number IS
Identified m the message.
Additional Information
t:ser Response

A wrap test message will follow which will indicate if the
unexpected sequence could have been caused by a failure in your
communications hardware. Take option 0 for the response to
message SYS·SI19. Wait for the wrap test message to be
displayed. If message SYS--8106 (wrap test ran satisfactorily) is
displayed and the system reference code is IS00, you probably do
not have a hardware problem. If message SYS--8108 is displayed
and the system reference code is not ISOO, perform
communications problem determination. If a message other than
SYS ..8106 is displayed, perform the recovery action for that
message.

If this problem is not caused by one of the three above and if it
contmues to occur, call for hardware service.
The error retry count specified in the line configuration member
controls the number of retries that will be attempted. You can
run the C:--;FIGICF procedure to change this parameter. Make
sure that the Systemi36 and the remote system are not trying to
transmit at the same time.
t:ser Response

System Messages
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Option 0: One of the wrap test messages (SYS--8106, SYS--8107,
SYS--8108, SYS--8118, SYS--8132, or SYS--8590) will follow this
message. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8120 Ilocation name)--An abnormal termination
was received
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An SSP-ICF subsystem received an abnormal termination
sequence from the remote system. The location name associated
with the subsystem is given in the message. Notify the remote
system operator. There may be an indication at the remote system
that will tell you why the remote system abnormally terminated
the line transmission. If the remote operator cannot determine
what occurred, give the programmer the message ID (SYS-8120).
Additional Information
This message may be the result of return codes 8197, 8198, 8297,
8397, or 8398 for an SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the
description of these return codes in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information. If you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem,
refer to the 3270 Device Emulation Guide, SC21-7912, for a
description of the return codes.
User Response

by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8122 Ilocation name)--A disconnect was
received
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An SSP-ICF subsystem received a disconnect sequence from the
remote system. Communications on this switched line has ended.
The location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
message.
Additional Information
This message may be the result of return codes 8193. 8194, or
8293 for an SSP-ICF application program.
Refer to the
description of these return codes in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error. If you are running the
ICVERIFY procedure, select option O.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved. and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step: The SSP-ICF
session is ended.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery. options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message might be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. I f none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8121 ,location nameJ--A communications linc
failure occurred

SYS --8123 Ilocation nameJ--Acquire failed. 1'001
address unavailable

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

A communications line failure occurred. A message indicating the
cause of the failure was issued to the system console. Notify the
system operator to find out what caused the error. The location
name associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem associated with this
communications line is given in the message.

If this message continues to occur, give the programmer the
message ID (SYS-8123).

Additional Information
This message may be the result of return codes 8191. 8192, 8291.
8391, or 8392 for an SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the
description of these return codes in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information. If you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem.
refer to the description of these -return codes in the 3270 De~'ice
Emulation Guide, SC21-7912.

OPtion 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Additional Information
You tried to acquire an SSP-ICF CCP or CICS;VS session;
however, the. acquire failed because no session addresses are
available from the address pool at this time. The location name
associated \\11th the local CCP or CICS/VS subsystem is given in
the message.
You can wait untt! some CICS or CCP sessions end. Use the
STATL:S SL:BSESS command to monitor the sessions; then, start
the job agam.
This mc~s,,~c may be the result of return code 82112 for an
SSp·lel; al'rllcatlon program. Rer~r to the d~scriplion of thiS
return code m the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you arc usmg for additional recovery information.
Cser Hesllollse

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code Indlcatmg the cause of this error.

O,ption 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXlstmg files

Opllon 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps" in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8124 (location name)--Sign-on failed
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

The location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
message.
This message may be the result of return code 82A7 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.

An error was found during a sign-on attempt. The remote cCP
system rejected the password sent during sign on. The location
name associated with the local SSP-lCF CCP subsystem is given
in the message.
Give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8124).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Additional Inrormation
The CCP password is specified in the subsystem configuration
member. Run the CNFIGICF procedure to verify that it is
correct. If it is correct, notify the remote CCP system operator
to check what password it is expecting. This message may be the
result of return code 82A2 for an SSP-ICF application program.
Refer to the description of this return code in the appropriate
subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you are using for
additional recovery information.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8126 (location namel--Acquire failed. Session
addr being used
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

The program will not run at this time. The -location name
associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem is given in the message.
Start the job again at a later time.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
~ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the message
10 (SYS-8l26).
Additional Information
You tried to acquire an SSP-lCF session; however, the acquire
failed because the session addre"ss or PTERM (l:\lSjIRSS)
specified on the SESSION statement is currently being used or
was not specified in the remote system configuration.

Explanation

Check your SESSION OCL statement and the subsystem
configuration member using the CNFIGlCF procedure to ensure
the session address or PTERM was specified correctly. This
message may be the result of return code 82BI for an SSP-ICF
application program. Refer to the description of this return code
in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using for additional recovery information. If you are
using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description of this
return code in the 3270 Device Emulalion Guide, SC21-7912.

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-8l2S).

t.:ser Response

Additional Inrormation

Option 0: Control I~ returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

SYS --8125 (Ioeation namcJ--Acquire not allowed.
Line not available
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

An acquire operation was issued to an SSP-ICF subsystem.
However, the acquire operation failed for one of the following
reasons:

•

A session may already be active on this line. Use the
STATt.:S St.:BSESS command to monitor the sessions. If
there already is a session usmg this line, wait for it to end
and start the job again.

•

The remote sys:em may not ha\"(! Decn started. :-';otlfy the
operator at the remote system to fmd out If tillS occurred.

•

..\ 1me error messa;:e may be dl~rlaycd at the ~ystem console,
ar:d be wailing for an orerator response. Ilave the system
operator respond to any communications line error
n:(!ssa;es. Then start the Job agam.

•

"' here may be some activity on the line which prevents this
acquIre from bemg processed normally. Wait for the line
actl\'lty to end and start the job again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.
:'\ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
arc avaIlable, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --SI271Io{':ltion mlmel--Ac()uire nliJcd.
sessions available
Severity: 3

~o

Auto Response: 3

System Messages
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Explanation
An acquire operation was issued to an SSP-ICF subsystem. The
acquire attempt failed because all available sessions are active. The
location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
message, Start the job again at a later time. A session may
become available. If this error continues to occur, give the
programmer the message 10 (SYSc8127).
Additional InFormation
This message may be the result of return code 82B3 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information. If
you are using BSC 3270, refer to the description of this return
code in the 3270 Device Emulation Guide, SC21-7912.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8129 (location namel--Data lost because of
buffer overflow
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is for your information. The data transmitted by the
remote location was lost. There were no active sessions to receive
the data. The location name associated with the SSP-ICF
subsystem is given in the message.
•

The remote system may have started transmitting data
before you started the application program on the System/36
that is to receive the data. Ir this occurred, start the
receiving program before the remote system begins sending.

•

This problem may be caused by a failure in your
communication hardware.
Perform Communications
problem determination.

Additional Information
The remote system may be transmitting data blocks that are too
long. The appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using indicates the maximum length of the data
block that can be received while there is no session active. Check
with the remote system programmer to find out If the data length
is correct.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8130 Ilocation namcJ--An abnormal termination
was received

SYS --81281Iocation namel--Invalid 3270 command
or format received

Explanation

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Either an incorrect 3270 command or an incorrect data format
was received by the 3270 subsystem from the remote host. The
location name associated with the 3270 subsystem is given in the
message. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-8128).
Additional InFormation
The 3270 subsystem received one of the following from the
remote host:

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

This message is for your information. The remote system ended
the job before the job was finished. An SSP-ICF subsystem
received an abnormal termination sequence from the remote
system.
The remote system could not continue with
communications. There were no active sessions at the time. The
location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
message.
No further operator action is required. If this message occurs
frequently, notify your remote system to determine why it cannot
continue with communications. There may be an indication at the
remote system that will tell you why the remote system
abnormally ended the line transmission.

•

An incorrect or unsupported 3270 command.

•

A 3270 data stream that did not begin with an escape
character.

SYS --8131 Ilocation namel--{;nexpected data was
received

•

A 3270 data stream that contained truncated 3270 orders.

Severity: 3

This message may be the result of return code 8338 for an
SSp:ICF application program. Refer to the description of Ihis
return code in the 3270 Device Emulation Guide, SC21-7912, for
additional reco\'ery information.
t:scr Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a relurn
code indicaung the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended:' Data created up to this step is
saved. and t~e job eonllnues wah the next job step. The SSP·ICF
session IS ended.
Oflion 3: The job is can~led, Data created by previous steps in
Ihls job and any records added or urdates made to eXlstmg tiles
by thiS job step arc sned. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXist. However, any flies created by thiS job step are lost.
:\otc: Dependmg on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
'!ore available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropnate recovery action for that message.
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Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An SSP-ICF subsystem received unexpected data from the remote
system. The data transmission was abnormally terminated. The
location name associated with the subsystcm is given in the
messagc,
:--Iotify both the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job and the programmer at the remote system.
Additional Information
One of the following m,ay have happened:

•

DUiing an ;i.;tive session, the Subsysiem received data when
it was expecting a command or a message.

•

Durmg an al:tive session. the subsystem received an
unexpected procedure start request from the remote system.

•

When no session was active, the subsystem received data
when it was expecting a command or a message.

This message may be the result of return code 8190 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this

return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP·ICF
session is ended.

•

Enter option 0 to wait until system resources are available.

•

Enter option 1 to try again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS·8l33), the line number identified in the message,
and the name of the program you were running when this
error occurred.

Additional InFormation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SSP·ICF tried to allocate main storage assign/free space; however,
the required space was not available. Refer to the appropriate
subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you are using for
information on main storage requirements for SSP·ICF
subsystems.

Note: Depending on the SSP·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --SI32 Line Iline numberl--Bad data
transmission--SRC-Isystem reference
codel

Option 0: SSp·ICF waits for the space to become available. No
further messages will be displayed.

Severity: 4

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

Option 1: Another attempt is made to allocate the needed space.
Option 2: The ENABLE procedure is ended. Data created up to
this step is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

This message indicates the results of the wrap test on the line
identified in the message. The system reference code (SRC) in the
message text further defines the wrap test result. This result
indicates that the local modem, the communications line, or the
remote modem is distorting the data being transmitted and
received. A previous message was displayed on the system console
describing the original error that caused the wrap test to be run.
Verify that the recovery action indicated by the previous message
was performed. Record the system reference code and perform
communications problem determination.

Option 3: The ENABLE procedure is ended. Data created by
previous steps in this job is saved, but data created by thiS step is
lost.

Additional InFormation

A procedure start request was issued to the BSCEL subsystem.
However, the procedure start request was rejected because the
specified record length or block length was larger than the
maximum block length allowed.

This message may be the result of return codes 8197, 8198, 8297,
8397, or 8398 for an SSP·ICF application program. Refer to the
description of these return codes in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information. If you are using the SSC 3270 subsystem,
refer to the 32iO Device Emulalion Guide, SC21.7912, for more
information.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the Syslem Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8134llocation namel--Rccord or block Icngth
exceeds maximum size
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message is logged to the history file only.
SYS ..8135 was sent to the remote system.

SYS --SI35 The record or block Icngth exceeds
maximum size
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

User Response

Explanation

Option I: If there were active sessions at the time of the failure,
each session will be a return code indicating that a communication
line failure occurred.
The application(s) may then take
appropriate recovery action. An attempt will be made to activate
the communication line again.

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS ••8l3S).

Option 3: The subsystem enabled on the specified line is
immediately disabled. Any active sessions are given a return code.
Note: Option 1 might not be issued if this error occurred while a
disable of the subsystem is in pro$ress.

SYS --8133 I.inc llinc numbcrl·-:'\ot cnough
as..'iign/free space now

Message

Give the

Additional Information
This message was sent from the remote System/36. The remote
system received a procedure start request to initiate an SSp·ICF
session. Ilowever, the procedure was not started because the
record length or the block Icngth specificd was larger than the
maximum allowable block length for the subsystem in use.
A corresponding message, SYS··8134, is loggcd to the remote
Systcm:J6 history me.
Vser Response

Explanation

Correct your program to send a procedure start request thilt
specitics record ilno block lengths that do not excccd the
maximum allowable block length for the subsystem in use.

A temporary lack of system resources was found during an enable
of an SSP·ICF subsystem. The communications line number is
identified in the message.

SYS --81371Iol'ation namel--Task work space alloc;lte
failurc

Do one of the following:

Severity: J

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Auto Response: 3
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Explanation
While enabling the SSP-ICF subsystem 3270 subsystem identified
by the location name in the message, there were not enough
system resources to allocate task work space for the subsystem.
Do one of the following:
Enter option I to try to allocate the space again.

•

•
•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message

ID (SYS-8137).
Try to run the job later when the system is not as busy.

Additional Information
This message is displayed when not enough task work area is
available to contain the task work space for the subsystem. You
should consider running this job at some other time or balance the
work load on the system.
If you are using a 3270 subsystem, more information can be found
in the 3270 Device Emulation Guide, SC21-7912.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 1: The subsystem will try to allocate the space again.
Option 2: This option is displayed only if you are using a 3270
subsystem. This location is disabled. The job step is ended. Data
created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with the
next job step.
Option 3: The ENABLE procedure is ended. The subsystem is
disabled. Data created by previous steps in this job is saved, data
created by this step is lost.

SYS --81381Iocation nameJ--I;\IS/VS requestcd
comm end normally

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8140 (location nameJ--Remotc host has begun
shutdown
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An operation issued to an SSP-ICF IMS/IRSS subsystem failed
because the remote IMS/IRSS host system initiated shutdown.
The location name associated with the local IMS/IRSS subsystem
is given in the messag.e.
Additional Inrormation
This message may be the result of return codes 8200, 8300, or
830E for an SSP-ICF application program.
Refer to the
description of these return codes in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSp·ICF
session is ended.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

This is an informational message. The remote IMSiVS operator
requested that communications with the local SSP-ICF I~S/IRSS
subsystem end normally. The location name associated with the
local SSP-ICF IMS;IRSS subsystem is given in the message.

~ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

No further operator action is required.

SYS --8141 (location namcJ--l\laximum output
message length was cxceedcd

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --81391Iocation nameJ--Output record exceeds
max record length

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An output operation was issued to an SSP·ICF subsystem with a
record length that exceeds the maximum record length specified.
The location name aSSOCIated with the subsystem is given in the
message. Give the programmer the message 10 (SYS.8139).
Additional Information
This message may be the result of return code 831 F for an
SSP·ICF apphcation program. Refer to the description of this
retllrn code In the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you arc uSing for additIOnal recovery information. If
you arc uSing the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description of
this return code in the 3270 Device Emulation Guide, SC2l-7912.
l;scr

r~esponsc

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
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Auto Response: 3

Output operations issued to an SSp·ICF IMSjlRSS subsystem
have resulted in the maximum output message length being
exceeded.
The location name associated with the local I\IS/IRSS subsystem
is given in the message. Give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS·8141).
Additional Inrormation
The maximum output message length was specified on a
SESSIO;\; OCL statement. The chain of output records pertaining
to this message has been deleted.
This message may be the result of return code 8317 for an
SSP·ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you arc using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created. up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
!'Oote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --81421Iocation name)--Host subsystem is not
started
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The remote IMS/VS host system has not started. The location
name associated with the local IMS/IRSS subsystem is given in
the message. Notify the remote'system operator and request that
the I :'vIS host system be started, and start the job again.
Additional Information
An acquire operation was issued to an SSP-ICF IMS/IRSS
subsystem; however, the acquire operation was unsuccessful.

running. and no new sessions can be acquired until the BATCH
job has been completed. The location name associated with the
10calIMS/IRSS subsystem is given in the message.
This message may be the result of return code 82AD for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --81441Iocation namel--Acquire failed. Cannot
run a batch job
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

1.

Enter the STATUS SUBSESS command to display the
status of the SSP-ICF sessions.

2.

Use this status display to monitor the batch session that is
currently using the IMS/IRSS location name identified in the
message.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

3.

When the batch session ends, start the job again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

An acquire operation has been issued to an SSP-ICF IMS/IRSS
subsystem for a batch job (BATCH·YES specified on the
SESSIO:"ll OCL statement). However, the acquire operation failed
because there are active sessions. The batch job cannot run until
all sessions have ended. The location name associated with the
10caIIMS/IRSS subsystem is given in the message.

This message may be the result of return code 82A9 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Additional Inrormation

This message may be the result of return code 82AC for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

SYS --81·B Jlocation mtmc)--Acquire failed. A batch
job is running
Se\'crity: 3

,\uto Response: 3

Explanation
1.

Enter the ST A1TS SL'BSESS command to display the
status of the SSP-ICF sessions.

2.

L" se this status display to monitor the batch session that is
currently uSing the I~IS IRSS location name Idenllfied in the
m~ssatie~

3.

When the batch session ends, start the Jub again.

Ifthe acquIre operation conllnues to fail, notify the rro~rammcr
this Job and gl\'C the programmer the

rcsromlb~e for maintaining
message II) (S)'S-81 ..3).

Additional Information
An acquire operation was issucd to an SSP-ICF 1:'vIS,IRSS
subsystem; howcver, BATCII-YES was specified on the SESSIO:-:
OCL statement for the SSP-ICF l:'vtS/IRSS job that is currently

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job stcp.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
:'I:ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
rcco\·cry. options migllt not be issued with this message. If none
arc a\';ulable. another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --81-45 ..\ procedure start request is not allowed
Seventy: :'\ A

Auto Response: N/A.

Explanation
This message was issued by the remote System/36 or System/34.
An SSP.ICFapplication program on your System/36 tried to start
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Auto Response: 3

a procedure on the remote system. The remote system could not
start the procedure because the BSCEI.; subsystem on the remote
system is being disabled.

Severity: 3

Notify the operator of the remote System/36 or System/34 and
request that the BSCEL subsystem be enabled again. Then start
the job again.

An immediate disable of an SSP-ICF subsystem IS In progress.
The immediate disable results from either the DISABLE
procedure being executed or a 2 or 3 option being taken to a halt
message. No further operations may be issued to the subsystem
until it is enabled again. The location name associated with the
subsystem is given in the message.

Additional Inrormation
Your SSP-ICF application program issued an evoke operation to
start a procedure on the remote System/36 or System/34. The
evoke operation failed because the subsystem at the remote system
is being disabled. The procedure at the remote system has not
been started.
User Response
Notify the operator of the remote System/34 or System/36 to
correct the problem.
Note: A corresponding message, SYS--8233, is logged in the
history tile of the remote System/34 or System/36.

SYS --8146 Ilocation namcl--Batch output record
exceeds 256 bytes
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Give the programmer the message identification code (SYS-8146)
and the location name associated with the local IMS/IRSS
subsystem identified in the message.
Additional Inrormation
An output operation was
subsystem for a batch job
SESSION OCL statement);
exceeds the maximum length

issued to an S.SP-ICF IMS/IRSS
(BATCH-YES is specified on the
however, the output record length
of 256 bytes.

This message may be the result of return code 8320 for an
sSP-lcr application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

Explanation

Additional Information
This message may be the result of return codes 8082 or 8282 for
an SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of
these return codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using for additional recovery
information. If you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to
the description of these return codes in the 3270 Device Emulallon
Guide, SC21-7912.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing nics
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step arc lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8149 Ilocation name)--This location was not
found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

lJser Response

The program tried to acquire an sSP-Icr session; however,
communications is not active with the location identified in the
message.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

•

Use the ENABLE procedure to start communications with
the location given in the message, and start the job again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The sSP-Icr
session is ended.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS-8149).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXisting files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exisL However. any files created by this job step arc lost.

Additional Information

:'\ote: Depending on the sSP-lcr data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are avaJiab!e, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --81471Iocation narnel--SYS/36 requ~tcd cornm
end normally
Seventy:

~:A

Auto Response: N/A

EXillanalion
This is an informational message.
An SSP-ICF I\IS IRSS
subSYStem was disabled. The location name associated With the
loca( sSP-lcr I\IS,JRSS subsystem is given In the message. :-\0
further operator action is required.

SYS --8148 Ilocation namel--Immediate disable is in
progress
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This message may be the result of return code 82AA for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you arc using for additional recovery information. If
you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description of
this return code in the 3270 Del'ice Emulation Guide, SC21-7912.
t:ser ){esponse
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue With the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previolls steps in
tillS Job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thiS Job step arc saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. II owe vcr , any files created by this job step are lost.
~ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
arc available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8151 (location namel--Enable is not complete
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An acquire operation was issued to an SSP-ICF subsystem;
however, communications is currently being started with the
location identifted in the message. The enable is not complete.
Answer any outstanding messages that may be preventing the
enable from completion. Use the STATUS SUBSYS command
to monitor the status of the subsystem. When communications
have been started with the location, start the job again.
Additional Information
This message may be the result of return code 82AB for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information. If
you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description of
this return code in the 3270 Device Emulation Guide, SC2l-7912.
Cser Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job stcp.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
l'\otes:
1.

2.

Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If
none are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for
that message.
This message is also displayed when the Peer subsystem is
using an X.21 switched line and no phone list is specified.

SYS --8152 (location namel--Invalid operation to an
invited session
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS-8152).
Additional Information
An operation other than an input operation has been issued to a
previously invited session. The location name associated with the
SSP-ICr: subsystem is gJ\'cn in the message.
This message may be the result of return code 832D for an
SSP·ICr: arplication program. Refer to the description of this
return code In lr.e arprornate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem ~ou are uSing for addItional recovery Informalton. If
you arc uSing the IISC 3270 subsystem, refer to the deSCription of
thIS return code In the 3270 Device Emularion Guide, SC21-7912.
t; st'f' R tsp 0 use

OrtlOn 0: Centrol is returned to tr.e user rrogram wt!h a return
c~e mdlca:mg the cause of IhlS error.
OptIon 2: The job step IS ended. Data created up to thIS step IS
s3\·cd. ;lIld tr.c Job contlnues wah the next Job step. The SSp·ICI'
session IS ended.
Option 3: The Job is canceled. Data created by prc\'lous steps In
thIS job and any records added or updates made to cXlstmg files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by tl1l5 job step no
longer eXIst. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8153 (location namel--ASeII/transparency
mutually exclusive
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-8l53).
Additional Information
The BSCEL subsystem associated with the location name given in
the message was configured to use ASCII; however, an acquire
operation has been issued for a session that has transparency
ASCII and
specified on the SESSION OCL statement.
transparency cannot be used together.
This message may be the result of return code 820A for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovcry information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the nex! job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. 1-1 owever, any ftles created by this job step are lost.
l'\ote: Depending on the SSP-lCF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8154 (location namel--A disable is pending
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Communication is being ended with the location identified in the
message and an attempt was made to start work with that
location. No new work can be started at this time.
You can monitor subsystem status by using the STATUS
SLBSYS command.
Use the Enable command when
communications with this location has ended.
To start
communications with this location, start the job again.
Additional Information
This messa[:(e may be the result of return codes 82BO or 83 BO for
an SSP-ICI' appltcation program. Refer to the description of
these return codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using for additional recovery
information. I f you are using the IISC 3270 subsystem, refer to
the descriPtion of these return codes in the 3270 Deyice Emulation
Guide, SC21-7912.
t;ser nC"llolIse

OptIOn 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indIcating the cause of this error.
OrltOn 2: The job step is end.:d. Data created up to this step is
s:I\'~d. and the Job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICJI
s~sslon IS ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS Job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
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by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-fCF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --SI55 Session ID Isession idJ is not available
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is' canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-fCF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS-8155).

SYS --SI57 Ilocation namel--Maximum number of
sessions are active

Additional Inrormation

Severity: 3

An operation was issued to an SSP-ICF subsystem for a session
with the wrong ID which is given in the message or a SESSION
OCL statement was not specified. The ID is either unknown to
the program or cannot be used by the program.

Explanation

This message may be the result of return codes 8233 or 8333 for
an SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of
these return codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using for additional recovery
information. If you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to
the description of these return codes in the 3270 Device Emu/allon
Guide, SC2f-7912.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-fCF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
i\'ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --SI561Iocation namel--Operation directed to
unacquircd session
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An operation was issued to a session that has not been acquired.
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS-8156).
Additional Inrormation
An operation other than an acquire operation was issued to an
sSP-lcr subsystem for a session that has not yet been acquired.
The location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
..
message.
This message may be the result of return code 8300 for an
sSP-Ie .. appiicalion program. /{efer to the descnption of thiS
retUrn code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information. If
you arc using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description of
this return code in the 3270 Device Emu/atlon Guide, SC21-7912.
User nesponse
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
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Auto Response: 3

Use the STATUS SUBSESS command to monitor the status of
the SSP-fCF sessions. When the number of sessions have been
reduced, start the job again. If this message is displayed again,
give the programmer the message ID (SYS-8157).
Additional Inrormation
You tried to acquire an SSP-)CF session; however, the acquire
operation has failed because:

•

The maximum 260 acquired sessions that are using
SESSION OCL statements are currently active.

•

The maximum 100 remotely started session~ and acquired
sessions that are not using a SESSION OCL statement
(special acquires) are currently active.

The location name associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem to
which the acquire operation was attempted is given in the
message.
This message may be the result of return code S2A8 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information. If
you are using the OSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description of
this return code in the 3270 Device Emulalion Guide, SC21-7912.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are ~aved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. HOII:"", any files created by this job step are lost.
l'\ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --81581Joc:ltion name)--The session ended
abnormally
Sevl'rity: :"'/A

Auto Rcspon:;c:

~I/". .

Explanation
ThiS is an Informational message. The end-of-session operation
has been rCJccted by an SSP-(CF subsystem. A previous message
has been displayed indicating the reason the end-of-session
operation was rejected. Refer to the recovery action for that
message.
The location name associated with the SSP-ICI'
subsystem is given in the message.
The session is ended
abnormally.

No further operator action is required.

SYS --8160 (location name)--An unsupported
operation eode was used
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS-8160).
Additional Information
An operation code has been issued to an SSP-ICF subsystem;
however, the subsystem does not support this operation code, or
the operation code is not an allowed SSP-ICF operation. The
location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
message.
This message may be the result of return codes 821 E or 831 E for
an SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of
these return codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using for additional recovery
information. If you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to
the description of these return codes in the 3270 Device Emu/ation
Guide, SC21-7912.

by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8162 (location name)--Invalid operation while
transmitting
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-8162).
Additional Information
An operation that is not allowed was issued to an SSP-ICF
subsystem following a put operation.
The location name
associated with the subsystem is given in the message.
This message may be the result of return code 8322 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

l:ser Response

User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step: The SSP-ICF
session is ended.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8161 (location name)--Output operation is
invalid this session

SYS --8163 (location name)--Invalid operation while
recciying

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS-8161 ).

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-8\63).

Additional Information

Additional Information

An output operation was issued to the IMS/IRSS subsystem. The
output operation is not allowed because the sessIOn was started by
IMSiVS. This session can only issue input operations. The
location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
message.

An output operation, a cancel operation, or an operation that
results in termination of a session was issued to an SSP-ICI<
subsystem following a receive operation; however, there is more
data to be received. The location name associated with the
subsystem is given in the message.

This message may be the result of return code 831 D for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

This message may be the result of return code 8323 for an
SSI'-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

l:ser Response

l:ser ncsponse

OPtion 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indIcating the cause of this error.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Opllon 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues wIth the next job step. The SSP-ICF
sessIOn is ended.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
sessIOn is ended.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job and any records added or updates made to existing files

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
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by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICFdata management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --SJ64llocation nameJ--Invalid operation while
in chains
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --SI69 (location namel--Invalid operation for
evoked program

Explanation

Severity: 3

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8164).

Explanation

Additional Information

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8169).

A put function management header operation was issued to the
SNUF subsystem but the header is not the first element of a
chain. The function management header must be the first element
of a chain. The location name associated with the subsystem is
given in the message.
This message may be the result of return code 8324 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any tiles created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --SI66llocation nameJ--Invalid operation
between chains
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Additional Information
An evoke operation was issued to an SSP-!CF subsystem during
a session started by the remote system. The evoke operatIOn
cannot be issued during the session started by the remote system.
The location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
message.
This message may be the result of return code 8329 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing Iiles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any Iiles created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8170 Ilocation nameJ--MSG received from
remote system--Imessagc text)

Explanation

Severity: N/A

A cancel operation issued to an SSP-ICF subsystem was not
issued within a chain. The location name associated with the
subsystem is given in the message.

Explanation

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8166).

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: N/A

An SSP-ICr- DSCEL subsystem received a message from the
remote system. This message contains the first 14 bytes of the
received message (including a 4-byte header). The location name
associated with the local BSCEL subsystem is also given in this
message.

Additional Information
The cancel operation cannot be i~sued between chains or before a
chain. This message may be the result of return code 8326 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
sUQsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
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If the remote system is a System(36 or System/34 using DSCEL,
the 14 bytes of message text are in the following form:
ICFE SYS--nnnn
nnnn is the message identification code of the message that was
sent from the remote system. If the message was not a system
message, the SYS would be replaced by the appropriate program
product prefix (for example, CDL, RPG).
If the remote system is a device similar to a 3741, the 14 bytes of
message text may contain a status message in the following
format:
%xy

x is a single character that identifies the type of remote system. y

Is one or more characters identifying' the status of the remote
system.
Refer to your remote systems manual to determine what the
status code represents.
Note: If there is an active user program at the time this message
is received, any remaining text can be retrieved from the remote
system by issuing a get operation.
No further operator action is required.

SYS --8171 Ilocation namel--Invalid operation.
Transaction incomplete
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSI'-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available. another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Explanation
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8171).

SYS --8173 Ilocation namel--A transaction docs not
exist

Additional Information

Severity: 3

A Systemj36 SSP-ICF application program issued an evoke,
release, or an end of session operation to an SSP-ICF subsystem,
and there is an active transaction. The location name associated
with the subsystem is given in the message.

Explanation

This message may be the result of return code 832F for an
SSP·ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information. If
you are using the IlSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description of
this return code in the 3270 Device Emulallon Guide, SC21-7912.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP·ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
l'\ote: Depending on the SSP·ICF data management error
recovery. options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8172llocation namel--Rclease to im·ited session
is in\'alid
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 0, 2. or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8173).
Additional Information
An operation was issued to an SSP·ICF subsystem; however, no
transaction exists. If this is an acquired session an evoke
operation must be issued. The location name associated with the
subsystem is given in the message.
This message may be the result of return code 8327 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSp·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Expl:mation

SYS --81741Iocation namel--Both half-sessions arc
requesting input

En!er opllon 0.2. or 3 and give the programmer the message 10

Severity: 3

(S YS·81 i2).

Additional Inform:llion
A release operallon was issued to an acquired session that
previously issued an IO\"He to the SSP·ICF subsystem. The invited
data must be rcccl\ed hefore the session can be released. An end
of seSSIon c~rat:on must be Issued if the sessIOn is to be
termmated ~fore the data is rccel\"ed.
The location name
associated \\Ith the subsystem IS ~I\"cn 10 the message.
ThiS rr:essa;:,e may be the result of return code R32C for an
SSI'·ICF •• ;-phcat:on program. Refer to the descTlption of this
return code m the appropTiate subsystem reference manual for the
sub~ystem you are usmg for additional recovery mformation. If
you are usmg the BSC 3270 subsystem. refer to the description of
thiS return code in the 3270 Device Emulalion Guide. SC21-7912.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-8174).
Additional Information
Both the sending and receIVIng application programs
communicating during an SSP·ICF session are requesting input.
The sending program is in control; it issued a get operatum
without a change direction indication.
The location name
associated with the subsystem at the receiving end is given in the
message.
This message may be the result of return code 832A for an
SSP·ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
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return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --81751Ioeation name)--Rccord length is zero on
the first l>UT
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

This message may be the result of return code 831 A for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deletcd by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step arc lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --81771Ioeation nameJ--Invalid evoke parameter
list

Explanation

Severity: 3

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-817S).

Explanation

Additional Information

The first put operation of a file, transaction, or after receiving
input had a record length of zero. A record length of zero is not
allowed for tr.e first put operation. The location name associated
with the SSP-ICF subsystem is given in the message.
This message may be the result of return code 832B for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
~ote:

Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8176 Ilocation namel--Opcration rejected. A
message is wailing
Severity: 3

Auto Responsc: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Enter option 0,2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-8177).
Additional Information

An evoke operation was issued to an SSP-ICF subsystem;
however, the required program or procedure name was not
specified. The location name associated with the subsystem is
identified in the message.
This message may be the result of return code 8334 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information. Ir
you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description of
this return code in the 3270 Device Emulation Guide SC21-7912.
l'ser Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
l\'ote: Dcpending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issucd with this message. If none
are availablc, another message may be issued from the user
program. Sclect the appropriate recovery action for that messagc.

SYS --8178 Iloeation nameJ--hn-:lIid operation.
:\Iessagefdata waiting

En:t'r o:l:ion 0, 2, or 3 and gl\"C the programmer Ihe message !D
(S 'l"S·81 761.

Sevcrity: 3

Additional Inrormation

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmcr the mcssage I J)
(5YS-8178).

ThIS m~ssagc IS the result of an operallon Issued to an SSP-ICF
subsystem. A messagc was sent III the program bulfer from thc
remote system indicating thc r~ason for the farlure. In order to
re!rlC\C the mcs~a~c, the application program may Issue a rccelvc
orcratlOn. I he lucatlon name assocIated WIth the subsystem IS
snen III the mcssage.
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Auto Response: 3

Explan;ltion

Additional InFormation

A rcturn code indicating that a receive operation should be issued
was passed from an SSI'-ICF subsystem to your program.
lIowever, an operation othcr than a receive operation was issued.

The location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
message.

An SNA cancel command was received by an SSp·rCF subsystem
while receiving data during a batch session. The location name
associated with the subsystem is given in the message.

This message may be the result of return code 831 C for an
SSP.ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information. If
you are using the BSC 3270 subsystem, refer to the description of
this return code in the 3270 Device Emu/alion Guide, SC21-7912.

This message may be the result of return codes 8330, 8331 or
8332 for an SSP-ICF application program.
Refer to the
description of these return codes in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information.

\;ser Response

User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating whether a change of direction or end of transaction
indicator accompanied the cancel command.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-!CF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --SI79 (location name)--ACQUIRE failed.
Inconsistent parameters
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --SISI (location nameJ--Vnexpected end of job
or end of session
Severity: 3

Explanation
Enter option 0,2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-8179).
Additional Information
The SESSION statement for this session has MSGPROT-YES
and BATCH-YES specified. The YES option for message protect
(MSGPROT) is not allowed when BATCH-YES is specified. The
default for :\ISG PROT is YES. Therefore, if BATCH-YES is
specified, MSGPROT-1'\O must be specified. The location name
associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem is given in the message.
This message may be the result of return code 82A5 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The Job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or upd./ltes made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXist. H owe vcr • any files created by this job step are lost.
:'\ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued wnh this message. If none
are avatIab!e, another message ,may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropnate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8180 (location namcJ--An S:'\:\ cancel
command was rccl'iH'd
Seventy: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP·ICF
session is ended.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message I D

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-8181 ).
Additional Inrormation
An SSP·ICF program has gone to end of job or has issued an end
of session operation while an invite operation was pending. The
location name associated with the SSP-1CF subsystem to which
the program is communicating is given in the message.
Correct your program to terminate the session normally.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. Ilowever, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8182 (location namc)--CCP message (message
number( reeeh'ed
Severtty: :--::A

Auto Response: 1'\fA

Explanation
rillS is an Informational messaQe. The Ssp·leF eel' subsystem
received the message idcntilied in this message from the remotc
eel' host system. The location name associated with the cel'
subsystem IS also given in this message.

(5'15-8180).

:'\0 further operator action is required.

Additional Inrormation

Additional Inrormation
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Refer to the IBM System/3 CCP Messages Manual, GC21.S170,
for a description of CCP. messages by number.

appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you
are using.

SYS --8183 Ilocation namel--Sense data (sense datal
was received

If this error continue~ to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem DeterminatIon manual, and call for
software service.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An SSp·ICF subsystem received the sense data identified in the
message from the remote system. The location name associated
with the subsystem is given in the message.
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS·8183).
Additional Inrormation

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data createg by this step is lost.

SYS --81851Iocation nameJ--Invalid block type
received from IMS/VS
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Refer to the SNA Format and Protocol Reference Manual:
Architecture Logic, SC30-3112, for a description of the sense data.
This message may be the result of return code 8319 for an
SSP·ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

'Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS-818S) and the location name identified in
the message.

User Response

Additional Information

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating that sense data is available.

An SSP-ICF IMS/IRSS subsystem received a block of data from
the IMS/VS host system; however, the first 2 characters of the
block of data were not DA (data block) or SY (synchronization
block). The location name associated with the local SSP-ICF
IMS/IRSS subsystem is given in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP·ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing liles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any files created by this job step are lost.
~ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8184 Une Jline numberJ--Conflicting
subsystem/hardware line type
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An SSP-ICF subsystem cannot be enabled on the line number
specified in the messa3e because the line type is not configured
correctly.

t.

Use the STATt:S CO\I\! command to view the line type
information for this line number.

2.

If the line tyre is incorrect, use the ALTERCO\I\I
procedure to correct It and run the E:-\ABLE procedure
agam.

3.

If the line type is correct, enter option 2 or option 3 and
nOllfy the programmer responsible for maintaining this job.
Give the I'r03rammer the message identification code
(S YS-81S-l).

Additional Inrormation
The hne type specified in the line configuration member of the
SSP·!CF subsystem being enabled on the line identified in the
mt"Ssa;:e docs not match the hne t) pe found in the work station
COmmUI1I~;"lons conl'l::uratlon record. L se the STAn;S CO\I \1
command (I) C) to \:lCW the Ime type mformatlon in the work
stallon communications confl2uratlon record. If it is incorrect,
usc the ALTFRCO\I procedure or SETCO\I\I procedure to
modify it. If it is correct, use the C:-\f'IGICF procedure to
modify the Ime type information in the hne configuration member
and the subsystem configuration member.
Then run the
E:-\AULE procedure again. For more information, refer to the
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Explanation

Run the ICFDEBUG procedure following the instructions in the
appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you
are using. Print the IMS/IRSS subsystem trace.
The last IMS/IRSS op-end trace entry (10 = 2) with a GI:.l op
code contains the 2 characters the Systeml36 indicates arc wrong
(trace entry bytes 8 and 9). If these 2 bytes are DA or SY, fill out
a Problem Summary Form and call for software service. If these
bytes do not contain DA or SY, the IMS/VS host system sent an
incorrect record. Notify the IMS/VS host system programmer.
User Response
Option 3: The subsystem is disabled.

SYS --81861Iocation nameJ--DFSlmessage idJ received
from IMS/VS for PTERM Iphysical
terminal idJ
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. Give the programmer the
message identification code (SYS·8186).
Additional Inrormation
An asynchronous error message (identified in the message) was
received by an SSP-ICF 1:\1S:IRSS subsystem from the 1:'v1S/VS
host system that may or may not be related to the session
associated with the PTERM (physical terminal) given in the
message.
Further information pertaining to this error may be obtained by
notifying the I :\1S/VS system programmer (for USRxxxx
messages) or by referring to the I.\JS Messa:<es and Code
Rtfcrence Malluai,S1120-9030 (for DFSxxxx messages). The
location name associated with the local IMS;IRSS subsystem is
also given in the tllcssagc.

SYS --8187 Required resource cannot be provided at
this time
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response:

An enable request failed because the required communications
resources could not be acquired. Enter 'option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message 10 (SYS-8187) and the name of the
procedure you were running when this error occurred.
Additional Information
The communications resources required by the SSP-ICF
subsystem could not be acquired for one of the following reasons:
•

The communications microcode could not be loaded because
control storage is in use.

•

The communications SSP-ICF task could not be attached
because there is not enough main storage available.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information
An SSP-ICF application tried to acquire an unavailable SSP-ICF
IMS/VS PTERM (physical terminal). The PTERM parameter
specified on a SESSION OCL statement was assigned during
configuration for incoming procedure start requests. The location
name associated with the local IMS/IRSS subsystem is given in
the message.
The PTERM parameter on a SESSION OCL statement must be
a subsystem local PTERM as defined on display 55.0 of the
CNFIGICF procedure. An error was made in a PTERM
parameter on a SESSION OCL statement, or in the PTERM
configuration data for the named location. This message occurs
when return code 82AF is passed to your program. For more
information, refer to the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Note: Option 3 is not issued for a 3270 Emulation subsystem.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --8188 Line lline number) cannot be allocated at
this time
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
An enable request failed because the communications line
identified in the message could not be allocated. Enter option 2
or 3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--8188), the
line number identified in the message. and the name of the
procedure you were running when this error occurred.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing liIel
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any liIes created by this job step arc lost.
~ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Additional Information

SYS --8190 Ilocation name)--li)rocedure name) was
successfully startcd

The enable request failed for one of the following reasons:

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

•
•

The specified line is already in use and cannot be shared.

Explanation

The specified line can be shared, but it has already reached
its maximum user count.

•

The specified line is unsupported.

•

The specified line is an X.25 line.

•

On a 5364 System Unit. asynchronous communications is
currently allocated on another line.

This is an informational message. An SSP-ICF subsystem
received a procedure start request record from the remote system.
The System;36 procedure named in the procedure start request
was started. The location name associated with the subsystem is
given in the message. This message is logged to the system history
file. This message may also be transmitted to the remote system
in response to the procedure start request.

I.

No further operator action is required.

On a 5364 System Unit. a LAN line is currently allocated.

You can use the STATUS SUBSYS command (0 I) to display
information about enabled SSP-ICF subsystems. Refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020, for more information.
If this error continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual. and call for
software service.

SYS --8191 (location name)--A disable is in progress
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Cser Response

This message was' '.',' by the remote System/34 or Systeml36. A
disable of the r~mote SSP-ICF subsystem is in progress. The
location name associated with the remote subsystem is given in the
message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the Job can contmue with the next job step.

i':otify the operator at the remote system if you want to continue
communications.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created'by this step is lost
Sote: Option 3 is not issued for a 3270 Emulation subsystem.

STS --81891Iocalion narnel--PrOj!r:lm start PTElt\1
cannot bc ac.'(luin'tl
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS-8189).

SYS --81921Iocation nameJ--Program start request
exceeds 1 segment
Seventy: !'oI fA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An SYIOOO block containing this message 10 (SYS-8192) was
sent to the I\IS'VS host system. causing the l:rERM associated
with the remote program start PTERM to be stopped. The
onglnal program start request must be deleted by the IMS/VS
operator from the I:YIS/VS queue by the /DEQ comm:md. Then,
the LTERM can be started again by the IMS/VS operator and
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communications on the remote program start PTERM can
continue.

SYS --8196 (location namel--(session idJ--A negative
response reccived--(sensc datal

Notify the IMS/VS programmer and also the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job. Give the second programmer
the message ID (SYS-8192).

Severity: N/A

Additional Information

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-8196).

A SSC IMS/IRSS subsystem received a program start request
from the host system which exceeded the maximum transmission
length of 1 segment for noncommunicating procedure requests.
The program start request must be corrected to be within 1
segment. The location name associated with the local System/36
IMS/IRSS subsystem is given in the message. This message is
logged to the system history file.
Check the nags field of the incoming message by looking at the
IMS subsystem op-end trace entries (trace type X2). The nags
field must contain hexadecimal 0 to indicate first and last segment.
If the nags field docs not contain 0, the IMS/VS host system has
sent an invalid program start request. The IMS/VS host system
must correct the invalid program start request. More information
about procedure start requests can be found in the appropriate
subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you are using.

Explanation

Additional Information

The SNA 3270 subsystem received a negative response from the
host subsystem. The location name and session I D are identified
in the message. The sense data received from the host system with
the negative response is also identified in the message.
Look at the user sense data identified in the message to find out
why the negative response was sent. For more information, refer
to the 3270 Device Emulation Guide, SC21-7912.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8197 Ilocation namel--Isession idl--SNA
condition codc--(condition codel

SYS --81931Iocation namcJ--Program start request
exceeds 147 bytes

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An SY1000 block containing this message ID (SYS-8193) is sent
to the )~ISiVS host system, causing the LTERM associated with
the remote program start PTERM to be stopped. The original
program start request must be deleted by the IMS/VS operator
from the IMS/VS queue by the /DEQ command. Then, the
LTERM can be started again by the IMS/VS operator and
communications on the remote program start PTERM can
continue.
Notify the IMS/VS programmer and also the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job. Give the second programmer
the message ID (SYS-8192).
Additional Information

This message is for your information. An SSP-ICF 1~IS/IRSS
subsystem received a program start request from the 1~ISiVS host
system which exceeded the maximum 147 bytes allowed. The
program start request must be corrected so that it is less than 147
bytes. The location name associated with the local System/36
IMS,IRSS subsystem is given in the message. This message is
logged to the history file.
Check the length of the incoming program start request by
looking at the J:\1S subsystem op-end trace entries (trace type X2).
If the incoming program start request is too long, it must be
changed so it is less than 147 bytes. More information about
procedure start requests can be found in the appropriate
subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you are using.

SYS --8194 Ilocation namcl--An undefined PTER:\l
was received
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-8194).
Adilitional Information

This message is for your information. An SSP-ICF 1\1S/IRSS
subsystem received a PTERM (physical terminal) I D from the
I:'I.IS,VS host system; however, the PTERM 10 received docs not
match any of the PTERM IDs in the subsystem configuration
member. This must be corrected. The location name associated
with the local System/36 IMS/IRSS subsystem is given in the
message. This message is logged to the history file.
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Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The SNA 3270 subsystem received the. condition code identified in
the message from Systcm/36 SNA support. The location name
and session I D are also identified in the message.
No further operator action is required.
Additional Information

This message is issued when the SNA 3270 subsystem receives an
LV-LV closed or LV-LV session inactive post from C/S:-':A. For
more information, refer to the 3270 Device Emulation Guide,
SC21-7912.
l\otc: The following is a list of possible condition codes that might
be displayed in the message:
01

Lost session (DACT LV) for printers only

02

Lost line (DACT PV) for printers only

03

Invalid SSCPID specified in CNFIGICF

04

Protocol violation or automatic call failed

OS

Close LV operation complete

06

Link error or line drop

OC

Session unbound (CLSDST) for printers only

If this crror continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, record the
condition code, and call for software service.

SYS --8198 ASCII and
cxclush'c
Severity: N/A

transp~lrcncy

arc mutually

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS-8l98).

Give the

Additional Information

This message was sent by the remote System/36 or System/.l4.
Your program sent a procedure start request to the remote
system. The procedure start request specified transparency;
however, the remote system could not start the procedure because
both systems are using ASCII. Correct the program so that it

does not specify transparency on the procedure start request. For
more information, refer to the appropriate subsystem reference
manual for the subsystem you are using.

SYS --8199llocation namel--IMS/VS cold started.
Subsystem disabling
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. A cold start was received from
the IMS/VS host system; however, the BSC IMS/IRSS subsystem
is not in initial mode. Communications with the location identified
in the message is ended.
Use the ENABLE command and start communications with this
location again. Have the IMS/VS host system operator start the
line again. If communications cannot be established or if this
message is displayed again, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8200 Ilocation namel-- LOGO~ failed. Host
system is not active
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional InFormation
An SSP-ICF subsystem rejected the SNA bind parameters
received from the remote location or the remote location rejected
the bind parameters sent by the SSP-(CF subsystem. The session
acquire attempt failed. The location name associated with the
subsystem is given in the message.
This message may "be the result of return code 82A6 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message might be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that mcssage.

The LOGON message sent by an SSP-ICF subsystem during
~ession initialization was rejected by the remote system.

SYS --82021Iocation namel--An
received

Determine the name of the host subsystem with which you are
trying to acquire a session. If you do not know the host
subsystem name, give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8200) and the location name identified in the message.

Severity: 3

Additional Inrormation
The session acquire attempt failed. The LOGON failed because
the host subsystem corresponding to the APPLID parameter
specified on the SESSION OCL statement is not active. The
location name associated with the subsystem is given in the
message.
Notify the remote operator and request that this host subsystem
be started, and then start the job again.
This message may be the result of return code 82AI for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

S~A

unbind was

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8202) and the
location name identified in the message.
Additional Information
An SSP-ICF subsystem received an unbind command for this
session. The location name associated with the subsystem is given
in the message.
This message may be the result of return codes 8196 or 8296 for
an SSP-IeI' application program. Refer to the description of
these return codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using for additional recovery
information.
User Response

\:ser Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Ortion 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue With the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However. any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXlstmg tiles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXist. JI owever, any files created by this job step are lost.
~otr: De~ndmg on the SSP"lCF data management error
recovery. options might not be issued with this message. If none
are avaIlable. another message may be issued from the user
program. Selcct the appropnate recovery action for that message.

SYS --82111 Ilocation muncl--An
Seventy: 3

S~:\

bind

f~tiled

Auto Response:]

Explanation
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8201) and the
location name identified in the message.

:\ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message might be issued from the user
program. Select the a~propriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --820-4 Ilocation namcl--All unsupportcd FMII
was rcceh·ed
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Givc the programmer the message ID (SYS--8204) and the
location name identified in the message.
Additional Information
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An SSP-ICF subsystem received an unsupported function
management header (FMH) from the .remote system: The ~ormat
of the FM H is not correct. The location name assocIated WIth the
subsystem is given in the message.
This message may be the result of return code ~3~C for a,n
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the descTlptJon of thIs
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manu~1 for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery informatIon.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned, to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of thIS error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. ~ny d~ta created u~ to this point
is preserved, and the job can contmue WIth the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previ0l;ls ,steps in
this job and any records added or updates made t? e,xlstlng files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted ,b~ thIS job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by thIS job step are lost.
~ote:

Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with .this message. If none
are available another message may be Issued from the user
program. Seiect the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8205I1ocation namel--Invalid sense data
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

For more information on the SNA 3270 subsystem, refer to the
3270 Device Emulation Guide, SC21-7912.
The logical unit (LV),configuration table associated with the SNA
3270 configuration being enabled has not r~served any of the
logical units listed in the SNA 3270 configuratIon.
Possible causes of this error are:
•

LV not defined correctly.

•

SNUF has this LU entry defined in the LV configuration
table.

•

MSRJB has this LV entry defined in the LU configuration
table.

•

APPC has this LU entry defined in the LU configuration
table.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is end~d. A~y data creatt;d up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue WIth the next Job step.

SYS --82081Iocation nameJ--Evoke failed. Rejected
by remote location

Explanation

Severity: 3

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8205) and the
location name identified in the message.

Explanation

Additional Information
System sense data supplied with a negatiye response command
that was issued to an SSP-ICF subsystem IS not allowed. System
sense bytes must be in one of these formats: )Oxx, ,08x,x, or,OOOO.
The location name associated with the subsystem IS gIven In the
message.
This message may be the result of return code ,831 B for a,n
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the descTlpuon of thIS
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8208) and the
location name identified in the message.
Additional Information
An SSP-ICF subsystem initiated an evoke, operation. The evoke
operation failed because the remote location could not mterpret
the procedure start request and rejecte? it: T~e location name
associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem IS gIven In the message.
This message may be the result of return code .83,16 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the descflplJon of thIS
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job st~p is ended. ~ny d~ta created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue WIth the next Job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous ,steps in
this job and any records added or updates made t? eXIsting files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted ,by thIS Job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by thIS Job step are lost.
~ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with ,this message. If none
are available, another message may be Issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8206 Ilocation namel-- No sessiQns are available
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job ste" is end~d. Data cr~ated up to this step is
saved, and the job continues With the next Job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous ,steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to c.xlstJng files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted .by. thIS Job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by thiS Job step are lost.
","ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery options might not be issued with this message. If none
arc avaiiable, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.
This error may require software service.

Explanation

S\'S --8209 (!ocation na:ncl==,\bnoiiiicd tCiiuination
of :l system routine

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message I D
(S'IS--8206) and the location name identified in the message.

Severity: 4

Additional Information
All the sessions defined for the configuration just enabled are
reserved for other subsystems. The location name associated with
the SNA 3270 subsystem is given in the message.
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Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8209) and the
location name identified in the message.
Additional Information

An SSP-ICF subsystem has abnormally ended because of an
internal problem· (program check). The location name associated
with the SSP-ICF subsystem is given in the message.
Additional messages were sent to the system console which
indicated that a system routine ended abnormally, and also that a
dump was taken. If you want to establish communications again,
you must enable the subsystem associated with the location name
in the message and start the job again. This is an IBM software
problem; therefore, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

SYS --8212110cation nameJ--Line 7 is being monitored
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The SSP-ICF subsystem
identified by the remote location name given in the message was
enabled on line 7. No further operator action is required.

Additional Inrormation
The BSC subsystem is monitoring line 7 for:

This message may be the result of return codes 8081 or 8281 for
an SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of
these return codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using for additional recovery
information.

•
•

An incoming call if the line is a switched line

•

An incoming procedure start request

User Response

•

An acquire operation
application program

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
;'\iote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.
This error will require software services.

A poll, select, or ENQ if the line is a nonswitched line

from

a

System/36

SSP-ICF

SYS --8213110eation nameJ--Line 8 is being monitored
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. The SSP-ICF IISC subsystem
identified by the remote location name given in the message was
enabled on line 8. No further operator action is required.

Additional Inrormation
The BSC subsystem is monitoring line 8 for:
•

An incoming call if the line is a switched line

•

A poll, select, or ENQ if the line is a nonswitched line

•

An incoming procedure start request

Explanation

•

An acquire operation
application program

This is an informational message. The SSP-ICF nsc subsystem
identified by the remote location name given in the message was
enabled on line 5. No further operator action is required.

SYS --8214 Jlocation nameJ--The host has stopped the
session

Additional InFormation

Severity: 3

The nsc subsystem is monitoring line 5 for:

Explanation

SYS --8210 (location nameJ--Line 5 is being monitored
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

•

An incoming call if the line is a switched line

•

A poll, select, or

•

An incoming procedure start request

•

An acquire operation
application program

E~Q

if the line is a nonswitched line

from

a

System/36

SSP-ICF

SYS --821 1 (location nameJ--Line 6 is being monitored
Severity: :-.: fA

Auto Response:

~/A

F:xplanation

from

a

System/36

SSP-ICF

Auto Response: 3

Notify the remote operator to find out why the host stopped the
session. If this error continues to occur, give the programmer the
message I D (S YS--8214) and the location name identifIed in the
message.

Additional Inrormation
The SNUF session received a QUIESCE command
system; however, the S:'\lJF subsystem already
session and will not accept any more operations.
name associated with the SNUF subsystem is
message.

from the host
stopped the
The location
given in the

This is an informational messa!,e. The SSP-ICF nsc subsystem
idcnllficd by the remote locallon name gl\'en In the message was
enabled on Ime 6. :-':0 further operator actIOn is reqUired.

This message may be the result of return code 81116 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery informallon.

Addition;1I Information

L'ser Response

The BSC subsystem

IS

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

monitoring hne 6 for:

•

An Incommg call if the lme

•
•
•

A poll, select, or E:-':Q if the line is a nons witched line

IS

a switched line

An incoming procedure start request
An acquire operation
applicatIOn program

from

a

System/36

SSP-ICF

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing ftles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II owever, any ftles created by this job step are lost.
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Notc: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --82181Iocation name)--SNA ending--subsystem
disabling
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is for your information. The System/36 SNA 3270
subsystem is ending. The subsystem name associated with the
SSP-ICF subsystem is given in the message. This message is
displayed for every location that is associated with the disabling
subsystem.
No further operator action is required.

Also, give the programmer the print key listing of the STATUS
SESSION display (D I).
Additional Information
This message is displayed as a result of ICF return code 83A7.
The program you are running tried to issue an operation that
would result in a wait; however, the communications line is in use
by another session controlled by this program.
The wait
operation was rejected. Refer to the description of this return
code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using.
Look at the program listing and the ICFDEBUG output to
determine why the operations were tried in the failing sequence,
or update the program to accept the return code.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Additional Information
This message is displayed for every SNA 3270 location that is
disabling.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.

SYS --8220 Ilocation name)--Sclection of (session
address) rejected-disable pending

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is for your information. The program at the remote
host system is trying to send a message to the indicated session;
however, the CICS BSC subsystem on the System/36 is being
disabled and cannot accept data at this time. The location name
and session address are indicated in the message.
Do the
following:

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action fo_r that message.

SYS --8222 IJne lline numberJ--Switched network
backup connection needed ...

Wait until all sessions that are still active have ended and the
disable has completed. This message may be displayed
several times until the subsystem is completely disabled.

Severity: 5

2.

Enter the DISABLE procedure command and select option
2 when message SYS-80l3 appears to finish disabling the
subsystem.

3.

End all programs that are using the active sessions so that
the disable can complete.

This message was issued because switched network backup was
specified at communications configuration time or in the
ALTERCO:\1 procedure. Therefore, a switched network backup
line is to be used as a standby for the nonswitched point-to-point
line or multipoint line.

4.

After the disable is complete, enable the subsystem again so
that the data can be handled by the local system.

5.

Notify the remote system operator that the display station
associated with the session address will not be able to receive
the data because the subsystem has been disabled.

1.

Auto Response:

Explanation

The line identified in the message has failed, and the switched
backup line connection must be established.
When receiving a call and answering manually, refer to the
Operating Your System manual for the correct dial procedures.
User Response

For more information, refer to the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using, or the

Option 0: Continue by establishing the line connection.

inler(lclive Communications Feature:
SC21-7911.

SYS --8223 Ilocation name)--Data from host was
rejected

If this error continues to occur, notify the programmer
responsible for mamtainlng this job and give the programmer the
message ID (SY5--8220).
\

Severity: 3

Guide and Examples,

Additional Information
If this error conlinues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

S'rS --811 I Ilocation namel--Operation rejected - line
in use
Seventy: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
There IS an error in the program you are running. Enter option
0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message m (S YS--822I ).
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Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The 3270 subsystem rejected data sent from the host because the
session was in a state where data could not be accepted. The
location name associated with the 3270 subsystem is given in the
message.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8223).
Additional Information
This message may be the result of return code 8339 for an
SSP-IeI' application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the 3270 Device Emula/ion Guide, SC21-79l2, for
additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Option 3: The session is ended and the subsystem is disabled
immediately.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP·ICF
session is ended.

SYS --8227 The 3270 SUbsystem is already enabk-d

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
I"ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8224 Line InumbcrJ--Wrap test is running ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message was issued because a line error was detected and the
wrap test lasts 30 seconds or more. The message lets the operator
know that the system is still operating.

SYS --8225 (location namcJ--Thc session is in the
wrong state
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An enable request was issued for the System/36 3270 subsystem;
however, the subsystem is already enabled. Enter option 2 or 3
and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8227) and the
name of the subsystem you tried to enable.
Additional Information
You can use the STATUS SUBSYS command to verify that the
subsystem is enabled. More information on enabling subsystems
can be found in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for
the subsystem you are using.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next Job step.
Option 3: The enable request is ended. Data created by previous
steps in this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8229 (location namel--(first 65 bytcs of
messagcJ

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS •• 8225) and the location name identified in the message.

Severity: N/A

Additional Information

Explanation

The System/36 3270 subsystem received input from the 3270
interrupt handler that is incompatible with the current session.

This is an informational message. A message was received by the
System/36 SSP-ICF CCP subsystem from the remote CCP
operator. The message and the location name associated with the
SSP-ICF CCP subsystem are given in the message.

Try to enable the subsystem again. If this error continues to
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.
User Response
Option 2: The session is ended and the subsystem is disabled.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The session is ended and the subsystem is disabled
immediately.

SYS --8226 Ilocation nameJ--The session is in the
wrong state
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S .... S--8226) and the location name identified in the message.
Additional Information
The System'J6 3270 subsystem received a request from the user
pro;;ram that is incompauble with the current session. The
location name associated with the 3270 subsystem is given in the
messa;;e.
Try to enable the subsystem 3!!am. If this error continues to
occur, rill out a Problem Summary Fo'm found in the System
Problem lJe!ermillation manual, and call for software service.
t;st'r Response
Option 2: The session is ended and the subsystem is disabled.
Data created up to this step is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Auto Response: N/A

No further operator action is required.

SYS --8230 Ilocation namcJ--Program cancel and
shutdown received
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Notify the remote cCP operator and request that CCP be started
again, and then start the job again.
Additional Information
A shutdown message was received from the System/3 CCP. The
remote application program ended. No new sessions can be
started, and" any "existing sessions are ended. The location name
associated with the local SSP-ICF CCP subsystem is given in the
message.
This message may be the result of return code 819 E for an
ssp·lcr application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
t:ser Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any .records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
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Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data. management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8231 (location namc)--A CCP shutdown
message was received

SYS --82331Iocation namc)--A procedure start request
is not allowed

Severity: 3

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

If you want to continue communications, notify the CCP operator
and request that CCP be started again. Then, start the job again.
Additional InFormation

An SSP-ICF subsystem received a procedure start request from
the remote system; however, the request is not allowed because a
disable request of the subsystem is in progress. The location name
associated with the subsystem is given in the message.

An SSP·ICF CCP subsystem received a shutdown message from
System/3 CCP. No new sessions can be started, and any existing
sessions are ended. The location name associaled with the local
CCP subsystem is given in the message.

If you want this subsystem to allow procedure start requests. wait
until this subsystem has disabled. Use the STATUS SUBSYS
command to monitor this action, and then enable the subsystem
again.

This message may be the result of return codes 819F or 829F for
an SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of
these return codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using for additional recovery
information.

For the
No further operator action is required.
subsystem, this message is logged to the history file only.
CCP subsystem, this message is sent to the CCP host.
BSCEL subsystem, message SYS--8J4S is sent to the
system.

t.:ser Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

nSCEL
For the
For the
remote

SYS --8234 Ilocation namcl--Ac(IUirc failed--invalid
PTERl\1 or address
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8234) and the
location name identified in the message.

Note: Depending on the SSP·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

You tried to acquire a physical terminal (PTERM) or a session
address that was specified in a SESSION OCL statement;
however. the specified PTERM or address was not configured
when CNFIGICF was performed. The location name associated
with the SSP-ICF subsystem is given in the message.

SYS --82321Iocation nameJ--A program was canceled

This message may be the result of return code 82AE for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information. If
you are using the nsc 3270 subsystem. refer to the description of
this return code in the 3270 Device Emulation Guide, SC21-7912.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

CCP sent a message indicating that an application program
running on CCP was canceled. The session remains active;
however, the transaction with the remote program that was
canceled is ended. The location name associated with the local
SSP·ICF CCP subsystem is given in the message.

If this message continues to occur, notify the remote CCP
operator to determine why the program was canceled.
Additional InFormation

This message may be the result of return code 832E for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are usmg for additional recovery information.

l:ser Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indIcating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The lob step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the Job cenllnues with the next job step. The SSP-IeI'
session IS ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by thiS job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist However, any files created by this job step are lost.
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Additional Inrormation

User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job $tep is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and tLt· j'Jb can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
:'\ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another· message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8235 Ilocation namcl--Scssion ended
abnormally
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Give the programmer the message ID and the location name
identified in the message.

./
I\,

Additional Information
A session with the remote location specified in the message has
been abnormally terminated. This message may be the result of
return code 80CO for an SSP-ICF application program.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8236110cation nameJ--Evoke failed. l\lapped
Conversation not allowed
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Give the programmer the message 10 and the location name
identified in the message.
Additional Information
An evoke operation was issued to the local APPC Subsystem
specifying a conversation type of Mapped. The evoke operation
failed because the local APPC Subsystem does not support
Mapped Conversation. This message may be the result of return
code 80CI for an SSP-ICF application program. It indicates that
the required APPC Subsystem Mapped Conversation support is
not present in the system.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8238 (location namellscssion group
name)--Session group name not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An acquire operation was issued to the APPC Subsystem
specifying the displayed remote location, session group pair. The
acquire operation failed because the remote location, session
group pair was not found on the local system. This message may
be the result of return code 82C3 for an SSP-ICF application
program.
Give the programmer the message 10, the location name, and the
session group name identified in the message.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8239 (location namellsession group
nameJ--Session group not started
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

l'\ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available. another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

An operation was issued to the APPC subsystem specifying the
displayed remote location, session group pair. The operation
failed because the remote location, session group pair is not
started on the local system. This message may be the result of
return code SlC4 or 82C4 for an SSp·fCF application program.

SYS --82371Iocation nameJ--Opcration failed. Session
not m"ailablc.

Give the programmer the message 10, the location name, and the
session group name identifIed in the message.

Severity: 3

lJser Response

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An operallon was issued to the API'C Subsystem on a session
that is no longer avaIlable. The operatton failed because the
APPC Subsystem does not have control of the session. This
mc.ssage may be the result of return code S I C2 for an SSP·ICF
appltcatlon program.
GIve the rro,:ramrncr the message 10 (SYS--S237) and the
location name Identified in the message.
l"ser Uesponse
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code mdlcating the cause of this error.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step" is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the Job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this Job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. 1-1 owever, any files created by this job step are lost.
;-\ote: Oepending on the SSP-fcr data management error
recovery, options might nol be issued with this message. If nonc
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.
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SYS --8240 (location name)--Session abnormally
terminated
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8242) and the
location name identified in the message.
User Response

Explanation

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Give the programmer the message ID and the location name
identified in the message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made te:> ~xisting files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by thiS Job step no
longer exist. However. any files created by this job step are lost.

A session with the remote location specified in the message has
been abnormally terminated by the remote location. This message
may be the result of return codes 8lCS or 81C6 for an SSP-ICF
application program.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8241 Ilocation namel--Error indication received
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8243 Ilocation nameJ--Convcrsation type
mismatch
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Give the programmer the message ID and the location name
identified in the message.
Additiollal Information
An evoke operation was issued to the remote location specified in
the message. The remote location rejected the eyoke operation
because the conversation type specified is incorrect for the remote
process being evoked. This message may be the result of return
code 83CF for an SSP-ICF apphcation program.
User Response

Explanation
Give the programmer the message ID and the location name
identified in the message.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The remote process on the remote location specified in the
message has detected an error on the session and sent an error
indication to the APPC Subsystem. This message may be the
result of return codes 83C7, 83C8, 83C9, 83CA, 83CB, or 83CC
for an SSP-ICF application program.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. II o wever , any files created by this job step are lost.

User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXisting files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXIst. However. any files created by this job step are lost.
:'\01(': Depending

on the SSP-leF data management error
recovery, opttons might not be issued wllh thiS message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

~ote: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
arc available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8244 (location namel--Confirm not allowed
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An SSP-ICF operation was issued to the APPC Subsystem for the
remote location specified in the message. The operation failed
because a confirm was specified with the operation and confirm is
not allowed. This message may be the result of return code 83CD
for an SSP-ICF application program.
Give the programmer. the message ID (SYS--8244) and the
location name id<:l1!ified in the mess:lg,e.

SeTenty: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An evoke cr~ralion was issued to the remote location specified in
the messa:!e. The remote localion rejected the evoke operation
because tl~e security information for the evoke operation was
incorrectly speCified. This message may be the result of return
code 83CE for an SSP-ICF application program.
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Lsrr U('spollse
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
OplJon 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing fIlcs

by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --82451Iocation namel--Remote transaction
program not available
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

SYS --8247 Ilocation name)--Synchronization level not
supported
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Give the programmer the message 10 and the location name
identified in the message.
Additional Information

Give the programmer the message 10 and the location name
identified in the message.

An SSP·ICF operation was issued to the remote location specified
in the message. The operation failed because the remote process
does not support the synchronization level specified with the
evoke operation. This message may be the result of return code
8303 for an SSP·ICF application program.

Additional Information

User Response

Explanation

An evoke operation was issued to the remote location specified in
the message. The evoke operation failed because the trl!Jlsaction
program specified in the operation is currently not available. This
message may be the result of return code 8000 or 8300 for an
SSP·ICF application program.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --82461Iocation namel--PIP Error - Rejected by
remote location
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Give the programmer the message 10 and the location name
identified in the message.
Additional Information
An evoke operation was issued to the remote location specified in
the message. The operation failed because either the remote
location does not allow PIP (process initialization parameters) to
be specified, or the PI P specified on the evoke operation is
incorrect. This message may be the result of return codes 8301
or 8302 for an SSp·ICF application program.
t:ser Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program wllh a return
code indicatmg the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the Job can contmue With the next Job step.
Oflion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by prevIous steps In
thl~ job and any records ;,ck!cd or urdatcs made to eXisting fllcs
by this lob step are saved. Records deleted by thiS lub stl!P no
longer exist. II Owe\'er, any files created by thiS job step are lost.
Depending on the SSp·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued wllh this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.
~ote:

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by thiS job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP·ICF data management error
recovery. options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8248 Ilocation namel--Input length exceeds
maximum allowed
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Give the programmer the message 10 and the location name
identified in the message.
Additional Inrormation
An input operation was issued to the remote location specified in
the message. The operation failed because the input length
specified in the operation is greater than 4096 bytes. This message
may be the result of return code 8304 for an SSP·ICF application
program.
t:ser Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer eXist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
:'\ote: Depending on the SSP·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, anolher· message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS -·8262 Itmllid user ID
SSP-ICF task
Severity: :-'::A

specified--startin~

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message was sent from the remote system. The remote
system rejected a request to start an SSP·lCF task because the
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user 10 was incorrect. The specified user 10 is incorrect for at
least one of the following reasons:
•

The user ID did not begin with an alphabetic character (A
through Z; #, $, or @) or a numeric character (0 through
9).

II

The user 10 contained a comma or embedded blanks.

•

The user 10 contained hexadecimal entries that were not
allowed. Allowed entries are A through F and 0 through 9.

Correct the user 10 and try the request again.
Notes:
1.

2.

If the SSP-ICF subsystem in the remote system is Intra,
then the remote system and the system that received this
message are the same.
A corresponding message, SYS--8263, is Jogged to the
history file of the remote system.

SYS --8263flocation nameJ--Invalid user ID
spccified--SSP-ICF task
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The user 10 received from a remote system is incorrect. The 10
was received with a request to start a procedure. The 10 is
incorrect for at least one of the following reasons:

•

The user ID did not begin with an alphabetic character (A
through Z, #, S, or @) or a numeric character (0 through
9).

•

The user 10 contained a comma or embedded blanks.

•

The user I D contained hexadecimal entries that were not
allowed. Allowed entries are A through F and 0 through 9.

The location name associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem
receiving the request to start a procedure is given in the message.
Correct the user 10 and try the procedure again. Also, notify the
remote system operator.
No further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history file only.
Note: A corresponding message, SYS--8262, is sent to the remote
system.

SYS --8264 Trying to start more than 100 evoked
sessions
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A request to start a session was received from a remote system;
however, the maximum 360 sessions allowed are already active.
The location name associated with the SSP·ICF subsystem
receiving the request to start a procedure is given in the message.
Notify the remote system operator, and try the procedure later
when the sessions may be complete.
No further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history file only.
Note: A corresponding message, SYS--8264, is sent to the remote
system.

SYS --8266 Length of proc name and data exceeds
508 bytes
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a session because the combined length
of the procedure name and the accompanying data exceeds the
maximum 508 bytes allowed.
Give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--8266) and the
location name identified in the message.
Try the request again with an amount of data that will not exceed
508 bytes, including the procedure name.
Notes:
1.
2.

If the SSP-ICF subsystem is Intra, then the remote system
and the system that received this message are the same.
A corresponding message, SYS--8267, is logged to the
history file of the remote system.

SYS --8267110cation nameJ--Proc name and data len
exceeds 508 bytes
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A procedure start request was received from a remote system;
however, the combined length of the procedure name and the
accompanying data exceeds the maximum 508 bytes allowed. The
location name associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem receiving
the procedure request is given in the message.
No further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history file only.
,,"ote: A corresponding message, SYS--8266, is sent to the remote
system.

SYS --8272 (location namel--Session to receive
(message id) not found

This message was sent from the remote Systcml36. The remote
System/36 rejected a request to start a session because the
m;l)omum 360 sessions are already aClive.

Severity: N/A

Try attain later when other sessions may be complete, or notify the
operator at the remOle System,36.

The Intra subsystem tried to pass the message identified in the
message to a user application program but could not give it to the
session because the session ended. The location name associated
with the I ntra subsystem is given in the message.

:"\otC!'S:
1.

If the 55P-ICF subsystem is Intra. then the remote system
the system L;&11 n:ccJvca inJS nlcss~~C are the same.
A corresponding message, 5'1'5.-8265, is logged to the
history f:!e of the remote System 36.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

:-':0 further operator action is required.

~!d

2._

SYS --8275 SSP-ICF nSCEL l'Crification was
successful

SYS --8265 Ilocation namel--Startinl-: more than 100
c\'okcd sessions

Severity: 3

Seventy: ,,'A

This is an informational message.

Explanation
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Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

Additional Information

The ICVERIFY procedure was used to run an installation
verification test for the SSP-ICF BSCEL subsystem.
The
verification test ran successfully.

SYS --8280 SSP-ICF SNUF to IMS/VS verification

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 0: The job continues.

Explanation

SYS --8276 SSP-ICF CCP verification was successful
Severity: 3

was successful

This is an informational message.
Additional Information

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
This is an informational message.
Additional Information
The ICVERIFY procedure was used to run an installation
verification test for the SSP-ICF CCP subsystem. The verification
test ran successfully.

The, ICVERIFY procedure was used to run an instal1ation
verification test for the SSP-ICF SNUF subsystem connected to
an IMS/VS host. The verification test ran successfully.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.

SYS --8281 SSP-ICF verification
error--Issccrrrrddddddddl

User Response
Option 0: The job continues.

SYS --8277 SSP-feF CICS verification was
successful
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Auto Response: 0

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8281).
Additional Information

This is an informational message.

An error was found while the installation verification test was
running on an SSP-ICF subsystem. The information given in the
message describes the type of error and the condition under which
the error was encountered.

Additional Information

Where:

The ICVERIFY procedure was used to run an installation
verification test for the SSP-lCF CICS subsystem.
The
verification test ran successfully.

ss

Explanation

Identifies the subsystem

02

IMS/IRSS

User Response

03

BSCEL

Option 0: The job continues.

04

CICS

OS

CCP

was successful

06

SNUF

Auto Response: 0

08

3270 BSC support

SYS --8278 SSP-ICF Sl'IUF to CICS/VS verification
Severity: 3

cc

Explanation
This is an informational message.

Condition under which the error was detected:
01

The return code resulting from an attempt to
acquire the installation verification session
indicates an error condition, which is displayed
in the rrrr portion of the informational field.

02

The return code resulting from an attempt to
evoke the installation verification transaction
on the remote system indicates an error
condition. which is displayed in the rrrr
portion of the informational field.

03

The return code resulting from a put operation
indicates an error condition, which is displayed
in the rrrr portion of the informational field.

04

The return code resulting from a get operation
indicates an error condition, which is displayed
in the rrrr portion of the informational field.

os

The contents of a message received from the
remote system are not what was expected. The
first 8 characters of the message received are
displayed in the dddddddd portion of the
informational
field.
(Nondisplayable
characters are displayed as blanks.)

06

The return code resulting from an attempt to
release the installation verification session
indicates an error condition, which is displayed
in the rrrr portion of the informational field.

Additional Information
The ICVERIFY procedure was used to run an installation
verification test for the SSP-ICF SNUF subsystem connected to
a CICS/VS host system. The verification test ran successfully.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.

SYS --8279 SSP-fCF [\IS/IRSS \'crification was
succes.~ful

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
This is an informattonal message.
Addition:1I Inrormation
The IC\,ERlFY procedure was used to run an installallon
\'enfication test for the SSP-ICI' I :'.IS, IRSS subsystem. The
venficatlon test ran successfully.
l:ser Response
Option 0: The job continues.
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rrrr

d•• d

The return code resulting from a put-then-get
operation indicates.an error condition, which
is displayed in the rrrr portion of the
informational field.
Identifies the major and minor return code
received from SSP-ICF Data Management at
the time the error was detected. The first two
characters represent the hexadecimal value of
the major return code, and the second two
characters represent the minor return code.
Refer to the appropriate subsystem reference
manual for the subsystem you are using for a
description of the major and minor return
codes.
If you are using the BSC 3270
subsystem, refer to a description of this return
~t;I_~~I~~e 3270 Device Emulation Guide,
The first 8 bytes of the message received when
the condition code (cc) is 05.

Use th~ 'rrrr' portion of this message together with the
appropriate reference manual to determine what happened.
User Response

Additional Information
One of the following has occurred:

•

A request to display or delete the table of remote IDs for the
switched communications lines (system file #IBSRID) failed.
When this occurs, make sure the correct mode (display.
update. or delete) has been selected and the file has not been
deleted. Run the DEFINEID procedure again using the
correct mode.

•

The system file #IBSRID was not allocated by the
DEFINEID procedure; however. an attempt was made by
the ENABLE procedure to use the file. When this occurs
you must first create the file using the DEFINEID
procedure, before the file can be used by the ENABLE
procedure.

•

A portion of the system file #IBSRID might be on an
unavailable 9332 disk drive, if the system has one. This
error can occur when the disk drive is powered off or when
it has been removed from the system. Make sure the disk
drive is powered on before running the procedure again.

User Response
~ption

2: The job st~p is ended. ~ny data created up to this point
IS preserved, and the Job can continue with the next job step.

~plion

2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS preserved, and the Job can continue with the next job step.
O~ti~n~:

The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job IS saved. but data created by this step is lost.

O~ti?n~:

The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job IS saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8291 Status error--must be I, R, D or blank

SYS --8282 SSP-ICF SNA Peer verification was
successful

Severity: N/A

Severity: 3

The switc~ed line rem~te ID specification utility program
(SIDSET) IS runnmg. An Incorrect status value was entered in the
status field while entering a remote ID. Correct entries are I
(deactivate), R (reactivate), D (delete), or BLANK (active).

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
This is an informational message.
Additional Information
The ICVERIFY procedure was used to run an installation
verification test for the SSP-ICF SNA Peer subsystem. The
verification test ran successfully.

Explanation

Enter the correct status and continue.

SYS --8292 Invalid char or embedded blanks in ID
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response
Option 0: The job continues.

SYS --8283 SSP-ICF 3270 ESC verification was
successful
Severity: 3

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: 0

The switched line remote ID specification utility program
(SIDSET) is running. You entered an incorrect character in a
remote system switched line 10.
Correct entries are the
hexadecimal digits A through F and 0 through 9.
The .cursor is located in the first character position of the remote
10 In error. Enter the correct hexadecimal equivalent of the
remote ID value and continue.

Explanation
This is an informational message. To continue, enter option O.

SYS --8293 Workstation I/O error

Additional Information

Severity: 3

The IC\,ERIFY procedure was used to run an installation
verification test for the SSP-ICF 3270 SSC subsystcm. The
verification test ran successfully.

Explanation

Auto Response:

t;Sft' Response

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--8293) and the name of the procedure you were running
when thIS error occurred.

Option 0: The job continues.

Addition:1I Infornmtion

SlS --8290 File #IUSRID not found
Se\'cnty: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Ent,er option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the messagc I D
(S\ S--8290) and the name of the procedure you were running
when thIS error occurred.
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The s~~itched line . remote ID specification utility program
(SIDSEr) was running. A permanent work station I/O error
occurred while the system was attempting to update system liIe
iiIUSRID.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found In the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --8296 Multiple remote ID req but file #IBSRID
not found

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --8294 Disk 1/0 error while accessing file
#IBSRID
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation
An attempt to enable an SSP·ICF BSCEL subsystem failed. Enter
option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8296).

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

Do one of the following:

The SIENBL utility program is running. An SSP·ICF BSCEL
subsystem is being enabled, and the configuration requires a list
of remote switched IDs; however, file #IBSRID, which contains
the set of allowed I Ds, cannot be found.

•

Enter option I to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS··8294) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Inrormation
A permanent disk 1/0 error occurred while the system file
#IBSRID was being accessed. Either the SIDSET utility or the
SIENBL utility was running.
If the system has a 9332 disk drive, make sure the disk drive is
powered on.
If the disk liO error does not allow you to enable your subsystem,
do the following:
1.

Configure your subsystem again.

2.

When the prompt for multiple remote IDs appears, select
the No response.

3.

Specify the required remote ID in the configuration record.

4.

Enable your subsystem.

If multiple remote IDs are required, run the DEFINEID
procedure to create the file containing the remote IDs. If remote
IDs are not required, run the CNFIGICF procedure using update
mode to change the subsystem configuration record. For more
information, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21·9020.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8297 DEFINEID cannot be evoked or placed
on the JOBQ
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

When the disk liO error is corrected, specify Yes in response to
the multiple remote IDs prompt.

Explanation

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

The DEFINEID procedure was called or placed on the job queue.
Because the DEFINEID procedure requires interactive
processing, it cannot be called or placed on the job queue.

Uscr Response

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS..8297) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Option I: Try the operation again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8295 Im'alid parameter 1 in
command
Severity: 3

DEF~EID

Auto Response:

Explanation
Either there is an error in the DEFI~EID procedure you are
runnmg, or if you arc entering utility control statements from the
keyboard, the :l.IODE parameter is incorrect.
Enter opllon 3 and give the ,- programmer the message I D
(SYS··8295) and the name of the procedure you were running
when thIS error occurred.
Additional Inrorm.llion
Parameter I in the DEFI~EID procedure or the MODE
parameter In the uuhty control statement IS incorrect. Correct
entnes arc LPDATE, DISPLAY, or DELETE.
t;ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8400 Disk containing library is unavailable
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the disk containing
the specified library was not available. The disk drive is not
powered on or not correctly connected to the system.
An operator at the remote system must connect the disk to the
system and power on the disk before the library can be accessed.
The request to start a procedure is ignored.
:'\ote: A corresponding message (SYS·8401) is logged to the
history file at the remote system.

SYS --8401 ILocation l'.'amel--Disk for IProcedure
~amcl una\'ailable
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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A request to start a procedure was received from a remote system;
however, the procedure was not started because the disk drive
containing the specified library is unavailable. The disk is
unavailable because the disk is powered off or not correctly
attached to the system.
The disk drive must be connected to the system and powered on
before the library can be accessed. This message is logged to the
history file only.
Note: A corresponding message (SYS-8400) is sent to the remote
system.

A request to start a procedure was received from a remote system;
however, the user library specified in the request was not found.
The location name associated with the subsystem that received the
request to start the procedure is given in the message.
No further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history file only.
Note: A corresponding message (SYS-SS23) is sent to the remote
system.

SYS --8415 Invalid request--device not a subconsole

SYS --8410 Job starting was stopped at (location
namel

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

You entered an ASSIGN command specifying either SUB or
NOSUB in parameter I; however, the work station 10 given in
parameter 2 is not a subconsole work station 10. The ASSIGN
command is used to activate or deactivate subconsole support for
a subconsole display station. The ASSIGN command cannot give
subconsole capability to a display station that was not configured
as a subconsole.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A request to start a procedure was received from a remote system;
however, the starting of the job was stopped by the system
operator using the STOP SYSTEM or the STOP SESSION
command. The location name associated with the subsystem that
received the request to start the procedure is given in the message.
No further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history file only.
Note: A corresponding message (SYS-SS34) is sent to the remote
system.

SYS --8411 Ilocation
start job
Severity: N/A

namcl--~ot

enough resources to

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A request to start a procedure was received from a remote system;
however, not enough resources are available to start the procedure
at this time. The location name associated with the subsystem that
received the request to start the procedure is given in the message.
No further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history file only.
Nole: A corresponding message (SYS-SS49) is sent to the remote
system.

SYS --84121Iocation namcJ--Invalid proc name--not
started
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A request to start a procedure was received from a remote system;
however, an invalid procedure name was specified. The procedure
name must:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You can use the STATUS WORKSTN command to find out
which display stations are subconsoles.
Enter the command again with the correct work station ID.

SYS --8416 Device at status given by ASSIG:"
command
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered an ASSIGN command to assign a display station as
either a subconsole (parameter I is SUB) or not a subconsole
(parameter I is NOSlJB); however, the display station specified in
parameter 2 was previously assigned as either a subconsole or not
as a subconsQle.
No further operator action is required.

SYS --8417 Command is not allowed from mandatory
menu
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a command that is not allowed from a required menu
or you entered item 0 from the menu. To continue, enter an item
number other than zero from the menu, or enter the OFF or the
MSG command.

SYS --8418 Cmd not allowed at command display stn
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

•

Consist of eight or less characters

Explanation

•

Start with a letter, #, S, or @

One of the following occurred:

The location name associated with the subsystem that received the
request to start the procedure is given in the message.
No further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history file only.
Ncrte: A corresponding message (SYS-8444) is sent to the remote
system.

SYS --84131Iocation nameJ--Libr not found--proc not
started
Severity: N/A
Explanation
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Auto Response: N/A

•

You entered a command that is not allowed from a
command capable display station. This command is allowed
only at a subconsole, a system service device, or at the
system console.

•

You signed on to a subconsole without subconsole authority
and tried to execute a command allowed only from a
subconsole, SSD, or the system console.

•

The system console opcrator has revoked the subconsolc's
privileges (ASSIGN NOSU 11) and you tricd to exccute a
command allowed only from a subconsole, SSO, or the
system console.

Do one of the following:

\"

•

Go to a work station that allows this command and try the
operation again

No further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history file only.

•
•

Enter a different command at this display station

SYS --8425 Inquiry option (option numbcr( taken at.
(display station idl

Have the system operator restore subconsole privileges
(ASSIGN SUB).

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --8419 Command not allowed from inquiry

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The Attn key was pressed at the display station identified in the
message. You requested a command display by selecting inquiry
option 1, or you set the inquiry condition for the program that is
running by selecting inquiry option 4. The option selected is
identified in the message.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You entered a command from the inquiry display option screen.
Only the MSG command and inquiry options can be entered while
the inquiry option display screen is active. No further operator
action is required.

SYS --8420 Command not allowed from Standby
display
Severity: N/A

No further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history file only.

SYS --8429 Invalid library or proc namc was entcred
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A
Explanation

Explanation
The standby display is on the display station screen. You entered
an incorrect command from this display. The commands you can
use appear on the standby display.

SYS --8421 Command not allowed--STOJ> command
active
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation
A STOP SYSTEM, STOP JOB, STOP ALL, or a STOP
WORKSTN command was entered for this display station.
Therefore, commands are not allowed from this display station.
The system operator must enter the START command before this
display station can be used.

SYS --8422 Job init allowed only in display stn mode
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You tried to put a job on the job queue; however, you entered an
incorrect procedure name or library name. Try running the job
again using a correct procedure name.

SYS --8430 (location namcJ--Incorrcct user II)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The user ID sent from a remote system with a request to start a
procedure is not recognized by this system. The location name
associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem that received the request
is given in the message.
Notes:
1.

2.
3.

A corresponding message (SYS-8440) is sent to the remote
system.
If this message continues to occur, notify your security
officer.
If the user I D is to be defined, the security officer should use
the SECEDIT procedure.

Explanation

No further operator action is required.

You entered a command from a console display at the system
console or a subconsole. If you were trying to run a job, switch
modes and try again. If the command was entered incorrectly,
entcr the correct command.

SYS --8431 (location nameJ--Incorrcct password for
(user idJ
Severity: N/A

SYS --8423 SRT canceled by inquiry option (option
numberJ at (display station idJ
Severity: NJA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An SRT program was canct.'lcd by using inquiry and selecting the
option Identllied in the message. The display station ID where the
program was canceled is also given in the message.
~o

further operator action is required. This message is logged to
the history tile only.

SYS --8424 :\ IRT rcle:lSl'd by inquiry option (option
numberJ at (display station illJ
Severity:

~

A

Auto Response:

~ ,A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The password sent from a remote system with a request to start a
procedure is not the current password for the user I D displayed in
the message. The location name associated with the SSI'-ICF
subsystem that received the request is also given in the message.
"'otes:
I.

2.
:\ 0

A corresponding message (SYS-8441) is sent to the remote
system.
If this message continues to occur, notify your security
officer.
further operator action is required.

SYS --8432 Ilo('ation nalllel--Iuser illJ not allowed for
(Iibmry nameJ

Explanation

Severity: ':-JIA

The display staUon idenufied in the message was released from an
:\IRT program. The release was performed by usmg inquiry and
selecung mqUiry option 2 or 3. The opuon selected IS identified in
the message.

Explanation

Aut.o Response: N/A

The user I D sent from a remote system with a request to start a
procedure is not allowed to use the library given in the message.
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The user 10 and the location name associated with the SSP-ICF
subsystem receiving the request are given in the message.
Notes:

•
•

A corresponding message (SYS-8443) is sent to the remote
system.
If this message continues to occur, notify your security
officer.

No further operator action is required.

SYS --8433 Ilocation namel--Security for llibrary
namel is invalid
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The security record for the library identified in the message text is
invalid.
The location name associated with the SSP-ICF
subsystem receiving the request is given in the message. This
message was issued because the library is secured as a folder.
Notes:
1.

A corresponding message (SYS-8446) is sent to the remote
system.

2.

Access to the library will not be allowed until a security
officer corrects the security information about the library.

A request from a remote system to start a procedure was rejected.
The password, for the user 10 identified in the message, has
expired.
The location name associated with the SSP-ICF
subsystem that received the request is given in the message.
No further operator action is required.
Note: A corresponding message (SYS-8448) is sent to the remote
system.

SYS --8437 Ilocation namel--Too many invalid ICF
procedures
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A request from a remote system to start a procedure was rejected.
The number of invalid SSP-ICF procedure start requests has
exceeded the maximum number of invalid sign-on attempts (set
with the SECOEF procedure). The location name associated with
the SSP-)CF subsystem that sent the request is given in the
message.
The location identified in the message will not be allowed to
submit any more procedure start requests until the subsystem is
disabled and reenabled.
Note: A corresponding message (SYS-8449) is sent to the remote
system.

No further operator action is required.

SYS --8438 I)rocedure not found

SYS --8434 Ilocation namel--User ID allowed menu
input only

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A request from a remote system to start a procedure was rejected.
The user 10 accompanying the request is allowed only to enter
options from a specific menu. This user 10 is not allowed to start
jobs on a remote system. The location name associated with the
SSP-ICF subsystem that received the request is given in the
message.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the procedure was
not found in the specified library or the system library
(#UDRARY).
The request to start a procedure is ignored.
Note: A corresponding message (SYS-8439) is logged to the
history file at the remote system.

No further operator action is required.

SYS --8439 ########--Proccdure ######## not
found

Note: A corresponding message (SYS-844S) is sent to the remote
system.

Severity: N/A

SYS --8435 Ilocation namel--(user idl has a mandatory
procedure
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A request from a remote system to start a procedure was rejected.
The user 10 accompanying the request has a mandatory sign-on
procedure defined in the user identification file. This user I () is
not allowed to start Jobs on a remote system. Users that have a
mandatory sign-on procedure arc not allowed to submit sSP-lcr
procedure start requests. The location name associated with the
SSP-ICF subsystem that received the request is given in the
message.
:'\: 0

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A request to start a procedure was received from a remote system;
however, the procedure was not started because the procedure was
not found in the specified library or the system library
(#UDRARY).
i":o further operation action is required. This message is logged
to the history file only.
Note: A corresponding message (SYS-8438) is sent to the remote
system.

SYS --8440 Incorrect user ID--proccdure not started
Severity: :-:'IA

AutoResponse: N/A

further operator aCllon is required.

:'\:QJ~:

A correspondmg message (SYS.8447) is sent to the remote

S)Slem.

SYS --8-136 Ilocation nameJ--Expin'tl password for
luser idJ
Severity: ':'\iA
Explanation
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Auto Response: N/A

This meSS3j!e was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected 3 request to start a procedure because the user I D is not
recognized by the system.
Ir the I D is incorrect, issue the request again with the correct I D.
I f the lOis correct, notify the security officer at the remote
system to correct the problem.
Notes:

1.
2.

If the SSP-ICF subsystem is Intra, then the remote system
and the system that received this message are the same.
A corresponding message (SYS-8430) is displayed at the
remote system.

•

Consist of eight or less characters

•

Start with a letter, #, S, or @

Issue the request again with a correct procedure name.

SYS --8441 Incorrect password--procedure not started

Notes:

Severity: N/A

I.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

2.

This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the password sent
with the request is not the current password assigned to the user
ID.

If the password is incorrect, issue the request again with the
correct password. Otherwise, notify your security officer to find
out the correct password.
Notes:
1.
2.

If the SSP-ICF subsystem is Intra, then the remote system
and the system that received this message are the same.
A corresponding message (SYS-843I ) is displayed at the
remote system.

If the SSP-ICF subsystem is Intra, then the remote system
and the system that received this message are the same.
A corresponding message (SYS-8412) is logged at the
remote system.

SYS --8445 User ID is allowed menu input only
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the specified user
10 is only allowed to select options from a specific menu. This
user is not allowed to start jobs on a remote system.
The request to start a procedure is ignored. Notify the security
officer at the remote system to correct the problem.

SYS --8442 i\o record in resource security file for
library

Note: A corresponding message (SYS-8434) is displayed at the
remote system.

Severity: N/A

SYS --8446 Security information for library is im'alid

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the resource
security file has no list of allowed users for the library specified
with the request.
The library name may have been incorrectly specified. If the
library name is incorrect, correct it and issue the request again.
Otherwise, notify the security officer at the remote system to
correct the problem.

2.

Explanation

This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the specified library
is not in the resource security file as a library.
The request to start a procedure is ignored. Notify the security
officer at the remote system to correct the problem.
Note: A corresponding message (SYS-8433) is displayed at the
remote system,

l'\otes:
1.

Auto Response: N/A

If the SSP-ICF subsystem is Intra, then the remote system
and the system that received this message are the same.
A corresponding message (SYS-5952) is displayed at the
remote system.

SYS --8447 User has a mandatory sign-on procedure
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --8443 Unauthorized request for a user library

Explanation

Severity: N/A

This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the user id specified
has a mandatory sign-on procedure defined in the user
identification file for the user. Users that have a mandatory
sign-on procedure cannot submit sSP-lcr procedure start
requests.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the specified user
10 is not on the allowed user list for the library specified with the
request.

If the library name is incorrect, issue the request again with the
correct library name. Otherwise. notify the security officer at the
remote system to correct the problem.

The request to start a procedure is ignored. Notify the security
officer at the remote system to correct the problem,
i'\ote: A corresponding message (SYS-843S) is displayed at the
remote system.

~otes:

I.

2.

If the SSP-ICF subsystem.is Intra, then the remote system
and the system that recel\-e(I this message are the same.
A correspondmg message (SYS-8432) is dIsplayed at the
remote system.

S\'S --84+4 Imoalid procedure name
Seventy: ;-';OA

Auto Response:

~iA

Explanation

This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the specllied
procedure name is incorrect. The procedure must:

SYS --8448 Expired password--Proecdure not started
Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because the password h:ls
expired for the userid specified.
The request to start a procedure is ignored. Notify the security
officer at the remote system to correct the problem.
l'\ote: A corresponding message (SYS-8436) is displayed at the
remote system.
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SYS --8449 Too many invalid security attempts--Proc
not started
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message was sent from a remote system. The remote system
rejected a request to start a procedure because there have been too
many invalid attempts to start a procedure.
The security
information specified for the procedure was invalid.
The request to start a procedure is ignored. The system console
operator at the remote system must disable and reenable the
subsystem before attempting to start any more SSP-ICF
procedures for this subsystem.

SYS --8455 Line (line numberl -- awaiting connection
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message to inform the user that the line
is waiting for an incoming call. This message is displayed because
of one of the following situations.
•

A communications line with an enable switch type of
auto-answer was enabled.

•

An attempt was made to use a communications line with a
session switch type of autoanswer.

Note: A corresponding message (SYS-8437) is displayed at the
remote system.

Note: If a communications line has both an enable switch type
and a session switch type of auto-answer, this message will be
displayed only when the line is enabled.

SYS --8450 Ircmote system nameilline number) -Connection failure ...

SYS --8456 Iremote system nameliline numberl -Connection attempt failed ...

Auto Response: 2

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Explanation

The OLC task found an error. The error is not permanent, and
the line can be connected again. The remote system name and the
line number are given in the message.

A connection cannot be established with the remote system
identified in the message. A history file message (SYS-36S0)
identifies the condition code that correlates to a specJftc error.

To determine the error found by the OLC task, look in the history
file for message SYS-3650. This message will contain a condition
code that correlates to a specifi<; error.

Additional Inrormation

User Response
Option 0: An attempt will be made to reestablish the connection
with the remote system.
Option 2: All SNAsessions associated with the remote system are
ended.

In the case of an XID error specified in the history file (SYS-3650
with a reason code of F4 or FS). refer to message SYS-36S0 for a
more detailed explanation of the problem and possible solutions.

•

Make any necessary changes to the CNFIGICF line
member to alleviate the problem.

•

Enable the line using the updated configuration information.

User Response

SYS --8451 Iremote system nameilline numberl -Cali this remote system

Option 0: An attempt is made to reestablish the connection with
the remote system.

Severity: N/A

Option 2: All SNA sessions associated with the remote system are
ended.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A user wants to establish a session on a switched line with the
system identified in the first level text.
Message SYS-340 1
accompanies this message.

SYS --8457 Line (line number) -. Connection failure
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Respond to message SYS-3401, then call the remote system
identified in the message.

Explanation

SYS --8452 Line (line numberl -- Connection attempt
failed

This message informs the operator that the connection with all
remote systems on a line has been abnormally terminated. The
line number is identified in the message.

Severity: N/A

A history file message (SYS-3650), which identifies the error that
occurred, is also issued.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A connection was established with a remote system. Because the
remote system is unknown to the local system, the connection is
ended_

A history file message (SYS-3650) idenufies the specific error that
occurred.
A~ition31

In the case of an XID error specified in the history file (SYS-3650
with a reason code of F4 or (5). refer to message SYS-3650 for a
more detailed explanation of the problem and possible solutions.

•

\lake any ncce~sary changes to the CNFIGICF line
member to alleviate the problem.

•

Enable the line using the updated configuration information .

Inrormation

The SSCPJI) parameter (specified during C~FIGICF) of the
remote system configured must be the same as the one used by the
remote system connected.
Alter the SSCPID parameter for the remote system configuration,
or enable a configuration that has the ssePI D parameter set for
the remote system's SSCPIO, or verify the phone list conftgured
for the remote sy~tem.
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Additional Inrormation

t:ser Response
Option 0: An attempt will be made to initialize the line again and
recontact all of the remote systems.
Option 2: All SNA sessions enabled on this line are ended, and the
subsystems are cnded.

SYS --8458 (line numbcrllprevious remote system
namel Remote system name changed to
(new remote system namel
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation.
This is an informational message. It is displayed so that the user
will recognize and associate the new remote system name with the
previous remote system name if the name is displayed in any
subsequent messages.
The remote system name changes because the remote system has
been taken over by a new control point, and this is how the local
control point will now recognize the remote system. This step is
necessary since the remote system name must match what the
remote system has defined as its local control point name.

SYS --8459

APP~

Severity: J

Auto Response: 2

Start Up Failure (reason codel ...

Explanation
The ENABLE procedure failed because the APPN programs
could not be started.
The reason code explains in more detail what the problem is.
The reason codes are:
50

APPN programs could not be started. Options 2 and J
are offered.

51

APPN programs could not be scheduled. Options 2 and
J are offered.

52

There are not enough system resources to start the
APPN programs. Options 2 and 3 are offered.

53

APPN programs are in termination.
This is a
temporary condition. Options I, 2, and 3 are offered.

Additional Information
The following action should be taken by the user according to
what the reason code is:
50

51

52

S3

Take option 2 or 3 to cancel the ENABLE procedure.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
Take option 2 or 3 to cancel the ENABLE procedure.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System
Problem Determinarion manual, and call for software
service.
Take option 2 or 3 to cancel the ENABLE procedure.
Retry the E:"\ABLE procedure after freeing up some
system resources. If the problem continues then fill out
a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual. and call for software service.
Take option I to attempt a retry of the E~ABLE
procedure. Take option 2 or 3 to cancel the E:"\ABLE
procedure.

t:~r Rt'SJIo~

Select Optton I (If oITered) to retry the E:"\r\ULE procedure.
Or:1on 2: Tl:e joh step IS ended. Any data created up to this pomt
IS saved. and the Job can contmue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by prevIous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step IS lost.

SYS --8-460 ISl'SSion group mlmel not dcfinl'd in
confij.!uration for Iremote loc:ltion namel

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message informs the operator that the session group name
specified at the originating node (remote location) has not been
defined in the subsystem configuration member at the local
system.
Additional InFormation
Note: : This message will be logged to the console and history file
once for each pre-established session defined in the subsystem
configuration member at the originating node.
This problem can be resolved by defining the session group
specified in the message in the subsystem configuration member.

SYS --8461 (remote system nameillinc numberl Not
enough Task Work Space to run AllPN
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This message is logged to the console to alert the operator that
there is not enough Task Work Space for APPN to function.
Additional InFormation
Try to free up disk storage by deleting any unnecessary files or
libraries. If the problem persists, contact software service to get
more storage for your system.

SYS --8462 C/SNA is in termination ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
An attempt was made to enable a subsystem that uses CfSNA
support. CiSNA is currently in termination which makes it
unable to handle any Enable requests at this time. Take option 1
to retry the ENABLE procedure. It is possible that CfSNA is no
longer in termination. Take option 2 or 3 to cancel the ENABLE
procedure. If the option I is taken a number of times, and the
ENABLE is never allowed to complete, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.
User Response
Select Option 1 to retry the ENABLE procedure.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8468 (remote location namel Resource
unavailable for this location ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This location could not be enabled because system resources are
not currently available to proceed with the enable of this location.
This message is issued only when an APPN subsystem member is
belll~ enabled. This condition occurred because a DISABLE or
S rOPGRP procedure was issued for this location when it was
previously an automatically enabled location.
Additional Information
Retry the ENABLE procedure again after responding to this
message. This is a temporary condition.
t:ser Response
Option 0: Select Option 0 to skip over the remote location
identified in the message. No further processing of this remote
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location will occur. The enable will proceed with any remote
locations which have been specified on the enable, but which have
not yet been processed.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8469
Severity: N/A

C/S~A

ended abnormally

Auto Response: N/A

Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this message.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

SYS --8480 Invalid diagnostic function modifier
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found in the device control language program. An
invalid function modifier was specified in a SDIAG statement.
Valid modifiers are hexadecimal 00, 01, and 02.

Explanation

Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this message.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

A program check was diagnosed in the C/SNA task. The
communications lines will be disconnected and all subsystems
disabled.

Severity: 5

SYS --8475 In\'alid instruction address/data address
Severity: 5.

SYS --8481 Invalid input/output function modifier
Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found in the device control language program. An
invalid function modifier was specified in an input/output function
statement. Valid modifiers are hexadecimal 01, 02, 03, and OS.

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found in the device control language program.
Either an instruction address or a data address specified in an
executable instruction is invalid. The limits of addressing within
the device control language program are 20K through 44K.

Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this message.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this message.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

Severity: 5

SYS --8476 Invalid operation code

An error was found in the device control language -program. The
first operand (index) spccified on a SCASE statement has a value
for which no branch label is specified.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found in the device control language program. An
invalid operation code was specified.
Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this message.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

SYS --8482 Im'alid address loadl.'d by case statement
Auto Response:

Explanation

Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this message.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

SYS --8483 No select stacker statement issued
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --8477 Diagnostic program exception
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found in the device control language program. A
diagnostic program exception was generated by a DCL program
request.
Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this message.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

SYS --8-478 l.ink nesting
Severity: 5

len~1

exceedl'd

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found in the device control language program.
~fore than four LJ:\K statements have been nested bcfore a
Rl:.iCR:\ statcment was spcclfiep.
\lcs~a;\e5 SYS--19l\4
SYS-";",~2 <!cscflb·~s the

and SYS---1982 follow this message.
recovery procedures for this error,

SlS --8-479 Return stmt not preceded by link stmt
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found in the device control languagc program. A
REI CR:\ statemcnt was specified but was not preceded by a
LJ:\ K statcment.
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An error was found in the device control language program. No
select stacker statement (SSS or SSSI) was issued for the document
just processed.
For each document processed, except an
end-of-file document, a select stacker statement must be issued.
Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this message.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

SYS --8484 More than one select stacker stmt issued
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found In the device control language program.
More than one select stacker statemcnt (SSS or SSSI) was issued
for the documcnt just processed. Each document processed.
except an end-or-file document. must have only one select stacker
statemcnt issued for it.
Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this message.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

SYS --8-485 Irmtlid stacker code; select stackl'r stmt
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found in the dC,vice control language program. An
invalid stackcr code was encountered during exccution of thc select
stacker or sclect stacker immediate statcment.
Messages SYS--4984 and SYS--4982 follow this messagc.
SYS--4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

\

\c...

SYS ··8486 Invalid field number in field op stmt
Auto Response:

Severity: 5

User Response
No operator response is required.

Explanation

SYS ··8502 System operator canceled job

An error was found in the device control language program. An
invalid field number was specified in one of the following field
operation statements:

Severity: N/A

•
•

SLDF Load field
SSTF Store field

This message has been sent from a remote system. The system
operator at the remote system has canceled the job that is
communicating with your subsystem.

•

STFL Test field length

Additional Information

•
•

STFV Test field validity

•

SVFI Validate field indicator

If the subsystem in the remote system is Intra, then the remote
system and the system that received this message are the same.
This message is also logged to the history file of the remote
system. A corresponding message SYS·SS80, is displayed at the
remote system.

sirl

Invalidate field indicator

Valid entries are decimal I through IS.
Messages SYS·-4984 and SYS·-4982 follow this message.
SYS·-4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response
No operator response is required.

SYS ··8487 Length on SCR statement is incorrect

SYS --8503 MRT program owns secured resources

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

An error was found in the device control language program. The
length specified on a CREATE RECORD (SCR) statement was
either longer than the input record size, or it was less than 3
positions in length.

This message has been sent from a remote system. You attempted
to attach to an MRT program that owns secured resources. Your
are not authorized for at least one of the secured resources;
therefore, you were not permitted to attach.

Messages SYS·-4984 and SYS·-4982 follow this message.
SYS·-4982 describes the recovery procedures for this error.

Additional Information

SYS ··8500 Program canceled
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

If the subsystem in the remote system is Intra, then the remote
system and the system that received this message are the same.
This message is also logged to the history me of the remote
system. A corresponding message SYS·S991, is displayed at .the
remote system.

Explanation

User Response

This message has been sent from a remote system. The system
operator at remote system has canceled the program you were
communicating with.

No operator response is required.

Additional Information
If the subsystem in the remote system is Intra, then the remote
system and the system that received this message are the same.
This message is also logged to the history file of the remote
system. A corresponding message SYS·1310, is displayed at the
remote system.
User Response
No operator response is required.

SYS --8504 End of step - program (program namc),
proc (procedure name) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
This is an informational message. A step in this job is complete.
The name of the procedure (if you are running a procedure) and
the name of the program you are running are identified in the
message.
Do one of the following:

SYS ··8501 Systcm operator cnded stcp
Severity: :-':,A

Auto Response: ,,'A

Explanation
This message has been sent frolll a remote system. The system
operator at the remote system has selected the 2 option for an
error While runnmg a job that is commumcating With your
subsystem. The Job step runmng at that tllne was ended. Any
ne~ data created up to thiS pOint IS preservcd and the job can
continue \\ IIh the next Job stcp.
Additional Information
If the subs~'stcm in the remote system is Intra. then the remote
system and the system that received this message are the same.
This message is also logged to the history file of the remote
system. A correspondmg message SYS·3721, is displayed at the
remote system.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing .

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS··8504) and the program name and procedure name
identified in the message.

Additional Information
STEPIIALT·YES was speCified in a DEBUG OCL statement.
t:ser nesponse
Option 0: The next step in the procedure is run.
0l:lli?n 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job IS saved. but data created by thiS step is lost.

SYS --8505 Auto response canceled job-Press Enter
to continue
System Messages
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Severity: N/A

To start the session again, do the following:

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

1.

If you are running the LOAD3601 procedure, disable the
subsystem, enable again, and run the LOAD3601 procedure
again,

2.

If the session is to a work station on a 3601 or 4701, ask the
operator to sign on again. Try the operation again.

3.

If the session is to a 3694, try the 3694 operation again.

This is an informational message. Auto response canceled your
job. To continue, press the Enter/Rec Adv key.

SYS --8515 Insert S/36 SYSTEM SUPPORT
PROGRAM diskette vollvolume number)
labeled OLPD ..•
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

An attempt was made to run Online Problem Determination
(OLPD). or SYSTEST, but the required program library and files
arc not loaded. To continue, you must find the S/36 System
Support Program (SSP) diskette labeled OLPD and load it into the
diskette drive. You may substitute volume I of the backup
diskettes created by the OLPDSAVE procedure, with
volid-DKOLPD.
Option 0 will cause OLPD program library #ONLPD, and files
#PSPTITL, PD1.SCRN, PDI.SCR2, and PD1.CTRL to be
loaded to the system. After the program library and files are
loaded, the OLPD procedure, PROBLEM, or the service aid
program, S YSTEST, will continue.
The SYSTEST programs reside in the OLPD program library.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8519 (Iocation)--IDDU format (format name)
was not found
Severity: 3

Additional Inrormation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The OLPD program library and files are usually loaded with the
System Support Program (SSP) either during original installation
or during a release update.

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8519).

User Response

Additional Inrormation

Option 0: After inserting the OLPD diskette into slot I of the
diskette drive, enter option 0 to install OLPD programs on the
system.

This message is the result of an operation issued to an SSP-ICF
subsystem, using an IDDU communications format. The format
name specified in the user program was not in the 100 U
dictionary that was opened. The location name associated with the
subsystem and the format name are given in the message. This
message may be the result of return code 83EO for an SSP-IeI'
application program. Refer to the description of this return code
in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are using for additional recovery information.

Option 3: Enter option 3 to cancel the operation.

SYS --8516 This is not the correct diskette...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

a problem

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

An attempt was made to install Online Problem Determination
(OLPD) or SYSTEST from diskette to disk, but the correct
diskette was not found in the diskette drive. The correct diskette
can be identified by its label.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.

This error occurred because the search for
determination diskette failed.

User Response

Option I: Remove the diskette from the diskette drive, then enter
option 1 to be prompted for the correct diskette to install the
OLPD programs on the system.
Option 3: Enter option 3 to cancel the operation.

SYS --8SI81Iocation name)-Program lost session to
this location .
Severity: 1':!A

Auto Response: N{A

Explanation

Enter option 0, 2. or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S'\'S--85\8) and the location name identified in the message.
Additional Information

The remote location specified in the message is no longer in
session with the user program or the SSP-ICF Finance subsystem.
The session was ended because of an error.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing liles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any liles created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8520 (Iocation)--IDDU format (format namel
was not rctrien~d
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Enter option 0, 2, or 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS--8520).
Additional Inrormation

This message is the result of an operation issued to an SSP-IeI'
subsystem, using an IDDU communications format. The format

could not be retreived from the IDDU dictionary that was opened.
The location name associated with the 'Subsystem and the format
name are given in the message. This message may be the result
of return code 83El for an SSP-ICF application program. Refer
to the description of this return code in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8541 Entry(s) not available now
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exisL However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8S41) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Additional Inrormation
The COPYPRT procedure or the user access for the spool file
utility program (SUASF) was used in an attempt to copy one or
more spool file entries to disk; however. the entries are not
available at this time. Entries that are in progress are not eligible
for copying. Try putting a PRIORITY-O parameter on the /I
PRINTER statemenL

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available. another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is 10sL

SYS --8521 Ilocationi - Cancel invite operation invalid

SYS --8542 Disk space not available for user file

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Explanation

Enter option 0, 2. or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8S21 ).

You tried to copy one or more spool file entries to disk using the
SUASF utility program; however, there was not enough disk
space available.

Additional Information
This message is the result of a cancel invite operation issued to an
SSP-ICF subsystem that supports cancel invite. The session was
not invited, or cancel invite was the first operation issued from an
evoked program. The location name of the subsystem is given in
the message. This message may be the result of return code 83EB
for an SSI'-ICF application program. Refer to the description of
thIS return code to the appropriate subsystem reference manual for
the subsystem you are using.

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8S42) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred,

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --8543 Specified spoollD does not exist

t:scr Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved, and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.

You tried to copy a specific spool file entry that did not exist using
the SUASF utility program. The SPOOLID parameter might be
incorrect, or the spool file entry might have been removed already.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8S43) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this message. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8540

~o

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

spool file entries for specified user ID

t;ser Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8544 Cmmot display or print--file not created
by SUASF
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Explanation

THe SUASF utility program (with SPOOLID-ALL specified in the
first parameter position) was used in a request to copy spool file
entries to disk; however, there were no entries for the user.

You tried to use the SUASC utility program to display or print a
user file; however, the attempt was not successful because the tile
was not created by the SUASF utility program.

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8S40) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message If)
(SYS--8S44) and the name of the procedure you were runnin~
when this error occurred.

User Response

User Response

System Messages
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Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous. steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8545 End of extent reached on user tile
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
The SUASF utility program was used to copy a ~pool file to disk;
however, an end of extent return code was passed from disk data
managemenL That is, the disk file created for the copy of the
spool tile was not large enough to contain all of the records in the
spool tile. If there is not enough contiguous disk space available
to extend the file, you will get an end of extent return code.

You are using the SUASF utility program to copy one or more
spoollile entries to disk; however, the user ID does not match the
spool I D identified in the message.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--SS4S) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8549 Print spooling is not active
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--SS4S) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

You tried to use the SUASF utility program to copy a spoollile
entry to disk; however, spooling is not active on the system.

User Response

(SYS--8S49) and the name of the procedure you were running

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
when this error occurred.

SYS --8546 Invalid parameter 1 in COPYPRT
procedure

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --8550 Cannot create tile--max number of files
on disk

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are using the COPYPRT procedure to copy one or more
spool file entries to disk.
Parameter 1 of the .COPYPRT
procedure is incorrect. Correct parameters are ALL, spool ID,
Fxxxx (where x is the 4-character forms number), SYSTEM, or
NOCOPY.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--SS46) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8547 User not authorized to use SYSTEM
parameter
Sewrity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
You tried to use the SUASF utility program to create a new file
on disk; however, this file would exceed the maximum number of
files allowed.
Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--8SS0) and the name of the procedure you
were running when this error occurred.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --8551 lfile name)--File already exists on disk
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Explanation

A request that was not allowed was made using the SUASF utility
program. A user that was not authorized to copy system entries
specified SYSTEM in parameter I.

The file name you specified (or the name that was supplied as the
default value) already exists on disk. Each file must have a unique
name. The name of the file already on the disk is identified in the
message.

The SYSTE:\t parameter can be used only when one of the
following is true:
•

Security is not active.

•

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS-·8551) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Security is active and the user classification is a system
operator or higher.

Vser Rcsponse

To continue, enter option 3.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

t:ser Rt'Sponse
Ortion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
Ihls job IS saved, but data created by thiS step IS 1051.

SYS --8548 l'ser ID docs not match spool ID-Ispool
illl
Severity: 3
Explanation
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Auto Response: 3

SYS --8552 C:mllot COllY more than 255 spool file
l'ntrics ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 0

Explanation
A request was made, using the SUASF utility program, to copy
spool file entries to a disk file. However, there are more than 2SS
entries available to copy.

Do one of the following:
1.

Enter option 0 to copy the first 255 entries to the disk file.

2.

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8SS2) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

User Response
Option 0: Processing continues. The first 255 entries are copied
to the disk file.

Option 2: The job step is ended. The diskette extended character
file is not installed on the system. Any data created up to tl lis
point are preserved, and the job can continue with the nex.t jtb
step.
Option 3: The job is ended. Data created by previous steps in tl
job are saved, but the data created by this step is lost.

,$

SYS --8556 File lfile namel is not an extended
character file ••.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

SYS --8553 Cannot copy an entry with zero pages

If you are running the SAVEEXTN or the RESTEXT'-l
procedure, the disk file label parameter was not specified ·\S
#EXT1818 or # EXT2424. If you are entering OCL statemen,s,
the LABEL parameter on the FILE statement for the extendfd
character disk file was not #EXT1818 or #EXT2424.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You tried to use the user access to spool file utility program
(SUASF) to copy spool file entries to a disk file. However, an
entry with zero pages cannot be copied. An entry of zero pages
is probably the result of the system being re-IPL'd before creation
of the entry was completed.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8553) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information
This message is issued by the extended character file sa"e
(SXSAVE) and restore (SXREST) utilities. The label of tl',e
extended character files on disk is restricted to #EXTI818ar.'
#EXT2424.
User Response

{;ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to thispoiM
are preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8554 A file OCL statement was not specified

SYS --8557 lfile namel FILE statement not found for
UNIT-Iunit numberl

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Exphmation

Severity: 5

A FILE OCL statement was not entered for the SUASC utility
program.

Explanation

Auto Response:

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8S54) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

If you are entering OCL statements, a fiLE OCL statement mU.;l
be entered for both the disk and diskette files. The NAME
parameter on the FILE statements must be COPYIN and
COPYO while the UNIT parameter must be FI and 11.

Additional Information

Additional Information

A FILE OCL statement is required for the SUASC utility
program. It must be after the LOAD OCL statement and before
the RUN .OCL statement. The file must be one that was
previously created by the SUASF utility program (COPYPRT
procedure).

This message is issued by the extended character liIe save
(SXSAVE) and restore ($XREST) utilities. When using SXREST,
a FILE statement with NAME-COPYIN,UNIT-II and a FILE
statement with NAME-COPYO,UNIT-Fl must be entered.

{;ser Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

When using SXSAVE utility, a FILE
NA:\1E-COPYIN,UNIT-Fl and a FILE
NAME-COPYO,UNIT-Il must be entered.

statement· with
statement. with

L'ser nesponse

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job is saved. but data created by this step is 10Sl

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this poitlt
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --8555 Lanl!uaJ:e of diskette file docs not match
language of system ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps.m
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Se\'erity: 5

SYS --8558 FROM p~trameter is greater than theTO
parameter ...

Auto Response:

t:'pl;m;lIion
Owy exten~lon character flies of the same language as the system
:r.ay tc Ir.-:a!:cd. Any d:ffcrcnt language extension character liIe
Will caU5C thiS error.

Severity: 5

Additional Information
ThiS messa!!e is issued by the extended character file restore
(SXREST) utility.

If you are running the SAVEEXTN or RESTEXTN procedur.es,
you did not properly specify the parameters. If you are enteritl~
OCL statements, the FROM or TO parameters of the SELECT
statement are incorrect.

t:ser Response

Additional Information

Auto Response:

Explanation

System Messages
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This mes~e is issued by the extended character file save
(SXSAVE)!tand restore ($XREST) utilities. The selected range to
be saved ilPhot valid. The range must be from a lower to a higher
limit.
User Resp~se

If you are running the SAVEEXTN or RESTEXTN procedures,
you did not properly specify the parameters. If you are entering
OCL statements, it is possible that the parameter named in this
message was entered incorrectly on the SELECT statement. It is
more likely that the value entered is not within the range of user
defined extended characters.

Option 1: To continue, reenter the SELECT statement.

Additional Inrormation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

This message is issued by the extended character file save
(SXSAVE) and restore ($XREST) utilities. The code point or
alternate entry number specified for the parameter listed in this
message must be a user defined character.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --8$59 The format of the (parameter namel
parameter is invalid ...

Option 1: To continue, reenter the SELECT statement.

Severity: Sc

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If you are running the SAVEEXTN or RESTEXTN procedures,
you did no.l. properly specify the parameters. If you are entering
OCL statt!1nents, the FROM or TO parameters of the SELECT
statement lIle incorrect.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8562 (parameterl parameter contains an invalid
character...

Additional Inrormation

Severity: S

This message is issued by the extended character file save
(SXSAVE}l and restore (SXREST) utilities. The format of the
FRO~ parameter must be ALL, IB~, USER, an extended
character code point, or an alternate entry number. The format
of the TO parameter must be an extended character code point or
an alternate entry number.

Explanation
If you are running the SAVEEXTN or RESTEXTN procedure,
the parameters were not prqperly entered. If you are entering
OCL statements, the parameter specified by this message is
invalid.

Cser Resp,nse

Additional Inrormation

Option 1: To continue, reenter the SELECT statement.

This message is issued by the extended character liIe save
(SXSAVE) and restore (SXREST) utilities. The parameter named
in this message does not have the correct format.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Extended character code points are specified as Xdddd, where d
equals 0 through 9, or A through F.

SYS --8~60 ("aluel parameter value is invalid ...

Alternate entry numbers are specified as ddddd, where d equals 0
through 9.

Severity: S

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option I: To continue, reenter the SELECT statement.

If you are running the SAVEEXTN or RESTEXTN procedures,
you did nat properly specify the parameters. If you are entering
OCL statements, the FROM or TO parameters of the SELECT
statement are incorrect.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Inrormation
This message is issued by the extended character file save
(SXSA V E) and restore (SXREST) utilities. Although the format
of the FRO~ and TO parameters was correct, there is no
extended character represented by the extended character code
point or the alternate entry number, as specified.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8563 I;'ile lfile namel is not an I format file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Cser Response

The diskette file being restored must be an I format file or a file
saved by SXREST on ,the System/34.

Option I: To continue, reenter the SELECT statement.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step. is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Oplion 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8561 (parameterl p~trm must be within the lIser
defined range ...

SYS --8564

Severity: S

Severity: S

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Explanation

L~UI~u~\ge of diskette file does not match
hmguage of disk file ...

Auto Response:

',,-

The message is issued if an existing extended character file on the
system is for a different OBes language than the one attempted
to be restored from diskette. This will only happen if the language
of the diskette file does match the system language, and the
existing extended character file on the system is for a different
ones language than the system OBCS language.
To correct this problem as follows.
•

•

Delete the existing extended character file for the wrong
language. This can be done with the IPL overrides options.
(Refer to Overriding IPL Values in the Operating Your
System manual.)

Explanation
The diskette file that you tried to restore did not contain the
IBM-supplied charac.ters. These supplied characters must be
restored before the file can be restored.
Additional Information
All extended character files must contain the IBM-supplied
characters. The $XREST utility will not restore a new file from
diskette unless it contains the IBM-supplied characters.
User Response

Restore the extended character file from diskette with the
RESTEXTN procedure.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Note: User defined characters from one OBeS language
cannot be used on a system supporting a different OBes
language. The user defined data in the existing disk file for
the wrong language cannot be used on the system.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is sa.ved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8567 file (file namel records are not in order

Additional Information

Severity: 5

Thi~ mes~age

Explanation

Auto Response:

is issued by the extended character file restore utility
(SXREST). This can happen if an extended character Iile of one
ones language resides on the system, and the OBes language
supported by the system is changed to another language. The
error would then result if an attempt is made to restore the
extended character Iile of a new Dnes language without removing
the extended character Iile for the old ones language.

The diskette file being restored does not contain a valid extended
character file, This diskette file cannot be restored and used as an
extended character file.

User Response

Thi~

Option 2: The job step is ended. The diskette extended character
Iile is not installed on the system. Any data created up to this
point is preserved. and the job can continue with the next step.
Option 3: The Job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8565 file (file name( may not be large enough ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
This message is issued because the range of characters selected to
be restored may not fit in the extendcd character Iile. If you use
option 0, all characters that will fit in the Iile will be restored.
If all characters do not fit in the Iile, message SYS--8572 will be
issued.
Additional Information
This message is issued by the extended character file restore utility
(SXREST). Because a range of characters was selected to be
restored by the RESTEXTN procedure or through the SELECr
utility control statement. a check was made to ensure that all
selected characters would fit in the Iile.
If all the selected characters were saved in the diskette Iile, they
will not all fit in the extended character Iile. It is possible to
restore all the characters that will fit by taking option o.
\:scr Response

Additional Information
message is issued by the extcnded file restore utility
(SXREST) because all the records in the diskette file were not in
order. This error probably occurred because there was an attempt
to restore a file using SXREST where the file was not an extended
character file. It is also possible that data has been added to the
diskette file by using the SBleR utility.
Uscr Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thIS job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step is saved. However. any files created by this job
step are lost.

SYS --8568 File lfile namel is missing some 18:\'1
characters ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The diskette file being restored is not a valid extended character
file.
Additional Information
This message is issued by the extended character liIe restore utility
(SXREST) because all of the IBM-supplied character code points
arc not contained in the diskette file. The file being restored is
probably not an extended character liIe created by the SXSA VE
utility.

Option 0: Restore any characters that will fit in the file.

l:ser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
IS preseF\cd, and the Job can conllnue .... lIh the ncxt Job step.

Option 2: The job step, is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

O[!.!lon 3: The job IS canccled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job :l:ld any r.x:ords added or updates madc to existing files
by thIS JlJ~ s~ep IS saved. Ilowc\'er, any files crcated by thIS Jub
step arc lost.

Option 3: The jub is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8566 File (file namel did not contain 18:\1
characters ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

SYS --8569 Ch:lracter Ispecified characterl is already
defined ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
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This message is issued when you try to restore a character
definition that already exists in the extended character file.
Additional Information

This message is issued by the extended character restore utility
(SXREST) when REPLACE-NO or NOREPLAC (both defaults)
is specified through OCL or on the RESTEXTN procedure and a
character from the diskette file being restored already exists on
disk in the extended character file.
It is possible to either replace the character, or leave the character
as is. This message can be avoided by specifying REPLACE-YES
on the SELECT statement or REPLACE on the RESTEXTN
procedure.
User Response

Option 0: The character is replaced.
Option 1: The character is not replaced.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. However, any files created by this job
step are lost.

SYS --8572 File lfilc namel is not large enough •••
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

'-.

This message is issued because all of the extended character
definitions in the diskette file could not be restored, as the
extended character file on disk is not large enough.
Additional Information

This message is issued by the extended character file restore utility
($XREST) because the extended file was not large enough to hold
all of the character definitions that were in the diskette file being
restored.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. However, any files created by this job
step are lost

SYS --8573 File (file namel contains an invalid record

SYS --8570 Disk I/O error while accessing file lfile
mUllel

Severity: S

Severity: S

This message is issued because the file being restored was not in
the proper format for an extended character file sayed on diskette.

Auto Response:

Explanation

A disk error occurred while the extended character save
(SXSAVE) or restore (SXREST) utilities were running. The error
occurred while the disk file was being accessed.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preservcd. and the job can continue with the next job step.
, Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8571 Diskette I/O error while accessing file lfile
name)
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

A permanent diskette read/write error occurred on the diskette file
identified in the message tcxt while the extended character file
restore/save utility (SXREST/SXSAVE) was running. If present,
the characters to the right of the message text identify the diskette
magazine drive location.

Auto Response:

Explanation

Additional Information

This message is issued by the extended character file restore utility
(SXREST) because the file being restored contains a record that is
not in the proper format. This message is probably the result of
an attempt to restore a flIe using the SXREST utility that was not
an extended character flIe created by the SXSAVE utility. It is
also possible that data was added to the flIe using the SOICR
utility.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing flies
by this job step are saved. However, any flies created by this job
step are lost.

SYS --8574 Specified FRO:\f parm is invalid for a new
file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation

When running the RESTEXTN procedure, it might be possible to
correct the error by running the COPYI! procedure, thus
displaying the bad sector. You can then use the RESTEXTN
procedure to restore the corrected diskette file.

This message is issucd because the IBM·supplied characters were
not selected to be restored when creating a new extended character
flIe.

When running the SAVEEXTN procedure, this message is issued
only if the error occurs the first time the extended filc idcntificd in
the message text is writtcn to the diskette. In this case, you must
tau option 3 to respond to the message and the job is canceled.
Vser Response

Option 2: If supplied, the job step is ended. Any data created up
to this point is preserved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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Additional Information

This message is issued by the extendcd character flIe restore utility
(SXREST) because the FRO:vt parameter on the SELECT
statcment or the TO parameter on the RESTEXTN procedure
, was not ALL (default) or 1B:\1.
When restoring the extended character me for the first time, the
IBM-supplied characters must be restored.
This error could also have been a keying error, such as not
including enough commas.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8585 Comm adapter ctrl check occurred
SRC-(system reference codel

SYS --8575 Parameter 6 must be AUTO or
NOAUTO
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

This is an informational message.
A controller check occurred on the communications adapter.

This message is issued because parameter 6 on the SAV EEXTN
procedure was not AUTO or NOAUTO. This is probably a
keying error.

Additional Inrormation

User Response

The controller check causes a wrap test to be run. Another
message should follow from the BSC or SDLC task you ran
showing the results of the wrap test.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

No further operator action is required.

SYS --8577 Parameter 5 must be AUTO or
I\OAUTO

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --8586 nSqline numberJ--Temporary comm
adapter controller check

This message is issued because parameter 5 on the RESTEXTN
procedure was not AUTO or NOAUTO. This is probably a
keying error.

Severity: N/A

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A communications adapter controller check occurred. A wrap test
was run on the controller, and the condition was determined to be
temporary. Communications on the line identified in the message
have ended.
The BSC program may attempt to establish
communications again.

SYS --8578 Parameter 8 must be NOREPLAC or
REPLACE

No operator response is required.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You should run whatever problem determination procedures you
have for communications. If this error continues to occur, fill out
a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determinacion manual, and call for hardware service.

This message is issued because parameter 8 on the RESTEXTN
procedure was not NOREPLAC or REPLACE. This is probably
a keying error.

SYS --8587 nSqline numberJ--Permanent comm
adapter controller check

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --8580 Required parm for procedure
RESTEXT~ is missing

A communications adapter controller check occurred. A wrap test
was run on the controller, and the condition was determined to be
permanent. Communications on the line identified in the message
have ended.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The diskette file label (parameter I) must be specified when using
the RESTEXT~ procedure.

Do the following:
1.

Do not attempt any more communications until you IPL the
system.

2.

Entcr option 3 and give thc programmer the message If)
(SYS·-8587) and the Ime number Identified in the message.

3.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created, by this step is lost.

SYS --8581 Re(IUircd p:lrm for procl'dure
SA VEEXT:\ is missing

Auto Response:

User Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this Job step no
longer eXIst. Ilowever, any flies created by this job step arc lost.

The extended character file label (parameter 1) and the diskette
volume ID (parameter 3) must be specifted when using the
SAVEEXT~ procedure.

SYS --8588 Line (line numberJ ~lUtomonitor stopped,
tl'IIlP comm cntlr check

User I{esponse

Severity: N/A

Seventy: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: N/A
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Explanation

This is an informational message. This message was sent because
a wrap test was run. A communications adapter controiler check
occurred. The line on which the wrap test was run is identified in
the message.

A multiline communications adapter controller check occurred
while an SSP·ICF subsystem was communicating. This message
was preceded by a message at the system console indicating the
severity of the check. Perform the recovery action for that
message. The location name associated with the subsystem is
identified in the message.

Additional Information

Additional Information

The communications adapter wrap test was run successfully.
Auto monitoring mode is currently inactive on the specified line.
Run the STARTM procedure if the line is to be automatically
initiated.

This message may be the result of return codes 8083, 8084, 8183,
8184,8283,8383, or 8384 for an SSp·ICF application program.
Refer to the description of these return codes in the appropriate
subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you are using for
additional recovery information. If you are using the BSe 3270
subsystem, refer to a description of these return codes in the 3270
Device Emulation Guide, SC21-7912. If this error continues to
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

SYS --8589 Line (line numberl automonitor stopped
by permanent MLCA check
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A communications adapter controller check occurred, and a wrap
test was run. The wrap test failed because a permanent error
occurred during execution of the wrap test. The line on which the
wrap test was run is identified in the message.
Additional Information

If attempted, the STARTM procedure would most likely fail.
You must IPL the system before communications are used again.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

SYS --8590 Line Iline numberl--Comm controller
check during wrap-SRC-(systcm rcfcrcnce
code)
,Severity: 4

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS··8590) and the
line number and system reference code identified in the message.
Additional Information

An attempt was made to run the wrap test after a failure on the
communications line identified in the message. The wrap test
could not be run because either a temporary or permanent
communication controller check occurred. The system reference
code (SRC) in the message further defines the wrap test results.
If the system reference code is 1800, a temporary communication
controller check occurred. Any other system reference code
A
indIcates a permanent communication controller check.
preceding message was displayed to the system console describing
the original error that caused the wrap test to be run.
If this error continues to occur or occurs intermittently, fill out a
Problem Summary Form found in the SysTem Problem
Determinacion manual, and call for hardware servIce.

User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job can continue with the next job step. The
SSP-ICF session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to eXIsting rIles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step arc 10sL
Note: Depending on the SSp·ICF data management error
recovery, options might not be issued with this m.::.ssage. If none
are available, another message may be issued from the user
program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that message.

SYS --8594 Line llinc numbcrl--Tcmporary comm
controllcr check
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A multiline communications adapter controller check occurred
when a wrap test was run on the controller, and the condition was
Communications on the line
determined to be temporary.
identified in the message text have ended. You can attempt to
establish communications again.

If this message continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.
User Response
Option 1: If there were active sessions at the time of the failure,
each session will be posted with a return code indicating that a
failure occurred. The application(s) can then take appropriate
recovery acllon. If there were no active sessions at the time of the
failure, the communications line remains in monitor mode.
Option 3:
The subsystem enabled on the specified line is
immediately disabled. Any active sessions are posted with an
immediate·dlsable return code.

You should do an IPL before trymg to use any more
commUfllC3110ns.

SYS --8595 Unc Ilinc numbcrJ--Pcrnmncnt comm
controller dlcck

t:~r

Severity: 4

Rtsponse

Option 3: The ssp·lcr subsystem that IS runnmg on the
spel:lficd hne is dIsabled.

SYS --8591 Ilocation namcJ--Colllm controHcr chc(.'k
Severity: 3
Explanation
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Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A multiline communications adapter controller check occurred
when a wrap test was run on the controller, and the condition was
Communications on the line
determined to be permanent.
idenllfied in the message have ended. You should not attempt any
further communications until you fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call

for hardware service. You must do an IPL before you use any
communications again.

User Response

Severity: N/A

Option 3: The subsystem enabled on the specified line is
immediately disabled.
Any active sessions are given an
immediate-disable return code.

SYS --8598 Line (line number)--Temporary MLCA
controller check
Severity: 5

Explanation
An autocal\ was attempted on the line identified in the messagt to
the phone number identified in the message. The call WIIS
unsuccessful (retry count exhausted) because of a data line
occupied condition. See the error history file for additional
information on the exact cause of the error.
You should run whatever problem determination procedures you
have for communications.

A multiline communications adapter (MLCA) controller check
occurred wher. the 3270 BSC subsystem was communicating with
the host system. A wrap test was run on the controller, and the
condition was determined to be temporary. Communications on
the line identified in the message have ended, but might be
attempted again.
Do one of the following:

No operator response is required.

SYS --8601 Line (line number)-Call unsuccessful to
(number called)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

•

Enter option I if you
communications again.

•

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8598) and the line number identified in the message.

want

to

try

to

establish

Additional InFormation
Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

An autocall was attempted on the line identified in the message to
the phone number identified in the message. The call was
unsuccessful (retry count exhausted) because of an abandon call
and retry condition. See the error history table for additional
information on the exact cause of the error.
You should run whatever problem determination procedures you
have for communications.
No operator response is required.

User Response
Option I: If there is an active session at the time of the failure,
that session is posted with a return code indicating that a failure
occurred. The application may then take appropriate recovery
action. The communications line remains in monitor mode.
Option 2: The subsystem enabled on the specified line is
immediately disabled. Any active sessions are posted with an
immediate-disable return code. The job step is ended. Data
created up to this step is saved and the job can continue with the
next job step.

SYS --8599 Line (line numberl--Permanent MLCA
controller check
Auto Response:

Expl:mation
A multiline communications adapter (:vtLCA) controller check
occurred while the 3270 BSC subsystem was communicating with
the host system. A wrap test was run on the controller, and the
condition was determined to be permanent. Communications on
the line identified in the message have ended.
You should not attempt any further communications until you call
for hardware service. You may need do an lPL berore you can
use any ccmmunlcations again.
Do the following:
•

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS .. 8599) and the hne number idenllficd in the message.

•

f::l out a /'rob:t'm .'i:Jmmary Form round in the SyslL'm
Determination manual, and call ror hardware
sef':cc.

CSti'

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

SYS --8600 Line (line numberl-Call unsuccessful to
(number called)

Pn·b!.:m

Response

Option 2:
The subsystem enabled on the specified line is
immediately disabled. Any active sessions are posted with an
immedlate·disable return code. The job step is ended. Data
created up to this step is sa\·ed and the job can continue with the
next job step.

SYS --8602 Line (Iinc numberJ-Call unsuccessful to
Inumber called)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An autocall was attempted on the line identified in the message to
the phone number identified in the message. The call was
unsuccessful (retry count exhausted) because of a present next
digit error condition. See the error history table for additional
information on the exact cause of the error.
You should run whatever problem determination procedures you
have for communications.
No operator response is required.

SYS --8603 Line (linc number)-Call unsuccessful to
(number called)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation"
An autocall was attempted on the line identified in the message to
the phone number identified in the message. The call was
unsuccessrul (retry count exhausted) because of a distant station
connected error condition. Two possible causes of this error arc
that the wrong number was reached or that the correct number
was reached but it was busy.
You should run whatever problem determination procedures you
have for communications.
No operator response is required.

SYS --8604 Line (line number(-Call unsuccessful to
(number called)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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An autocall was attempted on the line identified in
the Dhone number identified in the message.
unsuccessful (retry count exhausted) because of a
error condition.
See the error history table
information on the exact cause of the error.

the message to
The call was
power indicate
for additional

There is an error in the STARTM procedure. Enter option 3 and
give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--8612) and the line
number identified in the message.

You should run whatever problem determination procedures you
have for communications.

procedure
was
invoked to
perform
The ST ARTM
auto-monitoring on the communications line identified in the
message. The procedure is invalid as auto-monitoring is already
being performed on the specified line.

No operator response is required.

SYS --8605 Line )Iine number)-Call successful to
(number called)
Severity: NfA

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation
This is an informational message. A successful autocall was
completed on the line number identified in the message to the
phone number identified in the message.
No operator response is required.

Additional Information

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8613 Line lline number)--STARTM proc
invalid. Linc not multipoint
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --8606 Line lline number)-Call unsuccessful to
Iphone numbcr)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NfA

Additional Information

Explanation
An autoca!! was attempted on the line identified in the message to
the phone number given in the message. The call was not
successful (the retry count was exhausted) because of a distant
station connection error.
The error occurred because the
Data-Set-Ready (DSR) signal or the Clcar-To-Send (CTS) signal
was lost on the communications line after a connection had been
made with the distant station. No operator response is required
for this message.

SYS --8607 Line (line numberJ--Phone list exhausted
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An autocall was attempted on the line identified in the message.
All the numbers in the list were successfully called or attempts to
reach the number(s) failed (the phone list was exhausted).
For more information on If CO:vtM OCL statements, IF
conditional expressions, and SSP-ICF session statements, refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020,
No further operator action is required.

SYS --8608 Line Iline numberJ--;'\ot an autocallline
Severity: N I A

Auto Response: 'No I A

Explanation
An altem!'t was made to make an autocall on the line specified in
the message. 1I0wever. the hne is not configured as the associated
autocall lme.
'lake sure the hne number is correct. L'se the STA n:s CO\I\I
command to find out If the Ime is the assoclaled autocall Ime. 1'111
out a ProNem Summary Form before calhng for sen'lce. If the
Ene IS not an autocall h~e. call for hardware servlcc. If the line IS
an autocall ilne. cail for soltware sen'lce.
:\ 0

There is an error in the ST ARTM procedure. Enter option 3 and
give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--8613) and the line
number identified in the message.

operator response IS required.

The ST ARTM procedure was invoked to perform auto
monitoring on the communications line identified in the message.
The specified line is not configured as a multipoint line. Auto
monitoring can be performed only on a multipointJine.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8614 Line Iline numbcr)--Invalid station address
in START:\I proc.
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the STARTM procedure. Enter option 3 and
give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8614) and the line
number identified in the message.
Additional Information
Parameter 3 in the STARTM procedure is invalid. Allowed
station addresses are:
for EBCDIC, the hexadecimal
representation of the alphameric alphameric n through R, and for
ASCII, the hexadecimal representation of alphameric characters
A through Z. For more information on the STARTM procedure,
refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
t.:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8615 Linc llinc numbcrl--Assign failure--cannot
l(md control store
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --8612 Line Ilinc num[,crl--STARL\I proc
im·:did. Automonitor acth·c.

Explanation

Severity: 5

A START\! procedure request failed for the communications line
identified in the message.

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 0 to wait for system queue space to become
available.

•

Enter option 1 to try the operation again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--86 15) and the line number identified in the message.

Additional Inrormation
An SQS assign failure oceurred because there is not enough
contiguous system queue space available in main storage to load
the control storage microcode load buffer.
User Response
Option 0: Select this option to wait for SQS space to become
available.
Option I: Select this option to retry the SQS assign. If space is
not available this message will be issued again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exisL However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8616 l.ine Iline numberl--Data set ready is in
an im'alid state
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are 10SL

SYS --8618 Line (line number)--STOPM not needed.
Automonitor not active
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The STOPM procedure is being run for the communications line
identified in the message. However, the line number specified in
the procedure is not in auto monitor mode. You might have
entered the wrong line number.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8618) and the line number identified in the message.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exisL However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8626 Insufficient library space for load member
now
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A START:'.! procedure request failed for the communications line
identified in the message.
Do one of the following:

•

Make the data set ready and enter option 1 to try the
procedure request again.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8616) and the line number identified in the message.

Additional Information
A failure occurred because the data set (modem) on the specified
line does not have power, or if on a switched line, the previous
connection may not have been disconnected from the network.
Ensure that the modem has disconnected the previous connection
before attempting to make a new connection.

An error was encountered during the running of the define phone
list utility (DEFI;\;EPN).
Additional Information
An attempt was made to create a load member for the phone list
utility. There is not enough space in either the specified library or
the library directory to put the load member in.
User Response
Option I: Select this option after using the inquiry function and
deleting some existing members.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8635 Cannot run lutility name) with other
security procedures ...

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Option I: Make the data set ready, then select this option to try
the procedure request again.

You tried to run a resource security procedure or utility; however,
another user on the system is currently running a security
procedure or utility that the system cannot run at the s:lme time.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any flies created by this job step are lost.

SYS --8617 tine lline numbt'rJ--This line is not
supported or usable ...
Severit y: 5

Auto Response:

E~lanation

There IS an error in the START:'.I or STOI'\! procedure. The line
number speCified in either the START\! or the STOP\!
procedure IS not configured on the system.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--8617) and the line number identified in the message.
l:ser Response

Auto Response:

If your next try is unsuccessful, notify the system operator to
locate the user running the other procedure or utility and the
approximate time the the user will finish. You might also have the
system operator cancel that user's work station session.
l:ser Response
Option I: Try the request again. The other user may be finished
running the resource security procedure or utility.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job can continue with the next job step; however,
any data created by this step is lost.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8636 Rt'source security file does not currently
exist ...
System Messages
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Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

You tried to run a procedure or utility that required the existence
or the resource security file.
Create the resource security file using the SECDEF procedure, or
restore a copy of the saved resource security file using the
SECREST procedure; then try the operation again.
User Response

SYS --8640 Resource security already set to be
activatcd ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

You are attempting to activate or deactivate resource security;
however, resource security is already scheduled to be activated at
the next IPL.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job can continue with the next job step; however,
any data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: Continue with the request (allowed if you are
attempting to deactivate resource security).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job can continue with the next job step; however,
any data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8637 File cannot be remm'cd, resource security
active...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is 1051.

Severity: S

SYS --8641 Res security already seheduled to be
dcactivated ...

Auto Response:

Explanation

You must deactivate resource security before the resource security
file can be removed.

Severity: N/A

User Response

You are attempting to activate or deactivate resource security;
however, resource security is already scheduled to be deactivated
at the next IPL.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job can continue with the next job step; however,
any data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 0: Continue with the request (allowed if you are
attempting to activate resource security).

SYS --8638 Rcsource sccurity schedulcd to be
activated ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the .job can continue with the next job step; however,
any data created by this step is lost.

Severity: S

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --8642 Resource security not active ...

You are attempting to remove the resource security file. This
message is issued as a warning and indicates that resource security
is scheduled to be active after the next IPL.

Severity: S

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: Continue by removing the resource security file.
Resource security will not be active after the next IPL.

This is an informational message. This message is issued when
you attempt to deactivate resource security but resource security
is not currently active and is not scheduled to be active at the next
IPL.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8639 Cannot acth'ate resource security ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You are allempllng to acth'ate resource security. I-Iowever. the
resource s~'Cunty file does not currently eXIst. You must use the
SECDEF procedure to create the resource security file before you
at~mpl to acu\,ate resource security.

Auto Response:

L'ser Response

Option 2: The jo" ~,~" is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job ~·'III continue with the next job step; however,
any data created by this step is lost.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8643 VTOC and resource security config
conflict
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
L'ser Itrsponse

Option 2: The job step is cnded. Data created up to this step is
sncd and the job can contmue with the next Job step; however.
any d:da created by this step is lost.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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An inconsistencv between information contained in the VTOC and
information co~tained in the security configuration was found at
I P L. The security functions tried to diagnose and correct the
problem; however. you should notify the master security officer.
Give the master security officer the message ID (SYS·-8643).
Master Security Officer Information

This message is issued at IPL by #MSRR.
service.

Call for software

SYS --8644 Resource security activated without tile ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation,

Explanation

You pressed the Roll Up key to scroll forward through the list of
user records for a particular resource record; however, the user
record displayed is the last user record for the resource record.
You can press a command key or the Roll Down key to make the
message disappear.

The system was not able to find the resource security file; the file
must be available when resource security is active. This problem
could be caused by a system error, or by the user accidentally or
deliberately trying to remove the resource security file.

Severity: N/A

Before resource security can be used, a backup copy of the
resource security file must be restored using the SECREST
procedure, or the file must be created again using the SECDEF
procedure and new entries placed in it using the SECEDIT
procedure.

You pressed command key 6 to display user records for a
particular resource record; however, the resource record does not
currently have any user records.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8650 No users for this resource record
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You can use command key 5 to cause the SECEDIT procedure to
go into add mode. Then you can add user records or cancel add
mode by pressing a command key.

SYS --8651 Resource security tile can not be extended
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --8645 Resource security file has been restored
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

This message is for your information and is sent to the system
console when the resource security file is restored.
No further operator action is required.

You have tried to secure a file, library, or folder. However, the
resource security file is currently full and there is no room on disk
to extend it.
For details on how to make the resource security file larger, refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21-9042.

SYS --8652 Resource name already exists
Severity: N/A

SYS --8646 Bcginning of resource records
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You pressed the Roll Down key to scroll backward through the
resource security file; however, the resource record displayed is the
first resource record that you have access to.
You can press a command key or the Roll Up key to make the
message disappear.

SYS --8647 End of resource records
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You pressed the Roll Up key to scroll forward through the
resource security file; however, the resource record displayed is the
last resource record that you ha\'e access to.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You tried to add a resource record; however, a resource record
already exists for the resource name being added.
You must specify a different resource name or cancel the request
by pressing a command key or a roll key.

SYS --8653 Record not found
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You tried to view a particular resource record or user record that
cannot be found in the resource security file.
You must try viewing a different record or end scan mode in
SECEDIT RESOURCE by pressing a command or roll key.

SYS --8654 i\ot allowed access to this record

You can press a command key or the Roll Down key to make the
message disappear.

Severity: N/A

SYS --8648 lX'ginning of users for this resource record

You tried to view a particular resource or user record in the
resource security file. The record was found, but you do not have
authorization to display that record.

Se\'cnty: =".A

Auto Rcsponse; ="'A

Explanation

You pressed the Roil Down key to scroll backward through the
USl!!' hst for a parucular resource record; however, the user record
displayed IS the first user record for the resource record.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You must either enter 'a different record name or end scan mode
in SECEDIT RESOURCE by pressing a command or roll key.

SYS --8655 :'\0 acth'e resource rccords to display

You can prcss a command key or the Roll Up key to make the
message disappear.

Severity: N/A

SYS --86-49 End of users for this resource record

You tried to display resource records in the resource security file
by using the roll keys; however, there are no resource records to
display.

Severity:

~/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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SECEDIT will stay in add mode until records are added; therefore,
you must add a resource record or end SECEDIT by pressing
command key 7.

b.

#STARTUPI.

c.

Start Autocall/X.21 task if X.21 is configured. This
will not appear if X.21 is not configured.

SYS --8656 Parent resource not in res security file

d.

Print Spooling.

Severity: N/A

e.

Job Queue.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

5.

You tried to add to or change the parent resource field of a
resource record; however, there is no resource record for the
parent resource name that you entered.

Enter option 1 to exit the overrides menu and continue the
IPL.

6.

After the IPL has completed, you can use the BUILD
procedure to display and correct the data being written on
the alternative sector. If you correct the data, you can
perform another IPL to activate the function you had to
cancel to correct this error. Run the job again. Otherwise,
you can continue with the next job.

You must cancel the add or update operation, enter a parent
resource name that already exists in the file, or enter a file or
library name.

SYS --8657 Resource name is not #LIBRARY
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

For more information about the BUILD procedure, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

You specified that a resource record in the resource security file is
the system library, #L1BRARY; however, the resource name field
entered is not #L1BRARY.

If this error continues to occur after you run the nUlLO
procedure, take the 0 option and use the APAR procedure to
copy the task dump to diskette.
Fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

You must enter the name #L1BRARY as resource name.

SYS --8660 Error in resource security file

SYS --8658 User record already exists for resource

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to add or change a user record for a particular resource
record; however, the user 10 specified is already listed under that
resource record.
You must change the user 10 so that it is one not already listed
for the resource record, or cancel the add or update by pressing a
command key or roll key.

Auto Response: N/A

This is a system error. The SECEDIT or SECL.IST procedure
found an inconsistency in the resource security file. The file is
currently in error.
Notify your master security officer to run the SECREST
procedure and restore a backup copy of the resource security file,
or for help in building the file again.

SYS --8661 Not listed as owner of any resources

SYS --8659 Permanent disk error encountered in
VTOC

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

You tried to run the SECEDIT procedure to edit the resource
security file; however, you are not a security officer or the master
security officer (or password security is not active and you are not
at the system console) and you are not listed as the owner of any
resource records in the resource security file.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A permanent disk error was encountered in the VTOC during an
IPL. This error must be corrected after you complete the IPL and
before you run any jobs.
The system tried to recover the data from the defective disk by
writing it back to the defective sector or on an alternative disk
sector. However, the data may be incorrect.

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you want to access a particular resource, notify a security
officer or master security officer (or notify the system operator if
password security is not active) and have your name added to the
user list for that resource in the resource security file.
User Response

Do the following:
I.

Press the Enter key to exit the security error screen.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

2.

When the II'L Si;;n-On display appears. entcr Y for the
oyerridcs option.
\Iore information about the 11'1.
(Jo.·errides prompt can be found in the Operaling Your
Syslem manual.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

3.

\tessage SYS--0038 will be displayed.
respond to SYS--0038.

4.

:'I:ext, the IPL Ol'err/des Menu will be displayed. Refore the
IPL can complete, you must cancel some functions by
chan;lng the override values. \Iore Information about the
11'1. ,;.-ariJcs ,\fmu can be found In the Vperalillg rour
Syslcm manual. This manual Will gUide you. step by step,
through the oveffldes displays, The following are the
functions you Will want to cancel by changing the override
valucs:

a.
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File Rebuild.

Enter option 2 to

SYS --8662 Security information missing for Iresource
labell···
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A file. library, or folder that is labeled as secure docs not have a
resource record for it in the resource security file, This problem
could be caused by one of the following:
•

A down-level copy of the resource security file was restored.

•

A system error.

•

A deliberate attempt was made by someone to damage the
resource security file on the system.

A resource record for the file, library, or folder will have to be
added to the resource security file, or a current level copy of the
resource security file must be restored using the SECREST
procedure.
User Response
Option 0: If this option is allowed, the operation for this file,
library, or folder is ignored, and the job step will continue.
Option 1: If this option is allowed, it will have one of the
following meanings:
•

•

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard and the EN D statement has not been entered, the
operation specified on the last control statement is ignored
and you can enter another utility control statemenL
If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard and the END statement has been entered, the
operation is tried again with the utility control statements
already entered. The error should be corrected before
selecting this option or the error will be issued again.

If the job was run from a procedure. the operation is tried
again. The error should be corrected before selecting this
option or the error will be issued again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however, any data created by up to this step may
be lost.

SYS --8663 User not authorized to access (resource
label) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --8664 New label (resource labell is not secure •••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to use the RENAME procedure to rename a secure file,
library, or folder. However, the new name of the file, library, or
folder does not have an entry in the resource security file. The
system will only allow a secure file, library, or folder to be
renamed as another secure file, library, or folder.
You should enter the miw name of the file, library, or folder in the
resource security file using SECEDIT RESOURCE (for files and
libraries) or SECEDIT OFFICE (for folders) before you retry the
RENAME procedure.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however, data created by this step may be lost.

SYS --8665 Iresource labeIJ--Log of message to history
file faikd ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You are using a secure file, library, or folder, and an audit
message should be placed in the history file. However, the audit
attempt failed due to either a history error or full h_istory file.
Check to see if the history file is full. If necessary, increase the
size of the history file or remove entries from it. If there is space
in the history file, then call for software service because this
indicates that a system error occurred.
User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You tried to use a resource; however, the resource is labeled as
secure, and you do not have proper authorization to use that
resource for the intended level of access.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however, any data created by this step may be
lost.

Notify the owner of the resource or a security officer to have your
user 10 added or changed so that you can use that resource at the
intended level of access.

SYS --8666 User not authorized to attach to program
Severity: N/A

Vser Response

Explanation

Option 0: If this option is allowed, the operation for this resource
is ignored, and the job step will continue with the next resource.

You tried to run an MRT procedure which was already active.
At the time you tried to call the procedure, the active MRT
procedure had already called flies, libraries, or folders that you do
not have the proper authorization to use.

Option 1: If this option is allowed, it will have one of the
following meanings:

•

If >tou are entering utility control statements from the
key~oard and the E:,\ 0 statement has not been entered, the
o~nation specified on the last control statement is ignored
and you can enter another utility control statemenL

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
ke\'board and the E:,\ [) statement has been entered, the
operation is tTled agam With the utility control statements
already entered. The error should be corrected before
selecting thIS opllon, or the error WIll be issued again.

• -

If the job was run from a procedure, the operation is tried
a~aln. The error shouid be corrected before selecting thIS
opuon, or the error WIll be Issued again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
thiS job is saved; however, data created by this step may be 10SL

Auto Response: N/A

:-':otify the programmer responsible for maintaining this job to
find out which liles, libraries, or folders the MRT procedure uses
and what level they are accessed at. Either the owner of the liles,
libraries, or folders or a security officer will have to give you the
proper authorization to use them.

SYS --8667 lfile label) :\'ot secured correctly as AI file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You tried to create or access a secure alternative index file;
however. the resource record in the resource security file was not
correctly set up by the owner of the file or by the security officer.
The owner of the file or the security officer will have to update the
resource security.flle using the SECEDIT RESOUCE procedure
for the alternative index file named. If password security is not
active, the update will have to be made from the system console.
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User Response

Option 0: If this option is allowed, the operation for this file is
ignored and the job step will continue with the next file.
Option I: If this option is allowed, it will have one of the
following meanings:

SYS --8671 (user id) docs not have run aecess to
)Iibrary name) .••
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard and the END statement has not been entered, the
operation specified on the last control statement is ignored
and you can enter another utility control statement.

The library identified in the message is a secure library and the
user I D named in the message tried to run a procedure or
program from the library, or tried to make it a session library.
You do not have run access or higher access to this library.

•

If you are entering utility control statements from the
keyboard and the END statement has been entered, the
operation is tried again with the utility control statements
already entered. The error should be corrected before
selecting this option or the error will be issued again.

The owner of the library or a security officer should determine if
you should have run access to the library. If necessary the owner
or the security officer should update the resource security file to
all.ow you to have at least run access to the library.

•

If the job was run from a procedure, the operation is tried

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

again. The error should be corrected before selecting this
option or the error will be issued again.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however. any data created by this step may be
lost.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however, data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8672 )user name) does not have read access to
(resource label) ...
Severity: 5

SYS --8668 Permanent disk error on resource security
file ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

Expl:mation

You tried to run a program or procedure that accessed a secure
file, library, or folder for reading or copying. However, you do
not have either read or copy access to that file, library, or folder.

The system tried to access the resource security file or other data
areas that depend on it; however, a permanent hardware error was
found on that area of the disk.

The owner of the file, library, or folder, or a security officer can
determine if you should have read access. If necessary, the owner
or the security officer should update the resource security file to
allow you to have read access.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the master security officer the
message ID (SYS--8668).

User Response

Additional Information

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

If this error continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual. and call for
hardware service.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however, data created by this step is lost.

Vser Response

SYS --8673 luser nameJ does not have update access
to Jresource labelJ ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --8669 Resource security actil"ated without file

You tried to run a program or procedure that accessed a secure
file, library, or folder in an attempt to add, change, or remove
records in that file, library, or folder. However, you do not have
the proper authorization to have update access to this resource.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Resource security was activated at IPL; however, there is no
resource security file listed in the VTOC. This message is issued
only at II'L and should not occur. Someone may have tried to
damage security. You can recover by restoring a backup copy of
the resource security file. If this error continues to occur, fill out
a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual. and call for software service.

S¥S --8670 Incorrect resource config file name
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is a resource security file name in the security configuration
that is not allowed.
This error should not occur; therefore, call for software service.
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The owner of the file, library, or folder, or a security officer can
determine if you should have update access. If necessary, the
owner or the security officer should update the resource security
file to allow you to have update access to the file, library, or
folder.
Vser Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however, data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8674 (user name) does not have chan!!e access
to (resource labelJ ...
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

You tried to run a program or utility that creates or removes the
indicated secure file. library. or folder. However. you do not have
change access to this file. library. or folder.
The owner of the file. library. or folder. or a security officer can
determine if you should have change access to the file. library. or
folder. If necessary. the owner or security officer should update
the resource security file to allow you to have change access to the
file. library or folder.

This message is recorded in the history file if the alternative index
file is in the resource security file. The resource security file
indicates that a successful access is to be recorded. This message
is displayed only when you specify Ye.r in response to Log
succe.r.rful acce.r.re.r? in the resource security file.
.

SYS --8680 (user IDI User allowed run access to this

library

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

This message is recorded in the history file if the following occur:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however. data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8675 luser namel is not an owner of Iresource

labell·"
Severity: S

Auto Response:

•

The library named in the message is located in the resource
security file.

•

The library is allocated for the execution of members.

This message is displayed only when you specify Yes in response
to Log succe.r.rful acce.r.re.r? in the resource security file.

SYS --8681 Iresource namel User allowed read access

to this resource

Explanation
You tried to rename a file. library. or folder. However. the new
or old name of the file. library, or folder is secure. and you do not
have owner access to rename it.
The owner of the file, library folder, or a security officer can
determine if you should have owner access. If necessary. the
owner or security officer should update the resource security file
to allow you to have owner access to the file. library. or folder.
User Response

Explanation
This message is recorded in the history file if the following occur:
•

The file. library. or folder is in the resource security file.

•

The file. library, or folder named in the message is allocated
for reading.

This message is displayed only when you specify Ye.r in response
to Log succe.r.rful acce.r.re.r? in the resource security file.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --8682 (resource namel User allowed update

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however. data created by this step is lost.

Explan.ation

SYS --8676 File specified not saved resource security

file .. ,
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You specified a file that is not a saved resource security file. You
must cancel the procedure and try again with a name for the saved
resource security file tllat is allowed.

access to this resource
This message is recorded in the history file if the following
conditions exist:
•

The file, library. or folder named in the message is in the
resource security file.

•

An update to that resource is successful.

SYS --8683 (resource namel User allowcd change

access to this resource
Explanation

SYS --8677 Incorrect group name entered
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

This message ~ recorded in the history file if the following
conditions exist:

Explanation

•

The file. library. or folder named in the message is in the
resource security file.

You entered a group name into the resource name field that was
more than the allowed 7 characters long. To continue. enter a
group name with 7 characters or less and press the Enter key.

•

An access to the resource security file is successful.

SYS --8684 (old resource namel- (new resource nanw)

User gh·cn access to change rcsource
name

S'iS --8678 Group name entered oH'rlaps existing
group
Se\'erity: N:A

Auto Response: :-\/A

Explanation

Explanation

This message is recotded in the history file if the following
conditions exist:

TI2S group name you entered could contain files or libraries that
are part of a group that already eXists. Before you continue, you
must chan;!e the group name or remove the already eXisting group
record.

•

The file, library, or folder named in thp. message is in the
resource security file.

•

The attempt to rename the resource is successful.

S'iS --8679Iuser IDIl'scr allowed to create secure
AI file

SYS --8686 l'ser allmH'd owner access to (member
nameJ in (mcmber namel(foldcr nanu~1

Expl:mation

Explanation
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This message is recorded in the history file if a user accessed a
member in this folder with an owner access level. A message is
automatically recorded in the history file if an attempted access of
a member in this folder is unsuccessful.

SYS --8693 User allowed owner access to (folder
namel(subdirectory namel(foldcr
namel

SYS --8687 User allowed update access to (member
name) in (member name)lfolder name)

Explanation

Explanation
This message is recorded in the history file if a user accessed a
member in this folder with an update access level. A message is
automatically recorded in the history file if an attempted access of
a member in this folder is unsuccessful.

SYS --8688 t:ser allowed read access to (member
name) in (member namellfolder namel
Explanation
This message is recorded in the history file if a user accessed a
member in this folder with a read access level. A message is
automatically recorded in the history file if an attempted access of
a member in this folder is unsuccessful.
User Response

This message is recorded in the history file if a user accessed a
subdirectory in this folder with a owner access level. A message
is automatically recorded in the history file if an attempted access
of a subdirectory in this folder is unsuccessful.
User Response

SYS --8715 Parm 8 must be IGC or not given in
BLDMENUcmd
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the BLDMENU procedure. If parameter 8
is specified, the only allowed value is IOC. When IOC is specified
for parameter 8, native language headings are used in the menu
headings, and the input field is opened; for example, you can enter
IOC characters in your command field.
User Response

SYS --8689 User allowed run access to (member namel
in (member namel(folder name(
Explanation
This message is recorded in the history file if a user accessed a
member in this folder with a run access level. A message is
automatically recorded in the history file if an attempted access of
a member in this folder is unsuccessful.

SYS --8690 t.;ser allowed read access to (folder namel
(subdirectory namellfolder namel
Explanation
This message is recorded in the history file if a user accessed a
subdirectory in this folder with a read access level. A message is
automatically recorded in the history file if an attempted access of
a subdirectory in this folder is unsucccssful.
User Response

SYS --8691 "Cser allowed update access to Ifolder
namcllsubdirectory namel(folder
namcl
Explanation
This message is recorded in the history file if a user accessed a
subdirectory in this folder with a update access level. A message
is automatically recorded in the history file if an attempted access
of a subdirectory in this folder is unsuccessful.
t:ser Response

SYS --8692 User allowed ch~tnge access to Ifolder
namcllsubdircctory namellfolder
namcl
Explanation
This message is recorded in the history file if a user accessed a
subdirectory in this folder with a change access level. A message
is automatically recorded in the history file if an attempted access
of a subdirectory in this foldcr is unsuccessful.
User Response
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8721 (alternate entry number(--Extended char
code exceeds (file name) file limit
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The extended character file (#EXT2424) is not large enough to
contain the image of the specified character. The request for the
character is ignored. To use this code the system operator must
restore the extended character file with enough space for the
character. The character must be defined by the character
generator utility program.
Additional Information

If you want to use the extended ideographic character, do the
following:
•

Save the current file on diskette.

•
•

Perform an I PL with current extended file delete option.

•

Run the RESTEXT:-.I procedure again with a larger
extended charactcr file size.
After the file is restored, use the character generator utility
to define the new extended character.

SYS --8722Ialternate entry numberl-Extended char
code undefined in (file name) file
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This extended character image is not defined in the extended
character file (ilEXT2424). The request for this character is
ignored. The alternate entry number is identilied in the message
text.
Additional Inrorm:ltion
Use the character generator utility to define the extended
character.

SYS

--8723(~lltcrmtte

entry number)--Extendt.'tl char
code filled memory

/

i

\

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
All the random access memory entries for this work station are
being used. Although this character cannot be displayed, the
character code is retained in the proper buffer position. Data
en~ry can continue. The alternate entry number is identified in the
message text.

SYS --8724 )file name) file is not restored
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous stcps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8728 Iprinter idl - Undefined extended char
code in )file namel file .•.
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An undefined extended character was found in the print data for
the output file. The printer and the file name are given in the
message text.

Explanation

Do one of the foHowing:

The extended character file must be restored before any extended
characters can be used as input.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing. Undefined characters
are replaced with blanks.

Additional Information

•

Enter option I to continue processing until another
undefined character is found. This character is replaced with
a blank.

•

Enter option 2 to return control to the program that is
running. The job step is ended.

•

Enter option 3 to cancel the job.

You can run the RESTEXTN procedure to restore the extended
character file to disk.

SYS --8726 Iprinter idl - Permanent error processing
extended character
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An error occurred while proCessing an extended character. The
printer 10 where the error occurred is identified in the message
text.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8726) and the printer ID from the message.

Additional Information
A permanent error was encountered while processing the extended
character in the print data. If this error continues to occur, fill out
a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and caH for software service.

User Response
Option 2: When print spooling is not using this printer, the
system returns cOntrol to the program running.
In most
programs the job step is ended; any new data created up to this
point is saved and the job can continue with the next job step. If
print spooling is active, the spool writer for this printer will be
stopped.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data creatcd by this step is lost.

User Response
Option 0: The undefined character is replaced with a blank and
processing continues. All other undefined characters that are
encountered are replaced with a blank, no message is issued, and
processing continues.
Option 1: The undefined character is replaced with a blank and
processing continues.
This message is reissued if another
undefined character is encountered.
Option 2: When print spooling is not using this printer, the
system returns control to the program that is running. In most
programs, the job step is ended. Any new data created up to this
point is saved and the job can continue with the next job step. If
print spooling is active, the spool writer for this printer will be
stopped.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8729 (printer idl- Extended char code exceeds
)file namel file limit ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --8727 )file namel file has not been restored

An extended character was found, in the print data, that is out of
range of the extended character file (#EXT2424 or #EXT1818).
The printer and the file name are given in the message.

Severity: N'A

Do one of the fuP ·'-·"1g:

Auto Response: N!A

Explanation
An attempt was made to use extended characters from the
extended character file (=EXT2J2J or :;EXTI81S). However, the
file has not been restored.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S'I'S-8727) and the file name from the message.
Before you try this operauon again use the Rr:STEXTN
procedure to restore the file.

•

Enter option 0 to continue processing. Undefined characters
are replaced with blanks.

•

Enter option 1 to continue processing until another
undefined character is found. This character is replaced with
a blank.

•

Enter option 2 to return control to the program that is
running. The job step is canceled.

•

Enter option j to cancel the job.

t:ser Response

Additional Information

Opuon 2: When print spooling is not using this printer, the
system returns control to the executing program. In most
programs, the job step is ended. Any new data created up to this
point is savcd and the job can continue with the next job step. If
print spooling is active, the spool writer for this printer will be
stopped.

The printer identified in the message contains print data that is n()t
in the extended character file. Before the character can be printed,
the me size must be increased. Then the extended character_
should be added to this file by using the character generator utility.
To process the out-of-range character, do the following:
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•
•

Save the current file on diskette.

•

Run the RESTEXTN procedure again with a larger
extended character file size.

•

After the file is restored, use the character generator utility
to define the new extended character.

Perform an IPL with.current extended file delctc again.

User Response
Option 0: The character is replaced with a blank and processing
continues. All other out-of-range characters that are encountered
are replaced with a blank, no message is issued, and processing
continues.
Option I: The character is replaced with a blank and processing
continues. This message is issued again if another out-of-range
character is encountered.
Option 2: When print spooling is not using this printer, the
In most
system returns control to the executing program.
programs, the job step is ended. Any new data created up to this
point is saved and the job can continue with the next job step. If
print spooling is active, the spool writer for this printer will be
stopped.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8735 Invalid parameter 2 in STARTM
procedure
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the ST ARTM procedure being run. Enter
option 3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8735).
Additional Inrormation
An attempt was made to run the STARTM procedure; however,
parameter 2 is invalid. Parameter 2 must be E for EBCDIC or
A for ASCII.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8736 NOCOPY cannot be used with CANCEL
or RELEASE
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --8731 Parameter(s) missing in STARTM or
STOPM procedure
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8736) and the
name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

Explanation

Additional Inrormation

There is an error in the STARTM or STOPM procedure being
run. Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8731 ).

The COPYPRT procedure was specified for the user access to
spool file utility program ($UASF). The NOCOPY key word
parameter causes previously copied spool file entries to be
displayed. However, either the CANCEL or RELEASE key word
parameter was also specified in the procedure. CANCEL and
RELEASE are both invalid when the NOCOPY key word is
specified.

Additional Information
An attempt was made to run either the STARTM or STOPM
procedure for the automonitor function on a communications line.
However, the required parameters were not specified. The line
number must be given in b,oth the STARTM and STOPM
procedures. Correct line numbers if you have the MLCA feature
are I through 4. The correct line number if you have the SLCA
feature is I. Parameter 2 of the ST ARTM procedure must be
either an E (EBCDIC transmission code) or an A (ASCII
transmission code). Parameter 3 of the ST ARTM procedure must
be specified as the station address. For more information on the
STARTM and STOPM procedures, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8737 Invalid parameter 3 in COPYPRT
procedure
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

t:ser Response

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8737) and the
name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

SYS --8734 Invalid parameter I in START:\I or
STOP:\I procedure
Seventy: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the START\I or STOP\I procedure bemg
run. E~!er optJon 3 and gi\(~ the programmer the message 10
(S}:S--373.1).
Addilional Information

Additional Information
Parameter 3 in the COPYPRT procedure was invalid. The
allowed entries are CA:--;CEL, RELEASE, or not given. The
COPYPRT procedure was specirled for the SUASF utility
program.

t:scr Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

An anempt was made to run the START\! or STOP\I procedure.

Uo\\e\'er, parameter I is Invalid. If you have the \ILCA feature,
correct Ime numbers are I through 4. If you have the SLCA
feature. the correct line number is I.

SYS --8738 File is being used--Cannot share

t:ser Response

Explanation
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Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
2 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--S73S) and the
name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.
Additional InFormation
An attempt .to use a file being used by another program was not
successful bccause the file is not specified as a shared file and
therefore cannot be used by other programs running on the
system at the same time.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --8739 The spool file is empty
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

3.

Reload the file using the TRANSFER procedure.

4.

Run the LlSTFILE procedure to check the record length in
the file. The record length must be SO to 96 bytes for the
.
LOAD3601 procedure to use the file.

S.

Run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

6.

If this file has not been used to load a 3601 before. the file
may contain an error. Notify your system engineer.

Additional InFormation
The file specified for the LOAD3601 procedure has an invalid
record length. The LOAD3601 procedure cannot process records
with a length of less than SO bytes or more than 96 bytes.
Obtain a correct copy of the diskette file. Use the TRANSFER
procedure to convert the diskette file to a disk file. Disable and
then enable the remote system before running the LOAD3601
procedure again.
If this error continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary Form

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 (SYS--S739) and the
name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.

found in the System Problem Determination manual. and call for
software service.

Additional InFormation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

An attempt to use the SUASF utility program to copy spool file
entries to a disk file was not successful because the spool file was
empty.

SYS --8743 Error while reading file from disk

User Response

SYS --8740 No entry(s) for this user with forms
number--(forms numberJ
Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: ,

There is an error in the program you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message 10 code (SYS--8740) and
the name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.
Additional InFormation
An attempt to use the SUASF utility program to copy one or
more spool file entries to disk was not successful because there are
no entries in the spool file that match the forms number. The
forms number is identified in the message.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS job IS saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8742 Irn'alid record

I~ngth

There is an error in the disk file being used by the LOAD3601
procedure you are running.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8743) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
Do the following:

Explanation

Se\'crity: S

Severity: S
Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

User Response

in disk file

Auto Response:

E,planation
There is an error in the disk file being used by the LOAD3601
procedure you are running.

I.

Disable and then enable the system monitor session. Try to
run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

2.

0 btain a correct copy of the diskette file.
lJ se the
TRANSFER procedure to convert the diskette file to a disk
file. Try to run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

3.

Try to print the file to see if this access method works.

4.

This is probably a hardware problem.
problem determination.

Do appropriate

Additional InFormation
The LOAD3601 procedure was attempting to read a record from
a disk file when an error occurred.
Obtain a correct copy of the diskette file. Use the TRANSFER
procedure to convert the diskette file to a disk file. Disable and
then enable the remote system, "then run the LOAD3601
procedure again.
If this error continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual. and call for
hardware service.
l:ser Response

Elller 0p:lon 3 and gIve the programmer the message II)
(S""S·-8io$2) and the name of the data file you were usmg when
thiS error occurred.

Opllon 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job IS saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do the following:

SYS --8744 EOF reached but all expected blocks not
procl.'SSed

1.

2.

~Iake sure the file name specified in the LOAD3601
procedure is correct.

. ~I ake sure the correct file is on the system.

Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
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There is an error in the disk file being used by the LOAD3601
procedure you are running.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8744) and the name of the data file you were using when
this error occurred.
Do the following:

Explanation

There is an error in the disk file being used by the LOAD3601
procedure you are running.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8746) and the name of the data file you were using when
this error occurred.

1.

Disable and then enable the system monitor session.

Do the following:

2.

Use the
Obtain a correct copy of the diskette file.
TRANSFER procedure to convert the diskette file to a disk
file. Make sure the complete file is converted to disk.

I.

Disable and then enable the system monitor session.

2.

Obtain
correct copy of the diskette file.
Use the
TRANSFER procedure to convert the diskette file to a disk
file. Make sure the complete file is converted to disk.

Additional Information

3.

Run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

The file was processed by the LOAD3601 procedure; however, the
expected number of blocks were not processed. Obtain a correct
copy of the diskette file. Use the TRANSFER procedure to
convert the diskette file to a disk file. Disable and then enable the
remote location, then run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

Additional Information

3.

Run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.
t:ser Response'

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

a

The LOAD3601 procedure was running when records in a block
were found to be out of sequence. There are four records in each
block and at least one record is not in sequence. Obtain a correct
copy of the diskette file. Use the TRANSFER procedure to
convert the diskette file to a disk file. Disable and then enable the
remote system, then run the LOAD3601 procedure again.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Delermlnallon manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

SYS --8745 Error during put operation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data c~eated ~y previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by thiS step IS lo~t.

Severity: 5

SYS --8747 Blocks in file are out of sequence

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severity: 5

An error occurred while running the LOAD3601 procedure.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--874S) and the name of the data file you were using when
this error occurred.

There is an error in the disk file being used by the LOAD3601
procedure you are running.

Do the following:
I.

Write down the numbers that appear in the upper left-hand
corner of the 3604 display screen.

2.

Disable and then enable the system monitor session.

3.

Run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

4.

If it fails again, check the numbers that appear in the upper
left-hand corner of the 3604 display screen. If the numbers
are the same as they were before (see step I), there may be
a hardware problem. If the numbers are not the same as
they were before, there may be a communications line
failure.

5.

If you cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual,
and call for hardware service.

Additional Information

The lOA03601 procedure received an abnormal return code
from the 360 I controller as the result of a put operallon. Thl!
abnormal return code could be 'the result of a 3601 controller
hardware error or a communications line failure. Di$able and then
enab!e Ihe remole system. then run the LO:\D3601 procedure
a~atn.

Explanation

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID code
(SYS·-8747) and the name of the data file you were using when
the error occurred.
Do the following:
1.

Disable and then enable the system monitor session.

2.

Obtain a correct copy of the diskette file.
Use the
TRANSFER procedure to convert the diskette file to a disk
file. Make sure the complete file is converted to disk.

3.

Run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

Additional Information

The lOAD3601 procedure was running when blocks in the file
were found to be out of sequence. The error was found when the
sequence numbers were compared to a sequence number check
field. Obtain a correct copy of the diskette file. Use the
TRA'\SFER procedure to convert the diskette file to a disk file.
LJisable and then cnable the remote system, then run the
LOALJ3601 procedure again.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Derermination manual, and call for
software service.
l"scr Response

l'ser Itesponse

Orllon 3: The job is canceled. Data created by prevIous sleps in
this Job is saved. but data created by this step IS lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this Job is saved, but data created by this step is losl.

S\'S --8748 Header record not found for this record

SYS --8746 Records in file are out of sequence

Severity: J

Severity: S

Explanation
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

\

There is an error in the disk file being used by the LOAD3601
procedure you are running.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··8748) and the name of the data file you were using when
this error occurred.

This message is for your information. The LOADJ601 procedure
successfully transmitted a load image to the 3601 controller. Enter
option 0 to continue.
User Response
Option 0: The job continues.

Do the following:

SYS --8751 Unsucccssfulload of 3601 controller

I.

Disable and then enable the system monitor session.

2.

Obtain a correct copy of the di~kette file.
Use the
TRANSFER procedure to convert the diskette file to a disk
file. Make sure the complete file is converted to disk.

3.

Make sure you are using the correct file name when you run
the LOAD3601 procedure again.

Additional Information
The LOAD3601 procedure searched all records for a header
record and did not find one. The header record is identified by a
hexadecimal FFFF in positions 17 and 18. Obtain a correct copy
of the diskette file. Use the TRANSFER procedure to convert the
diskette file to a disk file. Disable and then enable the remote
system, then run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The 3601 controller sent an abnormal return code to the
LOAD3601 procedure.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS·-8751) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
Do the following:

I.

Disable and then enable the system monitor session.

2.

Try to run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

3.

Specify a different location name parameter in the
LOAD3601 procedure (if a different location is available).
Run the LOAD3601 procedure.
If this LOAI)3601
procedure is successful, there may be a hardware problem
on the first 360 I controller.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

4.

Use the TRAI':SFER procedure to convert the diskette file
to a disk me, then try loading the LOAD3601 procedure
again.

SYS --8749 Attempt to acquire system monitor
unsuccessful

Additional Information

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
l:ser Response

Severity: 5

The LOAD3601 procedure sent a completion message of
hexadecimal 0588 to the 3601 controller; however, a message
other than the expected acknowledgement message of hexadecimal
0581 was received from the controller.

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error occurred while running the LOAD3601 procedure.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS.·8749) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determinacion manual, and call for
soft ware service.
l,"ser Response

Do the following:
I.

Check the 3600 controller to see if the starter diskette has
been IPLed.

2.

You should disable and then enable the subsystem again
with the system monitor session.

3.

Run the LOAD3601 procedure again.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8752 Waiting for response from 3601
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Additional Information
The LOAD3601 procedure attempted to acquire the system
monitor session, but the attempt was unsuccessful. The sessIOn
could already be in use by another program or the subsystem
could be enabled for other than a system monitor session. Disable
and then enable the remote system,. then run the LOAD360 I
procedure agam.

This message is for your information. The 3601 controller is not
ready to receive data from the System/36. Possible causes are:
•

The 360 I controller diskette drive door must be opened and
closed (be sure correct diskette is installed) before the
LOAD3601 procedure can continue.
:-O;ote: fie sure the correct diskette is inserted. I f the correct
diskette is not inserted, data will be overlaid.

If this error contlOues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the Syslem Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

•

An incorrect diskette in the 3601.

l:ser Reo;ponse

•

A message that requires a response .

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by prevIOus steps
th:s Job IS saved. but data created by th:s step is lost.

SYS --8750 LOAD36111 proc complctc--3601
successfully ImuJcd ...
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 0

10

:'\0 further operator response is required.

SYS --8753 LO..\1>360 I image is being transmitted
Seventy: :'\ A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The first image has been sent and the rest should follow. This is
an informational message and no action is required.
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SYS --8755 (remote system nam!!I--LWS (logical work
station idl sign-on failed--invalid user ID
SeVerity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message is for your information. No further operator action
is required.

An operator tried to sign on to the System/36 SSP-ICF finance
subsystem from a logical work station (LWS) attached to the
finance controller. The sign-on attempt failed because the
operator is not allowed to use the specified library, or a User list
does not exist for the specified library. The remote system name
and the logical work station ID are identified in the message.
Do the following:
1.

Make sure the library name was entered correctly. If not,
correct it and try to sign on again.

An operator attempted to sign on to the System/36 SSP-ICF
finance subsystem from a logical work station (LWS) attached to
the finance controller. The sign-on attempt failed because the
operator specified an invalid 10. The remote system name and the
logical work station ID are identified in the message. The
operator at the finance terminal must sign on with an allowed user
ID.

2.

Have your security officer add this ID to the list of IDs
allowed to use this library.

3.

If this user is allowed to use this library and they still cannot
sign on, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8759 (remote system namel--LWS (logical work
station idl user authorized menu input
only

SYS --8756 (remote system namel--LWS (logical work
station idl sign-on failed--invalid library

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

This is an informational message.

Additional Inrormation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

Additional Information

This message is for your information. No further operator action
is required.

An operator tried to sign on to the System/36 SSP-ICF finance
subsystem from a logical work station (LWS) attached to the
finance controller. The sign-on attempt failed because the
operator is allowed to enter menu input only. The remote system
name and the logical work station ID are identified in the message.

Additional Information

An operator tried to sign on to the System/36 SSP-ICF finance
subsystem from a logical work station (LWS) attached to the
finance controller. The sign-on attempt failed because the
operator specified an invalid library. The remote system name and
the logical work station 10 are identified in the message. The
operator at the finance terminal must sign on with an existing
library name.

Do the following:
1.

Have your security officer change the user's profile to allow
input other than menu input.

2.

If you arc allowed to enter library input and you still cannot
sign on, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the Sysrem Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8757 (remote system namcl--LWS Ilogical work
station idl sign-on failcd--invalid password

SYS --8761 (remote system namel--ACTLU COld
failcd--LWS Ilogical work station idl not
activated

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

This message is for your information only.

Do the following:

An operator tried to sign on the Systemi36 finance subsystem
from a logical work station (LWS) attached to the finance
controller. The sign-on attempt failed because the operator
specified an invalid password. The remote system name and the
logical work station 10 are identified in the message. The
operator at the fmance terminal must sign on With an allowed
password.
If this error continues to occur and the operator's password is
correct, fill out a Problem Summary form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for software service.

SXS --8758Iremote system namel--LWS (logical work
station idl user unauthorized to ~,eccss libr
Se\'erity: :-';,A

Auto Response: :'lilA

Explanation

This is an informational message.
Additional Inrormation
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Auto Response: N/A

1.

Find out how many logical work stations are configured.

2.

Find out how many subsystems are configured for system
monitor sessions.

3.

:\1ake these two numbers the same as corresponding
numbers on the remote controller.

4.

Disable and then enable the subsystem.

S.

If the error occu~s again, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for software service.

Additional Information

The System.36 SSP-ICf finance subsystem attempted to activate
a logical work station (LWS) by sending an ACTLU (activate
10~!Ical unit) conllil:md to the remote system. The remote system
returned a negative or invalid response and did not activate the
logical work station. This error probably occurred because more
logical work stallons arc configured for the System/36 SSP-ICF
finance subsystem location than are configured in the finance

controller load image. The remote system name and the logical
work station 10 are identified in the message.

SYS --8762 (remote system namel-- B~D cmd
failed--LWS (logical work station idl not
activated
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Disable and then enable the subsystem.
Additional Inrormation
The System/36 SSP-ICF finance subsystem tried to establish a
communications session with a logical work station (LWS) by
sending a bind command to the remote system. The remote
system returned a negative response and did not activate the
logical work station. The remote system name and the logical
work station 10 are identified in the message.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, call for
software service.

SYS --8763 (remote system namel--SDT cmd
failcd--LWS (logical work station idJ not
aeth'ated
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Disable and then enable the subsystem.
Additional Inrormation
The System/36 SSP-ICF finance subsystem tried to establish
communications with a logical work station (LWS) by sending an
SDT (start data traffic) command to the remote system. The
remote system returned a negative response and'did not activate
the logical work station. The remote system name and the logical
work station ID are identified in the message.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8764 (remote system namel--Conneetion
failure ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: I

Explanation
Communication between the System/36 SSP-ICF finance
subsystem and the remote system name identified in the message
has been interrupted. All sessions to the system are ended.
If this message is issued with options, you can attempt to establish
communications again. Check the modems at both systems to see
if they are connected propcrly. Find out if the remote system is
ready to begin communicating. If it is ready, enter option 0 or 1.
If It is not ready, enter option I or 2.
If this message is issued without,options, the remote system has
been disabled. Try to enable the system agam.

Option 2: Disable the remote system.

SYS --8765 (remote system namel--Auto recovery in
process
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Communication between the System/36 SSP-ICF finance
subsystem and the remote system name identified in the message
has been interrupted. All sessions to that system are ended.
Additional Inrormation
The configuration for the System/36 SSP-ICF finance subsystem
location has automatic recovery specified, and an enable with
delayed entry is being performed again.
If this error continues to occur, fiU out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8766 (remote systcm namel--Subsystem
crror--connection tcrminated
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NfA

Explanation
The System/36 SSP-ICF finance subsystem sent a command to
the remote system identified in the message. The remote system
returned a negative response when a positive response was
expected. The negative response caused the finance subsystem to
be disabled. Enable the finance subsystem and try.again.
Additional Inrormation
If this error continues to occur, fiU out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

•

SYS --8767Iremote system namel--PU activation
failure
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.
Additional Inrormation
The Systemi36 SSP-ICF finance subsystem attempted to enable
the remote system by sending it an ACTPU (activate physical
unit) command. The remote system returned a negative response
and was not enabled. The remote system name is identifled in the
message.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.

SYS --8768 (remote system namel--Subsystem
l'rror--L WS Ilogical work station idJ
deaeth'ated
Severity: NiA

Auto·Response: N/A

For more information on correctmg this error, perform online
c0J!lmumcalJons problem determmalJon procedures.

Explanation

Cscr Response

This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.

OplJon 0: Enable the remote system again without delayed entry.
If the remote system does not respond, it Will be disabled.

Additional Inrormation'

Option I: Enable the remote system again with delayed entry.
The system will be monitored until it responds, or until the
opcrator disables the remote system.

The System/36 SSP-ICF finance subsystem sent a command to
the remote system. The remote system returned a negative
response when a positive response was expected. This response
caused the logical work station (LWS) to be deactivated. The
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remote system name and the logical work station ID are identified

in the message.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8769 (remote system nameJ--Subsystem error
-- dump taken
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message.

Additional InFormation
A System/36 SSP·ICF finance subsystem error caused a task
dump to be taken. Message SYS··8766 or SYS-8768 will follow
this message to define the action that was taken in response to the
error. The remote system name is identified in the message.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8770 (remote system nameJ--Enable failed. Line
is being closed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.

Additional InFormation
The remote system identified in the message has completed a
normal disable.

SYS --8773 (remote system nameJ--Conncction
attempt has failed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.

Additional InFormation
The System/36 SSP·ICF finance subsystem could not establish
communication with the remote system identified in the message.
The remote system was disabled because delayed entry was not
specified in the System/36 SSp·ICF finance subsystem
configuration for this remote system.
If the remote system is ready to start, try to enable again. If the
remote system is not ready to start, you can change the
configuration record to allow delayed entry or wait until the
remote system is ready to starL

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

This is an informational message.
Wait for the line to close and then try to enable again. If you
cannot correct this error, fill out a Problem Summary Form found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8774 (remote system nameJ--Acquire failed.
Requested LWS ID inactive
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Additional InFormation

Explanation

The System/36 SSP·ICF finance subsystem attempted to enable
the remote system identified in the message. The enable attempt
failed because the communications line was being closed.

Try the program again after a few minutes. If this error occurs
again, notify the programmer responsible for maintaining this job,
and give the programmer the message ID (SYS··8774).

SYS --8771 (remote system nameJ--Invalid XID
information received
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.

Additional Inrormation
Your program issued an acquire operation in an attempt to start
a session with a logical work station at the remote system
identified in the message. However, the acquire operation failed
because the requested logical work station is not active.
Do the following:

1.

The System/36 SSP·ICF finance subsystem received a response
from the remote system identified in the message; however, the
XID (exchange station identification) specified in the configuration
for the System/36 SSP·ICF finance subsystem location is different
from the XID returned by the identified remote system.

Check to see if the logical work station you want to acquire
is configured correctly.
Make sure the requested logical
work station has finished the start up process. Use the
CNFIGICF procedure to verify your subsystem's
configuration.

2.

Make -sure you have signed on to the work station.

3.

IC the received XID is correct, use the C:-\FIGICF procedure to
change the configuration record. Try to enable the subsystem
again. If the received XID is incorrect, the remote system's XI£)
has been changed or you are trying to communicate with the
wrong remote system.

Correct any configuration errors and disable and then enable
the subsystem.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Addition:!1 InFormation

IC this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.
fO~."ld In

SYS --8772 Iremote system namt'I--Connection
terminated normally
Severity:

~!A

Explanation
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Auto Response: N/A

SYS --8775 Irl'mote system n:uncJ--Scssion
error--data exceeds user buffer
Severity: NiA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.

Additional InFormation

The amount of data received from a logical work station exceeds
the amount the user buffer can receive. The remote system is
identified in the message.

If this error continues to occur, fiU out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
.

The maximum size of this buffer is 512 bytes. The subsystem has
received more than 512 bytes of data. The problem is in the
amount of data received not in the size of the buffer.

SYS --8779 (remote system namel--Conncction
established

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Severity: N/A

SYS --8776 (remote system name)--Session error--user
protocol error
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An ENABLE procedure was entered to start communication with
a remote system. The link has been established, and application
programs may acquire sessions. The remote system name is given
in the message.
No further operator action is required.

Explanation
This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.

SYS --8780 (remote system name)--Permanent
SDLC/X.25 hardware error

Additional Inrormation

Severity: N/A

A protocol error was detected while the System/36 SSP-ICF
finance subsystem was communicating with the remote system
identified in the message.

Explanation

The program running on the System/36 is out of sync with the
program on the system to which you arc communicating. One of
the programs may be trying to end the session with data still
waiting to be processed. A protocol error may have been detected
while processing data from the remote system.· This protocol
error was sent to the Systemj36 on the next operation. Use the
ICFDEBUG procedure to try to correct this error. For more
information about the ICFDEBUG procedure, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, call for
soft ware service.

SYS --8777 (remote system name)--Subsystem
error--dump not taken
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.
Additional Inrormation
A Systemt36 SSP-ICF finance subsystem error caused a system
dump to be attempted; however. the dump could not be taken.
Message SYS--8776 or SYS--8768 will follow this message to
define the action that was taken in response to the error. The
remote system name is identified in the message.
If the error continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual. and call for
software service.

SYS --8778Ir('mote syst('m namcl--A('(IUire
failurc--r('(lut'Stl'ti LWS II> in use
Se\'erity: :-':jA

An SDLC/X.25 hardware error occurred. which ended
communication to the remote system identified in the message.
No operator response is required. The remote system may be
enabled after the cause of the hardware error is found and
corrected.
Additional Inrormation
A permanent SDLC/X.25 hardware error was passed to the
finance subsystem. All active sessions are stopped. and the
communication link is ended. The remote system name associated
with this subsystem is given in the message.
If this error continues to occur, perform link level problem
determination to determine the cause of the problem.

SYS --8781 (remote system namel--Waiting for
connection
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response:

~/A

Explanation
Tlrrs is an informational message. :-':0 further operator action is
reqUired.
Additional Inrormation
Your program requested a session with a logical work station
idenllficallon (LWS 10) that is already in use. You can wait for
an EOS (end-of-session) for the logical work station requested and
try agam or you can acquire another logical work station.

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message. No further operator action is
required.
Additional Information
When an ENABLE command is entered at the System/36 on a
nonswitched line, this message is displayed for each remote system
that was configured as delayed entry. The remote system is given
in the message. When a remote system ends communication in a
nonswitcheq communication environment, this message is
displayed if slow poll was included in the subsystem configuration.

SYS --8782 Subsystem and system configured line
type conflict ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
A.n error was found during the enable of the SSP-ICF finance
subsystem. The communications line specified when the SSP-Iell
finance subsystem was configured is different from the
communications line that is configured for the system.
Use the A.LTERCOM or SETCOM:\I procedure to change the
line configuration for the system to match the subsystem
configuration or use the CNFIGICF procedure to change the line
configuration for the subsystem to match the system
configuration. Try to enable again.
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If this error continues to occur. fill out a Problem Summary Form

Severity: N/A

found in the Syslem Problem Delermln·allon manual. and call for
software service.

Explanation

User Response
Option 2: The enable request and the job step are ended. Data
created up to this step is saved and the job can continue with the
next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8783 (subsystem nameJ--Subsystem terminated
abnormally
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A condition has caused the 5SP-ICF finance subsystem to go to
end of job abnormally. Try to enable the subsystem again.

Auto Response: N/A

An attempt was made to allocate the requested communications
line during the enabling of the SSP-ICF finance subsystem using
SDLC. However. the requested line is not available at this time.
Make sure no one else is using the line. Enter option 1 to try to
allocate the communications line again or enter option 2 and give
the programmer the message 10 (5YS--8786).
Additional Information
The allocate may have failed for one of the following reasons: line
already in use. CSB freed. line not supported, communications on
this line are ending. or a nonsharable resource on a 5364 System
Unit is currently being used by another task.

•
•

Asynchronous communications is currently allocated on
another line.
LAN line lOis currently allocated •

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.

If you have any questions about this problem, call for software
service.

SYS --8784 (remote system namel--This location
terminated abnormally

Option 1: Select this option to try to allocate the commynications
line again.

Severity: N/A
Explanation

Option 2: The enable request and the job step are ended. Data
created up to this step is saved and the job can continue with the
next job step.

The SSP-ICF finance subsystem abnormally ended the enable of
the remote system identified in the message. Try to enable the
remote system again.

SYS --8800 Option value entered is invalid--must be
1, 2, 3, 4, or 5

Auto Response: N/A

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
soft ware service.

SYS --8785 Attempt to enable duplicate station
address
Severity: N/A

User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found while running the MCSCONV procedure.
An entry was given that was not allowed for the Multinational
Character Set Conversion Utility display. Allowed entries are I,
2, and 3.

Auto Response: N/A
Do one of the following:

Explanation
An unsuccessful attempt was made to enable a remote system.
Another 55P-ICF configuration is active on this line and one of
the remote system addresses in the active subsystem matches one
in the configuration being enabled, or a remote work station
address defined for the line is the same.

•

Enter option 1 to correct the entry.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SY5--8800).

User Response

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message 10
(5Y5--8785).

Option 1: The previous display is reissued and you may enter a
correct option number.
.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

Either the station address is already enabled or the one you are
trying to enable will have to be changed. The C:'\ FIGSSP
procedurc can be used to change the remote work station location.
The C:-':FIGICF procedure can be used to change the SSp·ICF
Financc subsystem localJon name. For more Information. refer
the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem
you are uSing.

Severity: 5

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Dererminarion manual. and call for
software sen·lcc.
L"stT

nespon~

Or~lon 2: The enable request and the Job step are ended. Data
created up to thiS step IS saved and the Job can continue With the
next Job step.

SYS --8786 Allocate failed for the communication
line ...
3-670

SYS --8801 Conversion option entered is invalid
Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found while running the :\ICSCONV procedure. A
conversion option that was not allowed was given on the library
members display prompt. Allowed entries are:
Library directory

.,

Copy

3

Cllpy and run

4

Run

5

End

Do one of the following:

•
•

Enter option 1 to correct the entry.

7

WSU

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·-880 1).

8

Other

User Response
Option 1: The previous display is reissued and you may enter a
correct option number.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8802 Library type entered is invalid--must be
P orS
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

•

•

Enter option 1 to correct the entry.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS ••8804).

User Response
Option I: The previous display is reissued and you may enter a
correct option number.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8805 An invalid national language was specified

An error was found while running the MCSCONV procedure.
An entry that was not allowed was given for the library type.
Allowed entries are p or s.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I to correct the entry.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS·-8802).

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found while running the MCSCONV procedure. A
national language was given that was not allowed for the National
Language prompt. Allowed entries are:
USA

Italy

User Response

Germany

Japan

Option 1: The previous display is reissued and you may enter a
correct option number.

Belguim

Portugal

Brazil

Spain

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Canada

Spanish

Denmark

UK

Finland

Other (user supplied)

SYS

--&~03

Library name does not exist

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

France
Do one of the following:

An error was found while running the MCSCO~V procedure.
The library name you entered does not exist.

•

Enter option I to correct the entry.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(SYS·-880S).

•

Enter option 1 to correct the entry.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS.-8803).

t:ser Response
Option I: The previous display is reissued and you may enter a
correct option number.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option I: The previous display is reissued and you may enter a
correct option number.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8806 Invalid conversion option--must be I or 2
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

SYS --8804 Im'alid member type in file entry

Explanation -

Severity: 5

An error was found while running the :vtCSCO:'-lV procedure.
An entry that is not allowed was given for the Conversion Option
prompt. Allowed entries are 1 (national to MCS) and 2 (MCS to
national).

Auto Response:

Explanation
An error was found while running the :l.ICSCO~\' procedure. A
source entry that was not allowed was given for the :\Iember type
in the me prompL Allowed entries arc:
RPG

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option I to correct the entry.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS··8806).

2

Procedure

J

:l.lessage

t:ser Response

4

:\Ienu

Option 1: The previous display is reissued and you may enter the
correct option number.

5

Screen

6

Sort

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
thiS Job IS saved, but data created by this step is lost.
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The LIST, COUNT, and MODIFY sensitive statements options
were specified as no (N) on the displayed prompts. At least one
of the three options must be specified as yes (Y).

SYS --8807 List sensitive records option not N or Y
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Do one of the following:

An error was found while running the MCSCONV procedure.
An entry was given that is not allowed for the List Sensitive
Records prompt Allowed entries are N (No) and Y (Yes).

•

Enter option 1 if you want to entcr an allowed value.

•

Enter option J and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--88\ 0).

Do one of the following:

User Response

•

Enter option I to correct the entry.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-8807).

Option I: The previous display is reissued.
correct response and continue.

You may enter a

User Response

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: The previous display is reissued and you may enter a
corrcct option number.

SYS --8811 The file docs not exist

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost

Auto Response:

Explanation
The file specified for conversion does not exist The library name
specified on the Library Members prompt may have been
incorrect.

SYS --8808 Count sensitive records option not N or
Y
Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

Enter option 1 if you want to enter an allowed value.

An error was found while running the MCSCONV procedure.
An entry was given that was not allowed for the .Count Sensitive
Records prompt. Al10wed entries are N (No) and Y (Yes).

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--8811 ).

User Response

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to correct the entry.

Option I: The previous display is reissued. You may enter the
correct value.

•

Enter option J and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--8808).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --8812 )file name)--Invalid start scan value

Option 1: The previous display is reissued and you may enter a
correct option number.
Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8809 Modify sensitive records option not N or
Y
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

An error was found while running the MCSCONV procedure.
An entry was given that is not allowed for the Modify Sensitive
statements option. Allowed entries are N (No) and Y (Yes).
Do one of the following:
Enter option 1 to correct the entry.

•

Enter option J and give the programmer the message 10
(5YS--8809).

t:ser Response

An error was found while running the MCSCONV procedure for
the file identified in the message.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8812).

An incorrect start scan value was given for data file conversion.
The start scan value must be greater than zero and less than or
equal to the record length of the data file being converted.
User Response

SYS --8813 lfile namc)--Invalid end scan value
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option I: The previous display is reissued and you may enter a
correct option number.
0rtlon 3: The Job IS canceled. Data created by prevIous steps
thIS Job IS saved, but data created by thIS step IS lost.

SYS --8810 UST,

COL"~T.

arc all no
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Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Explanation

Auto Response:

Additional Information

Explanation

SeveTlty: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

and :\10DIFY options

In

An error was found while running the MCSCONV procedure for
the ftle identified in the message.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message I D
(S YS--8813).

Additional Information
An incorrect end scan value was given for data file conversion.
The end scan value must be greater than or equal to the start scan
value and less than or equal to the record length of the data lite
being converted.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

If you are rurining an IBM procedure, there is an error in the
procedure. If you are running your own procedure or entering
OCL statements from the keyboard, you are incorrectly using a
program that should only be used by IBM procedures.

SYS --8814 The Member name prompt is blank

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--88 17).

Severity: 5

Additional Information

Auto Response:

Explanation
The member name prompt for the library members display is
blank. A member name, partial name of a group of members, or
ALL must be specified.

The #MNER program is called by the #MNER procedure. The
procedure is included with the MCSCU procedures to issue
messages. ERR and END are the only statements allowed.

Do one of the following:

If you are running an IBM procedure, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for software service.

•
•

Enter option I if you want to enter an allowed value.

User Response

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8814).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --8818 A file with the specified date was not

Option I: The previous display is reissued.
correct value and continue.

You may enter a

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

exist in message member

Do one of the following:

Auto Response:

•

Enter option 1 if you want to enter a correct va.lue.

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--8818).

Explanation
You tried to find the message number identified in the message,
but it does not exist in the message member. Either #MN#:'vll
has been changed, or the user-supplied conversion tables in
#:\tN#M2 were not created.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8815) and the message number identified in the message.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response
Option I: The previous display is reissued.
correct response and continue.

You may enter a

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8819 The Document name prompt is blank
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --8816 The File name prompt is blank
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

An incorrect creation date was specified for the file.

SYS --881Slmessage numberJ--Message does not
Severity: 5

found
Severity: 5

A document name must be specified.

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

Explanation
The file name prompt is blank. A file name must be specified
when the library members are to be converted, or when the data
file conversion option is selected.

•
•

Do one of the following:

Cscr Response

•

Enter option 1 if you want to enter an allowed file name.

•

Enter optIOn 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--8816).

Option I: The previous display is reissued.
correct response and continue.

\:scr Response

Option I: The previous display is reissued. You may enter a file
name and contmue.
O~ion

3: The Job IS canceled. Data created by prevIOus steps
thiS Job IS saved, but data created by thiS step IS lost.

In

Enter Option 1 if you want to enter a document name.
Enter Option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8819).

You may enter a

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8820 The Folder name prompt is blank
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A folder name must be specified.

SYS --8817 II1\'alid utility control shnt for #'t:\ER
program
Severity: S
Explanation

Auto Response:

»0 one of the following:

•

Enter Option 1 if you want to enter an allowed folder name.

•

Enter Option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(S YS--8820).
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Explanation

User Response

Option 1: The previous display is reissued.
correct response and continue.

You may enter a

The multinational character set conversion utility cannot be run
on a double-byte system.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

SYS --8821 The Folder does not exist

User Response

Severity: 5

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8824).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

The folder specified for conversion was not found.

SYS --8825 (document nameJ-- is not a DW/36
document

Do one of the following:

Severity: 5

•

Enter Option 1 if you want to select a different folder name.

Explanation

•

Enter Option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--8821).

The document specified is not a DW/36 text document.

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

User Response

Option 1: The previous display is reissued.
correct response and continue.

You may enter a

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•
•

Enter option 0 if you want to continue. This document will
not be converted.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--882S).

User Response

SYS --8822 The Dictionary name prompt is blank
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A dictionary name must be specified.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter Option 1 if you want to enter an allowed dictionary
name.

•

Enter Option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8822).

User Response

Option 1: The previous display is reissued.
correct response and continue.

Option 0: If the user selected more than one document, the
remaining documents will be converted. If the user selected only
one document, the conversion utility will end.

You may enter a

SYS --8826 Convert folder description option not N
orY
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

An error was found while running the MCSCONV procedure.
An entry was given that is not allowed for the Convert Folder
Description prompt. Allowed entries are N (No) and Y (Yes).
Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 to correct the entry.

SYS --8823 The Dictionary does not exist

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8826).

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

The dictionary specified for conversion was not found.

Option 1: The previous display is reissued. You may enter a
correct response and continue.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter Option 1 if you want to select a different dictionary
name.

•

Enter Option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8823).

User Response

SYS --8827 (document nameJ-- This document not
found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 1: The previous display is reissued.
correct response and continue.

You may enter a

This document was not found.
Do one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

Enter option 1 if you want to select a different document
name.

SYS --8824 Cannot use MCSCU on double-byte
system

•

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8827).

Severity: 5

User Response
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Auto Response:

Option 1: The previous display is reissued.
correct response and continue.

You may enter a

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

This message may be the result of return code 828A for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

SYS --8842 DEFINEPN cannot be evoked or placed
on the JOBQ.

User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The DEFINEPN procedure has been either evoked or placed on
the job queue. This is not allowed because this procedure is
interactive, which requires a display station operator.

SYS --8845 (location name)--Record separator and
transparency conflict
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An acquire operation was issued to the BSCEL subsystem
associated with the location name identified in the message.
However, the acquire operation was rejected because both record
separator mode and transparent mode were specified. Record
separator mode and transparent mode are mutually exclusive.
If this failure occurred when the BSCEL subsystem received a
procedure start request, this message is logged to the history file
only. Message SYS--8860 may be sent to the remote system
depending on what type of procedure start request was received.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8847 (location name)--The record length
exceeds the block length
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Additional Information

An acquire operation was issued to the BSCEL subsystem
associated with the location name identified in the message.
However, the acquire operation was rejected because the specified
maximum user record length is larger than the specified block
length. Maximum user record length cannot exceed block length.

This message may be the result of return code 8289 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

If this failure occurred when the BSCEL subsystem received a
procedure start request, this message is logged to the history file
only. Message SYS--8862 may be sent to the remote system
depending on what type of procedure start request was received.

Give the programmer the message identification code (SYS--8845).

User Response

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8847).

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8846 (location nameJ--Record separator and
ITB mode conflict
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An acquire operation was issued to the BSCEL subsystem

associated with the location name identified in the message.
However, the acquire operation was rejected because both record
separator mode and ITB mode were specified. Record separator
mode and ITB mode are mutually exclusive.
If this failure occurred when the BSCEL subsystem received a
procedure start request, this message is logged to the history file
only. Message SYS--886l may be sent to the remote system
depending on what type of procedure start request was received.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8846).

Additional Information
This message may be the result of return code 828B for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in .this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8848 pocation name)--3740 multiple files and
ITB mode conflict
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An acquire operation was issued to the BSCEL subsystem
associated with the location name identified in the message.
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However, the acquire operation was rejected because both 3740
mUltiple fIles and ITB mode were specified. 3740 multiple files and
ITB mode are mutually exclusive.

SYS --8850 (location nameJ--Blank truncation and
ITB mode conflict

If this failure occurred when the BSCEL subsystem received a
procedure start request, this message is logged to the history file
only. Message SYS--88S9 may be sent to the remote system
depending on what type of procedure start request was received.

Severity: 3

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8848).
Additional Information

This message may be the result of return code 828C for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing fIles
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8849 (location nameJ--Blank compression and
ITB mode conflict
Auto Response: 3

Explanation

An acquire operation was issued to the BSCEL subsystem
associated with the location name identified in the message.
However, the acquire operation was rejected because both blank
compression and ITB mode were specified. Blank compression
and ITB mode are mutually exclusive.
If this failure occurred when the BSCEL subsystem received a
procedure start request, this message is logged to the history file
only. Message SYS--88S8 may be sent to the remote system
depending on what type of procedure start request was received.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8849).
Additional Inrormation

This message may be the result of return code 828D for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any fIles created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.
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Explanation

An acquire operation was issued to the BSCEL subsystem
associated with the location name identified in the message.
However, the acquire operation was rejected because both blank
truncation and ITB mode were specified. Blank truncation and
ITB mode are mutually exclusive.
If this failure occurred when the BSCEL subsystem received a
procedure start request, this message is logged to the history fIle
only. Message SYS--8857 may be sent to the remote system
depending on what type of procedure start request was received.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8850).

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Additional Inrormation

This message may be the result of return code 828E for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8851 (location nameJ--Block length is required
with data format
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

An acquire operation was issued to the BSCEL subsystem
associated with the location name identified in the message.
However, the acquire operation was rejected because a zero block
length was specified when the user program was using record
separator mode, ITB mode, blank compression, or blank
truncation. A non-zero block length is required when using any
of these modes.
If this failure occurred when the BSCEL subsystem received a
procedure start request, this message is logged to the history file
only. Message SYS--8856 may be sent to the remote system
depending on what type of procedure start request was received.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8851).
Additional Inrormation

This message may be the result of return code 828F for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8852 (location name]--Transparency and
compression conflict
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8854 (location name)--Record received exceeds
max record length

An acquire operation was issued to the BSCEL subsystem
associated with the location name identified in the message.
However, the acquire operation was rejected because both
transparency mode and blank compression were specified.
Transparency mode and blank compression are mutually
exclusive.

Severity: 3

If this failure occurred when the BSCEL subsystem received a
procedure start request, this message is logged to the history file
only. Message SYS--8855 may be sent to the remote system
depending on what type of procedure start request was received.

The BSCEL subsystem associated wi~h the location name
identified in the message text received a data record from the
remote system that exceeded specified maximum user record
length.

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8852).

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-8854).

Additional Information

Additional Information

This message may be the result of return code 8290 for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

This message may be the result of return codes 81 B8, or 8189 for
an SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of
these return codes in the appropriate subsystem reference manual
for the subsystem you are using for additional recovery
information.

User Response

User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of this error.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved. and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8853 (location name]--Output invalid with
transparent-lTD mode

SYS --8855 Transparent mode and blank compression
conflict

Severity: 3

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

An output operation was issued to the BSCEL subsystem
associated with the location name identified in the message.
However, the output operation was rejected because
transparent-ITB mode was specified. Output operations are
invalid with transparent-ITB mode.

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message 10 (SYS--8855).

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8853).
Additional Information
This message may be the result of return code 833C for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Give the

Additional Information
This message was sent from the remote System/36 or System/34.
The remote system received a procedure start request to initiate
an SSP-ICF session using transparent mode and blank
compression; however, the procedure was not started because
transparent mode and blank compression are mutually exclusive.
Correct your program to send a procedure start request that does
not specify both transparency and blank compression.
A corresponding message, SYS--8852, is logged to the remote
System/36 or System/34 history file.
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SYS --8856 Block length is required with data format
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS--8856).

Give the

Additional InFormation

This message was sent from the remote System/36 or System/34.
The remote system received a procedure start request to initiate
an SSP-ICF session using record separator mode, ITB mode,
blank compression, or blank truncation. However, the procedure
was not started because a zero block length was specified. A
nonzero block length is required when using any of these modes
or operations.
Correct your program to send a procedure start request that
specifies a nonzero block length.
A corresponding message, SYS--885J, is logged to the remote
System/36 or System/34 history file.

SYS --8857 Blank truncation and ITB mode conflict
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS--8857).

Give the

Additional Information

This message was sent from the remote System/36 or System/34.
The remote system received a procedure start request to initiate
an SSP-ICF session using both blank truncation and ITB mode.
However, the procedure was not started because blank truncation
and ITB mode are mutually exclusive.
Correct your program to send a procedure start request that does
not specify both blank truncation and ITB mode.

This message was sent from the remote System/36 or System/34.
The remote system received a procedure start request with ITB
mode specified. However, the procedure was not started because
3740 mUltiple files is configured on the remote System/34. 3740
multiple files and ITB mode are mutually exclusive.
Correct your program to send a procedure start request that does
not specify ITB mode, or have the remote system not use 3740
multiple files.
A corresponding message, SYS--8848, is logged to the remote
System/36 or System/34 history file.

SYS --8860 Record separator and transparent modes
conflict
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS--8860).
Additional Information

This message was sent from the remote System/36 or System/34.
The remote system received a procedure start request to initiate
an SSP-ICF session using both record separator mode and
transparent mode. However, the procedure was not started
because record separator mode and transparent mode are mutually
exclusive.
Correct your program to send a procedure start request that does
not specify both a record separator and transparency.
A corresponding message, SYS--8845, is logged to the remote
System/36 or System/34 history file.

SYS --8861 Record separator mode and ITB mode
conflict
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A corresponding message, SYS--8850, is logged to the remote
System/36 or System/34 history file.

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS--8861).

SYS --8858 Blank compression and ITB mode conflict

Additional Information

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS--8858).

Give the

Give the

Give the

This message was sent from the remote System/36 or System/34.
The remote system received a procedure start request to initiate
an SSP-ICF session using both record separator mode and ITB
mode. However, the procedure was not started because record
separator mode and ITB mode are mutually exclusive.
Correct your program to send a procedure start request that does
not specify both a record separator and ITB mode.

Additional Information

This message was sent from the remote System/36 or System/34.
The remote system received a procedure start request to initiate
an SSP-ICF session using both blank compression and ITB mode.
However, the procedure was not started because blank
compression and ITB mode are mutually exclusive.

A corresponding message, SYS--8846, is logged to the remote
System/36 or System/34 history file.

Correct your program to send a procedure start request that does
not specify both blank compression and ITB mode.

Severity: N/A

A corresponding message, SYS--8849, is logged to the remote
System/36 or System/34 history file.

SYS --8862 The record length exceeds the block
length
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS--8862).

Give the

SYS --8859 3740 multiple files and ITB mode conflict

Additional Information

Severity: N/A

This message was sent from the remote System/36 or System/34.
The remote system received a procedure start request to initiate
an SSP-ICF session. However, the procedure was not started
because the maximum user records length is larger than the block
length. Maximum user record length cannot exceed block length.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS--8859).
Additional Information
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Give the

Correct your program to send a procedure start request that
specifies a record length that does not exceed the block length.

A corresponding message, SYS--8847, is logged to the remote
System/36 or System/34 history file.

SYS --8863 (location name)--Invalid record separator
character
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An acquire operation was rejected by the BSCEL subsystem
because an invalid value was entered for the RECSEP (record
separator) parameter in the SESSION statement. The location
name associated with the subsystem is identified in the message.
For additional information, refer to the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using.
If this failure occurred when the BSCEL subsystem received a
procedure start request, this message is logged to the history file
only. Message SYS--8864 may be sent to the remote system
depending on what type of procedure start request was received.
Give the programmer the message identification code (SYS--8863).
Additional Information
This message may be the result of return code 82AO for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of the error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8864 Invalid record separator character
Severity: N / A
Explanation
Give the

Additional Information
This message was sent from the remote System/36 or System/34.
The remote system received a procedure start request to initiate
an SSP-ICF session. However, the procedure was not started
because an invalid record separator character was specified. For
additional information about the BSCEL subsystem, refer to the
appropriate subsystem reference manual.
Correct your program to send a procedure start request with a
correct record separator character.
A corresponding message, SYS--8863, is logged to the remote
System/36 or System/34 history file.

SYS --8865 (location name)--The phone list is
exhausted
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Use the STATUS SUBSYS command to find out the line number
being used for this location.
Previous messages have been
displayed to the system console indicating which numbers were
successfully and unsuccessfully called.
Additional Information
This message may be the result of return codes 8186, 8286, or
8386 for an SSP-ICF application program.
Refer to the
description of these return codes in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of the error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery action for that
message.

SYS --8866 (location nameJ--Automatic call failed.
No numbers reached
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An automatic call attempt using the SSP-ICF subsystem failed
because no numbers in the phone list were reached. The location
name associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem is identified in the
message.
Previous messages have been sent to the system console
identifying the numbers that were not reached. You may need to
notify the operators at those systems to find out why they are not
ready to communicate.

Auto Response: N/A

There is an error in a program you are running.
programmer the message ID (SYS--8864).

An autocall attempt using the SSP-ICF subsystem failed because
all of the numbers in the phone list have already been called.
Some or all of the numbers may have been called successfuily, or
attempts to reach some of the numbers may have failed. The
location name associated with the SSP-ICF subsystem is identified
in the message.

Additional InFormation
This message may be the result of return codes 8185, 8285, or
8385 for an SSP-ICF application program.
Refer to the
description of these return codes in the appropriate subsystem
reference manual for the subsystem you are using for additional
recovery information.
User Response
Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of the error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Data created up to this step is
saved and the job continues with the next job step. The SSP-ICF
session is ended.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
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user program.
message.

Select the appropriate recovery action for that

SYS --8867 Line (line number)--No connection. X.21
autocall is not active
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 3

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8869).
Additional Information

Explanation

An attempt to make a connection on the communications line
identified in the message failed because the X.21 autocall task is
not active' in the system. The X.21 autocall task terminated
abnormally after the SSP-ICF subsystem was enabled.
A previous message was issued that describes any X.21 autocall
task errors.
User Response

Option 3: The SSP-ICF subsystem is disabled. Perform an IPL
to activate the X.21 autocall task.

SYS --8868 (location nameJ--No connection. X.21
autocall is not active
Severity: 4

The specified phone list type must be compatible with the line
type. For additional information on the autocall and X.21 phone
lists, refer to the DEFINEPN and DEFINX21 procedures in the
appropriate subsystem reference manual for the subsystem you
are using.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

An attempt to make a connection on the communications line to
the location identified in the message failed because the X.21
autocall task was not active. The X.21 autocall task terminated
abnormally after the SSP-ICF subsystem was enabled.
A previous message was issued describing any X.21 autocall task
errors. Notify your system operator and request that the system
operator IPL the system again. This will activate the X.21
autocall task again. Then start your job again.
Additional Information

This message may be the result of return code 80BD for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.

This message may be the result of return code 81 BC for an
SSP-ICF application program. Refer to the description of this
return code in the appropriate subsystem reference manual for the
subsystem you are using for additional recovery information.
User Response

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of the error.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery for that message.

SYS --8870 Line (line number)--Call successful, (phone
number)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message is for your information. A connection was made to
the remote data terminal equipment (DTE) through a switched
X.21 public data network. The line number and the phone
number of the remote DTE are identified in the message.
No operator response is required.

User Response

SYS --8871 Parameter.3 invalid in REQUESTX
procedure

Option 0: Control is returned to the user program with a return
code indicating the cause of the error.

Severity: N/A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.
Note: Depending on the SSP-ICF data management error
recovery, options may not be issued with this message. If no
options are available, another message may be issued from the
user program. Select the appropriate recovery for that message.

SYS --8869 (location name)--Call attempt with an
invalid list type
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Parameter 3 in the REQUESTX procedure is invalid. Parameter
3 must be NOENTRY or ENTRY.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--88 71 ).
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8872 Requested X.21 dump was not taken.
Error--(error code)

Explanation

Severity: N/A

An attempt to make a connection on a communications line to the
location identified in the message failed because either:

Explanation

•

An autocall phone list has been specified and this is an X.21
communications line.

The code displayed in the message indicates the reason for the
attempted dump. Record the message number and the error code
identified in the message.

•

An X.21 phone list has been specified and this is an autocall
communications line.

Programmer: A serious condition was found while processing an
X.21 automatic call request. A dump of the X.21 task and related
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Auto Response: N/A

system areas was attempted; however, the dump could not be
taken. The error condition which required the dump is identified
in the message. The error codes are:
01

•
•

An attempt to call a line of a different user class of
service using abbreviated/full number (sometimes
CPS 43 is received)
The use of an invalid CUG index/abbreviated number

Two dial requests for the same line were issued at the
same time.

42

Changed Number: A new number was recently assigned.

02

The lOB to be reset was not the same as the dial lOB.

43

03

The X.21 task was posted with an unknown microcode
lOB.

Not Obtainable:
following:

04

The line number specified in the dial lOB is invalid.

05

The X.21 task received an invalid status byte value from
SDLC (this is for X.21 SHM only)

•
•
•

This error was caused by one of the

An attempt to call a nonexisting line number
A selection number that is too long
An attempt to call a line of a different user class of
service (sometimes CPS 41 is received)

44

Out of Order: The called system does not answer.

The

45

Controlled Not Ready: The called system is not ready to
receive a call.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in tne System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

46

The line on which the error occurred cannot be used.
remaining X.21 lines, if any, are unaffected.

SYS --8874 Line (line number)--Call failed, (phone
number). CPS-lean progress signal)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

DCE Power Off: The device which connects the remote
system to the X.21 network (DCE) is powered off.

48

Invalid Facility Request:
•

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 network
failed.
The attempt was made on the communications line
identified in the message to call the phone number identified in the
message. The reason for the failure is identified in the message as
the call progress signal (CPS). The call progress signals originate
from the public data network. The following is a list of definitions
for the call progress signals:
20

No Connection: The called system rejected the incoming
call.

21

Number Busy: The number being called is receiving
another call at this time.

22

Selection Signal Procedure Error: This error was caused
by one of the following:

•

•

•

•
•

An invalid selection sequence, caused by one of the
following:
An invalid character inserted in the selection
sequence
A direct call issued on an address calling line
A Closed User Group (CUG)/Abbreviated Address
Registration (AAR) error, caused by one of the
following:
A format error
A double registration of the same CUG index
without any cancellation in between
Registration of an invalid CUG index or
abbreviated number
A Closed User Group (CUG) Cancellation error,
caused by one of the following:
A format error
The cancellation of an invalid index
A Closed User Group Index or Abbreviated Number
Use error, caused by one of the following:
The use of a nonregistered index or number
A format error
The full selection number used on a line which has
subscribed for CUG
The nonmutual registration of a CUG index

23

Selection Signal Transmission Error:
error in the selection sequence.

41

Access Barred, caused by one of the following:

•
•

There is a parity

A non CUG member trying to call a CUG member
An attempt to register a CUG index for a line that
has not subscribed to CUG

The called system is powered off.
The called system responded to the call with a clear.

47

Explanation

•

Uncontrolled Not Ready:
•
•

•
•

An erroneous registration of a CUG index:
On second digit of the facility request code
On the indicator
Caused by all separators missing
An attempt to register a CUG index/abbreviated
number on a line which has not subscribed for
CUG/Abbreviated Dialing.
A facility request not valid or supported:
Abbreviated call to a number not registered
Abbreviated call using an invalid' number

49

Network Fault in Local LOGP: The X.21 network indicates
a problem in the network.

51

Call Information Service: The X.21 network indicates that
a call should be made to the administrations information
service operator.

52

Incomplete User Class of Service: The called system has a
different line data value.

61

Network Congestion:
There is congestion or an
out-of-order condition within the network temporarily
preventing the connection establishment.

71

Long Term Network Congestion: There is congestion or
an out-of-order condition within the network preventing
the connection establishment.

72

RPOA Out of Order: The recognized private operating
agency (RPOA) is out of service.

Perform the recovery procedure that is appropriate for the call
progress signal.

SYS --8875 Line [line number)--Call failed, (phone
number). Tl time-out
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An attempt to establish communications with the remote data
terminal equipment (DTE) failed because the network did not
respond to the call request within three seconds. The line number
and the phone number of the remote DTE are identified in the
message.
Try the connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify
the person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communications equipment.
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SYS --8876 Line [line numberJ--Call failed, (phone
number). T2 time-out

SYS --8880 Line [line numberJ--Cail failed, [phone
number]. DCE cleared

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

An attempt to establish communications with the remote data
terminal equipment (DTE) failed because the network did not
respond to the phone number within 20 seconds with a call
progress signal or a ready-for-data indication. The line number
and the phone number of the remote DTE are identified in the
message.

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 public data
network to the remote data terminal equipment (DTE) failed. The
network cleared the line while the call was in process. The line
number and the phone number of the remote DTE are identified
in the message.

Try the connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify
the person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communications equipment.

SYS --8877 Line [line numberJ--Call failed, [phone
numberJ. T3A time-out
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 public data
network to the remote data terminal equipment (DTE) failed. The
network responded to the call with information provided by the
DCE, but failed to signal the ready-for-data condition within six
seconds. The line number and the phone number of the remote
DTE are identified in the message.
Try the connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify
the person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communications equipment.

SYS --8878 Line [line numberJ--Call failed, (phone
numberJ. T3B time-out CPSSeverity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Try the connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify
the person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communications equipment.

SYS --8881 Line [line number)--Call failed, (phone
number]. DCE not ready
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 public data
network to the remote data terminal equipment (DTE) failed. The
call was presented to the network but the network was not ready.
The line number and the phone number of the remote DTE are
identified in the message.
Make sure the communications equipment is turned on and then
try the connection again.

SYS --8882 Line (line number)--Call failed, (phone
numberJ. Hardware error
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A hardware error caused a failure while attempting to make a
connection through the X.21 public data network to the remote
data terminal equipment (DTE).

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 public data
network to the remote data terminal equipment (DTE) failed. The
network responded to the call with a group 0 call progress signal
(CPS). However, the network failed to signal the ready-for-data
condition within 60 seconds. The line number and the phone
number of the remote DTE are identified in the message. The call
progress signals identified in the message mean the following:

The X.21 microcode was not given control of the communications
controller processor within the time allowed after the interruption
occurred.

01

The remote DTE requires a manual answer and was
given 60 seconds to answer.

The line number and the phone number of the remote DTE are
identified in the message.

02

The call has been directed to another remote DTE.

03

The call has been placed on a queue because the
called DTE was busy.

Try the connection again. If this error occurs frequently, fill out
a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

Additional Information
A hardware error was caused by the following condition:

Try the connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify
the person respomible for the remote DTE.

SYS --8883 The X.21 connection task was abnormally
ended

SYS --8879 Line [line numberJ--Call failed, Iphone
number]. Parity error

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

The X.21 autocall task ended abnormally due to an invalid main
storage address, an invalid operation code, or a communications
controller check.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 public data
network to the remote data terminal equipment (DTE) failed. The
network was processing a call when a parity error was detected on
the incoming lAS (International Alphabet number 5) characters.
The line number and the phone number of the remote DTE are
identified in the message.
Try the connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify
the person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communications equipment.
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Perform an IPL to start the X.21 system support. If this error
continues to occur, call for software service.

SYS --8884 The REQtJESTX procedure was
abnormally ended
Severity: N/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

The REQUESTX procedure ended abnormally. You may restart
the job by entering the REQUESTX procedure again.
Additional Information

The REQUESTX procedure ended because:

,
•
,

The job was canceled from a user display screen.
The job was canceled from an inquiry screen .
The job was canceled because of an incorrect main storage
address or operation code.

Perform an IPL to start the X.21 switched line again.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --8897 Source member (source member name]
was not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, one of the following has occurred:

SYS --8885 Line (line number]--Not an X.21 switched
line

,

The specified source member does not exist.

Severity: NjA

•
,

A procedure name or parameter was entered incorrectly.

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation

There was an unsuccessful attempt to make a connection through
the X.21 public data network on the line number identified in the
message. The attempt failed because:
,

An incorrect response for a line number was entered.

•

The line is not configured as an X.21 switched line .

Use the STATUS COMM (D C) command to verify the
communications controller line connections.

The procedure has an error.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the source member specified as the SOURCE parameter in the
RESPONSE utility control statement does not exist in the
specified library. The source member name is identified in the
message.
Do one of the following:

,

Enter option 1 to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

Select the line allocated as an X.21 switched line and try the
connection again.

,

SYS --8887 Line (line number]--Call attempt used an
invalid list

Additional Information

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An attempt to place an automatic calion the line identified in the
message failed. The list that contains the number or numbers to
call was not correct. If the line is allocated for the autocall feature,
the list must contain the phone numbers created by the
DEFINEPN procedure. If the line is allocated for the X.21
feature, the list must contain the network connection numbers
created by the DEFINX21 procedure.
Use the STATUS COMM (D C) command to display the status
of the communications lines allocated to determine if the autocall
or X.21 feature is configured. Select or create the list that matches
the configured feature and run the job again.

SYS --8889 Comm cntlr check while loading X.21
microcode
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: NjA

The source member specified in the RESPONSE utility control
If the
statement cannot be found in the specified library.
LIBRARY parameter was not specified, the system searched the
system library for the source member. Make sure the correct
source member was specified and that the correct library was
specified.
User Response

Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

SYS --8898 Library (library name) was not found
Severity: 5

Explanation

A communication controller check occurred while the X.21
microcode was being loaded. The X.21 autocall task has ended.
Perform an IPL to start the X.21 switched line support again.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

SYS --8890 Control processor interface microcode not
loaded
Severity: NjA

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8897) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The control storage for the communications microcode could not
be allocated. The X.21 autocall task has ended.

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, one of the following has occurred:

I'

The specified library does not exist. The library name is
identified in the message.

,

A procedure name or parameter was entered incorrectly.

,

The procedure has an error.

If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the library specified as the LIBRARY parameter in the
RESPONSE utility control statement does not exist.
Do one of the following:
,

Enter option 1 to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.
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•

Bnter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8898) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

•

Enter option 1 to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

Additional Information

•

The library specified in the RESPONSE utility control statement
cannot be found. Make sure the correct library name was
specified.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8900) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information

User Response
Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

SYS --8899 Invalid source record format
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
One of the following has occurred:

An invalid alpha code is specified in a record in the source member
that is supplied as input to the auto response utility program
(SARSP). The alpha code must start in column 1 of the record,
and it must be one of the following: ASM, BAS, BGU, CBL,
CGU, DFU, DHCF, DSU, EMU, EP, ESU, BT, FORT, IDDU,
IWS, KBD, NRD, OFC, QRY, RJE, RPG, SDA, SEU, SORT,
SRTX, SYS, TIM, TXT, USER, or WSU. The incorrect record
is displayed above this error message.
User Response
Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

•

There is an error in the source member.

•
•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

SYS --8901 Invalid message identification code

There is an error in the procedure.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

Explanation

•

One of the following has occurred:

•

Enter option 1 to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8899) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information
The source member specified as input to the auto response utility
program ($ARSP) contained a record that could not be
interpreted. The invalid record is displayed above the error
message. Make sure the correct source member was specified and
that all records within the source member are in the proper
format.

•

There is an error in the source member.

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

There is an error in the procedure.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option 1 to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8901) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

User Response

Additional Information

Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.

An invalid message ID (MIC) is specified in a record in the source
member that is supplied as input to the auto response utility
program ($ARSP), which may have been called by the
RESPONSE or SETALERT procedures. The MIC, which must
bc numeric, must be in columns 1 through 4 of the record. The
incorrect record is displayed above this error message.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

SYS --8900 Invalid alpha code
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
One of the following occurred:

User Response
Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

•

The source member has an error.

•

A procedure name or parameter was entered incorrectly.

SYS --8902 Invalid auto response value

•

The procedure has an error.

Severity: 5

Do one of the following:
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Explanation

Auto Response:

One of the following has occurred:
•

There is an error in the source member.

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

There is an error in the procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

SYS --8904 Member (message member) for alpha code
(alpha code) not found

Do one of the following:

Severity: 5

•

Enter option 1 to stop processing the current utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

Explanation

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
10 (SYS--8902) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Auto Response:

One of the following has occurred:

•

The specified message member does not exist.

•

There is an error in the source member.

Additional Information

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

An invalid auto response value is specified in a record in the
source member that is supplied as input to the auto response
utility program ($ARSP). The auto response value must be in
column 6, and it must be one of the following: 0, 1, 2, 3, 0, or
N. The incorrect record is displayed above this error message.

•

There is an error in the procedure.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8904) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Additional Information

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values changed by this step are
saved.

SYS --8903 Message was not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

One of the following has occurred:
•

There is an error in the source member.

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter..

•

There is an error in the procedure.

Do one of the following:

The auto response utility program ($ARSP), which may have been
called by the RESPONSE or SETALERT procedures, is
attempting to update a message member based on an alpha code
specified in the input source member. The message member was
not found. Make sure that the alpha code is correct and that the
programming support corresponding to the alpha code is installed
on your system. The message member name and the alpha code
are identified in the message.
User Response

Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

Enter option 0 to ignore this record and process the next
record.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

•

Enter option 1 to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

SYS --8905 Message ID codes are not in ascending
order

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8903) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information

The auto response utility program ($ARSP) could not find the
message corresponding to the alpha code and the message
identification code (M IC) specified in a record in the input source
member. Make sure the alpha code and MIC are correct. The
incorrect record is displayed above this error message.
User Response

Option 0: The incorrect record is ignored. Processing continues
with the next record.
Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the input source member.
following:

Do one of the

•

Enter option 1 to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--890S) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information

An incorrect message identification code (MIC) is specified in a
record in the source member that is supplied as input to the auto
response utility program ($ARSP). The MICs must be in
ascending order relative to the previous MIC specified under the
alpha code. The incorrect record is displayed above this error
message.
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User Response

Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

SYS --8906 User member name was not specified
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

User Response

Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

SYS --8908 Invalid severity level

There is an error in the input source member.
following:
•

and that the programming support which corresponds to the alpha
code is installed on your system. The library name and the alpha
code are identified in the message.

po one of the

Enter option I to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8906) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information

You specified an alpha code of USER in a record in the source
member supplied as input to the auto response utility program
($ARSP). When the alpha code is USER, you must also specify
a message load member .name. The incorrect record is displayed
above this error message.

Severity: 5
Explanation

One of the following has occurred:
•

There is an error in the source member.

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

There is an error in the procedure.

Do one of the following:

•

Enter option I to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8908) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

User Response

Option I: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Auto response values or alert indicators changed
by this step are saved.

SYS --8907 Library (library name) for alpha code
(alpha code) not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

One of the following has occurred:

Auto Response:

Additional Information

An invalid severity level is specified in a record in the source
member that is supplied as input to the auto response utility
program ($ARSP). The severity level must start in column 8, and
it must be 1,2,3,4, or 5. The incorrect record is displayed above
this error message.
User Response

Option I: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however, data created by this step is lost. Auto
response values changed by this step are saved.

•

The specified library does not exist.

•

There is an error in the source member.

SYS --8909 No specification statement was found

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

Severity: 5

There is an error in the procedure.

Explanation

•

Auto Response:

Do one of the following:

One of the following has occurred:

•

•

There is an error in the source member.

•

You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.

•

There is an error in the procedure.

•

Enter option I to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8907) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to stop processing this utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--8909) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

Additional Information

The auto response utility program ($ARSP) is attempting to
update a message member based on an alpha code specified in the
input source member.
The library containing the message
member was not found. Make sure that the alpha code is correct
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Additional Information
The alpha code specified in a record in the source member that
was supplied as input to the auto response utility program
($ARSP) did not have any specification statements following it.
At least one specification statement must follow an auto response
control statement.
User Response
Option I: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved; however, data created by this step is lost. Auto
response values or alert indicators applied by this step are saved.

SYS --8910 Insufficient library space for load member
now .•.
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The system detected an error while the DEFINX21 procedure was
running.
Run the FROMLIBR procedure to backup your library on
diskette.
Delete your library from the system.
Run the
BLDLIBR procedure to increase your library size and to load
your library again. Run the DEFINX21 procedure again. For
more information on these procedures, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
Additional Information

name of the procedure you were running when this error
occurred.
Additional Information
The COPYPRT procedure was specified for the user access to
spool file utility program ($UASF).
Parameter 4 in the
COPYPRT procedure is incorrect. Parameter 4 must be CRT or
PRINT or must not be specified.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8916 COPYPRT cannot be evoked or run from
the job queue ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The $UASC program is an interactive program; therefore, it
cannot run if it does not have a work station to communicate
with.
Enter option 3 and try to run the COPYPRT procedure again by
entering the procedure name from a work station. If this error
continues to occur, give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8916).
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8917 Parm 4 conflicts with parm 1 in
COPYPRT procedure

The system attempted to build a load member for the DEFINX21
procedure. There is not enough space in either the specified
library or the library directory to load the required load member.

Severity: 3

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

The COPYPRT procedure has PRINT specified in parameter 4
but parameter 1 is not NOCOPY. PRINT is only allowed with
NOCOPY.

User Response

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8917).

Option I: Retry the load operation.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8911 DEFINX21 cannot be evoked or placed
on the JOBQ ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved; however. data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8918 COPYPRT cannot execute with a remote
file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

The DEFINX21 procedure was evoked or placed on the input job
queue. The DEFINX21 procedure cannot be evoked or placed on
the input job queue because it requires interactive processing.
User Response

You tried to use the $UASC utility program to display a user file;
however. the attempt was not successful because the file was a
remote file and such files are not supported by the $UASC utility
program.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8918) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

SYS --8915 Invalid parameter 4 in COPYPRT
procedure

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is an error in the procedure you are running. Enter option
3 and give the programmer the message ID (SYS--8915) and the

User Response

SYS --8919 The required heading message cannot be
found ...
System Messages
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Severity: 3

Auto Response: 1

Explanation

A message contained in the second level headings message
member (##MSG2) cannot be found. The printed report will not
be complete; however, the program can still be run if option 1 is
selected. The report will not contain some headings.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Option 1: Select option 1 to continue the program. Any
remaining headings in the buffer will be cleared. The printed
report will not be complete.
Option 2: Select option 2 to end the program. The report
summary will be printed but may not be complete. No new
facility requests will be accepted.

SYS --8920 No X.21 circuit-switched lines configured
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

This is a work station controller error.
operation to the work station failed.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 to try again. If the error continues to occur,
select option 2.

•

Enter option 2 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8922) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

If this error occurs frequently, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.
User Response

Option 1: The I/O operation is tried again.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --8923 Line (line number) cannot be allocated
now

Explanation

Severity: 3

You were attempting to run the REQUESTX procedure.
However, the REQUESTX procedure requires an X.21
circuit-switched line to interface with the X.21 public data
network. No X.21 lines have been configured on this system.

Explanation

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8920) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Auto Response: 2

The line number identified in the message cannot be allocated
because it is already in use. The REQUESTX procedure requires
a dedicated line to interface with the X.21 public data network.
Do one of the following before selecting option 1:
•

End the program that is using the line

Additional Information

•

Wait for the line to become available

The microcode configuration does not specify an X.21 switched
line. The unit definition table must be reconfigured.

•

Specify another X.21 line

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

The input/output

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Option 1: Try the allocate operation again.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: Return to the data entry screen.

SYS --8921 The assign of required work space failed

SYS --8924 Line [line numberJ cannot be enabled now

Severity: 5

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Explanation

There is not enough system resources available at this time. Do
one of the following:

The line number identified in the message cannot be enabled
because a communications controller check occurred.

•
•

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

Enter option 1 to try to assign system resources again .
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--8921) and the name of the
procedure you were running when this error occurred.

User Response

Option 1: Retry the enable operation.

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Option 2: Return to the data entry screen.

User Response

SYS --8925 The X.21 connection task is not active

Option 1: Try to assign system resources again. Space may now
be available.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The REQUESTX procedure requested the X.21 autocall task to
perform automatic calling. However, the REQUESTX procedure
cannot proceed due to one of the following:

SYS --8922 The 1/0 operation to work station failed
Severity: 5
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Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

•

An X.21 switched line was not specified during
configuration. Enter a STATUS COMM (D C) command

•

•

to see if an X.21 switched line is configured. If it is not, call
for hardware service.

the message, and the screen the operator at the system console
printed for you.

The file that contains the X.21 support was not installed on
the system. More information about instal1ing X.21 support
can be found in the the manual Changing Your System
Configuration, SC21-9052.

Additional Information

The X.21 autocall task abnormally ended. Activate the task
by performing an IPL.

User Response

Option 2:
procedure.

Free the active line and end the REQUESTX

SYS --8926 REQUESTX cannot be evoked or placed
on the JOBQ ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The REQUESTX procedure can only be started from a work
station. The REQUESTX procedure cannot be evoked or run
from the input job queue.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8927 (library nameJ--This library was not found
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The library name specified as the second parameter in the
REQUESTX procedure cannot be found. Either the library does
not exist or the library name was specified incorrectly. The library
name is identified in the message.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8927) and the library name identified in the message.
Additional Information

Enter the LISTLlBR,DlR,SYSTEM,library-name procedure
using the library-name in the message. For more information on
the LlSTLlBR procedure and the REQUESTX procedure, refer
to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If the library is
found, a problem exists in the REQUESTX procedure.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Enter the LlSTLlBR member name and SOURCE library name
procedure using the library name that was specified in the
REQUESTX procedure and the source member name in the
message as the member name parameter. If you did not specify a
library name in the REQUESTX procedure, use the active user
library identified by the STATUS SESSION command. For more
information on the LlSTLIBR procedure and the REQUESTX
procedure, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020. If
the source member is found, a problem exists in the REQUESTX
procedure.
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8929 (source member nameJ--This source
member contains invalid data
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The source member name specified in the REQUESTX procedure
contains incorrect data and, therefore, cannot be read. The source
member name is identified in the message.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8929) and the source member name identified in the
message.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8930 Start exists for specified jobq priority
Severity: NjA

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation

You entered the START JOBQ,job-queue-priority command but
the job queue priority specified is already started. You can use the
STATUS JO BQ command to display the job queue priorities that
are stopped.
Enter the START JOBQ,job-queue-priority
command again if you want to start a job queue priority that is
not already started.

User Response

SYS --8931 Stop exists for specified jobq priority

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: NjA

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation

SYS --8928 (source member nameJ--This source
member not found in library
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The source member name specified as the first parameter in the
REQUESTX procedure could not be found in the specified
library. If you did not specify a library, the current library was
assumed.
Have the operator at the system console enter the STATUS
SESSION display ID command, and print the displayed screen.
The display ID parameter should be the ID of your display
station. The source member name is identified in the message.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message
identification code (SYS--8928), the source member name from

You entered the STOP JOBQ,job-queue-priority command but
the job queue priority specified is already stopped. You can use
the STATUS JO BQ command to display the job queue priorities
that are stopped. Enter the STOP JOBQ,job-queue-priority
command again if you want to stop a job queue priority that is
not already stopped.

SYS --8932 Jobq priority started; all jobs are held
Severity: NjA

Auto Response: NjA

Explanation

The START JOBQ,job-queue-priority command you entered was
processed successfully but all jobs currently in this job queue
priority are held. You can use the STATUS JO BQ command to
display the jobs that are held. If you want any of the held jobs to
run, use the RELEASE JOBQ,jobname command.
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SYS --8933 Jobq priority started, but it is empty

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The START JOBQ,job-queue-priority command you entered was
processed successfully. Because the job queue is currently empty,
the next job submitted to the job queue will run immediately if it
has one of the started job queue priorities. You can use the
STATUS JOBQ command to display the job queue priorities that
have been started.

SYS --8934 The job queue is empty for this priority
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

A severe error was detected in the format of the job queue file.
The job queue was stopped. The operator needs to reformat the
job queue file.

SYS --8941 Request incomplete--jobq file in use
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The request was not successfully completed because the job queue
file is in use by another task.

Explanation

To continue, retry the request after the task that was using the job
queue file has finished.

The STATUS JOBQ,priority command was entered but no jobs
with that job queue priority exist on the job queue.

SYS --8942 RELEASE JOBQ command successful

No operator action is required.

Severity: N/A

SYS --8935 Job queue priority stopped successfully
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The STOP JOBQ,job-queue-priority command was entered and
processed successfully. New jobs submitted to the job queue
cannot run if their job queue priority has been stopped.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A RELEASE JOBQ,job-name command was entered and the job
specified was released for processing. The job will now run if it is
in a started job queue priority.

SYS --8943 HOLD JOBQ command successful
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --8936 Job queue priority started successfully
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The START JOBQ,job-queue-priority command was entered and
processed successfully. New jobs submitted to the job queue will
run if their job queue priority has been started.

A HOLD JOBQ,job-name command was entered and the job
specified is being held. This job cannot run until it is released.
You can use the RELEASE JOBQ command to release this job.

SYS --8944 Jobq stopped--Res Security
error--code-(code number)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --8937 Invalid job queue priority specified

Explanation

Severity: N/A

A job is attempting to run from the job queue, but a resource
security error has been detected. The error code number is
identified in the message.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An invalid job queue priority was specified on a JOBQ, START
JOBQ, STOP JOBQ, or STATUS JOBQ command. Correct
priorities are 0 through 5.

SYS --8938 Jobq stopped; lib llibrary namel has
security error
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You are attempting to run a job from the job queue. The library
the procedure is in is a secured library. There is no record of this
Change the security
library in the resource security file.
classification of the library identified in the message. Start the job
queue again.

SYS --8939 (job namel not run--not authorized for
llibrary name)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You are attempting to run a job from the job queue. You are not
allowed to run procedures from the library identified in the
message.

SYS --8940 Error in jobq file--jobq stopped
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Error codes and meanings are as foHows:
01

Permanent disk error on resource security file

02

Resource security file not found when security is active
on the system

03

Resource security audit failure

If the error code is 0 I or 02, check the resource security file and
restore the backup copy if necessary. If the error code is 03,
check the history file. You may need to make the history file
larger or specify wraparound.

If this problem continues to occur, notify your security officer.

SYS --8945 Different ws-IDs must be given on
ASSIGN
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --8946 Disk 1/0 error--accessing spool file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

A disk I/O error was encountered while using the $UASF or
$UASC utility program.
The status of the spool file is
unpredictable. Do the following:

1.

Do not try to put more data into the spool file. The status
of the spool file entry is not predictable.

2.

Try to save the data now in the spool file. Either try to print
it or use the COPYPRT procedure to copy entries onto a
disk file. You may, however, not be able to recover all the
print data.

J.

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from
the spool file. Select the override option that clears the spool
file. All data that is in the spool file when the IPL is
performed is lost.

Enter option 2 or J and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8946) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Severity: 5
Explanation

The COPYPRT procedure found an error is the format of the
spool file. Because of this error, the COPYPRT procedure cannot
perform its intended function. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-8949).
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8950 Invalid data in spool file entry ...

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8947 Invalid forms number
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The $UASF utility program was used to copy a spool file entry
or entries to a disk file. However, the forms number that was
specified was invalid. The forms number must be in the form
Fxxxx (where x is the 4-character forms number).

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

The COPYPRT procedure found invalid print data in the spool
file entry being copied. Because of the error, the COPYPRT
procedure cannot copy the spool file entry. Enter option 2 or 3
and give the programmer the message ID (SYS-8950).
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8951 ICFDEBUG cannot be evoked or placed
on the jobq

Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8947) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.

Severity: N/A

Additional Information

The ICFDEBUG procedure was evoked or placed on the job
queue. The ICFDEBUG procedure cannot run when it is evoked
or placed on the input job queue because it is an interactive utility.

Refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020, for a
description of the user access to spool file utility program
($UASF).

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option J: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8952 MIC not in range for alpha code specified

SYS --8948 Invalid spool ID
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The $UASF utility program was used to copy a spool file entry to
a disk file. However, the spool ID that-was specified was invalid.
The spool ID must be a 6-character spool file ID.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--8948) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
Additional Information

Refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020, for a
description of the user access to spool file utility program
($UASF).
User Response

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

There is an error in the input source member.
following:
•

I.

Do one of the

Enter option 1 to continue the job.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS-8952).

Additional Information

The message ID (MIC) specified in the source record given as
input to the auto response utility ($ARSP) is incorrect. The MIC
specified does not exist under the alpha code that was specified on
the auto response specification statement. The incorrect source
record is displayed above this error.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 1: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.

SYS --8949 Spool file format error ...

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
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Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. Any auto
response values or alert indicators applied by this step are saved.

SYS --8953 Message member (message member)
currently in use ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Additional Information
User Response

SYS --8959 Line (line number) --SHM time-out on a
call, (station address)

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The message member you are trying to update is currently in use
by another program. You cannot update the message member
when another program is using the member.

Explanation

User Response

Option 1: The utility control statement is ignored, and the next
utility control statement is processed.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. Auto
response values or alert indicators set by this step are saved.

An attempt to make a connection or reconnection through the
X.21 SHM network to the remote station failed because there was
no response from the remote end after a call. If this is primary
SDLC, then an XID was transmitted seven times and a time-out
occurred after each transmission. If this is secondary SDLC, then
it did not receive a poll within 32 seconds of the connection.
Communication cannot continue to the remote station. The line
number and the station address of the remote station are identified
in the message.

SYS --8960 Line (line number) --SHM is not
supported, (station address)

SYS --8954 Invalid alert indicator...

Severity: N/A

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation

lOne of the following has occurred:
There is an error in the source member.

I •
I • You incorrectly entered a procedure name or parameter.
I • There is an error in the procedure.
I Do one of the following:

I•
I•

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
to the remote station failed because the response from the remote
end indicates that it does not support SHM. Communication
cannot continue to the remote end. If this is primary SDLC, the
station address of the remote station is indicated in the message.
This may be a configuration error.

SYS --8961 Line (line number) --SHM configuration
mismatch, (station address)

Enter option I to stop processing the current utility control
statement and start processing the next utility control
statement.

Severity: N/A

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--89S4) and the name of the procedure you were
running when this error occurred.

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
to the remote station failed because the XID response/poll from
the remote end contains information that does not match the
configuration for that station. The remote XID node ID and/or
phone number configured for that station do not agree with what
was received from the remote end. Communications cannot
continue to the remote station. The line number and station
address of the remote station are identified in the message. This
may be caused by a configuration error.

Additional Information

An invalid alert indicator is specified in a record in the source
member that is supplied as input to the auto response utility
program ($ARSP). The alert indicator must be in column 6, and
it must be either Y or N. The incorrect record is displayed above
this error message.
User Response

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --8962 Line (line number) --SHM state error,
(station address)

Option I: Processing of the current utility control statement is
ended.
Processing continues with the next utility control
statement.

Severity: N/A

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
to the remote station failed because the XID response/poll from
the remote end indicates that the remote station is either:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by a previous step in
this job is saved. Alert indicators set by this step are saved.

SYS --8957 CAUTION: cannot run short hold mode
on this system
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

X.21 short hold mode cannot be run without an enhanced
communications controller installed on the system.
DEFINX21 can still be run; enter an option from the display
shown to continue.
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

I.
I.

Engaged in a short hold mode session when it should not be
Not engaged in a short hold mode session when it should be

This may have occurred if either end was restarted while the link
was in an SHM disconnected state. The session can be
reestablished by doing a VARY ON for the remote station or an
ENABLE for the other SNA subsystem. The line number and
station address of the remote station are identified in the message.

SYS --8963 Line (line number) --SHM invalid station
address, (station address)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to answer a call on an X.21 SHM line was made, but
the subsequent XID response from the secondary station contains
an unknown SDLC station address (given in the message). This
may be caused by a configuration error.

SYS --8969 Line (line number) --SlIM call failed,
(station address), T2 time-out

SYS --8964 Invalid parameter was entered ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

SYS --8965 X.21 SHM line configuration member in
use ...
Auto Response: 2

The library member contammg the X.21 short hold mode line
configuration information is currently being updated by another
user. No X.21 short hold mode line configurations can be created,
updated, or deleted until the first user is finished.
User Response
Option I: Retry the selected operation.
Option 2: Terminate the DEFINX21 procedure.
already created is saved.

An attempt to make the connection through the X.21 SHM
network to the remote failed because the network did not respond
to the call request within 20 seconds. The line number and station
address of the remote are identified in the message. Try the
connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify the
person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communication equipment.

SYS --8970 Line (line number) --SlIM call failed,
(station address), T3A time-out

Explanation

Any data

SYS --8966 Permanent disk I/O error ..•
Severity: 2

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An invalid parameter was specified for the DEFINX21 procedure.
For more
Valid parameters are NONSHM and SHM.
information on the DEFINX21 procedure refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Severity: 2

respond to the call request within three seconds. The line number
and the station address of the remote station are identified in the
message. Try the connection again; if this error occurs frequently,
notify the person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communication equipment.

Auto Response:

Explanation
A permanent disk I/O error occurred while the system was trying
to find #X21L1B or the X.21 SHM line configuration member.
You should delete #X21 LIB and restore it from a backup copy or
recreate it by running the DEFINX21 SHM procedure. You
should also perform problem determination for disk I/O errors.

Severity: N /A

Auto Response: N /A

Explanation
An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
to the remote station failed because the network did not respond
to the call within six seconds with a call progr~ss signal or a
ready-for-data indication. The line number and the station address
of the remote station are identified in the message. Try the
connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify the
person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communication equipment.

SYS --8971 Line (line number I --SlIM call failed, I
station address ), T3B time-out, CPS--I
call progress signal )
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

User Response

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
to the remote station failed. The network responded to the call
with a call progress signal. However the network failed to signal
ready-for-data within 60 seconds. The line number and the station
address of the remote are identified in the message. The call
progress signal is one of the following:

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by this step is lost.

01

The remote end requires a manual answer and took
longer than 60 seconds to answer.

02

The call has been directed to another remote.

03

The call has been placed on the queue.

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

SYS --8967 Line (line number) --SHM call failed,
(station address), CPS--(call progress
signal)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
to the remote station failed. The line number and station address
of the remote station are identified in the message. The reason for
the failure is identified in the message as the call progress signal
(CPS). The meaning associated with each CPS can be found in
SYS-8874.

SYS --8968 Line (line number) --SHM call failed,
(station address), Tl time-out
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to make the connection through the X.21 SHM
network to the remote station failed because the network did not

Try the connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify
the person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communication equipment.

SYS --8972 Line (line number) --SlIM call failed, [
station address ), parity error
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
to the remote station failed. The network was processing a call
when a parity error was detected on the incoming lAS
(International Alphabet number 5) characters. The line number
and the station address of the remote are identified in the message.
Try the connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify
the person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communication equipment.
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SYS --8973 Line ( line number) --SHM call failed,
station address ), DeE clear
Severity: N/A

I

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
to the remote station failed. The network cleared the line when
the call was in process. The line number and the station address
of the remote end are identified in the message. Try the
connection again. If this error occurs frequently, notify the
person responsible for the maintenance of your data
communications equipment.

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
failed.
The system answered a call and received an XID
poll/response from the remote end that contained information
which does not match the configuration for that station. The
remote XID node 10 and/or phone number configured for that
station do not agree with what was received from the remote end.
When it happens twice in succession, communications to the
remote end will be stopped. This may be a configuration error or
an unauthorized attempt to make a connection. The line number
is identified in the message.

SYS --8975 Line (line number) --SHM call failed,
(station address), hardware error

SYS --8981 Line (line number) --SHM waiting for
initial call from station (station address)

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

An attempt to make a connection through the X.21 SHM network
to the remote station failed because an adapter check (hardware
error) was detected. Try the connection again. If this error occurs
frequently, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

An attempt to make the initial connection through the X.21 SHM
network to the remote failed. This is normally due to the remote
system not being powered on yet. When the remote system is
ready and places a call to the System/36, communications will be
established. The line number and station address of the remote are
indicated in the message.

SYS --8976 Line (line number) --SHM answer failed,
T4 time-out

Additional Information

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to answer a call on an X.21 SHM line failed. The call
was accepted, but the network failed to respond within six
seconds. The line number is identified in the message.

SYS --8977 Line (line number) --SlIM answer failed,
DeE clear
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to answer a call on an X.21 SHM line failed because
the network cleared the line when the answer was in process. The
line number is identified in the message.

SYS --8978 Line (line number) --SlIM answer failed,
DeE not ready
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to answer a call on an X.21 SHM line failed because
the network was not ready. The line number is identified in the
message.

SYS --8979 Line (line number) --SHM time-out on an
answer
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt to make a connection or reconnection through the
X.21 SHM network to the remote station failed because there was
no response from the remote end after an answer. If this is
primary SDLC, then an XID was transmitted 7 times and the
time-out occurred after each transmission. If this is secondary
SDLC, then it did not receive a poll within 32 seconds of the
connection.
Communication cannot continue to the remote
station. The line number is identified in the message.
SY~

--8980 Line (line number) --SHM configuration

mismatch on an answer
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This message should be preceded by SYS-8967. The reason for
the call failure is identified in the message as the call progress
signal (CPS). The meaning associated with each CPS can be
found in SYS-8874. If the remote system is known to be ready,
perform the recovery procedure that is appropriate for the CPS.

SYS --8990 Parameter (parameter location) must be
TIME or PCID
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is an error in the fifth parameter of the APPNINFO
procedure. The correct values for parameter 5 are TIME or
PCID.
To continue, enter option 3 to cancel the job, and then enter the
procedure again with the correct value for parameter 5.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --8991 APPNINFO cannot be evoked or run
from the JOBQ ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The APPNINFO procedure has been either evoked or placed on
the job queue. The APPNINFO procedure cannot be evoked or
run from the job queue because it requires interactive processing.
Enter option 3 and give the programmer the message 10
(SYS--8991) and the name of the procedure you were running
when this error occurred.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9000 Buffer too small to hold requested data
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

One of the following occurred:
•

•

If you requested an associate record or a text get or read,
your buffer is too small to hold the text record unit or the
associate record. You must increase the size of your buffer.
If you were doing an archive or copy of a folder member,
the program buffer is too small to hold the data structures
that must be read to complete the operation. The archive
or copy cannot be done.

SYS --9001 End of data found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

in the VTOC entry. Any folders being rebuilt or needing to be
rebuilt are not rebuilt, and their condition is unknown.
Fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the System Problem
Determination manual, call for software service.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step is ended. The
folder(s) being or needing to be rebuilt are not rebuilt and their
condition is unknown.
Option 3: If this option is available, the job is canceled. The
folder(s) being or needing to be rebuilt are not rebuilt and their
condition is unknown.

Explanation

SYS --9029 Unable to rebuild folder (folder name]
Auto Response: N IA

End of data was reached while getting or reading either text or
associate records.

Severity: N / A

SYS --9025 Disk error accessing folder (folder name)

Explanation

Severity: N/A

This message is for your information. IPL Folder Rebuild issues
this message when a folder is unavailable. The named folder could
not be read, therefore it is not known if the folder requires
rebuilding. The Folder Rebuild function continues with the next
folder on the system.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A disk I/O error occurred while the system was accessing the
named folder. The condition of the folder is unknown. Members
should be copied to another folder, and the named folder should
be deleted.
Note: If this error continues to occur, flll out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

Possibles causes for this message are if the named folder is on a
powered off disk drive or a drive that is not physically connected.

•

User Response

If you are aware of a powered off disk drive that should be
on, then follow these steps:
1.

Power ON the disk drive

2.

Perform the system IPL

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

•

If the drive was powered on AFTER an IPL, you must do
the system IPL again in order to have that drive recognized
as powered on.

Option 3: If this option is available, the job is canceled. Data
created by previous steps in this job is saved, but data created by
this step is lost.

•

If you are aware of a disk drive that should be physically
connected but is not, then follow these steps:

SYS --9026 Internal error accessing folder (folder
name] ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

1.

Physically connect the disk drive

2.

Perform the system IPL

User Response

Explanation

No operator response is required for this message.

An error occurred while accessing the named folder. The
condition of the folder is unknown. Members should be copied to
another folder, and the named folder should be deleted.

SYS --9030 Folder (folder name) was not converted ...
Severity: N/A

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: If this option is available, the job continues. The
named folder will be bypassed and processing continues with the
next folder.

An error occurred while attempting to convert the named folder.
The folder was restored to its original state. The named folder was
not converted.

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: If this option is available, the job is canceled. Data
created by previous steps in this job will be saved, but data created
by this step is lost.

SYS --9027 Folder (folder name] rebuild completed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9028 VTOC error accessing folder
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A disk VTOC I/O error occurred while doing an IPL to rebuild a
folder. The folder name is not known because the error occurred

Auto Response: N/A

User Response

Option 0: If this option is available, the job continues. The
named folder will be bypassed and processing continues with the
next folder.
Option 1: If this option is available, the job will retry the
conversion on the named folder.
Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: If this option is available, the job is canceled. Data
created by previous steps in this job is saved, but data created by
this step is lost.

SYS --9031 (folder name]--This folder not opened
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3
System Messages
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Explanation

The function you requested requires the named folder to be
opened. You must open the folder before you retry the operation.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step is ended. Data
created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with the
next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9032 (member name)--This member not opened
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

necessary to use them with the release 4 version
DisplayWrite/36 and Personal Services/36 program products.
User Response

Option 0: Continue and reformat the folder. If using DOCCNV.
all DisplayWrite/36 and Personal Services/36 folders will be
reformatted.
Option 2: The job step is ended. None of the DisplayWrite/36
and Personal Services/36 folders will be reformatted.
Option 3: The job is canceled. None of the DisplayWrite/36 and
Personal Services/36 folders will be reformatted.

SYS --9036 Search more requested but no initiaJ
search done ...

Explanation

Severity: 3

The function you requested requires that the named member be
open. You must open the member before you retry the operation.

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step is ended. Data
created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with the
next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9033 (member name)--This member not open
for update
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

of

Auto Response: 3

An initial search must be done before the continue option can be
specified. The continue option should only be specified if an
indicator is returned in the parameter list indicating that there is
more data than can fit in the output buffer.

SYS --9038 DOCCNV only allowed at the system
console
Severity: 4

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

The request was not successfully completed because the
DOCCNV procedure can only be run from the system console.

Explanation

User Response

The named member is not open for update, and the operation you
requested requires that the member be open for update. You
must open the member for update before retrying the operation.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --9039 DOCCNV requires system operator
authority

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 4

SYS --9034 (folder name)--This folder does not have
a text area ...

The request was not successfully completed. You must be at least
a system operator to run the DOCCNV procedure.

Severity: 3

User Response

Auto Response: 2

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

A folder has two parts: a descriptor area and a text area. The text
area is optional. If a folder is created with zero blocks given for
the text area size, no text area is created.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

You are trying to access the text area of the named folder, but it
does not have a text area. You can create a new folder with a text
area, or you may be able to use an existing folder that has a text
area. You can run the CATALOG procedure to list all the
existing folders on the system. The date field will be blank for a
text area for a particular folder.

Severity: 3

SYS --9035 [folder name) is being reformatted. Save
if necessary ...

You are attempting to do an insert into an index or a field table,
but there is not enough room for a new entry. This may be a
system program error. Fill out a Problem Summary Form found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Severity: 2

Auto Response: 0

Explanation

DisplayWrite/36 or Personal Services/36 folder(s) to be opened for
usage require reformatting. This will allow compatibility with the
current DisplayWrite/36 and Personal Services/36 products.
Folders should be saved before being reformatted if it will ever be
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SYS --9047 Insufficient space in list to add new item
Auto Response: 3

Explanation

SYS --9050 Disk space not available for folder
member
Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

There is not enough disk space available to complete the close
operation on your folder member. The member was closed as
though the DEFER option was specified.
If a close with
UPDATE(NO) was specified for a newly created member, the
member index is removed; however, text and associate record data
remains. Rebuild should be run to free this disk space. You can
run the ARCHIVE procedure to copy members to a diskette or
tape and delete the version in your folder, thus freeing up space in
the folder for new members. The member may then be reopened
and closed with UPDATE(YES) specified.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9051 (folder name)--This folder created
nonextendable ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

6553 blocks. It is not possible to create an extent that large. An
extent is not created.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9055 Ending page/line or key number less than
start
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The range of keys or lines specified to be deleted or counted was
invalid. The starting key or page and line must precede the ending
key or page and line.

SYS --9056 Page or line not found

Explanation

Severity: 3

When the named folder was created, an extent size of zero was
specified. The folder will not be extended. If your folder has a
text area, you can archive members to a diskette or tape and delete
the copies on disk to allow new members to be placed in the
folder. You can run ALOCFLDR to increase the size of the
folder or condense to organize the data in the folder more
efficiently.

Explanation

SYS --9057 Text unit not found

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Explanation
You requested get text information of a specific text unit, but the
unit does not exist.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9058 Number of lines requested exceeds 65536

SYS --9052 Folder (folder name) has the maximum
number of extents ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A folder can only have 99 extents. This maximum has been
reached by the named folder. Either the CONDENSE procedure
or the ALOCFLDR procedure can be run to minimize the
number of extents the folder has. The CATALOG procedure can
then be run to determine how many' extents the folder has after it
is reorganized by the CONDENSE or ALOCFLDR procedure.
If more space is needed in the folder, the ARCHIVE procedure
can be run to copy members to a diskette or tape and delete any
old versions on disk, thus freeing space in the folder for other
members.
User Response

A get or put of a specific page or line was requested, but the page
or line does not exist and no smaller page or line exists for the
page type.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You requested get text information to count the number of lines
in a specified page/line range. The number of lines in that range
is greater than 65,536. The maximum number of lines that can
be counted is 65,536.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9059 Invalid page number given
Severity: 3

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

A page number of all zeros was specified for a get, put, or delete
of text. A valid page number is a 5-byte number greater than
zero.

SYS --9053 Incorrect sizes given to extend folder
(folder name)

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An extent for a folder text area must be built. However, the
minimum amount of space required in the new extent exceeds

SYS --9060 Requested key not found
Auto Response: 3

The key number you specified to get, read, or delete was not
found.
User Response
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Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The member type you specified is not supported in your folder.
Supported member types are established when you create your
folder.

SYS --9061 Invalid key given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

SYS --9072 No data to return
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

A key of all zeros was specified when trying to get, put, read, or
delete an associate record. A valid key is a to-byte number greater
than zero.

A specific request to get, search, or list information from the data
descriptor area of your folder failed because the information could
not be found.

SYS --9065 Invalid associate record size given

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

A record size of zero was given for associate records to be put
into a folder member. An associate record must be 1 to 16,384
bytes long.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9067 Invalid TMDDABUF control block(s).

SYS --9074 Search data exceeds 524288 bytes of task
work space

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

A specific request for a get, put, search or list operation to the
data descriptor area of your folder failed because you specified
more than 15 chained TMDDABUF control blocks, or your
TMDDABUF control block(s) contained more than 255 field IDs.

The output from the search data descriptor request you made
exceeds 524,288 bytes. Task work space is used to hold this data
and has a maximum size of 524,288 bytes.

Enter option 2, if available, to end the job step. Enter option 3 to
cancel the job.
User Response

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9075 Not authorized to access folder (folder
name) ...

SYS --9068 No room in subfield stack for another
entry

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

You are attempting to access a folder at a higher level than you
are authorized to. If you are attempting to browse the folder, you
must have read access to the folder. If you are attempting to
change the ·folder or use it exclusively, you must have update
access to the folder. See your security officer for proper
authorization to the folder you are trying to access.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You are trying to add another entry to a subfield stack, but there
is no more room. The number of entries allowed is the same as
for the parent field.

SYS --9069 No room in stack for another entry
Severity; 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You are trying to add more stack entries than the stack size
allows. The stack size was set when the folder was created.
Recreate the folder with a bigger stack size.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9070 Field ID not found

SYS --9076 (Folder nameJ--This folder is already
opened ...

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

The field ID you specified for accessing a data descriptor function
was not found. Field IDs are specified when the folder is created.

The named folder has been previously opened by this task, and
another open folder request has been made. The folder remains
open. The message may indicate a program error.

SYS --9071 Member type not found

User Response
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Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9077 (folder name)--This folder not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

You are attempting to access a member which is in use by this
task or another task and cannot be shared. The member must be
closed before it can be opened for the function you are requesting.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The folder you were trying to access was not found on the system.
You can use the CATALOG procedure to get a list of all the
folders on the system.

SYS --9081 Given member type not allowed in folder
(folder name) ...

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9078 (folder name)--This folder in use; cannot
be shared ..•
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The member types allowed in a folder are based on the folder type.
To determine the folder type, you can run the CATALOG
procedure. The following chart lists the types of members allowed
in the different folder types.

Folder Type Member Types
Document (DOC) Document
Document work (DWK) Document
Proftle (PRF) Profile

The folder being accessed is in use by another task and cannot be
shared. The other task must complete before the folder can be
used.

Mail (ML) Document

User Response

Dictionary (DIC) File, Format, Field, Dictionary, Alias

Option 0: If this option is available, select it to skip the folder
named in the message and continue with the next folder.

User Response

Option 1: If this option is available, select it to retry the
operation; the folder may no longer be in use.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9082 (member name or subdirectory
name)--This member not found ...

SYS --9079 Folder (folder name) needs to be rebuilt...

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The named folder needs to be rebuilt by the system. A folder
must be rebuilt if it has been left opened when a system abnormal
termination occurred which prevented normal termination
processing (such as power outage) or the disk appears to contain
invalid data.
To rebuild a folder, you must perform an initial program load
from disk without taking the option to bypass file rebuild.

Mail log (MLG) Maillog

Auto Response: 3

The member or subdirectory that you were trying to access was
not found in the specified folder. The member or subdirectory
name is given in the message text.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --9083 Not authorized to access member [member
name) ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --9080 (member name)--This member in use;
cannot be shared

You are attempting to access a member in a folder at a higher
level than you are authorized. If you are attempting to browse the
member, you must have read access to the member. If you are
attempting to change the member or use it exclusively, you must
have update access to the member. See your security officer for
proper authorization to the member you are trying to access.

Severity: 3
Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
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User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9084 Member name ALL not allowed .••
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

You are attempting to create a member. However, the specified
member name contains a restricted character. Valid member
names must be 1 to 12 characters in length, begin with A through
Z, #, $, or @, cannot be ALL, and cannot contain a question
mark, single quote, slash, hyphen, equal sign, greater than sign,
comma, or imbedded blank.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

ALL was specified as a member to be created. ALL is a reserved
member name. Valid member names must be 1 to 12 characters
in length, begin with A through Z, #, $, or @, and cannot contain
a question mark, single quote, slash, hyphen, equal sign, greater
than sign, comma, or imbedded blanks.

SYS --9088 If [member name) replaced, member
security will be lost ...
Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

You are attempting to replace an archived member from a diskette
or tape to a folder that already contains a member with the same
name as the member on diskette or tape. The existing member
has active member security, and if the member is replaced,
member security will be lost and will need to be re-issued by
someone with update authority to the member. You may select
option 0 to continue; the member on diskette or tape will replace
the member on disk and member security will be lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9085 Member name (member name or
subdirectory name) already exists ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

User Response
Option 0: If this option is available, the job continues. The
member on diskette or tape will replace the member on disk and
the member security will be lost.

You are attempting to create a member or subdirectory.
However, the specified member or subdirectory name already
exists in the folder. Member and subdirectory names must be
unique within a folder.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: If this option is available, select it to cancel the job.
Data created by previous steps in this job is saved, but data
created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9086 Member name [member name) has an
invalid first char ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

SYS --9092 Folder is not the type specified. Folder not
open ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The folder type specified in the open folder parameter list must
match the type the folder was created as. You can run the
CATALOG procedure to determine the type of a folder.

Explanation

User Response

You are attempting to create a member. However, the specified
member name has an invalid first character. Valid members
names must be 1 to 12 characters in length, begin with A through
Z, #, $, or @, cannot be ALL, and cannot contain a question
mark, single quote, slash, hyphen, equal sign, greater than sign,
comma, or imbedded blank.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

User Response

SYS --9093 Folder [folder name) not closed; members
are still open

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9087 Member name [member name] contains a
restricted char ...
Severity: 3
Explanation
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Auto Response: 3

A specific request was made to close the named folder; however,
there are members in that folder that are still open. All members
must be closed before the folder can be closed.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --9094 (folder nameJ-- Requested create size too
large «(Percent too largeJ) ...

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are attempting to create a folder, but you are not authorized
to create a folder, or to create a folder of the size requested. The
number in parentheses indicates, in percent, the difference between
what you requested and what you are al1owed. You have two
options. Either reduce the size of the request, using the percent
value as an indication of the amount by which it must be reduced,
or request an increased maximum folder size from the security
officer.
If the number in parentheses is zero, you are not al10wed to create
a folder of the type you requested. In this case you must request
authority to create the folder from the security officer, or have a
security officer create the folder for you.

SYS --9095 Folder (folder name) extent limit
exceeded ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Severity: 3

Before you make any changes to the text portion of the folder,
you must reorganize the file, so that the number of extents is less
than or equal to the maximum.

SYS --9096 Folder name )folder name) has an invalid
first char ...
Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are attempting to create a folder. However, the specified
folder name has an invalid first character. Valid folders names
must be 1 to 8 characters in length, begin with A-Z, #, $, or @,
cannot be #LIBRARY or ALL, and cannot contain a question
mark, single quote, slash, hyphen, equal sign, greater than sign,
comma, or imbedded blank.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The size and number of fields you specified to be contained in
your folder exceeds the maximum size of data descriptor area
(DDA) that can be created. The maximum DDA size is 838,860
blocks. You must decrease the number and size of your fields or
split the information into two or more different folders.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, the job step will be ended.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9099 Specified folder name is reserved ...
Severity: 3

You are attempting to access a folder that has exceeded its limit
of extents. The attempted access could cause further extension.
You can access the folder only if your request is to view data and
could not possibly lead to further extension.

Severity: 3

SYS --9098 Requested DDA size for folder (folder
name) is too big ...

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are attempting to create a folder. However, the specified
folder name is a reserved name. Reserved folder names are
#LIBRARY and ALL. A valid folder name must be between 1
and 8 characters long, begin with A-Z, #, $, or @, and cannot
contain a question mark, single quote, slash, hyphen, equal sign,
greater than sign, comma, or imbedded blank.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9100 (file narne) is not the first file of the folder
set ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

When saving a folder, each extent is saved in a separate file on
diskette or tape. The files that make up the folder on diskette or
tape are saved contiguously. The first file found on your diskette
or tape is not the first file of your folder; therefore, your folder
cannot be restored.
User Response

SYS --9097 Folder name (folder name) contains a
restricted char ...

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are attempting to create a folder. However, the specified
folder name contains a restricted character. Valid folder names
must be 1 to 8 characters in length, begin with A-Z, #, $, or @,
cannot be #LIBRARY or ALL, and cannot contain a question
mark, single quote, slash, hyphen, equal sign, greater than sign,
comma, or imbedded blanks.
User Response

SYS --9101 Diskette I/O error while processing (folder
name)
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A diskette I/O error occurred during an attempt to restore the
named folder. The folder cannot be restored.
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User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9102 Disk I/O error while processing [folder
name)
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

A disk I/O error occurred during an attempt to save or restore the
named folder. The folder cannot be saved or restored.
Additional Inrormation

Auto Response: 3

You are attempting to restore the named dictionary; however, it
already exists on the system. Dictionaries cannot be replaced
during a restore. The dictionary on disk must be deleted or
renamed before the restore can be completed.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9106 File or library (folder name) already exists
on system ...

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form, found in the System Problem Determination manual, and
call for hardware service.

Severity: 3

User Response

You are attempting to restore a folder that has the same name as
a file or library on the system. Folder names must be unique to
the system. The file or library must be renamed or deleted before
the folder can be restored. A folder cannot replace a file or
library.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9103 Tape I/O error while processing (folder
name)
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

A tape I/O error occurred during an attempt to save or restore the
named folder. The folder cannot be saved or restored.

SYS --9107 Folder (folder name) already exists on the
system ...

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9104 Cannot save folder (folder name) to this
diskette...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The named folder cannot be saved to the inserted diskette because
there are already 10 files on the diskette that have the same first
four characters as the folder name and were saved on the same
date as this folder. This is a limitation of the save folder function.
Insert another diskette to continue with the save.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The folder you are trying to restore already exists on the system.
You can take option 0 to replace the folder on disk with the folder
on. diskette or tape, or you can go into inquiry mode and either
delete or rename the folder on disk and then take option 1 to retry
the restore.
User Response

Option 0: The job continues. The folder on diskette or tape will
replace the folder on disk.
Option 1: Using the inquiry mode, delete or rename the folder on
disk and then select option 1 to continue the operation.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

Option 0: The operation will continue with the next diskette.

SYS --9108 Cannot replace (folder name); folder types
do not match ...

Option 1: The operation is tried again. Select this option after
inserting another diskette.

Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9105 Dictionary (folder name) already exists on
system ...
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Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You are attempting to restore a folder that is to replace a folder
with the same name on disk. The two folders do not have the
same folder type and therefore, the folder on diskette or tape
cannot be restored. You must delete or rename the folder on disk
before the folder on diskette or tape can be restored.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --9112 Unable to complete restore; (file name] not
a folder

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --9109 Diskette out of sequence; (file name) is not
a folder ...

The file referenced in the message does not contain a saved folder,
that is, the file was not created with the SA VEFLD R procedure
or the $TMSERV utility program. Therefore, it can not be
restored to the system as a folder.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Explanation

User Response

During saving of a folder, an empty diskette is required for any
overflow. When restoring a folder that exists on two or more
diskettes, the restore function expects the first file on the next
diskette to be the next file that makes up the folder. The first file
at the location shown in the message is not the next file to the
folder. Insert the correct diskette and take option 1 to continue
with the restore.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

SYS --9113 Unable to restore; not part of saved fldr
(folder name) ...

Option 1: To retry the operation, insert the correct diskette and
then select option 1 to continue.

Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9110 Diskette out of sequence; (file name] not
found ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

During saving of a folder, each extent is saved in a separate file
on diskette. When restoring a folder that exists on two or more
diskettes, the restore function expects the first file on the next
diskette to be the next file that makes up the folder. The first file
at the location shown in the message is not the next file of the
folder. .Insert the diskette that contains this file and take option 1
to continue with the restore.
User Response

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The folder identified in the message cannot be processed by the
utility program you are running. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS-9113) and the folder name
from the message.
Additional Information

This message was issued by the folder management services
restore function, which may have been called by the RESTFLDR
procedure. The folder being restored contains files not in the
correct format of a file saved by folder management services.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step. The folder is not restored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The folder
is not restored.

Option I: To retry the operation, insert the correct diskette, and
select option 1 to continue.

SYS --9114 Unexpected amount of data restored from
(file name)

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

SYS --9111 Unable to complete restore; (file name] not
found

The folder identified in the message cannot be processed by the
utility program you are running. Enter option 2 or 3 and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--9114) and the file name from
the message.

Severity: 3

Additional Information

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

During saving of a folder, each extent is saved in a separate file
on diskette or tape. The files that make up the folder on diskette
or tape are saved contiguously. The next file on your diskette or
tape is not the next file of your folder; therefore, your folder
cannot be restored.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

This message was issued by the folder management services
restore function, which may have been called by the RESTFLDR
procedure. A folder you are restoring is not in the correct format
of a folder saved by folder management services. This could result
from the save operation (SAVEFLDR) being interrupted.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step. The folder is not restored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The folder
is not restored.
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SYS --9115 Cannot obtain system resources for tape
cartridge ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The SAVEFLDR or RESTFLDR operation cannot be completed
by the utility program you are running because other jobs may be
using task work space. If you retry at another time, enough task
work space might be available to complete your job. Enter option
2 to end the job step or option 3 to cancel the job, and give the
programmer the message ID (SYS--911S).

You are attempting to do an All list of folders; however, your
buffer is too small to hold the data being returned.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9121 Buffer is too small for one list entry

Additional Information

Severity: 3

This message was issued by the folder management services save
or restore function, which may have been called by the
SAVEFLDR or RESTFLDR procedure. The main storage
resource needed for the device-to-device transfer (that is, data
transfer from disk to tape or from tape to disk) is not available
right now. A retry of the SAVEFLDR or RESTFLDR to tape
may be done.

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step. The folder is not saved or restored.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The folder
is not saved or restored.

SYS --9116 Cannot complete restore, wrong dskt for
(file name) ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

You are attempting to list a folder, but your buffer is too small to
hold the information for one folder.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9122 (abbreviated folder type)--No folders of
this type on system ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

An ALL list of a particular folder type was requested; however,
there are not any folders of the requested type on the system.

Explanation

User Response

The file identified in the message cannot be processed by the utility
program you are running.
The named file is saved with
CO M PRESS unlike the preceding files of the set, or the named file
is saved with NOCOMPRESS unlike the preceding files of the set.
This file is not part of the saved folder you are restoring. Your
diskette(s) are not the same as when you saved the folder using the
SAVEFLDR procedure. (Either the diskettes are not in the same
order, or you are not using all the same diskettes.) Use the
CATALOG procedure to verify the correct COMPRESSed or
NOCOMPRESSed set by checking the status code. The set saved
with COMPRESS will contain a status of 3 for all files, and no 3
will be listed for a folder saved with NOCOMPRESS. Enter
option 2 to cancel the job step or option 3 to end the job. Give
the programmer the message-ID (SYS-91 16), the file name from
the message, and the CATALOG listing of your diskettes.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9123 Number of folders to return must be
greater than zero
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The number of folders you specified to list was not greater than
zero. You must list at least one folder.

Additional Information

User Response

This message was issued by the folder management services
restore function, which may have been called by the RESTFLDR
procedure. The folder being restored contains files that are not in
the same format as they were saved in.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step. The folder is not restored.

SYS --9128 (Member name)--Member not opened for
exclusive update

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost. The folder
is not restored.

Severity: 3

SYS --9120 More data than will fit in buffer
Severity: 3
Explanation
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Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You are attempting to delete a member from a folder, but you
incorrectly opened the member. When opening the member prior
to calling the delete function, you must open it for exclusive
update.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

User Response

Option 1: If this option is available, select it to retry the copy.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

SYS --9130 (Member nameJ--Unauthorized to copy
this member

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --9134 (Member name)--New member name same
as old member name ...

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You are attempting to copy a member from a folder, but you do
not have proper authorization. You must have read authority to
the member.

Severity: 3

User Response

You are attempting to copy a member in a folder to the same
folder without changing the member name, or you are attempting
to rename a member to the name it already has. The 'to' member
name must be different from the 'from' member name when doing
a copy, and the 'new' member name must be different from the
'old' member name when doing a rename. Duplicate member
names are not allowed within a folder.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

SYS --9131 (Member name)--Unauthorized to replace
this member
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

You are attempting to copy from a folder a member which
replaces another member in either the same folder or a different
folder. You must have update authority to the member being
replaced.

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

An archive of all marked members in a folder was requested, but
no members were found with the marked indicator.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9132 Member (member name) is in use, can't
be copied
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

SYS --9140 No members were marked for archival. ..
Auto Response: 3

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --9141 (file name)--This file statement missing

You are attempting to copy a member from a folder, but the
member you are trying to copy is in use by another function. The
,other function must complete before the member can be copied.

Severity: 3

User Response

You are attempting to archive a member from a folder or retrieve
a member to a folder using the $TMSERV utility control
statements. The required COPYIN or COPYO file statement is
missing from the OCL. For proper specification of the COPYIN
and COPYO file statements, refer to the System Reference
manual, SC21-9020, under the $TMSERV utility.

Option 1: If this option is available, select it to retry the copy.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9133 New member (member name) is in use,
can't be replaced
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You are attempting to copy a member in a folder into another
member that already exists. The 'to' member is currently in use
by another function and therefore cannot be replaced. The other
function must complete before the copy can be done.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9142 Specified member type cannot be
archived ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
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You are attempting to archive a member with a member type that
is not supported by archive. The only member types that can be
archived are DOCUMENT, MAILLOG, and PROFILE.

Severity: 3

User Response

You are attempting to retrieve an archived member from a
diskette or tape to a folder that already contains a member with
the same name as the member on diskette or tape. You may select
the 0 option to continue; the member on diskette or tape will
replace the member on disk.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9143 (member name)--This member cannot be
archived ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response
Option 0: If this option is available, the job continues. The
member on diskette or tape will replace the member on disk.
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The named member cannot be archived because of pending
changes. Either the member was closed deferred, or an update of
the member was abnormally ended. The changes must be
committed or discarded before the member can be archived.

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

You are attempting to retrieve the named archived member file.
However, unrecognizable data was found in the file. Fill out a
Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service. Save the
diskette or tape with the archived member file and attempt to get
a list of the archived member file by running the LISTFILE
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9147 (member name)--End of data found before
end of member
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

SYS --9150 (file label)--InvaJid data found in file ...
Auto Response: 3

User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

End-of-file was reached on an archived diskette or tape file before
the actual end of the archived member was reached. Fill out a
Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service. Save the
diskette or tape with the incomplete archived member.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9148 (file labelJ--Not a System/36 archive file
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
You are attempting to retrieve or list the contents of an archived
member file, but the file specified is not a System/36 archive file.
The file name specified appears in the message. You can run the
CAT ALOG procedure to determine which files are archive files
on your diskette or tape.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9149 (member nameJ--This member already
exists ...
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SYS --9151 (member nameJ--Error attempting to
retrieve member ...
Auto Response: 3

The named member cannot be retrieved because of an error while
accessing the archive information for the version of the member
already in the folder. (You are attempting to do a replace.)
Rebuild the folder to clean up the archive information and then
retry the retrieve.
User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9152 (member nameJ--Error attempting to
replace this member...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The named member cannot be retrieved because of an error while
replacing the existing member with the same name in the folder.
The error occurred while attempting to delete the existing member
in the folder. You can retry the retrieve with the rename option
specified.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9155 Incorrect disk location specified ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9165 (folder name)--This folder needs to be
condensed ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An incorrect disk location was specified while attempting to
restore a folder. Correct disk locations are spindles AI, A2, A3,
and A4 and block locations 0-9999.

The named folder cannot be extended because the data descriptor
area contains fragmented field tables. To unfragment the named
folder, you can use either the ALOCFLDR procedure with the
MIN parameter specified or the CONDENSB procedure with the
FOLDER parameter specified.

Additional Information

User Response

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, the job step is ended. Data
created up to this job step will be saved, and the job continues
with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9161 Correct file statement not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 3: If this option is available, the job is canceled. Data
created by previous job steps is saved, but data created by this job
step is lost.

SYS --9166 (folder name]--This folder cannot be
extended ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

You are attempting to list an archived member from diskette or
tape; however, a correct file statement was not given. Refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020, under the L1STFILB
procedure or the $TMSERV utility for proper specification of the
file statement.

The named folder cannot be extended because it has reached the
maximum data descriptor area size. You can use the ARCHIVB
procedure to copy members in the folder to diskette or tape and
delete the versions on disk, thus allowing new members to be
placed in the folder.

User Response
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9162 (File label)--This file not found
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

SYS --9167 Ifolder name]--Error while allocating this
folder ...
Severity: 3

The file you were trying to list was not found on the tape drive
specified. The file name is given in the message.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The named folder cannot be extended due to an error while
attempting to allocate the required space. The error may have
been caused by a lack of disk space on the system. Run the
COMPRESS procedure to gather all the free space on the system
together, and retry the operation. The CATALOG procedure can
be run to determine how much free space is available on the
system.
User Response

SYS --9163 No files exist on initialized tape ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

A tape has been initialized but no files were found. You were
running the LIST FILE procedure, requesting information about
an archived member.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9168 Ifolder name] has a data definition too
large to extend
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
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The named folder cannot be extended because its data descriptor
area (DDA) definition structure is larger than the extend module
buffer.

SYS --9180 Parameter (positional parameter number)
is required for (procedure name) procedure

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9170 Data definition too large to reorganize
(folder narne)
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The named folder cannot be reorganized because its data
descriptor area (DDA) definition structure is larger than the
reorganize module buffer.

User Response

Auto Response: 3

A required parameter is missing for the named procedure. The
missing parameter number is also given. You can enter the
procedure name and press the Help key for assistance, or refer to
the System Reference manual, SC21-9020, under the named
procedure for the supported parameters and their positional
parameter numbers.

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9181 Parm (positional parameter number) must
be Fl, 11, Tl, T2, TC, or not given

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.

Severity: 3

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

An invalid parameter was specified in the parameter posltton
shown. If the parameter is specified, the only entries allowed are
FI, II, Tl, T2, or TC. You are running one of the following
procedures:
ARCHIVE, RETRIEVE, SAVEFLDR, or
RESTFLDR.

SYS --9171 (folder name)--Cannot reduce folder by
amount given ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

You requested that the size of the folder specified in the message
be reduced to a certain size. However, if the folder was reduced
to the size you specified, the amount of space remaining to store
the data in the folder would be too small.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9182 Parameter (positional parameter number)
must be AUTO, NOAUTO, or not
specified

Instead of specifying a particular folder size, run the ALOCFLDR
procedure specifying MIN for the change parameter. This
procedure will automatically reorganize the folder to its smallest
possible size.

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option 0: The job continues. The minimum required size is used
for the reorganization.

An invalid parameter was specified in the parameter posltton
shown. You are running one of the following procedures:
ARCHIVE, RETRIEVE, SAVEFLDR, or RESTFLDR. If the
parameter is specified, the only entries allowed are AUTO or
NOAUTO.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

SYS --9172 (folder name)- This folder cannot be
INCR or DECR ...
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
The named folder cannot be increased or decreased using the
ALOCFLDR procedure. The named folder is a type that does not
allow folder extents (ALOCFLDR with INCR or DECR specified
will increase or decrease a folder extent). The most common folder
of this type is the Personal Services/36 Maillog (MLG) folder.
This type of folder will automatically be increased as entries are
added. ALOCFLDR with the MIN parameter specified will
decrease any unused space for this folder type.

User Response
Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
The job continues with the next job step. The folder in this job
step will remain unchanged.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved. The folder in this step will remain unchanged.
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Auto Response: 3

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9183 Parm [positional parameter number) not
valid when parm (positional parameter
number) is Fl, Tl, T2, or TC. ..
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A disk unit (FI) or a tape unit (TI, T2, or TC) is indicated.
Neither the diskette location parameter or the auto parameter is
valid for disk or tape. You are running one of the following
procedures:
ARCHIVE, RETRIEVE, SAVEFLDR, or
RESTFLDR.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9188 Parameter (positional parameter number)
is not valid when parameter (positional
parameter number) is 11 ...

SYS --9184 Parm (positional parameter number) must
be REWIND, UNLOAD, LEAVE, or not
given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the parameter position
shown for the procedure. If the parameter is specified, the only
entries allowed are REWIND, UNLOAD, or LEAVE. You are
running one of the following procedures: ARCHIVE,
RETRIEVE, SAVEFLDR, or RESTFLDR.
User Response

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
11 was specified in the second parameter position shown. When
11 is specified, the tape end parameter (first parameter position
shown) is not valid. You are running either the ARCHIVE or
RETRIEVE procedure.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9189 Parm (parameter location) must be
COMPRESS, NOCOMPRESS, or not
given

SYS --9185 Parameter 3 must be MARKED,
MEMBER, or not given

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Explanation

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the third parameter position
for the ARCHIVE procedure. If the parameter is specified, the
only entries allowed are MARKED or MEMBER.

Auto Response: 3

The parameter at the location given in the message text is
incorrect. If the parameter is specified, the only entries allowed
are COMPRESS and NOCOMPRESS.

User Response

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--9I89).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

This error may be caused by a missing or extra comma for a
positional parameter. Make sure all required parameters are
included for noncoded positional parameters.

SYS --9186 Parm 4 must be KEEP, DELTEXT,
DELMEM, or not given
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

An invalid parameter was specified in the fourth parameter
position for the ARCHIVE procedure. If the parameter is
specified, the only entries allowed are KEEP, DELTEXT, or
DELMEM.

SYS --9191 Parm (positional parameter number) has
an invalid diskette location specified ...

U!fer Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

An invalid parameter was specified in the parameter position
shown. If the parameter is specified, the only entries allowed are
those shown. You are running one of the following procedures:
ARCHIVE, RETRIEVE, SAVEFLDR, or RESTFLDR.

Auto Response: 3

SYS --9187 Parameter (positional parameter number)
has an invalid member type ...

User Response

Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
An invalid parameter was specified in the parameter position
shown for the ARCHIVE procedure.
If the parameter is
specified, the only entry allowed is DOCUMENT.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9192 Parm (positional parameter number) valid
only when parm (positional parameter
number) is T 1, T2, or TC
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3
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Explanation

The tape end parameter cannot be specified for a procedure that
.
has a unit parameter of II (diskette).
Enter option 2 or 3. Before you try this operation again, remove
the tape end parameter or change the unit parameter to TI (tape
drive I), T2 (tape drive 2), or TC (tape cartridge). If you cannot
correct the error, give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--9192) and the name of the procedure you were running.

Either INCR or DECR was specified in parameter 2. When
INCR or DECR is specified, the number of blocks (parameter 3)
must be given.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

SYS --9196 Parm 2 must be INCR or DECR if parm
3 is specified

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Severity: 3

SYS --9193 Parm (positional parameter number) of
COMPRESS is valid only if parm
(positional parameter number] is II

Number of blocks was specified in parameter 3. When number
of blocks is specified, parameter 2 must be either INCR or
DECR.

Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job continues with the next job step.

Explanation

The combination of parameters specified is not correct.
Compression is not allowed if you are saving to tape. The first
parameter specified in the message cannot be COMPRESS if the
second parameter is T I, T2, or TC.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9197 If specified, parm (positional parameter
number) must be REWIND or LEAVE ...

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--9193).

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

You are running one of the following procedures: ARCHIVE.
RETRIEVE, SAVEFLDR. or RESTFLDR.
The UNIT
parameter specified is TC (tape cartridge). The END parameter
must be either REWIND or LEAVE. If not specified, the END
parameter defaults to REWIND.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9194 Parm 2 must be INCR, DECR, MIN, or
110t specified
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: 3

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved. and the job continues with the next job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

The parameter at the location given in the message text is
incorrect. The allowable values for this parameter are INCR,
DECR, MIN, or not specified.

SYS --9200 Insert S/36 LAN SUPPORT FEATURE
diskette ...

Enter option 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(S YS--9194).

Severity: 5

Additional InFormation

This error may be caused by a missing or an extra comma for a
positional parameter. Make sure all required parameters are
included for noncoded positional parameters.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9195 Parm 3 must be specified if parm 2 is
INCR or DECR ...
Severity: 3
Explanation
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Auto Response: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

An attempt was made to run LAN Online Problem Determination
(OLPD), but the required files are not loaded. To continue, you
must find the System/36 System Support Program (SSP) diskette
labeled Systemj36 LAN Support Feature and load it into the
diskette drive. You may substitute volume 1 of the backup
diskettes created by the OLPDSAVE procedure, with
volid-BKOLPD (on a magazine drive, place volume 1 in SI and
volume 2 in S2).
Option 0 will cause OLPD files PD4.LANA, PD4.LAN2, and
PD4.LCTL to be loaded onto the system so that LAN OLPD can
proceed.
Additional Information

LAN OLPD files are usually loaded with the System/36 System
Support Program (SSP) LAN Feature Support by CNFIGSSP
procedure, either during original installation. or during a release
update.
User Response

Option 0: After inserting the diskette into slot 1 of the diskette
drive, enter option 0 to install the OLPD files on the system.

The session has been terminated.

Option 3: The job is canceled.

SYS --9206 (location name)--Requested location not
found

SYS --9201 Insert S/36 EXTERNAL DISK
FEATURE SUPPORT diskette ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
An attempt was made to run external disk Online Problem
Determination (OLPD), but the required files are not loaded. To
continue, find the IBM System/36 System Support Program (SSP)
feature support diskette, labeled System/36 External Disk Support
Feature and load it into the diskette drive. You may substitute
volume 1 of the backup diskettes created by the 0 LPDSAV E
procedure, with volid-BKOLPD (on a magazine drive, place
volume 1 in S 1 and volume 2 in S2).
Option 0 will cause OLPD files PDS.DISK, PDS.DIS2, and
PD5.DCTL to be loaded onto the system so that external disk
OLPD can proceed.
Additional Information
External Disk Feature is available on the 5362 System Unit only.
External Disk OLPD files are usually loaded by CNFIGSSP
procedure, either during original installation, or during a release
update.

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A remote location is attempting to communicate with your
System/36, but the remote location name cannot be found in the
DEFINLOC file. The location name must be placed in the
DEFINLOC file to allow this remote location to communicate
with your system.
The session has been terminated.

SYS --9207 (location name)--Bad location ID
Severity: 5

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A remote system is attempting to communicate with your
System/36, but the location 10 received from the remote location
is not valid. The location 10 and the location name must be
placed in the DEFINLOC file to allow this remote location to
communicate with your system.
The session has been terminated.

User Response

SYS --9208 Disk error while trying to verify location
name

Option 0: After inserting the diskette into slot 1 of the diskette
drive, enter option 0 to install the OLPD files on the system.

Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled.

SYS --9202 Feature support is not loaded ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A remote system is attempting to communicate with your
System/36.
A disk error occurred while your system was
attempting to check this location name against the DEFINLOC
file.

Explanation

The session has been terminated.

An attempt was made to run Online Problem Determination, but
the required System/36 System Support Program (SSP) for the
feature is not loaded on the system. The user must load the
System/36 SSP feature support by running the CNFlGSSP
procedure.
Refer to the manual, Changing Your System
Configuration, SC21-90S2 for information on the CNFlGSSP
procedure.

Note: If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary
Form found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call
for hardware service.

The missing SSP feature support is for one of the following:
System/36 Tape Feature Support, System/36 Local Area Network
(LAN) Feature Support, or System/36 External Disk Feature
Support (5362 System Unit only).

SYS --9209 (location-name) -- Location file not
available
Severity: 5

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

Option 3 will cancel Online Problem Determination.

A remote system is attempting to communicate with your
System/36, but the DEFINLOC file is not available at this time
for your system to verify the remote location name.

Additional Informatil'n

The session has been terminated.

The missing SSP feature support is usually loaded by CNFIGSSP
procedure, either during original installation or during a release
update.

SYS --9210 (location name) Overrun, parity or stop
bit error ([completion code)

User Response

Severity: N/A

Option 3: Select option 3 to end Online Problem Determination,
then run CNFIGSSP procedure to load the needed feature
support.

Explanation

SYS --9205 No location received from subsystem
Severity: 5

Auto Response: 3

Explanation
A remote location is attempting to communicate with your
System/36; the remote system sent its location ID but not its
location name. The location name must be sent and verified
against the DEFINLOC file.

Auto Response: N/A

An overrun, parity, or stop bit error has occurred while your
system was transmitting to the remote location.
The lOB
completion code is given.
The session continues.
The lOB completion code has the following meanings:
92

Receive parity error.

94

Receive overrun.

95

Invalid stop bit.
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SYS --9211 (location name) Adapter error or not clear
to send «completion code)

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

While using the file transfer subroutine, your system exceeded the
configured number of error retries.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

An adapter error or a not clear to send error occurred while your
system was transmitting to the remote location. The lOB
completion code is given.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The session has been terminated.

The session has been terminated.

SYS --9221 (location name) No response from remote
system

The lOB completion code has the following meanings:

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

93

Adapter error.

Explanation

97

Not clear to send.

Your system is attempting to transmit to the remote location
using the file transfer subroutine, but the receiving program at the
remote location is not active.

SYS --9212 Unable to allocate async/X.25 line
«(return code»
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The session has been terminated.

SYS --9222 Name - (location name) sent to remote
system - (location name)

Explanation

Your system was attempting to transmit to a remote location, but
the requested async/X.25 line cannot be allocated at this time. The
allocate return code is given.

Severity: N/A

The session has been terminated.

Your system has sent its location name to the remote location.
The remote location verifies this location name against its
DEFINLOC file. This is an informational message.

Additional Information

On a 5364 System Unit, the allocation could have failed due to a
nonsharable resource that is currently being used by another task.

•
I •

Explanation

SYS --9223 (location name) Remote location has
connected

A different protocol is currently allocated on another
communications line.

Severity: N/A

A LAN line is currently allocated.

Explanation

SYS --9213 (location name) Data set ready is in an
invalid state «completion code))
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

A data set not ready error occurred while your system was
transmitting to the remote location, or if on a switched line, the
previous connection may not have been disconnected from the
network. Ensure that the modem is disconnected from the
previous connection before attempting to make a new connection.
The lOB completion code is given.
The session has been terminated.

SYS --9215 Async subsystem could not obtain
resources
Auto Response: N/A

Your system received a location name and location ID from the
remote location and verified them against the DEFINLOC file.
The remote location is now connected.

Severity: N/A

The Async subsystem

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This message indicates the result of the wrap test on the indicated
asynchronous line number. The system reference code (SRC) in
the message defines the wrap test result.
If the system reference code is not 1800, record the system
reference code and perform communications problem
determination.

SYS --9245 Subdirectory name is invalid ...
Severity: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message.
terminated.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9230 Line (line number)--Wrap test has
completed--SRC-(system reference code)

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message.

SYS --9216 (location name) Already defined

SYS --9246 Subdirectory or member already exists ...

Severity: 5

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response: N/A

Explanl!tion

Explanation

A remote location is attempting to connect to your system. This
location name already exists on your system. Connection is
refused.

This is an informational message. The subdirectory already exists,
so it cannot be created.

SYS --9220 (location name) Number of retries
exceeded
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SYS --9247 Subdirectory does not exist ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9248

Mem~rs

exist in subdirectory, cannot

delete ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9267 '/' expected

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

SYS --9249 Not authorized to subdirectory ...
Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9268 No imbedded blanks allowed in
subdirectory

SYS --9250 Subdirectory is in use, try again later ...

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

SYS --9270 Beginning of subdirectory list

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The message may be displayed if you are trying to access a
subdirectory that is in your user profile. Change your user profile
to a route directory and start the job again.

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

This is an informational message.

SYS --9251 Subdirectory is not open, can't close ...

SYS --9271 End of subdirectory list

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9252 Subdirectory has no parent, can't create

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9253 Can't create or delete'I'
Severity: N/A

SYS --9272 No subdirectories are within the list

...

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N / A

Auto Response: N /A

Explanation

SYS --9254 Not a subdirectory ...

This is an informational message.

Severity: N/A

SYS --9273 Incorrect option, select from options
shown

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9255 Can't EVOKE or JOBQ ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9257 Invalid option for DEFSUBD ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A
Explanation

This is an informational message.

SYS --9274 Only one subdirectory may be selected

SYS --9258 Subdirectory name is blank

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9259 Name in subdirectory is invalid for folder

This is an informational message.

Severity: N/A

SYS --9275 Only one next level request is allowed

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9260 Subdirectory name is too long
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

~YS --9261 Character is invalid in subdirectory

This is an informational message.

Severity: N/A

SYS --9276

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9262 A 1 to 3 character extension was expected
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

##

too many secure requests made

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message.

SYS --9263 Extension is too long
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9277
Severity: N/A

SYS --9264 Name is too long
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9265 A name was expected
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9266 'I' or '.' expected

##

too many delete requests made

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
This is an informational message.

SYS --9278 Invalid combination of options selected
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
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This is an informational message.

Explanation

SYS --9279 Enter subdirectory name and option or
select from list

You are running the ARCHIVE procedure to archive a folder
document to a disk file, and the name for the disk file is invalid.

Severity: NjA

If a single member is being archived, and a file name was not
specified the member name is used as the file name. This name
does not follow the rules for a valid file name.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message.

SYS --9280 Create option not allowed in list
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

If all marked members are being archived, the member name of
the marked members becomes the file name and the member name
does not follow the rules for a valid file name.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 0, (only allowed for archiving MARKED
members) to allow ARCHIVE to continue to archive with
the next marked member.

•

Enter option 1 to allow a prompt for a valid file name to be
entered.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and try to enter the procedure again. If
you cannot run the procedure, give the programmer the
message ID (SYS--9401), the member name from the
message, and the name of the procedure you were running.

Explanation

This is an informational message.

SYS --9281 Option 5 not allowed now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This is an informational message. Option 5 is not allowed now.
This message appears when one of the following conditions is true.

•

Resource security is not active .

•

Command key 14 was pressed while at a security screen.

Option 0: The next marked member is processed.
Option I: The user is prompted for a new disk file name.

SYS --9282 Cannot run with other security procedures
Severity: 5

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --9402 Enter valid disk file name ...

Selecting the option to secure a subdirectory is not allowed when
another security procedure is running.

Severity: 3

User Response

Explanation

Option I: Try the secure request again after the other security
procedure has ended.

You previously responded with option 1 to message SYS-9401,
this is the prompt for the valid file name.

SYS --9283 Subdirectory created

Enter the file name and press the Enter key. If a file name is not
entered, before the Enter key is pressed, the document is not
archived.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

User Response

Explanation

This is an informational message.
successfully created.

The subdirectory was

SYS --9400 No folders were saved ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response: 3

Auto Response:

The new file name should be entered. If no file name is entered,
the document will not be archived.

SYS --9403 Parm [positional parameter number) is not
valid when parm [positional parameter
number) is Fl...

Explanation

Severity: 5

This message was issued by the $TMSERV utility which may have
been activated by the SA VEFLD R procedure. Either there were
no folder entries in the disk VTOC or no folders were able to be
saved.

Explanation

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--9400).

Auto Response:

You are running either ARCHIVE or SAVEFLDR, and the disk
is specified. The VOLID parameter, however, is valid only when
diskette or tape is specified.
User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9411 (folder label) has files linked to it, cannot
be moved ...

SYS --9401 Disk file name [file name) is invalid ...

Severity: 5

Severity: 3

Explanation
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Auto Response: 3

Auto Response:

You are running either the MOVEFLDR procedure or the
STMSERV utility to move a folder that is a dictionary.
Dictionaries that have externally described files associated with
them cannot be moved. To move a dictionary, the externally
described files must be either deleted or unlinked.

The disk file name is required when saving a folder to disk;
however, a disk file cannot exist on the system with the same
name as a folder. You can enter the SAVEFLDR procedure again
and press the Help key or check the System Riiference,
SC21-9020, manual under SAVEFLDR for required parameters.

Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining the job. Give the programmer the message 1D
(SYS--9411) and the name of the folder in the message.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9422 Parm (positional parameter number)
required when parm (positional parameter
number) is 11, Tt, T2 or TC ...

SYS --9412 Unable to complete restore; (file name) not
a folder

Severity: 5

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The disk file identified in the message cannot be restored to the
system as a folder.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS-9412) and the file name from the message.
Additional Information

This message was issued by the $TMSERV utility, which was
called by the RESTFLDR procedure or a II LOAD STMSERV
with a RESTFLDR utility control statement. The input file
specified on the first parameter on the RESTFLDR procedure or
in the COPYIN file statement does not contain a saved folder.
Only disk files created by the SAVEFLDR procedure or the
$TMSERV utility program can be restored with the RESTFLDR
procedure or the $TMSERV utility program.

A folder member or folder is to be saved to a diskette or tape;
however, the volume ID of the diskette or tape is required when
You can enter the procedure
outputing to either device.
(ARCHIVE or SAVEFLDR) name again and press the Help key
or refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020, under
ARCHIVE or SAVEFLDR for required parameters.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9423 ALL is not valid for parm 1 when parm 4
is Fl. ..
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9420 Parm (positional parameter number) is not
valid when parm (positional parameter
number) is Fl ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

ALL was specified for the first parameter on the SAVEFLDR
procedure or FOLDER-ALL was specified on the SAVEFLDR
utility control statement. The output device chosen for the fourth
parameter was disk (Fl); however, all folders can be saved only to
diskette or tape,
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --9424 (member name)--is an invalid document
member name ...

You are running ARCHIVE, RETRIEVE, SAVEFLDR, or
RBSTFLDR, and disk is specified. The AUTO parameter,
however, is valid only when diskette or tape is specified.

Severity: 5

User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is saved, and the job continues with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9421 Parameter (positional parameter number)
is required when par~ Ipositional
parameter number) is Fl ...
Severity: 5
Explanation

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the MEMNAME parameter on the ARCHIVE control statement
or the NMEMNAME parameter on the RETRIEVE control
statement is incorrect.
Do one of the following:
•

Enter option 1 (if allowed) to enter the control statement
again.

•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
1D (SYS--9424) and the member name displayed in the text.
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Additional Information

•

This message was issued by the Folder Management Services
program, $TMSERV. An invalid member name (MEMNAME)
or new member name (NMEMNAME) parameter was specified.
A valid member name must follow these rules:

User Response

•

The member name must be 1 to 12 characters long and
made up of a 1 to 8 character document name, optionally
followed by a period and a 1 to 3 character extension.

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--9426), the procedure name, the entered parameters
or the Utility Control Statement and values entered.

Option 0: The job continues. The member is placed in the base
folder specified on the procedure or Utility Control Statement.
Option 1: The operation is retried. Prior to selecting this option
the subdirectory must be created.

•

Must begin with one of the following characters: A through
Z,O through 9, (#), ($) or (@).

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

•

The remaining characters can
characters except (-), (') or (?).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

•

The name cannot contain imbedded blanks or use the
characters' ALL'.

be

any

alphanumeric

User Response

Option 1: If allowed, the job continues and a new utility control
statement can be entered.
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9425 (file label) - file label too long for disk ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The file label for a file on disk (FI) cannot exceed 8 characters in
length.
If you are running a procedure, either you incorrectly entered a
procedure name or parameter, or there is an error in the
procedure.
If you are entering utility control statements from the keyboard,
the LABEL parameter for the RETRIEVE utility control
statement is incorrect.
Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--9425), the file label displayed in the message text and the
name of the procedure or utility program you were running.
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9426 Member being retrieved, subdirectory
doesn't exist ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

You were running the RETRIEVE procedure or the $TMSERV
program and the specified subdirectory does not exist in the folder.
You may have incorrectly entered the procedure name, a
parameter or a value on a utility control statement.
Do one of the following:

SYS --9427 (member name)--Error converting this
member
Severity: 3

Auto Response: 3

Explanation

The named member was archived prior to the current
programming on the system and must be converted before it can
be put back into the folder. During the conversion an invalid field
ID was found in the archived member, the member can not be
retrieved.
User Response

Option 2: If this option is available, select it to end the job step.
Data created up to this point is saved, and the job continues with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9428 Access not allowed to remote file (file
label) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The program has attempted to use a remote file, but the program
does not allow access to remote files.
Enter option 2 or 3, then notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message ID
(SYS--9428).
User Response

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job and any records added or updates made to existing files
by this job step are saved. Records deleted by this job step no
longer exist. However, any files created by this job step are lost.

SYS --9429 Wrong diskette for file (file name) ...
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

The diskette currently being processed by the system does not
contain the correct sequence number. That is, this sequence
number does not follow the sequence number of the last diskette.
Check to see that you are attempting the RETRIEVE on the
correct diskettes.

•

Enter option 0 to retrieve (place) the member in the base
folder. A subdirectory is not needed for future reference to
this member.

If there are characters to the right of the message, they identify the
location of the diskette in the diskette magazine drive on which
this error was found.

•

Enter option 1 to retry the retrieve after creating the
subdirectory.

Enter option 2 or 3 and then notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job. Give the programmer the message
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identification code (SYS--9429) and the file name from the
message.

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.

Additional Information

This error occurred because the sequence number of the diskette,
being processed by RETRIEVE, did not follow the sequence
number of the previous diskette.
Check to make sure that all the diskettes you are using are the
correct diskettes.
User Response

SYS --9504 Parm (parameter number) is an invalid
printer-ID
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9501 Parm 1 must be START, STOP, or
DISPLAY
Severity: 5

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

Auto Response:

Parameters 4 through 13 of the BALPRINT procedure comprise
the list of printers that are to be members of the printer group.
The printer 10 must be 2 characters in length.
The ## in the message text is replaced with the numbers 4, 5, 6,
and so on to identify which of the parameters is invalid.
If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.
User Response

Explanation

Parameter I specifies the option for the BALPRINT procedure.
The parameter must be START, STOP, or DISPLAY.

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.

If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

User Response

SYS --9505 Incorrect operator classification ...

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --9502 Invatid group -- must be from 1 to 255 or
ALL

You are not authorized to run the BALPRINT procedure because
your security classification is not high enough. When password
security is active, your security classification must be either master
security officer, security officer, system console operator, or
subconsole operator authority to run the BALPRINT procedure.

Severity: 5

User Response

Auto Response:

Explanation

Parameter 2 specifies the group for the BALPRINT procedure.
The parameter must be a number from I through 255 or the word
ALL.

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

SYS --9506 At least two printer-IDs must be specified

User Response

Severity: 5

I

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
.. up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9503 Invalid time interval -- must be from 10
to 900
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

Explanation

Parameters 4 through 13 of the BALPRINT procedure comprise
the list of printers that are to be members of the printer group.
At least two printer IDs must be specified.
If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.
User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.

Parameter 3 specifies the amount of time in seconds that the
Printer Load Balancing program will wait between attempts to
balance spooled printer output. The parameter must be a number
from 10 through 900.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9507 Invalid group -- must be 1 to 3 characters

If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Auto Response:
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Parameter 2 specifies the group for the BALPRINT procedure.
The parameter must be a number up to 3 characters in length with
a value of I through 255 or the word ALL.

Parameter 2 specifies the group for the BALPRINT procedure.
The parameter must be a number from 1 through 255 with the
START option.

If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9508 Invalid time interval -- must be 2 or 3
characters

SYS --9511 Group [group number) is not active
Severity: N/A

Severity: 5

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
Parameter 3 specifies the number of seconds that the Printer Load
Balancing program will wait between attempts to balance spooled
printer output. The parameter must be a 2- to 3-digit number
with a value from 10 through 900.
If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

Auto Response: N/A

You have used the DISPLAY option of the BALPRINT
procedure, and the specified group is not active.
If you think the specified group should be active, make sure that
the group has been started and has not already been stopped.
Note: If this situation continues to occur and there is no
explanation why, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

User Response
Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9509 BALPRINT cannot be evoked or run
from the JOBQ
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
In order to evoke the BALPRINT procedure or to run it from the
job queue, all of the following must be true:

•
•

•

The system must have password security active.
You must have master security, security officer, or system
console operator authority.
You must use either the START or STOP option of
BALPRINT.

If you want to start or stop the BALPRINT procedure without
evoking it or running it from the job queue, enter the procedure
again at the system console, the system service device, or the
subconsole that controls the printers you want in the BALPRINT
group.

If you want to display information about active BALPRINT
groups, you may enter the procedure again at any display station.
User Response
Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9510 Invalid group -- must be from 1 to 255
with START option
Severity: 5
Explanation
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Auto Response:

SYS --9512 No printer groups are active
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You have specified that you want to stop all the BALPRINT
printer groups, and there are no active groups.
If you think BALPRINT groups should be active, make sure that
the groups have been started and have not already been stopped.
Note: If this situation continues to occur and there is no
explanation why, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.
User Response
Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9513 No printer groups are active for this
subconsole
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
You have specified that you want to stop all the BALPRINT
printer groups and you have run BALPRINT from a subconsole.
There are no printer groups that consist solely of printers
controlled by this subconsole.
If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters or enter the same
procedure from the system console or the controlling subconsole.
You can use the STATUS WRT (D WRT) command to find out
which displays control the printers.
User Response
Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9517 Group (group number) previously started
Severity: 5

SYS --9514 Print spooling is not active
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The BALPRINT procedure balances spooled printed output.
Print spooling is not active at this time so the procedure will not
run.
If you think print spooling should be active, verify that print
spooling is configured, that it was not canceled by the IPL
overrides, and was not deactivated by an error that occurred when
you ran the COMPRESS procedure. To activate spooling, run the
CNFIGSSP procedure, configure print spooling, and then
perform an IPL.
For more information on these procedures, see the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
Note: If this situation continues to occur and there is no
explanation why, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

Explanation
The group used as a parameter with the START option for the
BALPRINT procedure is already active. When you start the
BALPRINT procedure, you may specify any 3-digit number with
a value from 1 through 255; however, the same number cannot
be used for more than one group. The number can be specified in
any combination of x, xx, or xxx, where x is any number from 0
through 9. The default is 1.
If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.
User Response
Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9518 Printer Iprinter ID) is not defined

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.

Explanation

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

Auto Response:

Auto Response:

The IDs in the list of printer IDs for the BALPRINT procedure
must identify printers attached to the system. The 10 of the
printer in the message text is unknown to the system.
If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

SYS --9515 BALPRINT cannot be run from this
display station

User Response

Severity: 5

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.

Auto Response:

Explanation
If the BALPRINT procedure is not evoked or run from the job
queue, it must be initiated at the system console, the system
service device, or a subconsole when you start and stop the
procedure.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9519 Printer Iprinter ID) is not controlled by
subconsole

If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again at a display station with the correct attributes.

Severity: 5

User Response

Explanation

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.

This error occurred because you entered the BALPRINT
procedure at a subconsole and the specified group includes a
printer that is not controlled by the subconsole. The printer is
identified in the message text.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9516 Printer-IDs are not unique
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The IDs in the list of printer IDs for the BALPRINT procedure
must be unique.
If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.
User Response
Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Optio':1. 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

Auto Response:

If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters or enter the same
procedure from the system console or the controlling subconsole.
You can use the STATUS WRT (0 WRT) command to find out
which display controls the printer.
User Response
Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9520 Printer (printer IDJ is in group Igroup
number)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
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The IDs in the list of printer IDs for the BALPRINT procedure
must not be members of another group. The ID of the printer in
the message text is already a member of another group.
If you want to run the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.
User Response
Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9521 Not enough system storage to start job
now
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
There is either not enough main storage available or not enough
disk space available to start the job at this time. However, these
conditions change rapidly, and you should attempt to start the job
again.

If you think BALPRINT groups should be active, make sure that
the groups have been started and have not already been stopped.
Note: If this situation continues to occur and there is no
explanation why, fill out a Problem Summary Form, found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for software
service.

SYS --9527 Cnfig disk error in BALPRINT group
(group number)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk 1/0 error occurred while the BALPRINT procedure was
trying to read the system configuration record to determine the
default forms number for a printer. You can avoid this situation
by ensuring that all printers in the BALPRINT group are varied
on.
Note: If this situation continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.
User Response
Option 3: The BALPRINT procedure is ended.

User Response
Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9528 Spool file disk error in BALPRINT group
(group number)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --9522 Spool writer (printer ID) is not started

A disk 1/0 error occurred while the BALPRINT procedure was
trying to read a spool file entry.

Severity: N/A
Explanation

Do not try to put more data into the spool file, because the status
of the spool file is not predictable.

The spool writer for the printer identified in the message text is
not started. Although the printer is a member of a group for
which the BALPRINT procedure has been started, spooled
printed output will not be redirected to this printer until its spool
writer has been started or restarted.

Try to save the data now in the spool file. Either try to print the
data, or use the COPYPRT procedure to copy it onto a disk. You
may not, however, be able to recover all the print data. For more
information about the COPYPRT procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

If you want spooled printed output to be redirected to this printer,
start or restart the spool writer for this printer.

If this message occurs again and you can determine which spool
file entry is causing the problem, use either the HOLD or
CANCEL command to hold the spool file entry causing this error
or to remove it from the spool file. This action may allow you to
continue printing other data from the spool file.

Auto Response: NjA

SYS --9524 Group (group number) is not started
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from the
spool file. Select the override option that clears the spool file. All
data that is in the spool file when the IPL is performed is lost.

The BALPRINT procedure has been entered with the STOP
option; however, the group specified in the message text is not
started.

For more information about the commands, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.

If you want to stop the BALPRINT procedure, enter the
procedure again with the correct parameters.

Note: If this situation continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for hardware service.

User Response

User Response

Option 2: The BALPRINT procedure is ended. Any data created
up to this point is saved, and the job can continue with the next
job step.
'
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved.

SYS --9526 No printer groups are active
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Option 3: The BALPRINT procedure is ended.

SYS --9529 Spool file format error in BALPRINT
group (group number)
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

Explanation

The system found an error in the spool file while the BALPRINT
procedure was trying to do printer load balancing.

You have specified that you want to display information about all
the BALPRINT groups and there are no active groups.

Do not try to put more data into the spool file, because the status
of the spool file is not predictable.
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Try to save the data now in the spool file. Either try to print the
data, or use the COPYPRT procedure to copy it onto a disk. You
may not·, however, be able to recover all the print data. For more
information about the COPYPRT procedure, refer to the System
Reference manual, SC21-9020.
If this message occurs again and if you can determine which spool
file entry is causing the problem, use either the HOLD or
CANCEL command to hold that entry or to remove it from the
spool file. This action may allow you to use other data in the
spool file.
Perform an IPL after you print or copy the print data from the
spool file. Select the override option that clears the spool file. All
data that is in the spool file when the IPL is performed is lost.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9539 System resources arc not available now ...
Severity: S

Auto Response:

Explanation
The #NETPDEL procedure was being used to delete an entry in
the network printer file. However, the system interlocks required
for this procedure cannot be obtained. You may try the procedure
again later.
Uscr Response

For a description of any of the commands referred to in this
message, refer to the System Reference manual, SC21-9020.

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Note: If this situation continues to occur, fill out a Problem
Summary Form, found in the System Problem Determination
manual, and call for software service.

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9540 Nctwork printcr (Printcr IDI is being
used ...

\:ser Response
Option 3: The BALPRINT procedure is ended.

SYS --9535 :'\'etwork printer (printer id) replaced with
configllf(.'ti del'ice
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A workstation 10 that had previously been reserved for use by a
network printer must now be used for a work station in your
system configuration. The network printer information has been
removed. The network printer must now use a different work
station 10 when communicating with your system.

SYS --9536 Vnable to allocate network printer file
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
To allow network printer information to be retained, the system
must be able to create a 7-block file, #N ETP. Creation of this file
could not be done on your system. You may need to use the
CO:\IPRESS procedure to collect all unused disk space into a
single area.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The #NETPDEL procedure was being used to delete an entry in
the network printer file. The entry cannot be deleted because
another program on the system is using the printer. Defore trying
the operation again, do the following:

I •
I •
I •

Make sure no programs are creating output for the printer.
Make sure the spool writer for the printer is stopped.
Use the VARY command to place the printer omine.

User Response
Option 2: rhe job step is ended. Any data created u'p to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9550 (file namc)-- Vnable to writc data
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

SYS --9537 Vnexpected data reeeh'ed from printer
(printer ID)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A printer communicating with your system through the PC
SupportJ36 Work Station feature has not responded properly.
You should respond to any system messages issued for this printer
and use the VARY command to end the printer communications
session.
If this problem continues to occur, call for software service.

SYS --9538 Parameter I is not a network printer ...
Se\-erity: 5

Auto Response:

Expl:lnation
The "NETPDEL procedure was being used to delete an entry in
the network prmter f:le. lIowever, parameter I was not the
workstation 10 of a network printer.
l:ser Itesponse
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any data created up to this point
is preserved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

The data file exists on an external disk drive that is not available.
The disk drive is not powered on or is discon'nected from the
system. The data buffer and/or index buffer cannot be written'
back to disk for the displayed file label. Data records and/or index
entries wiII be lost. If the data file is an indexed file or an alternate
indexed file, the IPL file rebuild must be run to correct the index
of the file with the data records that were written to disk.
User Response
Option 0: The data file will be closed, but data records or index
entries wiII be lost. If the file is an indexed file or an alternate
indexed file, the index will be marked as unusable.

SYS --9551 Address not allowed, DSNX-ND not
installed
Severity: !'IliA

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to send a message to a user or personal computer
location on another system, or to a group of users. However, that
cannot be done because object distribution facility (001') or
Distribution Systems Node Executive "(DSNX-ND) has not been
installed on the system.
Additional Information
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If you did not intend to enter the destination address, try the
operation again.

SYS --9552 Invalid input received from I)C
Support/36
Severity: N/A

I •

Try the operation again.

I •

Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-·9556).

Additional Information
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An invalid parameter list was received from the PC Support/36
message facility.

SYS --9557 The resolved group exceeds the maximum
size

Additional Information

Severity: N/A

To continue, try the operation again that caused the error. If this
error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found
in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

You are trying to send a message to a destination group, but the
resolved group exceeds the maximum allowed size.
Additional Information

SYS --9553 Sending user ID - (user IDJ not found in
directory
Severity: N/A

Contact your security officer or the system administrator to
change the group.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9558 Disk error on group file

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You are trying to send a message to a destination name and
destination address combination. This cannot be done because
you do not have an entry in the directory.

Explanation
You tried to send a a message to a destination group. However,
a disk error occurred on the group file while you were trying to
allocate, open or perform another disk operation.

Additional Information
Contact your security officer or the system administrator to add
your user I D to the directory.

I

SYS --9554 No directory entry found for luser ID or
PC 10cation)(address),lgroup number)

I •

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Do one of the following:

I •

Try the operation again.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS··9558).

SYS --9560 IDestination name)(address),(group
numberJ cannot receive messages

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

You specified a destination name and destination address
combination to send a message, but that name cannot be found in
the directory.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You specified a destination name and destination address
combination to send a message to, but the directory entry for the
recipient cannot receive messages because the routing table
information in file SO U M LT An is either incomplete or invalid.

Additional Information
Use procedure OFCDIR to look up the name of the user or
personal computer location you are sending the message to.

Additional Information

SYS --9555 Disk error trying to access the directory
file
Severity: N/A

Contact your security officer or system administrator to change
the routing table information.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9562 Communications error returned from
SSP-ICF IICF return code).

Explanation

I

You tried to send a message to a destination name and destination
address combination. However. a disk error occurred while trying
to read the directory.

Severity: ':\./A

Do one of the following:

An unexpected or unrecoverable error occurred in the
communications between the personal computer and the
Systeml36. The major and minor SSP-ICF return codes are
included in the message.

I •
I •

Explanation

Try the operation again.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--9555).

S\'S ·-9556 Error trying to read directory
Se\'crny: :"I: A

Auto Response: :"I:'A

r.xplan:uion

I

Do one of the following:

I •

I•

Try the operation again.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-9562) and
SSP· IeI' return code.

You tried to send a message to a destination name and destination
address combinallon. Ilowever. an unexpected error occurred
while you were trymg to access the directory.

Severity: :"I:;A

Do one of the following:

Explanation
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Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9563 System error returned from SNADS
Auto Response: N/A

You tried to send a message to a remote destination name and
destination address combination. However, an unexpected error
occurred while the system was trying to use the SNADS support.

I

Do one of the following:

I •
I •

Try the operation again.
Give the programmer the message ID (SYS--9S63).

Additional InFormation
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

SYS --9564 Resolve not done, circular group
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are trying to send a message to a destination group, but the
group cannot be resolved because it has groups that include each
other.

Additional Information
Contact your security officer or the system administrator to
change the group.

SYS --9565 Resolve not done, imbedded groups exceed

20.
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You are trying to send a message to a destination group.
However, the group, when resolved, exceeds ISO elements.

Additional InFormation
Contact your security officer or the system administrator to
change the group.

SYS --9569 Message sent to (messages sent) users, not
sent to (messages not sent) users.
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You sent a message to a destination group. The message was
successfully delivered to the first number of users, but could not
be delivered to the second number of users.

SYS --9570 Not enough system resources to process
request
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
There is not enough Task Work Space available to perform the
function requested.

SYS --9571 Default system address not found
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You are trying to send a message to a destination group, but the
group contains more than 20 imbedded groups.

Auto Response: N/A

Additional InFormation

You tried to send a message to a user on a remote system.
However, there is no system default address specified in the
directory. The system default address must be specified in the
directory to send a messages to user on a remote system.

Contact your security officer or the system administrator to
change the group.

Contact the system administrator to add a default system address
to the directory.

SYS --9566 System error resolving group

SYS --9572 No user profile found for (userJD)

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

You are trying to send a message to a destination group, but an
unexpected error occurred while the system was trying to resolve
the group.

You tried to send a message to the user identified in the message.
However, that user cannot receive messages because password
security is active and he or she does not have a user profile in the
user 10 file.

I Do one of the following:
I. Try the operation again.
I. Give the programmer the message ID (SYS-9566).

SYS --9601 TRNMGR line errors at (station address
.
I)-(station address 2) on line (line numberJ

Additional InFormation

Severity: N/A

If this error continues. fill out a Problem Summary Form found in
the System Problem Determinacion manual, and call for software
service..

Explanation

SYS --9567Iuscr II> or PC location,.(addrcssl.l~roup
numberl - iD\'alid to receh'e message.
Severity: :-'::A

Auto Response: :-.: iA

Explanation
You are trying to send a messa!!e to a destination name and
destmatlon address combmation that is not a user 10, personal
computer location, or group.

SYS --9568 :\umbcr of input and resolved group~
cxceed 150
Severity:

~!A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The 18:"1.1 Token-Ring Manager (TRNMGR) receives error
reports from ring stations as errors occur on the ring. These
errors (called soft errors) are successfully recovered from the ring
with no loss of data. but when they are occurring frequently
enough to affect performance, the errors are reported to the
system operator and logged in the history file.
The probable cause of the errors is in the part of the ring between
the two stations addressed in the message. The second address is
not always available. When the second address is not available the
message displays blanks.

SYS --9602

Severity: N/A

TR~'IGR ring error warning at (st:ltion
:uldress t Hstation address 2) on line (line
number)

Auto Response: N/A
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Explanation

Explanation

Ring stations detect errors occurring on the ring and report these
errors to the System/36. These errors are analyzed by the
System/36 to determine how frequently they occur. When the
potential for poor performance reaches a certain level, as
determined by the value in an error counter, a message is sent to
the system operator and logged in the history file. The potential
problem is located on that part of the ring between the two
stations addressed in the message. The second address is not
always available. If not available it will display blanks.

Frame copied errors are detected by ring stations and reported to
the System/36. A counter is maintained at the System/36 for the
number of these errors. When the counter is exceeded, the
condition is reported to the system operator and logged. The
location of the error on the ring cannot be identified. The default
threshold is 1 for this error.

SYS --9603 TR~:\,IGR error rate decreasing at
(station address 1)-(station address 2) on
line (line number)

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

SYS --9608 TRNMGR receive congestion errors on
line (line number)
Explanation

Receive congestion errors are detected by ring stations and
reported to the System/36. A counter is maintained at the
System/36 for the number of these errors. When the counter is
exceeded, the condition is reported to the system operator and
logged. The location of the error on the ring cannot be identified.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The System/36 analyzes the rate at which errors are being
reported by the ring stations. When errors occur and are reported
by ring stations often enough to affect performance, the system
operator is notified of the condition. If the System/36 determines
there has been a decrease in the frequency of errors for these
performance degrading conditions, an error rate decreasing
message is reported. The decline in errors is occurring on that
part of the ring .between the two stations addressed in the message.
The second address is not always available. If not available it will
display blanks.

SYS --9609 TRNMGR lost frame errors on line (Iinc
number)
Severity: N/A

Lost frame errors are detected by ring stations and reported to the
System/36. A counter is maintained at the System/36 for the
number of these errors. When the counter is exceeded, the
condition is reported to the system operator and logged. The
location of the error on the ring cannot be identifi~d. The default
threshold is I for this error.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9610 TRNMGR token errors on line (line
number)

Explanation

Severity: N/A

A hard (serious) error condition was detected on the ring by a ring
station. The first station indicated is the reporting (transmitting)
station and the second is the receiving station. For the ring to
recover, one of these stations may have removed itself from the
ring after executing diagnostic procedures.

Token errorS are detected by ring stations and reported to the
System/36. A counter is maintained at the System/36 for the
number of these errors. When the counter is exceeded, the
condition is reported to the system operator and logged. The
location of the error on the ring cannot be identified.
This error may occur when a station is being inserted or taken off
the ring. The default threshold is 30 for this error.

Auto Response: NiA

SYS --9611 TRNMGR monitor error (4-digit monitor
error code) at (active monitor's station
addrcss)-(activc monitor's neighbor's
station address) on linc (linc number)

Explanation

The ring was unable to recover from a hard (serious) error
condition on the ring. The first station indicated is the reporting
(transmitting) station and the second is the receiving station. The
probable cause of the ring failure is at one of the stations
ide ntificd.

SYS --9606 TRX:\IGR frequency mismatch errors on
line Iline numberl
Seventy: NiA

Auto Response:

:-';jA

Explanation

Frequency mismatch errors are detected by rin~ stations and
reported to the System 36. A counter is mamtamed at the
Slitem 36 for the number of these errors. When the counter is
exceeded, the condllion is reported to the system operator and
IO!=f:!cd. "I he location of the error on the rmg cannot be identified.
The default threshold is I for this error.

SYS --9607 TR:\:\IGR frame copied errors on line
Iline number)
Severity: N!A
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Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --9605 TRNMGR unrecoverable error at
(reporting stationHrecei\'ing station) on
line (line number)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --9604 TRNl\IGR recoverable error at (reporting
stationl-(receiving station) on line (line
number)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: r\./A

AllIn Response: N/A

Explanation

I
I
I
I
I
I

Every ring has an active monitor. This message is issued when the
active monitor has dropped its active monitor role due to one of
the following errors:

0001

An active monitor has detected another active
monitor ,on the ring.

0002

A standby monitor has detected an error in the
active monitor.

0003

A station waiting to be transmitted by the monitor
has detected a station with a duplicate address.

The first address identified is the active monitor's station address
and the second is the neighbor's station address.
This message is issued only when a logging level of MAX was
specified.

User Response

SYS --9612 TRNMGR ring poll failure at (active
monitor's station adllrcss)-(Iast responding
station address) on line (line number)
Severity: N/A

Option 2. The job step is canceled. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3. The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

SYS --9617 TRNMGR is not active on linc (linc
numberJ ...

The active monitor'S poll timer has expired, indicating an error in
the poll protocol. The address of the active monitor is given first,
followed by the address of the last ring station to respond to a
poll.

Severity: 3
Explanation

This message is issued only when the logging level MAX was
specified.

The IBM Token-Ring Network Manager (TRNMGR) is not
active on the line you attempted to stop it on.

I SYS --96131Iine number) ICtll ICt2) ICt31 ICt4) ICt5)
I
(Ct6JICt7)ICt8JICt9JICtlO)lrcporting
I
station address)-Ineighbor's station
I
address)
Severity: N/A

User Response
Option 2. The job step is canceled. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.

Auto Response: N/A

Option 3. The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Explanation

SYS --9618 TRNMGR is unable to allocatc linc Iline
number) ...

When the logging level MAX is specified, the System/36 is-,notified
of every ring station reported error. The notification includes all
ten error counters for the reporting station. The message contains
the line number followed by the following 10 error counters:
line error, internal error, burst error, ARI/FCI error, abort
delimiter, lost frame error, received congestion, frame copied
error, frequency error, and token error.
The error counters are followed by the address of the reporting
station, and the second address is the station address of its
neighbor.

SYS --9614 TRNMGR invalid logging level Ilevel)
specified •..
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: 2

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A Token-Ring Network Manager was unable to allocate the
specified line.

I

Do one of the following:

I •

Enter option I and try the operation again.

I•

Enter option 2 or 3 and give the programmer the message
ID (SYS--9618).

User Response

Explanation
You selected an invalid logging level. The logging level must be
OFF, MIN, MED, or MAX.
Uscr Response
Option 2: The job step is canceled. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
the job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

Option I: Retry the operation.
Option 2: The job step is canceled. Any data created up to this
point is saved, and the job can continue with the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by previous steps in
this job is saved, but data created by this step is lost.

SYS --9619 TRNMGR started on linc Iline number)
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9615 TR:\":\IGR program error has caused a
storage dump

Explanation

Severity: :-'::A

This is an informational message. A Token-Ring Network
~Ianager has startcd monitoring errors on the specified line.

Auto Response: ':\.iA

Explanation

SYS --9620

TR~:\IGR

ended on line (line number)

This is an informational mcssage. An unexpected error condition
with no recovery possible has caused a task dump to be taken.

Severity: N/A

Additional Information

Explanation

If this error continues to occur. rrtl out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

This is an informational message. A Token-Ring Network
~Ianager has stopped monitoring errors on the specified line.

S'rS --9616 TR:\":\IGR line Iline number) is not a
token-rilll: lille ...
Se\'erity: 3

Auto Response: 2

Explanation
The line you tried to start the Token-Ring 1':etwork Manager on
is an invalid Token-Ring Network line.

Auto Response: N/A

SYS --9621 TR:\":\IGR abnormally ended on line (linc
number)
Scverity: :--:'A

Auto Response: N/A

E"planatioll
A Token-Ring ':\.etwork Manager has abnormally ended on the
specified line. This is usually caused by abnormal termination in
the microcode.
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Additional Inrormation
If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
hardware service.

SYS --9622 TRNMGR storage unavailablc for the
messagc buffcr
Severity: NjA

SYS --9636 LAN Iline numberl -- Local area network
SRe Isystem reference code)
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
Find the system reference code issued with this system message to
determine the recovery actions recommended for the problem.

Auto Response: NjA
4EOO

Unknown host request. Take a system dump and
eall for software service.

No storage was available for the message buffer. The message is
lost and will not be resent.

4EOI

Unknown internal controller request.
Take a
system dump and call for software service.

Additional Information

4E04

If this error continues to occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form
found in the System Problem Determination manual, and call for
software service.

Unknown return code for IBM Token-Ring
Network adapter. Take a system dump and call for
software service.

4E05

No session table entry for received data frame.
Take a system dump and call for software service.

4E07

No session table entry for data flow. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

4E09

Receive data buffer overrun. The data received
from the remote subsystem in a single frame was
larger than the local subsystem's maximum receive
capability for a single frame. Check the local and
remote SNA· subsystems for
the correct
configuration and session parameters.
Check
system configurations on the LAN for the correct
connectivity.

4EOA

No SNA task entry in task table for received data
frame. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

4EOB

Routing error main loop. Take a system dump and
call for software service.

4EOC

No IBM Token-Ring Network adapter detecied.
Check 1B!'vt Token-Ring Network adapter for the
correct installation.
Run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console) to
verify the correct operation of the adapter card.

4EOD

Unknown host request. Take a system dump and
call for software service.

4EOE

Invalid IBM Token-Ring Network adapter
configuration. Check hardware setup of installed
adapters.

4EOF

Enable command received from host for active task.
Subsystem error has occurred. Obtain a task dump
for the subsystem and call for software service.

4EI0

Subsystem task table ovcrflow. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

4EII

Function failure. The testing of the lobe between
the W\1 Token·Ring i':etwork adapter and the
access unit has been unsuccessful because the lobe
has a bit·error rate that is too high or the adapter
cannot receive successfully.
Try the enable
processing again. If this error continues to occur,
run the ·online problem determination procedures
(enter the command PROBLEM on the entry line
of the console).

4EI2

Signal loss. The IBM Token-Ring Network adapter
has detected a 250·millisecond signal loss (receivcr
cannot recognize signal) indicating that an error
condition has occurred since the adapter
successfully completed the ring signal recognition
phase of the enable operation. Try the enable
processing again. If this error continues to occur,
run the online problem determination procedures

Explanation

SYS --9623 TRN:\1GR cannot be startcd nor put on
job qucue ...
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A user tried to start TRNMGR using an EVOKE procedure or
tried to run it from the JOB QUEUE. Neither of those methods
are allowed.

SYS --9624 TRNMGR lost crror report frames on line
(line numberl
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The System/36 was not able to keep up with the rate at which
errors were being reported due to limited availability of buffer
space. This state causes a S-minute timer to be set in microcode.
If the error rate remains high and buffers are not available when
the timer expires the message will be reissued.

SYS --9625 TRl\'MGR receh'e congestion at (station
reporting congestion) on line (line number(
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
A station is experiencing receive errors due to congestion. The
address of the reporting station is given.

SYS --9626 TR:\:\IGR rceeh'c congestion cnded at
Istation reporting congestion I on line (line
numm'rl
Severity:

~iA

Auto Response: NIA

Explanation
A station that was experiencmg receive congestion errors. is no
longer experlencmg the errors. The address of the reporting
statton is given.

SYS --9631 :\laximum folder size is incorrect
SC1:enty: :-; A

Auto Response: :'I:.:A

Expian;ltion
The value you speCified for the maximum folder size is incorrect.
The rnalomum folder size must be a number from 4 through
65535 or ~O\IAX.

If you would like more information, press the Help key or refer
to the System Security Guide, SC21·9042.
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(enter the command PROBLEM on the entry line
of the console).
4EI3

No SNA task entry in task table (SCTL) for
completed command to IBM Token-Ring Network
adapter. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

4EI4

Wire fault during OPEN ADAPTER. Run online
problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4EI5

Frequency error during OPEN ADAPTER. Run
online problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4EI6

Time-out. The insertion timer expired before this
function completed, indicating that the ring may be
congested, or experiencing a high bit-error rate, or
losing an abnormally high number of tokens or
frames. This condition prevents successful Address
Verification MAC frame transmissions, the IBM
Token-Ring Network adapter successful reception
of either the ring poll request or response MAC
frame, transmission of the required ring poll
response MAC frame, transmission of the request
parameter MAC frame, or reception of either the
set parameter 1 or set parameter 2 MAC frame
(required response to the adapter's request). Try
the enable processing again. If the error continues
to occur, run the online problem determination
procedures (enter the command PROBLEM on the
entry line of the console).

4EI7

I

Receive buffer allocate failure. Try the operation
again, and if it continues to fail take a system dump
and call for software service.

4E19

IB:vt Token-Ring Network adapter initialization
failure. Check network cable connections. If the
problem still occurs, run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

4EIC

4EIO

I

4EIE

Parameter request. The IBM Token-Ring Network
adapter has detected that the ring parameter server
is present on the ring, but that the required
response (set parameter I or set parameter 2 MAC
frame) has not been received in the allotted time,
indicating that the ring may be congested,
experiencing a high bit-error rate, or losing an
abnormally high number of tokens or frames. Try
the enable processing again. If the error continues
to occur, run the online problem determination
procedures (enter the command PROBLEM on the
entry line of the console).

4E20

Remove received. The IBM Token-Ring Network
adapter has received a remove ring station MAC
frame indicating that a network management
function has directed this adapter or this specific
address to get off the ring. Run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console) and
contact the network administrator to find out why
removal is directed to this station.

4E21

A forced IMPL (Initial Microprogram Load) MAC
frame was received. This capability is intended to
support remote (operatorless) IPL. This function
is not supported on the S ystem/36.

4E22

Unusual ring condition--receiving ring beacons.
Check network cable conncctions. If the problem
still occurs, run the online problem determination
procedures (enter the command PROBLEM on the
entry line of the console).

4E24

Take a
Internal controller microcode failure.
system dump and call for software service.

4E25

Data flow command failure. Take a system dump
and call for soft ware service.

4E26

Unusual ring condition--transmitting ring beacons.
Check network cable connections. If the problem
still occurs, run the online problem determination
procedures (enter the command' PROBLEM on the
entry line of the console).

4E27

Unusual ring condition--signalloss. Check network
cable connections. If problem still occurs, run the
online problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4E29

Imcompatible device. Take a task dump and call
for software service.

4E2A

Unknown IBM Token-Ring Network adapter type
1 error code reported. Take a system dump and call
for software service.

4E2C

Invalid LLC (logical link control) frame received
from remote system. Run station test (enter the
command ST AT EST on the entry line of the
console) if the remote system is active and
responding.
Run the diagnostics for the IBM
Token-Ring Network adapter on the remote
system.

4E2E

Unknown IBM Token-Ring Network adapter type
2 error code reported. Take a system dump and call
for software service.

4E31

Cnknown IIn\ Token-Ring Network adapter type
3 error code reported. Take a system dump and call
for software service.

4E37

IB:\I Token Ring l"ctwork adapter interface failure
on command transfer. Take a system dump and
call for software service.

4E3D

General buffer allocate failure. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

Unknown IBM Token-Ring Network adapter
command. Take a system dump and call for
soft ware service.

4E18

4E18

4EIF

The IBM Token-Ring Network
Ring failure.
adapter, acting as an active monitor, was unable to
complete the ring purge function successfully,
indicating an error condition has occurred since the
successful completion of monitor contention (when
this adapter became the active monitor). Try the
enable processing again. If the error continues. to
occur, run the online problem determmatlon
procedures (enter the command PROBLEM on the
entry line of the console).
Ring beaconing. The IBM Token-Ring Network
adapter has either detected a monitor contention
failure or received a beacon :\IAC frame from the
ring. Try the enable processing again. If the error
continues to occur, run the onhne problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLE:\t on the entry line of the console).
Duphcate node address. The lB:\t Token-Ring
Network adapter has detected that another station
on the rmg has an adapter address equal to the local
adapter address. Sr-:clfy another m:\1 Token-Ring
Network
adapter
I J)
using
the
SETCO:\I:\I ,\LTU{CO:\I:\I procedures or prOVide
Node ,\ddress mformatlon to the network
administrator.
1I0st receive buffer size larger than LA:'II
attachment receive capability. :\ofodlfy the host
subsystem configuration.

I
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4E40

SNA subsystem limit exceeded. Take a task dump
and call for software service.

4E41

SNA subsystem has never successfully enabled or
the task I D is invalid. Take a system dump and call
for software service.

4E42

SNA has never successfully enabled on this line.
Take a system dump and call for software service.

4E43

SNA has been detached from this line. Take a
system dump and call for software service.

4E45

Invalid SNA operation code. Take a task dump and
call for software service.

4E46

Invalid lOB queue header. Take a task dump and
call for software service.

4E48

I~valid transmit length. Take a task dump and call
fof software service.

4E49

Data length is greater then buffer. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

4E4A

SNA task ID is zero. Take a task dump and call
for software service.

4E48

SNA task block address is zero. Take a task dump
and call for software service.

4E50

Not enough PC memory.
S12K-bytes of PC
memory is required for System/36 LAN functions.

4E52

IBM Token-Ring Network adapter not installed.
Ensure the adapter is installed and configured
correctly. If the problem still occurs, run the online
problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

I

I

4E54

Unknown IBM Token-Ring Network adapter
return code on transmit. Take a system dump and
call for software service.

4E56

Unknown IBM Token-Ring Network adapter
command. Take a system dump and call for
software service.

4E58

Invalid command appendage taken by IBM
Token-Ring Network adapter. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

469

IB:\! Token-Ring Network adapter check. Check
network cable connections, or interrupt level
conflicts with other adapters installed in the PC. If
the problem still occurs, run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

46A

Token-Ring interface problem detected by IBM
Token-Ring :-':etwork adapter. Check network
cable connections. If the problem still occurs, run
the online problem determination procedures (enter
the command PROBLE~1 on the entry line of the
console).

.. 60

18~1 Token-Ring :-':etwork adapter handler cannot
recover from the error condItion. Determine the
EJ>RO~I (Erasable Pro;!rammable Read Only
~femory)
or CODE LEVEL of your III~I
Tokcn-Rmit Setwork adapter.
If the level is
A33842. an updated EJ>RO~I may be necessary to
correct thIS situation. Take a dump and call for
software servIce to arrange for a new EPRO~1.

4ESC

t.: nknown data link control status reported by the
1fI~1 Token-Rmg :-':ctwork adapter. Take a system
dump and call for software sen'lce.

4ESD

Invalid IBM Token-Ring Network adapter
configuration. Ensure that the correct line is being
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enabled.
Check to make sure that the IB M
Token-Ring Network adapter is installed correctly.
4ESE

No contiguous 16K-byte free space on a 16K-byte
boundary for the IBM Token-Ring Network
adapter to place .the shared RAM memory area.
There is a possible address space conflict between
multiple adapters.

4E60

IBM Token-Ring Network adapter handler code is
not present or is loaded incorrectly. Disable the line
and try the enable processing again. If the problem
continues, take a system dump and call for software
service.

4E61

Invalid network ID for the IBM Token-Ring
Network adapter. Specify a valid IBM Token-Ring
Network
adapter
ID
using
SETCOMM/ALTERCOM procedures.

4E62

Receive data buffer overrun. The data received
from the remote subsystem in a single frame was
larger than the local subsystem's maximum receive
capability for a single frame. Check the local and
the remote SNA subsystems for the correct
configuration and session parameters,
Check
system configurations on LAN for the correct
connectivity.

4E63

A frame reject LLC (logical link control) frame was
received from the remote system. Check the remote
system for the cause.

I

I

4E64

No SNA task entry found in task table for pending
data flow command. Take a system. dump and call
for software service.

4E65

The IBM Token-Ring Network
been removed from the ring
Manager.
Check with the
Network Management System
cause for removal.

adapter may have
by the Network
IBM Token-Ring
to determine the

4E66

General IBM Token-Ring Network adapter
malfunction on Open.
Check network cable
connections. Ensure that the system lobe cable is
connected to the access unit.
If the problem
continues to
occur, run online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

4E67

Inadequate number of receive buffers available for
network adapter to Open. Ensure that the IBM PC
Token-Ring Adapter II is installed.

4E68

Invalid service access point (SAP) value specified or
SAP value already in use. Check SNA subsystem
configunition for proper SAP specification.

4E69

IBM Token-Ring Network adapter catastrophic
failure during service access point initialization,
Check network cable connections. If the problem
continues to occur, run online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PR0I3LE:\1 on the entry line of the console).

4E6A

Unknown lint Token-Ring Network adapter
return code on service access point initialization.
Take a system dump and call for software service.

4E80

XID retry count exceeded.

41-:82

S:-':AXID command issued; an XID command was
already outstanding. Take a system dump and call
for soft ware service.

4E83

XlD state is invalid. Take a system dump and call
for software servIce.

41-:84

Connection has failed or has been disconnected.

4E85

X I D retry count exceeded.

4£87

Unsolicited XID response received.

4EB8

4£88

Internal error; no butter found for posting
connection. Take a system dump and call for
soft ware service.

TEST command failed by IBM Token-Ring
Network adapter. Try the operation again.

4E89

TEST command failed; a time-out occurred with no
response.

4E89

IEEE 802.2 XID response received or unexpected
XID response received.

4EBA

4£8A

Pended XID command canceled by subsequent
XID.

4E8C

XID received with invalid state. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

Frame reject receivcd. Determine the EPROM
(Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory) or
code level of your IBM Token-Ring Network
adapter. If the levcl is A33842, then an updated
EPROM may be necessary to correct this situation.
Take a dump and call for software service to
arrange for a new EPROM.

4E8F

Received length greater than maximum allowed.

4EBE

4E90

X I D connection pending.

Specified IBM Token-Ring Network adapter is not
active. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

4E91

XID connection pending.

4ESF

Specified subsystem is not enabled. Take a systcm
dump and call for software service.

4E92

XID connection completed.

4ECO

4E93

XID retry count exceeded on initial XID sequence.

Specified subsystem is not found. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

4E94

XID response received for pended XID command.

4EC2

4E9S

TEST resolve response received for pended XID
command.

Logical session control block not found; session
nevcr opened. Take a system dump and call for
software service.

4EC4

4£96

TEST rcsolve sequence failed.

SNRM (Set Normal Response Mode) issued by a
secondary station. SNA subsystem problcm. Take
a system dump and call for software service.

4E97

TIMER expired on TEST command.

4ECS

4E99

LINK LOST reported by IBM Token-Ring
Network adapter, or (SABME) Set Asynchronous
Balance Mode Extended received after connection
has failed. Refer to Rccommended Action for Link
Connection Problems.

SNRM (Set Normal Response Mode) issued; mode
is already operational. SNA subsystem problem.

4EC6

SNRM (Set Normal Response Mod.e) reset issued;
invalid state. SNA problem; take a system dump
and call for software service.

4E9A

Set IBM Token-Ring Network adapter TIMER
failed. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

4EC9

TEST not allowed; link is active.

4EDB

4E98

Internal error; null resource pointer received from
PC Attachment Program (PCAP). Take a system
dump and call for software service.

Internal error; XID response queue full. Take a
system dump and call for software service.

4EDD

4E9C

XID connection pending; XID pacing limit reached.

CONNECT STATION failed by IBM Token-Ring
Network adapter.
Try again to make the
connection.

4E9D

XID connection completed for pendcd session.

4EDE

4EAO

Internal error; no buffer found for posting
DISCONNECT received. Take a system dump and
call for software service.

OPEN STATION failed by IBM Token-Ring
Network adapter. Take a system dump and call for
software service.

4EDF

Internal error; SNA operation code invalid. Take a
system dump and call for software service.

4EEO

Internal error; unknown READ received. Take a
system dump and call for software service.

4EAt

Unauthorized access priority specified on S N A
OPEN STATION command. Take a system dump
and call for software service.

4EA2

Parameter value cxceeded maximum allowed on
SNA OPEN STATION. Take a system dump and
call for software servicc.

4EE2

Internal error; no logical session control block slot
found. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

4EA9

LINK STATION ALLOCATION failed by JB:-.1
Token-Ring :"I:ctwork adapter. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

4EE3

Internal error; invalid free buffer request. Take a
system dump and call for software service.

4EE5

4EAA

~Ia)(imum

number of sessIOns exceeded.

I nternal error; no logical session control block
pointer. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

4EAD

~Ia)(imum

number of sessions reached.

4EEA

4EIlI

SAB\I E (Set Asynchronous Balance \1 ode
Extcnded) recclved for a pnmary station. Check
S:"I:,\ subsystcms for proper pnmary, secondary
configuration.

Link Station connection attempt has failed with an
unexpected IBM Token-Ring Network adaptcr
return code. Refer to Recommended Action for
Link Connection Problems.

4EEE

4 Ell 4

TEST rc,ponse recclved; no TEST command Issued.

Command control block cannot be issued; failed by
1B\1 Tokcn-Ring Network adapter. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

4EIl5

TEST response received; Invalid state. Take a
system dump and call for software service.

4EEr

I nternal error; subsystem not found. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

4En7

Unsupported TEST command received. Take a
system dump and call for software service.

41'10

Internal error; state sequcnce error. Take a system
dump. Then run the online problem determination
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run the online problem determination procedures
(enter the command PROBLEM on the entry line
of the console).

procedures (enter the command PROBLEM on the.
entry line of the console~. If no hardware error is
detected, call for software service.
4FII

4FIZ

Internal error; LAN Adapter card processer error.
Take a system dump. Then run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console). If no
hardware error is detected, call for software service.

14Fl8

PC port error.
Run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

4Fl9

PC failed to transfer block of code. Run the online
problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4F1A

Error Correction Code error. Run the online
problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

Parity or error correction code error. Run the
online problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4Ft3

SNA subsystem limit exceeded. Take a task dump
and call for software service.

4FI4

Internal error. Take a system dump and call for
software service.

4FIS

Internal error. Take a system dump and call for
software service.

4FI6

Invalid lOB queue header. Take a task dump and
call for software service.

4FI7

Transmit data and header length greater than
buffer. Take a task dump and call for software
service.

4FI8

Task block address equals zero. Take a task dump
and call for software service.

4FI9

SNA task ID equals zero. Take a task dump and
call for software service.

4FIA

4FlO

1

PC port clear failed. Run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

4FlC

PC failed to enable the interface. Run the online
problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4FlD

PC failed to download. Run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

4FlF

PC no longer communicating with the LAN
Adapter card. Take a system dump and call for
softo,yare service. Run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

Receive data length greater than Receive buffer.
Take a system dump and call for software service.

4F30

Invalid logical link control command from PC.
Take a system dump and call for software service.

4FIB

Invalid SNA operation. Take a task dump and call
for software service.

4F31

4FIC

Internal error; no read buffer obtained and one is
needed. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

PC time-out occurred during download. Run the
online problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4F31

Hardware tests failed. Run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

4F61

S/36 LAN Attachment Adapter card failure. Run
the online problem determination procedures (enter
the command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4F62

Interface to LAN adapter failure. Run the online
problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4FID

SNA is not enabled or the task ID is invalid. Take
a system dump and call for software service.

4FlO

Cable parity error.
Run the online problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLEM on the entry line of the console).

4FlI

PC hardware interface error. Run the online
problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLEM on the entry line of the
console).

4Fll

PC reset signal is active. Occurs if the PC was
turned off or the cable to the PC was disconnected.
If nellher of these occurred, run the onhne problem
determination procedures (enter the command
PROBLE:\1 on the entry line of the console).

4F13

LA~

.an..

I

Adapter card memory error. Run the online
problem determination procedures (enter the
command PROBLE:\I on the entry line of the
console).
Internal microcode error. Take a system dump and
call for software sen'lce.
InllIal WRAPS to S·36 LA!" Attachment Adapter
card faiicd. Turn the PC off if sWllch is on. Turn
the PC on agam. If the problem contmues. run Ihe
onhne problem detcrmlnalion procedures (enter the
command PI{OIJLE:\I on Ihe enlry line of the
console).

4fZ7

3·730

PC not responding. Turn the PC off if switch is on.
Turn the PC on again. If the problem continues,

I

I

I
I
I
I

4F86

4F87

Internal ring error monitor (REM) error; major
vector length invalid. Take a system dump and call
for software ser vice.

4F88

Internal ring error monitor (REM) error; subvector
ID invalid. Take a system dump and call for
soft ware ,service.

I
I

Internal ring errOr monitor (REM) error; major
vector I D invalid. Take a system dump and call for
software service.

4F89

Internal ring error monitor (RE:\1) error; subvector
invalid. Take a system dump and call for
software service.

len~th

4F8A

41'80

Internal ring error monitor (RE:\I) error; required
subvector missing. Take a system dump and call
for software service.
Internal error; standard ring error monitor (REM)
error. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

4F8C

Internal ring error monitor (REM) error; error
occurred on free buffer .. Take a system dump and
call for software service.

4F8D

Internal ring error monitor (REM) error; error
occurred on timer seL Take a system dump and call
for software service.

4F8E

Internal ring error monitor (REM) error; no enable
received. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

4F8F

the hardware or software subsystem, then this is a
valid detection of a remote system problem.
b.

2.

Internal ring error monitor (REM) error; error
occurred on receive. Take a system dump and call
for software service.

Check for hardware failure of the remote system's
network adapter. Run hardware diagnostics on the
remote system's network adapter to determine proper
operation.

Check the local system for LAN hardware failures.
a.

Run the online problem determination procedures
(enter the command PROBLEM on the entry line of
the console).

b.

Run the Station Test Procedure (STAT EST) to verify
proper network operation.

4F90

Internal ring error monitor (REM) error; error
occurred on modify open. Take a system dump and
call for software service.

4F91

Internal ring error monitor (REM) error; error
occurred on set functional address. Take a system
dump and call for software service.

•

Internal error; ring error monitor (REM) already
enabled. Take a system dump and call for software
service.

A table listing the LAN configuration including
physical connections with the associated adapter
addresses (Adapter ID).

•

A logical connection table listing the SAP (Service
Access Point) addresses for each of the physical
connections.

•

An indication of the failing logical connections.

•

Any receive congestion reports that may be available
from a network management tool (for example,
System/36 LAN Manager or PC LAN Manager).

4F9Z

Recommended Action for Link Station Problems
1.

Check the remote system for proper operation.

a.

Check for disruptive remote system failure. If the
remote system has failed or had an I/O failure in either

3.

If no problems can be found and this is a repeating failure
then take a system dump and call for software service. An
APAR will be requested. Provide with the APAR the
following information.
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Keyboard Messages
KBD --0000 Help key not allowed now
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You pressed the Help key, which is not allowed now. Either there
was no error code displayed, or the error was issued by the SSP.
To continue, press the Error Reset key.

KBD --0001 Last keystroke not recognized
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You pressed the Shift key and the Sys Req key, but you did not
follow up by pressing either the Enter/Rec Adv key or the Error
Reset key.
Press the Error Reset key. If you still want to use the system
request function, press the Shift key, the Sys Req key, and then
press the Enter/Rec Adv key.

KBD --0007 Mandatory enter field--must enter data
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

There is at least one mandatory entry field in which you must
enter data before the display can be changed or moved.

The work station controller has not kept up with the rate you
were entering information, and the last character you entered was
not recognized. This condition is called a keyboard overrun.

Press the Error Reset key. The cursor is positioned for you to
enter the first character in the first remaining mandatory entry
field.

To continue operation at the present cursor position, press the
Error Reset key.

KBD --0008 This field requires alphabetic characters

KBD --0002 Last keystroke not recognized
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The work station controller received an incorrect key code and
does not know what key you pressed.
To continue operation at the present cursor position, press the
Error Reset key.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The field that you are trying to enter data into will accept only
alphabetic data. However, you entered a character that is not
alphabetic.
Allowed characters are A through Z, blank, comma, period, and
hyphen. The Dup key can be used to duplicate these characters
into this field if the Dup key is supported by the program running.
To continue, press the Error Reset key.

KBD --0003 Invalid key followed Cmd key
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

KBD --0009 This field requires numeric characters
Severity: N/A

,Explanation

You pressed the Cmd key, but you did not follow up by pressing
either one of the allowed command function keys in the top row
of the keyboard, or the Error Reset key.
Press the Error Reset key. Continue either without the command
function or by again pressing the Cmd key and then one of the
allowed command function keys.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The field in which you are currently trying to enter data will
accept only numeric data, and you have entered a nonnumeric
character.

KBD --0004 Keyboard data not allowed

The allowed characters are 0 through 9, blank, comma, period,
plus, and minus. The Dup key can be used to duplicate these
characters into this field if the Dup key is supported by the
program.

Severity: N /A

To continue, press the Error Reset key.

Auto Response: N /A

Explanation

KBD --0010 Only characters 0 through 9 allowed

You tried to enter data from the keyboard into a field in which
entry is allowed only from a magnetic stripe reader.

Severity: N/A

To continue, press the Error Reset key.

KBD --0005 Cursor in protected area of display
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You tried to enter data, or have used the magnetic stripe reader;
however, the cursor is not in an input field on the display. Data
cannot be entered in a protected area of the display.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The field in which you are currently trying to enter data will
accept only signed numeric data, and you have entered some other
character. The allowed characters are 0 through 9. The Dup key
can be used to duplicate these characters into this field if the Dup
key is supported by the program running.
To continue, press the Error Reset key.

KBD --0011 Invalid key for sign position of field

Press the Error Reset key. Move the cursor to a field where the
data can be entered, and enter the data.

Severity: N/A

KBD --0006 Invalid key followed Sys Req key

You tried to enter data into the last position of a signed numeric
field.

Severity: N/A
Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Press the Error Reset key, then press a correct key for the sign
position (for example, the Field + or Field- key).
Keyboard Messages
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KBD --0012 Insert mode--no room to insert data
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

There is no room to insert data into this field. Either there is no
more room in the field, or the cursor is in the last position of the
field.
Press the Error Reset key. Do not use insert mode to change data
or enter the last character.

KBD --0013 Insert mode--only data keys allowed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Press the Error Reset key. The cursor is in a position where you
can continue entering data into the field. Enter data to the end of
the field or move the cursor to the beginning of the field, and then
use the Field-, Field +, or Field Exit key to blank the entire field.

KBD --0018 Invalid key used to exit this field
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The cursor is in the last position of this field. You must use a
function key (for example, the Field Exit key) to leave this field.
Press the Error Reset key; then press a function key to leave this
field.

Explanation

KBD --0019 Dup key not allowed in this field

You are now in insert mode, .and the key you pressed is not
allowed in this mode.

Severity: N/A

Press the Error Reset key. This will clear insert mode and you
can continue operation. To return to insert mode, press the Ins
key.

KBD --0014 Mandatory fill field--must fill to exit
Severity: N/A

You pressed the Dup key; however, the Dup key is not allowed in
.
this field.
Press the Error Reset key. Continue entering data in this field
without using the Dup key.

KBD --0020 Function control key invalid in field

You pressed a key that would move the cursor out of this field;
however, the cursor is not in the first or last position of this
mandatory fill field or all positions in the field have not been
entered. A mandatory fill field must be completely filled unless
you exit the field from the first position in the field and no data is
entered into the field.
Press the Error Reset key. The cursor is in the first position of
the field. Either enter the entire field again, or press the Field + •
Field-, or Field Exit key to blank the entire field.

KBD --0015 Check digit error
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The number and the check digit you entered do not agree.
Press the Error Reset key. The cursor is positioned at the
beginning of the field. Either enter the correct number and check
digit, or press the Field +, Field-, or Field Exit key to blank the
field.

KBD --0016 Field minus key invalid with this field
Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Severity: N/A

You pressed a function control key that is not allowed in this field.
This is either a right-adjust or a Signed numeric field and you must
exit the field before pressing the following function control keys:
•

Command keys

•

Test request key

•

Clear key

•

Enter/Rec Adv key

•

Print key

•
•

Help key

•

Home key (when cursor is in the home position)

Roll keys

To continue, press the Error Reset key. The cursor is in the same
position it was in when you pressed the invalid key. Then press
the Field + , Field-, or Field Exit key.

KBD --0021 Mandatory enter field--must enter data
Severity: N/A

You pressed the Field- key, but the field you are in is not a signed
numeric field.

Explanation

Press the Error Reset key. The cursor has not moved from the
position it was in when you pressed the Field- key. Bither
continue entering data, or press the Field Exit key to leave the
field.

KBD --0017 Mandatory fill field--key used invalidly
Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You pressed the Field-, Field + , or Field Exit key; however, the
cursor is not in the first or last position of this mandatory fill field.
A mandatory fIll field must be completely filled unless you exit the
field from the first position in the field and no data is entered into
the field.
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Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

The cursor is in a mandatory entry field. A mandatory entry field
must have data entered in the field before you can exit the field.
Press the Error Reset key. Enter data in the field before you exit
the field.

KBD --0022 Status of field not known
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

A system error makes the status of the present field not known.
This error can occur when the Del or Ins key is pressed.
Press the Error Reset key. Examine the field to determine if the
delete or insert operation must be tried again. If required, repeat
the previous operation; otherwise you can continue entering data.

The magnetic stripe reader card that was read contained more data
than the size specified for the butTer generated in the field format
table. The butTer size is determined by the number of input fields
that are defined on the display screen.

KBD --0023 Hex mode--invalid hexadecimal key
entered
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

KBD --0032 Data errors on mag stripe reader cable

You are in hex entry mode, but the first key pressed was not a
character A through F or 4 through 9, or the second key pressed
was not a character A through F or 0 through 9. The A through
F keys can be entered in uppercase or lowercase; however, the
second character entered cannot be F if the first character entered
was F.

Severity: N/A

Press the Brror Reset key and enter a correct character.

Press the Brror Reset key and insert the card into the magnetic
stripe reader again. If the error continues to occur after several
attempts, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

KBD --0024 Only characters 0 through 9 allowed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Data errors were encountered on the magnetic stripe reader cable
attachment to the work station. The magnetic stripe reader data
was not received correctly.

Explanation

KBD --0033 Secured data not authorized

The field you are trying to enter can only accept values 0 through
9.

Severity: N/A

To continue, press the Brror Reset key and enter a valid value.

KBD --0026 Only characters 0 thru 9 or null allowed
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The field you are trying to enter can only accept values 0 through
9 or a null.
To continue, press the Brror Reset key and enter a valid value.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The magnetic stripe reader data that was received was secured
data, and this field was not specified for secured data.
Press the Brror Reset key. Check that the cursor is positioned to
the correct field and try again. If the error continues to occur
after several attempts, contact your programmer. You do not
have a secured data field specified. The work station session is
ended.

KBD --0034 Magnetic stripe reader data overran field
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

KBD --0027 Key not defined--key cannot be used

Explanation

Severity: N/A

The magnetic stripe reader data that was received will not fit into
the input field pointed to by the cursor on the display screen.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Press the Brror Reset key. Continue operation without using the
key.

Press the Error Reset key. Check that the cursor is positioned to
the correct field and that it is in the leftmost position of that field;
then try the card again. Also, verify that the correct magnetic
stripe card is being used. If this error continues to occur, fill out
a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for software service.

KBD --0029 Invalid entry made in Diacritic mode

KBD --0035 Magnetic stripe reader--read input error

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

You pressed a key that is not defined in the present keyboard shift
mode.

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

You entered data reqwrmg a sequence of several keys.
second key pressed did not result in a correct combination.

The

The card to be read was incorrectly positioned when inserted into
the magnetic stripe reader, or there is a reader malfunction.

Press the Brror Reset key. Continue processing by entering a
correct key combination.

Press the Brror Reset key. Insert the card correctly and try again.
Also, try another card to make sure that you do not have a bad
card (loss of magnetism or dirty card). If this error continues to
occur, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System
Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware service.

KBD --0031 Work station controller buffer overflow
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

This may be a programming error. You tried to enter magnetic
stripe reader data that was not within the specified length. The
magnetic stripe reader data overflowed the portion of the work
station controller buffer designated for the magnetic stripe reader
data. The buffer must be large enough to contain all the data
from one magnetic stripe reader card.
Check that the correct card was entered for this job, press the
Error Reset key, and try to enter the data again. If this error
continues to occur, contact your programmer. The butTer size for
the field format table is too small. The session is ended.
Additional Information

KBD --0038 Mag stripe data disallowed in IGC field
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

The input field pointed to by the cursor on the display screen was
not defined as alphabetic, numeric, or Katakana. Magnetic stripe
reader data is not allowed in an ideographic input or an either
input field initialized to ideographic character (IOe) mode.
User Response

Press the Error Reset key. Move the cursor to the leftmost
position of an alphabetic, numeric, or Katakana input field and
retry the card.
Keyboard Messages
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KBD --0060 The field requires ideographic characters

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The field you are trying to enter data into accepts only ideographic
character (IGC) data; however, you entered a nonideographic
character.
To continue, press the Error Reset key. The cursor is in an
ideographic field and the only input allowed is ideographic
characters.

You tried to enter data while the cursor was positioned under a
shift-out or shift-in (SO/SI) character and the keyboard was not in
insert mode. The SO/SI fields are protected and you cannot enter
data into their positions.
To continue, press the Error Reset key and then either place the
keyboard into insert mode, or move the cursor to an unprotected
field before you try to enter any data.

KBD --0066 Repeat key is not valid at this time

KBD --0061 This field requires AfN characters

Severity: N/A

Severity: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The field you are trying to enter data into will only accept
alphanumeric (A/N) data. However, you attempted to enter a
character that is not an A/N character.
To continue, press the Error Reset key and enter a valid A/N
character into this field or subfield.

KBD --0062 Command/mode key sequence was invalid
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

You tried to use the Repeat key at an invalid position on the
display screen. The Repeat key is not allowed when the cursor is
located at the first position on the right of a screen attribute or a
shift-out/shift-in (SO/SI) character.
To continue, press the Error Reset key. Then position the cursor
in the appropriate field or subfield so it is at least two positions to
the right of a screen attribute or SOlS I character.

KBD --0070 Word spiII failure
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation

This error message was caused by one of the fonowing:

One of the fonowing situations has occurred:

•
•

The cursor was not in the first character position of an either
field.

•

An attempt was made to spill a word in replace mode to a
protected or output only line.

You tried to change modes to ideographic or alphanumeric
(A/N), but the cursor was not positioned in the appropriate
subfield of the desired mode.

•

An attempt was made to spill a word in replace mode which
would have overlayed Unspec, deleted Unspec, format
change, or deleted format change characters.

To continue, press the Error Reset key and position the cursor at
the beginning of the appropriate field or subfield and retry the
sequence.

•

An attempt was made to spill a word in replace mode to a
line with no logical left margin defmed and with an effective
left margin off the screen.

KBD --0063 Invalid alternate entry number entered

•

An attempt was made to key data when word spill was
disabled and no room exists on the line to insert the keyed
character.

Explanation

•

An attempt was made to spill a word to a line with margins
too narrow to contain the spill word.

You were trying to enter an alternate entry number from the
keyboard when an invalid sequence was detected, or the alternate
entry number was not in the valid range.

•

An attempt was made to split a line with the Carrier Return
key when the margins for the inserted line were too narrow
to contain the data.

To continue, press the Error Reset key and verify that the
alternate entry number you are entering is valid. Then enter the
number again from the keyboard.

•

The Carrier Return key was pressed on a line for which no
logical right margin was defined.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

KBD --0064 Key not defined in current keyboard
mode
Severity: N;A

Auto Response: N/A

Press the Error Reset key.

KBD --0071 Command conflict: A command is in
progress

Explanation

Severity: N/A

This error occurred for one of the fonowing reasons:

Explanation

•

You pressed a shift key while the keyboard was in A/N
mode

An attempt was made to start a Copy, Move, or Delete Text

•

You pressed an invalid key while the keyboard was in
ideographic mode and you were entering an alternate entry
number.

To continue, press the Error Reset key. Make sure that the
receiving field is appropriate for the data you are entering and
then enter the data again.

KBD --0065 SO/SI characters are in protected fields
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Auto Response: N/A

operation when one was already in progress.
Press the error reset key and continue.

KBD --0072 Cannot key in non-typing area of screen
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
You tried to type characters, but the cursor is not in the typing
area of the screen.

Press the Error Reset key. Move the cursor to the typing area of
the screen and continue.

•
•

KBD --0073 Attempt to delete or replace Unspec char

•

The Del key was pressed and no function was defined using
the Define Command Key Function command.

•

The Home key was pressed, the cursor is located in the Text
Body, no Line Command fields are displayed, and no
function is defined using Define Command Key Function
command.

Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
An attempt was made to delete or replace Unspec, deleted Unspec,
Format change, or deleted Format change characters when
General prompt was not active.
Press error reset and continue.

Center Text was invoked in Locate mode.
The Backspace key was pressed in Locate mode.

KBD --0078 Required scale line is not defined
Severity: N/A

KBD --0074 Invalid key during General Prompt func
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Explanation
The required Scale line has not been defined.
Press enter and define the required scale line.

An invalid key was pressed during the General Prompt function.
Press error reset and continue.

KBD --0079 Backspace not valid in this location
Severity: N/A

KBD --0075 Locate unable to find keyed character
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
Backspace is not valid at this location
Press error reset and continue.

The locate function was unable to find the keyed character.
Press error reset and continue.

KBD --0099 Key not valid at this time
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

KBD --0076 Continuous Insert has failed

Explanation

Severity: N/A
Explanation

The key you pressed is not allowed at this time for one of the
following reasons:

Continuous Insert has failed.

•

The program or utility running would not recognize the key.

Press error reset and continue.

•

You pressed a function key before pressing the Sys Req key.

Auto Response: N/A

KBD --0077 Function is undefined in the present mode
Severity: N/A

Auto Response: N/A

Explanation
The function of the key just pressed is undefined in the present
mode.
•

The Dup key was pressed in Insert or Replace mode.

•

You pressed the Print key, and the IPL is not complete.

•

You pressed the Print key, and you have not completed
sign-on.

•

You pressed the Print key, and the resources needed to
service the Print key are not available at this time.

Press the Error Reset key. Continue the operations without using
this key. If you have not yet used the system request function, the
Sys Req key is the only allowed function key at this time.
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SORT Messages
This section describes sort programmer messages which can be
displayed or printed, and sort operator messages that are displayet
only_ Sort programmer messages are activated or suppressed by
the print option in the header specification statement.

To understand these messages, you should know how the sort
program works. Specifically, it is helpful to know what happens
during the generation and the execution phases of a sort job.

Sort programmer messages are print",a or displayed mainly during
the generation phase of a sort job. During the generation phase,
the sort program translates your specification stiltements into
machine language.

The generation phase as previously mentioned, translates the lort
specification statements into machine language. The execution
phase gets the records you want sorted, sorts the records, and
writes the sorted records into the output file in the order you
specified.

Because these messages require the programmer to correct errors
in the sort specification statements, operator action is not
required.

The characters A, I, S, T, and W, which follow the message
identification code, indicate the significance of the message, as
listed below.

Action

An operator response is required.
Another message follows.

Information

These messages give information only.
They also indicate the current staWs
of the job.

S

Severe

A specification statement has an error.
When the generation phase of the sort
job is complete, message SORT-772S
is displayed and the job must be canceled.

T

Terminal

Processing cannot continue. The
program ends immediately, and more
processing cannot be done. Message
SORT-772S follows, and the operator must
cancel the job.

W

Warning

An error condition might exist. Corrective
action is required if the condition is
unintentional. .When the generation
phase is complete, message SORT-7722
is displayed.

A
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SORT--7001 Entcr filc labcl of file to be sorted

Severity: 3

Severity: 3

Explanation

Auto Response:

Explanation
The input file you specified for the sort was not given a label to
indicate what the name of the file to be sorted is. Enter a file label
for the file to be sorted.

SORT--7002Input file, given in SORT command, not
found
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The input file you specified in parameter 1 of the SORT procedure
cannot be found.
Either you entered the input file label
incorrectly, or the file is not on the disk.
Enter option 3 to end the job. Then check to see if you entered
the correct name for the input file. If you entered an incorrect
input file name, correct it and run this job again. If this error
ocx:urs again, notify the programmer responsible for maintaining
this job and give the programmer the message ID (SORT·-7002).
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

SORT--7003 Enter sort specs source member name
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation

SORT--7004 Source member not found in current
user library
Auto Response:

Explanation
The source member containing the sort specifications specified in
parameter 2 of the SORT procedure cannot be found for one of
the following reasons:
•

The name of the source member was entered incorrectly.

•

A library name was not specified in parameter 5 of the
SORT procedure, and the library you are now using does
not contain a source member with the specified name. When
a user library is not specified in parameter 5, the SORT
procedure looks only in the currently being used library.

Enter option 3 to end the job. If the error occurred because the
current user library does not contain the source, enter the
following OCL (operation control language) statement and run the
job again:

/I LIBRARY NAME·X
(X is the name of the library containing the sort specification
statements). If this error occurs again, notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job and give the programmer the
message identification code (SO RT·· 7004).
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

SORT--7005 Source member not found in given
library
S-2

The source member you specified in (parameter 2) of the SORT
procedure cannot be found in the library specified (in parameter
S) for one of the following reasons:
•

The name of the source member was entered incorrectly.

•

The library name was entered incorrectly.

•

The source member does not exist.

•

The source member is in a different library.

Enter option 3 to end the job. Then check to see if you entered
the correct source member name and library name. If you entered
an incorrect name, correct it and run the job again. If this error
occurs again, notify the programmer responsible for maintaining
this job and give the programmer the message identification code
(SORT•• 700S).
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost

SORT·-7006 Enter file label for sort output file
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The output file you specified for sort was not given a sort output
file label to indicate the name of the output file. -Enter the sort
output file label.

SORT--7007 Sort output file already exists

The name of the sort specs source member was not included when
sort was called. Enter the sort specs source member name.

Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
A library or file already exists with the label you specified for the
output file in (parameter 3) of the SORT procedure.
Enter option 3 to end the job. Then check to see if you entered
the correct file name. If you entered an incorrect file name,
correct it and run the job agam.
If this error occurs again, notify the programmer responsible for
maintaming this job and give the programmer the message 10
(SORT·-7007).
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

SORT·· 7008 Enter numbcr of records to be sortcd
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
While calling sort you have neglected to enter the number of
records to be sorted. Enter the number of records that are to be
sorted.

SORT--70IO SORT procedure running
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
You have called the SORT procedure, and the .SORT procedure is
now executing.

SORT--7013 Input job queue parameter not Y, N, or
blank

Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Enter the correct sort job type in columns 7 through 12 of the
header specification statement and run the job again.

Explanation
The input job queue parameter in the SORT command must be
Y (yes), N (no), or blank. A blank defaults to a NO response.

SORT--7104 T FIRST STATEMENT NOT A
HEADER

Enter option 3 to end the job. Then enter the correct parameter
(Y, N, or blank) and run the job again. If this error occurs again,
n~tify the programmer responsible for maintaining this job and
gIve the programmer the message identification code
(SORT·-7013).

Additional Information

Recovery Option
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

SORT--7014 Sort was evoked or job queued w/o valid
parameters
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

The first sort specification statement is neither a header statement
nor a valid SOURCE statement.
Recovery Actions
Change the order of your specification statements so the first
statement is either a header statement or a SOURCE statement

SORT--710S W f.'I"V ALID ENTRY, COLUMN 36
Additional Information
Column 36 of the header specification statement does not contain
an N or a blank. A blank is assumed.
Recovery Actions

Explanation
A sort job was placed on the job queue or evoked without all the
required parameters. Cancel the job with a 3 option, notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job, and give the
programmer the message identification code (SORT-7014).
Recovery Option

Specify either an N (to create an empty output file without
displaying message SORT-7724) or a blank in column 36 of the
header specification statement. A blank entry causes the sort
program to display message SORT-7724, "No input records
included for sorting."

SORT--7106 S BOTIII:\'Pt:T Ai'lD INI)UTI FILE
STATEMENTS I)RESENT

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
~tep in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
IS lost.

Additional Information

SORT--7101 I PRI~T OPTION ASSUMED TO BE

The file statements contain the names INPUT and INPUTI.
Only one of these file names can be used at a time in the same sort
job.

Additional Information

Recovery Actions

The print option in the header specification is not blank, 0, I, 2,
or 3. Therefore, it is assumed to be O.

Change the name of one of the input files to INPUT2, INPUT3,
INPUT4, INPUTS, INPUT6. INPUT7, or INPUT8; or
eliminate either INPUT or INPUT! and run the job again.

o

Recovery Actions

If you want the print option to be other than 0, enter the
appropriate option in column 27 of the header specification
statement.
The print options display or print information about the sort job,
including the specification statements, error messages, and
informational messages.

SORT--7102 W SORT JOB ASSUMED TO BE
SORTR
Additional Information
Neither SORTA, SORTR, nor SORTRS job type is specified in
the header specification statement Because an output record
length is specified, the system assumes the sort job is a SORTR
job.
Recovery Actions
Enter the correct job type in columns 7 through 12 of the header
specification statement.

SORT--7103 T SORT JOB TYPE
SPECIFIED

~OT

Explan:ltion
Neither a sort job type (SORTR, SORTRS, or SORT A) nor an
output record length is specified in the header specification
statement.
Recovery Actions

SORT--7109 S SORT WORI{F1LE WILIJ
OVERLA Y I:\,PUT OR OUTPUT
FILE
Explanation
If this is a new message we will need to put some information in
the MAT to make it useful. If you arc not going to use this
message number please delete it
Additional Information
You specified a /I FILE statement for the sort work file
(NA:'vfE-WORK) that defines an existing data file. This file is also
defined as one or more of the input files, or as the output file.
Sort requires that the work file area be different from any of the
input files and the output file.
Recovery Actions
To correct the OCL FILE statement(s) for this job, specify a
different FILE statement for the work file, one that does not
represent the same file ,area as either an input or the output file.
Optionally, the work file statement may be removed so the sort
. program will automatically set aside a new work area for the job.

SORT--7IS0 S CONTROt FIELD
DROPPED--NO DATA
SPECIFICATIONS
Additional Information
No field selection· specifications to include date in the output file
(including specifications for summary data) were entered for this
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sort job, but the control field is being dropped.
continues, the output file will contain all blanks.

If the job

Recovery Actions
Add field selection specifications to the sort job that identify which
data items will be written into the output file, and/or specify in the
header statement that you wil! keep the control field(s); then run
the sort job again.

SORT--71S1 T

CO~TROL

FIELD LENGTH NOT

GIVEN
Additional Information

Additional Information
This is a SORTR or a SORTRS job. The output record length
specified in columns 29 through 32 of the header specification
statement is larger than 4096. The maximum length of 4096 is
assumed.
Recovery Actions
Specify the output record length as 4096 or less. If the output
record length is already properly specified, check the header
specification statement to be sure it is not shifted by one or more
columns; then run the job again.

A control field length is not specified in the header statement for
this job.

SORT--7158 S OUfJ)UT RECORD LENGTH
INCONSISTENT

Recovery Actions

Additional Information

Enter the length of the controlfield(s) in columns 13 through 17
of the header specification statement; then run the job again.

This is a SORTR or SORTRS job, and you are not dropping the
control field(s). The output record length that includes the control
field (columns 29 through 32 of the header statement) should not
be less than the length of the control field (in columns 13 through
17 of the header statement).

SORT--71S2 S CONTROL FIELD LENGTH TOO
LARGE
Additional Information
The specified control field length is more than the maximum
allowable length. A length of 256 is assumed.
Recovery Actions

Recovery Actions
Calculate the output record length again. Be sure you want to
drop the control field (as this will cause the output record length
entry to decrease in value). Enter the correct value in the header
specification statement; then run the job again.

Specify a control field length of 256 or less in columns 13 through
17 of the header specification; then run the job again.

SORT--71S9 S WORK RECORD LENGTH TOO
LARGE

SORT--7154 W ASCENDNG SEQUEl'iCE
ASSUMED A, COLUMN 18

Additional Inrormation

Additional Information
Column 18 of the header specification statement does not contain
a D for descending order or an A for ascending order. Ascending
order is assumed.
Recovery Actions

The work record length for this job is too large. The maximum
record length of 4096 is assumed.
Recovery Actions
Specify a work record length of 4096 or less; then run the job
again. (Refer to the Sort Guide, SC21-7903, for information on
how to determine the length of a work record.)

Specify either a D or an A in column 18 of the header
specification statement.

SORT--7I60 W ALTER~ATE COLLATING
SEQUENCE ASSUMED

SORT--71SS W OVTPUT OPTION ASSU:\IED X,
COLUMN 28

Additional Information

Additional Information
Column 28 of the header specification statement contains neither
an X nor a blank. Output option X is assumed.

Column 26 of the header specification does not contain a blank,
an S, or an F. An S entry is assumed.
Recovery Actions

Recovery Actions

If you do not want the records sorted in an alternative collating
sequence, leave column 26 blank; then run the job again.

Specify either an X (to drop the control fields) or a blank (to keep
the control fields) in column 28 of the header speCification
statement.

If you wanuo use an alternative collating sequence on the entire
control field, place an S in column 26; then run the job again.

SORT--7156 S OVTPUT RECORD LENGTH
1\'01' SPECIFIED

If an alternative collating sequence on the field is to be used, place
an F in column 26 of the header statement and an A in the normal
and opposite control field statements whose order will be changedj
then run the job again.

Additional Information
This is either a SORTR or a SORTRS job, but the output record
length is not specified in the header specification statement. The
ma!!imum output record length of 4096 is assumed.
Recovery Actions
Specify the length of the output records in columns 29 through 32
of the header specification statement; then run the job again.

SORT--7157 S OUTPUT RECORD LENGTH
TOO LARGE
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SORT--7161 T ['VALID CONTROL FIELD
LE:'\GTH
Additional Inrormation
A nonnumeric character or an embedded blank was specified in
columns 13 through 17 of the header speCification statement.
Recovery Actions
Correct the entry, making sure that nonnumeric characters or
embedded blanks are not speciliedj then run the job again.

\

SORT--7161 T INVALID OUTPUT RECORD
LENGTH

•

Add a valid alternative sequence statement.

Additional Inrormation

SORT--7177 W MISSING THE DOUUtE
ASTERISK (**) STATE.MENT

A nonnumeric character or an embedded blank was specified in
columns 29 through 32 of the header specification statement.

Additional InFormation

Recovery Actions
Correct the entry, making sure that nonnumeric characters or
embedded blanks are specified; then run the job again.

SORT--7163 T TOO MANY INPUT RECORDS IN
TIlE INPUT FILES
Additional Inrormation
More than 16,777,215 records are in the input files. (When you
sort more than one input file, only 16,777,215 records can be
input.)
Recovery Actions

A statement containing an asterisk (*) in columns I and 2 was not
between the alternative sequence (ALTSEQ) statement and the
include, omit, or field specification statement. The sort program
assumes a statement with two asterisks (**) as the first 2
characters follows the alternative sequence statement.
Recovery Actions

.*

To avoid this error, place an
statement between the alternative
sequence statement and the include, omit, or field specification
statement.

SORT--7l78 S ALTSEQ STATEMENT HAS
INVALID DATA
Additional InFormation

If the job has more than one input file, you may be able to
complete the job by doing the following:
•

Eliminate one or more of the input files from the job (so
there are less than 16,777,215 input records).

•

Use the output file from the job as an input file for a second
job, along with the input file(s) that was eliminated from the
first job.

SORT--7164 S SORTA J1IoI"V ALID WITII
MULTIPLE INPUr FILES

An alternative sequence statement entry that is used to change the
normal order of your sorted records is in error. One of the
location groups (columns 9 through 12, columns 13 through 16,
and so on) in the ALTSEQ statement does not contain a valid
hexadecimal character (0 through 9 or A through F).
An asterisk (*) indicates which columns are in error in the sort
Processing continues with the next
specification statement.
location group in the next specification statement.
Recovery Actions

Additional Inrormation

Correct the alternative sequence statement that is in error; then
run the job again.

A record address sort (SORTA in columns 7 through 12 of the
header statement) cannot be specified when more than one input
file is used for a sort job.

SORT--7l79 T

Recovery Actions

Additional Inrormation

Change your OCL statements so only one input file will be sorted
at a time; or merge the input files into one file before sorting.

An end· of-file statement followed the alternative sequence
statement. Neither a comment statement nor an ** statement
exists.

SORT--7l65 T J:',I)liT RECORD LEl'iGTIlS
IXCO:\SISTENT
Additional Information
More than one input file is being used as input to the sort
program, and the record lengths for all the input files are not the
same.
Recovery Actions
When sorting more than one input file at a time, be sure the
records in all the input liIes have the same length.

SORT--7176 S

[\'"V ALID

ALTER:,\ATE
SEQL"E:'\CE STATE:\IE~T

Additional Inrormation
Column 26 of the header statement specifies that an alternative
collating sequence will be used, or an alternative collating sequence
table was passed to the job in the sort parameter list. But the
statement just read is not a comment or a valid sort specification
statement, nor does it contain ALTSEQ in columns I through 8.
Recovery Actions
Do one of the following:
•

Correct the incorrect statement.

•

Delete the incorrect statement if it does not belong in the
job.

L~EXPECTED

END OF nLE

FOUND

Recovery Actions
Check to be sure the last part of the specification statement is not
missing from the job or that an end-of-file statement is not out of
order in the job.

SORT--718l W NO VALID ALTSEQ
STATE:\IENTS FOUND
Additional Inrormation
r\LTSEQ is. specified on the header specification statement, but
valid AI:rSEQ statements were not found. The sort program
ignores the ALTSEQ statement.
Recovery Actions
If an alternative collating sequence is to be used, correct the
invalid ,\LTSEQ statements, or add them if none were specified;
thl!n run the job again.

Ir an alternative collating sequence is not to be used, leave column
26 of the header specification blank.

SORT--7202 S ):,\VAUD SPECIHCATION TYPE,
COLU:\IN 6
Additional Inrormation
An invalid specification statement type is entered in column 6.
Valid specification types are:
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•

Comments (*)

•

Record type specification statements

•

Field specifications

The sort program assumes a C in column 8.
Recovery Action

The specification is ignored, and the rest of the specifications are
processed.
Recovery Actions
Correctly identify the specification statement, or put it in its
proper order; then run the sort job again.

SORT--7204 W BLANK CONTI!'JUATION
ASSUMED, COLUMN 7

If C is incorrect, place the correct entry in column 8; then run the
job again. If C is the correct entry, but is not specified, enter a C
in column 8 to avoid this message.
Note: When the specification type is an include or omit record
type selection specification and factor 2 is a keyword, column 8
must contain a C.

SORT--7212 S SPECIFICATION IN WRONG
LOGICAl. ORDER
Additional Inrormation

Additional Information
A nonblank character is specified in column 7 of a specification
statement that is the first in an omit or include set. The system
assumes a blank.
Recovery Actions

The specification in error is either:
•

A control field specification (F in column 6) that incorrectly
follows an omit specification (0 in column 6).

•

An omit specification (0 in column 6) that incorrectly
follows an include specification (I in column 6).

Leave column 7 of the record type specifications blank.

SORT--7206 W I:\VALID CONTINUATION,
COLUMN 7

The sort program ignores the specification and processes the next
one.
Recovery Action

Additional Information

Put the specifications in the correct order; then run the job again.

A character other than A, 0, or blank is specified in column 7 of
the record type specifications that is part of an omit or include set.
The sort program ignores this specification and processes the next
one.

SORT--7214 S lISCLVDE OR OMIT
STATE:\IE:,\T AFrER
I:'\CLt;DE-ALL

Recovery Action

Additional Information

Place an A (A;-.JD statement) or an 0 (OR statement) in column
7 of the record type specification; then run the job again.

SORT--7208 W OR CONTINUATION ASSUMED,
COLUMN 7

An INCLUDE-ALL specification was read for this job, but an
include or omit specification (lor 0 in column 6) was found.
Only
control
field
specifications
should
follow
the
INCLUDE-ALL specification. The specifications are processed
as though the I NCLU DE-ALL specification was not read.

Additional Information

Recovery Action

A blank is specified in column 7 of a record type statement that is
part of an omit or include set. Column 7 should contain an A or
anO.

Remove either the include-all or the include or omit specification
statement; then run the job again.

Recovery Action

SORT--72 I 6 S LAST SET :\'OT A VALID
~CU;DESET

If this entry is an 0 and this error occurs, enter an A in column
7; then run the job again. If 0 is the correct entry but is not
spccified, place an 0 in column 7 to avoid this error.

SORT--721O W INVALID C/Z/D/P/U/V
SPECIFICATION, COLUMN 8
Additional Information
An invalid entry is specified in column 8 of a specification
statement. The valid entries follow:

Additional Information
The last set of specification statements should be an include sct,
but one of the following occurred:

•
•
•

No specifications were entered after the header specification
statement.
The last set of specification statements was an omit set.
The last set of specification statements was an include set
which did not contain valid field specifications.

Specification Type

Column 8 Entry

Recovery Action

Record selection
specification
(include or omit)

C, Z, D. P, or U

To correct the error, do one of the following; then run the job
again:

Field selection
specification
(control field)

C, Z, D, P, or U

Field selection
C, Z. D, P, U, or V
specification (data
field or summary
field)
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•

Enter the correct specification statements for the job.

•
•

Eliminate the omit set.
Supply the missing field selection statements.

SORT--7218 S TOO MANY SORT
SPECIHCATIOl\'S
Additional Inrormation

All the main storage set aside by the sort program to hold the
records selected for sorting, the work records, and the error
information was used. However, there are still specification
The remaining specification
statements to be processed.
statements are checked for errors.

SORT--7226 W DIGIT FIELD LENGTH
EXCEEDS 16

Recovery Action

Additional Inrormation

Remove all error messages from the specification statements; then
run the job again.

A field length of more than 16 digits was specified in column 8 of
the record selection specifications. A length of 16 is assumed.

If this error occurs again and no other error messages are issued,
you must decrease the number of specification statements or
increase the region size so the job can run successfully.

Enter the correct keyword and run the job again.

Recovery Action
If length of the field is 16 digits or less, correct the specification
statement.

If the length of the digit field is more than 16, divide it into two
different fields and create new specifications for these fields; then
run the job again.

SORT--7220 l' TOO MANY ERRORS
Additional Information
The main storage set aside by the sort program to hold the
records selected for sorting, the work records, and any error
information was filled with error information. More specification
statements cannot be processed.

SORT--7228 W CHARACTER CONSTANT
LENGTH EXCEEDS 20

Recovery Action

The specification statement causing this error is an include or omit
specification statement (lor 0 in column 6 of the record selection
specifications). When C is entered into column 19, factor 2 is a
character constant. The length implied by factor 1 (columns 9
through 12 and 13 through 16) is more than 20, the maximum
allowed. The 20 rightmost characters in factor 1 are compared
against the constant in columns 20 through 39 in this job.

Correct all errors; then run the job again.

SORT--7222 S

OR V FIELD LENGTH
EXCEEDS 1

ZO~E

Additional Inrormation

Additional Inrormation

Recovery Action

The referenced specification is a field selection specification (F in
column 6). The type specified is a zone field (Z in column 8) or a
V field (V in column 8) that should have a length of 1 byte.
The specified number of bytes (calculated using columns 9
through 12 a columns 13 through 16) is used in building the work
record field for this record type. The byte zone or overflow
information generated is placed in the rightmost byte (low-order
byte) of this field. The other positions to the left contain binary
zeros (control fields) or blanks (data fields).

Correct the specification statement if a 20-character field is not
correct.

SORT--7230 W SAME SPECIFICATION TYPE
ASSU;\IED, COLUMN 6
Additional Inrormation

If a I-byte zone or V field is incorrect, correct the field
specification; then run the job again.

The speCification causing this message has a blank in column 6, so
the specification type is unknown. However, column 7 contains
an A or 0 and the previous specification was an include or omit
statement (lor 0 in column 6). Therefore, the sort program
assumes that this specification is a record type specification and
that its type is identical to the previous specification type.

SORT--7224 S

Recovery Action

Recovery Action

9-16 OR COLUMNS
20-27 ARE Il"YALID

COLL':\t~S

Additional Inrormation
The location information (columns 9 through 16 and/or columns
20 through 27) in a specification statement is invalid for one of the
following reasons:

•

The Start location entry is greater than the End location
entry.

•

The End location entry is zero or blank.

•

The lengths of factor I and factor 2 are not equal.

If the assumption is incorrect, correct the specification type; then
run the job again.

SORT--7232 S

ZO~E

SPECIFIED-FACTOR 2 IS
1\'01' A CO~STA~T

Additional Inrormation
A zone is specified III column 8 of an include or omit statement,
but column 19 does not contain a C. The sort program ignores
the speCification.
Recovery Action

Recovery Action

Correct the specification and run the job again.

Correct the error and run the job again.

SORT--7234 W

SORT--7225 S

~VAUD KEYWORD
BEGI~~I:'\G IN COLUMN

20

Additional InFormation

ZO~E
SPECIFIED-RELATlO~SIIlP
NOTEQOR~E

Additional InFormation

The character K was found in column 19 of an include or omit
statement, but neither UDATE, UMONTH, UDAY, nor
UYEAR was found (starting in column 20). UDATE is assumed.

A zone is specified in column 8 of an include or omit statement,
but columns 17 and 18 do not contain EQ (for equal) or NE (f~r
not equal). EQ is assumed and processing of the speCifications
continues.

Recovery Action

Recovery Action
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If EQ is not the correct entry for columns 17 and 18, correct the
entry; then run the job again. If EQ is correct, correct the other
error in the specification to avoid this message.

SORT--7236 S Il\rvALID RELATIONSHIP,
COLUMNS 17-18
Additional Inrormation
Thc specification causing this error is an include or omit
statement. The relationship specified in columns 17 and 18
between factor I and factor 2 is not EQ, NE, LT, GT, LE, or GE.
EQ is assumed.
Recovery Action
Enter the correct relationship and run the job again.

SORT--7238 W Il\rv ALiD FACTOR 2 TYPE,
COLUMN 19
Additional Inrormation
Column 19 of an include or omit statement does not contain an F
(field), a C (constant), or a K (keyword).

SORT--7246 W INVALID FIELI) TYPE
SPECIFICATION, COLUMN 7
Additionallnrormation
The specification causing this error is a ficld specification, but
column 7 of the field specifications docs not have an F, N, 0, 0,
or S. An entry of N (for normal controllield) is assumed if there
are no previous data or summary data field specifications for this
include set. Otherwise, an entry of 0 (for data field) is assumed.
Recovery Action
Identify the field correctly in column 7 of the field specifications
statements and run the job again.

SORT--7248 S ILLEGAL (-"ORCE-ALL
CO:\TIl\UATION
Additional Information
The specification causing the error is a field specification for a
force-all speCifications (Fin column 7 of the field specifications).
This statement should follow a conditional force specification
statement, but it does not. The specification statement is ignored.

Recovery Action

Recovery Action

Enter the correct character for the type of factor 2 used and run
the job again.

Correct the speCification statement that is in error and run the job
again.

SORT--7240 S UNPACKED DECIMAL-LENGTH
EXCEEDS 16

SORT--7249 S ILLEGAL FORCE DATA

Additional Inrormation

Additional Information

The specification causing this error contains a U in column 8,
indicating an unpacked decimal. Columns 9 through 16 define a
factor 1 field that is longer than the allowable 16 bytes. A length
of 16 is assumed.

The specification causing the error is a field specification for a
force data continuation (0 in column 7, V in column 8, and a
non blank character is in column 19 indicating continuation). This
statement should follow a field data specification statement, but it
does not. The specification statement is ignored.

Recovery Action

Recovery Action

Check the End and Start columns to determine the error caused.
Correct the error and run the job again.

SORT--7242 W

COXn~UATION

ZO~E SI)ECIFIED-LE:\GTH
EXCEEDS I

Correct the specification statement that is in error and run the job
again.

SORT--7250 S HELD STATE:\IENTS I~ WRONG
LOGICAL ORDER

Additional Inrormation

Additional Information

The specification causing the error is an include or omit statement
that has a Z in column 8. In this case, factor 1 must be 1
character long, but it is nol The sort program assumes a
I-character constant and processes the specification.

This error was caused by a control field specification that follows
a data (D) or a summary data (S) specification in this include set.
All control field specifications (N, 0, or F in column 7) must be
specified before any data or summary data field statements. The
sort program ignores this specification statement and processes
the next one.

Recovery Action
Enter the correct length for the character constant and run the job
again.

SORT--n44 W PACKED DECI:\IAL-LE~GTII
EXCEEDS 8
Additional Inrormation
A packed field is specified in column 8, but the field length is more
than 8 characters. A packed field can be only 8 characters long.
The sort program assumes the field has only 8 characters and the
rightmost 8 bytes of the field are used for the include or omit
statement.

If column 19 has a C, the constant in columns 20 through 35 of
the specification is used as factor 2.
Recovery Action
Correct the specification and run the job again.
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Recoyery Action
Check to be sure the specification is not misplaced or contains an
incorrect entry. Correct the specification and run the job again.

SORT--7252 S CO:\TROL HELD LENGTH
EXCEEDS HEADER VALUE
Additional Information
The accumulated total of the control field lengths in this include
set exceeds the value specified in the header specification
statement. The remaining statements in the include set are
processed.
Recovery Action
Check the length .of the control field(s) against the control field
length entry in columns 13 through 17 of the header statement.
Correct any errors and run the job again.

SORT--7254 W CONTROL FIELD LENGTH
LESS THAN HEADER VALUE

Recovery Action

Additional Information

Correct the entries in columns t through 5 of the specifications
statements so that no entry is less than the entry on the previous
speCifications statement.

All control field specifications for this include set were processed,
and the accumulated length of control fields is less than the value
specified in the header specification statement. The remaining
positions are filled with zeros.

SORT--7266 S FACTOR 1 LENGTH EXCEEDS
256

Recovery Action

Additional Information

Check the length specified in the header specification statement
against the specified control fields. Correct any errors and run the
job again.

An include or omit statement for character data (C in column 8)
has a length error. Factor 2 in a field (F in column 19) and the
length of factor I is greater than 256, the maximum length. The
sort program assumes a length of 256 for factor t.

SORT--7256 S CHARACTER FIELD
SPECIFICATION-LENGTH
EXCEEDS 256

Recovery Action

Additional Information

Ifthe length of factor I must be more than 256, divide this
specification into two specifications and use an AN 0 continuation
statement (A in column 7); then run the job again.

A length greater than 256 is specified in a character field
specification (C in column 8). The other field specifications are
processed.

SORT--7268 W P OR U FACTOR 1 USED WITH
ALTSEQ

Recovery Action

Additional Information

Check the character field specifications. If you require more than
256 positions of data, divide the field into two or more field
specifications statements. Correct the error and run the job again.

An include or omit record selection statement specifies packed or
zoned factors (P or U) in column 8, but the header statement
specifies an alternative collating sequence; or an alternative
collating sequence table was passed to the job in the sort
parameter list.

SORT--7258 S START OR END FIELD NOT
\\'1THIN INPUT RECORD
Either one or both of the specifications in the Start or End
columns are zero or have a value larger than the length of the
input record.

The sort program changes factor I and factor 2, and the ALTSEQ
statement indicates when alternative collating sequence on the
entire control field is specified. This change can affect the units
position (and the sign) of a zoned decimal number or anyone
pOSition of a packed decimal number. As a result, the records you
want to include or omit from the sort might not be included or
omitted.

Recovery Action

Recovery Action

Additional Information

Make sure the correct input file was specified and the Start and
End columns have correct values. Correct the error and run the
job again.

SORT--7262 S DATA tENGTII EXCEEDS
HEADER VAL'CE
Additional Information
A SORTR or SORTRS job is being processed, and the data field
specifications (F,O or F,S in columns 6 and 7) for this include set
exceed the value in the header specification statement. An error
exists in either the output record length in the header specification
or in the Start and End fields in the field description specification
statements.

Do not enter a P or a U in column 8 of the record type
speCifications when you specify an alternative collating sequence
on the entire control field (S in column 26 of the header
specification).

SORT--7276 W MOUE THAN ONE SUMMARY
V FIELD I~ I:"iCU;DE SET
Additional Information
This is a SORTRS job. A field specification identifies a summary
overflow field with FSV in columns 6 through 8, but ·at least one
other summary indicator field was already speCified for this include
set.
Recovery Action

If you are dropping the control field(s) (X in column 28 of the
header specification statement), the data length is the same as the
output record length (columns 29 through 32 of the header
specification).

To avoid this error, change the extra summary (V) fields to data
(V) fields.

If you are not dropping the control field(s), the control field length
must be subtracted from the output record length to determine the
data field length. Correct the error and run the job again.

SOUT--7278 W SUMMARY V OR DATA FIELD
INCONSISTE:"iT

SORT--7264 W SPECIFICATION IN WRONG
1\"U;\IERICAL ORDER
Adilitional Information
Columns I through 5 of each specification statement are used to
plal:e the specification statements in proper order. One or more
of the speCification statements in this job has a value in columns
I through 5 that is less than the value in the preceding
specification statement. On the sort specifications statements
listing, an S appears to the left of the specification statements that
are out of order.

Additional Information
This is a SORTRS job. A summary data field specification (one
with an S in column 7) has an error. To determine which of the
followin~ conditions is true, compare this specification with the
first include set having S-specifications:
•

The number of S-specifications before this specification
differs.

•

The length of this S-specifications differs.

•

The substitution character of the V-specification differs.
SORT Messages
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•

The location of the specification within the output record
differs.

The S-specification of the first include set
S-specifications defines the summary field positions.

containing

The entry is assumed to be a blank .
Recovery Action
If a valid entry was intended in columns 20 through 22, correct the
entry and run the job again.

Recovery Action
Correct the error and run the job again.

SORT--7280 S l'iUMBER OF SUMMARY FIELDS
INCONSISTENT
Additional Information
The header specification statement identifies this as a SORTRS
job, but there are no summary data field specifications. All
records with duplicate control fields are eliminated from the
output file.
Recovery Action
Check the job type to be sure that a SORTRS job was intended.

SORT--7282 W NO SUMMARY
SI'ECIFICATIONS - SUMMARY
SORT
Additional Information
The header specification statement identifies this as a SORTRS
job, but there are no summary data field specifications. All
records with duplicate control fields are eliminated from the
output file.
Recovery Action
Check the job type to be sure that a SORTRS job was intended.

SORT--7290 W CONSTANT IN COLUMNS 20-39
IS LONGER THAN DATA
Explanation
The sort specification statements for the current sort job have an
error. Notify the programmer responsible for maintaining this
job and give the programmer the message identification code
(SORT--7290).

Additional Information
The INCLUDE or OMIT record selection specification statement
that compares input data to the constant in columns 20 through
39 is incorrect. The constant must start in column 20. The
constant must not exceed the length of the input data (in columns
9 through 16). If the input contains packed data (P in column 8),
then the maximum length of the constant is two times the length
of the input data. If this job is continued, any nonblank characters
in the constant which exceed the input field length will be ignored.
User Response

Use the source entry utility (SEU) to make the appropriate
changes to the sort specification statements, and run the job again.

SORT--7292 W INVAUD l\;U:\IERIC CONSTANT
I~ COLU;\Il\;S 20-39
Explanation

SORT--7284 W SU:\I:\IARY SPECIFICATIONS
IGNORED

This is not an opcr ator error. An error exists in the sort
specification statements for this job. Contact the programmer
responsible for maintaining this sort job and give the programmer
the message identification code (SORT--7292).

Additional Information

Additional Information

This is a SORTR job. Consequently, no summary data field
specifications (F, S in columns 6 and 7) should be included.
However, at least one was found. All S-specifications are treated
as data specifications (D in column 7 of the field specifications).

You defined an I:-\CLlJDE or O\IIT record selection statement
to compare numeric input data (U or P in column 8) to a constant
(columns 20 through 39). The constant, however, does not
contain numeric digits, or the sign is incorrect. The constant
should start in column 20 and equal the length of the input data.

Recovery Action
:'vlake sure this is a SORTR job. If it is not intended as a SORTR
job, correct the specification; then run the job again.

SORT--7286 S TOO :\IANY SU:\lMARY DATA
FIELDS
Additional Information
This is a SORTRS job. :'-Iore than 24 summary data fields were
specified (FS in columns 6 and 7 and C, D, P, or U in column 8).

For signed zoned data (lJ), the last digit represents both the low
order digit and the sign: minus (-), 0 - 9, or J - R. For packed
data, the constant should be two times the length of the input data.
The last character should be the sign (blank, +, or -), and the
remaining 2 ~igits.
User Response
Correct the sort specification statements and run the job again.
If the job is run and sort displays a warning message, the constant
will be treated as if it contained all numeric data.
:\IA~

Recovery Action

SORT--7391 T

Decrease the number of summary data fields to 24 or less.

Additional Information

SORT--7288 W [\VALID SL:\I:\IARY
SPECIFICATIOl'l--COLUl\lNS
20,21,22

The amount of main storage assigned to the sort program is not
large enough to process this job. The job cannot run.

Additional Information

To avoid this error, make sure of the following:

The overflow field length in columns 20 through 22 is incorrect
because it is:

•
•

•

An invalid entry

•
•

Not right-adjusted
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Less than the field length given by the Start and End entries

STORAGE TOO S:\IALL

Recovery Action

The correct input file was specIfied
The output length sp(!cificd in the head specification
statement is correct if this is a SORTR or SORTRS job).

Correct any errors in the specification statements and run the job
again. I r there are no errors, increase the size of the region and
run the job again.

.......

SORT--739ST DISK SPACE NOT AVAILABLE
FOR WORK FILE
Additional Information
The sort program was attempting to automatically set aside space
for the work file but not enough space was available on disk. See
the description of the displayed message SORT--7733.
SORT--7733 appeared before this message, and the operator
selected the controlled cancel.

SORT--7401 I JOB COMPLETED GENERATION
PHASE
Additional Information
The generation phase is complete. All statements were checked
for errors. If severe or terminal errors were found during
generation, message SORT--772S appears. If only warning errors
were found, message SORT--7722 appears. If no errors were
found, the job continues to the execution phase.

SORT--7402I:"10 ERRORS FOUND
Additional Information
So errors were found during the generation phase of the job.
Processing continues with the execution phase.

be successfully printed. If not, the member is in error and should
be entered again or released from disk. If the member prints
successfully, the error is probably in the sort program. If this is
the case, contact your programming service representative.
Recovery Action
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

SORT--742S A SEVERE/TERMINAL ERRORS
DURI:"iG GENERATION PHASE
Additional Information
Severe and/or terminal errors occurred during the generation
phase of this job. Displayed message SORT--772S appears after
this message.

SORT--74S0 I (amount of!,(amount of! MAIN
STORAGE BYTES ASSIGNED
Additional Information
This message indicates the amount of main storage assigned for
the sort program.

SORT--74SI I (number of! UYTES-Il\PUT
RECORD LE:\GTII

SORT--74031 OPERATOR CHOSE TO CANCEL
JOB

Additional Information

Additional Information

This message gives the input record length.

At the end of the generation phase, message SORT--7722
appeared and the operator canceled the job.

SORT--74041 OPERATOR CHOSE TO
CO~T~UEJOB

Additional Information
At the end of the generation phase, message SORT--7722
appeared and the operator continued the job.

SORT--74S2 I (number of! BYTES-WORK fILE
RECORD LE~GTII
Additional Information
This message shows the record length used for the work file. The
record length is calculated from the information in the header (the
control field length, whether or not you drop or keep the control
fields, and the output record length).

WAR:"I~G ERRORS
fOl;~D Dt,;RI~G GE~ERATlO:"i

SORT--74S3 I (number of1 BYTES-OUTPUT
RECORD LE~GTH

PHASE

Additional Information

SORT--7422 A (number of!

Additional Information
During the generation of this job, no severe or terminal errors
were found. However, a number of warning errors were found
that could affect the execution of the job.

This message shows the record length for the output file. This
record length calculated from the information in the header
specification statement.

SORT--746t I (number of! BYTES-SELECT/BUILD
ROUTl~E

Recovery Action
Statements entered or specified incorrectly probably caused the
errors. Message SORT-7722 appears after this message.

Additional Information

SORT--7423 A I:\V ALID DATA

This message indicates the number of bytes in the main storage
occupied by the specification statements (including any alternative
collating sequence statements).

I~ SORT
SPI~CIFICA TlO~ SOL'RCE

:\IE:\IBER
Explanation
An error occurred while the sort program was reading the sort
specification statements.
Enter option 3 to end the job. Notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job and give the programmer the message
identification code (SO RT-7423).

SORT--7462 I (nul1lbcr of) SORT SPECIFICATIO:"J
STAl"E:\IE~TS
Additional Information
This message identifies the number of specification statements the
generation phase processed for this job.

SORT--7600 I

I~ITIAL

PHASE STARTED

Additional Information

Additional Information

While reading the sort specifications from the requested source
member, sort received a return code indicating the source member
is in error. Run the L1STFILE procedure to see if the data can

The execution phase of the job started. Records are being read
from the input file and written into the work file in intermediate
strings.

SORT Messages
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Recovery Action

SORT--7601 I (sort pass number)XX PASS
COMPLETED

Make sure the correct input file was specified and that the file has
the correct records to be sorted. Message SORT--7724 appears
after this message.

Additional Information
Sort pass XX was completed successfully. The first sort pass is
~O, the second pass 01, and so on.

SORT--7602 I (number on INPUT RECORDS
WERE READ IN
Additional Inrormation
This message indicates the number of input records read for your
job.

SORT--7694 I Inumber of] PASSES REMAINING
Additional Inrormation
This message indicates the number of passes left for this job.

SORT--7695 I (number of] BLOCKS USED FOR
WORK FILE
Additional Inrormation

SORT--7603 I (number of] RECORDS WERE
SELECTED TO BE SORTED
Additional Information
This message indicates how many input records will be sorted.

This message indicates the number of blocks the sort program
used for the work file.

SORT--7700 Invalid loadable sort parameter list
Severity: 3

Recovery Action
Because this message is for information only, no recovery action
is required.

SORT--7620 I l'IO NPUT RECORDS WERE
SELECTED fOR SORTING
Additional Inrormation
\'I: one of the input records met the include requirements specified

in the record selection specification statements.
Recovery Action
Check the specifications or input records that were specified.
Message SORT--7724 appears after this message.

SORT--7681 A WORK RECORD C01JNT IN
ERROR
Additional Information
There is an error in the Systemi36 sort program. Contact your
programming service representative.

SORT--7690 I SORT

STARTl~G

FINAL PASS

Auto Response:

Explanation
An in valid sort parameter list was encountered when the sort
program was called from a user program. The sort parameter list
indicated that register 2 has one of the following errors:
•

The number of input files is 0 or greater than 8.

•

A user library is indicated, but a source member name is not
given.

•

A parameter list is not long enough to hold all the
information specified in the indicator byte of the parameter
list (the first byte).

•

The address of a parameter list is not inside the memory
owned by the calling program.

Enter option 2 to end the job. Notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job and give the programmer the message
identification code (SORT .-7700).

Additional Information
To prevent this error from occurring, correct the sort parameter
list, or be sure register 2 identifies the parameter list before your
assembler or COUOL program calls the sort program.

Additional Information

\.:ser Response

The final pass of the job started. Records are being written into
the output file.

Option 2: The sort job is canceled. Control is returned to the
user's program with an unsuccessful completion indicator.

SORT--7691 I

FI~AL PASS S1:CCESSFULLY
CO~lPLETED

SORT--7721 Source member, gil'en in source stmt,
not found

Additional Information

Severity: 3

The final pass of the job was completed with no errors.

Explanation

SORT--7692 I Inumber of] SORTED RECORDS
PLACED 0:"; OUTPUT FILE

The source member specified in the SOliRCE statement cannot
be found.

Additional Information

Enter option 0, I, or 3 to end the job. Notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job and give the programmer the
message II) (SORT--772!).

The last pass of the job is complete. This message identifies the
number of records that were sorted and written into the output
file:-

SORT--7693 A ~O RECORDS FOUi\D
Il\'PUT HLE

I~

THE

Additional Information
No records are in the input tile. If the job is continued, a blank
output file is created.
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Auto Response:

Additional Information
The source member specified in the SOURCE statement cannot
be found in the specified library. The system library is searched.
Check the SOURCE statement to be sure the correct library is
specified.
The format of the statement is:

/I SOURCE source member name [,library name]

User Response

SORT--7724 No input records included for sorting

Option 0: If you are entering OCL statements from the keyboard
and the source member name you have entered is incorrect, you
can select this option to ignore the existing SOURCE statement
and enter a new, correct SOURCE statement. This option will not
be allowed if the sort program was called from a user program.

Severity: 3

Option I: If the specified source member is not in the library you
arc using, you can place the source member in the library and
select this option to continue the operation.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
Is IOSL

Auto Response:

Explanation

This error occurs because the sort program cannot find input
records for the job, or the input records used did not meet the
include requirements specified in the record selection statements.
Enter option 0 or option 3 to end the job. Then notify the
programmer responsible for maintaining this job and give the
programmer the message 10 (SORT--7724).
Additional InFormation

SORT--7722 Warning errors found during gencration
phase

Two other possible causes are:
•

I ncorrect sort specification statements

Severity: 3

•

Wrong input file specified for processing

Auto Response:

Explanation

The sort program encountered warning errors during the
generation phase of this job. (During the generation phase,
specification statements are translated into machine language that
the system can process immediately.)
Enter option 0 or 2 to end the job. Notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job and give the programmer the
message to (SORT--7722).
Additional InFormation

If you want to compare the specification statements with the
contents of the input file. list the contents of the input file (using
the L1STFILE procedure). For more information about the
L1STFILE procedure, refer to the System Reference manual,
SC21-9020.
t:scr I{l'sponse

Option 0: The job continues. An empty output file is created.
Note: If you want option 0 to be the automatic response value,
you must change column 36 on the Sort Header Specification to

N.

During the generation phase of this job. one or more warning
errors occurred. Incorrect specification statements probably
caused the errors. (The errors will be shown on the job listing if
print option 0 was specified in the sort header specification
statemenL)

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data creatcd- by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is 10sL

User Response

SORT--7725 Sc\'crc/terminal crrors during gencration
phase

Option 0: The job continues. Default values are assigned for
entries that caused the warning errors.

Severity: 3

Option 2: The job step is ended. Any new data created by a
previous step in this job is preserved and the job can continue with
the next job step.

SORT--7723 Im'alid data in sort specification source
member
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

An error occurred while the sort program was reading the
specification statements.
Enter option 3 to end the job. Notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job and give the programmer the message 10
(SORT--7723).

Auto Response:

Explanation

Severe andlor terminal errors occurred during the generation
phase of this job.
Enter option 3 to end the job. Then notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job and give the programmer the
message ID (SORT--7725).
Additional Information

You can use the print option in the header statement to print the
error messages and determine their cause.
t:ser Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is 10SL

Additional Information

While reading the specification statements from the specified
source member. the sort program received a message indicating
the source member is in error. List the contents of the library
(using the L1STLlBR proceduretto print the data. (Refer to the
System Reference manual. SC21-9020. for more information about
the L1STLlBR procedure.) If you cannot print the data. the
member IS in error and should be reentered into the system. If the
m~mber pnnts successfully. the error is probably in the sort
program. In this case. call for software service. (Refer to the
System Reference manual. SC2l-9020. for more information about
the L1STLIUR procedure.)

SORT--7728 Disk error while reading the input file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation

A disk error occurred while the sort program was reading records
from the input lile.
Enter option 3 to end the job. Then notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job and give the programmer the
message ID (SOIU--7728).

t:ser Response

Additional Information

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however. any data created by this step
is lost.

A permanent disk error occurred while the sort progam was
reading the data portion of the input file. An alternative sector
has been assigned, but the data in this sector may be incorrect.
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You can use the BUILD procedure to display and correct the
data. Refer to the System Reference· manual, SC21-9020, for
information about how to display or print data on the disk. If this
error occurs often, fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual, and call for hardware
service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

SORT--7729 Disk error while reading the work file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
A disk error occurred while the sort program was reading records
from the SORT work file.
You can use the BUILD procedure to display and correct the
data. The System Reference manual, SC21-9020, contains more
information about the BUILD procedure.
Enter option 3 to end the job. Then notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job and give the programmer the
message ID (SORT--7729).
Additional Information
An alternative sector was assigned to take the place of the
defective sector When the error was detected. No further action is
required before you run the job again. If this error occurs again,
fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the System Problem
Determination manual, and call for hardware service.
User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

SORT--7731 Work tile too small
Severity: 3

Auto Response:

Explanation
The sort work file cannot contain all the records to be processed.
Enter option 3 to end the job. Then notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job and give the programmer the
message ID code (SORT--773\)

Additional InFormation
The output file cannot hold a\l the sorted records. If you entered
the number of records or blocks for this job, the number is not
large enough.
The disk space assigned in the FILE statement for the output file
is too small to hold the sorted records. Message SORT-7603
indicates the number of input records included in the job. Use this
number to calculate the proper amount of disk space required for
the· output file.
If this error occurred while you were running a data file utility
(DFU) job that sorts and prints records. the output file allocated
by DFU is not large enough to hold all the sorted records. DFU
allocates an output file large enough to contain all the records that
were in the file when a print job was started. However, records
might have been added to the file by another operator before the
sort was completed, and the temporary output file could be too
small to hold these additional records.
To prevent this error, run the DFU print job again and be sure
another operator is not adding records to the !i1e while you are
sorting and print it.
User Response
Option 2: The job step is ended. Any new data created up to this
point in the output file is preserved and the job can continue with
the next job step.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

SORT--7733 Not enough space available/reserved for
lVork file
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

Explanation
The disk space required for the sort work file is not available at
this time.
This error may also occur if you dId not specify enough space in
the RESERVE OCL statement for your job.
Enter option I to allocate space again. If the job ends when you
take this option, notify the programmer responsible for
maintaining this job and give the programmer the message
identification code (SORT--7733).
Enter option 2 to end the job.

Additional Information

Additional Information

The sort work file cannot hold all the records to be processed.

Either reserve more space on the disk with the RESERVE OCL
statement, or make more space available on the disk.

If a FILE statement was supplied for the sort work file, the area
set aside for the number of records or blocks was not large
enough to hold all the input records. Increase the number of
records, or the block size and run the sort job again.
For more information about calculating the size of the sort work
file, refer to the SOrl Guide., SC21-7903.
If you did not supply a work file statement, (sort automatically
allocates a work area). another program is probably being used to
add records to the input file while the sort job is running. Wait
until all records have been added, and run the job again.

To make more ~p"" wailable on the disk, copy the files you want
to save (using the ",\ VE procedure). Then delete these files and
libraries from the disk using the DELETE procedure. Use the
COMPRESS procedure to accumulate al\ free space into a single
area. For more information about these procedures, refer to the
System Reference manual, SC21-9020.
User Response
Option 0: The sort program will try to allocate the disk space for
the sort work file outside the reserve area that was set by the
RESERVE OCL statement.

User Response
Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

SORT--7732 Output file too small
Severity: 3
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Auto Response:

Option I: The sort program will try to allocate the disk space for
the sort work file again. If the disk space is still not available, this
error reappears.
Option 2: The generation phase of the sort program is ended.
Message SORT--7725 follows, indicating severe or terminal errors
occurred during the generation phase. The job is canceled;
however, any new data created by a previous step is preserved.

SORT--7734 Cannot write deleted record to delete
capable file
Severity: 3

Additional Inrormation
Errors prevented the sort job from being run successfully.

Auto Response:

Explanation

SORT--7928 A DISK ERROR WHILE READING
TilE INPUT FILE

You cannot write a deleted record to a delete-capable file.

Additional Information

Enter option 3 to end the job. Then notify the programmer
responsible for maintaining this job and give the programmer the
message ID (SORT--7734).

A disk error occurred while reading records from an input file.
Sort displayed message SORT--7728 follows.

Additional Information

SORT--7929 A DISK ERROR WHILE
TIlE WORK FILE

The sort program tried to write a deleted record to a
delete-capable file. The output file should not be specified as
delete-capable, or new specification statements must be supplied
that do not cause a hexadecimal FF to be placed in the first byte
of each output record.

READ~G

Additional Inrormation
A disk error occurred while reading records from the work file.
Sort displayed message SORT--7729 follows this message.

User Response

SORT--7931 A WORK FILE TOO SMALL

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

Additional InFormation

SORT--7781 Error in sort utility program
Severity: 5

Auto Response:

This work file is full. See the description of sort displayed message
SORT--773\. Sort displayed message SORT--7731 follows this
message.

SORT--7932 A OUTPUT rILE TOO SMALL

Explanation

Additional Information

There is an error in the sort program.

The sort output file is full. See the description of sort displayed
Sort displayed message SORT--7732
message SORT--7732.
follows this message.

Enter option 3 to end the job. Notify the programmer responsible
for maintaining this job and give the programmer the message 10
(SORT--7781).

Additional InFormation
There is an error in the '~ort program. The number of records
processed and included in"phase I of this job is not equal to the
number of records processed in phase 3, or the order of the output
records is incorrect.

SORT--7934 A CANNOT WRITE DELETED
RECORD TO DELETE CAPABLE
FILE
Additional InFormation

t;ser Response

The output file is a delete-capable file into which the sort program
tries to write a deleted record (hexadecimal FF in the first
character of the record).

Option 3: The job is canceled. Any data created by a previous
step in this job is preserved; however, any data created by this step
is lost.

Recovery Action
To correct the error, do one of the following:

SORT--7901 I ****** NORMAL EOJ ******

•

Change the output file so it is not a delete-capable file .

Additional Information

•

Supply new specification statements so that hexadecimal FF
is not placed in the first char acter position of any of the
output records.

The sort job was completed.

SORT--7902 I ******

AB~OR:\IAL

EOJ ******

Sort displayed message SORT--7734 follows this message.

SORT Messages
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Chapter 6. Configuration Messages
CNFG-OI04

CNFIGSSP cannot be EVOKED
or run from the JOBQ; procedure
will terminate

Explanation
The CNFIGSSP procedure was EVOKED or put
on the job queue. Enter option 3 to cancel the
procedure.
Additional Information
The CNFIGSSP procedure is an interactive
program and cannot be evoked with the EVOKE
command or put on the job queue with the JOBQ
command.

Additional Information
An attempt was made to put either the
BGULOAD or BAS LOAD procedure on the job
queue. These procedures may not be run from the
job queue.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by
previous steps in this job and any records added or
updates made to existing ftles by this job step are
saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any ftles created by this job step
are lost.
Source member not found or invalid

CNFG-OIIO
User Response

Explanation
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by
, previous steps in this job and any records added or
updates made to existing ftles by this job step are
saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any ftles created by this job step
are lost.
CNFG-OI07

Enter option to stop procedure
from running

An error occurred while the CNFIGSSP procedure
was performing a requested print operation.
User Response

Try to reload the SSP from the PID diskettes. If
this error occurs again, do the following:
1.

Explanation
An error occurred while attempting to load either
BGUj36 or BASIC via the procedures BGULOAD
and BAS LOAD respectively. Enter option 3 and
then rerun the procedure.

Enter the following OCL statements to print a
copy of the CNFIGSSP format source member
##FCFGP:

I I LOAD $MAINT
II RUN
II COPY FROM-Fl,LIBRARY-S,NAME-##FCFGP,
TO-PRIN
II END
2.

Fill out a Problem Summary Form found in the
System Problem Determination manual.

3.

Call for software service.
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CNFG-0120

Not authorized to do a release
update

CNFG-3291

Please insert the correct diskette

Explanation
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled.
CNFG-2189

An invaJid dictionary name was
entered

An error occurred while attempting to load a
language, utility, or program product.

Insert the correct diskette, and enter option 1 to
retty. Enter option 3 to cancel the procedure.

Explanation

AdditionaJ Information

An error occurred while attempting to load or save
a DisplayWrite/36 dictionary. Enter option 3 to
cancel the procedure, then rerun the procedure after
checking the spelling of the dictionary name
entered.

The expected diskette ftles were not on the inserted
diskette during the loading of the given support.

AdditionaJ Information
An attempt was made to load or save an invalid (or
unknown) DisplayWrite/36 dictionary name with
either the DICTSAVE or the DICTLOAD
procedure.
User Response

Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by
previous steps in this job and any records added or
updates made to existing ftles by this job step are
saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any ftles created by this job step
are lost.
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User Response

Option 1: After inserting the correct diskette, select
option 1 to try the operation again.
Option 3: The job is canceled. Data created by
previous steps in this job and any records added or
updates made to existing ftles by this job step are
saved. Records deleted by this job step no longer
exist. However, any ftles created by this job step
are lost.
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